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Preface
: I This volume attempts to present not only a definitive account of onf

aspect of a vast project in vocational-test development, but also a useMul

record of the experiences gained in the execution of that project. To the

extent that it succeeds, it will be of value not only to aviation psycholo-

gists who carry on in the service of military or civilian authorities, but

also to vocational psychologists in general. While the tone of the volume

is pitched to the ear of the professional psychologist, an attempt has been
made to avoid the more technical jargon of the more specialized statisti-

cally minded. By !confining himself to the less technical passages, the lay

reader may find much that is illuminating and interesting concerning tests
and test methods,

Although there was no attempt, in the program to be dscribed, to

follow any preconceived ideal procedure of test development, inherent in

this account is an emerging pattern of research, which, utilizing many of

the techniques of the past, suggests what such a program can be when

liberal support, in the form of trained personnel, suitable equipment, and

an almost unlimited number of experimental subjects, is provided.

Well-known test theories, and past experiences in their application,

were brought to bear upon the problems of vocational selection and clas-

sification in a rather special area. though it was an area of enormous

scope from a psychological standpoint. While the theoretical problem

and the empirical test of a procedure always had to be suborlinated to the

fulfilment of a pressing practical goal, there is, nevertheclss, many a find-

ing that transcends the immediate problem and its solution. The best

example of this was the utilization of factorial theory and methods.

Factorial analysis, brought into use somewhat incidentally at first,

became eventually the centralizing and guiding principle in connection

with most printed-test development. It must be admitted that the factorial

studies were neither as well planned nor as well executed as they would

have been in a program that had centered around them from the very

beginning. Only near the end of the four years' research did their full

benefits become apparent. Two ambitious intercorrelation studies, rlianned

in the early months of 1945, were not completed in tine to be treated in

this report. The results of earlier analyses are given liberal mention, how-

ever, and the description and evaluation of tests lean heavily, and it is
believcd rather effectivey, upon appeals to factorial information.

Rather unique to vocational-test 'wCk. also, is the inclusion of

analysis of job criteria by the factorial methoh. It is believed that in

this direction lies an economical, systematic, and dependable procedure

for coverage of aptitudes and for fitting tests to vocations.

¶ -- -!
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Its the presentation of results, efforts have been made to facilitate
perusal of the chapters by the reader by means of a uniform type of
description of tests. This was e asy in view of the varied types of
tests, the noniuniforrnity of data avaiiable, and tlhc multiple authorship.
WVhere efforts along this line have faltered, somne of the monotony that
may arise from repetitious uniformity may be thus relieved. Fortunately,
there had been consi'lerab~c uniformity and system in record keeping and
record treatment, testifying to wise supervision and to cooperation amnong
fieldl units. Variations in procedlure over a 4-year period and over a
number of research unit.- at different field stations were inevitable. Most
regrettable of all are the few omissions of dlata which leave gaps that
were impossible to fill.

Failures are recounted as well as successes, but false starts that never
reached the stage of yielding results are best left unreported. Errors
undoubtedly still remain ulndetectedl in places, in spite of diligent efforts
to minimize their number and seriousness. Besides thle editor and the
assistant to the edlitor, at.John 1. Lacey', who have read all chapters
a number of times, Col. John C. IFlanagan, Maj. Robert L. Thorndike,
Capt. Lloyd G. Hlumphreys, and Technical Sgt. Paul C. Davis have read
most of them. All have miade valuable suggestions that have been incor-
porated. None should be hvld accountable for errors that still remain.

The editor has exercised considerably more than the usual editorial
prerogatives, in that he has takeni the liberty to suggest, and even to
make, omissions, modlifications, andl additions in places for the sake of
greater internal consistency and uniformity of treatment and for the sake
of more complete coverage of points that could be- brought out. From
this point of view, the authors should not. be held too strictly accountable
for all statements of theory or of interpretations that appear under their
names. WVhile the editor is willing to assume responsibility for the publi-
cation of statements of opinion, this does not necessarily mean that he
subscribes fuilly to all opini,ý,-:, offered.

This report and the work for which it stands are the product of many
minds and hands-many more, uindeed, thani those whose nlames appear
herein. Like other reports in this series, it represents a genuinely cooper-
ative program. The writers of thr chapters that followv have been, in
general, substantial contributors to the execution of the program' (though
not the only substantial contributors), as the numerous footnotes will
testify. Other footnotes will show that there were minany other sources of
test ideas, awl test construction. Unnmeuid are the nutOerous persons,
civilian as well as military, who have added their contributions by ad-
ministering. scoring, reourding, calculating, and other activities. By way
of exception, there will be mentioned here the names of some who can-
not be cited adequately in footnotes but who should receive miention for
special accomplishmnents. Two artists, Sgt. Fredrick 11. Mcise and Cpl.

Jamnes 11. Ferguson, designed illustrations for test items as well as those

11f



pitured in this report. Pfc. Leland 1). Brokaw carried most of th, ,
sponsibility for assembling the statistics concerning tests. Mrs. Jeatm..,:
E. Russell worked tirelessly on thc preparation of the final manuscript
as well as in keeping organized files on tests. Maj. 'Merrill F. Roff played
an active role in the initial stages of much of the test-development pro-
gram-much more than references in footnotes would indicate.

Footnote citations of credit for test development are given, first, to
those who actually designed or wrove items; second, to those who con-
tributed new test ideas; third, to those who criticized tests with significant
consequences; and fourth, to those who supervised development in a
significant manner. In the citations, contributors are named in alphaietical
order, disregarding military rank and extent of contribution. Many of
those who were present (luring the gestation and birth of a test have
given their judgment as to the contributors who should be mentioned. In
spite of great efforts to be just. many inequities will still be apparent to
some. It is believed, however, that less injustice is done in terms of un-
warranted inclusion or exclusion from a list of contributors, than would
have been done in attempt;ng to rank contributors for relative merits.

J. P. Guu.vo.D,

Colonel, Air Corjs.

BFVERLY Him..s, CALIF.. September 1946.
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CDAPTIR ON_

Job Requirements of Aircrewl

INTRODUCTION

Contents of the Chapter

The main purpose of this chapter is to describe very briefly the kind
of men required for each of the three air-crew assignments-bombardier,
navigator, and pilot. No space will be given to describing the duties of
air-crew members, since adequate descriptions are given in other volumes
of this series. It is sufficient here to gi*e a. s'nopsis of the infornmtion

upon which were based the many ideas A tests accounted for in this
volume.

The first section of the chapter will present a brief list of the sources
of information concerning the psychological requirements of air-crew
jobs. Three sections will give short descriptions of these requirements
and their relative importance for each air-crew job. A final section states
.i,',, very general considerations.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
An examination of the list of sources of information concerning air

crew reveals that many different approaches were made to job analyses.
For a more adequate account of them, the reader is referred to Report
Nos. 3, 8, 9, and 10. It is recognized that most of these procedures have
their weaknesses, but *since we are concerned here only with positive
values, no criticisms wvill be offered.

Types of Information

The various types of information and their sources were as follows:
"Faculty board proceedings. -When a student is eliminated from pilot

training, his instructors and check'p1ots prepare a statement concerning
(1) the student's personal traits, emphasizing deficiencies, and (2) the
manner in which he flew his plane. Similar rerorts are also available in
connection with bombardier and navigator training.

Flying evaluation board retorts.-If an.air-crew man who has earned
his wings is found to be unsuited to tactical flying for any reasor., hLis:
is submitted to a local evaluation board. When the board has reached a
decision, the report with recommendation is forwarded to a centrAl board
at Headquarters, Army Air Forces. The man is !hcr• either cept -n flying
status or is reclassified. In the report, statements regarding his experi-

'Written by Mal. WiUiam R. Wa&Ma&
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onee, present assignment, attitudle towards his job, and apparent profi-
ciency in flying are included.

Observations of training.-Frorn the first days of the AAF psycho-
logical program, aviation psychologists attempted to learn all that was
possible about flying. Manuals, training memoranda, and textbooks were
studied by selected personnel. Missions were flown with students. Officers
and enlisted men were sent out under temporary duty orders to make
studies of spK:cific air-crew assignments or of some phase of the assign-
ment. One example is an extended visit of an officer and several enlisted
men at a primary pilot school 2 to make a study of the task of landing an
airplane. Another visit was made to a bomber training school to observe
-he rtivities of crew members in training for combat operations. At later
stages, rated offictrs-pilots, bombardiers, and navigators-were as-
signed to various psychological units or projects for extended periods of
duty. Some of these had bad some degree of professional psychological
training.

I-onu.W job analyscs.-These analyses consisted of setting up checklist
forms, similar to those used in industries, and making a fairly complete
survey of men and their jobs, with special emphasis upon the psychologi-
cal traits required. The reports of results included such topics as: general
duties of pilot and conmmander of crew (in the case of a pilot analysis);
nature of work, including location in airplane, posture, and working area;
equipment and tools, including delicate, as well as gross, manual controls;
computationai aids, such as slide rules and tables; types of work required
(6,scribe,! under sequence of duties) ; movements required, duration of
work, and speed required; related vocations or avocations; responsibili-
ties; job satisfactions; description of worker as to experiences, physica!
and mental abilities; aud personal qualities, including interests and
attitudes.

JIr�MI wiih clhninated cadzis.-Realizing that there were weak-

nesses in the reports of faculty boards and flying-evaluation boards, an
attempt was made to understand the job of the pilot or, to be more spe- .
cific, of the student in pilot training by an interview approach.

Rating scales for a-'iatlio, cadets.-Beginning early in 1942 a profi-
ciency rating scale designed by aviation psychologists was used in all pri-
mary pilot schools. As contrasted to the faculty-board proceedings in
which instructors stated ii their own terminology why a student was
eliminatted, the rating scale carried a list of 20 traits, which thus provided
a report in standardized terminfology.

Ratings by students concerning difficulties expericeccd in learning to
fly.-An interview rating scale containing 24 items was presented to stu-
dents in basic pilot training. They were asked to indicate on a checklist

'The Ptimary Kschoo proVides the SeSt stage of Aling training for the pilot. This stag I
sometimes tu~t rarely. referredi to as elemlentary pilot trai ns n. Primary training is preZeded
by a ,ee-h..hbt a. whitch is composed entirely o1 ground-& Q*! cOwsei. and is fellowed by
the as and £yiagacb• p•hases.

2
- ~ - - -
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the extent to which they had 'found each item difficult in (1) primary
training, and (2) basic training.

Grade-slip entries.-As a routine procedure, each pilot instructor made
an entry on a grade slip indicating any difficulties or weaknesses
that the student with low grades exhibited. These data were analyzed and
categorized in more suitable form for a job-analysis study.

Clinical studies.-Several very ambitious clinical studies were made in
an attempt to reveal fundamental personal characteristics that are im-
portant determiners of air-crew success. This entailed observing, inter-
Viewing, examining, and measuring the performances of individuals in
training situations. In this connection, psychologists lived with studenti
at flying schools, taking flying training with them, messing with them, 2',d
living in cadet quarters with them.

Anecdotal stmenoaries.-In several instances, the anecdotal method was
used in preparing reports on job analysis. Collection of instances bllieved
to show good and poor judgment is one example of the uoc of the method.

Instructors' and supervisors' checklist data.-There nave been several
variations of this approach. In one, flying instructors merely ranked 20
items according to their importance; in another, they checked the im-
portant ones; and in the third, they rated each one according to a numeri-
cal scale. Average ranks, frequency of mention, and average ratings were
used in the summaries.

In one extensive study in the Eighth, Ninth, Twelfth, and Fifteenth
Air Forces, supervisors of air-crew personnel were asked to indicate the
relative importance of each of 20 traits for individuals "capable of doing
superior work of a specific type in combat operations." These officers in-
dicated, on a 9-point rating scale, the minimum acceptable standards which
they believed should be met for each of these traits in selecting and classi-
fying air-crew personnel

ANALYSIS OF TIlE BOMBARDIER'S JOB
Psychological Description

Of the many" psychological characteristics required of the bombardier,
perhaps the most important arc the ability to attend to a variety of de-
tailed activities and the ability to remember the serial order of events. The
bombardier must be able to judge minimal rates of movement (rate and
drift) and must be able to synchronize these movements. This calls not
only for perceptual judgment, but precision of eye-hand coordination. He
must be able to work calmly under pressure of time, and he must, there-
fore, be free from fear or nervousness, lie must not be tense as he co-
ordinates the movements of the knobs in killing rate and drift. He must
be alert to his job, work rapidly, and make quick adaptations. Hle must
be able to identify the target and orie•t himself spatially. These are some
of the principal traits demanded of the bomibardier.

'In this Report the term "traite win be used La a very geteral we'a. to is.i'de atId
(see cX. *2).

SJ
- - - - . -- - - - - - - -
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Reclatlive Importance of Various Categories

Tables 1.1 and 1.2 show respectively: (1) A list of factors causing
elimination from bombardier schools and percentages of times they were
mentioned in elimination reports on 102 eliminces at I school and (2)
ratings on a 9-point scale of 20 psychological categories, made by super-
visors of com-bat teams.

Comparison of thc two analy".s.-The lists of traits in tables 1.1 and
1.2 are so different in terminology that it is perhaps futile to attempt to
look for similarities and differences in degree. Were they more alike, one
might well look to them to supply some information regarding the corn-
nun~ality of requirements for training and for combat. Unfortunately,
this comparison is limited to some very general observations. In the train-

TANS I.1.- Frequemiies of reasons for elimination from bombardier training as
found in 102 elimination board reports in one school

Causoe"e Codes Percent times
mentioned

Abiliy? to execu*e a series of aetlvmties accurately
Aon prope ord..................................................... C70
Anbinit tolearn ord............................... C 70

Lyecbaod coordination .............................................. 55s
Altility to work sapidily..................................... 4 14
Ability to make fine and smoot manual movements ....... 41
Nervousness sanl tenseness....................................... P 37

Aii fto unuatial dcreumtncosum....................... .. P 23
Sit .. . . . . . . . P 22

..nt........................ :......................... P1
Interest and motivation.................................... P 11
Ability to Verfars arithmetic computations accurately

an apidly.................................................. Is
Orientation ................................................... A 8
Ability to perive minimal movements............................ A

IThe 16 iteras were grouped into 4 main categories, each with a code letter as fellows:
Intelligence and judgment (1), alertness and observation (A). coordination and technique (C).
and personality and temperament (P).

TADLIL 1.2.- Average ratinugs of importance of psychological categories for combo$
bombardiers'

Category Mesa rating Category Mean rating

often ......... 73 Mfotivation ..... .1
Speed of deciuiom and Arithmetic calculatim.. 5.8

actioll........ 7.3 Estimation of spieed
P ite .... 70 addistance ..... 5.4inger dexterity 6.9 Reading c"apeasiena t 5.7Mmrys# ......... 69 visualisation .f Ahe

r .......n.. 4.3 Mch an.ical connpot.

Serial rearties tie" .... 6.5 Matheinaties .......
Depradakility .... 5..& Arithmtetic reasoning $A.5.

Ratrs ere41 quaresendgre bo~udrmTh. ratings eve maade oin a-41plad
seeke under %"~ imaitwurtan -c,,le the number indicating the minimnum standardl which yes
believed sb..&)d he requie."& Delinition. of scale numbers were roughly as follow*: 90,-eucep
tional; 7--verysamuch better than avirrage; S-4oetter thea averace; 3--average enited mast

I-wer 4 Vra1e



ing data, quick, smooth, and accurate motor coordinations are stressed as
important; personality traits are moderately importan't; and perceptual
and intellectuzi traits-including arithmetic calculations-are near the bot-
tom of the list. In combat, on the other hand, intellectual and perceptual
abilities seem to rate higher, though arithmetic calculations still are rela-
tively low, and some personality traits increase in importance. On the
whole, there is little agreement between the two lists. Whether there

would be a closer agreement between two independent: groups of judges
either in training or in combat activities is tinknown.'

ANALYSIS OF THE NAVIGATOR'S JOB

Psychological Description r

It has been said that the navigator is the most intellectual of the air
crew, that he is pedagogically inclined, and academically motivated. Every
analysis of his duties has emphasized the high degree of mentality re-
quired by this position. Whether or not the good navigator need be a more
intelligent person than the good pilot or good bombardier can be ques-
tioned. The matter cannot be settled without defining "intellectual" and
"intelligent" in some demonstrable terms.

There is no doubt that in certain abilities the navigator must excel. The
very nature of his work demands that he be interested in and have some
knowledge of mathematics, though this need not include "higher" mathe-
matics. It is certain also that he must readily understand abstract con-

cepts. As we examine reports of eliminated cadets and job descriptions
prepared by instructors in navigation, we are impressed with the large
number of other traits needed by the navigator. These include such traits

as the ability to work rapidly, accurately, and neatly. With respect to the

last-mentioned trait, it is a fact that a number of students have been dim-

inated because they were either poor draftsmen or could not write leg-

ibly enough to read their own figures while making computations in the

air. In other instances serious errors have been made in the navigator's

log books for a dozen or more reasons, not the least of which were errors

in simple addition and subtraction.
The navigator must also be thorough in his work and able to analyze

and to correct his own errors. He must exercise good judgment and show

the ability to concentrate effectively on navigational problems over long

1wriods of time. Some individuals have been eliminated because they

failed to precheck their instruments and others because they failed to re-

port defective instruments upon landing. While manual skills are perhaps

not so important as intellectual abilities, we do find that some navigators

have difficulty in manipulating such instruments as the drift meter and
the pelorus or astrocompass.

The navigator's confidence in his work must be a balanced mental trait.

This means that he must have neither too much nor too little confidence.

* A mere P10me Mc""a Of ibt boubrdier Vil be hoad Is rvent N. t9 of thk Mrl

T S
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He must not be so over cornfident that he takes only one reading with the
satisfaction that it is correct. He has been taught that frequent readings
minimize the probability, as well as the size, of errors that can be made.
Ile must not be so lacking in confidence that he takes an excessive number
of readings. By so doing, he passes on his apparent lack of confidence to
the rest of the crew members who may consequently suffer lowered
morale. The navigator must display coolness and deliberation. This is
especially true in combat, when, after the bombing run, the navigator
must keep orientcd in the midst of battle.

Another important characteristic of the good navigator is foresight and
platnimg. In one combat mission, a forced landing was necessary. When
the pilot called his navigator for suggestions as to an emergency landing
field, he was immediately told that a few miles further on there was a
beach ou which the navigator thought it might be possible to make a crash
landing, Later it was learned that it was the practice of this navigator to
note all level fields and beaches that looked favorable for a crash landing
and to nark them a his matp along the course of flight for future

Navigomuis are constantly impressed with the necessity of being famil-
iar with sevend forms of navigation. If the navigator is flying CAVU
nost of the time, he may neglect to keep up on dead-reckoning procedures.
Finalty, the navigator must be a Peader of men, because he is usually con-
sidered thicd in commnad of the sAip.

RehWis. Importanes of Navigator Qualities

Table .3 shows sonie of the items commonly checked by instructors as
causes for elinination from navigation training, while table 1.4 presents
combat data comparable to those previously given in table 1.2 for the
bombaudej.

Comp.risos of the two analyses.-In training, arithmetic computation
-in terms of both speed and accuracy-ranks very high. Judgment, vis-
unlization, reasoning, and ability to learn abstract concepts are also re-
garnkd as v'ery important. Among temnperamental traits, neatness and
orderliness are &c.med significant. Other pvrsonality traits are of mod-
erate or low Importance, and motor coordination ability is not mentioned
at all.

In combat, ct-rtain tem peramental traits come up to the head of the list,
equaling or eicm.lling intelectual traits, such as judgment and arithmetical
computations which are stiff prized. Pcrctptual qualities are of moderate
or low significance in training, but a perceptual trait--orientation and
obscrvation--heads the list for combat performance. Motor coordination
is at the bottom of the list as judged by combat supervisors, in good agree-
mert with opinion of instructors in training schools.8

I A mnuc fallir accet of the Mvi)satof wil he found in report No 10.W tri M
1
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TAm.z 1.3.- Percentage of times traits were checked by 112 ivurvclors as (taSr
of e!iMination from navwgation sceool

Inability to correct own errors .................. 76
Errors in simple arithmetic computations .................................. 75
Slowness in learning new concepts ........................................ 74
Poor judgment ........................................................ ... 7.
Slowness in simple arithmetic computations ............................... 72
Incapable of adequate visualization to perform celestial work .............. 68
Inability to meet and adjust effectively to new situations (especially in the air) 68
Lack of analytical mind (regardless of mathematical training) .............. 59
Lack of orderliness in work procedures or log book ........................ 56
Lack of confidence ........................................................ 49
Inability to concentrate effectively over prolonged periods of time

(examinations and flights) .............................................. 48
Nervousness in exaipinations . 41
Lack of initiative ............................................... 41
Nervousness in flights .................................... 39
Lack of neatness in chart work and log book .............................. 37
Inability to use computer ................................................ 33
Inadequate mathematical background .................................... 30
Lack of necessary emotional stability ...................................... 30
Inability to read drift ........................................ 26
Inability to use tables or graphs .......................................... 23
Lack of interest ............................................. 23
Inability to shoot with sextant ................................. 22
Inadequate general educational background .................... .... 19
Inability to learn nccessary technical terms ............................... 17
Inability to read or use instruments ................................ 14
Airsickness (as a contributing factor) ............................... 8
Inability or unwillingness to accept new concepts or techniques ............... 7
Dislike of flying .......................................... 4
Fear of flying .......... .................................... 2

's•and on eliminade ion eek-tial oavipo•oo eaty.

ANALYSIS OF TWE PILOT'S JOB

Psycholo31cal Description

In general, the pilot must be a person who thinks and acts in a quick
and positive manner. This is perhaps more true of the fighter pilot than
of the bomber pilot, who can at times be more deliberate in his thinking.

A sinilar difference exists betwecn fighter and bomber pilots with regard
to speed of action. The latter's actions should be highly characterized by
reliability and dependability.

Both types of pilot should show good judgment, although that of the
bomber pilot is expected to be more mature. It is important for both men

to remember procedures. In the case of the bomber pilo' there are a few

more things to do, and the order in which they are done is of great im-
portance. The fighter pilot must be far more alert to what is going on

around him than the bomber pilot; because the latter can depend upon

T



TAbh. 1.4.--Average ratings of importance of psychological categories for
combat taigators'

C.cgeory MU me roting

Oricitation and observation ............................................... 7.8
Emotional control ................................................. ....... 7.3
Dependability ............................................................. 72
Judgm ent ........... .................................................... 7.1
Speed of decision and action ............................................. 7.1
Readui.g comprehension * 7.0
Arithmetic calculations .................................................... 6.9
Mitemory .................................................................. 6.8
Division of attention ...................................................... 6.8
Dial and table reading .................................................... 6.6
Estimation of speed and distance ......................................... 6.6
Leadership ............................................................. . 6.6
M otivatim ............................................................... 6.5
Visualization of the light coure ......................................... 6.4
Arithmetic re2soning ...................................................... 5.9
Serial rtaction time ........................................................ 5.9
Mathematics ............................................ 5.5.
Mechanical ccmprehcnsion ................................................. 5.3
Finger dexterity ................ .......................................... 5.0
Coordination .............................................................. 4.8

See fooym~eo to table 1.A The raters weri 77 squadron and group navitaton.

his many crew members to inform him of the presence and activity of
enemy airplanes.

Differences between the two types of pilots are more apparent in tern-
peramnental traits than in abilities. The good fighter pilot should be an
aggressive individual but, in that aggressiveness, should not lose control
of his emotions. A trait common to both is the ability to work in a team.
The bomber pilot must inspire his crew, give them a feeling of confidence
in him and in his decisions, and develop in them a spirit of cooperation.
Ire is expected to dle.velop a comradeship with his crew without permitting
the elviment of familiarity to destroy Ihis discipline. The fighter pilot does
not always function as a "lone eagle" in his combat operations. HIe must
frcquvittly cooperate with others.

In addition, the average pilot must have, at least to a moderate degree,
abilities ascribed to the navigator, lie must possess ,bility to orient him-
sOlf quickly and to match geographical landmarks with their representa-
tions on a tiap. .4me pilots, particularly fighter pilots, must also possess
characteristics of a good gunner, since they may be flying pursuit ships
and engaging in either air-to-air firing or in strafing activities.

Relative Importance of Traits of Pilots

Tables 1.5 thrtugh 1 7 show the relative iirportance of various psycho-
logical categories as based upon elimination records, statements of elimi-
nated cadets, statements concerning reclassificd pilots, and judgments of

$TI *ahLdi~,.~ia - .
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supervisors of combat teans. Since must of the job-analysis work has
been done upon the pilot, there are many such tables available, but those
presented here will suffice to indicate some of the more important findings
and some of the weaknesses in the job analyses which have been done. In
table 1.5, five studies have been summarized. This summarization was
possible because ,.thc same categories and method of evaluation had been
used. The categories presented liere have become somewhat standard in
the AAF Aviation Psychology program.

Table 1.6 presents evidence concerning combat requirenments. Super-
visors of combat teams anl others were asked to indicate on a 9-point
rating scale the extent to which each psychological factor is important to
a pilot. From thcse data can lw obtainhd some conception of what the
supervisors think are the important traits for fighter and bomber pilots.

Table 1.7 shows the percentage of times various reasons were men-
tioned by 150 eliminated pilots as reasons for elimination.

Comparison of diffcrein anulyses.-An examination of tables L.S
through 1.7 will show that result! conct-rning traits regarded as important
for the pilot depend upon a number of factors: (1) Whether training or
combat is the test of proficiency; (2) .tage of training; (3) type of air-
plane; and (4) whether judgment is made by boards, instructors, or by
students.

In primary training, the h:adimig trait, as indicated in dlimination-board
proceedings are judgment, cmr dination, progress in developing skills,

TAN.L 1.S. -Percentage of uimes cateogor.is were u,aioned as a cause o
elimination or reclassificaiti, in pilot irainiag'

Elcenszary Advanced Operationar

.lminatiors eiiminations reM .Asikatoa

1.n singole Twin
.000[ 1.000 n enen N=-O oN 100

_____________1_____- N 10 N1 10~1 C

A. Intelligence and Jiadirm ............... * N #i . ii
udm .o S2 4 65 12orig&and :.tanning ....................... 8 43 47 23 1 1

Mernoty ................................ -. 4 52 $8 I
Compiehcnsion ............................. I s 2S 27 1 7

11. Alertness and observation ................ .. 9 7 .. I
Visuahtration of flight course ............ 36 3o 44 41 6
Estimation of speed and distance ........ 07 31 V 3
Sense of sustentation ....................... 34 25 7 J 0
Division of attention ...................... 29 41 43 14 J J
Orientation ............ ................. .1 Is 4 9 0 J
Speed of deci'ion and reaction ............ is 39 35 40 7

C. Coordination and techniques .............. .i $1 91 69 41
Coordination ............................. S1 36 74 37 0 0
Approrriaelesne of controls used ........... 21 is t5 0 i
Feel of controls ......................... I. 1? 3 1 3 0 0
Smoothness of control msv--eme .......... 22 s is 0 1
Progress ui developing technique ........... 54 42 52 34 47 41

1). Pr•sonality and temperament ............... 41 so 95
Aboenceof t3nsuen... ..................... 2 29 232 0 I 11
Absence of confusion and nervouses ..... 1 24 t 3 7 1
Absence of fear and sppWe•sio ........ is 7 o S
Sultahle temperament .................... 9 8 15 ii ai
Motvatio" and attitude ................. 6 ii 11 to 20 32

Prcentas do not total 100, s4nce more than one factor ta frequesoly givest I a&
limteanatiest.

I A very small percentage of theaem wvfr aktually In comt
'Percentats is itallcs trfer to relative fre.wueaetm Wth Which #Fos# of t•a•ts Wva
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foresight and planning, visualization of flight course, estimation of speed
and distance, and division of attention. In adv~nccd training, eliminations
arc most frequently said to occur in conjunction with deficiencies in judg-
ment, coordination, memory, visualization, and progress in developing
skilis. This list differs chiefly from that for primary training in the addi-
tion of memory anid the loss of foresight and planning. There are some
differencc.s between single-engine and twin-enýgine training, but they are
of uncertain significance. In operational training, reclassifited pilots most
freque-itly show these characteristics: fear and apprehension, lack of
progress, lack of motivation, andi lack of judgment. The chief new fea-
ture, theti, and~ it beads thle list, ib fear and apprehension.

TABLE 1.6.- Average ratings of i~neprtance of psychological categorics for combal
pilot position?'____________

Ratings by bupervisors
of combat teams

Fighter Bme
_____________________________________ pilotpio

Speed of decosions arid reaction.................................. 8.0 7.2'iditment ................................................... 7.7 7.3
ýfl tiatin ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. 7.76.E~motional control............................................ 7.6 7.3

Estmaionofsped nddistances............................... 7.5 61
Diiinof attention........................................ 7?.5 6.8

Lead rshi .. .... .... ... .... .... ... .... .... ... 7.4 .
Dependability....................................... 1.... 7.2 6.S

.Orenatin ndobservation.................................... 7.2 .
lifenury........ o...................................... 6.6.7.Coo diaton .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 6.6 6.4Mecanca. om reenson ................... 1 ... 6.0 6.0

Arihmereteit................................................. 4.2 5.0

Fatrsof i~~erpiotrequirements were 30 squadron commanders and squadron oeain
offc,ýs i te Eropantheatre of operations. Raters t~ bomber-pilot requirem~enlts were 117

TABLE1.7.Percentage of times categories were mentioned by 150 eliminated
cadets as: cause of elitnaination (Pilot) ________

categories Percentagte of Caeore ercentage oftime mentioned Caeoistime mientioned

Ne.rvou-i"e'.i in the air 54 Vtlnerst~nd~ng of plant-'s
SI,iw tprorte's ... ..... 53 behavior .........
Jiitý flirlt of he':ht-,pecd inl I udgmerlt .........

... .30 Moator cooardination ..... 13
L~ack .4f "freI of III, ',hi". 27 Erratic ,cformance..... 13

MIMI .it1ik 26 Flg,t paning and pattern 13
.tir -n.11 of the ship in I ,haIea flying ..... 9

km;liviz .... ;. . 23 Inadeqate correction forlii~ti iiiionail ;.roblrs. 20 wind...............
.% firnIon ................. I 19 Poor acrobatics ......
Sb ik and rsdtuMr control ... 17

Ini comblat, traits rated amiong the most important for both fighter and
lxtnlA-r pilot art-: Juidgment, motivation, speed of decision and reaction,
#1inotionall control, and division of attention. Speed of decision and reac-
Iiitnt is apparently mnuch more crucial in combat than in training, as onej , If)0



might expect. It is interesting that whereas estimation of speed and dis-
tance is given high place for the fighter pilot, dependability is regarded
more important for the bomber pilot.

Of all traits, judgment stands out as being most persistent and univer-
sal. This is not the place to try to define judgment or to break it down
psychologically. In the minds of aviation observers it undoubtedly means
a great variety of things. At best, it signified good or bad decisions
(where "good" and "bad" mean that the result turned out well or did not
turn out well, or that the decision was or was not what the observer would
have done under similar circumstances). However this may be, the fre-
quent mention of judgment for the pilot, and for other air-crew person-
nel as well, was a persistent challenge to break it down to manageable com-
ponents and to devise tests for it."

CONCLUDING STATEMENT
During the early months of the war, at least, job-analysis information

from all known sources was eagerly grasped and exploited for what it
seemed to be worth, in accordance with the desperateness of the situation.
It was recognized that much better knowledge was needed and would
probably be forthcoming during the later course of events. From the early
(lays, when even anecdotal material was tolerated, and informal observa-
tions served as a basis for test ideas, the progress in job analysis was
marked by a transition through statistical studies of quasi-standardized
observations, until at later times factor-analysis methods were invoked
to study job criteria as well as tests. Since the latter type of results can
be discussed only in connection with tests, and these need to be described,
an account of such results will be reserved for later pages (see ch. 28).
It will be seen during the course of succeeding chapters how well, and at
times how poorly, observations of jobs yielded useful concepts and led
to tests which did or did not measure significant aspects of air-crew
aptitude.

'I

*For a fuller account of the pilot i~e report No.. 8 of this bnift.
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CUAPT[R TWO____

The Program of Printed Test
Dievelopment,

JOB ANALYSIS IN RELATION TO THE CONSTRUCTION'
OF PRINTED TESTS

The previous chapter discussed various sources of information about
pilots, navigators, and bombardiers that were available to guide test con-
struction. This chapter, which discusses the printed-test research pre-
gram, starts with the relationship of job-analysis findings to test construc-
tion. For this purpose, it is convenient to distinguish two levels of job-
analysis information.

Levels of Job-Analysis Information

Practically all job descriptions can be placed in two categories. Some
do not go beyond a description of what the worker does. Dcscriptions of
this sort might legitimately be termed "phenotypic" descriptions. They
are most likely to lead to job-sample tests. In thinking of the job of the
pilot, for example, some task involving a stick and rudder bar is immedi-
ately suggested. Other job descriptions attempt to describe the abilities
used by the worker in his job. Such descriptions are more taxing psy-
chologically; i. e., they are at a more profound level. They might, there-
fore, be termed "genotypic" descriptions. They are likely to lead to tests
of functions or factors. •

Phenotypic descriptions and tvork-samplc tests.-lt is a psychological
truism that maximum validity for a single test for any criterion can usu-
ally be obtained by means of a work-sample test. The reasons for this are
not hard to find. The work-sample test, insofar as it is a true sample ot
the job, will contain the valid factors in proportion to their proper
weighting and will be on the average about as reliable as the criterion. It
seems obvious that this procedure will be most successful for relatively
simple criteria.

If the job is very complex, on the other hand, phenotypic job deicip-
tions lead to tests sampling segments of the job. If table reading is in-
volved, a table-reading test is constructed; map-readitig activity suggests
a test of map reading, etc. When such tests have bten coustructed, how-
ever, the usual finding is that their correlations with each other are high,
so that the multiple correlation derived by combining s.veral such tests
will be little higher than the single highest validity coeflicient in the group.

I Written by Capt. Uoyd Q. Huimuhrq.
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W\ork-sample tests, in addition, are not widely useful since they are
"tailored" for a particular criterion. While these tests have not been over-
looked completely, it is certainly true that they have not constituted a
major emphasis in the test research reported in this volume.

Gcnotypic descriptions and tests of functions.-The use of genotypic
job descriptions has tx-en limited by lack of knowlcdge coi'cerning human
traits and their measurement. Once these traits have been defined-and
the facior-analysis technique gives promise of greatly facilitating this
step-tests can be constructed to reastre the separate functions. Al-though considerable progress had been made in this direction, chiefly due
to the work of "hurstone, a satisfactory battery of tests of independent
functions or factors was not in existence at the outs.t of printed-test
construction in the Army Air Forces Aviation Psychology Program.

The advantages accruing through the use of tests of indepcndent func-
tions are substantial, particularly in a classification battery where a test
may be weighted for more than one specialty. Such tests arc also more
flexible if criteria change. From the first, therefore, test research was
oriented toward tests of important functions. Certain funct'uns were
deemed to be important in early job analyses. As validation studies of
classification and experimental tests became available, the-list of im-
portant functions was considerably modified and somewhat enlarged.

Available Job Information

For re'asons discussed in the following section, the problem of selecting
and classifying the pilot more or less dominated the research program
from the first. Concerning the pilot, the most important source of job in-
formation available at the beginning of research with printed tests was
the analysis of faculty board proceedings discussed in chapter 1. Com-
ments made by flying instructors concerning reasons for climination of
1000 students in elementary flying training constituted the basic data.
Psychological analysis of these comments produced a list of 20 traits that
were presumably important in pilot success. No matter how keen the
analyst, any analysis of comments made by psychologically untrained ob-
servers would be deficient, because the basic data are not completely
sound. Although this was realized from the outset, this list of 20 traits
constituted almost all the information available concerning the abilities
necessary in learning to fly "the Army way." It should be noted that this
list oriented the rescarch program from the bxgimniung towards tests of
functions or factors.

TilE PU.N OF TEST DEVELOPMENT

Importance of the Analysis of Faculty Board Proceedings

Although faculth-bxard proceedings had been studied only for pilots,

the organization of the research jprogrant, as well as the planmng for
printcd-test research, was based on the analysis of those proceedings. This

ldI



ws the result of several circumstances. In the first place, the originil re.

sponsibility of the aviation psychology program was for research on pilot

selection; responsibility for bombardiers and navigators was assumed

somewhat later. In the secend place, pilot quotas were initially s !arge *n
* comparison to those for navigators and bombardiers that the classificatlon

problem was largely a pilot-selection problem. In addition, a s& ¶isfactory
degree of validity was obtained very early for the navigator aggregate

S* aptitude score, while the available bombardier criterion had sa little reli-
ability that research concerning bombardier aptitude was a!most hopeless.

Organi;ation of the research prograin.-The list of 20 traits derived
from the study of elimination board proceedings was divided into four

main categories: Intellectual, perceptual. temperamental, and psychomo-

tor. Responsibility for test research was originally dektgated as follows:

Psychological Research Unit No. I, temperament tUsts; rsychologial
Research Unit No. 2 and the Departnwnt of Psychology of the School of

Aviation Medicine, psychomotor tests; Psychological Rese.:rch Unit No.

3, intellectual and achievement tests; and the Psychological Section, Head-

quarters, AAF Training Command, perceptual tes t s. While the responsi-

bility for test development in these areas was later mclified in several

ways, the separation of tests into these categories continued to be a factor

in test development until the end of the program. It sl.ould be noted that,

since the concern of the present volume is witi printed tests, only three

of the four categories will be discussed. Psychomotor tesis constitute the

group of apparatus tests discussed in Report No. 4 of this series.

The test coding systemn.-Thc coding system established for the test-

research program was based uxon the same four categories. The 20 hy-

pothesized traits of unsuccessful pilots made up most of the subcategories

used in the system.' The basic code number for a test begins with two

letters followed by three digits and then another letter. All classification

tests, or tests designed for classification purposes, have code numbers be-

ginning with the lctter "C." The second letter indicates one of the four

nmain categories: I-Intcllectu~d; P-Perceptual; E-Tcmperamental;
and M-Pyschomotor. The first digit indicates the subarea within the

main area. The next two digits indicate different tests within the subarea.

The following letter indicates different revised forms of the same test.

This basic code number is followed, in the case of tests in other than

final form, by the letter "X." Successive experimental versions of the

same form, therefore, are indicated as Xl, X2, etc. Thus, the code num-

her C1206C (Arithmetic Reasoning) means that the test was designed for

classification purposes, in the intellectual area, reasoning subgroup, and

that it was the third form of the sixth reasoning test to be given a code

number.
Plan of rescarch.-The original plan of research was to develop one

or more tests in each of the subcategories of the coding system for vali-

. CEpemf wig be 1W aived 1 Iaa.
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datiou, and possible inclusion Mn the claissificationi battery. This procedure
was not, of course, deemed to be a permanent solution to the pilot-selec-
tion problem. It did promise to give initial coverage of a number of poten-
tially valid factors. It was expected that validation findings and addi-
tional job analyses of various types would serve as the primary guide in
later research.

Iniportance of Validation Studies

The importance of rapid validation of tests cannot be ~ovcr-cnphasized,
either in the research program in the Army Air Forccs or in any selection
program. The usefulness of any job analysis and subsequent test con-
ctruction is (determined by the~ correlations of the tests with criteria.
Knowvledge of the criteria used is necessary, therefore, in ordler to evaluate
the statistics concerning individual tests to be reported in the chapters to
follow.

Th e pilot crilcrion.-The criterion of success as a pilot routinely used
in validation studies was gradluation or elimination from .-)rinmary flight
training. Most eliminations usuiall)' occurm, dluring primary training.'
A smaller proportion of students was eliminated from basic training andl
a still smaller proportion from advanced and transitional. fit all three

phases the gre-at majority of eliminations was for flying deficiency." FeCw
eliminations f rom pilot training Ifor acadlemic deficiency occurred either in

the ground-school phase of flying training or in the preflight school.
After a student was classified, he spent 2 months each in preflight,

primary, baisic, and advanced training. Using the criterion of eliminations,
;in primary) training, validity data matured iII a i-diniimui period of from
2 to 5 months depending on when a te,.Z was given. W~hen a classi~fication-
battery test was to be validated, a peri4Al of approximately 5 months was

requniredl. '.\anl% experimnittal tests %vure also given dluring the classifica-
tion period so that the -rame timec lag existedl ior them. Other experimental
tests were given to classified pilots as they finished preflight training.
D~ata onl these minik %ivrv then available inl 2 nionths. This procedure made
jx~ssible quick validation of ma1~ny experimental tests.

The~ Pia-z'gator criker on.-The standard criterion of success as a navi-
gator was graduation or elimination from advanced navigation training,
the only navigation) phase of training beyond preflight. The important

variables entering into this criterion were fewv in niumber. These were

grades in :laviga-ion theory, ground missions, and [light mnissions, of
which the third was mo,;t heavily weighted." Every evidence indicates that

this criterion was qjuite reliable.
Bccause of the small proportion of students classified as naviga tors,

validation analyses for navigation were almost restricted to classification

6 Flaiic eliminations Cteetd primary thmifafations Cor a few mnonths in one of the three
Ariig ihu~biS (mmliL~oethi rr,.o'.certain tests were revalidated agaiftst the Criternes

KIS- ,aution-ths~nantwofl through lis..c trIntag.1
*Evidence is available tu show that flying deki4enrKJ means much the same thin# during sil

sages of tia itng. Pilot CrtterrA are discussed fully an critically in Report No. 11 of this wenea

*The aitrigatied Crigtrlq, is dilcusse owee fully is Report No. to ef this seit.m
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tests. Many months were necessary to accumulate as many as 1,000 cases
of classified navigators on a test given during the classification period at a
Single classification center. With time in preflight and advanced naviga-
tion added, validation on a sufficiently large samiple of a test for the navi-
gator criterion took approximately one year. It later became possible to

test a few classes of classified navigators graduating from preflight in all
three flying training commands with small batteries of experimental tests.

The bombardier criterion.-The successful bombardier, for validation
purposes, was the graduate from advanced bombardier school. Graduation
or elimination was largely determined, in turn, by the "average-circular-
error" and "percent-hits" scores obtained on practice bombing missions.
The instructor's judgment concerning a student's capability as a bombar-
dier also entered into the decision to graduate or eliminate, but in a non-
systematic fashion. Since the objective measures of bombardier profi-
ciency, i. e., circular error and percent hits during individual training, are
known to have had practically zero reliability, any reliability in the gradu-
ation-elimination criterion was probably due to the subjective judgments
of instructors. That the bombardier criterion did have some degree of
reliability is shown by the consistent positive ýorrelations obtained be-
tween certain tests and that criterion.*

The same comments made concerning the relatively small number of
c'lassified navigators also apply to bombardiers. Adequate samples were
difficult to obtain on tests other than those in the classification battery
untii a few classes of preflight graduates were tested with small batteries
of experimental tests. The problem was made even more complicated by
the unreliability of the criterion. If the top possible correlation between
a test and a criterion is, for example, 0.30, one cannot be reasonably cer-
tain that any correlation at all exists unless very large numbers of cases
are available.

Test Construction by Subarea

In order to carry out the plan to construct and validate at least one test
in each subarea, the problem imnwndiately arose as to when a test did or
dlid not measure any hypothesized ability. The first step is an obvious one.

If one cannot be certain that a given test is a good measure of the ability.
a number of tests should be constructed in the subarea and experimentafly
administered. It selecting representative tests of the ability, reliability is
a possible criterion. Within rather wide limits, however, reliability was

considered to be relatively unimportant. Much more important were the
intcrcorrelations of the experimental tests and their correlations with

tests then in the classification battery. The technique of factor analysis,

which is best described as an extension of correlational analysis, was
therefore consideretl to be an important aid in selecting tests to measure

the ability in question.

SFr a more Cep4rt deK &un Of the bembArdw, crI~t `'. *t Rev rl "W . 9 'P 0h&e .wd k
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USE OF CORRELATIONAL AND FAC`TOR ANALYSES
IN TEST CONSTRUCTION

Deterni ining Uniqueness of Contribution
It is becoming increasingly evident that, in aedition to the concepts of

reliability and validity, the conctept of uniqueness of contribution or
purity deserves a central place in test consiruction theory. When one is Ifaced with the p)ractical problem of putting together a battery of tests to
predict a criterion, individual test reliabilities and validities shrink in im-
portance. Beta weights, which are a function of test intiercorrel~ittions as
well as validities, become the criteria on which a test is accepted or
rejcte.

Relalioxihip to correlational aoalysis.'-lf a test contributes informa-
tion concerning individual differences over and above that furnishecd by
a battery of other tests, that fact cin be ascertained through correlational
analysis 2lonc. The multiple correlation between the test and a reference
battery, when correctedI for attenuation, must differ significantly from
1 if the test is to make a real contribution. This contribution consists of
the measurement of a new function or functions.

Relationship to factor analysis.-Correlational analysis alone is suffi-
cient to assess a test's contribution to a battery. Factor analysis is neces-
-sary in order to definc the nature of that contribution. While the objec-
tivity of the application of factor analysis to this and similar problems
may have been overrated, the usefulness of the technique definitely has
not. Factor results constitute an indispensable aid to the test constructor
who is interested in what his tests measuire and why they are valid. One
very important use is to gain insight into the functions responsible for
beta weights in regression equations.

hI (leciding which tests in a group) designed to measure "foresight and/
planning," for examp~le, were most worth validating, factor analysis was

a considerable aid. A supposed fort-sight-and-planning test may, for ex-
ample, turn out to be fuilctionally very like the Arithmetic Reasoning
Trest already in thle classification battery. No matter howv different the
aipparent cont(ent of thle two tests 11ay, be, the experimental test could not
have a high priority for validation. A second fores~ght-and-planyling test1
on the other hand, may reliably define a new factor. Whether or not the
necw factor shmuld now be given the niame of the hylxthetical function it
was designedut to mleasure is not alw:tys determinable. The test which best
niclasures lthe factor, however, shouldI certainly be validated.

A Guide to Test Construction

In a previous sectlion, It was stated that validation findings %%erce x-
pettd to guide test construction be-yond the iniitial stages that resulted

from the availlable information coticcrning the jobs of the pilot, naviga-
tor, and bombardier. This turned out to be ontly partially true. Validation
of a relatively few tests will usually Ix. a sutlicicnt guide to the construction
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of other valid tests. Beta weights of the additional tests, however, may
not differ significantly from zero. For this •eason, correlational and factor
analysis became as important as validation findings in the guidance of test'
construction.

Increasing unique contribution. -Factor analysis serves a very useful
function in pointing out the ways in which the unique contribution of a
given test can be ;ncreased. For example, a new factor is discovered in
an analysis on which no test has a loading greater than 0.40. The test
with the highest loading on the factor also has high loadings on the verbal
and numerical factors. The first step is to form an hypothesis concern-
ing the nature of the new factor. Equally important is to decide what
features of the test contribute toward the verbal and numerical loadings.
The second step is to vary the content of the test, the directions, the
method used in recording the answers, or the time limit so that the verbal
and numerical loadings will be decreased and the loading on the new
factor will be maximized. The new test is then administered along with
selected reference tests in order to check the factorial make-up of the
revision. This process may be continued until satisfactory results are
obtained.

The need for new test construction is indicated by factor-analysis
findings in yet another way. A test with good reliability may show very
little communality with the rest of a test battery. It is rek.tivcly easy
in most cases to convert a nonerror specific factor to a common factor
by appropriate test construction. This is particularly important if tl':•
test is known to have validity for some specialty over and above that
predictable from its known common-factor content. In this connection,
it should be pointed out that the prediction of test validities on the basis
-of a summation of products of test loadings and criterion loadings on
known factors has been quite successful. The evidence ',r this will be
discussed in considerable detail in chapter 28.

Enipiricaiiy dcrived categories. -Factor analysis promises to furnish
the test constructor empirically-derived, orthogonal categories for his
tests. Considerable progress has been made in establishing these cate-
gorics, both by civilian and military psychologists. Empirically-derived
categorie's are most us'full to the test constructor in conjur:tion with job
analyses. The job analyst, in using factor results, has a framework for

his description of the job. The factor categories, in addition, direct the
analyst's observations toward details of the job that miight easily go un-
noticed otherwise.

Scoring Formulae in Relation to Factor FRndingp

There are sevvral approaches to the dcvelopm•int and use of scoring
formulae for tests. All are represented in the tests discussed in this
volume. The final practice, which is recommended grcw out of correla-
tional and factor studies.
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A priori formulac.--On the basis of the 'idom-guessing hypothesis,
the probability of obtaining a correct answer by chance is 0.5 in a 2-
choice test, 0.33 in a 3-choice test, etc. The formula R-IV/(k--1), whert
k is the number of alternative responses, is expected to convert a chance
score to zero. A formula of this type has been very commonly used, even
in power' tests, although it may have little empirical justification. This
practice has one nonstatistical a(!vantage-both examinees and psycho-
logically unsophisticated critics can be told that even though the right
answcr call be gucss.d in a multiple-choice test, gi-essing will not be
profitable.

fa.ri;nuin-reliabililty formulae.-Right and wrong scores on a test can
be weighted so that a maximum degree of reliability is obtained. This
should not be done, however, unless it is known tha, .ight and wrong re-
sponses are both measuring the same ,,wing. If the factr,, patterns of
rights and wrongs are identical, then the maximnumn-reliabi!ity scoring
formula will be identical with the maximum-validity formula discussed
in the next section.

Maximuox i-validity formulae.--When a test is bcing considered in iso-
lation, a nmaximum-validity fonnula will be found to be most useful.
The formula which maximizes the correlation between a test and a given
criterion may not be the same, however, for a different criterion. It is
conceivable that a test would have as many scoring formulae as there are
criteria that it is used to predict, if right and wrong scores actually
measure different functions. Right and wrong scores are very likely to
he factorially d(iksimnilar, as a matter of fact, in any speeded test. A num~ber
of cases will be presented in the chapters to follow in which this is true.

Use of right and zerong scores separatcly.-The finding that rights and
wrongs often nimeasure different functions came late in printed-test re-
search. As a result, the procedure that is now recommended has be~n
followed in rcl-htivuly few test analyses. It now seems clear that the best
wvay to handle riglht and wrong scores is to treat them as separate vari-
tble's in Itest validation and analysis. A scoring formula should not be
ultl in a classificatioti battery except in rare cases because beta weights
for rights and wrongs ma)y differ from one criterion to another. Reten-
tion and wetighting of either score in the final battery should depend
upon the rcspectivec tx'ta weights dctermined from the matrix of inter-
correlations' of the entire battery.

TYPICAL IISTORY OF A TEST
T1" ftlhm i:g titline of the typical de'helopnucntal history of a te.-t does

not cox cr all tests in this volunae. It applics to intcllectual and perceptual
tests much more than to temperament tests. It is perhaps more ideal

"-iIn a Muro test. u*'ic. the"re, Is an uun,.uil runht-cr of ornis,i.cs. the correlatio,, betwetr
rn,%ai an'. -range wztl i, - hith that a tcoting formula of any kind cannot be just,ifieda
ay empufieiea Uais.

In corniutt.-S trta wV41iva•. the &1A for toothl r' ghts and wrongs sould not 'be o'talinqld from
:h-: tea as & a-. a .k. ecda-' on of crioer lbetween rtghtl and wrten& can Ie avoteded by usaio
Kett& from ralarately timcd. anel colmparable. poert, of the tesL
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than typical, but the writer is convinced that if the better aspects of this

general procedure had been follnwed more religiously, test research would

have been even more productive.

Choice of the Functicn to be Investigated

In the early days of printed-test construction, subareas of research

were determined largely by the analysis of faculty board proceedings

which was in turn reflected in the coding system. A representative test

or tests in each subarea was desired. Higher headquarters indicated the

order in which thes,, tests were to be supplied. A good account of the

development of tests in a subarea according to this plan is given in

chapter 9, Foresight and Planning Tests.
Later, the decision to investigate a given function frequently arose

from a combination oe'validation and factor-analysis findings. An ex-

ample of this sort is found in chapter 10, Integration Tests.

Test ideas.-After the function to be investigated, e. g., foresight and

planning, had been selected, the personnel assigned to test construction

spent a period of time reading available job descriptions, interviewing
flying personnel, discussing the problem among themselves, etc. Any-

thing that might lead to a likely test idea was investigated.

As test ideas were originated-and they often multiplied in a re-
markable fashion-those responsible were asked to enlarge upon them,

to write tentative directions, to outline a few items, and to suggest the

conditions for administration. At this stage, a weeding process was re-

quired. In the absence of the completed test, and therefore any data,

this process had to be based upon professional judgment alone. Rarely,

however, was the selection of an idea for further Aevelopment the result

of only one individual's judgment. In most cases, and ideally, this was

the result of joint discussion. The chief criterion was the possibility of

unique contribution. Potentia, reliability, testing time, adaptability to IBM

answer sheets, and "face valid;ty"' were other criteria used.

The available test ideas in a restricted area were thus reduced to a

number, such as eight, that could be easily administered together for in-
tercorrelational purposes. The planning of work on the selected tests was

oriented from the start, therefore, toward bringing the entire group to

completion at approximately the same time.
Item Writing and Critikism

There is an old saying that two heads are better than one. Experience

has shown that this is true in test construction. Whenever possible, two

imen were assigned to the development of a single test, one with primary

responsibility, the othevr with immediate supervisory functions possibly

including one or two other similar tests. These two, working closely to-

gerher, produced the experimental version of the test.

i Fa•e vI.hdty refrrs to ItN chli2acteri'tic of a Itfel! Alt akel It Appeat to hve w tVadil'

10 1n fOt'hilICSItt
4  

Oh'tfoetfl NO fl"t Consttuft~o %qiou-ly bWl¢rd tha! 6(t ( Validity woUtW i

a *;r-Atrant ,e'm¢•P-t to ci.zal v|l, 'itv. Thle morale anA tood lerling of t t Camnlit welt

convided to be bu~iently in•port.Li to warrant borne rflort in Ata d"rection. TIK asenclag

oi Ioten~ial critics Lacking ui psyclilogicatl sopiisticatten was ala. a catAtife s.
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Before a !est was produced for experimental administration, it was
gone over carefu'ly by sever,;] independent critics. This step involved
more than mucre copy r.lading. Fundamental conceptions of the charac-
ter of the test were frequently questioned. The joint contribution of
several capable individuals more often than not Was superior to what
any one alone could produce.

EIxpernmental Admhtinstrattion and Item Analysis

\Whcrever possible, experimental ý'orms of a test were administered in
advance of the proposed correlational study. This was done in order to
check the clarity of the directions, other problems of administration, and
internal consistency. Ttsts with relatively complicated directions, prob-
lems of answer-shect marking, etc., might go through four or five forms,
each with experimental tryout on small numbers of cases, before item
analysis was undertaken.

Item analysis was considered to be a very important tool. Experimen-
tal forms of a test were almost uniformly made long enough that con-
siderable iten t;election might be done. Tests with high internal con-
sistency were desired for factor-analysis purposes and for potential in-
chusion in the classification battery. It was realized that this was not
necessarily the best way to maximize the validity of the indiv;dual test.
Maximum validity for a single test was neither necessary nor desirable,
however, since maximum validity of the battery of tests was the goal.

It should be emphasized that high internal consistency was desired for
more than reiability alone. For one thing, items that have low cor-
relations with the total score of which they are a part .re !not necessarily
unreliable items. A low correlation with total score often indicates that
the itemic measures some other function than that measured by the rest
of the test. High internal consist_-ncy was de.sired because it increased the
chances of obtaining a pure test. Items of low internal consistency with
promise of \alidity poseed a problem for additional test constructior., that
of fividing a test in which they would belong.

Item anialyses were used in ways other than for item selection. A
con1sid ralde amnount of item revision often occurred at this stage in the
dt\ve-lopmnevit oi the test. The item analysis not only furnished the cor-
relation I•b'wcen item and total score on the test, but it also furnished in-
i•orfatiOfn concterning difficulty levels, functioning of misleads, and the
extent to •'1ich the test was speeded.

Correational amid Factor Analysis

After item swlection and revision had been accomplished, time limits
reviscd, and directions given a final polishing, all the tests in the subarea
were prepared for corrhlational administration. This administration often
involved diflicultics that could not always be overcome. No formal pro-
vision had been made for such testing. One or two experimental tests
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could be- giveni along with the classification battery, but there was not
stirncient time to give an experimental battcry. The time of the aviationi
student, both during the classification prcK-es. and during preflight train-
ing, was rather closely scheduled. The most desirable group would have
been composed of unclassified students. Often, however, the only stu-
dents available for extra experimental testing hadl already been classified.
in certain factor analy-ses to be reported later in the volume, based on
classified students, the results are somewhat biased as compared to those
that would have been obtained if unclassified studlents had been used.

No matter what the source of subject.- hap~pened to be for a given
analysis, classi ficat ion -test scores were always available from the regular
adlminlistration. A selection of the hest known of these was made for
inclusion in the mnatrix of correlations, to serve as reference tests, This

p rocedture insured1 that certain knowr factors would be included in the
analysis and would be readlily identified.

It was .at this stage, also, that reliabilities were usually computed. The

p rincipal use to which reliability estimates were put, as a matter of fact,
was, in comparison wvith communalities, to obtain an indication of the
amiount of nonerror specific variance in a test.

Validation

On the basis of the data accumulated in the preceding stages, a rank-
ing was nmade of the experimental tests with regard to their desirability
for immediate validation. Promise of unique contribution was, Of course,
the chief criterion employed. Suich a ranking was necessary because (fur-
ir2g Most of the period covered byts research the amiount of testing
time allotted for experimental testing was limited. To obtain as many as
a thousand unclassified aviation studlents on every test was impossible,
and samples of this size were barely sufficient for pilot validation only.
The number of tests v'alidatedl was increasedl sharply dluring brief periods
when preflight graduates were tcatud.

CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter a generalized picture was sketchud of printed-tcst coil-
struction. It was seen that from the first, te.cons, -tin wsoine
towardl the dlevelopment of tests of ftunc,.onis or factors rather than to-
ward job-sample-type tests. This stemmed from the analysis of Faculty
Board proceedings which was couched in lerni~s of traits of unsuccessful
pilots. This analysis of thle iilmportant trails necessary iii learning to fly

* the Army' way" has been considerably modlihed and' eniargcd by sub-
s(Iquent factor-analysis findings. AS Vailida;tion tinuiings and factor-anal-
vsis results became available, the direction of test research became pro-
gressivcly less influenced by job-analysis information.

The importance of constant and[ r' 1 )id validation of experimental tests
was stressed. As a baiis for evaluating the Itest validities to be p~resented
in later chapters, the pilot, navigator, andl bombardier criteria were briefly
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discued. Reasons for the concentration of test research in the pilot
arem were also discussed. These are, in brief, as follows: The greater
ease and promptness of validation against the pilot criterion; the import-
ance of the pilot problem as a function of initial low validity in this
area and large quotas; the initial high validity for tests against the navi-
gator criterion; and the lack of reliability of the bombardier criterion.

The final section dIiscussCed the typical history of an aptitude test, pro-
ceeding from selection of the subarea, formation of test ideas, and item
writing and criticism, through experimental administration, item analysis,
and correlational an1( factorial analysis, to final validation.
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CIIAPTFR THR __

Commonly Used Statistical
Procedures'

Most of the steps in the typical history of a test discussed in the pre-
ceding chapter involve statistical computations of one kind or another.
Report No. 3 of this series describes statistical techniques employed in
all aspects of the AAF Aviation Psychology program, so it is unneces-
sary to go into detail herc? regarding those techniques. Certain tech-
niques were selected as standard for use in the development of printed
tests, however, and so it is desirable to set forth an account of the adapta-
tion of those pgrticular methods-to account for the choice of methods,
to mention any special variation of them (for there were some), and to
set down conclusions based upon extensive experiences with them. This
chapter will also serve the purpose of explaining the nature of most
tabular material in the chapters that follow, as well as the nontabular
statistics used in describing tests.

RELIABILrIY
*•i Reliability has usually beemn defined as the correlation between corn-

parable or interchangeable measures of the same thing. Other than to
point out that thc use of the singular word "thing" may legitimately
cover a factorially complex test-that is, comparability does not imply
item-for-item correspondence within a test, but merely from one forrm to
the other-one does not need to amplify this de~finition in any way. Reli-
tability as thus defined is a useful conccpý in test analysis. In most cases,
also, the definition unequivocally suggests the appropriate technique
of est;mation.

Correlation between Comparable Forms

The technique of reliability estimation that has been most commonly
used in printed-test development is a part I-part II correlation., It in-
volves computing the correlation between separately timed but com-
! parable parts of a single test p~rinted within a single booklet and ad-

I ~ministered in immediate succession. This procedure differs from the
usual one involving comparable forms in two particulars: (1) Compar-
able forms are usually printed as separate booklets, and (2) are usually
administered with a time interval between them. Some tcst technicians

I Written by Capt. Uoyd G. Hlumphreys.
* In the tables of this volume, this is referred to as an alternate-forms type of teliability.
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believe that the intervenling time intermal is desirable, since it would pre-
suniably take ihto account function fluctuation within the individual from
tihme to time, as wcll as function fluctuation during the course of the
test. Data are available, however, on four rather different tests, which
show that the reliability estiniate is not signiificantly affected by the
difference Ib'twccn immtediate and sonitcw'at lelavled administration of
the scootid part.

These four te.,t-. were adlhnilitered in separately tuncd halves, and
with two time-intcrval conditions. 1l1 the first condition, the second half
was ad1ninistcred immnediately after the first. In the sc.ond condition,
about 4 hours of time and approximately half the tests in the group-test
classification battery intervened between the 2 halves. The tests were se-
lected as ones thought likely to show a decretcent in reliability after all
interval, if such a decrement does indeed occur. The tests chosen (a)
were :pecdeld and (b) called for a ratlh.r complex and novel task, in-
volving extensive instructions. The tests retre ahllitnistcred in pairs. A
gi%-A'n group received one test of the pair without appreciable interval
and the other with the 4-hour interval, and tOwen the conditions were re-
verscd for the next group. Approximately 1,000 cas6s wvere tested with
each pair of tests, 500 in each sequence. The results are shown in table
3.1.

TAM.E 3.1.-Experimental test-reliabilities uvih and tuthou; limge interial between
paris I and 11

Preaviation cadets only Preaviation cadets plus

TestW Statist __c airplane mechanics

Interval I No interval Interval No interval

Deckoing. Cl214AX2 ....... N 238. 3SS. 426. 439.
'Mm 12.33 10.97 10.76 10.47
Ms 14.20 13.22 12.31 12.48

S.D.a 6.34 6.19 6.40 6.39
S.D., 6.60 6.64 6.79 6.8S

?1 .58 .58 .64 .63
Etmmnation uf l-snKth, C(P631A N 3SS. 238. 4319. 42S.Nil Ih.;3O 18,58 16.11 M7.61

Ni 11.61 12.S0 11.62 11.97
SI)., 7.22 7.48 7.10 7.35
SI)., 6.64 63S1 6.50 6.46

ri, .41 .40 .4AC .43
Olvjtgt hlcmnification. CPS21A N 524. 193 ...... 441&

M 46.94 48.13 ...... 41.02
Nis 42.64 41.39 ...... 36.09

S3i. 14.74 16.19 ...... 18.12
S.D.I 12.S1 12.71 ...... 13.

.60 .6S 64
Vi,ualiration of Xazneuvers N 193. 325. 44'.

Cl6;7CXI ................ M, 16,12 20.36 11.72 ......
M, 17.79 19.75 12.35 ......
1.1)., 10.02 10.74 10.15......

S.D., 10.95 11.20 11.13 ......
ri .82 .85 .114

Vur Jrý<ptiatno of ththe te-it svte ,ha+itr 7. Rra-onli tests; chapter 31., Size and Dis-
tanre rtimattun Tr't'4 chapter 19. ISiattal Teits; anti chaptrr 12. Visualixation Tests.

The iInter'elmil~g time intcrval and activities it, this study are thus seen
to have no nleasurable ceffct ol reliability estimates. \\hile it is possible
that a longer delay, or other types of activities might proluce such an



effect, it should be noted that the delay and activities chosen represent the
typical testing situation for correlational studies.

Advantages of the' part I-part II tcchnique.-iExp•ricncc has shown
that, for most tests, reasonably comparable forms or parts can be con-
structed without the use of elaborate trial forms and statistical analyses.
Sophisticated inspection of the items placed in the two parts, if followed
by a comparison of the two means and standard deviations, is usually
a sufficiently rigorous technique. The labor involved in constructing two
forins or parts is thus not excessive; printing in a single booklet re-
duces cost and inconvenience in administration; and having separately
timed parts makes the method applicable to speed tests as well as power
tests. As a matter of fact, this is the ony satisfactory inethod applicable
to both speed and power tests.

Odd-Even Estlmatesi
In a few cases odd-even estimates of reliability were the only ones

available, even on highly speeded tests. These are, of course, over-esti-
mates of the reliability of speed tests. It is not so generally realized, how-
ever, that odd-even coefficients may underestimate the reliability of a
power test, particularly if the test contains a small number of items, and
if the test items measure different factors. When such reliabilities are
presenited, attention is called to their deficiency.

Use of the Spearman-Brown Formula

When the two parts correlated are truly comnparable, i. c., wlhcn the
product-moment correlation between paired items is 1.00 when corrected
for attenuation, the Siearman-Brown correction gives a correct state-
iuent of the rd-liability of the two parts combined. The formula has b.en

* applied, however, in a numnber of cases where the two parts were not
completely comparable. If the standard deviations of the two parts are
not equal, application of the formula results in a slight underestimation
of the reliability of the entire test. l-ack of comparability of subject mat-
ter ,uay result in grosser underestimatcs. Use of the Spearman-Brown
formula will result in overestinmates, on the other hand, when errors of
Smeasurement are correlated.
Uses for Reliability Estimates

Reliability estimation is not ;,!i end in itself. In a selection program
one should bc concerned about errors of mcasurcment only as they affct
validity. In a battery of tests it is usually morc profitable to add a test of
a new, valid function than to increase the length, and therefore the re-
liability, of one of the tests already in use.

It is useful, on the other hand, to have a reliability coefficient in ana-
lytical work with tests. Does the correlation 6between tests A and B
represent all of their noncl.hance variances I low much would the validity
of test A bc increa!:d if it were doubled in length? It any given factor
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analysis do a test's factor loadings account for all of its nonchance vari-
ance? Questions of this type can be answered knowing the correh.1tion
betwcen comparable forms of a test. The greater the complexity the
test, the more important it is in answering these questions to have item-
for-itcni corrcspondence in the two forms, and the greater is the error
involved in using any other cstin-uatc of reliability.

INTERNAL CONSISTENCY

Although reliability necessarily increases with increasing iiternm.l con-
sistency of items, a reliable test is not necessarily internally consistent.
It is possible to have a perfectly reliable test with zero correlations among
its items, i.e., with zero internal consistency. This fact d(:!nonstrates the
need for two concepts, and two terms in this area.

Kuder-Ricliardson Formulas

Of the Kuder-Richardson formulas (8) the one niost w.'idely used on
tests in this volume is their No. 21, which involves the mean difficulty
level of all of the items in the test. If the items do not vary widely in
difficulty level, the error involved in not using the mn;re accurate formula
No. 20 is not great. With a wide range of item difficulties the latter for-
mula is sufficiently precise. It makes the same assumptions as the analysis
of variance, and in fact, is algebraically equal to Hoyt's formula (5)
when the latter is applied to a test consisting of unit-weighted items.

Uses for Internal-Consistency Coefficients

Internal-consistency coefficients are often used as estimates of reli-
ability coefficients. This must be done with care, however, since the two
are only equal for a perfectly homogeneous test. Sophisticated inspection
is an imperfect guide in using internal-consistency coefficients in this
way.

The discrepancy between an internal-consistecncy coefficient and an
estimate of reliauility obtained from the correlation between comparable
formns is somewhat indicative of the degree of heterogeneity of the test
items. The larger the difference vctween the two, the greater is the degree
of heterogeneity. This criterion is a sure indication of factorial complex-
it)'. The reverse is iot true, however. If all items are factorially complex
in themselves and to the same degree, the test will be both highly homo-
geneous and factorially complex.

Internal Consistency at the Item Level

The ultimate criterion of an item's consistency with the rest of the
test of which it is a part is the level of its correlations with the other
items. Since these correlations are unobtainable without excessive labor
in most cases, some way of relating the item to total test score is used in-
stead. Mmay methods of doing this have been suggested, but the apk
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proach to this problem has been characterized more by expediency than
by rationality.

The phi coefficient.-The item statistic used on most of the tests in this
volume is clearly in the expedient group, though it can be related more
directly to a rational technique than most. The procedure used has been
to compute the phi coefficient between passing or failing the item and be-
longing to criterion groups of the highest 27 percent and the lowest 27
percent of total score on the test. This procedure has a number of ad-
vantages. The group of papers is separated into high and low criterion
groups at the outset; thereafter no further sorting of papers is neces-
sary, With test responses recorded on standard IBM answer sheets, fre-
quencies of responses to correct answers and misleads can easily be ob-
tained by the use of the IBM scoring machine equipped with item-count
attachment. The phi coefficients can then be read off a table or nomograph
(2) after frequencies have been transformed into percentages or pro-
portions. The statistical labor, compared with that in computing biserial
coefficients, for example, is thus incomparably less.

The phi coefficient computed in this way has a number of interesting
properties. The maximum phi is obtained at a difficulty level of 50 per-
cent correct responses. For difficulty levels deviating from 50 percent,
the maximum phi coefficients become progressively lower, while the samp-
ling stability of the statistic remains unchanged. Since one's aim is usually
to favor items near the 50 percent level of difficulty, the phi coefficient
serves a double function in item selection. Use of this statistic alone
therefore, tends automatically to produce a test of maximum internal
consistency (3), and at the same time optimal difficulty. If, however, the
test's specifications call for an appreciable number both of very easy
and very difficult items, item difficulties will have to be considered as well
as the phi coefficients.

The standard practice has been to compute two phi coefficients for
every item in a test. One is based upon total groups; i. e., the computa-
tions are made on the assumption that omissions and items not attempted
are wrong answers. This value is obviously in part a function of the
item's position in the test, if speed is even a minor factor. It is therefore
related to the internal consistency of the test as a wLEle under specified
conditions of administration. The second is based upon total answered;
i. e., computations are based on only those examinees who attempt the
item. This coefficient is indicative of the internal consistency of the item
only, independent, except for item interactions, of its position in the
test. The distribution constants for item statistics presented in the chap-
ters following are based on total answered in order to give as true a
picture as possible of the items themselves. Another condition observed
was that no phi coefficient was entered in these distributions, if it was
based on less than 20 percent of the sample of cases in either criterion
group. Thus, items near the end of a speeded test are not covered by
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these data. No attemplt should therefore be made to relate the mean phi
co'fficients reported either to the standard deviation of the total-score
distribution or to the internal-consistelncy cotfficient for the test as a
whole. These data are particularly inadequate for a highly speeded test,
since one does not cxtwct or desire individually discrimitating items.

,An empirical sludy of various ilcmn stat istics.--Table 3.2 contains an
empirical comparison of various item statistics. The purpose of the

TAII.t 3.2.--Coniparison of various item statistics opt two saonphs of 400 classified
tilts (68 it'ens from l'iseitizcaitn of .llanctivers, C1657C we're eirg'd in these

analyses.)

Statistic Sample M SD r, , SEI tM/SE

Phi-27 percent .......... 1 0.435 0.210 0.91 0.062 6.77
II .41s .203

Phl-50 percent .......... 1 .20 .126 8 .050 5.84
if .287 .150

Flanaganr ............... I .4t .2o4 .87 .074 .. 24
11 .450 .202 ....

Point bserial r .......... 1 .358 .134 .8 .050 7.02
II .34S .158 ...

niitral r................ I .48S .168 .87 .65 7.24
If .456 .190

Tetrachoric r ............ 1 .469 .180 .090 5.1
II .445 .212 ........

Computed from r, I and the average standard deviation in the two samples.

'The mean correlations entering into this ratio are, of course, spuriously high since an item
i, always correlated with a sum in which it is included. In view of the large number of items,
the amount of error is very small, and is proportional to the size of the spuriously high mean
correlations.

study was to compare the sampling stability of several commonly used
item statistics in two representative samples of 400 cases each. The test
analyzed wv.,s Visualization of Maneuvers, CI657CX1 (see ch. 12).
Several measures of sampling stability are offered. The first of these is
thc correlation betwecen comparable item statistics in the two samples.
"The second is a standard error of mcasurt-mcent computed as follows:
S.D./I -rI 11, in which SD is the standarl deviation of the distribution
of statistics ov.r all items. The third is the critical ratio formed by di-
viding the ltc:al item statistic by the standard crror of mncasurement.

It is obvious from a comparison of the list three columnls in table 3.2
that the qutiestionl of s;tampling stability is al!1sw'.red somewhat differently
by the thrce different criteria. If one w\rc intert.sted only in dhe rank
ordcr of item statistics in a second smpl)c, there would be litvle basis for
choice anit)ng the larious item statistics \ith the possiblc exceptloul of
the tetrachoric correlation. If one we%'rc interce.tcd ill a minimal staadard
error, a choice of cithcr the point biscrial or phi based on all the data
would be clcarly indicatcd. The writer is unaware, however, of any ap-
plication whe-re size of the stwi,lard error almie would b" iimportant.
L.astly, if ouc w\ere hntcrctsd in ttectioting notiehance rclationships, the
two statistics that ninikc uise of all oif the data wyouhl be the first choice,
followed by those utiliziutl, extrcme criterion groups. Tlhese data, there-
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fore, furnish empirical confirmation for Kelley's (7) theoretical for-
mlulation.

Since a biserial, continuous or point, is computationally laborious, a
procedure using dichotomious-criterion groups is to be recommnended. Dis-
carding the middle 46 percent of scores on the continuous variable not

only redIuces the amount of item counting to be- done, as compared to
retaining all of the cases, but nonchance relationships ate more catsily
detected as well. Choice of phi coefficients or Flanagan (1I) r depends on
whether one is interested in a statistic with a standard error independent

* of difficulty level or one in which the degree of relationship is indepen-
dent of difficulty level. A statistic havit~g the first of these two charac-
teristics, i. c., the phi co-efficient, has beecn found tn have many advan-

* tages for item-analysis purposes.
The inte rcor rclat ions of the various item statistics for one samnple only

are presentedI in table 3.3. All statistics obvioubly are nwasuring miuch

TABLE 3.3- lot lercorrela lions of tszrious litri, statistics for a saposte of 400 dIasi-
fied pilols (68 itepos from Viuaclization, of Mla,,teuaz'as, C1657C, uvre usied in

coostpuling th.ese correlations)

Phi Flat. Point Diserial Tetracborkc

Pon biacrial, r .... 9

pesrcent ....................... .... 94. .95

the samc things. It is equally clear that more than one factor is involved.
The two statistics computed on mutilated (list ributions are moxre like
each other than they are like anything else, i. e., the correlation between
the phi coefficient computed on uipper and lower 27 percent groups and
the Flanagan r is 0.98. Ile correlation between the tetrachoric correla-

tion and the phi coefficient computed onl upper and lower halves consti-
tutes another doublet because they, are computed fromt idcn:ic-l two-by-
two contingency tables. T-he correlations with the point biserial are uni-
formly higher than those with all)- other mecasure, which indicates that
the former may be the most re-presentative item statistic in the group.

The poimil bisc'rial correlaiion.-Thcrt: are theoretical reasons why the

paint biscrial correlation would be -xpcctcel to be the ainost representative
internal-consistec)'c statistic. The point biscrial, for example, can be most

e;1 11ad directly related to the inter-itemn prxluct-iionict corm-lations,

frwhich correlations of items with tota! score are subsitituted for
reasons of computational convenience.' It can also be directly related to
the standard dvviation of the total score distributionl, andl therefore, to

I rnhrre i and j are any Iwo itemi. I is total U4I K*tt*f *04 a Is 1114
in~. ~t number of items in the tr*I. 70 it, Ihtrtfofe. AT urs tiarn teri~tem

'~ rnI ' .orrctz!ion. and fr1 is the rmen coirrlaho.t helwern all items "An

tqtal moep. See apperriia A for tbte derivation of tkig formula.
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to tile internal consistency of the test as a wholc." A simple expression of
the amiounit of "bootstrapping" involved in the inclusion of itemi in total
score can also be obtained through the us,. of the point biserial.' The
highly satisfactory sampling stability of this statistic, shown by the three
criteria, in table 3.2, arises because all of the 'lata are used and because
it is a product- mot entt correlation, not anl estimate of one, i. e., tile
percentages falling in the pass andI fail categories (t0 not affect its stand-
ard error. In fact tile only consideration limniting the wzefulness of this
statistic in internal -consistency analyses is thle comp~utational labor in-
volved.

S~ubstuiuicts for ihe point biscria 1.-Usc of ilke phi cocfticient relating
pass and fail on the item to upper and lower .27 percent criterion groups,
as described in a precedling section, is a reasonably good substitute for
the point biserial. Theli characteristics of the two are (judte similar, and
there is little loss in thle efficiency with which nioncehance relaitionships
can be detctead. Rctaining all of the cases and comput~ii~g the phi co-
eajeient. on a 50-30 split furnishes a statistic that is wore highly cor-
related with the point biserial, but at a cost. The additional cost is tile
labor involvedi in obtaining iteml counts on almost twice thc numtber of
answer sheets, with a loss in the efficiency with which nonchance re-
lationships can be detected.

The phi coefficient obtained from all of the cases grouped into upper-
and lower-criterion groups has one advantage inl that it is more flexible
than either the point biserial or the phi coeflicient obtained fromn the 27
percent criterion groups. The point biserial be.tween itemn and total score
is in part a function of thle diffiulty level of the test as a whole, in ad-
dition to being a function of thle (ilithulty level of thc itein tested. Thle
phi coefficient, analogously, is a itinction of thle splits in both variables
but tile split in the criteri,,a canl easily be changed if no cases are dtis-

carded. If it is desired that the final test be rclativcl) easy, even though
the initial items given for tr) -out hadl an average (lifhlculty level of S0
1wrcent, the tt-Nt-scorc dki 4nbutlun canl be split at 75-25, for example.
Phe mnaximnumi jmit will accordingly tke obtaincd, onl thle average, for
itumhs having I imeculty levels of 75 pcrcenit, amd thi: final selection of
itemis will l< biamct inl the desired (lirection.'

The prtx ldure of "tailoring' a test for a p)articul~ir cut-off point, i. c.,
scilcting Items of the samue difficulty level as the pcrccnt.-ge below thle

whefq the vafiuu% aymhots hzte the Lame memning as 1Wore. and
I r,, is usqc4 tor Oth inttruasl (on~mwcncy of the test at a whole. Set

u-I (rnI) e,'appvendix A for the dcfi'ration of this formumtla..

rooto bt sm~ iitvs Stappendix A for the deriation of tbits Wt-nu&la

*Its uPosI'lek 0.4" the uvC of etirethe trilerion Vrou1Ps might be sd3Pqe4 its the tamet way.
The percrntagr to e tse, M" hen~ some giber dtU~ruliy Iewel thans So pertett to deuretl have
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Cut-off, h~as not bkeen widey lised. There are a niumber of reasons for

different difficulty kvels, onie for the prc-cntage of failures in the cri-
ternon, the other for the cut-off in selvction aut clasification. Both of
these difliculty levels, inl addition, were 1i~r~ttLkon a lim g-terni basis.
Th'le criterion, eliminations in training, fluctuated widely without much
regard for the ability level of the entering student. Although the cut-
off point in selection and classification was raised progressively, the
changes were relatively rapid and were usually made without w.11ance
notice. Most classification tests, in addition, arc weighted for :1nore than
one specialty, each of which mnay requirc a different appropriate degree
of test difficulty. Thius the advantage accruing when all of the cases are
categorized, -As opposed to using highest 27 percent and lowest 27 percent
criteri',)n groups, was not needed. Otherwise, the selection of the procedure
invulving omission of 46 percent of the cases fromn the middle of the dis-
tribution as the standard computational technique would not necessarily
have been miost advantageous.

Item Difficulty

In computing phi coefficients in internal-consistency itein analyses, per-
centages of examiniecs passing an itemn in the upper and lower criterion
groups are obtained. The average of these two percent ages gives an
estimate of tlhe (difficuilty level of the item. For various reasons these

* difficulty levels can be considered merely approximate as long as item
counts are made Only in the tails of the total-score distribution. When
based on a percentage of correct responses in a total group, the difficulty
level of the itemn is in part a function of its position in the test. WVhen
based on a percenlage of attempts, difficulty level is independent, except
for possible item interactions, of position, but is biased by reason o.

*~sel-ection of a sample of those who attempt many itcems in the test. People
who attempt miany items are usually those who are most able in tinc test
as a whole. NTaiucs computed in the first of these twvo ways are used in
Kudler-Richardson internal-consistency coefficients, since it is the inter-
nial consistency, and therefore the reliability, of the test as administered
in which one is interested. Data concerning difficulty level of items pre-
senited inl the following chapters on tests, lic-N-ver, follow the second

* procedure. Statistics baswd upon "total grotip" furnish mnore information
about the test as a whole ; statistics based upoa "total answered" furnish
miore infurmiation about the itemis as such.

Corrgcaon for chan:ce success.-ln addition to bting based upon total
answered, the :tcni-difficulty data in the following chapters are corrected
in the comn~ctional inarnnr' for chance success. Thiis procedure follows
the usual reasoning to thc effect that the expectt-d proportion of chance

_!t7_ u~sre p is il*ucretidpeMno passes ..aJ *a th. &tabeWU

ef~~~~ 3~tniws()
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succC.>s for a two-Lhoice item is ,ne-1 i1i, for a three-choice item one-
thirtd, etc., andi that all cxamlinCcs who do not know the correct answer
guess at random. As a matter of fact, the amount of random guessing
v\a:ies considerably from test to test, (depending on the type of test and
the care with which mnislcads are sl,..ctcd. Often, a given mislead is
Chowcn by tthe exami nec on tiae basis of nlsilnfornmtioti, \vrong hypoth-
esis, or l)rceptual error. "'ie greatcr the extent to which this is true, or in
other words, the-c xtcnt to which misleads and correct answer are not

equally attractiv'- to examinces who do not kito%% the right aniss\Ncr, tOe
larger is the arnount of over-correction that results from the appiica.ion
of the formula based upon the random-guessing hypothlests.

Evidences agaiuif the guessing hypothesis--Various ovidences are
available conlce'ilng tile inapplicability of the guessing hypothesis. These
Can1 only 6c briefly listed here. Difficulty lcvels for reliable items, for
example, someictinics correct to zero or even to ncgaitiv'e values. A test,
Sccondlly, can sonlethincs be i'iiade ,iorte internally consistent and reliable
by an appropriate retluctiou ii the number of misleads.' Lastly, the cor-
mected iifficulty levc! of an item or a test does not always remain con-
stalit, as the ntumber and character of niislecds is varied? These con-
siderations lead to the conclusion that itemu difficulty is not very closely
associated with number of m;sleads in some tests. When di'fficulty values
are give'n for tests in later chapters, therefore, there is a bias in the direc-
tion of overestimation of difficulty rather than underestimat'on.

VALIDITY
Validity data citen m this report are based on an extremely practical

definition of the concept. 'T'lie validitv of a test is 'its relation to any vari-
able one is interested in predicting. A test has poteIiially as many validi-

ties, thmr.fore, as there are criteria available.

Validalnioi Stati8lies

It was pointed oui in the pr,-ct-ling chapter that the most common .,ci-
teria of success as pilots, navigators, or bombardiers were pass-fail data.
The prediction of gradtuatio~i or elimination is the most use:ful datual to
those cmwctCled widl tr'aining problems; information concerning gradu-
ation or elimination was also vasicst to obtain of all criteria available.

The biscrih, correlation coefliciepmt.---\Vith test data for all practical
purposes continuously distributed and a dichotomtlis criterion, the bi-
scrial correlation cot-f6cicnt is imnitdtliatcly !uggested. This has indc

SThe mran phi in a variable 2.. 3-., or 4.choice 100-item test, Geog.:raph), AS104, was raised
0,0213 (from 0.307 to 0.330) hased on "total group" and 0.038 (from 0.27a to 0.309) based
on total an'wcrcol, cha•tnje that were he'ond the 5 percetnt aiod I percent levels of significance
rrs~et l velvly over the wierg:l intenal.cuisi't:ecy ,alues in die otherwise identical 100-item S-ihoicc vet,.o A5I02. Tl's was true even though the mean phi of the 212 eliminated mis-
lead %%.% -0.011 btet on "total xiroup" and --. O0•g, ba,ed on "total aniwered"; i.e., the
vclag1 e eliminated nlýiceaI had rlI.crinmaiated between high- and low-criterion groups in the

V rltd dtrection.
1"hr mean diiffieulty level of Mechanical liforntation. CI90.A is 0.48 when corrected for

chance success. T"lhe cunqsarable valv'e fur CigO.;,ilXI, an experimental two-choice version iden.
ticai with the fift| forin except for the omission of three misleads in every item. is 0.38. This
differcitce ts beyond the I percent level of significance.
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been the standard validation statistic used in the test-construction pro-
gram. Its chief advantage is its ind,:penttlence of split in tile criterion so
that test validities computed at one period of time can be comparcd with
v'alidities computed at a later date without regard to differences in chtn-
ina'tion rates. The fact that the biserial correlation also gives an estimate
of what the product-monment correlation would have been if the criterion
had been continuously and normally distributed is perhaps satisfying,
though whether this constitutes an advantage in prediction is debatable.

Use of the biserial correlation coefficient is subject to one serious draw-
back. Formulas conmmionly used to correct for restriction of range are
not strictly applicable to biserial correlations. The greater the anmount of
the restriction and the greater the disparateness of the split on the di-
chotomy, the greater is the error involved. Because of the high number
of disqualifications for low aptitude at the time of classification, navi-
gator validities were somewhat underestimated almost from the start;
pilot and bombardier validities were significantly underestimated only
after many months of the test-construction program, as the number
of low-aptitude disqualifications increased. For the degree of restriction
of range due to the elimination of the lower 60 percent or more of
scores on the various staninest° and for the elimination rates coinnionly
encountered in flying training, the amount of error in the corrected bi-
serial correlation may amount to as much as 0.10.

The point biscrial.-An alternative statistic for use in the validation of
a test against a dichotomous criterion is the point biscrial. Thie applications
of this statistic to psychological problems have not been sufficiently inves-
tigated to make definite recommendations. One disadvantage is immedi-
ately suggested-the point biserial is in part a function of the split in
the dichotonmous criterion. In order to be compared, test validities would
have to be equated for differences in elimination rates. 'rhe fact, how-
ever, that the point biserial is a product-moment correlation, not an es-
tiniate of one, suggests that it might be useful.

Validation Procedurem

Experimental tests were ,ncst often given to unclassified aviation stu-
dents. Ideally, the aviation student, should not be able to distinguish an
experimental test from a classification test oil which their qualification
anid classification depended. Thus, much validation-test administration
%,;Is conducted along with classification testing. The first step in the vali-
dation procedure was, therefore, to obtain the classification records. If

* one were interested in pilot validation, the classified pilots were separated
* from navigators, bombardiers, etc. After tile necessary interval of time,

rosters of graduates and elimninees fromn elementary pilot training were
searched"' for men to whomn the test was administered.

" A stanine is a standard score, on a 9.step scale with a mean of 5.00 'and a standard devi-
atior. of 2.00. which represents the composite aptitude s,.ote for a givrn type of flying training.

" Readers who are famillar with punch.card techn..ues can imn iately translate this and
other steps its the procedure to jobs of sorting, collating, tabulating, etc.
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Sclection of climince grotp.--Of the several types of eliminees listed
by training schools, e. g., flying deficiency, academic deficiency, fear of
flying, traits of character, and physical deficiency, nonpsychological cate-
gories constituting a small percentage of total eliminces were consistently
omitted in the computation of the biscrial correlations. In periods of high
elimination rates, in addition, pilot validation was often accomplished on
the basis of flying-deficiency eliminees only. This was done because flying
deficiency was presumably the purest criterion available of pilot failure.
Data are available, however, which show that stated type of elimination
from pilot training is relatively unimportant as measured by the degree
of relationship between the composite aptitude score (stanine) and the
various categories of eliminations.

The correlations obtained.-In addition to computing the biserial cor-
relation between the test and pass-fail in training, certain other correla-
tions were routinely obtained as well. The biserial correlation between
the appropriate stanine and the criterion was obtained for the same
sample as a partial check on the representativeness of the sample. A
product-moment correlation was obtained between the test and stanine
in order to estimate the amount the test might add to the predictive
efficiency of the classification battery. The latter two correlations are not
presented routinely in this volume because a stanine does not constitute
a fixed reference point, since the composition of stanines was changed
with each new classification battery. Both correlations are used, however,
in correcting a test validity for restriction of range. These corrected
values are routinely presented for tests administered after the time that
restriction of range became a serious problem.

Corrcction for rcstriction of range.-The standard formulae' for cor-
recting a test validity for restriction in range is derived from the formula
for the partial correlation coefficient. Restriction in range of a variable
(the stanine) has, as a limit, the reduction of the variable to a constant,
with effects on related variables (test and criterion) predictable from the
partial correlation technique. In a real sense, therefore, the partial corre-
lation coefficient is a special case of restriction of range.

The effect of restriction of range on a test's validity depends upon its
correlation with the stanine. It is not difficult to see why a test's validity
should be increased when correcting for restriction of range'\vhen the
test is highly correlated with the stanine. The correction will often
change a strall -,egative validity to a positive one if the correlation with
stanine is substaiial. Unless the relationship of the correction formula
to the partial correlation coefficient is rememibred, however, it may be

rap rts+r ( r?7 ( -- where S3 is the unrestricted standard

-- (+,r I., )-] [mia(4) rs t andard deviat ion on the
- "' sampieand the correlation corrected

for restriction In range of variable 3 is r'i. See report No. 3 of dis series for a more complete
evaluation and descriiitioss of correctious for restriction of range.
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surprising to find a test's validity lowered by applying the correction
formula when the test is relatively uncorrelated with the stanine. A num-
ber of instances of this sort will be found in the chapters to follow.

Most of the corrected validities reported in this volume are based upon
an assumed standard deviation of the unrestricted staninc of 2 00. This
follows, of course, from the definition of stanine. During a period of
several months, however, it was believed that in the process of setting
up conversion tables of ra\v aggregate scores to stanine units, standard
deviations of stani.e significantly less than 2.00 had been obtained. Cer-
tain validities are reported as corrected to values of the unrestricted sta-
nine of less than 2.00. The actual value used in making the correction
is consistently footnoted.

A further source of confusion in making corrections for restriction <l
range is that at times data were available for the augmented pilot sta-
niiie only. T'ie pilot stanine was augmented by adding either two or three
stanine points to the aptitude score of students with specified amounts
of previous flying experience.18 The proportion affected by this procedure
varied'from time to time, but wa's usually in the range from 0.10 to 0.15.
The standard deviation of the augmented stanine was therefore greater
than that for the unaugmented, the difference usually being about 0.-0.
The assumed standard deviation of the unrestricted augmented stanine
was accordingly 2.10 during most of the period covered by this volume.
The exceptions noted aLove for the unaugmented stanipe, however, also
apply to the augmented.

Item Validation Proceduresi:
Item vzl'dation was used primarily in the selection of items and for

keying responses in personality inventories, biographical data blanks,
etc. Ease of computation is always a criterion in any work with items,
but beyond that is the need for a statistic that will produce valid em-
pirical keys.

The tetrachoric corrclatlion coefficicnt.-Since item validation neces-
sarily involves a two-by-two contingency table when the criterion is di-
chotomous, the tetrachoric correlation is suggested as a suitable statistic.
It was used-in fact in a number of item-validatioa studies. Its chief ad-
vantage is that the degree of correlation is independent of varying elim-
ination rates or item difficulties. Its standard error, on the other hand, is
a function of both these variables. For sampling reasons, high correla-
tions tend to occur predominantly on very easy or very difficult items.
Unless sonic criterion of statistical significance is used in addition to the
correlation, item selection will be biased away from items of moderate
difficulty level towards very easy or very difficult items. Such items are
less likely, because of sampling errors, to give comparable results on a
second adiniistration and do not afford maximum discrimination among

"18 A MAR~nisu stan~ine4 of 9 was adbeted to In spite of &ldtw6gl howevref.
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exaininces. For these reasons the tetrachoric correlation was not used as
widely as the statistic to bC dlescribed.

7The phi ccc fficient.-The phi coefficient call be computed from the
same contingency table as the terachoric correlationa. It has quite dif-
ferent properties, however, since its standlardl error is indlependent of split
in either dlichotomy, while the size of the correlation is a function of
split. Assuming a constant lec ci of item intercorrelations, the mean phi
coefficient be-tween test itemis and the criterion can be dlirectly related to
the point biserial correlation between total test score and thle criterion."'

For an item that (liscrimlinates positively, phi is at a maximlum when
the number mairking a given alternative eqjuals thle numlber in the supe-
rior criterion group (graduates) . For maximuni ncgative dli srimni nation,
however, phi is at a miaximumi when the numnber mnarking a given at-
ternative equals the number in the inferior criterion group (climinees).
If this statistic wer~e used unnitodified, itemis selectedl for keying at one
level of the graduation rate would not be- the best items to use if this
rate were to change radically.

The computation of phi coefficients was slightly miodified in practice
as a means of partially overcoming the dependence of the statistic on a
given graduation rate. All itemn-validation statistics wvere computed on the
assumption of equal weighting of graduate and eliminee groups; i. e., the
same charts were used for item validation as for internal-consistency
computations, where the upper and lowver criterion groups wvere always
of equal size. This procedure bas the effect of increasing all item phi
coefficients, but increasing most those for splits furthest removed from
the one where phi would be at a nmximumti in the miore precise procedure.
It follows, therefore, that the application of a standard-error formula
is an app~roxinmate procedure, although a single standard error can be
used more precisely for phi computed in this way than for the tetra-
choric correlation.

No perfectly satisfactory itemi validlation statistic wvas used. If the
gradluation rate from training were more constant, the phi coefficient
computed from the actual sp~lit in the criterion would be less open to
criticism. W~ithi changing graduation rates the ''comlpromlise" procedlure
ma)' be- more generally- useful.

Cross zvolidlaion.--The development of a key for a personality or bio-
graphical-data inventory call be very briefly summiarized. The first step
involves the experimental admittistration of the inventory. This was
done either during the classification pe~rkAi or while students wvere in pre-
flight training, or at the timne of graduation from preflight training. The
accumulation of 2,000 cases of classifiedl students, would have been desir-

where the sub~cfipt c rereirs to the criterion, and
= ~de *the other syntbals hive the same reference as be-

e ~fore. That is. the correlation between total score
;69 on a test anti tbe criterion isa a function of the

ratio of the viean item validity to the me~An internal-conissitency coefficient.



able, although this was not always possible. When graduation-elimination

information became available, the unscored answer sheets were separated
into those for graduates and those for eliminees. The answer sheets of
these graduate and eliminee groups were then divided into odds and
evens, usually on the basis of odd and even testing numbers. Item
counts were obtained, as a next step, and item validities were computed
for odds and evens separately. Using responses exhibiting a difference
at or beyond approximately the 5 percent level of significance, and
av'oiding the alternatives selected by a very small (usually less than 0.15)
or very large proportion of the cases, separate scoring keys were made
up for the two samples. The odds answer sheets were then scored with
the evens key and vice-versa. Validation statistics were then computed
in the way already outlined.

The c~-oss-validation procedure avoids the "bootstrapping" involved
i n scoring answer sheets on a key prepared from item-validation statis-
tics conputed on the same sample. If both the odds and evens keys are
valid, the final recommended key obtained from combining the two ex-
perimental keys will, on the average, be more valid.

FACTOR ANALYSIS

The previous chapter discussed the importance attached to factor
analysis in test construction research. In the present section will be dis-
cussed some of the statistical and computational aspects of the technique.
In this connection several factor-analysis schools will be briefly covered.

Common Assumptions

Factor analysts, no matter how much they may differ among them-
selves on certain points, make common assumptions in their factor solu-
tions. Any given distribution of test scores, for example, is assumed to
result from a weighted additive combination of orthogonals reference
factors. The correlation between any two variables, therefore, is also an
additive combination. It can be written as follows: r,=-aa+bjbs+..,
k~k,, where at is the loading in factor a of test 1, etc., and where k is the
last factor in the analysis.!] Many critics of factor analysis have seized upon the additive assump..
tion as a possible weak link. The additive assumption does not allow for
complex interactions of parts, for the whole being unpredictable from
kn.owledge of the parts, or for parts being unrecognizable in the whole.
This is a question, however, to which an experimental answer is possible.

Evidence is presented in chapter 28 showing to what extent the additive
assumption has been found to correspond to test data.

Divergent Computational Procedures
Any casual statistical reader knows the centroid method of factor

analysis by name and associates it with Thurstone (9). Almost equally

'Tlurstom departs from orhbosonality. for ezample, onI, in 1he rotisleo Pfqce
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well known are the principal-axes method of Hotelling (4), and the
principal-components method of Kelley (6). This same reader knows
that there are certain disagreemcnts among these individuals concerning
methodology, but is usually quite uncertain concerning the actual points
of disagreement.

The matheialical solutions.--There is little difference of opinion con-
cerning the mathematical solutions. Either the principal-axes method or
the principal-components method is superior to the centroid solution
mathemaitically, but inferior from the standpoint of computational labor
involved. The mathicmatical superiority of the first two is due primarily
to the fact that each succeeding factor extracts a maximum portion of
remaining variance.

It is often stated that the first two methods are not scientifically par-
simonious; i. e., because, as commonly used, as many factors are extracted
as there are variables in the correlational matrix. This criticism is not
justified. If all methods are applied to the same correlational matrix with
the same diagonal entries, there is no difference inparsiniony in favor of
the centroid method. Use of 1.00 in the diagonal results in as many fac-
tors (not necessarily all reliable) as variables. If the communality is used
as the diagonal entry instead, no more factors need be retained by one
method than by any other. If the factors computed by various methods
are compared by ordinal number, the centroid factors will be found to
reduce the variance in the matrix less sharply than the other two methods.

Diagonal cnarics.-The real crux of the differences among factor
analysts lies in the selection of the diagonal entry in the correlational
matrix. This in turn is directly related to the problem of whether to
rotate axes.

The advocates of the use of 1.00 as the diagonal entry seem to value
most highly the nmathematical advantages that accrue when this procedure
is used. Being able to assess the reliability of a factor is indeed a consid-
erable advantage. The writer, among others, is unable, however, to find
many psychological advantages in this procedure.

If 1.00 is used as the diagonal entry in a correlation matrix composed
of coefficients uncorrected for attenuation, the resulting factors and fac-
tor loadings constitute an inextricable mixture of common factors, non-
error specifics, and error specifics. These factors are probably not very
meaningful, although they furnish an exact mathematical description of
the original correlations. Rotations are attempted only rarely on such data.
It is the writer's guess, however, that stable positions of axes cannot be
found in these analyses.

The advocates of the use of the test's communality, i. e., the sum of
the squares of the common-factor loadings, in the di.'onal forego math-
ematical nicety for greater psychological meaning. Rotations can be made
to positions of the factors that will reoccur in subsequent analyses, rela-
tively independently of the constitution of the particular matrices. Experi-
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ence has shown that these factors do have psychological meaning. For
example, interpretation of stable factors will enable the test constructor,
in revising tests, to increase or decrease a loading in a given factor at
iwill. Although few data are available, it is probable that psychological
interpretation of a factor can be related to job-analysis information sufi.-
ciently accurately to weight tests for a criterion in the absence of valida-
tion data for these tests in connection with that crite'ion.

Procedures Used in Army Air Forces Test Research

Because most matrices to be analyzed were relatively large, the cen-
troid procedure was used for computational convenience. In order to oh-
tain meaningful common factors, estimates of the communality were used
as the diagonal entries. Conimunalities were estimated by selecting t;,-.
highest coefficient in a column.

Centroid conzputations.-Centroid loadings were computed in the cus-
tomary manner with one exception. The criterion used in reflecting signs
was the algebraic sum of a columnn disregarding the diagonal rather than
the mere number of negative signs in the column. The newer procedure
insures positive sums and undoubtedly comes closer to maximizing table
totals than the earlier ,ne.

Every user of the centroid method finds himself perplexed by the
!! problem of the number of factors to extract. No single critcr.ion is suffi-

cient. Most of the crit•ria that have been suggested do not allow the ex-
traction of a suflicie-t number of factors to obtain stability of factor
patterns in rotations. An objective criterion that has been found to be
useful is the comparison of the .,tandard error of a zero correlation with
"the product of the two highest centroid loadIngs. Factoring should not be
stopped until the latter is at least as small as the former. The criterion
that was actually given final w"ight, however, was quite subjective. Inter-
pretability of the results is the only possible basis at present for choosing
between, for example, 9 or 10 factors. In most cases the objective differ-
ences between two successive ct-ntroid factors are too slight, and the
change too smooth, to make a confident decision concerning the exact
number of factors.

Rotations.-Axes were always rotated in pairs. This was accomplished
in various ways. At first the factors were plotted iii order to estimate the
angle of rotation, and rotated loadings were obtained by calculating ma-
chine using the trigonometric functions of the angle. WVith more experi-
ence the angle of rotation was estimated from the numerical values alone,
and the rotated loadings were obtained as before.

The original procedure was time consuming; the second procedure in-
volved a difficult visualizing proc-.ss. \Vithi both, computers had difficulty
with signs. As a result a new procedure was devised e' that minimized
most of the difficulties encounterted with the previous ones. A pair of fac-
tors is plotted by projection, utilizing 1-square and trianglq, from the

as Chief contributor: S/Sgt. whvayne S. Ziref*"rtau (10).
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original plot of each onto a third sheet of paper. Rotations are made
directly on the plot, and the new axes are used in succeeding rotations.
The entire process is geometric. Numerical values of the various factor
loadings are not involved from the time the first plots are made until the
final rotated loadings are read off the sheets. Rotations are made more
accurately and more rapidly than by any other method tried.

All the rotational solutions presented in this volume are orthogonal.
Nonorthogonal solutions were not attemptu.d. It seemed, in the first place,
that those who use nonorthogonal solutions place too much confidence in
essentially negative results. Hlow can one be sure that the next group of
tests will not change the correlation between two factors from +0.15 to
0.00? As a matter of fact, most of the intercorrelations reported among
factors are so low that it hardly seems worth while to depart from orthog-
onality, even if one could be sure that the correlations were the true ones.

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter discusses many statistical procedures common to the test
analyses and descriptions to be presented in succeeding chapters. On the
basis of rather extensive experience with certain techniques, evaluations,
and recommendations were also made in several instances. The topics dis-
cussed were: Reliability; internal consistency both of the test as a whole
and of the items composing it; validity, again both of the test and its
items; and factor analysis. A more complete discussion of research tech-
niques will be found in Report No. 3 of this series.

TABULAR SYMBOLS

For the convenience of the reader, a list of tabular symbols commonly
used in this volume is appended below:

N, = Total number of cases in a sample.
= Proportion of total sample graduated from the indicated

phase of training.
N f,= Mean score of graduates.
M. = Mean score of eliminees.
SDg = Standard deviation of score distribution for the complete

sample, including graduates and climinees.
r&,, lti.krial correlation coeffciient between test scores and the

criterion, uncorrected for restriction in range on the
stanine.

r&,,, r,.,. corrected for restriction of range on the stanine.
,, -l'rP uct-momnent correlation between scores on separate

comparable halves, separate comparable forms, or odd and
c.cin groups of questions, of a test.

r,,= r',, corrected for length by the Spearman-Brown formula.
'Mob= Mean phi cotfficient.
SDo Sta:idr-d d.eviation of the distribution of phi coefficients.
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= -Uncorrectcd proportion of individuals passing an item.
ep = p corrcctcd for chance success.

The reader will be able to ititerpret minor variants of these symbols as
tlh)" occur in this volume.

Onc liberty is taken in tables. For convenience, product-monient corre-
lations are frequently entered in a column for rb,. When this occurs, ap-
propriate footnotes are always made.
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CHAP1FR tooR

T1ests uf Inhilleti and Informiation'

THRIEE GENERAL TEST CATEGORIES

The presentation of research with printed tests is divided into three
sections: intellect and information, perception, and tnietcranient. This
follows the original division of research responsibilities amiong Psycho-
logical Research Unit No. 3; Psychological Section, lEadquarters, AAF
Training Command; and P~sychological Research Unit No. 1, rcspec-
tivcly.2 The coding systemn used for printed tests parallels this division of
research responsibilities, and, therefore, the organization of thc volume.8

While~ the relationship between coding system and volume organization is
not perfect, most of the tests inl thle CI series will lx! found in chapters 5
through 14, those inl the CP series iii chapters 16 through 21, anid those
in the CE series in chapters 23 through 27. The e-xistence of exceptions to
this relationship is indicative of thle absence of sharp huesi of demarcation
L--t'.';ven the categories, e. g., certain tests that were oncec given a per-
ceptual or a tcrnlpera:,ent code nuiabcr were Conside ~red to 6., more similar
to intellectual tests whet' the volume was being organized.

Although other ways of categorizinug tests might have been devised, the
systemn used has the advantage of mecaning much the samne thing to most
psychologists. In Spite of some degree of o':erlapping of categories, there

will be relatively fewv dis~agreemntts about thle placemient of mol(st tests,
although psychologists of different back-grounds may describe the cate-'
gories quite differenitly. The following statements, in brief, constitute one

such description. Thec intellectual category can be' distinguished from the
perceptual by thle use of sy-nibohizati-on in thec statemnirt of the qjuestions

and( mlisleadts. Intellectual tests require sVinoIKliC' niwdiation, usually by

vicrbat or nunierical symbols ; p-rceptual tv.5ts do0 rIot. Both differ from
tvtr1'pirarncnt tests in that the laittr strcs i nuiirr or wAy of 6kha3ing.

w6hille the othcr two stress arnount of krmowlc !1-c or -1. ility. The correct

an-v\ cr to -.n itcal .1 anl iritelktual or percvptinil test follows inlekxibly
fr-om a sict of roles, whuiic there is no right ansx r nio ,t's sense to an itemi

in a tenmperarentu test.

I wtitten by CAPq. Lior G. flurpbreys.
Thls :1 isi)ft of rewjat~h WAS'~.iit ig terrm..i in a rumloet of us?$ SA., a

~to rfiy Tb &oerw".vo jetj is. thieretv'e. n94 a I~l.Et*J

IThe co~ltn5 .ysttm was d,1MUaCI in -Omt~ detial in (Ih-Irt 12 it ~ It- !#,-1 that

the ~etttr C. ~ drnies a 1 ~~i! r~.. iw ,7 hyao n! it,r 9~ h'ia

ne it ( k-rMain groupS of gabs: IIa,,eCV(tuak I*-I've epti~~ ~rr.ina.&
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IIlS'IOI(ICAL REASONS FOR TIlE USE OF TESTS OF
INTELLECT AND INFOM31ATION

Academnic lRequirenwnts for Flying Training

Beginning in 1920, high-school graduation or its equivalent was made
a requirement for entrance into Army aviation training. Aviation flying
training, at that time, consisted of training pilots only, although pilots
studied navigation as well, frequently subsequent to graduation from fly-
ing school. In order to detcrmine the qualifications of candidates who had
not graduated from high school, administration of examinations was
authorizcd. These examinations were expected to cu;vcr pertinent high-
school subjects. By 1925, two such examinations were scheduled each year.

In 1927, the educational requirement was increased to 2 years of col-
lege or its equivalent, owing to the increase in the number of applicants
for aviation training. Candidates who (lid not have 2 years of college
training were given a special essay-type examination covering nine college
subjects. This proccedure was followed until the imminence of our in-
volvement in war denmanded a more extensive selection and classification
program.

The Substitudon of Objective Examinations

The need for a more objective and standardized qualification instru-
ment led to a request by the Air Corps that the Personnel Procedures
section of the Adjutant General's office construct an objective-type educa-
tional examination to be used for air-crew selection. This examination,
completed late in 1941, consisted of five required sections, four of which
were mathematical and the fifth, English composition. Five additional
subjects-general history, United States history, physics, chemistry, and
a language-were listed from which two options could be chosen.

After being in use for only 2 months, the objective educational exami-
nation wvas supplanted in January 1942 by the Aviation Cadet Qualifying
EIxamination. A mnonth later the testing program was extended to include
a battery of classification tests which were administered to all who had
qualified for air-crew tramining.

A natural consequetwe of the substitution of objcctive testing, in place
of the prercquisite of 2 )ycars of college, was the suggestion that tests of

intellect and information be includh ! ;-' thie classification battery. It was

not clear at the outset whether 2 years in college or its equivalent was

predictive of success as a pilot, bxmibardier, or navigator, though the

case for the latter at least was fairly clear-cut. Studies of these relation-

ships, however, constituted an obvious first step.

JOB ANALYSIS FINDINGS IN RELATION TO TESTS OF

INTELLECT AND INFORMATION
The Pilot

The analysis of fi.~ulty-board proceelings, mentioned in chapter 1, re-
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bu!tcd in the establishment of four catt-gories in the area of intellect and
information. These categories were generally defined in terms of cxprc;-
sions used by instructors in describing reasons for elimination.

Judgm'cnt.-Ability to make sound *udgments and choices as to the

best thing to do when faced with practical problems in traffic, in mtaking
forced landings, and in similar situations.

Foresight and planning.-Ability to plan a series or sequence of
maneuvers, plan ahead for landings, plan entry into or exii frem traffic,
and foresee and avoid possible difficulties.

Hemory.-Ability to remember instructions from day to day, both gen-

eral explanations andi specific, detailed information.
Comprcheizsion.-Ability to grasp the meaning of explanations, in-

structions, and demonstrations when they are given either orally or in
written form.

In spite of the fact that comments appeared in onc or more of these
categories in reports of 6817 of all eliminations from pilot training, it
was realized at the outset that the importance and psychological unique-
ness of these categories remained to be established. Relatively little de-
pendence canite placed upon descriptions of psychological traits made by
untrained personnel, particularly when a limited and informally stand-

ardized vocabulary is used to characterize failures.
In addition to the categories yielded by the analysis of faculty-board

proceedings, early job-analysis information indicated rather strongly the
importance of mechanical information and mechanical comprehension for
the pilot. The mere fact that the airplane, of which the pilot has charge,
is an extremely complicated mechanismn was sufficient basis for starting
research to determine the pilot validity of mechanical tests.

The Navigator

In navigator training, the one thing that stood out in even the most
cursory job descriptions was the importance of numerical and inathemati-
cal skills. In general, the task of the navigator seemed to call for the same
traits that are necessary for success in academic pursuits. While this con-
clusion has been somewhat modified by subsequent experience, it is still
true that the navigator is the most acadcmic member of the air crew. Cer-
tainly, tests of intellect antd information were high on the priority list for

research on the problems of navigator qualifications.

I i The Bombardier
Early descriptions of twe job of the bombardier were so meager and

so conflicting that relatively little basis was furnished for test construe-
tion. There was some consensus that mechanical tests might be valuable
in the selection of candidates for bombardier training. Since later studies
showed the bombardier criterion'to have little reliability, conflicting re-
ports concerning the qualities ,f good and poor bombardiers were to be
expected.
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THIE CODE NUMBER SYS'ISEM

Based on the available job-analysis in formation, a code-number system
was established for tests in this area. Successive hundreds in the CI series
are assigned as follows:

100 Information.

200 Reasoning.
300 Judgment.
400 Foresight and Planning.
500 Memory.
600 Comprehension.
700 Mathematics.
800 Physics.
900 Mechanical Comprehension.

Mathematics and physics arc clearly not coordinate with the other cate-
gories. They were listed separately because of the expected volume of
tests under those headings. Since later test construction was closely
geared to validation studies, the rxpected volume of tests in certain areas,
e. g., physics, did not naterialize. There are, also, relatively few informa-
tion tests as such. Information tests have been designed largely as inter-
est tests, and so their assigned code numbers have been in the tempera-
nment (CE) area.

CHAPTER ORGANIZATION

The organization of the chapters in this section follows the coding
system with relatively few exceptions. The closest correspondence be-
tween chapter content and coding system is for the following: Chapter
5, Verbal Ability Tests, all in the comprehension area; chapter 6, Math-
ematics Tests; chapter 7, Reasoning Tests; chapter 9, Foresight and
Planning Tests; and chapter 11, Memory Tests.

Other chapters correspond very closely to the logical framiework of the
coling system, but exhibi, minor irregularities. Chapter 8, Judgment
Tests, includes, besides judgment tests per -- , tests of estimation and of
fluency. Construction of these other types of tests was based on hypothe-
ses concerning the unique components in the factorially complex act
called judgment. Chapter 13, Mechanical Tests, includes a discussion of
physics tests. The physics tests were too few and too lacking in import-
ance in the test construction program to warrant a separate chapter. There
is, in addition, an obvious relationship of physics tests to the mechanical
area.

Chapter 14, Information Tests, is irrgular in that it includes tests that,
as presumptive measures of interests, were given temperament code num-
bers. The decision to include these tests in this section rather than later
was SAmewhat arbitrary. To have done otherwise would have divided
information tests betweer, two chapters. The factorial content of these
tests is prevailingly intellectual rather than temperamental, in spite of the

if4
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test constructors' intentions. The provision for an information category
in the CI area is another argument for including the information tests in

this section.
Chapter 10, Integration Tests, constitutes one of the two major excep-

tions to the relationship between coding system and chapter organization.
The integration concept- arose from two different sources. The ability to

integrate the influence of several simultanenusly operative elements in a

situation, all of which bear upon the choice of a single direction of action,
seemed an apt description for a valid pilot factor discovered in one of the

early factor analyses. Later job descriptions also furnished additional evi-

dence of the importance in pilot training of this hypothesized ability. Of
the available categories, comprehension seemed most like this concept. The

integration tests were therefore given code numbers in the latter half of
the comprehension series.

The second exception is Chapter 12, Visualization Tests. This chapter

is close to the borderline between this section and the one on perception.
'This is readily apparent from the variety of code numbers included in the

chapter. Historically, the first visualization test in the program was con-
structed as one of a battery of mechanical-comprehension tests. The vis-
iualization ability, as a matter of fact, seems to be an important component
S of many seemingly mechanical tests. In a later battery of reasoning tests,

the visualization factor again was found to be prominent. In this battery
it was also discovered that a good visualization test could be presented en-
tirely in verbal terms. Psychologically considered, visualizing is symolic
ativity rather than direct response to sensory st'raulation. These various
evidences seemed to provide sufficient justification for including the vs-
ualization chapter in the section dealing with tests of intellect and

•,! information.
CONCLUDING STATEMENT

The informed reader will recognize many standard tests in the chapt,.rs
to follow. Assign'ment of credit for construction of these tests is based

upon the work necessary to adapt the tests to an aviation-student popula-

tion or to an IBM answer sheet. The latter task, particularly, often re-

quires no small degree of ingenuity. Because of the great amount of "till-

ing" the field of intellectual and information tests has had since the first

SBinet-Simon test scale was published, it has been difficult to make truly

original contributions in test construction ter se. The original types of

tests, and there are several, are all the more gratifying for this reason.

These chapters contain, in general, more contributions to our knowledge

about tests and the abilities they mcasure than they do descriptions tif
original tests. It is beliewed that the reader will be impressed, as the writer

has been, with the need for a redefinition and reanalysis of general intelli-

gence and a reconstitlwtion of the inmtruments that purport to measure it.

Most of the variance of standard tsts of intelligence could undoubtedly

be accounted for by appropriately se.lected and weighted tests taken from
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the three chapters on Verbal Abiliti's, chapter 5 ; Mathematics, Chapter 6;
and Reasoning, chapter 7. Yet, such a combination would represent at
least three relatively inldependent abilities in the aviation-student popula-
tion, a',.nd any given intelligence-test score "would therefore represent only
one of several possible combinations of ability levels in the three traits.
If differential validities of these traits exist for various job criteria, it is
obvious that needless errors in prediction are made by using tests of gen-
eral intelligence. And, although the user of such tests may thoroughly
understand that no claims can be made for a complete coverage of human
traits, lie is likely to neglect many important abilities because of the social
importance at present attached to intelligence. A more analytical approach

would make such neglect virtually impossible.

so
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CHAPTER FIVY

Verbal Ability Tests'

INTRODUCTION

Army Aviation Selection in Prewar Years

The development of tests of verbal ability was a natu.ral outgrowth of

studies carried on before the emergence of the aviation-classification pro-
grain. As was stated in chapter 4, beginning in 1927, 2 years of college
training, or the equivalent, were recuired for acceptance of applicants for
flying training. Those who had not satisfied the college requirement could
(qualify by passing a special examination on nine college subjects. This
early emphasis on scholastic achievement as a criterion for selection

$ proved to be a forerunner of the Reading Comprehension and Vocabulary
tests which were later employed in air-crew classification.

"Tihe AAF Qualifying Examination
The first two parts of the initial form of the Qualifying Examination

are Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension. The following reasons were
given for the inclusion of the vocabulary section:

The purpose of the vocabulary section is to make possible the selection of mem
who have good general intclligcnce antd are able to comprehcnd and understand
written directions. Vocabulary tests have been found to predict the ability to unde.
stand and remember the sort of material that is covered in air-crew ground schoolsk
where the student must remember what le reads and hears (2).

The fellowing reasons were given for the inclusion of the reading
comprehension section:

The purpose of this section is to select individuals wih can read and comprdenad
the sort of material that they must stmly and apply in aviation training. This sc-
tion, like the vocabulary sectioin, is a measure of general and intellectial ability (2).

Statistical resulls.-Statistical results soon revealed that the different

parts of the test were of varying importance for predicting success in
pilot, bombardier, and vavigator training. The vot-abulary section was of
special value only for the prediction of success in navigation school (see
table S.1).

The rcading-conipr'hetision section showed a lxsitivc correlation with
success in pilot training and a very high correlation with success in navi-

gation training. In addition, it was the most effective part of the exami-

nation for predicting suct-css iq bombardier training (see table 5.1).
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TAKI S..- Validation data for Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension tests
for air-crew training

Group } Test N, P, NI, Mi SD, 1`64

Pilotst ..... Voctbhslary .......... . SS M.'9 28.80 28.61, 7.16 -0.04
Piloti'. eaditi comprehension .45 .S;9 12.49 12.03 2.02 .14
NaviRator,0' Voc.%hul:ry .......... 221 .79 31.97 27.8S 7.03 .32
Navigatnrsi lleea,linFi comprehension 221 .79 13.05 11.13 2.1S .S2
Tlomlhardierq Vorahulary .......... 191 (r)c 29.56 27.39 6.09 .18
Domhardiers Readitig CuOiprchension 191 (S)c 12.38 11.06 2.20 .31

'In claqs 42-6. Te-iied at Ps)choloozical Research Unit No. I. January 1942.
'I In claies 426, 42-7, and 42 8. Tested at Psychological Resterch Unit No. 1. January 1942.
9 Not reported.

Verhal.Ability Retquirements of Air Crew

Knowing the complex nature of the airplane and its operations, we may
reasonably suppose that greater-than-average intellect would be required
for success as an air-craw officer. All air-crew members become officers
on attaining their wings. Some attention, therefore, had to be paid to the
selection of potential conmmanders-men possessing superior leadership
ability and intellect. It was logical, therefore, to seek a known measure
of so-called general intelligence. This led at once to tests of verbal ability
and comprehension, for, as Bingham (1) points out:

Without recourse to language, the processes of comparison, abstraction, general-
izatlion, and mental organization would be limited indeed. With the aid of verbal
symbols, we can more easily wrcstle with problems, manipulate meaning%. and test
possible solutions of our difficulties mentally before we act. Little wonder, then,
that a good test of vocabulary is of use as an indirect measure of a person's veriA
or conceptual intelligence, and for two reasons: First, the richer his store of
words and meanings, the better his equiprtcnt for sciving some of his protqems
promptly and correctly. that is, for showing intelligence; second, the more in-
telligent he has been since infancy, the greater the likelihood that he has g:,ncd com-
mand of a wide variety of correct word meanings. Intelligence is kar from being
identical with the power to read understandingly, to speak aptly, or to write coher-
ently "nd concisely. But the reciprocal relations between mastery of the mother
tongue and ability to think intelligently should be obvicus.

Nccd for longuage proficiency in ground school.-Although a poor
showing in ground-school, courses might not be sufficient basis in itself
for elimination from primary pilot training, nevertheless, failure to grasp
the theoretical concepts of flight would surely limit an individual's under-
standing of the function of an airplane and would possibly affect his per-
formance in the air deleteriously. Bingham .'I) points out a common
cause of failure in school subjects.

Mention has been made of yet another danger signal: Poor ability in English.
"A lack of equipment in the verbal tools of thought, revealed by low scores in tests
of vocabulary and of English usage, may signify either inuufficient training in the
clear and precise use of langunae, or a shortage of verbal intelligence without which
it is difficult to m'oter college subjects. * The candidate's previous school
achievements and l.Is performance in scholas'ic aptitude tests furnish evidence re-
garding his general mental ability.
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The navigation course includes much theoretical technical material that
must be read and comnpre:hended, in such subjects as calibratioii, radio
navigation, and celestial navigation. Intelligence is required in navigation'
study to infer indirect meanings from stated facts. It is reasonable to
suppose that an adequate measure of this ability would be obtained from
a reading-comprehcnsion test. The striking difference between pilot and
navigator, in particular, as shown ;n table 5.1, promised one basis for
discrimination of aptitudes and hence for classification.

Summary

To summarize, tests of verbal ability were incorporated in the Aviation
Cadet Classification Program because of work done and results achieved

with the verbal sections of the AAF Qualifying Examination, because of
the hypothesis that individuals of high general and verbal intelligence are

* required to master the complexities of airplane operation and training,
and beca'tse bombardier, navigator, and pilot differ in the requirements in

* this respect.

VOCABULARY TESTS

Cooperative Vocabulary Test, Form R, CI604A, C1605A
The Cooperative Vocabulary Test, Form R, was published by the

Cooperative Test Service in 1941. It was included in the first classification
battery during the winter and early spring of 1942.

Dcscription.-The two code numbers, C1604A and CI605A, refer to
the two different scores that were obtained from this test. C1604A refers
to tile Ivel-of-comprehension score, whereas C1605A refers to the speed-'
of-comprehension score. The items are of a difficulty level appropriate for
examinees with approximately 2 years of college training.

(1) Internal charactcristics.--The test contains 210 itenis arranged in
blocks of 30. The 30 items with the highcst internal consistency are pre-

sented on the first page, the 30 with the next highest internal consistency
are presented on the second page, and so oil, in what is technically known
as "cyclical construction." Itemis are not arranged according to difficulty.

(2) Admjinistration.-nThe directions instruct the examinee to:
0 0 0 Answer all the items you can on each page &e-fore going on to the next.

Ansiscr the items as they conic: tic careful n-t to ..kip pcges. This is no" a srted
test, and your score d(oes tot ilTetltid as nmich on ht,w nmany items -ou try)to answer
-v; it ,hocs 0i, hit,v, matty you get rih!t on each pange you attempt. OnI ie other

hand, thie accuracy of your score will be decrca-ýN1 if you sliend too much tine on
any one page.

The time limit sugges'ed by the publishers for many purposes is 30
miniutes.

Following are two typical~items. The exanunee is asked to indicate
which of the five alternative words is closest in meaning to the key word.
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Soothsayer: Denote:
I Sj•aker. I Regard.
2 Prophet. 2 Write.
3 Comforter. 3 lndkaic.
4 Singer. 4 Refuse.
5 Pcacemaker 5 Declare.

(3) Scoring.--As mentioncd previously, two scores are obtained for
each exanilnee. Both scores are obtained by application of the formula

R-W/4 and the use of a conversion table yielding scaled scores.
Statistical r'sults.-(1) Distribution statistics.-IThe distribution of

Icvel-of-comprehu"sion scores in the test is indicated by a mean of 61.1

and a standard deviation of 9.8, based on a sample of 225 unclassified

aviation students. For the specd-of-comprelhension scores, a inean of 101.5
and a standard deviation of 41.9 was found for a sample of 243 unclas-

sified aviation students. These two samples were tested on Mar:ch 2 and

March 4, 1942, at Psychological Research Unit No. 1.
(2) Rliability.-A reliability coefficient of 0.83 was obtained by the

test-retest method for a sample of 438 pilot clitninces. This sample was

tested in May and June, 1942, at Psychological Research Unit Ne. 3, and

was retested 2 or 3 months later.
(3) Test validity.-Validation data are presented in tables 5.2 and 5.3.

TAzLE 5.2.--Validity Data for Cooperatitve Vocabulary Test, Form R, C1604A

(Level)

Group Criterion N, P5  Me MI, SDI rt,,

Pilots in primary training' (radlation elimination 547 0.60 16.14 '6.27 '1.74 -0.06

BRombardiersI .......... Record circular error 238 ..... ..... .... 9.7 0.02

Ihn)inbardiers" .......... Retail! circular error 14 ......... ....... 7.9 --.12
Navixiator, '............ t4raluatou: elhmilation 194 .8S 64.5 61.S 9.2 .00
Navtiatoral ............ (rahlation ehmination 228 .79 61.5 64.2 9.0 .02
Navigators' ............ Graduation elimisaition 3183 .84 65.S 60.3 9.0 .32

I Teted in .April 1942 at P'sychological Re-earch Unit No. 3.
I In icrm' of scaledi score% vith a mean of 5.00 and a .tandard ;!eviation of 2.00.
TT',ecd in the wriod April through Auxust 1942 at '.,ycholoý;-il Research Unit No. 3.

* j'orduct.mtuient correlations.
Re-void circular errur is an unreliablk criterion.. Various etintates of its reliability varySI~~ et•,ee ll 0.30 Inl 0 40.

t T.to-d in the priod Fchftiirnr throuzh April 1O1! at P-)cholorial Reieircr Unit No. t.
I In cls.er 42 10 to 42-17. S.'utlirast Trainriti Center. -cIt-d in the period Fecbruary through

April 19J. at Piy..holo. cal Re-ratch Unit No. I,
I Recla',rfied pilvt5. testing data and cla',es see footnote 7.

TABLE ..-- "didi'y data for Coopcr'tiv:e l'oca'lt:,y Test, Form R, C1605A
(Speed)

GopCriterion N6  fir M r NI. SD a r 1

Pilots in fwimary trainingi' rx.lt.,slinn tlimination 517 0 AO 93.45 '117.54 268s5 .09
Navivators, ............ .Clladuwilin t'hmirtaltor l'4 A.1 19A1 102.1 34 2 I.
St rr ............ Record circular error 2i7 .... I..... ... 3. '.01

'Trre.l in Atrd I'I71 at I'Yhot1o1.al Rt-raich Unit No. 3.
$Testrd April tihrouii'b Augtust 14. 1942 at Psych.•Igitcal Research Unit No. 3. Includes mew

aviation cadets and rr.~Iist-fied pilouL.
i Iearw. i~ro, lust n,.mnt teorrelatiel.

Etuluation--.Froni tables 5.2 and 5.3 it appears that %ocabulary tests

have slightly negativ, validity for pilots (for both kvel and speed scores).
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B~ombardier val idity is apjpro)Ni iiatwly ze~ro, thi nigh this Conclusionl lultist be
taikuil\.il wIth r\M11 aiuii, dme 1" the 1uiirdi1aliilitv (if the crIturionl. Tu~e v(Ktb-

u la ebt it'fcrd promise ~ oi~ll as a Iiavji:at' r sco. ct io i il iiiiiZil
even4 liavi-attor validities wvere rather low aind varialole i thuese lal
saIilIlpes. It. miay be Cmidi)cltilet that 'aithitl the -.1liig' of ability of aviation)
stuldents. verbal intelligence: is not a faicto r ft 'r ticct-ss III tra1 inin g excePt
to a small extenit for imvigatloll. AS all iii'C4 kiilta Colitiiiieit, it illav I'c said
that thle aintitercrlation of speed ;Olid ILeAe scores, is quite high (r
0.84).

£ Vocabulary' Test (AAF), C160-IB

T[his test replaced Cooperative Vocabulary Tes-t, Formi R, C1604A,
CI6OsA, ill the.classification battery ditring the late sprinrv1 and summer
of 19412. The Vocabulary Test (\AAF) was a reprint of a comimiircial
test prepared 1))y the Cooperative Ttst Service.

Descriphion.--The Vocabulary Tci:ý. AAF, containis words of appro-
p~riate clificulty for nien with approximately 2 years (of college trainlitg
Thus, the difficulty is comiparable to the preceding Cooptritive \'ocabul-'
lary Test, Form R. - I

(I) Internal chzoracte'ristics.-The test, contains 150 items, conistructed
inl blocks of 30. The te~chnique of cyclical construction is also employed

here. The first 30 items are those wvith thle highest internal consisiten~cy,
the next 30 ittems arc those with dile next highe-st internal consistency, and
so on. The words are niot arrainged in order of dilliculty.

(2) Abniinistration.-Tln.i time limiit is 15 mniutits. Approximately 3
iiminutes are ret pii r-i fo r Oic -,Implv direct itw inshicli spcclfy th at, " **

ihis is not a spved test. Voiir score dos no t depenid so nm11chi (.n how inlat Y
itenis )-oi try to aseasit does hoilli inai~ly toiti anwrg net right onl each page
you attempt." Answers are mark-cd dire ctl onl a standard ivc-place IBM

answver shc~t.
(3) Scoring. --1 n spite of the adi milt i' ins i thle di rectionis to thle coil-

trary, thle vocab~ulaty 'rest, AA F, i, scoreil on a speedA basis,' ill that only
the speedi-of-conlprchension score is (A)t.i*-tl.I 'Pic scoringý1 forinul is
R-NV/4.

Statistical resztlls.- ( I) flistrilm,:!Tn Thm:0sks-- a saliip'.e of 1.000
Ilinclassifietl aviation stuldents ( tc;tvd at 1'Nychiologic:dl Iescarch Unit No.
3 in Ociolwr anti Novt'nilwr 19-13), the- neAn sort, was; 48.1 .111d thle
standardl de' iation 19.9.

( 2) Ijiilrnol cvit.iusli~cb~v. ---The vAt i: ct'~ii~'tt tic\ of 81 of thle itemIls

Is Imlcittd y 4 in an p~i (i 0,33 k\' Ih ;I r. fr d --- .2 t - ..

an1d aI zstatnard deviation of 0,2)0, bv.:ui omi tile highvest antd lowe.t. 27ýý of
200 ncla-siudt aviation Students.

(3) D 1 ýc:ily--The diibcultN level of litems Is in icat-tI liv a nw~an

prop()rtio;a of correczt rejmiscws e(dil to 067,- cimrrvetc'1 f!r chance suc-



cess. The proportions ranged from O.o0 to 1.00 with a standard devia-
tion of 0.27.

(4) Factorial composition.-In one analysis, the only significant load-
ing appeared ii the verbal factor, which this test helped to define. The
loading was 0.71. It is practically a pure test for the verbal factor, with
about 50% of its variance so allocated.

(3) Tcst malidity.-Validity data are given in table 5.4.

TAMlA.i 5.4.- Validity data for Vocabulary Test, ,1/IF, CI604B

Group Criterion N s 1 '%1 M- SI), r.,a (r14*

I'dots in primary
training2 ........ Graduation-ylimination 528 0.87 39.98 46.34 20.04 -0.17 -0.1Pilots in primary
trainin .......... Graduat ion.elimination 2.658 .73 ........... ..... -. 09 .....

Pilot. trough basic
training .......... (;raduation elimination 1.942 .89 .1... . .00 .....

hombardiers ...... Record circular error 320 ...
Navigators' ....... (;raduation elimination 171 .94 69.7 62.3 23.9 .15 .....

Avtuming an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.
iI clas.ses 44-11, 44-1, and 44-J. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.
P lroduct-moment r.
Classified in the period Apr. I to Aug. 14, 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

Includes new aviation cadets and eliminated pilots.

Evaluation.-The Vocabulary Test, AAF (CI604B), is adequate, in
terms of level of difficulty and reliability, for use in classification of air
crew. It has a definite contribution to make to the selection of navigators,
none for bolnbardiers, and for pilots it might well carry a small negative
weight. One mnight question the wisdom of adverse selection of pilots on
any trait as important as verbal intelligence, however. Even if such selec-
tion (lid improve graduation rate in training, it might work against selec-

S- tion of potentially superior plane commanders.
In a battery where measurement of the verbal factor is required, a

vocabulary test is strongly to be recommended. Taken by itself, it is not
as valid for sclecting navigators as other, impure, verbal tests such as
reading comprehension. WVhere uniqueness is a requirement, howv'ver, the
vOcailbulary test has no rivals for the purpose of assessing verbal-compre-
hension ability.

READING COMPRlEHIENSION TESTS

IReading Comnprehension (Training and Duties), C1606A '
This is ihe first form of the Reading Comprehension Test in the clas-

sification battery. The paragraphs and questions concern the training and
duties of the navigator, pilot, .,nd bomnlardicr for a special reason. In the
early months of 1942, the rules of the navigator and bombardier in the
air crew had not been extensively publicized. Consequently, most of the
examinetts wvere familiar only with the pilot's job. Fcw examinees were
indicating first pref-.rence for navigator or bombardier training. It was
felt that if in~formation about all the air-crew positions were presented
thro'lgh the medium of this test, the number of stated preferences for

I Developed at Ofic¢ of the Air Surgeon. Ileadquartera, AAF. Mhief contributor: L. CaL
1Ljurance F. Shaffer.
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navigator and bombardier training would iincrease. Therefore, the train-

ing and duties test was administered before the preference blank (see

chap. 26), on which examinees declared their first, second, and third

choices for types of air-crew training. It was believed that if examinees

were tested on the paragraphs, they would become more highly aware of

their content. It was also believed that a verbal-comprehension score
would be useful in selecting navigation students.

Description.-The training-and-duties paragraphs are s nple descrip-

tions of jobs, the training involved, an(d the individual characteristics re-

.quired for success. The attempt to glamorize the roles of navigator and

bombardier, while playing down the pilot, is obvious in the construction
of the paragraphs. Following are some of the things said about the

navigator and his job:

The aviation cadet who is to become a navigator embarks upon a career in-
volving the most modern application of one of the oldest of all the sciences
* * * The extensive bombing experience of the present war has made clear the

extremely difficult and important task of the navigator. It is his job, by day or by
niglt, to chart the course that the bomber must fly from its base to the objective
to be bombed and back to the home It :e. The navigator must be a person of
superior intelligence, with a pissioki ior ..- uracy and the power of logical reason-
ing under conditions requirinmi bpeed, coolnes-, and precision.

The bombardier, likewise, is played 1.p as an extremely important
member of the crew.

The military value of a lxmnbing jplane is no greater than the ability of its born-
bardier to Alacc his bombs on a military target. The bombardier should have as
much intelligence as an) member of the crew, and should posseis unusual maturity
of judgient aid ability to accept responsibility; in addition, he snust have the best
of vision to pick out his target from great height; he must have superior muscle
coordination to make delicate adjustments on the bomb sight, and he must remain
calm and steady under cc•nhat conditions.

(1) Inter-nal characcrisiics.-TThe test contains 30 scored items, 10

devoted to each jc, description. Most items are extremely easy and seern

to serve the pu-pose of emphasizing the ideas presented in the paragraphs

as well as that of testing.
(2) Adininistration.--The instructions for this test are simple and are

all contained in the test booklet. Examinees are told 1o "Base your an-

swers on the reading material or on inferences which can Le drawn

from it."
Thirty minutes are allowed for completion of the test.

Following are two typical items:

The member of the air crei% who must be most apt in mathenmatics is:

A. The bombardier.
B. The navigator.
C. The pilot.
D. The radio operator.
FE The gunner.
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The major oficosive iorce uf the air arm is:
A. The bomber plane.

-A 11I. The fighter pl.-ne.
C. The initerccptor plane.
D. The observation plane.
H.. The puirsuit plIane.

(3) Scorhiig.--llwe scoiing formula is R-NV/4.
Statistical re~sults.-Fundanmentad data are quite complete oil this test

but with rdatively small samples. All the data given below are for cxanli-
ilees tcstcd in Mlarch 1942 at 1'yh~gcIRC:;ardh Un it No. 1.

(1) Distribution statistics.-Tlie distribution of scores in this test is
indicated by a mecan -core of 19.8 and a standardl deviation of 5.1, based

onl a sample of 133 unclassified aviation students. Trhe dlistribution wvas
*markedly negatively skewed.

(2) Internial consisl'ncy.-The internal consistency of ilcnis is indi-
catcd by a mecan phi of 0,28 with a range from 0 00 to 0.60 and a standard

*deviation of 0.15, based onl the highest 27% andl the lowest. 27% of 200
tinclassific'l aviation studlents.

.(3) Reliability cocphicicist.-A rcliability cov{ilicic!1t oi 0.86, corrected,
was obtained by the ldd-s.~veti ututhlod onl a sample of 135 uinclassified
aviation students.

(4) Difliuliy.-The difficulty level of itemis in the te!, is indicated by
the niean proportion of correct re o'iseýý vq(u,'l to 0.80, corrected for
chance success. 'The p)roportions rangedl from 0.47 to 1.00 with a stand-
ard (lcviation of 0.18. These statistics are lbascl onl the data for 200 un-
classified studients.

(5) Te'st vaii~.--a diy ata are shown in table 5.5.

TAnl~t S.S.- Validity Datai for Readbi! C~oinprc~ehei.ioi, C1606A

Group Criterion No PIP "Ho .%I, SDI r6#8

Pv1ots in (.,dua trmito.,r elua in..vim,:atioi, S4ý O.60 '6.00 15.30 1.92 0.06

Ilombardiers' ...... Rccoril circulair error 238............ ........ 3. 8.00
NavpmoO ...... .. I rmits.-tihn Oiirn;at~iwi W I . 'It , 5.7 23.3 4.0 .31

11 ernis of %4.alri
1  scor'C 70 .1t 1ca ll o' f S.uI andl a stanulariru tivi:.tion of 2.00.

3 mnAljr. I to Auig 14192
1'rolusct-moneont Corredalon.

IEvalication.--!n vic-% of thz fiLct that the firit form of Reading Comn-
;)rewletsion, C' (,C*-i.\, was dcv, 'ope p:( :1): * : uiy to inciease the number of
p~references for navigator .and boinbardier training and was clearly de-

fcetwith regardl to difficulty level, the statistical (lata are not very re-
vealing. Trhe easinuss of tie itemis is indicated by the unusually low
difficulty level (0.,80, corrected for ch.,tc,.). The test dc 's 110t appear to
be- validl for the pilot training crittvrion or the l'o~bardier circular erro.r
criterion. Its navigator validity on one smiall sample is fairly s-itissactory.
Reading. Cum11irelleisioiu Test, C1161.1

This is the seventh rvvision of -4 Reading Coniprehenisiot' Tcs* Lased on

' Developed at I~ytch,.lofial Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributorS: Capt Ll1oyd (a.
)Iwaiphreys, '1aj. 7'Irrill F. Ruff. and Lt. Mahlon B. Smith.
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material in two test booklets prepared in the Office cf the A;r Surgeon in[ June 1942. In December 1942, it was placed in the classification battery.

Dcscription.-The paragraphs and the questions and answers used were
carefully selected through item analyses of a large amount of trial mate-
rial (the six previous forms). Two of the paragraphs were composed of
material that might logically appeal to pilots, two others to navigators, and
two others to bombardiers. The first paragraph deals with the subject of
the rotating gun turret. The second paragraph describes the thrust ae-d
torque forces resulting from movement of the constant-speed propeller.
Paragraph three discusses the north celestial pole and its relationship to
various geographical positions on the earth's surface. Paragraph four de-
scribes the reasons for the drift of a projectile. The fifth paragraph in-
volves a description and evaluation of the Mercator projection. The sixth
and final paragraph tells of the formation and cotirol of carburetor ice.

(1J Internal charactcristics.-This test contains 30 scored items based
on 6 paragraphs. Four to six items'pertain to each paragraph.

(2) Administration--The directions specify that 30 minutes are al-
lowed for completion of the test. The administrator gives a time warning
at the end of 10 minutes and again at 20 minutes. Answers are marked
on the standard five-place IBM answer sheet. Following are two typical
items, each pertaining to a different paragraph:

The turret always moves:

A. 360 degrees.
B. At an increasing speed.
C. In a circular path.
D. When the hand crank is tumed.
E. Wicn the clutch level is in the down position.

How does a Mcrcator projection, as compared to a globe, change the relative
sizes of Norway and Spain?

A. There is no change in size since the Mercator projection is conformuL
B. Only the relative length of Norway is increase&
C. Only. the relative width of Spain is increased.
D. Only the relative width of Spain is.dec&resed.
E. The relative area of Norway is increased.

(3) Scoring.-Thc formula used in scoring Reading Comprehension
C1614G is 2R--V/2, which is equivalent to R-\V/4. Empirical studies
of the optimal weight for W when the weight for R is unity, results in
the cenclusion that the formula R-W/7 is best for pilot selection. In
samples of 1,096 and 1,226 pilots in primary training the empirical
weights are -0.144 and -0.151, respectively. The validities for pilots to
be expected from this formula yielded gains of only 0.001 in both in-
stances, however, so no change in the traditional formula is called for.
No corresponding data for, navigators are available. Since the test is pri-
marily a navigator-scelction instrument, any modification of scoring
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formula shiOUI( he mnade in accordance with similar studies for that
specialty.

Statistical rcmlls.-( 1) Distribution staristics.-Thc disiribution of

scores in this test is indicated by a mean scorc of 19.3 and a standard

deviation of 11.9, based onl a sample of 1,096 unclassified aviation stu-

dents, tested with the Dt-cember 1942 Classification Battery, at Psycho-
logical Re~search Unit No. 1.

(2) interal consisicncy.-The internal consistency of items is indi-

cated by a mean phi of 0.43, with a range from 0.24 to 0.73, and aI stand-

TABL.E 5.6.-V alidity data for Reading Conin rehernsion Test, CII6UG

Group Criterion IN 8 Pe M, SD, r,

Pilots in verimary ;I

Piosthrough basic

Iri" ... *raduation-eliminatiofl 3.467571.1167912 1 .23
Pltinadvanced.0

transitional trinig Oauation-elimnifatiotl 1,046 .98 21.20 13.88 11.87 1 .18

.87ot 2i.n 17.12 1

,gan-itionalrtckoning' (gra intlintound16 1

"Onavaxatrs".............adaincmnton 1,8ad .7 41.......511............0.26 1 .13

Navilators"s...........;rjadeS in dee~tad
school)or........... 463...........................28....2

.Navigators$$..........Griades inrceestial 6..............51 1
Nava,~~aar~r ~ naLoxaitonit (ground 6..............2 4

.Nvgatrjs"in'
. . . . . . . . . ,n~~t G rades.iit; 1633........................53 .

Ralieciingelliatt 463...................3.....2
Navigatos" i....n .rdsinrcta

navigg . 13Sation (light 463e 23.... ..... ...... 11.. 16 .418 2

Aremechanisc in - I

training'1 .. t~i it' .  9........ Fnlaaeni rds 22 .. ..... ..... 11.16 0.41
Cunr ntraining .... .\t n

Ai-usintir an utirtstV,(Ieql ~stanne m.~antlard dcviziticen of 2.00,
li. cla~. 441-F. Ter-tril ait Pq'hty~ogi~cal Rrsrarch I'itt Nox. 1, 2, and 3.
In cls,% 43 ). Tr~tetl at 1 11cholsorica Research Vnit No,. I. 2. and 3.

'At lusterr aml Moure Fields. Te~mtId btwtwcn July 22. 1943 and Oct. 30. 1943 at Psyche-
logical kceserch Unit So. L.

* (uont ritril into reormalixed %trnint scores.
Z aZCIrrAi~rql (avcelai of ror-~tirtt fot I %choolL) product-nioment correlations.
At F:Ilingion asm~l Ffrlerierci Fiel.ls. Te~tet bctween July 22, 1943 and Oct. 30. 1943 at

Pwitholovica1 Research U'nit N.s. 2.
'I" rias-es 43 ) and 43 K. Teslted at Psychological Res~earch 1'nits Nxee. 1. 2 and 3.

* In clases 41-S. 43-9. 43-10, and 41-11. Tested as Psychailoticai Reseatrch Lnitse No. 1. 2,

"i~n classes 43-10 and 43-11. Testlrd at 1'.ychoiogiciel Research Units Not. 1. and 2,
11 In Ileervie cl.&.sr 4A 10 through 41-i5. 71 ca-ers tes~ted at Psychological Research UJnit No.

1. 3A S at Psychotowi~al Resrjrah L'nit No. 2 andi 37 at Psychological Research Unit NQ. 3.
"I Productnmonwn er ei,,ss
"18Tested at I'sychlsogicai Researerh Units Not. 1. 2. and 3. Composite grades available only

"an class 43-45. Tested at Psyches!o Al Research Unit Nan 1., mand X.

This criterion was exitromerly us=riah1~ 60
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ard deviation of 0.12, based on the highest 279 and the lowest 27% of
117 unclassified aviation students, tested in August 1942 at Psychological
Research Unit No. 3.

(3) Reliability coe.icient.-An odd-even reliability coefficient of 0.76,
correct(:d, was obtained from a sample of 480 unclassified aviation stu-
dents, tested at Psychological Pesearch Unit No. 3.

(4) Dificully.-The difficulty level of items in the test is indicated by
the mean proportion of correct responses equal to 0.40, corrected for
chance success. The proportions ranged from 0.00 to 0.84 with a stand-
ard deviation of 0.21. These data were based upon results from 117 un-
classified aviation students, tested in August 1942 at Psychological Re-
search Uriit No. 3.

(5) Factorial composition.-Reading Comprehension, C1614G, was
facto. analyzed with four different batteries. It helped to define the verbal
factor in each battery, with loadings of 0.54, 0.69, 0.65, and 0.65, and
a weighted average of 0.60. There were significant loadings in the me-
chanical experience factor for4t.Le three analyses in which this factor
appeared, the weighted-average loading being 0.37. Th. third highest
loading for this test appeared in the general reasoning factor in all four
analyses, the weighted average being 0.27. The loadings for the numerical
factor in C1614G, as found in the four analyses, were 0.09, -0.02, 0.11,
and 0.15 with a weighted average of 0.12, whic' contributed slightly to its
validity for navigator selection, as did its reasoning variancL. It will he
seen in the discussion of the next form of this test (C1614H) how the
numerical loading increased after an attempt was made to increase the
navigator validity of the test.

(6) Test validity.-For validity data for various types of training, see
table 5.6. For air-crew selection, this test has most validity for the navi-
gator, next for the pilot at all levels of training, and lowest for bombar-
dier. It has substantial promise for selection of radio operators and air
mechanics.

(7) Item ivalidity.-Items in this test were correlated with navigator
training criteria (both preflight and advanced) and a bombardier-training
criterion (preflight grades). The results are shown in table 5.7.

TARI.E 5.7.-11rim Validity Data for Reading Comprehewniox, C1614G

Group Griterion No P, St phi SO Range of &kiphi

Navigator$ ...................•(adution-elimination 810 .72 0.04 0.06 -0.07 to 0.14
Bomnitardiers in preflight traininig' \WrV thed averiake grat 190 ... .09 .10 - .21 to .-2
Navigators in preflight traininx' jWeighted average grade 19 .... 26 It .05 to .41

Tebted in June 1943 at Psychological Reteanrh Unit NO. X.

Evaluotion.-In C1614G, the seventh form of this test. a highly re-
fined test of reading comprehension had been developed which could be
considered an adequate mea.sure of the ability to comprehend technical
material. The hypothesis for the development of tests of verbal ability
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hand held that such tests would be valid for all air-crew.-officer positions.
The validity statistics citedl abovi-, however, indicaite wide difference in the

.til~tii Ofv ý'': Ir piobmardicr, ant) navigator training succcss.
It w-is evident that tile greatest cc'i-aribution that probabl;- could be made
by a readilig-c()mprehension test was inl the field of navigdtor selection.
Furthcr resvarch was poinited towards an attemipt to increase the naviga-
tor validity of the test.

Factorial results show that this is not b)y any mevans a pure verbal test.
Whilc 42% of its entire variance is verbal, about 14f" must be allotted to
inechaiiical cxperience, anvil about 6% to general reasoninig. Its validity
for the navigator may be due almost as much to its numerical component
as to '*its verbal. Thle same may be said1 for its small bombardier validlity.
The reasoning component would contribute only to nlavigator validity.

1Variatioins of the Iest.-Rcading Comprehension, C1614G, wvas pre-
cedled by six p~relimiina1ry forms. Since a tvst of this type is moist satisfac-
tory When there are several good questions for each paragraph of readling
material, miore time than usual was spent onl trial runs andl itemn analyses
inorder to maximize the nuinber of (liflerezitiating items for the para-

grpseslected. lDiIficulty irose not in findinig good items, but in finding

good cmltseso urto six items. Thle qjuestions andl alternate
choices finally. included were carefully selectedl on the basis of their
effectiveness for the aviation student.

E~ditorial problem.% were ever present in constructing these preliminary
forms. Paragraphi; had to attain a certain (liffiC~ilty, Yet they had to Pos-
sess a certain degree of clarity. Furthetrmnore, it wvas desirable that they
contain as much in~forma~tion as nece~ssary for (drawing (direct or indirect
inferences in answvering items. in this respect, the revision was not quite
successful, as the substantial mechlanical v-ariance shows. The variance in-
dicates that even though it was beclieved( that all necessary information haid

1bee-n provide-d. exaamiiievs st ill profit by p)revioutsly gained mechanical
experinctie inl respondinig to itemns. Thie restrictions listed in this para-
graph j)ostz !itcrarv andl semnantic (lifh1cllties that were not easy to
overcome.

Reniding Conipreheiibioi, C161 4111
Forin 11 of Reading Comprehension was Sjw:citically (designed to dlis-

crimninate betwuen succcessful and untsuccess ful niavigators and is there fore
imore difflicult than thle previous forms (N-signe(I to. ranik the entire avia-
tion-stuident po~pulation.

Descriptio.- (1) InterizaI characeicicrts.-This test is composed of

8 paarah conicerning which 36 qui-stions are asked. The items were
designed to test ability to make valid inferenices fromii thle reading material
as well as ability to answer more dlirvct flucstions about thle content. Short,

succinct paragral-Iis we-re chosen, both be-cause they lend themselves to
4 tDcvelojwJ a1 P'.ycllui.~i2l Nc~eafch Unit No. 3. Chidf Contributors: L1. Lewis G. Cal-
pnirj .,Cape- F~redeiicl - . Davis. T/Sgt. Paul C. Davis, LtA. WVilliam M. Wheeler. and
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inferential items better titan longer, miore explicit passages, and beZamns
the number of itemns answered in the samne length of time could 1-:
creased, thus increasing reliabilit y. In order to prevent anl increase 6;1 the
correlations of thc newv for~in with other tests having heavy wozights for
pilot or navigator, itemis were schkcted on a basis of their lack of mnechan-
ical and numerical content as well1 as for their consistency wil the total
test. Thus, anl itein that had a high intertmiml-cow-istency phi coefficient, and

that was also correlated wvith the total score onl one of the mechanical or
numerical tests, was not so acceptable as anl itemn with a similar phi that

was not correlated with ,core-, onl the tither tests. Paragraphs were taken

front a w~ide range of techntical material, including tests on navigation,

physics, miap reading, astronomy, and airplane instrunients. This Mccction

was mnade onl the basis not only of greater pertinence to the typc of read-

ing thle cadets would encounter in ground-school courses, but also of
greater face validity. Material 1wrtaining to all types of air-crew opera-

tion was includled to make it appeier that the test was one that pilots as
* well as others should take seriously.

A typical paragraph and the three question's ask-ed about it are here

reproduced to illustrate the inferenice-drawing technique.

Force and counicrfnrcc: are eqlual and~ uppo~site. A force is 7lways accompanied by
a countcrforcc. Thc force on any onc body is always exerted by some other body;
this other body itsclf experiences an equal andI opposite f.rce. The twoi are part., of

4 different aspects, of one inseparable whole.

The general principle most justifiably dlerived fronm this piaragraph is that:

A. The resultant of two forcecs cannot equal one oliposing forcm
R. All forces in the universe maintain equilibrium.
C. Force and countcrforcc differ in mag~nitude rallicr than direction anid can

thus be considered as parts of one iniscp.%able whole.
D. The effect of a nuimlicr of Girces and counterforces acting oni an object

is always movement.
F.. The work done by a bodly is twit a function of the strength of the force

and counterforees.

In the case of pressing oncs htand againist a. wall. thec statements in the paragraph:

A. Would be true, depexndling ulpon the amount114 of force with which one pushed.
R. Would he true only if the wall were rigid.
C. Would be true only if the wall niqvcd in the direction of thle forme
D. Would be true only if sonictliiig were putshing again't thle wall from tile

other side.
F.. Apply without qualification.

The statements in the paragraph imply that a strong iman striking a much weaker
one would encounter a force:

A. Equal to his Own.
B. Less than his own.
C. Greater than his own.
D. That would vary with mh'e difference in strength between tie strong and

the weak man.
E. That wiould caiine eqikil movemecnt in the bodlies of the weaker and the

stronger man.
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(2) Adhninaistralion.-The directions for this sort of test were ex-
tremely simple, since the task was obvious. It was necessary only to
caution the sludents to answer the questions on the basis of information
contained in the paragraph. They were permitted to reread part or all of
the paragraph while answering the questions. The time allowed to com-
plete the test was limited to 30 minutes so that about one-third of the
group woulh be able to finish.

(3) Scoring.-Thc standard scoring formula for five-choice items,
multiplied by a factor of 2, was used; i. e., 2R-W/2.

Statistical rcsidlts.-( 1) Distribution statistlics.-The data for several
samples are given in table 5..

TA.NIE 5.8.- Distribution Data for Reading Coinprehensiops, C1614H

Group N M SD

Uncla%%ified aviation students (post-collelge)' 1.500 20.8 12.4
(lasiified pilotst ............................ 1.676 19.3 11.3
West Point class 1946. classifed pilots ....... 888 33.3 14.5

I Te'md Nov.-tber 1943 at P'sychological Rcearch Units N•s. 1, 2. and 3.
'In class 44-1. Te•ted at Psychological Reearch Units .Nos. 1, 2, and 3.

TAWSE 5.9.- Reliability coeficients for reading Comprehension, C16141, based upon
groups of unclassified a -ation students

Ty"e rd

1.000 ......................... Odd-even ........... 0.74 0.85
500 ........................... Equated halves ..... .52 .68

-- Tcitcl in April 1944 at Medical an,, Plychological Examining Unit No. 7. 4

'Temted at 'te•lial and PNychololtica. Examining Unit No. 10.
* Items ass&incd into two groups judged to be more or less equivalent.

(2) Internal consislency.-Thc internal consistency of items is indi-
cated by a mean phi of 0.41, with a range from 0.13 to 0.63 and a stand-
ard deviation of 0.10, based on the highest 27% and the lowest 279o of
40k, unclassified aviation students, tested in October 1943 at Psychological
"!.cscarch Unit No. 3.

(3) Reliability co'fficicnt.-Reliability estimates are shown in table 5.9.
(4) Difficulty.-The tliffculty level of items is indicated by the mean

proportion of correct responses equal to 0.32, corrected for chance suc-
cess. The proportions ranged from 0.01 to 0.66 with a standard deviation
of 0.16. The sample consisted uf the 400 unclassified aviation students
tested in October 1943 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(5) Factorial coiitposition.-Rýc-iding Comprehension, C1614H, was
factor analyzed with two different batteries. Contrary to expectations, the
loading in the verbal factor did not increase over that in the G form of
the tcst. The verbal loadings for the I I form were 0.58 and 0.59 as com-
pared to .t -"'ted average loading of 0.60 for the G form. The loading
in the i, I.: experience factor did decrease as had been desired,
although S.-w ao•t is uncertain. The loadings were 0.33 and 0.04 in two
analyses as compared to a weighted average of 0.37 for the three G-form
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analyses. It had been desired that the numerical content of form H would
not be greater than that of form G, to prevent an increase in the correla-
tions of the new form with other tes:s heavily weighted for navigator. An
attempt had been made, as mentioned previously, to select items partially
on the basis of their lack of mechanical and numerical content as well as
their consistency with the total test. It was not possible, however, in seek-
ing complex reading material, to find paragraphs entirely free of mechan-
ical or numerical content. This fact was emphasized by the characteristic
loading of 0.14 in the numerical factor.

(6) Test validity.-Thert: are validity data for air mechanics as well
as for pilot training, but unfortunately none for the navigator (see
table 5.10).

TAn.L 5.10.- Validity Data for Readiip Corn prelwaion, CI614H

Group Criterion X, P M# M. SDI r5,* 0Sr6o

Pilots in primary
training' Craduation.elimination 1. 6.e76 0.89 19.46 18.24 11.29 0.06 &.14Pilots in primary
traininga Gr,.duation-elimination .. 1.q.4S .84 21.03 13.60 13.47 .31 M.8

Air mechanics in
trainings Final average grade ..... 2S4 .... ......Air mechanics in
trainings Final average grade 428 ..... ........... 8&23 2 .....

Armanent
traineest ....... Avcra.ge armament grades 269 . .... 0.65 WAS ...

SIn class 44J. tested at Psychological Research Units Nos. 1, 2. and S.
3 Assuming an unrestricted augmented stanine standard deviation of 1.91.
I In clas, 441. tested at P•ychological Research U'nits Nos. I 2, and &.

Assuntig an unre.tricted stanine standard deviation of 2.0d.
* Tested with the November 1943 Classification Battery as Medical and Psychological "a-

ining Unit No. 6.
Product-moment correlation.

'In Lowry Field armament classes 14-.44A and JS--44A.

Evalualion.-Examination of validity data obtained on Reading Com-
prehension, C1614G, indicated that an attempt should be made in the next
form (C1614H) to increase the validity of the test for navigator success.
Fo .n H, then, was designed specifically to separate good from poor and
med;ore navigator material without regard for discrimination at the
lower levels, but with regard for ranking the more apt candidates. The
test, therefore, is more difficult than the previous forms designed to rank
the entire aviation-student population. It was planned to revise Form G,
increasing the verbal factor content, decreasing the mechanical experi-
ence content, and at least holding constant the correlation of reading
comprehension with numerical tests. As pointed out in the discussion of
factor content, the loading in the verbal factor did not increase in form
H. The loading in the mechanical experience factor did decrease, although
certainly not as much as had been hoped, and the usual loading appeared
in the numerical factor. No validity statistics have been computed for
navigators on Form H1, but the factor results indicate that the goals an-
ticipated in the_,1614H revision were not realized. A further revision
is therefore in order.

Variations of the tesl.-This form was preceded by five preliminary
forms, Ci614HXI, HX2, IDX3, 1X4, and IIXS. Form HX1 contained
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38 items based on 4 paragraphs, oii the -subjects of radio beams, the func-
tion of an air-:ýpccd mecter, parallax, andI zhe Inagnucc pole in the Northern
I lemisphere and its pr'opcities. F ran II X2 contained 38 itemls based Onl
6 paragraphs, all different froain I [XI. These paragraphs discussed (1)
Blridgman's work in modern physics, (2) interaction of waves nid mass,
(3) force and couaaterforce, (4) nitvigational heaLring. (5) radio bearing,
and (6) compenisation of a compass. ILxcep~t for the last, these paragraphs
were considlerably shorter than tho-e in the fmirt preliminary form. The
next rev ision ( II X3) incurporatcd three par~agrap~hs f rom I IX I and one
forma I I X2, with 2'8 itemis. Forin I I X4 clarifiedl aum I slioatemmed the para-
graphs on Ilr!]ganum's contribution to nixdern physics, force amnd counter-
force, and compass comnpensation. To these were added pamragraphs oil
sound waves and spectrum colors. Twenity-eight itvims were based oni
these five paragraphs.

The final experimental form, I %%S ~as lengthened to include 9 para-
graphs and 50 itemis. The itesting was aincrez~se(1 to 50 minutes, with a
provision for extra time, if necessam;-v, to allow 75 to SO% of the students
to finish. The paragraphs as they apjpeared in this formu were rewritten,
where this was deemed dlesirable, on the basis of internal-consistency-itemn
analysis of thc previous forms. In the classification battery formn,
C160411, thc test was cut to 36 items and 8 paragraphs. Those included
were on (1) the magnetic North Vlto, (2) force and counterforce, (3)
spectrum colors, (4) compass compensation, (5) Mercator projection,
(6) air-speed meter, (7) bcaring, and (3) Bridgman's work in physics.

After Reading Comprehension, C161411, was placed in the classifica-
tion battery, an alternate forin, C161 4J N 1. was constru~cted. The type of
reading material incloded in the Ixtragr~aplis is similar to Formn H, al-
though the actual subject matter of a~ll thc paragraphs iii JXI is dlifferenlt.
JXI contains 42 items based on 7 paragr~aphs. Forty' minutes are allowed
for completion of the test. The paragraphs include dimscussion.- of (1)
radio television, (2) altitude 'Dlcraiice, (3) supersonics, (4) hydraulic
systems. (5) atmospheric p~ressure, (6) refraction of light rays, and (7)
steam turbines.

Psychontlotr litst raittion Coamprvi-ieai~ on Test, C1626B

This test was (lesigntd to measuire the comapreliwnsion of instructions
givecn for p)sychomtfotr cla~si fication- hatte ry tests.

Daescription.-The test is adaniniý,Icret after studenits ha-ve completed
the six psychoniotor tests. If the admmini'.tration takes place immetdiately
following the last psycliotnotor test. mcimry factors ire misnimized. This

is desirable, since thw test is designed p~rimfarily as a meamire of conipre-
heictSioni. Diagrams bf each psychomotor ti-st are p~resented,. and the ex-

amince is asked clucstiofls about each task.

O flri4*op1 at M#41.raI 3n.1 I's7phEaogc-At.1-ai Vnit~ No 10~ C~t e( -nnirthuibn Cam&
)..tpk F_ Wine. An. eraIq le-3 of Met sMfe 1)1.r m3 .Ie'oped al MIEL! No. 9. Claief con-
tribut.,: S/Sgt. Afthur L. Cecd.
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(1) lnticrnal chzaracteristics.-The test contain~ts 83 items, 6 of which
are on the instruct'ons gi\ '.n piuflit,1ttnarV t4. tthe' lp,;ycltumtor'tusts, 61 are

on specific ttsts, 5 aWe oil Cu~diis for making g,.od ýcorvs, and the re-
mnaining 11 on distinguishing features of the tests.

(2) dpiilaim.-As rsare nitarke~l dircetly on the standard
five-place 1B.1 answcr sheett. As mnittionted previously, it is imperative
that this test be admininstered Itnmnc'iatcly after comtphetioti of the p~ycllo-

* motor battery. Two sample items arc duiplicated below. Thc first refers
* to figure 5.1, the second to figure 3.2.

F1GURE 5. 1
SAMPLE ITEM OF PSYCHOIAOTOR INSTRUCTION C0WP-%F.1ENSION.

C16268

Your task in this jcmt was to:
A. Fol~ow a mioving~ tarqvi.
B. Kccp a st)Ilus Ievd dun. .g cach trial.
C. U-c a smooth. frvc-s%% tiguig ikth.flo if tht: a~rm ;and Th'iildcr ~%%le follow-

fig 111e morno,' target.
). 1K~ep thc tiid ,f tihe md,, lo tilt thera'i l;'fgut as it tlqýVcqtL

F_ Kccp tite ý,tyhu% cdie ,ieh f the tarzvt t- i~t m..w 4

(3) Scoring.-Ilic score otn this test Is simpfly the iiumIAr of corrrt-c

Statistical rejut~(s. t1I) 0 Istri'u I lo~ts itil.. 'ts.---T1he di ~ribtttio1 of
s-cores is hi0;.-at~-d by a imuatm >Core of ;S.90 aitti a btalidar~fde ja6.tioti of

7.4. baised uptixn a samipie of -100 tmel's ida% iationt stil(lu1's.
(2) Interntl conisiih'i v.- 11hw titctrtAl ent~i~sti tcv of itemsis indi-

cated by a nean phi of 0.26 %N-10, a range fruiti 0.00 it) 0.9 and a stand'-
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ard deviation of 0.11, based on the highest 27% and the lowest 27% of
400 unclassified aviation students.

0RED;. ... .Q

% -

GREENe.... -

/ I

FIGURE 5.2
SAMPLE ITEM OF PSYCHOMOTOR INSTRUCTION COMPREHENSION,

C16268

If the ,aiiar:atus shoued this liattern, you wcre to snap the:
A. Lower switch.
B. Upip'r and lower switchm.
C. Right switch.
D. Upper switch,
E. Left and right switches

(3) Reliability coefticient.-A reliability coeflficient of 0.75, corrected,
was obtained by the odd-evcn method on a saamplc of 400 unclassified
aviation students.

(4) DificuIty.--Thc difliculty levcl of itcms in this test is indicated by
a mcan proportion of correct rc.;ponscs equal to 0.71, corrected for chance
success. The prolprtions ranged from 0.00 to 0.99 with a standard (levi-
ation of 0.22. These data are hased upon results from 400 unclassified
aviation studet-vn.

Variations of the tcsi.-PsYchomoter Instruction Comprehension Test,
C1626B, was pretced-d by a preliminary form, C1626A. This contained
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30 items based on the 6 classification-battery psychomotor tests. Five
items were based on the orientation talk, an introductory speech given the
examinees before testing began. The chief difference betwecn the pre-
liminary and final forms of this test is that in the earlier variation,
C1626A, all the items were completely verbal.

Evalhation.-This type of test has possibilities as a measure of ablity

to remember instructions and should be studied in connection with mem-

ory tests, particularly the test, Memory for Tactical Plans (see ch. 11).
It probably has vothing to offer as a test of verbal comprehension. If a

memory test is desired, one of purer composition and one with more sat-
isfactorily controlled administration could probably be designed.

EVALUATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Vocabulary Tests

Statistical results have shown considerable differentiation between the

two types of tests used to measure verbal intelligence, as far as their fac-

torial composition and their ability to predidt air-crew succe3s is con-

cerned. The failure of part of the hypothesis that verbal ability is valid

for air-crew training success was iadicated in the case of pilots and bom-

bardiers by results from the vocabulary tests. These results revealed a

slightly negative validity for pilots, a zero validity for bombardiers, and

a small validity for navigators (approximately 0.20). Vocabulary is the

best measure of the verbal factor, having a loading of 0.71. Although this

factor has some validity for navigators, reading comprehension tests have

a greater navigator validity than the vocabulary tests because of their rea-

soning and numerical components.
Owing to its limited predictive value, the vocabulary test was dropped

from the classification battery in the summer of 1942. It was replaced by

the Technical Vocabulary Test, CE505C, which is a test of specific tech-

nical information pertaining to piloting, navigation, and bombardiering.

This test, although related to vocabulary, and loaded with the verbal

factor (0.41 for the pilot score), possessed a validity of 0.21 for pilots.

Part of this validity is derived from the teAt's loading with the mechanical

ex•x.ricnce factor (0.39). The remaining part is accounted for by its

loading with pilot interest (0.34).

Reading Comprehension Tests

T'e Reading Comprehension test has proved to be a useful classifica-

tion instrumrnt, particularly for predicting navigator success. Mean valid-

ities of 0.33 for navigators, 0.13 for bombardiers, and 0.20 for pilots

B have been obtained. The pilot validity conies largely from a loading with

the nmcchanical experience factor (0.37 for form G). Although the ver-

bial factor is valid for the navigator, it is not the most important ability

itwol\cdl in the navigator criterion. Furthermore, other tests in the clas-

sification battery have covered this factor fairly well (General Informa-
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Lion, navigator score, with a verbal loading of approximately 0.60, and
Technical Vocabulary, navigator score, with a verbal loading of approxi-
mately 0.75). A test to be highly valid for navigators should contain a
significant loading in the numerical factor. In spite of the navigator
validity of Reading Comprehension, C1614G, the numerical factor loading
of the test is low (0.14).

As far as future policy is concerned, it might be advisable to work
toward removal of reading comprehension from the classification battery,
in spite of its present contribution to the stanines. The reason is that
reading comprehension is factorially complex. It has effective loadings
in four factors-verbal, mechanical experience, numerical, and general
reasoning. Reading Comprehension's communality is high (0.87), which
indicates that almost all of the validities of the test a -- derived from the
four identified valid factors. The four factors are adequately covered by
other tests in the classification battery, so that Reading Comprehension is
merely a duplicate measure of them. It might be profitable, therefore, to
attempt to increase the loading in each of these factors for the particular
test that is the best known measure of the factor. If this were done, the
classification battery would contain purer measures of these factors. The
function of Reading Comprehension would then be more than adequately
supplanted.
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II

CHAPTER sx _

AM athemaIical Tests'

INTRiODUCTION
Prcdiction of Academic Achievement

Measures of mathematical aptitude or achi.vcwenet have long been used
to assist in the prediction of success not only in more d'•-.tnccd mtmathe-
matics but in other academic pursuits as well. The use of the'sc niea.-,ures.
to predict success had three principal bases. First, it was logical to sup-
pose that performance in mathematics would be positivcly corrtelatted with
performance in pursuits having mathematical or nunirical content. Sec-
ond, niathl,'matical ability was generally considered to be one of the best
indices of abstract intelligence. Third, it was widely assumed that the
exn1c7 methods and critical attitudes demanded in mathematics would be
:'.,rried over into the performance of other tasks. \Vith respect to the
third point, it is generally agreed that much less transfer of training

"-'s place than was once supposed. Even though not accepted unresen'-
edi ca se 1,ypotheses offered a basis for believing that mathematics tests
would prove u~ef'l in predicting success in air-crew training.

History of Mathematics in Air-Crew Selection

The early recognition of the importance of mathematics is attested by
the place assigned to it in examinations administered to d&terniine quali-
fications for air-crew training. As noted in chapter 4, examinations in
lieu of high-school graduation and in lieu of completion of 2 years of
college were initiated in 1920 and 1927 respectively. Mathematics was
apparently prominent in both levels of examination. The standardized
objective examination adopted in 1941 gave great emphasis to mathe-
matics, four of the five required sections l)eing mathematics (arithmetic,
algebra, geometry, and trigonometry). In like manner, the first form of
the AAF Qualifying Examination which was adopted in January 1942
had mathematics as an important constituent. One of the six scctiorns N N.s
mathemuatical and contained three types of problhms airithmnctic rcasOll-

ing, nuncrical operations, and mathematics achicvcm(rnt. Significantly,
performance on this section proved to have a biscrial correlation of 0.64
with graduation-elimination from navigation school. I'ius figure wasitxscd
on a group of 174 graduates and 47 eliminecs.

With the establishment of bombardier anl navigator trainhig ýclior15
in 19-10, the question of classification tor air-creN, training arose. This
problem was at first solved by selecting bombairdiers amI navigators frnni

'Wrtitten by T/Sgt. Paul C. Devia.
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those eliminated from pilot training. Faculty boards that eliminated pilots
decided the type of training to which such climincnes should be sent. Ap-
preciation of the importance of mathematics in predict;.-. success in navi-
gation is demonstrated by the fact that the faculty boards attempted to
send to navigator training men who were trained in enginecring and
mnathemnatics. Recognition of the more ititcllectual or academic nature of
navigation is also indicated by the fact that climines for failure in
ground school were not sent to navigation training.

Jul) Analysis Findings

TIhe early job investigations described in chapter 1 revealed important
facts concerning job requirements and yielded leads for construction of
predictive instruments. According to these analyses, mathematics had an
important place in air-crew tasks.

The Navigator.-Even superficial examination of the duties involved
in navigation reveals that relatively high degrees of skill in making corn-
putaitions and in interpreting data are required. In fact, early job analyses
of the duties of navigators disclosed that numerical and mathematical
abilities were probably the most important factors influencing success in
navigation.

Among the many duties of the navigator that demand mathematical
knowledge and skill, typical examples may be cited. The navigator must
calculate drift, distance, and direction from dlata gathered from various
instruments. He also uses computers, such as the E-613, accurate use of
which requires considerable skill and mathematical knowledge. The navi-
gator also uses nmany mathematical tables, both in making calculations

(such as tables of squares and roots) and -.n looking up pertinent data.
In addition to these specific abilities, the navigator must have a keen sense

ofthe interrelationships of the facts which hie has gathered and must be
aible to integrate knowledge of these facts into a clear and accurate picture
which will rnable him to make valid navigational decisions.

]in one earl)y survey, anl analysis wvas madec of reasons for failure of
navigator trainees, as reported by mcix bers of a navigation school staff.
A total of 56 responses was categorized according to cause of failure (re-
lated to intellectual a.s distinguished from physical and emotional causes).
Or these, 37 indicated. either directly or indirectly, a lack of speed or
ability in numerical or mnathemiatical tasks.

An~alyses also indicated that, apart froin the distinctly mnathemnatical
phases of the navigation job, the general conitent of the task is much more
academic than the jobs of either pilot or bomb~ardier. The high correlation
of mathematical ability with general academic achievement lent support

sThe Z.45 copaptter it a circular ,siide-ruie and a device for solving vector prohlems e
countered in dead reckenine. The tim4e-ruie face may he used, for solving Ito leuss invigg

tome. spered. ula'tance. uTnIAII4icallon. deyii..nl. pfo~ftions% trw air spred jftom calileaited air
bat Ira-paetilýettoa ti-kwitha Faduaedromstres which cam The reaited with the

finert A hil uflerth d~lk t mrkel wth atcnet"ric %PMul circlet, radiatift driftiiagnd a rectan"rob arid. The slije is owes ttrowih lthe Plottina disk and LSaY be moeved baciki
forth nader the disk as desired. The plohting ;9 Anem im penicil esthe transport" disk.
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Sto tile hypothesis that mathematical ability would be a good predictor of

success in navigation.
The pilot.-In general, there was less reason to expect high correlation

between mathematical ability and success in pilot training than in naviga-
tion training, although early concepts of the requirements of the pilot's
job pictured it as a fairly intellectual task. The qualifying requirement of
2 years of college training or its equivalent during the years 1927 to 1942
indicates the emphasis placed upon academic aptitude and achieveement.
If such standards be valid, rmathematical ability could reasonably be ex-
pected to be positively correlated with success in pilot training.

Early pilot-job descriptions mention table reading, use of computers,
* and simple mathematical calculations. These functions are apparently in-

cidental, however, and constitute a relatively small proportion of the
pilot's job. It might be assumed justifiably, therefore, thaL any candidates
who passed the preliminary hurdles to pilot training would be able to
perform these mathematical tasks satisfactorily.

* The bombardier.-The crucial test of the bombardier's proficiency
comes during the "bomb run." The entire success of the bombing mission
depends upon the speed and accuracy of his performance during the few
seconds preceding the bomb release. In order to set proper data into the
bomb sight, the bombardier must read several tables correctly, use a com-
puter accurately, and make relatively simple calculations, e. g., interpola-
tion. One of the most important and exacting of these specific duties is
determining true altitude on the basis of temperature readings and other

*. pertinent data. This computation is of special importance, because error
will inevitably result in a short or over bomb drop unless there happen
to be compensating errors.

Compared with the navigator, the bombardier has fewer mathematical
data to integrate. The most important mathematical requirement of the
bombardier is that he perform the necessary calculations speedily and ac-
curately, since the time element in the bombing run makes decisions based
on these calculations practically irrevocable.

Sumniary.-Job-analysis findings indicate that mathematics is ex-
tremely important to navigation and that measures of proficiency or
achievement in mathematics should he good predictors of navigational
success. To a much lssd (legree. it appeared that miatlh.natical ability af-
fects success in bombardicring. For the pilot it appeared that little rela-
tionship exists between success and mathematical ability. In this chapter
two types of tests will be discussed-general mathematics and numerical
computations. Arithmetical-reasoning tests, although mathematical. are
primarily reasoning tests and so will be discussed in chapter 7.

GENERAL MATHEMATICS TEST
Mathematics A, C1702E 3

This form is typical of those tests devised to m-asure ability and
&5;_i;N, edam Psycb.4kaI Rneach Umit N, 3. OW c'mrniwwes Ca&s tLh G.

Humphreq. Mj. Men F. RLd.
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achievement in advanccd arithmetic, algebra, and trigonometry.

Dcscription.-This test was designed to measure competence in mathe-
mattes. In general, a student who has cocnplctcd high-school algebra
should be equipped to solve most of the problems.

(I) Jiaternal cizaracicris tics-The test consists of 30 five-alternative,
multiple-choice items. The last three items require knowledge of trigo-
nometry. The following problems are typical of the first 27 items:

(3x-1) (2x+2) =
A. &r'-:+2
B. 6x'+4x-2
C. 6x'-4x-�4
D. 3z-x+3
E. x'+Zx-6

R = cd'. If c =2 and d = -3, then R

B.-72
C.36
D.72
E.108

If S = 3M!?'. then M =
A. 3R'S

5!?'
B.-

3

3s
C.-

S

3!?'

3!?'

S

(2) Adininistralion.-The examinees are urged not to spend an undue
amoutit of time on problems they find ditlicult. Scratch paper is furnished
for any necessary written computations.

(3) Scoring-The test was scored first with the formula R-W/4 and
later with the formula 2R-II'f2. The change was made in order to ob-
tain scores of a magnitude which better fitted the system of weighting in
computing the composite cLassification score.

Si atisiko) Rcsadis.-Quite complete statistical data were obtained, since
this test was included in the classification battery for some time.

7db
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(I) Di.riuIion statistics.-Bascd oil a sample of 9,622 unclassified

aviation slitdenis (tested at Psychological Research Units Nos. 1, 2, and

3 with the June 1942 Classification Battery), the test yielded a mean

score (2R-IV/2) of 19.4 and a standard deviation of 14.!. The distri-

bution curve for new aviation students, such as the sample cited above,

was positively skewed and markedly flatter than normal.

(2) lntrcval consistency.-Ihternal-consistency item analysis of this

test revealed a marked degree of ,omogeneity. Internal-consistency phi

values based on administration to 400 unclassified aviation students ranged

from 0.10 to 0.84, with a mean of 0.55 and a standard deviation of 0.19.

(3) Reliability coe•icicnts.-Reliability of the test, estimated by the

oxld-even niethod, was 0.92 (corrected for length), based on 200 cases

tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 2 in April 1942.

(4) Dip'iculty.-Based upon the item analysis previously referred to,

the test yielded a mean difficulty index, corrected for chance, of 0.48 with

a standard deviation of 0.18. Testing of a group of students who had been

selected for superior performance in examinations taken prior to entering

college training detachments (upper 20 percent based upon composite

of achievement-test scores in geography, history, mathematics, physics,

and reading comprehension) yielded a mean difficulty index, corrected

for chance, of 0.68 and a standard deviation of 0.15.

(5) Factorial coonosition.-This form proved to have significant load-
ings with three factors only. The verbal factor had a loading of 0.53, the

numerical factor 0.42, and the visualization factor 0.33, in an analysis in

which a general-reasoning factor also appeared, but with a loading of

only 0.12.
(6) Test validity.-Validation data were secured against all air-crew

and some technical-specialty criteria. The data are shown in tables 6.1 to

6.4 inclusive.

TAw.E 6.2.- Validily dala for Mathemnatics, C1702E for bombardiers in training

aasa Researeb Criterion N, Uii. t . SDI vlas ,640e

43-5 to 43-71 1 eliminationt SS2 0.84 13.3. 11.7 11.2 0.04 ....
Graduation.

41-S to 43-72 2 elimination 329 .86 22.0 20.9 14.4 .04 ....
Graduation.

43-S to 43-78 3 elirninatioe 469 .82 20.3 18.9 12.3 .06 ....
Graduation.

43-8 to 43-11t I. 2. 3 ehmination Il29 .79 11L3 15.8 124 .12 0.14
Graduation.

43-14 to 43-18 1. 2. 3. elimination 456 .34 21.3 15.5 16.2 .20 .23I ~Graduaution-
43-14 to 43-11 i 2. 3 elimination $24 .36 22.3 18.0 21.0 .18 .23

43-1 to 4-4 3 Average grades 293 .... ........ .... s.22 ....

43-1 te 4.-4 3 Rc•ord cifrclar

ecrw* Its ..... ..... ..... .... . --. 09

43-1 it 43-4 3 Combat circular 9.. ...

I AsuwJ unrestrited stninf standard deviation not re..erte.
I New aviation cadem,, taing 12-week courst (we navigation traialnD).
* New aviation cadita. 1a3. ,a 1-wrek course (with naviratst traiutac).

4 Reclassified Pawsi. taking S-Vweek Cours.
""tPr�eduert-.neent tOrreitio"i

*A kigW~ unreibblo criterWa.
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TAN.z 6o4.-Validity date for Maihematics, C1702E, for mscellancow specillies

Group Criterion N, P, me Ml SD, flff

Radio operator mechanics Graduation-elimination 235 0.65 20.16 15.38 19.23 0.19Air mechanic armorerk' .. Average grades ....... 232• .... ..... ..... 14.74 1.21
Air mechanic armorers Avcrage grades ........ 76 .... ............. 13.18 '.03
Flexible gunners ...... Air.to.air fýrin . 194 .... i. ...... ..... 13.3 '.11
Flexible gunner.' ....... Final examination .... 194 13............... 3 '.06

I Tested at Psychulogical Researcb Unit No. 2. Entered training between March and July
1943 at AAF Technical School, Sheppard Field.

2 Productanoment correlations.
I In clases 43-45 and 43-1t1, at Buckingham Army Air Field.

(7) JIem validity.-Itemns of this test were validated against the pass-
fail navigator criterion. The mean validity thus obtained was 0.09, the
standard deviation was 0.09, and the range was from -0.04 to +0.33.
Ten of the 30 items yielded validities of less than 0.05, which indicates
that careful revision and selection of items might increase the over-all test
validity.

Evaluation.-This test proved to be a relatively good predictor of suc-
cess in navigation training. For other air-crew tasks and technica! spe-
cialties which are not highly loaded intellectually, the test proved a much
less satisfactory predictor.

Variations.-In developing and refining a general mathematics test,
several successive forms were prepared and administered.

(1) General Afathenmatics-Form A'.-This is the first form of gen-
eral mathematics developed for use in classification. It contains 75 items,
which are arranged in three parts of 25 items each. The parts are timed
separately, 15 minutes for each part. The test contains arithmetic-reason-
ing items as well as mathematics items similar to those described under
form C1702E. This form was used in the classification of air-crew candi-
dates for a short time and was validated against the navigator pass-fail
criterion in training. For a sample of 478 cases (tested at Psychological
Research Unit No. 2), the test yielded a biserial correlation of 0.51 with
navigator success. Although the test is too long and difficult, the results
provided considerable impetus for further exploration of the usefulness
of mathematics tests.
(2) General Mathenmalics Tesl, Form It (C1702B)'.-This form is
a revision of Form A\ made easier and shortened to 60 items. The same
amount of time is allowed as for Form A. The same categories as those
in Form A are retained, but some slight changes in the numbers of items
in the various categories were made. The categories znd their contents
are: Algebraic-equations and formulas, 21 items; arithmetic, 16 items;
plane geometry, 8 items; trigonometry, 5 items; algebra, 4 items; analytic
geometry, 4 items; spherical geometry, I Item; and solid geometry, I item.

The difficulty level of this form of general mathematics is much more
appropriate than that of the previous form. Analysis revealed that some

SDrtJovdpe at psjLkl•eCkal Research Uoit No. 1. Chief contributor: LA. C4L Lwaae • L.
S"aGr.

eD",'ele at Psycb.d.gica Research Umt Ne. 3 by the teat-trutrlcti1s A4&
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items were still extremely easy and some extremely dimcult, while some

had low internal consistency. This form was used for a short time only
in classification.

(3) General Mathematics Test, Form !11 (C1702C)'.-This form

also contains three parts of 20 itcnms each and is administered with a total

time-limit of 45 minutes. It is a revision of form 11 in which the ex-

tremely hard items, the extrem'ly easy itemis, and those with low internal

consistency were either revised or replaced. Analysis was also made of

the items in terms of the place where such material was covered in the

navigation ground school. This form is less homogeneous (mean internal-

consistency phi = 0.39) and somewhat more difficult (mean difficulty in-

dex, corrected for chance = 0.40) than form C1702E, previously

described.

(4) Malahemaiies A (C1702F) ' .- This form is a revision of the

C1702E form and contains 35 items, which is 5 more than in form E. The
time allowed for the test is 25 minutes. This forn proved, as expected, to

be more difficult than the E form. The mean difficulty index for students

who had just taken mathematics in the college training detachment is 0.46,

as compared with a mean of 0.68 in Form E for a similar group. This

form was in the classification battery for more than a year, as a navigator-
selection instrument.

Factor analysis of this form of the test revealed considerable difference

from form E, although the contents of the two tests are superficially very

similar. Four factors have loadings above 020 based on a wtighted aver-

age of two analyses. In order of importance, lhse factors are: numerical

(0.51), verbal (0.37), mathematics background (0.37), and general

reasoning (0.24). It appears that the b:gher verbal loading of the E form

may be explained by the fact that neither t'e :aiithc.a#tics-background

factor nor the general-reasoning factor was isolated in the battery in

which the E form appeared. This explanation, if correct, accounts for a

large part of the apparent factorial difference between the two forms of

the test.

(5) Mathematice A (Ci702GXi)'.--This form is a revision of

C1702F, containiu•L 57 items. Prime objectives were (1) to avoid all

aritn"ietic-reasoning ccntent, (2) to include more items in higher m.athe-

matics and thereby broaden the base of the test, (3) to increase the diffi-

culty in order to discriminate better amosig the more capable, and (4) to

include items that would be most valid for navigator selection. Internal-

consistency itrm analysis against total scores on Mathematics A, C1702F.

yielded a mean phi value of 0.43. Although this figure is lower than the

mean phis for previous forms, 35 items have phi values of 0.43 and

above and yield a nivan of 0.50. Owing to the fact that the use of general

i ' DtvrdoI. at Psyh laogkai *it-CariC Un.i t .. S. N - • .I cU , l'Irmtttoflr: )Sa. M tri'lU Y. 3OC
CaA ||afry RoSCMd. eft . |l.a Rubtwf UItt-.

VDtvCopri •I PSYchoIlOtcal Retearrb Unit N.. 3. ( itbtat.e't 1/St. Fat) C.
Days*, S=SI R" n•m Fran,, uchile. sgt . 'Srt k. J- Sant-

Develeprd a Pota & MIotcrr 1e"eafh L~t No. S, Clbif ca•amt.E: S Irty I.
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mathematics in the classification battery was discoiitihued, no further us,,
was made of this form of the test.

COMPUTATION TESTS

Numerical Operations, C1701B'

This test was constructed to satisfy the need for measurement of per-

formance in the simple arithmetical processes. Presumably, proficiency in

these simple operations should have important bearing upon success in

other tasks where such operations are involved. Repeated observations of

the tasks of bombardier and navigator, the former in particular, led to a

growing conviction that the mathematics most significant is computa-

tional. This is in view of the liberal aid supplied to the students in the
form of tables and other accessories and of rule-of-thumb methods nught
in ground schools.

Description. (1) lfitcrnal characteristics.-This test involves only the

four fundamental arithmetical operations. Tlhe problems are printed on an

expendable IBM answer sheet. The front of the sheet contains 100 addi-

tion and multiplication problems to which answers are givenl. Each answer

is followed by two spaces for marking. If the answer is correct, the "C"

space is to be blackened; and if the answer is wrong, the "NV" space is

to be blackened. The use of response "R" for right was avoided to pre-

vent confusion with the other common opposition, right versus left. An-

swers to the first three items are already marked on the answer sheet to

illustrate the method of answerng. The back of the test sheet contains 80

subtraction and division problems with 5-alternative, multiple-choice re-

sponses. The examinec is to blacken the spac" for the correct answer. An-

swers to the first two of Ilese problems are premarked to illustrate the

method of answering. lt-cause of the extremely low absolute difficulty of

the problems, the time limits were made short, thus making the test highly

speeded. The following problems are typical of the content of this test.

cr*W B&Ck

C W Subtract: 63-38: 25 21 29 32 26

11+19+22"52 - ---

Multiply: 139 Divide: 233-1-7:
7 W _ 39 37 33!4 373 35

973 C _

Subtract: 93 AnswerAdd: 12SE 4
19 5• S 46
28 C - 3S 43

59 W 34-

(2) ,4dtjniistration.-tInstructions are printed upside down with re-

spxct to the test proLlems so strict control can be maintained on working

#'nis tiat ebraced min,,r reyons of Form A which kid beeW honstructed b- COoperatzve

Tomt Serv".
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time. The examinees are pe'rmitted to go on to the back of the sheet if
they finish the front before time is called. They are also allowed to go
back to any part of the test to check or correct their answers if time is
avaikble. The time allowance is 5 minutes each for the front and back of
the test sheet.

(3) Scoring.-The test was first scored R-3W, and later (R-3W)/2
in order to obtain a smaller range of scores.

Statistical rcsults.-Extended use of this test made possible the accu-
mulation of a large amount of statistical data. Only samples of these data
are given.

(1) Distribattion of scorec.-.\dministered to unclassified aviation stu-
dents, th, test yielded the typical distribution constants given in table 6.5.

TABLz 6.5.-Distribution Staltitics for Numerical Operations, CI7O1B, using the
scoring formula (R - 3W)12

Group Part N M SD

Uncl.isiified aviation students .... Front ....... 1.520 16.9 5.5
Uncl!-ified aviation studentss .... Front ....... 2.376 17.5 6.)
West Point cadets. cl3ss of 1946 .. Front ....... 88 22.7 5.6
Unclassified aviation students" .... Back ........ I.,48 15.4 6.0
Unclassified aviation students .... Back ....... 1.143 16.3 6.0
West Point cadets, class of 1946 .. Back ........ 88 22M 5.9

'Tested in August and September 1942 at Psychological Research Unit e. L.
0'Tested in September and October 1942 at Psycholoqica| Research Unit No. 2Z
'Tested in August and September 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. 2.
'Tested in December 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(2) Optimal scoring formula.-Studies to determine the scoring form-
ula to maximize validity yielded the results given in table 6.6. For scor-
ing purposes, weiglhts of approximately -3.0 for the front and -2.0 for
the back are recommended for the wrongs score when the test is used for
the selection of navigators. For bonibardicrs, weights of approximately
-0.5 for the front and 0 for the back are recommended for wrongs score.
Table 6.6 gives the data on which these statistics are based.

TAw.r. 6.6- Data pertaining to the do-rtvatio, of optimal weights for wrongs score
of Numerical Opterations, Cl7OIWB

sample N Part )La Mw, SDS SDw r" ,we ra R. (R+#W)t

Navigators .. 8811 Front 45.50 1.31 11.12 3.36 6 0. 0.04 0.38 -2.94
N 538 Itack . 42.20 1.18 30.34 1.30 .47 -. 11 .03 .49 -- 1.91

InmbarAiers j 978 JFront 44.40 1.65 11.95 3.59 .16 .00 I... .4 -. 44Blombardier* 97813tlack 38.1110 1.3 F101 ---1, 14l.8 -

t Syat ll used =n this table are as foll w.: g --lghts ptco e; W• V w rog i score; C -crile rie nl
and a=weight flit wrCP42I KOM'

TA.uti 6.71.--l.stinttes of Rehalaility of .Vumerical Operations, C1OIR

T ype ' S,a

Sepa.atcly timed halves (frMout)I ..... 1.176 0.48 0.64

S.Cparately timed halves (back) ...... 1.176 .6 .7
Te -t~retest (back) .................... 732 .... 71
Te..t.retct (front) ...................... 7 .... JS

Fr~int-back ................. ....... 4.774 ...

ISpecial adasinistrstiou caruied out St Id•e•ical &rod Psycb.).cmcd Al mtiag •1n N .
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TABL, 6.9.-Validity data for Numerical Operations, CI7O7B, "ung grades in

navigator training as criteria, for a sample of 463 trainees in classes 43-10 1hrough
43-15 (at Hondo Army Air Field)

Criterion Parte 0.e.

Grades in dead reckoning (ground school) ....... Front ....... 0.14 0.
fBack o1.........1 .43

Grades in celestial navigation (ground school) .... Front ........ 16 .X
Back .2l iS

* Grades In dead reckoning (flight) .............. Front ...... 14 .M
Back .......... 86

Grades in celestial navigation (flight) ........... Front ........ 13 .2)SBack ........ .20 .32Grades In meteorology ....................... Front ........ 0 .18
1W. It .. 0 .14

Military grades ................................ Fro .09
Back ....... . A.

Final composite grades ......................... Front .. 1.... . .17 .1
CaIk ....... .28 .43

'Product.moment correlations.
'Assumed unrestricted stanine standard deviation not reported.

TAiLz 6.10.-Vahdities of Numerical Operations, C1701 , for certain technical
specialties

Specialty Criterion Part N r

Air mechanic armorer' ..... Average grades .......... Front ..... 230.2&
Average grades ......... ront 3?6 .18

Radio operator-mechanics ... Pass-faid ............ Frentr.....Front 235 .44
Average grades ...... :....Front .... .09Al

Air mechanic armorer ..... Average grades ........... Back ...... 232 .16
Average grades ........... ack 376 .04

Radio operator-mechaniO ... Passfail .................. Back ...... 235 .28
Average grades ............ Back .. 153 .2)

Flexible gunnery! . . . . . . . . . Air-to-air ............... Front .. "" 17) .65
Flexible gunnerys . . . . . . . . . Final Examination ......... Front .. I 17S --06
Flexible gunnery ......... Composite ground range .... Front 194 -. 01
Flexible gunnery: . . . . . . . . . jam hand trainer......... front 194 -. 01
Flexible gunnery$ ......... Ai dytrainer.. ...... ..rot . 134 -. 03
Flexible gunnery$ .......... Final examination ......... Back ..... 17 -. 06

'Tested at Psychological Research Units No*. 1, 2, and 3
In class 43-48, tested at Psychological Research Units No s., a. WAS.

'In class 43-45. tested at Psychological Research Units Nes. 1, and S.

(3) R.-liability.-Two methods of estimating reliability produced ap-
proximateiy the same results, as indicated by the data in table 6.7. Retest-
ing of the fample of 712 in table 67 was done after approximately 30
days' time. Although front-back correlation is not, strictly speaking, an
estimate of a reliability, the true reliability of the parts is probably no less
than the correlation between them.

(4) Factorial cornposition.-This test is one of the few relatively pure
tests. Little or no significant variance appears in any factor other than
the one so characteristi, of this test and of other mathematical and rumer-
ical tests-the numerical factor. In two analyses, in which total score on
the test was used for determining intercorrclations, a weighted average
of loadings on the factor is 0.66. In these analyses several other factors
have slight loadings, but the comnmunality is relatively low (0.58) for the

test. In two other analyses, spparate front and back scores were used as

the basis of intercorrclations. In these, weighted 4verages of the factor
loadings are 0.80 for the front section and 0.82 for the back. Even smaller t
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amounts of variance are accounted for by other factors, a fact indicated
by the communalities of the parts, 0.68 for the front and 0.71 for the
back. From these indications, it appears clear that this test is a much
purer measure of a single factor than is commonly achieved.

(5) Test validity.-In view of the extended use of this test for classifi-
cation, abundant data are available on its validity. Tables 6.8 to 6.10 give
typical validation results for air crew and technical specialties respectively.

Evaluation of the tcst.-As a relatively pure measure of the numerical
factor, this test appears to be the best. As is true for most other tests that
have high loadings with that factor, the usefulness of the test is probably
restricted to predicting success in pursuits that require rapid use and
manipulation of numerical symbols. The actual importance of this func-
tion to a task can be ascertained by correlations with a test such as this.

Variations of the test.-Other forms of this test differ in minor re-
spects only from the one just described, as indicated in the following
paragraphs. -

(1) Numerical Operations, C1701A-Form S.-This form was de-
signed by the Cooperative Test Service and is very similar in all respects
to C1701B already described. It was used for classification purposes for a
short time prior to the development of form C1701 B.
(2) Numerical Operations, CI701BX1 '.-This is an experimental
test, developed to measure the numerical factor. It contains 17 addition,
16 multiplication, 16 subtraction, and 16 division problems, plus 8 prob-

6,125 X 8
lems involving more than one process, e. g.

30 X 15
Multiple-choice answers are listed for all problems in this test, Scores in
this form correlate 0.71 with form CI701B front and 0.79 with form
CI701B back (N=298 in both cases).

Numerical Apprcxim. ntion, C1706A"

This test is designed to measure the student's ability to estinat-. quickly
the accuracy of results of fairly simple arithmetic operations. It differs
from nunerical operations in that emphasi, is placed upon estimation
rather than upon computation. Bombardicrs at!d ii:vigators frequently
must make coinputations under pressure and in limited time. It is thus
important that they be able to check their work quickly. Gross errors-
the most serious ones-are usually detectable because of the unreasonable-
ness of the results. For example, misplaced decimal points and similar
errors should b2 apparent to one who sees the problem as a whole and is
able to estimate within reasonable limits the results of arithmetic opera-
tions. The cues to discrepancies are m.any-nunmbers of digits, size of first
and last digits, position of decimal points, and the like.

• Imtloped at P&7•olI"kaIt Retarcl Unit No. 3. Chitf contributors: LU. David H. etlkaml. Sort. Beltly 1. SAUL.,

11 Dtrcvipt4 at |~chotc&id ReartYh Unit .4. 3. Ckief ceutributers: T/St. Paui C.
Davy. LA. ULh Huitc hiee4.
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Descriptlion.-T'lhe items of this test require more cociptex computa-
Stions than those found in numerical operations and thu-' simulate more

nearly the type of problems familiar to navigators and hombaTdiers. To
minimize the slicer numerical-operation component, directions vnicourage
the examinee to estimate the answers roughly, not taking time to com-
pute them. The time limit also is set so short that those who stop to com-
pute the exact answers inevitably fail to complete ct;9ugh items to obtain
a good score.

(1) anternal cliaracteristics.-• he test consists o" 15 scored items. The
processes involved include: (1) Addition, (2) subtraction, (3) multipli-
cation, (4) division, (5) proportions, and (6) roots and powers. In over
half of the problems more than one process is involved, as in the follow-
ing examples:

1,000:2 = 9,950:-
A. 1.89.
B. 4.975.
C. 9.95.
D. 19.9.
E. 49.75.

8,000 X (.96288-.94208) X 1=-
A. 20.
B. 80.
C. 160.
D. 20&
E. 344.

(2) Administration.-Two sample problems are given in the directions,
and the procedure, in their solution are explained. Emphasis is placed
upon the necessity for speed and the desirability of estimating results
rather than computing them exactly. Testing time for the 15 items is 10
minutes.

(3) Scoring.-The test is scored with the formula 2R-W/2.
Statistical results.-Although this test appeared for only a short time

in the classification battery. considerable statistical data were obtained.
(1) Distribution statist ics.- Based on administration (at Psychological

Research Unit No. 2, in August and September 1942) to a typical sample
of 1,5270 unclassified aviation students, the test yielded a mean score of
10.9 and standard deviation of 5.6. The distribution was approximately
symmetrical.

(2) Test relinbility.-An odd-cvena e-tiinate of reliability, on the basis
of 200 cages. yielded a corrected comficient of 0.61. Since the test is
speeded, this is an overestimate. The prcsence of six apparently different
types of items and the rxtretm. shortness of the test (IS items) may
5cparatcly or iointly account for this relatively low figure.

(3) Factorial comtosition.-T1"his test was not included, as such, in any

factor analysis, so no information is available regarding its factor content.

as I
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It is probable, however, that the test would have a relatively high loading
in the numerical factor best identified with the Numerical Operations test.
In the classification battery the Numerical Approximation test was com-

bined with Arithmetic Reasonitig to yield a single score for .Mathematics
B. The higher loading in the numerical factor (0.59) for the Mathematics
B test that contained Numerical Apprc ximation than for the Arithmetic
Reasining test alone (0.53) (ends to confirm this belief.

(4) Test talidily.-Validity data obtained for this test are given in
tables 6.11 and 6.12.

T~tu.x. 6.11.- Validity of enP',rind l pproxiunafiov, C1706A, for Primary pilot
train9ig (graduation-el iminalon crittrion)

N M. SDI

1.52V 0.75 11.1 10.3 5.6 0.09
1,148' .76 10.7 10.2 5.4 .06

I In rlaa, 43 P., Itved .•t Psychololical Rewarch Unit No. 2.
I In cabs 43-E4 tested at 11tycbological Rceearch Unit No. 2.

TALE 6.12.- Validity of Numerical Approximation, C1706A, for prediction of

consbat-cretu training success

Group Crterion N r

D4 Bo3lhardiegs ........... p•p•fail ........... 675 0.34
D- Sombardiers ........... Academic xraes. 675 .31
D-8 lomiardaer' ........... Averalce circular error ....... 675 .10
Flexible gunnery ........... Academic Nrade ............ :3l
Flesable gunnery ........... (rorarndto- ,rc~und firing ...... from 88 to 131 .04
Flexaible gunnery ........... Air.to-air firing .............

a (t1.2nie I)8-1 to 1)8-?.
0 a."l. 43 4, at Iass Vegas FhxiLlk Gunnery Scbool.

(5) lIten t'alidity.-Although no actual validity u.ita against navigator
success arc available for this test, items were correlated with average
academic grades in navigation p.e flight training. Results indicated that the

test shomld be a relatively good predictor of success in at least the aca-
cdmic pha!es of na-vigatinn training The mean phi value for the 15 items
was 0.17, the stand.ard deviation was 0.11, and the range from 0.04

to 0.45.
.. Et:dutiion,.--This test is probably not significantly different in function
from Numerical Operations. The question as to which is the purer measure
of the nunwrical factor anld which is the better predictor of success in

nav:,atoiun cannot be answered onl the bxasis of available data. If further

rt-warch should rcvcal this tct to bc a purcr measure of the numerical

factor than Numerical Operations. its usefulness as a selcction instrument
would be- dem.onstratcd. I)uring the ix.rind when this test was used in the

classificaition battery, the score in ,\rithnwtic Rcasoning (Mathematics B)

included the score in this test. For this reason, no indepcndcnt data for

this test were oblai led during that period. Factorial content of the com-
posite score is discussed in the chapter on reasoning.
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Variationis of the test.-Certain preliminary forms of this test were

constructed, difrering little in purpose or technique from the form already
i described.

(1) Numerical Approximation, CI706AXI'.-This first form of the
test consists of 30 multiple-choice items of die type described under form

tC1706A. The form is moderately houlogeneous, yielding a mean internal-
consistency phi of 0.42 with a standard deviation of 0.10. The difficulty is
approximately optinmal, tie mcan difliculty index, correctd for chance, be-
ing 0.51 and the standard deviation, 0.21, both based onl the proportion of
examinecs responding to the items.
(2) Numerical Approximation, C1706AX2"'.-This is a revision of

the AXI formi, containing IS items. It does not differ significantly from
the classification form (C1706A).

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF MATHEMATICS TESTS

As evidenced 1y the results discus..d in this chapter, mathematical and
numerical tests proved to be very valid predictors of navigator success. In
view of this fact, most of the weight of prediction for navigators rested
upon muathematics tests in the early classification batteries.

In contrast to prediction of success in the other two air-crew positions,
a high degree of validity in predicting navigation success was attained
by using a very limited number of tests. Important amnong these were
Numerical Operations, Numerical Approximation, and General Mathe-
niatics tests. After these tests had been used for some tine and factorial,
as well as validity, data had been gathered, it becatme evident that there
was considerable overlap among th.ni. &k-cause the Nume:rical Opera-
tions test sceted the plurest of the three, and because alone it could carry
the full burden of measuring the numerical factor, tile other two tests
were dropped from the battery. Scores in this test were weighted heavily
in classification of navigators but less heavily for bonmbardiers.

Possibly the most important contributions of the ro-search described in
this chapter were the discoveries that (1) the numerical factor in itself
is excelptionally valid for navigator selection, and (2) that most inathe-
matical tests derive a large part of their validity front this factor. Other

valid factors, but much less proniinent, in mwathcmatical tests are general-

reasoning, niathca;ittics-backgrouud, and verbal factors, all of which

have some validity for navigator selection. All of these are better meas-

urtl by iiliatiS of neituatheaiatical tests. The onl)' rcally ulitlue cotribu-
tion of mathenmatics tests, theoi, is tlhy numerical factor. In the light of

ithis fact, it is eiduit that grt.t'st .conotlly can be ahuiv:c4 by using the

purest possible test of that factor. Of the mathematical tests eniployed in

the classification programi, the Numierical Operations test appears to be

the most satisfactory from this standpoinL

u'a Ddlot it Psrckeotog'l Rlt.arch UItS No. 3. Chict c.liaatetfi1: T/S•t. Paul C.
Davis. LL Una Hutchin•t•. MaJ. errfill F. Rog.

Dvdepc*d at 1, cliotai Rarl Uait Ni . 3. C-hie cuiotritn.tort: T/Sgt. Pavl C.
Davi%. LL Lifte I11t=
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It ma;y be surprising to some that a supposedly highly intellectual task
such as mathematics, as measured by Mathematics A, shows significant
variance in the verbal, numerical, mathematics-background, and visuali-
zation factors only. In view of the estimated reliability of the mathematics
test (0.92 icr C1702E) and its communality (0.63), it is true that an-
other factor or factors, as yet unidentified, may account for considerable
variance of the test. It is significant to note, however, that the validity of
the test for navigator selection (0.42) is entirely accounted for by the
known factors. It is apparent, then, that whatever now undefined factors
enter into the factorial composition of the test, such factors are unrelated
to na',igation success.
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Reasuninq Tests'

hNTRODUCTION

The original impetus for the development of reasoning tests was pro-

vided by early formal and informal job analyses that indicated the int-

portance to navigation of accu:ate reasoning with words and numbers.

The job analysis data presented in chapter I (see especially tables 1.3 and

1.4) are sufficient support for the expectation that tests of reasoning,

especially arithmetic reasoning, would have moderate to high correlations

with navigator criteria.
It was originally thought, too, that successful performance in any air-

crew position required, among other traits, the ability to reason rapidly

and accurately. It was believed that reasoning was involved in many in-

stances of what the pilot instructors called judgment, particularly where

decisions were required. The major emphasis placed upon judgment in

pilot training justified efforts to discover what types of reasoning tests

might cover aspects of judgment. Liter job analysis data, however, did

not entirely support this line of thought (see tables 1.2 and 1.6) nor did

later test results.
While the worth of arithmetic-reasoning tests for selecting niavigators

became apparent very quickly, they had very little validity for the pilot

criterion. The hypothesis was proposed that this failure of reasoning tests

to predict success in pilot training was due to the fact that they were

couched in verbal and numerical terms, and that neither verbal nor nt-

merical abilities had any relation to the success or failure of pilot trainees.

An intensive effort, therefore, was made to develop and validate non-

numerical and nonverbal reasoning tests. Most of the tests discussed in

this chapter were developed in this search for a reasoning test valid for

pilot selection.
The informed reader will note that most of the tests are not new in

type of content or underlying rationale. This is attributable to the fact

that reasoning tests had been subjected to a great deal of investigation in

previous decades. It was felt desirable, therefore. to adapt the most ap-

propriate of these for the initial study of the rclation of nonverbal and

nonnumerical reasoning tests to pilot success.

Reasoning tests that involve numerical and verbal variance will be dis-

cussed first. Nonverbal, nonnumerical, reasoning tests will then be dis-

cussed, following which will be presented a factor analysis of both types

of tests.

Wrintte by Capt. J4a L Lacey CpL jaws F. Takt.
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NUME1RIICAI.CA PA) VERIBAL REASONING TESTS

Arithmetic lRntaoning, C1206C I

The predominaitnce of mthlie'ia tics i, the li .iining and duties of navi-
gators insured the development of some type of mathematics test in the
initial phases of the classification and selection program. The first classi-
fication battery included a mathematics test which, after several transi-
tional forms, became General Mathematics, C1702E.3 The early forms
of this test included both arithmetic-reasoning prob!ems that could be
solvd with miniminal f,,rmal inath,.niatical trainitig and achievement prob-

lvits requiring the use and understanding of at huast high-school mathe-
matics, C. g., logarithms, algebraic manipulations. The te.,t was weighted
more he'avily % ith the latter type of problem, thus making it prinmarily an
achievei'ent test. It was thought desirable to construct separate tests, one
an achievement test, antdI the other an; arithmctic-rc.aý.oninii test. Arithmetic
Reasoning. C1206C, is the fitnal form of the lattt.r type of test. It was
designed to be a more difficult form than its immediate predecessors,
C1206A and B1, in ordcr to provide better differentiation anlong superior
candidates for training in navigation. The test was included in the Classi-
fication Battery of July 1943. and it has bctcn used since that time.

Icscription.-T Ie test consists of 30 arithmetic-reasoning problems.
As examp)les of the test l)roblems, an easy problem and a difficult problem
follow.

If a plane is to fly 132 miles in 45 minmtes, what must be its average speed?
A. 146.7m. p. h.
B. 164 m.p.h.
C. 165 m.p. h.
D. 176 mph.
E 182 m.p.h.

A plane traveled a certain distance from the base at an average rate of 225
miles per hour. Engine trouibc forced it to return at an avcrage rate of 150 miles
|er hour. It c't at 11:35 a.m. and returned at 12:05 p.m. }low far away from its
kas. was the planc wh1men i4 turned back?

A. 30 miles
B. 45 miles
C. 50 miles
D. 75 milts
E. 90 miles

(I) Intcrnol claractcristics.-The items of the test are arranged
rougjily in order of increasing difficulty. They are formulated in aviation
terms in the interest of face validity. All probiems are presented simply
and concisly, in an attempt to ininimize verbal variance.

(2) Ad,,i.n:s.,ition.-The test is printed as the second lhalf of a book-
let, the first half of which is Mathematics, C1702F.' The first half is
known as Mathictnatics A, and the second hali, as Mathematics B. The

a Developed a, P ytd .,011-icai •rIrackh Unat No. 3. Chief Contya-butor.: Capt. Lloyd G
tumplrrys. l.El. Davd II. Jenki.,,. tean R. L.yona.Ste chpter 6 for a discuu•on a this test and its predet'noat
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two tcsts are timcel separately. Scratch p)aper is provided to all exarnines.
The time limit for Arithinctic Retsozining is stt at 35 minutes.

*(3) Sco, ::.,g.--Thc scoring foii unla is 2R-NXV/2.
Statistical rcsidts.-Due to its inclusioni in the classification battery,

* voluminous statistical data are available on this test. Typical data are given
below.

( 1) Distribution statist ics.-Typical distribution statistics arc given in
table 7.1

TABLz 7.1.-Divrribu."on cirear~tan for A'rith~metic Reatroning, C1206C

Group N 31 SD

* Uncl~astified aviation btudentss .................. 1.9-10 10.3 3&9
* Unclassified aviation students'l...................,500 14.9 9.3

Uncia-t ified aviation students' ...................... 3.000 14.5 9.2
WVest Point cadets. Class of 1946 ...................... S 2'.6 11.6

ITested with the November 1943 Clatsification Batstery at NMeimcal anJ PMycbolob'tcai Examsa.
iiUnts Not 4 through 10.

Tested with the November 1943 Classification Dattcry at Psychioloical Research Unit. No&,
1,2 and 3.
.'tested with the July 1943 Class iition Blattery at Psychological Researck Units NO&

1. 2, an~d 3.

(2) Internal consistency.-The &vgrue of homogeneily of the items is
indlicated by a mean internal-consistcncy phi covilicictnt uf 0.50, a stand-
ard deviation of 0.11, and a range of values from 0.17 to 0.75. These
statistics arc based upon the responses of the highlest 25 percent and the
lowest 25 percent in total score of a group (if 480 tinclassified aviation
students, tested on June 23 and 24, 1943, at P'sychilogical Research Unit
No. 3.

(3) Reliability coefficient .- Two estimates of reliability are given in
table 7.2.
TAzLEc 7.2- Relia~biltiy data for Arithametic Reasonin,tg CIZO6, based utoss samples

Of unclassified aT'iatiops .stidcni

N Type r'd il

SAO$ Odd-tvea .......................... ............ 0.61
I.^1~ Equivalent klves ................... .............. 71 .94

I Tested ~z M.rdicai and 1P-ycholub1 iara fE.'min6n unit NoQ. 10 Sobh the N4ovetube 1943

3 Te-ted at Medical and iPych..iogic4 Examining Unit NO. 7 from January 30, 1944 Is F&
14. 1944.

(4) Dificitliy.-flascd uipon Item anatlymis of the pape~rs of 1.?)2 chs.-si-
ficel pillots, the tucaui proportwitin.)f :ýorrvct rclO1v.corrccted for chane

success, is 0.57, with a standlard dcivi:-tion of 0.30 and a range from
0.00 to 0.92.

(5) Factorial comt posit ion.-Thc mort significart lrn1ding's Irc in the
numerical (0.48), gencrali-reasoning (0.47) verbal (0.27), and visu-

aliz~ation (0.19) factors. It Is imporiant to .,Ote that the test h.-s a load-
ing~~~~~~~ ooly01inten ct til-back-rotitd factor. Thei communality

is 0.72, to be compared with the two reliability estith-Ats M0S n .7
For a full picture of the factorial compo~itiI on of this tsta, -,cc appendix B.
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(6) Test z-alidify.-Validation results based oil several samples are
given in tablc 7.3.

TAWt.E 7.3.- Validity Data for .4ritlmonutic Rearonitig, C1206C

Group. I Criterion No p, MO Nf. SI)i Thi OrW49

Pilots in primary training' C Grad tat ionn-imi nation 4.779 0.88 15.72 14.57 9.0? 0.07 '0.08
Pilots in primary tramining (;radiu itiva-elimitiation 2,346 .74 15.57 14.76 9.04 .05 2.07
Pilots sit primary Zrainiing4 (raitiaitkon-eliinirnation 3,146 .84 1-4.41 13.09 9.04 .08 6.14
1Pil0t% in prima~ry training' ;rlttnesmntionl 1,823 .80 16.90 1548 8.921 .091 2.10
WASI','........r tai n~c inato 104 .61 12.84 7.66 8.46 .38 ..

Armorer i ritg... Average grades .. 2691..... ............... 2
Officer candidates . . . . E'ighth week Academic

average ..... ....... 343..... ..... .............. 40 ..

I In Class .4-4-, tested witt' the July 1943 Clas~ification Battery at Psychological Research
Unit No. 3.

5 Assumingv an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.
Ain Class 44-Y., tested with the July 1943 Classification ý"attcry at Psychological Research

Unit No. 1.
4 In Class 44-1, tested at Psychological Research Units Nos. 1, 2, and 3.
* Assuming ats unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 1.87.
6 In Class 44-E, tested with the July 1943 Classification flattery at Psychological Research

Unit No. 2.
1 In Class 44-W-8, tesed by Medical and Psychological Examining Unit No. 8.
I Tested at Medical sand Psychologica, Examining Units Nos. 1 through 10. In Lowry Field

armament Classes 34-44A and 35-44A.
* Product-raoment correlation.
"10In training at Miami Beach, Class 44-E. Ttsted at M~edical and Psychological Examining

Unit No. S.

Variotjo:,s.-Two forms directly preceded Arithmetic Reasoning,
C1206C. The initial form, Arithmetic Reasoning, G1206A,4 was adminis-
tcred experimentally to tinclassified aviation students and subjected to
item analyses of difficulty and of internal consistency. Items showing the
highest internal-consistency phi coefficients and the most appropriate
difficulties were combined with carefully selected new items to make the
first permanent form of the test, C1206B.4 This form entered the classi-
fication battery in August 1942, to be replaced in July 1943 by Form C.

L'escripiion.-Forn B., like Form C, has 30 ari thmetic- reasoning
problems.

(1) Internai charactcristics.-The items of this test are also arranged
roughly in order of increasing difficulty and expressed simply and con-
cisely in aviation terms.

(2) Adni;;:istrclion.' Arithmetic Reasoning, WOO61, like Form C,
was administereud with an nchievement test in the same tcst booklet. The
achievcnierit test was Mathematics, CI702E,5 and was known as Mfathe-
matics A. Mathematics B included not only Arithmetic Reasoning,
C1,206B, however, but also Numerical Approximations, C1706A.5 Mathe-
matics B was admin'Astered with a time limit of 35 minutes.

(3) Scoring.---Twoi qcuivalent scoring formulas wvere used: R-W/4
and 2R-W/2. From August 1942 to December 1942, separate scores
were secured for Numericil Approximat ions and for Arithmetic Reason-
ing. From December 1942 to July 1943, the score for Mathematics B was
the sum of the inwcighted component scores in the two tests.

Dt.vclopeo, at Psj'chol. .:ical Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributors: Capt. Milton Bard-
man, Capt. Lloyd G. l1lumphre~s. arnd Nia). Merrill F. RoEf.

* u chApter 6 for a discussion of thsis ttst.
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Statistical results.-Statistical data are available both for Arithmetic
Reasoning, C1206B, alone, and for the combination of it with Numerical
Approximations, CI706A.

(1) Distribution statistics.-Typical distribution statistics are presented
in table 7.4.

TABLE 7.4.- Distribuiion constants for Arithmetic Reasoning, C1206B, based upon

samples of unclassified avation students (scored R-W14)

N M SD

'1.520 I2.7 5,S
'2,376 12.4 SJ

'Tested in August and September 1942 at Psychological Research Unit (o....
sTested in October 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. 2.

(2) Internal consistency.-Data are available for arithmetic reasoning

scores alone. For a sample of 400 unclassified aviation students the mean

phi coefficient was 0.42, with a standard deviation of 0.14 and a range
from 0.10 to 0.73. These data are based on the highest 25 percent and the

lowest 25 percent of the groups in total score.
(3) Reliability coefficient.--A sample of 200 uncfassified aviation stu-

dents yielded an odd-even estimate of reliability of 0.80, corrected for
length, for the combination of C1206B and CI706A.

(4) Difficulty.-For a sample of 400 unclassified aviat;on students, the

test (C1206B alone) yielded a mean proportion of correct responses of
0.52, corrected for chance success, with a standard deviation of 0.21 and
a range from 0.05 to 0.89.

(5) Factorial composition.-The most significant loadings of Mathe-
matics B (combined scores) are in the numerical (0.57), general-reason-
ing (0.40), verbal (0.29), and visualization factors (0.22). The com-
munality is 0.68, compared to an estimated reliability of 0.80. Form
C1206B alone was analyzed in matrices in which the numerical factor was

not defined. The comparable loadings are: general reasoning, 0.57, ver-

TADLE 7.5.- Validation data for Arithmctic Reasoning, Ci206B, based on thf
graduation-elit4ination criterion

Group N, me M, SD, r1 s #I6 ,&#*

Navigation students' . 1.974 0.79 47.S4 40.54 12.82 0.32 0.48

NaviRatien studentss ..... b731 .... ..... .. X. .... .32 JO
Pilots in primary training4 1,520 .75 13.1 11.5 S.s .17
Pilots in primary training' 1.148 .76 12.3 12.2 $.3 .011
Pilots in basic training'.. 1.429 .... 13.0 12.2 $.3 .08
Bombardier students' .... --2 .84 10.1 9.2 4.9 ,11
Bombardier students* .... 496 .82 13.4 11.9 5.3 M15 .,..

I In Classes 43-12,- 43-13, 43-14. and 43-IS. Tested at Psychological Rtseaech Units Sroe. 2
ad3.

.Using combined scores in Arithmetic Reasoning, C120611, and Numerical Approximation.
C;706A.

$In Classci 43-10 and 43-1i. Tested at Psyciological Research Units NoL. I and 2.
4 In Class 43-D. Tested Aug. 6 to Sept. 8, 1942. at Psychological Rewearch Unit No. 2.
&in Class 43-E. Tested Aug. 6 to Sept. 8. 1942. at Psychological Research Unit No. 2.
' In Class 43-F. Tested at Psichologscal Research Unit No. 2.
I In Class 43-5-7. Te~ted at I sycholotical Research Unit No. I.
'In Cs 43-5 .7. Tested at :sychological Research Unit No. 2
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h)al, 0.29, and visualization, 0.10. 'The communality is 0.51. For a full
picture of thle factorial composition of this test, sCe appendlix B.

(6) Tes~t validily.--Validation daita are presented in tables 7.5 and 7.6.

TAnzra 7.6.- Validation data for combined scores in Arithinetic Reasoning, C1206B,
and Nwnwricat 1; PrOA-i;matiOii, C1T0dA, against seven itavigation grades for a

sample of 463 Piavigatious trainees'

Criterion . 4 r eovr.8

Grades in Dead Rutkoning (ground school) ........................ 0.37 0.S2
;rFIs i.) Celestiial Naivigatwin (ground school) ....................... 29 .42

Gradles in D~ead I(CCLkoming (flight) .................................. 23 .31
(,zades in Cdelesial Navigation (flight) ............................... 26 .38
GrWdes in Mectorology........................................... .16 .32
MAlila Gr a e .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .I. . . . . . . . .38 .19

Fia J)iw eG ae ........ I.. ...... .38 .33

'In ando Cass43-10 through 43-15. Tested at Psychological Research Units No$. 1,
2. 2and 3.

lbIrmodct-moinent correlations.
Assumcd unrestricted stanine standard dcv~ation not reported.

(7) Itemi validity.-Based on a 'sample of 1,392 classified pilots, and
using graduation-elimnination from primary training as the criterion
(1,033 graduates), tile mean validity phi coefficient was 0.10, with a

standard deviation of 0.05 and a range from 0.00 to 0.27.
Evaluation of Aritlznietic Reasoning, C1206B and C.-Arithmetic rea-

soning tests arc amiong' the most valid predictors of success in navigation
training. They are exceeded in that function in the classification battery
only by the Dial and Table Reading tests (see ch. 16.). This validity is due
p~rimarily to tile tests' loadings in the numerical, reasoning, and verbal
factors, andl to a sniutll degrve to the visualization loading. These factors
account for the following perccniagcs of the variance of form. CI206C!
23 percent, 22 p~ercent, 7 percent, atid 4 percent respectively.

What small pilot validity the tests have is due to visualization and
spatial loadings, the atlier factors having no validity for pilots.

The latta oin the validity for armnorers in training and for officer cndi-
dates Shiow, as might be exp~ected, that the test is %,ery useful for evaluat-
ing general academic ap~titude.

It is interesting to compahre the factorial composition of Mathematics.
C1702F, and Arithmectic Reasoning, C1206C. The reader wvill remember
that the former was dIesignedl to measure mathematical achievement, and
Ole latter, quantitative reasoning ability. Mathematics, C1702F, has a
loading of 0.24 onl the re-asoning fatctor, whereas Arithmetic Reasoning
has in average loading of 0.47. The achievvement test has a laading of 0.37
oil the miatheiat'~tic~tt-bick-grountd factor ; the Arithmetic Reasoning test
bas a loading of only 0.12, which mnight be a chance deviation from zero
The intentions uniderlying thle development of the two tests, tiv-rcforc,
wore realiz.ed fatirly successfully.

it should be noted that far better t*-sts of the numerical, verbal, and
v-isuialization facturs vxist, but that the arithmetic-reasoning tfsts best
tierine the gencral-i-casoning factor, albeit with moderate loadings. It is
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hoped that a pure test of 'his factor will be found. When it is, arithmetic-

reasoning tests will lose their importance.

Number Series, C1215AXI

The development of a number-series test was undertaken primarily for
the purpose of analyzing the area of nonverbal reasoning. There was no

expectation that the test would add to the combined validity, especially for
navigators, of already existent numerical and reasoning tests. The test,
based on the well-known number-serics completion concept, promised low
verbal content and a high loading in a reasoning factor.

Description.-Each problem in the test consists of an incomplete num-
ber series. It is the task of the examinee to determine by what rule of
progression the series was constructed, and then to fill the gaps left in the
progression with the missing numbers. Since two numbers are omitted in
each progression, a problem contains two separately scored responses.
Since the difficulty of a problem is largely dcpendent upon the determina-
tion of a rule of progression, and not upon the simple arithmetic involved,
the examinee usually answers the items of a problem as a pair, correctly
or incorrectly.

(1) Internal charactcristics.-The test is divided into 2 parts, each part
containing 19 problems (38 scored responses). Part I also contains two
unscored sample problems. These sample problems are reproduced Ibelow,

with accompanying text from the directions.

Sample Problems I and 2:
4 6 t0 12

(1) (2)
A. 4 A. 10
E. S 13. 14
C 8 C Is
D. 12 D. 16
S20 18

The series above consists of numbers which increase by twos.
Therefore, the answer to problem 1 is 8, and thie answer to problem 2 is 14.
Sample Problems 3 and 4:

29 22 16 it 7 - -

(3) (4)
A. 0 A. I
B. I B. 2
C. 3 C. 3
D. 4 D. 4
F. 10 F. S

These numbers decrease by an amount which ench time is decreased by one.
That is, 22 is 7 less than 29. 16 is 6 less than 22, II is 5 less than 16, and 7 is 4
less than 11. Now continuing the series. 4 k 3 less than 7. and 2 is 2 less than 4.

Therefore, the answer to sample problem 3 is 4, and you should have blackened
the space under D on your answer sheet. The answer to prcblem 4 is 2, and you
should have blackened the space under B on your answer sheet.

Developd at Psychrlogical Reteatcb Unit No. 3. Chirf coutributors: tA. David I. Jeould
dJean Lyons.
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(2) AdmniLstratlion.-A brief statement of the examinee's task and the
two sample problems are printed on the cover of the test booklet. This,
the explanation and solution of these problems, and a paragraph caution-
ing the examinees to avoid sheer guessing constitute the formal adminis-
trative directions for the test. The two parts of the test are given and
timed separately. The time limit for part I is 14 minutes; for part II, 18
minutes. The difference in time allotted to the two sections allows for the
increasing difficulty of the problems. Directions for the test can be admin-
istered in 4 minutes, bringing the total testing time to 36 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical rcsults.-Based, for the most part, on single samples of

uiiiderate sizes, the data for this test are relatively complete but not suffi-
ciently extensive to be conclusive.

(1) Distribution statistics.-A sample of 194 classified pilots (class
44-A) yielded a mean score of 47.9, with a standard deviation of 11.8.
The distribution curve is negatively skewed and somewhat flatter than
normal.

(2) Internal consistency.-The degree of homogeneity of the items is
indicated by a mean interaal-consistency phi of 0.30, with a standard
deviation of 0.17 and a range of values from 0.00 tu 0.84. These statistics
arc based upon an analysis of the responses of the highest 25 percent and
the lowest 25 percent in total score of a group of 480 unclassified aviation
students, tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in April 1942 and
May 1943.

(3) Reliability cocfflcient.-By the alternate-forms method, an esti-
inated reliability coefficient of 0.75, corrected for length, was obtained.
This figure is based on a sample of 204 unclassified aviation students.

(4) Difficulty.--Based upon item analysis of the responses of the 480
unclassified aviation students mentioned above, the test yielded a mean
proportion of correct responses of 0.76, corrected for chance, with a range
from 0.20 to 0.99 and a standard deviation of 0.21. For part I the mean
is 0.80, with a range from 0.25 to 0.99 and a standard deviation of 0.20.
For part 11 the mean is 0.70, range 0.20 to 0.99, standard deviation 0.24.

(5) Factorial coin position.-Significant loadings appear only in the
numnerical (0.47) and gcneral-reasoning (0.36) factors. The conmmunality
i, 0.47. For a full picture of the factorial composition of this test, see Ap-
pen•lix B.

(6) Test validity.-Validation results are presented io table 7.7.

TAuht r 7.7.-I'alidation data or Number Stries, CIZ15AXI

Group criterion N, p, MO U SDI 1,610 .,64.

Prlots in primar y traininl[s rr, uation.¢lmtninatio 194 0.56 45.70 42.9S 11.75 0.27 WM.-1
qu..J;n e1, . t kn1,' . Iro n rni- .ion itrales - 200| ..-.. .. . .. . . . .1 ..

N:. . -,6on s.. t...r .... roun1 ml-ion tradr Z ... .. . .. .... '.11
NiV tr. att.n -,t.it . ..- . .1\\'I.: htr,l a31ete ¢e grarv 200 1 i .... ...

In via-* 44A. Tr-'i I at I',Y0ch1-h1-cal Rr•,arck Unit No. 3.
iA$%,%mjing an un.r !iclted stansne .andard deviation eof -O.
a I'r*duc.m-en correlation-
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Evaluation.-Only 47 percent of the total variance of the test is ac-
counted for by the common factors extracted in an analysis of the non-
verbal reasoning battery, to be described later in this chapter. Since the

test has a fairly high reliability (0.75), there rcmains a substantial amount

of undefined nonerror variance. Vuturc research should attempt to define

this unknown variance.

Nineteen percent of the total test variance is attributable to the numeri-

cal factor and 13 percent to the gencral-reasoming factor. IMuch better

tests of these factors exist.

The navigator validity of the test is moderate and is due primarily to

the test's loadings in the numerical and reasoning factors. The validity to

be expected from these two factors alone would be close to 0.30, which is

notably higher than the obtained validities.

The pilot validity of 0.31 was found for a small sample, and, judging

'from the factorial composition of the test, is in considerable error. A pilot

validity of 0.12 was found for a comparable form (see below) on a much

larger sample of 2,115 cases. The weighted average of these validities is
0.13. The pilot validity expected for this test, based upon factor estimates,
is 0.04, leaving much obtained validity to be accounted for by unknown

factor variance. For this reason the test deserves further analytical study.

Reasoning Test, C1215A

This version of the Number Series Test differs fi'om the CI21SAXI

form in directions and in the number and specific content of the problems.

Evidence from factor analysis indicates that the numerical and reason-

* • ing factors, which chiefly characterize the Number Series Test, are not

related to pilot success. It was thought that a modified form of-the test

might have a sufficiently high correlation with the pilot stanine and a suffi-

ciently low one with the pilot primary graduation-elimination criterion to

justify its inclusion in the classification battery with a negative weight

assigned for pilots.

New directions, accordingly, were written to give the test a "pilot

slant," the purpose being to prevent men with a strong preference for pilot

training from slighting the test.

Description.-The cover of the test booklet, formerly carrying test

directions, now portrays a full-page picture of two United States pursuit

planes and a burning enemy craft. The directions, formerly a terse out-

line of the test-task, were increased by 170 words devoted to the relation-

ship of the test to pilot and other air-crew dutles. The number of test

problems was reduced to 25 (50 scored responses). Testing time, includ-

ing 3 minutes for administration, totals 23 minutes. The scoring formula

is R-W/4.

Statistical results.-The available data are restricted to distribution q:a-

tistics, item difficulty, and validity.
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(1) Distribulton slatistics.-A sahiple of 1,390 classified pilots (class
44G, tested in January 1944 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3)
yielded a mean score of 21.6, a standard deviation of 5.80.

(2) Dificulty.--lEased on a sample of 728 classified pilots, the test
yielded a mean proportion of correct responses of 0.52, corrected for

chance success, with a standard deviation of 0.31 and a range from 0.01
to 0.96.

(3) Test validity.-•or a sample of 2,115 classified pilots (class 44G,

tested at IPsychoilogical Research Unit No. 3), using graduation-elimina-
tion from primary training as the criterion, the uncorrected biscrial r was
0.10; corrected for restriction of range, the validity was 0.12. Of this
sample, 89 percent was graduates. The mean score of graduates was 20.83,

of climinees 19.68, and the over-all standard deviation was 5.60. For this
same sample, the correlation with pilot stanine was 0.23, corrected for re-
striction of range.

(4) Itcm validity.-For a sample of 600 graduates and 128 elimineces
from primary training (class 44G), the mean phi coefficient was 0.04, the

standard deviation 0.06, and the range from -0.08 to 0.18.
Evaluation.-The validity of 0.12, compared with the correlation of

0.23 with the pilot stanine, precludes the use of this test as a suppression
variable for pilot selection. This test should be factorially similar to Num-
ber Series, CI215AXI.

Logical Sequence (Numerical Sequence), C1217A

This test was developed at Tuskegee Army Air Field for possible use
in the classification of Negro air crew. It is in completion form rather

than multiple-choice form. Initial informal reports of exceedingly high
validities against a pilot criterion for Negro aviation students were made.
Since multiple-choice reasoning tests were known to have so little validity
for pilot selection, the test was forwarded by I-adquarters AAF Train-

ing Command to Psychological Research Unit No. 3 for study.
Some items were added to the test, and with Pattern Sequence, C1217B,

it was administered in an intercorrelational study, designed to reveal
whether utilizing free-response rather than multiple-choice forms of a
test changes factorial composition.

Description.-The test is a typical number-series test, but it varies in

form of presentation from Number Series, CI215AXI, described above.

(1) Internal characteristics.-The number series are punctuated in a

manner that assists the examince in understanding the internal relation-
ships of the digits. For example, one problem reads as follows: 13-10;

11-7; 9-4+ The examinee supplies the next two numbers.
Unlike most printed tests developed by the Aviation Psychology Pro-

gram, problems of the Numerical Sequence test are not answered by the

selection of one or more prepared alternatives. In place of the standard

IBM answer sheet, a special blank is provided, and the answer to each

item nmust be written by the examinee.
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The test is made up of I sample problem, 1 practice problem and 40
scored items. The scored items are divided equally between two sepa-
rately-timed parts of the test. The number of digits in each problem ranges
from 6 through 10, and the items are arranged iii approximate order of
increasing difficulty.

(2) Addiiiiistration.-Administrative dircctions for this test are short
but adequate. The test is explained with the assistance of one sample
problem and one practice problem.

The total testing time is 13 minutes: directions, 3 minutes; part I, 5
minutes; part 1I, 5 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-For purposes of analysis both the number of correct and
the number of incorrect responses are recorded for this test.

Statistical results. (1) Test validity.-Test validity data are available
for Negro trainees. They do not support the initial claim of high validity
for this test. For a group of 468 graduates and 217 climinces, using the
primary graduation-elimination criterion, the uncorrected biserial r was
0.04. The mean score of graduates was 722, of eliminees 6.98, and tLz
over-all standard deviation was 3.45.

(2) litcrcorrclatious.-Somc selected intercorrelations are shown in
table 7.8. These data allow a comparison between two tests (Numerical
Sequence, CI217A, and Reasoning, C1215A) that presumably would be
very similar facdw.ially, except for possible differences attributable to the
different modes of presentation (free-response v. multiple-choice).

TABLE 7.8.--Product-mnomcnl corrclationt of A'ueDirical Sequence, C1217A, and
Rcasoning, C!215A, with selected tests (N=353 undcassified atiation students)'

Correlations wist

Tat Reasoning Numerical Sequence

(R-W/4) R W

Numerical Oceration. (Front). C17011 0.36 0.30 -0.20
Numerical Opcratiuais (Back), CIZ O l .43 .14Dial and Table Reading, Ci'621.622A •..44 .$$ --. 23
Speed of Identification. 6'610A ....... .16 .22I -.0
Spatial Orientation 1, CPS01B1 ......... 23 .26-.0

aOrientation 1, CPS038 ......... 18 .07 -. 10Ar21ithmtic Retasoning. C12q)6C ........ 431 SO --.26

Reading Cor rehcnsion."C1614H ...... -. 1
Reasoning, 1 215A ....................

'Tested in October 1914 at Medical and Psychological Examining Unit NO A.

Evautation.-The test's pilot validity was overestimated in early re-

ports. The validity coefficient of 0.04 reported for a fairly large sample is

in accord with expectations for a numerical and reasoning test.

The data in table 7.8 reveal some interesting differences between the

multiple-choice. number-series test (Reasoning, CI2|5A) and the comple-

tion form (Numerical Sequence). Tihe highter correlations of Numerical

Sequence with Nunuerical Operations, front and back, and with Dial and

Table Reading.' leave little room foi- doubt that it has a higher loading on

l Set chapter 28 for a compiete deacriieioa of the factorial compobition Of the91 te1t.
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the numorical factor than does Reasoning, C1215A. Whether this is en-
tirely due to the difference between multiple-choice and free-response
forms is a moot question, since there are other minor differences between
the two tests. This explanation, however, seems reasonable.

The slightly higher correlations of Numerical Sequence with Speed of
Identification and Spatial Orientation I," again, suggest a higher loading
of the free-response form on the perceptual-speed factor. The lower cor-
relation of the test with Spatial Orientation II, however, casts doubt upon
this conclusion.

The higher correlation of Numerical Sequence with Arithmetic Reason-
ing could be due either to an increased saturation with the numerical
factor or with the general-reasoning factor. The very slight increase in
correlation with Reading Comprehension, however, suggests that the lat-
ter interpretation is more likely.

The correlation of Numerical Sequence with Reasoning, CI215A, is
only 0.54. Unless the former test is quite unreliable, this suggests less
communality between the two tests than should be expected.

These data, of course, are more suggestive than they are conclusive.

NONNUMERICAL, NONVERBAL REASONING TEZS
Decoding, C1214AX2 8

This is one of the battery of nonverbal, nonnumerical tests of reasoning
ability, developed in the hope of finding a reasoning ability that would be
valid for pilots. It should be noted that the terms nonverbal and nonnu-
merical, as applied to this and other tests discussed in this sectinn, do not
mean that words and numbers do not enter into the test. They do signify
that the test was constructed to minimize numerical and verbal variances.

Description.--The test req'uires the decoding of short words written
in a code of signal flags. The items are arranged in groups. In each group

K4K A- BUD

5V [- HUG

6 f f C- BAT

FIGURE 7.1
SAMPLE PROBLEMS OF DECODING TERT,

C1214AX2

*Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributoa: S/Sgt J. Gard. Lrfkla.
lea IL Lyona.
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three to six rows of individual flag symbols are presented. Each symbol IA
represents an unknown letter of the alphabet. They are arranged three or
four to the row, and each row forms a commonplace English word when
decoded. After examining the positio of repealed Ihg symbols, it is pot-
sible to deduce the word that mu.st correspond to each of the symbol lines.
To illustrate the type of problem in the test, sample problem I1, used in
the directions, is shown in figure 7.1. The accompanying text follows:

Note that the letter b appears twice, each time at the beginning of a word. Since
the symbol which appears at the beginning of two code words is a black pennant
* , ,this pennant must represent b. The letter u also occurs twice in these
words, both times in the middle of a word. Thus the code symbol for u Is the
double white pennant * * , Since the first 2 symbols of item 6 are those which
stand for b and u, this item must be bud. The other two items are solved by noting
that item S begins with b and is therefore bat and that item 4 contains u as a
middle letter and, therefore, must be hug * * s

An example, illustrative of the higher difficulty levels of the test, is the
last problem in the test, shown in figure 72.

17V A -AWING

66 L B -NAZI

67 C - ZERO

68 D -OPAL

69 E - DIVE

70 r~ 7-SHIP

FIGURE 7.2SAMPLE PROBLEMS OF DECODING TEST, CS 214AX2,

SHOWING A DiFFICULT PROBLEM

(1) Internal charocte•Ttics.-There are 11 groups of flag symbols,

yielding 64 scored responses.
(2) Admninisiratoion.-Because the task of the examinee is relatively

complex, administrative directions for the test are long and detailed.
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Thle directions consist of a generalization of tile test-task and two prac-
tice problems with accompanying explanations. The administrator solves
the prublems with the cxamniucc by following directions printed below
each sample problem. Scratch paper is providcd to all examinees.

(3) Scoring.-The scor~ng formula is R-W/5.
Statistical re'suIts.--This tcst has appeared in reliability, factor -analysis,

and validation studies.
(1) Distribution statist ics.-Ty picalI distribution statistics obtained on

this test are shown in table 7.9.
TABSLE 7.9.- Distributions con~stant!s for Decoding Test, C121IAX2, based uspont

sanipIcs of classified pilots
N ISI)

'563 23.0 10.2
'231 26.2 10.7
189S 23.4 10.S

IIn class 44K. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.
'In class 4411. Tested at Psychological Re~earch Unit No. 3.
In clatscs 44E. 44F, and 4411. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Overlaps with

two previous samples.

(2) Reliability coeflicients.-As shown in table 3.1, the administration
of separately timecd halves of the test yielded an uncorrected reliability
of 0.58 for unclassified aviation students and of 0.64 for unclassified avia-
tion students and airplane mechanics, with thle coefficient unaffected by the
time' interval between the administration of the two halves. The corre-
sponding corrected figures are 0.73 and 0.78&

(3) Factorial comnposition.-In one somewvhat unsatisfactory analysis
(of the November 1943 classification battery, see ch. 28), the test had
loadlings of 0.32 on the spatial -relationls factor andl 0.31 on the perceptual-
spced factor. Thle comimunality wvas only 0.26. In this analysis, only the
percejptual, spatial, social-scienice background, verbal, mechanical, and
mathemnatical-background factors were defned. A better conception of the
factorial composition of a test of decoding may be gained from the dis-
cussion of Decoding, CI2l4AXI, which immediately follows. For a full
description of the factorial composition of this test, see Appendix B.

(4) Test t'olidity.-Validation results based on several samnples are
given in table 7.10.

TAIU P. 7.10.- Validity dat~a for Decodmng Test, C1214AXZ

Creup Crittrion N, p, It M 0 it SDI f U',, dross'

P,' *, in prinlarr ttaiini,n rr3Au31;on eliminat an 231 0.91 2",.45 21.7S 10.70I 0.13 0.14
Vt~sin P Yir aiiry t~'flfg Ghaluition eltirimat:o 561 .04 21 00 22.70 10.11 .01 .04

in ptilniry tra'nonC' Gradsuilson clrn~itation 99S .931.2140 22 AS 10.45 .02 * .04
PýGtin prirnry irainine~ trjalution ch~in~inion 443 .87 22 50 19.70 10.60 3.14 I.2n

'Nav'Catiors stule'qs.. I.ch 'It r~dell 200 6, . .. . 20
Navigation fturrf'ttI . ... troundl mrilt'On -M ..00 ...... ..... 60.24 ...
Navtcation students I..... eighted total itrade, 2O0........... ........... 0.24 ..

Attuo"itn an sinre,,ricierd otantne ,ttndaf4 deviation of 2.00.
In C11 s 4411. TeiteJ at 1',ychol--,icail Re'rarch Urit 'to. S.

*In 0la11 44r- Treltd at Pq,.botoricsl Ite'earch Unit No. 3.
"*In g!; 'es 41EF. 44Y~. an% 4411- 'rested at Psychological Research C..1t No. 3. Overlaps with

two ptevsous ssamplas.
* In claisse 441 and 7.Tested at Psyrclological Res.earch Unit F,;,. 3.
* 1',oduct-momrnet conreltshoi.
'Stow siamplet a abams.
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(5) Item ,alidity.-Validation of items revealed a mean phi of 0.00,
).,awd upon the responses of 600 graduates and 62 eliminces from primary
tf -,izing (class 4411). TLe statidard dcviation of phi values was 0.08, and
d.ýt range was from -0.19 to +0.30.

EValihlion.-1.coding, C1214AX2, shows little pilot validity. The

highest corrected validity yielded by any of the numerous samples studied
is 0.20 on a total of 483 cases. The weighted average for 1,529 cases is
0.13. In the factor analysis of the battery of nonverbal reasoning tests,
Decoding CI214AXI, an earlier form of the te-t (see discussion imme-
diately following), showed significant loading,, in the following factors:
general reasoning, reasoning II, reasoning Ill, perceptual speed, and
spatial relations. If a reaso, ing factor with pilot validity exists, it is not
defined by this test in this analysis, for the pilot validity shown by the
test can be accounted for by its variance in the perceptual-speed and
spatial factors.

The navigator validity (0.24 uncorrected) is expected in view of the
test's reasoning, spatial, and perceptual content.

Decoding, C!214AX1

A variation.-This preliminary form of the Decoding test differs some-
what froni the final version. It is. important primarily because of factorial
data available on it.

Description.-This form of the test is divided into 2 comparable parts
of 45 scored responses each. Directions and type of items are identical
with those in the final form of the test.

(1) Adininistration.-The over-all testing time is 50 minutes; part I
takes 25 minutes, part II, 20 minutes, and the directions require 5
minutes.

(2) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical results.-No validation data were compiled on this test in

view of anticipated revisions.
(1) Distributtion statistics.-A sample of 204 unclassificd aviation st,-

dents (tested in May 1943 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3) yielded
a mean score of 28.3, a standard deviation of 10.1.

(2) Internal consistency-.The de(grte of homogeneity of the items is
indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.22. a standard deviation
of the phi distribution of 0.13, and a range of values from -0.06 to

M-0.46. These statistics are based upon analysis of the responses of the
highest 25 percent and the lowest 25 percent in total score of the group of

204 unclassified aviation students mentioned above.

(3) Reliability coeficient.-1By the alternatc-iorms method, an esti-

mated reliability coefficient of 0.72. corrected for length, was obtained-

This figure is based on the sample of 20W unclassified aviation students.

(4) Factorial conpositiont.-The most significant loadings are in the

general reasoning (0.36), reasoning III (0.37), p-rceptual-speed (0.36),
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reasoning II (0.30), a' d spatial-relations (0.19) factors. The communal-
ity is 0.54. For a full pict re of the factorial composition of this test see
Appendix B.

F~vahleaticn.-F~ifty-four perccit of the tcst's total variance is accoulted
for by the common factors extracted in the airysis to be described later
in this chapter, leaving considerable undefined nonerror variance. Signifi-
cant percentages of the total variance are attributed to the various factors
as follows: reasoning III, 14 percent; gcneral reasoning, 13 percent;
perceptual, 13 percent; reasoning II, 9 percent, and spatial relations,
4 percent. The remaining variance is spread over other factors in negli-
gible amounts.

The test is important because it helps define the two new factors, rea-
soning 1I and reasoning III. (See factor anal" :zis at end of this chapter.)

Figure Analogies Test, CI212AXI 9

This is a variation of the familiar figure-analogies test w~hich has ap-
peared, among other places, in the American Council on Education College
Aptitude Test. Generally recognized as a non.verbal reasoning test, this
..)rm was developed for inclusion in the anlalysis of the nonverbal reason-
ing tes.'S.

Description.-The Figure Analogies Test is designed to measure the
ability to formulate correct logical relationships between sets of geometric
figures. A test item presents the examinee first with three geometric fig-
ures labeled X, Y, and Z, which set the problem, and then with five alter-
nate answers lettered A through E. Figpre Y is always a simple variation
of figure ". After ascertaining the relationship between the first two fig-
ures, thf - .rninee selects from five alternatives the figure that bears the
same relation to Z as Y I d to X. Sample problem 1, used in the directions,
is shown in the top pant.i of figure 7.3, -,nd a problem from the body of
the test in the lower panels. Tl~e text for the sample problem follows:

Your task is to find which one ri the five choices at the right goes with
figure Z the same way figu: Y goes .vith figure X. Figure X is a circle; figure Y
is a similar circle divided into 4 equal parts. The figure that goes with figure Z the
same way the divided circle Y, goes with the empty circle, X, is figure A. Of the
five choices, figure A is the only one which is divided into four eqiual parts. So, we
can say figure X is to figure Y as figure Z is to figure A. Fill in A after numb-u i
op your answer shet.

(1) Internal characieraiscs.-The test is divided into two separately
timed parts, each conslIing of 30 problems. There are five alditional un-
scored problems that are included in the test's adminuistrao%. ý directions
as sample and practice problems.

(2) Administration.-The test is explained to the examinee with the
assistance of two simplified sample problems. He is then allowed 2 min-
utes to solve three slightly more difficult practice problems and to correct
any errors in his woi':. Fifteen minutes are allowed for completion of each

e•Dcveloped it paycological Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributor: Lt. Frrnk J. Dudek.
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I;FIGURE 7.3
SAMPLE PROBLEMS OF FIGURE ANALOGIES,

C1212AXI

part. The total testing time, including directions, sample, and practice
problems, is 35 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R - WV/4.
Statistical results.-Relativly complete data are available for this test.
(1) Distribuaion statistics.-Typical examples of distribution statistics

obtained in this test are given in table 7.11. The distribution curves are
slightly negatively skewed.

TABLE 7.11.-Distribdion conslants for Figure Analogies, CIZI2AXI, based upon
sampies of classified pilots

N SD

1212 34.4 &82
8216 36.1 8.9
1496 33.7 &.6

In class 44A. Tested at Psychological Renearch Unit No. 3.
s In class 44B. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.
1In class 44C. Testc4 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(2) Internad conzristency.--Th" degree of homogeneity of the items is
indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.32, a standard deviation
of the phi distribution of 0.12, and a range of values from 0.0 to 0.64.
These statistics are based upon analysis of the responses of the highest 2S
percent and the lowest 25 percent in total score of a group of 197 unclas-
sified aviation students, tested in March 1943 at Psychological Research

Unit No. 3.
(3) Reliability coefficient.-By the alternate-forms trethod, an esti-

mated reliability coefficient of 0.82, corrected for length, was obtained.
This figure is based on a sample of 1,200 unclassified aviation students.

(4) Dificulty.-Based upon item analysis of the responses of 197 un-

classified aviation st-udents, the test yielded a mean proportion of correct

responses of 0.58, corrected for chance success, with a range from 0.00 to

0.96 and a standard deviation of 0.27.
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(5) Factorial comnposition.-The most significant loadings are in the
reasoning II (0.40), general-reasoning (0.34), integration III (0.34),
reasoning III (0.31), visualization (0.28), verbal (0.23), and numeri-
cal (0.20) factors. The communality is 0.76. For a full picture of the fac-
torial composition of this test see Appendix B.

(6) Test vaiidity.--Validation results based on several samples are
given in table 7.12.

TAt.t. 7.12.- Validity data for Figure Analogies, CI212AXI

Group Criterion No P, Me ?if. SD, rv,, *r*,,

Pilots !n primary
training .......... Graduation-elimination 496 0.93 33.94 31.09 8.64 0.16

Pilots !n jrimary
irairung .......... Graduation-elimination 712 .92 34.66 32.20 9.48 .13 .....

Pilots in primary
training ......... Graduation-ehinination 796 .93 34.12 31.66 !0.86 .11 '0.19

Pilots in prismnary
training .......... Graduation-elimination 634 .92 35.13 32.19 8.40 .17 .....

Naviga',ion students Flight missions ....... 200 ..... ..... ...... ..... 41.28 .....
Navigation students Ground missions ..... 200 ............... ........ 14 .....
'a% igation students' .Veighted total ....... 200 ............... ....... .. 29 .....

Navigation students' Graduation-elimination 1.67S .92 38.39 33.82 7.40 .39 '.61

&In class 44C. Tested at Psychological Research Unit Nn. 3.
*In classes 44B and 44C. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Overlaps previous

sitple
S'n classes 44D. 44C, and 44D. Tested at Psychological Re3carch U•'it No. 3. Partially

overlaps picvious sample.
:Assuming an unrestricted stanine standard devintiorT of 2.00.
* In classes 44D and 44L. Tested at fsycholozical Reseacvh Unit No. 3. Partially overlaps

previous samrae.
* Product-moment correlation.
*Same sample as above.
*Test.d at Psychological Research Unit No. I in June 1944; at Psychological Research Unit

No. 2 in May 1944; and at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in April 1944.

Evaluation.-The weighted averages of the factor loadings of two fac-
tor analyses (N=468, account for 76 percent of this test's total variance.
The pp:rcentagcs of total variance accounted for are: Reasoning IT, 16

percent; general reasoninE, i2 percent; integration 11l, 12 percent; rea-
soning Ill, 10 percent; visualization, 8 pescent; verbal, 5 percent, and
numerical, 4 percent. The remaining variance is spread over other factors
in insignificant amounts.

The validity figures are similar to those of other tests in the nonverbal
reasoning group. T"1,.. pilot validity appears to be the result of the com-
bined loadings of several pilot-valid factors, including visualization and
per.:eptual speed. The very much higher navigator validity is to be ex-
pected from loadings in the general reasoning, verbal, and numerical fac-
tors. The test is also important because it best defines the new factor.
reasoning II (see below)'

Figure Classification, CI213AXI to

This is a new version of a familiar test. It was developed as a qom-
ponent part of tCe nonverbal reasoning group.

Description.-As stated in the test's directions, this is a test of the
abiliy to draw compar;sons and make generalizations. The task of the

w Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributor: Lt. Mahlon B. Smitlh
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examinee is to select from five alternatives the geometric figure that has
the characteristic common to each of three figures that set the problem.
Practice problem I, used in the directions, is shown in the upper panel of
figure 7.4. The explanatory text accompanying this sample problem is:

The three figures to the left of the heavy line, although of different shapes and
sizes, are alike in one way. The lines which bound the figure are straight lines.
Now examine the five figures labeled A, B, C, D, and E. Find the one figure which
is bounded only by straight lines. The only figure which meets this requirement is
figure D.

A B C 0 C

FIGURE 7.4
SAMPLE PROBLEMS OF FIGURE CLASSIFICATION,

Cl 21 3AXI

The typical test problem requires the detection oi exact, but obscure,
similarities. At the more difficult levels, the key figures of a test problem
appear to bear absolutely jio relationship to each other upon initial inspec-
tion. Their simi!arities may exist in such minor characteristics as number
of dimensions, type of shading, number of divided areas, type of lines
used to enclose the figures, inclusion of certain type and number of angles,
etc. An example of one of the more difficult problems is shown in the
lower panel of figure 7.4. Figure "D" is the correct answer to this prob-
lem. It is the only alternative possessing the characteristic the three key
figures have in common; i. e., formation of the figure by use of one con-
tinuous line with both ends free.

(1) Internal charactcristics.-The test is divided into two separately
timed parts, each containing 16 items. There are two practice items at the
beginning of the test.

(2) Administration.-The time limits established for this test are as
follows: Directions, 1 mlinute; part I, 12 minutes; part II, 101/2 minutes;
over-all testing time, 231/2 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical rcsults.-Extcnsive data are available for this test.
(1) Distribution statistics.-Typical examples of distribution statistics

obtained on this test are given in table 7.13. The distribution curves aie
slightly positively skewed.
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TALr, 7.13.- Distribution cotzants for Figure Cakssification, C1213AXI, based
upon samples of classified pilots

N t SD

1693 13.1 7.0
'9SS 13.0 7.0

'In classes 441) and 44E. Te~ted at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.
'In classes 44D, 44E, and 441. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Partiallyoverlaps previous sample.

(2) Internal consistency.-The degree of homogeneity of the items is
indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.49, a standard deviation
of the phi distribution of 0.18, and a range of values from 0.10 to 0.77.
These statistics are based upon analysis of the responses of the highest
25 percent and the lowest 25 percent in total score of a group of 480 un-
classified aviation students, tested in March 1W43 at Psychological Re-
search Unit No. 3.

(3) Reliability coefficient.-By the alternate-forms method, an esti-
mated reliability coefficient of 0.78, corrected for length, was obtained.
This figure is based on a sample of 440 unclassified aviation students,
tested in March 1943 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(4) Dijficilty.-Based upon item analysis of the responses of 450 un-
classified aviation students (tested in March 1943 at Psychological Re-
search Unit No. 3), the test yielded a mean proportion of correct re-
sponses of 0.45, corrected for chance success, with a range from 0.05 to
0.99 and a standard deviation of 0.20.

(5) Factorial composition.-The most significant loadings are in the
integration III (0.38) and reasoning III (0.32) factors. It is important
to note that the test has a loading of only 0.03 on the general reasoning
factor and of 0.15 oti the verbal factor. The communality is only 0.30. For
a full picture of the factorial composition of this test see Appendix B.

(6) Test validity.-Validation results based on several samples are
given in table 7.14.

TABLz 7.14.-Validity data for Figure Classification CI213AXI

Group Criterion x, 0 Mo M. SDI ,1  4 or s *a*

Pilots !n 1riniary
training . ........ Graduation-elimination 693 0.94 13.08 13.92 6.98 -0.06 -0.03

Pilots in primary
trainin ...... . raduation-elimination 262 .91 12.72 13.58 8.66 -. 05 .02

Pilots Wn" primary
trainin " . . . . . . . . Graduation-elimination 194 .86 15.82 14.10 6.88 .14 .....

Navixation students Flight nis,ion grades 200 .......... .......... . .02 .
.SAvi'ation stuletitO (,rounui mssion grades 200 ..... ...... ..... ...... . .13 ....
Navigation students, Weighted total geades 200 ..... ...... ...... ..... . .09 .....

l Absuming an unrestricted stainine standard deviation of 2.00.
I In cla3-es 441) and 44E. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

I In class 4411. Tested at I'.y)hological Research Unit No. 3.
4 In class 44A. Teited at Ps'ychologliCal Research Unit No. 3.
* Product-momuent correlations.
"* Sane sample an the one precedling.

(7) Iteuin vlidity.--Validation of items revealed a mean phi of 0.02,
based upon the responses of 600 graduates and 41 climinees from training
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(in class 44D; tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3). Ihe stanfl-

ard deviation was 0.07, and the range was from -0.16 to +0.15.
Evalwation.-Although the test has satisfactory reliability, its pilot

validity is zero or slightly negative. and its navigator validity is extremely
low, if not zero.

The following factors account for the indicated percentages of the test's

total variance: verbal, 2 percent; general reasoning, 0 percent; reasoning
Hii, 12 percent; reasoning Ii, 3 percent; integration I11, 15 percent. The

zero loading in the navigator-valid general-reasoning factor is mentioned
to help interpret the unusually low navigator validity of the test. All factor

loadings are critically low, with the possible exception of reasoning III
and integration III, These two factors are not known to be valid for any
air-crew position.

The common-factor variance represents only 30 percent of the test's

total variance. The known factorial content obviously does not present a

complete picture of this test. There is little or no pilot or navigator validity
to be accounted for by the unknown variance, so this test deserves no
further attention in aviation psychology.

Pattern Sequence, C1217B

Like Numerical Sequence, C1217A (see above), this test was devel-
oped at Tuskegee Army Air Field for possible use in the classification of

Negro aircrew; and it is in completion form, rather than multiple-choice
form. It, too, was administered in an intercorrelational study to discover

any possible effect of the multiple-choice form upon factorial content.
Description.-Each problem in the test consists of a series of geometric

figures, constructed in accordance with a rule of progression. The exam-

inee must determine that rule, and supply the next figure in the series.

Thus, the test has som'e characteristics of the Number Series, Figure Clas-

sification, and Figure Analogies tests.

00000ooooo0 0000 0000

TTO, .. II, -HF-. II,
f IGURE T.S

SAMPLE PROBLEMS OF PATTERN SEQUENCE,
C1217B
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(I) Internal c/wraatcristics.-'fhcre arc 40 scored items and I sample
ite'm. T he scored items are divded equally between two sepiratcly timed
parts. Simple problemns are shown in figiire 7.5.

(2) Adinisairation.-O:,e sample and one practice problem compose
most of the test's formal directions. Five minutes are allowed for each

(a3) Scoring.-The niumber of correct and tile numb~er of incorrect an-

swers are recorded for this test.
Statistical results. (1) Test 7!alidity.-Based on a (Negro) sample of

469 graduates and 217 eliminees from pilot primary training, the un-
correctedl validlity was 0.12. The mnean score of gradIuates was 10.44 and
of eliminces, 9.76. The over-all standard deviation was 3.36.

(2) Intcrcorrelations.-Sclectcd intercorrelat ions are shown in table
7.15, comparing Figure Analogies, CI2I2AXI, and Pattern Sequence.

TAnt.e 7.15.- Product-,,ionaent correlations of Patterns Sequence, C1217B, and
Figure Analogies, C12)2A4X), uith selected tests (N =353 tincla~ssified students)'

Correlations with

Test Figure Analogies Pattern Sequence

(R -W/4) R W

Arithmetic ReasoninK. C1206C ...... 0,43 0.45 -0.25
Reading Comprehension C1614H .. 41 .42 -. 21
Numerical Operations (Wront), C1702U: .20 .34 :::is
Numerical Oprations (Back). C17028 . .25 .37 -. 10
Dial and Talee Readling, CP621-622A .... 43 SO0 -. 22
Figure Analogies, C1212AXI ........ 4. -. 42

'Tested in October 1944 at Medical and Psychological Examining Unit No. 8.

Evaluation.-The similar correlations of Figure Analogies and Pattern
Sequence with Arithmetic Reasoning and Reading Comprehension sug-
gest that re:tsoiiing variance is not changed by using a noninultiple-choice
f ormn.

The correlations with the Numerical Operations and Dial and Table
Reading tests, however, suggest increasedl variance in thle numerical fac-
tor of the free-re~.ponse form. The reader wvill recall that the samle conclu-
sion wvas (Iraw"ý in comparing the Numuber Series and the Number
Sequence tests.

As was true for that comparison also, the correlation 1,atween the free-
response and multiple-choice form is unexpectedly low.

Again it should be stated that these data are merely suggestive, since
the tests comp~ared differ in other respects than tile use of Prepared alter-

4 natives.

Spatial Reasoning, CI211B1X1"

This test is a revision of the Thurstone marks test and wvas designed
for inclusion in the group of nonverbal reasoning tests.

M' Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributors: Lt. Lewis G. Carpenter.
if., and Lt. Una Ifutchlnama
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SAMLEFIGURE 7.6
SAMLEPROBLEM OF SPATIAL REASONING,

(1) Internal charactcristics.-The test is divided into 2 parts, each
containing 17 scored items. Some items call for the placement of two
symbols. others of three symbols. There is a total of 78 scored responses
in the test.

(2) Administration.-A general statement of the task involved, a
standard paragraph on use of the IBtM answer sheet, and three sample
problems make up the formial test (lirec~iois. Total testing time, including
5 minutes for directions and administrationi, is 50 minutes. Thc time
limit for p~art I is 25 minutes and for part I 1, 20 minutes. Three minutes
before the end of each period, examinees are informed of the time remnain-
ing. A 15-place, IBM answver sheet is used wvith the test.-

(3) Scoring.-Tlie scoring formula is R-W/S.
Statistical resudts.-Owing to the early development of a revised form,

only limited data are available on this test.
(1) Distribution statistici.-A sample of 224 unclassified aviation Stu-

d;(ents tested ait Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in April 1942 yielded
a mecan score of 47.5, andl a standard deviationo of 16. 1.

(2) Reliab'ility coeflieicnt.-A samp~le of 224 unclassified aviation stu-
dents tested in March 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 yielded
ain alternate- formns correlation of 0.74, which corrects to 0.85.

(3) Factorial conij'osition.-The most significant loadings are in the

reasoning 1 (0.45), reasoning 111 (0.38), integration 111 (0.38). spatial
(0.26), and verbal (0.20) factors. The communality is 0.72. For a full

picture of the factorial composition of this test see Appendix B.



(4) Test validity.-Validation results based on several samples are
given in table 7.16.

TABLE 7.16.- Validity data for Spatial Retasoning, C1211BX1

Group Criterion N8 Mt M. SD, l

Pilo!9 in primrytraining' . (hadu.ation-elimination 104 0.77 4.0 38.64 20.60 0.1!
Navigation students ........ Flight missions ..... 200 .. ..... '21
Navigation students' ....... Ground missions ... i 200 ......... ......... .26
Navigation students'...... Weighted total ...... . 200 0 .......... ...... ..... 2.27

1 In class 431. Tested at l'•ychological Research Unit No. 3.
2 Product.moment correlations.

Same sample as that preceding.

Evaluation.-Seventy-two percent of the total variance of the test is

accounted for by loadings in common factors extracted in two factor
analyses. Significant percentages of variance are attributed to the follow-
ing factors: reasoning I, 20 percent; reasoning II, 1-1 percent; integra-
tion III, 14 percent; spztial, 7 percent; and verbal, 4 percent. The remain-
ing common-factor variance is spread over seven other factors.

This test has its highest loading (0.45) on the reasoning I factor. Its
reliability is satisfactory. As expected for a general-reasoning test, it is
valid for navigators, but not for pilots.

Spatial Reasoning, CI211BX2

A variation.-This test is a revision of Spatial Reasoning, CI211BX1,
and differs in surface characteristics only. Additional data of value, how-

ever, are available on this form of the test.
Dcscription.-Parts I and II of the original test are combined in this

form and the total number of scored responses reduced to 70. The x, y, z
symbols used to formulate test problems are replaced by numerical digits
corresponding to the numbers of the problems. Test directions were re-
written in the interests of clarity, but without major change.

(1) Addministration.-Over-all testing timez was cut from 50 to 30 min-
utes, with administration time remaining constant.

(2) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/5.
Statistical results.-Considerable validity and distribution data were

compiled on this form.
(1) Distribution statistics.-Typical distribution statistics obtained on

this test are given in table 7.17. The distribution curves are somewhat
positively skewed and considerably flatter than normal.

TAtLE 7.17.-Distribution costants for Statial Reasonihtg, C1211BX2, based upon
samples of pilots in primary training

3q1 IL SD

1104 37.7 20.6
46.6 16.S
23.6 14.6

a In clam 431. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.
' In class 44A. Tested at I'sychologisal Research Unit No. 3.
fIn claiMs 44D and 44& Tested at k'sychologitca Research Unit No. L.
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(2) Test validity.- Validation results uascu on stcs b'"v"- "
given in table 7.18.

"x•A.uE 7.18.- Validity data for Sputial Reasoning. CI211BX2, using the gradvaliopt-

elimination criterion

Group N, P, MI f# . SD, T,,* F666 I

Pilots in primary training' . . . . . . . . . . . .  571 0.94 24.S0 22.85 14.65 0.05 0.09
Pilots in primary training ............ 3686 .94 23.75 22.10 14.$$ .05 .09
Navigation students' .................. 1.291 .93 27.98 19.67 14.69 .28 .48

'Assuming an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.
In class 441). Tested at Psycholojical Research Unit No. 3.

3 In classes 44D and 44LF.. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Overlaps previous

VTested at Psycholooical Research Unit No. I o. May 30 and June 1, 1944; at Psyche-
logical Research Unit No. 2 in May 1944; at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in April 1944.

Evalitation.-As indicated by validation data on several samples of sub-

stantial size, the test holds little promnise as an instrument of pilot selec-
tion. Like other tests of the nonverbal reasoning group, the test has sub-

stantial navigator validity. The factor pattern for this form of the test
should be closely similar to that for the BX1 form.

A FACTOR ANALYSIS OF REASONING TESTS "

Despite the large amount of existing research into the psychology of

reasoning, but little attention has been paid to the problem of the statis-
tically independent abilities that enter into the solutions of reasoning tasks.
The tests described in the previous pages of this chapter all seem to in-
volve thinking through to a solution. Sonic appear superficially to be tasks
of deduction, others of induction. Sonic require the examinee to adopt and
test various hypotheses; some merely set a problem which can be reasoned
through to a solution by the application of the rules of mathematics.
These and many more aspects of the tests may be delineated by armchair

analysis. It is desirable, however, to establish statistical reference points

to guide such introspective analysis and, equally important, to secure

quantitative evaluations of the contents of the various tests.

'The Data

The intercorrelations for this study are based upon a sarmple of 202

classified pilots who were awaiting entrance to preflight school. At the

tihic of testing (spring of 1943), restriction of range due to disqualifica-

tion for low aptitude dit not constitute a major problcnt ; so the intcrcor-

relations probably arc not biased in this sense. The niatrix of intercorrela-

tions appears in table 7.19.

Included in the battery of tcsts are thdlus which were considered, at that

time, most promising as nonverbal reasonin.g tests. Thiese are: Spatial

"Accompoished at i',Llhological ReSeAtch Ullit NO. 3. Cief contributors: Capt. Uoyd C.
Hfumphreys and 1.t. David If. Jer.kiins.
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Reasoning, Figure Ulassification, P'igure itnalogies, tvecoulfg, -'NUt1ILS

Series Completion. and tile Spatial Visualization tests. All but the Spatial
Visualization tests were discussed in this chapter."

In addition to these, seven otlhr experimental tests were included in

the battery, although they were not con-.ructed as part of the nonverbal

rcasoning project. It was hoped, however, that they wouhl clarify the

analysis. T .se tests are Planning Air Nancuvers and Competitive Plan-
ning, discussed in chapter 9; ltntru. ...-nt Comprehension I and II, dis-

cussed in chapter 19; Pattern Comprehension, discussed ni chapter 12;

Pursuit, CP5I2A, discussed in chapter 16); and Aptitude Test, part I11.
Q1P901A. The last test, not tr'atcd in this volume, is a (;ottschal-lt figures

test, similar to the test, Canmoullagcd Outlines, C1'S21A, discussed in

chapter 17.
Light classification tests were included in the matrix to serve as refer-

ence variables. They are: Speed of Identification and Spatial Orientation
I, to define the perceptual spced factor; Technical V4oabulary (Navi-
gator) and Reading Comprhcnsion,. to defic the verbal factor; Mathe-

matics B, for the general reasoning factor ; Numerical Operations, for the

numerical factor; the SAM Complex Coordination tcst, to dit-fine the

spatial relations factor; and the Mechanical Principles test, to define a

mechanical factor, but which defined a new factor, as will be seen. All

these tests are describe(d fu.ly in this volumte, with the exccption of the

Complex Coordination test. This test is briefly described on p. 122, and

fully described in report no. 4 of this series.

Nine factors were extracted and interpreted. The centroid loadings are

shown in table 7.20 and the rotated loadings in table 7.21.

The Factors

Roiatcd factor I is defincd by the following tests and loadings:

Test Test nmrnq IA&,Jin
number

2 sp il or;enti, n ....................................... 0.6)
Si Sp ed of idcntitficAtuon ........ .............................. .$5Si

IS Pursuit ................................... ......... *....... .,16
21 Spcm od it ...... . ......................................... .. 3

C0111c',t Coornltlon ... _.................................. Z?

I rstiunitnt (.nprchcnsion I ..... ... ........................

This is the familiar pc retpt 'al--pted fActor. •vhidh usually clearly

,m.rgs hit-it cithcr Spat t ( )ric tatr' i i or ;petod of lolutificati,,n is in

thc nia:rix. In all analycs. ,,on or the othe-r of thesc tc,'s "wst ,lcfities the

f'.ctor, with tliw othcr ttest taking st.COn plcet'. The w ightr, average

loadings (see table 2815) show Spccd o" Idcntification0 to be the slightly

better niciasire of the factor.

The sub."taniial ladin1g on hiis factor for the Puruit Tet indicates

to A decp• n el o1 Spatial Vitualitation I and II rfta be 11u*.l in "30'er I2
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that performance in the test is facilitated by quick apprehension of the de-
tails of the intersections of lines. It should be noted (see table 28.15) that
the test has its highest loading (weighted average) in this factor.

No reasoning test, except Decoding, has a loading greater than 0.15
with this factor. The loading of Decoding implies a need for reduction of
this factor by utilizing flag-symbols that are distinctly different from one
another.

Rotated factor II is defined by the following tests and loadings:

number Test name Loading

6 Numerical Operations ......................................... 0.69
S .fathematics B ...................................... 5|

22 Number Series Completion .................................... 47
IS Pursuit ........................................... 31

This is the numerical factor, which is also clearly defined in most
matrices. Of the experimental reasoning tests, only Number Series Com-
pletion appears projected on this factor with a loading greater than 0.20.
Comparing the loadings of the Number Series test on this and on the gen-
eral-reasoning factor (0.36), it can be seen that it is, at least for the avia-
tion-student population, more of a numerical test than a reasoning test.

The substantial loading of the Pursuit test on this factor invites com-
ment. The test does not involve the numerical operations of addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, and division, but it does involve the location and
use of numbers in answering the test items. In two other analyses (see
ch. 9 and 16), Pursuit had loadings of 0.19 and 0.26 on the numerical
factor. The weighted average loading is 0.25 (see table 28.15). Another
test, Organizational Planning (see ch. 9), also has a nonnegligible loading
(0.41) on this factor. This test, too, does not involve numerical opera-
tions as much as it requires the examinee to locate and remember nutn-
bers. Apparently, then, the definition of the numerical factor must be
broadened to include more than the simple numerical operations.

Rotated factor III is d& ined by the following tests and loadings:
Test T ame Loading

number

$ M'athematics B .................................• ............ 0.53
16 Spatial Reasonink ............................................ 46
20 Spatial Visualivation It............... ................ •44
o0 Competitive Planning......................................... 41

It Instrument Comprehension I .................................. 36
21 l)ecoding .................. .. 36
22 Number Series Completion ................. ................... .36S15 Figure Analoie ............................................. 35
39 Spatial Visu3,liztion I ....................................... .34
4 Reading Comprehension ....................................... 33

13 Pattern Comprehension ....................................... .3
9 Planning Air Maneuvers ...................................... 25
7 mlrchatca• 'rnnciples. ........................................ 25

This is identified as the general-reasoning factor, usually defined by
Mathematics B. All thu tests, with the exception of Figui, Classification,
that were considercd to be promising nonverbal reasoning tests contain
this factor, but with loadings ranging frcm only 0.34 to 0.46.
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Rloattd factor IV is defined by the following lw s and loadings:

Test
number Test name Loading

12 Instrument Comprehension It ............................... 0.57
8 Complex Coordination ........................................ 52
9 Planning Air Maneuvers ..................................... 41

It Instrument Comprehension I .................................. .39
7 Mechanical Principles ......................................... 29

19 Spatial Visualizatio-. I. ....................................... 24

SThis is the familiar sp,,tial-relations factor, usually best defilled by the
two leading tests in the tabulation above. No reasonin:g test has an ini-

portant loading on this factor; the highest loading is for Spatial Visuali-
zation I (0.24).

Rotated factor V 1s;defincd by the following tests and loadings:

Test Test name Loading
number

19 Spatizi Visualization I ....................................... 0.56
7 Mechanical Principles ......................................... 54

20 Spatial Visualization I1........................................42
13 Pattern Comprehension ....................................... SO
14 Gottschaldt igures (OP Part II) .................. .33

This is the visualization factor. The factor was first defined in this

analysis of nonverbal reasoning tests. The tests highest on the factor ap-
parently involve the manipulation of visual imageryr Of the reasoning
tests, only the Spatial Visualization tests have loadings on this factor

greater than 0.17.
Rotated factor VI is defined by the following tests and loadings:

- Test Test name I Lading
number

3 Technical Vocabulary (Navigator) ........................... 0.6"
4 Reading Comprehension ................................... 65
S Mathematics if ......................................... . .34

This is the verbal factor. Its absence in tests utilizing apparently com-

plicated verbal directions is eloquent testimony of the success of careful

test-construction. No nonverbal reasoning test has a verbal loading greater

than 0.18.
Rotated factor VII is defined by the following tests and loadings:

Test Test name Loadlng
number

is Fiiture Analngies ............................................ 0.40
Ott$ haý.39

14 Gottschahh Figures (oP Part I11) ........................
12 instrument Comprehension II ...............................
20 Spatial Visualization I1 .......................... ... ... .34
II Instrument Comprehension I .................................. ..3

19 Spatial Visualization I ......................................
Speed of Identification ...................................... 30

2 DecodC g .......... ......................................... 27
4 Reading Comprhensol ........................................... .4

13 Pattern Comprehension ....................................

This new factor defies precise description. No tet has a very high

saturation in the factor, and all the tests on it are complex. Two tentative

definitions of this factor have been proposed. The first is that i. is a visual
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nientory factor, identical with that best ,defined by the Map Memory tests
(see ch. 11 ), with either or both of these possibly identical with the factor
best defined by the Plane Formation tests (see ch. 16). But the presence
of Spatial Visualization II and Reading Comprehension, which do not in-
volve pictorial material, is against this interpretation. The second hypothe-
sis is that it is another reasoning factor, although it is not precisely defin-
able yet. Until better evidence is available, this factor may be called
reasoning II.

Rotated factor VIIl is defined by the following tests and loadings:
Tes.t
Tnunber Test name Loading

6 Spjatial Rea~oning ............................................ 0.3821 I~ccodg ................................................... .3720 Spatial Visualization I1 .................................. ... .36
27 Fiure Clashification ................................. .32
,1 lis ure Analogies ........................................... .3119 Spatial Visualization I ....................................... 21

All the experimental reasoning tests excvpt Number Series Completion
appear projected on this factor, albeit with moderate loadings. There i3
thus strong indication of the existence of a new reasoning factor. The
mode-rate loadings in this factor, however, make it difficult to formulate
a definition. One hypothesis was advanced that all these tests call for the
Iluent formation of hypotheses. The presence of Spatial Visualization II
oil the factor, however, is against this interpretation. A reasonable possi-
hility is that all the tests on the factor involve sequential reasoning, i. e.,
whether "A" is true depends on whether B, C, and D are true. This in-
wrpretation emphasizes the evaluation of hypotheses, rather than their
formnulation. If this is correct, however, the absence of Number Series is
difficult to rationalize. A test is urgently needed that will have a high load-
ing on the factor. When that test is constructed, the factor may be de-
fined. Until then, the factor may be called reasoning III.

Rotated factor IX is defined by the following tests and loadings:

Test Test name Loadingnumber

16 .q3tial Reasoning .......................................... .. 0.1817 Figure Ch't~ificallon ............. "............... I.............. .1
9 I'latnmtin Ai: Maneuvers ...................................... 33

10 Cimlie~fitve Mamning ...................................... .1is Figure Analogies ......... .................................... 211

This factor seems to be integration III (see ch. 10), and perhaps it
i% clearly describe-d by the phrase "taking into account." In all the tests
oi this factor. the examince is reijuircd to s'lect one of manly courses ofictio,. His s -cti.ion of the correct one depends upon his ability to take
into accounit III the WS-wcts of the given situation.

This analysis yields no conclusive insight into reasoning tests. The re-
sults are a challenge to future investigators.



The main facts and interpretations concerning the experimental rea-

soning tests may be enumerated as follows:
(1) Reasoning III is probably a true reasoning factor, since all but

one of the experimental reasoning tests have modcratc loadings on the
factor. Mome research is needed, however, before a clear definition of the
ability can be formulated.

(2) That reasoning 11 is truly another reasoning ability is more dubi-
ous. Again, only future research can establish the facts.

(3) The experimental reasoning tests are all factorially complex, and
they do not have very high loadings on any factor. Commonly, the tests
include variance of the general-reasoning, reasoning 11, reasoning 111,
and integration II1 facto's. All but one of the experimental nonverbal
reasoning tests appear to contain the familiar general-reasoning factor,
with loadings ranging from 0.34 to 0.46.

(4) Nonverbal-reasoning tests typically are free of even moderate
saturations with perceptual, numerical, spatial, visualization, and verbal
factors, although several kests have important loadings with one or an-
other of these factors. The loading of De-coding on the perceptual factor
points to a defect in test construction, which can be easily rectified in
future work with the test. The loaling of the Number Series test in the
numerical factor is probably unavoidable. There would seen% to be little
promise of purifying the test to increase reasoning content at the expense
of numerical. The visualization content of the Spatial Visualization tests
over-shadows their reasoning content. As a matter of fact, in later work

* with one of these tests (see ch.12) an attempt was made to increase
visualization and decrease reasoning content.

* (5) Comparing the communalities with the estimates of reliability
given in this chapter, it may be seen that for every experimental reasoning
test there is considerable undefined nonerror variance. For each test, the
approximate percentages of such unknown 'ariance are: 24 percent for
Spatial Reasoning; 48 percent for Figure Classification; 22 percent for

Figure Analogies; 14 percent for Spatial Visualization 1; 12 percent for

Spatial Visualization il ; 28 percent for Number Series Completion; and

19 percent for Decoding. The weighted average commmunalitics for all

j nalyses (see table 28.15) do not yield significant enlargements of com-

munalitics as found in this one analysis, exccpt in the casts of Spatial

Reasoning and Figure Analogies.

The analysis sheds light on sevcral othecr probknms. In the first place,

the visualization factor was first defined in this analysis. Secondly, the fact

that the Pursuit test (in this and other analyses) appears on the nuneri-w

cal factor forces a broadening of the definition of the [actor to include

noncomputational facility with numbers. Locating, observing, and remcm-

bering numbers, as welU as adding, subtractitig, dividing, and multiplying,

are apparently involvd. Finally, the appearance of the Pursuit test on the
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" Pi'rcel)tual-speed factor indicates that even apparently relatively unim-

[Hirtait detail liscrimniiation in a ktst will introduce perceptual variance.

EVALUATI()N OF REASONING TESTS

\While arithmnctic-rcasoninig tests are quite valid against the navigator
criterion, they are unsatisfactory in that they are factorially complex. No
reasoning test was found that is valid for pilot trainees.

It is noteworthy that no tests have high loadings either on the familiar
general-reasoning factor or on the two new factors, reasoning II and
reasoning I 1I. It is also noteworthy that, typically, there remain consider-
able amounts of unknown nonerror variance. Future research should de-
fine the new factors and account for the unknown variance. The area of
reasoning tests is still largely unexplored.

Conspicuous by their absence are mentions of the conctpts of deductive
and inductive reasoning. These logical rubrics seem not to yield valid
descriptions of psychological factors.

T1e Complex Coordination Test

The Complex Coo•dination Test, code number CM701A, a psychomotor
test, is mentioned in this chapter and in several later ones, so a very brief
description of it is in order here. It is a serial, choice-reaction-time test
in which each stimulus is one of 13 spatial patterns of 3 lights each. In
systematic correspondence with each stimulus pattern, the correct re-
sponse is a unique adjustment of imitation stick-and-rudder controls. Each
correct reaction automatically brings a new stimutus. The score is the
number of reactions completed in 8 minutes.

12
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CIIAPTFR [IGHT

Judgiment Tests'

INTRODUCTION

Judgment in Aviation

Judgment has been one of the major areas of rcscarch in aviation psy-

chology. An important reason for this was the common practice of flight
instructors to place errors of perception, visualization, and reasoning all
under the broad category of "poor judgment."

Poor judgment is one of the most frequently mentioned reasons given

by instructors for eliminating cadets from flying training. It was men-
tioned in 50 percent of the cases in ;'n analysis of the reasons stated in

faculty-board proceedings for eliminating 1,000 aviation cadets from ele-
mentary pilot training in the latter part of 1941. Some typical comments

classified under the category of poor judgment arc: "dangerous judgment
in traffic"; "unable to make sound decisions in traffic or in the vicinity of

other planes"; "choice of fields and judgment in simulated forced land-
ings has been weak"; "unable to exercise safe judgment in the air"; and

"fails to discriminate safe from unsafe flying."
In an attempt to clarify the concept of judgment, aviation psychologists

asked flight instructors to define what they meant by judgjcent. Some
typical definitions constructed from the comments of flight instructors are:

1. The ability to react immediately and appropriately to stimuli with
which an individual is unacquainted.

2. "Headwork" or the ability to react correctly without deliberation,

or the ability to fly without confusion in traffic and under unusual cir-

cumstances.
3. Knowledge, plus speed of reaction, plus freedom from emotional

confusion.
4. The ability to react appropriately in a surprise situation.

5. Ability to grasp the situation as a whole, not being absorbed with
minor details.

Previous Studies of Pilot Judgment

Durirg World War I tests of judgment of distance, speed, and time

were used. These included estimation of length of sticks, of the relative
speeds of four revolving disks, of the time required for sand to flow from
one container to another, and of the curves and relative speed of two

white spots moving'along converging lines in a horizontal p!ane (1).

sWritten by Staff/Sglt. cnijsmin Frucbte. ,
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In 1940, Kelly had flight instructors rate 110 civilian pilot training
sltider.s oln a 1l-item graphical scale: of ;:ii,)t comptcncy (3), Thirteen
of the items were intercurrelated atid analyzed by Thurstonc's centroid
mcthod. Three factors w.rc feund necessary to account for the intercor-
relations and were dentified as (1) skill, (2) judgmen,, and (3) emo-
tional control. The items !hat had significant loadings on the judgment
facror are as follows:

HoW good is his judgment with regard to taking flying ;isks (weather,
stunting, etc.) ?

Does he show respect for a ship and its motor?
How well is li satisfied with his flying ability?
Is he inclined to show off while flving a plane?
flow carefully does he check his plane and crigiae before taking off?

Judgment In the AAF Quiaifying Examitiaiion, ACIOA

The first form of the AAF Qualifying Examination, ACIOA (see Re-
port No. 6), introduced in January 1942, includeld a number of judg-
ment-type items like the following:

A pilot has to make a forced landing near a mountain cabin. He finds that the
nearest phone is at an isolated fire ranger's cabin 14 miles across the mountains
to the north. 1, is winter. He sets out on foot for the -anger's cabin at 6 am.,
tarrying food for only one meal. At 10 am., having met no one, he comes to 'hree
branches cf the trail, all unmarked. His most practical deciion would be to:

A. Folow the trail which appears to lead in the right directicn until he reaches
the cabin or the end oi the trail

B. Turn back immediately to his starling point.

C. Leave the trail and go due north by compass.

D. Walk along the trail which appears to lead in the right direction until nooin
then ,urn back if not sure of his location.

E. Stay in the fork in the trail and wait ior someone to conie by.

The judgment subtest (1$5 items) of ACIOA had a rc:iability of 0.36,
bas,'d on 370 pilot students. It had a biscrial corrclation of 0.36 with the
criterion of graduation-elimination from primary pilot training, based on
545 cases in cOass 42G. These f-,sts seemed to substantiate the hypoth,.sis
that practic:a j' '1gment was a measurable psychological category and to
make desirable t arther aralysis of the problem.

Research on J,'dgment Tests for ClasIflcation

Research on judgment attempted (a) to analyze judgment tests and (b)
to analyze the concepts of practical judgment as described by instructors.
Both lincs of attack were fruitful, but a2 the war's end neither had been
exhaustem:, by any means.

In the re~t of #is chapter the complex nature of the tests is demon-
strati'd, and their uniq.:, contribution-a judgment factor-is revealed.
The role of backgro-und information in both iudgment tests and the pilot
criterion was fairly we,. verified, and certain types of information (for
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examtople, mechanical information) were found to be contributory to suc-

cess !oth in test performance and in primary pilot training.

The relations of judgment to reasoning and perceptual abilities are
pointed out in this and in other chapters. The hypothesis of a f nctional

tlought-fluency factor is mentioned, but conclusions cannot be reached
owing to the lack of final results.

PRACTICAL JUDGMENT TESTh

Practical Judgment, CI301BXIl

The hypothesis was formed that a major part of the variance of typical

judgment-test items is attributable to individual differences in pertinent

informational background. This grew out of a conviction that the judg-

ment items in ACIOA have a very high mechanical-knowledge component
and that this accounts in large part for the validity of the test. The gen-
eral hypothesis can be tested by a study of the mnechanical-information
type of item alone. Such items were expected to correlate with Mechanical

* Principles, C003B, and Mechanical Information, CI90513, tests whose
mechanical content is known.

Description. (1) Internal charactcristics.-Tcst CI301BXI contains 80

items and covers a large range of situations which are considered solvable

by ordinary judgment. Twenty-eiglt items are considered to be dependent

primarily upon a knowledge of mechanics, and 52 items are considered

to be essentially non-mechanical. The items are segregated into two parts,

each composed of random halves of the mechanical and nonmechanical

items. The following are examples of a nonmechanical and a mechanical

judgment item respectively:
An officer must send an important confidential message about 4 miles through

enemy lines into an area which is very closely guarded, it is important that the

message not fall into enemy hands, but it is equally important that the message
get through. Under the circumstarwes it would be best for him to:

A. Write out the message and give it to a runner with orders to get through
as quickly as possible.

B. S,.nd one runner w•th t decoy message with instructions to get through as
soon as possible.

C. Send one runner with the written nie,-.age av' another tu act as his guard.

D. Write out duplicate forms of -he mrssage and give th.m to two runners
with instructions to get throughi as soorn as p"ssible.

E. Have two runners memorize the message and instruct then to get through
as soon as possible.

You are operating a large waitr.cool-'d motor with a heavy load, when you not•e

that a bearing is heating cxcessivc!y. 't would be best for you to:
A. Stop the motor immediately ard lubricate the bearing.

B. Remove the load, lubricate :.'e bearing freely, with the motor rnmning

slowly.
C. Run the motor slowly with th loa-.
D. Continue to operate the mote. at present rpeed and lubricate the bearing.
F_ Stop the motor immeldiady and add cold witer.

! )~~dofpn•t) In :Ol- e of the Air Surrei.. tt a,lcrg, Army Air Forrma, J PNjirhb
totiral RIersrch Unit N•, .
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(2) A4dpinistrationt.-Directions are printed in the booklet, and the test
is largely self-administering. 'Flie time allowed for part I is 40 minutes
and for part II, 40 minutes. It has been standard practice to allow 1 min-
ute per item for this type of test.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical reLsults.-Sonme statistics were computed separately for the

28 mechanical items and the 52 nonmechanical items, and some for all
items together. All the data reported are for eyaminees tested in December
19-12 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Distribution statistics.-Typical examples of distribution statistics
are given in table 8.1.

TABLE 8.1 .- Distribution constants for Practi hl Judgment, C1301BX1, based upon
a sample of 202 unclassified aviation students

Score IL SD

Mechanical Judgment .................................. 14.8 4.4
Non-mechan'cal judgment .............................. 25.6 S.7

(2) Internrl consistency.-Analysis of responses of sample groups
yielded the internal-consistency data given in table 82.

TAmt &2.-Internal-consisiency data for Practical ludgtnent, CI301BXI, based upon
highest and lowest 27 percentages of a sample of 202 unclassified aviation student.Range O1 4

Criterion Items M# SD# low hiof h
low high

Mechanical score ....... Mechanical ........... 0.31 0.11 0.02 0.49
Non-mcchar.ical score .. Non-mechanical ........ .2S .11 .04 .46

(3) Rliabil.ty coefficicnt.-By the alternate-forms method (part I vs.
part II), an estimated reliability coefficient of 0.62, corrected for length,
was obtained. This figure is based on a sample of 202 unclassified aviation
students.

(4) Diflicidly.-Based upon item analysis of the responses of 500 un-
classified avi~ttia n students, the test yielded a mean proportion of correct
responscs of 0.53, corrected for chance, with a range of 0.00 to 0.91 and
a standard deviation of 0.24.

(5) Factorial com position.-The most significant loadhngs for the me-
chanical-itlins score are in the mechanical-experience (0.54), judgment
(0.36), and -visualization (G.29) factors; and for the nonmechanical
score, in the juldgminet (0.39), planning (0.36), and visualization (0.30)
factors. The mechanical-expecrience loading in the noinmechanical items
is only 0.13, which is in line with the hypothesis that some items contain
mechanical-in f rmation content and some do not; and, that by design and
sclection the two types can be fairly well segregated. The communalities
foi the two types of items are 0 59 and 0.48 respectively. For a fuller pik-
ture of the factorial composition of this test see appendix B.
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(6) Test validity.-Validation results arc given in table 8.3.

TABLE 8.3.--alidity data for Practical Judgment, Ci301BXI, based uaom ,
graduation--clintnation from prippuiry training of a samtle of 267 tilots

Stot Mo M. SDI , b .

Mechanical judgment .......................... 15.15 14.90 3.57 0.04
Non-mechanical judgment ...................... 25.76 25.30 5.44 .05

(7) Item validity.-Validation of items of both mechanical judgment
and nonmechanical judgment items combined revealed a mean phi o! 0.00,
based upon the responses of 200 graduates and 64 climinees from training.
The standard deviation of phi values is 0.20 and the range is from -0.30
to 0.18.

Evaluation.-An examination of the factor loadings of the two types of

judgment items supports the hypothesis that a large part of the varianceof the mechanical-judgment items is accounted for by individual differ-
ences in mechanical information. The two types of items have approxi-

matcly equal weights on the visuali--ttion factor and also on a factor iden-
tified as judgment. In either (.ase, -,wever, the variance in judgment is
only approximately 15 pecfent. Assumi ig that this factor is weighted 0.10
for the pilot criterion, for which there Ir. some evidence, we should ex-
pect a test of this type tw add somewhat, to the validity of a pilot battery
of which it is a part.

From the factorial composition of the two tests we should expect (see
chapter 28) a validity of 0.28 for the mechanical items (to be compared
with th,. 0.36 far the judgment test in ACIOA) and 0.17 for the non-
mechanical items. Ti'e pilot-validity figures given in table 8.3 are by no
means typical of obtained validities for these kinds of items. Weighted
averages of a number of estimates of validities derived from similar forms
are 0.18 and 0.13, respectively. From these results we can be fairly satis-
fied that all factors with pilot validity are known in these types of judg-
ment tests. From a comparison of reliabilities and communalities we can
conclude that all common factors, valid and invalid, are accounted for.

Practical Judgment, Ci301BX2

This test is a 40-ikem revision of C[301BXI. The items of the previous
form having mechanical content are eliminated. This was done on the
basis of a factor analysis of the previous form in a matrix containing
selected tests from the classification battery. This analysis indicates that
nonniechanical judgment items, in addition to mechanical and intellectuAl
loadi-gs, define a new factor tentatively characterized as a judgment fac-
tor. The revision was made in an attempt to reduce the mechanical load-
ings and increase the loading on the new factor.
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Description. (1 Internal characferistics.-A sample item follows:

The principal reason why barracks in Army camps are built according to an
identical plan is that this method:

A. Requires the least use of construction materials.
B. Makes possible the greatest speed of construction.
C. Allows construction of barracks that will last a long time.
D. Requires a low cost of up-keep of the barracks 7fter completion.
E. Results in a military appearance which is similar in all Army camps.

(2) Admninistration.-The two parts are timed separately, with an
allow~ance of 20 minutes per part.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical rcsults.-The data reported below are for unclassified avia-

tion students te'sted in February 1943 at Psychological Research Unit
No. 3. Those who entered primary pilot training wcrc. in class 43K.

(1) Distribution statistics.-Typical examples of distribution statistics
are given in table 8.4.

TAIILF.8.4.-Distribution conistants for Practical Judgmnitn C1301 13XZ

Group NSID

11ndim-ified av'iation Foudents .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... S71 11.7 4.2
Classificd pilots................................ CM 10.9 4.4

(2) !nh'nuzai con.tioc.-icy.-Tbe degr2e c. homogeneity of the items of
the test is indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.25, a standard

dleviation of the 1Thi distribution of 0.10, and a range of values from

-0.11 to 0.48. These statistics are based upon an-'lysis of the responses
of the highest 27 percent an6 the lowest 27 percent in total score of a

group of 360 unclassified aviation students.
(3) Reliability coeffldcent.-By the alternate-forms method, an esti-

mated reiiability coeffiriciit (A 0.43, cocrectcd lor length, was obtained.
This figure is bas&c( or. ý saw.le of 485 classified pilots.

(4) Difficult y.-.Based upon item -inrlysis of tht responses of 480 un-

classified aviation stu~dents, the test yielded?- mean proportion of correct

responses of 0.33, corrected for chance, with a range from 0.00 to 0.88
and a standard deviation of 0.20.

(5) Test t'alidlity.-A sample of 571 pilots yielded a biscrial correla-
tion of *--0.02, corrected for restriction of range, between performance in
this test and the gradluation-elimination criterion in primary training. The

mean scoye for graduates wais 11.70, for eliminces 11.86, and the standard

deviation for- both cwmbined wvas 4.220 Of this saniple 15 ý.rcent were

graduates, and the standard deviation assumned for th,! unrestricted pilot

stanine distribution was 2.00.phofOW
(6) Itent validity.-Va idnt ion of items -evealed -n.,-an pio .~

based upon the resl1;&)nses of 500 gradluates and 100 eliminees frim pri-

mary training. The standlardl deviation of phi %alues is 0.07, and the range

is trim -0.11 to 0.15.
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Reasoning content of Practical Judgment, Cl301BX2.-The hypothe-
sis was adopted that the cxaminees achieved correct solutions to many of

the items in this form by reasoning. To test this hypothcsis, it was decided
to do an item analysis using the same 360 cases that were used in the

internal-consistency item analysis, basing the phi cocfficients this time on

the criterion of Arithmetic Rcetsoning scores, which best defines the gen-

eral reasoning factor. The product-moment correlation coefficient between
the internal-consistency phis and those bascd upon the arithmntic-reason-
ing criterion is 0.56. This is considercd corroboration of the 4ypothesis

that Practical Judgment Test, C1301 BX2, contains considerable reasoning

* content.
Evaluation.-This attempt to enhance measurement of the judgment

factor found in the factorial analysis of the Foresight and Planning I

battery (see ch. 9) was considered unsuccessful, inasmuch as the items

are largely solvable by a type of reasoning already measured by the
Arithmetic Reasoning Test, C1206C. This factor has zero validity for
pilot selection.

Practical Judgment, CI301BX3S

This test is a revision of Practical Judgment, CI301BX2. It represents
another attempt to clarify the nature of the judgment factor.

Description. (I) Internal characteristics.-Part I contains the 25 items

from the previous, form having internal-consistency phis of 0.25 or
higher. Part II contains 25 newly-constructed items of the work-planning

type which seemed most likely to measure the new factor.

The following is a sample of the type of item in part II:

At a mobild army encampment, it is necessary to use buckets to fight a fire 100
feet away from a stream and up a hill. Fifteen S-gallon buckets and 60 men are
available. The best procedure would be to:

A. Select is men and b~ave each run between the stream and the fire carrywzs
H• buckets, and replace the entire crew at intervals.

B. Line up the 60 men from the building to the stream and pass the buckers
from man to man from the stream to the building, the LatW man throwing
the water on the fire and returning with the empty buckeL

C. Make one line of 25 men to pass the buckets from the stream to the build-

ing with one line of 10 men to throw the empty buckets back: 2 men to dip.
2 men to throw water on the fire, and the rest for relief.

D. Detail 2 men to dip and 2 to throw water on tih" fire; assign 26 to carMy
buckets from the stream to the building and back; replace the entire crew
with 30 fresh men in IS minutes.

E. Detail S men to fill the buckets at the sireai and leave theu at the bak
where they can be picked up by the rest of the mea who will carry them
to the building and return with empty badketm

(2) Admnistration.-The time is 25 minutes each for Parts I and It.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula for this test is R-W/4.

'Dtvtlped at PO WtogicuI IResartc Unit N.. 3. Cklit ctwribtWet: LL LE&W G. CQjejw
Jr. and LA. Frank J.Dudek.
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Statistical resalts.-All results reported below are for examinees tested
at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Distribution stalistics.-A sample of 242 unclassified aviation stu-
dents in May 1943 yielded a mean score of 17.2, a standard deviation of

4" 5.3, and a range from 3 to 34.
(2) Interi'al consistency.-The degree of homogeneity of the items is

indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.28, a standard deviation
of the phi distribution of 0.12, and a range of values from -0.05 to 0.46.
These statistics are based upon analysis of the responses of the highest 27
psercent and the lowest 27 percent in total score of a group of 480 unclas-
sified aviation students tested in July 1944.

(3) Reliability coefficient.-Estimates of reliability computed foe the

two part-scores for a sample of pilots are given in table 8.5.

TAUnz 8.5.-Estontated reliability cefficients by the odd-even method for Practical
Judgment, C1301B;'3, based upon a sample of 167 classified pilots

Scoreu r

Part I .............. ... ...... . ......... 0.37 0.54
Parn t .. ... ............................. 2 .41

(4) Difficulty.-In an item analysis of the responses of 480 unclassified
aviation students tested in July 1944, the test yielded a mean proportion
of correct responses of 0.32, corrected for chance, with a range from

0.00 to 0.78, and a standard deviation of 0.22.
(5) Factorial composition.-Part I and part II of the test were treated

separately in analyzing this test. The most significant loadings for part I

are in the judgment (0.30), verbal (0.30), visualization (0.29), and plan-

ning (0.28) factors. The most significant loadings for part II are in the

judgment (0.45), general reasoning (0.40), and mechanical-experience
(0.32) factors. Part I has a loading of 0.03 in the genreral-reasoning fac-

"tor, and part II has a loading of 0.03 in the verbal factor and only 0.08

in the planning factor. The communalities are 0.49 and 0.51 for parts I

and II, respectively. For a fuller picture of the factorial composition of

this test see appendix B.
(6) Item validity.-Validation of items revealed a mean phi of 0.01,

based upon the rcsponses of 200 graduates and 64 eliminees from primary

pilot training (class 43J). The standard deViation of phi values is 0.07,

and the range is from -0.28 to 0.19.
E-tauhation.-The newly.constructed items in part II of this test have

a loading of 0.45 on the judgment factor, compared with a loading of

0.30 for the items in part I, which were taken from previous forms of the

test. It may therefore be concluded that items of the work-planning type

best define the judgu-•nt factor. Reliabilities of scores continue to be low,

though communality of items cannot be doubted. The existence of a judg-

ment factor seems to be fairly well verified, but its exact nature needs

f \0
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further c2.rification. The type of test in which it can be very strong and
unique is yet to be found. It is present, however, in tests that are not

designated as judgment tests, so it is possible that some new type of test
can be designed to improve its measurement.

Practical Judgment, C1301C

This form of the fest was compiled from previous forms for inclusion
in the September 1944 clasification battery. The items were selected on

the following bases: 1. validity; 2. internal consistency; 3. full coverage
of field; 4. nonmechanical content; 5. difficulty level.

A sample item is:

A man on a very urgent mission during a battle finds he must cross a stream
about 40 feet wide. A blizzard has been blowing and the stream has frozen over.
However, because of the snow, he does not know how thick the ice is. He sees
two planks about 10 feet long near the point where he wish to cross. He also knows
where there is a bridge about 2 miles downstream. Under the circumstances he
should:

A. Walk to the bridge and cross It.
B. Ran rapidly across on the ice.
C. Break a hole in the ice near the edge of the stream to see how deep the

if stream is.
SA. Cross with the aid of the planks, pushing one ahead of the other and walk-

ing on them.
F. Creep slowly across on the ice.

(1) Adininistration.-Thii ty minutes are allowed for the 30 items.
(2) Scoring.-The scoring formula is 2R - 2W/3.
Statistical results.-Only distribution statistics were available at the

time this was written. For 2,917 unclassified aviation students tested at
Medical and Psychological Examining Units, the mean score was 20.0,
and the standard deviation 8.6.

Practical Judgment, CI301DXI 8

The items in this form were constructed to provide a reserve pool of
validated judgment items for future revisions of test C1301C.

PRACTICAL ESTIMATION TESTS

These tests were constructed primarily for the purpose of analyzing the
informational background of judgment tests. It was noted that numerous
items in the Practical Judgment tests require the examinee to make esti-
mates of the weights of certain objects, of the amounts of time necessary
to carry out certain tasks, etc. It was deemed desirable to discover how im-
portant this content was in defining the Judgment factor. If this ability
should prove to be the unique component of judgment tests, it would be
possible to construct purer tests of judgment.

4 Deweloped at PalrcholouIca Rmarcrh Unit No. 3.
0 Devekped at paycholorical Research Unit No. I Chic( contrihgtogg: CVL Rober E Lmib*t

Jeanne t.. m Robert D. Porer.
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Practical Estimations, CI308AXI

Description. (1) Internal characteriics.-The 86 items of this test are
divided into 4 1• ý'5'€, Parts I and II call for relative judgments; parts III
and IV, for absolute judgments. Part I contains items in each of which
the amounts of time required in five different situations are compared. In
part II five distances or sizes of five different objects are compared in
each item. In part III questions are asked about the amount of time re-
quired for a particular activity, and the answer is selected from a scale of
15 steps. In part IV questions about the length and sizes of objects are
asked, and the answers are selected from a scale of 15 steps. Two repre-
sentative problems are:

Which of the following could be done in the shortest time?
A. Walking 5 miles on snowshoes.
B. Riding a horse 18 miles.
C. Swimming 2 miles.
D. Rowing a boat across a lake 2ya miles wide.
E. Walking 6 miles on flat terrain.

Of the following, which is the shortest?
A. Six building bricks laid end to end.
B. The length of wire used in making a wire coat hanger.
C. The distance from the floor to the door knob.
D. The width of the average door.
E. Four sheets of typing paper laid end to end.

(2) Administration.-7The time limit for part I is 12 minutes; for part
11, 9 minutes; for part III, 15 minutes; and, for part IV, 11 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula for parts I and II is R-W/4; for
parts III and IV, R-W/S.

Statistical results.-The data reported below are for examinees tested
in April and May 1943 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Distribution slatistics.-A sample of 237 unclassified aviation stu-

dents yielded a mean total score of 29.8, a standard deviation of 7.1, and
a range from "4 to 47.

(2) Interal consistency.-The degree of homogeneity of the items is
indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.13, a standard deviation
of the phi distribution of 0. 11, and a range of values from -0.01 to 0.39.
Thzse statistics are based upon analysis of the responses of the h;ghest 27

TABLZ 8.6.- Reliability coeficients for tort scores of Practical Estima tians Test,
CI30OA. computed by tht odd-even method, based uton a amitle of 183

unclassified aviation students

Pr see o.42

Part I ................................................. . &4
Part ............................................... -. 03 -. S

Part I ..................................... .26 .42

0 Devcloped at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Chief ototriabtora: Lt. Frh 3. DWuk md
U Una HutchiniL1
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percent and the lowest 27 percent in total score of a group of ;•.iO "-U.-
sifted aviation students.

(3) Reliability coefficicnt.-Estimates of reliability computed for eah
part of the test are given in table 8.6.

S(4) Diffculty.--Based upon item analysis of the responses of "SO on-

classified aviation students, the test (all four parts combined) yielded a
mean proportion of correct responses of 0.44, corrected for chance, with
a range from 0.02 to 0.71 ane a standard deviation of 0.16.

(5) Factorial coonosition..-The scores for part I and part II were
treated separately for factor-analysis purposes. The most significant load-
ings for part I are in the planning (0.36). judgment (0.36). and mechan-
ical-experience (0.33) factors. The most significant loadings for part II
are in the mechanical-experience (0.32), plaming (0.31). and numerical
(0.28) factors. The numerical loading in part I is 0.13. and the judgment
loading in part II is 0.02. The communalities are 0.39 and 0.35. respec-
tively. The first one is very close to the estimate of reliability, and the
second one clearly shows that the reliability of part I1 was grossly under-
estimated. For a fuller picture of the factorial composition of this test
see appendix BL

Items calling for absolute judgments had low communality with esti-

mation items calling for relative judgments, with Practical Judgment,
CI301BXI, and with selected experimental and classification tests. They
were, therefore, not included in the matrix for factor analysis.

Evaldtuiaon.-Itenms calling for relative judgments, though having low
reliability, gave indication of having substantial communality with the
experimental battery with which they were administered. It is interesting
to note that of the two parts of the Practical Estimations Test, CI30BAXI,
that were analyzed with the Foresight and Planning 11 battery (see ch. 9).
the relatively complicated judgments of part I (involving estimations of
distance and time) have a significant loading (0.36) on the judgment fac-
tor, whereas the relatively simple judgments of part II (involving judg-
ments of distance only) have an insignificant loading (0.02).

The pilot validities to be expected from the factor compositions are
0.15 and 0.14 for parts I and II, respectively (see table 28.18). The aver-
age validities found f.r the comparable form, C1308BXI (see ensuing
discussion), are 0.14 and 0.13, which check very closely. These data and
the comparison of comnmunalitics and rcliabilitics indicate that all conmmn
factors, valid or invalid, are accounted for.

Practical Estimations, CI308BXI h

This test is a revision of Practical Estimations, CI308AXI. The item
Sin the previous form calling for absolute. rather than relative. judgments

had so little communality that they were dropped from this form. This

9DgrehOW4 $I p hehg,~a Riataith Usit x. 3 Cbw e ~netrwe CpL Rebuut L LmAuwt

Pft Isom A..W
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form incorporates the items from the previous form calling for relative
judgments, plus newly-constructed items of the same nature.

Dcscripsion. (1) Internal characteristics.-Part I contains judgments
involving time and distances. Part II contains judgments involving dis-

tances.

The following items illustrate the types in parts I and II respectively:

Which of the following travels fastest?
A. A batted baseball as it leaves ihe bat.
B. A polo ball as it leaves the mallet.
C. An arrow as it leaves the bow.
D. A tennis ball just after the serve.
E. A prizefighter's fist in the middle of the swing.

Which of the following is most nearly the same as the distance from one side
of the car windshield to the other side?

A. The distance oi a car doorhandle above the ground.
B. The distance of a doorknob above the house floor.
C. The knrflh of an unfolded newspaper.
D. The width of an average door.
E The width of an ordinary desk.

(2) Administration.-The two parts are amed separately, 23 minutes
being allowed for the 35 items in each part.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical results.-The data reportkd below are for examinees tested

at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in June and July 1944.
(1) Disitibution statistics.-Tyiical examples of distribution statistics

are given ;. table &7.

TAzL! 8 7.--Distribution constants for Practical Estimations, CI30SBX1, bausd upon
a sample of 750 usclasuiid aviation studmut

,score M 3D

Sw I I lK~ SD l
............................................. 12. .

Partll .............................................. 10.0 4.)

(2) nlntrnal conristency.;-The degree of homogeneity of the item is
indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.13, a standard deviation
of the phi distribution of 0.10, and a range of values from -0.05 to 0.39.
These statistics are based upon the respLnses of the highest 27 percent and
the lowest 27 percent in total score of a group of 750 unclassified aviation
students.

(3) Difficulty.-Based upon item analysis of the responses of 400 un-
classified avia" ... lents, the test yielded a mean proportion of correct
responses of t a-rected for chance, with a range from 0.00 to 0.75
and a standard doviation of 0.16.

(4) Test validity.-Validation data are shown in table 8.8.

.I34
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TAILZ &&--Validity data for Practical I.stiniions, CIJ.SBXI, based uton samles.
of pilots, using the graduation-elitninalion criterion

Port Score N, to me m, SD, v,, orwe'

i Rq', ....- . -- .- -.2 -.
,,on ..................... % 0 1"5 ii.;; 3. 00

......................... 26 so 1I.41 15.34 ,1.4? -.0 1 AI+II Rllhts ........................ 2
. '+11 Rights . . ................ .: 80 :• +31.86 31.32 5.12 .0 e14

+ Wo $.. . '60 . 35.54 35.66 6.0 -. 01 -. 07- h .................. 3 2 1 36.63 35.93 3.45 .ll .I5
$623 .82 35.75 14.0 3L0 .15 .19

I Wrons ... ........ 63 .. 17.53 U7.99 3.76 -A -. 12
R.........................623 .3 13.24 19.21 3.9S -. 14 -. 18
I' ;1'..... 633 :1 IL2.3 13.43 4.33 .It MI

i R R 4 .623 .12 11.19 10.00 4.40 I.s .11
3+11 , ......................... 0623 S1 2 6 30.3 5.27 eis .:.
"1+ 1 + rongs ...................... 633 .2 PSy 31.20 6.33 -.13 -.19

* 'Assuming an unrestricted stanine standard dev.isIom o I•.
'Tested in the period from June 6 to July 6, 3944.
'Tested In the period from July 3 to .- 14be 7. 1944. Does a"o evelap sample of 64M
Evaluation.-The moderate pilot validity of this test indicates that the

judgment factor has low to moderate validity for the prediction'of success
in pilot training, after validities due to mcchanical-experience and plan-
ning factors are taken into account.

Evaluation of Practical Estimation Tests
An attempt was made to discover whether tests calling for estimations

of time and distance would best define the judgment factor. It was con-
*cluded that items that call for complicated, relative estimations have a

significant loading in the judgment factor. Practical estimation tests are
not, however, a pure measure of the judgment factor. In addition to their
loadings with the judgment factor, they also have significant loadings with
the planning and mechanical experience factors. Moreover, they were
found to be less heavily weighted with the judgment factor than are prac-
tical-judgment items of the work-planning type.

FLUENCY TESTS
Another aspect of the concept of practical judgment that was consid-

ered worth investigating is the ability to call to mind experiences and
hypotheses that are of aid in solving a practical problem. It is supposed
that the ease of evocation of pertinent facts and hypotheses is an im-
portant element in solving problems which do not lend themselves to con-
ventional solutions.

Thurstone (4) in his factor analysis of 57 tests identified two verbal
factors. The first was defined by tests in which the subject deals with
ideas and meanings of words. He called this factor "verbal relations." The
second was defined by tests in which the subject recalls single and isolated
words. He called this factor "fluency in dealing with words."

It was hypothesized that there is a more general fluency factor, not con-
fined to the recalling of words, which facilitates thinking toward the Solu-
tion of problems. It was intended to construct a number of tests of fluency
and to submit the hypothesis of one general fluency factor to the test of
factor Maalysis.

13S
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The measurement of fluency requires the use of unusual problemn situ-
ations to which the examince is required to rcspond with the enumeration
of as many responses as occur to him in a given amount of time. On the
one Iland, the multiple-choice type of item would seer, to defeat one's
purpose, since providing the examinee with ready responses makes recall
on his part unnecessary. At the same time, the standard multiple-choice
item seems to be indicated in order to avoid such irrelevant factors as ver-
bosity and speed of writing. Machine scoring is also almost a conipu;sion
ini air-crew testing. The need for satisfying 'oth demands-freedom of
response and machine scoring-presented many difficulties.

As a group, fluency tests were developed late in the war. Some were
completed in time for administration for intercorrelation studies, but none
in time for validation.

Verbal Recognition, C1322A

This test is based upon the assumption that an examinee's ease in evok-
ing solutions to practical problems is related to the ease with which he can
unscramble words that belong to a named category.

Description. (1) lnternal charactcristics.-The approach employed is to
name a category and then present 10 "scrambled words." The categories
are (1) animals, (2) building materials, (3) sports, (4) men's clothing,
and (5) means of transportation. The first letter of each scrambled word
is capitalized, regardless of where it appears in the scrambled word. It is
believed that by capitalizing the first letter of each word the examinee is
forced to think of various alternatives in the given category starting with
the capitalized letter rather than the more trial-and-error task of unscram-
bling each word. Perceptually difficult items were :hosen with the expec-
tation that the examinee would prefer to resort to verbal fluency to solve
them. The words in part I are scrambled haphazardly. The same five cate-
gories appear in part II, but the scrambled words are presented with all
the consonants arranged alphabetically, followed by the vowels presented
in the same way.

(2) Adminiutration.-The following are the directions for the test:

This is a test of your ability to recognize the names of things quickly and ac-
curately when the letters in the names have been mixed up. Two things will assist
)-o in figuring out what the scrambled words are:

1. The first letter of each word will be capitalized. regardless of where it
appears in the scrambled word.

2. The 10 words on a page are all names of the same kind of things, such as
colors in the sample problems below.

Cotors

The answer to problem I is Red. The answer to problem 2 Is Orange.
Wthm the test begins. write the words you are able to urscramble easily on the

separate work shcct provided. Be sure to write each word after its corresponding
•Dctvekjpg4 at Npdw•g" ]Rewreh 1[./it ]. I. Cllief towN~rm: Sct Dav Gels
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number and make the words readable. Misspelling of words will not be counted
against you, however.

This is a speed test. If you cannot unscramble a word quickly, go on to the next.
You must work rapidly, since you will be allowed only l4 minutes to unscramble

the 10 words in each group. Do not go on to the next group until the signal is given.

When the test is completed, the test booklet is collected, but the work

sheet is retained by the exanince. A specially prepared IBM answer
sheet is given him together with the following oral instructions:

The names of the five groups that appeared in the test booklet appear at the
top of this answer sheet. On your work sheet the answer to item I should be Lion.
Now look under the first column on the answer sheet headed Animals and find Lion.
It is the fifth' word from the top. Blackcn in the first space to the left under Lion.
Do this for each of the answers that you have on your wotk sheet.

The time limits arc 6% minutes for part I and 6,J minutes for part II.
(3) Scoring.-The score is the number of correct responses.

Verbal Recognition, C1322B

Variations oj the test.-It is similar to form A except that the examinee

must consider all five categories simultaneously rather than just one at a
time, as in the previous form. At the top of each page of the test boklet

the five categories appear opposite the letters A through E. The examinee
indicates the category to which the unscrambled word bedongs by blacken-

ing the appropriate space on the IBM answer sheet. This obviates the
need for using a work-sheet and later transcribing the answers to a spe-

cially prepared IBM answer sheet for machine scoring. This form of the
test is believed to be more difficult, because there are five reference cate-
gories for each response.

Similarities Test, C319A'

This is a test of the ability to recall quickly previously acquired informa-
tion abcut common objects.

Description. (1) Internal characteristics.-Pairs of common objects are

listed in a workbook, cach followed by 15 spaces in which the examinee

is directed to list ways in which 2 objects are alike. An attempt was made
to minimize the verbal factor by k i) limiting the numbcr of words per
response and (2) employing relatively simple material.

(2) Adtinistration.-The following are the directions:

This is a test to see bow quickly )ou can think of ways in which different objects
are alike. In this booklet 20 pairs of objects are presented, 10 pairs in part I and
10 pairs in part !I. Under each pair are lettered spaces "n which you will write downu
as many ways as you can think of in which the objects re alike.

Now look at the sample below. Several similarities have been listed in the spaces
provided to show you how to enter your answers. A sample probkm follows:

9 Developed as r-y(b@Zqic& Reacarth Unit N.. 2& Chief cetriwees: Silt DvWid GmremaCapt. lobt, I. •"C Developed t tPsydkm ikcal Rtlwarch Unit Me. I. ChIr coatiruo TCkf/SNL Pad C.
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Sample problem:
Apple and Orange are alike:

A. sweet

...

.................... ..... .................. ................................ .

iB. roundkin

H.

.......... ° .•. ..o........ .... .. ....... . ..... .. ..... ..... °..... .............. ° ..° . ..... °........

................................ ' • ......................... ....... ..........................

K.

................. - .... - .... -.--..-- • .....- ..... ...... °....... ...... .. .... ..-.. .... .................

L.

.•...... .... ..................... .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . ......--- .-- .--- .----- .---

M.

-..... ...... .. o.. •.... ....... ........ . ....................... .... . ...... ..... ......... ..°.... .... •

N.

J................................ . . . ... -------------------------------- ......--------------------------

0.

M ..... - ..-... o.. .... ........... °. .. .. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -------------------------------- .. ... . • ...

Notice that the similarities listed concern real characteristics of the objects, such
as structure, use, or operation. Such statcments as "bought in stores" and "cost
money," which do not describe the objects are not acceptable as answers. Also note
tha: "both" is assumed and need not be written down. As indicated by the above
sample, you may use not more than three words in describing any similarity.

The items arc ti ed separately, 1 minute per item. There are 10 items
in part I and 10 items in part II. When both parts of the test have been
completed, the examinee is given the following oral directions for record-
ing his answers on a 15-place IBM answer sheet:

We will now record the answers on the answer sheet. Look at the front of
the test booklet. The sample item, number 26, has answers listed in all the spaces ur
to and including H. Find number 26 at the top of the right-hand column on the
answer sheet and draw a solid line through all the spaces from A through H
opposite it. (Illustrate on board.) Do this now. Now begin with item number 1
and record your answers in this manner in the proper spaces on your answer sheet.
Work as rapidly as you can.

(3) Scoring.-The score is simply the number of responses, one unit of
credit being allowed for each similarity written down. This assumes that
quality of responses is irrelevant. It is intended to test this assumption be-
fore using this numerical index- in factor analysis.

Word Association Test, C1318A 'x

This test measures two assumed aspects of fluency: (1) rapidity of as-
sociation and (2) ease of change of set. Since there were no prospects for
its administration, the test was not printed. Its description, however, may
be of interest.

Description. (1) ,1dmiinisiration.-TThe following are from the direc-
tions for the test:

u Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. 2. Chief contributors: Stars/Sgt. Arthur Z.
Ccrf, Lt. Cecil H. Patterson.
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This is a test of your ability to recognize associations between words. A key
word will be given which may have several meanings %md may be associated with
one or more of five words opposite it. Your task is to select the 'words that seem
to have similar meaning or are closely associated with the key word, and to blacken
the corresponding spaces after the item numbers.

Look at Sample Problem 1:
Sampl problem 1

Key word A R C D E
Order neat tried command purchase single

Alternates A, C, and D are correct. A-neat. means orderly; C-command, to
give an order; D-purchase, to order material. Blacken spaces A. C, and D after
number 1 on your answer sheet.

In taking the test, here are the things to remember:
1. There may be 1, 2, 3, 4, or S. correct responses to each item.
2. Correct answers are those which have the same meaning or are closely

associated with the key word. Some slang expressions, which may be
correct, will be included.

3. Words which sound the same as the key word but have a differenit meaning
are considered wrong responses.

The time limits for the test are: part 1, 51/2 minutes, part 11, S34
nininutes.

(2) Scoring.-The scoring formula for the test is R-W/2.

Camouflaged Words, C1323A"

This test is a modification of Thurstone's Mutilated Words. Two fac-
tors are thought to be measured by this test: (1) case of evocation of
hypotheses (fluency) and (2) changeability of set.

Description.-The items were pretested, and an ator-mpt wvas nade to
secure items of approximately 0.5 difficulty with 2 seconds permitted per
resporse. Each mutilated word has two items based upon it.

B. ARTICLE OF

C CLOTHING
'1 2. A. CONTAINER cugp

F VIGURtE 8.1
SAMPLE ITEM OF CAMOUFLAGED WORDS,'

"isDevdoped at psychological Research Unit No. 2. Chiel conttibutofs: Flofence R. Geneemas.
Capt. john 1. Lacey.13
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(1) Internal characteristirs.-The test is divided into 2 comparable

parts of 30 problems each (based on 15 mutilated words in each part)
(2) Adnministration.-The following are from the directions to the

test:
Pilots must be able to detect and identify camouflaged objects. The purpose of

this test is to determine how well you can identify words, parts of which have been
removed or camouflaged.

Look at the sample problems below. (See figure 8.1.)
Both sample problems above are based on the camouflaged word at the left. Two

categories, A. Sport, and B. Article of Clothing, are listed for problem 1. The
word that has been camouflaged is the name of a Sport or the name of an Article
of Clothing. Your task is to:

a. Think of words you know in each category until you discover the word that
has been camouflaged.

b. Mark your answer slheet A or B according to the ,'--rect cateory.
The same procedure is repeated for problem 2 with ,wo new categories.
The time limits for the test are as follows: practice problems, 3 min-

utes; administration, 5 minutes; part 1, 10 minutes; pairt 11, 10 minutes;
total time, 28 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula for this test is R-W.
Ambiguous Ink Blots, C1317A

This test is designed to measure the speed with which varied responses
can be evoked from constant stimuli consisting of ink blots. The test was
not printed, since there were no prospects for its administration.

Description. (1) Administration.-The following are from the direc-
tions to the test:

This is a test to determine the number of objects you can find easily in a mass of
blots and lines which at first may 2.ppear to be meaningless. You will be shown a
picture, followed by the names of 15 objects. Your task is to study the picture and
indicate which ones of the 15 objects you can see in the picture.

Look at sample problem 1, and decide which of the objects A through 0 can be
!ound in this picture. For each object that you can find, blacken the appropriate
space on your answer sheet. Do this now. (See Figure 8.2)

FIGURE 8.2
SA'MPLE ITEM OF AMBIGUOUS INK BLOTS,

C1317A
u Developed at Psyichological Research Unit No. 2. Chief Contributor: Staff/Sgi. Arthur 2.

Ctrf.
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For this sample problem, the listed responses are: A-Distilling ap-
paratus; B-Baseball catclier's mitt; C-Coiled spring; D-Fire-hose
nozzle; E-Bar stool; F--Typewriter; G-Oriental lantern; 1l-Two-
whceled cart; I--Stairway; J--Desk calendar; K-Country mail box;
L-Crown; M--Turtle; N-Cat's head; and O-Smoker's pipe.

In the sample problem which you have just finished, almost everyone is able to
find: A. Distilling apparatus; C. Coiled spring; E Bar stool; and 0. Smoker's
pipe. Some people are also able to find: G. Oriental lantern; K. Country mail box;
and N. Cat's head. A few are able to fin:l: 1. Stairway; and L Crown. Practically
no one is able to find B. Baseball catcher's mitt; D. Firc-hose nozzle; F. Type.
writer; H. Two-whecled cart; J. Desk calendar; and M. Turtle. There are no
absolutely right or wrong answers. The important thing is that you indicate ac-
curately the objects you can see.

(2) Scoring.-The scoring formula for this test is the number of re-
sponses. This assumes that the quality of response is irrelevant.

Ambiguous Figures, C1316A"

This test is believed to measure the ability of the examinee to evoke as
many relationships as possible from a pair of geometric figures.

Description. (I) Addmiiistration.-The following are the directions
for the test:

This is a test of your ability to find relationships between geometric figures.
Look at sample problem No. I below. (See figure &1)

SX Y Z

SA a C O E•

r G H I J

FIGURE 8.3
SAMPLE ITEM OF AMBIGUOUS FIGURES,

C1316A

"Developed at PNihelogical Reearcsr Unit N%. 2. Chief contributers: TCLISet row C
Davis, Cape. John i. La,., tJann t,. Lipe,, TedL/Sct G"&al I. S•k..1
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X is related to Y in several ways:
1. Both figures have the same shape.
2. Y is X rotated 180".
3. An additional line has been drawn from Y.

Your task is to find which of the choices, 4 through J, bear 2 or more of the
same relationships to Z as Y bears to X.

Examine choice A. It fulfills relationship 1, since both figures have the same
shape. It has also been rotated 180" fulfilling relationship 2. Relationship 3 is satis-
fied, as a line has been drawn across the top part of the figures. Since choice A
fulfills the requirement of having at least 2 relationships to Z, it is correct. Blacken
A opposite No. I on your answer sheet.

Now examine choice B. It does not fulfill relationship 1, because both figures do
not have the same shape. Since the line through Z is at the top, while the line in B
is at the bottom, 1B may be considered to be rotated 180*. It does not fulfill relation-
ship 3, because an a-lditional line has not been drawn across the top of the figure.
Since it mL-ets only 1 relationship, it cannot be considered a correct choice. Notice
Ihat size is not to be considered as one of the relationships.

Look at choice C. It fulfills relationship 1, because it has the same shape as Z.
Since it has beeen rotated 180, it fulfills relationship 2. It does not have relation-
ship 3. However, since it bears at least two correct relationships, it is a correct
choice. Blacken C opposite No. I or. your anrwer sheet now.

Go through the remaining choices, D through J, and blacken the correct answers.
Do this now. You should have marked choices A, C, D, and H. If you have not
marked them correctly, do so now.

The time limits are as follows: Part 1-12 minutes, part II--12
minutes.

(2) Scoring.--The scoring formula for this test is the number right.

Evaluation of Fluency Tests

Seven tests of fluency were constructed. Complete coverage of the area
Swas not obtained, inasmuch as no tests of fluency based upon numbers or
pictures were constructed, because of difficulties involved in constructing
tests using these media.

Four tests (Camouflaged Words, C1323A; Verbal Recognition,
C1322A; Verbal Recognition, C1322B, and Ambiguous Figure!, C1316A)
were administered to samples ranging from 400 to 2,500 for correlational
and factor-analysis purposes along with a large group of experimental and
classification tests. The intercorrelational data were not available at the
time this was written.

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF JUDGMENT TESTS
The Data

In order to analyze types of judgment items systematically, a special
judgment-and-reasoning test was constructed by the Psychological Branch
of the Office of the Air Surgeon. A factor analysis utilizing this test was
later performed at Psychological Research Unit No. 3."

A subjective analysi of judgment items had suggested that the follow-
ing elements were involved in answering them:

0 (•ljq CetrbP|o•uta: SMaE/Sft. beuJamia Fncbthr, Capt. UJoyrd GC. ifmm*,M

.. . . .ui
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I. Word knowledge.
2. Factual information of a practical type.

3. !.ogical reasoiling ability.
4. Mechanical compreheusiou and information.

5. Ability to make common-sense judgments.
The Tesls.-To measure these five elements, severa4 tests were con-

siructed, including four separate tests of reasoning ability and two tests

of mechanical comprehension. In addition, other variables whose relation-

ships with judgment items could be expected to throw light on the psy-

chological make-up of judgincut items were prepared for inclusion in a

judgment-and-reasoning test. The following is an outline of the test:
Variable 1, general vocabulary, item Nos. 1-10: Thesl items are in-

tended to provide a measure of word knowledge. A snml.e item follows:

fl Deft:
A. SikilfuL
B. Insane.
C4* C lumsy.

* D. Split.
E Light.

Variable 2, ten most valid judgment items in the AAF Qualifying Ez-
amnination, AC1OA, itits 11-20: This variable includes items,; each one

of which had been found to have positive correlation with graduation-
elimination from pilot training. A sample item follows:

A radio aerial has broken. It formerly led from the roof of a house to the top of

a 30-foot pole set in the ground outside. It is not safe for a man to climb this pole as
it is only 4 inches in diameter at the base and 2 inches at the top. Of the followin.l.
the most practical way to put up a new acrial would be to

A. Use a 30-foot ladder.
h• B. Take the pole down, attach the aerial, and then reset the pole.

C. Use a fishing pole to hook the aerial to the top of the pole.
D. Make a noose in the end of the aerial and throw it over the top of the pole.

E. Build a light scaffold around the pole.

Variable 3, commonsense judgment, itcms 21-30: This part is in-
"tended to measure ability to make commonsense judgments rather than

logical reasoning ability or mechanical comprehension and information. A

q sample item follows:

A bomber squadron is over enemy territory on its way to bomb an oil rfinerY
when one of the observers notices an advanced enemy airdrome. He nolifics the

squadron leader. It would be best for the squadron leader to

A. Order the bombers in the squadron to continue as planned and report the

location of the enemy airdrome on arrival at their base.
B. Order the squadron to circle te airdrome whiie he radios its position to'1 II his baw-.
C. Order half the bombers in the squadron to bomb the enemy airdrome and

the other half to carry out the mission against the oil rtfinery.

D. Order all the planes in the squadron to bomb the enemy airdrome and
return to their base.
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E Order the squadron to continue as planned while he returns to his base to
report the location of the enemy airdrome.

Variable 4, mechanical judgment, items 31-40: This part is intended to
measure ability to make judgments based mainly on mechanical compre-
hension and information. Following is a sample item:

A soldier accidentally bent the front sight of his rifle somewhat to the right.
Until the sight is repaired, the gun will shoot too far to the

A. Right and too high.
B. Left and too hight.

/--C. Left, but neither too high nor too low.

D. Right and too low.
E_. Right, but neither too high nor too low.

Variable .5, logical-reasoning judgment, items 41-50: This variable is
intended to measure chiefly the ability to make judgments almost wholly
on the basis of logical reasoning. Common sense and mchanical com-
prehension are judged to be unimportant. A sample item follows:

An officer is in command of an advance unit in a night foray against distant
enemy lines to test their strength in preparation for an assault ag:dnst them. His
orders are to send up a red flare if the enemy is not prepared for an attack, a blue
flare if the enemy is prepared for an attack, a red flare and then a blue flare if the
enemy is preparing an attack of its own, and a blue flare and then a red flare if the
enemy is already beginning an attack. The officer finds the enemy beginning an
attack. but instead of sending up first a blue flare and then a red one, by mistake
he sends up a red flare first. If he realizes his mistake immediately, it would be best
for him to

A. Wait several minutes and then send up a blue flare with a red flare follow-
ing immediatmly after it.

B. Send up a blue flare right away and then a red flare immediately after it.
C. Send up a blue flare, wait a minute, and then send up a blue flare with a

red flare immediately following it.
D. Send up a blue flare, wait a minute, and then send up a red flare with a

blue flare inimcdiately following iL
E. Send a man back to the base to report the mistake.

Variable 6, deductive rcasoning, itcms 51-60: This test is designed
to measure ability to draw a logical conclusion from a problem situa-
tion. Following is a sample item:

An inspector general has an appointment in a city one hundred miles away. It
the train on which he must travel is late. ht will miss his appointment. If the train
is not late., he will miss the train. We do not know whether the train is late. With
Lhis information, we can state positively that

A. lie will not be able to keep his appointment.
I. lie will be able to keep his appointment.
C. There is no way of telling whether he will be able to keep his appointment.
D. He will have to take a later train.
E. He will have to wait for the train.

Variable 7, arithietic reasoning, items 61-70: This variable measures
arithmetical reasoning ability. Numerical computation is minimized. A
sample item follows:

it



An Army truck goes 1O miles on gallon of gasoline and 60 miles on a quart
of oil. If there were 8 gallons of gasoline in the Link and 154 pitons of oil In the
motor, how far could this truck go?

A. 70 miles.
EL 80 miles.
C 90 miles.
D. 170 miles.
E. 440 miles.

Variable 8, information in judgment, items 71-83: Thirteen items
were included in this part to test knowledge that would be required to
answer the ten judgment items included in variable 2. A sample of the
items in variable 8 is the following itenm, which was constructed to test
for information considered crucial in answering item 14 in variable 2.

A wooden flagpole 30 feet tall is to be erected in front of a school-house. No
guy wires or other supports can be used. Of the following methcds of setting thepole in place, the one that would be easiest and yet adequately safe would be to

A. Dig a hole 2-feet deep, place the pole upright in it, and replace the Wol in
the hole, tamping it solid.

B. Dig a hole 4-feet square and 4-feet deep, mix enough concrete to ill dt
hole. place the pole upright In the concrete, and support it in that position
until the concrete hardens.

C. Secure a large block of granite, drill a hole in it large enough for the
pole to fit in, place the block in a hole of appropriate size, and slide the
pole into the hole in the block.

D. Bore a hole about 2-feet deep with an auger slightly larger in diameter
than the pole, insert the pole and fill in around it with sand.

K Dig a hole 2-feet square and S-feet deep, place the pole upright in k and
fill in around the pole with coar"e gravel

Variable 9, mechanical comprehension, itues 84-93: This variable in-
cludes 10 mechanical comprehension items similar to those in test
C1903A (see page 304 for sample item).

Variable 10, reasoning in reading, items 94-103: This variable con-
sits of 10 reading comprehension items selected because they appear to
measure a component of readiag comprehension called reasoning in
reading (2). Ability to make inferences is stressed. A sample item
follows:

One of the most beautiful military replies I've ever heard of was given In India
by a captain who had lost a steam roller. The Government sent him several forms
to be filled out before it could be replaced. On one form was the question: "Ream
ior loss?" The captain filled in the words: "F-atcn by white ants." He never heard
another word about it. but in due course of time his replacement arrived.

It is most probable that the captain:
A. Did not really know what happened to his steam roiler.
B. Told the truth about the steam roller.
C. Was disgusted at ha-nng to 611 out so many form&
D. Did not dare tell what had really halpened to the steam roller.
E. Did not cart whether his steam roller was replaos
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Variable II, syllogisms, itemts 104-113: This part is intended to
measure logical reasoning ability unaffected by habitual modes ofthought. The directions are:

Read each one of the fo!lowing items as you corn- to it. Then decide whether the
last sentence in each item necessarily follows if the preceding statements in the
item are accepted as true. If you think that the last sentence is a necessary con-
clusion, make a mark in the corresponding space on your answer sheet lettered A.
If you think that the last sentence is not a necessary conclusion, make a mark in
the corresponding space on your answer sheet lettered B.

A sample item is: "Only thieves hide jewels. This man hid jewels. Therefore, he
a ust be a thief.

Variable 12, mechanical movements, items 114-123: This variable in-
cludes 10 mechanical movements items adapted (by permission) from
Thurstone's mechanical movements test. The items are similar to the
sample given on page 317.

Variable 13, figure analogies, items 124-136: This part contains 13
figure analogies items taken (by permission) from the nonverbal rea-
soning test of the 1942 National Teacher Examinations. They are simi-
lar to the customary items of this type (see page 105,.

Variable 14, pattern reasoning, items 137-150: The last variable con-
sists of 14 pattern-analogies items taken (by permission) from the non-
verbal reasoning test of the 1942 National Teacher Examinations. A
sample item is shown in figure 8.4. The directions are:

A 83 C D E

. AA /X AAAA 7E
AM 7M 3

FIGURE 8.4
SAMPLE ITEM OF PATTERN-REASON ING SECTION OF

JUDGMENT AND REASONING
TFST

Each item of the follo-Aing section consists of nine diagrams arranged in rows of
three each. The diagrams form a pattern. Some of the nine diagrams are omitted,
and the problem is to determine which of the five figurcs given as choices Welongs
in the ninth space (the third space in the third row).

In assembling each part of the judgment-astd-ruasoning battery every
effort was made to select items that did not overlap the mental functions
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supposed to be tested by other parts of the test. Data that were available
regarding the difficulty of items made it possible to use items having a
sufficiently wide spread of difficulty to make each part approach a minia-
ture power test. It would have been preferred to use a larger number
of items in each part to provide greater reliability of measurement, but
limitations of time and the desirability of confining the scoring to one
side of a standard answer sheet prevented the use of longer subtests. I
To permit virtually every examinee to attempt every item, the present
form of the battery requires 3 hours for administration.

The Samples
The Judgment and Reasoning Test was administered to a sample of

689 eleventh- and twelfth-grade boys in the Stuyvesant High School,
New York City "I and to a sample of 1,024 aviation students classified
for pilot training at Psychological Research Unit No. Z.

Tables 8.9 and 8.10 present the intercorrelations of the 14 part-scores
of the Judgment and Reasoning Test for the high school and aviation-
student samples, respectively. Table 8.11 gives the centroid loadings and
communalities for both analyses. Table 8.12 gives the rotated factor load-
ings for both analyses.

The Faetors

In the following paragraphs the rotated factor loadings from the two
analyses will be discussed together, since the six factors are practically
identical in both. The analysis based on high school students is labeled
1, that on aviation students, II.

Rotated factor I is defined by the following data:

Tret Ttat --

s L.•ka1 ,,,..tzs jdgatt........................... e.41 t,3
n7tbmettle renaft ................................. . t1l

13 7igure Muiogles ....................................... 4
4 Meehanlcaljudmems.................................. M Al

14 PAte 24S.tCw4mPasenu J.upaleut.................................. 1

6 Deductiv reamoing ................................ . .1

This factor is undoubtedly the reasoning I (general-reasoning) factor
usually best defined by an arithmetic-reasoning test. Some of the dis-
crepancies in the loadings are due to differences in variability in the two
groups. On most reasoning tests, for example, the aviation-student pop-
ulation seems to be more variable, as can be seen from a comparison of
the variances of tests loaded with this factor. The difference in loadings
for figure analogies is sufficiently large and in the opposite direction
from that predictable from the variances, however, to suggest a differ-
ence in function tested in the two groups by this test. This test differs
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from Figure Analogies, CI212AXI, in that the principles underlying the
analogies are generally more subtle and diflicult. In these respects the
test is probably moze similar to Figure Classification, CI213AXI, also
known to have a nar zero loading on the general-reasoning factor in an
aviation-student sample. It will be noticed that high-school students also
tend to solve mechanical-judgment and cornmonsense-judgment items by
reasoning.

When test items are too difficult for the group examined to handle in
the intended fashion, other abilities may be called upon if motivation is
high. The easiest thing to do under these circumstances is to seek a solu-
tion in the misleads rather than to seek the alternate which best fits the
reasoned solution. This mav involve a different sort of reasoning than
that called for by an arithnietic-reasoning test.

Rotated factor 1! is defined by the following data:

AnalysilTest Tet name
number ilame

14 Pattern Reasoning .................................. 0.61 0.59
I1 Figure Analogies ................ .................... .31 .64
9 Mechanical Comprehension ........ .............. .32 .13

1? Mechanical Movements ....................... ........ . .31 .1S

This factor was not well-defined. Additional information is now avail-
able, however, which explains the difficulty in naming it. Tests of figure

P• analogies have been found with substantial loadings on three factors
other than the reasoning I factor. One of these has been termed inte-
gration ITT, another reasoning 1I, and the third, reasoning III (see
pp. 119f.). This factor is probably closest akin to reasoning I1, but the
loading of figure analogies is much larger than usual in any factor. It
is possible that there is a combination of two factors here; consequently,
rotated factor 1I will be named reasoning 1I only with considerable
hesitation. The Pattern Reasoning Test has never appeared in any other
battery for analysis; nor has this forzi of Figure Analogies. It may be

that these two forms have by some fortunate circumstance achieved an
unusually high degree of purity (as reasoning tests go) for one of the
reason;ng factors.

Rotated factor III is defined by the following data:

I Analysis
Test 

Teq name

number ! t

2 !,,.igmein t. ACI0A .................................... 0.51 0.34
4 Mecha,,ical Ju.0kment .................................. 47 .43
5 fnfovllinatioll in judi "ment .......................... ... .. 44 .35

Mrchanical Cori rehen-lon ............................ 44 ..19
12 erhali¢.-l Movemrne t ............................... . .22 .22

This is clearly the ,icchl;nical-exper1'nce factor. Practically all of the

loadings show a drop from the high-school to the aviation-student s3:1-

pie. This is explained by the decreased variability of scores of the latter
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group oni mechanical tests, which can be traced to the mode of their
selection. It was early recognized that the judgment test in AC1OA had
a heavy mcchanical variance. The selection of items by corrClation with
the pilot criterion.--.also heavily weighted with the mechanical factor-

also favored this state of affairs in later judgment tests.

Rotated factor IV is defined by the following data:
t TestAnalysis
Test Test name

number !I

10 It ,'o3iNIng in Reading ................................ 0.55 0.58
1 vocialulary .................. ........................ 52 .62
7 Arithmetic Reasoning .................................. 42 .33

11 Syllogisms .. ....................................... .44 .32Figure Analog.. .. ..3 .26
6 Decductive Rea:soning ..................................... 33 .34
S IAogival Reasoning judgment;.......................... .28 .28

9 c al Comprehens ion ....... .............. ... 28 .03
4 Mechanical Judgment .................................. 23 .273 Comnmonsense Judgment .............................. ..26 .28

This, the verbal factor, seems to be about equally well-defined in the
two groul)s. The larger variance of the Vocabulary test in the aviation-
student sample has increased its loading with the factor slightly. Both
analyses show that judgment tests tend to have low but probably sig-
nificant loadings in the verbal factor. It would be desirable to depress
this variance still further, particularly if a judgment test is to be used

for pilot selection.
Rotated factor V is defined by the following data:

Analysis
Test Test namenumber I Ii

9 Mcchanical Comprehension ........................... 0.41 0.46
12 Mechanical Movements .................... ............ .37 .47

4 Mechanical Judgment ............................... . .35 .23
6 Deductive Reasoning ................................. .19 .25

The visualization factor is about equally clear-cut in the two analyses.
The Mechauical Judgmcnt test is a poorer measure of the visualization

factor in the aviation-student group, members of which have more me-
chanical information. Since it is impossible to state the statistical sig-
nificance of a difference in two factor loadings, however, one can only
speculate alout a difference of this size.

Rotated factor VI is defined by the following data:
Analysis

Teut Test name.numberI I

3 tommtnn e Ju'dgmient .............................. 0.32 0.40
5 IA)Rical Rea.' ion g Judgmnent ............................ 27 .12
2 Judgment ACItA ...................................... 04 .25

12 Mjet'h al:tk t Move'lneni V ................................. 22 .00
a hlifornln iw, its tzldgnlent ............................... 20 .09

The high-schH'l samnple loadings wvith this factor (which had beeti
identified first in thc analysis based upon aviation students) represent
the nearest approach to those for the aviation-student sample that could
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be achieved in the rotations. Without knowledge of life existeNce o)f the
factor in the aviatiofl-stlukft group it wotild have been very easy to
have treated the sixth factor ini the high s-Chool group as. a resillial.
W\hatever the nalt ur fif factor- \'I. it jljltartht utlv% tn explain"'l
valuldil of variablel 3 (C ituimoii1selise .1 dgt-t1iic1I) is probhably due to its
loading herc. Since the comimuniality of this variable is actually some-
what greater than its estimatedl reliability, we can conicludc that its non-
chance variance is completely acccruntcd for by the common factors in
these analyses.

In naming this fatctor, the fact that it is. better de-fined in thle aviation-
student group is of considerable importance. The variances of variable
3, Commonsense judgment, are almo~st identical in the two samples, but
there is considerable difference in the mean scorcs. If factor VI were
an interest factor, it would be relatively easy to account for such a shift.
The interest could be in things aviation or military. Thle conitent of the
test which best defined the factor is congruent wvith this hypothesis. It

would therefore be reasonable to assume that this interest factor would

odhypothesis is that the factor represents judgmeont, an ability tradli-

tionally unrelated to academnic work. This. ability might also be at a
higher average level in the more mature, less academnic aviation-studlent
group.

It is very reasonable to identify this factor with the one called judg-
ment in the foresight-and-planning analyses (see chi. 9), which was best

1' defined by a set of work-planning judlgment items. Other tests appear-
ing with the factor in these analy-ses were thle Practical Estimations Test,
Sequence of Maneuvers, and Competitive Planning. Judgment is cer-
tainly a more plausible designation tLhan interest, for this group of tests.

Validities of flie judgment and Reasoning Tests

Scores on the 14 parts of the judgment and i1casoning Test were cor-

related with graduation-eli mination in elementary pilot training. The

TABLE 8.13.- Validation data for the fourteen parts of the jttdgmnent and reasoning
battery based on tile gradutation or elimination of 746 piltos in tritmary trainin#

(.=0.86) ___ ___

Part Type of item SDI If, 4"8101

I Vocabulary .................... 2.15 7.03 7.24 -0.Os 0.00
2 ludgnient ACIOA .............. 1.54 6.62 I 6.43 .07 .15
3C oamonsense (pure) judgment I.S? ,3 6.98 '12'7
4 SlecdanicaI Juditcment ..... 2.64 7.011 6.87 .197 .16
5 LC~icaI RtrasoninR Judgment - 1.14 5.05 4.76 .04 As5
6 D~eductive Reasoning ..... .79 6.S2 6.21 .10 .16
7 Arithmetical Rexioning .... 2.38 S.32 S.01 .07 .16
8 Iniormatinn in Jud(wient ... 1.83 8,27 8. 2V .00 .07
9 Ntechanical1 Comprehension .. 1.70 7.8S 7.17 .2.1 .32

10 Reawoning in Reading .... 1.89 7.56 7.28 1 .08 .12
11 Syllog~sism ... * ,;*"16594 5 2 .04 .08

12 ~ec1a~ia1 Mvemnts2.01 6.40 6.36 .0 1

13 Figure Antdogies ............... 3.00 Sto 7.36 I .a .20
14 Pattern Reasoning ............... 2.94 1 6.10 1 5.42 .13 1 .22

3 Assuming an unrestricte4 Atandard deviation of 1.83.
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validation data are presented iii table 8.13, for a sample tested at Psy-
chological Research Unit No. 2 with the Novembcr 1943 classification
battery.

Conclusions

Validities obtained for variable 3 (Conimonsense Judgment) indicate
that the judgment factor has an appreciable degree of pilot validity.
This test variable has only one other sizeable loading in the aviation-
studl.nt analysis, and that is on the verbal factor, which has no positive
pilot validity.

Shifts in factor patterns between the high-school populatito and the
aviation-student population are of at least two sorts. The one has a very

simple explanation--differcnces in range of talent affect factor loadings
the same as they affect other correlation coefficients. Although there aec
a few tests that are exceptions, the verbal and general-reasoning factors
are better defined, and the niechanical-experience factor is more poorly
defined in the aviation-student sample for this reason.

There is some evidence, on the other hand, that certain tests measure
different abilities in the two populations. The Figurq Analogies test shows
a shift from the reasoning I factor in the high-school group to the rea-
soning IH factor in the aviation-student group. The judgment factor is
more dear-cut and is defined by higher loadings in the aviation-student
group. Other differences between the two analyses, unexplained by the
differences in variability, are not as large and, on the basis of present
data, probably cannot be distinguished from sampling fluctuations.

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF JUDGMENT TESTS

Judgment was found to be the most frequently mcntioned psychologi-
cal category to which flight instructors referred when giving reasons for
eliminating pilots. In an attempt to measure and better dcfine this cate-
gory, a series of practical judgment tests was constructed. Factor analysis
revealed a judgment factor, best defined by the work-planning type of
item.

In an attempt to understand the informational basis of judgment, a
series of practical-csti mation tests was constructed. Items calling for
absolute estimates of time, distance, etc., were found to be uncorrelated
with other practical-estimation arnd practical-judgmnut items. Items call-
ing for relative estimates had satisfactory communality with judgment
items. Of this latter type, those items calling for relatively complicated
estimates involving time as well as distance and size were found to be
significantly load'd with the judgment factor, whereas those items calling
for re!atively simp!e estimates of size and speed contained no judgment
loading. One inference is that the judgment factor is a thinking, rather
than a perceptual or memory ability.

Another attenopt to explore the judgment category was based upon the

assumption that the fluecty with which hypotheses can be evoked would
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be an important element in arriving at the correct solution ti a judgment
problem situation. A series of tests of flucicy was constructed. Analytical
results for these tcsts were niot available at the time this volnime was being
written.
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Foresiqht and Plannionq Tests'

INTRODUCTION

One feature contributing to success as a pilot is the ability to plan a
series of maneuvers or activities and to foresee and avoid difficulties that
may arise in their execution. Such is the statement of the problem in
common-sense terms.

Job-Analysls Information

job-analysis studies give foresight and planning a high-ranking posi-
tion among pilot qualifications.

In elementary training.-In an analysis of the faculty-board proceed-

ings 2 which report why student pilots were eliminated from further
training at the elementary stage, lack of foresight and of planning ability
was reported in over a third of the cases.$ Instructors stated that the stu-
dents lacking this ability failed to plan ahead property for landings, made

incorrect and dangerous entrances and exits from traffic, were unable to
plan forced landings properly, flew the traffic pattern improperly, etc.

"In another analysis of faculty-board proceedings, data were fraction-
ated according to the number of flying hours and the results in table 9.1
were obtained. The frequency of deficiency in foresight and planning
among eliminces at different stages of primary pilot training is thereby
shown. From this it can be seen that the deficiency remains uniformly
important after the first five hours of flying lessons.

TABLE 9.1.- Percentage of eliminees from pilot training shouing deficiencies im
foresight and planning at diferent stages in training

lours of Percent ef
eetmentary traininE eliminces defidef

1-4 3
$-1 43
9-12 44

13-14 44
11-24 43
21-34 43
36-0 34

In another study ir. which rating scales were filled *ut by instructors

for 1,303 cadets, lack of foresight and planning was aamed as a cause of

I Written by T/Set. Sanford J. Mock and the dteed.i
I In aviation eelmarts Iorritxht an. planning are uually reuuareied as out ahility. It remima m.

h Se demon-.1rated that this i a pIrchological fact. or even that the two are rredwxciblitemle a e
a S table 1.T.
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elimination in 43 percent of the cases. This placed foresight and planning
as the second most frequently indicated deficiency in a group of 20
categories.

In a study in which instructors rated students after 8 to 10 hours of
flying instruction, biscrial coefficients of correlation were computed be-
tween various traits and graduation elimination from primary training.
The rating on foresight and planning for 369 cadets correlated 0.67 with
graduation elimination. In the same study, foresight and planning was
mentioned as a deficiency in 38 percent of the eliminees.

In a study of landing planes, it was reported that while flying the
downwind leg, the pilot must plan where to make ,he 900 turn into the
base leg. Before the turn toward the landing lane, the throttle is cut and
a glide established. The pilot must judge accurately where to cut the
throttle, how fast the airplane is gliding, and when to make the gliding
turn. Placing the gliding turn requires accurate judg,-ment and planning.

Eighty-eight students in primary training filled out forms indicating
their greatest worries during landing. Placing of the gliding turn was
the fourth most frequently mentioned worry. Eighty-four students and
their instructors were interviewed individually to determine what they
thought were the chief problems in landing. Placing the gliding turn
correctly was the third most frequently mentioned item.

Later trainina and combat.-Similar facts were obtained at advanced
stages of training. A summary was made of the frequency with which
various reasons were stated by the faculty board for the elimination of
100 stadents in single-engine training and 100 students in twin-engine
training. Forty-seven percent of the eliminees from single-engine training
and 23 percent of the climinees from twin-engine training were listed as
deficient in foresight and planning.4

Data are available on the final disposition of 100 unsatisfactory pilots
reclassified by a flying evaluation board in operational training or in
combat. Twcnty-two percent of the 100 reclassified pilots were listed as
deficient in the category of intelligence and judgment of which foresight
and planning was regarded as a component. This deficiency was given
as a reason for reclassification.

Through the Informational Intelligence Division of the Army Air
Forces, reports were obtained of interviews with American, British, and
Chinese individuals and groups in combat, concerning efficiency of air
crew, morale, training, operations, et . The interview material was organ-
ized into psychological and quasi-psychological concepts relevant to air-
crew selection.

The statements about the fighter pilot include:

Automaticity in combat or while in flight. A good pilot is busy all the time-must
plan ahead.* 0 0 You must plan what you are going to do while on the ground
-you must think in advance what you are going to do up in the air.** *fore-
sight and planning are important for the bomber pilot S It is resource,

*Set istbi . L.

i
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not daring, that makes a successful operation. The more time spent in preparinf
the flight, the better the chances of success.

The Informational Intelligence Division study also reported that a

characterist;c of the successful navigator is "planning and foresight, in-

cluding being prepared and fully briefed, convinced of what he has to

do and what to do in an emergency."

TESTS OF PATHWAY PLANNING

It is often necessary for the pilot or navigator to plan an aerial route,

subject to certain restrictions. Finding the target and returning to the

home base are examples of situations in which pathway planning is re-

quired. While the target, or base, might be reached by several different

routes, the limitations of the situation may actually permit only one

approach. The gasoline load, position of enemy antiaircraft, likelihood

of meeting enemy fighters, weather conditions--these arc types of limita-
tions which may force the pilot or navigator to select the one, and only

* one, appropriate path to the objective. The need for the ability to plan

routes prompted the development of the Route Planning and Planning a

Circuit tests.

Route Planning, C141 1AX

b Route Planning and M tp Planning were constructed as paper-and-

pencil forms of the Foresight and Planning Maze Test, CI40SA, an

apparatus test. CI405A consists of a slot-maze board to be used with a

stylus. The parallel straight alleys intersect at acute angles forming dia-

mond-shaped islands, each with an electric-light bulb in its center. One

of the bulbs is lighted to become the goal of the moment. Various paths

lead to the goal, some being short and economical, and many others art

longer and less direct. The blocked passages are visible to the cxamince

who, on the signal, inserts the stylus at the entrance to the maze. A light

appears on one of the diamoiuds and rcmains lighted for 15 seconds dur-
ing which tihe examitnee plans his coturse+ but does not move. When the

light goes out, tie examinee immediately starts for the goal diamond

and is allowed 10 seconds to reach it. This cycle of events is then re-

peated with a new starting point and a new goal.
S Descriptiois.ln Route Planning, C141lAX, the examinee must p!az

a path successively from four poi:sts on the periphcry of a pinted maz'n

to a goal box in its center (see fig. 9.1). There are four item numbe's,

one at eacit corner of the maze. Each ntmlber is the starting point !c5' an

item. The darkened square near the center of the ma-e is the cornmon

goal. The task is to locate the one point through which one must rass in

going from each starting point to the goal. Each group of four terns is
based on a pair of identical maze pattcrtis, one that the examine-. studies
briefly and one that he uses in making his answers. In the later. lctters

Si mark the various pathway., to the center.

Develo•ed at rnyckologcal Revearcli Unit No. J. CId ,gmOr: e. Willam 11L WVlI,#.
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FIGURE 9.1
SAMPLE STUDY-MAZE OF ROUTE PLANNING,

C1411AX

(1) Intcrnal cIharacieristics.-The test consists of 2 sample study
mazes, providing 8 recorded but unscored sample items, 4 to each maze,
and 36 scored items based on 9 different maze patteýrns. There arc 2
parts of 16 and 20 items respectively. Thie nazes in part I have fewer
lines and are simpler than those in part 1I. i-:.ch maze in the test proper
covers an area 10 inchcs by 6y, inches. The first sample maze is 21/2
inches square and the second sample maze is 41/2 inches square.

FIGURE 9.2

SAMPLE ANSWER-MAZE OF ROUTE PLANNING,
CI411AX

(2) Adminisirotion.-IThc amount of time allowed for studying each
diagram and for answcring qtucstions on its mate varies as follows:

M . ) l ittl ) hnn .et. (minutt)s)

eo0 0. 23-24 3.S0
$ I.2$ 7.Ii 2.S .3 1.50 1.00
9-l2 1.25 Z II 9-32 2.$0 1.00
11:-6 "21 .IS 31-36 2.50 L.oo

-. . T-.-' __50_J___ __. 3_ . __ _ s __-40 2. s0 1.00
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Follo-wing are parts of the directions, .ind sample mazes are given in.
figures 9.1 and 9.2.

This is a lert of ytir abilily it plan a routc ,lc1 vCii tw 1w ,.11• %.

! ,,k at the di..,,tmn •elow. (See figlirc 9.1.) Notice thltt there are fiur nutlnbcrs,

ui: at each corner of the nia.e. Each of these numbers is a -,tarting point. The
darkened square near the center of the maze is the common gual. Each number is
cunnectcd with the goal by one or more lines. These lines are the routes that you
must follow in going from each starting point to the goal.

Now study the various routes in the maze. lind the point or points through which
.,u must pass in going from cach starting point to the goal.

(After 20 seconds.) Turn the page. Now look at the maze below. (See figure 9.2.)

This maze is identical to the maze you have just studied except that there :'re
leac:rs on the various routes. Your task is to find the one letter through which you
must pass in going from each starting point to the goal. In going from 91 to the goal,
for example, you may pass through either A or C; however, you mr st pass through
D; therefore D is the right answer. Now examine the route between 92 and tie
goal. Any route you follow takes you through B; therefore B is the right answer
for 92. Similarly, in going from 93 to the goal, you must pass through G; there-
fore G i3 the right answer. In going from 94 to the goal, you may pass through
either I or F; however, you must pass through D; therefore D is the right answer.
(Note that D is the right answer for item 94 as well as for item 91.)

The test will proceed as follows. First, you will be shown a riaze and told how
long you will have to study it. After this study period, you will be told to turn the
page and you will see a second maze, idcntical to the one you studied.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-WV/2.

Statistical results.-The data given bW-ow are for examinees of Psy-
* chological Research Unit No. 3.

Distribution statistics.-Available distribution data are given in
table 9.2.

TAKIZE 9.2.- Distribulion conslants for Roule Planning, CI411AX

GopN M 3D

V ldas,,ified aviation vidents, .................. 167 2S.2 ILS
-(lssified piloti' ............................... 764 2 _.9 .

'Tesi~rW in Say j943.
,In Oawscs 44, 441F 445V, and 441L

(2) R iab".!ity coefficicnt.-An aitcrtatc-forms (part I-part It) reli-

ability coefficicnt of 0.77, correctcd, was obtained from a sample of 167

uiclassified aviation ttudents testcd in May 19-13. Sice the two parts

are not entirely comparable, this is a rough estimate.

(3) Factorial corinosit'ion.-The chief loadings are in the planning
(d.47), integration III (0.37), xvualization (0.29), and general-re.'son-

ing (0.22) factors. The communality equals 0.63, which is somewhat

short of its reliability (0.77).

(4) Test tuaidity.-Validity for pilot training is indicated in table 9.3.
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"TAr.L 9.3.- -/alidity djta for Route Planning, CI.IIAX, graduation-cl'thsunation
criterion

CripN, P, hi *1 SD), r,,, *r&,,$

rIots in primary rirainingl 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 764 0,88 2t.01 23.02 7.47 0.07 0.15

V'oluts thri,,•t , I iJJic trahainrtli ........... . 45. 5 "h5 241.92 2Z.97 6.95 .15 .21

A. bu tning a nll u trcsttictc(I St.o'nle distribution of 2.00.

' in classcI 41E, 44F:, 44G, and 441f.
lin class 441'.

JEvuh(ation.-l-,Potte l'l:nning, C141-IAX, has a validity for pilot suc-
cess of approximatcly 0.16 that is fully accotunted for by known factors
as shown in chapter 28 (Table 28.18). It has no unique variance to offer

except in the planning factor which has low validity for pilots. It is fac-
torially complex and its known factors are better measured by other
tests. The directions for route planning are relatively complex. It is
therefore not a strong candidate for the air-crew classification battery.

Planning a Circuit, CI4OIA

Planning a circuit presents a problem situation in which there is one
and only one appropriate path to the objective, but a pathway that is
obscured by a distracting maze of other pathways. An early form was
developed under the title of Electrical Maze Test, CP401A.

Description.-Each iLem consists of an electrical-circuit diagram with
many intersecting and intermeshed wires with several sets of terminals.
The task is to trace the circuits and to determine at which pair of termi-
nals a battery should be placed in order to complete the circuit through a
meter.

(1) Intcrnal charactcristics.-The test contains 1 unrecorded and un-
scored sample problem, 2 recorded Lut unscored sample problems, and
42 scored items.

(2) Admiiistration.--Fourteen minutes are allowed for completion
of the test. After 12 rainutes have elapsed, the administrator warns that
only 2 minutes reinain. Following are the directions and sample items.
Fgure 9.3 is the sample probkm untilized in th, 'irections. Figure 9.4
is an example from t1"e test proper. illustrating one of the more complex
items.

Suppos'e that each of the followi:ig diagrams illustiates the wiring of the dash-
board or. an airplane. The small box at the top represcnts o:ne of the meters on the
panel. In order for the meter to work, a battery must be placed in the circuit at
cither A, B, C, D, or E. Only one of these points will successfully complete the
circuit with but one battery. Your task is to find that place where a battery can be
placed so that the meter will work; that is, which will complete a circuit through
the meter.

From the example below, you can see that at one and only one place, st'ch as C,
can a battery be put in so as to complete the circuit successfully. All other choices,
A, II, I), and E are incorrect; either they are connected with another point at which
a battery would have to ' placed to make a complete circuit, or, both wires fronm

SI)eveoped at Hteadquarters. Army Air Forces. Chief contributors: Lt. Frank J. Dudek, Co.
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one of the Points, A for example, go to tilt sanic po~le of the rncter. The effect of
this is to short out a battery at that place so that it will not work. Dots in the
figure represent connections; that is, the two wires are joined at that end. WThere
divre is no such dot, th~e insulated wires srniply cros~s eatch other but no connection

,n ade.

ANSWER SEC~T

ABCDA: E:3:~
FIGUR .3

SAMPLE ITEM OF PLANNING A CIRCUIT*

C101
fPO

A B C DE

FIGURE 9.4
A DIFFICULT ITEM FROM PLANNING A

CIRCUIT, C1401A
C(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Slatisticai results. (1) Distribution statistics.-Table 9.4 presents

J'stribution data for two samples.

TABILE 9.4.- Distribution stati~stics' for Planning a Circuit, CIIOI1A

Group J N M SD

f,,nz-kssfied aviation students' 197 21.33.
.... ......... .. 669 50.1 9

T'e-sted in I)ecem)Ltr 1942 at 1'sycliologicalI Reseirch Unit No. 3.
S~imple of 568 un-lass~ifkd aviation studenfts. ~56 pilot eliminees, and S unclassified studentsb.-ojnatcd for miedical reasons. Test administered with a 20.minute time limit in April 1943 atychologica. Research Unit No. 1.
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(2) Reliability coefficient.-On the mixedt sample of 669 cases (see

footnote 2 to table 9.4), an estimated reliability coefficient of 0.96, cor-

rected, was obtained by the odd-even' me'thod. Since this is a speed test,
this figure is a serious overestimation.

(3) Factorial composilion.--Thlc caling factors and loadlings arc per-

ceptual speed (0.41 ), planning (0.40), spatial relatilns (0.28), and

verbal (0.24). The coinmunalily is 0.57. For a fuller picture of the fac-

torial composition of this test, see appendix B.
(4) Test validity.-Validity data for pilots only are presented in

table 9.5.

TABLE 9.5.- Validity data for Planning a Circuit Test, CI401A and comparable
forms, based upon graduation-elimination of pilots from primary training

Test No P, me 3M, SD, ., 7
4

CJ140A .............................. 1222 0.79 24.95 22.34 7.86 0.19
OP9O A ............................. 598 .69 30.71I 26.03 10.15 .28 .3iArI211 .......................... . . 1.647 | .641 27.11_ [ 25.37 6.77 | .16 I .22

3 Assuming an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.

9 Tested in November and December 19,12 at Psychological Research Unit N- 3.
'These contain the same 45 items. See report No. 6 on the AAF Quah fying Examination.

Groups and testing dates are not identified.

Evaluation..-Planning a Circuit demonstrated relatively high validity

for pilot success (composite mean of 0.26, based upon form CI401A
and comparable forms), which is exactly accounted for by its known fac-
tors and their loadings (see table 28.18). Its factorial complexity, how-
ever, makes it undesirable except where its particular combination of
factors is desired. This combination seems to coi.-ide well with pilot
requirements. It might, therefore, be used in a preliminary selective
battery for pilots, such as the AAF Qualifying Examination.

TESTS OF ECONOMICAL PROCEDURES

In training and in combat, complex situations continually occur in
which various alternative actions are possible. Several of the alternative
actions may well lead to success. Success, in the sense of reaching the

goal, however, is not sufficient. For although the goal may be achieved,
the act of achieving may be too costly in terms of effort, time, or mate-

rial. The pilot, bombardier, or navigator must engage in processes of
selection-not o:nly to select correct actions, but to select and execute the

action which is most appropriate and most cconomical. He must foresee

the shortest route, the fastest method, the simplest procedure. He must

save time, effort, material.
A group of tests was designed to measure this ability to follow the

most economical procedure in situations where various alternative ac-

tions are presented. These tests are Map Planning, Organizational Plan-

ning, Planning Air Maneuvers, and Sequence of Maneuvers.

Map Planning, C1412AX,

This is the first and only form of test by this name. It is the second
t Ljevceo ped a- psycholocical Research Unit No, 3. Chief contributor: S/Sgt. Wayne S.

Zimmerman.
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of two tests designed to parallel the function of the Planning Maze Test,
C1405A, a psychomotor test.

Descriplion.---The examiniee swes diaigrammunatic scctions fromti city
illjpS showing d(iimage to stiv ets following a Ibomnbiiig raid. The streets

are blocked at various points by hibarriers rcprvstvitvud as bonil craters.
"The examinee mnust plan routes for military vehicles to travel through
the damaged areas. The task is to find the shortest passable route as
quickly as possible.

(1) Internal charactcristics.-A lap Plalnning, C1412AX, contains four
rccorded but unscord s.ample itemis, all appualriig in one diamond-maze
samplc map. There are 46 scored items in 5 niazes; 6 in the first maze,
8 in the second, 12 in the third, 10 in the fourth, and 10 in the fifth.

(2) Administration.-Each map or maze is timed separately with
from 1.5 to 3.0 minutes per map being allowed. Total testing time in-
cluding directions is 13 minutes.

Following are the directions and the sample items. T.- sample map
(fig. 9.5) included is much reduced in size compared with the mazes
found in the test proper.

This is a test of your ability to plan a route between two points, You will be
shown sections from city maps showing damage to streets following a bombing
raid. Assume that you must plan routes for military vehicles to travel through the
damaged area. Your task will be to find the shortest passable routes as quickly as
possible.

Look at the sample map below. Circles show places where falling bombs have
rendered streets impassable. Note the numbers that appear on the margin of the
map. Beginning with 1 at the upper left, the numbers go in a clockwise direction
around the edges. These numbers indicate the points between which you must plan
routes. Note, now, the small, square buildings ,vithin the map identified by letters
of tL-e alphabet. The shortest route between any two points will take you past one,

I J I -

shortest

2. to 5r

2.~to 6

II to I

FIGURE 9.5
SAMPLE MAP OF MAP PLANNING,

C1412AX
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and only one, of dicwe lettered buildings. This is illustrated on the map by practice
problem number 1 below:

Find the shortest route from:
1. 1lto2.

D~o that now.
The shortest route tAkes you by building B, so mark B on your answer sheet

after item nuinber 1. It you passed mose than one building on your way, you did
not rind the shortest route. In every problem there is just one building on the
shortest route bciwcent Iwo numbered points. Work practicc problems 2, 3, and 4
below. For items 2, 3, and 4 on your answer sheet. mark the letter corresponding
to the building that you. ,nusl pass.

(3) Scoring.-Thlc scoring formula is R-W/2.'I Statistical results.-The data for this test are limited but sufficient to
permit an evaluation of its usefulness. The samplcs were tested at Psy-
chological Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Distribution statistics. -Dist ribut ion conitants are given in
table 9.6

TABLEK 9.6.- D~istribution Lonstants for Map Planning, C1412AX

Group NxI SD

Unclassifid aviation students,...... 167 26.4 6.9
Classifed pilot** ............................ 64 20.2 6.9

1 Tested in Usy 1943.
$In Classe 44V' and 44Q.

(2) Reliability coefficicnt.--Correlating the scores on maps 1, 2 and 4,
with the scores on maps 3and 5, a reliability coefficient of 0.78, cor-

rcewas obando apeof 167 unclassified aviation students

(3) Difficulty.-Thc difficulty level of items in the test is indicated
by the mean propoartion of correct responses equal to 0.87, based on a
group of 684 classified pilots. Standard deviation of the difficulty values
was 0.09 and the range 0.53 to 0.97.

(4) Factorial com position. -The prominent loadings are in the per-
ceptual-spced (0.45), general-reasoning (0.31), visualization (0.28),
and spatial-relations (0.27) [actors. The communality of 0.57 is suffi-

ciently short of the reliability (0.78) as to indicate unknown common

(5) Test validity. -Val ida tion results based on several samples are
given in table 9.7.

TABLE 9.7.- Validity data for Map Planning CI4IAX base.d upon samples .
tilits, ttith graduation-elimiriotion criterionS

GopCuts Ne its mo . SD, re,, ^r,.8

In prirsary training ............. 44F 404 0.91 .20.42 13.20 7.1? 0.16 0.25
Tlitougib basic training........44F 412 .89 20.17 18.73 7.22 .10 .1?
In psimary trainling............... 44(; 460 .91) 20.60 17.42 7.11 .25 .34
In primary training :.............4411 19i .85 2S.47 25.6S 6.St0 -. 02 .04
In primiary training ............ 441 2S4 .82 15.29 18.08 ~6, .02 .0?

'Aaaussing an, unretsimied siaanig atandasd deviation of 3.00,
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(6) Item validity.-The validity of responses in this test is indicated
by a mean phi of 0.08 with a range of phis from -0.11 to 0.28 and a
standard deviation of 0.07. The data are based upon responses of 600
graduates and 84 eliminces in classes 44F and 44G.

Evaluation.-This test contains a number of valid factors which ex-
actly account for its average pilot validity of 0.21. It has no unique
variance to offer for pilot selection, but if it were not for its general
reasoning component, it might still be used in a pilot-selection battery
where pure tests are not demanded. The combination of factors is even
better for navigator selection, for which it would probably validate to
the extent of 0.30.

Organizational Planning, C1407BX

This is the second and final form of another test in the economical-
procedures subarea.

Description.-A schcmatic map of a town wiLh various numbered
buildings (post office, gas station, hardware store, etc.) is presented.
The task is to plan and organize the shortest possible route which will
include a series of stops. The examinee must foresee certain problems
in connection with the most available and shortest routes and must plan

N accordingly.
(1) Internal characteristics.-The test contains one unrecorded and

unscored sample problem and 42 scored items based on the map of a
town.

(2) Administration.-Five minutes are required for the directions,
. and the time limit for the test is 50 minutes.

;I Following are the directions and sample problem. The map is shown

in figure 9.6.

This is a test to see how well you can interpret a map. In some of the questions
you will be asked to organize a trip to a series of places. You will have to foresee
certain problems and plan accordingly, selecting the shortest or quickest route.

To help you locate points referred to in the questions, each place is given a
number. Examine the map and note that these numbers are arranged in such a way
that they get larger from left to right and from top to bottom. No.c the ferry (34)
at the lower right of the map. The ferry is toll free and runs every few minutes
except where otherwise indicated.

Now work this sample problem:
You arc at the bank (9). You want to stop at the following places before meeting

a friend a' the school (38). Which is the fir$t place you will stop?
A. Shoe shop (11).
B. Docks (33).
C. Post office (6).
D. Bike shop (17).
E. Yacht club (23).

For this problem. C is the correct answer. The first stop on the shortest route Is
the post office (6).

Developed ot P-ycholojvlI Reearch Unit No. 3. Chief contributors U. L.wis G. Ca-
penter, Jr., LA. David i. Jenkins, Sgt. Ntty J. Salk. S/Sat. Wayne S. Zimawiasia.
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I' FIGURE 9.6

, THE MAP USED IN ORGANIZATIONAL PLANNING,
l CI 407 BX

(3) Scoring--The scoring formula is R-'W/4.
Statistical resltds.-Data are fairly complete exccpt for validity' fig-

tires. The samples were tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(!) Distributio,: statist ics.--Mcans flhId stdan:rd deviations are given
in table 9.8.

TAIUtE 9.8.--Dist,'-ibutlion tonstanfi for Organisational Planning, CI407AX'. and

CI4O7BX, based on samspies of u~ncieassified aviation student,

Fore ". NIIA L SD

C14O7A'C.............................. .'200 S.t1 3.9
CI40713.X..................................27$ t6,7 .

* See :'ale -- for a de- 1l01n o|fli vthis atiAon.
'Te~tel in December I, s2.
* Tested in filly 1~4Z and August 1943.
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(2) Inte.rnal consis5t, ic n, 1w tnttoial consistency of itemts in this

test is indicated by a nican ;Th i . 0 .33 -with a range from 0.06 to 0.54

and a standard (eiCV itu 'ŽI imo the highest 25 percent and

the lov.x-st 25 i zcictni of i s&iiwjic J.9(;2C) unclassified aviation students
tested with the CI4O7AX fmiin ii, Dcce~nber 1942.

(3) Rcliability cocff',ieh'n0s.--i1'hcse mlay be seen in table 9.9. They
are somewhat low, though form Bi is apparently an improvement over

form A.

TAIBLE 9.9.- Reliabdiiy coefficiew4s to,- )rg;aniiiatior4 Plasnning, C1407AX and
CJ407BX ba~rd on; saintes of undaorsifled aviation itudents

Form Method N I' 4

rI4O7AX ............. Partg I vs, Part 11 1200 0.29 O.4S

C1407BX ............. Odd even ............. 6?2

s Tested in May 1942 and August Iao 13.

(4) Difficulty.-I'lhc difficulty lcvel of items in form C1407AX is
indicated by thc mean rropoirtio' of correct responses equal to 0.34,
with a standard deviation of 0,23 Uid a ratige of 0.00 to 0.88, based on

* the above-meboientoo ,anij~le of 200 taiclassified aviation students.

(5) Factorial cv; posiiiua!.- -'1'lwt h .iing factor loadings of fgritl

C1MO7BX are in the nmunwi cal k0/ 3,S), initegration 11 (0.35), integra-

* tion 111 (0.28), awl nic,"L;i;&i; J. Micce (0.20) factors. The comn-

muiwality (0.46) is sufficiently stwint of the estimated reliability (0.67)

* for this form to suiggest rc;olrl f~ . ,tfiei common factors. For a fuller
picture of the factorial coi~iposificoi ic-, Jlis test, see appendix B.

(6) Tes~t v~alidjit _.--Us!kg a (i1
1 . f 102 pilots in class 431 tested

on the C1407AX form, a hiseýrial co. ,.Aifiomm of 0.25, uncorrected. was

* obtained against the crite1 ion c f t, i,,,hG' Iion-el inin. t ion from prim.r

pilot training. The prol:,i tiofl of g; Idtiaates was 0.76. the mean score of

the graduates 8.82, thc iii~a~i 5ccom.. Lc thle climnines 7.12, and the stand-

ard deviation of the scores of -,)t wa-, 3 96.
Evala~in.-Orgui.at~:JlPh m~,CI4O7AX, -has an uncorrected

validit y biscr-ial of 0.2'. ba~i I ."a tnid Sample. Thlis Validity estimate

ha e to( hjgh-, stucc tc2m..dthe predlicted validity bask-d

upon what is kno~xn of t!.c ',1t !s ' 'i ia composition is only 0.18 (see

ta~c 28.18), but on the( L-A ItK di-screpancy may suggest un-

known v,ýEd variance V-Iiial, if) 01, the s 1calka planning factor is con-
~j-c.~mmly bsntiimltatw i it~ k*:;~ tsamcd. Its known factors

are &K.ttvr tmuasur-t;r. .h I. rt: I-iablc tests.

P'arjnlw'm r of fbc fIa ( lanning, CIIO7AX, conit.-ined

our11 1Unrecordcd a-1 3~. rmi',i!.. lnIc and 283 scored itcnid-

"\ 1dcd into 2 pa.-t, of i-t (.1 .%: \ '' x Cbsedl on a inap similar to

01e one ,'Scd inl tIc 1A f I iti c !miwt for part I wa%2%imr

'1114 for pai t 1,IS, 18 pi't I {it xaiMity hiscri.al for C1407AX
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(0.25) prompted the development of CI407BX. The number of items
was increased and the map revised to appear more realistic.

Planning Air Maneuvers, CI,108AX3 0

This is the third form of the third test in the economical procedures
subarea. It was designed to measure the ability to visualize a course of
action and to plan for its successful completion. The maneuvers in the
test, as is often true of maneuvers in training or combat, must be made
over the shortest, simplest, and most direct path.

Description.--This test assumes that the examinee is a sky-writing
pilot who must plan how to write two adjacent letters by flying the
shortest possible path. The starting and finishing positions of the plane
are shown, and the sharpest turn that the plane can make is indicated.
With this information and the large letters to be written presented in
his test b.,,,klet, the examince must select the correct path and indicate
the direction in which he is traveling at each indicated point.

(1) Intcrnal characteristics. -The test contains 18 recorded but un-
scored sample items and 87 scored items.

(2) Administration.-Twenty minutes are allowed for completing
the test. After 10 minutes have elapsed, the examinces are informed that
10 minutes remain.

Following are part of the directions; the sample problem used in the

directions is shown in figures 9.7 and 9.8.

This is a test of your ability to plan air maneuvers.
Assume that you are a sky-writing pilot and must plan how to write letter corn-

%" SARPEST TURN

START

(3)A

(1)

L_0A (2) 4

IS 5(151

;IGURE 9.7
SAMPLE PROBLEM OF PLANNING AIR MANEUVERS,

C1408AX3
a Developed aIl Pychologicid )•esaich Unit No. 3. Cbief contributor: S/Sgt. Waynt S.

Z 170iruan.
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1.:ai t',s ilk t:,,. lt : 1' . t 1:' i AAIcrs that fellow. you arc to find
'ic ,.ort_ ,, .. . , . .. ,idcr to do each problem correctly
)u nmust

1. R~;' :
2. (C7r,; : : " , ' ,sccond.

.'.. . , , ., pie is in the position labele

4. CI. f 1;', ,t 1V, ' o re sharply than is shown in the
,•... ,,,,..• :. i. ~., and note the sharpest turn.

L0ook at II. i., i . t', . ht (Ag. 9.7). In moving through
ICse l:t'c., n f .£ ,: W Yot will indicate which direction
,fil - .,. : " 0. miarking eithcr A or B on your

r (1 . .. , .=: , i • •. "..it illustrated. (Scr fig. 9.4) Only
.4.4 , 11.. . ,I of the rules set forth above.
)ec idc x&!., i' n :

Nutei .' . . ''' .... • , shortest, simplest, and most direct
tk th;,t f, .. r; ,. , V,, , . . .. first pagc. Illustration number I is

,ng l,' . ,e .,,,• i.t~t. ..... .ore the first. Number 2 is wrong
-. e t' .. ,. t,,:... ' wrong because there is a shorter,

•:t plcr. - ' + 14, . , *.. .. m.cu~ cr.

i l 
...... .

S'it

• .. •_+. ,•+. :..

it

-• ... ... ~

- N

1- tIONS TO SAMPLE
,~MANEUVERSO
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Scoring.--The scoring formula is R - W.
Variatlions.--Since statistical data will be presented for three forms

oi the test, it is desirable to describe the variations here.
Planning Air Mantuvers, CI408AXI, contains 3 recorded but un-

scored sample items and 74 scored items divided into 2 parts of 35 each.
Fifteen minutes are allowed for the completion of each part. The items
in the AXI form range greatly in difficulty because the combinations
varied from one to four letters. As indicated by the statistical results,
this form is too difficult and the items are not highly reliable. An effort
to correct this situation was made in the revision, C1408AX2. This
second form contains 5 recorded but unscored sample itemis and 114
scored items divided into 2 parts. "twenty minutes are allowed for the
completion of each part. All sky-writing patterns in the AX2 form con-
thin two letters, in contrast to the varying number (1-4) in AX!.

Furthermore, only the letters easiest to trace, such as D, F, K. P, V, N,
A, R, Z, 1., 11, and F are used. Other letters from the AXI form that
proved more difficult were dropped. Statistical data indicate that the re-
vision achieved the desired effect.

In constructing form CI40SAX3, items with the highest internal-
consistency phis were taken from AX2 and the directions clarified. In
form CI40SBXI, the same items from AX3 are used. The only differ-
ence is that the directions were deliberately made brief. The purpose of
the revision was to determine the effect of completeness and length of
directions upon the functions measured by the test. No data are avail-
able.

Statistical results.-Data are available for the three forms of Plan-
ning Air Maneuvers, for examinees at Psychological Research Unit
No. 3.

TAB.E 9.10.- Distribm4 lion data for AXI, AX2. and AX3 forms of Planning Air
famra:'ers Test, for groups of classired pilots

Test form Number of MS

AXI ............. 74 '227 20.3 !1.9
AX. 114 147 39.7 21.2
AXJ 17 -1.142 31.6 16.4

-s Tcir.I in IDftrle r 1942. CIijs not ,dcneifwt&
SIn class 43K.

In clam 44F.

9TA .t , 9 n.0 rnal.,',,nsiitney data for Planning Air Mnt,-wt-vrs Test based on
i tsqgroupn of unchisnfla.ed amiat,,¶n studeInn

STest fism N Wo• SD# Rang*e *f #*

"AXI ............. W5 0-25 0.14 -0.16 to 0.47
AX.2 ............. ,7S .30 .13 -. 11 to .64
AXI ............. 91O0 .44 .12 .11 to *.65

' Te -i.. ,n Frli-,ury 3n4 .Mar. 4 1941.
Te tr"I in Apr,- 3nd May 1941.
lla..., on the 1*4xI xF.up forI.acah "lC
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I D fistribution slw i tic i~x ' tab le 9.10.
.1) Iterna C~n ar I ~i'tinit provetinctlt ini test holio-
V V~~.V)~A~ il IL.ii: ~ I fbli)ns (Lie .fa are p)Ei-4s-iledl

1i1da ' clw .tiI c' Cit.civt of 0./3, co rrected,
,htaldizcd froi Ii a 1 (.1 11iiclassiticd aviatioll Students tested

..1i11rdh 19 13. Thc 1 ti~ V. L .. Co~ll~pttc(l fur Part I v. Part 11 of
A X'- form.

V~ !i~iul't.-.i. ' I.~ d of ha-lns ill this t'.st is inglhicateil
* l ata ini tabkc 9.1 ~

~)11-, !iofnlty i~c :,)y 1 1 41 or halJi xiiccesu, i~r fur I'1"lannny Air Alan.

Fourm IR ige

.. ....... .. '675 0.47 0.13 0.00 I 0.90. .. .. . . .. . . . 675 .40 .21 .00 I.76
.... I .... 30 .45 .23 .0J .AS

T. 'cc in December 1942.
1, : i F-bruairy ini !.'; :.j'

;nApil and May i~ui3

*'~~. C~.ral ~npa i?. a -'1, lI-haoing factor loadings for the AX3
in the pbriiri. J>, li-) Itgration Ill (0.43), spatial-rela..

132)), and dit xpa: It i~ ce (0.20) factors. T7he common-
*V -1,alu 1) with a communality of 0.69.

) 7>st z-alidity. -"(Li~ aa are available for -all three formns
*1C cscnted in table 9.13.

T.- 73I. - - V1alidity d Ila1 1•:.rce f,, ),.j of Planning -fir AIOad'fJ:'rl, C1408A,

Qru Ca'u i.CcD , M SI), re vis

...... a. A' .1.27 0.813 WJ.00 25.05 12.94 0.21

43KZ A x2 147 .87 41.05 30.20 23.17 .2$

Z- n ..... 44A AX) (0. ( .82 26.30 23.20 15.30 .11

...... 441' i .94 32.5S 29.42 16.44 .09 .11

.1iiD~eucr34'., I 9 33.57 16.46 16.46 .14 .20

~ i' a,-icr CI4OSAX3, is strongly loaded

~ ths fct~..... a ... . .u3-twun with I'lannin-, a Circuit and
il Vnicl.t t1 - I- t *.h alt this factor has a smaill positive

for pilhis .' j11 t I t iat. Iljs totcRerg iot Validity
fIS oba';iid fo~r 0.- .~-l iric 11itivuing Akr Maneuvers test. Its

a1 141 1tg A: . .~y a handicap in rclation to pilot
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4€.

validity. Its pilot validity is fully accounted for by known factor coin-
i,,Qition, as.uriting a vlidilty f -0.25 for int.gration I1i, which de-
tracts 0.10 from the total estimate. This cails for steps to rid the test of
iis integration III variance.

Sequenice of Maneuvers, CI41OA 0

This is another test in the cconomical procedures subarea. It attempts
to duplicate on parer a type of planning that many pilots must execute
in the course of their training and operations.

Descriplion.---The examince is presenLetd with diagrams of a series

of five maneuvers involving climbs and dives. Hie must ta!:e into ac-
count the altitude at which each maneuver must be done and the amount
of altitude lost or gained. Then he must plan the -rranfgement for exe-
cuting the fve maneuvers so as to do the least amount of unnecessary
climbing and diving.

(1) Internal charactcristics.--The test contains 2 recorded but un-
scored sample items and 32 scored items, divided into 2 parts of 16
each.

(2) ihtministration.?-Twenty-seven minutes are allowed for the

completion of each part. Six minutes are required for directions, br'ng-
ing the total testing time to 60 minutes. Following are the directions
and sample items. Purely oral directions are given entirely in italics.

Suppose you have had several hours of solo flying in primary flying school and
your instruc!or tells you to take up a plan! and do several maneuvers. You would
have to figure out in what order you would do the maneuvers, for surely you would
not att,'mpt an "ide loop just after having completed a power dive which left you
quite near the .. u, would you? This is a test to measure just such an ability,
to see how well you can plan air ,•: ueuvers in flying.

Now look at the cover sheet c! _our booklet anl read the directions silently as
I read them aloud.

This is a test of your ability to plan the most tfficient order in'which to carry
out a series of practice air maneuvers. For e',.ch maneuver in a series, you will be
told the altitude lost or gained wthile perfo ming it. You will also be told when a
given maneuver should be carried out between two definite altitudes, or when it
muit begin or end above or below a particular altitude. For each series of five ma-
*eucuvers, )ou will be told the altitude at which you are to start the series, Your
problem is to figure out the most efficient order in which te perform each set of
maneuvers, i. e., the order that involves the least aniount of unnecessary climbing
and (living. You are to note which of the maneuvers comcs fourth in your arrange-
meint, and indicate your answer by mrrking in the space on your answer sheet under
the letter which corresponds to the maneuver that you decide should come fourth in
the seqvonce. You inay climb or dive before the first maneuver and betw', ma.
netvers, but you should change altitude as little as possible before and biaween
mdneuvers.

Look at cxample 1. See figure 9.9.
Note that in maneuver A the plane loses 3,000 feet in altitude and must finish

the maneuver at above 2,000 feet. The maneuver can end at any altitude above
2,00M feet so long as it is o)egun at an altitude 3,000 feet higher. Similarly, ma-

20 Dcvcelped at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributor: Lt. Mahlon B. SmIth.
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START AT 5OO FEET

3210 r --.

""E -- 19 f.-

FIGURE 9.9
A-,MPLE PROBLEM OF SEQUENCE OF MANEUVERS,

CI410A

13 invoh'cs a lo:s of 2,W) feut and mu,-t be comlnheted at -a attitude of 3,000
...tor above. Manem-er C requires a 500 foot climb, but pnay be performed at any

In maneuvers D and E, there is no dlangc in altitude but the entire
;.,.i!:uver must be done betwcen the altitude levels indicated.

. look at me. (Administrator should pause until all heads are lifted.) At this
-will give you somie additional explanation thai is not printed in your test

I oket. Look at maneuver D in example 1. The lines at 3,900 and 4,100 feet mean
thls ,,neuver must be done at a.ppro.rinately 4,000 feet. Similarly, the lines
i c':t that maneiuver E musi be done a, appro.rinately 2,000 feet. Just to the

r! i:: of B you will find the number 1 in a smell circle. (Administrator should pause
:o allow cadets to find the encircled number.) This means that maneuver

B . ihe first maneuver to be done when 6ll the ,nanieuvers are arranged in the
,r order.
.,. we will work oat th: first example together. Notice that at the top of

one it states that we must start at 5,000 feet. WVe already know that the
fir.., ma;i, uver should be B. This Irings us down from 3,000 feet to 3,0. Which
or.,' Sd.,W! we do nexti Look over the four manetuvers that are left. Notice that
/: •.:uis the hisghej." altitude, for it also mist be begun at an altitude of at least
.,X3' ]fet. Maneuver .A involves the greatest loss of altitude of any of the
,x,ui,'ecrs, and wtill brino us in position to perform maneuver E, at 2,000 feet. We
' ,nest iicrefore get front 3,000 feet, where maneuver 11 left us, to the 5,000 feet re-
.o t do maneuver A. This involves a climb of 2,000 feet, and we can use mo-
j',az'e C for part of this, doing C on the way up. C is thus our second maneuver,
cond brings us to 3,500 feet. D must be done at an altitude of about 4,000 feet, so we
ta;; do that on our way ut to 5,000 feel tithout losing any altitude. WVe will there-
0.: climb 500 feet more, do maneuver D, and then climp another thousand feet to
-: feet. Nczv we are in position to do matniever .4I, which brings us down from
= 9 cet to 2,000 feet. This is our fourth maneuver. At 2,000 feet we can perform
'.,&..,evcr E, our fiflh mswag'dr, without any further change of altitude. We selected

:h wanuvur 'with the aim of getting into the best possible position to perform the
res, o~f the maneuver.: owv we will continue reading the directions in the test booklet.

The least amount of extra climbing and diving is therefore involved when the
liancuvers are performed in the ord er 1, C, D, A, E. A is the corre:t answer,
i. e., the fourth maneuver in the proper seqtmence. The diagrams below show why

this is the best arrangement. See figure 9.10.
Diagram I shows how the maneuvers may be performed most efficiently, as we

h:tc just done them, while diagram II shows one of the less efficient, incorrect
L .tions. The (lotted lines represent the maneuvers, which are labeled with the

' ,.,,. letteis that they had in the first diagram. The solid lines represent changes
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ft%/0.,. .. L,.,.,O ft.
VO "t- 2000 t.

15MO ft.
• •' d.00 t~t0 'r .

""t.... h,,-2-"" 1t... 4

DIAGRAM I

Se.oao t.-g.. 5000 ft.'
* -- .- A, . . 1- f

ft.200 ft.-%•,, .&... L 300 ft
"-i m .... -,,• -- '- "-2500 ft.

DIAGRAM U

FIGURE 9.10
CORRECT AND INCORRECT SOLUTIONS TO SAMPLE
PROBLEM OF SEQUENCE OF MANEUVERS, C I410A

in altitude necessary to get into position to perform maneuvers. W•hen the ma-
neuvers are done in the correct order shown in diagram 1, a 500-foot climb between
maneuvers C and D and a 1000-foot climb between maneuvers D and A are neces-
sary. Any other order would require more climbing or diving. For example, when
the maneuvers are done in the order A, E, C, D, B, as in diagram II, a 1,500-
foot climb between maneuvers C and D and a 1,000-foot climb between maneuvers
D and B are necessary. The second arrangement is poor because maneuver A,
which involves the greatest loss of altitude, is performed first instead of B, leaving
the plane in a poor position to perform maneuvers D and B, bothlof which require
relativdy high altitudes. Maneuver A is fourth in the best arrangement, so blacken
the space A after number I on your answer sheet.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical results.-Data are limited for this test, but are sufficient to

afford some evaluation of it. The samples upon which the data are
based were tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Distribution statistics. -The distribution of scores in this test is
indicated by a mean of 10.3 and a standard deviation of 5.6, based on
a sample of 436 unclassified aviation students tested in December 1942.

(2) Internal consistcncy.-.The internal consistency of items in this
test is indicated by a mean phi of 0.39, with a range from 0.10 to 0.57
and a standard deviation of 0.11, based on the highest 27 percent and
th1 lowest 27 percent of 220 unclassified aviation students.

(3) Reliability coefficicnt.-An alternate-form reliability coefficient of
0.66, corrected, was obtained from the above-mentioned sample of 436
unclassified aviation students.

(4) Difficulty.-VTe difficulty level of items in the test is indicated
by a mean proportion of correct responses equal to 0.32, corrected for
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chance succc.,s, with a stmidard deviation of 0.12 and a range fronm 0.02
to 0.62, ban,:. 4! a sample of 220 tim lr ,;ified aviation students.

(5) Fa:i. coiJlposit ion.--Tlh leading factor loadings are in the
bcai (0.,9j jTudgiment (0.38), pl:,mlg (0.35), and numerical (0.30)

.,,cto I Its c..,14mnality (0.59) indicates that practically all of its non-
:nor variarc (0.66) is known.

(6) Test ,>7/iiy.-For a sample of 247 pilots in primary training,
originally tsit, (I in Decemiber 1942, the validity cocficient was 0.00. The
),oportioit oi graduates was 0.77, the means of graduates and eliminces
%'ere 9.62 an, .9.6-1, rcspcctively, amd the standard deviation of all was
530.

Evaluatiown J,-qucnice of Man.vLcrs, CI410A, is not considered
:uitabic for adlininistration bcca.se -,f its extremely complicated direc-
tions. Folrthekmore, the irliability co•Iiicient is relatively low, 0.66, cor-
:-ctcd, wbich is even more serious iii view of the length of time re-
quiied t iad.iwister th•e test in its present form. The obtained validity
ior pilots in a small sampleN was 0.00, and from its factor loadings one
would riot X:,•), cr a pilot validity gi ,at.r than 0.10. It combines two fac-.
tors valid for navigators--verbal and numerical, but the validities of its
other two factors for navigator selection are unknown.

A TEST t*f PLANING BY DEDUCTION

ft is i-1c2d'iik.1,1C to s:;Ujpose that tdc victor in aerial combat is usually
7. ýni:t vwho ca'r anticipatc his oplonent's moves and then plan his

,.',~ mw~uvcr~s accordinigly. In such planning, the pilot is aware of cer-
`,.' I I general factors that. govern his action; such factors, for example,

t•.e positiou of clouds and the limitations of his own and of his
.apponut's airpiAne. Thus, from ubsce-vation of the situation, the pilot
! must p!an by diduction what his opponent will probably do, and then

* what he can (do to gain advantage. The attempt was made to embodly
* this deductive aspect of planning in a test called competitive planning.

iL m-ipetitive Planning, C1409AX2 t

i "This is the final form of the only test in the subarea planning by
c:duction.

R'Sl)s Pioio -This ts, is basc I or, thc familiar Completion-of-Squares
au sometiue.,s called "Squares" or ",,oxes." In the test, the examince

must plan moe•,s for both opponciws, so that each completes as many
.;quar,.s its ps.'iible in a rectangulat diagramn of incomplete square fig-
'irnS. In ,.l,. t:) solve the problems correctly, the examinve must a tici-
pate the ',st moves for each opponent. The most attractive immedliate
10ic•('1 is 11(11 ;mwavs the best move. It was felt that it would be desirable
io at Ikast i•,' f.rcsighittd-jla|u|iI•g test to provide an opportunity
for t, etxh V ;l• c' to refust: ihnme'idi.t, gains in favor of !atier benefits.

".I)vvl',j:cit ; .;,Zhi. ).lI Rthc, Ic ar'ch U' No. 3. Chief contributor,: S/SgtL 3. Gordom
vikiit, &n Lt I.t iin lL¶itchinSIJI.
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(1) Internal characteristics.--The test contains 1 unrecorded and un-
scored sample problem, 2 recorded but unscored practice problems, and
40 scored items divided into two parts of 20 each. Each diagram is pre-
sented in duplicate so that the examince may try a second solution with-
out erasing his first attempts.

(2) Administration. -Solutions to problems are worked out by
marking lines or completing squares directly on the work bocklet. These
solutions are then entered on the standard five-place IBM answer sheet.
Seventeen minutes are allowed for the completion of each part.

Following are parts of the directions containec in ths test booklet.
The practice diagrams referred to appear in the work booklct along with
the scored items of the test. They are shown in figure 9.11.

This is a test to Fcc how well you can plan moves ir a comptiltive situation.
Examine the diagrams on page I of the work book. Two contestants, Black and

White, took turns filling in the sides of incompleted squares in patterns similar to
those shown on page I of the work book. Each of the contestants always made the
best possille moves for himself. Your task will be to reconitruct the moves made by
the two contestants.

The rules were as follows-read them carefully:

a. Black always made the first move, fiMling in one side of an incompleted

square.

ANSWER LEGEND

A- BLACK 0 WHITE 4
B- BLACK I WHITE 3
C- BLACK 2 WHITE 2

D- BLACK 3 WHITE I
E- BLACK 4 WHITE 0

SAMPLE PROBLEM

~I-

PRACTICE PROBLEMS

FIGURE 9.11
SAMPLE AND PRACTICE PROBLEMS OF COMPETITIVE

PLANNING, C1409AX2
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5,. Each time Black or W cite coniplet,.d a square, he had to, make one ad-
ditional move. A sq(eizc is cowplctcd when the fourth side is filled in.

Each opponent comp,.tcd t0.rv greatcst possible number of squares in the
finished pattein.

are to work eaih piobt!km i,,alig ol. those moves which, at the end of
j..p ib!beti, give each comnpcii,,or th,• high."st possible scores despite the best

.'s of the other. Your a,,cr ii tlh. number of squares each contestant com-
.,.i in the finished pattern. If you fail t-ý select the best possible moves for both

. ie opponents, you will not get the correct answers.
ou may mark in the woik book in order to solve the problem. Each diagram
Iven in duplicate so that yIou may try a second solution without erasing.
,w study the sample prclcrin on I•.gc 1 of the work book.

Sakirig the best moves possible, Black and W.hite completed this sample problem
he following manner: As always, the first move was made by Black. No matter
: side Black filled in, White was a•le to complete two squares immediately.
•..: completing his becond square, lie; White, was compelled, by the rules, to fill

-,-Jde on one of the squazes in the other half of the pattern. This enabled Black
niplete the remaining two squares so that the fined result became two squares

- lack and two squares for Whimt. Since this result is listed opposite choice
in the list of alternate answers at the top of the page, the correct answer to
',roblem would be C.

*3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-WV/4.
ualistical results.-The data available are for samples tested in April

fMay 1943, at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

-) Distribution statistics.--Mcans and standard deviations yielded
',o samples are shown in table 9.14.

ADIL 9.14.- Distribution constants for Competitive Planning, C1409AX2

Group 5 M SD

• !assfted aviation students ....... 422 21.4 .4
-Id pilots, .................... 682 20.1 6.4

classes 44D and 44E.

') Internal consistency ---The iaternal consistency of items in this

-s indicated by a mean phi of 0.38 with a range from -0.17 to 0.80

• standard deviation of 0.21, based on the highest 27 percent and

-,'west 27 percent of 422 unclassified students.

.) Reliability coefficient..-A reliability coefficient of 0.68, corrected,

obtained by the part I part II ,ietliho on a sample of 422 unclassi-

i . d students.
) Difficulty.-The difficulty level of items in the test is indicated

t: ihe mean proportion of correct responses equal to 0.51, corrected

, f;:) Chance success, with a standard deviation of 0.25 and a range from

B * .!to 0.96, based upon tIc above-mentioned sample of 422 cases.

I 5) Factorial comnposition.--The chief loadings are ini these factors:

,,ial-reasoning (0.36), judgmineit (0.36), and integration Ill (0.33),

i'ii a slight contribution from vistalization (0.19). The comnmunalitY

,.;) falls short of the reliability (0.68).
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(6) Test validity.-Using a sample of 682 pilots iii classes 44D and
44E, a biserial correlation of 0.19, corrected, was obtained with the cri-
terion of graduation-climination froni primary training. The propor-
tion of graduates was 0.92, the mean score of the graduates 20.26, the
mean score of climine'ýs 18.22, and the standard deviation of all scores
was 6.39.

Evaluation. -Corrix.titi ve planning has a validity (0.19) for pilots
thi k iargely unaccounted for by factors of known pilot validity. In
fact, the discrepancy betwveen predicted validity (0.05) and the obtained
is so great as to justify search for the unknown valid components. The
test is probably handicapped by its variance in integration III and should
be freed from that element. The general-reason ing factor also contributes
excess variaice, which could well be dispensed with so far as pilot selec-
tion is concerned.

Variations-The C1409AXI formil of competitive ptainning contained
only 20 items divided into two parts of ten items each. Directions and
problems were consolidated into one booklet. Some items in this earlier
form were considerably more diflicul than those in the later revisic.-i.
Whereas the X2 items never exceed four squares, the XI items were
graduated in difficulty froin two to nine squares. It was believed that
dilficulty was entirely a function of the number of squares. Total test-
ing time required for this preliminary form was 40 minutes (including
directions). The XI form had low reliability (part I v. part II reli-
; bility corrected was only 0.28 on a sample of 200 unclassified students
tested in December 1942).

A FACTOR ANALYSIS OF FORESIGIIT AND
PLANNING TESTS 13

Analyses were made of two special batteries of foresight an'd plan-
nin.g tests 13 in order to try to understand better their fundamental vari-
ances ana! to test the hypothesis that there are such fundamental human
abilities as foresight and planning or a single factor underlying the two.

The Data
The two batteries include a small number of planning tests plus a few

tests selected from the classification battery because of their recognized
reference value. plivS some expx'rimncmtntal tests in the areas of reasoning
and judgmnent. Ow! basis for the inclusion of judgment tests was that ir,
certain judgment items which contain problems of a work-planning sort
there seemed to be a unique variable. All printed tests involved in the
anailyses are described in this chapter or elsewhete in tliis volume. The
one i,.,ychontotor test-Complex Coordination-is described briefly on
p. 122 anid more cwmpletely in Report No. 4.

u Executed by S/'a. 71 . (nordon E.gn, S/SIt. Benjamin Fruchter. Capt. IJoyd G.
H|umphreys, Lt. David . , Sat. Harold It. Singer, and S/Sgt. Wayne S. Zimmerman
at ,vychnlnigcal Reqeatch I nit No. 3.

"Hr I eafter cAlled planninig tests, for conytrience.
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The first correlation matrix (table 9.15) is based upon 202 unclassi-
fild aviation students, and the secondr matrix (table 9.18) upon 170
classified pilots. In spite of the.ir classification, the ranL'e of ability for
these pilots was p)robably not s;gnificantlv rcstrictted except perhaps onl
the Complex Cot•rdination tcst, which shows slightlY redced factor load-
ings in this sample as compared with the first.

The two sets of centroid loadings and communalities are given in
tables 9.16 and 9.19 and the rotated loadings in tables 9.17 and 9.20.

The Factors

Since most factors presented here are fuund in both analyses, parallel
results will be given. Only loadings regarded as probably significant will
usually be mentioned. The criterion of significance is arbitrarily taken
to be loadings above 0.20 in both analyses, or above 0.25 in at least one
analysis.

Rotated factor I is defined by the following data:

Test numbers Loadings
Test nameI II II

is 2 Spatial Orientation I-........................ .0.69 0.64
14 1 iSpeed of Identification ........................ .65 .65
8 - Pursuit ..................................... .527 -- I ]qanning A Circuit ........................... .41 ..

Sf Map Planning ................................. ; ..... 4

I A dash in these tables indi-ates the fact that this test was not present in this analysis.

This is clearly the perceptual-speed factor which always comes out
clearly when the first two tests in the list are present in the same

analysis, and the loadings in those two tests are very stable. The pres-
ence here of the Pursuit test and Planning a Circuit test with such strong
loadings is a little surprising and gives reason to modify former con-
ceptions of this factor. The two tests are clearly similar to Map Plan-
ning in that all of them involve perception of maze-like patterns. Clarity
of visual form may consequently have to be added as an aspect of this
factor.

Rotated factor TI is defined by the following data:

Test numbers Loadings
Test nameI I1I 11

-6 Nuencrical Operations ........................ .... 0.63
73 $ Mathematics U ............................ . 0.48 .65
3 - Organizational Planning ...................... . .41 ....
4 - Sequence of Maneuvers ........................ .30

14 2 Spatial Orientation I .......................... .. 24 .27
11 Planning A Coure ........................... ...... 28-- 19 Practical E',timations It ....................... .... '.28
.3 Technical Vocabulary (N) .................... , . .28

This is the numerical factor. It is interesting to see how this factor
creeps into a variety of tests. Organizational Planning involves numbers
only as symbols of stations in a map. The stations are numbered sys-
tematically, so it is possible that arithmetical computations could have
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entered into the solution oi the neust economical paths. Sequence of
Maneuvers involkcs frV,,ctiht Irilhihitical problems in computation of
,,,titudc cha~,ts. /'I'hni~..-.. 1 ,�i~ u-. (N) probably reflects the nu-

11ncrical faLtor iodilvcct1. (lic to its coverage of mathematical interest
and training. It is not so easy to see numerical work involved in the
other tests except in the coding of items and responses.

Rotated factor III is defined by the foll',wing data:

bTest pu-bf Loadings." Test name

13 , .ahemaii . .............................. .. 4 0.
Spatial Reao. oning ..... .......................... .....4a 6 ii Planning Air Maneuvers .. ................... .30 .12':3 -- Organizational Mlanning ...................... .2

- T4 Competitive lannin .. ... ,................ .. i 1;11 4 Reading Comprehension ........................ . .19- racica judgment 11......................... ..... .40
- 13 Map Plannit.g ................................ .... 31- 12 Route Plannin ... ....................... .... . 27

a -m um ofNaevr ........... .211

This is a general-reasoning factor consistently strong in Mathematics
B (Arithmetic Reasoning). It is calkd general because it is common to
more tests than either of two other factors that are peculiar to reasoning
tests. It can be seen that most of the planning tests have some small but
probably significant loadings in this factor.

Rotated factor IV is defined by the following data:

Tea aumbme ~IU
II ComplexTest name Ii

6 Complex Coordination ........................ 0.56 0.4S -- SOganizatlonRal .33.,.......... ...... .3.
3- ta nia1 .......................g...... .. 29 ....

S-- Planning A Circuit .................... ...... ...3-
6 10 Planning Air Maneuvera ..................... .2 3 .11 Planning A Course .................. ... 63
-- 3 Map Planning .. .................... ".

This is the factor frequently found with stable loadings in the Con-
plex Coordination test and is called spatial relations. It is found with
greatest loadings in tests in which either the stimuli or responses have
spatial arrangements-right-left, up-down. fonvard-backward--or both.
Other tests strongly loaded with it are the Discrimination Reaction Time
test and the Two-Hand Coordination test (see Report No. 4 for descrip-
tion of these tests). The loading of 0.62 in Planning a Course is probably
spuriously high since in another analysis the samc loading is only 0.34
(see p. 224). Discrepancies as large as this are rare in factorial results.4 It can possibly be attributed to sampling errors.

Rotated factor V is defined by the following data. Nonsignificant
loadings are reported for this factor in planning tests because this factor
is of special interest In that connection.
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STest numbers UodingsI Test name

8 Mechanical Principles ................. 0.50 0.4i
D9 )riving Skill ................ .................. 42 ....

2Non-mec•anical Judgment ..................... .30 ....16 9 Complex Coordination ........................ .28 .09
-• 14 Competitive Planning ...... .32
-,• 17 Practical Judgment ,1 ....... 29

- 13 Map Planning ................................ .... 28
- 12 Route Planning .............................. ..... .24

1- 1 Planning A Course ........................... ..... .. 1
6 t0 Planning Air Maneuvers ...................... . .10 -. 04
7 - Planning A Circuit ........................... .03
"3 - Organizational Planning ....................... .O0 ....
4 - Sequence of Maneuvers ....................... . 00 ....

SThis is the visualization factor which apparently entails the manipu-
lation of visual symbols. One might expect planning of various kinds
to depend heavily upon some type of visualization, but except for small
loadings in Competitive Planning ard three other planning tests, this
seems not to be true. This may be taken to mean that this factor merely
involves a very simple transfoirmation of some perceived or imagined
pattern. It apparently does not serve in creative thinking but does seem
to help arrive at facts.

Rotated factor VI is defined by the following data:
V Test numbers Loadings

Test nameSI I! I II

S 4 R..................... 0.694 - Sequence of Maneuvers ................ .39 ..

5 - Spatial Reasoning ................. ........... .34
3 Mathematics N ..................... 32 .
4 10 Planning Air Maneuvers ............... .. 26 .26

S1 a Mechanical Principles ......................... .20 .26
I 16 Practical judgment I .......................... .... .30.

This is the very well known verbal factor. Of all planning tests it is
found to a moderate degree only in the Sequence of Maneuvers test.
This test is distinct among planning tests for its unusually long and
involved verbal instructions. A similar explanation cannot well be given
for the loading of 0.26 in Planning Air Maneuvers, however, for its in-
structions are fairly simple and straightfonvard. Verbal comprehension
must, therefore, enter into . iese two tests in some other manner, or the
loading in Planning Air Maneuvers is perhaps spurious.

Rotated factor VII is defined by the following data:

Test numbers Loadings
- - Test nameSI I! __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _l____

10 1 Mechanical Information ..... ........ 0.77 0.14
& ii 81 Mechanical Principles ........... .61 .64
r I - Mechanical Judgment ........................ .54 ....

9 D)riving Skill .................................. 4
22 4 Reading Comprehension ....... .... . 39 1 .49
Is 9 Complex Coordination ........................ . .26 .$0

t to Planning Air Waneuver ...................... .17 .31
- 17 Practical Judgment I ........................ ..... .$2

t- o Practical E'timations ........................ ..... .3
19- Practical Estimations 1 ...................... .... .132

The mechanical-experience factor is here shown to be an element in
only one planning test, Planning Air Maneuvers, and even in that it is
rather weak. In all others, "its variance is zero or insignificant.
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Rotated factor VIII is defined by the following data:

T e st n u m b e rs LTe stin m

2-. Nonmeccanical udgmnt ........... .9 ..4 ~ Sequence of mlancuvers .................... . Is,,..

Mechanical Judgment ......................... 136
1 Practical Judgment II .........................
14I Cnnspetitive Planning ........... .... .36
is Practical Estimations I ......... . .... 36
16 I 'tactical Judgment I ..............

With the four judgment tests all having equivalent loadings on this
factor, although no test is in both batteries, the identity of the factors
in the two analyses could hardly be mistaken. As a matter of fact, many
items in the mechanical and nonmechanical judgment tests in the first
analysis were identical with items in Judgment I and II in the second
analysis. The best hypothesis for this factor is judgment-the ability
to weigh solutions and select tb.wisest and best one. This interpretation
fits Sequence of Maneuvers and Competitive Planning very well. Why
Practical Estimations 11 is not present in the list is unexplainable. This
factor was also found in the analysis of judgment an4 reasoning tests

* (see p. 152).

Rotated factor IX is defined by the following data:

Test numbcrs Loadta
II "Test name

i 6 10 Planning Air Maneuvers ...................... .0.46

7 - Planning A Cireuit............................ .40
S- Nonmechanical Judgment............
4 - Sequence of Maneuvers ...... I......

is 1 Practical Estimattons I .............. .47

- 19 Practical Estimations II .. .......... . M
PS udgment of Proportions ... ... . .....

16 Puracticalt Judgmet I ....... . ..... .- I 8" - P rsuit .................................. . ....

7The only common ties for these two lists of loadings are the ones for

Planning Air Maneuvers and for the two judgment tests. To call theseI * separate factors would inflate the over-all communality of Planning Air
Maneuvers to an untenable level. Its communality is 0.71 in the second

analysis, which comes very close to its estimated reliability' (0.t3).
This factor cannot be satisfactorily interpreted at present. One hy-

pothesis might be that it represents an ideational fluency; the man who can

think of more solutions per unit of time would have. an advantage in

some of these tests. Planning a Circuit does not fit this hypothesis very

i well, however, nor do some of the estimation tests. Another hypothesis
"might be that this is some form of visualization different from the
manipulation type (factor V). This idea fits most of the tests Liut lacks
fully convincing evidence. Why other planning tests do not also require

the same type of visualization is hard to understand. Only further data

'ii will more clearly define this factor. It had best be left with the general

name of planning until more definitive evidence is available.
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Rotated factor X appears only in the second analysis:

Test numbers Loadings
Test name

I i 111 CoI iieIlnnn

0tO Plannink Air Maneuvers ...... . ... .. .. 0.44
Z 12 Route 1Planni,: ................. . 39

14 1 ompetitiv qn if ............... 31

I II lanning A Course .3

This seems to be identifiable with the factor called integration Ill,
to be described in chapter 10.

It is curious that the only factor that has so many of the planning
tests in common, and only plannin& tests to any significant degree, should
not be called "planning," that name being given to another factor. In the
integration-battery analysis at least, five nonplanning tests have appar-
ently significant loadings on the same factor. It might, after all, be a
second planning factor. The term "integration III" merely arises from
the fact that it was discovered in the integration battery.
General Conclusions

In conclusion it can be said of planning tests that their fundamental
variances break down along different lines, some assignable to already
well-known factors, and some to new unidentified factors. No planning
test in the list was found to be satisfactorily pure. Most of them have
significant, though rather small, loadings in general reasoning. Given
in order of their loadings in this factor they are: Map Planning, Plan-
ning Air Maneuvers, Competitive Planning, Organizational Planning,
Route Planning, and Sequence of Maneuvers. None of them can be
recommended, however, as a general reasoning test. All except Organiza-
tional Planning and Map Planning have probably significant loadings in
the unidentified factor, which maybe ideational fluency or a creative
visualization rather than planning as such. The strongest tests in this
factor are, in order: Planning Air Maneuvers, Planning A Circuit, and
Sequence of Maneuvers. Map Planning and Planning A Circuit have
strong variances in perceptual speed. Organizational Planning, Sequence
of Maneuvers, and Planning A Course have moderate to low loadings in

numerical facility. As a negative conclusion, it can be said that planning

tests are not mechanical, not visualization tests (of the manipulatory
variety), nor are they verbal (except for S&.quence of Maneuvers).

When factor loadings arc considered in connection with arbitrary

groupings of this chapter, it will be seen that there i3 not much support-
ing evidence for that type of categorization. Two of the three econom-
ical-procedures tests are 1,aders with variance in the new planning fac-

tor. The third, however, is decide-dly missing from the list and a test not

in the list-Planning A Circuit-it prominent. We cannot, therefore, call

the new variable an economical-procedures factor.
All in all, these analyses hav,! failed to cremonstrate a clear-cut funda-

mental ability that shnuld be called either foresight or planning, and whik

two new interesting factors have been uncovered, no relatively poire test

for either of them has as yet been found.
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CHAPTER TEN i l l I I I I I I I

SIntegration Tests'
I

INTRODUCTION

t Job-Analysis Findings
*liability to pay attention to numerous conditions while engaged in

some phase of flying activity and to construct an integrated impression
of these conditions quickly and appropriately seemed to be the common
element of a variety of stated reasons for eliminations in primary pilot
schools. "Unable to think of more than one thing at a time," "frequently
bheomes confused," "suffers from indecision," "cannot divide attention"
-these are typical comments made by iastructors regarding failing stu-
dents who are probably deficient in the ability to integrate.

In a faculty-board account of reasons for elimination of 102 bombar-
dier students, the lack of "ability to execute a series of activities accu-

I, rately and in proper order" -was mentioned as a deficiency in 70 percent
[r' of the cases by instructors and check-flight bombardiers.2

Analysis of the performance required of the pilot traime in primary
school, or of the navigator or bombardier in advanced school, suggests
that the successful air-crew member must maintain sets to respond to a
large number of conditions, cues, and reference points. Often these con-•! ditions must be observed simultaneously or at least within a brief period

of time. Moreover, they must often be noted while some other activity is
being carried out, thus making it necessary to divide attention without
disrupting the pattern of action in progress. Some cu's, when they oc-
cur, call for immediate action; others call for delayed responses wihSwhich there must be no interference by intervening activities. In order

.o respond appropriately, the various conditions that influence action at
a given time must be observed, rcinembered, and integiaetd

An illustration of these requiremcnts is seen in the pilot's choice of
fields during Iorccd-landing practice. The pilot must make most of his
observations while establishing and maintaining the proper glide. Certain
conditions that will detennine the field chosen must be noted quickly
%%-while other conditions must be remembered from pievious obscivations.
Among the numerous things requiring consideration are (1) direction

p of the wind. (2) alitude of the plane; (3) reative distances from
available fields; (4) surface characteristics of availakle fields; and (5)
hazars to the approach of available fidds. Students able to make an

sS b T/Sat Ufed 1. Not% A4 4h4 &.v.
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appropriate judgment in relation to any one of the above conditions pre-
sented singly may find it very difficult to make a successful integrated
response in the presence of a number of them.

Requirements of an Integration Test

In constructing a test for this supposed function, the following con-
siderations were observed:

a. The difficulty of learning any material should be kept at a mini-
mum. If possible, the test score should be unaffected by differences in

learning ability.
b. The signs to which the examinee responls should tle presented ) 1)

preferably during the conduct of some activity and (2) in such a manner
that a number of them must be carried in mind simultaneously.

c. The multiple cues should not be such that they singly lead to sepa-
rate actions. Rather, they should require integration and tlie selection of
an appropriate response or series of responses governed jointly by the
several cues.

In order to fulfill these requirements, the test, in addition, should be
built around some common pattern of activity that would be modified in
various ways by the test conditions.

An Hypothesis Based on Factor Analysis

The technique of factor analysis contributed another reason for the
development of integration tests. The hypothesis was advanced that the
"Mashburn factor" or "intellectual component of Complex Coordina-
tion" (later identified as spatial relations), which has been a constant
component of the Complex Coordination test in all analyses, involved
the ability to integrate a number of disparate activities quickly and ac-
curately. In the light of this hypothesis, and for the reasons enumerated
previously, a battery of tests was constructed which, it was hoped, would
measure the ability to integrate. Tests designated as integration tests
were: (1) Planning a Course; (2) Flight Formations; (3) Signal In-
terpretation; (4) Forced Landings; (5) Combat Planes; (6) Complex
Concentration; and (7) Code Analysis.

TilE INTEGRATION TESTS

S~Planning a Course, CI406AX3

This is the final experimental form of a test in the area of integra-
tion. The ability to plan a course of action, considering various factors
and exhibiting proper division of attention, is believed to represent one
type of integration.

Descriptoion-The examinee learns a simple set of signals to which
appropriate responses must be made. He finds these signals scattered

V t-veloed at Psycbeklgica Research Unit No. . Chief contnrutors: Lc. Lewis G. CarpiAft.
r.,L. Mt~t W. C.k. S/Sit. . Gordon Aimda, La. David H. Jmahtm.
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through a standard rectangular maze, and he encounters them as he moves
through the maze by drawing a line. from the beginning to the end of it.

(1) Internal charactcristics.-TThis tcst consists '-f 15 simple items
and 120 scored items. The problcms are presented diagrammatically, in
series of five items.

(2) Admininslration.-The examinee receives a direction sheet and a
work bo, klet. Answers are marked directly on the work booklet. When
the test is finished, answers zre transcribed to the regular IBM answer
sheet. The time limit for the test is 15 minutes, exclusive of transcription
time. In figure 10.1 may be sect% the first practice diagram. A part of the
directions for the test follew. Administrative directions that are read by
the administrator to supplement the directions sheet are printed in italics.

This is a test of your ability to m, odify a -$lunned course ot action. Look at trac.
9 tice diagram 1. Yourtask ull be to determine the correct course through smilar

diagrams. Notice the v~ertico and horizontal Itathuwys and the entrance marbej

staI. Also obterve the kl., R, L, DS, and CD, which are- written at thei tartinig toint and above the pathways at, various p~laces in the diagraw. These
Sletters tignal the directions to be taken w~hen the course is traced throxgk the

pathtuays.
"These signals ant; their meanings are as follows:
R = One move to the right.

2R=Two moves to W right.
3R=Three moves to the righL

L=One move to the left.
ZL=Two moves to the afL
3L=Three moves to the lieft.

START

RIL

201 ADB[:]RCWOW0C

202 ALB ICL 0L
203 BCo '[]E..

204,•L] C D E

205 Ana WCWOW

5FIGURE 10.1

SAMPLE niAGRAM or PLANNING A COURSE.
C 1406AX3
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DS=Double signals. ThaI is, carry out tuice all signals which are passed AFTER

:he "DS" signal.
CD=Cancd double si'-psal. This signml removes the effect of Ihe DS.
Beginning at the 7'ord start, your task ltu4 be to follow the signals in liee

diagram, troeiny a course through the pathwiayr until the boteom line of the dia-
gram is reatehrd. Sane•em.es you ill be nvitt''ng to the h'f: and sinetimes to the
right. Before c/mnging the directio;a of the course fromc left to rigkh, or from| right
to left, aluay4 nmake one move down. Never turn back on your cosrse, go domu
instead.

Now look again a! practice diagram 1. Use your pencil rnd trace the coucrse in
the diagram as the administrator reads the explanalion. As you go through prac-
lice diagrai,, 1, otlher rules tilt be broughlt out. These riles wtill be s:,mncar;:ed
when you are through utith the first diagram.

"The course begins at the word start. The first move to be made is indicated
b2' the signal which appears under the word start. In this problem the first signrl
is L Therefore, the first move is one square to the left from the starting point.
Make the move now." (Pause.] "This move passes under the signal it, which
means "make one move to the right." Because this signal indicates a change in the
direction of the course, one move down must be made before moving to -he right.
This move down passes through column B. Make the down move through colunn
B now." (Pause.1 "Now move one square to the right to column C."

"The move to the right passes under the signal 2R, which means 'make two more
moves to the right.' Make those moves now." [Pause]) "This carries the course
to colunm n. These last two moves passed under the signals DS and L As this
"DS doubles the L signal which follows it, the next move must be twice L, or 'two
""moves to the left."

"However, since this is a change in d:rection, a move down must be made through
the letter E before the two moves to the left are made. Now make the move down
through E, opposite 201. Now move two squares to the left. This takes you to
column C." [Pause.] "These last moves passed under CD aid 21L, which means
'Cancel double signal,' and 'Make two moves to the left.'

"Make these two moves over to column A now." (Pause.) "These moves to the
leit passed below 3R which, since it calls for a change in direction, will be made
after a down move has been made through the letter A. opposite 20Z Make the down
move through A now.ý [Pause] "Now mo-.'e the tdree squares to !he right to
column D." JPause-j

"In rmaking thems three moves to the right, the course passed elnder a DS, and
R, and an L signal, However, since the execution of the AR signal carried the

• , cours_ to column D. there is not enough space left in this row to move the two
squares ca;,cd fur by the doubled R signal; that is. the DS followed by the R.
Thercc.e. tI doubled R must be postponed until it can be carried out, and a move
down must :. ,mediately be made through column D instead. Make the down move
through D now, opposite 203" IPause.

"The sigp.J L which was als doubkld, because it followed DS. also remains
to be carried out. Do this now by moving two squares left to column B." IPause.)
"Since there are not more left moves to be made, a down move must be mnade
throtagh EL Make this move through B now. opposite 204., (Pause.]

"The doubled R which has not yet bee carried out can now be executed. Make
the two moves right to column D now. opposite 205." [Pause-] "Now move dow"
through P --ie there are no more moves to the right to be node." (Pause.)
O=bserf that you have reached the bottom of the diagram without being able to
carry out the doubled L" [Pause.)

"Note Ac the com e t w through a letter whe.Aer Ai dot'. nsw is mide
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eoputt one of the number: ou Mhe 14it. 1 W& *@Rod#* is amvw~r. De "oI
mark any answer sheet at this ltnme.

Answers will NOT be rL.ordcd ,n,,l (he" entire lest is completed. The correc€
manswers to prowlice Diojratn I are: 201. 1.; 1u)2-A; 4,3-D; ?Of- -B; and 205-D."

At this point the directi .Ij: r.re sum0marized again, and the examinees

work sample problems 2 and 3. Tlx'il they are allowed 15 nhinutesto
complete the 120 scored items.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-V/4.
Itatdisical results.-The data givcn below are for classified pilots

tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in August 1943.
bistribution statisfics.--The ,'itributiori of scores in this test is de-

scribed by a mean score of 71.7 -ad a standard deviation of 24.3, based
on a sample of 877 classified pilots.

(2) Internal consistency.--The itternai consistency of items in this
test is indicated by a mean phi of 0.38, with a range from 0.07 to 0.83
and a standard deviation of 0.14, based on the highest 27 percent and the
lowest 27 percent of 800 classified pilots.

(3) Reliability coefficient.--A reliability coefficient of 0.81, corrected,
was obtained by the alrernate-form,' method on a sample of 167 classi-

fied pilots. This was computed on a preliminary form of the test, which
had two parts scparately timed. Although the final form of the test was

not divided into two parts, the items are sufficiently similar to the pre-
vious form so that this rou, ,flity coefficient can be considered repre-

sentative.
(4) Difficulty.-The difficulty level of items in this test is indicated

by the meot proportion of correct responses equal to 0.72, corrected for
chance success. The prop'rtions ranged from 0.16 to 0.99 with a stand-

ard deviation of 0.20. These data were based upon results from 167
classified pilots.

(5) Factorial cornposition.-The chief factors are spatial relations

(0.45), integration III (0.41), numerical (0.30). and general reason-

ing (0.24). The communality is 0.64, which is well short of the reli-

ability (0.81).
(6) Test validity.-The validity of this test is indicated by a fiserial

correlation with the graduation-cl' m,..ation cciterion cf 0.17, uncor-

rected. This statistic is based ~ti ,:. 7 classified pilots in class 44C. Th"ý

proportion of graduates was 0 91, the mean score of the graduates was

72.46, the mean score of ,ve eli,::i::ces was 64.30, and the standard devi-

ation for all scores was ;*4.32.
Eu/latioa•-The teWt' pilot v-alidity is almost exactly identical with

that predicted from its factor pattern (see Tablc 28.18). It might be re-

vised so as to nuximize its spatial-relations loading, in which case it

would be one of the best testt a-ailable for that factor. Other tests, de-

scribed in chapter 19, are more promising for this, however. Its numeri-

cal variance is no aid to pilot prediction, and its loading in intcgratio,ý

III is probably a definite handicap. Its validity for navigator sOectiOr

19S
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promises to be grcaier than that for pilots, even if its integration IIl
loading is zero in the navigator .riterion.

Parenthetically, it is interesting to point out that a test that was devel-
oped to function in printed form as the Complex Coordination test does
in apparatus form, on the basis of one hypothetical trait (integration),
came out strongest in the most valid factor, which in the meantime be-
came recognized as something quite different in character (spatial re-
lations). The spatial characteristics of the task in planning a course had
been used as the medium through which integrative aspects of behavior
"-;cre to be measured. Had the medium been changed, the communality
with complex coordination would probably have been lost.

Variations of tie test.-Two forms of Planning a Course, CI406AXI
and C1406AX2, preceded the final form. The changes introduced in
C1406AX3 were designed to shorten and clarify the directions, although
the essential characteristics of the test remained unchanged. Greater
simplicity and a more nearly optimum difficulty level were achieved in
the final form.

Flight Formatlons, C6S4AX5'
This is the last experimental form of another test in the integration

group.,
Description.-The examinee must determine the formation of a group

of planes after certain moves have been described.
(1) Iuternal characleristics.-The test consists of 1 unrecorded sam-

ple problem, 2 recorded but unscored practice problems, and 40 scored
itens-20 in part I and 20 in part II.

(2) Administration.-Twelve minutes are allowed for part I and 10
minutes for part II. Following are the first two pages of directions, and
sample problems are given in figures 10.2 and 10.3.

This is a test of your ability to plan ahead of the plane in flight formations. The
formation of each flight consists of three planes appearing in different relative
positions. Your task will be to determine the new formations of these planes after
they havt completed certain noves.

L] -i

A B-

FIGURE 10.2

SAMPLE ITEM USED TO EXPLAIN FLIGHT FORMATIONSI,
CIA4TAX S

Dtv•."p;d a r.sy,bohica Res.daru., Uii.K. 3. Czk, tenribte,,: L,. Wiuam U. Wl,.esi.
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You will be shown the relative order and altitude of the three planes. In working
the problems you must first combinp this order and altitude into a flight formation.
Order is the relative positions of the planes from left to right. Allitude is the rela-
tive positions of the planes from top to bottom.

Look at figure I below. (fig. 10.2a) The small squares represent the three differ-
ent planes. The squares after the word ORDER show the order of the original forma-
tion. Here it is striped plane at the left, dark plane in the center, and white plane
at the right. The altitude of the original formation which is shown by the small
squares under ALT is: Dark plane at the top, white plane in the middle and
striped plane at the bottom. When you combine this order and altitude you should
imagine a flight formation with the striped plane at the left and at the bottom, t*e
dark plane at the center and at the top. and the white plane at the right and in the
middle. In each problem you must always imagine the original formation by com-
bining the order and altitude before you make any moves. After you have deter-
mined the original formation, you must carry out the moves that are described. In
figure 1, the first move is: Striped plane moves to the same place in order as the
white plane. The second move is: White plane moves to the same altitude as the
black plane. These moves and the final formation are shown in figure II. (fig. 102b)

i SAMPLE PROBLEM

4 sov" * wat.

i ,Li

SA PL IsI• OF

A

10,top -----------

_ _ C

FIGURE 10. 3
SAMPLE ITEM Of

110 fts______ FLIG.4T FORMAXIONS,
D ~CIO54AX*S

A
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The dotted lines indicate the origainal formation Pas;fions of the striped and white
planes. You must remember that the correct final formation is not determnined by
the moves alone. The original formation must bevisualized before the movesar

Now examine the sample problems * and imagine what the original
k formation of the planes should be. (See fig. 10.3a)

If you have interpreted the order and altitude correctly, you should have
imagined a formation like the one in figure IV. (fig. 10.3b.)

Keeping the original formation in mind, make the moves called for by the prob-
temn. Ihere you must imagine striped plane moves to the right of white plane, and4
striped plane then moves to the right of white plane, and striped plant then moves toK ' the same altitude as black plane. Select the correct final formation from the five
answers that are givcn below the problem.

B is the correct answer. Figures IV and V show how the moves should have
been made to give you the correct final formation. (See figs. 10.3b and 10.3c)

* (3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical results.-Data for this test are moderately complete, in-

* eluding validations for pilot training. Unclassified aviation students were

tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in September 1943, and

classified pilots in class 44E were tested at that unit in October 1943.I
(1) Distribution statistics.-The distribution 3f scores in this test is

indicated by a mean score of 12.0 and a standard deviaition of 8.3, based
upon a sample of 284 unclassified aviation students.

(2) Initertutl con~stency.--The internal consistency of items is indi-
cated by a mean phi of 0.56 for part 1, and 0.55 fo,- part 11, with a
range from 0.05 to 0.95 for the total test and ~. standard deviation of
0.19 for part I and 0.14 for part 11, based upon the highest 27 percent
and the lowest 27 percent of 800 unclassified aviation students.

(3) Reliability coefficient..-A reliability coefficient of 0.84, corrected,
was obtained by the alternate-forms muthod (Part I v. Part 11) on a
sample of 1,553 classified ?ilotL.

t ~(4) Difflctdty.!-T-e lifficifty levJ of items in this test is indicated
by a mean proportion of correct response" -f 0.62, corrected for chance
success, a range from 0.41 to 0.99, and a standard deviation of 0.15.I n, ese results are based upon the responses of the -above-mentioned sam-
ple of SOD urclass~ficd ,.viation students.

(5) Factorinl c qwposition:.---The cbief factors are: integration 1
(0.46), general reasoning (0.22), spatial relations (0.22). and inte-
gration 111 (0.21). The coninitanality is only 0.45, which is to be com-
pared with a re~atilit;- oa 0.84.

TAnZ 10.1.- Validity data for Flight Formati~oas, CI6$AXý, wit). the gradmatim-~

NoieIn throuw s traiunina'......... 132 .1 83
Pilots tn rtousask trainine ......... 1:329 I 1 j111.39 i7' .2 i1 1

.-A&.uming an unrestricted stinine standard dgvhtiou ei LM0G
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(6) Test validity.-Data based on a large sample in elementary and
basic training are given in table 10.1.

Ilvahholion.- Flight Formation, 'I',54AX5, has a moderately high
oadling it Ilth ncw factor called integration i. Since its other loadings
fail to account for it3 validity of 0.23, the validity of this factor for pilot
selection should be considerable. Asswning that this factor *dlidity is
0.25, the test validity is almost fully accounted for. Because of its unique
contribution, this test should be purified. Its reliability is satisfactory. It
would have a validity of at least 0.20 for navigators without including
any integration variance, whose navigator validity is unknown.1; Flight formation might well be expected to be a visualization test. In
a factor analysis of the integration battery, however, it revealed a load-
ing of only 0.04 in the visualization factor. No result could be more de-
cisive on this point. The conclusion should he that if this test is one of
visualizing, it is a different type than that common to known tests.

Signal Interpretation, C1656A

This is another test in the integration area.
Description.-In each problem there is a diagrammatic representatimo

of 10 airplane carriers in a row. The examinee must determine from
which of these carriers planes will take off. This can be ascertained by

SAMPLE PROBLEM A:

CARRIER 2 CARRIERS BETWCeN

A 4- 4-U

3 CARRIERS GETWEEN

AQ

FIGURE 10.4
SAMPLE ITEMS OF SIGNAL INTERPRETATION,

C1656A

k et..•.--" at Ps•.,h.kalei .RtnerCh UtUi• wPC- 3C Cd C*-•rAWSn: U " I.-
Waini. S/at kjamia Frwchta. eAW S/Sgi WXYueS 6 mm
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interpreting certain signals such as the number of flags on the mast of
each ship, the direction the ship is heading, and whether there are more
or fewer flags than on the previous take-off ship.

The examinee must compare quickly the number of flags on each ship
with the number on the previous take-off ship. He must decide from the
relationship between these two the direction of the next take-off ship.

(1) Internal charaderistics.-As has been stated, each problem con-
sists of a series of 10 ships. The test consists of two unscored sample
problems and 15 scored problems, yielding 150 scored items.

(2) Administration.-Answers are marked on an expcndable test
booklet by circling the appropriate arrow under each item. The examinee
also receives a single directions sheet. When the test is completed, he is
instructed to transcribe his answers to a regular IBM answer sheet.
Testing time is limited to 7 minutes. Approximately 9 minutes are re-
quired for administration and 13 minutes for the transcription of an-
swerll

In figure 10.4 is shown the first series of 10 sample items. The follow-
ing are parts of the directions:

Each problem is made up of a row of 10 ships. Your task is to determine which
ships in each rov carry planes. You will locate these carriers by following certain
signals.

Look at sample problem A on your work booklet. (See fig. 10.4.) Note that some
of the ships By no flags, some fly one flag, some two. and some three Note also
the arrows under the ships. The arrows after the letter A all point to the left;
those after B alt point to the right. The flags on the ships and the arrows under
the ships are the signals which you must interpret in order to locate the aircraft

carriers.
Here as the way you must interpret these signals. Follow these directions closely:
1. The first ship in each row is always a carrier. So in the example, ship No.1

is a carrier.
2. The number of flags on the mast of each carrier shows how many ships UG

between it and the next carrier. In the exampk the first carrier, ship No. 1, flies
two flags. Thus, there are two ships between ship No. I and the next carrier. Ship
No. 4 is the next carrier.

3. Compare the number of flags on ship No. 4 with the number of flags on the
carrier you just left, ship No. 1. You must compare the number of flags in order
to determine the direction in which you must go to locate the next carrier ship.

a. If the present carrier flies more flags than the one you just left, you will
continue in the diroction you are goin.

&. If there are the same number or fewer flags on the present carrier than
on the one you just left, reverse your direction before looking for the next carrier.

c. You must show your direction by circling the arrow under the present
carrier which points in the direction you will g*6

As ship No. 4 has more flags than ship No. I, the previous carrier, circle the
arrow under ship No. 4 that points to the right and continue in the same direction
in finding dh nedo carrier.

Always be sure to circle one arrow, and only one, under each carrier you locat.
Now complete the first sample probl.e
As ship No. 4 fies three fag and you have circled the arrow under it pointing
the t righ you must skip three ships to the right in order to locate your next
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carrier. This will make ship No. 8 your next carrier. Ship No. 8 flies the same num-
ber of flags as the previous carrier, ship No. 4, so you must reverse your dIrectin
before locating your next carrier. As your direction is changed,, you must circle the
arrow under ship No. 8 which points to the left, youJr new directiN.

Ship No. 8 flies tirce flags. You must now skip three sh~ps to the left to &ad
the next carrier. This is ship No. 4, which had prev~ouzly been found to be a
carrier. When the signals direct you 9* a ship which you have already marked as a

carethe problem is completed. Do not circle mnore than one arrow under mny

(3) Scoring.-The last p0ol'CM is omitted f rom scoring because of
faulty reproduction. The scoring formula is R-WV/2. A right response

consists in correctly circlirg or not circling each pair of arrows; the
M.ximum score, therefore, is 126.'1
Statistical rejudts.-Data on distributions, reliability, and validity are

ivailable,
(1) Distribution statistics.-Distribution constants for this test are

shown in table 102.
TABLE 10.2.- Data on distfribution of scorts for Signal Instrprefation, CI656AXI'

and C1636A___ ____

CI6S6AXZ' . Unclassified aviation studenti .... 235 54.3 1

I A description of this form is given on Page -

I Tested ae Pstychological Research Unit No. 3 on October 3. 1943.
'Ii Incass 44G. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. X.

(2) Reliability coefflciet.-An odd-even reliability coefficient of 0.77.I
corrected, was obtained for form AX2 on a sample of 285 unclasified
aviation students tested in October 1943 at Psychological Research Unit
No. 3.

(3) Difficult y.-The difficulty level for form A is indicated by a mneaum
proportion of correct responses of 0.33, corrected, with a standard devi-
ation of 0.20 and a range from 0.16 to 1.00. This result is bsdupon
727 classified pilots in class 44G who were tested in December 1943 and
January 1944 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(4) Factorial comnposit ion-T he chief factor loadings found in the
AX2 form are in the integration 1 (0.59), general- reasoning (0.41).
and integration 111 (0.30) factors The communality (0.69) almost
reaches thc reliability (0.77) but possibly does not account for all of the
nonchance variance.

(5) Test validity.-The pilot validity of form A o( the test is intl.
cted by a corrected biserial correlation of 0.21 with the primary-training

graduation-elimination criterion. This statistic is based on 2.112 pilots
incass4Gad4Hwohdbentse tPyhlgclRsacNUnit No. 3. The percentage of graduates was 0.89. the Mean score Of the
graduates 97.9, the mean score of the eliminees 85.5., and the standard
deviation of all was 35.7.

4 Wkile there art 140 correct respsase tewh ,I the 14 wwearben bile ae the AM 09vaf

movwer given,



(6) Item vlidity.-The validity of items is indicated by a mean phi

of 0.07, a standard deviation of 0.06 and a range from -0.11 to +0.21.
This is based on 727 pilots in primary training (class 44G; tested at
Psychological R. - '' T-Jnit No. 3), of whom 127 were eliminees.

Ewv&valio.w-Signal Interpretation, C1656AX2, defines, t0 a greater
extent than any other test, a new factor identified as integration I1
whose pilot validity has not yet been established but which appears to be
near 0.25. The test has a loading of 0.59 in this new factor. Because the
test does not have high loadings on known valid factors for pilots, it is
reasonable to suppose that it derives much of its validity for pilots (0.21)
from the integration I factor. Further experimentation on this factor,
therefore, is warranted. The loadings on integration III and general
reasoning should by all means be reduced, leaving the test practically
pure for integration I.

Variatiou of the test.--Signal Interpretation, C1656A, was preceded
by CI6S6AX2. This earlier form contained all the essential elements of
the A form. Its directions, however, were considerably longer and more
complicated, and it was divided into two parts, the task of part II being
complicated by additional signals. Each part includes 9 practice items
and 90 test items.

This test exemplifies the difficulty encountered in writing directions
for all the tests in the integration area. The rationale for the area lists
the considerations that were observed in constructing tests to measure
integration. From these points it is dear that the tests necessarily had
to be complex. Consequently, there was an inherent problem of writing
effective directions to describe a complex task.

A revision of the A form, C1656B, was begun but never completed. It
represented an attempt to simplify the directions further. A form,
C1656C, was later prepared to administer for intercorrelation studies.

Foreed Landings, C1652AX4-C3652A'

These are t"t final two forms of another test in the integration group.
It was believed ,i•-at this test would require decisions such as the pilot
must make in complex situations involved in forced landings.

Descrition.-IPlanes of varying size (single-engine, twin-engine, four-
engine) are presented on two-dimensional grids representing (1) alti-
tude and (2) distances to various landing fields which differ in desir-
ability. WVind arrows indicate updraft and dowvndraft, which add to or
subtract from the gliding range. The examinee is required to select for
each plane, in order, the best landing field w-;thin range. Thus, he must,
as quickly as possible. integrate the facts cnncerning the type of plane,
its location in telation to a landing field, effect of the wind on its gliding
range, and the desirability of the landing fields in determining the best
field upon which to land each plane.

'DId a re A1 Restartli U sk No. I ( l comriboeirs It. Lew us G6 C a e, .
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(1) Internal characteristics.-Forced Landings, C1652A.'. ,sis
of 3 parts of 30 scored items tach. It contains five recorded but un-
scored sample items. The parts are progressively more difficult. Single-
engine airplanes appear in part I. Twin-engine, as well as single-engine
airplanes, appear in part II. Twin-engine planes can glide twice as far,
winds affect them twice as much, etc. Four-engine, as well as single-
engine and twin-engine plants, appear in part III. Four-engine planes
car glide' three times as far as single-engine planes, winds affect them
three times as much, etc. Form C1652A consists of 2 parts of 30 scored
items each, and 5 recorded but unscored sample items. Part I contains
single-engine planes. Part II contains single- and twin-',ngine planes.

(2) Addninistration.-The C1652AX4 form was administered as part
of the experimentz1 integration battery in September 1943. Then, direc-
tions were simplified and the 30 items in part III were dropped in mak-
ing the CI652A form. It was decided to delete part III, because the
test was lengthy, and the interpart correlations were high.

Eight minutes are allowed for part I, 7 minutes for part II, and (in
the C1652AX4 form) 7 minutes for part III. A single page of direc-
tions is provided. Following are the directions for part I of C1652A;
the five sample problems are reproduced in figure 10.5. Comments made
by the administrator, which are not on the directions sheet, are iticized.

This is a test of yeur ability to make decisions quickly in problems similar to
forced landings.

The planes are numbered consecutively, while the fields are lettered A. B. C, D.k or F. Each plane is direcly above the field on the same line. The diagram showonly two dimensions; altitude and horizontal distance.

1 °

FIGURE 10.5
"SAMPLE PROBLEMS or fORCED LANDINGS,

C1652A
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a. Altitude, In miles, is shown by the numbers at the left and right of the dia-
gram.

b. The distance from one vertical line to the next is one mile. The distance
a plane needs to glide to get to a field is measured sideways only. Count the spaces
between the plane and the field to determine the number of miles between them.

Each arrow at the left indicates the direction of winds affecting any planes
at the same altitude.

Now look at the front of the work booklet. Hold it up in front of you.
TA plan•es are in. the air directly obove the field on the same line. For example,

plane 61 is directly above the field C. The higher the plants are on the chart, the
more altitude they have. For example, plane 61 is 2 miles high as indicated by the
number at the left. llow high is plane 62? [Pause.] Three miles is right.

How far a plane needs to glide to get to any field is measured by ground dir-
ance only. For example, plane 61 is 1 mile from field B. How far will plane 61

glide to get to Aied EI tPaut.e Six miles is correct, because we ignore altitude
in computing distance. flow far is plane 62 from field A? (Pause.] Five miles is
(erredf.

Follow along on your instruction sheet again. Glane: at your diagram from
time to stw.V ~Gliding range:A plane can glide in either direction as many miles as it has miles of altitude.
The arrows at the same altitude from which a pV je starts indicate the winds which
will affect the gliding range of the plane. Their effect is as follows:

A. Gliding with the wind adds I mile to your gliding range.
R. Gliding against the wind subtracts I mile from your gliding range.
C An updraft (t) adds I mile to )uur gliding range.
D. A downdraft (1) subtracts I mile from your gliding range.

A plane 6 not affected by any wl:ids or drafts other than those at the altitude
from which it starts.

Lending rulew:
A. Do not land a plane on the field over which it starts.
IL Land the planes in order (first No. 1, then No. Z then No. 3, etc.).
C T, o planes may not land in succession on the same field. For example, plane

2r vav not land at the same field, but I and 3 may.
D. Land at the best available field. The fields are graded A, B, C, D, and E.
ik'd A is best. Field E is worst.
E Land at the nearer of two equally good fields. For example, if a plane has

a choice of two grade C fields, choose the nearer nm
F. Measure the distance between a plane and the landing field by counting the

spaces only. not the altitude.
CAuMo..--Once you have chosen the best field for a plane, do not go back and

change it to get a better grade field for the next plane.
Now look at the front of your work booklet, below the diagram.
Here we havl the steps to follow in larnug lante No. 61. Notice on the diagram

the altitude as indicated by the numbers. and the wi•id and utdraft as indicated by
th arows, ats we figure the gliding range in each direction for plane No. 61.

Sm Opm.-Gliding range to your left is 2 miles (altitude gives a miles, updraft
adds I mile, u rf~ng against the wind subtracts a mile). Gliding range to your
right is 4 &,' 'ude gives 2 miles, updraft adds I mile, and going with the
wind adds & - e).

Snr Two.-hote the fields within gliding range. Fields B, D. and C are within
4 miks on your right. nutic is to the left. The other C field cannot be used because
plant No. 61 is directly above it.

-I
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Smw TRuEL--Selcct the best field. Field B is best, because B is a better grade
field than C or D.

On your answer sheet, black in the space under letter B after item 61.
Notice that plane 61 went to a field only I mile away, even though it could have

glided 4 miles. In other words, you can land a plane at fields anywhere within the
gliding range.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.

Statistical results.-The data below are for classified pilots in class
44J tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 from April 10 to 13,
1944, and for unclassified aviation students tested at that unit on March
9 and April 16, 1944, and on August 27, 1943.

(1) Distribution statistics.-Typical distribution constants for this
test are shown in table 10.3.

TABUE 10.3.- Distribution constant: for Forced Landings, Ci632A and CI652AXE

Form Commit Group Score N U 3D

A Two parts .......... Casified pilot ............ k0 o
Me4 Three parts ........ Unclassified aviation student, R-W/4 214 5 64 216

(2) Internal consistlcy.-The internal consistency of items in form

C1652A is indicated by a mean phi of 0.41, with a range from 0.10 to
0.70 and a standard deviation of 0.15, based on the highest 27 percent
and the lowest 27 percent of 750 classified pilots.

(3) Reliability coetffcicni.-This has been estimated from two sam-
pies by the alternate-forms method. The data are presented in table 10.4.

TAm 10.4.--Reliability coejicie xt for Forced Landing:, CI64A "d CI6SZAX4

Grow Form Parts N" ,s

Casuified pilots ............. CI6S2A - Part I W. Pad !1(rht .113 W& eJ3 6
answers only) .............

Unclassified aviation stndents . C16S2AX4 Part I ,. Part It ......... .24 .76 .91
P'art I v. Part Ill ........ M24 .71 M
Part 11 r. Part I11 ... 4 AS. 06

(4) Difficulty.-The difficulty level of items in form C1652A is indi-

cated by the mean proportion of correct responses equal to 0.47. cor-

rected for chance success witl a standard deviation of 0.22 and a range

from 0.18 tq 0.79 based on a sample of 750 classified pilots.

(5) Factorial cornposition.-Thc chief factors of form CI652AX4 are
general reasoning (0.53) and integration 11 (0.38). No other loading

exceeds 0.18 (verbal). The communality is 0.53, which is considerably

short of the reliability.

(6) Test validity.-Validation has been determined for part scorn

and total score, also right scores and wrong scores. The data are pre-

sented in table lO.S.
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TA.B I.S.- Validity data for Forcied Landings, C1652A, based on piots in

_ _ primary training,' with the graduation-elimination criterion

ran w-re No Pg Kd N, SD, we $,Dro

S......R~ls... Ial .310 I7.0.113 4 6.40 0.05 0.1i0
...... .. iWrong$s ... 310 4.7 4.5 4.49 .02 AIS........... Roleht ..... I,.31I .0 15.12 14.94 1..14 ; .01 .06! , ........ Wr ,31,0 . 5 .,, 4.,4 4.0.,1 J .o,

SAs•saim be ortarkited tianine aanard deviwaio a M00

Emhuaiox.-Forced Landings, C1652AX4, is a fair test of general
reasoning. Its validity for pilots should be only about 0.12, allowing for
some validity for the integration factor. The navigator validity would
probably exceed 0.20 from the reasoning component alone. Because of
the intrinsic complexity of the task in forced landings, it is doubtful that
the reasoning loading could be decreased if that were desired. If it could
be rid of its loading in integration II, it would be the best general rea-
soning test developed in the program. Possibly this test could be devd-
oped as a navigator-sclection instrument, but it lacks promise as a pilot
teat

Combat Phaawe CI6SSAXS

This test emphasizes the ability to carry out complicated directions,
keeping in mind restricting rules.

Dwrriptiox.-In this test two squadrons of planes in mock combat
are represented. Theplanes vary in type (single-engine, twin-engine, and
four-engine). The task is to determine as quickly as possible, from mock
combat rules given in the directions, which opponents each plane can
attack. The examinee is required to indicate which opponents are at-
tacked and (in parts II and II1) whether a plane stu-ys on the offensive
or changes to the defensive. In making these decisions, he must take into
consideration the size of each plane, the proximity of the opponents, and
the identity of the squadron which starts the offensive.

(1) Interm. char cterinics.-Part I of Combat Planes, CI65SAXS,
contains 1 sample column of 6 unrecorded and unscored items, I prac-
tice column of 10 recorded but unscored sample items, and 90 scored
items. Part II contains a sample column of 6 unrecorded and unscored
items, I practice column of 10 recorded but unscored sample items, and
60 scored items. Part III contains 90 scored items.

(2) Administrati ".-Four and one-half minutes are allowed for each

Following are the directions and sample items for part I. The words
in italics are part of the administiative directions and do not appear in
the test booklet.

Dewwprj We Cstdpal intmmm& Usk No). OWI ctreibiiolrs: TISge Samfed I.
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In this tcst y-un "ill be asked to apply rules tn a !timplified serial comhat situatinn.
,(,I will have to determine:
1. If n plane can attack. and
2. \Vhoin it cani attack.

Condition 1. 1- nitw be on the offensive.Condition 2. It inst be immediately next to one or two opponents.

Condition 3. It must be the same size or smaller than its opponents.
Cok at the diagram W low. (e fig. M.).

fU- k CI 6 Q1SAX5 ;:'-
ýCJAYA

* Observe l'iat fighters (single-,engine) can attack any type .f plane--other jghlers,
me'dium bombe~rs, or hta'" bombers. Medium bombers (t:•in-e•gine) can attack the
m,,adinun bombers and heavy, bo,,be~rs. lilea'y bom,,d'rs (fc ur-engine) can attack only

I oilher heaty bombers..
S~~At the top of each cohtmn y'uu will be told whether \Vhuite or Black Squadron !

i ~~is on the olffcsive. Sometimes it •-ill be one. sometimes the• other. Be sure to check !

Otsfreach column.
In the 'amnple. lBlack Squadron is on the offensive. (Sec fig. 10.7.)
Plane Si is on the ofensive; it is next to an optonent. and it is saller th~an its

otponnt. Therefore, it me,'ts the three oanditsons and can attack plane 52 below¢ is.
S~Plane 52 is on the d,'fensive€. It does no? meet condition 1, and therefore, cannot
S~attack. Plane S3 is on the off nsite and is nesrt to I,'o opron, .ars. Is it the smin
* sae or sniall,-r th, m its opj'onnt's~P [ Pau-e.I I!. is larg,'r than pla':e 5? abate€; Ihert-

fore, it cannot atiack this plane. It is the same .ai:e as p'lane Si below, and there-
fore, can attack Si. SI is on the defen.sive and cannot attack. SS is On the offensiv,

is nest to an Oppon,'t, and is smaoller than its op'ponent. It can attack plane Si
abnyr. Plane 56 is on the offensiver but fi not imme'diately neril to one er ?we ap-
pm~ents. Theref ore, it cannot attack.

RUILES FOR MARKING ANSWqEJR

S Mark A on yn•.r answer sheect opposite the ntmnber of ,he prd:em, if the p~m
above is attacked. A stands for above.

SMark [B on )-our answer sheect opposite the umbmear of the prbk~m, if the plane
below &s attacektd. 13 stands for below.20
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FIGURE 10.7

SAMPLE PROBLEMS FOR COMBAT PLANES,
CI5SAX5

Mark C on your answer sheet opposite the number of the problem, if both

planes (above and below) are attacked.

Mark D on your answer sheet opposite the number of the first plane that is on

the defensive in each *column. D indicates that this plane and members of the

same squadron below it arc on the defensive. M'ake no marks for any other defcnsive
planes.

Mark E on your answer sheet opposite the number of the problem if the plane

is on the offensive, but can not attack.

In parts I1 and 11!, a complication is introduced. The new rule is that

if a plane has two opponents and cannot attack either of them, the offen-

sive changes. In addition to applying this new rule, the examinee must
now not only answer D for the first defensive plane in each column, but
also for every plane with which the offensive changes.

Each part of the test is separately timed. The test is highly speeded.
(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/5.
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Statistical results.-Data are quite limited but are sufficient to support
a tentative evaluation. The results are for examinees tested in October
1943 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Distribution statistics.-For the three parts separately, data are
given in table 10.6.

TABLE 10.6.- Distribution constants for the three parts of Combat Planes.
CI655AX5, based on 273 unclassified tiation students

Pat Xi SD

..................................................... 20.6

................................... I................ 1.
......................................... .. s~ u~

(2) Reliability cocfficients.-Some indication of reliability of the
parts is given in table 10.7.

TABLE 10.7.- Alternate-forms reliability coefficients for Combat Planes, Ci65SAXS.
based on a satnle of 273 unclassified aviation students

Parts I 4 rot,

Part I versus Part I.............................0.66 ...
Part I versus Part III ........................... .65 .,5
Part 11 versus Part III .............................. 8 A

I Owing to disparities in part dispersions, the Spcarman.Brown correction formula was Ml
applied in aU three combination.

(3) Factorial consposition.-The factorial picture of this test shows
noteworthy loadings in the integration I (0.57), general-reasoning
(0.33), verbal (0.31), and integration 11I (0.28) factors.

Evaluation.-Combat Planes, C1655AX5, helps to define a new fac-
tor, identified as integration I which accounts for 32 percent of the
total variance of the test. Since the test was not administered for valida-
tion, nothing positive can be said concerning its validity for air-crewi
success. Based upon the factor validities given in table 28.17, however,
the predicted pilot validity is 0.18. This is equal to the expected validity
for Signal Interpretation, which it resembles closely factorially. Conclu-
sions regarding that test also apply here. The chief difference i4 that
Signal Interpretation has a larger reasoning variance and this test a
larger verbal component. Both need purifying.

Veriations of the tesl.-Four forms preceded Combat Planes,
C1655AX5. Statistical analysis was not responsible for the development
of these forms. Indeed, no data are available for the early revisions. The

changes were prompted by the necessity for making the directions more
readily utderstandable.

Fonns X2, X3, and X4 were known by the title of Attacking Plane%.
X2 involved a concept of support. Even if a plane could meet the three

prescribed conditions, and it faced two opponents, it could not attack

unless given support from the nearest plane or planes heading in .he

same direction. An adjacent plane could give support only if both the
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opponents of the attacking plane were of the ty)pe the supporting plane
could attack. This concept proved too difficult to explain adequately in
a directions period of limited duration. The task in the X3 revision was
simplified by omission of this support concept until part II. This gave
the examinees an opportunity to become familiar with the basic problems
of the test in part I before encountering the complex matter of support.
This also proved unsatisfactory, however, and all references to support
were dropped in the X4 form. Instead, the idea of a change in offensive
was introduced in part II. If a plane had two opponents and could not
attack either of them, the offensive changed to the other squadron. An-
other important change in form X4 was the placement of the items in
vertical columns. In forms X2 and X3 the offensive and defensive squad-
rons were opposite each other in horizontal rows. The vertical presenta-
tion of items facilitated the administration of thl est. This feature was
incorporated in the final form of the test, Combat Planes, CI655AX5.
together with numerous improvements in the arrangement and writing
of the directions.

Conmplex Concentration, C1658AX1I

This is the caly test, in the area of integration, in which motion pic-
tuSks wLvie used. There were two factors that determined the presentation
of the test in motion-picture form. First, the test involved the use of
color, and it was extremely difficult to obtain color printing. Another cir-
cumstance determining the use of motion pictures was the precise timing
required. Most of the color patterns were to be exhibited for only three
seconds. Uniformity in each adr.n".ristration would have been extremely
difficult to achieve if test booklets and ordinary testing procedures had
been used.

The material to be photographed, which consisted of varying numbers
9f 2-inch colored squares, was mounted on a set of gray background
cards. Directions were printed and mounted on similar cards. These were
placed in proper order, then each card was photographed separately,
being exposed to the camera for a predetermined period. The' result is
a relatively smooth sequence of contiguous, immobile cards.

Descriplion.-For each problem, three groups of differently colored
squares are presented on the screen in- rapid succession. Each group con-
tains three colors and 's visible for three seconds. At the conclusion of
each series of three groups, the examince must record the total number
of times he believes each color appeared. Thus, as he sees each new

* group within a set, he must add the colors to his previous totals in that
set without forgetting or confusing colors or frequencies. As the test
progresses, the number of colors included iii each group increases from

,!lhree to four and then to five.
(1) Internol characteristics.-The test consists of two unscored sam-

pie series. The test is divided into two parts. Fach part contains 16 series

e Developed at peychbtogijat Research ta-t ,0;o. S. Chief contributor: Sgt. Hyman HOller.
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A-and 61 scored items. Runn;ng time for the film is 27 minutes. Trans-
cription of answers from the work sheet to the regular 5-place IBM
answer sheet requires approximately 10 minutes.

(2) Administratlion.-Each examinee receives an expentdable work
sheet on which answers are first recorded. Sufficient lighting is provided
in the test room to allow the examinee to see his work sheet, without
radically decreasing the visibility of the image on the screen. Each ex-
aminee is given a pencil with the eraser removed. This is to prevent tally-
ing of colors each tinc they appear, on the theory that the examinee
will not do so if he cannot erase his tally marks.

Although the examinees are not led to expect it in advance, erasers
are distributed at the beginning of the transcription period so that errors
in transcribing answers to the IBM answer sheet can be corrected.

All instructions, except those for transcribing answers, are in film
subtitles. There is no sound track. s

After preliminary instructions are given, the first sample series ap-
pears. It consists of 1 blue and f red square, shown for 3 seconds. Then
a gray blank background appears for 2 seconds, followed by 2 red

squares. Again the gray backgrout.d, and then two red squares and one
blue appear. Now the examinees are instructed to record their answers
on their work sheets. While answers are being marked, a gray back-
ground appears on the screen for 10 scconds. As the items become more
difficult, this answLer period is lengthened to 15 and then to 20 seconds.

The answers to the first sample series are graphically illustrated when
a hand appears on the screen and writes the answers in the proper places
on a work sheet. At the same time, the directions read, "For sample 1.
your answers should be 5 red and 2 blue." Another sample series is then
presented before part I begins.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical results.-The data for pilots given below are for examinees

in classes 44E and 44F tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in
October and November 1943 respectively. The data for navigators are
for examinees tested at Selman Field from June 19 to June 22, 1944. and
at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 from May 4 through .May 6, 1944.

(1) Distribution statistics.-The distribution of scores in this test is
described by a mean of 62.7 and a standard deviation of 15.9, for parts
I and II combined, based on a sample of 856 classified pilots in cla'sts

44E and 44F.
(2) Initeral consistency.--The internal consistency o( itenis is indi-

cated by a mean phi of 0.29 with a range from 0.06 to 0.51 and a stand-

ard deviation of 0.08, based on the highest 27 percent and the owesT 27
percent of 473 classified pilots in class 44F.

(3) Reliability coefficient.-A reliability coeflicient of 0.77. corrected.
was obtained by the alternate-forms 2al1l (Part I v. Part 11) an X
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sample of 473 classified pilots in classes 44E and 44F, and of 0.84 based
on 668 navigation students.

(4) Dikculty.-The difficulty level of items in the test is indicated
by the mean proportion of correct responses equal to 0.50, with a stand-
ard deviation of 0.18 and a range from 0.12 to 0.94, based on 800 classi-
fied pilots in 44F.

(5) Test tolidity.-The test has been validated for both pilot and
navigation ttaining, as shown in table 10A.

TANAILI0- Validity data for Coaiplex Conctntraioes; CI6MAUIX with the
graduation-elimination critertvi

Gr" Prtn sew N, p, / U MO, , SD, &I*. '.,.'

Pile., Is

traain Tot' .... Tural ... Formuls . oll 0.94 63.60 65.70 36.35 -0.06 -0.05

S....... 475 .94 61. 62.49 35.4? -.02 .04
?"l"" ......... .. .88 43.43 40.46 7.93 .16 ..
aat, .... ".g a. 17.56 20.16 7AS -.11 .31
ateus It Rights ... 668 46.97 43.5 1.72 .. 29

Naviateo" . if .... . Wr.ngs .. 668 .811 14.36 17.64 8.11 -. 31 -. 31

*Asswaio an udam r Wa d d-eA 0 6. - -

tIo class 44L.""In cs 441.

(6) Right-wrong eorrelations.-For the navigator sample the correla-
tion of right3 and wrongs scores within parts I and If were -0.92 and
-0.96; between parts the rights-wrongs correlations were -0.68 and

Eva wuiors.--Cotnplex concentration was not factor-analyzed with the
integration battery, because it had not been ready at the time the battery
was administered. Validity data for pilots are sufficient proof that the
test does not offer promise as a selection instrument for that specialty.
For navigators a satisfactory level of validity is shown, and bemause the
correlation with the navigator stanine at the time was sufficiently lov
(approximately 0.30), the test offered some degree of uniqueness.

Code Anslyaus, C16S3AX3

This is the final form of another test in the integration area. It was

designed as a measure of speed and facility in understanding and an-
alyzing interchangeable svmlols and keys such as might be used in a
code.

DeAsription.-Jn each item, a key .numbcr -tries comiposed of five

digCits is presented. Below the key series appcar five other series. each

composerl of five digits. The,e series are the choices from which the

examince is rveiuired to select the correct answers. The genera s ta.,k of

the examinee is to determine those alternative series that contain tIe

same digits as the key series. gonme problems cail for the detenniwition
of alternatives which contain all the digits found in the key series:

others for alternatives containing four and only four of the digits

Drwehped a Pquhekgkal IttRish U, K& We L -t e.trawer: LU. Wil5m K.L Wh*d.
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found in the key series; or three and only three, etc. Which of these
determinations is required is coded within each key series itself, and
must be determined by the exnaminee. Later in the directions, alphabetical
substitutes for numbers (A=I. B=2, etc.) are introduced. Thus, the
exarinee must interchange letters and ntumbers in solving Ihe codes. He
must be aware of the digits (or letters and digits) of the ouiginal series,
the interchangeability of letters and digits, and the requirements of the
particular problem in selecting the proper series as the answers.

(1) Internal Tharaclerislics.-The test consists of 7 recorded but un-
scored sample items, and 48 scored items, divided into 2 parts of 24
items each.

(2) Adminiistration.-Thirteen nminutes are allowed for part I and
11 minutes for part It. Examinees are paced 1w' the administrator who
informs them when there are but 6 minutes left to finish part I and alro
when there are but 5 minutes to finish part ii. Following are parts of
the directions and sample items. The words in italics are oral adminis-
tration directions and do not appear in the test booklet.

*" ; This is a test of your qtiickness at understanding"and analyzing interchangeable "
snsymbols and keys such as may be used in a code.

You will be shown a key number series composed of five digits. Below this will
be five other series. These will be the five choices from which you are to select the
correct answer series which contains the digits called for by that particular item
Now, work sample 1.

Sample 1. In which of the following series are all five of the digits the sane
as in the key series 9 S 8 7 S 1

A. 95687.
I. 9987S.
C 57854.
D. 56872.
E. 55987.

(Admixislrator reads the samun)
£ is the correct answer. All vet of its digits are the jmue as Wt digits in At

key series. Notice thai the digits in the anryr series do mot haw to be in the MWse
order as in the key stries. A is not correct, becanse it does not hnv two Iets, 5
does not have tto Jtys, C has no nine, D has no nine, and has only one *w. Notice
that in E the fit'r" at'ears t1-ice. the sasme as it does in Mie key series.

Later parts of the instructions read as follows:

Up to this point, in each sample problem you have been told how many characters
to look for in the correct answer series. Actually. this information is cortained in
the key series itself. The firnt five digits (I. 2, 3. 4. and 5) are code digits. 66 7. IL
and 9 are not cook digits. The first one of the code digits that artmas ip n the key
series indikates the nunhber of c•rrestunlding digits in the correct answer.

Nmow look back at jsentle I. The irt code divit that otltrs in Wt key is d&il
5. Thir indicates that all fire af the di~iits hate to be in the correct gamer. L*01h
at joivle 2. The firt code di!,it that e.Vori in the key is the digit 4. This inIAV
thit four and only lour oa the digits in the hystries are is.,n4 e the cwaeet

7rie.'. Look at s"r''e 3. The frst ede dilit is 3. indicating three of tihie digits d"
found in the correct asn.,rr. Look at rn•are J. Te fjit cod& digit mi the ker
teries iS the digt j. This indicates that three digts ha-e te be fowud in f1t t ef•• t
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answer. Obviosuly, 6, 7, 5, and 9 are not used to determine the number of corrt-
ponding characters in the answer, since there cannot be niore than 5 corresponding
charucters mi series containing only 5 characters.

S * S Letters as well as digits will be included in the series. The following
letters are used-A, D. C, D, K, F, G, H. J. The first five of these letters, L e., A
through E, are code letters. Each of the code letters can be substituted for its corres.
ponding code digit, I through 5 respcctively. That is, A can be substituted for 1.
8 can be substituted for 2, C for 3, D for 4, and E for S. This substitution is rm-
versible; thus, I can be substituted for A, 2 for B, 3 for C, etc. The letters, F, G.
H. and J are not interchangeable with the digits 6, 7, 8, 9 and no substitution can
take plae.

In the following problems, the first code digit 'or its equivalent code letter found
in the key series indicates the number of corresponding characters found in the €or-
ree aMswer,

If the key is "JG 4 3 2" the first code digit is four. This indicates that four and
only four of the characters in the key appear in the right answer. If the key is
"6 C A D 2r the first code letter is C. Since C is equivalent to three, this indi-
cates that three and only three of the characters in the key appear in the right
answer. Now, work sample S.

Sample S. FES3A
A. H333A
BL 33SH3
C. HCCIED
D. F1EE3
E 133HD

D Is de right xauwer. Notice thaE ius the firse code letter foun4 in Me key, and
since E it interchangeable with $ve, this indicates that all five o the characlers in
lt key series are found in tW correct answer. In choice D, F corresponds at P in
the key, 1 corresponds to A, E corresponds to E, and the second E corresponds to
AM end 3 corresptonds t three.

Remember the code characters:
A B C ) E
1 3 4 5

F•, H, HK are not interchangeable with anything. Also 6, 7. 8. 9 arm not inter-
changeable with anything.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula R--W/4 is used.

Statistied results.-1The data given are for examinees tested at Psy-

chological Re.earch Unit No. 3 on March 9 and May 16, 1944. and on

August 27, 1943.
(1) Distribution statiisics.-The distribution of scores in this test is

indicated by a mean score of 14.9 and a standard dcviation of 11.7.
based on a sample of 28S unclassified aviation students.

(2) Reliability coefti•'nt.-A reliability coefficient of 0.89, corrected,
was obtained by the alternate-forms (part 1-part II) method on a sam-
ple of 285 und3SSiWed aviation students.

(3) Fectoid comtoritiox.-The leading factors and their loadings
are: integration Il (0.42), intcgration 11 (0.40). numerical (0.29).
verbal (0.23), and general reasoning (0.20). The comwmunality (0.59)

falls far short of the reliability.
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Evauation.--Code Analysis has never been administered for valida-
tion. Its factor loadings, however, indicate that it would not possess
much validity for pilot success, probably not over 0.07. It has no load-
ing greater than 0.16 in any factor of known pilot validity. If the two
integration factors are valid for navigator selection, however, the test
would have high navigator validity, for the combination of other factors
is very favorable.

A FACTOR ANALYSIS O)F INTEGRATION TESTS
In order to gain a better untdersta'tding of tests in this area, a special

factorial study was made of integration tests. Integration tests were
originally predicated on the hypothesis that the most valid aspct of the
Complex Coordination test was its nwasurciient of the ability to observe
a complicated situation and to make a single integrated response to it.
Subsequent findings as related in this chapter have shown that while the
hypothesis was in error, it was none the less fruitful in directing re.
search into virgin areas. The newly-discovered territory needs additional
illumination through factorial study.

The Data
In addition to Complex Coordination. other classification tests which

had been recognized as good factorial reference tests were included in
the analysis. These tests have all been described in this volume except
the Two-itand Coordination test. This test uses the familiar lathe-type
machine in which the examinee attempts to keep a contact point in touch
with a moving button which follows an irregular pathway on the surface
of a slowly revolving disc, at irregular speeds. The right-and-left and to-
and-fro movements of the contact point are executed independently by
turning the cranks of the machine, one in each hand.

In addition to seven experimental integration tests, a number of other
experimental tests were also in the battery. The list with code numbes i

* may be seen in table 10.10. It includes some of the planning tests which
were of particular interest at the time and sonme new reasoning and
spatial tests. Another hypothesis concerning the "intellectual component
of the CoxjIdk'x Coordination test" was that it is a space factor of some
kini, hence the inclusion of spatial tests.

Two tests devised for this battery are of special interest-Log Book
Accuracy and Marking Accuracy (see ch. 16). It was thought that in

many of the integration tests. due to the great amount of rapid. clerical-
type work involved, part of which is in the use of the answer shert.
much of the variance would be taken up with some kind of simple psy-
chomotor factor. The two tests were accordingly devised to i.olate that
hypothetical factor and to detemilne its possible variance in the integra-
tion tests. All the experimental tests inclded in the integration battery

have been described in detail in this volume.

' £soe,4e %I Cape. UOY4 Co. )WuVbrmp&v L&. D8awd m. 1".A;%%, a~md S/SC Ways L
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TANL: lO.9--Corr"ation marif for

Tees 1 2 3 4 5 C 7 8 9 10 It 12

1, SpKd. OftI•6OS io ............ .... 49 07 03 06 07 05-00 05 14 14 09

2. PpatiaJ Oritaatim I ............... 49 .... 20 20 14 20 20-07 -02 I 16 27

&. T. V. . .......................... 07 2o .... 6K 43 23 24 12 19 14 16 28

4. Rea•nx CoMpOebenuoe........... 035 26 & .... 52 17 2 14 28 16 3
& Masteuades I8 ................... 06 14 4 5 62 .... U 42 10 24 1262 43

4. NumearWI Operatiou. Faroat ....... 07 20 23 17 3 .... S0 -I9 -21 10 -04 29

7. N.umerk Oplatimz. Baek ........ 03 20 24 2 42 0 .... -03 -02 24 10 30

8. Meuhanial lhormms ..e......... -09 -07 16 14 10 - 1I -03 .... 44 00 16 -03

9. M7emelml Priadpks ............. -02 19 24 -21 -02 44 .... 10 II

t0. 8AM Comples Codlination ....... .14 2 24 13 16 10 24 00 10 .... 2m 23

It. Planmalg Air Mamervmru .......... 14 26 16 3 29-04 10 16 25 ! .... 37

It. PlsaSa A Om ................ 0. 27 21 33 45 29 39 -0, It 23 37 ....

13. Imatrummat Cuampfthe.•O I ....... 14 30 2 2 2 22 2x -01 02 27 25 36

14. lastruan t compeehemiom 11 ...... 22 2 27 29 24 20 17 -01 24 2 0

15. ure Anralam ................. 2 32 3 43 4 22 2 01 24 30 37

26. Stlpial Viaualisatioin I............. 22 24 37 41 46 21 14 13 40 20 41 43

17. Map Distmae .................... 0 02 I 22 23 -00 00 2 2 12 03 07

3I.L lal......................... 13 0 01 IS 12 00 I I1 It 11 14

it.Q. ........................... •3•434 to 13 0 21 23 -0 I! 2 2

ft. Rae Plaiwas ................... I1 2 01 28 20 01 10 II 31 11 X1 85

21. o(uaet2ko amblue ........... 2 19 23 2 8 0 1 n 40

22. F alllurimOeld Dlvaene .......... 1 23 33 2 10 2 31 21 41

2&. Fenelwte Ditmetioe .............. 1 2 44 22 24 34 - " go

24. Cmie Amouis.................... 1 2 24 43 4129 34- " 2

2L5. rkht 1urmam ................ 23 31 31 12 I2 - 130 23

26. orted LMmi .................. I I 1 3 0 14 - 14

27. PNasa Itlefpration............... .0 1 26 34 273 17 20 01 I0 10 1 41

r. SAM Tw-lld.................. .02 7 -0 -00-03 -04 03 30 18 23 3 07

21.. combat lue................... 0. 1 31 41 44 2 33 -031 I 4 33 47

35L. 1w DAn Aeweey ............... 13 27 13 1I 14 41 41j-19 -14 If 07 3.

* 31. M rking Amey ................ 22 34 On 04 O 21 1-2 - -01

i2. R&ea Cam4prebrulem 0 ... i.... 41 07 I 7 4

*iliuw poilmt. elhted.
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the Integration Battery (V-S68)'

13 14 15 16 17 19 19 .40 21 222 2 24 2 2% 2? 7 29 20 30 31 32

II
14 23 23 23 01O 13 34 10 13 16 1 I tl 1,3 11 Id0 0 1 1g 2s32 85

30 24 32 24 06 Ob 34 2s 25 20 22 29 23 19 2 0- I4 47 34 47

22 27 3 4 17 IS OI 0O 11 23 4 21 24 4 " 26.-ON 31 31 ON0

25 29 45 41 322 3S 3, 2s J 33 42 42 31 31 34 -00 441 01 61

2 20 42 4d 23 130 37 32 01 31 3I U 03 44 14 04 47

S2 6 22 6 3 -00 ? 9 21 41 29 1 i 29 16 10 V -04 26 41 21 - N

4. 17 6 14 00 13 234 3,0 i 2? 3 34 21 44 20 03 3 41 4 19

-0 -01 6 .. .0. -0• 3 A -03 -0 3 -03 -03 Of 23 -1 -r12V

06 24 24 7 4 0 . 1. 1 3 210 3 1 03 133 03 6i 1 4 03 4

232334 20121129I 21 262219 227017 f3 24 IN 0

30 36 46 43 07 14 23 36 40 42 32 W- 314, 41 Of 47 3,3 -01 34

4D 27 3 03 0 12 2?... 331 72 3 33 32 -12 13 21

25 2. 3 0 4 19 236 3. .3 20 U 3 23 27 13 32 | 2 IS 23

A 3 33 3 3 3 .. 2 2 3 39 07 4! 3203 2 71

3 2 23 .... 2 17 4 . 0 3 3 3 2 3 34 -@ 3 1 03 43

4 1 2 20 .. 0 ON 12 0. 3 2 02 O3 IS 33

to 23 34.... 2 I 16 13 10 I 13 85 0 O I N - OG

33 3 3 0l 207 2374 3 24... 43-, 3 319 O - 1 1 031 20 4 20 02 1 2 ,1 IN 3... 3,13 39 4 1 3 2 00 23 2N l 0 19

2327 383 s1 3 26 723 .. 33 34 X4-3... 04 22 -1
3 2 1 I 7 3 21 -03 3 ... 3- &2 -03 17 Of2
36 2 32 2 02 0 17 33 23 37 3 37 U .... 41 -83 44 of• 1

21 2 3 3 3 Oil 08 0 ] 21 3 30 34 92 i .... -a e9 of 33i

t2 13 7 22 10 ON 0 00 (N -01 0 -403 -W -S .... -40 4 -03 so

3 3 42 6 0 I 2 3 4 4 4 4- -0 ... 0 33

3 2 2 0 I3 -0? 3 16 33 3 I 3 0 33... 2 04

I 3 06 -I 03 I5 -1 -01 07' 03 0 0- -65

2 23 4 4 3 0 1 28 IS 27 33 0 x 31 0 3 -W
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TAHLE 10. 10-Ccntroidfatior Loedinga ford"A Irdlegroion Baiery,

____________________ I tI III IV V VI VII Vill Ix x X1 xII XIII 112

3. filovro of Ide"GatiBaos.I
2 piAIO .i........... 33 -26 -29 -24 -19 16 -2 -08 -2 -0 07 -04 10 47

2~. Pt! 1.-

Cp 0? .............. 47-3--20-23 3-07-Jx-It 33 -1 07 67

. t(TV%) CE506JD. 49 19 1 24 -30 10 113-32-c* 1-13 17 30 63

CIGI411Xb .... 61 27 33 39 -131If-6 1 -3-0 0 -0 6
a. NIMbOmaties1. C1200C. . 62 24 220-30 -19 -11 10 04 0?. 07 113-07 63

Frns'C101 ...... 38-3 40 6-3 -10910-07 *1 -07-03 12-0 06 63Omk 109 .... 49 -313 30 0s7-11-16 09-0'-0 19 -0 068. 8Iewhui. Isfermatim.
C190 ......... ON 3 -2 413 1 3 0 -10 13 ON 23 02-10 0? 83

C190A.......... 33 41-43 23 113 3-12 IN 07 -06-04 06-0 AN

U". M'dOmI3...........41-IN -9 10 213-17 24 -1 -14-03 12 13 -09 46It PlUanait Air Maneuvems
C1404AX3 ............ 49 16 -14-13 18 -03-07 -26 17 W 1132 04 303it Planaina A Cowrs.

2.140A26 32 -I21 3-2 0-07 1h O 04-13 If 02
ul.3CSIS -21-3- -06 00-0 14 10 12O -18 GA0

34. If ComlnSnG .... 67 -00 -21 -06 -04 -0 23 13 -0 -04-230 11 64

C21AXI ............ Sh 14 -0% -006-17-37 -0 -13 0-00 12-00-12 61

C1 20AX ............ 63 .4-2. -0 -2 -17 -11 02 1 -10 -0 -04-01 69

17. Map Lstasma.CPMIS3... 22-2 -is 26 -133- 07 11 0.4-34 03-0 -17-0 29
IL Ilamb V-1 .............. 27-0,4 -14 09 Om 07 -04 13 07 -190 04 10 It

.M Ceu.V-2a.............. 4 -213-?2 -12 -0 -07 -O -O -IN -1 ON 13 1 47
C1411AXI............. 4 16-21 -23 21 -0? -13 00I -14 -03-07 0 47
O . ...... -18 N -0 -13 0 -0-141 4

SCIUOI X .............. as1 04-04 3-t-04 0 --

U&FM ~.u.r......... 34--42 I 3 1 0-4 -3n-1 -30 0-O-n 4

2. ......... 1and1ngs a 0

CIIiAX4 ............ ... 1 N- 1-01 -04 -14 21-22 13-21 U
1.6. I , ,.......lo.... 24-27 1 -34- 3 1-0 1

S1* SAM- Til--it-t Ca0t1i-
naleeC! CMI01A ....... 12 -11-34 227-1 - -04 13 36-07-3 40

' •k~~2 . C IIbas 3 .a .. ... 1-1

CI63&AX . ............ ..I * 34, - 16 -I II 0 2 1 - 71
20. L[asdBoo AeeuryX1.. -41 2,-I 07 1 3 12 0 -0 84
31. ,w.U" Ae••,,-. ...... 1- -01-1-11-1-7 14 1 1 31-.1 42

'Dalimal edetaesmtta Vari"be323 a~ble 109 usaateN. adielv esmomvbeeuive yr simalar le
&bhatW solee wa table 4 mdWW aMyareuIsp med incdedw in the m aum aalywii of &be fa~aia.
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The correlation matrix is presentol for the 32 variables in table 10.9,
the centoid ioadings ind coninninalities in table 10.10, and the rotated
loadings fr the 13 factors in table 10.11. The sample was compose.d of
266 classified pilots. At the time these pilots were classified, no consid-
erable selection was made except on the basis of nwchankcal-experience,
visualization, spat ial - relations, and psychomotor-coord i nat ion factors.

The Factors

For each factor the list of tests in order of descending loadings is
given. Only loadings of 0.25 or greater are included.

Rotated factor I is defined by the following data:

Test No,. Test name I Loading

16 S ptial Visualization I ....................................... 0.53
9 Mechanical Principles ....................................... .47

i5 Figure Analogies .......................................... . ... 36
20 Route P? nning ......................................... 32
17 Map Distance .......................................... .31
4 Reading Comprehension ................................... .30

14 Instrument Compr-hension 11 .............. ........... .28

This is the well estabiished visualization factor, which is conspicuous
by its absence from integration tests. One might have expected it to
some degree in all of them, especially in the Flight Formations test. The
latter is apparently susceptible of successful execution without the aid
of visualization of the type conspicuous in Mechanical Principles and
Spatial Visualization I and II.

Rotated factor II is defined by the following data.

Test No. Test naw, Loading

1I Speed of Identification ...................................... 0.66
2 %; -atial Orientation I .......................................... 62

19 ICub .. ....................................................... 4S
31 1 Marking Accuracy ...................... S

This is clearly the perceptual-speed factor, which almost always has
loadings above 0.60 in the two leading tests. The only feature of interest
here is that the Marking Accuracy test is about 12 percent a matter of
perceptual speed, whereas from its appearance it would seem to he a
rather pure test of speed of simple motor movement. The perceptual
component must be attributed to tht necessity of locating positions for
marking and to the visual control oi accurate manipulations of the pen-
cil. No integration tests are significantly loaded with this factor, even
though they are usually speed tests and require attention to detailL
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S! Rotated factor III is defined by the following data:

7 Numerical Operations {ak ....... ......... 07
6 Numerical Operations(ro )....... .,

21 Organi4atiolval Planning ...... . '............. ....... 3
5 Mathematics 0 ............................................... 3,8

30 Log Book Accuracy ........................................... 32•
ii' ~ ~12 P'lanning A Course ..................................... .. 321i••:

24 Code Analyfiis ................................. . ... .. 2
23 Followin g D irections ................. I..... ... " . .2 6

[i This, the numerical factor, ,,as somewhat lower factor loadings in the
Sclassification tests than usual. This may indicate that other tests also *

i: have reduced loadings in it. Since pilots were not selected by any tests •
il strongly weighted for the numerical factor, restriction of rang-. can

Shardly be blamed for this state of affairs. The integration and planning
tests in the list all involve the use of numbers in an elementary fashion

Sso that some degree of saturation with this factor is understandable. It
is interesting to see how analysis separates sharply be~tween Marking Ac-
curacy and Log Book Accuracy with respe.ct to this factor, as should have
been expected from the fact that in the latter, item numbers were in-
volved.

Rotated factor IV has sigiiificant loadings in three tests:

Test Noe. Test name odn

f MNechanical Information .............. . ............ 0.67
9 .M cha1nical Principles ........................................ .49

28 Two-liand Coordination .......................... :............9

Here the use of classified pilots and their restriction on mechanical
variance is quite evident. This is the well-verified mechanical-experience
factor. None of the integration tests have significant loadings in it.

Rotated factor V is defined by the following data:

Test No. Test at-At .m~l

3 General Information (Ncavigation Scare) .... ................ •• .. 0.7t1
4 Reading Comp ehenso ................ :..., .60
5 Mathe'rmatics B ..... ....... .. ....... . .40

29 Combat Pa s............... ....... . .. .,0
'IS5 Filrure Analogies ............... ... ..... .. .. ... 27
16 spatial Visualization I ............. ...... 26
23 W ollowinst Ii-ec'tionn ......... .. . . . .. . . ............. . .2

This is the verbal factor, which has no serious loadings in any inte-
gration tests exceipt Combat Planes, and in this test it accounts for only
9 percent of the total variance. Vocabulary or verbal comprehension is
thus o)f trifling importance in these integration tests.

Rotated factor \11 i's common to but three tests:

Test No. iTea &sawcL da

Ii

27 S:'n l ntrpett• 1.................... I................... &so1

Tes -o ba Tlane .... ... .. ... . .. . .. ... . .. . .. . .

25 t Formatic r ............................................
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Here is decidedly a new factor, characteristic of three of the integra-
tion tests. None of the three is a pure measure of it. Flight Formations
comes nearest to being a pure measure, since its secondary loadings are
insignificant. Its communality, however, is low, and its variance in this
factor is only 21 percent. If one were to attempt to develop a pure tesc
of this factor, either this form would be cultivated or one would attempt
to rid the other tests in this list from the intolerable secondary variances.
The factor, for the present, may be called integration I until more is
known regarding it.

The chief thing that these tests have in common is the requirement
for the examinee to memorize and to retain a number of rules which
must be followed in responding to the items. From this consideration the
variable might be defined as a memory factor. It is possible that there
is a factor having to do with the retention of verbal instructions and
that it is common to these tests and the Memory for Tactical Plans test
(see ch. 11). No correlations are available with which to test this
suggestion.

Rotated factor VII is another one prominent in some of the integra-
tion tests:

Test NI Test name Loading

23 Following Directions ......................................... 0.55
24 Code Analysis ............................................... 40
26 Forced lAndinfs ............................................. .3
21 Organizational Planninh ....................................... .3

4 Reading Comprehension ...................................... .2
22 Following Oral Directions ..................................... .25

The distinguishing feature of the leading tests in this list is appar-
ently an ability to adapt quickly to new instructions and to carry them
out successfully. Almost every item introduces new variations or modifi-
cations of general instructions given at the beginning. There is some
necessity to retain mental sets, but not for nearly so long periods as in
the case of factor VI just described. It would be highly desirable, how-
ever, to correlate these tests with memory tests in order to determine the
possible identity of this factor with sonic memory factor. Until further
information is forthcoming, it is best to name this factor integration I1.

Rotated factor VIII is strong in only two tests:
TMN NO. T "est name ] Loading

2 I Two.lIand Coordination .................................... 0.46
10 CoM- c, Coordinion........................................ .45

In spite of the very small number of tests with which to define this
factor, it is probably the psychomotor coordination factor, held in com-
mon with the Rotary Pursuit Test and Finger Dexterity as shown in
other analyses (see ch. 28).
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Rotated factor IX is also restricted to two tests:

Tca No. Tea am* Loa"ia

30Log Book' Accuracy ............................. ......... toS

This factor might be calle marking speed, in accordance with oam
simple, obvious aspect of these two tests. It nay be some independent
type of clerical ability, but there is also the possibility that it is a much
more restricted ability, such as speed of simple motor reactions as was
found in certain factor-analysis studies preceding the war.

Giving credence to the last-mentioned hypothesis, the writer favors
the name psychomotor speed for this factor.

Combat Planes, the highly speeded integration test which involves
direct marking of tie answer sheet, also has a small loading on this
factor. It is clear that psychomotor speed docz not enter into other inte
gration tests to any appreciable degree and so does not add to the com-
plexity of the tests, as had been fcared.

Rotated factor X involves a number of integration tests:

Ted No Test name Loa"in

26 Forced Landings............................................... US)I Malhemratics B ....................... ............................. 327 Signal lnterp~tstaioa............................................ .41
16 Spaitial Visulatn 1-6611 ......................................... 3
is Figure Analogies..........................33
29 Cormbat I'lanca............................s,
12 Mlanning A Course.......................................... is
22 Following Oral Direcimsa...................... ............ X
3 T~echnical Vocabulary (navilgatisn were) ..... 3....

This is the usual general- reasoning factor. There are two other rea-
soning factors, each of a more res~ricted nature. This one. which has
always been prominent in Mathematics B (arithmetic reasning), shows
tip strongly in several of the integration ttsts. Forced Landings in pwr
ticular appears to be as good a measure of it as Mathematics B. The
itenis in forced landings are. after all, simple arithmetical -reasoning
problems, in which the number work is so simple that the number vari-
ance drops out. As a result of the findings here, we concluide that a num-
ber of the integration tests would be va-lid for selection of navigators but
would not be aided by reason of gcllcral-rcasonlng variance for *h
selection of pilots.

Rotated factor XI is defined by the following data:

Teat N&. Teat sam Leedhg

M Panning Air Maneuvers...................................
11 Mlanning A Course............. ................................ 4
24 Codle Analysis .................................. .......... 4
is lirkire Avialogies................... ........................... .31
20 Route Ma~nning......................................... ........ 301
26 Spatial vo-u41l8116bo. I ........... ................................. 34
27 signal Interpreiatrom....................................... .31
21 Organisational Mianning ............................ 3

29 Combat Planes ..........

-- -- --- --- -
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Thils factor list includes a combination of integration and reasoning
tests. It seems to be identical with a factor isolated in two other analyses
of the Nonverbal Rcasoning battery (see ch. 7) and the Foresight and
Planning 11 battery (see ch. 9). The tests, with two possible exceptions
(Figure Analogies an(l Spatial Visualization I), seem to have in common
the necessity for keeping in mind a number of detailed considerations
provided either from the instructions or from the objects used in~ the
items. Failure to take into account all considerations leads almost in-
cvitahly to an incorrect response. One hypothesis would be that it is a
span of apprehension or a scope of apprehension. Another might be that
it involves mastery of details. A third hypothesis, somewhat different
from the other two, is that the factor is ideational fluency, the case wvith
which the individual can think of new possible responses. This ability
would provide a dlistinlct advantage in most of these tests except CodeI
Analysis, Mlanning a Course, and perhaps Signal Interpretation and Corn-

bait Mlanes. Until further definitive evidence is available, it is best to

nainc the factor integration MI.
Rotated factor X II is defined by a single test, namely, Map Distance,

which has a loading of only 0.28. This factor might have been regardedI
as a residual, except for the fact that there is too much spread in the
loadings and it is possible to find concordant results in other analyses.

This leads to the suggestion that it is the kength-estimation factor in
which Mlap Distance has previously shown a loading of 0.31. Spatial
Orientation I is the only other test in the present battery that has a
loading with the factor approaching significance. A small amount of
length estimation in this test could be rationalized.

Rotated factor XIII is defined by the following data:

Test No. Tedt smeoma~

14 Intument Comprehiension It.............................. .....
14 instrument Comprehensien I1............................. .... 85

(to Complx..........on............. .......................
12 MoanerningA Cu rse. .. ..................................... .34

22 Follovwingf Oral Drections,......................................28
11 M'anning Air %Maneuvers ....................................... X
23 ITwolland C..rdtithe.............. ...................... 2

This is the spaitial-relations factor originally called the "intellectual
component of the Complex Coordination test." For classification tests
the loaidings here are somnewhat lower than the normal levels, due un-
dlouted~tly to tl'e sclection of the pilots. The loadings in general might,
therefore, be higher in an unselected sample. However this might be, it
appewars that bo~th formis of lnortniment Comprwehension are better tests of
the facto)r thani is Complex Coordiniation. The Planning a Course temt.
which in snnw rcspects was to duplicate the fundamental nature of the
Complex Coordlination test on paper. (lid not measure Up to its model with
respect to the measurement of spatial relations. It had a loading of 0.62
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in this factor in the foresight-and-planning analysis (see ch. 9). how-
ever, so that this statement must be made with r 4•,ations. Its loading
here suffers somewhat from th1 gereral restriction in ctninit with other

* i space tests. It is intcresting to note in pasring that the I lands lest (lid not
have an appr.ciable loading in this space factor. Results elsewhere (wee

p. 417) will show that it better represcn-s another space factor.

Conclusions
Several important deductions and implications can be drawn fron the

results of this analysis.
In the first place, the chief feature of the Complex Coordination test,

and one of the aspects that makes it valid, is not an integration ability.
as had been hypothesized. Its chief variances which contribute validity
for pilot selection, and for so rnrny other kinds of predictions, are its

t spatial-relations and psychomotor-coordination factors, and to a small
l degree iti variances in visuaiization and perceptual speed.
II In spite of the fact that thc hypothesis was wrong, it was fruitful in

leading to test development in a new area and to some understanding

of that new area. The three integration factors uncovered by this analy-

sis become the starting points for new explorations in individual dif-

ferences. One factor seems to reresent the effective persistence of a
complicated mental se( wlich operates in rapid, complex, clerical-type

* work (integration 1). A second factor seems to represent an adaptability

of mental set; the trait of being able to modify sets on short notice (in-
tegration lI). One might be tempted to call it flexibility of set (absence

of perseveration), except for the fact that flexibility (or perseveration)

tests have notoriously failed to intercorrclate to any substantial degree

(see ch. ZO for an example of this). The third factor may represent

some kind of span or scope of apprehension or attention; the ability to

keep all elements -in a set operating effectively (integration III). It will

require further test development to examine all these hypotheses effec-

tively.
As a group, integration tests proved to be nonvisualizing (at least

Svisualization of the manipulatory type), nonperccptual (in the percep-

tual-speed sense), mostly nonnumcrical, nonnmechanical, and mostly non-

verbal. Neither are they given to varian.ces in the psychonmtor-spted

factor. The only better known factors with which many of them are sec-

ondarily involved are general reasoning and .spatial relatio•is (to which

reference has already been made). The involvement with general rma-

soning often comes about in many a complex task, particularly wvhein

difficulties are encountered and responses are not obvious by way of vis-
ualization.
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Memory Tests'

BMEIMORY IN AVIATION

Memory In Aviation Training

Training, no matter of what type, implies learning and mnmory. It is
therefore appropriate to expect that memory ability or memory abilities
should be important in many phases of the education of air-crew train-

oes. When the operations of their training are observed and analysed,
this conviction is even greater. Ground-school training requires the avn-
tion student to absorb large quantities of factual material under pressure
in limited time. He is expected to remember, and to use later in flying&
the information that is imparted to him in his classroom work. In learn-
ing to operate within his specialty in the air, he must also acquire a
great number of skills that he did not possess before. These skills must
be stamped in with repeated drill, and, if possible, over-learned to the
point where he may perform automatically on occasion, resisting the
effects of distraction or of stress

Memory in Combat Operatkas
In combat it is expected and hoped that what the air-crew member

learned in the way of factual information and in the way of motor skills
will be sufficiently retained, aud reinstated with sufficient facility for
him to perform the necessary operations for which he spent many months
of preparation. It is also true that training never ceases after flying pe
sounnel have passed beyond the stages designated as training. In other
words, to maintain proficiency and to improve proficiency, the individual
must acquire new information and skins and must perfect skills that he
could not practice completely before.

In addition to the maintenance and improvement of proficiency in hit
job, the flying soldier goes through periods of briefing in which he Is
expected to note and to remember the important facts concerning the
mission he is about to fly. lie must remember his orders and specific fea-
tures of the mission that are not carried with him in the form of written
or pictorial material. He must be able to identify features of the land-
scape, if necessary, as well as friendly and enemy aircraft that may ap-
pear. Returning from his mission, he should be able to remember and
to relate to interrogation personnel the important details that they wish
to know. From the beginning of training through to the "pay-off" in

'Wgft by T/Sei. cna.U IL Sbhrk. wm asumus by I•. at3. , at
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combat, successful performance would seem to depend to a very large
degree on the efficiency of the mcmory of each flying individual.

Job Analyss Data

It is not necessary to enumerate one by one the many things that must
be remembered during air-crew training. Such a listing of specific acts
of memory would be superfluous and the role of memory can be taken
for granted without it. Objective data concerning the relative importance
of remembering, however, should be examined before a full conclusion
is reached regarding its place in air-crew performance. There are a
variety of data that can be cited in connection with various phases of
training and combat.

Memory Defieiencles In Training
In the data on 1,000 primary pilot elimination-board cases, it was re-

ported that 24 percent of the cadets exhibited memory deficiencies suffi-
ciently serious to be mentioned. Some of the typical notations are as
follows: "Does not retain instruction," "requires repeated demonstra-
tions," "repeats mistakes from day to day," "forgets fuel dial after one
look," "fails to switch tanks," "forgets wind direction," "forgets flaps,"
"forgets to look back at tee on take-off," "forgets to notice tee on land-
ing," and "neglects reference points on wing." In another sample of

i 1,303 primary eliminees for whom ratings had been given on the pilot
rating scale of the Air Force Training Command, 39 percent were
checked as having menory deficiencieL

No data are available for basic training, but in advanced single-engine
training 52 cut of 100 eliminees were reported as showing memory de-
fects, and this represented 8 percent of all comments made concerning
them. In advanced twin-engine training. 38 out of 100 had mentions of
memory deficiencies, which represented 7 percent of all comments. In
operational training, of 100 pilots whoi'Were reclassified for insufficient
proficiency. 3 percent were reported as having memory defects.

Memory and the Bomber Crew

The relative importance of memory, as judged by supervisory officers
of combat personnel in the Eighth Air Force, is indicated by ratings
made on a scale of nine points. In evaluating the importance of nemory
for bomber pilots, the average rating, as judged by 74 observers, was
6.4 when the range of average ratings for other qualities was from
4.1 to 7.5. The average ratir.g for navigators, as judged by 57 observers,
was 6.9 when the means of other traits ranged from 5.0 to 8.0. The
average rating for bomnbardiers, as judged by 31 observers, was 7.0
with a range for other traits of 5.3 and 8.0. Memory ranked ninth
among 20 psychological requirements for the bomber pilot, being tied i
with the trait called "estimation of speed and distance." It was tied for

eighth place along with arithmetic calculations and leadership in the case
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of navigators, and for sixth place along with division of attention and
finger dexterity for bombnardiers. In other words, its pomition among
traits in general is rcgarded as higher than average.

RESEARCH ON MEMORY TESTS

A Systematl] Plan

While a considerable amount of experimental work has been done In
the field of memory, and the techniques of memory research are numer-
ous and well known, no. a great deal is known concerning individual
differences with respect to memory performance. Previous factor-analy-
sis studies have at least demonstrated the fact that memory ability is not
a single trait in which people differ, but rather that there are a mnmbde
of memory abilities. (I) It is not apparent when one considers the
nmany learning activities and the many situations calling for remember-

ing in connection with combat aviation just what specific memory fac-
tori are most important. It seemed desirable, therefore, to make a rather
comprehensive and searching survey of this area-within the time per-
mitted by the urgency of the military situation-in order to be sure that
the important memory variables would be investigated. This implies a
"shot gun" approach, but it was not by any means a completely Mind
approach. There was not sufficient time to explore all possible avenues
and there were restrictions in terms of the type of memory task dtat
could be suited to the routine of classification testing. Within these luil-
tations, a rather extensive plan of research was evolved.

The plan included factor analyses of two batteries of menmoy tests in
order to determine what fundamental variables were important and
which tests were most saturated in them. Since the time available for
validation testing was limited at this period of research, only those te"ts
with the highest factor loadings in mnenory abilities were to be aM-
dated. As it happened, the opportunity to validate most of them wm
later provided.

Features of Memory Tasks

If one recalls the various laboratory iechniques, such as memory span.
paired associates, serial learning, and the like. and if one also conzidrI
the various types of materials and the many methods for measuring the

amount of retention, recall, and recognition. the lines of test possibili-

ties tend to become clearer.
Toyes of moterid.-The favorite types of material are few. Verbal

material is, perhaps, the most common. It may be either meaningful or

nonsensical, and it may be presented in printed or in oral form. Pictorial
material may be either schematic or photogrphic, and in meaningful or

in relatively meaningless form. The things to be memorized may be PrM

senteS in any of these forms in group testing, and the final test of eff-&
ciency of retention, recall, and recognition may also be given in temn=
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of any of the same types of material. Presentation and final test activity

may be in terms of the same kind of material and the same modality or
type of perceptual or motor performance, or they may differ in these
respects in many combinations. In selecting test ideas for development,

* the kinds of combinations most common to air crew were given highestI pririty.

Within the limitations imposed by group testing, it was not possible
to set up the conditions for assessing individual differences in the reten-
tion and use of motor skills and other habits.' The approach described

in this chapter voluntarily restricts itself to the type of memory task that
can be applied in group testing. It will be found that the tests that follow
depend frequently upon learning by paired associates. The material is

either pictorial or verbal. The final measurement of memory proficiency
is in terms of recognition tests--multiple-choice and matching types of
response. This restriction was imposed by the use of the answer sheet.
It is upheld by the conviction that efficiency of recognition and of recall
are very highly correlated, at least within the limits of the retention in-
tervals utilized in the tests.

Immediale vs. delayed recall.-Most memory tests heretofore have
required recall or recognition only after relatively short time intervals.
Practical considerations have usually demanded this type of test. The
memory involved in air-crew performance, however, is of the delayed
rather than the immediate type. It may be that the two are not very
highly correlated. Since classification testing of aviation students had to
be completed within a 2-day period, it would have been possible to in-
sert an interval of 24 hours. This would not have been very convenient,
since all group testing was confined to 1 day. The only test utilizing
more than a few seconds delay between observation and recognition test
was one that involved an interval of approximately 2 hours. During this
interval, students were occupied with other tests. Had the interval been
longer, even extending through the noon mess period, there would have
been opportunity for extraneous factors to disturb the reliablity of the
recognition test. The intervening of nonstandard activities between the
impression and test of retention and recall has always been a disturbing
feature of long-interval memory tests.

Fs", Valtydi
It was quite easy to apply the principle of face validity to memory

tests. Pictures of planes and their names, landmarks as seen from the
air paired with names, and aerial maps to be remembered by name or by
visual features, provided a wealth of material. A set of orders for a
mission presented orally provided a simulated briefing. Identification of
ships, aircraft, and of landmarks as in pilotage, were representcd in sev-

a'OtheiNO& %4ij,t-b Msarw Love haeXiAMlAd A*he 6 uW4.I heist..k.iIapchemmieseh sadm Ipedau free -• iUam. Thu reeak. .• eripee"as a" i).
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eral of the tests. Retention of verbil instructions was represented in
r:,others. The pertinence of most tests should be apparent to any observer

who is conversant with military-aviation requirements.

Classification of memtory tests.-The tests included in this chapter are
classified logically on the basis of (a) type of material, (b) nature of
Sthe task involved, and (c) manner of presentation and response. There

•,• are two main kinds of material :, (I) pictorial and (2) symbolic. Each of

these main categories is subdivided into (1) tests which require mew-
ory for complex wholes and reations of parts and (2) those whi,;h re-
quire memory for simple wholes (paired associates). Each of these di-
visions may be further broken down according to mn nner of presenta-
tion of and response to the items.

PICTORIAL MEMORY TESTS
Placed under this category are those tests that involve the ability to

remember and to recognize material of a nonverbal, pictorial nature, in-
cluding both complex wholes and relations of parts, and simple wholes
(paired associates). Tests involving memory for complex wholes and
relations include those presenting a pictorial stimulus and pictorial re-
sponse, and those presenting a pictorial stimulus with a verbal response or
question. Tests involving memory for simple wholes include those pre-
senting a pictorial-verbal stimulus and a pictorial-verbal response, where
the memory is primarily for the pictorial element.

Ratiodae

As pointed out earlier in this chapter, air-crew personnel must carry
with thm, mentally, certain information necessary for the success of the
mission. Much of this material is nonverbal, nonsymbolic, or pictorial.
Some of this pictorial material consists oi recently acquired and com-
plex information, such as maps of enemy territory with landmarks, tar-
gets, and other identifying features. Orientation to the terrain and ob-

jectives of the mission requires the recognition of identifying features

as previously studied in maps of the territory. In addition, after the

mission is accomplished, memory for the events of the trip in terms of

the territory flown over is important in the accurate evaluation of re-
sults. The measureentt of this type of nm.mory is attempted in the

Map-Memory tests which follow and the Memory for Landmarks test,

which requires the remembering and recognition of single identifying

features.

Memory for complex wholes and relations is also important in the

routine, mechanical performance of air-crew duties under conditions

where attention is diverted by other necessary activities or distractions&
Thus, the pilot must know his instruments and their relative positioes

by memory, so that he can operate them without seeing them, when nec-
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essary. T41his type of memory is represented by thc Memory for Instru-
Imwnt Board test dsciedbw-low.

Another type of pictorial mcimory is necessary for the quick recogni-
tion and differentiation of enemiy and friendly aircraft and ships. Al-
though to a certain extent proficiency in this area . requires constant
learning as new types, of aircraft and ships are Rtut into combat service,
much of it represents the memory for outlirecs, forms, a~nd identifying
characters learned early in training. This area is sampled by the Memory
for Planes and Mfeuncry for Ships tests described in this chapter.

RADIO STATION r

bROAWAYA

INrANTRY

)S >stOODi RADIO TOWERS

or -tot .0 0

Tt-A. LOTIA IE1HWC4

5-A. N4ORTHEA~ST

~ ~E ~uT4W~'FIGURE 11.1
STUDY MAP AND TEST ITEMS OF MAP MEMORY,

C1 5OSAXI
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Map Memory, CI505AXI1

This is a pictorial-memory test in which the stimulus is pictorial and
the response is in verbal form. It was designed to measure the ability to
remember complex wholes and relations of parts.

Description. (1) Internal dzaractcristics.-The test consists of 2 parts,

each in a separate booklet containing 60 items. Part I ccntains a sample
map with 6 practice items and 3 test maps, each followed by 20 items
concerning each map. Part 1I consists of 3 additional maps of the same

type followed by 20 items each. Each item has five alternative verbal
responses which distinguish this test from the visual form described later.

Sample questions and a section of the appropriate map are shown in
figure 11.1.

(2) Adininistration.--Instructions for the test inform the examinee

that the test is a measure of his ability to remember details of a nmp
which he is to study for a brief period of time. He is directed to note
particularly, in his study of the large map, features which will enable

him to remember any section, such as:

1. Names of places and things.

2. Locations of places and things in relation to each other.

3. Compass directions, e. g., location of one part of the map as north
of another part.

4. Important routes by road, rail, air, etc., from one part of the map
to another. "

5. Number of times certain important objects occur in the map. The
total time limit is 45 minutes for part I and 41 minutes for part II. Two
minutes are allowed for study of the sample map in part I, followed by

2 minutes for answering the six sample items. Each of the test maps in

part I is studied for 4 minutes, and 8 minutes are allowed for answering
each set of 20 items. In part H1, 5 minutes are allowed for the study of
each map and 7 minutes for answering each group of 20 items. The

administration of part I and part IT of the test is separated by the ad-

ministration of other tests in the battery ;n order to decrease the effect of

proactive inhibition or other interferences.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.

Staiisticai results.-The data given below are for a group of 179

classified bombardiers and 259 unclassified aviation students tested at
Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in September 1942.

(1) Distribution statistics.,-For 358 cases (bonibardiers and unclas-

sified students), the mean raw score (for parts I and II, 120 items) was

64.8, with a standard deviation of 18.2 and a range from 18 to 105.

(2) ltternl consistcncy.-For the bombardier sample, the phi coeffi-

cients ranged from -0.10 to 0.55, with a mean of 0.33 and a standard

s Developed at i'4ycholngical Rese.irch Unit No. 3. Chief contributors: Capt. Harry R'o•wff fL
and Test Construction Staff.
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deviation of 0.11 for part I. For part II, the range was from 0.01 to
0.57, with a mean of 0.30 and a standard deviation of 0.11. For an N

"of 179 (upper and lower halves of approximately 90 were employed) a
phi of approximately 0.14 is required for significance at the 5 percent
level, and a phi of 0.20 for significance at the 1 percent level. Although,

$ as a whole, the test showed fair consistency, many items were lacking in
discrimination between the upper and lower criterion groups.

S i (3) Reliability coefficients.-The correlation of part I with part II
was 0.71, which yields a coefficient of 0.84 when corrected for double
length. The group of 179 bombardiers was used for the computation.

(4) Difficulty.-Difficulty indices (N=179) ranged from 0.19 to
0.96, with a mean of 0.58, corrected for chance, and a standard deviation
of 0.17 for part 1; and from 0.21 to 0.93, with a mean of 0.61, cor-
rected for chance, and a standard deviation of 0.16 for part II. Diffi-
culty is therefore satisfactory, although sonic of the items are perhaps
too difficult and others somewhat too easy.

(5) Factorial composition.-The most significant loadings are in the
visual-memory (0.54), verbal (0.42), perceptual-speed (0.35), and vis-
ualization (0.26) factors. The communality is 0.70. For a fuller picture
of the factorial composition of this test, see appendix B.

(6) Test validity.-A sample of 212 pilots yielded a biserial correla-
tion of -0.16 between performance in this test and graduation-elimina-
tion in pilot training. The mean score for the graduates was 29.00, for
eliminees 32.05, and the standard deviation foi both combined was

11.04. Of this sample 75 percent were graduates.

Evaluation.-Factor analysis of this test shows that 70 percent of

total variance is accounted for by common factors. The visual-memory
factor accounts for 29 percent, the verbal factor for 18 percent, the per-

ceptual-speed factor for 12 percent, and the visualization factor for 7
percent. The remaining 4 percent of the total variance is accounted for
by common factors on which the loadings are quite low. Since the reli-

ability is 0.84, the test contains some unknown common-factor variance.

The obtained validity of -0.16 is not congruent with that obtained
for a similar form, CIS05BXI (see-discussion immediately following).
For the sample on ,¢hich this validity was obtained, the standard error

of the biserial correlation is 0.09. The -0.16; therefore, is not signifi-
cantly different from zero.

Since the time required for the entire test (85 minutes) is imprac-
ticable for a single test, it is considered unnecessary to retain two parts.
The test was considered worth revising because of the fact that certain

items were highly related to total score. It was, therefore, purified by

eliminating items with negative and low phis, as determined in the sam-
ple of 179 bombardiers. The resulting test is called Map Memory,
CIS05BXI, which is described next.
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Map Memory, C1505BXI'

This test is the first revision of Map Memory, CISOSAXI. The only) difference between the two tests is in length; length was reduced by
eliminating items that did not discriminate between cxamiinees with high
and low total scores on the original form.

Description. (1) Internal chiaractcristics.-The test consists of three
large schematic maps, the first being a sample map. The sample map is
followed by 5 sample items, and each of the two test maps is followed
by 20 items. A sample map and item will be found in connection with
the description of the original form of the test.

(2) Administration.-Thirty-five minutes are allowed for the entire
test. The sample map is studied for 2 minutes, followed by 2 minute's for
answering the five sample items. Each test map is studied for 4 minutes.
and 8 minutes are allowed for answering each set of 20 items.
(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical results. (1) Distribution statistici.-Tbe test was adminis-

tered at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in September and November
1942, to 2,148 aviation students for validation. Distribution constants
for each set of 20 questions and for the total test are presented in
table 11. 1.

TADZ ItI.�. Distribution constants for Map Mtemory, CISOSDXI based spofe

sramnple of rlasifrifd pilots(N9'

Part USD

I................................ 10.9S.II...............................514.6 3.1
I and 11.............. 2S.S 1.A

'In classes 44B and 44C.

(2) Internal consistency.-Thirty of the forty items are identical
with those of part I of CI5O5AX1. The phis for these 30 items range
from 0.24 to 0.51, with a mean of 0.38

(3) Reliability Cocfflcicnts.-Map I items were correlated with map
11 items, yielding a coefficient of 0.66, corrected for length, for an N of
500 unclassified aviation students.

(4) Di/flicudty.-Difficulty values for the 30 items taken from
CISOSAXI range from 0.37 to 0.92, with a mean of 0.61, corrected for
chance

(5) Factorial cornsposition.-The most significant loadings are in the
visual-memory (0.52), paired-associates memory (0.41), general-rea-
soning (0.23), and perceptual -speed (0.22) factors. The cormmrunality is
0.56. For a full picture of the factorial composition of this test, $ae
appendix B.

(6) Test validity.-The test was validated against graduation-elimina-
tion in primary pilot school, map I and map I1 being validated sepa-

4Developed &I Psychological tresearcls Unit So. L.
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rately, as well as the total test, Validation results are presented in
table 112.

TAK.2 112.-- Validity data for Map Memory, CISOEBXI, based on the criterion of
graduation-elimination from elementary traini' _

Pan me M. SD, rt

10.92 9.92 $.18 .10)• p ........ 14.72 13I.02 3.68 .22

f4Nt-793; ps=.94. ¢as~se$ 448 n 44C. ..

Evaluation.-By reason of the method of construction, i. c., selectng
the best items from CISOSAXI, the internal consistency of this test is
relatively high. Its reliability, however, is only fair, perhaps because of
its short length and/or its level of difficulty. Its total validity is not
high, but it has much unique valid variance to offer, since both memory
factors have some small validity for the pilot.

Factor analysis of this tes' shows that 56 percent of the total variance
is accounted for by common factors, leaving a small amount of unknown
variance. Of the known variance, 5 pt-rcent is accot'ted for by the per-
ceptual-speed factor, 5 percent by the gneral-reasoulng factor, 27 per-
cent by the visual-memory factor, and 17 percent by the paired-asso-
ciates memory factor. The remaining 2 percent is accounted for by fac-
tors on which the loadings are quite low. It is not a pure test, but its two
leading factors both seem to be weighted in the pilot criterion.

An estimated validity coefficient (computed from factor validities;
see table 28.17) is lower than that found empirically. This indicates that
there is common-factor variance, valid for pilot training, that was un-
accounted for in the analysis. This is probably visualization, which did
not emerge in the battery in which the BXI form was analyzed, but did
emerge in the other memory battery, in which the AXI form appeared.

Map Memory, C]505AX3 '
This test is similar to the two preceding tests and was designed to

measure the same functions. It differs from Map Memory, CISOSAXI
and CI505BXI, in that the period of study of the maps is reduced and
fewer questions are asked on each map.

Description. (1) Internal characteristics. -The test consists of one
sample map and six test maps of the -.sme type use4 in the preceding
tests. Four items follow the sample map, and 10 items follow each of
the 6 test maps.

(2) AdMininrtration.-The total time for the test is 35 minutes. Thirty
seconds are given for the study of the maps, including the sample map;

2 minutes are allowed for answering the 4 sample questions, 4 minutes
for the first 10 items and 3 minutes for each of the 5 remaining sets of

10 items.

a DtvtIpe d at Poycol.,,ical R',*arrch Unit NeL 3. Chief co•nribulors; Capt. Uiltog surdmaa,
CatL Harry RewaIwrg. L.L MAkIe 3. Suith.
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(3) Scoring.--The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical results.-The data given below are for examinces tested

at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in November 1942.

(1) Distribultion slatistict.-A sample of 240 unclassified aviation
students and 179 bombardiers yielded a mean score of 23.2 and a stand-

r ard deviation of 8.6. The distribution curves were approximately normal.

(2) Internal consistency.-Phi coefficients ranged from 0.09 to 0.50,
with a mean of 0.30 and a standard deviation of 0.10. Upper and lower
groups of 100 each (highest 27 percent and lowest 27 percent of the
total) were used. For an N of 200. phis of 0.14 anl 0.18 are required
for significance at the 5 percent and 1 percent levels respectively.

(3) Reliability coefficiesits.-For a group of the 239 students the sum
of the scores in the first, third, and fifth groups of 10 items was corre-
lated with the sum of the scores in the second, fourth, and sixth groups
of 10 items, yielding a coefficient of 0.67 corrected for length.

(4) Dificudty.-Difficulty indices were computed for the same sam-
ple used to determine internal consistency. They ranged from 0.21 to
0.92, with a mean of 0.54, corrected for chance success, and a standard
deviation of 0.16.

(5) Factorial com position.-The most significant loadings are in the
visual-memory (0.55), verbal (0.31), visualization (0.31) and spatial-
relations (0.21) factors. The communality is 0.61. For a fuller picture
of the factorial composition of this test, see appendix B.

(5) Test validity.-Validation data are shown in table 11.3.

TAI 11.3.- Validity data for Map Memory, CI3OSAX3, for a sam ile al Hilots
in primary training, graduation-elimination criterion (Nj=176, p=.66)

Part me M. SD#

" I' I1.73 10.44 5.02 .16,

its 12.12 ILIO 4.96 .06

'First three maps.
Last three maps.

Evaluation.-This test has fair internal consistency, and its item diffi-

culties are on the whole satisfactory. Its reliability is somnewhat low, be-

ing the same as that of CI505HXI which had fewer items although

requiring the same amount of time. The pilot validity of the test is low,

but it makes a unique contribution.

Factor analysis of this test shows that common factors account for

61 percent of the total variance, leaving only 6 percent of the nonerror

variance unknown. Of this, the verbal and visualization factors account
for 10 percent each, the spatial-rdlations factor for 4 percent, and the

visual-memory factor for 30 percent. The remaining 7 percent of the

total variance accounted for is found in factors on which the loadings

are quite low.
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Estimation of the pilot validity of CISOSAXS, by means oi (actot
equations (see table 28.18), yields a coefficient similar to that found
empirically. This indicates that all the valid factors of this test have
been accounted for by the analysis.

M~ap Memory (Visual Form), C15OSAX2'
This test involves pictorial memory for complex wholes and for rela-

tions of parts with both stimulus material and response material being
pictorial. It was designed to measure visual memory for map details. The
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utilization of the recognition of pictorial response material rather than
verbal questions makes the task more like that actually required of air-
crew members in flight.

Description. (1) Internal cJaracteristics.-The test consists of 3 large
diagrammatic maps, each followed by 20 items, each item being in the
form of 5 small map sections, one of which is an accurate reproduction
of a section of the large map. A sample problem, consisting of a large

map followed by an item, is shown in figure 112. 4

(2) Adminiiirotion.-The instructions direct the examinees. when

studying the large map, to note particularly featurcs which will enable
themi to identify any section, such as:

1. Names of places and things.
2. Locations of places and things in relation to each other.
3. Number of times important objects appear in a given area.
4. Courses followed by roads, coastlines, boundary lines, etc.

The total time limit for the test is 60 minutes. Three minutes are al-
lowed for study of a sample map, followed by 3 minutes for answering
the three sample items. Five minutes are allowed for study of each of the
3 test maps, followed by 12 minutes for each set of 20 items.

(3) Scoring.--The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical results.-Data are available for pilots in class 44D tested

at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in November 1942; and for samples
of navigators tested at Selman Field on May 31 and June 1, 1944, at Fl-
lington Field on May 22 and 23, 1944. and at Psychological Research
Unit No. 3 on May 4, 5, and 6, 1944.

(1) Distribution statistics.-The administration of the test to 689
classified pilots (tested while unclassified) yielded a mean of 292 and
a standard deviation of I L.&8

(2) Internal consistcncy.-The phi coefficients ranged from 0.11 to
0.65, with a mean of 0.42 and a standard deviation of 0.10. For an N of
240 (highest and lowest fourths of 120 pilots each were employed) a
phi of 0.13 is required for significance at the 5 percent level and one of
0.17 for significance at the 1 percent level. The results indicate satisfac-
tory internal consistency for the test.

(3) Reliability coefficients.-The three groups of 20 items each were

treated as separate parts and intercorrelated. The following' reliability

coefficients (corrected for triple length) were obtained (N=487 pilots):
Part I vs. part I1, 0.83; part I vs. part III. 0.79; part II vs. part Ill,

0.81.
(4) Difficult y.-Difficulty indices, computed for the same sample.

ranged from 0.29 to 0.85, with a mean of 0.59, corrected for chance suc-

cess, and a standard deviation of 0.13, indicating a satisfactory difficulty*

level for the sample studied (N=487).
(5) Factorial comsositi".--The most significant loadings are in the

visual-memory (0.58). the perceptual-speed (0.35), and the verbal (0.23)
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factors. The cominunality is 0.59. For a fuller picture of the factorial
composition of this test. see appendix B.

(6) Test Tulidity.-Validat ion data arc shown in table 11.4.

TARI 11.4.- Validity data for AMap Memory, CIS05AXZ, based on the graduation-
eliuination criterion

Group S tore N, to MU M . SDo r 644 $rot.

II4ou in primary training I -W/4 689 0.91 29.35 27.50 11.83 0.08 '0.11I'ilo1% through ba*k training R-W/4 625 .86 22.90 28.14 11.66 .04 S.10N 4 vibzation students ........ Rip'htss 1.577 .91 .19.31 35.S7 9.7S .20 k.34Navigation students ....... .. ronts' 1.577 .91 15.48 38.53 8.45 -. 138 -. 31Navigation students ........ R-W4 1.577 .91 35,69 30.94 13.35 .20 '.34

4 A,ýuning an unrestricted Manine standard deviation of 1.813.A,%uming an unrestricted btanine standard deviation of 2.00.
'For this sample, the correlation between rights and wrongs ia -.71.

(7) Item validity.-llased upon 671 pilots, 600 of whom graduated
from primary training, item-validity phi coefficients ranged from -0.15
to 0.20 with a mean of 0.02 and a standard deviation of 0.04.

For an N of 671, phis of approximately 0.08 and 0.10 are required forsignificance at the 5 percent and 1 percent levels respectively.
Evaluatlion.-The estimated reliability of this test is satisfactory, and

its correlations with other tests and with the pilot stanine are relatively
low. It would contribute a very small unique pilot validity by virtue of
its loading with the visual-memory factor, but at too great a cost in
testing time. The average pilot validity is 0.17 (including data from one
sample of 92 not mentioned before), which is almost all accounted for
by known factors. The navigator validity coefficient is fairly high, which
suggests that further exploration of memory tests for this air-crew posi-
tion, particilarly those saturated with the visual-memory factor, would
be worth white.

Factor analysis of this test has accounted for 59 percent of its total
variance (compared with a reliability of about 0.80). Of this the verbal
factor accounts for 5 percent, the perceptual-speed factor for 12 per-
cent, and the visual-memory factor for 34 percent of the total variance.
The remaining 8 percent is accounted for by factors on which the load-
ings are quite low. Map Memory, CI505AX2. is the purest test in this
series, measuring the visual-mcniory factor fairly well. As such, it has
value in factor-analysis research.

Visual Memory, CIS14A '

This is a nonverbal memory test. It was designed to measure visual
memory for parts of a comtplex whole. It was believed that the test would
stress visual-memory ability to a grrater degre., than most forms of Map
Memory, C1505. As in Map Memory, C150SAX2, response is made to
a pictorial stimulus rather than to a verbal stimulus.

0Developed at Psychl..gical Researcb Usit No. 3. Che•f contributoirs: S/Sg. Artblm L
Calf. Sat. IHYmAN Heller, Pie. Charles W. Nelsose
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FIGURE 11.3
SAMPLE PHOTOGRAPH & FOUR TEST ITEMS OF VISUAL

MEMORY, CISI4A



Description. (1) Internal characteristics.-The test consists of five,
page-size, aerial photographs (study-photographs), each with 24 small
test-photographs. The examinee studies the large photograph, turns the
page, then indicates which of the 24 small photographs are portions of
the large one and which are not. A sample problem, consisting of a
study-photograph and four tcst-photograpl•- is shown in figure 11.3.

(2) Administration.-The examinee [, informed that the test is a
measure of his ability to rememnber aerial photographs. One minute is
allowed for studying cach large map and 2 minutes for answering the
24 items. Examinees arc told to follow their "hunches" in answering the
items.

(3 Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W+20.

Statistical rcsilts.-Data are available for unclassified aviation stu-
dents tested in April 1945 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Distribution statistics.-A sa.mple of 298 unclassified aviation
students yielded a nivan score of 64.2 and a standard deviation of 14.&
The distribution curve is approximately symmetrical and som|ewhat more
peaked than normal.

(2) Intcrral consistnciy.-The degree o.f honiog.neity of the itRems is
indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.44. a standard deviation
of the phi distribution of 0.28, and a range of values from 0.00 to 0.98.
These statistics are based upon analysis of the responses of the highest
27 percent and the lowest 27 percent in total score of a group of 750
unclassified aviation students.

(3) Reliability cofficient.-Prelininary evidence on reliability was ob-
tained by the Kuder-Richardson method. An estihiated reliability coeffi-
cient of 0.87 was obtaincd. This figure is based on a sample of 624 un-
classified aviation students.

E1valuation.-The similarity between Visual Memory and the Map

Memory forms, both in subject matter ani! ;7%.,cntation, leads to the be-

lief that the test probably has apj)roximatdly the same Nalidity as those

forms. This test is well constructed, and it would seem probable that it

w wil prove a satisfactory instrument for measuring a ty)pc of visual

memory.

Plane Position Memory, CIS12A

This test is also a nonverbal, visual-.,ti'mojry te.t. The test was dI-

signed to measurc ability to re.memnber parls of a complex wholc, strcNs-

ing mcmnory for positions of objects.
Dcscription. (1) Iteral characteristics.-O(i each of four stiuly-

pages of (he test arr prescrtcd nine airplane's in three rows of three. 'he

airplancs are of diffcre|ti tyI.s and arc hcaded in one of four different

dir.ctions (up. ,!ujw left. riglht) but all are s.hown fronm a side virw.

Flloliwhg 1h11 ..Iltdy page. the nine airplan-s are ,hown inl diffc'reit 1)0i-

-. l~'I..~rIat '.,holoipAI M.rwarch VOW No. 3. Ch'ci r~rU" CpZ- Ar.trn A.
Can•tI2. Jr.
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tions on another page and all are headed toward the left. Figure 11.4
shows a part of a study-page (in the upper panel) and the succeeding
response-page (in the lower panel). There is one practice problem at the
beginning of the test.

(2) Administration.-The examinees -ire informed that the test is a
measure of kheir ability to remember the positions of planes, and that the
task 'be to remember in what row the airplanes appear and in what diiee-
tion they are headed. The examinees are given 2 rminutes to study the
planes; then, at a signal, the examinee turns to the response-page. The
examinee is allowed 3 minutes to indicate, by marking A, B, or C, in
what row the airplane appeared, and, byv marking A, B, C, or D in the
next-numbered. space on the answer sheet, in which direction it was
going. A box at the top of each of the response pages indicating, by
means of arrows, the symbol for each direction, facilitates the examinee

I! B B

DI REC__- TO.

37- ROW-A IS 39-RNOW- A 0 C 41. - OW- A, •C

38-01R. AGCD 40-0IR. AGIO 42-01R. A,-" 0

FIGURE 11.4
,STUDY PAGE & SUCCEEDING RESPONSE PAGE OFr PLANE

POSITION MEMORY C1SI2A
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in marking answers. The total time for the test is .30 minutes with an
iactual Ic tizig lime of 20 minutes.
(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/3.
Statistical results-.No statistical data are yct available for this test.
Evalualion.-This test was designed to measure visual memory as

purcly as possible. Subjective examination of the test indicates that it
should be fairly good for this function. It is a well-designed and cxe-
cutcd test that, for use on an aviation-student population, has face
validity.

Airplane Formnation Memory, C1513A'
T"lhis is anothcr nonverbal, visual-mennry test, devclolpd for analyti-

ci lmrlurst.'s. T'h! test differs from Visual MeIIory, CI514A, tiot only inCAW
-" AT THE SIGNALTURN TO

G" LPAGE 53

FIGURE 11.5
STUDY PAGE AND
SUCCEEDING RESPONSE
PAGE OF AIRPLANE
FORMATION MEMORY

C1513A

'"Devclcped at Psychological Research Uait No. 2. Chief contribtiturs; Cpl. L'iand D. Drokaw.mrcnic k. Grossman. L,. John L /,,lr.€¥
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S subhject content, b)ut in that it measures ability to remember cuni1)kx
Wholes.

Decscriptioni. (1) Interital charaateristics.--The test consists of i%.

paa-ts of 20 items cach, with two sample items. The stimnuli arc diagr9ii.01
anitic planes in formation. The shapie of the formation and the ntnll~wr
uf airplanes ill it (4 to 10) varies from item to item. The shape of the
planes and the view (top or side view) are constant within each iteni,
though they vary amnong items. The response is mladle to another fornan.
tion of planes similar to the stimnuluis-formation except that some plarto
have been movedl out of position within it. T 'he task of the cxaminec i,
to stlect those planes that have been moved out of position. A sanipk'
item, coinsisting, of a stinitilus-forination and the fonnation fronm whichi
the response is mtade, is given in lignure 11.5.

The examinees are given a brief timce to studty tln: formation (8 suc.
onds) and then are told to turn to a given page in the back of test book.
let where: the response-formiation appears. Trhe respo)nse itemis are scat.
terecl ranidomly throughout the 'last half of the booklet. This was dom,
in order to reduce the possibility of te. ex~lmnejs getting answers fly
seeing the final pgsitions of the sucýfjling problemis, -since there were
two respoiise-fornations to a pagv. 3fitis, a few seconds elapse buitween
tlhe time the examince has seen the, original formationl andl has locatedI
the response-formation.

(2) Adininistration.-The MxL111inees kre t' dd -that OhiS is a1 teit of

their ability to remlember positinils (if airplanes in formnation. A fter 8
seconds study for each formation, they are given the page and~ number of
the response-formtidon (which is also p~rinted on the study page), and
allowed 15 seconds to locate, select, and blacken answers onl the answer
sheet. The total testing time is approximately 22 mtinutes, including the
administration of the directions which take approximately 5 minilutes.

(3) Scoring-The scoring formula is R-W.
Statistical rcsults.-There are no statistics available fiur this test.

tivaluation.-.-Since there are no statistical dataý available for this test,
it is dlifficult to make any rcal evaluation of it. The test was developedl
as pahrt of the p~lan to construct pure factor tests. It is not known
whether the visuial-memory factor involves correct recall or recognitio'n
oif details, or positions, or of forms or any combination of these. Hence
a variety of such tests were developed for analytical study and for
validation.

Memory for Plane Silhouettes, CKSO3AXIlu

This test is a nonverbal, pairedl-associates, inin(.diate-memory test with
a recognition response made to a pictorial stimulus. It was d~esigned to
measure abldity to remnember the relationships bctwe i patired wholes.

Decscription. (1) listcrual clwractcristics.-Silhoucttes of planes are
presented on a page which the examinees study, the top and side-view

A I)cvelupr-d at Psychological Research Ukit No. 31. Chief contributor: [A. Frank J. Dudek.
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S ~ silhouettes of each plane being shown paired. After a brief study period, :
the top silhouettes are presented in a column on a test page. In a parallel I
column, side-view silhouettes of the' planes are shown on this page, but
not paired with the top silhouettes as on the study page. A brief match-
ing test is thus presented. More side-view silhouettes are presented in
the recognition group than there are pairs on the study page. This is
done in order to lower the dependence of one item on another, and thus
prevent some right responses merely by a process of elimination. The
task of 'the examinee is to pair up the silhouettes in the same way they
were presented on the study page. There are 28 items involving 5 study
pages, each with 4 to 8 pairs. Since the planes are different in each
group, each section is independent of the others. There is a sample
item at the beginning of the test. A sample item, consisting of two sets
of planes, and three side-view silhouettes to which the responses are
made, is presented in figure 11.6.

ITEM 1.

A

ITEM 2n-O-

FIGURE 11.6

PORTION OF STUDY PAGE & TEST ITEMS OF MEMORY
FOR PLANE SILHOUETTES, C1303AXI
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(2) Administration.-Eighty seconds are given for each study pe-
riod. At the end of that period, a signal is given for the examinee to
turn to the response page. Two minutes are allowed to match the planes
and mark the answers. At the end of that period, another signal is given
to turn to the succeeding study page.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/5.
Statistical rcsilts.-Except where noted below, the following data are

for unclassified aviation students tested in October 1942 at Psychological
Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Distribution stalistics.-A sample of 238 unclassified aviation
students yielded a mean score of 21.7 and a standard deviation of 5.0.
The distribution curve is approximately symmetrical and somewhat flat-
ter than normal.

(2) Internal consisteucy.-The degree of homogeneity of the items
is indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.48, a standard devi-
ation of the phi distribution of 0.10, and a range of values from 0.24 to
0.66. These statistics are based upon analysis of the 'responses of the
highest 27 percent and the lowest 27 percent in total score of a group of
750 unclassified aviation students.

(3) Reliability coeffcient.-By the alternate-forms method (part I-
part II), an estimated reliability coefficient of 0.82, corrected for length,
was obtained. This figure is based on a sample of 238 unclassified avia-
' tion students.

(4) Difficulty.-Based upon item analysis of the respon.-es of 750
unclassified aviation students, the test yielded a mean proportion of cor-
rect responses of 0.68, corrected for chance, with a range from 0.33 to
0.90 and a standard deviation of 0.14.

(5) Factorial cornposition.-The most significant loadings are in
paired-associates memory (0.56), spatial-relations (0.38), and perceptual-
speed (0.34) factors. The communality is 0.61. Fot a fuller picture of
the factorial composition of this test, see appendix B.

(6) Test validity.--Validation results based on several samples given
are in table 11.5.
TABLE 11.5.- Validity data for Memory for Plane Silhiouetres, CIS03AXI, based

upon santpler of pilots in primary traiihing, graduation-elimination criterion

NO me M. SDI This

"471 0.82 19.96 18.14 3S.3 0.0•
'169 186 22.64 19.76 5.04 .31

,233 .70 19.64 17.90 S.76 .18

'rTqc-td in January 1941 at PA chological Research Unit No. 3.
ITc..4.1 in .Nnv erbt 194Z at 'sychnloqic;,I Research Unit No. 3.
&Tcit.d in October 1942 at PIychological Rcsearch Unit No. 3.

Etu!ualio,.--Because this test has a fairly high correlation with the
pilot stanine, it would apparently add very little to the classification bat-
tery in prediction of pilot success. This is due to the fact that the test
has some loadings in perceptual speed (average for two analyses is
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0.34), and spatial relations (average is 0.38), both belig valid factors
for pilot prediction and already heavily weighted in the pilot stanine. Its
loading with paired-associates memory is a unique contribution, but it
is not very heavily weighted in the pilot criterion.

The pilot validity of this test (weighted average of 0.21) is almost
fully accounted for by its common factors. This test would be suitable
to measure the paired-associates memory factor, except for the fact that
it has significant foreign variance in the pcrccptual and spatlial-relations

%+%:

PART I

Fit

BOBCAT LAKE BAoGeR LA PART I

AwmEopE LAK
B. BADGER LAKE
C. BEAR LAKE
0. BEAVER LAKE

N)E. BOBCAT LAKE
BEAVER LAKE BUFFALO F. BUrFALO LAKE

G. COYOTE LAK .1
'H. DECE LAKE
1. ELK LAKE
J. MiNK LAKE
K. MoosE LAKE

I... I1L. MUSKRAr LAKE
M. OTTER LAKE

OTTER LAKE N. RACOOe LAKE
S,1�/ I�0. WOLP LAKE

10. I.l

FIGURE 11.7
PORTION OF A STUDY PAGE AND THE CORRESPONDING
RESPONSE PAGE OF MEMORY FOR LANDMARKSs
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factors. Memory for Lindinarks is a more pure and more heavily
weighted test of the paired -associates memnory ability and so is more
suitable to represent it.

The known factor content of this test accounts for only 61 percent of
its variance, compared to a reliability of 0.82.

Memory for Landmarks, C151OAXI 1
This is a visual-memory, paired-associates test in which a pictorial

symbol is paired with a verbal symbol. In the recognition test following
the study of these pairs, a long-matching-form arrangement is used.

Description. (1) Internal characteristics.-The test consists of 2
parts of 20 items each. Each part is in a separate booklet and is divided
into two sections. For each section there is a study page on which 15
diagrams of similar topographical features, i. e., lakes, rivers, bays, are
paired with their names. All the diagrams on any one page are of the
same type of geographical feature, but the feature varies from page to
page. After a brief study period, the examinee turns the page to the
response material. This consists of 10 diagrams, identical with 10 of the
15 on the study page. Alongside these diagrams is presented the original
list of 15 names, in mixed order. The task of the examinee is to match
the names with the diagrams. There is a short practice problem at the
beginning of the test. A sample of the diagrams on the study-pages and
response-pages is given in figure 11.7.

(2) Addministration.-The examinees are informed that this is a test
to measure their ability to re.member geographical landmarks. Four min-
utes are allowed for the study of each set of landmarks; then, at a sig-
nal, the examinees are told to turn the page and match the names with
the landmarks. Three minutes are allowed for selection and marking of
the answers. Strong cautionary statements are made prohibiting exami-
nees turnixig back to the study page after the study period. The total
testing time for each booklet is approximately 20 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is the number right only.
Statistical rcsults.-The data given below are for examinees tested in

October 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.
(1) Distribution statistics.-Typical examples of distribution statis-

tics obtained on this test are given in table 11.6. The distribution curves
are approximately symmetrical and somewhat more peaked than normal.
TAIXZ 11.6.- Distributlon cmnslant: for Memory for Landinarks, C1104AX, bated

upon samples of unclassified az4ation students

PatN I SD

Part I ........... .............. 3"6 7.1 3.11

Total ........... ..... 36$ 16.0 t9
Total ........................ 233 16.0 It

u Dveloped at Pshotlogica Remarch Unit No. 3. Chief contributors: T/Sg. Paui C.
Davis, LA David IL Jenkins.
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(2) Internal consisiency.-Analysis of responses of :z.veral sample
groups yie!ded the internal-consistency data given in table 11.7.

TABE 111.7- Iniernal-coasistewcy data for Memoy for Landmark, CISOAX
based upon samples of unclassified a,'iation students

Pint N M v•l SI'•tpw blh!
Low 1g

1 .... .179 0.49 0.08 0.1 0.62
11 ... 136 .40 .12 .23 .60

(3) Reliability coeflicient.-By the alternate-forms method (part I-

part 1I), an estimated reliability coefficient of 0.82, corrected for length.

was obtained. This figure is based on a sample of 238 unclassified avia-

tion students.
(4) Diffi:cidy.-Based upon item analysis of the responses of 179

unclassified aviation students, indices of difficulty were found as shown

in table 11.8

TABLz 1 1.8.-Difculty indices for Memory for Landmarks, CiSIOAX, based upon
179 unclassified aviation students

I ~Ram*e
___________ __________ILow i1i1gb

V............. 0.42 0.14 0.16 0.75
It ........ SO .16 .24 .75

(5) Factorial composition.-The most significant loadings are in the

paired-associates-memory (0.61) and visual-memory (0.20) factors, and

in a third memory factor (0.44), which seems to be confined to this

test and Plane Name Memnoiy, CIS06AX1. The communality is 0.68.

For a fuller description of, the factorial composition of this test, see
appendix B.

(6) Test validity.-Validation results are given in table 11.9.

TABRL 11.9.- Vc'idity data for Memory for Landmarks, CISIOAXI, based on
pilots in primarl training (.V,----245; p..6_ _

•Part gU gUS.e,

Pu eM SD,

First section .................... 3.62 3.62 2.23 0to
Second section .................. 3.89 3.42 ,.19 .As

Third section ................ .... 4,.35 3.86 2.22 .14

Fourth section ............... ... 0S.. 0 4.33 2.10 .19

Totam .................... 16.98 15.30 1.26 .14

Evaluation.-This test is not markedly different from others of the

paired-associates type, such as Plane Name Memory and Memory for

Ships, which have correlation coefficients with Mcmory for Landmarks of

0.69 and 0.51 respectively. Both of these other tests yield slightly higher

validity coefficients with pilot training.
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Factor analysis of this tcst shows that 68 percent of the total variance
is zccotmnt(.I for by commolt f(ctors. Of this, 4 i•wrcrnt is attributcd to
IlII \i.•lt: II22't1ll2 lV %. ;i't'111% 37 Ixwrt'it Ifi the plii red-;ts.cialvs-ilw'norv

facter. and I1) pt'rcq'il to a third nwnwory factor that st'ilns to bk' Con~fitIC(l

to this tt'.vt atul I'lan, ai X;,tt° \mory. Tlhe re.maianirg 8 perccit of the total
variance is accounted for by factors on which the loadings are quite low.

Since an estimate of the pilot validity, made from factorial equations

(sec table 28.18), is similar to that found empirically, the inference is
that all factors valid for pilot selection have been accounted for in the

analysis. Coishiembrie nonerror variance, however, is stil! to be defined

in this test.

PENALDO

A- RENALDO
8- VANGUARD
C- SWIFT
0- RELIANCE
E- STORMER

A- SPADER
8- SPIVALDI

C- LYNX
0- PLMA.
E- MERCURY

FIGURE 11.8
SAMPLE STUDY PAGE I RESPONSE ITEMS OF PLANE

NAME MEMORY, CC 50AX2
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This test is the purest measure developed of the paired-associates-
memory factor, which accounts for 37 percent of its common variance.
Both this factor and memory fit have somic pilit validity. Thoutgh it
does not equal some of the other paired-associates nemory tests for pre-
dicting pilot success, it does have something unique to olfer and does
have value in factor-analysis research.

Plane Name Memory, C!506AX2"

This is a visual-memory, paircd-associates test in which plane sil-
houettes are paired with their names so that later presentation of the
pictorial stimulus is to call forth the verbal associate.

Description. (1) Internal charactcristics.-The test includes 40 items
which form two parts. In part 1, 20 planes are shown in front-view sil-
houettes; in part I1, 20 planes are shown in side-view silhouettes. The
name of each plane appears below the silhouette. After a study period.
the examinees turn to a page on which the same planes arc arranged in
different order with five names under each plane. The examinces are
told to select the correct name of each plane. Samples of the stimulus
and response items are given in the upper and lower portions respec-
tively of figure 11.A.

(2) Administration.-The examinees are informed that the test is a
mea.;ure of their ability to learn the names of planes. Four minutes are
allowed for each study period. Six minutes arc given in each part for
the selection and marking of answers. The approximate total time of
testing is 25 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical results. (1) Distribution stalistics. -Typical examples of

distribution statistics obtained on this test arc given in table 11.10. The
distribution curves are approximately normal.

TAME. 11.10.-Distribution conutants for l'lame Name Atemory, CIV.0XY

Group N SD

Unclassified aviation students. 2i3 20.8 1.1
Classified pilots, ............. SOS 2j.I 8.3
Classified piloos ... ........ 743 29.3 10

Testcd at I'ytchologic3l Rc•earch Un.i No. 3. in October 1942.
'in class 43K. Tested at Psycholotical Res&arch Unit No. J in January and Fehruary 1943

In1 class 44D. Tested at Psychological Rebearch Unit No. 3 in Se•tembcr 1943.

(2) litcrn'al coDIsistcIcy.-The degree of homognceity of the test is
indicated by a mean internal-consist•ncy phi of 0.41. a standard devia-
tion of the phi distribution of 0.10, and a range o0 values from 0.20 to
0.65. These statistics are based upon the highest 27 percent and the low-
est 27 percent in total score of a group of 730 unclassified aviation stu-
dents tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(3) Reliabiltay coc~icient.-By the alternatc-fonns method (part I-

i Developed at Psychological Rescarch Unit No.. 3. Chief conuabutor: La Mabi~o D. S3mi•k
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part I1), an estimated reliability coefficient of 0.82, corrected for length,
was obtained. This figure is based on a sample of 238 unclassified avia-
tion students tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in October
1942.

(4) Dif.culty.-Based upon item analysis of the responses of 750 un-
classified aviation stitdents tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3,
the test yiclded a inean proportion of correct responses of 0.57, cor-
rected for chance, with a range from 0.30 to 0.86, and a standard devi-
ation of 0.16.

(5) Factorial composition.-The most significant loadings are in the
perceptual-speCd (0.29), the paired-associatcs-niwinory (0.58), and the
third memory (0.51) factor. The communality is 0.71. For a fuller pic-
ture of the factorial composition of this test, see appendix B.

(6) Test validity.-Validation results based on several samples are
giYen in table 11.11.

TANzII .I11.- Validity data for Plant N•me Memory, CIS06AXI, usisg the
graduation-elimination crilerion

Cwp Clas S.core N, P, me M. SD, r,,4 O.r,'.4

Pile.. !" prima.
traini' ......... 43G R- %Y/4 2U 0.74 22.12 13.79 8.16 024 ...

t 'rv1 ' .. 431 R-W/G 170 . A 21.06 19.38 8.19 .11 ....

tralaine'......... 431 --W/4 111 .74 24A* 17.71 8.60 .47 ...
1Wros is •rimary
trw~ ......... 43K --W/4 S0S .78 23.82 20.31 8.28 .2iPilot in pei~at,}

training ......... 44D R-W/4 743 .97 29.86 27.58 6.74 .1J 11.2
Navmgat stndents, .... Rights 1.652 .92 31.25 29.97 &24 .10 .20

.6 .92 7.35 1.61 $.s0 -. 11 -. 20
R- W/40 1.652 .9 29.41 27.82 7.42 .11 .21

I As~umn' an unrestricted ,tanine standard deviation oi 100.
I Tested October 2 and 3. 1942, at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.
ITe. trd November 14 and 17. 1912. at Psychological Research Unit No.
4 Testing date, and locale not availabI.
: Teitei January 20. February I atd 9, 1943, at ý-'chologtical Research Unit No. 3.

Te'ted September 2 and 3. 1943. :.t Porch•!o•ical Researrk Unit No. 3.
Te¢•t.tie ay j3 and June I. 1944, at PIsycholocica! Research Unit No. 1; April 17 through 21,

1944. at Psychological Research Unit No. 2: and April 10. 11. and 12. 1944. at PaycbZog
Re'cach Unit No. 3.

o Fer tWh sample. the corvelatdo between rights and vr..w Is -. 83.

Evthiation.-Plane Name Memory, another of the paired-associates
type of test, shows relatively moderaze pilot and navigator validity (ap-
proximately 0.22 and 0.21, respectively). Factor analysis of this test
shows that 7! percent of the total variance is accounted for by common
factors, cc npared with a reliability of 0.82. Of this, the perceptual-speed
factor accounts for 8 percent, the paired-associates-memory factor for
34 percent, and a third memory factor for 26 percent. This latter factor
seems to be restricted to this test and ,Memory for Landmarks and will be
discussed later in the chapter. The remaining 3 percent of the known vari-
ance is accounted for by factors on which th.- loadings are quite low.

An estimation of the pilot validity coefficient of this test, made from
factors (see table 28.17) for which the pilot validity is known, accounts
for approximately 0.16 of the validity coefficient of 0.22. The diflerence
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may be due to variance in visualization, which was lacking in the particu-
lar analysis in which this test appeared.

tiMemory for Ships, C1S04AX Is

This is another visual-memory test in which a pictorial symbol and a
verbal symbol are paired so that the pictorial stimulus is to stimulate
recall of the verbal associate.

Description (1) Internal charactcristics. -The test consists of three
study pages and three response pages. On each study page are 10 ships
paired with their respective nationalities. Succeeding the study page is a
response page on which 12 ships are presented, without their nationali.
ties indicated, 10 of which are the same as on the previous page, and 2
that are not. The ships are shown from an oblique aerial view and all are
headed in the same direction..

The task of the examinee is to determine the nationality of each ship
as shown on the study page, or, if it did not appear on the study page
to indicate that it was not shown. At the top of each response Page is
placed a letter symbol for each nationality which is used in marking the
answers. Figure 11.9 shows a portion of both the stimulus and the re-
sponse pages.

(2) Admininstration.-The examinees are informed that the test is to
see how well they can remember ships and their nationalities. Two min-
utes are allowed to study the ships; then, at a signal, the page is turned
and 3 minutes are allowed for answering the problems. The total testing
time is approximately 30 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/5.
Statistical results.-All the data following are for examinees at Psy-

chological Research Unit No. 3.
(1) Distribution statistics.-A sample of 238 unclassified aviation

students tested in November 1942 yielded a mean score of 15.9 and a
standard deviation of 6.4. The distribution curve is approximately sym-
metrical and flatter than normal.

(2) Reliability coeficicnt.-Correlations among the three parts of this
test yielded the estimates of rcliahility given in table 11.12.

TABU 11L.iZ- Estimated alternate-forms reliability €oeqfentts for Afewory for
Shipi, CSO.4AX bosed upon a jamtIe o1 VS unfdan6fied aotation student,

Part I ,wihk Part If ..... ... ......................... epic W1 r 14

Piart I1 with raft III ................................ .12 .1'pan it with pran tit ........... ..................... |.tg

$Tested in Novem•her 1942.
sCortcied ofo cript kvWItL.

(3) Factorial conzporition.-TIhe most significant loadings are in the
patrcd-associatvs-mt-!iory (050), sp.itial-rclations (0.31). and the per-

M e~ .-I a t PFl'tbolbltia" Rv,*aca 1!.i. M4.. 3. C'bu,f ~ €,bt.'Aoe Lit. Uim latls.l

U David II. Jeimlsias.
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ceptual-spleed (0.29) factors. The communality is 0.51. For a fuller pic-
ture of the factorial composition of this test, see appendix B.

(4) Test validity.-Validation results based on two samples are given
in table 11.13.

TABLE 11.13.- Validity data for Memory for Ships, CIS04AX, based upon the

graduation-elimination criterion in primary pilot training

No to It V, SD, ril

2658 0.73 16.14 14.08 6.30 0.20

'586 .79 17.71 15.88 6.27 .17

I In class 431. Tested November 9, 10, I1 and 17 1942
. Eighty.nine cases in class 431, 154 cases in ciass 43J, and 343 cases in class 43K. Tested

November 14, 1942, January 20, 1943, and February 8, 9, and 10, 1943.

Evaluation.--Memory for Ships has a moderately low validity for the
prediction of pilot success (average validity coefficient of 0.17), but a
sufficiently low correlation with the pilot stanine so that it would add,
though by an amount rarely worth considering, to the validity coefficient
if used in conjunction with the classification battery.

Factor -,nalysis of this test shows that 51 percent of the total variance
is accounted for by common factors, leaving a fair amount of unde-
fined nonerror variance. Of the known variance, the perceptual-speed
factor accounts for 8 percent, the spatial-relations factor for 10 percent,

and the paired-associates-memo-y factor for 25 percent. The remaining
8 percent of the total variance is accounted for by factors on which the
loadings are quite low. That the spatial-relations factor accounts for 10
percent of the common variance of this test seems unusual, but the fact
that, in memory of naval ships, spatially complicated structures are in-
volved seems reasonable rationalization for it.

An estimate of the pilot validity for this test (see table 28.18) is 0.20,
which is nearly the same as the empirical value (0.17). This indicates
that all factors valid for the pilot have been accounted for. This test,
like Memory for Plane Silhouettes, has relatively high loadings on the
perceptual and spatial-relations factors and thus is not as pure a measure
of the paired-associates factor as is Memory for Landmarks.

SYMBOLIC MEMORY TESTS

The second main category under which memory tests are grouped is

the memory for verbal, or more accurately, symbolic material. Here also
the tests falling in this classification may be divided into those that in-

volve the ability to remember and to recognize complex wholes and re-

lations of parts, and those that require the remembering of simple

wholes (paired associates). The former includes tests in which the

stimulus is auditory and those in which the stimulus is printed. The lat-

ter group as represcnted here consists only of tests with a verbal

(printed) stimulus cnd response.
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Rationale
NMemory for symbolic material is more gencrally involved in learning

and in train:ing, and is thuts perhaps more important than memory for
pictorial material. The general rationale behind this area'hardly needs to
be elaborated and is covered in the earlier part o0 this chapter. The
necessity for this type of memory does not cease upon completion of
training, but continues throughout combat. Briefing for a combat mission
involves not only pictorial material, but also verbal material, which sup-

4 plements the pictorial material. Much of this material is presented orally
as well as in printed form. The auditory presentation of complex mate-
rial is represented by the Memory for Tactical Plans test, while the writ-
ten presentation of complex material is represented by the Geographical
Memory Test. Memory for simple symbols (paired associates) is rep-
resented by the Memory for Plane Designation test, which measures a
basic type of learning and memory.-
Memory for Tactical Plans, CIS09BX

This is a verbal, auditory-memory test designed to measure ability to
remember meaningful material (instructions) over a longer term than
used in immediate-memory tests. The stimulus is presented auditorily,
and the response is made to printed questions. There are three closely
similar forms of this test. The original form, CI509AX, w'as'subjected
to item analysis and revised to provide form C150913X. With but ex-
tremely slight changes, this form was phonographically recorded and
called form CISO9C.

Description. (1) Intcrnal chararterisiics.-The examinees are read a
summary of briefing data for a mock bombing mission. About 2 hotirs
later, after other tests have been interposed, .40 simple memory ques-
tions, divided into two parts of 20 items each, concerning the briefing
data are asked. A sample paragraph of the briefing data and correspond-
ing items are as follows:

Major Carpenter's flight will follow 4 minutes behind Major Wilson's flight at
an altitude of 21.000 feet. They will carry 500-pound bombs and incendiaries. Major
Carpentcr's flight will have the additional assignment of photograldhing the bombed
area.

Sample items are as follows:
Major Carptnter's flight will carry:
A. 100-pxound bombs and incendiary bmsl.
R. 500-1ound bomhs and incendiary bombs.
C. 1000-pound bombs and incendiary bomhb.
D. 0.00-pound bombs and incendiary bonUbs.
E. Block busters
Major Carpen:cr's flight has the assignment of:
A. Attacking tie troo9p klading zone.
B. Attacking the roundhomuse.
C. Attackinug the warhouse.

" Developed at Psycliogical Restarc Unit N.. 3. Claid| contribuo.o,: Ca&P. Notio Umwdma%
Capt. Harry Rostaemrs.
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D. Photographing the bombed area.
E. Bombing the alternative objective.

(2) Adoninislration.-The pertinent parts of the directions preceding
the briefing are as follows:

.... later in the day you will be asked to answer questions based upon what
you hear now.

Assume that you are a member of a flight which is to take part In a bombing
raid. You are listening to the instructions of your flight commander,

The interim between the briefing and the written questions varied
from 2 to 3 hours among the different forms. The directions and brief-
ing for C1509C were phonographically recorded in an effort to achieve
greater standardization. Total testing time is approximately 25 minutes,
with 10 minutes allowed for the directions and briefing.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4 in all forms.
Statistical results.-AII the iHata given below are for examinees at

Psychological Research Unit No. 3.
(1) Distribution statistics.-.-Typical examples of distribution statis-

tics obtained on this test are given in table 11.14. The distribution
curves are approximately normal.

TAU.! 11.14.- Distribution constants for Memory for Tactical Plans, C150

Group Form N M 3D

Unclas•fled tvMation studentss ............... CI509AX 365 16.9 6.9
laasifed pilots' .......................... CIS09BX 790 25.7 6.4

Classifed Plo :........................... CIS09DX S70 21.6 7.0
$ Tested October 23 anid 24, 194L-
In class 441). Testing dates not reported.
In class 43J. Tested January 94 21. 13. 15. and 16. 194&

(2) Internal consistentry.-The degree ofhomogeneity of the items
(in form C1509BX) is indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of
0.36, a standard deviation of the phi distribution of 0.12, and a range of
values from 0.02 to 0.59. These statistics are based upon analysis of the
responses of the highest 27 percent and the lowest 27 percent in total
score of a group of 700 unclassified aviation students.

(3) Reliability coefficictit.--By the alternate-forms method, an esti-
mated reliability coefficient of 0.68, corrected for length, was obtained
for the AX form. This figure is based on a sample of 500 unclassified
aviation students tested in October 1942.

(4) Difflculfy.-Bascd upon item analysis of the responses of 700 un-
classified aviation students, the test (form CI509BX) yielded a mean
proportion of correct responses of 0.54, corrected for chance, with a
range from 0.08 to 0.90 and a standard deviation of 0.19.

(5) Factorial corn position.-Tlie most significant loadings of the AX
form are in the verbal (R,.57) and visualization (0.32) factors. The
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communality is only 0.47. For a fuller picture of the factorial composi-
tdon of this test, sce appendix B.

(6) Test validity.--Vafldation results based on svveral cimples are
giver. in table 11.15.

*~Tkutx 11.15.- Validity data for Alemirny for Tactical Plans, CISO9BX

(giraduolion-sImitt~a tion use~d at criterion in all samnpies)

Group N, I, H , S, r, v,

Pilots !n primary trainling' ............. 570 0.54 22.15 19:9 .% 5 0.17 MY 20
P~ilots in basic rainintl........ 7 .91 22.1 2(1.67 7.0 .04 .16
Pilot: 4hrough basic training'l...... $0 762. 0.3 .0 .1 .1
Pilots In primary traininil ............. 790 .9,X 2$.91 23.29 &4S ;.20 .19

I Assuming an unrestricted stan~nt stwidard deviatioa of I."9.
' Same sample faiiowed tharough primary astd basc training In class 437. Tested January 1943.
I la class 44D. ?c'ating elites 4o1 rported.

Evaluation.-Sisice the correlation of this te3t with the pilot stanine
is low, in spite of rather low validity, it would be of some value to the
classification b~attery. Other feature,., howevevr, such as the difficulty of
administration, made impractical its inclusion in the battery.

Since tWs test was designed to ineasure a relatively long-term type of
memory, it is unique among the memory tests. It does not appear to be
loaded with any of the memory factors in common with short-term man-
ory tests. Factor analysis shows that only 47 perc.tnt of the tot-il var iance
of the test is accounted for by commnc-n factors, compared with a redi-
ability of 0.68. Of this, the verbal factor accounts for 32 percent and the
visualization factor for 10 percent. This is to be expected. since the
material is presented orally and tested with questions involving the rela-
tive positions of three filights attacking a target. The remaining 5 per-

cekfl of thc total variance accounted for by the anailysis is on factors on
which the loadings are quite low.

Examination of the duties of air crew indicates that this type of
memory should be important. Since this is !he only test fmeasuring more
than immediate memory, and since it has validity, ftirther development
would b,- worth wh~le. A study of its unknown valid factor, or factors,
would be profitable, for, when this variance is properly identified. a
mare unique test without verbal variance mnight be constructed. Its
validity for pilot selection is very largciy unaccourted for by known
factors. its average obtained validity is 0.19, whcreas that expected f rom

known factors is only 0.06. Bctweell these two values lies rich Unex-
p'ored territcry.

GeographicadlMemowry, CISO8AX'

Thiis is a Symbolic memory test involving the relztionships of parts to

a eeo hbeoiai"aa eetNo. X. (CiI fsaearfr'sme' ?i/30. fd Q.
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a complex whole. Both the stimulus and the response part of the prob-
lems are presented in printed form.

D,•scriplion. (1) Intcrnal characterislics.-In this test, written de-

scriptions of geographical areas, each approximately a typewritten page

long, are presented for the examinees to study. At the end of each study

period, questions are asked about the location of important points, their
dire'ction and distance from each other, and details about transportation
routes. Answers to sonic of the questions are not specifically stated in the

description, but can be determined front the information given. The test

consists of descriptions of two geographical areas with a cluster of 20
items concerning the first, and 25 items concerning the second descrip-
tion. A paragraph front the geographical description and corresponding
item are presented below.

The Olson-Van Ruyan Marine Engine Corporation factory is near thc northwest
corner of the bay. it is served by a single-track railroad, coming from the north. A
two-lane highway runs along the north shore of the bay from the Olson-Van Ruyan
factory to Warrcnton at the northeast corner of the bay. Warrenton also extends
along the east bay shore for abjut 4 miles. Commercial docks extcnd for about 3
miles midway on the cast bay -more. An oil pipe line, bringing oil from wells farther
east, terminates at the docks. Near the east end of the south shore of the bay is the
Great Western Shipyard, and near the western end is the Admiralty Seaplane Base.

The distance from the Olson-Van Ruyan factory to the seaplane base is about:

A. 2 mik&
B. S mules
C. emiles
D, I mdci.
D. IS miles

Goods arriving at the Olson-Van Ruyan Marine Engine factory from the north
would likely come by:

A. Truck over the 4-lane highway.

1. Single track railroad.
C. Double track railroad.
D. Truck ovr the 2-lane highway.

E. Truck over the 3-lane highway.

(2) Adni,.isurat;o&.-Thc directions for the test are as follows:

This is a test of your ability to remember dclails of a geographical description.
You will have 7 minutes to study a written description of a geographic area. At the
ced o1 that time you will be asked questions based upon the description You
may fund it helpful to imagine a map of the area drscribed.

You should note especially the following char-cteristics of the arem

I. Location of important details
Z Direction of important points from each other.
I Distance of important points from each odter.

4. Location and details of transportation routes ...
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As indicat:d above, 7 minutes are allowed for study of the descrip.
tion on each part. Ten minutes arc given for sdection and marking of
answers on the first part and 12 minutes f-r the second part. The total
testing time is 40 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.

Statistical restdts.-Thc data are for examinees tested at PsychologicalResearch Unit No. 3 on Octoebcr 19 and 20, 1942.

(1) Distribution statistics.-Typical examples of distribuuion statis-
tics obtained on this test arc given in table 11.16. The distribution curves
are approximately symmetrical and somewhat flatter than normal.

TA13LE 1.16.- Distribution constants for Geographical Af emory,
CISOSAX

Group Part N 31 SD

Unclassified aviation students .................. Total Is$ 13.9 9.2
Classified pilots ............................... 1 223 5.7 4.5
Classified pilots ............................... 11 223 L4 I.L

(2) Reliability coeflcicnt.-By the alternate- forms method, an esti-
mated reliability coefficiecrzt of 0.74, corrected for length, was obtained.
This figure is based on a sample of 250 unclassified aviation students.

(3) Test wlidity.-Validation results based on several samples are
given in table 11.17.

TABU. 11.17.- Vulidity data for Geographical Memory, CISO8AX, based uNom a
saimpie of 223 pitits (groduation-etimination in primary training used as criterions;

Put N.V SDI .,

1 3,85 3.31 I 4.$4 0.06
1 8.L61 1.31 6.13 .11

Evaluation.-This test had been intended to resemble Map Memory,
CI505AXI, in ;." respects except that the geographical material was
presented in verbal rather than visual form. Presenting the material ver-
bally caused a high correlation with the verbal test, Reading Comprehen-

sion (0.48). which is in the classification battery. This would mean a

very high loading of the verbal factor in this test, possibly as high as
"0.70. This fact probably indicates a lack of factorial resemblance to Map

4 Memory, and so i" was felt further development of this test is not worth

while.2
2S9
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Memory for Plane Designations, CI507AX

Thiii is a paired-associates test utilizin- symbolic material in literal
and verbal form for the stimulus and the response respectively.

Description. (1) Internal characterirtics.-Th, test consists of 2 parts
of 20 items each. In each part there is a study page on which the rames

of 20 hypothetical airp!ane manufacturers are given, each paired with
a three-letter symbol, somewhat like those given by the Navy for plane
designation. For example:

P-YD ................................................. O1Rourkc.
P ....... ......... nan.u
P-ZI ................................................. Brennerman.

The first letter is the same throughout the part, but n3 combinatioi.,

of the last two letters are similar for different associates. After a study
period, the examinees turn to the response-page on which the 20 symbols
are given with five names listed below each one. A sample item follows:

P-Lc
& Dalton
b. OCRouth
e. hneruas

0. Powen

The task of the examinees ;.s to select from the five choices that name
that has been paired with the symbol on the study page. A later form,
C1507BX, is similar, except the symbols are paired with plane names
instead of the names of manufacturers.

(2) Administration.-Six minutes are allowed for the study period
and the same for sciecting and marking the answers. The testing time
is approximately 25 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R--W/4.
Sictislical redIts-lThe data given below are for exarninets tested at

Psychological Research Unit No. 3 on October 13, 15, and 17, 1942.

(i) Ditrribution statistics.-Typical examples of distribution statis-

,cs obt,*,9vd rn C150713X, the later form of this test mentioned above,

are given n table I L.I& The distributioii curves are approximately sym-
metrical ani somc-what flatter than normal.

TimsI 1.I8-MDtnlwtion cougfaafs 14w )frmor 140 Pkev Dj'igvah'ow%
CIWBX based Upm# g sample Go l85 mssidz Oei4le SiM h

It 43-

*De h4d at Pay& MA W UgL No 1. .. .M-".. C. . • mn eMbW &
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fIt (2) Reliability coefficient.-1By the alternate-fornms method, an esti-

mated reliability coefficient of 0.82, corrected for length, was obtained.
This figure is based on a sample of 367 unclassified aviation students.

(3) Test validity.--A sample of 348 pilots yielded a liserial correla-

tion of -0.03 between performance in this test anI time gratuation-
elimination criterion in primary pilot training. The mean score for grad-
uates was 8.33, for eliminees 8.56, and the standard deviation for both

combined was 5.18. Of this samp!c, 67 percent were graduates.

Evaluation.-.Me nory for Plane Designation does not correlate to any

degree with any of the classification tests, the highest correlation being
with Readitng Comprehension (0.24) and with Numerical Operations

(0.24). This test would be expecied to have some degree of relationship
with the former test because of the emphsis on verbal symbolisin in

both of them. The low pilot validity coefficient of this test is consistent

with its verbal and numerical content. Although it has not been factor
analyzed, its zero validity leads us to expect no significant variance in

any valid factor. Because of these considerations, no further develop-.
ment oi the test was undertaken.

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF MIEMO1RY TESTS"

In order to obtain a clearer picture of the mcinory area and of the

memory tests developed in the aviation-psychology program, two factor

analyses were made of all the meiaory tests that were ready in the sum-

mer of 1942.

7Ue Data
Two batteries were administered in order to obtain the intercorreta-

lions for use in the analysis. Twelve tests appear in battery 1, five of

which were memory tests and the remaining were tests selected from the

classification battery. The second baacry included 13 tests, 6 of 7?hich

were memory tests and the rem-tiasiag wee tht same clsification tests

used in battery 1. Thurstone's zcntroid method with rotation of axes was

employed. The sample for hate!ry I wis comlposcd of 179 classified

bombardiers, and for battery II of 238 unclassified aviation students.

In both cases the range if talent was practically' unrestricted by selec-

tion other than that proati.ce by the AAF Qualifying Examination. In

both correlation matrices. thie intercorrclations of classification tests were

based on 527 unclassified1 students. assuming that they we.e comparable

to the two special samples and with the belief that much more stale

data were thus obtained. The Intercorrelations for the two batteries are

presented in tables 11.19 and 1120, the centroid loadings in tables 1121

and 1122, and the rotated factor loadings in tables 1123 and 1124.

mTxcZut4 b? /~~J Gerd.. JDM, SI/sqC P-4aft' Vu-d. C.F^ ""IJ
N•MP&Nm % "A Sl. fardd UI. LaCW.
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V TsLz 1.23.- Rotated factor loadings for Memory Battery P

•iITest 1 11 11 III ]V V V'r VII III

1. Speed of Identificationy .............. 64 14 02 21 -03 -01 -01 47"2. Spatial Orientation m ................ 61 04 -04 28 -07 13 4s s7
m S oara Oritatiaon l ............... 61 16 07 09 --41 12 38 57S:4. SAM Complex Coordination .......... 22 13 06 46 16 06 11 32

S. Mechanical Comprehension ........... 14 27 -OS 36 27 -02 29 38
T6. Readin Comprehension .............. f 10 67 21 12 39 24 02 73

7. Arithmetic Reasoning ................ -04 35 20 04 47 22 07 44
2. Sap Memoryi Cena SAXI ............ -3 42 09 A16 06 S4 26 70
3. Map Memoryi CtSOSAX3 ............ 15 31 IS 21 14 55 31 61

12. M ory for a lane Silhouettes ....... 43 07 So 43 -01 -07 02 63

10. apMmrCIOA2 3 2314 16 7 58 01-2 51

.Memory for Landmarks ........... . 4 2 56 12 -304 21 -013 47
"14. Memory for Tactical Plans ...... 9 -02 507 10 08 09 -12 32 47

I Decimal points have been emitted.
I For code numbers see tabet II.2L

TAif l1.24.- Rofated 03) tor loadings for Memory Battery IP

Taret 1 11 111 IV V w1 vtI VI A

R otaed of Iisthentlcatonri.d...... 6ec-t4 08 17-s4 factor-0 ith
2cSped Ofientiation and.the Spatial Orientation I and-04 24 tt a
3p Spatiat brientation gt ........ 63 2l oadng 0 o 1 t 08 f0ato

,AM omplex Coordination ... 22 06 03 52 14 0 "07 1
echanical Comprehensiono.... . 0 .23 365 071 .33 ! 1.10 -0615 146

6.Radn Sopatiahrentaion ....... -01 ..52 .i................ 00 S46

37. Arithmetic Reasoning n ......... -05 27 -02 Is 68. 09 140.. 04
Map Memory, C f50orX .... 22 CS 41 0. 23 S2 05 _ 0 2SS
1. Map Memor y, Ct0SAX2 ..... .351 .23 14 16 17 , -0 - 62$91

12L Memory for Pane Silhouettes ,i 2S 26 62 32 -- 11 20-9-0 7

I 1 a. Memmro !or LCnO.ark. ....... I..--i 66t 02 .3--09 24
s. Plant &mae Memory ......... 2 13 58 C6X10... ..w 0 4 9

16. Memory for Ships ........... .29 -08 50 31 1. 06 20. 13 SOY

A DecimsU points have been reme,-ed.

S For cod uue- =rs ow tabe n i.ie

Results
The results of the analysis of the two batteries will be summarized

together, because many of the tests overlap and identical factors were
extracted f rom the two -ets of iiitcrcorrelations. A test is listed under
a factor if a load;ing" of 0.30 or ih:•.hc~r is atta•ined in either analysis.

Rotated factor I is the well-verified percept-jai-speed factor in that

the Speed of Identification and the Spatial Orientation I and 11 tests ap-

pear with by far the greatest loadings. Test loadings on this factor

are asq follows-,

j L1,oadinigs ,
Ted Teqt name I I

number

I;Pt|• ed of Identification, CP610A ...................... 0.64 06
1 ISpatial Orientation !I CPSOIB ................ I... I..... . .61 .62'
$ |ipmtial O ri.cntation If. CPS031 ......................... .6 t .63

12 M~emory for Mal.ne silhouettes. CISO0IAXI .............. . .43 .2lS
8 %lMap Nr[emory, CISOSAXI .............................. .a 5:•

10 N.Map M emory .C lSOSAXI ........................ .... t. ..
15 I Plane Name Memory, C1505AXI ........... I ......... ... .29

16 memory for Ships. CI50- Ax. .......................... "

For this t ng factors. blanks Indicate the abW4W..ct bed Is G POW-law
may"U



Rotated factor II has significant loadings in the following tests:

Tens Test nme
number Tes nSIGI

a Reading Comprehension, ACIOD ................... to us
t ~~~~14 Memory for Tactical Plans. CIS@9AXI ............. .1

Map Memory. CI509AXI............................ .42 ,
7 Arithmetic Reasoning. CI063 .................... .is .31

it Map Memory, CISOSAX ............................... 31
S Mechanical Comprehension. ACIOD .................... .. * i

This is obviously the verbal factor found in most analyses. While
there are certain variations in the loadings of memory tests on this fac-
tor, it seems clear that of these tests Memory for Tactical Plans is the
most verbal. The map-memory tests are next most heavily loaded with
verbal comprehension. The average verbal loadings of the other memory
tests are not appreciable.

The following data define rotated factor Ill: _,

Tese Test a. .
number

12 .Memory for 11lane Silhouettes. CIS0JAXI .............. a.m

13 Memory for Landmarks CISIOAXI .................... . 56
IS Prane Name Memory. CISO6AXI ........................... .iM

16 Memor for S ABX. ............................ .41

The tests high on this factor are, with one exception, fundamentally
of the paired-associates form. Whether this factor should be so defined,
that is, in terms of the form of memorizing, is uncertain. It is perhaps
broader than this and could, on the basis of present evidence, be caled
a "rote-memory" or an "associative-memory" factor. All but one of the
map-memory tests have near zero loadings here. This one, CISOSBXI, 6
heavily weighted with items based on a schematic mnp. The detail an
this map consists of names of cities, cennecting roads, and mileages.
Such material could be expected to introduce a high "rote-memory"

loading, hence the assumption of a general rote-memory factor receives
some support.

The hypothesis of an associative-memory factor, however, better ae-

counts for the clean-cut distinction between the two groups of memory

tests-the recall by association on the ouie hand and the recall by repro-
duction on the other. This hypothesis needs the support of other cv:.re
-finding the same factor in tests of serial learning, for exampie. For

lack of more crucial evidence, it seems best to call this reference vari-

ableb the paired-associates memory factor, staying dose to the more
apparent characteristics of the tests defining it.
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Rotated factor IV is defined by the following data:
d Test nLoadings

Tumber is m

4 Complex Coordination. CM7OIA ....................... "0.46 0.52
12 Memory for Plane Silhouettes, CISO3AXI ............... .43 .32
5 Mechanical Comprehen-ion ACIOC ................... .36 .3316 Memory for Ships. CIS04AkI ........................ ..... .31

This is undoubtedly the spatial-relations factor, which in this and
other analyses has been defined by the Complex Coordination test. Mem-
ory for Plane Silhouettes and Memory for Ships have moderate loadings
with this factor. It is evident that thtse tests are so constructed that
persons high on the spatial-relations factor arc aided in memorization
of this material.

The following tests have significant loadings on rotated factor V:

Tet TLoadings
number Te namei

7 Arithmetic Reasoning. C1206B ........................ 0.47 0C6
6 Reading Comprehenu.on. ACloD ....................... .39 .40

13 Memory for Landmarks. CISIOAXI .................... -. 04 .33

SThis is most probably the general-reasoning factor always found in
Arithmetic Reasoning and Reading Comprehension. The discrepancy in
loading for Memory for Landmarks is quite unusual. In view of the ab-
sence of this factor in other memory tests, one is led to suspect that the
zero loading here is more neadly correct.

Rotated factor VI is defined by the following data:

Tog T nm Leadings

sArte Teud urns

I Map Memory, CISOSAXI .............................. 0.54
II Map Memory. CISOSAX3 .............................. .55
9 Mlap Memory. CISOS1 OXI ..............................

10 Map Memory, CISOSAXZ .............................. Al

This factor is restricted to map-memory tests in these analyses. It
is possible, however, that the factor is more general than this. This fac-
tor has been called visual niemory in view of the obvious visual content

of the tests that define it. It could be hypothesized that this is a more
general reproductive-memory variable, but evidence is lacking as to
whether it would be held in common by auditory and other types of
nmimory tests. Following th-se analyscs. a, ldiional tests such as Plane
Fornnatiot M )ilory, Ci513A, and Plaie losition MNeitiry. Ci512A, were
constructcl for the purpose of purifying tests for the supposed visual-

j memory factor and for further clarification of this hypothesis by analysis.
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A. C.

RRotated factor VII is defined by the following data from battery I
only:

I

IItnmu .T• im { I1 3 S ,a ,i ,I O ,;. n. a t o . t C S.. c 11 .. .. . . .. ... .. .. .. . . . 0 .o 3 s. .
~ 14 A e n n ry ,'o r T a ctica l P la n s, C 150 9 A X I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3 • . .

Il Map U,,,morr. CFS05AX$ .................... .. .11| ..

rMe.11,.£ Comprehenson. ^cioD .......... ' ".

"Thot;j'h this factor is not well-defined, it is probably visualization.
Other analyses have shown Spatial Orientation 11, CPS03BX, to have a
,iunt'ratc loading in this factor. Most i ,:hiiicil-coiriprehension tests
have swxklorate to high visualization Imiaings. Although Memory for
Tactical Plans involves delayed memory for auditorially presen~ted verbal
imaterial, it is easy to rationalize a visualization comnponent in the test.
Comprehension of the described mission and the answering of verbal
questions about it could both involve some visualization to good ad-
vantage.

It is of considerable psychological importance to find that there is a
clear-cut hiatus between reproductive visua•mzation or visual memory
(factor VI) and avother type of visualizing which appears to require
manipulation and so may be called manipulative visualization. More
discussion of this poirut will be found in the chapter on visualization
(dci. 2).

Rotated factor VIII is defined by the following data from battery II
only:

Ten n iou., Test oading
I It

15 I C|rSO AXI ....................... 0.$1
I1 Memory for Landmarks. CISI AXI .................... ..44 ....

This factor seemingly constitutes an unimportant doublet of the two
memory tests that are most similar to each other. Except for differeices
in subjct realttr, these two tests are practicmlly identical measures of
the saine basic functi-ns. TIhe correlation Ib.tween the two tests is 0.69.
Bioth involve the pairing of relatively simple figure and verbal symbols.
It is not unreasonable to speculate that in addition to a general paired-
aS.SOciatcs m.emory ability (factor III above) common to all tests it%
which itmns of information are memorized by pairs, there is also for
each type of pair a more restricted ability to learn, retain, and recall.

Should there also be an associativc-memory factor, even more general
t for memorizing in pairs (paired-associate factor), a complexShh'-rarchy (;f inemo~ry abilit.,cs woihld exist with separable: variablcs of

Sdiffcrt-t dcgrces of generality. Thc strut.ture of memory abilities is
thus seen to mced a thorough investigatioci frum tl-e factorial approach.
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Rutated factor IX In memory battery II is seemingly a true residual
:factor. The ninth centroid was used,in the rotations of the other eight.

When the rotations were completed, factor IX had a smaller share of
the total variance in the battery than it had beforerotations were started.
Since the centroid method does not extract the maximum common van-
ance possible with each successive factor, such an outcome is not un-
expected.

Conck, k-.-'

In conclusion, it can be definitely stated that two general nimmory fac-
tors have been isolated. A third memory factor specific to a particular
type of test has Also been isolated. It may be that memory factois of
limited scope can be multiplied almost indefinitely by relatively slight
changes in the format or content of memory tests. Such factors might
be useful in prediction within their own areas.

It wouid seem that at least one important memory factor remains to
be described. Memory for Tactical Plans, C1509, a test of delayed meni-
ory for orally-presented material, does not appear to be weighted in
either of the two gencral.memory factors. It is quite possible that addi-
tion of similar delayed-memory tests to these batteries would result in
the isolation of a delayed-memory factor of some kind, or, instead, one
peculiar to auditory-verbal presentation, or both.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

(1) H. B. Carlson, Factor analysis of memory ability, 1. Exp. Psychol., 1937, 5.
477-492.
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!/ ~CNAPT[R TRAULF

Visualization Tests'

INTRODUCTION
II siorfeal ]luaekgroufd

(A)w of tile earliest systen.matic attempts to inivestigate the field of vis-
ualization was a study conducted over 60 years ago by Sir Francis
Galton. His questionnaire concerning the vividness with which objects
from the morning's breakfast table could be imagined, or visualized, is
a famous pioneer study. The field later proved interesting and challeng-
ing to many investigators. At one time it even became the battlefield for
a fundamental psychological controversy as to whether there is any
thought process at all that does not involve scme kind of images, visual
or otherwise.

"Practical difficulties have retarded expLrimnentation in this field. Vis-
ualizitig is a private experience, involving little or no overt behavior
that can be measured. It has been extremely difficult, therefore, to de-
vise objective experiments even to prove unequivocally that visualiza-
tion exists. Such experiences as dreams, hallucinations, vivid memories,
cidetic images, and so on are common enough, however, to convince
must observers that somne process oi visual imagination or visualization
does exist, even though it defies most attempts at objective measuftinent.

The oldcr attempts at quantifying and measuring visualization were
aimed chiefly at discovering the degree of clarity or sharpness, the per-
sistence, and the frequency with which visualization took place. More
or less implicitly, these studies assumed that if visualization occurs at
all, the process is always the same; that is, the ability to visualize was
assumed to be a single unitary ability rathreF than a family of related
abilities. Though this assumption is natural and understandable, it is
certainly not the only one that can be made. It may be that there are
Several abilities to visualize ;•--) that different tasks require different

' visualizing abilities. More recenitly, some of the psychological problems
involved have been enumerated as follows:

Is visualizing flbt forms the same as visualizing solid forms as they would ap-
pear f'rom different sides? Is visualizing solid ubjects the same af visualizing move-
mcnt of parts in a diagram of a machine? Considering only flat forms, is ihe
same ability required in visualizing sevcral shapes singly as in visualizing how
thcse shapes could be finted tog.ther, like jigsaw pieces fow examplt? Or does the

Wrsitten by SoSst. Warm S. Zmnslwroa.
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cal Principles, Map Distance, Mechanical Comprehension, and Shortest
Path define'd the factor in these analy.qes.

Tests that have lw.n found to measure sonme phase of tle ability to

visualize are described and discussed in this chapter under the sub-
headings (1) Visual Manipulation and (2) Visual Completion.

VISUAL .MANIPULATION TESTS

Tests described within this group have in common problems that ap-
pear to demand mental manipulation of a visual image or images. ThWs
type of visualizing calls for an ability to imagine the rotation of depicted
objects, the folding or unfolding of flat patterns, the relative changes of
position of objects in space, the motion of machinery, or the maneuver-
ing of airplanes in space. In all tests in this group, the examinec's task
is to record the final position or positions after a visualized movement
or manipulation has taken place.

Under this heading one commercial test and eight experimental tests
are discussed in the order in which they were chosen for study. They arc:
Pattern Comprehension, CP803A, 803B; Spatial Visualization II,
CI203AXI, 203A; Spatial Visualization I, C1204AXI, 204AX2; Vis-
ualization of Maneuvers, C1657AXi, BXI, CXI, CX2; Formation
Visualization, CP8I4A, 814AX2; Point Motion (Crawford-Bennett),
Form B; Spatial Visualization III, CPIO8A; Position Visualization I,"
CP534A; and Position Visualization II, CPI I IA.

Pattern Comprehension, CP803A'

This test was adapted by the AAF from Thurstone's "Sturface De-
velopment." Since it involved the visualized folding of flat patterns into
three-dimensional objects, it might be expected to be a imeasure of
manipulative visualization. At the time of its adoption, it was of interest
primarily because surface-development tests had traditionally been in-
cluded in mcchanical-test batteries.

Description.-A flat pattern lay-out, showing the outline in solid
* lines and the edges along which the folds are to be made in dotted lines,

is presented alongside of an isometric (drawing of the three-dimensional
object that would be formed by folding the pattern correctly. Certain

edgcs on the folded object are numbered, while edges and fold lines on
the flat pattern are lettered. The examanee's task is to match the num-
bers and the letters. In order that inside and outside surfaces will not
be confused, two corresponding adjacent edges on the folded figure and
on the flat pattern are marked, one with an X and the other with an 0.

(1) Internal characteristics.-The directions contain one illustration
of a flat pattern, the accompanying illustration of the three-dimensional
figure, and two recorded but unscored sample questions. The test con-

tains 7 patterns and 32 scored questions.

Dtloped at Psychological Research Uait No. . ChIe•| €rirblua: T/S6gLt. C. DOe
and i.A. Laina lutchinws.
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(2) Admihii.tration.-All the necessary directions are contained in
the booklet. An answer legend which shows five of the letters from the
pattern listed as alternatives A, B, C, D, and E is provided with each
item in the booklet. Fifteen minutes are allowed to complete the items
in the booklet. The administration time is 5 minutes, making a total re-
quired testing period of approximately 20 minutes.

A sample item from form CPS03A is shown in figure 12.1. Following
are part of the directions:

FIGURE 12.1
SAMPLE PROBLEM Of PATTERN COMPREHENSION.

CP6O3A
This is a test to see how quickly and accurately you can understand the relation-

ship betwem a pattern drawing and the object it represents.
In the example are two drawings, one showing a solid figure and the other

"showing a plane figure. If the solid at the left is placed on the figure at the right.
the latter can be folded perfectly around the solid. The figure at the right may
therefore be called a pattern of the solid at the lefL I, the pattern the area
bounded by dotted lines corresponds to the base of the solid. Two of the edges of
the solid and the two corresponding dotted lines in the pattern have been marked
X and 0. Using these two edes for reference. setct the edges of the pattern
which correspond to each of the numbered edges of the solid and mark the answers
opposite the problem numbers on your answer sheet.

I. Corresponds to (A) h; (B) p; (C) f; (D) t; (E) k.
2. Corrtsponds to (A) t. (B) f; (C) h; (D) k; (E) p,
The correct answers ant 1. A; Z D

(3) :corn: .-- The scoring formula is R-W/4.

Stat istk results.-The data given below are for samples tested at
Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in March and April 1943.

(1) Distribution toatstics.-A sample of 229 unclassified aviation
students yielded a mean score of 14.9 and a standard deviation of &3.
The distribution curve was approximately symmetrical and consider-
ably flatter than normaL

(2) Interaa consistewy.-The degree of homogeneity of the items
is indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.42, a standard devi-
ation of the phi distribution of 0.06, and a range of values from 0.28
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to 0.58. These statistics are based upon analysis of the responses of the
highest 27 percent and the lowest 27 percent in total score of a group of
375 unclassified aviation students.

(3) Difficulty.-l3ased upon item analysis of the responses of 800
unclassified aviation students, the test yielded a meaa proportion of Cor-
rect responses of 0.30, corrected for chance, with a range of 0.13 to
0.79 and a standard deviation of 0.16.

(4) Factorial composition.-The most significant loadings are in the
visualization (0.50), general-reasoning (0.33). perceptual-speed (0.24),
and reasoning II (0.24) factors. The communality is 0.55. For a full pic-
ture of the factorial composition of this test, see appendix B.

(5) Test .allidity.-Validation results based on two samples are given
in table 12.1.

TADL. IZ I.-Validity data for Paittrx Coin prh•herio bsed apon gra••tion-
etiminatioR of pilots ix primyry training

Nen , CasIA" V9  .K SDg r",

CPS03A ............................. 2II44A @G14 1.34 I.40 U 4LIO
43K. I I

CPSWOAX21 ......................... 652 44A 2.1 24.4 201 1 .I i1.22' .14
arItem. idWntical with "ao in CPISOA.

Variations of the test.-The first form of Pattern Comprehension,
CP803AXI, contained, in addition to the sample pattern and questions.
II patterns and 72 scored items. The AX2 form was made up of the
items from the original form which proved ,- .,ave the highest internal
consistencies. The directions remained unchanged. Seven patterns and
32 questions were selected. The time limit was reduced from 30 to IS
minutes. Both of these test forms were mimeographed. The A form was
printed rather than mimeographed. Except for revised directions, it is
identical with the shortened AX2 test.

In form CPSO3B I several changes were incorporated. In order that
the X and 0 designations on the patterns, which are necessary to define
whether a diagram represents an inside or an outside pattern. might be

eliminated, all diagrams are drawn as inside patterns. The necessity for
including a different answer legý:nd for each question was removed by
adapting the answers to the 15-place IBM answer sheet. A proportion-
ately smaller number of questions per pattern is asked, 30 questions for
10 patterns being included for the entire test. The test is divided into

two equivalent parts, separately timed. Only two patterns were retained
from the preceding forms. The newly constructed diagrams are all asym-
metrical, in contrast wilh the synt-nctrical cinsh 'etion of the original
patterns. awd they also have fewer sides. Both ot -these changes were
made in the effort to eliminate some of the rcasoning content. It was
hypothesized that the symmetrical diagrains afforded more opportunity
for the examitite to derive answers by noting reverse relationships.

emlrrri,pred as rcb":RelItearokVlitNo 1 1,~ .Me. f cootnwo: C& Lj4C
tIM0hreys. Stýt FrCA If. Mn"&. ast S/5i. Wayea S.flr.k
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which could be reasoned through to a solution. No data are available
on this form.

Evaluatio:' -Pattern Comprehension, originally selected for study be-
cause it was thought to be related to mechanical ability, proved to be a
fairly good measure of maniptilatory visualization. The high correlation
of Mechanical Principles and Pattern Comprehension (r=0.42) is
largely due to the saturations with this factor. A source of dissatisfac-
lion has been the high loading of Pattern Comprehension with general
reasoning, It is hoped that form B will prove to be somewhat less tainted
with that factor.

Pattern Comprehension shows moderate pilot validity, the weighted
validity coefficient being 0.16 for a total sample of 1,081 pilots on forms
A and AX2. From its known factor loadings and their validity for the
pilot, one would expect a validity of 0.14. The predicted validity of the
AXI form is 0.10; the obtained weighted validity is 0.09 for a total of
525 cases.

It is interesting to note that the loading in the mechanical-experience
factor is only 0.06, as based on a weighted mean of the loadings found
in two analyses. Whatever virtue this test may have for selection for
mechanical tasks, therefore, probably would arise from its perceptual-
speed and visualization loadings. If so, there are much better tests for
that type of sf :ction.

Spatial Visualization 1I, C1203A

.This test was adapted from the Verbal Cubes test which was prepared
before the war by Col. J. P. Guilford. It was selected for study because
it promised to measure nonverbal reasoning. A battery of nonverbal rea-
soning tests was being assembled for intercorrelational and factor analy-
sis (see ch. 7). Verbal Cubes was originally designed to be a measure of
the ability to manipulate mental inages. This concept was only an inci-
dental consideration, however, at the time the revision was begun by
Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

Description.-For each group of items, the examinee reads a verbal
description of a solid block of wood, its sides painted different colors,
which is cut into smaller blocks. The examince's task is to visualize these
cutfing operations so that he can answer questions about the resulting
numbers of blocks of given size and color.

(1) Internal charactristics.-The directions contain one verbal prob-
len description accompanied by two recorded but unscored sample ques-
tions. Parts I and II each contain 6 descriptions and 22 scored items.
The problems increase ;n difficulty toward the end of each part.

(2) Adhniistratopin.-On each page of the booklet is an answer
legend for converting numbners into letters to correspond to the letters

Developcd at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributors: S/Sut. Jacob Q. Elkin,
tL. Dhvid Ii. Jenkins. and S/SCt. Wayne S. Zimmerman.
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on the 15-place answer sheet. Thirteen minutes are allowed for each
part.

Following are sample items and accompanying exrlanation taken from
the directions from the test:

The ends of a block of wood V i V x 3' are painted black, and the block is
then cut into 1-inch cubes

Answer Legend
A. I
B. 2
C. 3
D. 4
E. 6

1. How many 1-inch cubes are there?
2. How many 1-inch cubes have only one side painted

black?
If you pictured the pieces of wood correctly, you should have marked "C" for

item I and "B" for item Z, since the 3-inch piece can be cut into three 1-inch cubes
but only. the two end cubes would have painted sides.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/5+20.
Statistical results.-The data given below are for examinees tested

at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.
(1) Distribution statistics. -Distribu tion statistics for two overlapping

samples are given in table 12.2. The distribution curves are moderately
positively skewed and somewhat flatter than normal.

TABLE 12.2.- Distribution constants for Spatial Visiali:ation II, CI20JA, based
upon samples of classjed tilols in class 44G

S$SD

34.7 10.2
12.l90' 36.4 10.13

'Overlapping sample&..

(2) Internal consistency.-The degree of homogeneity of the items

is indicated by a mean internal-con-istency phi of 0.50, a standard devi-

ation of 0.11, and a range of values from 0.19 to 0.67. These statistics

are based upon analysis of the responses of the highest 27 percent and

the lowest 27 percent in total score on form AXI of a group of 430

unclassified aviation students, tested in April and May 1943.

(3) Reliability cocficicnt.-By the alternate-forms mnethod, (part I-

part II), a reliability co'fficient of 0.84, corrected for length, was ob-

tained. This figure is based on a sample of 487 classified pilots in class

44G, tested in January 1944.
(4) Corrdation betw,',n rights and wrongs.-For a sample of 500

classified students (tested in 1944; specific dates of testing not reported)

the correlation between rights and wrongs was -0.67. For 594 naviga-

tors tested in NMay 1944, the correlation was -0.66.
(5) Dificulty.--Based upon item analysis of the respon'es of the

above-mentioned sample of 450 unclassificd aviation students, form AXI

27S
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yielded a mean proportion of correct responses of 0.51, corrected for

chance, with a range from 0.11 to 0.,6 and a standard deviation of 0.19.

(6) Factorial com posit ion. -The most significant loadings are in
general-reasoning (0.44), visualization (0.42), reasoning 111 (0.36),

and reasoning Ii (0.35) factors. The continunality is 0.75. For a full
picture of the factorial composition of this test see appendix B.

(7) Test talidity.-Validation results based on several samples are
given in table 12.3.

(8) Rtem talidity.-Validation of items revealed a mean phi of 0.03
based upon the responses of 600 graduates and 127 eliminecs from pri-
mary pilot training originally tested in December 1943 and January
1944. The standard deviation of phi values was 0.05, and the range
was from -0.08 to 0.1S.

Evaluation.-Spatial Visualization I I is a fairly good measure of
manipulatory visualization; but, like Pattern Comprehension, it is so
complicated by reasoning factors that it is of little value in predicting
pilot success. Twenty-two percent of its total variance is attributable to
visualization, 22 percent to reasoning 1, 14 percent to reasoning 11,
and 15 percent to reasoning Ill. The average obtained validity of 0.17
exceeds slightly that to be expected from its loadings with known fac-
tors (0.12). This fact, taken together with the difference between the
reliability and the communality of the tests, suggests some unknown
source of validity. The very large proportion of reasoning variance,
however, renders this test unfit for use in pilot selection.

Because of its combination of factors, it should have a validity of at
least 0.34 for navigation traiaing. The limited data in table 12.3 almost
exactly fulfill this expectation. Because it is a complex test, however, it
should not be included in a battery when the important factors are al-
ready covered by purer tests.

Variations of the test.--CJ203AXl and C1203A ' are identical, ex- J
cept for certain changes in the directions. In the A form, an attempý
was made to add face validity by pointing out in the directions how the
task presented in the test is related to flying problems.

Spatial Visualization 1, C1201AXI 4

\Mhtn the antecedent of this test (Paper Folding) was (kvis.d by
Col. J. P. Gtiilford before the wvar, it was set up to be a measure of
visualization, bnt btecausc of high intcrcorrlations with reasoning tests,
it was adapted by the AAF for the purpt)se of studying nonverbal rea-
soning ability.'

Description.-For each item. two or three illutrations show step by
step how a square, circular, or triangular I,;4ce of paper is folded and

' I)r¢ln ,,ri~ens httc .y Si. Nathani grawts.

*I)thIt at CI.y.IChWKAl Nec•tarch U'ait No. 3. (hite c¢iitributeri : U. Fraak Do" MW

S/SlI. %tWayne S. Zimmerman.
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finally cut. Blackened areas represent portions that are cut out after
the final fold has been made.

The examinee's problem is to determine how the piece of paper will
look when it is unfolded. To the right of the illustration of the folds
are five representations of unfolded figures. One of the five unfoldcd
figures correctly shows all the creases made by folding and all the holes
made by cutting.

(1) Internal characteristics.-The directions contain one recorded
but unscored practice item. Each part contains 30 scored items. Items in
part I are made up of square pieces of paper and the items in part I1
are made up of circular and triangular pieces.

(2) Adminiistration.-The directions consume approximately 5 min-
utes, while 20 minutes are recommended for completion of the items in
part I and 19 minutes for the items in part 11, making a total testing
time of approximately 44 minutes.

In figure 12.2 is shown the sample item used in the test.

.- A B C. 0 E

FIGURE 12.2
SAMPLE PROBLEM OF SPATIAL VISUALIZATION 1,

C[f204AXI

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical results.-The data given below are based upon samples

tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3, except where noted.
(1) Distribution statlistics.-Typical examples of distribution statis-

tics are given in table 12.4. The distribution curves are moderately nega-
tively skewed and considerably flatter than normal.

TAzu 12.4.- Distribution contants for Spatial Visualization 1, CIZOEAXI

N f V SD

Uncla&;ifed aviation studel, ......... 242 35.2 10.0
Unclasifcd aliltion lewdenl9 ..... .04 31.4 9.7
CO.tied p•doAs ..................... 19 33.4 9.A

l Tetlaeii in May IllJJ

1Ttted iA Mat& mad AIr9 1943
I a clam 44A.

(2) Internal con.%istency.-The degree of homogeneity of the items
is indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.35, a standard devi-
ation of the phi distribution of 0.14, and a range of values from -0.12
to 0.64. Trese statistics are based upon the responses of the highest 27
perc-nt and the lowest 27 percent in total score of a group of 450 un-
dcassified aviation students tested in August 1943.
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(3) ke-liability coeffieient.-By the alternate-firms method, an esti-
matedl reliability coefficient of 0.M, corrected for length, wa3 obtained.

'I This figure is Iljtscd on a samiple of 203 unclassified aviation students
tested lit April 1943.

(4) Correlation between rights and uwrongs.-Ior a samplc of 735
navigators tested in February 1944 at Ellington Fi-d and at Psychologi-
cal Research Unit No. 3, the corrcaztion between rights and wrongs
was -0.57.

(5) Difficulty.-Mised upon hiic'i analysis a( the rcýsponics of 450
uzticlassified aviaitioun students, the Is'st yiehled a ine"11 pro~portion of cor-
rect respon-ses of 0.67, corrected fnr chance, with a r~inge fromt 0.04 to
0.97 attd a statidard deviation of 0.34l.

(6) Factorial 'nmitusition.-Tht. most %igiiificatit I.,;ulitgs are it) C-c
vi%11:A1hy;it(ini 10.36), rvasoniing 1 (0.34), reasoninIg if (0.32)., spaice
1 (0.24), andu rtvisoning TI 1 (0.21) (aetrutrs. 'nit~ ronizatizality is .71.7

* For a full picture of the factorial c-'jiapositiorn of this test see *ppeti-
* dix P.-

(7) T.ist validity.-Validatioti r,tilts Lrkd on wvxcr~tl samples alre
givenl in table 12S..

* TAMII. 12.5 -- 114iJuily dais ft~r SPC-ialj P~isnalL~jtig 1, C1 0, utsnog the produa1io
eliminatio~n crIIitron

GrouJp For... Sein M, ~ f O ~**~

ba.k of interinul-yt~vriConistncyI Wpli I Of.i ilc .140fz AX.34 0om.6 It0 are6
arrange ioPintorer of iareinng'24XRW4: di9ciy wh6 w .01 06crr~ roi,
Vsi-u-i7:Iti(1 (0......... ... ncr20Ai 1c*d~i~ (.9 , I gai~ 10T (0.34).4

ready expl1xan rtrictn for the discrepan 'cViIs btwn ofe 2.0frm0i.se

&.ahialions.-S1 LThe AX21 foisaitin I.- ma roud to b0 o.niselce of tile b
measurs of intetalcnisiptiry phisulfarom, alhoug stignAI ficati odItems ore
arraned resing forse oinrasngd seificdiatywhch was dopex termiald pat-
th tern. anlorys.Irts perent ofa(-ir n the tii irize ionig wetrilte toum tohe ~m

hi:: a :(i.53l. gvrent , eererl rvasg~iitge M.39 14 leceit lon 1 r(a34),
:tndl 11w ,dirbiil fac vlidt (02) 0.1i comiim.t was 0.6. llime-rc ris DOr

aE Itua*j n.-pizatiaIt t l V isualizatio Ic prove 'to i eonlpile of 0.1 bei

-flv--e~* rasnin factorst Iand, spar I. 3.it Cat cotpicuofatoria 8. Lgnin

tern I rty pciccti oftil ittal . I I 279 L
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wilhitii thlgqli:,:at'tof v~rrtjr The trxlwc-ted validlity for tIN! AX2 formi is
0.1.1 6i r poilijs, an itt cl obtainveal validity 64-. 12, The oblaim-dw~ validity (fir

11aig.olschCl~llis uie hgh(0.45) Since tereasonhig I and visu-*
aliz;,titn factors account for univ lia f of this validity, and probably less,
the test has something unique andl substantial to offer in this connection.

This test suggested the construction of the promising Spatial Visuial-
ization III test, an orally administered test of the ability to solve paper-
folding problemts.

Visusalization of Maneuvers, C1657AXI a

Thii test was constructud as a possible measure of both visualization

Dcicriplion.-El-tcl item i Ixgilts with tile lpres('li(ittiolt of an airplane
in a given attitude shown in a photograph. Then three simtple m1aneuvers
are stated; such as. turn right 900, nose up 450, roll left 900. Imagining
himnsclf as the pilot of the plane, the exanlinee must visualize these
maneuvers in sccluence, beginning from the psictured original position.
Then he must select the correct finial position of the plane fromn five
alternative positions shown pictorially. Thus, the examinee must keep
in mind the changed position of the plane after the first maneuver andl
fromi this position visualize thc seconid maneuver. Again, he must hold
the iiew positioni in mnind and froil this seconad position vise 'izc the
third mtaneuver. All maneuivers nitist be visualized from the pilot's posi-
tion in the cockpit. i. e., turn rigrht means to the pilOt's right, reg-ardless
of the plane's position on the page.

(1) Jxivkrta characteristics.-The dircctions contain two recorded
but unscored sample items. Part I contains 28 scored itemis, and part 11
contains 30.

(2) Admististration.-Twenty-five minutes are al!owcit for each part
oif the test. Directions and saiuak. itemis corsuine abo~ut 10 minutes,
making a total testing time of 60 miinutes.

Onec sample item is shown in figure 12.3. Following are parts of the

111,4 i% a ies. of your ability to vimahitlsc ainilan mananuvcra. In each probian
tile t..lot of a plane will take it thrcmgh three maneuvers. On the left is shown
tile starting poshion of the plane antI (m the right are sho~wn five lkmisikns, oae of

%4ichl is thc final position of the piane .After the maneuvers have btetm executed.
picture C. C is. thercfore, the Correct answer.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formiula used is R-W/4.
Siuii~etktd re~ndls.-Excv-pt where spiet-iically unoted to dihe coatraty. I

the~ ftil!owimg data art basedl upon uuunpilte iested at P'sychological Ric-
seairch iitait No. 3.

Sat Paealethirt. Iswuo .. H. U14 Xw~ 3CtbW COWI5db'. W'apiwarm
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(1) Distribution statistics.-Tvpical examples of distribution statiq-
tics are A.iven in table 12.6. The distriblution cnrves are apprnximafely
symmetrical and considerably flatter than normal.

TADLK 12.6.--l)istriu, tlion constants for l'isuatli:zath of .lMaseu;'.'rs based ull
samples ot ciassif'id pilots

Form Number of items N x M SD

AXI .............. S 8 1,162 27.4 14.1

aXIs ............. 3118 1 ,222 35.2 13.5
CXI5 ............. 98 j1,390 56.6 I49

'In class 44F.
'For descriptions of these forms mev page
"In cluss 441Hf.

'In cla" 44G.

(2) Interna! consistency.--The degree of homogeneity of the items
in form AXI is indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.52, a

standard deviation of the phi distribution of 0.10, and a range of values

TADN. 12..- AIt,'rnate-forms (tart I v. part I!) rdliabilily coeeiulnds /or
Vis'ializaton of Maneurers, C16•

Group N Forte fog

Classified pilots, ................ 1.619 AXI 10.81 0.89
Classified pilots, ............... 523 NXI '.76 .56
Unclassified aviation students' ... 193 CXI 6.52 .90
Unclauified aviation students ,.. 52S CXI '.85 .91
Unclssified aviation students, and

Airplane Mechanics 441 CXI 9.84 .91
Class.ified pilots $.......... 04 1l s.71 101? 1, A

SIn class 44F.
3 Part II atlininisicred immediately after pan L
$ In class 4411.
'Ttsted at Medical and Psychologial Examining Units Nos. 6 &ad I In April 943.
I Part It1 administeted approxinmately four ho&rs after pM I.
SIr cCA"a 44G.

from 0.26 to 0.80. These statistics are based upon analysis of the re-

sponses of the highest 25 percent and the lowest 25 percent in total sc6de

of a group of 800 classified pilots in class 44F.

(3) Reliabiity coeflicient.-The three forms yielded the alternate-
forms estimates of reliability given in table 12.7.

(4) Corrclation betucen righ:s and r•,ongs.-Data are presented in

table 12.8.

TABLE 12&-Corretations b<l.,e're rights axd Uwong: for V i~nw tioio of
"M11awzyrz C1657

Group Fraw 76

C+'las+,ed siudeo i' .................. . . . AXI -. 15
S(la. ,:I'ed s lot ................... .X I

CX1 643 -1
Culedl i ............. ...... CXI 1.71

I Tr.trd .n 1944;* .e *.r.n•g idtn .41 frPrted.L
0 Tetted Mar 9 te Aug.It r(.a Unit in9.. Aptil 1044 &4 Psyc]6eg•j ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~'rtd an june 1944 't .y•hOgdla 51 ll [rt• ,IisA•14 PIIlI

Rtesearch Usits So. 3 oa
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yA.

(S) Diffici•cul.-tBased upon item analysis of the responses of the
above-mentioned sample of 800 classified pilots, the AXI form of the
test yielded a mean proportion of correct responses of 0.46, corrected
for chance, with a range from 0.19 to 0.84 and a standard deviation
of 0.14.

S(6) Tst mvalidity.-Validation results for the three forms of Visuali-
zation of Maneuvers are given in table 12.9.

'(7) Item validity.-Validation of items on two forms of this test
disclosed the results recorded in table 12.10.

TADLZ 12. 10.-Validity of items of Vistiaiization of Jtanewners based upo" sasntes
of pilots in primary training, pradva:ion-climinoatio, criterion

I Rang .E $

Form , _P._ __

AXI ................... %S4A 0.38 0.10 0.08 -0.09 an3
• Ax .................. 2657 .89 .4 . -.07 .07
i cxJ .................. all $1 .0 .0 -.. s

In class 441.
cIn lass 44Y.

&In class 440.

Variations.-Form BXI," CXI," and CX2 differ from form AXI
only in the number of maneuvers called for be, tween the initi.d and final
positions of the airplanes. Form JiXI presents two maneuvers; both
forms CX1 and CX2 pres-nt one maneuver. These other forms were
developed in an effort to lessen the difficulty of the items and conse-
quently to lay more dependcnce upon speed. It was hypothesized that
good pilots excel in acts that are undeliberated iather than reasoned and
that speeded tests, therefore, are likely to show more valid results. Forms
AXI and BXI are of the same length, each containing 58 scored itemis
divided into 2 parts. Form CX1 contains 98 scored items divided into 2
parts, while CX2 contains the first 48 items from form CXI divided
into 2 parts.

Forms AXI and BXI correlate more highly with Mechanical Princi-
pies and less highly with Complex Ctxrdinatin'n than form C, a fact that
supports an original hypothesis advanced during the construction of the
test that the more complex form would show more visualization, the
speeded form, more spatial content. This evidlence needs the further
support of factor analysis.

E-vluation.-The Visualization of .M:ncuvers tests pruvc! to be on
of the most valid types of printed tests for pilots in or out of the das-
sification battery. It would be an excellent selection test for either pilots
or navigators, but it would not makc a good classification test in which
a discriminating function is desired.

, tr)r.kped at P,,yhlk*194tal RtCaXTb Umui NO. -. C1kf e.tr*#.: S/%gfL W.1.. 2.

• l.rd.Plp, at obleTtkAl 3Rearch ULit NoK . C'bied contilbuets: C•a.eL S4t W. Co
aNW ,/SC Warme S. ZmUmNAM
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No factorial data are available at the time of this writing, but inter-
correlations suggest that the AXI form is comparatively complex and

would. therefore, be used more appropriately in an oniibtic test like
the AAF Qualifying Examination. The level of validity for 1,oth pilot

and navigator also assures us that the test is factorially compilcx and
combines factors that are strongly valid for both specialties. For pilot
validity, both space and visualization must sdrely be present in large

amounts. For navigator validity some reasoning variance must also be
present.

Formation Visualizatlon, CP814A,

This test was developed in an effort to measure the examinee's ability
to visualize in three dimensions. If the views of airplanes in formation

are shown from two directions at right angles to each other, it is pos-
sible by visualization to determine the appearance of the same formation
from the third orthogonal direction. Since this type of item presents a

rather difficult visual manipulative problem, only a limited number of
airplanes can be presented in each formation. It is known that overly

difficult visualization items are likely to be reasoned through to a solu-

tion. In order to keep the difficulty level as low as practicable, only two
or three airplanes were included in any single formation. The use of
airplanes as the objects to be visualized adds face validity to the test.

Description.-Each item shows in silhouette a top view and a side
view of a formation of either two or three airplanes. The examinee's

problem is to visualize the appearance of the same formation from the
front view. Four alternative front views are presented with each item,
one of which is correct.

TOP SIDE

SAMPLE
PROBLEM

FRONT•

A 1

FIGURIE 12.4

SAMPLE PROBLEM OF FORMATiON VISUALIZATION,S•.C Pa 14A

"aDeweti &# FisycbIepksI Rtsearch lUnit No. 3. Claief connblarsiuo: CiA. AIbett C-AA~eld
w4 UtJ. Aobevt L Tb*"bdab
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(1) Internol charactcristics.-.The directions contain one recorded,
but unscored, sample item. The test contains 49 scored items. The first
19 items are composed of formations of 2 airplanes, while all of the
remaining items are made up of formations of 3 airplanes.

(2) Addninistration.-Administration of the directions takes 2 min-
utes, and 15 minutes are allowed to compl t~te e test items, making a
total testing time of 17 minutes.

The sample problem from form CP814A is shown in figure 12.4.
Following are parts of the directions:

This is a test of your ability to visualize plane formations. In each problea you
will see two views of a formation of either two or three planes. One view will show
the formation as seen from above; the other, the formation as seen from the id
Your task is to visualize how this formation would appear if it were seen from the
front.

Below each formation there are four front-view diagrams, A, B. C, and D, oyone of which correctly represents the formation as it would appear from the front.These diagrams are not drawn to scale. Remember that only one of the four dia-

grams in each item represents the front view of the formation.
Which diagram correctly rcpresents the front view of the formation in the

sample problem?
As only one plane can be seen in the side view, the other plane must be cmn-

cealed directly behind it. Therefore, the two planes in this formation should be
visualized as flying side by side at the same altitude.

The correct front view of this formation is shown by diagram A.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula used is R-\V/3+2O.
Statistical results.-The data given below are for samples tested at

Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in Septembn r and October 1944.
(I) Internal consistcncy.-The degree of homogeneity of the items

is indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.36, a standard devi-
at'on of the phi distribution of 0.12, and a range of values from 0.13 to
0.66. These statistics are based upon analysis of the responses of the
highest 27 percent and the lowest 27 percent in total score of a group of
1,500 unclassit.ed aviation students.

(2) Diffcttlly.--Bas.M upon the responses of 750 unclassified avia-tion students, the test yieed a mcan proportion of cor-ect responses

of 0.57, corrcted for chance, with a range from 0.14 to 0.94, and a
standard deviation of 0 23.

Evatahtion.--No furtfer data are available upon which conclusions
can be based rcgarding the nature of this tc.t. IUAh the internal con-
sistency and difficulty levels are satisfactory.

N! Crawford-Bennelt Point Motion Test '

Imagining the a•otihin of machinery aw' following these noiions men-
tally has becn described as a donmotstration of the ability to visualise.•f~ ~ ~ Dsiti.--El'ach itv-n pircsc-nts an a•.sv.nlly drawing of certain
parts of a l;aachiie. Th7c xpath that a single point on the machine will

"..u:,110ed &Y the Vs.h4,qaial, CWp.. Nqw Yock. X. Y.
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frelow when the mechanism is set in motion is indicated. A secrnd point
in another section of the machine is also marked, but the path for this
point is not shown. It is the examinee's problem to determine the exact
path that the second point will follow whet, the mechanism is in opera-
tion. The correct path must be selected from four illustrated choices.

(1) Internal characteristics.-The tast contains 1 unrecorded and
unscored sample item in the directions and 30 scored items in the body
of the test.

(2) Addministration.-When this test was first administered to pros-
pective air-crew members, 25 minutes were allowed to complete the
items. The testing period was found to be unnecessarily long and was
later reduced to 15 minutes.

The sample item is shown in figure 12.5. Following are excerpts from
the directions:

How will point X move when point P moves as shown by the arrows? Choose
your answer from A, B, C, or D.

B is the correct answer, since the curve B best describcs the motion of point X.

A

C 0

FIGURE 12.5
SAMP.LE PROBLEM OF CRAWFORD-BENNETT POINT MOTION,

FORM B

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/3.
Statistical results.-This test was administered at Psychological Re-

search Unit No. 3.
(1) Internal consistency.-The degree of hontogeneity of the items

is indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.38, a standard devi-
ation of 0.18, and a range from 0.02 to 0.69. These statistics are based
upon analysis of the responses of highest 27 percent and the lowest 27
percent of 740 unclassified aviation students tested in June 1944.

(2) Diffculty.-Based upon the responses of the above-mentioned
sample of 740 unclassified aviation students, the test yielded a mean
proportion of correct responses of 0.48, corrected for chance, with a
range from 0.03 to 0.94 and a standard deviation of 0.26.
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(3) Test validity.-Validation results are given in table 12.11.

TABUL 12.11.- Validity data for the Crawford-Bennett Point Motion TeSt, form A,
based upon elimination from primary training N,=973; Ph=OJO)

Score Me m. SD, ro,.

Rights$ .......... 7.12 16.62 3.91 0.07 6.X
1Wrongs2 . 2.43 13.16 4.06 -. 10 -. 22

R - W/3 12.98 12.23 5.19 .08 .26

3 Assurting an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.
, FTnr this sample, the correlation between rights and wrongs Is -0.93.

Evaluation.-A validity of -0.22 computed on the wrong scores and
of 0.20 computed on the right scores indicates that this test does have
some pilot validity, as was predicted. The validity was not high enough,

however, to add significantly to the prediction efficiency of the classifi-
cation battery in view of its high correlation with the pilot stanine.

• Spatial Visualization Ill, CP535 ,P

Following a period of concentrated factor study, a program was out-
lined for the development of tests to measure the known factors of
intellectual ability in as pure a fashion as possible. This test is one of
a group of tests designed in an attempt to secure a pure measure of the
visualization factor.

The paper-folding test, Spatial Visualization I, proved to be one of

the best available measures of the factor, although it was more highly

saturated with reasoning than was desired. It was hypothesized that (I)

the reasoning content of Spatial Visualization I is primarily due to the.

opportunity afforded in the pictorial presentation to note relationships
and to derive systems for obtaining answers wjthout depending upon

visualizing powers, and (2) a verbal preseniation would reduce the op-

portunity to solve the problems by any method other than visualization.

Description.-From an orally delivered description, each item re-

quires the subject to visualize the folding of a square sheet of paper into

* various shapes. The final correct shape must be selected from drawings

* presented in the test booklet.

(1) Addministration.-Thc oral descriptions are presented by means

of phonograph records. The examinees listen to the recorded test items

with their booklets closed. When the description of the paper folding

is completed, the examinee is instructed to open his booklet. He is then

told the number of the item in the booklet, after which the correct choice

can be found among five alternative illustrations. Ten seconds are al-

lowed for locating and recording each answer. Then the examinee is in-

structed to close his test booklet before the next problem is presented.

The five alternative illustrations for the sample item are shown in

fl figure 12.6. Following are excerpts from the directions:

if Develotj! at J'.ychological Rcesarch Unit No. 3. Chief contributors: ?/Sgt. Ge•al H.

Shirley and S/Sgt. Wayne S. Zimmrmaun.
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This is a test to see how well you can visualize. In every problem you are to
imagine folding a square sheet of paper into various shapes. Since the directions
cannot be repeated, you must listen very closely and follow each move as it is given.

Listen to sample problem one.
Imagine a square sheet of paper. Now imagine folding it in the middlh fiuno

top to bottom. Now fold the upper left corner to the middle of the lower edg,.

A B C D

FIGURE 12.6
ALTERNATIVE ANSWERS OF THE SAMPLE PROBLEM.

SPATIAL VISUALIZATION itt, CPIOSA

Turn to page two, number eight in your answer booklet; page two, number eight.
Look at the five alternatives listed. Which alternative looks like the paper after it

has been folded? Choice D is correct. Blacken in space D after number one on
your answer sheet.

Close your booklet.

(2) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Evaluation.-No data are available.

Position Visualization, CP534A •'

This test is one of a group of tests designed for the specific purpose
of obtaining a pure measure of manipulatory visualization. It was hy-
pothesized that visual aids, such as drawings or illustrations of the objects
to be visually manipulated, reduce the amount of visualizing required
to solve the problems. Several tests were designed, therefore, with items
presented in simple verbal terms so that .the objects to be manipulated
would have to be visualized %,ithout the help of visual cues. Due to the
comparative ease with which its various positions could be described
verbally, the United States flag was selected as the object to be visually
manipulated.

Dcscripfion.-FEach item requires that a flag be visualized in a certain
position. From the initial position the flag is to be both rotated and
turned over ac'ording to specified directions. The examinee must vis-
ualize these manipulations and record the final position of the flag in
terms of the location of the stars and the direction of the stripes.

(1) Intrnal charact'ristics.-The directions contain three recorded,
but unscored, sample items. Part I contains 27 scored items, and part
I1 contains 25 scored items. Items are printed verbally and are presented

in tabular form.
11 D)eveloped at i'sychological Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributors: S/Sgt. Bltnjanmin

Fiuchtcr and Lt. John W. Howe, Jr.
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(2) Admini~istration.-Two minuites and 45 seconds are allowed ý,o

%vork the samnple itemns. Twelve mintites are allowed for part 1, and ;0

minunttes for part 11. R~eadling directions takes .iIoii ; minutles, t)Likking

approximately 30 niintt'v1s total testing timle.

Following are parts of the directions:

This is a test of your ability to iniagine an object as it is movedci from one posi-
lion to another.

The object to be imagined is the Anictican flag. At the start of each: probilem
the position of the stars and stripes u~ill be gwetn; for example, stripes-horiztirtai:
stars-upper left. Then you will be instructed to iniagine moving the flag in certain
definite ways, and in your answer describe the final position of the stars and
stripes.

The flag will be moved only in the following ways:
The flag will be turned over thc long way in sonme items and the short way in

others. To turn over the flag simply means to switch the surfakces. as when you
address an envelope and turn it over to seal it. Long way means. the flag should be
turned over lengthwise. as in illustration A. (Ste fig. 12.7.) Short way means it
should be turned over crosswise, ai in illustration 11.

FLAG TURNED OVER LONG WAY

FLAG TURNED 0004 5140Wr VMY

A. l -

trr FIT

STARTING POSITION STEP I ~ ...STEP ZL ..... FIA
FIGURE 12.7

ILLUSTRATIONS OF FLAG TURNING AND FLAG ROTATING
IN THE INSTRUCTIONS OF POSITION VISUALIZATION 1.

CPS34A
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The flag will be rotated 90" to the right in some items and 900 to the left
in others. To the right means clockwise; to the left means counterclockwise. 9
means one-quarter turn.

The first practice problem is reproduced below:

Starting position

Stripes Stars Step I Step II

1. Horizontal . Upgcr left ...... Rotate 900 to the righL Turn ever long way.

See the step-by-step solution to Practice Item I illustrated in figure 12.7.

EXAMPL A A .0000

A a C D E

000
1 00000

00 000000 0
FIGURE 12.8

ALTERNATIVE ANSWERS FOR THE SAMPLE ITEMS)
POSITION VISUALIZATION n1 CPIIIA

To describe the position of the stars and stripes on your separate answer sheet,
blacken the space under 'V' opposite question 1. because in the final position the
stars and stripes are verticaL Blacken the space under 'I.R' because in the final
position the stars are in tlh, lower-right comer. Every answer will have two parts;
one to show the vertical or horizontal position of the stripes, and one to show the
position of the stars.

Statistical resultr.-None are available.

Position VIsualization L, .CP1 IA'*

This is another test designed for the express purpose of obtaining a
pure measure of manipulatory visualization.

Description.-Each item requires the subject to visuaiize, in response
to an orally eclivercd description, four objects (disks) forming %
square. Then certain disks are to be imagined moved to different posi-
tions. The final pattern must be visualized, so that it can be correctly
selected from patterns presented in the test booklet.

w Dkeuloe at Pbo"tal Rewrsc Unit No . Clkie eswribaten: Cot A•am L Dor.
samd T/StL Gr.taMK e
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(1) Internal cdaractcritics.-The direction- contain one unrecorded
item and one rnecorded, but unscored. sample itemn. ?ares I and II each
contain IS scered items.

(2) Admpinistration.-Some of the dircctl)ns and all of the problems

are presented orally by phonograph record. The test booklet is closed
duting the reading of each problem. Directions to open the booklet and
to look for the correct pattern following a speciried number on a certain
page follow the description of each problem. Directions to close the
booklet precede each new problem. Administrative directions take ap-
proximately 5 minutes. Five minutes and 50 seconds are allowed for
each part, making a total testing time of 17 minutes.

Following are parts of the directions.
In this test you are :o imagine four di'ks forting a square.
First, imagine moving the lower lcft disks above the upper right &iskA& Now.

imagine moving the bo'tom disk to the left of the left-most disk.
if Next, look at the five patterns. (s4e fig. 12.A) Which is the correct final pohildo

of the disks?
Choice "D" is the correct anser.

*102

/ 7

FIGURE 12.9
SAMPLE ITEMS OF FLIGHT PATH,

CPI05A

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-%V/4.
Statikal rendisus-None are available.

Evaluation of the Subarea of Viqual Manipulation

The evidence presented in numerous factor studies for the existence

of an independent visualization factor, is substantial. All of the tests

heavily saturated with the factor steci to involve a visual manipulative
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ability. In solving the problems, it is necessary mentally to move, turn,
twist, or rotate an object or objects and to recognize a new appearance
or position after the prescribed manipulation is performed.

Although it has .ken particularly difficult to construct pure ui'a*,ilres
of the ability, due to the ever present contamination with reason1ig,
there is little doubt that visualizing of the type described is involved.

Some progress has been made toward the understanding of this fac-
tor, but there is still much to be learned. No visualization factor, as
such, had been eitracted by previous investigators, although the possi-
bility of its existence has been recognized for many years. The new
tests, Position Visualization I and II and Spatial Visualization III, give
promise of further defining and clarifying the concept.

The best estimate of the validity of the factor for pilots is 0.20,
based upon all available results (see table 28.17). Estimates of validities
for other air-crew specialties are 0.06 for navigators and 0.20 for bom-
bardiers. Any test having a loading in the factor as high as 0.70 would
thereby contribute 0.140 to pilot validity, 0.042 to navigator validity, and
0.140 to bombardier validity by reason of this factor alone.

VISUAL COMPLETION TESTS

Rationale of Visual Completion Tests

The typical test in this group calls for an ability to visualize the com-
pletion of a design or the extrapolation of a line or a path. This is
merely another occasion for the visualizing abilities such as a pilot, par-
ticularly, seems required to bring to bear upon his job, as for example,
he forecasts his own position and the positions of other airplanes, friend
or enemy, perhaps in the next split second.

Flight Path, CP1OSA1

A pilot must be able to determine accurately his projected flight path.
He must be able to judge beforehand relative positions of his plane and
reference points along the planned course of flight. This test was an
outgrowth of an earlier attempt known as the Line of Flight Test,
CPI02A," which was abandoned because a single, uncontested extra-
polation of the suggested irregular curves could not be determined.

Descrittion.-In each item of the test the examinee must extrapolate
an arc as he visualizes a plane in flight completing a circle. Only a part
of the circular course of each plane is shown. Secing only a part of the
circle, the examinee must decide through which of several points the
plane would pass if it continues along the same curve.

(1) Internal diaracterivlies.-The directions include a page of five

recorded, but unscored, sample items. Parts I and II each contain 3
pages of 10 items each, making a total of 30 scored items per part. Five

0 Developed at Psycholo -J Resrarc Unit No. 3. Chief contributors: S/Sgt. J. Gordon EWa
wt'd l/Sd. Denjsmin Frzac.ter.

SuuWed b7 Maj. Lgwia B. War"
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planes and their partial paths are illustrated on each page, with 10 let-
tcred points through which the planes miight piass.

(2) Adminisrtratiopa.-Af liinist ration of directions andi sample htems
consumes approximately 10 minutes, and 10 minutes arc allowed for

* each of the 2 parts, making a total testing time of 30 minutes.
The sample items are shown in figure 12.9. Following are parts of

* the directions:

Each lettered plane is traveling a different circular path; that is it will make a
complete circle. Your task is to decidle which p~lane will pass through. eacha numbered
point. The points. which correspond to itens numbers on your answer sheet, are
numbered on the page from left to right (in the sample fronm 101 to 110).

If plane A followed the arc, it would go through point 101. Therefore, the an-
swer to itan 101 is A.

Each point has one and only one plane which will pass through it. Each plant
will pass through one or mnore points.

Statistical results.-This test was administered at Psychological Re-
sea~rch Unit No. 3.

(1) Dirstribution .rtatistics.-Typi cal examples of distribution statis-
tics are given in table 12.12. The distribution curves are approximately
symmetrical and considerably flatter than normal.

TAs~z I12.2- Disr frbstiox constuants for Flight Path, CPOSA

Grou Scaring formula Paut N At SD

Classfied ilot ............. Iialts ........ 1 amd3 .3 99 3.
Classified pilots'..............Wrogs .. ..... I anid It . .332 24.0 9.2
Unclassified aviation students' .. Rights ......... I ...... n 14. 5
Unclassified aviation student*$ . Rights........It1.... sos 31.4
Unclassified aviation students'$ Rights ......... I an11 .. sos 30 141.5
Unclassified aviation student "62 Wra.. .. ... 500 114 4&9
Unclassified aviation 42udent' . Wrong s.... ... .. so0 3.4 4.9
Unclassilied aviation studentO' Wren" ....... II amd 11 50111 MY 10

'I Inclas 44L
*Tested is May I1944.

(2) Reliability coefficitnt.-For right and wrong scores separately,
one sample yielded the estimates of reliability given in table M3I.

TAtuz 12.11.- Estimatted reliability coegicitits for Fi~ght Path, CIJOSA, Well
upon s sample of SX unclarijed ariatiox itudestl alievisae-forstu Procedure

Scoring foermuta 00 r

.1Rights.............................................I 0.44 to4
Wrotgs.............................................. 1 .4W

'Tested in May 1944.

(3) Correlation betu-e~n rights ald Wirongs.-Tht data aft Pre-
sented in table 12.14.

TABU~ 1?-14.- Correlation bertreex right' Ond WORong /Or Flight Posh CPIOSA
Gr... N tog,

Ilncls-tifiel aviation stusd~s'tl.............................0 so -&$90
classified pewots...................................53I-

'Teajes Mar It4"

' Twsed Stay 9 to July 10. 1944.
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(4) Test validity.-Validation results based on two samples are
given in table 12.15.

TAMAz 12.IS.- Validity data for Flight Path, CPIOSA, based upon grdua:,,ti,
elimination of pilots in primary training_ _ -

Scoring formula No of Me M. SD, e or,.&

Eight$ ........... .1.332 0.86 30.07 28.64 10.04 0.08 0.14
W rOnge .......... .1 332 .86 23.94 24.33 9.78 -. 03 -. 09
Rights ........... 1523 .75 32.29 30.31 10.48 .12 .16
Wrongs .523 .75 21.46 24.58 9.38 -. 20 -. 23R--W/4 ..... 523 .75 26.%6 23.62 12.08 .14 .21

'Assuming an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.
tIn eta" 44L
'Tested May 9 to July 10. 1944.

(5) Item validily.-Validation of items of this test disclosed the re-
suits recorded in table 12.16.

TADZZ 12.16.--Validity of items of Flight Path, CP105,4, based upon samples of
pilots in primary training

Range of 0
"N, to uM SDO LOW H•gh

'734 0.82 0.025 0AS -0.12 0.14

7 .004 .04 -. 0.
I In class 441.
'I cloao 44"L

Evaluation.-Flight Path failed to exhibit promising validity for
pilotm. Chief interest in the test lies in the question of whether or not
it will 1heasure some new factor or factors not hitherto defined. A low
communality with existent tests indicates promise in this direction. Be-
fore its factorial content, which appears to be largely specific in combina-
tion with presently available tests, -'n be revealed, other tests with
similar content will have to be introduced into the correlational matrix
to be analyzed. Low validity for pilots is not absolute proof that it is
not measuring to a small extent the same visualization factor that ma-
nipulation tests have in common. Should it prove to be deficient in this
factor, however, we have evidence for the hypothesis that the visualiza-
tion factor is of a special variety, perhaps confined to manipulation tests.

Of all tests mentioned in this chapter, this one comes nearest from
the test-constructor's viewpoint to satisfying the oft-mentioned ability
"visualization of the flight course." From that aspect it has good face
validity.

Evaluation for the Subarea of Visual Completion

Since Flight Path is the only test studied in this area, there is little
evidence from which to draw conclusions. Flight Path itself has no cor-
relation of more than 0.23 with any test on which sufficient data are
available for analy. is. Such low correlations suggest that its common
variance would be so low that it would fail to appear signfificantly
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projected on any known factor. For that reason and because no appar-
ently similar tests are known, it has not been used for analysis in factor
studies. On an a priori basis, it would be easier to rationalize the pres-
ence of a perceptual factor, a distance-estimation factor, or a resistance-
to-illusion factor than to explain why the known visualization factor
should show saturation in the test. Obviously, flight path contains a sub-
stantial variance that is unique, as far as known tests are concerned.

EVALUATION OF VISUALIZATION TESTS

The questions quoted in the introduction to this chapter can be an-
swered more satisfactorily now than be fore the present work was be-
gun. In answering these questions, new problems have arisen which. it
is hoped, will promote furthcr research in the area.

The first question, "Is visualizing 'flat' forms the same as visualiz-
ing solid forms as they would appear from different sides?" is appar-
ently answered satisfactorily. Thurstone admits of entertaining the
hypothesis that two and three-dimensional spatial thinking might appear
as two separate abilities, until the emergence of a single spatial-visual
axis in his subsequent analysis denied the probability. Problems requir-
ing the examince to rotate flags, figures, cards, and lozenges in a flat
plane appeared with factor patterns similar to those of problems in-
volving three-dimensional manipulations, such as switching the surfaces
of the objects visualized. Further evidence is presented in the data of
this chapter to indicate that the important feature of visualization is not
whether one, two, or three-dimensional movement of the visual image
is concerned, but whether movement of any sort takes place. In the
concept of visual manipulation a movement of some kind seems essentiaL

"Tle second question referred to in the beginning of this chapter, "Is
visualizing solid objects the same as visualizing movement of parts in a
diagram of a machine ?" can be answered with a positive "yes." In the
aviation-psychology program, the best known measures of visualization
are Spatial Visualization I (paper folding). Mechanical Principles, and
Spatial Visualization II.

Quetion number three was, "Considering only flat forms, is the same
ability required in visualizing scvcral shapes singly as in visualizing
how these shapes could be fitted together.?" This question is not an-
swered. According to the expressed description of Manipulatory visuali-
zation, some movement is required, and visualizing several shapes singly
seemingly requires none. By this token, only the manipulations involved
in imagining how the shapes could be fitted together could be truly vis-
ualization of this sort. Then what is the ability to visua!ize these shapes
singly? Since no test has been analyzed that can claim to mea'ure such
an ability, only preliminary hypotheses can be offered.

If the forms or details visualized are familiar, then possibly the abil-
ity involved is one of pure recall, and the visual-memory factor already
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reported will account for the variance. If, on the other hand, these
shapes must be constructed or created in the "iind's ye,'" an •(•iir.ly'
diftertrvt ability may he neded,. It is also possible that v'i-,i:d •',ccntr11C-
tion or completion might involve manipulatiotis, insofar a< !.-,:!h !,:irt or
detail is "moved" into the visual picture and rcleglated to its proc:j posi-
tion. If so, the ability could be explained by the recognized visual;iation
factor. These are interesting questions and ones to which answers could
be utilized to great advantage.

Several studies desigmed to seek objective answers to these questions
were begun or were planned in the later stages of the war-time research
program, but time did not permit their execution.

B113LIOGRAPHY
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Mechanical Tests'

HISTORICAL STATEMENT

It has long been recognized by psychologists, vocational-guidance

authorities, and others concerned with the most c6i'.-Ct employment of
individual capabilities that differences exist in the abilitics of individuals
to succeed in pursuits involving the operation and utilization of mechani-

cal equipment. Many attempts have been made to measure the ability
or abilities involved and thus arrive at a reliable and valid basis for

predicting success in such tasks. The resulting instruments may be clas-
sified roughly in three categories: (1) job-sample tests, (2) manual-
ability tests, and (3) paper-and-1encil or printed tests. This chapter is
concerned with printed tests. No extensivc recapitulation will be made
of resui's of previous civilian research in this area, but brief considera-
tion of some of the outstanding studies may constitute a useful frame of
reference within which to consider the results of the research reported
in this chapter.

Some Standard Mechanical Tests

A number of printed tests of mechanical abilities have been available
to the public for some time. Some of these will be mentioned briefly.

The Stenquist "Mechanical Aptitude Tests" (4) constitute one of the

earliest attempts (1921) to measure mechanical ability or aptitude by

means of printed tests. The two tests include mechanical-comprehension
and mechanical-information material. Results on these tests are rrported

to correlate highly with ratings of proficiency given to students by shop

and science teachers. As a first effort in the field of selection of work-

ers for int.chanical tasks, th %ts are historically important.

Another milestone in the development of methods of measuring me-

chanical aptitude or ability was providk( by the Cox (2) Mechanical
Aptitude T-sts (1928). Tests D and F consisted of material of thle
mechanical-comprchcnsioii and mechanical-informnation types.' T'M's

14, tests were constructed in England and have bee-n uscd with Consi~erab-k

I success in that country in sclcting individuals for mni"anical taks. The
I author recognized Olw, diflere-itial -ffcets of training and cxp-riencr. and

attempted to make the tests a- inilit-ndctt as possible of these aspects.
1The puLlication in 1936 of Thur.tonc's factor analysis of 57 tests (5).

among which was a "Mcchaniial 'Mov'cmtnts" test, prrwnicd rcull- uf a

'Wtmtn by T/S . Paul C Davis t
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new approach to the oroblem of analyzing and evaluating objective tests.
Some diszussion of this approach is found elsewhere in this volhur.e. Un-
fortunately, no clear (l2finition of the factorial coinposit4n of Thur-
stone's "Mechanical Movements" test was achieved, probably til-e to td"!
fact that not enough "mechanical" tests were included in the matrix.

Using the factor-analysis method, Harrell (3) examined a group rf
mechanical tests and found five factors. These were identified as (1)
verbal, (2) manual dexterity, (3) youth, (4) spatial, and (5) percep-
tual. Harrell cocluhded that the last two were the only ones that uniquely
identify mechanical tests. A factor analysis to be reported in this chap-
ter does not find manual dexterity, since only printed tests were involved.
It does find spatial and perceptual variance, in confirmation of Harrell's
results, but two other factors far outweigh those two in most printed
mechanical tests.

The list oi traditiona! printed tests designed to measure mechanical
aptitude or ability includes the O'Rourke Mechanical Aptitude Test and
the Mechanical Comprehension Test (Form AA by Bennett, Form BB
by Bennett and Fry (1)). The O'Rourke test includes a part devoted to
pictorial-comprehernsion items and amother part containing verbally pre-
sented mechanical-information items. The Bennett tests consist entirely
of pictorially presented, practical, mechanical or physical problems. Scores
on these tests are reported to be positively correlated with success in
*hop work, with success in vocational training courses, and with the de-
gree of complexity of mechanical tasks in which examinees were em-
ployed. Information is not available, however, as to their cor ,ation
with success in specific mechanical tasks. A test, similar to Mechanical
Comprehension Test BB, was constructed by Bennett for the United
States Navy for air-ciew-selection purposes. High correlation was re-
ported between scores on this test and success in pilot training.

Two Lines of Research Indicated

This brief review of research suggested two hr :tant aspects to be
explored: (1) the relationship of mechanical tests to success in specific
air-crew tasks, and (2) the factorial content of printed mechanical tests.
rhis chapter reports results of research that has explored these two
areas to a significant extent.

. MECHIANICAL ABILITY AS RELATED TO AlR-CREW
PERFORMANCE

Job Analysis Findings I

It is generally recognized that successful performance of tasks in-
volving the use or operation of mechanical devices requires certain spe-
cial abilities. It has been assumed by some who have been interested in
the problem, however, that ability to succeed in such pursuits depends
upon factors not unique to mechanical tasks. On the basis of such an
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assumption, job analyses of tasks involving use of machines might not
even include reference to machines, or their operation, as such.

In general, this seems to be true of the various job analyses of air-
crew duties, since the reports typically fail to mention mechanical abili-
ties, at least under this rubric. No explanation is made for this omis.sion,
but the reasoning of the preceding paragraph probably identifies one
answer. Another explanation might be that the levels of mechanical
ability required are low enough to accommodate most or all who reach
the training stage.

Mechanical Requirements for Air Crew

Tlie opposite hypothesis, that mechanical ability as such is unique and
is an important determiner of success in air-crew training, has been
adopted by some. A brief review of the mechanical content of the jobs
of pilot and bombardier will reveal, in part, the basis of this hypothesis.

The pilot.-The pilot of a military plane is in full charge of its opera-
tion with responsibility for its proper functioning and, ja the case of
a bombing plane, for the safety of the entire crew. In view of these re-
sponsibilities, the pilot must perform certain duties on the ground prior
to take-off. These duties include thorough inspection of the plane to de-
termine whether it is in proper condition for the take-off and for safe
operation in the air. At first in ground school and later in other phases
of his training, the pilot is instructed in the construction and function
of the airplane and is trained in the meticulous performance of all duties
related to its operation. The pilot obviously must understand well the
mechanical parts and functions of the airplare in order to make an
intelligent and exacting inspection.

While the plane is in flight, the pilot is faced with the task of obsern-
irg, interpreting, and acting upon information received from dials, in-
dicators, etc., in the plane. Especially under combat conditions, the pilot
may frequently be forced to supervise improvisation of repairs on oam-
aged equipment or to devise means of replacing destroyed parts of the
plane. Such emergency action requires a clear grasp of practical mechan-
ics. The assumption that the ability to devise or improvise under these
conditions varies greatly is probably justifiable.

The bombardier.-The mechanical aspects of the bombardier's task
are principally related to the operation of the bomb sight. Early in his
training, the bombardier begins a study of the bomb sight. By the end

of his training, the bombardier has studied every part of the bomb sight
and is eqtipped to diagnosi" malfunctions, and to make minor repairs.
Before every training or combat flight, the bombardier "preflights" the

sight. This operation includes checking the functioning of all parts of
the sight, calibrating indicators, and setting the sight for constant data,

Ut such as field elevation and the like. In addition to the care of the bomb
sight, the bon:bardiur has full responsibility for ltoading an't arminig of
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the bombs and inspecting of bomb racks in the plane. Thorough knowl-
edge of their proper functioning is necessary to enable the bombardier to
insure proper and safe operation of racks and bomb release mechankm
on the mission. -

Principal flight duties of the bombardier include operation of the
bomb sight and the automatic-pilot equipment. Ordinarily these thks
consume only a few minutes, but the entire success of the mission de-
pends largely upon the accurate performance of these tasks. In emer-
gency situations, the bombardier may be called upon to improvise a
method of releasing the bombs, opening bomb bays, or the like.

Measurement of Mechanical Ability

From these descriptions of pilot and bombardier duties, it may be seen
that the tasks involved include a great deal of mechanical content.
Establishment of this fact is, however, only the first step in the process
of determining aptitude for the tasks. Of" equal importance is the man-
ner in which the specific ability is to be measured.

Why printed tests were utilized.-The problem of measuring non-
intellectual or partially intellectual abilities by means of printed tests
has ever been a difficult one. The area of mechanical ability is no ex-
ception, and many are prepared to claim that adequate measurement of
this ability is not possible by such techniques. In the early days of psy-
cological testing in the Army Air Forces, bowever, it was imperative
that means be sought to measure as many aptitudes or abilities as pos-
sible by paper and pencil methods. This was due largely to the fact that
adequate psychomotor or job-sample tests did not exist in many areas
and the pressure of great numbers of examinees made the use of printed
group tests wherever possible highly desirable.

There are adequate reasons why this method of testing should prove
successful. On close examination, many or most practical mechanical
problems prove to have an important intellectual component as distin-
guished from purely manipulative skill. This component is probably not
strictly "abstract" intelligence and certainly is not the same as verbal
ability. It includes the ability to gain insight into the principles involved
in mechanical problems. A second reason is that it logically may be as-
sumed that mechanical insight will result in or tend to result in solution
of practical mechanical problems;

Causes of Individual Differences in Mechanical Abilities

Owing 'to the heterogeneity of the group of prospective air-crew
members, it is necessary to consider the factor of differential mechanical
experience. Apparently, unusual amounts of information in the field of
mechanics may stein from one or more of three causes: (I) the ten-
dency or desire to seek mechanical experience, (2) superior ability to
profit by mechanical experience, and (3) unusually rich opportunity to
gain mechanical experience.
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Scores on mechanical tests may reflect individual differences in all
three of these asp(,cts, depending upon emphasis. Mech-nical interest
w;av h progno.fi in that the air-crew job undhrLk' promises salisfa¢-
lion of stich ;ii inehrets. Ability to prl it by mcliaitical experience is

also a favorable trait for learning the muchanical aspects of ilying. Gen-
erous opportunity for mechanical experience would be of value only
insofar as it resulted in habits or information that transfer to air-crew
p'rformancc. A student who makes a high mechanical-tes: score because
of unusual opportunity is probably a less good risk for training than one
whose opportunity may have been limited but whose aptitude for nmaster-
ing mechanical tasks is high.

The first two features-interest and aptitude-are probably positively
related. To measure the one is thus to measure the other to some ex-
tent. Since they are both probably favorable to success, their intermix-
ture is not a serious matter.

Unusual opportunity to gain mechainical experience would probably
not correlate appreciably with either superior aptitude for things me-
chanical or with the tendency to seek mechanical experience. One would
therefore attempt to minimize the variance in opportunity in favor of
variances in one or the other of the first two. As it turns out, measure-
ments represent an intermingling of the three, and one can only trust
that the prognostic components are not too imuch submerged for prac-
tical purposes.

The Plan of Research

In view of the apparently complicated nature of mechanical ability. it
appeared advisable to employ several approaches. Preliminary "armchair
analysis" indicated two types of measures which should be useful: meas-
ures of mechanical comprehension and measures of mechanical informa-
tion. The original plan included also measures of pattern comprchension
because such measures had been traditionally included in the nmechanical
area. These tests were found to have little in common with the mechani-
cal tests, however, and are described elsewhere in this volume. A test of
physics was constructed for another purpose, but be-cause of its dose
relationship (superficial, at least) to mechanics, it is treated in this
chapter.

MECHANICAL COMPIREHlENSION

Definition and Rationale

The area covered by mechanical comprehension is broad and incluiles

a wide variety of possible approaches. In general, mechanical compre-

hension may be defined as the abili!y to follow, to understand, and to

predict the result of the operation of mechanical devices or machines.
Results obtained from the observation of actual machines would prob-

ably yield the most valid measures, but two-dimensionil pictorial repre-
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sentations appear to be a fair substitute for actual machines. This sub-
stitution is based upon the assumption that solution of two-dimensional
problems, where inspection but not manipulation is possible, involves

the same or similar intellectual functions as those required in solving
problems with three-dimensional machines. Variety can be secured by
presenting machines at various levels of complication, ranging from the
simple one- or two-part machine to the engine that contains a multitude
of parts.

Another approach explores knowledge or comprehension of common
physical laws encountered in everyday, nontechnical experience. Good
rationale for utilizing this approach is found in the fact that the prob-
lems used may include material common to the experience of all or al-
most all examinees. This fact should tend to minimize the effects of
differential experience. Addhional justification of this approach lies in
the fact that principles involved in complicated machines are also in-
volved in much simpler and more fundamental for:m in mechanical or
physical phenomena of everyday life.

Mechanical Principles, C1903A 2

An understanding, at least in a naive manner, of basic principles gov-
erning mechanics appears to be fundamental to the solution of even
relatively simple specific mechanical problems. Obviously, it would be
impracticable to construct a large number of tests, each designed to ex-.
plore but one principle involved in such an activity as flying, even if it
were possible to isolate the principles and to prove their pertinence. A
single test which would explore the examinee's familiarity with a large
number of these basic principles, however, appeared to be feasible. Such
a test was constructed and given the appropriate title, "Mechanical
Principles Test."

A preliminary form of this test (CI903AX) constituted the explora-
tory instrmu-nt upon which Form C1903A was based. A study of Ben-
nett and Fry's "Mechanical Aptitudes Test," Thurstone's "Mechanical
Movements Test," and other similar tests was made in preparing the
preliminary form. An effort was made to give the test face validity by
introducing practical mechanical principles in terms of aviation situa-
tions whenever possible. Eighty-six items were drawn up and adminis-
tered experimentally. On the basis of item analysis, the 30 items yielding

the highest internal-consistency phis, and at the same time the most ap-
propriate difficulty indices, were selected to be used in Form C1903A.

Description.-Mechanical Principles Test (CI903A) consists of 2

sample practice items and 30 scored items, all presented pictorially. In

each item, the examinee is asked to select the answer that describes most

accurately what is happening or will happen in the pictured situation.

The sample items in :igures 13.1 and 13.2 are typical. The problem in

I Developed It Psytbolotgcal Research Unit No. 3. cld, eoutbutnOs: EA. L&Wt Q Carpeata
Jr,, Capt. V4.1Jr Cook, T/Sgt. Pal C. D&,4. IAL dAna 11d"W&
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figure 13.1 is to determine which plane is about to turn to the left. In
figure 13.2, the examinee is required to determine which hook. if either.

L i s capable nf lifting flip heavier weight.

~8

AI

FIGURE 13.1
SAMPLE PROBLEM OF MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES,

C1903A

2. Which plane is about to turn left?

2-A Plane A
2-B Plane B
2-C Both plane A and B

(1) Intcrnal characieristics.-Thc examince is required to choose one
of three alternatives. In most cases, the third alternative is a midpoint
or neutral position between the other two altcrnativcs, such as "equal,"
"the same," "either," "neither," "both," etc. Unfortunately, it was im-
possible to construct the test in such a way as to produce as many cor-
rect answers in the neutral categories as in each of the other two.
Twenty-eight items contain third alternatives of this type, of which only
five are keyed as correct.

(2) Ad,,iniistrution.tlnstrudttio|s to the examinee are very simple.
being presented principally in connection with two sample items. Three
or 4 minutes suffice for the directions, and IS minutes are allowed for
the scored items. Although rapid work is required to complete the test
in this time, 80 percent to 90 percent of ihe examinees are able to finish.
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A B

FIGURE 13.2

SAMPLE PROBLEM OF MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES,
C1903A

30. On which hook could you lift the heavier weight?

30-A Hook A

30-B Hook B

30-C Equally heavy on both

(3) Scoring.-In view of the fact that very few examinees choose
the third alternative, formulas, first, of R-W and, later, of 2R-2W
were used in scoring the test. These formulas, however, produce a large

number of negative scores, which are rather difficult to handle in com-
bining them by machine with other scores, so formulas of 2R-2W+20,
2R-2W+30, and 2R-2W+40 were successively employed in order to
secure better adaptation to aggregate-weighting requirements.

Statistical restdts.-Numerous statistics are available on this form of
the test.

(1) Distribution slatistics.-Table 13.1 presents distribution data for

several samples.

TAWIX 13.1.-Distribution statistics for Mechanical Principles, C1903.4, basi upon
samfitpes of undassified atiation studentis

Psychological Twstins date Scott N r SD
research unit No.

$ .............. Au iust 1942 ............. R-W ...... 359 8.1 9.6
.............. I)vcernber 1942 ........... 2R--2W .... 1.0% 18.6 15.9

2 .............. .)ecmber 1942 ........... 2R--21V 1.015 1M.4 15.8
3 .............. Decenber 1942 ........ 2k-l . 1.14) 1&1 16.0
1. 2. 3 ......... July 194)............. 12R-2'W4Q 3.000 58.6 15.7

(2) Optimal scoring form ula.-A study to determine the optimal

scoring formula to maximize pilot validity showed that the rights and
wrongs should be x. cightcd 1.00 and +0.18, respectively. This yielded an
estimated validity of 0.47 for primary pilot training. Tie data from
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which this weighting was derived are based on a sample of 1,094 stu-

dents in pilot training in class 4311, originally tested at Psychological
Research Unit No. 2. The mtians for rights and wrongs scores were
18.8 and 10.3, respectively. The intercorrelations were: rxc=0.47,

rt.= - 0 .4 1, and ratiw= -0.91, in which subscript "C" refers to the cri-

terion. For practical scoring purposes, a weight of zero is recommended
for the wrongs score wheti the test is used for the selection of pilots. In

view of the almost perfect negative (-0.91) correlation between rights
and wrongs, however, a weight of -I which was used in scoring would
produce validity only slightly lower than that estimated for the recom-
mended weight of zero.

(3) Internal consistency-.An item analysis, based upon the perform-

ance of the highest 93 (25 percent) mnd lowest 95 of 3W0 unclasifit'd

aviation students tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 yielded in-

ternal-consistcncy phi coeflicients ranging from 0.22 to 0.67. Thc mean
phi value was 0.44, with a standard deviation of 0.12. As indicated by
the data, the items proved to be quite homogt neous. This consistency was
achieved in large part by selecting from the P6-item preliminary form
the items with the highest phi's and the most appropriate difficulty.

(4) Reliability co,.icicnts.-Sevcral reliability estimates are given in
table 13.2.

TAm. 13.2.-R,'iability coe'icients for Mechanical Principtes, C1903.4

| hf-een .. ............................................. .

32O0 IOtd. en .. .................................................. JS

2410 Od'-eve .................................................
'255 lX .lcr-Richarolso IV ............................ .............. .::

2s55 Tet-tte' . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

'Tes.ted January 21. 391'. at P.ychnld)KoKal Rewarch Unit No. X
'Tce rcd April 1Q43 at Iychloyncal Re,,.arcb Unit No. 3. Noon-.Vrlapphw $&MOIMl

7 Test-rtcst interval n0t reported.

(5) Dificcu/ty.--Bas-d upon the analyses referred to pr:viously, the

mean difliculty of the items, corrected for chance, is approximately 0.55,

which is considered to be satisfactory.
(6) Factorial coinpostion.-The Mechanical Principles test was in-

cluded in several factor analyses. Twu of these contained principaily

niechanicad tests plus a fe-w te.tS from thc cl.ltzificati~m battery. These

analyses agree in the pilaint iM accounting for the v.riance of the tet.

"Thc highetA loading occurs in a ,"Icchanical-expericuice factor, its mean

TA Ia.u 13. + - '131 im in,:, . a Jiji . o f/ *.hl,' ,, , l'rinrl ehI j. ( g090 A.-I, for 1 ,tiJ $
primi:ry L'do Iraihunt!

W ! fi t*I 0O$1 fit
sJ14 1iJ lF61 i

-'A O 1? - 4. I- -- k- i _______?4Z

STqroc~i NO "nlrne 't...t~a at.' POY'60)Ogecal Reabaeffe U00t S& 3.
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loading in the various analyses being 0.60. The second highest loading
(0.51) is in a visualization factor. Other significant loadlings are in the

spatial-relations (0.22), verbal (0.20), and generai-rea soning (0.20)

factors. Its comlmunality is found to be 0.84 when all factorial results
are summarized.

(7) Test validity.-'Prelininary validation data, gathered on two dif-

fcrent samples of aviation students in which little selection had been
made by disqualification at the time of classification, arc shown in table

13.3. As indicated by table 13.3, tlwhre was good Cvidlnce of the validity

of the Mechanical Principles test for pilot training. The test became a

part of the classification battery of I D)ecember 1942, and validation

data were subsequently accumulated for ail three air-cre'w positions and

for certain other slx'cialties. Data for several samples arc given in tables
13.4 through 13.7.

TAILZ 13.7.- Validities of Mechnical Principle., C1903,4, for combat crew
specialties

GN Criterion

Air mebhanics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 213 Average Krares ............... 0.42
Armorters .......................... M2•; Average grades ................. 01
Flexible gunln l• ........................ 194 Air.to-air firinsl .............. . -. 02

Flexible Sunneri.................. 194 Final examination ............... 35
Flexible gunnerti. ..................... 173 Air-to-air firin . ............... i.
F.lxible gunnere .................... 173 Final examination ............ .. . 46
Radi oeratoe mechanics ............. 235 Coraduation-eii'nination ...... . .02

Radio operator mechanics ............. 153 Average grades ............ .... .27

I Produit moment correlatiho.
0 Trkte.4 with the D)ecember 1942 Hlattery at Psychological Research Unit N. 2.
'Teerte4 with the D)ecemher 1942 13.61tery at ?%ychologrial Keearth Units Nos. I. 2. and 3.
* In cla-q I3-44 at Ft, Myert. rTested at Psychulogical Research Units Nos. I. 2. and S.
0 A very unreliable criterion.
* In clas 43-48 at Ft. Myers. Tested at Psychological Research Units Nos. 1, ?, t"d J.

As indicated by the validation data, the .Me'Ihanical Principles test

shows greatest promise as a piiot-scicction instrunint. The biserial cor-

relations against the graduation-climination criterion in primary train-

ing of tile ;:a11ples given. combincd by iicans of Fisher's z, is 0.33. The

corrciation with graduation-vliinii t|tion from lionlbardier training (coin-

bined by the some methol) is slight (0.13). The corrlation: with navi-

gator training success (cumbitntd b) the soiin nethoA) is iodlerate

(0.25).
(8) Iblls ildiality.-Subscquent to the inclusion of the Mechanical

Principles test in th1c clas.-ification battery, pilot ituin.-validity stildls

were mtade. The results are r,'xortetl iii table 13.S. Trhe phis of the two

samuples corrclate 0.68. A stutdy of the relitini.hip be-twece'n int.rial-

consistecy phis a.114 item validities rcvealcd a nmrk-d positive corrca

tiom (0.64). This re'latii-,lhip strongly s-lpirts :le practice of -electing

i hells for the tc.lt o•n the basis of inp-r,•l - tlsi>letCV phi values.

Whlen early dama indicated that the validity of .MehanI ical Principles

was cO nsilcrable, while that of lhYsics was very slight for pilots, it ap-

peared dI-:irahic to- exalline the itenus of the Mechanical Principles test
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TAbLZ 13.8.-- V'alidily ol iterns of Medchanical I'rinicih's, C19OJ.. for trimary pilot
traiing, gradsw.aion-d aitninaio,, crfteriots

N I Range of "
N, St I SOe

Low Huh

1.094' 0.44 0.i 0.01 007 6.3
960 .1II .06 -. 03 .26

Tested Sept. I to Nov. to. 1912. at PIy,11ological Rewearch Unit No. ,Z
'Tested ih Oct. 1913 at Psytcholugir.I Hearch Unit No. 1.

with the view to eliminating those itents that are highly correlated with
Physics and are at the samc histe low or moderate in pilot validity. Since
it was supposed that the total score on mechanical principles reflected
some variance in knowledge of physics, it was recognized that the total
score on Mechanical Princilpes was not the best criterion for internal.
consistency studies. It wa, proposed that the total score on Mechanical
Information would be an excellent criterion, because it was presumably
free from physics variance. The Mechanical Principles items were there-
for analyzed, using scores in blth the Mechanical Infornation and the
Physical Principles tests as criteria. Examination of the two sets of phi
values from these analyses revealed so strong a positive relationship be-
tween them, however, that any selection on the proposed basis was diffi-
cult to justify.

At a later time, when factorial composition of the Mechanical Princi-
ples test was better known, it was desired to segregate items into separate
pools, each relatively pure with respect to one of the factors. It was as-
sumed that some items were strongly mechanical, others spatial, and
still others visualizing items. The Mcchanical Information, the Complex
Coordination, and the lattvrn Comprehension tests were cho..si as criteria
for the mechanical, spatial, and visualization factors respextively. The
three sets of phi coefficients were agai,, t'.hl' intercorrelated, making
it impossible to sort the items into three factor categories, as had been
intended.

Although it is recognized that the criterion tcsts were not pure mea'-

ures of the factors they represented, it is apparent that itcms of the

Mechanical Principles test do not fall into factor categories hut that they
are typically complex factorially.

E&'oluolion.-As indicated by the data presented,| the Mechanical

Principles Test, C1903A. provoil to be one of the ,m-st ul-ful pilot-
selection instrumcnits aaillable. It comlincs in its total variance large

amounts of two highly valid f.octors -- mmcchmical expericnce and visual-

ization--plus a smaller am0mint of atmther highly v.1:it factor-.patial
relations. Its -Ioncrror vartmicte and its %alIllity are fully .1, couUtlol f(W

by known common factors.
M.\lthoti.gh p)rof of validity for air-crew succeis .alhne is .•.a-ilable. the

fac.orial findings strongly suiggest the possilility of u';ig -9uch a test in
sckcting for a wide variety of nmclmanical pursuits. Its Only lcfect is its
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lack of purity. \Vhen a strong test of visualization is available, this test

could well be rep!accd with a combination of the visualization test and
"-,echanical Information. Each component could then be appropriately

weighted, depending upon the criterion one desired to predict.

Mechanical Principles, C1903B'

. This form of the test is the successor to Form C1903A already de-
scribed. It appeared that revision and introduction of new material might
provide a test which would be even more- valid. Approximately 200
items, potentially useful in a new form, were designed and evaluated
carefully against the fo!lowirg requiremn.ý.ts:

(1) Apparent relationship to the more valid items in Form A.

(2) Minimum involvement with physics information and reading

comprehension.
(3) Moderate difficulty (around 0.50).

(4) Adequate number of alternatives (preferably five).

From these 200 items, 120 were selected on the basis o: the above re-

quirements. These .20 items were separated into two groups of 60 each,

as nearly comparable in difficulty and content as possible. These two

groups became Forms C1903BXI and C1903BX2 and contained identical

instructions and illustrative items. The two forms were administered to

1,920 classified pilots and the results employed in making an item analy-

sis. The upper and lower groups were determined by total scores on the

t• =ns combined, since both forms were given to the same examinees.

On this basis, intarnal-consistency phis varied from 0.00 to +0.51 on

BXI, and from -- --.02 to +0.55 on BX2. Twenty-four items in BX1

and twenty-three in BX2 yielded phis of 4-0.35 or above. In view of the

high correlation (0.64) previously found between internal-consistency

phis and item validities on T orm A, major weight was given to internal

consistency in selecting items from the BXI and BX2 forms. Other con-

siderations were difficulty and the functioning of misleads. Because of

the high validity of several items in Form A, 14 items were selected to

be redrawn and used in Form B. Twelve items from BX1 and 14 items

from BX2 completed the group selected for Form B. Unfortunately,

time did not permit the obtaining of validity data on the items in BX1

and BX2 before this selection of items was made.
Descriltion.-T'his form of the Mechanical Princi;,,,s test contains

40 scored items of the same general type as those in Form A. The in-

structions are similar to those for Form A.

(1) Internal charactcristics.-The number of misleads ranges from

three to five and averages four per item. There was a strong attempt to

make all misleads functional, with the result that the alternatives in this

form are much more uniform in appeal than are those in Form A.

I Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Chief cectributorI' T/ISt. Paul C. Davis.
S/Sgt. Benjamin Fruchter, S/Sgt. Wayne S. Zimmerman.
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(2) Administration.-The one sample item and directions require

about 5 minutes. The test time allowance is 20 minutes.

(3) Scoring.--The test was first scored R-W/2, but this was later

changed to R-\V/2+20 to eliminate negative scores.

Statistical rcsults. (1) Distribution statistics.--Scored with the formn-

ula R-W/2+20, the test yielded the data given in table 13.9.

TABL.E 13.9.- Distribution of scores on Mecha.nical 'rinpcitples C1903.R

Group N SD

icla.•...ificd aviation student" ................... 1.500 32.3 9.3
ntclassified aviation students .................. 1.020 30.4 9.0

Classified pilots' ................................ 3.146 35.4 AA
West Point cadets$ ....... ................... . . 838 5.3 9.9

I "l'..,ted Novcihbzr 1943 at IPsycholowcal Re,,earch Un;its N04. 1. 2. Antd 3I.

Teted Nicuinher V-;43 at Medical and 1P.ychohi.tical Examininit Vnits No. 4 through 10.
* In class 441. Tested November 1943 at Psychological Research Units N'Q. 3, 2, and 3.

SClass of 1946.

(2) Internal conisistcncy.-Internatl-consistency phi values are avail-

able from Form A, BXI, or BX2, on all items in Form It. The phi values

of the items in their original tests have a meain of 0.46, while the m,'an

phi of the items as obtained by analysis of lFortnr II is 0.49. The rtesults

of the item analyses are given in table 13.10. The two sets of phis

correlate 0.47.
TABLE 13.10.- Comparison of int,,rnal-consist,'ncy phi tvsalue obtained from

Mechanical Principles, Cl903 B, and prdiminary forin$I

Range of

Analysis SD# Laigh

Prelimitiary forms' ......... 0.46 0.08 0.36 0.73

Form it .................. 48 ,11 .AS .70

I For sinilpes of unclas,.ilied avi.,tion studclits te-tcd in (ktolr 1941 at Psychological Research

Unit No. 3.
2 Using upper 50 percent avid lower 50 percent of 960 unclas'ifird avistion students.
2 Using upper 25 perceit and lower 25 percetit of 800 unclat%,ified aviation students.

(3) Reliability coeficie,:ts.-Two estimates of the reliability of the

test are given in table 13.11. The correlation between the two experi-

mental forms (BX1 and BX2) is 0.70, based upon 970 Cases. The best

estimate of reliability may lie bctwecn the two imits of 070 and 0.33,
but the comunilality (0.93) strongly suggests that the highlr figure is

nearer the correct value.

TABLE 13.11.- Reliability coefficients for .lMechanical I'rinciph's, C'19311, bated

upon samples of toiclass.fihd avaation stidetis

I Type - 7' r

'500 Oh-even ................ ................... 0.9 0.
'1.000 Alternate forms"........ ..................... .7 .

T 'teP! at Niedic.•. 31nd, l"yc i.'Il arni U 0it .No.: with the November1 94. baltery.

2 T. ste. at Meilll(A and 1isychologica"I F- 1.,1111119 Utti No. I front "ar 3. 0O , 10 , t b. 14"

1944.

(4) Dificulty.-Iln order to establish ftilla, Foriti 11 w'S alhnnis-

tered to 530 unclassified students in Octoler 1943 at lPsehtologicial l:-
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search Unit No. 3. This sample yielded a mean score of 13.4 and a
standard deviation of 9.1. The mean difficulty index, corrected for
chance, was 0.30. In subsequent samples of classified pilots, however,
this figure rose to 0.44, which is similar to the difficulty level of Form A.

(5) Factorial composition.-Although Form B of Mechanical Princi-
ples was in the classification battery for a longer period than Form A,
it did not appear in so many factor analyses, and consequently, some-
what less is known concerning its factorial composition. Enough infor-
mation is available, however, to indicate close factorial similarity to
Form A. The mechanical-experience and visualization factor loadings
remain approximately the same, 0.58 and 0.54 respectively, while the
loading in the spatial-relations factor is significantly lower (0.12) than
that for Form A (0.22). The loading in the verbal factor (0.03) is much
lower than the 0.20 for Form A, and the loading in the general-reasoning
factor (0.34) is markedly greater than in Form A (0.20). It was con-
cluded, however, that little change of importance had taken place in the
factorial content of the test in the change from Form A to Form B. The
communality for Form B reached the unusual level of 0.93. The gain
over that for Form A is accounted for by two new factors in which
Form B has loadings--carefulness (0.17) and space III (0.28)-fac-
tors that did not appear in analyses including Form A.

(6) Test validity.-Preliminary statistics on the internal consistency
of items selected for Form B indicated that higher validity could be ex-
pected for this form than was obtained with Form A (if the relationship
beiween internal consistency and item validity found in Form A (r =
0.64) also prevailed in Form B). Unfortunately, from the standpoint
of predicting validities in this manner, the total-score validity for Form
B is about the same (0.34) if not slightly lower.

Subsequent to the inclusion of Form B in the classification battery,
validation data were gathered for 3,146 pilots and two classes of WASP
trainees. These data are given in table 13.12.

TADLE 13.12.- V'alidily of Mechanical Principles, C1903B, for various aviation
trainees

Group Criterion N, me M ? M, SD, r 61, 66,0

Pilots In •rinarytraining ...... Graduation-elimiiatior 3.146 0.84 35.95 32.39 8.56 0.23 10.3,)
Pilot! in Prima'rytramini l ...... C radq ati*on-clinisatior 1.676 .89 35.91 32.55 7.97 .22 6.3

WASPS ....... .(radiuation-elimiliatint 91 .80 24.41 22.22 6.18 .20
WASPl ........ (rauation-elimiatior 104 .61 23.60 20.00 6.70 .330Field ariamient . Final grades.........269 ..... ............ ....... 04 ...

Air naechanic ... Filial grades ........ 1 254. .............. .... .......

I in class 441. Tetcd at i'3 ydiological Retearch Units Nos. I. 2. and 3 with the November 1943
battery.SAt iu|linlg all unretricted stAnine statdard deviation of 1.90.

aInI cia~s 44J. Tevcd at P'sychological Research Uit No. I with the November 1943 battery.
A Assmi.ng itn ulrestri, ted stanine standard deviation of 1.83.

* WASP, is the ahlhrrvi.aton for Womwe,*s Auxiliary Service Pilots. 91 cases in class 44-W-?;
104 ca•es in class 44-.W-8.

* Product.moment correlation.
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The corrected pilot validities of 0.33 and 0.35 were achieved not-

withstanding a gencral decrt'ase in validity of classification instruments,

as typified by the Complex Coordination Test which suffered a reduc-

tion in validity from approximately 0.36 to approximat.ly 0.32, between
the July 1943 and November 1943 batteries. The validities found for
the two small samples of WVASP trainees indicate that the predictive
value of the test is not limited to the male sex.

(7) Item validity.-A sample of 704 primary pilot trainces in class
44H, 600 of whom graduated, yielded a mean validity phi of 0.08, with

a range of values from -0.01 to 0.16, and a standard deviation of 0.05.
Evaluation.-Like Form A of Mechanical Principles, Form B proved

to be one of the most valid instruments used in selecting pilot trainees
for the Army Air Forces. The efforts to produce a test more valid than
Form A had apparently failed. With due allowance for a changed cri-

terion, as mentioned before, a part of the failure was due to the reduced
loading in spatial relations.

The predicted validity for Form B is 0.31 (see table 28.18). The loss
of spatial variance was not a serious matter, since it was covered by
other tests. Other available data, such as validity for air mechanic
trainees, suggest wider usefulness for this test.

Item-validity data indicate that selection of items to yield maximum
pilot validity had probably not yet been achieved. \While the test is also
valid in the selection of women pilots, its value for this purpose is some-

what less than in the case of men, due, no doubt, to the narrower range
of ability (probably the mechanical-experience component) as indicated

V by smaller standard deviations (see table 13.12).

Mechanical Functions, C1907AX4

This test was constructed for the purpose of measuring (1) knowl-
edge of tools and instruments and (2) ability to comprehend the method

of operation of machines. The latter was conceived as a rather compli-

cated function covering, among other things, an integration of specific

*1 mechanica! abilities, such as those measured in the Mechanical Principles,

Mechanical Information, and Mechanical Movements tests. The under-

!! standing of the operation of individual phrts is probably necessary to all

understanding of the operation of a machine. Such specific knowledge

or ability, however, may not insure understanding of the operation of

the machine as a whole.
Description.-This test is constructed in two parts that are quite dis-

similar. Part I consists of items showing pictures of tools that arc to be

identified. This part was subsequently revised and became the Tool Func-

tion test. In some of the problems, a single tool is pictured, and the ex-

aminee is required to identify its use from a list of alternatives. Other

problems picture five tools from which one is to be selected as having a

Developcd at Prsychological Resatch Unit . . 3. Chil Coelaubuters: L.L LAwis G. Carpeo, t'

Jr.. T/S 1' Paul C Davis, .L Lio Iutchi 313
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certain specified characteristic or use. The problem shown in figure 13.3
is typical of the ite.ms in this part. Tn this problem, the examinee is re-

A E

B C D

FIGURE 13.3
SAMPLE PROBLEM OF PART 1, MECHANICAL FUNCTIONS,

CI9O7AX

quired to identify the tool that is best for measuring outside work on a
lathe.

Part I1 consists of items showing pictures of machines of varying
degrees of complexity. The problems consist of identifying, from a list
of alternatives, the functions of either the whole machine or of certain
specified parts. Several of the problems require that this identification
be made in terms of analogous parts of two different machines. A typical
item is shown in figure 13.4. The examinee is required to discover what

6 -4

AIR COOLEO CYLINODR A ORUM PUMP

FIGURE 13.4
SAMPLE PROBLEM OF PART I1I, MECHANICAL FUNCTIONS,

C1907AX

parts of the drum pump do the same things as parts I and 2 of the air-
cooled cylinder.

(1) Internal characteristics.-There are 15 items in each part.
(2) Administration.-In view of the simplicity of the task in this

test, directions are limited to general instructions concerning the method
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of answering, guessing, and timing. The.se instructions require about 3
minutes. Six minutes working time is allowted for part 1, and 10 minutes
for part II.

(3) Scoring.-The test is scored %'ith the formula R-W/4. Part
scores were computed and used exclusively in vie:w of the dissimilarity
of the parts.

Statistical results.-This test is one of those included in a battery of
mechanical tests, and rather complete statistics are available, although
the samples are not large. The data are for unclassified aviation students
tested in August 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3, and for
those of this group who ent-red primary pilot training in class 43E.

(1) Distribution statirtics.-The papers of those who eventually went
to primary pilot school (N=78) yielded a mean score of 7.3 and a
standard deviation of 3.7 on part I (Tool Functions), and a mean score of
8.5 and a standard deviation of 3.6 on part II. At the time this test was
given, there was little selection of students sent to pilot training.

(2) Difficulty.-The test is of approximately average difficulty. Pail
I yielded a mean difficulty index, corrected for chance, of approximately

0.50, while for part II, the mean difficulty, corrected for chance, was
approximately 0.55, based on the 78 cases in primary training.

(3) Factorial comnposition.-Based on 153 case.- intercorrelations in-
volving the two parts of this test were factor analyzed. Part I (Tool
Functions) proved to be principally informational, having a loading of
0.77 in the mechanical-experience factor (which is best identified byf' the Mechanical Information test). A moderate loading (0.30) in the
perceptual-speed factor and a slight loading (0.18) in the spatial-rela-
tions factor complete the list of significant factorial components of this
part. The communality for Tool Functions is 0.74, which probably ap-

proaches its reliability fairly closely.
Part 11 has moderate loadings in mechanical experience (0.42) and in

perceptual speed (0.35), and lesser loadings in the verbal (0.24), and

general-reasoning (0.22) factors. The communality is only 0.41, which

is probably far short of its reliability.

(4) Test validity.-Validation data on a small sample (N=78) of

primary pilot trainees revealed unexpected results. Part I yielded only

moderate validity (rbi,=0.17), but part It yielded a validity high enough

(rb,=0.40) to suggest the advisability of revising and revalidating this

part of the test. Subsequent results indicated, however, that this sample

was atypical, since validation of a revised formn yielded a biserial of only

0.26 on a sample of 877 pilots. No item validities were computed for

this test.
Evaluation.-Ncither part of this test yielded stable Jih~t-validity fig-

ures above the middle 0.20's. Both parts are also highly correlated with

more valid tests which appeared in the classification battery. For these
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reasons, neither part was included] at any time in the classification bat-
tery.

The pilot validity lo, be expc~ted for the Tool Functions test is 0.31,
however, and the test's relative purity (and high loading iii the mcchan-
icil-experience factor) attracts favorable attention to it. In preparing a
tool-functions * section, ;he perceptual component should be minimized by
using perceptually clear and simple diagrams and by allowving liberal
working time.

The pilot validity expctcd from the Mechanical Functions test is 0.15,
bascd on known factors and their loadings. The indlications, there fore,
are that there may be an unknown factor with pilot validity in this test

and that further study of it is called for. The dlifference between 0.15
and 0.29 is too large to be ignored, since the validity of 0.29 was ob-
tained from a composite of more than 900 cases.

Variation: of the test.-Several prelimin~ary and~ subsequent forms

were constructed in the course of the exploration in this area.

(1) M1echanical Operations (no code)$.-This ;s the original form of
part 11 of the Mechanical Functiors Test. It conz.,ins 37 scored itemns v

the type described under pa~rt 11 of Mlechanical Functions, CI9O7AX. The

test was given experimentally at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 to

320 unclassified aviation students on July 9, 1942, for item-analysis pur-

poses. The items are moderately easy, the mean diffi-culty, corrected for

chance, being 0.58. The test is quite homogeneous, as indhicted by a ma
internal-consistency phi of 0.40. The best 15 items, as judged by difficulty,

discriminating value of alternatives, and internal consistency, were se-

lected to go into Mechanical Functions Test, CI907AX.

(2) Tool Function (original forms; no code).-This test was also
first devised as a separate test, then combined with mechanical-j unc-

tions items in the Mechanical Functions tes) (CI9O7AX), and later again

divorced as a separate test. The original form contains 39 !cored items of

the type described unde:r part I of Mechanical Functions, CI9O7AX. This

form was given for experimental purposes in July 1942 at Psychological
Research Unit No. 3 to 360 unclassified aviation students, and an item

analysis was made. it proved to be easy, the mean difficulty index, cor-

rected for chance, being 0.61. Th e mean internal-consistenCY phi was high

(0.43) for the experimental form. Itenis selected from this form on the

basis of difficulty and internal consistency were used to form the 1is-item

part I of M~echanical Functions, CI9O7AX.
(3) Tool Function, C1906A.-This is merely a separate presentation

of part I. Mechanical Functions, CI9O7AX, previously described.

(4) fifechanical Functions, C1907A.-This form is a separate presen-

tation of part 1I, Mechanical Functions, C1907AX. with some very slight

changes in wording of alternatives and in arrangement of iteams

a*9krepad lot P. choi.cicai ItesArch Unmit No. L. Chlet ctarib'Wq'r,: Li. L&Ws Q. CAIa

pwiv.Ja,,T~gt iaWa C. Dvis. LL. L"A HW~w
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(5) Mechanical Functions, C1907B'.-As a result of the promising

validation data obtained for part II of MIechanical Functions, CI907AX, it

was deemed advisable to revise the test and prepare a form which, if the
validity held up, might be used in c);ssification. Twelve items from part II

of CI907AX were used, and 22 additional items of similar type we,,e
added. This form was administered to classified pilots in class 44C. It
proved to be easier than part II of the AX form, the mean difficulty, cor-

rected for chance, being 0.60. The items are quite homogeneous, the mean
internal-consistency phi being 0.47. Validation of this form of the test on
a sample of 877 pilots in primary training yielded a corrected biserial of
0.26. The elimination rate for this sample was 10 percent.

Item vaiidation of this form showed a mean phi of 0.08.

Mechanical Movements, C1904AX2'

With this test, an attempt was made to measure the assumed specific
ability to comprehend and follow the operation of moving pafrs of ma-
chines. This test is similar to the mechanical movements test used by
"rLTarstone in his analysis of primary mental abilities (5).

Description.-The test consists principally of questions about the

movement of parts of machines. The parts are pictured, and the items,

with multiple-choice answers or completing clauses, appear beside or

* below the drawings. Arrows and letters appear at appropriate places on

the drawings to indicate parts or directions of movement. Correct an-

swering of an item requires understanding the interaction of the parts,

x ry

FIGURE 13.5
SAMPLE PROOLCM OF MECHANICAL 64OVEMENT3,

Ct904AX2

I)e el) oped &I P,,rllolo jija3 R ew a'clb Lnit ?C.. 3. CO ji o Mtibgt S(' TISgiL Paul C Deik

S/Set. ilenijamn Flgcalsr.
'DL ,tVetoPCd ISK qSYC" k rcl Rlneaui b Unit N .. 3. Ch .iel €oultlbi r T I/SeL 1%W C. Dalia.
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which vary in number from 2 to 12. The sample item shown in figure
13.5 is typical. The examinee is required in this problem, to select the

correct alternative: "When X turns in (A) direction G, Y ttirns in di-
rection G; (B) direction G, Y turns in direction F; (C) direction F,

Y turns in direction F; and (D) direction F, Y turns in direction G."
(1) Internal characteristics.-The test consists of 2 practice items and

48 scored items. The number of alternative responses ranges from three
to five per item, with an average of four. For the purpose of determining
reliability, the test is separated into two equal, independently-timed
parts.

(2) Administration.-Reading of the directions requires approxi-
mately 5 minutes. The sample diagram is accompanied by two problems
followed by the correct answers. Twenty minutes are allowed for each
part of the test proper. In one sample, approximately 60 percent of the
examinees completed part I, while only about 35 percent finished part
1!. A larger proportion completed the next-to-the-last item in each part,
67 percent and 46 percent respectively, which indicates that the time
is somewhat shorter than adequate to allow most to finish.

(3) Scoring.-The two parts of the test were scored separately, using
the formula R-W/4. The part scores were summed to give a total
score for use in validation and in correlating the test with other tests.

Stalis•lical results.-Thi s test was explored quite fully statistically.
The data given below are for examinees at Psychological Research
Unit No. 3.

(1) Distribution statistics.-Table 13.13 gives distribution data for
this test.

TADLE 13.13.- DislrilbniJon of scores for Mechanical Movements, C1904AX2

Group Score N 9 SD

Uncls-ified aviation students' R-W/4 ..... 479 22.1 7.6
Classified pilots' ................ R W/ 674 23.0 7.4
Oassified pilotsl ................ 272 22.2 3.6
Classified pilots, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. w 272 14.0 s.4

'Tested February 1943.
'In class 43K.
0 In class 441.

(2) Internal couis:ste'ncy.-Item analysis of the test revealed a wide

range of internal consistency. The phi values had a mean of 0.35 and

standard deviation of 0.12. These data arc based on the upper' 25 per-

cent and the lower 25 percent of 400 unclassified aviation students tested

in April 1943.
Some consideration was given to the possibility of using some of the

mcchanical-movemeipts items in a revision of the Mechanical Principles

test. In order to determine which items were most highly correlated with

Mechanical Principles, mcchanical-movements papers of the highest and

lowest 25 percent groups as determined by scores on Mechanical Prin-

ciples (C1903A) were analyzed. Phi values from this analysis had a
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lower mean (0.27), but comparison of the two analyses revealed no
significant differences in the rank order of discrimination. None of the
mechanical-movements items was as closely related to Mechanical Prin-
ciples total score as to Mechanical Movements total score.

(3) Reliability coeficicnt.-Reliability of the test was estimated by

correlating the two part scores. This yielded a reliability coefficient
(corrected) of 0.76, based on an N of 479 unclassitied aviation students
tested in February 1943.

(4) Difflculty.-Item difficulties, corrected for chance, ranged from

approximately 0.00 to about 0.82 with a mean of 0.52, and a standard
deviation of 0.19 based on approximately 400 cases tested in April 1943.

(5) Factorial composition.-This form of the test was not included
in any factor-analysis study, so no data as to its factorial composihion
are available. Factorial composition of ain .arli'r form andl comparison
""with Thurstone's findings are covered in the discussion of Fornm A of
this test.

(6) Test validity.-On a sample of 674 primary pilot trainees in clas
443H the mean score for the graduates was 23.5 and ftr the clivninces
20.8. The standard deviation was 7.4, the proportion of graduates was
0.83, and the biscrial correlation, 0.20.

Evaluation.-This test was not used in classification for three im-
portant reasons. In the first place, its validity is lower than validities
of tests ordinarily used in classification. Secondly, it correlates highly
(0,67) with the composite pilot-aptitude score. Thirdly, it also corre-
lates highly (0.63) with the .Mechanical Principles test, which yields a

higher pilot validity than Mechanical Movements.
It is probable that this test might be useful as a selective device in

certain mechanical areas where Mechanical Principles or a similar test
would be unsuitable. Improvement of the test and investigation of its ap-
plicability to other ;,reas might prove productive.

Vcations of the test.-Sevcral forms of this test were constructed

prior to the form already described.

(1) Mechanical 3Moremnents, Cl90.1XJ'.-This is the fir.t form of the
test. containing 58 items. It was given experimentally for the purpo)se of

correcting and improving the items and selecting the n-w-t suitable ones

for a new form of the test. Although the mean (dil'hculty, corrected for

Chance, is about 0.50, many of the itvn), are excccdlingly easy. and exten-
;t sive revision of others was requiro'l. This fori was a, hninistered1 to alxxtt

-100 unclassified aviation students for itcm analysis only in July 1912 at
ti lsychjological Re~search Unit No. 3.

'1 (2) Mechanical Moremenls, C190I.4X.-This form is somewhat

S hardlr than ft,rni X'I. the :meoa ittm tlifliculty. corrected for chmace. kting

hlho l,,o l Re.-erth Unit %0. 3. (U irl CcU411llutuu : Ii. |tewa G. Cat.
t•'er Jr., T/Sixt. lPaul C. lIavai, I.t. h.nn ltutthitn.A

SDeveloped kt rpychlongic ' R ,.t tnit SaNo. j. (A A.I contrwthotIs! |.I.t.wias G. C• r-

peancr Jr., T/S 1Ot. Paul C. Davit% LA.. Lnn Ilutchii . Ig . lhutIja N. Wds$,.
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about 0.40. There is considlerable range of difficulty among the .38 :iu'red
items, approximiately 20 percent answering the hardest licin corrLý tI)' and
87 percent answering the easiest item correctly. The test was adrinli di'
to several squadrons of unclassified aviation students at Py!lu
search Unit No. 3 and some validation data o(itained. One of;!.
which 353 eventually %vent to primary pillot training, in class 43D, 1L.

a biscrial of 0.21 (p,-=O.77, Mý- 14.52, NM. 12.09, and SD,=6.7-1). Re-
stilts of an itemn analysis of this form were utilized in selecting items for
the next form.
(3) Mechanical Movensetifs, CI9OIA'.-This form contains 5 prac-

ticc items and 30 scored1 items selected from the experimental forms,
previously referred to, on the basis of difficulty, strength of misleads, and
internal consistency. The test was administered, along with several oth1er

mechanical tests, to one squadron of unclassified aviation students.

Factor analysis revealed that Mechanical 'Movements is extremely corn-

plicatcd factorially. Table 13.14 shows. the principal factor loadings of

this test, the loadings of the Mechanical Principles test in the samec fac-

tors, Thiirstone's results on his Mechanical Movements test, as repo~rted
in "Primary Mental Abilities" (5), and results of a reanalysis of Thur-

stone's intercor relations.

Several important differences exist in these analyses; notably in the

reasonin&, mechanical, and visualization aspects. Thurstone's three rea-

soning factors were not well differentiated, and reanalysis reduced the

r~uniber to two. Analysis of the mchbanical battery rcveakcd no deduc-

tive-reasoning factor and left the general -rea soni ng factor wvith a rather

weak loading. It appears possible that what Thurstone named reasoning
may have been better defined in thme Psychological Research Unit No. 3

reanalysis and in the analysis of tine mechanical battery as visualization,

although the two woule at bcr~t be only roughly equivalent. The imr-

portant residluals in Thurstone's analysis probably account for much of

the variance of Mechanical 'Movements. Much of this residual variance

might well be the mechanical facto-. that appe-ars in thie analysis of the

Psychological Research Unit No. 3 Mechanical Battery. Since no other

mechanical tests appeared in Thurstone's battery, no comilon mechanical

factor could be defined.

As i. 'licated by table 13.14, Mechanical Movements ind Mcaia

principles have mnuch in common factorially. The only iniportant e.Xccp-

tions are the greater loading in the perceptual-speed factor, and the

much smaller loading In the miechanical-experience factor for Me!chanical

Movements. The mutch higher pilot validity (0.34) of Mechanical Princi-

ples than of Mechanical Movements (0.23) is largely due to the fact that

the nccl a nical -cxNpcr leelce factor irb a more important determiner of pilot

validity than is perceptual sped.

0 Dc ioeJae lit psychot's.C M Rewirclo tl7&: No. 3. Chie~f ContributIs,, Lti. IAWit G. Cas-

penifr jr.. T/Sgt. P'aul C. iaa' L1, Uina 11u1l11'noI LL L-kewlyn M. Water.
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Summary and Evaluation of Mechanical Comprehension Tests

As indicated by the statistical data for the tests in this section, 1,'Isi-
livc results were attained in the search for abilities corr'lated with si,'-
cess in air-crew training, especially that of navigator and pilot. Oitt-
standing is the relatively high validity of the Mechanical Principle. te:st,
two forms of which were in classification batteries during most of the
period covered by this report. This validity results principally fioin its
loadings with the mechanical-experience and visualization factors (espe-
cially for the pilot) and to some degree from its loading with the spatial-
relations factor. The latter factor also contributes a considerable propor-
tion of the navigator validity of the test and a small amount of the Hiln-
ited bombardier validity.

Although validities against air-crew training criteria are lower, in
general, for other tests in this section than for Mechanical Principles,
sufficiently high validities were obtained for all tests to indicate their
potential usefulness as selection devices for other mechanical tasks.

Examination of the factorial composition of the tests in this section
reveals a great deal of similarity among them. The variable most promi-
nent in all these tcsts and the one probably largely responsibie for their
validities is erne apparently best defined as mechanical experience. Indi-
cations are, however, that differences in validity among the tests of this
group are due to variations in the total factorial picture rather than to
the loadings in any one factor. The fact that validities of some magni-
tude were found for most other factors appearing in these tests, namely,,
the perceptual-speed factor, the spatial-relations factor, and the visuali-
zation factor, supports this view. Determination of the extent to which
tests of such complicated factorial composition as these are more gener-
ally applicable in the selection of individuals for mechanical tasks must
depend upon future research. It is not known whether all mechanical
jobs stress this particular combination of fundamnental abilities.

MECHANICAL INFORMATION

Definition and Rationale

In this group are included tests that consist principally of informa-
tional items in the field of mechanics. Most of the material is presented
verbally, although the Driving Skill and Physical Principles tests utilize
sonic pictorial material. In general, the correct answers to items in these
ti~sts cannot be determined by reasoning but require specific knowledge.
This is one respect in which the tests in this group differ from those in
the mechanical-comprehension section.

The objective in these tests is to evaluate some aspects of mechanical
ability by measures of information. Although it was recognized that the
possession of mechanical information alone does not constitute qualifi-
cation, per se, for mechanical tasks such as those of air-crew members,
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it appeared likely that possession of such information would be sympto-
matic of the presence of certain other characteristics essential to the suc-
cessful performance of mechanical tasks. In line with this view, it was
not considered necessary to construct the tests in this section with any
particular reference to air-crew functions.

Mechanical Information, C1905A"

The items in this test cover information about- the structure, func-
tion, dis,'unction, and repair of machines. Major emphasis is placed upon
autnmotive information, 26 of the 30 items being related to automobiles.
Approximately one-half of the items are very brief, as illustrated by the
following sample item:

A fuel pump is driven by the:

A. Flywheel
B. Fan belt.
C Generator shaft.
D. Cam shaft.
E. Distributor shaft

The other items are much longer and cover descriptions of situations in-

volving mechanical problems. The following item is illustrative of the
latter type of item in the test:

With pressure on the starter, the starting motor runs smoothly, but no contact Is
made between the starting motor and the engine. The most probabl cause of the
trouble is that:

A. The armature of the starting motor is loose.
B. The brushes in the starting motor are not making contact with the com-

mutator.
C. The bendix spring is brokm.
D. The fuse is blown.
E. The igni-irin coil is not functioning properly.

(1) Administration.-The time allowed is 15 minutes. Approximately
85 percent of the group (unclassified aviation students) finishes the test
in the time allotted.

(2) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.

,.Statistical results.-Experimental and classification-battery adminis-
¶! tration of this test yielded numerous statistical data.

"(1) Distribution statistics.-Admiystered to more than 3,000 avia-

tion students, the test yielded the distributions given in table 13.1S.

The distribution curves are approxinately symmetrical, but with greater

than normal frequencies in the extreme upper and lower reaches. It is

interesting to note that the almost identical B form yielded a mean of

12.3 and a standard deviation of 7.4 for WVcst Point cadets, using
R-W/3 in place of the customary formula, R - W/4.

"Devietled at Psychological Rtitairch Unit Me. . Chief cowriebmte: T/Sgl. N•1i C. D*V,

.. us sautchinsom.
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TAwIZ 13.15.- Distribution of scores of unclassified aviation students on
Mechanical Information, Ci905A

N jSD
SllS14.1 8.$

Tec11.143 Nth 4 t.

'Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. I with the December 1942 Classification ILattery.
'Tested at Psycbulogical Research Unit No. 2 with the December 1942 Classification Battery.STested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 with the December 1942 Classification Battery'.

(2) Internal Con-sistency-Item analysis of the test, based on the
upper.25 percent and the lower 25 percent of 360 t:nclassified aviation
students tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3, revealed a high
degree of homogeneity, as indicated by a mean phi of 0.56, a standard
deviation of 0.09, and a range from 0.05 to 0.80. From these data it may
be seen that the test is one of the most homogeneous devised for air-crew
classification.

(3) Reliability coefficient.-Sin,:e most of the examinees finish within
the time limit, the odd-even method of estimating reliability was em-
ployed. Based upon two different samples of 240 cases each, tested in
April 1943 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3, an average corrected
reliability of 0.89 was obtained, the two figures being 0.88 and 0.90.

(4) Difficulty.-The mean difficulty index of the items, corrected for
chance, is 0.48, with a range from 0.24 to 0.71 and a standard deviation
of 0.14, based on the above-mentioned sample of 360 unclassified avia-
tion students

(5) Factorial composition.-This test proved to be one of the purest
measures of any single factor. Since it appeared in several analyses, the
factorial composition can be considered to be quite reliably ascertained.
The only significant loading (0.74) is in the factor identified as mechan-
ical experience. Slight loadings in visualization (0.15) and verbal (0.11)
factors are found, but these factors contribute very little to tie test.

(6) Test validity.-Validation data arc presented in tables 13.16
through 13.1&

(7) Item validity.-The r. -an phi was 0.047, with z standard devia-
tion of 0.046 and a range from -0.02 to 0.10, based upon a sample of
800 graduates and 600 eliminees from primary pilot training in classes
43K through 44C, originally tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

Evualition.-From these data it may be concluded that this test has
extensive possibilities, although some of the evidence is inconclusive. It
appears that this test is most useful in predicting success in tasks in
which mechanical experience is highly important. Pilot training, air-
mechanic grades, radio-operator-mechanic average grades and flexible-
gunnery final-examination grades are in this class. Why academic aver-
ages for armorers and flexible gunners are not more highly correlated
with scores on this test is not entirely clear. It seems probable, however,
that such academic grades are more heavily weighted with non-mechani-
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TABLE 13.17.-- Validation data for Mechanical Information, C1905A, for irvon
grades in navigation training'

Criterion r

Grades in dead reckoning (ground school) ..................... 0.04 0.08
Grades in celestial navigation (ground school) .................. . .03 .02
Grades in dead reckoning (Rlight) ............................. .02 .04
Grades in celestial navigation (flight) ............................... .03 .06
(;rades in meteorology ....................................... .05 .09
Military grades .............................................. -. 02 .00
Final composite grades ....................................... .01 .06

'For a sample of 463 navigation trainees in Hondo classes 43-10 through 43-15. tested at
Psychological Research Units Nos. I1 3, and 3,

TABLE 13.18.- Validities of Mechanical Information, C1905A, for technical
_______________________Specialties __________

Specialty Criterion N CA

Air mechanics ................. Average grades ............... 232 0.49
Armorer$ ..................... Average grades ............... 376 .19
Radio operator.mechanics ...... Average grades ............... .153 .33
Flexible gunnery' ............. Air-to-Pr....................... 61 .00
Flexible gunnery ............. Air.to-air.. .................... 194 -. 10
Flexible gunner ............ Air.to-ale ................... 1753 ,Is
Flexible gunnery_ ............. Academic average 61 .00
Flexible gumneryO ............. Final exa.nlnotion .............. 194 .31
Flexible gunnery ............. Final evamination ............. 173 .36

I Product-moment correlations.
' Tested at Psychological Research Units Nos. 1. 2. and 3 with the December 1942 Battery.
I In classes 43-27 to 43-30 at TyndalL Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 1.
' A very unreliable criteriom.
I In class 43-45 at Ft. Myers. Tesed at Psychological Research Units Nos. 1. 2, and 3.

In- class 43-48 at Ft. Myers. Tested at Psychological Research Units NO& 1, 2, and 3.

cal material than are the tasks for which higher validities were obtained.
This test is a relatively pure measu.re of the mechanical-experience fac-
tor and would probably be useful in predicting success in most other
mechanical tasks.

Variations of the test.--Considerable attention was given to this area
with the result that several fo-ms were constructed.
(1) Mechanical Knowledge (no code)*.-This is the first form of
the mechanical-information type or test. It contains 40 scored items, 27 of
which are directly related to automobile or airplane engines. The test was
administered in July 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 to 360
unclassified aviation students, and an item analysis was made. This form
proved to be homogeneous (mean internal-consistency f',i=0.47), but is
somewhat too easy. The mean difficult-' index, corrected for chance, is
0.58. On the basis of the item analysis, several of the items were selected
for use in Form A of mechani':al information, already described.

(2) Mechanical Inlormatiot, CI905AX.' 8.- This is the original form
by this name. It contains 25 items about automobiles, including diagnosis
of trouble (20 items) and functioning of the machine and its parts (5
iteins). This form *s moderately difficult (man difficulty index, corrected

I Developed at psychological Research Unit No. 3, Chief cornributoes2 T/Sgt ?Sul C. Da, s.
La. Lion Hutchinson.

'Same as footnote 1.
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for chance, 0.45 for an N of 350 student- tested at Psychological Re-
search Unit No. 3). The test is quite homogeneous, yielding a mean in-
ter;al-consistency phi of 0.41 with a standard deviation of 0.12, for the
above-mentioned sample. The number of items in this form was con-
sidered inadequate in view of the revisions expected. The item-analysis
data were helpful in preparing the re,,ised form.

(3) Mechanical lnaormation, Cl905AX2".-This 35-item form is a
revision- of Form AXI with additional items of the same type described
under AXI. It was administered tor item-analysis purposes to 400 un-
classified aviation students in June 1942 at Psychological Research Unit
No. 3. The mean phi was 0.38, with a standard deviation of 0.16 and a
range from 0.09 wo 0.80. The mean difficulty of the items, corrected for

chance, is 0.44, and the standard deviation of difficulty values is 0.20.

Fifteen of the items from this test that yielded high internal-consis-

tency phis and satisfactory difliculty were selected for use in Mechanical
Information, CI905A.
(4) Mechanical Information, C1905BX.--This is a two-choice form
of CI905A, prepared for the purpose of studying item reliability. Based

Supon the item analysis of C1905A, the correct answer and the mislead with
the highest discriminating value were selected for use in this form. Item
analysis based upon experimental administration of the test at Psycho-
logical Research Unit No. 3 in November and December 1943 to 800 un-
classified aviation students yielded a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.47
and a standard deviation of 0.08.

Although the mean phi values for this form are lower than for Form
A, these data show that relatively high internal consistency (hence reli-
ability) can be achieved even with two-alternative items, if misleads are
strong discriminators between good and poor groups as determined by
total score on the test.
(5) Mechanical Information, CI005I.-This is a second classificaiton
form of mechanical information and differs from C1905A only slightly.
Some alternatives were revised, omitted, or rearranged, but otherwise

little change was made in preparing this form.

Driving Skill, CI307AXI1'

Because of the similarity, superficial, at least, of the tasks involved in

driving an automobile or truck and in flyinig an airplane, it appeared
logical to expect that a measure of rmccess in the former would consti-

tute a good predictor of success ii- the latter. It could be assumed that

experience with, and hence knowledge of, the operation of automobiles
might be indicative of interest in and certain aptitude for nmchanical
tasks.

Is Same as footnote 12. "1 Research Unit No. I. Chief coaisbutors: T/S0L. NWu C.
Davis. Major James Gibson. Capt. L G. llumphreys, a" L.t. LUni HutchImtagI. AeR r
forni called "Automolke Driving Test," was develoPid bY Maj.# Neal L Vade.
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It was originally reasoned that a test of driving skill might measure
a type of judgment that is important in flying. On the basis of this as-
sumption, this test wls given a Judgment code number. As will be seen
later in the discussion, this assumption did not prove to be corrcct.

Description..-The teit consists of 42 scored items, 31 presented ver-
bally, and 11 presented by means of pictures, representing situations in
which the examinee is required to indicate the best decision or driving
practice. The following item and figure 13.6 are typical of the two kinds
of items.

0
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If one front tire is softer than the other, the car will tend to
A. Pull to the side of the soft tire.
B. Skid in the direction of the soft tire.-
C. Pull away from the side of the soft tire.
D. Ski' in the opposite direction from the soft tire.

SPull from one side of the road to the other.

(1) Internal characteristics.-The test is separated into two parts of
21 items each. Each part is timed separately (15 minutes) in order to

S* provide a basis for estimating reliability.
(2) Administration.-Because of the unusual problems in this test,

it was necessary to include a special paragraph in the directions. This
paragraph warns against answering according to legal rules and urges
the examinee to answer in line with best driving practice without reference
to traffic regulations. Standard directions for answering and marking
answer sheets are also included. The time allowed permits approximately
80 percent of the students to finish the test. This is quite satisfactory,
inasmuch as the test is designed as a power 'est.

(3) Scoring.-Most of the items contain five alternative responses,
but a few have only three or four. The test is scored R-W/4.

Statistical resudts.-This test appeared in a battery of tests which
underwent rather thorough statistical analysis. Except where noted to
the contrary the data are based upon examinees tested in December 1942
at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Distribution slatislics.-A sample of 202 unclassified aviation
students yielded a mean score of 18.6 and a standard deviation of 5.4.
The distribution of scores is symmetrical, but slightly flatter than normal.

(2) Internal consistency.-An internal-consistency item analysis of
the test, based on the upper 25 percent and the lower 25 percent of 202
unclassified aviation students, yielded a mean phi of 0.28, a standard
deviation of 0.11, and a range from 0.08 to 0.58. Twelve items have phi
values below 0.20. Examination of these items reveals two probable mea-
sons for their lack of internal consistency. In some instances certain
alternatives are general and cover other more specific alternatives also.
leaving the best (not to say correct) aaswer questionable. In many cases,
also, the correct answer is poorly presented or answering is dependent
upon correct interpretation of the situation. Almost half (five) of the
pictorial items are in the low-phi group.

(3) Reliability coeflicint.-By the alternate-forms method (pt. I-pt
II), the reliability is 0.55, corrected for length, based upon a sam"ple of
239 unclassified aviation studcnts.

(4) Dificulty.-The difficulty levels of the items based on the item
analysis previously referred to is indicated by a mean proportion of

correct responses, corrected for chance, of 0.47, a standard deviation of
0.21, and a range from 0.00 to 0.85.

(5) Factorial coinosition.-The loading in the mechanical-experi-
ence factor was found to be 0.46 and that in visualization 0.42. A small
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loading (0.15) also is found in spatial re~ations. The test appears to
measure about the same things as the mechanical tests (MIechanical
Principles, C1903A, and Mechanical Movements, C0904A), but much
less reliably. Its communality of 0.53 almost completely exhausts its
nonerror variance.

(6) Test validity.-Based upon a relatively sinall sample of 1,49
.pilots in primary training in class 43J, the test yielded a biserial validity

of 0.12. The mean of the graduates was 20.34, that of the eliminces
19.34, and the standard deviation of the total, 4.92. Of this sample, 75
percent were graduates.

(7) flew. validity.-A study of item validity for pilots, based upon
200 graduates and 45 eliminees from primary training, showed validity
phis ranging from -0.13 to 0.28 with a mean of 0.03 and a standard
deviation of 0.09. This sample was tested in November 1943.

Evaltation.-This test was included in the first foresight-and-pian-
ning battery, being considered at that time to be a measure of planning
and judgment. Factor analysis of the intercorrelations revealed that,
contrary to the original hypothesis, the driving skill test is most heavily
loaded in the mechanical-experience and visualization factors rather than
in planning.

From its factors and their loadings one would expect a pilot validity
of 0.30 for this test. The obtained composite validity of 0.32 (see table
28.18) is very close to this expectation.

Its factorial content indicates that any use to which it might be adapted
could be better performed by other mechanical tests. Certain items that
correlate highly with a mechanical-in formation test score and low with
a visualization test score, might well be incorporated in a test of the
ricchanical-expcrience fact&c. Others that prove to be valid for pilots
might be incorporated in a heterogeneous general-inforniation test. In
view of the apparent duplication in this test of the functio s measured
by other mechanical tests, it was not deemed profitable to develop this
test, as such, further for pilot. selection.

Physical Prtnripiei, CI8MOBX

The dependencc of 'I mechanical phenomena upon basic laws of phy-
sics was viewed as bK. ,ig sufficient justification for a test of technical
physics, at least experimentally. It was reasoned that if mechanical abil-
ity should prove v.l'id for the prediction of air-crew success, knowledge
of the basic principles upon which mecha|nics depend might also be
valid. It also appeared that knowledge of the correlations of mwch:inical
tests with a test of formal physics would b: valuable in analyzing the
results and evAluating the u.4-fulness of such rests. One fact tending to

10 D)evelped at NYvch.iC&ksI Reartcb Lymt' NM. , Clie comributors: Ui. lobn A. lahk.
LU MAIM W. 5miLk
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indirate that a t4est of formal physics inight not bc v~al;d, at least for pilot

selection, was the approximately zero correlation of academnic intelligence
(verbal ability) with pilot success in primary training. All in all, these

considerations sugge~ted that a measure of knowledge of academic phy-
sics should be constructed and the results of its app1kation thoroughey
examined.

Descriplion.-Thiis test contains 30 items, 28 of which are presented
verbally and 2 diagrammatically. The items are based prcdoniinant'y
upon principles and laws of physics which would be fairly fatail'ar to z
student who has just completed a course_ in high-school physics. The
electricity items are generally at a relatively simple level. Previous form"S

of the test had provided indications that electricity items of greater dif-
ficulty were so hard as to be practically useless in dist.riniinating be-
tween good and poor- groups, since few were able to answer them..

(1) Adminis1ration.-The time allowed is 18 minutes.

(2) Scoring.-The test is scored R -W'/4.

Statistfical rcstilts.-Fuller statistical results are avamilable for this than
for other forms of the test. The data are for examninees tested at Psy-
chological Research Unit No. $3.

(1) D4s1ribution sratisttc.r.-Distribution data are given in table 13.19.

TABUZ 13.19.- Distribution data for Physical Print-ltt, CIECIBX

Ilndussified aviation Audeaft$ ...................... 348 11.9 7.4
ClsildpdW................... 5.4ft14 7.1

'Tested in October and NMtrewber 1942.
I a classes 44B and 44C. Tested in Noember 194&

(2) Infernal consistency.-As is true for most of the tests in this
area, the items of this test proved to be highly cohesive. The mean in-

ternal-consistcrncy phi based upon the upper 25 percent and' lower 25
percent of 800 unclassified aviation students tlested iv No!acmbcr 1943 is

0.51, and the standard deviation is 0.09. The iange of values is relatively

small (0.32 to 0.66).
(3) Reliabilily coeffiient.-In view o: the fact that the test is csse-

tially a power test. the odd-evcn nict:Mo of cstini-iting reliability was

employed. Based on the abcwe-mcntio,'d SaMPle of 368 (s$CC tatle 13.19).

the estimated reliability, currectcd for length. is 0.86.

(4) Difficadly.-The mean difficulty mditu of tl,'c itrits, basvd on the

sampl.', referred to previously (N=Y,68), is 0..44, corrccted fo- chance.

The stan~dard deviation Of the distr!"Itien of corrected difficulties is

0.15. The range of ccr~c'cted difficulties (0.14 to 0.72) indlicates a-elpilate

variety of difficulty for the group being tested.
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(S) Factorial ccmposition.-The highest loadings of the test are in
the nmechanical-experience (0.51) and verbal (0.38) factors. No others
exceeded 0.20. The communality of 0.46 is far below the test reliability.

(6) Ttst validity.-This test was validated against the primary grad-
uation-elimination criterion in a sample of 5,408 pilots in classes 44B
and 44C, of whom 93 percent graduated. Graduates had a mean score of
18.96, and eliminces a mean of 17.40. The standard dev.ation of the
total was 7.08, and the biserial correlation was 0.15, corrected to an as-
sumed unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 1.81.

Evaluation.-This test measures mechanical experience but less purely
than several other tests, particularly the mechanical-information tests. Its
obtained validity (see Table 2...18) fell slightly short of its expected
validity of 0.15 for pilot selection.

A test such as this might prove very useful in selecting and classify-
ing for tasks in which both academic intelligence and mechanical knowl-
edge play an important part. The homogeneity and the substantial verbal
loading suggest its possible use in predicting success in technical or en-
gineering studies.

Variations of the lest.-Several other forms of physics tests were
prepared.

(1) Physics,, CI8O1A".--This is a preliminary 30-item form that was
constructed for administration in August 1942 at Psychological Research
Unit No. 3 with the experimental mechanical battery. The test consists of
verbally-presented technical physics items and was administered to about
250 unclassified aviation students. It proved to be too hard, the mean diffi-
citliy irdex, corrected for chance, being approximately 0.34, and the
standard deviation being 0.19. Factoriaiiy, this form bears close similarity
to Re~ading' Comprehension. C1614H, described in chapter.5, its loadings
in the verbal (0.68), visualization (0.25), and -reasoning (0.17) factors
differing only slightly from those of Reading Comprehension in the same
factors (0.60, 0.30, and 0.19 respectively). The loading in mechanical
experience is only 0.21, as compared with 0.51 in the B form.

(2) Physical Princip!ee, CI801AX.-This form contains a total of 102
items and constitutes an attempt to bring together a large number of all
types of physics problems, from which a shorter form could be prepared.
This form proved to be of approxini.,tely the same difficulty as the 30-
item preliminary form, the mean difficulty, corrected for chance, being
0.35 and standard deviation being 0.19. This form is quite homogeneous,
yielding a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.43 and a standard deviation
of 0.13, based upon 360 cases tested in August 1942 at Psychological Re-
search Unit No. 3. Selection of items for the CI801BX form was made

" DNeipd t PsarchlolicaI Re"grck Unit ,e. 3. Clie( coftritbuto,: IA. Lw-le Q Ca-
pmter Jr., T/S1L i'au' C. hetvia. LiL Lo Hutchinwe. LL. Lkwelrmy N. Wile.
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on the basis of (1) suitable difficulty, 12) availability of functional mis-
1(Kle , andl (3) appropriate internal-consistcncy phi values.

* Summary and Evaluation of Mqdhanieal Information Teit

The tests included in this group have one outstanding characteristic in
common; they call for knowledge of specific facts. The specificity of
these facts resulted in quite diverse factorial content among the various
tests. The outstanding example is the relatively high loading in the
mechanical-experience factor achieved by the Mechanical Information,
and Driving Skill tests, while the Physics test, on the whole, was most
heavily loaded in the verbal factor. The relatively high pilot validity of
the mechanical-experience'factor made the tests high in this factor most
useful in pilot selection. The homogeneity of most of the tests in this
group suggests that each of the lests might be used to good advantage in
situations where specificity of function, such as that involved in the test,
is required. These tests would probably be less useful for genieral pre-
dictive purposes than those included in the mechanical-comprehension
section.

A FACTOR ANALYSIS &UF MiCIIANICAL TESTS

Although mechanical tests have been in us. for some time in civilian
life, as indicated in the introduction to this chapter, little was known
about their unique components or factors. After the preparation of a
battery of mechanical tests, it appeared desirable to factor analyze inter-
correlations among these and certain other tests. These other tests were
added in order to obtain -, comprehensive picture of the mechanical tests
by bringing out as many of !he factors as possible.

"The Data

This analysis includcd 17 tests which covered many phases of human
ability. Of these tests, seven were designed as strictly mechanical tests,
three involve length estimation (Nearest Point, Shortest Path, Shorter
Line), and three were designed along with mechanical tests but were
later found to be quite different (Physics, Pattern Assembly. Pattern
Comprehension). The remaining four (Reading Comprehension, Arith-
metic Reasoning, Spatial Orientation, Complex Coordination) represented
different areas covered by the classification tests. All these tests, with
the exception of Complex Coordination-an apparatus test-and Me-
chanical Comprehension, ACIOB and ACIOD, are described elsewhere in

I tis volume. The last-named tests are, superficially, at least, quite simi-
lar to the Mechanical Functions test. They were parts of the two AAF
qualifying !xaminations with the code numbers given (see report No. 6).

The lis" -af tests and intercorr-ýlations appears in table 13.20. The cor-
relations are based on a !ample of 153 unclassified aviation students.
Table 13.21 presents centroid loadings and rotated factor loadings.
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The Factors
In this section the factors arc described, and the tests appearing on

each are listed in order of decreasing saturation. Only rotated factor
loadings of 0.25 and above are'given.

Rotated factor I is defined by the following data:

Teds N.& Test nam Loading

3 Mechanical Information ................................ 0.78
4 Tool Function ........... ......................... .77
I Mechanical Principles .................................. 34'

I1) Mechanical Comprehension, ACIO ..................... 43
II Mechanical Comprehension, ACIOD .................... 42
12 Mechanical Functions .................................. 42
2 Mechanical Movements. ................. ............... .38

This is the mcchanical-experience factor. At one time it was desig-
nated mechanical information., but this and other analyses tend to indi-
cate that experience or background are better terms, since many tests
appearing on the factor, such as Mechanical Principles and Mechanical
Movements, seem to depend more upon general mechanical experience
than upon specific knowledge of things mechanical. Not a single mechan-
ical test in the battery failed to have a substantial loading on this factor.
On the other hand, tests like Pattern Comprehension and Pattern Assem-
bly, traditionally believed to be in the mechanical area, are conspicuous
by their absence. If they are valid for predicting success in mechanical
tasks, it is because of some other factor than this one. It is believed that
those other factors have been identified in this and other analyses re-
ported in this volume,

Rotated factor II is defined by the following data:

Test M. Test zame Loading

paial Orl tati. I ....................................... MehankI Mev nt ............................. .

S Mechanical Function. ................................ 3i -
7 Pattern Auubly. ..................................... 31
4 Tool Functio.n ...................................... 30
6 Patter Comprehenl ................................. 2

This is the perceptual-speed factor defined in other analyses by Speed
of Identification as well as Spatial Orientation. Two of the mechanical
tests, which involve following operations of parts, have moderate load-
ings in this factor but neither has a high loading. Pattern Assembly (a
paper form board) and Pattern Comprehension (surface development)
also appear on this factor, although the loadings indicate that they are
not primarily perceptual tests. The absence of Mechanical Information
from this list was to be expected. The presence of the Tool Function test
must mean that the diagrams in that test were too detailed, or the element
of speed was somchow stressed too much, or both features share the
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blame for the loading on perceptual speed.`$ Since this finding has not I
been verified in a second analosis, however, not too much concern should
be felt about explaining it or about ridding the test of it.

Rotated factor III is defined by the following data:

Test No. Test. name Loiadng

9 Reading Comprehensica .............................. .. 3
8 Physics ................................................ e

I I Mechanical Comprehension. ACIOD...................... .35
13 Mechanical Comprehension. ACIOB ........ ............ .25
12 Arithmetic Reasoning ................................... .25

This is the verbal factor, which has been well defined in several an-
alyscQ discussed elsewhere in this volume. The loading of 0.68 for
Physics in this factor and its loading of 0.21 in mechanical experience
emphasize the great factorial difference between this test and the me-
chanical tests in general. The two mechanical-comprehens;on tests ap-
pearing on this factor display more characteristics of vereial tests than
do the tests described in this chapter. The absence of the Mechanical In-
"formation test from the list is most eloquent of the possibility of ex-
clusion of undesired factors from tests. Its items are entirely verbally
presented, and yet the level of verbal comprehension is appar~ntly so
low that individual differences in the trait do not influence scores in the
test. The test of Driving Skill that, in another analysis, had a high me-
chanical variance but zero verbal variance is another good example.

Rotated factor IV is defined by the following data:

Tesa No. Test name Lai~

1, Shorter Una ......................................... .6.3
? Pattern Assembly........................... ............ .52

16 Nearest Point ......................................... .5,
IS Shortest Path......................................... .. 4

This is a length-estimation factor, which is quite w.ll defined by the
three quantitative-perception estimation tests (see ch. 18). Conscious
effort had been made to introduce length estimation into the Pattern As-
sembly test, and its loading of 0.52 on this factor indicates that solution
of the problems depends to a considerable extent on this factor. The fac-
tor slould possibly he defined as a more general "size-estimation" ability.
because it must be recognized that the tests listed represent different
kinds of space judgiments--tcngth of lines (straight lines or irregularly
curved lwies), gaps be.twecn points, and gaps between lines. Thus, it
would st-em that not only one-dinensional but also two-dimensional ex-
tents are disk,-itninated in the tests loaded with this factor. It is possible
that the more complex discriminations rest upon combinations or abstrac-

8A@ a matter of fact. the snal.:edl form" of this tegt was Wm~uewsgtheJ, sad iee "uum
niatic repeadw.Ctiona wefe Poor -heft"isa were impeetnso.
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tions of linear judgment, however. Since the test with the greate.st load-
ing is Line Length, also, we are probably justified in choosing '" "ac•.,r
title given-length v-iat;on.

Rotated factor V is defined by the following data:

Test No. Test name Loading-

2 Mechanical Movements ............................... 0.51
I Mechanical Principles .......................... 49

It Mechanical ComprehensionACIOD ................. . 4016 Shortest Path .................................. .. .. 3

6 Pattern Comprehension ......................... 28
10 Mechanical Comprehension, ACIOR. ..................... 27
0 Physics .............................................. .2S

This is the vistiaization factor, which also appeared in several other
analyses. It seems to be a very common secondary factor in mechanical
tests, particularly in those that involve moving mechanisms. This gives
one small clue as to the nature of the factor which has been tentatively
defined as a manipulatory visualization. Objects are imagined as moving
or as having been moved or transformed in tests loaded with this factor.

Rotated factor VI is defined by the following data:

Test N4. Test name Loadinp

14 SAM Complex Coordination .......................... 0.33
10 Mechanical Comprehension, AClO . ............. .... 36

I Mechanical Principles ......................... . 29
2 Mechanical Movements ...................... .......... .28

16 Shortest Path .. ... ............................... .27

This is the spatial-relations factor, long defined by the Complex Co-
ordination test. This factor appears generally in pictorial mechanical tests
but not in verbal tests, as might be expectei. The spatial arrangement
of mechanical devices seems to be the significant element bringing this
about.

Rotated factor VII is defined by the following data:

Test No. Test name Loading

12 AnAhmetic Reasoning ............................... 0.56
15 Nearest Point .......................................... 47
6 Pattern Comprthension ........................ 45

10 Mechanical Coemprehension, ACIOB ............ .... 32
16 Shortest Path .......................................... 26

2 Mechanical Movements ................................. 23

This appears to be the general-reasoning factor isolated in other anal-
yss. The loadings of Arithmetic ,easoning. Pattern Comprehension, and
Mechanical Comprehension, particularly, clearly agree with this naming
of the factor. The loading of 0.47 for Nearest Point is very difficult to
rationalize. The magnitude of the loading may be a sampling artifact,
however, since the correlation of the test with Arithmietic Reasoning for
a larger sample (N=392) was only 0.10 as compared with 0.36 in this
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tnatrix. Tho. heterogeneous list of tests is not unusual for this ia,;tar.
General reasoning-most constant conmponent of arithmetic-reasoning
"tests-shows up in many places. The ability is apparently a kind of
"all-purpose" or "trouble-shooting" trait, which is called into the picture
when more immediate comprehension is lacking.

Concluslons

The principal contribution of this analysis consists in the better defi-
nition of mechanical tests. Important also is the additional information
concerning factors important in these tests in common with others.

Taking a quick survey of the results, we see that there is an important
single factor common to printed mechanical tests andi also unique in
them. It seems clearly to represent a variance in previous mechanical ex-
periences as reflected most clearly in information tests. A strong sec-
ondary factor in pictorial mechanica!-comprehension tests is visualiza-
tion. Other factors with substantial loadings are spatial relations and
perceptual speed. Deviations from the general pattern are the tests Me-
chanical Movements (strongest in visualization), Physics (strongest in 4
the verbal factor), Pattern Assembly (strongest in lengtht estimation).
and Pattern Comprehension (strongest in general reasoning, though it
probably need not be).

All the factors in the list for the mechanical-battery aralysis are valid
for pilot selection except for the verbal and general-reasoning factors.
When any test combines valid factors, its scores are bound to yield ex-
ceptionally good predictions. If one desired the most univocal represen-
tative of mechanical experience, however, he would choose one of two
tests: Mechanical Information and Tool Function. The other valid factors
in mechanical tests can be better assessed by means of nonmechanial
tests. The unique contribution of tests in this area, therefore, is the me-
chanical-experience factor. A factor discovered in the analysis of the
mechanical battery is that of length estimation, which will be met again
in another chapter.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN__ _ _ _ _ _

Information Tests'

RATIONALE OF INFORMATION TESTS

Why Information Tests Are Important

Information tests are not by any means a new type of test. Their use
as direct measures of achievcment is a long-standing tradition. Only in
recent years, however, has their value for indirect measurement of hu-
man traits been demonstrated. It is becoming recognized more and more
that what a person knows or does not know can be used to reveal a
number of things concerning his personal background. Since he is to a
large extent a product of his personal experience, and since what he is
bodes good or ill concerning his future status in one respect or -another.
knowledge scores promise to have predictive value. It was therefore de-
cided to exploit information tests as potential predictors of the success
of aviation students.

Knowledge as an indication of motivation.-Job descriptions of air-
crew positions and studies of students in training indicated that interest
or high motivation is important for success. It was hypothesized that the
possession of information about a certain area usually accompanies in-
terest in that area, and so information tests were constructed as measures
of interest. The quantitative use of self-rating measures of interest, such
as are given by the Training Interests Blank, CES01E, in which the stu-
(lent rates his degree of interest in each type of air-crew training, was
considered undesirable because of the strong subjective element. On the
other hand, it was thought that some graduated evaluation of a candi-
date's strength of interest should enter into the composite score used in
qualifying or disqualifying him for training. Information tests were
accordingly intendcd to provide more objective and reliable measures
of interest.

Knowledge as an indication of skills.-An aviation student who has
psychomotor aptitudes and skills that are useful in flying will be more
likely to succeed in training than a student who lacks such abilities. In-
formation tests were therefore constructeil to mn'asure the extent to which
candidates have had experiences th.at develop motor skills pertinent to
the air-crew jobs. Trade tests first developed by the United States Army
and subsequently by the United States Employment Service use infor-

'Written by Staff/Set. ilenamlft Fruebtt.
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mation tests to measure levels of worker skill in each of numerous voca-
tions. From a study of biographical background data it had been found
that participation in certain sports and hobbies was prognostic of air-
crew success. The measurement of these experiences more objectively
than in terms of personal statements called for something like information
tests.

Knowledge that may transfer to flying.-A few information tests
were designed purely as measures of knowledge. The aviation student
who possesses information directly pertinenc to a specific job or who has
relevant background information so that he can moce easily acquire such
knowledge will be at an advantage in air-crew training.

Content of Tests to Be Considered
To recapitulate, this chapter deals with tests that use informational

items to measure interest, previously acquired skills, experiences perti-
vent to air-crew jobs, and specific knowledge. These measures of interest
or of pertinent experience or knowledge fall into two categories: (1)
sports-and-hobbies tests and (2) general-information tests. Tests of
mechanical information are treated in the chapter on mechanical tests
(ch. 13). Another special group of information tests is described in con-
nection with the assessment of masculine vs. feminine attitudes in chap-
ter 25.

SPORTS AND HOBBIES PARTICIPATION I'EM

Earlier Use I Aviation

During the first World War, the British gave weight to participation
in various sports and hobbies in their selective process for military per-
sonnel. The United States Army did exploratory work in this area in
1917-1918. In this war, results for the Navy Biographical Inventory sug-
gested a satisfactory predictive value of biographical sports-and-hobbies
questicas.

Plan of Research

A tentative list of areas to be included in the sports-and-hobbies tests
was constructed, utilizing four sources of information:

(1) The Navy blank, a stuily of which had revealed that certain avo-
cational activities were significant in pilot selection.

(2) Job analyses of the duties of bombardicrs, navigators, and pilots.
which indicated that participation in certain sports an) hobbies should
have differential predictive value.

(3) Hypotheses based upon a priori psychologial considrations as
to which sports and hobbies should be significant.

(4) Information yielded by the results of the administqatio to 158i 42
¶
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aviation students of the Sports and Hobbies Check L.ist, CE506X, of
extent of participation in 50 sports and hobbies.'

Method of developiment.-From all sources, information concerning
the sports and hobbies to be included was synthesized. Activities were
included only if there was either evidence or a sound rationale for their
significance and if they were of the kind normally participated in by
many air-crew candidates.

All questions developed for sports-and-hobbies tests were of the five-
alternative information type. The firmt four alternatives always included
the correct answer and distractors. The fifth answer was always "Don't

know." This was included to give the examinec an acceptable way of ex-
pressing ignorance of the correct answer and, conscquently, avoiding to
some extent the chance element involved in guessing.

Sports and Hobbies Participation Test, CES06D and CES06E1

These are two equivalent forms of the test. Each form includes 100
items matched with those of the other form for statistical similarity and
content.

These questions, with many nmre, had been given in a preliminary
form, CE506C, to examinivs who entered pilot classes 441' and 44G
for item analysis and item validation, and were selected for inclusion in
these equivali nt forms on the basis of the following considerations:

(1) The tetrachoric correlation between passing or failing the item
and being in the highest 27 percent or lowest 27 percent of the total-
score (for a given activity) distribution. The minimum acceptable value
of r was +0.60. (There were a few exceptions to this general rule.)

(2) The percentage of responses to the most popular misleads by the
upper and lower groups. If not over 20 percent of those in the upper
27 percent of the total-score distribution selected an incorrect answer.
the item was included.

Table 14.1 gives the number of ite-ms for each activity included in
both CES06D and CESO6F.

TAsL 14.1.--Disgributiou of questiont inluded in mack foyr of WJt S•#is eMd
Hobbies Particdjation Trst (CE3Ci6D and CEM E)

Group 1 (5 items ead): Group ? (4 items cat+):
AutomoNile Driving. Basketbalt.
Fling. l"*,nts.

Model Pbne Buklng. Firearms.
Photography. tlurning.
Radim .fot'ryclzing.
Jag.

OTt activiuies are looba3. swimpgtins. Ualicabal. IAu4L.aU ten...,. groll. bewfluq. &AIM46
sailins. lying. berstackarint-ne. cr4%h bunting. 96njel Vissur builmo4. playingmOft-gal liftwf
whmsU m..ec7ydinc. asrtt ab.hootr L~m.Im.,,.. damses. alierimne &nQ r, %slat* som~i pkrtvrt
(priming and develen•ng). collecting daaiscal mubic. beming. Pn 9!. %4 ¶ sc% ra• vi, h
still picturv Vismagraphy (printing and Arlttiopumg)l. 1As1..aalt. r!;M. ciD"1- 11ip . *lINi eUl
recacrje drakmiamct. rea.tmhg. bsklsng. track wtte~ng* onark.snambip. gust. r&1mN. ice barbey. tratbor
working coleirung • ul•aun and coin% 114a events. cbckter% emtbest rKing. Softbal. WhctIM416'
Ifewicif wolleytsalt. dcbasc. ac mal% vwkt.

8 Ic ec1• 8pd at PY4b66ela l Rcesarc Unit *N40 I. C•hiff camlr~bot: T/S•%. 3as IL
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Group . (3 item& each): Group 4 (2 items each):
Bowling. Chess.
FootbalL Riding.
Golf, Woodworking.
Pool. Bridge.
Field Events. Dramatics.
Literature. Music appreciation.
Yoker. Wrestling.
Skiing. Boxing.
Sailing.
Stamp Collecting. Group 5 (1 item):
Diving. Piano.

Two representative items are:

To "draw," a pool player hits the cue ball:
A. At the right.
B. At the left
C, High.
D. Low.
". Don't know.

To keep his opponent from getting a combination reverse headlock and arm bar,
a wrestler should keep hi,,:

A. Elbows away from his side.
B. Elbows against his side.
C, rnns in front of him.
D. Head dois.
K Don't know.

Keying.-Empirical pilot and navigator keys were constructed on the
basis of ;tern validations. Two pilot keys were constructed for each form
of the test by separating the odd testing-number papers from the even
testing-number papers, thereby obtaining two samples for each form of
the tost on which to do item validation. For form CES06D the odds
group was composed of 422 graduates and 169 eliminees from primary
training, and the evens group, of 366 graduates and 170 eliminees. For
form CESOSE there were 288 graduates and 143 eliminees in the odds
group, and 311 graduates and 146 climinees in the evens group. Exami-
nees were in classes 431, 43J, and 43K. and they had been tested at Psy-
chological Research Unit No. 1. Responses whose tetrachoric correlation
with primary pass-fail data is greater than ±0.12 and whose level of
difficulty falls between 90 perce, -d 10 percent are weighted. In scor-
ing, the odds keys were used to sct,.,; the papers of the evens samples,
and vice versa. The same procedure was followed in obtaining navigator
keys, except that only one form of the test (CES06D) was used. In the
odds group, there were 302 graduates and 30 eliminees; in the evens
group, 300 graduates and 30 eliinees. Examinees were in class 44-9
and had been tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 1. The key,
however, was developed at Psychological Research Unit No. 2. Re-
sponses whose correlation (phi coefficient) with graduation-elimination

S. .. ° ., .• •.••- 34Wi•4, •w•4~ • '. .. . . . .|
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from navigator training is greater thad ±0.11 and whose level of diffi-
culty is between 85 percent and 15 percent are weighted. lHere, also, the
odds key was used to score the papers of the evens sample, and vice
versa.

Validity.-The keys were tested in the mnanner described above, the
scoring formula for the pilot keys being R--\\/3, and for the navigator
key, both R - W/3 and R - WV. In these formulas, R refers to re-
sponses of positive validity and W to responses of negative validity. The
formula R-%V/3 is, of course, designed to correct for chance success;
the formula R - IV assays the preponderance of responses of positive
validity over those of negative validity. The resultant biscrial validities
for each pilot key with the elementary pass-fail criterion are given in
table 14.2. The biserial validities for each navigator key with gradua-
tion-elimination from navigator training is given in table 14.3.

TABLZ 14.2.- Validity of scoring keys of Storts and Hobbies Participatiox Tes,
CESO6D and f06E,for graduation-e-lippination from primary training

Form Sample Key No to ) I•, SDI 0`64 Or

CES06D Odds .. EvensI 591 0.71 10.16 6.38 6.37 0.36 0.38
CES06D Evens. Odds$ 536 .68 4.78 1.30 6.73 .3S .35
CES06E Odds . Evens' 432 .67 5.11 1.29 7.53 .31 .34
CES06E Evens ..jdds . 4S6 .68 15.06 JI.3 7.03 .30 .32

I Corrected to an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.
'The key contains 40 responses of positive validity and 31 of negative validity.
'The key contains 33 responses of positive validity and 38 of negative validity.
'The key contains 38 tesponses of positive validity and 4$ of negative validity.
IThe key cantains 4S responses of positive validity and 24 of negative validity.

TADLE 14.3.- Validity of scoring keys oq Sports and 1loblbies Participation Test,

CESO6E, for navigator samples

Sainple Keys me m, SD, r1,6 Orlle"

Odds Evens' 3.93 0.75 4.21 0.39 0.39
Evens Odds' 6.29 3.19 4.79 .33 .34
Odds Evens' 10.05 7.86 3.08 .37 .36
Evens Odds' 12.83 10.4I 3.50 .35 .36

I In the odds key there are 37 responses of positive validity and 29 of negative validity. In tie
evens key, the corresponding figures are 31 And 26.

'Score Is R--W.
'Score Is R-W/3.
"* Assuming an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.

Validity of specific avocations.-Scores for the variouS activities in
form CE506C were validated separately for pilots in classes 44F and
4AG, who had been tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 1. Thet, score for the purpo~cs of this validation is the numilw.r correct. The valid-
ities are shown in table 14.4.
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TAuLx 14.4.- Validation data for tht auh-ttst of Sports and Robbies Participation
Tests, CE506C, for graduotion-,limination of ti!ots from primary training

Sub-test 0, M* M, SD, flo

Auto driving ........... 371 0.62 14.97 12.44 3.86 0.39Baskettball ...... ......... 314 .70 10.47 10.11 ft.46 .04
Bowling ................ 270 .67 5.7S 6.34 4.57 -. 08
Diving .. 0 .66 4.21 3.8"l 3.32 .08
Dramatics Z#.. 4 .58 4.74 5.29 3.09 -. 11
Firearms ............... 436 .63 12.08 9.87 4.72 .15
Flying information A .... Sig .54 9.44 6.90 4.91 .32
Flying information B .... 374 .50 10.83 7.71 S.73 .34
No, ttall ................ 308 .69 8.91 9.51 5.73 -. 06
Golf .................... 386 .69 8.88 1.89 7.97 -. 00
Horseback Riding ....... 270 .67 6.83 7.42 3.97 -. 09
Ifvinting ................. 486 .63 9.28 8.02 5.56 .14

.ass2.................... .308 .69 5.89 6.76 5.69 -. 09
yodel planes ............ Its .68 3.)4 I 3.58 3.28 .046

Motorcycling ............ 302 .64 3.64 3.20 3.22 .08
Musi ................... 118 .68 1.52 2.27 Z3S -. 19Photography ............. 311 .62 2.79 3.59 4.29 -. 12
Poker .................. 747 .62 7.5S 7.47 4.53 .01
Po1 . ................. 466 .57 12.80 11.83 5.49 .11
Radio ................... 302 .64 2.70 2.91 3.78 --.03
Reading ................. 287 .63 9.39 10.21 4.71 -. 22
Tennis ................. 432 .622 7.73 7.36 4.47 .05
Woodworking ............ 313 .68 7.76 7.21 3.48 .10

Use of the check-list.-A basic question in the development of any
participation test is whether the test actually measures participation.
Several types of evidence indicate that the sports-and-hobbies tests do
measure participation in the activity about which they are concerned.
Some information concerning this problem is given in results from a
check-list

(1) Check-list, CESO6X.-This instr.:nient was administered along
with Sports and Hobbies Participation Test, CE506C. The responses
to every item were validated against the graduation-elimination criterion.
The sample used comprised students of whom 2,052 were later pilot
graduates and 1,421 were pilot elilninees from primary training (classes
44F and 44G).

The instructions for the check-list directed the student to indicate the
extent of his participation in different activities accoi-ding to the follow-
ing scale:

(a) Never participated.
(b) Rarely participated.
(c) Occasionally participated.
(d) Frequently participated.
(e) Participated to a great extent.

An examination of the results showed that no single alternative yields
a high validity. An examination of the differences in correlations from
the leasi degree to the greatest degree of participation, however, reveals
a definite trend. The results are given in table 14.S.

(2) Keying of check-list, CE5O6X.-A scoring key for the check-
list items was prepared on the basis of the item validation. The key
derived from the odd-testing-numbers validation was used to score the
papers of the even-numbered sample and vice versa. The odds-sample
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key contained 11 weighted items, and the evwns contained 11 items. The
scoring formula was the number of positively weighted activities checked
minus the number of negatively weighted activities checked. The validities

.• are reported in table 14.6.

T..z 14.&.--Validity of Sports and Hobbies Check List, CESO6X, scoring keys
for pilots in primary traixing

om X47 No t,o M# M@ 5D. ai .r,,.'

Odd ........... vens .......... 1,733 0.60 0.64 -0.27 2.15 0.26 0.26
Even ......... Odd ......... 1.740 .SO -;L7? -3.67 2.82 .20 .21

'Cerrected to an unreutructed stanie standard deviatsion * 2.00.

(3) Validatiox of active vs. sedentary a"ivities.-The avocations of
check-list CES06X were separated into those requiring considerable
physical activity and those of a sedentary nature." Students indicated their
participation on the five-point scale referred to in the previous section
from "never participated" to "participated to a great extent" and were
given a cumulative active-sports-participation score and a cumulative
sedentary-activities-participation score. The results are shown in table
14.7.

TAm.s 14.7.-Vdidity data for prticpation in active sports and ticipation m
sedmatuy activity as dewrmined by Check List, CE3O6X, for graduation-elimination

from primary training for two samples of Mots .

Grow N, U.]j SD,

Od population.. 1,733 O.60 2IL9 2S.SS 5S88 0.15
Eve. population 11¢0 So 20,61 S4 6.02 .09

_Odo op tic . . 173 .60 16.S3 17.47 I .1 $•-.0•
Evens 1euaiu .. I40 .S6 1&46 17.04 3Ai4 --. 1$

They indicate that trainees who have engaged in* sports and hobbies
involving physical activity have a slightly greater chance of graduation
from primary training than do those who have engaged in sedentary JI
activities, though the relationship is very low and much less than that for
an empirically developed key.

Concujsions.-Knowledge about certain activities (automobile driv-
ing, flying, hunting, firearms, diving, model-plane building, and sailing)
is related to success in pilot training. These are all outdoor, active avo-
cations requiring the use of the body in various types of coordination.
These activities tend to preclude group partcipation, being in each case
highly individual for the principal participant. Most of the activities
require the use of equipment, the possession or use of which appears

ollot active spsers Inc: 'Icd basketthsfl. bowling. drivimg Seld events. fisiag. t~oobAsl giding.
b,.b1ck ndin&. buntin&. smtrdlng. s.dia. ,kung. a•4d weading. T" sedentary activities
Wchoded bnige. cbns jail, mum Peciatie. pane, poker. red... rt&a4di, "ad sammap vakai%.
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to indicate average or better socio-economic status. Whether this aspect.
as such, contributes to validity is unknown.

Knowledge concerning a second group of activities (basketball, horne-
back riding, poker, pool, skiing, tennis, and track) appears to bear some
relationship to the pilot criterion, though the validities of the subtest
scores and of specific questions are not great. With the exception of poker
and pool, these avocations are also active, outdoor, activities. Poker and
pool may be valid because they indicate masculine avocational interests.

A third group of activities (jazz, musical appreciation, piano, pho-
tography, radio, and stamp collecting) yields slightly negativ'e validities
against the pilot graduation criterion. These activities are largely sed-
entary and some require thinking, rather than the use of the body, in
various types of coordination, and they are usually carnied on indoors-

A fourth group of activities (boxing, bowl'ng, football, woodworking,
and wrestling) has no relationship with the criterion. This lack of reia-
tionship may be due in part to the following difficulties encountered in
test construction:

(a) The boxing and wrestling questions proved to be generally un-
satisfactory. This was in part anticipated during the initial item co.-
struction because of regional differences in terminology, rules, and prac-
tices for amateur, college, and professional events.

(b) The bowling and woodworking items were not satisfactory, prob-
ably because of geographical variations in popularity, together with cer-
tain teiminological variations which made difficult the framing of ade-
quate questions. In bowling, for example, duckpins and tenpins are pop-
ular in different sections of the country. Woodworking might well be
associated with a range of activities varying from rough carpentering to
cabinet making.

(c) The football items were unsatisfactory because of the difficulty In
developing differentiating questions. Questions about flying that can be
answered only by those who have participated in the activity are rela-
tively easy to construct and are meaningful, whereas in football such
questions are not easy to write. The unusual popularity of football as a
spectator sport makes difficult a clear discrimination between participant
and spectator.

Reading, or knowledge of literature, consistently yields a very 'Ow
negative correlation with the pilot criterion, regardless of the specific
method us-d in measuring participation therein. This negative relation-
ship shows that absorption in this sedentary, abstract avocation is not
conducive to success in pilot training.

Generally, questions about how a given end is achieved, when to use a
specific approach, or how a thing works, are superior to questions about
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rules or regulations. It is interesting to note that this differentiation may
reflect a difference between participation in and observation of an ac-
tivity.

Apparently, also, the test may be keyed with equal success for the
navigator-training criterion. Unfortunately, no detailed hobby-by-hobby
analysis is available for navigators.

A sports and hobbies test, then, appears to be a successful selection
instrument. A detailed item analysis, however, is required before such
a test can be used for predicting any single criterion variable.

Disposition.-Items from the Sports and Hobbies Participation Test
were incorporated in both the AAF Qualifying Examination and the
General Information Test, CE5O5E, of the classification battery.

GENERAL INFORMATION TESTS

This group of tests covers the fields of technical information that
would be acquired by those having the interests appropriate to potential
success in air-crew positions. These interests are in the areas of avia-
tion information, mechanical information, active sports, navigation,
astronomy, gunnery, etc. The items were constructed to indicate partici-
pation in, rather than book knowledge of, these subjects.

Technical Vocabulary Teat, CES05C'

This is the first form of general-information test included in the clas.
sification battery, which it entered in July 1942.

Description. (1) Internal characleristics.-The test is made up of
five-choice vocabulary and information items. Certain items are con-
cerned with planes, plane identification, flying techniques, etc., and they
yield a score for pilot information. Others are concerned with astron-
omy, instruments, maps, etc., and they give a score for navigator infor-
mnation. Still others deal with guns, bomb sights, trajectories, etc., and
yield a score for bombardier information. Of the 100 items in the test,
40 are pilot items, 40 are navigator items, and 20 are bombardier items.
The following sample items are taken from the pilot, navigator, and
bombardier sections of the test, respectively:

Tht plane with a cannon in its nose is manufactured by:
' A. IBeI.

&Dodn
.C Sikorsky.

D. DLouga
L Vutee.

Dtr•¢ht.,i at Psych 'tepal R••tab UiI Na. 1. QI$ €"lribpwnrs MaJ. I. N. 3•b. awn
LC-L Jea S Thmkl.,.
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Time is usually calculated with reference to:

A. The Naval Observatory in Washington.
B. Zero degrees latitude.
C. Gmrenwich.
D. The International Date Line.
E. The League of Nations' Observatory in Geneva.

The extent of scatter of bombs around a target is usually expressed in terms of:
A. Angles of divergence.

B. Yards.
C. Probable error.
D. The Error Scatter Pattern.

E. Concentric circles of error.

(2) Administration.-Dircctions are printed on the test booklet, so

the test is largely self-administering. The time allowed for the test is
36 minutes, divided into 3 parts. After 12 minutes, all subjects are in-
structed to go ahead to part II even if they have not finished part 1;
and after 24 minutes they arc instructed to go ahead to part 111.

(3) Scoring.-There are three scores, ore each for the pilot, navigator,
and bombardier set of items. The scoring formula for each of the three
subtests is R-W/4.

Statistical results (pilot score).-Results will be presented separately
for the pilot, bombardier, and navigator sections of the test. The pilot
score will be treated first.

(1) Distribution statistics.-Distribution data are shown in table 14.8.

Tm.nz 14.8.-Distribution data for Trchnical Voanulary, CE3SOC. pil* scort,

for samples of unclasfed .vieuiom shtdets

N Dale .1 wliol fresearch unit No.

1.09% December 1943 .............. I IL I.3

2.376 Septembtr and October 1942 2 15.5 7.4

1.015 December 1943 .............. 2 17.6 7.1

1.143 December 1942 .............. 3 37.1 6.3

(2) Internal consistency.-The internal consistency of items in the

pilot score is indicated by a mean phi of 0.36. with a range from 0.00

to 0.75. and a standard deviation of 0.15. based on the highest 27 percent

and the lowest 27 percent of 360 pilots in classes 43K and 44C, who had

been tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(3) Reliability coeficients.-Two estimates of rcliability. corrected

for length. were comparable. as indicated in table 14.9.
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TABLE 14.9.- Reliability of, Technical Vocabulary, CE505C, pilot score, for samples

Of poilots

Type N rd

Odd-even ........................ 0200 0.82
Correlation of thirds .............. 356 kfo4

a Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 2. Classes 43K and 44C.
2 Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. November 1942. Classes, ISK a" 44C

I Median of 3 e's corrected to triple lengtl

(4) Difficulty lcvcl.-The difficulty level of pilot items is indicated
by a mean proportion of correct responses equal to 0.56, corrected for
chance success. The proportions range from 0.17 to 0.97 with a standard
deviation of 0.17. These data are based upon results from 400 pilots in
classes 43K and 44C, who had been tested at Psychological Research
Unit No. 3.

(5) Factorial composiltion.-The pilot score was analyzed with the
December 1942 classification battery (N=3,000). Substantial loadings
were obtained on the verbal (0.41), pilot-interest (0.34), and mechanical-
experience (0.39) factors. Inconsequential loadings were obtained on
the perceptual-speed, numerical, spatial-relations, visualization, general-

reasoning, and psychomotor-coordination factors. Its communality in the
battery was 0.47, which is considerably short of its reliability. For a full
description of the factorial composition of this test, see appendix B.

(6) Test validilty.-Table 14.10 includes tygical validities for the
pilot score.

(7) lion validily.-The validity of responses to pilot score is indi-
cated by a mean phi of 0.03. The range of phis is from -0.05 to 0.16
with a standard deviation of 0.04. These data are based upon responses
of 800 graduates and 600 climinccs from elementary pilot training
(classes 43K and 44C; originally tested at Psychological Re~carch Unit
No. 3), assuming a p, of 0.50. In general, the items that have the bes"
predictive value deal u;hh plane identification, technical ternis related to
flying, technical names of planes or plane parts, and experiences related
specifically to flying. Items that have low or negative value deal with
historical events, the names of scientific inventors, sports records and
events, and "book learning" in general.

TAXLE 14.11.--Diilributio; data for Technical Vonabulary, CEXSC, bouebasdin
score, for samtler of unrslaikd av?.aion studerds

Date of testin rsearcb nait Me

1.046 IDecember 1942 ......................... 1 5.0 .9
2.316 'Slepirmber and October 142. ........... 1 $. 1.
1.015 De)cember 1'42 ....................... I 5.1 .3.1
1,141 • ecember I42 .......................... _____-_ MV___
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Statistical resdlts (bombardier score).-Extensive data are available
for the bombardier score also.

(1) Distribution slatiistics. -The data are shown in table 14.11.

(2) Internal consistency.- -The internal consistency of bombardier
items is indicated by a mean phi of 0.35 with a range from 0.18 to 0.53
and a standard deviation of 0.09, based on the highest 27 percent and the
lowest 27 percent of total scores of 360 pilots in classes 43K and 43C,
originally tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. A mean phi of
approximately 0.25 would be expected by chance in a test of this length
(20 items).

(3) Reliability coefficients.-Two estimates of reliability, corrected for
length, indicate that the bombardier score is very unreliable. See table
14.12.

TAOUL 14.1L2-Rdiability of Technical Vocabulary, CESC.,C, bombardier score, for
samples of pilots

Type N rig

Odd e ............................................. ' 200 0.31

Cor.reltion of thrds ................................... 1. $5 47

a Teted at Psycbohgical Research Umit No. 2. Clams 43K and 44C.

Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. lasms 43K aid 44C.
SMedian of I re8 corrected to tril* knoqlh

(4) Difficulty level.-The difficulty level of bombardier items is indi-
cated by a mean proportion of correct responses of 0.34, corrected for
chance success. The proportions range from 0.00 to 0.89 with a standard
deviation of 0.26. These data are based on 1,400 pilots in classes 43K
and 44C, originally tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(5) Factorial composition.-The test was analyzed in the Decem~er
1942 classification battery (N=-3,000). Its only substantial loadings are
on the verbal (0.44) and pilot-interest (0.33) factors in an analysis in
v'hich mechanical-experience, perceptual-speed, numerical, spatial-rela-
tions, visualization, general-reasoning, and psychoniotor-coordiuiat;V, fac-
tors are also found. It had a communality of 0.35 in the battery, which
exhausted its nonchance variance. For a full description of the factorial
composition of this test, see appendix B.

(6) Validity.-Validities of the bombardier score for various air-
crew and technical specialties are presented in table 14.13. This score
proved to be more valid for navigators and pilots than for bombardiers.
If the three validities were corrected for attenuation, however, this con-
clusion might not still hold.
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Statist:.'1 results (navigator score).-For the navigator score the
data are as follows:

(1) Distribution s'atis.tics.-Distribution data are shown in table
14.14.

TABzL 14.14.- Distributlion data for Technical Vocabulary, CE505C, navigator score,
for sample: of unclassified aviation studcnts

N Date of tesirg I Psychologic
Dtoftsigresearch unit Nlo. xM SD

1.06 December 1942 ......................... 1 11.2 6.7
2,376 September & October 1942 .............. 2 10.3 6.2
1,01S LIcceinber 1942 ........................ 2 10.1 6.4
1.143 December 1942 ........................ 3 10.8 6.4

(2) Internal consistency.-The internal consistency of navigator items
is indicated by a mean phi of 0.38 with a range from 0.06 to 0.70 and
a standard deviation of 0.15. These data are baced on the highest 27
percent and the lowest 27 percent in total score of 360 pilots in classes
43K and 44C, originally tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(3) Reliability coefficients.--Two concordant estimates of reliability,
corrpected for lcngth, appear in table 14.15.

TAzix 14.1S.-Reliab&ility of Technical Vocabulary, CES05C, navigator score, based
on samples of pilots

0.e't, o t............................................ .... 0.C.,o!,,uon Of thil- .................................. • 36.S 8.82

1 Test,, at Psychological Research Unit No. 2. Clases 43K and 44C.
2 Tci..€ at Psychological A.esearch Umt No. 3. CUsses 43K and 44C.
I Median of 3 r's corrected to triple length.

(4) Difficulty.-The difficulty level of navigator items is indicated by
a mean proportion of correct responses equal to 0.32, corrected for
chance success. The propoctions range from 0.00 to 0.89 with a standard
deviation of 0.26. These data are based upon rcsults from 360 pilots in
classes 43K and 44C, originally tested at Psychological Research Unit
No. 3.

(5) Factoriai coinposition.-The navigator score of Technical Vocab-
ulary Test, CESOS.), was analyzed in three different batteries having
a total N of 3,638. Its only significant loading is on the verbal factor
(weighted nican of 0(74), and so it appears to be a pure verbal-ability
test. Other factors that appeared in these analyses but on which the navi-
gator score had iiiconsequential loadings are mechanical experience, per-
ceptual speed, numcrica!, psychomotor coordination, general reasoning,
viVuaizatica, slxatJ. relationr, and length estimation. The weighted mean
of the con.uunilitics of the n.avigator sc.ore in these three batteries is 0.67.
For a full descr"ptoar oi the fac-L'iall c!mpositiotn of this test, see appm-
dix B.
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(6) Validity.-Because this test was used in the classification battery,
extensive validity data are available for it. Table 14.16 gives typical
validation results for air-crew and technical specialties. Table 14.17
shows validation data against the criteria of seven navigator grades. For
comparison, validation data are given for tlfc pilot and bombardier scores
for the same sample and criteria. It is apparent that the test provides a
satisfactory navigator-selection score, and since it correlates so slightly
with bombardier and pilot criteria, it is also a good classification test.
TA^LZ 14.17.- Validity data for pilot, bombardier and navigator scores of Technical

Vocabulary CE505C, against the criteria of navigation grades_

Grade Score ,

Dead reckoning (ground school) .......................... P 0.09 0.13
D .15 .23
N .21 .36

Celestial navigation (ground school)....................... P -. 01 .AS
B .10 .17
N .08 .22

Dead rekoning (flight) ................................. P .01 .05
B .04 .09
N .00 .10

Celestial navigation (fliltht) ............................. . P .03 .08
B .02 .09
N .04 .17

Meteorologyr......................................... P .09 .14
B .13 .20
N J4 .44

Military ..................... P -. 03 .00
B .02 .05
N .OS .12

Final composite ................. ...................... P .04 .11D .11 .20
N .As .31

, For a sample of trainees in liondo classes 43-10 through 43-1S. For the bombardier score,
a samnple of 426 examinees tested at Psychological Research Units Nos. I and 2 was used. For
the other scores, the sample comprised 463 examinees from Psychological Research Units No&
1, 2, and 3.

S Assumed unrestricted stanine standard deviation not reported. All r's are product-moment
correlations.

(7) Part-score intcrcorrelations.-The three scores intercorrelate as
follows: rpm = 0.20, rpg = 0.34, rmy = 0.54. Here it is satisfying to find
that the two scores (pilot and navigator) most valid for their own spe-
cialties, and at the same time fairly reliable, correlate so little with each
other. This makes the two tests excellent classification as well as selection
instruments.

Evaluatlon.-Some of the defects noted in the Technical Vocabulary
Test, CESOSC, are as follows:

(a) The reliability of the bombardier score is so low that it is of
questionable value for classification purposes, even when it carries a
small percentage of the weight in a composite score.

(b) The bombardier score overlaps the navigator score so much (r1 ,
approaches 1.00 when corrected for attenuation) that a separate score
has little meaning other than deviation due to sampling errors. Its load-
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7,

Sing on the aviation-interest (actor does indicate, however, that it is not

functionally identical with the navigator score.
In view of these considerations, the Technical Vocabulary Test was

revised, in the process of which the bombardier score was dropped, and
the title was changed to General Information Test, CES05D.

The pilot validities to be expected from the factorial configurations
of the three scores are 0.13, 0.11, and 0.19, respectively, for bombardier,
navigator, aad pilot sections. Averages of obtained pilot validities are
0.12, 0.09, and 0.21, respectively. The clos-ness of predicted to obtained
pilot validities indicate that the full reasons ior the latter are known in
terms of common factors.

General Information Test, CES05D

This test, a revision of the Technical Vocabulary Test, CESOSC, is
designed to measure various types of background information -s an in-
dication of interests suitable for training as a pilot or navigator.

Description. (1) Internal characteristics.-The revision, besides de-
leting the bombardier section of the earlier test, extends the pilot section'
to 60 items, with revision of certain items. The navigator items were left
unchanged. The resulting test thus consists of 60 pilot and 40 navigator
items. The added pilot items are more concerned with background sports
and hobbies than with flying experience. The following item illustrates
the new type of material. The other items are of the types illustrated in
connection with test CES05C.

On most motorcycles, the throttle is operated by:
A. Pressing a lever on the handle bar.
B. Depressing a foot pedal.
C. Turning one of the handle grips.
D. Depressing a foot pedal for quantity and turiMg.

E. Don't know.

(2) Administration.-The time allowed for the test is 36 minutes.
and the 3 parts are separately timed. After 14 minutes all examinees are
instructed to go on to part I1 (items 40-78), even if they h.ve not fin-
ished part I (items 1-39), and after 28 minutes they are instnrcted to
go on to part III.

(3) Scoring.-The test is scored both for pilot items and navigator
items. T7he score is the number of right responses. For certain items
which had been found to bear a negative relationship to pilot success,
the incorrect responses in terms of truth or fact are all keyed as rights.

Statistical results (pilot score).-Results will be presented for the
pilot score only, since the navigator score is identical with that of form
CE505C.

@Developed in the Offne of the Air Surreon. Headquarters, AAF. Chief airlbutiit
Tech./Sgi. Robert L. Blake, Capt. Frederkhk . Davis, &ad Capt. D..W L S•5.e.
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(1) Distribution statistics.-Using a sample of 3,000 unclassified avi-
Ation students (tested at all three Research Units), a mean of 34.7 and
a standard deviation of 6.4 were obtained for the pilot score.

(2) Reliability coefficient.-A corrected reliability coefficient of 0.87
was obtained by the odd-even method on a sample of 1,500 unclassified
aviation students. This is a satisfying improvement over the reliability
for CESOSC pilot score (ri=approximately 0.80).

(3) Factorial comrosition.--Gencral Information Test, CE50SD, was
analyzed in the July 1943 classification battery. The pilot score has k'id-
ings of 0.38 on the pilot interest factor, 0.35 on the verbal factor, and
0.30 on the mechanical-experience factor. It has negligible loadi:gs on
the perceptual-speed, numerical, spatial-relations, psychomotor-coordina-
tion, and general-rcasoning factors. This represents a slight improvement
in the intended directions-less verbal variance and more pilot-interest
variance. Its communality with the other tests in the battery is 0.43. For a
full description of the factorial composition of this test, see appendix B.

(4) Validity.-Table 14.18 gives the validity of the pilot score for
pilot training.

Tnmi 14.1&- Validity data for General Information, CE.S5OD (pilot score),
graduation-elimination criteri..

Grmp N, Pe Me Me SD, rs*. r&#.'

Pilots In primar7 training . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.779 0.88 35.37 3167 630 0.23 OS

l'dots throub advanced training ........ 7.264 .78 .............. .. 0 A..

'Corrected to an unrestricted $tanine standard deviation ofn 101.
I'n clas 44L Tested at Psychological Reeam. Units No. 1, 2, and X.

Eva-luation.-The revis~ons made in the pilot section of this test had
the effect of increasing its validity roughly from 0.21 to 0.24. Its most
important loadings are on the pilot-interest and mechanical-experience
factors. The loading in the pilot-interest factor indicates the value of
the test as a measure of izitermt and motivation. The pilot validity to
be expected from the known factors is 0.20. Since the expected and ob-
tained pilot validities are not far apart, we may conclude that all valid
factors in the test probably arc accounted for. The presence of the ver-
bal variance, even in reduced amount, is of some concern, since this has
slight negative validity for the pilot

The navigator section of the test is the sanie as in test CE505C, and
it continued to yield good results. It was decided to drop the navigator
section of the test in the next revision (CESOSE), however, for the
following reasons:

(a) The only significant variance in the navigator score is due to tlhe
verbal factor, which is adkquate!y measured by other tests in the bat-
tery, e. g., Reading Comprehension Test, C1614.

(b) Mathematics Test, C.7702E, correlates slightly higher with ex-
pressed preference for navigation training (r=0.59) than does the
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navigator score of General Information, CESOSD (r=0.55). This indi-
cates that if it is navigation interest that is to be measured by the infor-
mation test (factorial results fail to exhibit such a factor), th:n the
mathematics test measures it at least as well, and possibly better.

General Information Test, CESOSE'

When the tests to be included in the November 1943 Classification
Battery were selected, it was decided to construct a new Ceneral Infor-
mation Test to replace form CE50SD. Accumulated data indicated that
items of the following types should be included;

(1) Aviation-information items of the kinds used in General Infor-
mation Test. CESOSD.

(2) Flying-information items developed and validated at Psychologi-
cal Research Unit No. 1.

(3) Driving-information items of the type developed and validated at
Psychological Research Units No. 1 and No. 3.

(4) Mechanical-information items developed and validated at Psy-
chological Research Unit No. 3 (the Mechanical Information Test,
C1905A, having been removed from 'he classification battery).

(5) Technical-vocabulary items dcveloped ane validated at Head-
quarters, Army Air Forces, Office of The Air Surgeon,

(6) Sports-and-hobbies items developed and validated at Psychologi-
cal Research Unit No. 1 and at Headquarters, Army Air Forces, Office
of The Air Surgeon.

Selection of itemr.-When the items for the final form of Test
CESOSE were selected, a number of considerations in addition to the
anticipated relative sizes of the beta weights were taken into account.
Among them were the sizes of the standard deviations of groups of the
five kinds of items, the general specifications for the test, and the amount
of reliable validity data for the five kinds of items.

The selection o! individual items was done, so far as possible, on the

basis of individual it,:m-validity coefficients and difficulty indices. Items
having the highest validity coefficients and the most appropriate difficulty
indices were used. A valid item was not dchsen, however, unless the
median validity coefficient of all the items of its type was positive. One

objective was to use as many valid items as possible at the level of ability

represented by the cut-off point for pilot sc-ection by the classification
battery. Another aim was to minimize the invercorrclations of the indi-

vidual items by utiliz:ng items covering a wide range of topics.
SDeveloped 

MS Psir( OialItct R 1tf hrcb Us;# No. 3. COief c.w e.,: COL F1ndeulb a

Davis and Cart. t •o d IG.aunpl•rt
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Description. (1) Internal characteristics.-nTe test is divided into
three parts. Part I contains 25 aviation-interest items and has an admin-
istration time of 10 minutes; part II contains 32 flying-information items
and has an administration time of 12 minutes; and part III contains 43
items of mechanical information, driving information, and sports and
hobbies participation, and requires 14 minutes for administration.

-Five sample items are shown below, exemplifying the areas of avia-
tion interest, sports and hobbies, mechanical information, driving infor-
mation, and flying information, in order.

Which one of the f lluwing is most commonly used to train pilots on the ground?
A. The Waco Trainer.
B. The Ryan Trainer.

C. The Fairchild Trainer.
D. The White Trainer.

E. The Link Trainer.

The strongest type of construction in skis is called:
A. Concave top.
B. Flattop.
C. Ridge top,
D. Roof top,
FE DoAt know.

With pressure on the starter switch, the starting motor run- smoothly, but n, con-
tact is made between the starting motor and the engine. The most probable cause of
the trouble is that:

A. The armature of the starting motor is loose.
1. The brushes in the starting motor are not making contact with the comma-

tator.
C The Bendix spring is broken.
D. A fuse is blown.
E. The ignition coil is not functioning properly.

If you were dtiving along ;t 50 nreks per hour and the right front tire blew out,
it would be best to tighten your hold on the steering wheel and:

64-A Stcp lightly on the brake pedaL
64-B Step hard on the brake pedal.
64-C Turn the wheels slightly to the right.
64-D Disengge the clutch and let the car coast to a standstill.

64-E aurM off the ignition and let the car roll to a standstill in gear.

Using too much botterm rudder in a steep turn will cause the plane to:

A. Slip.
B. Stall.
C. Gain altitude rapidly.

D. Perform a spiral.
F. Don't know.
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(2) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4. The test is scored
only for pilots.

Statistical results. (1) Distribution staiislics,-Distribution statistics
were obtained for both pre-CTD (College Training Detachment) and
post-CTD groups, and are presented in table 14.19. The students while
in college detachments received as much as 10 hours of flying experi-
ence. This would account for the difference in mean score, at least in
part.

TADz 14.19.- Distribution statistics for unclassified vatlion students on GCeffd
Information Test, CE5O0E

Grtop N M SD

Pre-coiteges ....................... I
Tested at Psychological Research Units Not.. 2, Z and 3 with the November 1949 lattery.

$Tested at IMedical and Psyehological Ezamsaing Units No& 4 to 10 lchasudie.

* (2) Internal consistency.-Since the test is composed of five types of
items, a single item-analysis based on total score would be meaningless.
Five separate item-analyses, therefore, were made, correlating items
with the total score of the group to which the item belongs. The item
statistic used was flanagan's r (1). The data are presented in table
14.20.

TlAIL 14.20&- Data on internal €onsistexey for tyfes of items of General In! eni
lion Teas, CE505E based on a samle of 740 cldassid Pilot
T~t of items .number et items M, SD, Itst of 0,

in eterbos K S

Aiation infeormada ................ 38 0642 M6 0.60-04~rt ad Ihobbles .................. 14 .44 .0A .jo-,5
hav4 al inforlttl. .............. 16 1.5 .19 J -.14

Driving inforatiom ................ 12 .44 .10 .3 -.4
Fly-ng heformati . .................. 1 . 19 .41 .09 Jl-M4

I Tested at Psychloogical Mebearclt Unit No. 3 in November 194I.

The five parts are seen to be quite homogeneous internally. The small
number of items in each part enhances the apparent homogeneity, how-
ever, and it is difficult to tell how much to attribute to the spurious part-
whole correlation.

The five part scores were intercorrclated, and the correlation coeffi-
cients were corrected for restriction of range resulting from selection
on the pilot stanine. These data are given in table 14.21. There is there-
fore considerable heterogeneity as between typeS of items.
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TABuz 1421.- Intercorretlations of jfive art-scores of General Information Test,

CES05E, corrected for restriction of range' for a sample of 740 classified pilots

1 2 3 4 5

1. Avstion information ........... .. 0.16 0.42 0.24 0.49

I Sports and bobbies ............. 0.14 .... .32 .26 .11

3. Mechanical information ......... .42 .32 .... .47 .30

4. Driving information ............ .,24 .26 .47 .... .18

S. Flying information ............. ..49 .18 .30 .18 ....

I Assuming an unrestricted Ptandard deviation of 2.00 for the pilot stanine.

(3) Reliability coefilcient.-Two reliability estimates are given in
table 14.22.

TABL.E 14.22.-Reliability estimates for General Information Test, CESOSE, based

uport samples ci unclassificd aviation students

Type Nrofi

Odd.even ........... ................ . 000 0.77 0,87

Matched halves ................. 30W .75J

a Tesqed •t Medical and PNychoto,•.cal Examining Unit No. 7.

I Tested at Medical and Psychological Ea-mining Unit N.. 10.

(4) Difficulty.-IThe difficulty level of items in the test is indicated by
a mean proportioa of correct responses of 0.48. corrected for chance
success. The proportions r ange from 0.02 to 0.99, with a standard devia-
tioni of 0.25. These data are based upon results for 450 unclassified
aviation students (pre-college), tested at Psychological Researdh Unit
No. 3 in October 1943.

(5) Factorial com position.-The highest loadings fcr this test are
on the mechanical-experience (0.53), verbal (0.43), and perceptual-
specd (0.29) factors, in a battery in which spatial-relations, psycho-
motor-coordination, numerical, mathemalics-background, social-science-
background, and kinesthetic-motor factors are also found.

No pilot-interest factor was isolated in this analysis. The communality
in this battery (Nov'cmber 19-3) is 0.65. The matrix oi which this test
was a part presented many difficulties, and the factorial solution is not
entirely satisfactory. These results, therefore, must be taken with some
reservations. For a full d.scription of the factorial composition of this
test, see appendix B.

(6) Valitity-.Validity data art available both for total score and part
scores. Table 14.23 gives validity for total score for pilots, WASPs,
air mechanics, and arnmmcnt trainees, and table 14.24 gives validities of
the part scores and the total score for pilots.
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T~t• 14.24.- Validity data for the ive part-scores' of General Informwin Test,
C'!'.505F, for elementary pilot training

[1,V.-1.076, P,--91
Scale No. of i . S, r#oe

items fle e S m 'too ,rS, r

I. Aviation information ... 35 20.26 18.61 5.73 0.Is 0.25
2. VS s and hobic .... 13 .49 3.26 2.18 .06 .13
3. Mchnical iniormation 20 9.53 8.76 4.46 .10 .21
4. Ucivins informatioe ... 12 4.55 3.95 2.26 .14 .21
S. Flying information .... 20 12.74 11.92 2.94 .iS .23
6. Toet &core ........... 100 50.62 46.50 11.92 .18 .30

s The,, pat.-, c Accrc ,tained after eleven of the items had been reclassified from one part
to amnuther un the b;-is uf correlatili each item with the five part scores.

SCorrectedq to an unrc-twl c starnint satd.ard deviation of 1.83.
8 Te.ite. at 1)ychuloitical Rcbeuach Unit No.. . Class ot reported.

Eraluation.-The revisions incorporated in this form raised its valid-
ity for pilots to approximately 0.32. Ic is clear that General Information
Test, CES03E, is a highly valuable test in the classification battery. Its
validity for pilot training is exceeded by few tests. Since it is a complex,
tailor-made test, however, its usefulness is restricted largely to the pur-
pose for which it was constructed.

Its pilot validity is not by any means fully accounted for by its load-
ings in the mechanical and perceptual factors, though much of it must
be so allocated. The pilot-interest factor, which appeared in both fore-
runners of this test, must have been increased in weight, perhaps to as
much as 0.50, judging by the facts. Its present mechanical variance (28
percent, if correctly estimated) is much too high, and that variance is
abundantly covered by other tests in the classification battery.

General Information Test, (E50SF

This test is a revision of form CE,505E.
Informal job analyses of combat flying led to the conclusion that in-

creasing the unumber of sports-and-hobbies items (csp-rially those nega-
tively kcyed), and the number of mechanical-information items would
make the test more prognostic of combat success by enhancing variance
in an assLned factor of masculinity-femininity.

Description. (1) Internal characlerisiics.-Part I contains 50 items
of aviation interest and flying infonna!ion, and part II contains 60 items
of sports-;nid-hobbics participation. Six mechanical-information items
borrowed from the M-chalical-lnformation test, C1905B, are included
in the general information score.

(2) Adinin isiration.--The examinee is told that if ae completes part
I before time is up, he rmay continue with part II. If he has not com-
pletcd part I wheit time is up, he is to go on to part II at that time. The
time is 20 minutes for each part.

(3) Scorang.-The score is <*mply the number of positively weighted
responses. For items where the correct response has negative validity

0 Devdoped at Pzyz oaiýEra1 Peteach Unit Me.. . C•et e.traaaon: CiL Almen A. CAs.
LldCK Jr. 14. Dai4 It. je]ks,%, anl PVL J.ames A. Walber.
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(inusic, current events, etc.), any mislead is considered the right an-

swer.

Stalistical results.-This test was constructed and administered late

in the war (beginning September 194-1), and so only distribution statis-

tics are available.
(1) Distribution statistlics.-Using a sample of 470 unclassified avia-

tion students tested in July 1944 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3,

a mean of 69.9 and a standard dcvintion of 10.6 were obtained.

General Information, CE50FX2, GX2 9

These forms consist of 189 items of flying information. They were

administered to unclassified aviation students and will form a nool of

pre-validatcd items for use in future revisions of the flying-infornation

section of General Information, CES0SF. The items in Part I of each

form have only one correct answer. The items of Part I1 may have

several correct answers. Two sample items are presented:

From Part I:
Coordination exercises require:

A. Spirals.
B. Power-off stalls.
C. Pylon eights.
D. Slips.
E Skids.

From Part II:

An autogiro will:
A. Bar.'
B. Roll
C Yaw.
D. Pitch.
E Spim

Statistical reundl. The GX2 form was administered to 3,000 unclas-

sified aviation students. Statistical results were not avnilable at the time

of this writing. The following results .re available for the FX2 form,

for examinees tested in April and May 1944 at Psychological Research

Unit No. 3.
(1) Reliability coefficicnt.-By the alternate-forms method, an esti-

mat,.d reliability coc-Ricient of 0.84. corrected for length, was obtained.

This figure is based on a sample of 927 unclassified aviation students.

(2) Test t-lidity.--A sample of 928- pilots yielded a biscrial correla-

tion of 0.37, corrected for restriction of range, between performance in

this test and the graduation-elimination criterion in primary training.

The mean score for graduates wa- 63.86, for eliminees 58.26, and the

standard deviation for both combined was 1205. Of this sample, 79

percent ,as graduates, 'nd the standard deviation assumed for the un-

restricted pilot stanine distribution was 2.00.

S DItI D PL~ *t P'rv.lac&&i Reo zl Unigre .3 hr cUi.ltiri: NLL Cku FiL Dar-

thike i,. Wdkam M. LL,%ya.
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General Information, CE5051'X3, GX1 10

Trhesc tests cons;ist of 126 aviation-interest items. The questions con-
cern airplancE, tactics, airplane idecntification, etc. They were adininis-
tired to unclafssificd aviation sttudents to providle it backlog of validated
items to bc used in future rev'isions of the aviation-interest section of
General Information, CE5O5F.

Statistical resudts.-The GX1 form was administered to 3,000 unclas-
sified aviation students. Statistical results wcre not available at the time
this volume wvas being wvr'tten. The following results were available for
the FX3 form, for piluts in class 44J, originally tested at Psychological.
Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Reliability coe/ficient.-By the odd-even method, an estimated re-
liability coefficient of 0.81, corrccted for length, was obtained. This fig-
ure is based on a samiple of 939 classified pilots. The score used wvas
rights only.

(2) Test validity.-A sample of 927 pilots yielded a biserial correla-
tion of 0.29, corrected for restriction of range, against the graduation-

elimination cr~tcrion in primiary training. The mean score for graduates
was 40.51, for eliminces 37.22, and the standard deviation for both corn-
biiied was 9.06. Of this samnple, 68, percent was graduates, and the stand-
ard deviation assumed for the unrestricted pilot stanine distribution
was 2.00.

General Information, CE5OSGX8 ~

This test consists of 65 items designed to assess knowl~edge of avia-
tion1 slang. The slang terms arc those that would be used on the flight
line or in publications on flying. The test was administered to 3,000 un-
classified aviation students and wvill be used as a backlog of prevalidated
itemis for future revis.*ois of the aviation-interest section of General In-
formation, CE5OSE. Twvo typical itemps are:

* ~"Umbrella men"' are:
A. Glider pilots.
B3. Autogiro p!;-ts.
C. Trinsport pilotls.
1). Pararcopers.
E. Men who have bailed out.

A nuickey" is:
A. A supercharger.
B3. An aerial radar unit.
C. A Sperry turn-bank.
D. A pressurized cabin.
F.- A droppablc gas tank.

* constructed at Psy chological Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributors: Cpl. Albert A. Can.
fied~. )r.. T/Sgt. Sanford J. 'lock.

" Developed at Psycliological Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributors: Cpl. Leland D.
Broikaw "n (p1. Robert E. Lambert.
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Evaluation of General Information Tests

Validities for the tests in this section indicate that the amount of
knowledge and information about flying acquired prior to air-crew train-
ing is a valid indicator of the background and interest conducive to suc-
cess in flying training. Analysis showed gcneral-inlormation tests to be
factorially complex. In addition to variance in the mechanical-experi-
ence and verbal factors, they contained a pilot-interest factor. This was
particularly true of the pilot score which was based on questions of (1)
flying information, (2) aviation information, (3) sports and hobbies, and
(4) driving information. The pilot-interest component of the test proved
to be as valid a contributor, perhaps slightly more so, as a measure of
motivation for flying training than direct expressions of strength of
interest in flying (see ch. 26). Assuming the validity of the pilot-interest
factor to be 0.25 (see table 28.17), and the loading of this factor in the
test to be 0.50, the factor's contribution to the test validity would be the
product of these two values, or 0.125. The validity of self-ratings of
pilot interest are generally less than that.

The navigator score was less useful, because it seemed to be duplicat-
ing information obtained from mathematics and verbal-test scores.

The bombardier score proved to be too unreliable to be useful for
predictive purposes and seemed to contribute nothing unique.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
(1) Flanagan, J. C. A Table of the Values of the Product-Monent Coefficient of

Correlation in a Normal Bivariate Population Corresponding to Given Pro.
portions of successes, New York, Privately printed, 1936.
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ClIAPTER FIFTEEN__ _

Perceptual Tests'

PERCEPTUAL REQUIREMENTS OF AIR.CREW DUTIES

Even a superficial acquaintance with the duties of the bombardier,
navigator, and pilot tempts one to speculate that perceiving-the appre-
hension of objects and events as present and going oil now (I)--is an ac-
tivity basic to successful air-crew performance. The specification of the
important and statistically independent perceptual abilities, however,
which would have made possible an economical and searching investiga-
tion of the area, was lacking. In the absence of such systematic knowl-
edge, the direction of perceptual research was (dtermined in large part
by both formal and informal job analyses. Of these, perhaps the most
important analysis, historically speaking, was that of the faculty-board
proceedings in the elimination of 1,000 aviation students from further
elementary pilot training. This analysis was the source of the classifica-
tion of perceptual tests, and thus provided the basic framework for test
research and construction in this area.

The reasons for elimination4 stated in the proceedings were placed,
upon analysis, into four categories: Coordination and technique, intel-
ligence and judgment, personality and temperament, and alertness and
observation. The latter category was taken to coincide with the area of
perception. Statements subsumed under this category were found in 70
percent of the eliminations.

The break-down of this gross category of alertness and observation
provided the coding system for perceptual test construction. In the list
that follows, the first six coded categories and definitions are taken from
the published analysis of the faculty-board proceedings; the last two
categories were added later. Each perceptual tcst-cdxle symbol begins
with the letters CP followed by a three-place number in one of the fol-
lowing groups.

100. Visualization of flight course.-Ability to "get out of the cock-
pit" and fly the plane with reference to the horizon and reference points.
as shown by the ability to handle ground pattern work. maintain constant
altitude, control the direction of the plane, make turns of the desired
amount, etc.

I Written by Capt. o0ht L. L•ter.
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200. Estimation of speed and distance.-Ability to make such esti-
mates of speed, distance, and altitude as are required in flying a course,
flying in formation, gliding, landing, etc.

300. Sense of sustentation.-Ability to sense support or lack of sup-
port of the airplane, and thus detect slips, skids, or the approach of a
stall.

400. Divisien of att'•cnicn.-Ability of the pilot to remnain alert and
observant of thihsgs around hin, while flying and at the same time attend
to all the necessary details anti carry on all the different activities neces-
sary for precise flying.

500. Orientation. -Ability to find one's correct geographic position
by the use of any available means, such as familiar reference points that
arc visible on the ground, identification of the area below as it is repre-
sented on charts or maps, etc.

600. Speed of decision and reaction.-Ability to thirik quickly, to make
rapid decisions, or to respond with speed and precision when the situa-
tion demands.

700. Auditory discrimination.

800. Form perceptiox.

Data on the relatime importance of these categories for bombardiers,
navigators, and pilots may be found in chapter 1, where it may be seen
that perceptual abilities, in general, stand rather high on the lists of
required abilities, both in training and combat.

The critical reader may well question why this list, the result of one
early job analysis, was accorded such a prominent place in the program
of test construction. It is derived fronm a series of comments made by
psychologically naive board members, which were later ordered into a
list with some psychological meaning. Its defects as a contribution to a
systematic psychology of perception are obvious. The list did have, how-
ever, two great advantages. First, it provided a clue to important per-
ceptual activities, tests of which had some promise of validity; and
second, it was broad and permissive, providing a flexible if not rigorous
scheme of classification. In a time when test construction could not await
the detailed job-analysis findings of psychologically informed investiga-
tors, these advantages were sufficient to justify the itse of these early
findings in outlining a program of test construction.

AN OVER.ALL VIEW OF PERCEPTUAL TEST CONSTRUCTION
Without ant icipating the detailed discussion to follow, subarea by

subarea and test by test, it seems desirable to provide an over-all view
of test-construction activity in the field of perception.

It should be noted, first of all, that no tests were constructed in the
important areas of sensory psychology. Visual and auditory capacities
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were the concern of the medical officer, and while civilian research psy-
chologists made important contributions to the field, military psycholo-
gists devoted their attention to nonsensory problems.

The coded categories set forth in the preceding paragraphs served as
the basic framework, as has been stated, for perceptual test construc-
tion. In the chapters to follow, however, an uneven distribution of effort
over these categories is apparent. Systematic considerations and relative
promise of high validity account for some of this inequality of effort,
of course, but it is due mainly to the fact that test-construction activity,
especially in the later phases of the program, was dirccted primarily by
validation returns and by factor-analysis results.

As an example of uneven distribution of effort, it was discovered very
early that a simple speed test of the ability to match airplane silhouettes
was moderately valid for clementary pilot training. This test, Speed of
Identification, quite obviously resembled the Identical Forms test of L. L.
Thurstone, a test which was known to be heavily saturated with a per-
ceptual-speed factor. It was assumed, and quickly proved in later factor
analyses, that the Speed of Identification test was indeed a quite pure
measure of the perceptual-speed factor, and almost no further work was
done on the test until the very end of the program when a new test,
without face validity, was constructed for comparative purposes.

On the other hand, tests sampling spatial abilities were a focus of
interest during the entire period of activity in test construction and re-
search. They were known to be valid, but no very pure measures ex-
isted. It eventually became clear that at least two spatial factors were
involved. Efforts to define these reference abilities more sharply and
to determine their validities were still being made at the end of the war.

The organization of the chapters in this section of the volume does
not completely follow the coding system. Visualization tests, for example,
do not appear at all, since it seemed that they suited an intellectual Clas-
sification better. The chapter headings represent a compromise between
the des;re for classification according to primary refermnce abilities and
the present need for a priori classifications in areas yet unexplored with
the tool of factor analysis.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERCEPTUAL TEST DEVELOPMENT

In the original division of research responsibility in the Aviation Psy-
chology Program, a perceptual research unit was activated in April
1942, at the headquarters of the AAF Training Comitand. This unit
constructed both motioni picture and prinmed aptitude tests for air crew.
In Octobe'r 1943, the res.xpnsibility for these two niedia was divided. A
psychological test filn unit was activated to continue research with nio-
tion pictures, and the responsibility for printed tests of perceptual abili-
ties was transferred to Psychological Research Unit No. 3. In November
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1944, with the deactivation of Psychological Research Unit No. 3 and

the transfer of its personnel to Psychological Research Unit No. 2, the
responsibility for all printed air-crew aptitude tests was assigned to the
latter unit. Research on perceptual tests was also carried on by those
concerned with the construction of the AAF Qualifying Examination.'

BIBLIOGRAPHY

(1) Bentley. M., The New Field of Psychology, New York, D. Appleton-Century
Co., 1934.

I For a report of this activity. see Report No. 6 of this series. There will be no descriptive
treatment in this volume of the perceptual tests constructed for the Qualifying Examination.
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C1IAPTER SIXTHEEN__ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _

Perceptual Speed Tests'

RATIONALE FOR PERCEPTUAL SPEED TESTS

General Statement

The study of perception is traditional in the history of experimental
psychology. In fact, probably no phase of human be-havior has been so
extensively examined in experimental laboratories. WVhile the known
facts concerning the perception of normal human individuals are nu-
merous, the analysis of perceptual activities into fundamental abilities
and the measurement of individual differences in those abilities has not
kept pace with laboratory studies. Only in recent years has the factor-
analysis approach been brought to bear upon the description of separate
and distinct abilities in this area.

It does not lie within the scope of this volume to present a review of
the work done before the war. It is desirable, however, owing to the
fact that the treatment of perceptual tests in this volume is tied up with
factorial considerations, to refer briefly to certain previous factorial in-
vestigations.

Early Factor Studies
Perhaps the most objective attempt to isolate and to classify the vari-

ables involved in perception can be found in Thurstone's work. From
a matrix of intercorrelations of 56 psychological tests, he extracted and
named seven "primary" factors, one of which was labeled perceptual
(factor P). A study of the tests saturated with fictor P "indicated that
the perceptual factor might consist in a facility to perceive detail even
when it is buried among perceptual distractors .... The characteristic
that seemed to be common . . ? was the rradiness to discover and to
identify perceptual details' (I). This hypothesis was suttpirted by the
results of a subsequent analysis, usilig 22 tests taken from the original
56, plus 9 new tests prepared especialy to help dc(ine the perceptual
flctor (2).

In another study (3), Tliurstomi. anialyzed the relationship of 43 in-
di'ihuallv-adziiinistered laboratory tc.,ts, each of which was desigued to
tieasure some aspect of pcrccption. Scvcral new factors were idcntified
as perceptual in nature. TFhecse indi, le,l: Speetd andl stmngdt of closure

Written by S/Sgt. Wtayne S. Zimmerma.
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-the ability to hold figures in mind without losing their identity or
shape; geometric illusion-the ability to resist the effect of certain geo-
metric illusions; reversal in perception-the tendency to see rapid alter-
nating effects; and freedom from Gestaltbindung--flexibility in manipu-
lating several more or less irrelevant or conflicting Gestalts.

Perceptual Speed In Aviation Psychology
Analysis of the reports of pilot instructors revealed that in 14 per-

cent of all student failures studied a lack of speed in making decisions
and in reacting was mentioned as a cause for elimination. The trait of
"speed of decision and reaction" was described as the ability to think
quickly, to inake rapid decisions, and to respond with speed and preci-
sion when the situation demands. Some typical comments by the in-
structors regarding eliminated students were: "Siow to think and act in
the air," "suffers from indecision," "unable to make rapid decision,"
"choice of fields slow and unsatisfactory," and "slow reaction time."
No specific mention was made of speed of perceiving or apprehending
a path or a pattern, or of speed of distinguishing meaning'ul visual
detail, although the lack of such abilities may be partially responsible for
remarks such as those just cited.

In the report of student failures referred to in the preceding para-
graph, lack of judgment was the most frequently listed cause of elimi-
nation. To what degree evaluations of judgments as good or poor depend
upon quickness of decision is not known. It is reasonable to assume,
however, that slowness in pecception is a contributing factor.

Tests that were found to measure perceptual speed are described and
discussed in this chapter under the subheadings (1) Speed of Appre-
hending Perceptual Detail, and (2) Clerical Speed.

TESTS OF SPEED IN APPREHENDING PERCEPTUAL DETAIL

Tests described within this group have in common problems that ap-
pear to demand the rapid visual perception of detail or the recognition
of similarities and differences. A comparison of form and desigli and
an identification of patterns or details that may be buried among per-
ceptual distractors are involved. The individual items are simple; a good
score depends almost entirely upon the' rapidity with which the exami-
nec can perceive the details.

Speed of Identification, CP610A'

This test was designed to measure speed and accuracy of form per-
ception. The speed with which identical airplane silhouettes can be iden-
tified by quickly noting dilTerences and similarities of form was be-
lieved to be indicative of the prospective air-crew member's ability to

' Developed at the Office -i The Air Surgeon. Ilfeadquartetl Army Air 7erc,•. CIitt cow
tribuwtor: L.A. CL i'.ul M. Vitt* and StiLf
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perform rapidly the task of identifying vnvmy aircraft, taking instru-
ment readings, nolinig airplane altitude5. recognizing landmarks, and
accomplishing othlwr activities demanding speed and prccision of per-
ception.

Descriptlion.-The test sheet is divided into 12 panels. On the left in
each panel are silhouettes of four airplanes. On the right are silhouettes
of five airplanes, four of which are identical with the four on the left
and one of which is different. The planes at the right are rotated, in a
haphazard manner, intc different positions than those at the left. For
each plane on the left, the examinee must find the matching one on the
right. The test is printed directly on an IBM answer sheet. Under each
plane in the left of a panel are answer spaces marked A, B, C, D, and F.
The five planes on the right are labeled A, B, C, D, and E to correspond.
Thus, if plane B on the right is identical with the top plane on the left,
that top plane should have space B blackened below it.

(1) Intertal characieristics.-A practice-test sheet is provided, con-
taining one panel of four recorded, but unscored, practice items. The
test contains 12 panels, with a total of 48 recorded and scored items
printed on 2 sides of an IBM! answer sheet.

(2) AdJninistration.-After the directions are read and the signal to
begin the test is given, the perforated directions sheet is torn away from

iA

A 83 C DC

A 8 C D E

":A "'1.' "'•- 8 "'_'-

FIGURE 18.1
SAMPLE PROBLEM OF SPEED OF IDENTIFICATION,

CP8IOA
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the test sheet by the examinee. Tlie administration timc is 5 minutcs,
while 4 minutes are allowed frir completing the test items, making a total
testing time of 9 nminutts. Practice items are shown in figtre 16.1.

(3) Scoring.-From I Dtect-mber 1942 to 10 July 1943, this t..t was
!scored (R--\-V)/2. Both before and after that peried the scoring form-
ula was R - W.

Statistical rcsilts.-Having been a classification-battery test, Speed of
Identification was extensively analyzed.

(1) Distribution statistics.-Typical examples of distribution statis-
tics are given in table 16.1. TV-. distribution curves are negativcly skewed
and considerably flatter than normal.

TARLY 16.1.- Distribution constants for Speed of Identification, CP610A

Psychological N M SD ScorinM
Group research unit No. formula

Unclassified aviation students I. 2. 3 3.000 33.3 7.3 R-W
Do ...................... 2 1.520 25.6 6.9 R-W
Do ....................... 1 2.729 31.3 7.5 R-W

1 1.096 14.9 3.8 (R-W)/2
C1'Latified pilots. I. 2. 3 972 31.6 7.6 R--W
(la%,ificd navigators 3 367 32.6 7.5 R-W
Radio operators$ ........... 1. 2. 3 IS3 14.7 3.9 (R
Armorers' ...................... 120 14.4 3.8 (fR --W/t
,,t' Point cadtIS ............ 2 W8.7 7.2 -

(1la,*s 4tJ and 4&K.
Previously eliminatcd from pilot traaning.

"Class of 1946.

(2) Internal consist'ncy.-The degree of homogeneity of the items is

indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.09, a standard devia-
tion of the phi distribution of 0.09, and a range of values from -0.09
to 0.36. The phi values are low, bccause the test is highly speeded. These
statistics are based upon analysis of the responses of the highest 27
percent and the lowest 27 percent in total score of a group of 700 un-

classified aviation students tested in April 1942 at Psychological Re-

search Unit No. 3.
(3) ReIliability coefficientts.-Several samples yielded the estimates of

reliability gisvcn in table 16.2.

T.An,.E 162.- Rdiablity €oeficifmls for Speed of Identification, CP610A, based
utotn groupi of unclassifi'd atialton situdent

t Type ell r.

1i.O*0 lUhetnute form 'l .............................................. 0.61 0.76
8i1t Trvt-rtr-t (24 hours appozmsatelyY ............ ..... .... . .19

21 ........... 1W................................ ..
'l..........Do'..................................... -'2
712 1Teit irtest (30 day.) ............................ 7

'Tct-l at .N.-S.,al snd isyholthdicJ Eam/in ,n Unit .No. 6L Date of I(teing 0044 ftlortca;

.1.13 re.It-| ',i %lay IS45.
F ". r-lr-rw',t-l l+ t hemt leto Wat se, jrai intoI se,4parartly lifte ted alvri,.

'Tt,,I it I',)0-l.,-al Rrq-ai•h 'nai **. I It JIvAe 194.
* i.t.t a.sMtnt.ta31.n. 4 r•.nutc.. VrOn4 asmiesistration. • m s•lS•uts

1I.,,.l I n., -e ...I - t fli. I mnu test
4 TrIr.J 4 ldoh,. I Hrc-.rsh nt't No. I in Auqsusk 104L.
SFlrti a ' t p.,nistrin. A m"nur; t-. secora imans :+fl. 6 Iinm!esL
*Litrctsmly low coorclattl due to many cadets Anish"ip all items in lite 4 minui¢ retqtL
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(4) Difficulty.-Bascd upon the responses of the above-mentioned
sample of 700 unclassified aviation students, the test yielded a mean pro-
portion of cormxct responses of 0.94, corrected for chance, with a range
from 0.10 to 0.99, and a standard deviation of 0.08.

(5) Factorial composilion.-The most significant loading is in the
perceptual-speed (0WA) factor in which the test is almost pure. The
communality is 0.63. For a full picture of the factorial composition of

this test, see appendix B.
(6) Test validity.-Validation results based on several samples are

given in tables 16 3 to 16.7 inclusive.

TrALE 16.5.- Validity data for Speed of Identification, CP610A, using seven grades
in navw tion training as criteria, for a sample of 463 navigation trainees in Hondo

classes 43-10 through 43-15

Grade I ro I

-'*ad reck- iing (grc.,nd school) .. 0.06 0.11 [[Meteorology ............ 0.09 0.13
Cch st;al navigation (ground school) 0 . Military ........... -. .06
DeaJ reckoning t ........... . ! .14 Final composite .......... .09 .15
Celestial navigation (flight) ........ .08 .12

3 Product moment correlations.
I Assumed unrestricted staninc itandard deviation not reported.

Variatlions.-The B form of Speed of Identification was to have been
a lantern-slide adaptation using the item= of the original test. It was sug-
gested that tachitoscopic exposures would result in a purer measure of
perceptual spee 'an the temporally uncontrolled printed administra-
tion. This slide adaptation was never fully developed, so data to verify
or disprove the hypothesis are n,: vailable.

The C form was prepared for a two-fold purpose: 3 (1) To remove
the possible influence of aviation interest by cuJlstructilng items utilizing
meaningless symbols rather than airplane,, and (2) to reduce the item
difficulty as close to zero as possible in order to provide a pure speed test.

For the purposes of factor analysis, a form of Speed of Identification
was constructed with the response alterr.atives unrotated from their origi-
nal position.4 This version is without a code designation.

Evaluation.-Speed of Identification, CP610A, was used in the c'las-
sific..tion battery from March 1942 to November 1943. It was dropped at
that time, because it became known that Spatial Orientation I measured
perceptual speed nearly as well and, furthermore, was mort_ val>,J for
pilots, due to additional factor content. Speed of Identification was rein-
stated in September 1944 because of a recognition of the fact that it was
the strongest and purest measure of the perceptual-speed factor thus far
construcaed. Although its average primary pilot validity of 0.18 is lower
than that of either Spatial Orientation I or II, its higher loading on the
perceptual-speed factor indicates that practically all of its validity is due

I Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributor: Pfc. Sidney W. FnkEd.
'Constructed at the Psychological Section, Headquarters, AAF Training Command. Fort

Worth, Ta.
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to saturation with this factor. Loadings with other factors (measured
better by other tests) account for the slightly higher validities of Spatial
Orientation I and II.

In an analysis which included both the rotated and nonrotated forms
of Speed of Identification, no significant differences in factor structure
between the two forms were revealed (see table 28.15). It might be ex-
pected that rotation would increase visualization content, and there is
some slight indication that this is so; but apparently the perceptual dif-
ferences in design of the airplanes are sufficiently gross that the examinee
finds it unnecessary to rotate mentally an image of the object in order
to make comparisons. Thus, only speed of perception is involved to a
significant extent.
Pursuit Test, CP414A 5 (Path Tracing, CP512A)

It was thought that some elements of foresight and planning might be
involved in tests like the McQuarrie Path Tracing Test. A modification

of this test was therefore prepared for group-test administration to air-
crew candidates.

Descrition.--Items are arranged in blocks of 10. Down the left-hand
side of each block are 10 numbers, and down the right-hand side of the
block are 10 letters. Each number is connected by an irregularly curved
line to a letter on the opposite side of the block. Thus a maze of lines is
formed. The examinee's task is to trace visually each line from its be-
ginning to its termination and to mark the appropriate letter opposite
the item number on the separate answer sheets.

5 Aeeoe tPyhlg~IRsac ntN.3

2 B

3 C
4 D

5 E
6 F

7 G
8 H_

N " J

FIGURE: 16.2SAMPLE PROBLEMS OF PURSUIT TEST.
CP414 A

,! s$Developed at Psychologic:al Research Unit No. $
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(1) Internal charactcritt;cs.-The Pursuit Test is divided into two
parts, separately assembled. It i3 mimeographed. The Path Tracing test
is the printed version of Part I of the Pursuit Test. The directions con-
tain 10 recorded, but unscored, practice items. Each part of the test con-
tains 80 scored items, in 8 blocks of 10 items each.

(2) Administration.-Answcrs are marked directly on two 15-place
answer sheets. Five miniutes are allowed to complete 80 items. The sam-
ple items are shown in figure 16.2.

Following is part of the directions:
In the example, you will find 10 lines which run across the diagram from 'eft to

right. The beginning of each line is sumbercd. Notice that line I begins in the upper
left corner and ends at the letter It. Opposite item I on your answer sheet blacken
the space und,.r H.

Similarly, notice that line 2 ends at letter J and that line 3 endi at letter D. For
items 2 and 3 on your answer sheet, blaeken the space under J and D respectively.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W.
Statistical resudts.-Data arc available for this test on small samples.

With the exception of the reliability coefficient, all data are for Path
Tracing, or for Part I of the Pursuit Test.

(1) Distribution statistics -Distribution constants are presented in

table 16.8.

TABLE 16.8.- Distribu.ion constants? for Pusu..it Trst, CP414A, and Path Trac.q,
CPSI2A

Form jGroup IN MSD

CP41I4A ........... .Cas~ified pilots' .................... . . 199 461 5 6.8
CPSI2A . .... .Unclas.;ified aviation students. 460 47.JI 7.8

I Scored rights only
I In class 44A. TeQted at Psychological Re".arch Unit No. 3.
I Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in March 194S.

(2) Reliability coeflicients.-By the alternate-fori:is (part I-part II)
method, an estimated reliability coefficient of 0.80, corrected for length,
was obtained. This figure is based on a sample uf 210 unclassified avla-
tion students tested in April 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(3) Factorial composition.-For Path Tracing, rP512A, the most
prominent loadings are in the perceptual-speed (0.51), planning (0.27),
numerical (0.25) and spatial (0.17) factors. The communality is 0.50,
to be compared with the uncorrected reliability of 0.66 for the Pursuit

test. For a full pictruc of the factorial composition of this test, see ap-
pendix B.

(4) Test v'alidity.-Validation results are given ih table 16.9.

TABLE 16.9.- Validity data for Pursuit Test, CP4.4A, and Path Tracing CP512A,
based upon graduation-elintination of piloti in primary training

_______________________ -Psychological

Form Class research p, N, '% Me SD, rol *I',,$
Unit No.

CP414A 44A 3 0.6 199 46.63 45.67 6.44 0.01 .....
CP414A 43J 3. .82 123 41.12 41.12 6.06 -. 0• .
CPS12A 44A. 448. 44C 1 .74 640 47.01 4608 7.56 .14 1W.0l
C11512A I43K .1 3| .87 1 19,6 1 54.60 1 56.38 7.28l I-.13 F ..

I Assuried unrestricted stainine standard dcviation not reportd.
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Evoluation.--The average pilot validity of Pursuit, CP414A, is only
0.09. The factor content of Pursuit is puzzling. In Thurstone's analysis
of 56 tests, Pursuit appeared to be highly saturated with factor S
(space). In a re-analysis by aviation psychologists (not covered in this
report) of 19 of the 56 tests, using the same intercorrelations, the same
factor picture was derived for this test. Results of several subsequent
analyses based on form CPSI2A, however, showed most of its common
variance on the perceptual-speed factor. One rationale advanced to ex-
plain the perceptual content is that speed and accuracy of response is
gained by rapidly perceiving the details of a path. The criss-crossing of
pathways requires considerable close examination and the seeing of pat-
terns in spite of entangling distractors.
Evaluation of Tests of Speed of Apprehend'ng Detail ,1

The similarity of Speed of Identification and Thurstone's Identical
Forms test is substantial evidence for believing that his factor P and
the perceptual-speed factor found in AAF tests are one and the same.
Why the Pursuit test should appear to be primarily a spatial test in one
analysis and a perceptual-speed test in another analysis is not answered.
Evidence that it belongs with perceptual speed rather than with spatial
tests is strongly supported by three separate analyses, each based on data
collected from independent samples. It is possible that this type of test
is very sensitive to minor changes of design; i. e., that alterations in
drafting the pathways may call for distinct functional shifts in the task
of examinees.

Average pilot and navigator validities for Speed of Identification of
0.18, and other evidence, suggest that a conservative estimate for the
validity of the perc2ptual-speed factor would be between 0.15 and 0.20
for both air-crew specialties. These findings bear out the original pre-
diction that measurements of perceptual ability would be a valuable aid
to predicting air-crew success.

CLERICAL SPEED TESTS

Tests described within this group are similar in that the tasks involved
are clerical. No test specifically designed to measure general clerical
ability is iicluded, but the individual problems are similar to or are
related to clerical tasks. The problems include reading graphs, dials,
meters, or tables, and checking, classifying, or filing numbers. Support
for including tests of this nature may be found in the average ratings
made by supervisors of combat teams, which show that on a nine-point
scale, dial-and-table reading has a mean rating of 6.8 for pilots (see
table 1.6). Ratings for combat navigators give dial-and-table reading a
mean rating of 6.6 (see table 1.4).

Graph Reading, CP601B

This test and the. next four tests described in this chapter are Parts
I through V of the Quantitative Perception Tests copyrighted in 1941

3"4
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by the Cooperative Test Service. These tests were adopted and used for
a short time in the classification battery during the first months of test-
ing. When the tests were selected, it was too early in the program fpr
validation data to be available. They were appealing, because the test
items presented tasks that air-crew members were known to encounter
to some extent in their training and in later operations. They were re-
placed by apparently better designed tests of similar content or function
before validation data were known.

Descriplion.-The answers to all of the test problems are read from a
graph on which are drawn two curves. X and Y axes are labeled, and
values are indicated on abscissa and ordinate. Each problem gives either
the X or Y value for one of the curves, and the examinee is required
to determine the other value. Two alternative answers from which the
correct one is selected are provided for each item.

(1) Internal characteristics.-The directions contain one graph from
which the answers to eight items are read. Four of the answers are in-
dicated correctly, and four are recorded by the examinee but are un-
scored. The test contains I graph from which the answers to 52 recorded
and scored items are read.

(2) Administration.-Each examinee receives the special IBM form,
on which are presented both directions and items. The directions are
printed on one hall' of one side of an IBM answer sheet. "he items are
presented on the other half of the page and are arranged so that they
appear upside down while the directions are being read. Thus, the page
must be turned end, for end when the signal to begin the test is given.
This format and procedure apply to the other tests in the series. Three
minutes are allowed to complete the 52 test items. Sample items are
shown in figure 16.3.

YCURV i /I CI I1A

-e II1,1z' _7Y Y

FIGURE 16.3
SAMPLE PROBLEMS Of GRAPH READING,

CP60B
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Following is part of the directiois:

Read the y-values corresponding to the values of x given below for curve I to the
nearest whole nunmbr; repeat for curve If. The spaces under the correct answers

have already bcon t marked in the sample. (See rig. 16.3.)
The correct answers tiay he obtained in ihie following maenner: (i) Find the pi.itnt

on, the x axis (the heavy hloriz/,ntal line marked OX) where x is eqnial to 2; (2)
follow the heavy vertical line up~%ards until you find the point that it crosses curve
I; (3) from this poirnt follow across horizontally to the y axis (the heavy vertical
line marked OY) and read the y value, which is 3 in this case. In the sample, the
answer space under 3 has therefore been marked.

(3) Scoring.-The first scoring fornula was R-3W. It was changed
to R - 2W, and finally to R -- W.

Statisticai results. (1) Distribution statistics.-Typical examples of
distribution statistics are given in table 16.10.

TABLE 16.10.--Distribution constants for Graph Reading, CP6O1B'

Group N M SD

Unclas.ified aviation students' ............................ 1.134 18.3 7.4
Unclassificd aviation students' ............................ 226 16.3 6.2
Classified navigators' ..................................... 365 19.2 6.8
Classified bombardiers ................................... 557 16.4 7.4

a On these samples scoring formulas could not be determined from available data.
lGroup not identified.
I Tested in March and April 1942 at Psychologicsd Research Unit No. 1.
6 Tested in the period Apr. 1 to Aug. 14, 1942. at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(2) Reliability coef/icient.-By the odd-even method, an estimated re-
liability coefficient of 0.70, corrected for length, was obtained using the
scoring formula R-3W. Owing to the fact that the test is highly
speeded, this figure is spuriously high. The estimate is based on a sample
of 226 unclassified aviation students tested at Psychological Research
Unit No. I in March 1942.

(3) Test validity.-Validation results based-on several samples are
given in table 16.11.

Evaluation.-Graph Reading proved to have high validity for naviga-
tors and a moderate validity for ptlots.

The reliability, although low, is acceptable for inclusion in a battery.
The test is comparatively easy to administer and to score.

Meter Reading, CP602B

This is Part II of the Quantitative Perception tests.
Dcscrip•iop,--Each item consists of a diagram of a portion of a meter

with a needle indicating a reading. The examinee is required to read each
dial to tCe nearest whole number. In nearly all items some of the divi-
sions between numbers are removed and the examince must estimate
needle positioIns. Two alternative answers are listed for each item.

(11) Internal charactcristics.-The directions contain five items with
the correct answers already marked and five recorded, but unscored,
practice items. The test contains 50 recorded and scored items.
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(2) Administration.-Each examinee receives a special IBM form on
which both directions and items are printed. Three minutes are allowed
for completion of the test items. Sample items are shown in figure 16.4.

2 3 4

90 6550 2 0 /31014
12 13 86 87 68 69 28 29 48 49

FIGURE 16.4
SAMPLE PROBLEM OF METER READING,

CP602B

(3) Scoring.-The first formula used was R-3W. It was changed to
R - 2W, and finally to R - W.

Statisical results. (1) Distribution statistics..-Typical examples of
distribution statistics are given in table 16.12.

TABRL 16.12.-Distribulion constants forMeter Reading, CP602B'

Group N M SD

Unclassified aviation students* ............................. 234 22.2 10.4
Classificd bombardiersl ................................... 5S7 20.7 10.6
Clasified navigators,............................ o ...... 36S 24.6 10.0

5 On these samples scoring formulas could not be determined from available data.
'Tested in March and April 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. 1.

Tested in the period April I to August 14, 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. L

(2) Reliability coefficient.-By the odd-even method, an estimated
reliability coefficient of 0.73, corrected for length, was obtained using the
formula R-3W. Since this test is speeded, the value is probably an
overestimate. The coefficient is based on a sample of 234 unclassified
aviation stutlents tested in March 1942 at Psychological Research Unit
No. 1.

(3) Test validity.-Validation results are given in table 16.13.
Evalaution.-Meter Reading proved to have relatively high navigator

validity and low, but definite, pilot validity. Reliability is minimum sat-
isfactory. Administration and scoring are comparatively easy.

Table Reading, CP603B
This is Part III of the Quantitative Perception tests.
Description.-Each item requires the examinee to check whether or

not the listed square or square root of a number is correct. A table'of
squares and square roots is provided for this purpose.

(1) Internal characteristics.-The directions contain S sample items
and a table of squares and square roots of the numbers from 25 to SO.
Four of the items are already answered correctly, and four are to be an-
swered by the examinee. The sample items are not scored. The test con-
tains a table of squares and square roots of the numbers from St to 100.
and 48 recorded and scored items.
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(2) Adininistration.---Each examinee receives a special IBM form on
which both directions ;lnd items are presented. Three minutes are allowed
to complete the test. Sample itvns are shown in figure 16.5.

()N SN:7OUARV R WSQ.RooTr;R W

25 : 625 now 49 ; 7.071 ,:.-
31 962 .::::: 37 6.083 :-

TABLE ,

FIGURE 16.5
Q4. U01AA SOUARE

ROOT SAMPLE PROBLEM OF TABLE REAOING,
25 625•6 CPO3 8

26 676 5.099
27 729 5.196
28 784 5292
29 841 5L385
30 900 5!477
31 961 5.568

33 1089 .7D 32, 104 , 6
34

if . 35

Following is part of the directions:
The table givr; the squares and square roots of numbers from 25 to 50.

Look up in this table the squares of the numbers in column (1). If the answer given
is right, mark the space under R; if it is wrong, mark the space under W. Then look
up the square roots of the numbers in column (2) and blacken the answer space
under R if the answer given is right or W if it is wrong.

(3) Scoring.-When the test was first introduced into the battery, the
scoring formula was R-3W. This was changed to R - 2W and finally
to R--W.

Stttistlical resiolts. (1) Distribution statistics.-Typial examples of
distribution statistics ate given in table 16.14.

TADn.r 16.14.- Distribulion constants for Table Reading, CP6OJB'

Group M SD
Dlorn"ardse~rs' ............
N •l;or,'~~ r.'............................................. 557 2 ,1 6.9

'Ont thbcs aamicis *..orn, formulas could not bt determined from avallabiq data.
ST",rC.l (Ita Apr. I to A z. 14. v Q2 at ITcbol*#;caI Rescarch Unit No. 3.

(2) Rdl, ,ility cocflicient.--By the odd-cvcn mcthod, an estimated
reliability cocficient of 0.85, corrected for length, was obtained using
the scoring formula R-3\V. Since the test is specded, the coefficient is
spuriously high. This figure is based on 3 sample of 234 unclassified
aviation students tested in March i942 at Psychological Research Unit
No. 1.

(3) Test t alidity.-Validation results based on several samples are
given in table 16.15.
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Eval/uation.--One relatively small samples, Table Reading proved to
have moderate to relatively high validity for predicting success in navi-
gator training and, on a very large sample, zero validity for pilots. Test
CE603B probably has a satisfactory reliability and is easy to administer
and to score.

Number Reading (Filing), CP604B

This is Part IV of the Quantitative Perception tests.
Description.-Each item presents a number to be filed and two alter-

native numbers after which it might be filed. One master table listing all
of the numbers in the file accompanies the items. The examinee is re-
quired to determine which of the two alternative numbers the number to
be filed should follow.

(1) Internal characteristics.-The directions contain a master table
and seven sample items, two of which have the correct answers marked
-and five of which the examinee is required to answer. Sample items are
not scored. The test contains one master table and 50 recorded and
scored items.

(2) Administration.-Each examinee receives a special IBM form in
which bceh directions and items are printed. Three minutes are allowed
to complete the test items. Sample items appear in figure 16.6.

(A) NOS IN CB) NO& TOi TO BE FILED
FILE BE FILED DIRECTLY AFTER

11.8 20.3 14.7 20.1

147 12.0 11.8 11.9

20.1 ___ ___ _

22.2
FIGURE 16.6

22.6 SAMPLE PROBLEMS OF NUMBER READING,

31.7 CP6048

4I 8

41.9

Following is part of the directions:

Column A is a column of numbers in order of size. In column B are numbers to
be filed after the correct numbers in A. The answers are given after each number.
Find the correct answers by deciding after which number in A you will file the num-
ber you are working on, then blacken the space under the correct answers.

(3) Scoring.-When the test was introduced into the classification
battery, the scoring formula was R-3W. This was changed to R - 2W
and finally to R - W.

Stotistical results. (1) Distribution statistics.-Typical examples of
distribution statistics are given in table 16.16.
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TA~U 1&16.--Dist~tio. somtowta for Number Rmedi&., CPd6O

Unclassified aviation students .......................... 234 16.6 7.4
Bombardierss .................. ..... ........ . 23 IS.M 7.4
Navigators@ ................... . 11"i 7.

8 On these samples scoring formulas could not be determined from available data.
2 Tested in March 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. 1.
I Tested from Ai.r. I to Aug. 14. 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(2) Reliability coefficient.-By the odd-even method, an 'estimmted

reliability coefficient of 0.93, corrected for length, was obiained using

the scoring formula R--3W. Since the test is speeded, this coefficient is
spuriously high. This figure is based on a sample of 234 unclassified

* aviation students tested in March 1942 -t Psychological Research Unit
No. 1.

(3) Test validity.-Validation results based on several samples are
given in table 16.17.

TABLE 16.17.-- Validity data for Number Reading (Filing), CP604B, ti -i#V the
__gradua.lion-elimination, criterio

Group N, PA U, SD, file

Naviator ............. N4 0.88 19.4 13.6 7.0 0L44

Da~aors .......... t 163 .71 19.3 I 1.S | 7.9 SDo' .................. . 2 .77

SOn these samples scoring form•ulas could re3t be 4*ermined from available data.
s New students and eliminated pilots, teste4 from 4pr. I to Aug. 14. 1942 at Psychologial

Research Unit No. 3.
I New students in dasses 42-41 to 42-16 at Honde Army Air field tested at Psychologica

Research Unit No. 2.
R Eliminated pilots. Same classes and tested In same Olt qi In LootfotO S

Evaluation.-On relat'vely small samples, Number Reading proved to
have high navigator validity. The test has satisfactorj reliability and is
easy to administer and to score.

Number Size, CP605B

This is part V of the Quantitative Perception tests.
Description.-The examinee's task in this test is to scan rapidly rows

of numbers and to underline those that fall within a specified number
range.

(1) Internal characteristlics.-The test is divided into five sections.
Each section contais 75 numbers ranging from 1 to 99. There are 70
numbers to be underlined, making a total possible score of 70, if all the
correct numbers are underlined and all of the incorrect numbers arenot.

(2) Administration.-Each examinee receives a special IBM form on
which both directions and items are printed. Two ininutes are allowed
to complete the test itemns. Sample problems from the test are shown in
figure 16.7.
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IN THIS SECTION UNDERLINE ALL NUMBERS
3 97 6 12 55 16 84 63 33 57 I

mM ~~1 ___ 
. . . .- . . . .

70 56 99 16 31 68 74 12 0 29 1 .6.~~.s...}..I. ...... 2.....s. ... ... .6.....z..s...L.. "
64Q 5 7 68 20 14 j7 ~...

I e~~~.e .. o.o....~o..... •°.° ..... o o......o

34 85 9 88 4 36 3 56 96 38

FIGURE 16.7
SAMPLE PROBLEMS OF NUMBER SIZE,

CP8058

Following is part of the directions:

In each of the sections the answer spaces under certain numbers are to be black-
cned. Follow the directions given at the beginning of each section. Work as rapidly
as you can without making mistakes; an error will deduct three points from your
score.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula used is R-3W.
Statistical results. (1) Distribution statistics.-Typical examples of

distribution statistics arc gi'en in table 16.18.

fATALe 16.18.-- Distribution constants for Number Sizt, CP605A

Group N WI SD

lombardiers ............................ 238 37.S 1.9
Navigators' ............................... 194 39.8 7.4

T,.tlct) from Apr. I to Aug. 14. 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(2) Test validity.-Validation results based on several samples !re
given in table 16.19.

TA13E 16.19.- Validity data for Number Size, CP6OSB using the graduation-
elimination criterion

Group N of MV M. SD, r,

Pilots in primary
traininr .......... 676 0.60 39.0 37.8 ?.A 0.10

Navigators .......... 194 .88 40.8 3S.1 7.4 .41
........ Do 163 .71 39.0 36.7 8.7 .16
........ Dos 392 .77 40.3 37.8 80 .18

a In clas-ts 4211 and 421.
I \cw -ttailent.s and elinsinaied pilots. Tested from Apr. I to Aug. 14. 1942 at Psych-4otgkia

Reqearch Unit No. 3.
e New students. ir. classes 42-I1 to 42 -16 at llondo Army Air Field. Tested at Psycholog"l

KReearch 1.trnt Nc. 2.
SUEliminsated pilots. Cdav.cs and testing unit same as in footnote 3.

Evoalation.--Numb-,r size showed a moderate validity for navigators
and a very low validity for pilots.
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Dial Reading and Table Readings CP622A and CP621A s
i In some phase o( their work, pilots, bombardiers, and navigators all
! find it necessary to "•bserve dials and to consult printed tables. An actlv-
i it}, thus common to three air-crew specialties could hardly czeape early

notice in the job analyses. Moreover, dial reading and table reading are
activities that lend themselves very readily to printed-test presentation.

SAs was true of most early tests whose underlyi.g content had yet to bei revealed by f•ctor analysis, the rationale for the adoption of dial-and

;" table-reading tests was the common sense one of merely expecting vali-

dity commensurate with the extent to which air-crew members depend
upon an activity such as that measured by this test.

Descriptios.--As suggested by the title and the code numbers, the test
booklet is a composite of two tests which once were treated as separate
units.

CP622A, the first section of the booklet, is the Dial Readig test, oc- v

cupying the first eight pagL•. On a typical page a bank of so.on dials is t

drawn on the upper half and repeated with different needle p•Atiorm o,!
the lower half of the pale. The dials are labeled: RPM, Airspeed, Alti- •1
tude, Voltmeter, Tcnlperature, Fuel-Air Ratio, Amperes. The dials dif- i)

!fer widely in graduation ranging from 2,500 units portrayed on the
RPM dial down to only five units on the Fuel-Air Ratio dial. Indicator •.;
needles point to given values on the various dials. Below each printin• li
of the seven dials are six items calling for certain readings. The exami- il

,,ro,°°. !
A|gt '2 i

SAMPLE PI:•OBL.(MS " A 8 C 0 IC

I. R.P.M. gl. 89.• g.s g2. I0.•
2. AMPERES 16. -IS.S 14. -I0. -2.
3. ALTITUOC I.%7.5 15..,• 15• I..,% 15,2

• FIGURC 16.8
SAMPLE PROBLEMS Or DIAL READING,

CP622A

Uibtie,: Li. Fimk ). Ifi, vdk.k. TI• llc•-•i d ,kin t.rat .ss .,,.m ,q LJL ),dim W. line. ,)it.
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nee's task 's first to look at the item to see which dial is to be read; next,

to locate the dial and read it correctly (interpolating if necessary); then
to identify this reading among the five choices offered; and, finally, to

mark this choice on the separate answer Ehect. In figure 16.8 are shown
the dials and sample problems.

CP621A, the Table Reading test, is divided into two parts. Part I
makes use of a large rectangular table of 35 columns and 35 row3, pre-

senting respectively first values and second values. The center colunm

and row are labeled 0. Negative values are listed in the columns to the

s•p�P pRCBLEPS'
rnRST sc~

VALUE VALUE A s

I 4•4 69 94 154 95 70

S- 17 3 90 86 1o0 142

+ 8 I 4 7-23 89 lot

217 1 -1- 10÷ 9 6 87 -6 -- -- -2 4
o? 7 68069 69!_ 701 7,17?_73174 74 75 76 77 78 79ý10sola, 8211

to 88--6969 70 71 ?a-73 74 74 75176 77 779 80 81 81 827 1

+i_96970 7 i7273 747417576177 7879081 81 8384-

S"69707117273 74747576 77.78179 8- 81 8282 8485 f
#13 71 -12 73 74 74175 76 77178 79 80 81 82 82 3834 85

+1773 74744 75176 777817980818081 83 82 485 86 87

77747 75 76 77 7 X 79180, 82•8• 8485 86 86

,?7 7476 77 79 80181 82 83 8586 788 8 7

+ 776 7 7 7 ,80 " 1 82 83 84 8458 587 88 18* `5 7 787918 980 283 84 85836567 788 8

75 767 8a!!AB 79 801137 34_S868 :i+ 4 78'19 8081 8218Ž 83 848587'3"889
# 3 79 80,8I8 82 W84 858__ 91

2 081 8168 83 8485 8 ,68 89 9018 8 83 4 5 " 9 909

.818 83 W84 85 6 8887

18'82,838485'8 687

FIGURE 16.5,
SAMPLE PROBLEMS OF TABLE READING,

C!'62IA - PART I
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left of center and the rows below the center, while pshitive values rMA
upwards and to the right of centcr. Each test item lists two values; one
first value and one second value. The examince's task is to locate the
correct column and correct row, read the entry at their intersection,
identify it among the five choices listed for the item, and mark the choice
on his answer sheet. In figure 16.9 is the table and sample problems.

Part II of CP621A uses four tables of fairly complex construction,
containing five variables associated with the flight of an airplane. The
five variables are air specd, angle of wind, velocity of the wind, correc-
tion for drift with the wind, and ground speed. The first three are con-
sidered the independent variables by which the last two are determined.
Thus, in each of the 45 items, the air speed, the wind angle, and the wind
velocity are given, and the examinee is required to find either the drift
correction or the ground speed. Four specific air speeds determine which
of the four tables should be entered; wind velocity determines the col-
umn; and wind angle determines the row. Figure 16.10 shows a sample
item and table.

(1) Internal characteristics.-The directions for dial reading coatain
three sample items with the correct answers marked and three recorded,

AIR SPEED 100 MILES PER HOUR

WINO) VELOCITY

10 MPH 15 MPH 20 MPH
iR. o-R0. DIR. CO0. Din. rp.m
CON. SPO. CON. 3SPL% COP. 3PO

0 0 90 Io 85 0 8010 1 90 I 85 2 80
20 2 90 3 86 4 A
30 3 91 4 87
4 4 92 6 88a s

i50 4 93
Z 60 5 94
< 70 5 96

80 6 9
z 90 6

SAMPLE PROBLEMS:
[IR 7i4WND WIND

IPEE0 VELO. ANGLE WHAT, 13 THE A 8 C D E
11100120 .10 DIN. COR. 6 9 5 2 8
2 100 10 50 GRO. SPD. 93 98 87 85 90

FIGURE 16.10
SAMPLE PROBLEPS OF TABLE READING,

CP621A --- PART fl
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but unscored, practice items. Dial reading contains 57 recorded and
scored items.

The directions for Table Reading, part I, contain three sample items
with the correct answers marked and two recorded, but unscored, prac-
tice items. Table Reading, part I, contains 43 recorded -,nd scored items.
The directions for table reading, part II, contain two sample items with
the correct answers illustrated and two recorded, but unscored, sample
items. Table Reading, part II, contains 43 recorded and scored items.

(2) Admnistrction.-As previously mentioned, CP622A and the two
parts of CI'621A are all primed in the same booklet. The 3 units are
administered in succession, the time limits being 9, 8, and 7 minutes re-
spectively. Answers for all three units are entered on a single answer
sheet. Sample problems and all necessary directions are printed in the
test booklet.

(3) Scnring.-For the 5 months feliowing their insertion in the bat-
tery, both tests were scored by the formula R-W. During this period,
the two tests were treated as discrete measures, separate scores being
secured for each. S" atstical study of these scores revealed, however, that
the two tests are functionally very similar, so that, since that time, they
were scored as one test, using the formula (R-W)/2.

Statistical results.-Since this test was included in the classification

battery, it was extensively analyzed.

(1) Distribution statistics.-Typical examples of distribution statis-
tics are given in table 16.20.

TAKZ 16.20.- Distribution statistics for Dial and Table Reading, CP62A uJ
CP621I, based upon samples of unclassijied aiation students

Form Psychological Testing N ]M SDresearch unit No. dates

CP622A ............ I October 1942 ................ 1.454 22.1 7.3
CI'622A I ........ Do .................. 1.980 21.7 7.4CI'6%22A ............ 2 August and September 1942 ... 1,520 24.0 7.4
CPJZA ............ 3 March 1943 .................. 392 25.3 7.2
CP621A ........... I October 1942 ................ 1.455 39.6 13.8CP62• A ............ I ........ no ..................• .9 38.1 13.5
CP621A 2 Aurust ,d S~cptember 1942 .. .520 39.7 14.1
('P621A ............ 2 October 1945 ................. 2.376 39.4 14.6
C11621A ............ 3 March 1943 ................. 392 43.1 I1.2C1162IA and CP622A I December 1942 ............... 1.096 32.0 9.1
CI%21A and CP622A 2 ........ .................. 1.015 34.0 10.0
CI621A and CP622A 3 ........ Do................. 1.143 33.7 9.6
cl1621A and CP622A 2. 3 July 943 ................... 3.000 33.9 8.8
CI%621A and CI'622A It 2. 3 November 1943 ............. .. 500 34.5 19
CP621A and CP622A 4-10 ........ Do .................. 1.920 32.4 9.3

I Medical and I'sychological Examining Unita.

(2) Internal consisttncy.-The degree of homogeneity of the items,
of all three parts combined, is indicated by a mean internal-consistency
phi of 0.20, a standard deviation of the phi distribution of 0.07, and a
range of values from 0.04 to 0.42. These statistics are based upon the
responses of the highest 25 percent and the lowest 25 percent in total
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score of a group of 800 unclassifivid aviation studvots tested in Octobcr
1943 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(3) Relibbility c(,'flfcin,,.- Fivc .samplus yi,.hk'd (t- estimates of rei-

ability given in table 16.21.

TAIL! 16.21.- Estimated reliability coefficienis of Dial Reading Test, CP622,4, and

Table. Reading Test, CP6Z1A

Form Group Type N r'.l Iria
CP622A ........ Unclass;ficd aiation swtuenct Alternate-forms' ...... 1.167 06A2 0.7#
CPbMtA ................ I)u,'............... .\hc, natecforms ...... 1,167 .73 .84
CP621A and 622A........l)o ............... Alternate-forms' ...... 1,167 .7J I .37
CP621A and 622A ........ I) .............. Te'-retests ... 712 .... .82
CP,621A and 622A... .o,.Lqui,aknt 1aie, .000 .83 .90

Tested at Medical and P.'irchologkial F.xantining .nit No, S. Testing dates not reported; date
reported May 1945.

'Administered for expc.rimental purposes in two separately timed halves,
3 28-day interval between testing. Tested at Medical and Psyeholovical ELamining Unit N.. 6

from 10 o . April 1945.
Teased at Medi~sl and Psycboelogical Examining Unit No. 7. April 1944.

(4) Difficdtdy.-Based upon the r,.sponses of the above-mentioned
sample of 800 unclassified aviiion students, the three parts of the test
yielded a mean proportion ol' correct responses of 0.85, corrected for
chance, with a range from 0.25 to 0.99 and a standard deviation of 0.09.

(5) Facior:Al composition.-For all parts combined the most signifi-
cant loadings are in the numerical (0.53), space 1 (0.42), and perceptual-
speed (0.31) factors. Thc communality is 0.65. For a full picture of the
factorial composition of this test, see appicadix B.

(6) Test validity. -Validatior results are given in tables 16.22 to
16.25 inclusive.

u Ites validily.n Vaitbytion of iteems of this test disclosed the re-
sults recorded in !able 16-26.!

Evaluation.-As indicated by the code: number, the test was primarily t

thought to be a test of perceptioi. On a priori gro, Ads this assumption

was entirely re.'sonable. One would certainly exWpt that rapidly looking

through tables and insjx-c"ing dials would draw markedly upoa perceptual
ability. In part, this did prove to be th• case, for 11 percent of the total

variance of the test is accounted for by the perceptual-sl'ced factor. In

addition, however, two oth.r factors show even greater saturation in

the test. Twenty-eight picent of the total variance is numfrical and 19

percent is in spatial rclatior.s. The conimunahity represents 65 percent

of the total variance. TI1us, reading a -u-t of dials and tables involves
more than might be exiveted at first glance. Apparently, numcrical abil-

ity is requirel in :he iinplicit adlitions ant) subtracti,,n while intcrpolat-

ing dial readings. In table reading, the use of positive and negativ' num-
bers and of quadratits ol the table is no doubt a cotiributing influence
to the numerical loading.
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TAzEr 16.26.- Validity of itenm of Dial. Reading, CP622A, aiid Table Reading,
CP621A, using the gradliaiion-elioisnation criterion

____ ___I Range 0t#
Group N Mo SDO•'Low High

Pilots in primary training, 1.400 0.57 0.02 003 -0.07 0.14
Navigators' ............. 746 .81 .04 .0S -. 07 .16

'In class 431. Tested in March and April 1943 at Psycio!ogiecal Research Unit No. 1.'Class not identified. Tested in April and May 1944 at Psychological Research Unit N.o. S.

The Dial and Table Reading test attained its highest validity in predict.
ing navigator success. This it did unusually well, the corrected coefficient
for the sample of nealy 2,000 cases being 0.54. For success in primary
pilot tramning, the test's predictive power was uttuch moce imoderate. The
coefficients range mostly from 0.20 to 0.28.

Of all the tests in the classification battery, Dial and Table Reading has
the distinction ,"f being the best single predictor of success for any air..
crew specialty. It predicts navigator success with a validity oi approxi-
mately 0.54. The expla1,nti, no doubt, lies in the fact that two im-
portant fundarnenti n;avigator abilities are measured by the test to a
substantial degree. These are the nmmcrical and the spatial-relations fac-
tors. Speed of perc.,ption is also sampled, and it contributes a small but
appreciable amount to the nav'ig•toi validity. These three factors zccount
for about 80 percent of thc obtzined vaiidity, and small loadings on rea-
soming I, mathematical background, verbal, and othe'- factors very nearly
account fcr the remaining 20 percent. The pilot validity is likewise fully
accou ited for by "am iliar factors. c

It should be pointed out, however, that the three leading facLors con-
tainec! in Dial Reading and Table Reading :are lxtter measured by other
battery tests. In spite of the high navigator validity, thcrefore, it cannot
be considered that the prediction of navigators is the greatest value of
the test, for that can be done on the basis of other tests. Dial and Table
Reading did aid in the discovery and d'. filion of these factors, howcver,
and served to give secondary and supplementary coverage of them in the
classification battery.

Paratroop Dropping Test, C1209A'

This test was designed to measure table reading ;and compitatioi.at
ability in a meaningful situation.

Dcscrifion.-Fach item of the test requires the exam*nee to select
from five diagrammatic sketches the one that portrays a situation in
which a paratrooper would land direct!,% on his objective.

Each of the diagrammatic sketches shows an airplane in flight, having
passed over and beyond its objective, an enemy city. Tht distance be-
yond the objective is given. The task of the cnalhilnc is to tletermni~ie
whether or not the given distance is equal to the distauice that the

'Developed at Medical and Psychological Examining Unit No. 10. Chief coieribulrr: Capt.
Joseph L. King.
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parachutist would land (considering plane height, air speed, wind speed,
and diameter of the parachute' behind the airplane. If the twvo distances
are equal, the examince conicludes that the paratcooper would iand 6Ii-

rectly upon his objective.

(1) Internal cluiractcristics.-The directions contain three recorded,
but unscorcd, sample items. The test contains 22 scored items.

(2) ,ld,,eiislration.--T~ii miinutes are allowed for the directions .tvl
3C minutes for the test problems.

Following arc parts of the directions:

A pilot is assigned the task of dropping paratroops upon an enemy town. Tit
dropping (fie chutists hie mu~it consider four factors; (1) The height of the airplane
from t:he ground, (2) the diameter of the parachute. 3) the speed of the wind

The effect ofeach factor is stated in terms of the feet 'eh~nd the airplatne that
the chutist will land. Two or more factors may operate at the samne titire. as, for
example, speed of the wind and diameter of the parachute. When this happens, the
chutist lands a distance bc',ud the p~lane which is the sum of the two or more dis.
tances.

Distances behind the airplane that the chutist will land, under the vari-
ous conditions imposed, arc given in tables accompanying the problems.

",3) Scoring.-The scoring formula used is R-W/4.

Statistical results.-The limitcd data a~ ailable are 'fir examinees
J ~I.-csted at Medical and Psychological Exaniiiuing Unit No. 10.

(M Distribit'io' stclisti~s.- -A samiple oi 400 unclassified aviation
studlents yielded a mean score of 14.9 mivd a standard deviation of 5.1.

(2) Internal cnnsist.'ncy. -Vie dck rec of homogeneity of the itemis is
indicated by a mnedian intternal-cons~steiwy plii of 0.60.

(3) Rcliabisity cocffici.9u1.-By the odd-egen miethod, an estimated
reliability cocilicieuat of 0.73, uncorrected, was obtained. This figure is
bascd on a samlpl,: of 400 un~classified aviation students.

5 /.~tivit4dw.- Curr~latX.ivs wvith battery tests indicated that the Para-
troop Dropping ttest was not measuring any factori not already covered
by other tests, so validation was itot recommendled.

Matrking Accuracy (no code nuntber)'

Thiis test was Contstrutctedl as pa -t of an experiment (lesigt'-d to (leter-
mine whether test v'aliditics and othe~r correlatic-is wvere alTec'.d by
speed in niarkinig answcr sheets. All pr~nk.d tests are machine scored,
attwers being recorded oni a separate answer sliee:. i'his OIX-ratio;% is a
clerical function whichi, it -speed tests, miay i~fluvyce tht. score,; to a

0 evelop'-d at Pay, holciicAt Reseirf UJnit No. 1. Chief cowwribuiors: 1.1. Erank Oudek sna

CAP(. U~od G. fluuiphreys,j
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practical extent. If the influence of any Irrelevant function proves to be
real, it can be subtracted, permitting the intended nature of each test to
be more prominent.

Description.-The test material consists of IBM answer sheets on
which the letters designating answer positions are circled by overprint-
ing. The examinee's task is merely to blacken the space under the circled
letters.

(1) Internal charactcristics.-The test is divided into 2 parts, each
containing 75 items.

(2) Administration.-The directions are delivered orally. Forty sec-
onds are allowed to mark the items in each part. The total testing time
is approximately three minutes. FIlowing is part of the orally-adminis-
tered directions:

VWe are interested in determining how much of a dexterity factor there is in a
paper-and-pencil test. For this rcasoN, we are asking you merely to fill out an answer
sheet as rapidly as you can.

You have an answer sheet on which snmall circles indicate the spaces to be black-
ened. It is important that the correct spaces be blackened and that they be blackened
adeemately enough to be scored on an electric scoring machine.

(3) Scoring.-The score is simply tile number of the last marked item.

Statistical results.-The availabl, data are based upon examinees
tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Distribution statistics.-A sample of 284 classified pilots tested
in March and April 1942 and August and September 1943 yielded a
mean score of 83.6 and a standard deviation of 8.0. The distribution
curve is slightly positively skewed and somewhat flatter than normal.

(2) Reliability coefficient.-By the alternate-forms (part I-part I1)
method, an estimated reliability coefficient of 0.86, corrected for length,
was obtained. This figure is based on the above-mentioned sample of
284 classified pilots.

(3) Factorial coinposition.-The only substantial loadings are in the
psychoniotor 111 (0,50) and perceptual-specd (0.35) iactors. The com-
munality is 0.41. For a fulier picture of the factoria! composition of thi.
test, see appendix B.

rEIduation.-Marking accuracy, like Log Book Accuracy (described
below), was factGr-analyzed in the Integration Battery (see ch. 10).
Miarking Accuracy differs from Log Book Accuracy only in its secondary
li.-,ings. Both tests are highly s.turated with !he psychomlotor-spec4
factor. The Marking Accuracy test shows some percepltual-sptked van-
ance (loading of 0.35), in contrast to an equivalent loading ont the nu-
merical factor for I.og Booik Accuracy. Apparently the task of locating the
-eference circles on the answer sheet demands ( substantial amount of

perceptual-speed ability.

405j ;703320--47--7
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Log Book Accuracy (no code number)'

This test was also designed for the purpose of determining the part
that speed of marking an answer sheet might play in many printed tests.

Dcscrittion.-In the test booklet are listcd temn numbers followed by
the answers A, B, C, D, or E to be marked. The item numbers are iII

random order rather than in sequence. The examince's task is to recor(d
the answers quickly and correctly on a sparate answer sheet.

(1) Intcrnal charactcristics.-The directions contain an illustration ot
five correctly marked items. Parts I and II each contain 73 recorded and
scored items.

(2) Administration.-Four minutes are allowed for each part, while
directions consume ;,bout 3 minutes, making a total testing time of ap-

proximately I1 minutes.

Following are parts of the directions and sample items:

Opposite each of the item numihcrs in the test booklet if. a letter. Your only task is
to blacken thespace on your ans1wcr sheet which corresponds to the item number and
letter in the booklet.

Looxk at the five sample items:
I.C.
4. A.
SD.
SF,.

S. B.,
If you were marlkng your answer sheet, you would blacken space C opposite item

I; space A opposite item 4; and so on.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W.

Statistical results. (1) Distribution stqtistics.-A sample of 278 clas-
sified pilots tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in August and
Scvpetrber 19.13 yielded a mean score of 66.2, and a standlrd deviation
of 11.0. The distribution curve is approximately symmetrical and con-
siderably flatter than normal.

(2) Reliability coffricient.-By the alternate-forms (part I-part Il)
method, an estimated reliability coeflficievt of 0.75, corrected for length,
was obtained. This figtire is based on the almove-mntioned sample of
278 classified pilots.

(3) Factorial coniposition.-The only substantial loadings are in the
psychrinutor ll (0.60) and ntminerical (0.32) factors. The communality
is 0.56. For a fuller picture of the factorial composition of this test. see
appendix B.

Eiviluation.-I'lie only av:illable data ot l.og l Aock .\curacv are in con-

nection with the factor analysis of integration tests (see ch. 10). The
Dievelped at rycholokica Rl'Narch Unit N.o. 3. Clhide contrintora: Cave. Stuart W. C'-4

and IA. Frank J. Du*&k
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two marking tetm, Lug Iok . -Accuracy with a loading of 0.60 and Mark-
in Accurary with a Ioming of 0.50. delined a new tac'or hihierto un-

j known. Whether the iactor is broader than speed of ritarking cannot be
aniwered from the avaih'ble data. A loading oi 0.32 for Log ,Book Accu-
racy on the itunterical factor indicates that the task of locating answer-
sheet numhbrs quickly when they are out of so uence involves numerical
facility. Sumic sixitial ability is pos#sibly involved here also, hut the loa, ing
ii the bixitai-relatiuns racter (0.19) is harILy .signilic.'tt cnnugt to sup-
port adequately this assumption.

The princil•al value of Log lU"k .Accuracy and Marking Accuracy was
to show that if marking speed affects the scores on the majority of
machine-scored tests, it dies so only slightly. In no test included in the
integration analysis, maiy of which have c.am-nlicated marking directions,
did marking speed constitute a serious source of extraneous var;aneu',
for in none is there an appreciable loading with this factor.

Evaluation of Clerical Speed Test
This group of tests was shown to measure abili'ies that a -e important

to air-crew members, especially the navigator, in achieving success in
training. The best relpresentative measure of the group. Dial and Table
Reading, has occupied a perinanm-t place in the classification battery since
the early mouths of testing.

The )rincipal features of these tests are their nnwurical and perceptual-
slxccr content. In sone of these tests spatial-relatioms factorial content
is also present. The numerical factor is the most valid factor for naviga-
tors yet measured, while perceptual speed and spatial relations are valid
for all three air-crew specialties.

Although there was i msiveial ititent by the AAF to aunaly'tc the nature
of clerical tasks as such, the s~milarities of the problems presented by
this group of tests offers an opportunity to speculate regarding clerical
activities in general. Since they wlent to b" primarily perc-ptual and
numerical, a test battery composcd of iure neasurcs of these two factors
weighted properly might be adequate for nmasuring aptitude for many
types of clerical work. For both factors, relatively pure nwas.ures are
available. There is some reason to believe that two omter factors may
also cnter into aputlule for certain tqlps oi clerical work. These are
Isyclu•rnot,,r si,-rd and spati"l relati•ins. If log hl1ok .•ccuracy we huvr
a fair me-asure of ps,-Ahtonotor spood, but we need more data upon which
to base an interpretation of the factor before we can safely preswribe its
use. For spatial relations nio inuk-wdpenet nmasures have yet been dis-
covered, although thlere are several tests with significant saturations in
it. Further diwitssions of this trait will be foundl in later chapters.

I EVALUATION OF1 PK(RCI:IrUAL SIPEED TS1N•TS
:act)r analysis of experink.ltal anxl classificttiot terts k•-l-x',l for

use in the selection of air-crew members has, so far, rcraled only one
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fartiur if) which the 11unite lez.ýelptuail has beeni applied. This factor has
loen described ais (lie ability to (hiscrilmninLe rapidfly visuall differences in
form a-etc] detail. The facto~r is beit defined by Specd of Identification, a
Itest siniiilar to) I M lntkica Formis test which, iaz his original

analysiz of 56 variables, best dcfincd the factor P.
Tests that reveal relatively pure or independent factors were of par-

ticuilar vailue to aviation p~sychologists. They were wcry useful, for ex-
ample, ie factor-aualysis studies. lJn sotting uip a corrdationa7l miatrix to
be analyzed, factor analysts recognize that the inclusion of such tests
helps to simiplify the rotational procedure, particularly in determining

the initiid directions of rotation. Lesser knowni factors can Ow~n be re-
veakld more quickly and] clearly. The greatest value of pure tests is their
adaptasbility in selection te~stin:g. If a job is v~aluated in termis of factors,
it is necessary only to procure an indepcivilvnt mevasure of each factor
inv(Aed and to weight cach measure properly in the final evaluation.

Thme fact that perceptual speed is involved to a greater or lesser ex-
tent in such a variety of jobs and occupations insures a permanent use
for a pure nmeasure of lthe factor. Tests such as Speed of Idecntification
andl lidntical Forins are thu% of considerable value because they arc among
ihe purest measures of single known factors

FACTOR ANALYSES OF PER~CEVFUAL TESTS

The. D~aa

Two factor analyses were mader of perscvptual tests. A battery of 3!
tests was -Aniinistered] to 392 unclassified aviation students. Time battery
consistced of a number of tests designed to nmeasure different aspects of
percciatimiz plums sel-cted ckissi ficat ion-biatt cry tests of known factorial
content. For the purposes of analysis, the battery was divided into two
smaller groups, 18 tests in The first matrix andl 22 in the second, with
12 tests commtton to Wit. WVhile there are mlisatlvantagvs, in making twvo
smialler analysers in place of a sinugle large one. it was believed that the
greater ease of iz'e-!putation andl simiplicity of rotation would make the
formecr niethoil mtore profitable. The correlation amatrices are given in
tal~lc% 16.27 anl 16.2&10

All the tests hinluilvil in these anualyvses are descrilmxil elsewhere in this
vo~isne. with the excrption of thec four that are brietlv ilc-scrihedt in the
following Ixragraphot. Full descriptions of those tests can be found in
reports 6 anl 7 of lthe AAIP psychorlogical series.

Sp..'J Esliondliuon 11 ifent~ifietllisi tof V.ltor.N.i,*. CI'20J8-II.--This
is a nestio1-rik-ture itst pirtesviotigag intiolel pllanl- agiinst a moving back-
j-rrtnmmd (cloudls). 11we airirane si~iwn in the niii~oldl of the sc-reen thus
al~r to be nuwing. 11tv examinimw is taughit to rcoguizae five dlifferent

Owr o 141ol s im e 19 rrt.ffin. 1.L Th..,.o.. "a. hiaol siac a th oiis. oi of

nbe AAF a ommobet of ba petrnp.,aI edi
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velocities before the testing period begins. The five velocities are then
presented in random order for identification.

Plane Fornmation, CP8051B-This is a motion-picture test using the
tachistoscopic method of presenting material to be remc.ibered. Each
presentation shows a grid of 25 squares upon which appear 5 plane sil-
houettes. The task of the examinee is to obscrve the screen and, imme-
diately after the exposure, to fill in spaces on the answer sheet corre-
sponding to the ;cctions of the gri- that included the planes.

Goltschaldt Figures, QP901A, Part lil.-In this test the zxaminee's
task is to determine which one of five simple geometric figures is con-
tained in different comppkx geometrical figures.

Aerial Photographs, QP901A, Part I.-1This test presents a series
of oblique aerial photographs upon which a number of alphabetically
lettered points are placed. The examince's task is to answer questions
concerning various distance relationships between the points.

The Factors

Six factors were obtained in the first analysis. The same six factors
plus two others and one residual factor were obtained in th.• second. In
the following text, factor loadings in the two analyses are treated to-
gether. Loadings are reported if a test appears with a saturation of 0.25
or greater in either study. The rotated factors are numbered to conre-
spond in the two analyses. The ccntroid loadings arc shown in tables
16.29 and 16.30, and the rotated factor loadings in tables 16.31 and
16.32.

TAttL 16.29.-Cnutroid fator loadings of Percerlaal Bantry P

Too I if III IV V VI M

1. Spe.d f1 Idcntiicatik e (R). CPOIOA .... S4 -39 -2$ I -N 09 54

L SpatialOrentan It. CPS035 .......... .1 -40 1i 04 Wl a 45
3. Spatial Oricirtatio" l. Ct5013............33 13 -30 24 -OS 12 45

4. Dial Riading. C422A .................. 60 29 -24 -27 If 0 59
5. Tae. Reading. CP21A ............... 57 is -36 -19 20 --14 s
6. a•ltematic. 1, C12061 - C706A ...... 4 59 -S9 -10 -18 02 4 S

7. )U m•anica Priwipki, C1901A ........... 39 -09 44 -14 -23 --W 43

8. SAM Comptx Cawrdiaikim. CMIOIA ... 48 --22 12 -17 19 -23 41

10. ratb fliaac• . CPOI3 ................. -... --16 - 10 -10 31
11. Map Distance. CM•NA ................. .. 03 34 04 --I -23 27

is. Directienal Orientautie R. CP515 ...... 61 23 21 -12 2 7it 51

I?. Speed el Idjetikaties (M.1) ........... 44 -39 -30 to -10 Is S3

20. Cu... CPS1ZA ......................... 57 04 13 -27 -1) 12 45

21. Flag& Figum% Cards. CP5•IA ......... %$4 -I7 19 --I 04 21 44

23. IPtb Tracing. CP•I1A ................. 47 -01 -32 II Is -31 41

2,L Pata.Analysi,. CPSI2A ............. . 4 04 04 Is IS -ij UP

3X Grsncbaid Figure. 01'"IA. Pan III 5. 1, 12 2J -22 -09 i

if. "M uetFemat00. CP/0SB .............. .. it 05 26 14 W 42
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Rotated factor I is defined by the following data:

Test No. Test name

17 Speed of Identification (Nonrotated) ... ............ 0.71 .,
I Speed of Identification (Rotated) ............. 69 0.$

3 Spatial Orientation I .............................. $I
23 Path Tracing (Pursuit) .......................... .48
2 Spatial Orientation 11 ............................. .4S ...

22 Block Counting ................... ............. . .43
26 Gottsc gures, QP90IA. Part III ............ .41 .28

T abesis ed ................................ .. .39 .26
3 Plane rmation ................................ . .2327 Aerial Photographs, QP901A, Part IV ............. 2; .39
S Table Reading ................................... 3

10 Path Distance .................................. .. :$
21 Flags. Figures, Cards ............................ .31 3 "i
18 Picture Integration ............................. .... 127
8 Complex Coordination ....................... .25
4 Dial Reading .................................... .27

This factor is clearly the perceptual-speed factor, usually defined by
the Speed of Identification test. InI the first analysis, probably because of
the presence of two forms of the same test, the loading for Speed of

Identification is higher than usual. In the second analysis, the loading is
somewhat below the mean. It is possible that in the first analysis there
is specific nonerror variance of the iest included in the factor loading.
One noteworthy discrepancy between the loadings in these two analyses
is for Plane Formation. In the second analysis the rotations reduced the
loading on this factor and increased the loading on the visual-memory
factor in which it is more heavily saturated.

Rotated factor II is defined by the following data:

Loadings
Test No. Test name

7 Mechanical Principles .............................. 0.50 0.34
13 Map Distance ....................... ............. .47 .42
26 Gottschaldt Figures ............................... .32 .39
12 u(udgment of Proportions ............................ 3
10 Path Distance .................................... 2I18 Picture Integration ............................. ... X
8 Complex Coordination ............................. .26 .19

IS Directional Orientation B ......................... .12 .X

Because this factor is best defined by tests that require the manipula-
tion of visual images, it has been termed visualization. Other tests that
measure the factor are Pattern Comprehension and Spatial Visualization
I and II.

Rotated factor III is defined by the following data:

Test No. Test nsme Loadings

31 Plane Formation .................................. 0.44 0.30
IS Directional Orientation ........................... . .32 .36
22 Block Counting ................................ .... .36
24 Pattern Analysis ................................. . 31 .35
18 Picture Integration .............................. .... .24

415
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This factor is not wvell known. It has been suggested that pattern per-
ception might be the fundamental element involved. It is possible, how-
e er, that a inewrial component is the single feature that these tests
Iave in common. Similarities to new factors obtained in other an.lyses
give some support for this conclusion. A clear-cut visual-memory factor
was isolated in the aralyses of the Memory Batteries (see ch. 11). The
Map Memory tests have substantial loadings on the factor. Although
fur.,her wor: w%01 be ncc(.ssary before these factors can be identified
with each other with complete assuraitce, the factor will tentatively be
labele, I "visual memory."

Rotated factor IV is described by the following data:

Test No. Test name

6 %fathematics B .................................... 0.60 0.45
S T ble i Re !tirg ................................... . .. 54 .50
4 Dial Re.i"ling ......................... ......... .50

26 (aot, chdIt Fignire.........................20 .29
3 Spatial Orientation I .................. ............ .28

.^7 Aerial Photoraiphs ............... ................. ... .27I;.th 'rracIw (C ursuit) ............................ .. 26
24 Pattern Analy,is ........... ..................... ..14 .26

This is the familiar numerical fiaor, best defined by the Numerical
Operations test. The absence of other number tests from the c( :relntional
matrix made the differctiation bttwee; number and reasoning difficult.
The loaangs of tlvh two claisification tests (.Mathematics B, and Dial
and Table Reading) are congruent with previous results, but it is diffi-
cult to rationalize the correlations of the thret experimental tests with
this factor in the second analysis. In the first study the 2xperimental
tests are less nuimncicai hut have higher reasoning loadings.

Rotated factor V is defined by the following data:

Test No. Test name LoaIlngs
__________ _________ I II

6 MNat itaticq B ................................... 0.49 0.35
t8 l',cture Integration ... . ........................... ... .42
20 'i,,.., ............................................ .38 .41
IS I)irectio,nil Oriertation ................ ............. 36 .31
26 G, (.,tt,•h11allt II Fitres .............................. ..21 .27
21 Il-a¢. Iigureet Caris .............................. . .26 .16
7 .M chanica Principles .............................. ..25 .20
4 11)ial Reading ..................................... ..24 ...

This is the getceral-reasnming (reasoning 1) factor. It was not clear
at the time the factor was first isolated whether or not the modifying
term "inductive" shoild be used in connection with its description.
Many tests, clearly inductive in character, do have high ioadings on the
factor. It is also probable that at least two other reasoning factols have
been isolated (see ch. 7).
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Rotated factor VI is defined by the following data:

Loadings
Test No. Test name1

8 Complex Coordination ............................. 0.52 0.50
21 Flags. Figures. Cards .............................. .49 .43
20 Cubes ........................................... . .42 .47

• 15 Directional Orientation ............................ .47 .41
5 Table Reading .................................... .42 .35
4 Dial Reading ................................... .41 .4

18 Picture Integration ............................... ... .40
2 Spatial Orientation II .............................. •40

10 Path Distance ................................... •.34
29 Sreed Estimation I1 ............................ .... .33
7 Mechanical Principles ............................. .31 .25

22 Block Counting .................................. ... .28
23 Path Tracing .................................... .26
24 Pattern Analysis ......... ... . .26 .IS

This factor has been termed spatial relations. It was surprising to
find, in the second analysis, that Thurstone's Hands test appeared pro.
jected on a different factor (factor VII). Apparently two spatial fac-
tors are involved; one is best defined by Complex Coordination, the
other by the Hands test. Flags and Cubes appear on both. Other tests
known to be loaded with the original spatial-relations factor are Instru-
nient Comprehension II, Two-I land Coordination, and Discrimination
Reaction Time.

Rotated factor VII is defined by the following data from the second
analysis only:

Test No. Test name Loading II

19 Hands . .......................................... 0.4
21 Flags, etc.. ........................................ . .4320 Cubes ............................................ .21

This is the factor just discussed. Since a rotation or a positional
change seems to be involved, the factor has been tentatively described as
"rotational" or "positional space." Another hypothesis is that the common
element enabling the subjects to solve problems readily is the ability to
enter the self into the action; that is, by empathetic involvement, which
would call for the name "spatial empathy." In order not to prejudge
the factor, however, it is designated as space II.

Rotated factor VIII is defined by t'e following tests from the second
analysis only:

Test No. Test naznm Ladiiigs 11

It Line Length ............................ .... 0.34
9 Point Distance ........................................... .39

13 Map Distance .................................. i
29 Speed Estimation II................29
14 Path Length ............................... 1'25
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This factor has a preccdcnt in the one called length estimation found
in the analysis of the Mechanical Battery (see ch. 13). The factor is com-
m'on to the i'ath D)istance test and the Pattern A.ssen bly test, as well as
thois appearing here.

Rotated factor IX is a :esidual factor.

Conclusions

The most interesting areas for further test constructior. arc the ones
defined by rotated factor III (visual memory) and by rotated factor
VII ( Space II ..I iscussion of the visual-mcniory factor may be found
in chapter 11 in the report of the factor analysis of memory tests and
"in chapter 12 in the evaluation of visualization tests. Space I is men-
tioned in chapter 19 in the discussion of evaluation of space tests.

It is' of general interest to find that out of all the variety of perceptual
tests analyzed, only two clearly perceptual factors-perceptual speed and
length estimation-emerged. A possible third is a pattern-perception
factor, but that hypothesis was rejected in favor of calling it visual
memory. None of the new factors reported by Thurstone (3) was
brought out. In a nunmixr of the tests, the nonerror variances are not
fully accounted for, howtver, so that in more favorable batteries some
of Thurstone's new facwors may yet come to light in these tests.
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CHAPTER SE LNTIUN

Form Perception Tesls'

INTRODUCTION
In this chapter are discussed tests of form percepticn under tie foi-

lowing a priori rubrics: Pattcrn-formiaton tests, pattcrn-com!letion :ests,
pattcrn-analysis tests, and illusions teits.

In the pattern formation tests, the examinee is required to reorganize
disordered segincnts into a coherent whole. The pattern-completion tests
present mutilated patterns which the cxalinec must recognize. In the
pattern-analysis tests, faces, letters, nonscnse symbols, and words are
concealed in a complex, camouflaging contcxt. The cxamince must form
correct figure-ground relationships. The illusions tests present examinees
with 6amiliar geometric and Gestalt illusions and attempt to measure
susceptibility to these illusions.

With some exceptions, these tests were not constructed in the light of
specific job-analysis information, but rather because of systemintic in-
wcrests and psychologically guided speculation.

PATTERN FORMATION TESTS

Picture Integration, CPI OIA'

This test was designed as a measure of the ability to visualize objects
in space and as a test of perceptual intcgration, on the assumptions that
visualization of spatial relationships and the ability to perceive a scene
adequately from fragmentary or distorted cues are important for pilots.

Dcscription.-Each test item consists of a photograph which has been
cut i-nto four quarters and rearranged in a scrambled order. One of the
sample items used in the directions is shown in figure 17.1. The task of
the exanmince is to visualize the correct order of the disarrangcd seg-
ments and to indicate the correct arrangemcnt on a work sheet. In the
bottom panel of figure 17.1 is shown an answer box correctly completed
for the illustrated item.

(1) Jlntrnc, chcaractcristics..-The directions include four sample
problems. There are 30 test items, arranged 6 to a page. The total num-
ber of scored responses, then, is M20.

(2) Administratio.•-The directions to the test require approximately
5 minutes. The test items originally required anothcr 20 mninutes, but it

I Writtenb Cat-. ,na 1. lfA.ty. SOt Stanlk' W. SN'icvu, iai T.,•h-5. Gerald IL Shlrk
' bft sl n tr MaterislA for this thapver.

"Developed at tht Ntceprtil Rearclc VUtial lteadqu•rifrs. AAF Trainiag Cam-And. Qie
cerntibutcra: Capt. Rickard ii. lHeNaW. anj sta 44.
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was fourd that 13 minutes suf•ice. Upon completion of the test, the
xaluinces transcribe their ati:,wcrs on the work sheet to a specially

prepared IBM answer sheet.
(3) Scoring.-The scroring formula is (3R-W)/4.
Stat isical results.-The data given below are mainly for examinees

tested in April 1942 at P'sychological Research Unit No. 3; those who
went to pilot training were in class 43K. Exceptions are noted in the
appropriate places.

(1) Diiaribution saatislics.--A sample of 392 unclassifie~d aviation

students yivdicd a nan score of 53.5 and a standard deviation of 17.3.
(2) Internal consistencOy.-The degree of homlogeneity of tile re-

sponses (there are four responses to an item) is indicated by a mean

phi coefficient of 0.32, with a range from 0.07 to 0.56, and a standard
deviation of 0.08. These statistics are based upon the responses of the
highest 27 percent and the lowest 27 percent of a group of 350 unclassi-
fied aviation students.

(3) Rcliability coq/icient.-.The reliability vas estimated by correlat-
ing the score on the first 2 pages (first '48 rvs,.,onscs) with the score on
the last 3 pages (last 72 responses). For experimental purposes, these
artificial parts were timed separately, with an allowance of 4$ and 8
minutes, respectively. The correlation was 0.63 for 422 pilots. A very
rough estimate of the reliability of the total test, then, is 0.77.

(4) Difficulty.--Based upmn the responses of 350 unclassified avia-
tion students, the test yielded a mean proportion of correct responses
of 0.76, corrected for chance success, with a range from 0.47 to 0.92
and a standard deviation of 0.12,

(5) .7-ctoripl compositiom.-The most prominent loadings were found
in the gcneral-reasoring (0.42), spatial-relations (0.40), visual-n~emory
(0.28), perceptual (0.27), and visualization (0.26) factors. The com-
munaiity was 0.61. For a fuller picture of the factorial composition of
the test, se Appendix B.

(6) Test valldity.--Validation resul:s based on overlapping samplesare presented in table 17.1.

TAL" 17.1.- V'alidation, data fo•r P'icture lntearatio^ CPI04A, for piloti it primary
irainiiqg, yradualwna-di'mination eriltrion

N, SD,

vio0 017 54.11 $0.45 15,2 071 0a1
$141 .1t S410 49.10 1M.15 .15
*JS .14 $6.01 $0.65 14.64 .20 U

As Am•mnir4 utl urcatisccld sItamne &t,&J4 dt'altio" of LO.

*I& I lasi 443.
Is* ICbu, 4411 avIP 44C. Irlu jr% tat tret simple.

SIn classt 41K, 44.i. 411. and 4IC Ov•iIpq witrl Fits tw Iwo Mal

Etýouotion.--This tcst has a s:-tisfactory reliability and moderate
validity for pilots.
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The pilot validity estimated from factorial equations (see ch. 28) is
0.22, which is close to the mean obtained validity of 0.25. A moderate
"navigator :.,alidity probably would be found for this test also, because
of its saturations in the gencral-reasoning, spatial-relations, nd percep-
tual-speed factors.

Sixty-one percent of the total variance of the test has been accounted
for by identified factors. This probably leaves a considerable amount of
undefined nonerror variance, which may be found to be attributable to
some new perceptual factor. The usefulness of the test, however, in fac-
tor research, or in a classification and selection program that utilizes
pure tests, is limited because of its factorial complexity. The following
factors account for a substantial part of the total test variance: General
reasoning, 18 percent; spatial relations, 16 percent; visual memory, 8 per-
cent; perceptual-speed, 7 percent; and visualization, 7 percent. The inten-
tion of the test constructors to measure visualization, therefore, was not
accomplished; the test's maximum loading is in the general-reasoning
factor.

Pattern Assembly, CP804A

This test was originally developed for inciLsion in: an experimental
battery of mechanical-comprehension tests. It is a variation of the famil-
iar paper form-board test, which has seen mul.h use in industrial psy-
chology as a component of mechanical-ability test batteries. Its correla-
tions with other mechanical-comprehension tests in the experimental
mechanical battery, however, indicated that it did not have much in
common with them. The test, therefore, was assigned a perceptual code
number. Like the Picture Integriation test, it seemed to reluire visualiza-
tion and the integration of the disordered parts of a whole.

FIGURE 17.2
SAMPLE ITEM OF PATTERN ASSEMBLY.

CPSO4A
SDeveoped at Psyckholgical JRearcb Unit No.3.. Cklhal contributor: LA. Loi Q

pater Jr.. and Tek/S"t. Paul C. D~avsi•
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Description.-Ihc na-iture of tile test items is best explained by refer-

ence to figure 17.2, which is one of the sampk, items used in the direc-

tions to the test. 'The examhnce is required to select that one of th., five

patterns lettered A to lF which shows exactly how the parts shown ill

the upper left-hand corner would look when fitted together. The correct

answer is B. It is important to note that one of the four pieces must be

turned over in order to fit into pattern B.

(1) Internal characteristics.-The test includes 34 items, the first 2

of which are unscored sample items.

(2) lidministration.--Fiv'e minutes are allotted to administration of

directions and 15 ininutes for answering the test items.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.

Statistical reslts.-.-The data given are fur examinees tested il NX,_-

vember 1'42 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Distribution statistics.-A sample of 485 unclassified aviation

students yielded a mean score of 15.1 and a standard deviation of 5.1.

(2) Internal consistency.-The degree of homogeneity of the items

is indicated by a mean phi coefficient of 0.26, with a range front 0.10 to

0.54 and a standard deviation of 0.09. These data are based upon the

responses of the upper 50 percent and the lower 50 percent of a group
of 150 unclassified aviation students.

(3) Reliability coerficicnt.-By the alternate-fornis method (zrtifi-

cially separated halves, separately timed), an estimated reliability cocffi-

cient of 0.59, corrected for length, was obtained. This figure is based
on a sample of 202 unclassified aviation students.

(4) Difficulty. -Based upon the i-csponscs of 150 unclassified aviation
students, the test yielded a iean proportion of corLct responscs of 0.64,
corrected for chance success, with a range from 0.12 to 0.94 and a
standard dei~ation of 0 26.

(5) Factorial cotpusition.-1This test was included in only one factor
analysis. Prominent loadings were found only in thc length-cstimation

(0.52) and percept)ual-spced (0.31) f.,ctors. Slight loadings were found

also in the vIsu.!z atiol (0.16) atid gcncral-rcasoning (0.14) factors. The
con.mumality is 0.42. .-or a fu'.er picture of the faci(,rial cor,position of

tl:is test, see ApiwA:dix 1.
(6) Test -validity.--Va!idity d.:ta are prcs'.nted in. table 17.2.

TARLI 172.- Validity d&ith for 'dtfern A'fsxemty, CI',OIA and CFrO4AXI, for
____l.t. in trimiry trainin!, grad:wtitn-chinfratlon a tritenr

s t or 5M* f Ui~I . s o, fle
CrN04A ... , i'R -W/4 0-92 |6 62 1390 508 10.21
CI'FO&A .. 'OW k-- %V/4 .I| I i.98 1434 5.2 .23
C P3A. .• .•41 ...... . 74 2224 21164 470 .07
C21b04A^!' [ 1•4 iK- ..I 8l.79 .14

SI. -taa* 4J31

tot

*A k r~iI ~e; 0 1eu

Q22
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A vzrialion: ClSOtAX1.--'l'hist the uriginal forni of the Pattern
.\sseznbly tvst, is composed of 40 items, most of which are identical with
those of the revised form, CP804A.

Evaluation.-Of all tests studied in the program, this test has the
highest hloding (0.52, accounting for 27 percecut of tie total test vari-
ance) in the Icngth-cstimation factor. It, thcrefure, deserves serious con-

sideration. Its next highest loading (0.31, accounting for 10 percent of
the test's variance) is in the perceptual-speed factor, and, probably, this
can be decreased by making the details of the test items inore easily dis-
criminable as to form and detail. The vcry low loadings on the visualiza-

tion (0.16) and gvneral-rcasoning (0.14) factors arc encouraging (to
those interested in pure tests). Thesc loadings, indeed, may represent
sampling deviations from zero. If they do not, the visualization loading,
at least, probably can be decreased by not requiring that some of the
segments be turned over before they can be fitted into the key figure.
Since only 42 percent of the total test variance is accounted for by the
factors so far identified in this test, however, there is considerable non-
error variance yet undefined. There is room for a new factor with a
loading in this test of approximately 0.40.

The pilot validity is only moderate, the weighted average validity for
a total of 839 cases being only 0.18. The validity predicted from factorial
equations (see ch. 28) is 0.16, which agrees well with the obtaidl va,
lidity.

In its present form, the test is slightly too easy, and its rtliability is
only minimally satisfactory, although it could be a useful member of a
battery of tests.

Area Visualization, CPS1SA'
This test was designed as a measure of the ability of manipulatory

visualization. It is somewhat similar to Pattern Assembly. CP804A.

A 0 ¢

A £ ,

FCGURE 17.3

SAMPL.E ITEMS OF AREA VISUALIZATION.
________C, PG ISA

SDe,,elopev at P~rsychotoc~l lesarckl um.t .No. i. (iief comr,"toc: Pie- T. DiahsJk
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Description.-For each tc.st item, the examinee is required to indicate
which one of three figures will be formed when two segments are ro-
tatcd about so that they fit together. Sample items are shown in figure
17.3.

(1) Internal characteristics.--.The test is divided into two parts 9f 30
items each. One other item is used as an illustrative sample in the direc-
tions. Unlike the Pattern Assembly test, segments need not be turned
over; all that is requi,'ed is rotation.

(2) Addministration.-Each part is allotted 7 minutes, and the direc-
tions take another 5 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/1.
Evaluation.-Since there are no statistical data available for this test,

little can be said in evaluation of it, The test is relatively long, and it
should have satisfactory reliability. Inspection of the test items suggests
that kLngth-estimation variance is reduced sharply, as compared with
Pattern Assembly, CP804A.

It seems doubtful that the tesL will have much visualizationi variance,
judging from its similarities to the Pattern Assembly test.

PATTIERN COMPLETION TESTS
Mutilated Words, CP512A '

This is one of a battery of nine tests adapted from forms devised by
L L. Thurstone. These tests were intended to measure visualization
abilities.

Descrption.-Each item consists of a mutilated word, i. e., a printed
word partially erased, and five complete words labeled A through E. It
is the task of the examinee to recognize the incottplete word and to
select from five alternatives the word that bears the closest relationship
to it. The completed form of the mutilated word is not presented among
the five alternatives, but the answer word is sumiiciently similar in mean-
ing to be easily recognized.

Two sample test items are shown in figure 17A.

0 10

A-ASHES B-WEAPON C-BONES
D-SHOE E-CEMENT

A-REPTILE B-PILLOW C-RADIO

D-SEXTANT E-OIAMONo

FIGURE 17.4
SAMPLE ITEMS OF MUTILATED WOiDS, CP512A

Dcveloped at Perceptual Reitarch Unit. HIe:dquartcr,, AAF Training Comman%4 Chic(
Contributorp: Capt. Richard 11. Hen•cman and staff.
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(1) Internal chioracleristics.-The test is made up of 5 sample and
25 scored items. They are arranged in approximate order of difficulty.

(2) Adniinistration.-The over-alt testing time is approximately 9
minutes, with 4 minutes required for the test proper and 4 to 5 minutes
for directions and sample problems.

(3) Scoring.-The score on this test is simply the number of correct
responses.

Statistical results. (1) Distribution statistics.-Distribution statistics
obtained on this test are given in table 17.3. The distribution curves are
moderately negatively skewed.

TABLE 17.3.-Distribution constants for Mutilated Words, CPSI2A

Group N X[ SD

Unclassified aviation students' ................. 460 17.8 3.1
'1 lassified pilots' ............................. 640 17.8 3.1

Classified pilotss ................. I ............ 185 18.2 .7

2Tested in March 1943 at Psy-chological Research Unit No. 3.
2 Tested in April 1943 at Psychological Refearch Unit No. I. In classes 44A 44B. and 44C.
a Tested in August 1943 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. In class 43L.

(2) Test validity.-Validation results based on several samples are
given in table 17.4.

TABLE 17.4.-Validity data for Mutilated Words, CP512A, based upon samples of
pilot: in primary traininsg, graduation-elimination criterion

N, M, SD, VosS

'640 0.74 17.92 17.64 3.11 0.05 0.08
'185 .86 18.21 18.12 271 .00 ...

'Assumed unrestricted stanine standard deviation not reported.
a In classes 44A. 4413 and 44C. Tested in April 1943 at Psychological Research Unit No. 1.
6 In class 43K. Tested in August 1943 at Psychological Research Unit No. I.

Evaluation.-The paucity of data for this test makes evaluation diffi-
cult. Because of the small number of items, it probably is not very reli-

able, and the distribution curves show that the items are relatively easy.

The test has almost no pilot validity, so we may be rather sure that
none of the factors known to be valid for pilots is substantially repre-

sented. In Thurstone's analysis (2) of a 15-item form of the test (in

which the exarninee responded directly by reading the mutilated word),

the principal loadings of the test were in a factor identified as "speed
and strength of closure," and in another factor called "speed of percep-

tion." The latter, best defined in Thurstone's analysis by peripheral span
and dark-adaptation measures, probably is not the same as the perceptual-
speed factor defined in the present volume.

Object Completiop, CP811A

This test was designed specifically to measure the ability to perceive

the form of an object when only a portion of its elements can be seen.

' Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Chief Contributors: Tech/Srt. Paul C.

Davis, Capt. Richard It. I ennernan, Sgt. Frederick 11. Meie, and Tech/St. Sanford I. goc&
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It was thought that perceptual integration, or the ability to recognize
total situations fromn partial impressions, as in the identification of terr-zn
from fleeting, incomplete glimpses through clouds or smoke, might be
an important function in air-crew success.

Description.-The test is a modification of the Street Gestalt com-
pletion test (1). It consists of a series ,f drawings of military objects
from which many of the parts are deleted. It is the examinee's task to
select from a list of alternative :nswers th6 name of the object which is
partially portrayed in the item.

(1) Internal characteristics.--On each double-page spread, six in-
complete drawings are presented. With these 6 pictures is a list of 13

-possible answers, including the correct ones, misleads, and other. Figure
17.5 shows some items of the test. The test is divided into 2 parts of 30
items each. In addition, there is one sample item used in the directions.

A. 0.Ic, r's C&p

3. fled golf

e. Pl•, 44

3. ?tmeIdgc £
4'

N. OiU .lther

0.ANeAlPON

before th te.t. begu. Fifeenmiuteae _aloedoreac_ prt.Ad
if t4p"

so

0 #

FIGURE 17.5
SAMPLE ITEMS oF OBJECT COMPLETION.

CPSIIA
(2) Adop n ~istrat ion. -The sample itemi is explained andl answered

before the test is begun. Fifteen minutes are allowed for each part. Ad-
ministration requires approximately 5 minutes.
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(3) Scor;np. -The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical residts. (1) Distribution'statistics.-In table 17.5 are shown

distribution data for unclassified aviadon students and for classified
pilots. The distributicn curves are slightly positivcly skewed.

TADBL 17.5.--Distribution constants for Object Completion, CPSIiA

Group Part Score N M SD

Classified pilots .......................... IR 563 13.6 C1
Do' ........................ ........... R 1,310 12.7 5.5
Do' ...................... I .......... R 563 12.3 6.3
Do ......................... II .......... R 1,310 14.3 5.3

Unclassified sviation students* .. I and II R 500 27.4 9.6
Classified pilots2 ................. I and II .... R 339 26.4 9.4

Do' ......................... I ...... 1.310 10.3 S.1
Do' ......................... 11 .......... W 1,310 8.6 3.1
Do' .......................... I and II .... W 3.9 18.1 10.4

Unclassified aviation studentss .... I and 11 .... 500 17.1 10.0

'In class 441. Testedi in April 1944 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.
'Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in May K,44.

(2) Internal consistency.--The d'grce of homogeneity of the items
is indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.37, with a standard
deviation of 0.14 and a range of values froin 0.10 to 0.66. These statis-
tics are based upon the upper 27 percent and the lower 27 percent of a
group of 570 unclassified aviation students, tested in May 1944 at Psy-
chological Research Unit No. 3.

(3) Reliability coefficients.-Sanples to which this test was adminis-
tered yielded the estimates of reliabi!ity given in table 17.6.

TABLE 17.6.-Estimated reliability coefficients for Object Completion, CPSJIA,
based upon samj tes of classified piloti_

N Variables VO'Nr

15378 Part I (R) v. Part It (R)' .................... a0.68 O.88
363 Part I (R) v. Part II (R) ................... .. 75 A

a In class 43J. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in April and Mya 1944. OveW.
lapping snamples.

'C(R) indicates a simple "number right" score.

(4) Correlation between rights and wrongs.-Based upon a sample of
500 unclassified aviation students tested at Psychological Rsearch Unit

No. 3 in May 1944, the correlation between total rights and total wrongs

was -0.37.
(5) Difficulty.-Based upon the responses of 750 unclassified avia-

tion students, the test yielded a mean proportion of correct responses

of 0.56, with a standard deviation of 0.16 and a range from 0.05 to

0.81. This sample was tested in May 1944 at Psychological Research

Unit No. 3. Correction for chance success was not attempted, because

the test is a matching test with progressive elimination of the number of

alternative responses.
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(6) Tesit validity.-Validation results based on several samples are
given in table 17.7.

TAB.Z 17.7.- Validity data fo," Object Coptplel-'on, CP811,4, biscd upon sarnij es of
pilots in primary training, graduation-elimination criteriont

Score N, p 3 40* M, SD1  rq. ,rbi

Part I (R) . .339 0.76 13.04 11.28 5.z 0.20 0.26
IPart ( R) $. 'I 310 .90 12.73 12.76 5.46 -. 003 .07

Part I (W) . 339 .76 9.24 10.19 5.7 -. 10 -. 11
k Part I (W) . S1.310 .90 10.14 10.13 5.73 .02 -. 03

Part !1 (R) 2339 .76 14.07 13.08 5.1 .11 .16
IPart It (R) 81.310 .90 14.31 14.00 5.29 .03 .10
Part 11 (W) '339 .76 8.52 8.96 5.4 -. 05 -. 05
Part I1 (W) 21.310 .90 8.59 8.91 5.12 -. 03 -. 06
Total (R) .... 2339 76 27.11 24.36 9.3 .17 .23
Total (N) ... '339 .76 17.76 19.15 10.3 -. 08 -. 09

'As.uming an unrestric•ed sv~,inine standard deviation o1 2.00.
'Tested 11aw i1 to May IS. 19 $4. at I'yshIological Research Unit No. 3.
'Tested in April 1944 at l'byrhulogical Rescerch Unit No. 3. In class 447.

Evaluation.-This test does not have much pronlise as a pilot -selection
instrument. Its reliability and difficulty level are satisfactory. In Thur-
stone's analysis (2) of perceptual tests, another modification of the
Street Gestalt completion test has prominent loadings in two perceptual
factors: speed and strength of closure, and speed of perception.

PATTERN ANALYSIS TESTS

Pattern Analysis, CP512A'

This is a variant of the Gottschaldt concealed-figure test utilizing only
one standard figure (a capital Greek sigma) embedded in various com-
plex designs. The test was designed to measure the ability to form
figure-ground relationships, and, like Mutilated Words discussed above,
is one of the battery of nine tests designed for the analysis of visualizing
abilities.

Deacriptioe.--The ask of the examninee is to detect the outline of the
standard figure in a complex design. Figure 17.6 shows the standard
figure and five satiple iteims. The standard figure can be detected in
alternatives A, C, and D. (In the actual test, of course, the standard
figure is not shown with every s' of iteins. It is shown only once, in
the directions to the test.)

(1) lntcrnal characterislics.- -l't-it instructions include a showing of

the standatrd figure, 18 exemplary ite.ms, and 15 practice items. The
test prolxr consists of 1.035 items, arranged in blocks of five. If the
design contains the standard figure, the examinee is required to fill in
the appropriate answer-space; if it does not, the examinee leaves the
answer-space blank. The standard figure actually appears in 104 of the
items.

(2) hIdni~islr,alim,,. --\hli|iistiatin require-s approximately 5 min-
utes, with an ov'er-a,!l tsting time of 17 initutes. In the original adtnin-

'1).iqluped at re-t"A.m•l ,te,.ear, U Unit. l41,1ruatters. AAF Training Command. Chief
Contributors: Capt. •thmd II. 1lcwleman and 8t Stan.
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FIGURE 17.6
STANDARD FIGURE & 3AMPLE riTMS OF PATTERN

ANALYSIS, CP5I2A

istration of these tests, however, 15 inijutes were allowed for the first
735 items.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R- W.

Statistical results. (1) L-;str:.buton statistics.-In table 17.8 are pre-
sented distribution constants for two samples of classified pilots.

TA=LE 17..-Dis',ibution cons!ansts for Pattcrx Analysis, CPSI2., based upmo
samphls of pilots

N ] SD

'392 59.3 IL1
'64.4 16.6

I Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Claunot reported.
%Te sed at Psychological Research Uit No. I in

April 1943 in claises 44A. 443. and 44C

(2) Reliability coefficient.-By the alternate-forms method, an esti-
mated rciability coefficient of 0.91, corr.cted for length, was obtained.
Th~s figure is based on a sample of 438 unclassified aviation students and
on the administration of separately timed halves of the test.

(3) Factorial composition.-The most significant loadings are in the
visual-memory (0.35), perceptual-speed (0.26), numerial (0.26). and
visualization (0.18) factors. The communality is 0.35. For these factor
analyses, only the first 735 items of the test were administercd. (The
estimated reliability is 0.87, based on 460 unclassified aviation students
and on administration of separately timed halves.) For a fuller picture
of the factorial composition of this test, see Appendix B.

(4) Test validity.-A sample of 640 pilots (classes 44A, B and C;
see table 17.8) yielded a biscrial correlation of 0.16, corrected for re-
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striction of rang~e. l~tvi performaince iii tills tcest and the graduation-
elimination critcric'n from prim~ary training. The mc~ain score for gradu-
atcs was 63.30, for viliiniiwv 62.00; and the standiard dcviatioji for !x~tll
comfbined~ wa 10.61. (Jr this simple, 74 percent were graduated, andt

dhe standard de~ciatim an~smllTm*1 for Itie unrestricted pilot stirine distri-
bution was 2.00

Evl~dIitaioe.--iThis tc't is l~gigy reliable, but its validity for pilots is
low. Only 35 pcircent of the total test variance is accounted for by the
factors so far ide~ntifiedI In the test, which leaves a very large amount
of undefined nonerror variance.

The iknatifivd factors account for the following percentages of the
total variance (if the te-it: Vi-ual memory. 12 percent; perceptual speed,

7 p~rcvnt ; numerical, 7 lipcti-ut ; and visualization, 3 percent. No other
factor accounts for inurt thtan 2 percenit of the test's variance.

Based on factoiial equations (see chi. 23). the predicted pilot validity
is 0.15, which indicatcs tha~t all the test's pilot validity is accounted for.

Camouflaged Outlines, CP821AI
This is the final variation of the Gottschaldt figures test developed in

the AAF program. Ani earlier form had been developed before the wvar
by Col. J. P. Guilford. It was designed for inclusion in a special experi-
mental study, which was interrupted by the end of the wvar. While no
statistical data are available, its description is of sonie interest, since
experience with p~reviouls experimental forims of this type of test deter-
mlined its specific characteristics.

An original nonmachine-scorable form of the Ciottschaldt figures test
was administered as Ihidden Figutres, CP8O2A. For a group of 652
pilots, this test correlatcd 0.36 with graduation-cl imrnitat ion through ad-
vanced training. Followving this lead, extensive investigations were madc
into the use fulness of this type: of test bly those responsible for the de-
velopment of the A A F Qualifying E'xamiination.*

The results indicated (a) that very easy items should be avoided, (b)
that the test had lowv to mio'leritc pilot validity (ranging from 0.17 to
0.25 inl differenit savipipk), (c) th~at saiti:.factory results were attained
with either closely tiincd or essentially mntimetl administration, and (d)
that all extenisive piractice 1krio- was necessary.

Ili developinlg C.1iiiuutlaged Outlilles, CI'S2IA. -3ll previously coni-
structed test itemis were carefully scrutinized. Many were used iii their
original formu, others were modifiedl, -%nd some were constructed especi:,dly
for the purposes of this test. An attempt was made to have all Items
close to the 50 percent diffictilty level, using a priori judgments, available
item statistics, andl pretestinig with memibers of the test-construction staff.

Descri pivti.-As in other tests of this type, the examinee is required

Dc rl,ýreil t~t P-)rChQioK..%i Rebearth Unit No. 2. Chief contributors: Capt. Jolin 1. Lacey.
Jancite N. Itu~sell

* Theui reitaili are noi pq'--ited in this report. For a detaiitd dciwuiein. we. Report No. 6
is this aerie-% The AAF Qw~fi.Iysap EsLi. asuaim
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FIGURE 17.7
STANDARD FIGURES & TEST ITEMS OF CAMOUFLAGED

OUTLINES,- CP82IA

"to detect a simple figure within a complex design. Two sets of four
* standard figures each are provided. Figure 17.7 shows in the top pand

one set of standard figures, and, in the lower panel, four test items. The
examinee is required to indicate which of the standard figures is in
eluded in each complex design.

(1) Jntcrnal charactcriskics.-Extensivc directions, including prac
tice items, are utilized. The examinec is shown one item with a heavy
outline showing a standard figure. lHe then attempts four practice items.
After these four items are answered, the correct answers are given to
him, again utilizing heavy outlines of the standard figures. The test
proper is divided into 2 parts of 16 items each. In the first part, the first
eight items involve the first set of stantkird figures, the second eight
items, the second set of standard figures. In part 11 the order of presen-
tation of the standard figures is reversed, thus providing an ABBA
order.

(2) Adminislration.-Five and one-half minutes are allowed for each
part, with approximately an additional 5 minutes required for adminis-
tration of the directions.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-\V/3.
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Penetration of Camouflage, CPSI2A '

This t•cst was a(laptcd from Thur~tone's Iiddcn Pictures iest.

DV.,cription.-Tbe test consists of six page-size drawings depicting

military activities. Concealed faces are worked into the context of each
scene. The faces may be front view, profile, right side tip, ,,r upside
down. If necessary to detect the faccs, the examinees way turn the book-
let in any direction. The left and right borders of the pictures are
blocked off into fi;e sections, which correspond to five numbered item
spacvs on the IBM answer sheet. The upper and lower borders are
blocked off into five equal sections which correspond to the five lettered
alternatives for each itcm-number. The task of the examine!, is to detect
the camouflaged faces in each picture and to mark their location in
terms of the item-alternative coordinates. Figure 17.8 shows the sample
scene used in the administrative directions. In this sample, some of the
concealed figures are enjcitcled.

1<' "____:_,,,,

2 % 2

.
J 2J,. . '"'$'.,, '. •, •,•

3 4) 3~A.

4 --

• , - --, ,•

X S

A BC 0 E
BOT TOM

FIGURE 17.8
SAMPLE DRAWING OF PENETRATION Of

CAMOUFLAGE. CP812A

(1) Administration.-The examinees are told that: "P.is is a test
of your ability to detect camouflaged figures * 0Do -iOT indicate on

"1 " D.v.,d at rach~otical Restarck Unit No. X. C"Ad contri.ut.rs: Sg- Fredcrick IL
,'t. L . ... Q W. , L
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your answer sheet the obvious faces of people in the pictures.
The faces in the first two item sections of the sample scene are encir-
cled, and the examinees are told to detcct those in the last three sections.
After this is done, the locations of the faces are pointed out. Two and
one-half minutes are allowed for each picture. At the end of that time
the examinees are told to start on the next. The approximate total test-
ing time is 25 minutes. The first 3 pictures are considered to constitute
part I, and the last three, part II, w*ith 36 and 3S concealed faces re-
spectively.

(2) Scoring.-Rights and wrongs are scored separately for each part.
Statistical results. (1) Distribution statistics.-Distribution statistics

obtained for this test are given in table 17.9.
TASLZ 17.9.- Distribetion consants for Penetration of Camouflage, CPSI2A,

based upo a sample of 773 00ot0

seem M SD

Rights 43.4 L.
wrog 2[.2 2.9i

'Tested June I1 to Aug. It, 1944, at Psyeblegil
Research UJit No. J.

(2) Internal tonsistency.-The degree of homogeneity of the items

4eof the test is indicated by a mean interal-consistency phi of 0.32 and
a range of values from 0.00 to 0.58. These statistics are based upon the

responses of the highest 27 percent and the lowest 27 percent in total
score of a group of 740 unclassified aviation students, tested in June
1944 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(3) Reliability coefficient.-A samaple to which this test was adminis-
tered yielded the estimates of reliability given in table 17.10.

TAMLZ 17.10.- Estimaled reliabihty coeplients for Penetrai'ow of Cammowfee,
CPS1.A, based up* a somtle of 773 pilotsf in prim.ry &iin

Variamle 4' Fit

Part I rights v. Part II rigIhts ...... 0.68 0.11
Part I wrongs v. Part 11 wro,, ........ .Js .71

Tested June 12 to Aug. II. 1944. at P, ychobloCsI Restearch Unit No.. .

(4) Corrclatios of rights and wrongs.-The intercorrelations of
rights and wrongs are shown in table 17.11.

TAb•L 17.11.- -ntercorrelations of rights and tronts of Pentiratiom of Camoufine.
CPS12.4, for a sa.qfe of 773 pilots in primary trainimW

1. Part I rilts .................... .... 0." -0.02 0.O S
2. Part II r,ihts ............... 0. ... .11
J. Part I wro"I ................. .. .. .06 ... A.s1
4. Part II wrongs ............... 05 . .

'See footnote I. table 17.1L
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k(5) Difficulty. -Bastd upon itein aiialysis of the responses of 750
uliciassified aviationi students, teitcd in June 1944 at Psychological Re-
search Unit No. 3, the test yielded a inear, proportion of correct re-
sponscs otf 0.68, with a ratige f roin C. IS to 0.9') aund a standard deviation
of 0.21.

(6) Test 'wlidity. -Validation results based cin a sample of 773
pilots in elementary training arc given in table 17.12.
Taimu 17.12.- Validity data for Paenetrulion of Camsouflaye, C P812.1, for titloz

im trinutry tr'aising, gradiualion -eim.inalion criderion (Ni=773')

I'm Score N10 iI SI),

.............. Rights..... 22.96 23.12 3.13 -0.02 0.02
I.............. .... do ............ 20.41 20.21 4.17 .04 .10
I............... wronx%..... .74 .9 1.19 --.13 -. 15
I.................40 .d .... 1.37 1.43 2.13 --.02 -. 04

1 and 11.....Iih%.........I'hi 43,44 433.33 8.53 .01 .06
1 and It1.........Wrongs ..... 2.11 2.42 2.9$ -. 06 -. 08

I Ste foolnute 1. tab~e 37W.1
'Assuining an unrcstrctevt n~tine stand~ard 4eviatwe of 2.00.

Evatuzti,;Yi-Both r~ghts and wvrong.,s for this test have satisfactory
reliability, and tlicy aipparently linasure different functions. Neither
score has much vadidity for the pi!ot criterion.

Cainoufloged Figures, CP3IOA I

This test is one of the series drý,ignol~ to measwze the ability to dis-
!inguish1 a pattern fromi a confused background.

fle.crittion.-The test items t.,,nsist of capital letters Outlined in dots
Aind surrollnd':d b- other dots which disrupt the pattern of the letters.
The taslk of the cxamuiiec is to distinguish the lettcr pattern from its
ctmIiuscd( Lackgrotind. The answers are recorded on a special IBM an-
swer sheet, witli spacvý for -ill letters of the alphabet exc~ept Q. There
is only onec leter ill ~ch de-sign, atid it is alwa ys right~ side up. Three
5ýun11ple items aire presented in figure 17.9.

ABCDEFGHI-JKLMNOPfRSTUVWXYZ

FIGURE 17.9
'J14PEITEMS OF CAMOVFLA~D(0 F IGURES,

_______ P810A

Dcvij.. atPir to~culRe~arth Uni N ?(. . Ckief t..nsrihlaeic: Capt. Sitaa W.
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(1) internal characteristics.-The test is made up of 2 parts of 30
items each. There are three practice' problenis at the beginning of the

test.
(2) Administration.-Thirteen minutes are allowed for part I and

11 minutes for part II. Administration of directions requires approxi-
mately 5 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-Rights and wrongs are scored separately.
Statistical results. (!) Distribution statistics.--Typical examples of

distribution statistics obtained on this test are given in table 17.13.

TABLE 17.13.--Disiribution constants for Camoullaged Figures, CP8IO.1, bated
upon a sinple of pilots in primary training'

Score N U SD

Rights ............................. 1.330 32.5 9.2
Wrogs............................,0 12.7 7.6

Tested in Match 1944 at Psyrhoiorical Rccarch Unit No. 3 in class 441.

(2) Reliability coefficients.-Samplcs to which this test was adminis-
tered yielded the estimates of reliability given in table 17.14.

"TABLE 17.14.- Estimated reliability coefficsiens for Camouflaged Figures,
CPSIOA, basd upon samples of pilots

pati rng' Variables............N et0.182

Part I rights ,. Part It rights ................. 1760 0.69 0.32
Part I arongs v. Part 1I wrongs ............... 1..'775 .40 .57

Part I rights v. Part It rights. ................. .. .. 169 .70 .82
Part I wrongs v. Part It wrongs ................ . 1169 .49

'Tested in March 1944 at Psychological Retarch Unit No. 1. In class 441
|Tested April 10 and 1i. 1944, at P3,,chological Research Unit No. .L

(3) Difliculty.--Based upon the responses of 733 pilots, the test
yielded a mean proportion of correct responses of 0.72, with a range
from O.vO to 0.99 and a standard deviation of 0.20. These statistics are
not corrected for chance success, s;nce there is only I chance of 25 of
securing the correct answer by gressing.

(4) Tcst validity.-Validation results are given in table 17.15.

TAM.E 17.15.-Validity data for Camouflayed Figur.s, CI'SIOA. based upon
samples of pilots in primary training, g radua lion -,lini matiin criterion

N Part Sorinl
formula M%, Nt___. Sit, ri___

'1.330 and II .. I(ixhts ... 0.6 32.72 31.36 9.15 0.01t 0.17
'1 3110 Ia.!1 ... Wrongs . 12.70 1264 7.49 .01 -. 05
"169 I ........... ir.hts ... .70 I .-64 14.44 4.5 .16 .21
'169 .......... .\renl .S . .70 6.11 676 3.5 -. 11 -. 11
'161) I .......... Riht .. .70 15.75 14.56 5.2 .14 .211: 169) 11 .......... W\"°"a#,"a .70 3•.92 3.92 2.9 .00 -. 01
8169 1 ant Ii .. - . rhts .. .70 31.39 20)00 7.9 .18 .21,i69 I and II . .. Wro,,s . .70 10.03 10.61 S.09 -. 08 -. 09

Altiuminil 2r+ u-ire ,Jifit % r ne lrl devia-tion of 2v0.
,In 03-s 411. Tritcl in Wirth l'14 at Plychqloictal Re,-arch unit No. 1.

"Testea1 April0 at.1 II. 1941. at Psychological keRartl unit .4. 3.

(5) Item v'alidily.--Validation of iltems re•-alv-d a inumx- phi ,rf 0.01,

with a range from -0.11 to F0.24 atil a statll.,d deviation of 0.07,
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based upon tlie responses of 600 graduates and 133 eliminees from pri-
mary pilot training.

Evahluation.---This test has satisfactory reliability and moderate pilot
validity. The average difficulty level of the items is rather low.

Ability to Lattenl in Noise, CP70 4BX2

This test was designed to mniasure the ability to hear instructions
through noise. Inability to hear instructions and comments through the
intercomnmnication systems of training airplanes was frequently re-
pot ted as a difficulty and potential cause of elimination in early phases
of training. The Iir.t form of this test was developed b:.' the Harvard
Psycho-Acoustic Laboratories,'-2 and the phonograph records on which
this test was recorded were provided by that organization.

Description.--This test, involving the ability to hear spoken words
above a noise screen similar to that made by a twin-engine bomber, is
rvcorded on phonograph records, and it involves 20 sections of 10 words
each. There are also two practice sections of 10 words each at the begin-
ning of the test. The task of the examinee is to select the word spoken
irom five alternate choices, and to enter it on his answer sheet. Two sam-
pie items are as follows:

A B C D E
41. hurt churih perch first none of these.
42. platter dlatýcr cluttcr flatter none of these.

For 41, the spoken word was "hurt"; for 42, tht spoken word was
"flatter." The alternaative %%,,Jr'- are the most popular incorrect re-
sponlses that were made by a gioup of 100 unclassified aviation cadets
who wrote down what ihey heard.

Part I consists of 20 practice items and 100 scored items; part II
consists of 100 scored items.

(1) ,ldnistration.-The examinees are tohi that: "This is an auli-
tory test of your ability to hear and idt-ntify words above the roar of
ait airp~lane engine. * * * As each word is spoken, you will look over the
five possible answers * * and select the word yu()i heard spolen. If
the spoke-n word tlo.s riot appear, y*our answer will be E. or nloe of
hc-c." Tlh" tt : ;d tc.,,ting tone is appr•ximatelv 35 minutes.

(2) Scoring. The scoring formula is R--V/5.

stati.%tid r,'estlt. (1) Distrib ution a hlstiecs.-- -Table 17.16 presents

ihistribution data for this test.

11 Fitt form t&vriehpj by Dmi. S. S. Stevens and IL. L.. Bermiek. The records and accessory
te t illaterials were kitidly ,n..le availahii to the Army Air Curits by D)r. Stevens for etx;ero

46ental us.
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TABLE 17.16.--Distrib tlion data for Ability to Listen in Noise, CP704BX2, based
utpon samples of classified pilots

N Part Score 3 SD

'610 1 ...... .......... R -W/S 4.3 9.S
'500 1 ................. R $4.3 &.4
'S00 I ................ R SI.S 10.$
'500 1 and 11 .......... R 105.9 16.4
2500 1 ................. W 44.3 8.0
2500 11 ................ W 47.1 9.6
1500 1 and II .......... W 91.3 15.3
1'04 1 and 1l .......... R--W/$ 94.6 1?.l

lI,12 1 .................. R - W/S 44.2 9.9

I In cl4ss 44H, tested at lPychological Re:.earch Unit No. 3 in February 1944.
STested at Psychological Research Unit \o. 3 in June 1944.
$In classes 44H1 and 441, tcicd at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. February and June

1944.

(2) Reliability coeficients.-Samples to which this test was admuinis-
tered yielded the estimates of reliability given in tabl- 17.17. The low
correlations between halves of part 11 is due to the inferior quality of
the first side of the second record. In the sample of 500, this defect was
remedied.
TABL.E 17.17.-Altcrnate-forms reliability coefficients for -lbility to Lislen in Noise,

CP704B1X2, based upon samples of classified pilots

N Variables 00 rFi

'403 Part I v. Part IIAt ........................... 0.28 0.44
'403 Part I v. Part 1ib ............................ . . .43 .60

11,564 Part I v. Part 11 ............................. . . .31 .68
'403 Part IIA r'. Part JIB ....................... . .. 28 .44
'500 Part I v. Part II (rights only) ................ . . .46 .63
"$00 Part I v. Part It (wrongs only) .............. . 1 .67

I Class 4411. tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. February 19q4.
'Side A of part 11 was technically inferior.

Class 441. tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. June 1944.

(3) Correlation between rights and wrongs.-For a sample of 500
pilots (class 441, tested in June 1944 at Psychological Research Unit
No. 3), the correlation between rights and wrongs was -0.88.

(4) Difficulty.-Based upon analysis of the responses of 750 pilots,
the test yielded a mean propor'ion of correct responses of 0.57, corrected
for chance success, with a range from 0.00 to 0.95 and a standard devi-
ation of 0.22.

(5) Test validity.--Validation results are presented in table 17.18.

TAt.F 17.18.-Validity data for Ability to Listen in Noise, CP7O4BX2, based upon
samples of pilots in primary training7, qraduation-eli, imiltion criterion

Part N, P, Me m. SI), bo I.'

I ........... '610 0.82 45.S 44.2 9.5 0.07 0.10
I and 114 .. 704 .84 95.10 92.33 17.80 .09 .12
to ........... 81.122 .87 44.28 43.58 9.86 .04 .07

Assuming an unrestricted sManine standard deviation of 2.00,
'Part 11 omitted because a large proportion of examinees was subjected to technically In.

terior record.
I In class 441!, teied at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. February 1944.
' Both parts properly administered.
* In classes 4411 and 441. tested at Psychologicat Research Unit No. 3, February and lung 1944.
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* ~(6) Itt'm valdidiy..- Valid ition of iAt'ns revealed a mean phi of 0.01,
b,-,,.cd tipon the r(-spo:vises ol 750 grad!uates and 68 elimninees from pri-
IMA:Y 1,1io traillingj Iz cla.is 44111 'Hic s'awlha d deviationofpivue
w~is 0.08, ;au 1, Cie r'an -, : fron --0.11 8 to 0.23.

(7) ShJ.y oJ (lie effects f se'a~iiq.-- -Th _ effect of the acoustics in tht-
t-sting rooni was couisiileredl rf poten1tial iwportance as a factor inifluenc-
ing, scores on the test. The wtwas ariAninistered in two different build-
ings. A~ sainplc of 308 uncl'ts:,ifidI tvi-ion1 cadets showed a mean score
of 42.8 and a standard devia-tion of 9.7 for part I in building A. A

Salpeof 159 iunclassificed tWation cailc's showed a mean score of 46.4
al(d a staeidlir't (l:viatioti of 9.2 foi- 1.art I in b~uilding B3. Although the
di Ierence b':tmeci the nicaiis of the Liawtbildings is significant at the
I percent level, consideration of the wide rangec of scores indicated that
there would be little effect upon the vaiuieitr of the test.

It was also foundl that buildinig A lad1 less stanldar'd acoustical con-
ditions tl'an B. For statistical inaly.iis, the room in building A was
divide-d into quiadrants. Tt v.as for'wd Jihat the left rear quadrant showed
a nw.ln of 39.5 andl a standird (ISLOiation of 8.4, which is significantly
lower (at the 1 percent levcl) th-in the! average of the other three (mean
of 43. 5, and standlard de% iaf ion of 9.8). No di fferences amiong the quad-

-ans wre oun fo btil~ingR.Buil~iing A had only three speakers,
as op~posed to building B with four.

Vciriations.--Therc are two prelimnatry forms of this test, CP704A
and CP7O4BIXl. All tht! fornis use the same records, differing only in
answevr 1) oklcts and directions .. Ai mentioned ab~ove, the A form
was devuloped by the Haii,.,rvardPsy~cho-Acouistic L.aboratories. The di-
rections -.i(' booklet for this test req'uire the examninee to wvrite the word
teat hie becard. This test was adlmitisi~teredl to 100 unclassified aviation
Cadets, .1 W thc 1nost frequ-enltly 4-pp,.:arir~g incorrect answvers were se-
lected for ase in the couistructioji of thme first multiple choice form,
CP7O4BXI. The use of this form necessitated extensive change's in the
1)(lminiistrativc directions. Wi1h the exceptions of minor changes in the
(11rectiill; nod~ misleads, om m 13N2 is idlentical with BXI.

Eva~eotoba- -Perormnceon this test is apparently easily influenced
hY q-iviri mntiwntal conditions. Bothi the neiioftstics of the test room and the
quality of Oxc recording ni ust be .,taadlar(liz.ed. Under conditions of
large-scale admiinistration, the test has modlerate reliability. Because of
its ncgli~ib~e pilot validity, lowtve fuitl~er development of the test was
tnot undertaken.

ILLUJSIONS T~ESTS

The 4CvClopn~ent of these tcsts Nvaý p)rompted by two reasons, one
general, .and oac specific.

T'ie ,,,C(Jf1C reasoln w.A tlmat ;cvc,,al valid tests of size and distance
cstitmation seviumed to be contatnin.-uteJ with the presence of illusory ef-
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i

fects, e. g., the Estimation of Length test (sve cih. 18). It was felt desir-
able, therefore, to construct separate tests that would attempt to measure
resistance (or, conversely, susceptibility) to illusions, in a deliberate and
systematic manner.

In general, it was thought desirable to undertake an extensive investi-
gation of objectivity of perception, i. e., correspondence of the perceived
dimensions of objects with physically measured ditvensions. The project
was begun quite late in the program, however, and only few data are
available.

Objectivity of Perception, CP806CXI and CPS06CX2 Is
These two tests both utilize familiar geometric illusions, such as tile

Miiller-l.yer, Poggendorf, Ponzo, Sanders p.-allelogranl, vertical-hori-
zontal, filled v. unfilled space, equal squares, Titchener's circles, and un-
named variants of these.

(1) JIternal characteristics.-Form CP806CXI consists of 80 items.

Five types of illusions are represented by 10 items each, and 2 other
illusions by 15 items each. Form CII8O6CX2 contains 70 items, with each
of 7 illusions represented by 10 items. The 14 illusions in the 2 forms
are all different, but I form may contain a major variant of the other.
Each illusion is presented as a separate section, including all tile items
for that illusion. In figure 17.10 are showut items representative of sev-
eral of the illusions. For illustrative purposes, the items shown are those
in which the indicated dimensions are equal.

Each set of items constitutes a series, established as satisfactory by

Spretesting. For example, for the pan illusion illustrated in the panel I
of figure 17.10, there are two standard lengths, ly and 2 inches. For
variables there are lines of the following icngths: IY, V1i. 1%, 1, and
2 inches for the first standard; and 2, 2 3/16, 2 4/16, 2 6/16, and 2 8/16
for the second standard. The order of iprese'ntation of the items is ran-
doinized with respect to length of variables and position (right or left)
on the page of the variables.

(2) Administralion.-The directions to the test are designed to incul-
Cate a set to resist the illusions, and, at the same til'e, to work very
rapidly. Pertinent parts of the directios fo!iow:

This is a test of your ability to (lIcect rawdluy, nerely b) m'l.ct'laon, tdie true silen

of ci1u1nflaged 6g'urse. * 0 *

S S,,mc of tht.•c figures. have been drawn to look different than they really are. That

kt, a line in one of these drawin..- may I*,k ,'.nger o: shorrer th;ti a ruler t-1,ld
Show it to be

'•'o r tia k is to make the i,•it accturale judgl ii i1,. y, . (,;cn, by attempting to ig-
notr: the extr.t Iiiis and angles. wh&icch ca'oullage the trite .:.e of the varinis parts

lif the figtirei $ $

r.lk pitlly. l'li" t-e of" at tiftci.l tlidi k '.tictly to bx aAsiolr-.l , a inttier of

fact., if pm , • )t p to tutca'ure l|ii.ltll (if lilie-. tit tit ttril the fitktrc$ aft-ttwl. fgr

exaiupde. you will not be able to fitih the te *t

Drvelhne',l at PVeholokical Re.wrch 1,umi No. 1 Cheed cenahuatorz: Ot(|4. jobn 1. t.acey. IA.

4' .ipman. and Sgt. Albert It. I•atorf Ill.
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To rcin force the set for spl.id, thit. te,,t administrator paces the exami-
flees, :,a,•linwcmig at the el of each minute on what itemn the examinee
,. iul,' Ibe wur!,'ing. The cxalimiccs are required to answer eight items

each minutc. This pacing was established after experimental administra-
tion of the tests to 500 unclassified aviation students at Psychological
Research Unit No. 3. It permits approximately 80 percent to finish all
items and 100 perctent to finish ail but two itcms in a section.
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(3) Scoring.-No scoring formula is yet rccommended for these
tests. For experimental purposes, responses were categorized as indicat-
ilg lua-huuniu resistance to illision (i. e.. calling equal htivs eqtital despite
illusory effects), maximutm susceptibility to illusion (i. e., answering in
the direction of the illsmon), and intermediate jtdgmelnts (e. g., two
lines being called equal, where maximum resistance to the illusion would
elicit a response of longer, and maximum susceptibility a response of
shorter).

Statistical results. (1) Distribution statistics.---Available distribution
data are shown in table 17.19.

TABLE 17.19.- Distribution data and Kuder-Richardson reliability for Objectivity
of Perception, CI806CX1 and CP806CX2, based upon sampls of unclassified

atiation students

N Form Score M SD fees

2551 CP806CXI "R"I 23.5 6.6 0.64
'500 cP806CXI .R" 22.1 6.8
2551 C11806CXI "W'.V 21.1 5.9 .59
'500 CP806CXI .W" 19.8 5.8
'SSI CP806CXI I"!'' 18.8 5.9 3.;
2551 CP806CX2 "R' 34.9 6.1 ,58
'500 CP06CX2 ZR. ?3.8 6.4
'551 Ci806CX2 "W., 14.2 4.5 .4
'500 C11806CX2 SWW3 14.1 S.2
2551 CP806CX2 '.10 15.8 5.8 .66

I Using Kuder.Richardson formula No. 21.
2 Tested February through April 1945. at Psychological Research Unit No. 2.
"14R means responses indicating resistance to illusions.

'Tested April and .May 1945 at Medical and PsycholoFical Examining Unit No. 8.
11"W., means responses indicating susceptibility to illusions.
"* "1" means intermediate judgment., as defined in the text.

(2) Reliability coe,'icicnts.-Although the assumptions underlying the
formula are not completely s.atisfied. Kuder-Richardson estimates
(formula No. 21) were secured as preliminary evidence concerning test
reliability. The data are presented in the last column of table 17.19.
Correlations between the two forms also yield some indication of the re-
liabilities of the test, although the two fornms are perhaps not comparable.
The data are shown in table 17.20.

TALn.E 17.20.- Correlations between Forms CP"86CXI and CI806CXZ of
Objectivity of Perception, based upon a sample of 531

unclassified aviation students'

Variable I 2 3 4 I 6

I. "R" for CPS06CXI .......... ... -0.37 -0.30 0.12 -0.18 -0.30
2. "W" for CP806CXI .......... _-0.37 ... -. 06 -. 27 .44 -. 02
3. "1" for C1)806CXI ............ -. 30 -. 06 ... -. 31 -. 21 .51
4. "R" for CPg06CX2 ........... .42 -. 28 -. 3 ... -. 40 -. 72
S. "W" for C1'806CX2 ........... -. 18 .44 -. 21 -. 40 ... -. 27
6. "1" for CPS06CX2 ............ -. 30 -. 02 ,52 -. 72 -. 27 ..

ITested February through April 1945 at Psychological Research Unit No. 2.

Evaluation.-The test appears to be quite diflicult and Ahe three scores
on each test appear to have only mioderate reliability. The moderate cor-
relations (0.42 to 0.52) between corresponding scores on the two forms
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inglicate either relativt: lac.k of co~mmotn- factor variance, and1( thus a ten-
lenlcy towald (I, )vCI icit v of stitsceJptiIility to (lifferetit illusions. or low

reliability.

Normality of 1'eret'ptiosi, CPUO06CX3 and CPIIO6CX4M

These tw(. te!sts utilize the same test booklets as Objectivity of Percep-
tion, CPSOLCX1 anid CPS06CX2, r-espectively. The sole difference lies
in the instriictions to the test. In taking an illusions test, the examninee
maiy adopt vither a naive, phenonmenological applroach, or anl approach
charactcrizc:1 by the intent to see objects as they are physically. It was
dcicded to inivestigate these two approaches, to discover what differences

in test perfrinance migh'lt be attributable thereto, and which mental set,
if either, producedI Lhe Inure reliable and valid results.

(1) Admi. istfration.- 4he instructions to these tests attempt to in-
culcate a naiive, nionresisltant set. Pertinent extracts from the directions
follow:

fit tils I(-.,, y-ot will Le askhd to rejor' things exactly as you see the11cm
AMaiin figtirc, 11tý buct drawni dtliberately to look differenti than thley actually are.

Thatu Ii. a lint in (,it(, of thce;c di awiligs may lotok longer or shorter than a ruler would
5iroivt~ At to 6'c S S Ar tasik is to rcort how the figure !ooks to you, rnot how
yms thtink it should look * You will get the best sccrc by working rapidly
and rccurulizu, )out first imaprvssýon off how the figitrcs actually look to you.

Statistica! result5c. (1) Distribuition siatistics.-Distribution data are
shown in table !7.21.

T~pi E 17.21.-Difstril;u~iin dtao and K tde'r-IRich~ardsron reliubilities of Normnality
of i'e'uu'pliu's (T1S6CX3 and C1'S3r6CX4, bazsed iston a sample u 518 imtdassified

azaiiiions jaudeni?

Fo~rm Scott' PdSB r,

CV0 'i .... 121.2 S.9 0.60

Chslcft X3 ...... T 16.6 5.2 .S5
CP VM..... R 1.3 5.2 .40

Ci'muct.CX4 ..... 18.2 S. .s0ci'svor ..... 14.6 SA4 .62

ITtsted ini Febiuaty -nJ 'Mr' 19 IS at Psiychluoogical Reseirch Unit No. 2X
Fu rltguIanwI'I of ýCurrl. Ste lootruotes to table 17.19.

si Lt Ktrtd ~ ro formnula No. 21.

(2 1 ~;'ii~ O~itf~.k~e~~~rsl reliabilities were colii-
ptitvul for these fo-nus also, and are shown in the last colutmn of table
17.21. Agtiin, c(;rrclatiotis Letwe-en file fornm yield someC indication of
test reliability and thcy are presented in table 17 22.

' vceiop&o at I'gyclilogicaI R~earch Unii No. .Cbaief contributor: Calt. Joui. 1. u~cey.
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TABnL 17.22.- Correlations betwi'een Forms CP806CX3 and CP806CX4 of Nor-
mality of Perception based upon a sample of 518 unclassified aviation student/

Variable 1 2 3 4 S 6

I. "R" for CPS06CX3 ............... -- 0.32 -0.12 0.32 -0.19 -0.13
2. "W" for CPS06CX3 ...... -0.32 ... -. 27 -. 24 .51 -. 19
3. "I" for CPS06CX3 ............ --.12 -. 27 ... -. 15 -. 31 .46
4. "R" for CPS06CX4 ........... ..32 -. 24 -. 15 ... -. 33 -. 49
"5. "W" for CPS06CX4 ........... --.19 .51 -. 31 -. 33 ... .51
6. "1" for CP806CX4 .............-. 13 -. 19 .46 -. 49 -. 51

'Tested in February and March 1945 at Psychological Research Unit No. 2.

Evaluation.-The illusions tests administered with instructions in-
tended to produce a naive, phenomenological set do not seem to differ
much from the previous forms. Reliabilities and score intercorrelations
seem fairly comparable. Administering the tests with normality instruc-
tions rather than objectivity instructions r.sults in fewer judgments in-
dicating resistance to illusions and more judgments indicating suscepti-
bility to illusions (compare tables 17.19 and 17.21), but the differences
are quite small.

Objectivity of Perception, CPD06BX1, and Normality of Percep-
tion, CP806BX3 1s
These tests are comparable in arrangement, format, and directions to

the previous forms. They differ, however, in content, being devoted to
illusory effects stressed by Gestalt psychologists, centering about the con-
cepts of structure-and articulation of parts. The two sets of instructions
art entirely comparable to those used in the previous tests.

The test booklet is divided into 10 parts. comprising 125 items. Sam-
ple items of three different sections are shown in figure 17.11. For il-
lustrative purposes, the correct answers to the items chosen for repro-
duction are all "equal." The nature of the test may be made clear in the
following listing which gives the phenomenon of perception with which
several of the parts are concerned.

Part I: Parts of well-structured objects appear less numerous than
irregularly spaced parts ef non-structured groups (see upper panel of
fig. 17.11)

Part 1g: Parts of homogeneous regular objects appear less numerous

than parts of broken, irregular objccts (see middle panel of fig. 17.11).
Part III: Arti-ulated groups composed of identical objects (plane

silhouettes) appear less numerous than unorganized groups composed of
dissimilar objects (see lower panel of fig. 17.11).

Part IV: Triangles appear larger in area than Greek crosses.
Part VII: Of two equilateral triangles, one placed above the other, the

lower one is perceived as of lesser area.
Part 'X: A tilted square is perceived as of greater area than the same

square presented in the horizontal-vertical orientation.
Other parts constitute variants and combinations of these.

Developed at r.ycho'ngical Unit No. 3. Chei" contributors: Sgt Stanley Blumberg. Cape,
aoha I. Lacey. and UA. Eli A. Lipman.
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FIGURE 17.11
SAMPILE ITEMS OF OBJECTIVITY OF PERCEPTION,

CP806BXI, AND NORMAL.ITY OF PERCEPTION,
CP806BX3

Each section of the test is scparately timed with I minute and 10 sec-
onds allotted to part V, I minute and 25 seconds to part IV, I minute
and 30 seconds to part III, I minutet and 35 seconds to parts 11 and IX,
and I mninute -and 40 seconds to parts 1, VI, VII, VIII and X.

Thecse time limits are based upon preliminary experimental adminis-
tration of the test to 248 unclassified aviation students at Psychological
Rtcscarch Unit No. 2.

No otl'er statistical data were available at the timec this wa-.s written.

!-

: EVALUATION OF FORM PERCEPTION TESTS
Too few data are available to permit a thorough evaluation of form-

perception tests. The lack of extensive factorial data, in particular, obvi-
t ates tile type of intlieprctation and evalutation that has p~roved to be so
II ~useful an~d fruitful.
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The two pattern-formation tests for which data are available (Picture
Integration, CP104A, and Pattern Assembly, CP804A) have moderate
pilot validity, attributable in large part to saturations in the space-rela-
tions, perceptual-speed, visualization, and length-estimation factors. It is
noteworthy that for both these tests there are sizeable discrepancies be-
tween communalities and reliabilities. It may be that at least some of this
disparity is due to a new factor of perceptual integration. While there are
no data to support this speculation, the problem is worthy of study.

The two pattern-completion tests (Mutilated Words, CP512A, and
Object Completion, CP81 IA) apparently have little or no pilot validity,
which argues for a lack of the factors known to be valid for pilots. The
additional fact that very similar tests were found by Thurstone (2) to
have prominent loadings in a factor tentatively identified as "speed and I:

strength of closure" implies that this factor lacks pilot validity.
The pattern-analysis tests promise only low to moderate pilot validity.

The value of the illusions tests is yet unexplored. Available data indicate
relative specificity of the various illusions, although Thurstone (2) has
tentatively established the existence of a factor common to different geo-
metric illusions.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
(1) Street, R. F. A Gestalt Completion Test, Columbia Unirersity. 1931.
(2) Thurstone, L. L. A, Factorial Study of Perception, University of Chicago

Press, 1Q44.
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CIIAP![l[CIFF___________________

Size and Distance Estimation Tests'

INTRODUCTION

Contents of the Chapter

Tliis chapLjter considers tests that measure the ability to per-ceive size
and distance accurately. For convenience, not because of a considered
psychological analysis, the tests are divided into three categories, to each
of which a section is devoted. Thie categories are: (D Iistance Judg-
ment Tests, (2) Angular judgment Tests, and (3) Judgmient of Propor-
tions Test. Following the discussion of the tests, a general evaluiation of
the area is presented.

RIttioiaallc for Developmenet of Size and Distance Estimnation, Tests

Piloting a plane, navigating a plane, sighting on a target-all these ac-
tivities seem to involve accurate percep~tion of size and (distance. FEarly
job-analysis dlata provided some inrdication of the inpoxrtanice of this
perceptual activity in each of the three main air-crew positions.

In table 1.5, it may be seen that estimaition of speed and distance wvas
mentioned in froma 27 percent to 36 percent of eliminations fromn cie-
nientary and advanced training, and in I1 percent (in one sample) and
5 percent (in another samiple) of operational reclassi ficat ions.

Wihen combat supervisors rated 20 traits for their importance in corn-
bat, on a 9-point scale in which the nominal figure 5 was taken to mean
"better than avera ge," estimation of speed an(! distance was rated 5.8
for combat bombhardiers (see table 1.2), 6.6 for combat naviga.tors (see
table 1.4), 7.5 for combat fighter pilot~s, andl 6.1 for combat lm:auler pilots
(see table 1.6).

I-ate in the programn (F-ebruary 19-14'), ani intensive job analysis of
thle act of landingq a plane was underta4-en by Psychological Rvscarch
Unit No. 3. whilch supplied some %-cry specific information onl the role of
distance pecrception. Four aviation psycholo-ists spent! 3.¼, weeks at a
primary schiool collecting data oil indlivi(lually ob~crxvcd landings, inter-
Viewing studenits and instructors, and th-m~stlves expuricncing landings,.
Thec muain mimetus for this research %a, provided byv the fact that a large
nuiinhcr of eliminations from clk-ni n ~ary t ralitaing (cciirrcl (luring the
Period of conIck ntratvd practice on landings.

WVritten by CalA, Jehn I. I-&cry 3nd Trtb /S411. Gerrald It Shult..
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While the job-analysis data canno• be preseitAcd in detail here, some
descriptio:• of the ruIc of d:stalce estimation may be given. In turning
into his approach to the landing lane, tite pilot must accurately judge
distance so that he may cut the throttlc and make the gliding turn at the
correct time. As the airplane nears the ground, the pilot causes the plane
to lose air speed until it "stalls out" and drops to the ground. A perfect

landing can occur only wvhcn the pilot accurately judges hi., height off the
ground. On the ground, of course, the pilot must estimate the distance
of other objects from his own plane.

Data such as these norc than Justify the :ý:.velopnicnt of tests of dis-
lance estimation, whein the distanc,,s involved are relatively great. Im-
plicit in the development of printed tets of length estimation, however,

is the assumption of a factor of length estimation common to a wide
range of distances. A similar assumption is made in the development of
printed tests of judgment of angular magnitudes.

DISTANCE JUDGMENT TESTS

In this sectiun will be described those tests that measure the ability to
estimate linear and nonlinear extents.

Shorter Line, CP606

Ea. ai the classification program, the best available information con-
cerning the duties of pilots and navigators indicated that tests sampling
the abilities to estirn,%- size and distance, to make quick and accurate
approximate readings from tables, graphs, and meters, to apprehend
quickly number-size, etc., had promise of validity. These diverse activi-
ties wcre groujped together under the term "QUantitative Perceptioti," and
the Otfice of the Air Surgeon, Psychological Branch, requested the Co-
operative Test Service to supply a series of such tests. In this chapter,
three of these tests, Shorter Line, CP606, Nearest Point, CP607, and
Shortest Path, CF608, arc discussed.2

Shorter .ine, C1P606, is part VI of the Quantitative Perception Test.
This test was used in the classification battery of April 1942.

Description.-In this test, the examinee is required to indicate which
of two lines is the shorter.

(1) Ihternad characteristics.-The test comprises 30 aitms which arc
pxrintedin on mnc-ialf of one side of anl 113M a;nswer sheet. Each item con-
sists of five stsaight lilnes of different lengths radiating from a central
point, D)istracting liles, curves, and figures are added. Two of the lines
are labelcd with the letter-symbols A anid B. The task of the examinec
is to select the shorter line of the two that are labeled, and to record his
answer iii the space to tihe right of the diagram. Two examples of items
are shown in figure 18.1.

Fior a dibcu-isiol of the 0Lhi r o i the Ouantitatve Perception Test, see ch. 16.
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b A a

FIGURE 18.1
SAMPLE ITEMS OF SHOR-IER LINE. CP606

(2) AdrniH istration.-Administrative directions, greatly simplified by
having the test items on the answer sheet, are quite short. They state:

In each of the figures below, there are five straight lines radiating from a central
point. One line is labeled a and another b. Decide which of these two lines is suotaTE,
and blacken the appropriate answer-space below at the right of the figure. Pay no
attention to any lines through or near the five "spokes" radiating from the central
point ... You will have 2 minutes for this part...

(3) Scori,:g.-The scoring formula used in the classification battery
was R-3W.

Statistical results. (1) Distribution siatistics.-Typical examples of
distribution statistics are given in table 18.1. The distribution curves are
approximately symmetrical.

TABLE 18.1.--Disiributio.t constants for Shorter Line, CP606

Group .N M SD

Unclassified aviation students ....... 240 22.1 $.9
Unclassified aviation students' . . . . . . . 527 21.6 6.2
Navigators' ........................ 392" 21.9 6.1

'Testiag dates and units unilentified.
3 In Hondo classes 42-11 t4 42-16. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 2.

r* (2) Facto;it composition.-The most significant loading (0.44) is
in the length-estimation factor in which the test is almost pure. This
loading is the weighted average of the loadings in two analyses. The
communality was found to be very low (0.27). For a fuller picture of
the factorial composition of this test, see appendix B.

(3) Test validity.-Validation results based on several samples are
given in table 18.2.

Evaluation.-Shorter Line shows only moderate pilot and navigator
validity. There are no data concerning the reliability of the test, but the
evidence of the low coefficients for Nearest Point, CP607, and Shortest
Path, CIP608, suggest that it too is quite low.

Factor analyses of this test show that 27 percent of the total variance
has been accounted for by common factors. Of this, only the length-esti-
mation factor accounts for a significant amount (19 percent) of the
total variance of the test. The remaining 8 percent is accounted for by
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factors on which the loadings are quite low. While Pattern Assembly,
CP804A (see ch. 17), has a higher loading on the length-estimation fac-
tor, Shorter Line is a purer measure of this factor. The loading is suffi-
ciently high to suggest that, with an increased reliability, the test may
find value in future factor research as well as in selection where this
factor is valid. It is likely that the distracting lines merely serve to create
illusions and to render the test more ambiguous factodially. In a later
test of the same kind, distractors were omitted.

An estimate of the pilot validity of this test, made from factorial in-
formation (see ch. 28) is 0.11, which is somewhat short of the empirical
validity. This discrepancy may be large enough to indicate some validity
in other factors that were not included in this estimate. Other possible
explanations of the discrepancy would be underestimation of the length-
estimation factor loading in the test C1'606, or in the pilot criterion, or
in botIL

Nearest Point, CP607

This is part VII of the Quantitative Perception Test. This test was also
in the classification battery of April 1942.

Description.-Like Shorter Line, this test is printed on one-half of one
side of an IBM answer sheet and is so designed that there are but two
alternative answers.

(1) Internal charactcristics.-Each item consists of five dots irregu-
larly scattered around a reference point, which is in the form of a dot
with a small circle around it. Two of the dots are labeled a and b. The
task of the examinee is to select, from the labeled dots, the one that is
nearer the reference point. In many of the items, lines, curves, and fig-
ures are drawn in and around the pattern formed by the dots. There are
30 items in the test. Two illustrative items are shown in figure 182.

,,: 5.... 0© ..

FIGURE 18.2

SAMPLE ITEMS OF NEAREST POINT CP607

(2) Administration.-One completed sample item is given in the di-
rections in explaining the test. Two minutes are allowed for testing time.
The directions instruct the examinee to work carefully, and that each
error will result in a deduction of three points from the score.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-3W.
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Statistical rcszdts. (') Di.stribution statistics.-Typical examples of
distribtutiou stat i ,,>c ol ne id on this test are given in table 18.3. Tiý,.
distrilbutiuti •crvo.' art. ;i:)roxiro ,lately symmetrical.

"TA',II: !• 3.I---Ds rib1ion Econstants for Nearest Point, CP607

N M SD

Unclv fite, aviation stu nte . .•• S27 15.9 6.9
U tl-i~sified aianon •itvlicjr ........ 243 17.0 6.8

3......................... 92 17.6 7.3
:''l't"aigl tdtes and urii., um~detitsfied. Ui

1U lu M1 }h, Ad j cj,•e 42 .11 to 42-16. Tcb•tcd at l1s3ychological Research UnfNo. 2.

(2) Reliability coe~icicnt.-By the odd-even method an estimated reli-
ability coefficient of 0.87, corrected for length, was obtained. This fignure
is based on a sample of 243 unclassified aviation students. Since the test
is speeded, this figure is an overestimation. Because the scoring formula
(R-3V), however, emlpbasizes errors, the overestimation may not be
serious.

(3) Fuctoriti campositior..-The most significant weighted-average
loadings are in the lcgth-estimation (0.43), general-reasoning (0.21),
and visual-niemnory (0.23) factors. The loading in general reasoning is
suspect. The co'nunmun.ity is 0.38. For a fuller picture of the factorial
composition of this test, see appendix B.

(4) Test validity.-Validation results based on several samples are
given in table 18.4.

Evalua;ion:.-This ex-trcmely simple test has good pilot validity (aver-
age coeflicicnt aproximatcly 0.19 based upon 4,045 cases). Si.ace the
test is o.)y 2 minnutes iong, however, its reliability is low. Lengthening
wouhd l)rob)ably) improve both reliability and validity at low cost in time.
The vstimniter_ validity, 1tijizing factorial information (see ch. 28), is
0.14, which :; a i.:lAe :;Oorz of the empirical validity.

In the iactor aiaaMy.is of this tes., 38 percent of the total variance was
ac)ouito:dL f:, by counmion factors. The length-estimation factor accounts
for 18 percnt, :Le g ren•er-reasoning factor for 4 percent, and tlhe visual-
memory factor .cxr 5 )eiccit of the total variance. The remaining 11
percent is accour~tc(i tfor loy factors in which the loadings are quite low.

Shortest Path, CIP6OC

This is part VI II of the Quantitative Perception Test, also inclu-Jed
in the clrissification battery ot April 1942.

DescriPtion.-The test consists of 30 items printed on one-half of one
side of an I 11M answer sheet.

(1) Interrnalz rharacterisitics.-Eacih item consists of two points, la-
btled 11 and Q, placed about 1¼/ inches apart. Three curved or angular
lines, lallced A, B, aid, C, are drawna between these two points. The task
of the ex.auinee is to select th, path, or li,-, between the two points that
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is shortest. The exan•'c, reco, ,ls his answer directly below the figure.

A.\ illht r:,itlios, fi~ ur" igi , c pi:c-cutts tvO itf'is of the test.

\JVu
bC

A 8 c. A C C

FIGURE 18.3
SAMPLE ITEMS OF SHORTEST PATH, CP608

(2) Administration.-- One completed problem is shown next to the di-

rcctios. The testing time is 2 minutes. The examinee is warned to work

carefully, since a hcavy penalty (tCree points) is given to errors.

(3) Scoring.-'°lhe scoriog formula is R-3W.

Statistical results. (i) DiIribution statistics.-Typical examples of

(listribul imn stati.stics obtained on this test are given in table 18.5. The

,list ribut ion curves are approximaately synmmetrical.

TABLE 18.5.-- Distribution constants for Shortest Path, CP608

Group N M SD

Vntmla%%ifird av'imion stmitents' ....... 527 11.4 7.3

Unc i3s "Cd aviation Niluderits' ....... 223 19.5 7.S
t ......................... 92 18.9 7.6.

Te-fiiig thitr anid mwiN ui t int fified.
In ihonlo classes 42-11 to 42-i6. 'rested at Psychological Research Unit No. 2.

(2) Reliability cocificien'.--Uy the odd-even method, an esnimated re-

liability coefficient .f 0.69, corrected for length, was obtained, based on
a sample of 233 unclassified aviation students. This figure is an over-
estimfation, since the test is highly speeded. The scoring formula weights
errors heavily, however, so the overestimation may not be serious.

(3) Factorial caont osition.-The most significant loadings are in the

length-csti~nati•,n (0.46), spatial-relations (0.32), visualization (0.28),
and perceptual-s,'ed (0.25) factors. The communality is 0.52. For a

fuller picture of the factorial composition of this test, see appendix B.
(4) Test validlity.--Validatlion results based on several samples are

given in table 18.6.
Evaawtion.--This test has good validity for pilots (average validity

cmt't'ficivilt a;tj.'oxillia:th.ly 0.25) and navigators (average validity coefficient

alplproxinmatcl)y028). Its validity for bombardier is difficult to evaluate
Iwcause of the low reliability of circular error as a measure of proficiency
for that air-crew position.
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Factor-analysis data for this test indicate that 52 percent of the total
variance has been a(:outc()l. for by comnlon factors. Of this, the pcr-
c,'ptual-speed factor accoitn.s for 5 percent, the visualization factor 8
percent, the spatial-rclations factor 10 percent, and the l(:nAgih -ctitilniati iM
factor 21 percent of the tot;al varianice. The rotlaining 8 percent is ac-
counted for by factors in which the test has very low loadings. It is not
as pure a measure as Shorter Line, CP606.

The estimated pilot validity coeflicient (computed from factor equa-
ntios, sCC ch. 28) is the sanic as that found empirically. This inlicates

that all the factors valid for pilot selection arc accounted for in this test.

Map Distance, CP626B 3

The known validity of Nearest Point, CP607, provided the basis for
the construction of map distance. It was desired to construct a longer
test to increase reliability and to add more face validity to a test cf dis-
lance estimation. The test was designed also to utilize somewhat longer
distances than did the nearest point test.

Description.-'rhe test utilizes four copies of a given portion of an
airways map (6Y inches x 7y inches). A copy of the map appears on
each of four pages, arranged in two double-spreads. Twelve towns on
each map are indicated by a large (lot and a letter-symbol. The 12 towns
indicated vary from map to map. A reference point, identified by a dot
with a circle around it, is also placed on the map. The position of this
reference point also varies from map to map. The task of the examinee
is to indicate which of two towns is closer to the reference point. In
figure 18.4 is shown one page of the test.

(1) Internal charactcristics.-As descrilbd above, there are 48 items,
divided into 2 parts, in this test. A sample map with three items is used
at the beginning of the test.

(2) Adiiinistration.-Pertinent parts of the directions for the test
are as follows:

Th~i is a tct of )our ability to estimate ,istanccs on maps. Suppose that you are
a -~lht and your prildci is to iutige ,iielti of rtwo towlis iS the closr. In order to
detcrinioe this, you ill IIhave to coult h your map and estimate the distance from
your plane to e.ch of the torns in quiestion. In this test. )yOto will be shown a map
mnid :tkcd to comparc the distinces froin a given refcrceice 'pimit to v'.rious pairs of

tioV s. Your task each timlc will be to choo,. the nearer town.

1ach doitble-sprcad is separately timed. Three ninutics are allowed
for each part and 5 minutes for the administration. For experimental
purposes, however, 5 or 9 minutes were occasionally ailowcd for each
part.

(3) Scoring.-Thc scoring formula is R-3W+40.
t0ll-l"oped at Ilfadquailtr,. AAF Training Command. Chief conriubutors: Mal. S. Ramin

Wallace andi Staf of Peicceiii Research Usiat.
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Statistical results. (1) Distribievotn stntstics.--Typi~cal examples of
distribution statistics are given in talhkl 18.7. The distrib.ition curves are
alpp)oxiflattly symnizutrical and considerably flattcr than notnmal.

INDICATE WH;CH ONE or ThE POINTS MN EACA
PAIR LISTED SCLOW IS HEAPER TO THlE RIFtR-
ENCE POINT IN THE LOWER RIGHT-H-AND CORNER

Of THE MAP.

I-r'OR I 5-K ORi. 9-HOR D
2-0OoRF 6-J 'R C 10-H OR
3-E OR J 7-F ORS 1 1-C optE
4-BoR D 8-1 ORK 12- on H

FIGURE 18.4
SAMPLE MAP & ITEM5 OF MAP DISTANCE,

C P626 B

TARI.E 18.7.- I~isgribu lion constants for Ha Dileonce, CV62611, base~d on~ a itiontie
of 315 classified tilots'

Ra,,ce atoKf .;rr
Scoring formula %I SD

Low Ihiel

r~ights only ...... 5& 4.7 2 31

K 3 40 .... 22.5 13.1 -20 13

I In classes 44F and1 441. Testedj at I tychnb.gý(AI Rei.auch Unit No. 3.

(2) lntternud consistency.-Analysis of rcsponses of sever.%I sample

groups yielded the intcrnal-Lowisistencv da.ta given in table 18.8.
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rAIU I D( R - ,a,t ,:,-1 .:.i y d..: 1 fur 1-Y it.,,s )f Mlap LDislanzce,'(I6?l
of im ,'.j;. atop sflude:tl

L~ow I L.- h

31V 10 21 .070 70
Rihs0 yý3.10 ý03 .37

kit j v ... . '4117 .3 .19 -. 06 .74

'rr Ic ~~ P.). ii,,.ra - Ii it I o ;,.iu~dn~id
Same sait,14c* t cl td ;.t. V-.~ LA R, c..rch Unit No. 3.

(3) AIMci."~y~ ~capcwnI. U nc samIitjd ylCAild theC Crtmates of reli-
ability given ill table 18.9.

TAmr r. 89 -Alimtcn,1d rchaIi.Jzy C01.0, ji.:t C (vofd-ti-v.1) for .1a Diftan,-e,
MOB) 1=4,;. upo sdampki .zist of tin.!, w c cIN uz: fo .So I.;=

R - 3%V i20o) 0 72

le',%mth les i.C ttei of 10 Icum~utts.
IN.t-l that this i, 3 sp~ee.'r. tes% but % .tl heavy pcnialty fur etrors. 0,H1 cer' rehiabilities,

therrfi.rr. ate Alui ikou~l)y high,
'Tretini Jatei an.! uttits uewlesiutifrd.

(4) Cor,rcti~ion Ievxcc' ri./ltts a'I4 Wf0oilg..-Itor a saitmpi of 911
navi;:ahirs (%u I~tailde 18.1'0), 11wc ci rrtl;,tion butwevii ri-gltts and wrongs
was on]1- -- 0.0 3. For ;I N:ImipIc tf 230) 110ots te~te-l at P:')-cliolo;, kM h R-
search 1i. tt No). 3 in `S-p tumlw )r, Oct( dwr andI Ntw mbewr 19-1, tlic cor-
rclatit,! 'was ---0.07.

(5 1 ; Q tI h.- Mm I uhin ittcin .~l~Sof tht- rvsp'Ant-s of 75( nim-

el>.i fiet I aviatt i nsli h-tt>.0 t, -t ý iuhlcd i tilcati Imtilx rtion of corrcct

r v!,I int niu 10 5 2.2 co rr a v.b1 f ir chmtitc, "' AI I a rx' 'uC f tiiit 0.(X) It) .~
am a sttn!atl'2viatioti of 0.27.

factor'. T[he *:'n.zctiv -. 00, Mx'ich is far lnbdxw the tt-t* rIibmWk
rel~iiihv.I-'ir a fittll pic~turc if thic fEtd~ut id Cfiti.QtOf this test,

Svtc ap4. dix It.
-,-7'.'t Ac WtWlk i I, nl 1 at I,\ ia j!r r

gai n-l i ni t alil e 18.10.
I It I Win ;-.WAVY \';t jSuici .4t it :t. in :ojt oim'l'0 37(, piltis in

cla'cm *141: a t"! M L Wesoi att 'ct~aci Re-carch Unit No. 3,
yiui 1 a ~iti .m h (.!i f 003,. \6111 a rattg- front -4013 to !I () 2) andI a

,tannil.tii t&v~a,;q , r( n(P 1") 0&t Anq~q RAul S2Ixrc"In %%;is tgr;ints.

A1~t! ill tO ' 1 :. 1-In 0-w ~ fmin t uua f i~r thi: cirrcLiat itit oif stimIs it
4 .11 1wt1:\-i 0 1! 1'- "M-. tkt~q,~ . in 1W- !NON of a tv,1 HLttýt

occnr wiuth Wej 100.no A: &t var ving. rd-lth i c tight, ti) r iqlt ami! w rtitlg

ansne ry 14"Wiuiar Am~ty, ca 1weami e r.tgl t al "Jt itl valilily c~eim~catts.
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These modifications in reliability and validity coefficients are most
marked when ight atid wrong answers measure different functions, i. e.,
when the corrclati li 'tween rights and wrongs is low.

Data available for the Map Distance test provide a dramatic example
of changing factorial composition of a test score with changing emphasis
on right and wrong answers.

The problem was set by the results of an internal-consistency item
analysis against the criterion of total score, computed by the formula
R-3W+40. Utilizing the highest 27 percent and the lowest 27 percent
of a group of 4417 unclassified aviation students, the mean phi based on
total group was 0.10, whereas the mean phi based on total ans'vered
was 0.32. These results were completely the reverse of those to be antici-
pated for a speeded test. In a true speed test where everyone attempting
an item responds correctly and a good score depends merely on the speed
of response, the phis l,,ised on total answered would all be zero, whereas
file' phis base~d on total group would regularly increase from some one
item in the test to the last item. As the speed element in a test decreases
in ill)rtan'e, the discrel)ancy hbtwcen phis computed on the two bases
continuously ,'ecreascs, until, with a pure power test, it disappears.

The results of the item analysis of the Map Distance test indicate,
then, that this test, scored to weight errors heavily, would be more in-
ternally consistent if it were administered as a power test. Further in-
vestigation of the prohlem was indicated. Utilizing the same sample of
447 individuals, a new item analysis was performed against the criterion
of total rights only. The results were in accord with expectation; the
mean phi based on the total group was now 0.31, and that based on total
;tnswcred was 0.18. Apparently, then, the rights score is a speed score,
whereas the error score is a power score.

These results led to a small but revealing intercorrelational study.
Using a sample of 315 unclassified aviation students and scoring the
papers with two formulas, R and R-3W+40, correlations with a se-
lected group of tests were comlputed. The tests were selected to reveal
possible changes in factorial composition. The data are presented in
table 18.11.

TAn.E. 18.11.- Covreations of two scores on Map Distance, CP626B, with selected
tests

Correlations score
Te st

R R-3W•+ 40

Speed of ldent.fcation. CP610A ....................... 0.31 0.04
S all Orientation 1. (*1'501B ......................... .. 7 -. 02
I ichanical Principle. CI903A ........................... 07 .25
Reading Cornprehrniion, C1614( ........................ 20 .23
Numerical Operation, (it). C 70-•R ..................... .. 33 -. 02
Nunerical Oprrationi (11), (.170210 ................ . .... . 27 -. 01
Mathelaia l (1, ('1206C .25 .23
Ceesral Iriformation (Nay). CF0O...................... .30 .15
(rneral Informationi (Pilot). M. OSD .................... 22 .10
ComI)lex Coordination, ("M7OIA ......................... 27 .20
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"The corrulatiow, for SIp:cd of ldentiticatihti and Spatial Oritntatiun I
show conclusively that the rights score would have a significant loading
o;i the lirccl)tnual-speed factor, whereais the error-wcighted score would
not.' The large discrepancy bctmecn the correlations with Mecihanical
Principles and the small difference yieldcd by Reading Comprehension,
indicate, on the other hand, that the error-weighted score has a visuali-
zation loading, while the rights score does not. Simiarly, the rights score
involves sonic numerical variance. There is also some indication of higher
verbal and spatial-relations loadings for the rights than for tile error-
weighted score.

While results showing such extrc.ne differences may be rare, there is
no doubt that rights and wrongs in all but power tests descrve separate
consideration and study.

Evahlation..-Factor analyses of this test indicate that it is not a par-
ticularly good measure of any one function. The loadings on the various
factors show that only 35 pIXrcent of the total variance of this test has
been accounted for by common factors. Of this, the visualization factor
accounts for 14 i)crccnt and the length-estimnation factor 9 percent. The
remaining 12 percent is accounted for by other factors on which the
loadings are quite low. Other tests are available that Ihave higher loadings
onl the visualization and length-estimation factors.

The estimated pilot validity. compl|utedi from knowni factor validities,
(0.22), is approximately equal to the average empirical coefticient (0.20).
This indicates that all the factors in this test that arc valid for pilot train-
ing have been accounted for. Since only al-',it one-half of the nonerror
variance has been accounted for, it is clear that additional factors may
yet be brought out by further analysis of this test. If more complete
analysis uncovers another factor, or factors, with significant loadings,
further refinements may be worth while, particularly in view of the
fairly high navigator validity. I
Path Length, CP628

Just as Map Distance, CP626, was constructed to provide a test corn-
parable to Nearest Point, C1L607, but with greater face validity and reli-
ability, so Path Length, CP628. was constructed to provide a nmodificd
form of Shortest Path. Cl•608. The test was not included in any classifi-
cation battery, but was used for experimental analysis only.

Description-.Portions of maps, presented in halftones, are shown,
%%hich include a reference point indicated by a dot with a circle around
it and three other points marked A, B, and C. Each of t•c three points
is connected to the reference point by a heavy black line, which may fol-
low the wandering course of a river, a path, or a road. The task of the

' "Thi% ititeri.ft on. and tho.e to follow., will becomne dlctr upon 111 readecr'l amtliaia-
lion with the contents of ch. .111. A Factorial Picurc of Te.is a .r•,j efI.

' M)cvelord at iNalqua•lers AAF Tra,,-int Corrmqi.J. •Cidf contrlbvo, : Mal. S. Raim
Wallace snd Staff of the Perceptual Retsch U'tI
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examnince is to select the hkttcred point that is connected to the reference
point by the shortest path.

(1) Inh'ermz chiaracteristcs.--The test consists of 34 item.,, the first 2

of which are usted as practice problems. The maps vary from item to

item in size and complexity. A sample problem is shown in figure 18.5.

FIGURE. 18.5
$AMPIL" MAP OF PATH LENGTH, CP6.8

(2) Ald|inistralion.--The examinees arc told that this is a test of
their ability to estimate length~s of various paths on a map. It is strongly
emphasized that they are to compare lengths of the paths indicated and
hutl ~.l,-ighl lhiit, distan|ccs lbetx\'V•. thle points. The total testing timne is
apj~roximately S minutes, with 5 minutes allowe'd. for the selection and
marking of answers.

(3) Scoriiag.--Thc scoring forni,,ta is R--W/2.
Statistical |'esults. (I) Distribution statistics.--Typical examples of

distribution statistics are given in table 18.12.

TAmr. IW 12.-- Pistribtelion consha'ls for Path I.tngtho CP62.88

CGroup N SD

.Navigater.' ................................ 9 19.4 4.2
I,).,,' ................................... 176 19.4 4.5

D),'.....................................1 I1.3I 5.6

SIn IIlo,|o .ta~s,¢ 42 II to 42 16. Tr~ted .*t I'lchQolosscal Rqetatol Unit No..2
0In dlas, 43K. Te"t,Ir at I*)dbilog'hl Rricaich Unit N.. 3
Im cIaII (,It 4413 ml, 44C, Tqitd at 1%'syhakgicaIl Rtaeartc Unit N.. 3.

(2) Rcliabilify co,'ffici,'n.--The test was administered in two sepa-
rat,.iy time.d halves. An estimated reliability cocm~cient of 0.25, corrected i

CII

for length, w\as obtained. This figu~re is bascd on a sample of 4 '0 un-t
classified aviation students (testing dates and units unidentified),.
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3) Factoria, cou)ipositiol.. The largest I,,adings are in the length-
vstimatioli (0.25 , .0atiaI-:'.lati )iS 0.23), gctcral-rtasoning (0.21), and

vi.-alization (0.19) factoirs, Its cotininmality (0.27) almost coincides with
its. iclialility. 1F ,r a fullci picture of the factorial composition of this test.
:.'e al)ppenix 13.

(4) Test validity.-A sample of 550 pilots, in classes 43K, 44A, 4413,
and 44C, tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3, yielded a biserial
correlation of 0.22, corrected for restriction of range, between perform-
ance in this test and the graduation-elimination criterion it, primary
training. The mean score for graduates was 1812, for eliminecs 16.54,
and the standard deviation for both combined was 5.00. Of the sample.
74 percent was graduates. The standard deviation assumed for the un-
restricted pilot stanine distribution was 2.00.

Evahlation.-Factor analysis of this test indicates that the noncrror
variance has been completely accounted for by the conmnon factors. Four
lpercent of the total variance is accounted for by the general-reasoning fac-
tor, 4 percent by the vi•ualizatiun factor. and 5 percent each by the spat.l.d-
relations and the length-estimation factors. The remaining 9 percent of the
total variance accounted for lies in low loadings on other factors.

Although the validity of this test for pilots is satisfactory, its very low
reliability (0.25) and its factorial complexity make this test unsatisfac-
tory.

Estimation of Length, CP631A

This test was also designed to measure ability to make rapid judg-
ments of line length, but with much higher reliability than the Shorter
Line Test, CP606.

Description. (1) Intcrnal characterislics.-XNear the center of each
page are shown five bars of constant width (1.5 mnm.) and of standard
lengths, arranged in order from A to E. These standards vary in length
from 1.5 to 2.0 centimeters, in steps of one-tenth of a centimeter. In the
first part of the test, the examinee is asked to match the length of each
of a number of bars of varying length with one of these standard
lengths. Each item consists of a single lar which is exactly the same
length as one of the five standards lprintcd near the middle of tile page.

In the second part of the test each item consists of a bar which is
exactly (loul)le the length of one of the five standard lengths. hlie exami-
nee is asked to judge which of the standard lengths has been doubled
in each item.

The standards appear vertically oil the page, but the variable test iteims
are placed at all angles. There are 75 items in each part of the test.

(2) Adininistrtion.-Full directions with one sample item precede tile
test proper. The tot.)l testing time is approximately 12 minutes, with
minutes allowed for part I and 5 minutes for part Ii.

ilDveloped at Psy.:hnloiicai Research Unit No. 3. Chief contribuors: Cpl. Albert A. Can.
field Jr. and Li. Robert M. Gagni.
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(3) Scoring.-In exlwrinidntal wvork with this test rights and wrongs
were scored separately.

(1) Distribittion slatisiics.-Distribution statistics are presented in

Rights.......................I..............................23.
Wrongs .................... I................... ....... 18.48!
Rights ..................... I................... ...... 22.1 7.4
Wronugs................ .................. ....... 3.5 11.0

Rgt ..... and It ... 45.4 3.
Wrongs........ :.............. if an 1........,S1.

I Ini class 441.

(2) Intcrnzal con.sistency.-The degree of homogeneity of the itemns .

is indicated by a mecan intcrnal-consistency 1)hi of 0.18, a standard devia-
tion of the phi distribution of 0.270, and a range of values from -0.15
to 0.80. These statistics are based upon analysis of the responses of the
highest 27 percent and thie lowest 27 percent in total score of a group of
750 unclassified aviation studlents tested in May 1944. Since the test is
highly speeded, the low mean value is not unexpected.

(3) Rciability cocficient.-Minimum estimates of reliability were se- '
cured by correlating the not-qui te-compa rable parts I and 11 and correct-
ing for length. Th.- data arc shown in table 18.14.

TAIII.F 18.14.- Reliability corficictlts rs.Nutated by correlatinig tart I and tart 11 for
F-stima lion of Length, CI'631A

Group Store N"i

i'ncla~tifiafar Aviation Studlents'..........Rights 355 '0.41 .S?
Do, do............0.... 23 .0S

Uncsifaie~d Aviation Students and Airplane 28 84 5
Pdc~hanics, ................................ d... 439 1.40 .57
D~o,...................................... ... dCO .... 425 8.43 .60

Cla.,afied P1,01t04...... ....................... Rights 586 5.48 .65
bo* ...................................... Wrongs 586 I.56 .72

'Tcb:ted at Medical and Psychological E~xanini "I~ Units No11. 6 and 8 in April 1945.
I Part 11 administered approximately 4 hoursa aetr part 1.
I P'art It administered iwnimdiattly after Part 1I
* In class 44L

(4) Correlations bct-weci righ'ts anid turongs.-Extremely interesting
correlations between rights and wrongs were reported for this test show-
ing a positive association between correct and incorrect responses. The
data are presented in table 18.15.
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TABLE 18.15.- Correlation coefficients between righlts and wrongs for Estimtation of
Length, CP631A _ _

Group N . ................................. r

Pilots in preflight training ........ '431 Part I rights vs. part I wrongs .. 0.10
Part I rights vs. part I1 wrongs .... .32
Part II rights vs. part I wrongs .. .24
"Part It rights vs. part It wrongs • .30

Unclassified aviation students ..... 500 Part I rights vs. part I wrongs ... .21
Part II rights vs. part I1 wrongs .. .32

'Tested in March 1944.
STested in May 1944.

(5) Difficulty.-Based upon item analysis of the responses of 750 un-
classified aviation students tested in May 1944, the test yielded a mean
proportion of correct responses of 0.36, corrected for chance, with a
range from 0.00 to 0.95, and a standard deviation of 0.21.

(6) Test validity.-Validation results based on two samples are given
in table 18.16.

TABLE 18.16.- Validity data for Estimation of Length, CP631A, based upon the
criterion of pilot primary graduation-elimination

Score N, Pg Mt M* SDI T** r &soI

Part I rights ............. .771 0.85 23.56 21.62 7.9S 0.13 0.19
Part It rights ............. 771 .85 22.39 20.5S 7.37 .14 .18
Part I wrongs ........... 1771 .85 18.29 18.84 8.34 -. 04 -. 06
Part I1 wrongs ........... 2771 .85 33.72 32.55 10.95 .06 .06
Part I rights ............. .431 .76 25.02 23.87 7.66 .09 .13
Part It rights ............ .431 .76 21.24 20.62 6.43 .06 .09
Part I wrongs ........... 8431 .76 20.41 20.51 8.99 -. 01 -. 01
Part 1I wrongs ........... 8431 .76 32.79 33.08 10.62 -. 02 .00
Total rights ............. 8431 .76 46.26 44.49 12.14 .09 .13
Total wrongs .............. 431 .76 53.20 53.59 15.78 -. 02 -. 01

& Corrected to an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.
I In class 441. Tested March 1944.
8 In class 441. Independent of sample of 771.

(7) Item validity.-Validation of items revealed a mean phi of 0.03
based upon the responses of 400 graduates and 80 eliminces from train-
ing in class 441. The range was from -0.11 to +0.33, and the standard
deviation was 0.08.

Evaluatlion.-Estimation of Length, CP631A, seems to have low to
moderate pilot validity and satisfactory reliability. The test, unfortu-
nately, has not been submitted to factor analysis, but it promises to have
a substantial loading o-1 the length-estimation factor, which is known to
be valid for pilots.

The fact that the standard lengths are placed vertically on the page.
while the variable lengths are at all angles, introduces the vertical-hori-
zontal illusion into the test. This is unfortunate; futur,, refinements of
the test should be designed to investigate its effect.

The data showing positive correlations between the number of correct
and of incorrect responses again directs attention to the inmportant prob-
lem of the roles of rights and wrongs in a test. No a priori scoring
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formula would doa justice to this pecuiliarity in this test. Apparently, ex-
Wiminces who get a high rights score do so by working rapidIly ; in so
doin1g, they also miake many mistakes. Those who get lo~v rights s~orcs
go slowly' and cautiously, and so get low wrongs sco~res also. It imay bc
nccessary to control working time by tachistoscopic exposures in order to
assure maximum univocal meaning of scores in this test and in other
pecrceptual tests of its type. Ili lieu of this, anl empjirically derivedl scor-
ing formula is required.

D)istanace Estimtation, CP212A

'rhis test is designed to mneasure the ability to make spatial discrimlina-
lions based onl the p~erceptionl of distance. Other tests for the perception
or extended (listances or depth commonly involve thle presentation of
stiinnhis ol tjct s located at 20 feet or less front the individual being
tested. Thc air-crew member, however, has to deal with distances in the
iieighborliood of hundreds of yardls, for example, in landings and
take-offs.

It is known thiat the ciICs that chiefly determine tile perception of short
* distances suich as tliose relpresentecl iii other djepth-perception tests, iiatiicli',

thie .inoctilar cutes of retinal disparity and convergence, and the monocular
cue of acc' hnlmixation. diminish in impomrtance with increasing (distance
and fhially disappear at the greater (distances. It muay be argued, therefore,

* ~that other; tests (1o not nicasure the funtctioni of distance perception as it is
dleflined in the pilot's task.

ofDistance Estimiation, CT1212A, is designed to involve thie perception
of xtededdisancs, nd he estattemlpts to providec the visual stimuliti

for the perception of such (distances by mecans of p)hotographs.
Thei informed reader will note the resemblance of this test to labora-

tory investigations into size constancy plienomietia and may question that
it is, primlarily a test of dlistance perception. Tile rationale of tile test, as
outlined 1)y thlose whlo de~veloped it, is as follows :thle ability to discrimi-
nate size wllen distances art: nut involved is relatively accuirate. On the
oth~er 11.-11d, w~henl differenices of distance are involvedl, the accuracy of
size percteption is mutch impaired. It is argutd, therefore, that errors in
the estiniation of size seen at a di t~ance are :tttriliantable inore to iniac-
curacy in distance lbvrcvl)tioti than to size rwrcciititt per se.

Drscriptiioi.-The test consists of 2 sets of 2Y0 glossNy 9-inch x 12-inch
photographs, mnakinig 40 itemis. fit the foreground of each are 15 vertical
white stakes arrangevd in ascending heighit front left to right with -t wide
space inl thle center. The stakes acitually vary fromt 27 ito 83 inchei int
hteight. dilleting from each otlher bv -4 itiiltes. They~ were pltoto-raplied
ait a distance of 14I yardis front the camera. lit the space be~tween thle

tofiv.nalqq a t he Perc-r,.uii Rc~rarch Vnit, Il~I5I A AFr~ Tritning Command. %n-I
dcr'e1.-q.I at lit: I'y:hlp . Tr-lt 1dm 1,.,e. Fut.,her di'.eu..,n on lisng the predetstt..#i
uand &u~ccsrsw to this tebt may be foun-! in another report (report 1) of thi; tries.
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standard stakes, and at a much greater distance from the camera, is an-
other stake which may be one of four heights: 63, 67, 71, or 75 inches.
This stake may be presented at one of 5 distances: 28, 56, 112, 224, or
448 yards. All stakes vary in width between 2 and 4 inches. The task of
the examinee is to match the far, or distant, stake with one of the stand-
ards presented in the foreground. A sample photographi is presented in
figure 18.6.

(1) Adm inistratlion.-Full, detailed instructions are given with this
test, calling particular attention to the fact that the stakes vary in width.
Eighteen minutes are allowed for administration.

(2) Scoriiiy.-The rights (R), "one-step" wrongs (\V,), and "two-
step" wrongs (W.) are scored and used iui the formula: 3R+-2WI+\V,.
This formula is not based upon statistical analysis, but it is designed to
credit incorrect responses ini proportion to the degree of correctness they
represent.

Statistical results.-The available data are for examinees tested at the
Psychological Test Film Unit.

(1) Distribution constants.-Distributions obtained on this test are
given in table 1M17.

TADZU. 18.17.- Disvribulion conslants for Distance Estimation Test, CP212A, based
upon a samile of 30 returnee air-crnw members

Scoring formula Mean SD

Righis 6.4 3.4
3R+ tWs+"Vs 49.3 16.4

(2) Reliability cocfficient.-One sample yielded the estimates of rrli-
ability given in table 18.18.

TABLE 18.1&- Reliability coefficients (ahl'rnate forms) for Distance Estimation
Test, CP212A, based upon a sample of 30 returnee air-crew members

Scoring formula emI

Rixkt2 ....... GA040 0-ISR+2wVa+wa ""Id

(3) Other data.-An c.,perincnt was [vrformt-d to deterinine tec
degree of correspondence bt-twot- jud, lgments made using the 14jhtographs,
and judgmncts obtained i'i tic actual field sittiation repreinted by the
photographs. A comparismn of the judgments of 13 exaninees (enlisted
men and 1 civilian) in the 2 sitiatlions rcreals a high dcgrec of rclation-
ship lei,-ti•- thunt. lRauuk-urndr cuirrt-l.-itions were olutaint-d ai" h!e. juilg-

nients made in the fi.,!d 'ituatita anid its pihotographic reprcsentation at
each of five distances on each of four heiglhts of ,.cst ohject. T'he medias
coeffcient is 0.80. This is fairly goeI cvid.ncc tha•t g-mntinc distalice per-
ception can be measured with photographic represcittation of the distance.
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Etvaluation.--This test b~as a certain obvious value in that it attempts
to measure distances th:,t are truly rcpresentative of those that nmust he
citiniatcd by air crew..\lth:JLigh the ev'idvncel of correspondence between
judgmecnt of plotographically reprCesented distance, and distance judged
under field conditions is little more than indicative, it is certainly sufli-
cient w warrant ftwther development of the test.

ANGULAR JUDGMENT TESTS

The three tests dcscribed in this section al! altoeapt to assess the ability
of 'he exa3Inine to estimate angular magnitudes, an activity involved in
the duties of all air-crew members.

Angular Judgment, CP2l7A I

This test was developed as a measure of the ability to estimatc ingular
magnitudes.

Description.--The test consists of 45 items, in -each of which a drawn
angle is presecnk'd, followed by 5 possible numerical answers, one of
which is correct. Th' angles range from 1 51 to 3300, and they art rcpro-
sented by line drawings in which is clearly indicated, by means of an
arrow, the angle to be considered.

(1) Iutcrnal charactcristics.--Thc directions present two sample prob-
lemus. Six illustrative angles with correct inswers are given along with
the directions, in order to provide each examine with some frame of

reference. These illustrations, however, are rot refer'ed to during the
test. The test is divided into two lxirtsq, with 23 and 22 items respectively.

(2) Adiaainistration..-The test was administered wilh various time
limits, ranging from 4 to 10 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-.Thc scoring fornula is R-W/4.
Statistiei! rcsults.-The available data all are based upon examinees

tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 2.
(1) Distrilbution stutistics.-Typical examples of distribution statistics

are given in table 18.19.

TAXI. 1819.- l)ijlrdgtioln coRslanij 'or .. ;,Mlar Jiedyiaten, CP217A, based stm
.,.ttnrx of piIots in ek't.ucntary Iraimirn'

241 421: 42J 1ii. SA.
172! " 1..•44E;. 461F 2,. o .,

TAhl.,mi.m . VWn.t jt part.
i,'s uem,&ntidied. U sers vere t't"tl in Oct ter 1943.

(2) R,.iibililty co,'kci,'t.--By the xid-even ni'tlu'xl, an estimated re-
liability ctx-Oliciewt of 0.87. corr•etctd for h:ngth, was obtained. This figure
is based on a sample of 734 unclassified aviation students.

I I)evelop•,, a&I P.orch,•l.gcal RIzsrelk V'it Ne. 2. ChitI Coetributors: Cvt. jobs T. Daiky.
Capt. Gin Fsbk. Tfh.jiSst. Paul N" cRltnoMt. and Tech./Sgt. DBeeJamis Sti~mbe
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(3) Test validity.-A sample of 972 pilots in classes 44F and 441
yielded :a biserial correlation of 0.20, corrected for restriction of range,
between performance in this test and the graduation-eliniination criterion
in primary training. The mean score for the graduates was 18.11, for
eliminees 16.73, and the standard deviation for both combineMl was 6.35.
Of this sample 81 percent were graduates, and the standard deviation
assumed for the unrestricted pilot stanine distribution was 2.00.

E'aluation.--This test is moderately good a: a predictive device for
pilot training (validity coefficient of 0.20). It also has a satisfactory re-
liability (0.87). Considering these facts and, in aIddition, the simplicity
of design and administration, further analysis and development of this
ins.trument seems worth while. It is possible that this test, and the tests
Angle Estimation and Landing Judgment, to be described next, will define
a new factor.

Angle Estimation, CP218A J
This test is designed to nieas,'re •. ability to estimate the angle at

which an object on the grouý,id is viewed from various points above it in
the air. From various sources, such as job analyses and subjective judg-
ments, there are indications that the ability to estimate such angles may
be very important in landing a plane. The pilot who more readily and
accurately estimates the angle of his approach to the landing strip should,
other things being equal, make the better landing. V

D:ýscriptlon.-Tie test is composed of photographs of models of mili-
tary vehicles, such as truzks, jeeps, and tanks, taken at angles ranging
from 00 to 900 between the camera axis and the plane of the ground.

The angles at which the photographs were taken are in multiples of
10 degrees. The task of ,he examinees is to indicate the angle at which
the photograph was taken. On each page of the test there is a scale of
angles such as that shown in figure 18.7. This scale shows 10 different
angles, ranging from 00 to 900, and each labeled with a letter symbol.
The examinees indicate the angle of the photograph by using the appro-
priate symbol.

(1) Internal characteristics.-There are 48 items in the test, inciuding
2 unscored practice problems. T'rie test is divided into two comparable
parts. The photographs have a common background of a sandy surface,
and none has any horizon line, showing no sky.

(2) .dminiistration.-The examinees are informed that this is a test
of their ability to estimate the angle between the line of sight and the
surfa•e of the ground. The scae of angles is explained as follows:

All plholographs :n the tc~t have hec, take.n front I of the 10 angles (of the %cale of angle#)
above, lettered A through 1. The angles are at inteivalk of 10 degreet. It wil. be your task
to Niu-tly the picture in each item and estimalate the angle from which it was taken.

' Developed at Psychologieal Re'earch Unit No. JI. Chief contributors: Sgt. Roy C. Andrson.

Staff/Sgi. Benjamin Frmchter. and Lt. John W. Howe Jr.
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The total testing time is approximately 15 minutes, with 5 minutes al.
lowed for each part.

(3) Scoring.-In the scoring of this test, correct answers originally
received + 1, answers that were "otie-step" wrong received 0, and those
"more-than-one-step" wrong received -- 1. A study was made to deter-
mine the scoring formula which would maximize reliability, utilizing a
sample of 736 unclassified aviation students. This formula was found to
be R--2W, "one-step" wrongs being eliminated from consideration.
With a constant added to eliminate negative scores, this became
R-2W+60.

Statistical results.--The data given below all are for examinees tested
at Psychological Research Unit No. 2 in February and March 1945.

(1) Distribution statistics.--Seoring rights only, a mean score of 17.3
and a standard deviation of 4.8 was found for a sample of 736 unclas-
sified aviation students.

(2) Internal cinsistency.-The degree of homogeneity of the items of
the test is indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.26, a stand-
ard deviation of the phi distribution of 0.11, and a range of values from
0.00 to 0.49. These statistics are based upon analysis of the r,3ponses of
the highest 27 percent and the lowest 27 nerc,'nt in tital score (rights
only) of a group of 736 unclassified aviation students.

(3) Reliability coeoflcient.-The reliabilities were estimat,:d separately

for rights, wrongs (more-than-one-step), and wrongs (one-step). A
sample of 736 unclassified aviation students was utilized. Kuder-Richard-
son data appear in table 18.20, and itntercorrelations among the various
scores are presenttd ir, tabse 18.21.

TABLE 18.20.- Kidcr-Richardso't (formula mo. 21) re! abitilies of three scores for
Angle Estimation, CP218A

Score iM SD o

Total rfght$ ......................... . . 17.3 4.8 0.34
Total wrongs (more-than-one-step) ... 9.6 5.1 .72
Total wrongs (one-step) ............. 20.9 3.7 .14

"TAB.LE 18.21.- Product-onoment correlations among the various scores for Angle

EIitinipirn, CP2-*8A

_Score I 2 3$ 4 $

I Rilgbti, part I ............... ............. ... 039 -0.62 -0.45 -0.38 0.1
2 Rights, part 11......................0.39 ... -. 41 -. 61 .03 -. 383 Mote than.oue.step wrongs, part i..........-.62 -. 41 ... S. -. 36 -. 14
4 !More-thi.n.one-ktep wrongs, part 1I ........ -. 45 -. 61 .(4 ... -. 07 -. 46
5 One step wrongs, part I ................... -. 3s .03 -. 36 I'-.07 .4
6 One-step wrongs, part I ................. .10 -. 38 -. 16 -. 46 . ,

It can be seen that one-step wrongs are highly unreliable.
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a part I-part II correlation of 0.58. Correcting for length, this becomes

()D ifficulty. -Based upon item analysis of the responses of 750

unclassified aviation students, the test, yielded a mean proportion of cor-
rvet rt'sixnses of 0.23. corrected 'lor claiucv, with a raiige front 0.05 to

88S and a standard deviation of 0.19.
Evahiuatio,:.-This test, wvith Ati,ntlar Judigentc, CI-217, may measure

a niew factor. Tf le difficulty level, however, is unsatis factory. The data

for the reliabilities of rights and the two wvrongs scores suggest that the

differences uttilized in the photographs are not gross enough to provide

tbo* most reliable :;core. Sonme preliminary psychophysical determinations
are strongly indicated.

Landing Judigment, CP5058"

This test was designed to measure hevight judgmetit. Analysis of the

act of landing an airplane showed that students lackin- in height judg-
mnent are bad risks.

Descript jon.-Specifically, the test requires the cxamitnve to learn.

remember, and later select the point at which to b~reak the glide in land-

ing. It consists of photographs simulating !ae pilot's view of a landing

strip, road, or field as he comes in for a landing. Figure 18.8 is an ,.x-

ample of the test items.
(1) Intcroial claaractcristics,.-A period of training precedes the test

proper. At the b ginningz of ilhe test, the exantinevs atre shown three
v'iewvs of a landing strip, eachi taken at a different height. One, they are

told, shows the corrcct hieight (15 feet) ; another is too low (5 to 10

feet) ; and the last too high (20 to 25 feet'). The examinees are to judge.

cacti photograp)h, marking A if it is the correct height fqr leveling qff;
B if it is too 'low; and C if it is too hig!i. The photographs are printed

vach shiow~ing about the same amount of sky above the horizon; in this

wvay, one cue w~as eliminated. The cues contributing to correct judgrnentt

are linear perspective and surface texture.
The examinees then study another series of three photographs, this

time of a grassy field. After administrative instructions, they are allowed

2 minutes to restudy these first six photographs.
Following this rcinforcement, the examninees answer four sample prob-

lems. After putting down their answers, the examinees are told the cor-

rect answers.
The test is divided into 2 parts of 26 itenms each.

(2) Adminhistralion.-The examinces are told that:

Thi% is a to~t of your ability to learr. and remember what the ground looks like

fromn the correct lheight for hevding oil during the final part of the glide. For this
test. I.; fedc aIx.vc the Prmind hIi~s bccen %elected arbitrarily as the corrxtv height for

" tDeveia geA at i't~rhioi',icai Research Unit No. 3. Cbief contributaf,: Nt. Charlkt K.
Ferptu-m~. Cpl. Hlarold If. Kelley, StAff/Sgt. Wayne S. Zitmnrmwant.
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kevdiig off T, phowograiphs have bcen taken in such a way that you will not be
abic if) ,lzcrmi.., , i.h1 by the : ,tinv',nt of sky in the picture r. tle pJlacte wl,er,:
ro:ad- fr tihl, are cut off at ihe tv,.gs of the picture. histcad )ou must iwl ,,: ,r
"fcd" the height frotm the picture as a %hole.

The examinees are allowed to study the picture giving the corrcct
heights and heights too low and too high during the reading of the direc-
tions. After the four sample probhkms are worked, ly, minutes are at-
lowed for the reexamination of these problems before the test begins.
The total testing time is approximately 12 minutes, with 3 minites al-
lowed for the first part, and 2 minutes and 45 seconds for the second
part.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R--V/2.

Statistical results.-No statistics are available for this test.

Evaluation.-Thlis test is obviously an attempt to duplicate a part of
the land'ng situation as nearly as possible using paper and pencil. It seems
probable that it will have loadings on several factors. It may, however,
help to dfriiie a new factor heli in common with the Angle Estimation
and Angular Judgment tests. The approach underlying the construiction of
this test, that is, constructing tests that approximate a work sample,
largely ignores the individual basic factors involved in the activity. This
differs from the approach stressed in the latter part of the classification
programn-the construction of pure tests.

JUDGMENT OF PROPORTIONS TEST

Only one test in this area was constructed.

Judgment of Proportions, CP206B"

This test is ;,ý,signed to measure the ahility to recognize accurately the
correct proportions of familiar objects. The rationale underlying this
test is that accuracy of object perception is important for air-crew per-
sonnel, and that sticcessful recognition of the correct proportions of
famoiliar objects reflects previous interest, accuracy of perception, and
good vistual mcmory for seen obhects and for spatial dimensions in
general.

1)excripthon.-The examince is asked to st-lect, front five simple out-
line diagram%., the one that has the correct proportions of a given famil-
iar object, sitleh as a standard building brick, a one-dollar bill, a pack of
sta)ndard-size cigarettes. Despite the fact that all items in the test actu-
ally have three dimensions, only two are depicted, and these are spe'i-
fe',l. "Fr o hiti, are .'ltld'd il, fit.ure 18P.. There are 30 items in the
test.
t " D)erlnopcd at ftead'i stjr-:%. AAF Trainiot Command. Chic( contributors: Capt. Richard

14 |ltnneman arid 5ut.ff A[ the ,'cr'rptujI Rteserch Unit.
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FIGURE 18.9
SAMPLE ITEMS OF JIJUZZM,,TNT OF PROPORTIONS,,

CP2068

(1) Administration.-The examinees are told that this is a test of
ability to judge the shape of familiar objects. Particular attention is
called to the directions concerning the dimensions of the objects that are
to be considered. Testing time for the 30 items is 8 minutes.

(2) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical results. (1) Distribution stahistics.-Typical examples of

distribution statistics obtained on this test are given in table 18.22. The
distribution curves are approximately symmetrical and somewhat flatter
than normal.

TABLE 18.22.--Distribution constants for Iudgmnent of Proportions, CP206B,
for samples of unclassified aoiation students

N M SD

1,098 10.9 4.4
392 IL.0 4.6

(2) Reliability cocficient.-By the odd-even method, an estimated re-
liability coefficient of 0.52, corrected for length, was obtained. This
figure is based on a sample of 1,098 unclassified aviation students.

(3) Farlorial con posilion.-The most significant loadings are in the
planning (0.30), visualization (0.29), verbal (0.22), and perceptual.
speed (0.22) factors. The communality is 0.35. For a fuller picture of
the factorial composition of this test, see appendix B.
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(4) Test vadidily.-Valdation results lasted onl several alpfs:u
given in table 18.23.

TABLE 18.23.- Validation data for Judgment of P'roportions, CP2O6D, for the.
__________________groduwtion-dlirir.ation criterion

Group 013* N1  , M * s~r

Pilots in primary training .... OR32: 431 '330 0.60 11.31 t0.93 4.38 I .0?.
lb .............. 43K 2176 .7 12.93 1.6 4.47 .16

Flexibjle gunnery ,tdns..J ...... '327 .93 1331 11.73 1.78 .24

'Tcsted at Psychological Research Unit No. 1.
2Tested at Psychological Researchs Unit No. 3.
'Unidentified,

Evaluation.-This test was included in two factor analyses. The
weighted a~erage of the factor loadings shows that 35 p~ercenlt of the
total variance has been accounted for by the common factors. Of this,

the verbal and perceptual-speed factors each contribute 5 percent, thle

remaining 8 percent is accounted for by otl,_r factors on which the load-
ings are quite low. Since the test was designed to measure visual imagery.
among other things, it is moderately successful, for the visualizationl
factor accounts for about a quarter oi the common- factor variance. In
terms of the total variance, however, the visualization ,ortion is quite
small. In addition~ to this fact, th-_ test has a vecry low reliability (0.52),
and the problem of presenting objects equally. familliar to all examinces
was not solved satisfactorily.

rhe elementary pilot validity coefficient is quite low (weighted aver-
age ai~proxlnmatcly 0.08). Ani estimated validity coefficient, computed

unf! the valid factor loadings (see ch. .28) is 0.18, which suggests a
.~,wigerror in the obtained validity. At least one can -siv that all the

lactors in1 Inc Judl;..f1ett of Proportions test that arc valid for pilot train-
ing have been fully accounted for.

This test utilizes subject matter different fro~m any other, hut there
exists, in other tests, better nieasures of the valid factors included iin
J udlgment of 'rolmrtionls and these tests have a considerably htighter reli-
ability. For these reasons, further work with the test was not con•idered
worth while.

SUIVMMARY AND EVALUATION

Under ti.e caleidory of size and distance prrception, seven printed test
involving li' r nonlinear extents, three involving angular magni-
tudes, and . iving perceptio of proportion, were developed anti
studied.

Little evaluatisn can be given at pr.s.nt of the three tests of ang1lar
estidation, since factorial data are not available, and validity data are
available for but one of the tests. There i% an intercsting possibility. how-
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ever, that they may define a new factor, perhaps valid for one or more of
the air-crew positions. The available evidence suggests that Angle Estima-
tion be revised, utilizing slightly grosser stimulus differences.

The Judgment of Proportions test seems to be of little value. It had
little or no validity to show for the pilot criterion, though from its factor
content one would have expected more. Its reliability is highly unsatis-
factory; and it is factorially complex, with no very high loading on any
factor yet established. There is an indication that some of the variance
of the test has not been accounted for, but it holds no promise for pilot
validity.

The other tests discussed in this chapter, perhaps with the exception
of Distance Estimation, CP212A, may be considered as a group. It
should be noted, first, that none of the tests for which data are available
is a very satisfactory measure of the length-estimation factor. Of the
tests considered in this chapter, the highest loading secured on length-
estimation was 0.46, for the Shortest Path test." This test, however, is
contaminated with loadings in the perceptual-speed, visualization, and
spatial-relations factors. Shorter Line, with a loading of 0.44, is much
more pure. Increasing its reliability should make this test quite satisfac-
tory. This was attempted in the Estimation of Length test, for which fac-
torial data are not yet available.

Comparing the factor patterns of Shorter Line, Nearest Point, Shortest
Path, Map Distance, and Path Length, we find very strong evidence that
the best length-estimation test requires a simple comparison of two linear
lengths presented as continuous, uninterrupted extents, regularly placed
in one orientation, either horizontal or vertical. The introduction of ex-
tents bounded by points, of curved or irregular lines, of distracting back-
ground, of irregular placement (introducing the vertical-horizontal illu-
sioa)-all seem to bring in other factors, particularly visualization. The
results for one test (Pattern Assembly; see ch. 17), however, are against
these conclusions. A decision must await further factorial evidence.

Three other points are worth mentioning. 'irst, the fact that all the
tests considered in this chapter deal with limited sizes and distances
raises the question of the generality of the ]cngth-estimaltion factor. WVill
tests of the ability to perceive correctly much greater distances involve
the same factor? Evidence from experimental psychology suggests an
affirtative answer to the question.

Secoadly, the analysis of two of the tests in this chapter served to call
sharp attention to the potentially distinct roles of incorrect and correct
responses, and to the dangers inherent in the indiscriminate use of a
priori scoring fonnulas. The data for the Map Distance test dramatically
show how the factorial composition of a test may change with varying
lx-naities for incorrect responses. The data for the EAstimation of Lcngth

"0 Patters Aat•vwoy, CPO4A. has a 1ldin.1 012 em the tesig'h e€uusion. factor. See tIe
d ult of this tIU is Ch.. I.
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test show a well-substantiated positive correlation between numbers (if

correct and incorrect responses.

"rhirdly, the promise of the Distance Estimation test, tt iliimg Jhlhot(-

graphic representation of extended distances, is most cnconragiz- If the

correlation of distance estimation in three-dimenional space with estima-

tion in space represented in two dimensions is well established in a

large-scale study, and if the correlation is sufficiently high, the potential

usefulness of printed tests will be greatly extended.
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C!APTIR NIN[TE[N_,,,

Spatial Tests'

RATIONALE FOR SPATIAL TESTS

The Concept of Spadal Ability

The concept of a measurable spatial ability was brought to attention
primarily as a result of factor analyses of intellectual abilities. Corrobo-
rating the earlier work of Kelley (1), Thurstone listed a factor S, de-
scribed as "facility in spatial and visual imagery" among his seven pri-
mary mental abilities (2).

Unlike other chapter designations in this volume the category "spatial
tests" is not an old and familiar term in differential psychology. In fact,
the concept is still being formed. The concept of spatial ability, like other If

concepts born of factor analysis, was developed. inductively. In the in-
ductive approach, statistical evidence is the basis for deriving a new
psychological concept. For many of the older psychological concepts
almost the reverse has been true. A variable in which individuals differ
would be assumed, then tests would be built to measure it, and statistical
results would be compiled to describe individuals and populations with
respect to it.

Factor Studies in Aviation Psychology

In the work of the AAF Psychological Research Units, an effort to
study the nature of spatial abilities was first stimulated by the appearance
of a new and unidentified factor in an analysis of a battery of tests de-
signed to measure foresight-and-planning ability (see ch. 9). For want
of a better term, the factor was labeled the "nonmotor" or, sometimes,
the "intcllkctual" component of Complex Coordination. bice its highest
loading was in that tCst.2 It was recognized that this label left much to
be desired, but the diverse nature and limited number of tests permitted
,ii morc Ix),.iive designation. It was suggested as one hypothesis, how-
ever, that this might be a spatial factor, since the tests with substantial
loadings called for the correlation of spatial ar. ngements in stimulus
and response.

This new fi~d" 'g was of particular interest, because the pilot validity
of this test was very high; yet its predictive value was not fully ac-
countedi for either by the factors already identified, including mechanical

' 'W'eittire 'by t-1 John W. Howe Jr. an4 Staff/St. Wyln, e. 7imswra.
54t' pIt 122 t-•r a btrief I•¢ewipbemn •f thit Ie.to anj Itepon N*. 4 foer a copete •4m,•IpIw
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experience and perceptual speed, or by assumed motor-coordination fac-

tors. If Com•plex Coordination's validity were due in part to its loading
on the new factor, important implications could be drawn. It was de-
cided that the new factor should be fully explored and identified. Since
it appeared to be measurable by means of printed tests, it was felt that
efforts should be made to maximize its content in such more economical
tests.

A few months subsequent to the aforementioned analysis, two other
analyses were completed, both of which verified the new factor. In the
first, Instrument Comprehension II, C1616B, Complex Coordination and
IPlanning Air .Maneuvers appeared together; and in the second, Planning
A Course, C1406AX2, Planning Air Maneuvers, and Complex Coordi-
nation defined a factor.

The new tests were scrutinized for further clues. Planning A Course
and, to a lesser extent. Instrument Comprehension 1I, formerly had been
described as tests of "integrative ability," i. e., the ability to synthesize
quickly the influence of several environmental factors that bear upon the
choice of a single direction of action. Accordingly, the hypothesis was
enteitained for a while that the factor was one of integrative ability. But
later evidence weakened this belief and supported instead the earlier sur-
mise that the factor - as, in reality, one of spatial ability.

Later, Psychological Research Unit No. 3 completed analyses of two
other batteries, both of which confirmed the factor. In the first of these
analyses, Discrimination Reaction Time, CP611D, Complex Coordina-
tion, Two-Hand Coordination, CM011A, and Dial and Table Reading,
CF622A and CP621A, appeared togcther with strong projections on a
common reference axis. In the second analysis the following tests had
substantial projections on a single axis: Complex Coordination; Flags,
Figures, and Cards, CP512A; Directional Orientation, CP51S; Cubes,
CP5I2A; Table Reading, CP621A; and Dial Reading, CP622A.

Purposely included in the second correlational matrix were two of the
t.sts that °hurstmen had originally found to determine his spatial factor,
namely, Cubes, and IFlags, Figures, and Cards. Their emergence on the
factor supported the case for the spatial hypothesis.

In attempting to define this spatial ability in more specific terms, a
great deal of difficulty has been encountered. As mentioned in the intro-
ductory paragraph of this chapter, Thurstone described his spatial factor
as "facility in visual and spatial imagery." lie failed to isolate an addi-
tional factor that could be called visualization, although further rotations
involving one of his residual axes would have revealed it. Actually the
expression "facility in the use of visual imagery" better describes a
factor which in this volume is labeled visualization.

The precise dtfinition of the spatial factor must wait until more crucial
results are available. It is generally agreed that the factor is a spatial one.
but beyond that point there 6re divergences of opinion. Two hypotheses
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which have been proposed duserve cuni.ideration here. According to one
hypothesis, it is an ability to make discriminations as to direction of
motion. The term "discrimination" here does not carry the usual conno-
taton of perceiving small differences, for obviously the spatial distinc-
tions called for in the tests are very gross. The decisions are frequently
nierely between up and down, left and right, and out and hi.

.\n,,tdlcr hyl ,thesis is that the ability is concerned with the general
apprehension of spatial relations. Either stimuli or responses or both in
the spatial tests are arranged in spatial patterns, and there is frequently
a systenvitic relationship between order in the stimulus and order in the
response. In such a test, therefore, the essence of the spatial factor cnuld
be (1) ability to pereceive visual-spatial arrangements, (2) ability to
organize movements in spatially-determinied order, or (3) ability to re-
late specific spatial locus or arrangement within the stimulus pattern with
specific locus or arrangenlent within the reslpnse pattern. The second and
third characteristics would apply to the psychoinotor tests but not to all
printed tests. The first of these three must therefore be the most
.,ignificant.

The tests in this chapter are divided into two subareas. In keeping
with the policy followed in general throughout this volume, the subarea
designations are selected on logical evidences which follow from the
surface characteristics of the tests rather than on factorial grounds.
Since the tests in the first subarea tend to call for distinctions as to direc-
tion, the title selected for the group is "Directional Discrimination Tests."
The second section will be eatitled "Positional Discrimination Tests." As
it turned out, the division of tests along these lines coincides quite well
with the distinction between two space factors, S, and S,, which will be
described later in this chapter.

DIRECTIONAL DISCIlMINATION TESTS

The following seven tests are treated in the first subarea: Instrument
Comprehension 1, C1615A, B : Instrument Comprehension II, C1616A,
B, C; Aerial Orientation, CP520A, B; Flight Orientation, CP528A;
Stick and Rudder Orientation, CP531A; Discrimination Reaction Time
(paper), CP634A; and Directional Marking, CP533A.

Instrument Comprehenslon, C1615B ' and C1616B I

This test consists of two parts sufliciently distinct to warrant two code
numbers. Each was designed to measure certain aspects of the ability to
compretiend a plane's behavior on the basis of instrument readings.
\Vhen the test idea was first prolx)sed in July 1942, it was called Dial

I Developed at PNychnlogical Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributors to the original form
C161 ;A: Capt. Milton Jlurdman and L.t. Wilbur S. (;regouy. Chicf conttibutor to form C!6t58:
Lt. David IV Jenkins.

Developed at Psycrhological Re~earch Uinit No. J. Chief contributor to the oiinal f(rm
C1616A: Capt. Milton Hturdman. Chief contributor to form C161611: LI. David & . Jmkita.
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Interpretation, and the following rationale was presented:

This test will measure several abilities:
(1) Ability to visualize the behavior of the plane in space.
(2) Ability to translate a verbal description of the plane's behavior into a visual

image of the plane in that maneuver.
(3) Ability to interpret dial readings in terms of the plane's behavior.
(4) Skill at dial reading.
(5) Underst;inding of the relations between 1, 2, and 3 above.
(6) Ability to kcep in mind several factors at one time.

Description.-Form C161513-CI616fl is chosen for presentation here,
since it is the most representative form and the first to be included in
the classification battery.

For each item in part I (C1615B), the e:,aaminec mu refer to draw-
ings of six instruments-altimeter, compass, air-speed indicator, artifi-
cial horizon, rate-of-climb dial, and turn-bank indicator. Ile must then
select the correct one of five written descriptions of a plane's position in
flight.

In part II (C1616B), each item presents drawings of only t'wo instru-
ments, compass and artificial horizon, followed by five small photo-
graphs showing -n airplane in five different positions, e. g., headed
north and climbing, headed northwest and diving, etc. The examinee
must choose the picture which is in agreement with the two instrument
readings.

Part 11 secons to be superior to part I on an a priori basis. It requires
the examinee to relate the dial readings and plane's behavior in a much
more direct and simplified manner than part I. Also, it does not involve
a possible reading-speed factor and the verbal-comprehension factor
which seem to be apparent in part I. The verhal nature of the items in
part I is comparalble to the type of directions that instructors give stu-
dent pilots, however, so that part I possibly makes a contribution to the
test that part II does not. Also, because part I involves several dials, it
does measure ability to attend to several factors at once to a greater ex-
tent than part II does. In view of these facts, it was originally believed
that the test should include both types of items until their validities had
liven experimentally determined. It will be seen later that Instrument
Co•nprehend,,n prov\ied to be quite valhilale, but not exactly for the the-
oretical reasons first stated. It remiained for factor analysis to reveal the
underl)ying sources from which the test derived the high validity that
it achieved.

(1) Intrna charact,'ristics.-Part I contains I unrecorded and un-
scored practice item anti 15 recorded and scored test items. Part It con-
tains 60 scored items.

(2) Adminiistration..-For part I the instructions and the single prac-
tlice prolcmi following themn rcqluire about 10 minutes. Working time
for part I is 12 minutes, which allows about 80 percent of the examinees
to finish. The time for part 1I is 4 minutes for instructions and 15 min-
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utes working time. Approximately 40 percent of the examinees finishes
in the allotted time. Thius, in this part, a greater premium is placed upon
speed.

Dials for satfplC A are shown in figtire 19.1. The followin, are ex-
cerpts from the directions for part 1:

ARTIFICIAL
HORIZON AIR SPEED

%o.

ALTIMETER COMPASS RATE OF TURN-BANK
CLIMB

FIGURE 19,1
DIALS FOR SAMPLE PROBLCMS,
INSTRUMENT COMPREHENSION 1, C6151B

This is a test of your ability to interpret dial readinigs (in the instrument panel of
an airplane.

Six of the dials commonly found in military planes are used. Dial I is

Each of the six dials is then quite fully explained and illustrated. Fol-
lowing these explanations, the directions continue:

In each problem of part I diagrams of the six dials appear on the left page of thlt
Ihokket. Opposite the dials, on the right page, are five written descriptions of the
plane's behavior. You are to examine the dials oi the left page, then choose the Cor-
rect description from thoe appearing opposite the problem on the right page,

Sample Problem A
A. Flying level at 200 ni. p. Ih. straight and unbankcd, headed due south, gain-

ing altitude at 9,800 feet.
fl Flying lcvcl at 200 m. p. h. straight and unbanked, headed due south, los-

ing altitude at 5.000 feet.
C, Flying level at 200 in. p. h. straight and unbanked, headed due south, main-

taining altitude at 4.000 feet.
D. Flying level at 200 m. p. h. straight and banked to left, headed due north.

maintaining altitude at 4,000 feet.
E. Flying level at 200 in. p. h. turning properly to left, with 30" bank. main-

taiiiing altitude, headed due north at 4.000 feet.
Description C is the correct answer.

Part of the directions fronm part II follow, and a sample problem is
shown in figure 19.2.

In each of the problems in part II you will be given a picture of a single plane in
five different positions. At the left of the picture you %~ill be shown two dials, an
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atifiiiial laorizomt and1 a eonipai,. Yuau are to clwito-c the 4)'.tionift C the planewhwl
agr~i with the reading~k on these dial%.

Noiw examiine the dial readings at the left of the pictures in die sample problem.
Tht-n look at the five poý.,itions of the plane and select the correct position.

According to the dial%, t-he plane is. banked left, flying level, and is headed south~
(B1) is the correct an~wer, bccatme at position (B) the plane is banked left, flying
level, and i% headed soutth.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula used for part 1 (C16151B) is of
particular interest, because it is the only instance in any classification
battery in which Correct answers actually decrease the score. The formula
for the score on part I was 20 - (R - WV/4). The reason for giving
negative weight to correct answers is that part I was found to possess
a low positive validity and such high correlations with other tests that
its beta weight was negative. Accordingly, in scoring, the axes were re-
versed, with high scores becoming low scores and vice versa. The data
jpresenited Wxowv, however, are for the formnula R--W~/4.

Part 11 was scored simply R-W/4.
Statistical rcsudts.-Since instrument comprehension was a classifica-

tion-battery test, the statistical data are very complete.
(I) lVistril'ation .rtutisrlics.-Typicatl examples of distribution statistics

are given in table '19.1. The distribution curves for part I and part I1 are
negatively skewed and considerably flatter thain normal.

TAitiLv l9.1.---Iisiribuits optionstlon for Iwrnrient.~ Contpreentsion, C1613B and
_______C16160

Tofu Group N USD

C161~ .. t'nciassified aviation xtudents (Pre.CTD)'* .... 1.920 11.3 3.4
('1616B CtI ,itaified aviation students (Pre-CTD) ........... 1.920 26.6 1O.1
(161 SR . Uncla%,ifice aviatinn students (1Post-CTD) .... 1I.00 10.6 L3
Ci1fils A*l. . ertt~~e trauneeC'............................... 1269 12.S L9
C1~616 . A~rmament trainerst .............................. 209 22.6 9.3

*CTD stands for Collette Training Detachmemu.

ITntstd at Med~icai and r~ycamoiolticai Examining Unit% Nos. 4 thrquith 10 with the Nevemtoev
T~estdat Psychologica Research Unit No*. 1. 2m nd 3 with the November 1043 battery.

units setb the oene193btry

()Intermit (onisteIncy.-.The dge:of homoigeneity of part 11 of
the test is indicated by a mean internal-consistcicy phi of 0.38, a -,tand-

ard deviation of the phi distribution of 0.14. and a range of values from
-0.16 to 0.68. The criterion used was tht: score onl part 11. There statis-
tics are based upon analysis of the respo~nses of th'e highest 25 percent
and lowest 25 percent in total score of a group of 800 unclassified avia-
tion students, tested in October 1943 at Psychological Research Unit

()Reliability ctoflic itni -Three samples virlded the e-ttimates of re-

liability given in table 19.2.
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FIGURE 19.2
SAMPLE ITEM OF INSTRUMENT COMPREHENS-ON 31"C16165

I I I

_ 31 A B C D

FIGURE 19.3
SAMPLE ITEM OF AERIAL ORIENTATION,

CP520A

LIME

FIGURE 19.4
SAMPLE ITEMS OF FLIGHT ORIENTATION.

CPS2A
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T.JU.E 19.2.1- Estimated reliability coefficients for InstrutneW Comprehension based
upon samples of unclassified aiation students

Form[ N Type I'm frt

CJ61SB $. iSOO Odd.Even ................................. 0.68 0.1t
C1616BIS. 'SO0 Odd-Even ................... .85 .92
C1615B .. 1000 Ahternate-forma ............... . 52 ..4
C1616BP .. '2.000 .... d ...................... A .88 .94
C1616C .. 1,115 .... do .................... .72 .84

ATested at Medical and Psychological Examining Unit No. 10 with the November 1943 batterr. , 1.
'Note that this form is highly speeded; odd-even -tliability estimates, therefore, are sputiously

bih.Tested at Medical and Psychological Unit No. 7 with the November 1943 battery.

4 Tested at Medical and Psychological Examining Unit No. 8 in early 1945.

(4) Dificulty.-Based upon item analysis of the responses of the '

above-mentioned sample of 800 unclassified students, part 11 of the test
yielded a mean proportion of correct responses of 0.68, corrected for
chance, with a range from 0.24 to 0.98 and a standard deviation of 0.17.

(5) Factorial composition.-The most prominent loadings for part I
(for the preliminary form C1615A; see below) are in the spatial-rela-
tions (0.44), reasoning 11 (0.34), psychomotor III (0.24), verbal (0.22),
general-reasoning (0.21), and integration II (0.21) factors. The most
prominent loadings for part II are in the spatial-relations (0.53), reason-
ing 11 (0.36), visualization (0.25), and verbal (0.24) factors. The coin-
munality for part I is 0.57 and for part I 0.65. For a full picture Of the
factorial composition of this test see Appendix B.

(6) Test validity.-Validation results based on several samples are
given in tables 19.3 to 19.6 for form A as well as II Form B. (See
below for a brief description of Form A.)

(7) Item validity.-Validation of items of this test disclosed the re-
sults recorded in table 19.7.

Variations.-C1615A-C1616A was the original experimental form, in
which part I contained 15 items, and part II, 30 items. Part I had only
low validity, while part I1's validity was high enough to indicate that it
should be amplified in a revision.

C161513-C616B was the first experimental revision, in which part
II was expanded to 60 items. Part I remained unchanged.

C1616C ' is the final modification which replaced C1615B-CI616B in
the classification battery in September 1944. It consists of the 60 items
of part II, with a new set of directions. Part I is entirely eliminated ex-
cept for portions of its directions explaining the functions of the dials.

Esvahltion.-Instrument Comprehension played a very interesting and
significant role among the tests used in the psychological program. It
was admitted to the classification battery in November 1943, after more
than a year of development. Early data indicated that part I had a nega-
tive beta weight. Later data resulted in a zero or slightly positive weight.
Thus part I was a candidate for withdrawal, as soon as it could be estab-
lished that performance on part II would not be adversely affected by

*Dewvtped at Pvyclegical Reseewk Umit No. 3. Caitf co.trtbute: U DavWi 1. Jtalkl"
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TABU.z 19.7.- Validity of 1ic.n 4 ul nrument Comprehension based upon graduation-
eliminatijm of oiols intriunary trainiig (in class 44H; N'=704; p.=.85)

Form Nt SDO Range of 0

C161I5 ............................ .. * 0.07 -0.02 0.24
C1616J ............................ .011 .1 o -. 0 1  .22

the fact that it was not preceded by part I. This change was accomplished
in September 1944, when part II was given a new set of directions and
was continued in the battery as C1616C.

Its contribution was at least two-fold. First, it was a substantial mem-
ber in the family of valid group tests. Second, in factor analysis studies,
it helped to shed light on the question of why certain other tests were

valid, thus illuminating the way for further test construction.
That Instrument Comprehension's validity was due in great part to its

measurement of the spatial-relations factor was the subsequent revela-
tion of factor analysis. To realize what a gain in insight this was, we
have only to refer back to the original rationale for the test and note the
six different abilities it was suppoied to measure. As things turned out,
it measures only one ability related to the six (visualizaion) and, in
addition, it measures several other quite differently defined abilities. This
gain in understanding pointed the way to a new line of research and test
construction, aimed at developing printed tests of spatial ability. Results
show that no other new or unique factor was needed to account for the
validities of approximately 0.20 for part I and 0.30 for part 11 (see
table 28.18).

Aerial Orientation, CPS20A 0

Instrument Comprehension sampled the ability to interpret position
from instrument readings, but no measure had been constructed to test
the ability to interpret position from outside cues visible from the pilot's
position in the cockpit. It was hypothesized that the latter ability is more
iniportant to Lac pilot, hWth in training and in coniLbat flying. Aerial Orien-
tation was di.cignut-, to nmi-asurc reaction to external cues sven from within
the cockpit. It was intinded, due to the necessity o; the pilot's Prrcciving
plane attitude on the basis of spatial cues rather than on the basis of
intellect-ual intcrlpretations. that Aerial Orientation should contain more
s;.latia1 and less vrbal and r-aoniig factor content thani Instrument

Comprehension.
Detscrilio.x-For each item, a cockpit view is shown diagrammatically

on the left-hand side of the page, set opposite photographs of a model
airplane in five different attitudes. The cockpit views are drawings rep-
resenting patterns of land and water that wi;ght be seen from an airplane
maneuvering over a point on a coastline. The examninee's problem is to

" Deled Phpbdgd at, mrwth Umit 14L. . Cliff Cealabo: S/SgL War". .
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match the cockpit view with the airplane" front which that view would be
seen.

(1) Internal cliaractcristics.-The directions contain two recorded
hut unscored sample itemns. Part I contains 30 scored items, and part
I1, A

(2) Admtiiistration.-Six minutes are allowed for administration of
the directions, 10 minutes for doing items in part 1. and 8 minutes for
doinrg items in part II, making a tutal testing time of 24 minutes.

A sample item is shown in figutre 19.3. Following are part of the
directions:

This is a test of yuur ability to viualize the relativnship between a plane and the
territory over which it flies.

Look at the .,ample problun. The IlOiturc on the left represents the landscape as it
would appear to the pilot of one of the five plancs on the right. Your task is to
select the plane frown which the pilot would see this view when he looks directly
over the nos of his plane. Notice that in the group of five pictures the ocean i% on
tht right and land is .rn the left, with the coawt line directly under the plane.

Study the !.ample problem and slcoh the plane from which the pilot would Vee the
lanwekcapc a% it appears in the !-!, picture.

.-\ccurding to the picture oi the let, the correct plane is flying level, unbanked,
and headed directly o~er the land. Tlhui 1) is the correct answecr bccau.e from this
p~anu the pilot would sce only land, ;and the horizon would appear to be level

(3) Scoring.-The scoring '-nnula is R--V/4.
Statistical resilts.-The data givt. i below all are based upon examinees

tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.
(1) Distribution statistics.-Typical distribution statistics are given in

table 19.A The distribution cur%c.i arn symmetrical and considerably flat-
ter than normal.

TABLt 19.8.- Ditribution constants for .rrial Oriens0tuioi , CP5Ž0A based wpmw
samnties of clausifide pilots

N M SD

1292 AS5 i.
14t0 41.7 1L3

In (itAkSS 446 and 441..
I Ilanh.. 44H.

(2) Internml consistency.-T'lhc dcgree of homogencity of the test is
indicated by a mean internal-consisitecy phi of 0.42, a standard devia-
tion of the pOii distribution of 0.12. and a range of valtcs fromx 0.14 to
0.60. These statistics are basd Uplm aialysis of the responses of the
highest 27 percent and the lowest 27 pe-rccnt in total score of a group of

750 unclassified aviation students tested in July 1944.
(3) Reliability coef.cicnt.-fly correlating part I with part 11, an

estimated reliability coefficient of 0.84. corrected for length, was ob-
tained. This figure is based on a 'ainple oi 443 classIfied pilots in class

44H.
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(4) Correlation between rights and wrongs.-For a sample of 330
pilots tested in the period from July 4 to July 26, 1944, the correlatioti
between rights and wrongs was -0.77. For another independent sample
of 500 unclassified aviation students (tested early in 1945) the correla-
tion was -- 0.75.

(5) Difficulty. -Based upon the responses of the above-mentioned
sample of 750 unclassified aviation students, thc test yielded a mean pro-
portion of correct responses of 0.63, corrected for chance, a standard
deviation of 0.18, and a range from 0.14 to 0.98.

(6) Test validity.-Validation results based on several samples are
given in table 19.9.

(7) Item validity.-Validation of items revealed a mean phi of 0.08,
based upon the responses of 600 graduates and 104 eliminees from pri-
mary pilot training in class 4411. The standard ueviation of phi values
was 0.06, and the range was from -0.12 to 0.22.

Veriations.-Form C152013' is a lengthened version of the o-iginal
test embodying two significant changes. First, the airplane model used in
the photographs is more realistic in appearance, and its various attitudes
are more easily perceived. Second. for the purpose of simplifying the
problems and increasing the speed factor, only 450 and 900 turns, banks,
and altitude' changes (climbs and dives) are presented. The B form was
fully developed but was not printed in booklet form, because it was de-
veloved very late in the program, when experimental testing ceased.

Form C1520C is made up of the items from part I of Form A and is
divided into two equal parts.

Evaluation.-Aerial Orientation, CP520A, proved to be one of the
most valid printed tests constructed for pilot as well as navigator selec-
tion. It would have added slightly to the total validity of the classifica-
tion battery, even with Instrument Comprehension (the test it most
closely resembles), as a member. This finding indicates that it either
measures known valid factors better than other tests that are in the bat-
tery, or that it possesses a unique valid factor or factors, or both. Inter-
correlations indicate that, as planned, Aerial Orientation, is probably a
purer measure of a spatial factor than is Instrument Comprehension. The
indications are that Aerial Orientation would do very well as a substitute
for Instrument Comprehension in any alternate battery. Its extremely
high navigator validity, however, indicates factorial complexity and
somewhat dims its promise as a discriminating classification test.

Flight Orientation, CP528A 8

The idea for Flight Orientation was proposed at the time Aerial Orien-
tation was being developed. It was hypothesized (1) that the ability visu-
ally to maretiver an airplane as if from a position outside the cockpit is

I Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributor: St-ff/Sgt. Wayne S.
Zimmerman.

I Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributors: Pvt. Charles K. Fe,-
Luacn zud Stafi/Sgt. Wayne S. Zimmerman.
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a manipulatory-vi suali ration ability and (2) that the ability to imnagine
maneuvers taking place as if the examninee wvere within the cockpit is a
spatial -ori entat ion ability.

The Aerial Orientation test utilized cockpit views of outside terrain to
be matched ivth depictedl plane attitudles; the vistializatioti-of-rlnictivetcrs
tests inivolved only views of airplanes seen fromn a position outside of
thle cockpit (see cli. 12 foi- a dis;cussion of these tests). F:light Orienta-
tion was designed to fulfill the requirements of the indicatcd variation-
a test that would utilize only cockpit views of outside terrain. Fromt
hypotheses given above, it follows that Aerial Orientation should measure
a combination of nianipultlatory-visual iza:i-,on and spaitial-orientation abili-
ties, while Flight Orivintation should he a purer measure of the ability to
orient in space.

Descripiion.-E~ach itein consi~ts of two landscape photographs taken
frot~i the cockpit of anl airp~lane. The first photograph rep~resents thle view
seen by the pilot when the pliatic is in one given position. 'The second
shows the view seen after a certain maneuver has been completed. The
examinee must decide which of a number of maneuvers has taken place.'
The maneuvers include right turns, left turns, right rolls, left rolls, and':
climbs and dives. Answers arc marked on a special, overprinted answer,
sheet to be described later.

(1) Internal claractcrist ics.- Part I contains 3 recorded, but un-,
scored, sample items and 47 scored items. Part 11 contains 50 scored
items. In Part 1, only onle maneuiver is represented as having been coin-
pleted between any two photdgraphs. In Part 11, two combined 111aneuv-,
ers, such as a turn and a dive, are represented. In this lpart, twvo descrip-
tive terms are required for each itemi in order to describe the action.

(2) Adininistration,-Eight ininutcs arc allowed for Part I and 14
minutes for Part 11. The directions require approximately 5 minutes,
making a total testing timne of 27 mninutes.

A~ sample item for Part I is showvn in figure 19.4. Following are part
of the directions.

This is a test of ),our ability to recognize change in flight position.
Look at the sample problcem. Two pictircs arc shown. The picture at the left
shs a cockpit view. The picture at thec right shows the cockpit view as it appears

after a %ingle maneuver. Your task is to deterwine the maneuver. The nianctuvcr wvill
be one o)f thec following: Left or right turn ; left or right roll ; climib, up or down.

Thc correct ans%%cr to ,amplc problcub I is "right roll."
The ansi er to itcmn I iý, marked coi rxtily (in thc illustration of the answer sheet

(i ),.-n in fig. 19.5).

(3) Scori::g.- -The scoring formula used is R-WV/3.
.StctistwcaI resi!!s.-The anal)-iis of this test is only partially coin-

IciL e. The data all are based upon examinees tested at Psychological Re.

search Unit No. 3.
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FIGURE 19.6
SAMPLE ITEMS OF ST'CK AND RUDDER
ORIENTATION. CPS31A
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FlGURE 19.7

SCCTION OF A. SVWVR SHEET OF STICK
AND RUD)DER ORIENTATION CPS..JIA

to a maneuver or a completed maneuver. For example, problem I shows an airplane
banking to the right. Your task is to record on the special answer sheet the positions
to which the stick and rudder would be moved to perform each maneuver.

For the problems ;n this test the stick and rudder are moved as follows:
For banks only-To bank left, move stick to left. To bank right, move stick to

right.
For banked turns-To turn left, move both stick and rudder to left. To turn right,

move both stick and rudder to the right.
For climbs and dives-To dive, push stick forward. To climb, pull stick back.
On your answer sheet indicate stick and rudder positions according to the digram,

of the answer sheet and accompanying key. (See fig. 19.A)
Reading downward, the series of three cockpit views would be seen from an air-

plane banking to the right. To maneuver the airplane in the direction the stick would
be moved to the right. Therefore, right stick is corrctly marked on the sample
answer sheet.

(3) Scorixg.-The scoring formula used is R-W/S.
Statistical results.-None are available.

Discrimination Reaction Time (Paper), CPM3.IA"
The economy provided by printed tests a(mmnistcrcd to large groups

is so great, compared with the more difficult and troublesome adminis-

trative requirements of apparatus tests, that there was spasmodic inter-

est in the poss~bility of duplicating valid apparatus tests in the simpler

printed form.

"$Devel.ped at Psytoloil•c Ra eatarce U.nit N.. 3. Chiet cerlbumeu: SaU/SgL Wayne •
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I
Early in the program, little success was realized in duplicating the

functions of apparatus tests in the form of printed tests. This was par-
tially due to the fact that the factorial content of apparatus tests used in
the classification batteries was not well known. It had becen ass-mned
that the validity of Complex Coordination, CM701A, Two-Hand Coor-
dination, CM010A, Discrimination Reactior. Time, CP611iD, and other
psychomotor tests included in the classification battery was due primarily
to the motor-coordination elements measured. Consequently, attempts
were made to maintain the conspicuous motor aspects of tests when
lprinted material was employed. This naturally presented obstacles that
were not easy to overcome. But after it was found that several appara-
tus tests were highly correlated with some printed tests, it was discovered
that they actually measured spatial-relations, l.rceptual-spced, and vis-
ualization abilities as well as motor abilities. The result was encouraging,
and the way was clear to attempt the desired duplications by means of
printed tests.

Dercription.-Discrimination Reaction Time, CP634A, presents, on
paper, patterns similar to those shown with red and grcen lights in the
apparatus Discrimination Reaction Time test.' 2 Black and white circles
take the place of the colored lights. The examinee respond! to tie
stimuli by marking in one of the four directions-up, down, left, or
tight-on a specially designed answer sheet. Each of the four directions
for marking corresponds to the direction that the examinee would move
in order to snap one of the four switches on the discrimination reactiontime apparatus.

Parts I and I present patterns almost identical with the light patterns
in the apparatus test. Parts IlL and IV call for a response to slightly
more complex patterns. The stiamulus is the arrangement of three circles,
one white, one black, and one with a cross. The response is made in one
of the same four directions-up, down, left, or right.

(1) Internal cdwracteristics.-Tihe directions for parts I and II in-
clude four unrecorded sample items and five recorded but unscored sam-
ple items. Part I Lontains 45 scored items. and part II contains 50 scored
items. The directions for parts III and IV contain five recorded, but
unscored, sample items. Part III contains 45 scored items, and part IV
contains 50 scored items. All of the items in each ipart are included on
a single page. Each item is located on the page in the position that corre-
sponds to the position of its item number on the answer sheet. The items
in pan.; II[ and IV. calling for a response to a three-circle pattern in-
stead of a two-circle pattern, are more difficult than those in parts I
and II.

(2) Adminisgration.-Answers are marked directly on the special.
overprinted, answer sheet described later. One minute and 15 seconds
are allowed for part I. 1 minute for part II, 1 minute and 30 seconds

FMa bitwd 4'.'rut'. of ibais' let we. Pae 4. For a delaied Jttrtspo.g we t eport Ne. 4.k
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A
for part 111, and 1 minute and 15 st conds for part IV. Administration
of directions and sample items takes 5 minutes, making a total testing
time of approximately 10 minutes. .

Examinuces are instructed to ,tiak,. only a small check, short line, or
other quick mark to indicate their answers. They are told that time will
be allowed later to fill in the spaces completely. At the end of parts I and
II they are instructed to close their tvst booklets and to go back and fill
in the answer spaces for both completed parts. At the end of the test I
the sane in'tiucti,.ns are again .givcn for part, Ill and IV. This feature
was later discarded.

Correctly marked sample itenis for parts I and 11 are shown in figure
19.& Following is part of the directicnis for parts I and If:

I

o 00i

FIGURE -9.5
SAM PLE PROBLEMS Cr' DtSCRIMINArIO;;
REACTION TIME CFA;,-ý) - CP634A
PARTS I VIL AND CURftECTLY MARKEDO

ANSWER SHEETS

This is a tc~.: of %Iced of reactitiri t a wi:-tua. Th luc~inal w~ill be an arrmwerneml
,if :4 black atid a %%hilt circik. Thvre are oniy four;jrringenicnis of the circles, am
[out ua~ys to niark )our aniiscr !Lhmct. Ilo'.k at ilic ~anipic prublini below and4 the

i*,r.~sjaudag lusatrAmIAI, tof the c-L.,rni AA)s it) riark y-our answer sheet.
A. WWII~ mtie %%titecrle CM IS bql-)W liate1C %:a41c 11'. 111ark the luCf %pact is

the cros!.
Ii. When the %white circle is aboxve the I.I.Ack circle, inark the upper space in the

C. \%hen the A~hlic circe V, its die kIt of tl.c Mack circle. "Wit the 'pae to
the left.
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I). 'When Me white circle is to the right of the black circle, mark the space to
the right.

',llowing is a part of the directions for parts III and IV:

In this part of the test the sigial will be the arrangenint of three circles in-te..d
of two. (See fig. 19.9.)

0

3
0

4

FIGURE 19.9
SA*,MFLE PPOBLEMS OF DISCRIMINATION
RLACTION TIME (PAPER), CP634A

PARTS X & ]

I. If the black circle is on the outside, mark in its direction.

Z. If the black circle is 41 the center, |mark in :he direction of the white circle.

Remember:
Plack outside, mirk toward black.
Black center, mark toward white.

Work sample items I through S.
The correct answers should be marked as follows:

Item !, upper space.
Item 2, right space.
Item 3, lower space.
Item 4. right space.
Item S. lower space.

(3) Scoring.-The ,.-oring formula used is R-W/3.

Statiral~oJ rtsuits.-None are available.
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* Directional Marking, CP533A Is

* ~This test was designed to make a deccisive examination of the hypoth-
esis that the space I factor is a directional-discrimination ability. There
was an attempt, in construction, to itiqludc movements in three dimen-
sions. On a flat sheet of paper, such as an answer sheet, however. only
two-dimensional movement is possible. Up and down and left and right
were selected as the descriptive termns in these two dimensions. Since
the third dlimension of depth could not be used. the closest substitute
suggested was to use the terms near and far, which are o-dinanily de-
scriptive of depth, but which were made to apply to the two-dimensional
surface as limitations on the movemniens in the flat-surface dimiensions.

Descripiiopt.-Each item consists of four, verbally stated directions of
movement, and each of these four statements describes the position of
an answer space that is within a square, printed on the answer sheet.
containing 25 answer spaces. The center space in each square or box is I
covered by a solid black circular spot, wvhich is designated as the starting
point for each of the responses to items. The examiinee's task is to place
four marks in each box at the distances and directions fromi the center
circle that are described in the four verbally stated problems. Figure
19.10 shows one correctly marked sample item of the test.

SAMPLE BOX

SAMPLE ITEM *1

FAR LEFT, NEAR DOWN:::

MEAN LEFT, NEAR UP:

FAR RIGHT, PAR DOWN A: :, b

FIGURE 19-10
SAMPLE ITEMS WITH CORRECTLY
MARKED ANSWERS FOR DIRECTIONAL

MARikING, CP533A

()Inlernal cIharicterislics.-AII of the answers are miarked on one
(iof an answvr Nlivet. Since thtcrea~re 25 aniiwcr spact-s inclosed within

each item box andl 750 ans'wer qxipccs ton otic side of an an'swcr shcrt.

there are 30 itini IMxexs. (hiie of tlwc-e is tisci for Ilhe --ample prahl~it".
14 ire usedl for part I and the rcinaiinin; 5aeuc o atI.Tt'
the directiotis c.,nutgin 4 ruvorthcd but mivi.ored aiiswcrN. pl%%r I contains

56recurdedl and -A-orc'l atiuwers', and~ p~art 11 contains (A.) ~.corcil ansvu. r%.

U D~qI~ed a ~hi~ccal t,4tch nitN._ C,&itf centrihbaters: T#~b-/SF rai C
tDaval. PIC. Ia&.*N IL KetIk. CAP4. tJ~yd G-It;. le1%b~)~ ..MI stf.Jistý Wayne S.mt~R
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(2) Adininistratiois.-Three min, - are allowed for recording an.
swers in part 1, and 3 minutes airl 15 seconds are allow.d in part II.
Administration of directions and explanation and recording uf the •. rnple
problem takes 5 minutes, making a total testing time of I n minute,.

FoIonw-ing is part of the directions :
Earh item in this te't cnnists of four violhlems; each problem rcq'Iirc% you I,.

place a mark in a box 0 * 0 Tile I,x ap1:cars o|| )our separate ans%%cr sheet
and has a dut in l}hc crnter ,urrounde I-) ,pactc for the marks.

Your task is to place the four inarks '., tile li~tanc's id directiun, fromn the (1--t
%%hich arc indicated by the folkming iistructions:

I. Near right int.ams une •pace fretit the d.t to the right; tinar left. otte sp;Cc

to the k-ft.
2. Far right m.ansi [%o %pace-. frow| the dlot to the right; far left. 1%o ,pare.

to the left.
3. Near up incans otic space tip friu the dot ; ncar flufn. one ,p•.c ch:-.
4. Far up imcan-; tho ,,parces up fr'jan the dot; far down, t1%, 'ivace', domwn

(3) Scoring.--The scoring formtla u.ed is R-W/4.
Statistical results.-None are available.

Evaluation of Directional Discrh||inalion Tests

The question of whether therc is Am single factor ill CommollnO to all tests
in this group is still 6;;an.wered, althotgh evidlence suggcsting such a
conclusion is cowsidrablv. The stutldy of tests in this area has been par-
ticularly challcrigin,., (1) because the spatial factor is highly valid for
both pilot and navigator selection, amnd (2) btecause it has bcen difficult
to develop a pure measure of the fL:ctor No test constructed as yet has
dehmonstratcd a loadin.- substawtialh grtater th;n 0.5.0) for the spatial-
relations factor. The validity of tlhi% fact,,r for all three air-crew assign-
ments justifics maximal efrort to (.inarg,: this loading and to purify its
measuring instrument.

If the hylwthesis that a dirvctio,) d-&dicriniunational abiiity is the imi-
l,ortant aNiKcct of the spatial-relati-,,is fatitor, then we should exlxect
l)irectional Marking or Dfl.crininat ,,n lPtaction Time (paper) to show
the greatest purity. I)irectinhal Mar!.it;g i crucial for the hypo)thesis be-
cause it remov', the elcmient of visually pe.rccivC(l spatiad arrangements
fronm conihdcratiot blv prý,ctnting !hl stimili v-rbally.

Po)SriIONAL DISCRE IM INATION TESTS
The latest factor study r efercrdt tb in thc intro, uc,ion to this chapter

proved to be importamt not wily " %-tc.u-c it dn'onstrated the spatial Ila-
ture of the factor that had twrt-c Ill ,:1tC:'ol,. 1*t also bercause it pointed
to the existence of a s•econd spatial f;&ctr. That thi'- stcond factor had not
emerged antil this partictilar anahl'si- 15 :Attributablc to the fact that the
liands test had not |xvin hicorpxirate'. in any )f the previously studied
batteries. Until its inctision, pr.sm'ab!. other tests that appreciably
meawured the ability hail bccn too fv':- or !o \'•eak in tthe ability to make
its presemte known. Other ticts havin-t. this factor in common are Fla:ts.
Figures and Cards. CP5I2A. and Cubes, CPSi2A.
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Several tentativc mnaes were proposed for this variable. These in-,
eluded: ,.ands" space, rotational space, spatial empathy, and positional
discrimination. The term "spatial empathy" was suggested because in-
formal introspective reports of some psychologists indicated that in solv-
ing the items one miay "project" himself into the test objects or into a
miore favorable posture from which to judge the positions of the objects.

The following tests are designated "Positional Disc rimi ination" tests
and are treated together as the second subarea of tests of a spatial chap-
ter. The three tests described are revisions of those mentioned above
and are named Positional Orientation. CP'526A, Object Identification,
CPS21A, and Object Recognition, CP523A. They arc discus"e in the
order of their development.

Object Identtification, CPS21A 1

This is a revision of Thtirstone's M'ags test. It was adapted for the
purpose of measuring and studying the hypothesized ability to manipu-
late images in space. This revision was further motivated by the promis-
ing validity of T'hurstone's F-lags test which had been adapted by the
AAF in a systematic study of perceptual tests. Face validity was iricor-
porated into one section of the revised form, of the test by using, in-
stead of flags, silhouettes of military vehicles.

Pescriffioon.-Silhouiettes of planes. trucks, guns, tanks, and ships are
presented in part 1, and flags are used in part 11. The examinee's task
is to select, from five illustrations, those that showv the same side of an
object as that shown in a key illustration. Sonme are turnkA over and are.
therefore, incorrect answers.

(1) Internal charart erist irc.-T li directionts contain two recordled but
unscored sample items. Part I contains 28, and part 11 30 scored itemsn
presented in line drawings.

(Z' .ldmini~istralionj.-Dircct ionis consume 3 minutes, and 7 and 6 min-
utes are allowed to complete parts I and 11 respectively, making a total
testing time of 16 minutes.

One sample item from part I of the test is shown in figure 19.11. Fol-
lowing are part of the directions:

A a C 0 E

FIGURE 19.11
SAVP!.X tTSM OF C13JECT rUENTIFlCArION.

C P 5.'Z A

This Is -x tc,.i of )our abiibtay to Itkcnilf) objects in solihouette.
fou %%ill %,c ro-A- of mx;l.,ci~ Your t~k %%ill be to ciuniI'~rc the fivec 'ilhoa.

ettcs labv.Icd A. B. C. t). ai~l F. ~ila, he fi~ silhouctte in each raw.

"HDeveteped at rzcwtJ'hig. lai tsach Unit No. j. Ciiie C..qinbi~iito: Loata Q WrigbL
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Some of thle five billaouettes, art tile same as the firbt one in the row, but ilavc
bcrn 00i arwoind into (lifferent positioni.

Othiers of the five s' haotwitte, are d( iftret from tile first one ini thc row ;that i,,
thcy have beeni turnedI over antd could tnot be mnade to fill the first Silhouette by
simply sliding themn around (in 1tie page.

Y'our problem %%Ill be to decide %shichi of tile five silhouettes in each row waatcht
tile "illhouelt oCcn thle le ft.

I'anc silhouettei A, 11, and C are thc samce as silhouette number 1. Therefore A,
B. and C are the correr.t anss~ers for itctn number 1.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring funrmula used is R-W± 100.
Statistical re.su'ts.-Unless specifically noted1 to the contrary, the data

below are for exatnmiccs teited at l'svchologicat1 l\esearch Unit No. 3.
(1) Distribution stalistics.-'1'pical examplles of distribution statis-

tics arc given in table 19.12. The distribution curves arc conside-rably
negatively sk-cwed and somiewhat flatter than normal.

TAB.K 19.12.-DIistrihiatin consla~nls for Object Identification, CP52IA based upon
.,wmztles of classified pilots

NM SID

1282 184.7 21.4
1122 186.7 24.0

a In classes 44G and 441L.

(2) Reliability coefficicint.-Threc samples yieldled the estimates of
reliability given in table 19.13. Table 3.1 presents additional reliability
data.

TABILE 19.13.- .Uternaate-forms (part I v. part 11) reliability coefficients for
____________________ObjectIdetitification, CP521A

Group N e r1l

Pilots........................................... 348 20.66 0.80
1t'a0a.ssifird aviation mtu~ents' ....................... 00 2.65 .79
Ui11a"Ii astel aviationa 'tu-.ntsl ........................ Soo 4.60 .7S
Uaa, lassi iM, av:i ation stuslaen, plus

airplaine aiicchallitsa'..............................448 '.64 .78

Ica 4411.
11'a r 11Ia ainse a inmmed iately afier part 1.
2Testd .It N'l caii.at xa~d I'.)chatogiacal Fxan.iiaua Units Nos. 6 and 8 early in 1945.
I Pall 11 adi116111,teiC ed ppro.xin~ately 4 houri after part 1.

TABLE~t 19.11.-- Coreaar'ztion between~ righits and -wrongs for Object Identification,
CP'52IA

Grouap NPartra

I'a lt as-1fir'l Js Imaiuua 't 11.caIats' .o .t 50 1 ...... . -0.28
1 o ............... ......a 500o II ..... I.. -. 22

"110 18 ... .. ... .. ... .. ... t'9 1 and4 It .. .. . - .40
%*. lg loft ... ...... .. .. .::*.:.:1.257 1 ...... ... ..

Dol................................... 1.2V Ift -. ?A
1)................................... 1,237 1 analt It .... -. 3o

Tsteol early in 1,);. .-xact teminug .lts aaot identified.
ItTested ini il~uy, 1944.
3Trle Ie at %schulogical Research U'nit Noi. I int Juneý 1Q14; at Psychiological Reacarch Unit

No. 2 an April. 1944; atid at Psychological Rche.iV;:' lUit No. 3 in March 1944.
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(3) Corrlatlion bet,,'cn ri~qhts and %,rongs.-rThe data are shown in
table 19.14.

(4) Factoria composition.-The most signitcant loadings for Thur-
stone's tests, Flags, Figures, and Cards, CP5I2A, the earlier version of
Object Identification, CP521A, are in the spatial-relations (0.43), space
r' (0.42), and perceptual-speed (0.31) factors. The communality is 0.54
which almost equals the test reliability. For a fuller picture of the fac-
torial composition of this test see Appendix B.

(5) Test validity.-Validation results based oni several samples are
given in table 19.15.

(6) Item 'alidity.-\'alidation of it'ms revealed a meaul phi of 0.08,
based upon the resl)otises of 600 graduates and 93 climin'es frin pri-
mary pilot training in class 441. The standard deviation of phi values
was 0.08 and the range was from -0.12 to 0.23.

Evahiation.-Flags, Figures, and Cards, the test from which Object
identification was derived, was factor analyzed, but the derivcd form was
not. Forty-six percent of the total variance of Flags is attributable to
three factors. Eighteen percent of the total variance is found in the
spatial-relations factor, 18 percent in the space 11, and 10 percent in the
perceptual-speed factor. The known factors in the Flags test exactly ac-
count for its average pilot validity of 0.24, which allows a small loading
of 0.05 for the factor space II in the pilot criterion (see table 28.17).

Part II of Object Identification showed somewhat higher pilot validity
than part I in one sample but not in another. It would be of interest to
treat parts I and II as two separate variables when factor analyzing
them.

The substantial navigator validity calls for investigation to determine
its source.

Object Recognition, CP523A t8

This is a revision of Thurstone's Cubes test. It was adapted for the
purpose of obtaining another measure of the hypothesized ability to

manipulate images in space. Solving prolhhvms in this tes! seemed to call
for visualization in three dimensions from jprcst'utation in only two di-

mensions. In Thurstone's factor analyses, Cubes appeared heavily satu-

rated with his space factor (factor S), a factor that, if we are to accept
Thurstone's description, scvms more closely to resemble visualization. A

reanalysis of Thurstone's data showed a rather clear separation of space

and visualization.
For the purpose of adding face validity to the items, insignia of the

United States Army were substituted for the nonsense symnbols of Thur-

stone's cubes.
Dcscription.-An item consists of air illustration of a single c:')e (key

cbe) in a row with five other (alternate) cubes. On each of the six

"te Developed at Psychological Rewarch Unit No. 3. Chief contributors: Cpl. Albert A. Cam.
fild Jr. and Staff/Sgt. Benjamin Fruchter.
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sides of a cube are different military insignia, but only three sides show
in the illustrations. The examinee's task is to determine whether or not
each of the five alternate cubcs could represent the key cube; that is,
having every side with the same insignia in proper relationships. The
alternate cubes are either rotated or turned from the original position,
have different insignia, or have the insignia placed in different relation-
ships than on the key cube.

(1) Internal characteristics.-TThc directions contain one sample row
of cubes, and parts I and II each contain 10 key cubes. The sample re-
quires 5 judgments and each part requires 50 judgments, 5 for each
key cube.

(2) Admniistration.-Two minutes are allowed for administration of
the directions and sample items, 13 minutes for part 1, and 12 minutes
for part II, making a total testing period of 27 minutes.

A sample is shown in figure 19.12. Following are pat of the direc-
tions:

5 A a C 0 E

FIGURE 19.12
SAMPLE ITEM OF OBJECT RECOGNITION,

CP523A

This is a test of your ability to visualize change of position. You will be shown
drawings of cubes. Each cube has six sides, and each side has a different military
iiksignia. Look at the sample problem.

The cube at the far left is the key cube. Your task is to select from the five cubes
at the right the ones that could represent the key cube turned to a difTcrent position,

Cubes C and D are correct answers. Both could be the key cube turned to a differ.
ent position.

(3) Scoring.-The a priori scoring formula is R-W. Most of the
statistics reported on the test, however, are for rights and wrongs scored
separately.

Statistical results.-The available data all are based upon exanmineces

tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.
(1) Distribution statistics.-Typical examples of distribution statis-

tics are given in table 19.16. The distribution curves for rights scores

are moderately negatively skewed and considerably flatter than normal,
and for wrong scores are positively skewed and sonewhat flatter than
normal.

(2) Internal consistency.--The degree of homogeneity of the items

is indicated by a mnean internal-consistency phi (based upon the total

group) of 0.52, a standard (leviation of the phi distribution of 0.14, and
a range of values from 0.05 to 0.84. These statistics are based upon the

responses of the highest 27 percent and the lowest 27 percent in% total
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TABLEi 19.16.- Di.sIribu lion conftewul for Object Recognition, CP523A

Group Part Scoring N M SD

Clavtified pilots............. I and If....Righats .... 1.130 20.9 7
Do0..........................do .... Wrongs... '1 310 11.5 .

Vaivlx%%ified aviation sIutcents I ............. Rights .... ISOO 16.4 4,3
Do...................... It......Rights........500 1.1.9 4.3
Do ..................... I121, :: ant II Right; '00 29.2 7.9
Do ...... 44... wrongs ........... 500 11.3 5 .5
'In clam 441.

3 Tering dates unaidentified.

score of a group of 750 unclassified avlaimien ~tudents tested in 'May 19f44.
Contrary to usuial 1)ractket, it will be aioied, stattisitics are based on "total
group." The reason for this is thatt total number of attempts for any one
cube cannot be determined, since the examninee responds- to cach cube) by

mrigor not makng.c appropriate answer-space.

(3) Reliability coefficit'nt.-One sample yielded the estimates of reli-
ability given in table 19.17.

(4) Correlation betw.een rights aied -wroiigs.-For a sample of 849
pilots tested in [fie period from Mlay 9 to Juily 10, 1944. the correlation
between correct and incorrect responses Was -0.22.

TAIU.E 19. 17.-.4tterliite-formsr (Pu~rt I tar. 11 i) reliability coiflicienls for
Ob'ject Recognition, C!"323.4, bused itton a mottl~e of 500 unclassifird atiation

sttsd cuts

Rights ...... 0.72 0.114
- ~ Wrongs ...... 62 .76

1 Testing dates unidentified.

(5) Difficulty.-Bascd uponm the respon1ses of tlie al)ovc-inllitio~llf I
samiple of 750 unclassified aviation students, tile test yieldecd a meani pro-
portion of correct responses of 0.69, corrected for chiance. with a range
fromt 0.50 to 0.86 and a standard deviation of 0.10.

(6) Factorial conipositant.--The i11tPst sigiiificant loadlings for Thur-
stone's Cubecs, CI512A, the earlier fornm of object recognition, were
found in the spat ial-relations (0.41), per-ceptual-spvcd (0.31), general-
reasoning (0.26), spice 11 (0.25). and visualization (0.270) factors. T7he
communmality was 0.53 to be compared with a reliability of 0.68. For a
fuller picture of the factorial compo~sition1 of this test see Appendix B.

(7) Test v*adid;tv'.-Vadidatioti results are given in table 19.18.
TABLIE 19.18R.- Id'lidity data for Object Recogmhitwn CPJ?3A4, bated utom
___________ ~rauuatioioelimsittatiom olf ilols in frimary training

Score NM* SD, r of*

Rights .... .310 0.96 N9.28 27.16 7.53 0OAS 0.25
Wrongs.. '11,34) .86 11.36 12.71 5.45 -. 13 .1
Rights .... 349 .7 31.67 ,9.41 7.19 .17 .26
Wrf~nps '... 149 .71 10.83 10.07 S IS -. 01 -. 07

' %... 849 _ _.70 20.84 35.54 30.33 .13 .24
0 Assumang an unrteticitlgg ,Ianne blandard deviation of 2.00.
, In lais 4 41; tested in March 1944.
O lss& unidentified. Samrle tested from 7457r 9 to Jly~ IC. 3964.
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(8) Item vaidity.--Validation of tenit. rtevak.d a mecan phi ,f 0.02.
based upon the responses of 687 graduates and 112 eliminers fromu pri-
mary training in class 441. The standard deviationi of phi values was
0.05 and the range was froth -0.08 to 0.31.

Evalitlion.-Cubes, the predecessor of Object Recognition, was sub-

jected to factor analysis, but the adapted form was not. The factorial
picture is comparatively complex. The greatest portion of the total vari-
ance of the test oil a single factor is 17 percent, which is attributable to
the spatial-relations factor. Uther factors showing sonic inilluence are
perceptual speed with 10 percent, general reasoning with 7 percent,
space II with 6 percent, and visualization with 4 percent of the total

\ariance. These factors almost exactly account for the pilot validity of

tigs test.
Both Cubes and Object Recognition showed moderate validity for pilots.

but they failed to measure any function of known validity as well as

other tests already in the classification battery. It may be expected that

Object Recognition. when factor analyzed, will show even more percep-
tual content than Cubes due to the fact that identifying .and comparing

military insignia, such as those illustrated, is i)erccptually more difficult

than the simpler and more obvious type of symbol used in Thurstone's

Cubes test.

Position Orietation, CP526A'

This is an adaption of Thurslone's I lands test. The validity of I lands

on a sample of 927 pilots was 0.26. Oin tlie same sample its correlation

with the pilot stanine was only 0.17, which indicated that the test has

substantial unique variance to offer. A revision was p~lanned whiclh

would be more reliable and more adaptable to the group-testing pro-

cedures used in the AAF. The revision was also to include other right-

left members of the body as well as hands. Validation on new samples

was proposed in order to verify the validity of the Thurstone test.

Description.-E.ach itemn shows five drawings of right or left hands.
arms, legs, eyes, or feet. The examinee's task is to determine quickly

whether a drawing represents a right or a left membetr of the body.

Parts I and II of the test show only hands while parts Ill and IV show

hands, arms, legs, and feet.

(1) Internal ch:,racIerisvics.--The direcilons f,-)r part I contain four

sample items. E.ach item has five illutrations. each calling for a response,

making a total of 20 possible answers. Part I contains 26 items, making

a total of 130 recorded and scored an:,wers: part If calls for 150 an-

swers, part III for 180, and part IV for 150. Directions and sample

items for part I require five minutes, and the directions and four sample

items for parts Ill and IV re'luire ani additional 3 miinutcs. The testing

"Developed at Psychological Ree-arth Unit No. 3. ,"ha. ontributors: Cpl. James 3. D t.
guon anid IA. tLn 1. Ileuman.
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time for p~arts I and 11 is 7 ininuts cachi, and for parts III and IV 7y,

minutes cacti, making a vtal~i testing timne of approximnatcly 37 tilimlut(.5

A saniple it('fl front part I is shonwn in figure 19.13. Following arv

parts of the directions:

*'~~d~~~ 
V% 

*'-t*,'

Al 
A~

P. 

V.0

y 4$.cc

IM

03 .. L.

ihi

-j

(A 0

In this test you will bc showni a serics of left and -ight hands in various position3s.

Your problkm is to determine which of these -ire left hands and which are right
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hands. If the hand shown is a left hand, mark your answer in the answer sheet
column labeled left. If it is a right hand, mark your answer in the answer sheet
column labeled right. (See the illustration of the special answer sheet in fig. 19.14.)

LEfT RIGHT
A 8 C D A IC 0£
'* .. ,, *,,,.. .. Ill:
A 5BC 0C A 5 C 0Dt

I:: :: .y :,

A B6C 0 C A I

a C 0 C A a C 0 C*

4 ,'• . i. No i

aS C 91 A 6

A IC 0
N. **

eli I: ; I *i$ * i

FIGURE 19.14
SECTION OF ANSWER SHEET Of POSITION

ORIENTATION, CPS26A

For example, look at problem 1. The hand shown in picture A is a right hand.
Therefore, mark the space under A in the column headed right opposite problem I
on your answer sheet. The hand in picture B is also a righ-lt hand, so the space under
B must be marked in the column headed right.

(3) Scoriing.-Thc scoring formula is' R-W.
Statistical results.-Thc data are fairly complete on this test and are

based upon examtnces tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Distribution satislics.-Ty.pical cxamplcs of distributions are

given in table 19.19. The distribution curves arc approximately symmetri-
cal and considerably flatter than normal.

TABLU 19.19.- Distribution constants for Position Orientatoion, CPS26A, based upon
a sample of .578 unclassificd aviation studensts

Parts IL SD)

I and I . 187.0 4S.S
III and IV 164.6 46.8

"Tebt"d in October 1944.

(2) Reliability coefficient.-By correlating part I and part 1i, an esti-
mated reliability coefficint of 0.83, correct ded for length, was obtained.
This figure is based on a sample of 500 unclassified aviation students

tc~ted from August 10 to October 6, 1944.
(3) Factorial coinosicion.-Tg c only substan-tial loading (0.46) for

the test Hands, CP512A, thc earlier version of Position Orientation, is
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va the sp~icc 1i factor. Tile conuiniality is (0.35. For a fuller jpictlure n1
the factorial composition of this test see Appendix B.

(4) Test vaIidity.--Validation restilis baN0~ onl several sampll)es :Ire*
given in table 19.20.

TABIS 19.20.- Validity data for Position Orientation, CP526.e, based upon
graduatlion -elinutinatlion of pilots in primary training

Part ertring

....... Ri Itsa 8-s? 0.80 93.28 88.41 22.04 0.13 0.28
I ........... ... ..go".... lid so0 98.63 95.19 25.91 .08 .15

III1.......... .... do .... 8.1 .80 m7.04 84.01 22.13 .08 .11
IV ...............do .... sly .80 91.95 89.27 24.43 .04 .10
I .............. Wrongs 847 .80 4.02 4.61 3.69 -. 09 - .12
112........... .... do .... 84S .80 S.29 6.S8 4.86 -. Is -. 20
III........... .... do .... 847 .80 7.06 8.67 5.02 -. 18 -. 22
I V........... .... do .... 147 .80 10.06 11.12 6.60 -. 09 -. 13
I and 11 Rights 847 .80 191.91 183.0w 44.29 .11 .13
I and It11 : Wrongs 845 .80 9.31 12.19 7.47 -. 14 -. 19
I .............. Rig~hts 294 .83 101.44 92.00 21.60 .16 .21
If.......... I.. .... 0.... 294 .83 101-80 90.80 23.57 .26 .28
III1.......... .... do.... 294 .83 93.50 84.14 21.22 .2S .30
IV........... .... do.... 294 .83 93.46 82.94 22.91 .26 .30
I .............. Wrongs 294 .83 6.11 7.30 5.29 -. 13 -. 16
'l .............. do.... 294 .83 7.37 7.44 6.29 -.01 -.01
III .......... .... d[o .... 294 .83 9.28 9.16 6.05 .01 -. 04
IV.......... .... do .... 294 .33 11.33 22.78 6.99 .04 -.08
I and 11... HiRtt 294 .83 203.24 182.80 42.59 .23 .26
fit anti IV.....do.... 294 .83 186.96 167.08 41.91 .26 .31
I and 11... Wsr, :11 294 .83 13.48 14.74 9.97 -. 01 -. 10
III andi IV .... do.... 294 .83 20.61 20.94 11.68 -. 02 .04
I .............. R-WV 294 .33 95.33 84.70 22.79 .18 .24
11 ............. R-WV 294 .83 94.43 83.36 25.08 .25 .27
III ............ R-W 294 .83 84.22 4.98 22.77 .23 .29
IV ............. R-W 294 .113 82.13 71.16 24.29 .25 .31
I and 11... R-W, 294 .83 189.76 168.06 44.70 .23 .21
III and IV .. R-W 294 .83 266.35 146.14 44.05 .26 .29

- Samples of 847 or 845 were tr'tcrl in the period June 22 to July 12, 19)44; the sample of
294 was le~sted in October 2944.

S* unn an unrestricted stanine deviat'an of 2.00.

(5) Jnltercorrclatio~ss.-P'art-':',ore iintercorrelatit.'is are given in table

19.21. The correlation between rights (pa;I~s I and 11) and wrongs
(parts I and 11) was -0.13. For another sample of 2194 pilots tested in
October 1944, the corrclation was -0.10. For this saint sample, for the
score on parts III and 1V, the corrl-cstion between rights andi wrongrs
was -0.05.

TABLEx 19.2 1.- Part -score inttercorrclationss for Position Orientation, CPSZ4A,
(N::=:347 classified pilots') ___

Part Seore 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a

1. .... Rights ... 0.70 0.64 0.64 -0.20 -0.22 -0.04 0.04
2 .... .... do.... 0.70 ... .1 .72 -. 08 -. 11 -. 06 .04
3. 2" . .... do .... .64 .68 . .8131 -. 09 -.04 -. 11 .02
*. IV ...... .64 .71 .83 .. -. 06 -. 03 -. 06 -. 05
5. 1 Wrongs -.20 -08 -. 09 -. 06 AS .2 4 .38
4. 11... .... do.... -. 11 -. 11 -. 09 -. 03 .5z ... .46 .37
?. III .... do .... -. 01 -. 06 -. 11 -. 04 .45 .46 .. .4
a. IV ... .do .... .04 .04 .02 -. 05 .36 .37 .64 ..

T ste n the period June 12 to July 122, 1944.

Evaluation
The validity cocillicuit of P'osition Orienitation, l~its I andt 11. wai

lower (0.18 on the largest s-aniple reported) than the figutre obtained on
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tie original validation of the Hands test (0.26). Parts III and IV were
even less valid. Whether this difference in validities is due to factorial
differences between the original Thurstone form and the revised form
of tests cannot be determined from present data. The biscrial r's for the
smaller sample were clearly in line with the 0.26 for Thurstone's ver-
sion, howew'r, so the disrcrpancy may be a sampling matter. The mean
pilot validity based upon all available data is 0.20. which is slightly
higher than the expected validity of 0.16 (see ch. 28) predicted on the
basis of the factorial composition of the Thurstone test.

Parts I and II correlate highly with parts III and IV but not as highly
as with each other. There is apparently some slight difference in the
ability to select a right hand and to select a right leg, eye, or arm. Here
may be evidence of restricted subfactors.

The chief interest in this test is in its factor content. Sixty percent of
Iland's known common-factor variance was found on a single factor.
\'ot more than 8 percent of the remaining common variance accumu-
lated on any other single factor. If it is truly a relatively pure measure
of a fac.ar hitherto unknown, it is of great value. The loading in that
factor should be improved if possible. If the pilot validity of the Thur-
stone version is actually 0.26. the margin between this and the expected
0.16 means either that the space II factor is more valid than was as-
sumed (0.05) or there is unknown valid variance in the test.

Evaluation of Positional Dserimnnatlon Tegs

Not a great deal more is known about these tests at the time of this
writinz than was already known concerning their Thurstone predecessors
at the time work was begun on the revised forms. Validities on the new
forms are generally in line with those reported earlier for Thurstone's
original tests. The unique element that tests in this area have to offer is
the space II factor. This factor p)robally has a very low validity for
pilots, but a good test of it is needed. Its validity for navigators is un-
known. Further study is recommended to define the factor more clearly
.mnd to maximize its variance in some test.

EVALUATION OF SPATIAL TFS-IT
Status of the Area

The accumulated data om tests in this area inlicatc that the principal
unique functions measured can I- exp!ained by two factors, herein Is-
beled space I and space II. Space I apparently has sorne kinship to
Thurstone's s.patial factor (fartor S), although it is better defined. Only
a select group of the tests found on factor S appeair on space I. Hands.
for example, originally apiwaring, %%ith its principal loading on Thur-
stone's space factor, split away from the space tests on a factor of its
own (space II). Another factor can he isolated by further rotation of
Thurstone's original pldhlie-d loadlinmgs which rescrnbh-s the v,%ualiza-
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tion factor described in chapter 13. Substantial visualization variance was

apparently containcd in factor S.

The pruning effects point out the necd of further analysis, and a re-

naming of factor S. Thurstone's dlescription, "facility in spatial and

visual imagcry," now sevmingly fits the presct visualization factor better

than it does space 1. Attempts to explain the basic nature of the factor

have alrcady been related in this chapter under the heading, Evaluation

of Dircctional Discrimination 'rcsts. The problems in describing and nam-

ing space I1 were outlined in the I-valuation of Positional Discrimination

T-sts, the subarca jutst preceding this chapter evaluation.

New Research Indicated

Further exploration of vistual-spatial tests is needed along factorial

lines, for apparently it is only by the application of this technique that

useful conclusions can be reached. Factors cannot be well dcfined until

adequate tests are available.

"Another line of research suggested by the statistical results on tests

in this area and in the visualization area reported in chapler 12 is to

study the effect of the difficulty level of the items on factor composition
of the test. It has been especially diffictlt, for example, to construct
items to meaistre vistialb, atioi that do not involve a degree of reasoning.
If a visualization prollenm is made too difficult, it is likely solved by
reasoning. By reducing the difficulty, reasoning variance seems to be re-
duced. If the problems are made too easy, however, they can be solved
without visualization possibly by space I ability. In the Visualization of
Maneuvers test, an opportunity to observe the effect of complexity is
afforded. Correlations with reasoning and spatial tests are available for
all three forms. The fcrnis involving the more complex items correlate
more highly with tests known to measure visualization, while the form
with the simpler, more speeded items correlates more highly with tests
known to measure space I. Factor-analysis results combined with sys-

tematic citntrol of difficulty are ncccssary to corroborate these evidences.
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CIIAPTER TY[VNTT

Orientation Tests'

INTRODUCTION

Among the traits considered essential for effective air-crew perform-
ance are the abilities to determine one's bearings with respect to points
of the compass and to maintain an appreciation of one's location relative
to landmarks in the environment. An attempt was made, by the use of
orientation tests, to measure these abilities. WVhen construction of the
orientation tests was begun, few instruments that measured orientation
of any type existed. The few orientation-test items available were con-
sidered definitely inadequate.

Job-Analysis Information

In table 1.5 it may be seen that in two samples of 1,000 each of stu-
dents eliminated from elementary pilot training, orientation was men-
tioned 13 percent and 15 percent of the time as a cause for elimination.
For 100 cases of elimination from advanced single-cngine training, how-
ever, this category was mentioned only 6 percent of the time; and for
100 cases of elimination from advanced twin-engine training, only 9
percent. In one sample of 100 reclassifications in operational training.
orientation was mentioned only 2 percent of the time, and in another
sample of the same size, it was not mentioned at all. One inference frmn
these figures could be that orientation is a much more important factor
in early pilot training than in later stages. Anviuler could be that train-
ing eliminates relatively early the men who are deficient in this respect.
There is probably some truth in both interpretations. Defects in orienta-
tion show up conspicuously in the student's failure to execute maneuvers
I'rilj'rly adl in his gotting lost.

U'ndcr combat conditions, the iiin)rtance of orientation ability is
probably much greater than it is in training. Reference to table 1.6 will
show that supcrvising officers rated the importance of observation and
orientation for pilots as fairly high. On a 9-point scale, in which S
means better than average, the mean ratings were 7.2 for fighter pilots
and 5.5 for bomber pilots. For bombardiers and navigators in combat
(see tables 1.2 and 1.4), supervisors rated the trait of orientation and
obscrvation highest in the lit of 20 traits with a mean rating of 7.8 for
both of these air-crew positions. Since the trait on the rating scales is

Written by Cap. Jelin 1. t..1e aMW Sg. S. W. NitkaL
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mulled orientation and o s!ervation, iowcver, it :s not clear howv much
of this rating was based on orientation and how' much oil observation.

Two Types of Orientation Tests

Trhe suibareas adopted for orientation measur'iement are (1) com~pass
oricntatioll and (2) patterti orictitation. This a priori division is based
(,n thle sujl-Krfici;d! &'lquirvnents of the various orientation tests. Undel~r
thie rubric of compass oricntation are lplacedl those tests that require the
examitnec explicit%. to use the po-,ints of thle compass. Thle tests arc Direc-
tionall Orictntat-Ion, Following Oral Di-ections, Comnpass Dircc~ions, and
Compass Or~ietat ion. Spatial Orienitation, Aerial Landmarks, and Star
Identification" are considered pattern-oriceitation t,,- 'S. These tests re-
dluiire the examinee to identify geographical parts within a whole.

C031PASS ORIENTATION TESTS

D~irectional Orientation, CP515B aUi0 C

Air-crew nitnmbers must be familiar with the points oin the compass
-nfld must aIL: 1w able to ajpprehiend dlirectionls qiuickly and accurately de-
s1ltc variuius condlitions conduc~ive to disorientation. Directional Orien-
tation tests were dcsigined to mneasure the speed with wvhich directions
call be accurately reccognized despite various degrees of rotation of the
compass rose out of its uisual p~osition (is conventionally represented).
It was thought that a test of this ability is analogous to a direct test of
the ability' of - ,Ilot to remain dlirectionally oriented in spite of sudden
and frequenlt t. ye in direction of Rlight.

Descriplion.--In. Form B, c-tcl itcni consists of six circles, with one
dirc~tion indicated oil each. Et,;a circle is rot~tto'd out of its conventional
position on the page, i. e.. with not tF. at thle top and~ east to the right. The
first circle in each problem is called the "given circle." The task of tile
exammece is to (determine which circles of thle .;emaining five, if super-
impoo;ed on thle given circle. would hanve indicated directions which would
he in prop~er relationship to the indicated direction oil the given circle.
Thus, in figure 20.1, with N pointing as it does, circles 1, 3, and 4
rm~tcli the given circle, while 2 anl 5 do not.

Thie task of tht- examinece in, form C is essentially the same, but the
form of the problems is somiewhat changedl. The examinee is pr'ýsented
with rive circles, each wvith hut one dlirectionI indlicated. and each rotated
ntit of ;x)-;ti~in as in Fiwrm It. Throuigh each circle is (Irawii a ioetr
at one end of wfiich is an arrowhead~. The examinee must determine
which of these circles contain arrowheads pointed 'In a given direction.
Thus, in figure 20.2, the arrows in 1, 3, and 4 point northeast, tlle givcen
direction, bull those in 2 and 5 do not.

I Dovlo, at Ofii~e of the Surgeon. Hleadquarters, AAF Trxining Command. Chtief con-tibilutorti: Maj. Yamois J. (.b~on and Maj. l(eorvie F. J. t~irei~r. These two forms and form Awere ba~te4 upon Dr. Paul Wo'0 4t ring's fe'o3rch on thelir'tonal orientation. the manu,6crips of
,, lich was generioum.y Made ~avail-Ool to the Armty Aviiation PNychology Program.
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FIGURE 20.1

PRACTICE PROBLEM OF DIRECTIONAL ORIENTATION,
CP515 B

* DIRECTION 3
* NE OW

F FIGURE 20.2
PRACTICE PROBLEM OF DIRECTIONAL ORIENTATION,

CP515 C

(1) Internal characteristics.-There are 2 unscored sample iterlis and
28 scored items in each form.

(2) Adininistration.-Reading of the directions for each form re-
quires from 3 to 5 minutes, while testing time is 18 minutes for Form B
and 20 minutes for Form C, allowing approximately 50 percent of the
examinees to finish.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-\V. The maximum score
for Form B is 70, and for Form C, 60. While separate scores for Forms
B and C were obtained, they were combined in computing some of the
statistics reported.

Statistical results.-Except where ooted below, the following data are
for examinees tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in March
1943.

(1) Distribution satistics.-A sample of 392 unclassified aviation stu-
dents yielded a mean score of 47.0 and a standard deviation of 17.4 for
Form B, and a mean of 42.6 and a standard deviation of 13.9 for
Form C.

(2) Internal consistency.-The degree of homogeneity of the items is
indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.49, a standard devia-
tion of the phi distribution of 0.21, and a range of values from 0.14 to
0.85. These statistics are based upon analysis of the rcsjxtises of the
highest 27 percent and the lowest 27 percent in total score (the two forms
combined) of a group of 360 tinclassified aviation students.

(3) Reliability cocfflcicnt.-Based upon a sample of 392 unclassified
aviation students, a correlation of 0.74 was found between forms B arid
C. This figure provides a conservative estimate of the reliability of either,
form.

(4) Correlation between rights and wcron.gs.-For a sample of 339
pilots tested in July and August 1944 at Psychological Research Unit
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No. 3, the corrclation between rights and wrongs was -0.48. A corrtla-
lion of -0.36 was secured for a sample of 751 navigators tested in Feb-
rita ry andl M~arch 1 944, at Schwiti andI JEllingloit Field,; and at Psycrhologi-
cal Research Unit No. 3.

(5) Di~~.-ulty.- -Based upon item analysis of (lie responises of 3()
unclassified aviation students, the test (forms B and C combined)
yielded a mean proportion of correct responses of 0.68, corrected for
chance, with a range from 0.33 to 0.94 and a standard deviation of 0.17.

(6) Factorial co in posit ion.-The noteworthy loadings of form B are
in the spatial-relations (0.41), visual-mnwmory (0.36), general-reasoning
(0.31), visualization (0.26), and numierical (0.22) factors. Thle com-
mtunality is 0.56. For a ftiller picture of the factorial composition of this
test, see appendix B. Forin C was not analyzed because tile correlational
patterns indicated that tile two tests were almost identical factorially.

(7) Test validity.-Validation results based on several samples are
givenl in table 20.1.

TADLE 20.1.- Validity data for Directional Orientation, CP515B, based ispon

the graduation-elimsination criterion

Group Score N d P, M. MNt SI), 6#0 r,*

Pilots in primary training'l .. Rights . 339 0.82 60.63 56.43 11.23 0.21 0.35
1)o*....................ron. 339 .82 4.41 4.36 4,29 .01 -. 16
008'....... I............ Rý-W% .. 339 .82 56.22 52.07 13.86 .17 .33
Doi'................. R- / 339 .82 19*13 15.34 11.79 .2 .S

Piltos through basic training R-V. 563 .68 38.33 31.18 17.8S .34 .31
Navigto s........Rig.hts . 751 .91 58.52 51.76 12.31 .28 .38

Wj'.........~rongs 751 .91 2.79 4.28 4,08 -. 19 -. 27

'A-.umanin an unrestricted Stanine 'standard deviation of 2.00.
'Tested July 6 to Aug. 12. 1944 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.
*In cI~scs 41B1 andl 44C. Te~ted at I )' chological Research Unit No. 3.
"Te~ted Feb. 11, 1944 at Selinan Fiel ,. Feb. 1 and 2. 1944 at Elington Field, and Mar. 21.

1944 at P'sychological Research Unit No. 3.

Evaluation.-Fornis B and C of D~irectional Orientation possess a
fairly high devgree of homogeneity, while the items are not particularly
difficult. As portrayed by factor analysis, 56 percent of thc total variance
of forin B has been accounted for by common factors. Of the total vari-
anice, spxttial- relations contributes 17 percent, visual-memory 13 percent,
general-reasoning 10 percent, visualization 7 percent, and the numerical
factor 5 percent. 'Most of the remaining 4 percent of the total variance
is accounted for by three other factors, none contributing more than
1 percent.

Agaiinst tile pilot criterion, the test has very satisfactory validity; and
it has a higher bisenial with tile nlavigation criterion. Its validity for the

ttcan be attributed to its variances in spat ial- relations, visualization,
and visual memlory. Its validity for the navigator is due to its variances
in spatial-relations, general-reasoning, visualization, and numerical fac-
tors. No compass-ori en tat ion factor as such has appeared, but this may 4

be because there was never nmore thani one test involving compass direc-
tions in any analyzed battery.
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Directional Orientation, CP515A 3

Variation.-CP515A, the first Directiunal Orientation test constructed,

has the same purpose as forms B and C, but its administrative directions
and item construction are considerably different. Each test item consists
of a 2 3/16 inch circle with an arrow through the circumiference indicat-
ing north. Within each circle are two arrows, labeled B and C, which
represent the two legs of the flight of a plane, one the path of a plane
before it turns, the other, the path after it turns. It is the examtinee's
task to give (A) the direction he is going before entering the turn, and
(B) tht direction he is going after making the turn. The directions are
to be given in relation to north as indicated on the circumference of the

circle. The answers are recorded by filling a space under either N, NE,
E, SE, S, SW, W, or NW. There are 36 items in the test, the first 6 of
which are practice items. Thus, the maximum number of correct re-
sponses is 60. The scoring formula is R-W. Figure 20.3 shows three
items of the test.

A% \/A A.

2 3

FIGURE 20.3
SAMPLE ITEMS OF DIRECTIONAL ORIENTATION,

CP5I5A

Statistical results. (1) Distribution statistics.-A sample of 392 Un-
classified aviation students, tested in M,:rch 1943 at Psychological Re-
search Unit No. 3, yielded a mean score of 47.0, a standard deviation of
17.4. The distribution curve was approximately symmetrical and some-
what flatter than normal.

(2) Test validity.-Validation results based on several samples are
given in table 20.2.

TABLz 20.2.- Validity data for Directional Orientation, CP51SA, "xng the
graduation-etli,miation criteron

Group No , If$ U. SD, &,,*

Pilots In primary trainin4's .................. $92 0.78 37.62 31.14 17.04 0.21
Pilots through basic tvainngl ................ 563 .67 38.33 31.18 17.85 .24
Flexible g'•ners in training ................. 349 .95 43.02 34.47 15.23 .2"

'Same sample followed through the first two phases of training. In classes 44D 3w 444
tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in April 1943.

Developed at Ofice of the Surgeon Headquarters, AAF Training Command. Chief ce.-
tributors: )JaJ. James J. Gibson and Ma4. George F. 3. Lehner.
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LEvahuatiots.-The distribution statistics indicate that the items ill thle
itest are of moderate difficulty and have a rcasonable amnount of spread
inl difficulty. The test appears to be moderately valid for both pilots and
flexible gunners.

Directional Orientation, CP515D, E, and F 4

The rationale for the construction of formis 1), E, and F of Direc-
tional Orientation is basically the same as that for forms A, B, and C.
Aerial photographs are employed in these formns, howvever, while dha-
grams are used in forms A, B, and C. Thle use of photographs allows
not only for rotation of compass directions, but also for presenting views
at various angles, e. g., vertical and oblique.

Description.-Thc items are comp~osed of circular parts of aerial photo-
graphs, 2 3/16 inchies inl diameter. Both photographs in a pair are of
the same portion of the landscape, but the second one is rotated. A
single compass di. ection is indicated inl the first photogra~ph, and an
arrow is dlrawnl showving anl unnamned dfirection it) the second. The exami-
nee's task is to determine the compass direction of the arrowv. Ini forms
D and F, vertical views are tisedl for both photographs ; while in form
E, the initial photograph is a vertical vicw and the second photograph is
anl oblique (and rotated) view of thle same terrain. Forms D and E are
printed together inl one booklet as p~arts I and I1. Form F is a reprint of
form D, designed for administration inl a special intercorrelational study.

(1) Internial chlaral(-eristics.-1orin 1) includes I recorded but un-
scored sample item andl 44 scoredl items. Fornm E contains 3 recorded
but unscored practice items and 45 scored itemis. Figure 20.4 shows two
items of form D, and figure 20.5 shows two of form E.

(2) Adniinistratioi..-Answvvrs are recorded directly onl a special IBM
answer sheet with marking spa~ces after each item number labeled N S
E W, standing for north, south, east, andI west. Eight minutes are al-
lowedi for part 1, 16 minutes for part It[, and 6 minutes are considered
adequate for administration of directions. The totail testing time, there-
fore, is 30 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-Thc scorhig formutla is R- W~/3.
Statistical restilts. ( 1) Distribution stati~stics.-For a sample of 500

unclassified aviation studcents tested inl July and August 1944, at Psy-
chological Research Unit No. 3, and inl March 1945, at Psychiologicali
Research Unit No. 2, the mecan scores (rights only) were 29.5 and 19.9
for Forms D and E respectively; the standard dleviations were 8.7
and 6.3.

(2) Reliaibility coefficient .- No satisf;ýctory estimates of reliability are
available. The c:orrelation be-tween Forms 1) and F, however, for,. the
above-mentioned sample of 500 unclassified studecnts, was 0.36. Since
thle formis are dhifferent, this is a gross underestimate of the reliability..

O)eveloped atPsychological Rciearch Unit No. 3. Chief contribliors: Sgt. Hyman Heller
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Evaluation.--The utilization of aerial photographs in these forms,
while adding face validity, has probably had the effect of introducing
some pcrceptual-speed variance into the test. Forms D and E have a
very modest intercorrelation; apparently the addition of the feature of
oblique views in Form E has introduced new factors, quite possibly held
in common with Aerial Landmarks, CP525 (see pp. 535f.).

Following Oral Directions, CI651AX 3

When this test was designed, two ration.les were advanced to justify
its construction. First, it was regarded as an integration test (see ch.
10). The rationale for all integration tests also applies here. Second, it
was regarded as a directional-orientation test. It was considered to be
especially important for the combat pilot to be able to react quickly and
correctly to the. movements of enemy aircraft. Ile must rapidly alter the
course of his airplane, making continuous changes in both direction and
altitude in order to outi-maneuver enemy planes. All of this time he must
maintain correct orientation and, in addition, maintain a constant state
of readiness for surprise attacks fromn new positions.

Description.-Verbal descriptions are presented, by means of phono-
graph records, of planes flying and being attacked by enemy planes from
various directions. The examinee is directed to imagine that his plane
has executed a maneuver according to rules laid (town in preliminary in-
structions. The answer to the itein is the direction in which the plane is
flying at the end of the maneuver. The items are made more diflicult as
the test progresses, by increasing the number of attacking p)lanes from
one to two, and by requiring the examinee to adhere to rules governing
altitude as well as direction.

(1) Internal characteristics.--In part I, the problems involve one at-
tacking plane and require an answer in terms of changed direction only.
In part II, two attacking planes mnust he considered in sequence, but the
answer again is in terms oi chaiiged direction only. Parts [iI and IV
require answers in terms of changed direction and altitude. Part [i1
involves one attacking plane, while part IV involves two planes attacking
in sequepce.

The directions contain live unscored sanmple items. There are 5 items
in part 1, presented at 4-second intervals; 10 in pirt II. at 8-sccond in-
tervals; 5 in part III, at 6-second intervals; and 35 in part IV, at 15-
second intervals. Parts I, II, an(d III were designed as gradual training
for the complicated part IV, which was considered to be the heart of the
test. This accounts for the part-differences in numnlr of problems. The
items are presented in series of five.

(2) eldministration.-.Each examince receives a work siieet and a
15-place IBM answer sheet. Answers are marked directly on the work
sheet and must be tran:;cribed to the IBM answer s'ic:t after the test is

i Developed at Psychological Resarch L'nit No. 3. Chief conutribhtov*: S/Sit. 1. Ceardon
'tkin. Sitt. \*athxn Kravtt. and T/Set. Sanford J. Mock.
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completed. The transcribing of answers takes approximately 10 min-
utes. The total administration and testing time is approximately 45

minutes.

Relevant parts of the directions to part 1, which illustrate the task of

the examinee, follow:

This is a test to see how w4l1 yuu can keep several different facts in your mind

%hiile receiving orders to change course 0 * 0

If in i•nemy plane attacks "rum )our right, yuu uill turn to the left. If it attacks

houm the left, )ou will turn right. Ii you are attacked from the rear, you will con-
isitinc on your courwc, and if you are attacked head on, you will reverse your

directions.

Thlic. left, right, front, rear movements will be changed into comp.ss directions-

north, south, east, west.

For example-if you are told that you are heading north and are attacked from
tie left you will, according to the rule, turn right, which in this case would be east.

Fa•at, then, is the new direction of your plane.

Now if you are told that you are being attacked from the west, you will continue

vin your cours•e to the cast, because the west in this case is the rear.

The examinee is told that, within each series of problems, * * the direc-
tion you start front in each problem will be the direction you gave as the answer
in the previous problcm.

The examinees record their answers by marking N, S, E, or W after

the number of the problem on the work sheet.

The sample problems of part I are:

Write the answer to this first problem on your work sheet opposite number L

1. You are flying west and are attacked from the left. Write on the work sheet

the direction in which you are now headed. This is the new direction of your plane.
You %ill make your next move from this direction. I shall repeat No. I. You are
flying %ve.t a,-l are attacked from the left.

2. You are attacked from the south.

3. Yvut are attacked from the right.

4. A plane attacks from the rear.

S. Attack conies from the left

The item numbers are read each time before reading the item. The
answers to the sample itenis are given, and the rules of the test are again
emphasized before starting part I.

Relevant parts of the directions for part II are:

lit the next series of mane'uvers you will be attaLked by two enemy planes in
rapid succesc-iun. Thce plaitcs will approach onc after the othtr from the same or
diticrent directions. You are to changlc your coitrse as the attacks are made. Remcm-
Iwr. )'%u chatigc )our cuur.,e in rcsp,,,iding to one plane before you consider the next.
After •,ou have calcd the first attacking illane, )ou are no longer concerned with it
atid you ininiediately maiieuvcr to es~ape the second plane * your answer
will be the direction in which y'ou are headed after both attacks.
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In part III the examinee is told that his actions will be affected by
altitude as well as direction. The itstrucCions administered in parts I
and II still apply to part III with the followvig addition:

If any ctwimy attacks from a higher altimud4 tha, vyotr own*. )ou (1ie. If you are
arc attacked fromi a lower altitude, you climb.

Practice problems are administered and explained before coniencing
part IIl.

In part IV the examinee is told that he will be subjected to attack
from the same or different direction and altitude by two planes in stic-
cession and that he will complete the mo'ent necessary to ecape the
first plane before responding to the second. The answer is the new direc-
tion after both enemy attacks have been evaded.

Two illustrative problems are explained before beginning part IV.

At the conclusion of part IV, answer sheets are distributed so that the
responses from the work sheets may be transcribed.

(3) Scori'mg.-The scoring formula is R-W/5.
Statistical results. (1) Distribution statistics.-A sample of 1,302

classified pilots in class 44E (tested at Psychological Research Unit No.
3) yielded a mean score of 37.2 and a standard deviation of 9.8. The
distribution curve is moderately negatively skewed.

(2) lntcrnal consistency.-Based on 800 pilots tested in October 1943
at Psychological Research Unit No. 3, an item analysis was made for
the highest 25 percent and the lowest 25 percent of the cases in total
score. The mean internal-consistency phi is 0.40, the standard deviation
0.10, and the range is from 0.10 to 0.60.

(3) Reliability coefficient.-By the alternate-forms method, an esti-
mated reliability coefficient of 0.70, corrected for length, was obtained.
This figure is based on a sample of 278 unclassi lA aviation students
tested ip September 1943 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Alter-
i nat. forms were secured by arbitrarily dividing the test into first half
and second half. Since these two halves are not entirely comparable,
0.70 is probalmy an underestimation of the test's reliability.

(4) Difficulty.--For analytical lprposes, parts I, 11, and III were
grouped together and compared with part IV. For the first three parts,
the mean pruportion of correct rcslx)nscs, corrected for chance success,
is 0.80, wth a range from 0.65 to 0.97 and a standard dviation of 0.08.
For part IV, the corrected figures are: Mean, 0.58; range, 0.29 to 0.77.
and standard deviation, 0.12. These data are based upon the above-
mentioned sample of 800 pilots.

(5) Factorial coonposition.-The strongest loadings were found in the
spatial-r,'lations (0.28), gncimral-rcas'nming (0.27). int'gration 11 (0 25),
numerical (0.21), and visualization (0.20) factors. The conmnitnality is
0.42. For a fuller picture of the factorial composition of this test, see
appendix B.
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(6) Test zalidity.-Validatioh results arc givcii in table 20.3.

TAKE 20.J.-- 1 alidity data for Fuollowing, Oral Directhafs, C16SIA, graduotj,•-
tlpiimiation critirrion

Group NM I* M9  M* SD, v,, ,',,*

|llots in Primary b rainin'll ......... 1.302 0.91 37.60 34.00 9.7S 0.19 0.24
1,11014 through baw, Iuralnango . .... 1.Z92 .86 37.76 34.32 9.74 .20 .25

o'Azunnng an unresrictied btanine stanJard dcviation of 2.00.
it clatj 4 IF. Tgtctl at Psychological Rrearch Unit No.. 3.

Evaluatlion.-The adequacy of the training provided in parts I, II.
and III is unknown. Part IV, however, is considerably more difficult
than the preceding parts, cven though the training probably aids per-

formance in it. The simple and complex parts of this test deserve sepa-

rate analysis and exploitation.

The reliability is probably satisfactory, but the pilot validity is only

moderate. Only 42 percent of the total variance of this test has been ac-
Ceointed for by c#,,iiun fdctors. ( )f the total variance, the spatial-rela-
lio.s factor accounts for 3q perccit, general reasoning 7 percent, and
in'i-gratiin 11 6 1,ercent. The major ly1rtion of the remaining vari-

ance is wcll dispersed anmng four other factors, none contributing more
than 4 percent. Contrary to what might be expected for a verbal test of
this kind, the verbal factor accomuts for only 3 percent of the total vari-

iict'. The prohs ll -xl'lanati, ii k that the verbal level of the test is so
low that the differences in verbal comprehension aniong the examines
are inconsequential. Since the commiunality is so much lower than the re-
liability, the primary future interest in this test siiould be in identifying
its unknown variance. Since the tcet i% exceccoogly complex, it has little
or no value as a classification inctrunient. It is possib1c that separate an-
alyses of the parts would separate the factor variances sonmewhat. Since
the pilot validity predicted fronm its factor loadings (0.20) is close to the
obtained validity (0.24), no new factor valid for p)ilots is promised by
the test.

Voaritioins.-Two variations wcerc constructed because it was thought
desirable to proV? Ic two tests, one comr•,scd of the simple items of part
I of the AX form, and another composed of the more complk. items
of part IV of that form. This decision was reinforced when it was
found, for a sample of 270 case,, that the itcms in the first half of the
test (parts I, II, III, and .oarFC items of part IV) correlated 0.26 and
0.22 with Mathematics B, C•2,,C, and Figure Analogies, CI212AXI;
whereas the items in the last of the test (rrmaining items of part IV)
had correlations of 0.35 and 0.38 respectively. Apparently, then, the more
complex items in CIV,5lAX have more reasoning content than the simpler

items.
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Following Oral Directions, CP651BX

This form is an expanded version of part I of CP651AX. There are
5 unscored practice items and 145 scorcd items. Four seconds arc al-
lowed for each practice item. I&.,ins 6 through 150 are administered by
phonograph with 2-second intervals b.tween items. Part 1 is made up of
items 6 through 75, while part It consists of items 76 through 150. At
the conclusion of the test, the responscs are transcribed to an IIIM an-
swer sheet. Testing time, direcuions, and transcription require approxi-
inately 25 minutes. The scoring formula is R-WV/3.

Statistical results. (1) Distribution slat istics.-For a s.ample of 1,167
pilots in class 44G. tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3, the
mean score was 116.6 acd the .tandard deviation 29.3.

(2) Internal consistency. -Thc degnre of homogeneity of the items is
indicated by a mean internal-cmsistency phi of 0.39, a standard devia-
tion of the phi distribution of 0.09, and a range of values from 0.15 to
0.54. lhesc statistics are lbasvil tiplmi :nalaysis of the responses of the
highest 27 percent and the lowe%- 27 Ix rccnt of a group of 750 unclassi-
fied aviation students tested in May 1944 at Psychological Research
Unit No. 3.

(3) Reliability coeflici.•nt.-•y the alternate-forms mcthrml, an esti-
mated reliability coefficient of 0.85, corrected for length, was obtained,
based on a sample of 487 pilots in class -44G, tested at Psy-cholo•J.cal le-
search Unit No. 3. For 1.682 navigators, the corrected reliability of rights
is 0.82, and for wrongs, 0.77. These navigators were tested in April.
May, and June 1944 at the three Psychological Research Units.

(4) Correlation betwcrn rights ad wrongs.-Data on the correlation
of rights and wrongs are given in table 20.4.

T.aBLE 20.4A- Correlalion b,'we.'n righjt, and -wrongs /of FoiHoUig Oral
Directions, C1651BX

roupN Part raw

"40% n primary traimning ..... 7)4 JTotal............

... "2 I.............
Dol ... . -... .... ... ... ... i.6U f Total ...........

T t.te.r If om .a•y 9. ,1,14 to At.m1. I I*a at V-) t , R -,rra rh, I 'not N. I
Trfte-I Inne I aAl , 1•184 at ,'.vt !...,.i. Rr--. h U'r-,I No I. Apr. 1• to 21. 1984 at

l"*y & Rolsic l earach Lrns No 2; anJ M.-., I to &. 114 at P!sitkolhio i al Rr,,ca,¢ m N. 1 .

(5) P."/icultY.- Based upon I sample of W0 unclassified aviation
students tested at Psycho!ogical liecarch Unit No. 3 in May 194-1. the
mean proportion of correct reyo-,nses, corrected for chaincc succrss. is
0M(8. with a range fron 0.33 to (0.95. aid a standard dcviatinm of 0.15.

(6) Test ;-lidity -- 'alidation reuhlt. are given in table 21)5.
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(7) Item validity.-Validation of items lrevealed a mean phi of 0.07,
with a range from -0.06 to +0.20, based upon the responses of 600
graduates and 117 eliminees from primary pilot training in class 44G.
tested in December 1943 and January 1944 at Psychological Research
Unit No. 2.

Evaluation.-The reliability of this test is quite satisfactory. Its
validity for pilots seems to be about the same as for the AX !orm. Navi-
gator validities are considerably higher. One noteworthy finding ;s that
the rights alone are perhaps more valid for navigators than is a formula
score. The wrongs have considerable dispersion and validity in their own
right, and a study of optimal scoring formula seems indicated.

Following Oral Directions, C1651CX
This form includes the same type of items and administrative direc-

tions as part IV of CJ651AX. There are 3 practice items and 40 test
items, with 15-second intervals between test items. Administration, test-
ing, and transcription of answers require approximately 40 minutes. The
scoring formula is R-W/5. No statistical data concerning this test are
available at present.

Compass Orientation, C1660A

This test was developed as a result of the promising validity reports
on Following Oral Directions, and it is an attempt to provide a simple
and pure test of the function it was thought was unique in Following Oral
Directions. This unique contribution was thought to consist of the meas-
urement of the ability to orient rapidly to changes in directions.

Description.-In each item, one of the four compass directions, north,
south, cast, or west, is presented as an initial direction of flight. Then a
turn, either left or right, is given. The examinee's task is to record the
new direction of flight after the turn is made. The mode of presentation
of the items is as follows:

Yes ere Aed
Item $Yin# tum New Dir-ecve

80. North left

81. West right

8. East left

(1) Internal choracltristics.-The instructions contain 2 items with
the correct atswers marked and 28 recorded but unscored practice
items. There are 1SO scored items in the test.

(2) Adininistration.-Each examinee receives a work booklet with
directions and printed items. Answers are markdc directly in the work
booklet and must be transcribed to the standard ITIM answer sheet when

'Dlveelowe at Phs•beI•:al Research Unit N.. . ClivI ttrib•e: CaPt. LItyd Q
Humpbrty, Pvt. Jame, A. Walker. &ad Loi G. Wuigbt.
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the testing period is ended. The examince is allowed 50 seconds to coin-
pltte the 28 sample items. Five minutes are allowed for working the
150 scored items in the test. Administration consumes approximately 2
minutes, and transcribing takes about 5 minutes, making a total testing
time of approximately 12 minutes. The examinee is told that the test is
a speed test and that his score will be simply the number of correct re-
sponses.

(3) Scoring.-Rights and wrongs were scored separately.
Statistical results. (1) Disltribution statistlics.-A sample of 578 un-

classified aviation students tested in October 1944 at Psychological Re-
search Unit No. 2 yielded a mean rights score of 95.7 and a standard
deviation of 32.8. The distribution curve is moderately negatively skewed
and somewhat flatter than normal.

(2) hIterial consistency.-The degree of homogeneity of the items
of the test is indicat•d by a meain intcrnal-coitsistency phi of 0.26, a
standard deviation of the phi distribution of 0.15, and a range of values
from -0.15 to 0.95. These statistics are based upon an analysis of the
responses of the highest 27 percent and the lowest 27 percent of a group
ref 750 unclassified aviati')n students tested in July 1944 at Psychological
Research Unit No. 3.

(3) Difficulty.--3ased upon the responses of the above-mentioned
sample of 750 unclassified aviation students, the test yielded a mean pro-
portion of correct responses of 0.&q, corrected for chance, with a range
from 0.43 to 1.00 and a standard deviation of 0.10.

(4) Test zalidity.-Validation results based on a single sample are
given in table 20.6.

TAW.A. 20.6.- V'alidity data fur Corn pss Orientation, C1660.4, based up'on a sample
of pilots in d.'irntury troiting, graduation-eti,,ination criterion (N=893, p,=.84)'

! ,etne .M9  j ._______ .SD, H r
SI

............... 29 89.29 22.41 0,07 0.16w ............... ,.24 4.64 8.70 -. 03 .05R-W ........... $3.0 84.65 27.13 .07 .as
I Tested July 9 to (kt. 7. 19Q4. at Psychological Re,earcb Unit No. $.
'Aýuming at% untrIrictced staiine standard deviation of 2.00.

EraJllation.-The negative skew of the distribution and the high pro-
portion of correct responses indicate that the items in the test arc rela-
tively easy, as they should be in a spccd test. The validity figures for
pilots are not impressive. It is possible that a navigator or bombardier
criterion would yield better results. The test has not been factor analyzed.
Corrdational data available, how-vvcr. indicate that this test woul-* de-
fiue a new factor on which Following Oral Directions and Directional Ori-
entation would have moderate loadings. The simplicity and ease of ad-
ministration of this test are most appealing.
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Compass Direelions, CP52I.A

This is a test of the examinec's ability to reorient himself to a particti-
lar ground pattern quickly and accurately when compass dlirections are

shifted about. -

Description.-For every five test items there is a schematic circular
map which represents an aerial view of the ground, like that shown in
figure 20.6. These diagrams include such landmarks as streams, roads,
supply dumps, airports, and villages. For each item, a statement is given
that establishes arbitrary directional relationships on the map. The ex-
aminee is then required to answer a question in terms of the rotated
compass points. Sample problem I, for example, which is used in the
directions to explain the test to the examinees, reads as follows:

STORA~dAIRPORTN

OI

FIGURE 20.6
SAMPLE SCHEMATIC MAP OF COMPASS DIRECTIONS,

CP524A

"The forest is due UoitTji of the airport." (Sec fig. 20.6.) You are flying over the
hospital. In which direction mut you Ily to reach the airport? (A) North. (11)
southwest, (C) .outhcast, (D) i|ortheast, (E) east.

The directions then continue:

The statmnient that the forest is north of the airport tells you that for this prob-
lem n|orth i% at the buttons of the map, south at the top. cast at the lelt, and west at
the right. The airport is to the south and to the .at of the hospital. The correct
answer in this case is southeast, A hich is choice (C).

Devetoped at Medical and I'&,chotloical Fxafminins Unit No. 7. Ctief contribtuera: CpL
MIrna Freesdman and Sal. Retwrt LevIne.
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Other problems in the test call for answers in terms of compass head-
ings in degrees. Thus, sample problem 2, also used in the directions,
reads:

The oil storage tanks are east of the airport. You are taking off from the airport
to bomb an enemy position in the forest. Your compass heading will be: (A) 180,
(B) 90', (C) 270', (D) 45", (E) 0".

(1) Iteriial charactevistics.-Thcre are 2 sample items (quoted
above) and 30 test items, 5 to a diagram.

(2) Administration.-The principles involved in the test and the two
sample problems are explained before beginning the test. The exami-
nees are cautioned not to turn the test booklets in order to get north into
its usual pojsition. A testing time of 20 minutes is allowed, although in
one administration of this test, the time was 25 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/4.
Statistical rcsults. (1) Distribution statistics.-Typical examples of

dlistribution statistics are given in table 20.7. The distribution is slightly
negatively skewed.

TABLE 20.7.- Distribution constants for Compass Directions, CP524A

Group N Score M SD

Vlnclassifed aviation studentst .......... 398 R 12.6 3.9
Naviy ato ps' ........................... 381 R 17.1 4.9

i)V ........................ 781 R 15.3 4.9
Do ............................. 381 W 5.1 3.2
DoS .............................. 381 R-W/4 15.8 $.3

'Tested .Mar. 6-8, 1944 at Medical and Psychological Examining Unit No. 7. with a 25.
minute test period.

'Tested May 22 and 23, 1944 at Psychological Research Unit No. 2, with a 20-minute test
period.

(2) Test validity.-Validation results based on a single sample are
given in table 20.8.
TABnt 20.8.- Validity data for Compass Directions, CP524A, based upon a :amnple

of 381 nazigators (p,=0.93; graduation-etimination criterion)'

s c o r e % i M S D # r i,,b~

R ............... 17.43 12.88 4.90 0.44 0.63W ...... ........ 5.04 6.16 3.18 --. 1? --. 24Rt - W/4 ........ 16.17 11.34 5.32 .43 .62

I Tested May 22 and 2J, 1944 at P'ychulogical Research Unit No. 2.

' Assuming an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.

Evaluation.-This test has considerable promise as a satisfactory pre-
dictor of navigator success. The validity for the navigator training cri-
terion (0.63) is one of the highest test validity coefficients reported in
the Aviation Psychology Program. The test is probably quite reliable, and
the difficulty level appears to be satisfactory. It has a feature not com-
mon to those discussed before in that it requires the examinee to shift
orientation successively to one stimulus background. How important this
is, and what variance it introduces, is unknown. The problem deserves
serious study.
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PATTERN ORIENTATION TES

Spatial Orlenialton, CP501B-C.PS03B

The success of an aerial mission is frtsquendy dependent upon the abil-
ity of air-crew members to identify points or wreas on the ground which
bave been depicted to them in photographs or maps. Tests CPSOIB and
CPS03B were designed to measumre this ability. Various forms of both
these tests have been in the classification battery since August 1942.

Description.-The two tests are referred to as part I and part II reý.
spectively, since they appear in the same booklet. For part I there is a
large aerial photograph at the top of each page, while directly below it
ar six circular photographs, 1 9/16 inches in diameter, which are parts
of the larger one above. At various points in the large photographs are
letters A tough M. Eah of the smaller photgraphs has a number .

* I below it that designates the number of the item. In performini the teste a,4

the examinee scans the large photograph and finds the area that matches
the small photograph. The letter in the large photograph nearest the

e•ted area is the answer to the item. The answer is recorded onsa IS-
place IBM amwer sheet.

In part 1I there, is a section of a standard aviation map in color am
each page. Each map is sectioned off into twelve squares labeled A
through L consecutively. Below the map are four 3 x 2X-inch aerial
photographs of portion of the area portrayed in the map. (The scale of
the photgraphs is 10 times that of the map.) The answer to an item is
the letter of the square on the map containing the photographed ares.

(1) fMuv• ckracteridak.-Pat I contains I sample promm and
49 oared items ed on 9 la rge a•erial photographs. Figure 2C.7 is a
same item of part I.

Part II contain 2 sample items and 50 cored items, based on 13
aerial maps. Thcre are six sections in part 11. each composed of a do"d
page. Each page contains an aerial map and four aerial photographs to
go with it. Figure 2D.8 is an illustration of a sample problem in pant II.,I

(2) Admisistlr•ou.-ln the administration of part 1. the task and
sample item are explained. Ikm I is worked, recorded, and explained
before the examinee start the test. Five minnutes testing time is allowed
for part I, and administration takes approximately S minutes.

In panl II tht task is described, the conventions of map repesentations
Waied the I" sa- le items ae explained in detail. Three

minutes' working ,iw is allowed for each doube-pne section, at the end
of wxhich the examinee is told to" tur the page and continue with the
next item. The testing time is 18 minutes, while explanations and direc-
tions require approximately 12 miiut.s bringing the total time to 30

M iasmab. ~ eAkSge.Nua~m A.cai~ s
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(3) Scornng.-R-WV/5 *as the usual scoring formula used, but on
ocason, for convenience, 2R - 2A'VY3 '4Ua used. A fter August 1944,

the scoring formula for parts I and It was R-W+20. Very late in the
program it was found that validity-maximizing formulas were R-3.3W
for form CP501l1l, and R - 1.3WV fi.r CP5O3B. These formulas weft
based on the statistical results yielded by a sample of 3,055 classified
pilots in class 43H. The effect of utilizing this selected sample is un-
known.

Stat istical results for Spatial Oirienatation, CP5OIB. (1) Distribution
-statisicks.-Typical examples of distribution statistics are given in table
2M9.

TAOLE2(L9.- Diii ributim cons faxl for Spatal Orimuatiox,_CP50I8

Ggm &WOr N]M sr

.......... avat. it-eta 1.8 27.2 5.7
DO ................................................... 92 2&.3 L6

DOOW~ ................ W 1 27.8 SLd
DO ............................ -W 3,'5 27. 11.0I
Aumwenim~~.......................... 2 RWS34 97 1.

3~a, fbmf WQ .... it-/ 232 50* IM.
Ire inGr % MI 4 a~gbtk Resarch Uni No .

A Nomwr 1; Cainfiais ai te ke .&al anda4 he"a Earns
LUsk

luhs4J~beat194eilela ftweh sdag I mfeankUskdo.
f~~~~ Wit &6 lhe Iicqin 1942 Cbsa~kalke Blattery, 1 aIn h attav PWLU

IT: vk &aDoneber 1943 Ckagcuig.tj Salim at Fnye.,t!St1l Rano""it Usk ML. L
Eaend - , *a at 5&qPPd FWMin WW~ to a July 1943.

(2) Reliability coeffcieuts.-Trore samples yielded the estirmtes of
reliability given in Otable 20.10

T~A= 2&1O- Eitimit.'d rdfiabiity coefflitug, for Statial Orient~latim, CPSO1B,
______as hated on mm ptes of wwssdauijed via"o &%u*xutu___

155 r nas M'........................
7v1 ..... ................... A

1^W ran 1-Pan III'....................

12"F. 1Wa itWsl4AN&'Q abalva Tamed i tec Ai a
WriS ishW q ekV * iX DPO& B.h only% imoran lain&o

this Irti ntepecM~iua,-spcvd fano.r (0.62). The next highest.load.-
ilAi nthe? rischomnior-spce1 factor (0.21). 'The comunansl'iy is 0.69

soall the nmterror variance of tOe test is kncwn. For a fuller picture of
the factorial vvimouiteon of tht test. wee appendix B.

(4) Test 'elidity.-Typical vralidation results bamed on several samt-

Evdulutiax.-With the test-retest fechn~que, a satisfactory but mod-
d c~rate rdiamiity was Nun&d
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Since this test was included in several analyses, considerable factor-
analysis data are available. The weighted averages of these data show
that 69 percent of the total variance of this test has been accounted for
by common factors. The perceptual-speed factor contr;butes 38 peicent,
and the remaining variance is scattered over several other abilities, not
exceeding 4 percent -n any one factor. The test is, therefore, a relatively
pure mea3ure of perceptual speed, but it is outstripped for this purpose
by Speed of Identification, CP610A. by a small margin. Since the pilot
validity of this test estimated from known factor loadings is very close
to its obtained validity, and since the communality almost exactly equals
the reliability (test-retest estimate), it can be assumed that all of its
factors valid for pilot training have been accounted for.

The validity figures for this test, based upon several criteria, are
varied. The validity for pilots in primary training is significant, but not
impressive. The validity is considerably higher for navigators. For the
unreliable bombardier criteria, validity is exceedingly low, and for radio

operator-mechanics, it is nil. Uncorrected validitics for WASPs are the
highest of all (rj.=0.36 ard 0.40), but the samples are too small to
permit a conclusive inter-,rt.4 ,, in.

Statistical resulkt for Spatial Orientotion, CP03B. (1) Distribution
statistics.-Typica2 examples of d;tribution statistics are given in table
20.13. The distribution curves are positively skewed and somewhat flatter
than normal.

TAMz 20.13.- Dislribution constants for S•tiaJ Orienlation, CP5O0B
(Scored R - 117/1)

Group N M1 SD

Unclassified aviation student' ........ 3.000 20.4 6.
Do1s ............................ I.31 20.2 7.2Do' ............................ 1.920 19.1 6.3

Armorers in tvainit .. . 376 11.4 1.3
Aviation mechanics ,r training,'..... 232 19.0 7.3

'Tesici in D)ecember 1942 at Psychological Research Units No.. I, 2. and •.
'Tested in October 1942 at P.ychoiogical Research Unit No. 1.
$Tested at Medical and Psychological Examining Units NoL 4 to 10 with the November1943 Classification Battery.
'Tested with. the December 194? Classiflcatinn Battery. In training at Lowry Field.
I Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 2 with the Deceviber 1942 lassification flattery.

(2) Reliability coeffcicnts.-Two samples yielded the estimates of re-
liability given in table 20.14.

TA^BL 20.14.-- Estimated reliability coefficients for 3NMlial Orientation, CPSO3BD
based upon samptles of urclassified ai tion students

N Type

712 Test-retest' .............. 0.69
IS$ Do* ............. ... .69

Retest after approximately 30 d.ys. At ledical and
Psychologicai Examining Unit No. 6 fromn April II to
1. 1945.

Retest after 12 day:i for most of the Iroup. although
for a few it was 6 days, and for a f'ew others 3;
days. Tested at Piychological Rewear:h Unit No, 2. Datareported in April 1942.
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(3) FI:udr~a cqnposition.-~1ii- most significant loading it; in the
1ercrpiual-specd factor (0.54). Th'e next highest loa~ding is in the vis-
ualization factor (0.25), and no other loading exceeds 0,20. The corn.
niunality is 0.53.

(4) Test twlidify.-Ty pica! validation resil~s, based on several samples
are given in tables 20.15 and 20.16.

IE:alu'iaiv---S paial Orientationa, CP50313.-A;s evidtiiceid by (lhc mean
teores, th~is te.,t is fairly difficult. Its scores have a considerable degree of

flisix-irsiIJ, thlus ini(1cating~ good discrimination between examinees. Relia-
biltyis uaisfactory for a battery test.
The weighted avcragcs of the factor loadings inl this test indicate that

53 percent of its total variance has been accounted ior by commnon fac-
tors. Of the total variance, the perceptual-speed factor contributes 29
percent. the visualization factor 6 percent, and several other factors not
more than 2 percent each. Better tests are available for both the leading
factors.

The validity of this test for pilots in primary training and for naviga-
tors is moderate. For bomibardiers the validity is low, and for radio oper-
ator-mechlani.s, it is probal~y zero. The obta~ned pilot validity (0.26)
almost coincides wvith that ptedicted fromn known factorkil contert (0.24),
so there is no need to exatr~ne the test further for unknown sources of
pilot validity.

I arilt iayit of Spatial Orientationt Tcqs.- Previtfas to construction of
forms CP5O1 1 and CP503B of Spatial Orientation, forms CPSO1 A,
CP5O2A, and CP503A were used in the classification lx~ttery, as three
parts of a single test booklet,

The administrative direction~s and test items for CPSO1A were con-
structed in the same manner as those for CPSOIB. Thie A form is also a
"photo-photo'" matching test and is composed of 42 items. Since it is the

least difficult of the three test% it w.-s a.'i~iiastered first.
CP502A is a "riap-:map" natchiin& test, wherein the examinee is to

recognize thie area of a large aerial map which is depicted by a smaller
enlarged map. Administrative directions for this trst are of the same
tape as tho'~e usud ill th.' C-11tltr Spatial Orientation tests. There are 24
items in the test, and being considered second in difficulty, it was ad-
ministered after CPSO1B3.

CP503A is a "map-plhoto" matching test, which is made up of a small
!rqua~re of aerial inal) inl each test iteni anl a large aerial photograph for
each six test items. The ex-itrirc'es task is to pick out the area in the
photograph represented by the map-arei. ir the test i~em Tl-.,e are 24
itemis in the test, and b,.iig the most difficult, it was administered last
in ihe series.

*1These three tests, ai previot'sly indicated, wert adn*ni~cered in order
of difficulty. The fact that they are arranged in reverse order in th. test
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booklet, however, caused administrative difficulty. The validity, distribu-
tion, and reliability data of these three tests compared favorably with
the two forms that replaced them. Since the "map-map' test is unique
in this set of tests, sample validity data might be of interest. For a sam-r
pie of 1,282 pilots in class 43A at Kelley Field, 66 percenL of whom were
graduates from primaiy training, the uncorrected validity biserial corre-
lation was 0.17. The mean score of graduates was 6.41, oi eliminees
5.56, and the standard deviation of both groups combined was 3.15. For
185 navigators in classes 42-10 to 42-17, Southeast Training Center, 78
percent of whom were graduated, the uncorrected validity was 0.28. The
mean score of graduates was 3.1; of eliminees 2.0; and the over-all
standard deviation was 2.3.

Aerial Landmarks, CP525A'

In this test, an attempt was nude to simulate the task so frequently
performed by pilots, navigators, and bombardiers, of identifying from
the air, landmarks previously seen in photographs taken from a different
direction and height. Observations in combat and mraining indicated that
air-crew members frequently fail in this task. Target identification, in
particular, was a crucial part of the bombing mission in which weakness
of this sort was brought dramatically to the supervisor's attention.

Descrition.-Tbe test consists of a series of photographic pr-senta-
tions. Each presentation consists of two aerial photographs on opposite
pages. On the left-hand page is given a vertical aerial view, called "the
reconnaissance photograph," taken from approximately 10,000 feet above
the ground. Certain points on this phutograph are encircled and numbered,
thus comprising the item numbers of the test. On. the right-hand page is
presenied the second photograph, designated the "cockpit view." This
photograph was taken from a lower altitude, 2,000 to 5,000 feet above
the ground and from an oblique angle. Letters A through 0 appear at
various points on the oblique photograph. The examinee's problem is to
locate the landmarks, which were numbered in the reconnaissance photo-
graph, in the oblique cockpit viewv. WThen the landmark has been identi-
fied, the letter nearest the cockpit view is recorded as the answer.

(1) Interital characteristics.-There are 11 photographic presentations
as described and 55 items within the test booklet. The first photographic
presentation and first five items are used as practice proldem)s. See figure
20.9 for a sample item.

(2) Admiinislration.-The examinees are told that their task is to
locate lanilmarks in a target arva. The photographic presentations are ex-
plaincwd to thlem, and they are told how to select the correct answer. The
eaminces are then given time to do the first five items and record their
responses. As they finish each practice item, they are told the correct
answer fur that particular item. Two miamtes are allotted to complete the

a Developed at Psychologkal Research Unit •q. 3 CMet cedirslmers: C3pt. Stuart W.
Cook. Tec.4Sgt. Paul C. Davis, and Pic. Cbarles W. N4edmo.
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iteims, in each pjhotographic p)rcesentation..\hndinistration requires approx-
imatcly 12 minutes, bringing the total testing time to approximately 32
minutes.

(3) Scori;jg -The scoring formula is R-'V/5.
Statisticc .-"-;!4Y. (1) Distribution statistics.-A sample of 500 un-

chaifsified aviatioii students, tested at Psychological Resoa.!-h Unit No. 3
in Svjtvinlier 19-14, yiehlkd a mean score of 24.4 and a standard devia-
tion of 8.4.

(2) htlcriul ronsistcncy.-The degree of homogeneity of the items
is indicatcd by a mean internal-consi.,tecey phi of 0.37. a standard devia-
tion of the phi distribution of 0.12, and a range of values from 0.00 to
0.56. These statistics are based upon analysis of the responses of the
highest 27 p)ercent mtid the lowest 27 percent of a group of 750 unclassi-
fied aviation students tested at Psvchological Rce-varch Unit No. 3 int
Septlember 1944.

(3) Reliability coeicik'nl.-For a sample o, 500 unclassificd aviation
students te'.ted in September 1944 at [Usychological Res:earch U'nit No. 3,
a correlation (if 0.70 was found betwecen forms A and 1B of this test.
FoIrms A anid B are comparable as to content. This value may therefore
be taken as the reliability of either form.

(4) Diftcutlfj.-Haseol upon itomn analysis of the responses of the sam-
ple of 750 unclassified aviation studcnts mentioned above, the test yielded
a mean p,'oirtion of correct responses of 0.52, corrected for chance,
with a range from 0.08 to 0.89 and a standard deviation of 0.24.

EIvaliuion.-This test has a fair degree of homogeneity and moderate
reliability. Its items are reasonably difficult. Owing to the lack of ade-
quate statistical data, no further evaluation is possible.

Variations of Aerial Landiiaarks.-Form ClP525 IB is constructed in the
same namner as CP525A and contains the same number of items. It is
simply) an alternate form or a continuation of form CP525A. It was con-
strticted for the purposes of providing a wider selection of items and of
decrihininig reliability.

Form C0'52TC also contains 55 items. and it is constructedI and admin-
istered in -!'v same manneir as Foroms A and 1. .The ite.ms in Form C are
those ite-ms i, A and B which possess the highest degree of hommiogeae~ty
as revealed in item analyses.

Star Identification, CPSI9B 'S

()ite of the prisn, rqinkitt.si of the celestial navigator is the ability io
oriv.nt himself to significant stars and star lhatterns. Not only must he be
able to recognize stars atid star patterns, but lie mutst do so rapidly and
frmn :any % l-it,,. 'Ihe.c considcrat;ons Lot to the construction of a test
that s•,,tld tam'a.ire the ability to recogil..C SlX-Cific stars and star fonra-
tions accurately and rmphily.

0 De"'.1oped at Medtkical aM Plp¢hologivcal Fkamining Unit No. 9. Chit( contributor: C&ap.
Sijney M. Adain.
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ii).'xcrpuit.m---( )n a s'p;arat(' sh'let. two full-page schemnatic sky maps

.Irt. iII'rete(d. (Sve fig. 20.10.) For ':mle itt eim in the test. tile c'xamhile
is w,:quire(d to locate a singil sta;r hiclh is d.esignated by mnumber ott the
map. This nunmlber ;list) establishMes thei item nmunihr. A test item in the
booklet is made up of a square, which is an enlarged portion of a sky
map, and which is divided into four parts by two intersecting lines. The
four parts are lalieled A, II. C, and D. W\ithin each part are several stars,
sonie of which, if connected with other stars in the square. would make
the recognizable pattern. In doing an item, the eyammnne first observes

APRIL SKY MAP

9 4

SF'IGUR E 20.10

ONE. O? THE SKY MAPS OF STAR IDENTIFICATION TEST

I 2
A ,6 A , B

- 0

* 0

FIGURE 20.10

SAMPLO:. 07 HE'SK MS OF STAR IDENTIFICATION,
CP519S3
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the numbered star on the sky majp and its losition in the lattern. 1 It
Own h,)lvcs the prolehm by rfinding thr d.signaled star in one of the four
ccliomis of the .sitare in ill book<let. Figure 2).11 solws two sample

items.
Star I in the April sky map is in section C of the small map. Star 2

is in section B of the small map.
(1) Internal characterislwts.-Itcnis 1 through 25 are presented in an

April sky map, while items 26 through 47 arc presented in an October
sky map. The booklet also contains one practice item.

(2) Administration.-After the practice item is explained to the ex-
aminee, he is given time to work the first two items. Hie is given the
correct answers for these items before starting the test. Twenty-five
minutes arc allotted for the working of the test, while administration, as
such, requires approximately 8 minutes.

(3) Scoring.--Thc scoring formula is R-W/3.
Statistical resiults. (1) Distribution statislics.-A sample of 110 pilots

tested in September and October 6'44 at Psychological Research Unit
No. 3 yielded a mean score (rights only) of 33.0 and a standard devia-
tion of 8.9.

(2) Internal consislency.-The degree of homogeneity of the items
is indicated by a mean internal-consistency phi of 0.30. a standard devia-
tion of the phi distribution of 0.15, and a range of values from 0.00 to
0.76. These statistics are hased upon the responses of the highest 27 per-
cent and the lowest 27 percent of aI group of 750 cLissified pilots tested
in October 1944 at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(3) Difficdily.--Based upon the responses of the same sample of 750
classifield pilots, the test yielded a :iean proportion of cornect responses
of 0.78. corrtcted for chance, with a range from 0.33 to 1.00 and a stand-
ard deviation oi 0.16.

(4) Test validity.-Althou:gh the test was designed for selection of
navigators, the only validatron data yet available are for pilots (see
table 20.17).

TAlmaz 20.17.- Velidity date for Star Idnentifcation. CP5I9B. based upon a Jsmn pk
of Oilot: in triwar7 training.' grodmatiou-diminaio l citerie•n A

S e e ",• / • s n , to-d o r ,

I ITI I

ITCUTl 8 Pr*YClq&W~c&I b R l.TIit 3 from s 1 t Ott. 1944.o,

Etdualtion.--The mean internal-consistency phi of 0.30 shows a fair
degree of honiogencity, while the nw-an proportion of correct responses
of 0.78 indicates that t,•e test ite-m~s are mu~ch too easy. This test is ap--
parently not valid for pilot training. but if it does prove to have validityTa
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unique for navigators, it would be an excellent classification tcst, since
it would be weighted for one assignment but not for the other. Items
with a greater degree of difficulty would improve the test. The markedly
superior validity of the error score in the small sample of pilots directs
attention to the need for further study of the separate functions of cor-
rcrt and incorrect responses.

EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION

With the exception of Spatial Orientation, the tests discussed in this
chapter require extensive additional research in order to evaluate them
adequately. Research on most of these tests has thus far been concerned
primarily with pilot validity. Since orientation tests as a class possess
face validity for bombardiers and navigators, it would be important to
validate such tests against bonmbardier and navigator criteria. More ex-
tensive factor analysis of orientation tests would supply badly needed
information.

The Spatial Orientation- tests I and 11 were used in the classification
battery for over 3 years and have proved to be effective instruments,
but their importance is in their measurement of the perceptual-speed
factor, and not in the measurement of a primary orientation ability.
Compass orientation tests have demonstrated substantial validities, par-
ticularly for pilots, without, however, exhibiting any new valid com-
ponent. Results on the other orientation tests have not be'-n carried far
enough to determine whether or not they have any unique features to
offer.

II
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CHAPTIR TWINTY-ON [

Tests. of Set and Attention'

INTRODUCTION
Attention In Aviation

Job descriptions of air-crew positions stress the multiplicity of detail
to which the pilot must attend in observing the dials and indicators and
in operating the many switches and levers in the cockpit of a military '
airplane in the proper timing and sequence. This is true, although to a
klss extent, of the bombardier and navigator, who must also concentrate
tupon their tasks, often under conditions of great stress.

Job-analysis data.-Reference to chapter 1 will show how important,
relatively, attention is regarded in aviation, either in training or in com-
bat. In a study of the causes of elimination of 1,000 pilots from primary
training, insufficient ability to divide attention was mentioned in 41 per-
cent of the cases. This deficiency also existed in 43 percent of 100 cam
in a study to determine the reasons for eiimi~awion from advanced
training.

Of 112 instructors who were asked to indicate the causes of elimina-
tion of 232 students from navigator training, 68 percent checked "in-
ability to concentrate effectively over prolonged period.s of time" (during
examinations and flights).

Supervisors of fighter and bombardment groups indicated on a 9-polnt
scale the minimum amount of a number of psychological traits they be-
lieved necessary for the successful completion of the pilot's combat mis-
sion. Division of attention, with the mean ratings of 7.5 and 6.8 re-
spectively, was tied for fifth rank in a list of 20 traits for fighter pilots
and was fourth from the top for bo:'-r pilots.

Suelrvisors of combat bombardiers and navigators made similar rat-
ings for these two jobs. In both cases division of attention, with a mcan
rating of 6.8. was in etighth place from the top rank.

iPretious military studies of attcntio..-Most studies of attention dur-
iMg World War I were done by Italian psychologists. A. Genelli (2)
bli-ved that the pilot must possess both depth of 'tention and abiuity
to atte~nd to several stinuli simultam-ously. lie measured depth of at-
tention by cxpositi - snmall figure for a short period of time. The can-
didate was given successively longer exposures until able to perceive the
figure. Records were kept of the tinme of exlvisurr r,"quired for a correct

Written by SJaff/S•q. 1r- jatin Frutbtft.
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response. Candidates fail?-d this test if the time of exposure required for
simple figures was greater ihan six-tenths of a second.

In order to mlasure breadth of attention, five small figures were ex-
pose-4 simultaneously for siccessively longer periods until all five (dif-
ferent ones in each exposure) were reported correctly. The qualifying
score was 5 figures correct after one-tenth of a second exposure. No at-
tempt was made to relate test results to flight performance.

F. U. Safflotti (3) describes briefly, and not very clearly, an attention
test that is apparently of the cancellation variety. The materials con-
bistcd of 5 series of 20 symbols each. Relevant symbols were so dis-
persed diat a labyrinth was formed through a mass of irrelevant sym-
bols. The subject crossed out the appropriate symbols in going through
the mass. Errors and time were recorded.

Dotting tests were al:;o used as measures of continued maximum vol-
untary concentration of attention.

Types of Tests to Be Considered

The tests to be discussed in this chapter were designed to measure
(1) sustained attention, (2) attention under distraction, and (3) change
of nt.

TESTS OF SUSTAINED AOITN TON

Test of Attention, CJ659AXI I

This test is r Adeled after the two best measures of attention found by
\Vittenborr (4) in a factorial analysis of a battery of attention tests. In
devising items for these tests, Wittenborn formulated the following re-
quirements:

1. The performances should not depend too much upon intellec-
tual level.

2. The tasks should depend to as small a degree as possible upon
content and knowledge.

3. The tests should correlate as little as possible with factors here-
tofore identified.

4. The scores on th. tIst should depend to a large degree upon a
continuous, sustained apl)lication of mental effort. The tests
should be so co,;tructed that a layman might say they required
a high degree of conceritration.

Ii an attempt to devise a test that would not dcpend too much upon a
particular kind of knowledge, material that was familiar to all persons
was chosen, namely, digits and letters of the alphalbt. A variety of tests
was tried, and the kind of test that most dependably required continuous
concentration Leem'd to be that patterned somewhat after tests ordi-
niarily called fcih-wing-dirctions tests. The items are presented one at a
time at a rate that allows little opportunity for interpolated activity. The

SDeveloped at Psychoii.al Rrircb Unit No. I. Chiei conlributors: 54t. Ray C. Anderiot
$taE/5'L B.euja.im FrWbuer.
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importance of continuous and concentratcd work was enhanced by using
* tasks in which the response to an ensuing item is in part conditioned by

responses to previous items.
Descriplion.-In part I, sets of three numbers each are presented

orally by means of phonograph records. Two responses to each set are
possible, depending on the interrelationships of the three numbers. The
numbers in l'art I were recorded at the speed of 75 beats per minute.
Each number is spoken on a beat with one beat skipped between sets.
Precise timing was accomlplisLed by using a metronome, which was placed
behind a window in view of the speaker, but out of sound range of the
microphone as the record was being cut.

In part II, words are spoken that begiu with any of the first five let-
ters of the alphabet. Words with one syllable and three letters are desig-
nated short. Words with two syllables and five letters are designated
long. Two responses are possible to each word, depending upon the
length of the word and the relationship, of the first letter to the first
letter of the preceding word.

(1) Internal charactcrisvics.-P'trt I contains a sample series of 7 un-
recorded and unscored items, and a practice series of 45 recorded and
unscored items presented by phonograph, followed by 90 scored items.

Part II contains a sample list of 10 unrecorded and unscored items, a
practice list of 15 recorded but unscored items, and a practice series of
45 recorded but unscored items presented by phonograph, followed by
90 scored items. Total testing time is 45 minutes for parts I and II.

(2) Adiministration.-Two types of five-place answer sheets are re-
quired for Test of Attention, C1659AXI. In part I, the answer spaces
are lettered A to E. In part II, the answer spaces are numbered I to 5.
It was felt necessary to use the numbered instead of the lettered sheet
for part I1 to avoid confusion. Answers in part II depend upon the
interrelationships of the first five letters of the alphabet. If answers had
to be given in tenus of letters, therefore, the task would become .;puri-
ously more difficult.

When part I is finished, the answer sheets for that part are collected
hefore the blanks for part II are distributed. Following are the direc-
tions and saimple items for parts I and II. The words in italics are spoken
lbv the adnministrator and do not appear in the printed booklet of direc-
tions.

This is a test of yuur ability to concentrate. Nu\nbers will be read to y'ou from a
phonograph record. tlirce at a time. Your task is to listcn to the numbers as they ;re
read and then to blackea-in either space A or space B on your answer sheet accord-
ing to the following directions which you will be given plenty of time to learn. For
each set of three numbers:

'llacken space A when:
I. The first number is .Inallebt, and the second is largest--or;
2. The fir.,t tiumb-cr is largest, and the third is smallest.

Blacken space B in all other cases.
Note the sample series at the right.
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SAMPLE SERIES
ITEM A 8 C D E

Si ~ ~~2. 9 74 : ! i :4¶ I ( :: liii

3. 358 : * I,S . o

4. 947 : Ii

5. 864 .; ,,

6. 572 a: ..

7. 183 , :a

FIGURE 21.1
SAMPLE SERIES OF TEST OF ATTENTION,

C1659AXI

I will not., illustrate the way each series trill be introduced and read. (Pauose olte-
batlf secnd betwcen nunbcrs and one second betwccn sets.) The next item is number
1: 2-6-5, 9-7-4, 3-5-8, 9-4-7, 8-6-4, 5-7-2, 1-8-3, and so on to the end of the series.
Then the n'ert series of 15 items will be introduced.

In ;temn No. 1, the first condition exists; the first number is smallest and the se,-
and large'st, so the space under letter .4 has been blackened. (Pause) In item No. 2,
the second condition exists; the first nionber is largest and the third is smallest, so
th,. space under l'etter A has bee'n blackened for iteem No. 2. (Pause) In items No. 3
and No. 4, neither condition e.rists, so B has been. blackened for these two items.
(P'ausc) In iten' No. 5, the first number is the largest and the third nmenber is the
smallest, so .4 has been blackened after 5. (Pausc) In item No. 6 neither condition
exists, so himas been blackenesd after 6. (Pause) In item No. 7, the first nmber is
the smallest and th, second numbe'r is the largest, so A has been blackened after 7.
(Pause)

You -will have 2 minutes in which to mimemori:e the above rules. Go ahead. (After
2 minutes.) Turn to page 2.

:\fter the practice series the instruction is, "Now we are ready to
Ibegin the Itst. Sltrt with ite'm No. 61. List.tn carefully."

lit ordIer to assure that no one has lost huis place, the voice oln the reco)r(i
tells , hat the next ithm is :tfter cach 15 items. For example, after i!eClm
75, the voice says., "The tiixt item is No. 76."

At thc ()ncltll.simi (if part I, I minmte is allowed f(or a cheanihg-tup of
aavwcr shiets--th~at is, eraing or :ad(ding alint marks that were not filled
in pr:t'rly dlring the t'St.Such a cheaning-up lvriod is Wccssary whenl
a;tm'.'crs Itnmit Iv' rtcirdd vvry qiusickly. The answer shects for part I
-are tihtli cotllhcted a•,d those for part II distrihuttdl. Following are the
ohirvctii,,u. mid sanplvl- ittlils for part II
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hit part I oft th tec.t you %%11 listen to a :crics of words, and mark your answer
.ieck- :ic coliig f') ,vo :t,:w rub:e,. L.ists ot siniple three- and lie-hc-ltter tordls iill

ibc rtaid to you florn a pihonograph rccord. "lhcr.- will he 15 words iii a list. You niust
,kcci'ke %lhulthe the firýlh letter of a %%ord cuomies casler or later Hn the alphabet than
thati the fii,,t letter of iIic word be-f(,re it. Only i'or(hs tegihmiug 11h1 the ,tters A,
B, C, I), or E will be used.

Three-letter words oi one syllable will be considered short %*ords.
Flivc-leiter words of two syllables will be considered long words.
Notice on your ansuer sheet that after each item there are five spaces, numbere-d

1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Your task will be to listeat to cach word, and then to blacken-in
spjac I or 2 according to the following rules which you will be given plenty of time
to learn: %

Blacken space I--
A. When a short word begins with a letter earlier in the alphabet titan til first

letter of the word before it-or;
It. When a long word begins with a letter later in the alphabet than the first

letter of the word before it.
Blacken space 2 in all other cases. Be sure to blacken space 2 for the first word in

each list of 15 words.
tLook at the sample list of words below.
Sample List:

ditch --Blacken 2. Blacken space 2 for the first word in a list.V
bat -Blacken i. Short word. B of bat conies earlier in the alphabet than d of

the preceding word ditch.
dizzy--lacken I. Long word. D of dizzy conies later in the alphabet than b of

bat.

ear -Blackeni 2. Short word. Rules A and B do not apply.
apple-Blacken 2. Long word. Rules A and B do not apply.
carry-Blackcn 1. Long word. C conies later than a of apple.
end-
bag -
catty-
allow-

During the test you will hear the list of words introduced and read to you as fol-
lows: Begin with item number 1. (Pause onc second after each word) : Ditch-lBat
-I)izzy-Ear-Apple--and so on to the end of the list of 15 items. Then you will
be told to start with item 16, and a new list will begin.

(3) Scoring.-Tlhe scoring iornmla is R-W+ 100.

Statistical results. ( I ) Distribution slatistics.-Typical cxamples of

dibtributiott statistics are gi-cn in table 21.1.

"T'A.mEt: 21.1.- Distribution coultanls for Test of Alvention, CI659,'Xi based utox a
samnlle of 610 ilotls'

Score U 8D

ti' rt t ......... 140.3 27.
r ......... 143.6

........... zs4.0 41.0

'in class 4411. Tested at Psycbological Research Unit No. J in February. 1944.

(2) R,'lialiliiy coCe/i, inl.--A, sample ot 507 pilot students yielded the

es.,tiates of rliability given in table 21.2.
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TABL. 212.2-Eustiimted reliability coejldei*ns by she alternate-forms' method loo
Test of Attention, C16M594XI based upon a sampl. of 507 pilot?

Score rpm

rati t0.79 .. .•'ar II • .50.6

'1bh pert was split into two equal halves.
'In class 44H1. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 In February, 1944.

(3) Part-srore intercorrelation.-For the same sample of 507 pilots

the part I-part II correlation was 0.49.
(4) Difficult,.-1Based upon item analysis of the responses of 532

pilol.s in cla.ss 4411, the test yielded a mean proportion of correct re-
sponses of 0.71, corrected for chance, with a range from 0.49 to 0.9S
and a standard deviation of 0.09.

(5) Intercorrelations.-This test has never been factor-analyzed. Its
correlations with some of the tests in the classification battery are shown
in table 21.3.

TAtL. 21.1.- Correlations of Test of Attention, CI659AX1 uith sonse claessfication
tests based on 282 classifed pilot?

Tea V

Dial and Table Reading. CP6ZI-WA ................................ 0.45
Discrimination Reaction Time, CP611D ............................. .43
Mathematics A, CI7E ............................................ .34
Reading Comprehensio7, C1614H ................................... .32
Instrument ComprehensicM C1616B .................................. .31

tIn cUaae 44G and 44H. Tested in February 1944 at Psychological Research Unst No. L

(6) Test zalidity.-Validation results based on a sample of pilots are
given in table 21.4.

T.uagt 21.4.--Validity data for Te:: of Attention, C165)AXI based spoms
graduation-elitinatiou of 610 pilots from elementary tralins

Score us SD, role ro

Part I ........... 140.7 137.1 27.6 0.07 0."2
Part i1 ..... . 143.6 1413. 27.8 .01 .06
r"oa s "..... 214.3 21.4 4.0 .04 .10

3 in dau 4411. Tested at Psychologjic'al Unit No. . February 1644.

Asisunwi an wnitstricted stanine standard deviation o 1.87.

(7) Item ttlidity.-Validation of individual items of this test dis-
closed the rcsults recorded in table 21.5.

TAxZ 21.5.- Validity of items of Test of Attention, CIJgAXI, based upn*
gradualion-climination of 532 tilots from elementary trin 4g

_____________ ____________ (p* m 0.17)

km I MsDLang .f* •

Pan I..........f.00$1 4.0$1 -&14 &14

44 . T s e L a .. . . .. . . . .. .. . .

P.an .. 0.A -.. 4

Itdcames449 a s 4.d ItC at ?aycbeldigwu Researcnin Usk M&.
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(8) Effecti of seat ing.-Si nce the itemls are orajly presented, an analy-
sis of the effect of placemnict of seats was completed. No significant dif-
ferctices in scores were found amo~ng ex:aminees in different parts of the

j v'lisaon.A satisfactorily reliable test of attention was modeled

after two of Wittenborn's tests of attention. Intercorrelations with tests
in tlie classification battery suggest verbal, numerical and space content,
although the last is diflicult to rationalize. The test probably has no
unique pilot validity and has very little validity attribotable to known
factors.

Foilowing Directions Test, CP402Aa

This test was constructed early in thc program in the Cifice of the Air
Surgeon, Headquarters, Army Air Forces, because it was felt that "lie

ability to carry out orders and follow 01irections is important tei the suc-p cessful completion of air-crew training.
Descripiion.-The entire test is printed on a standard IBM answer

sheet. It consists of alternate Iinc-s of text and answecr spaces. There are
also two panels of dials similar to those found in the cockpit of an air-
plane. The test contains instructions for filling in the answer spaces.
These instructions are constantly altered and supplemented. Figure 21.2
illustrates a section of the test.

PRSU9 AT IGON04 WIMCATHEl TNC 3CYLWO0 AN blaAE THEl
4si nnu1 SM ts .ini 2_=1 s5 UINN 69 o

omC. N TEL You TO STOP , gunXW M .. ,,

A YOUNG ANC WGIPTO WOITH 119O TM9VWCA AITC C. 1 0. T
am n u s . %% 5: .1ý0 .- : s~..t .. 0- ztw ;L:.: u .s a l

g0TOft % UNO(UN i SI CONOMAK~ TATl FIURST 3000 If TIM OIXI
att % t I.2:." t s~s a. ".li S 1. 11. .1. s it .a t"; %v aibs avvae

z AT AC P"IGI THIPM ?Q ME Aw r~if cy HO(S. uss@ AL UOA5w

CL PUPau hIMaSt

_____PANEL I-4wo ooI m ersprom rwuUM~tT
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(1) Adnainistratio,.-The introductory directions are printed on the
110M answer shert uIside, domn fronm the rest of the test so that the ex-
amince will not get a lirevitew (if the test while tlhe directions ale being
read. Tel minutes are allowed for the 420 items.

(2) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W.
Statistical results. (1) Distribution statistics.-Typical examples of

(distribution statistics are given in table 21.6.

TADsL 21.6.- Distribution constants for Following Directions, CP402A

Group N M SD

'' +Unclassified aviation students' ....... 246 20.7 12.4
pilotal ............................. 26" 29.7 13.2

Tnestled in Marc: 1942 at Psychologicaf Research Unit go. 1.
Tested in April an May 1942 at Psychological Remearch Unit No. 3.

(2) Reliability coefficient.-For a sample of 308 unclassified aviation
students, tested in June 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. 1, the
test-retest correlation (24 hours interval) was 0.75.

TAtLI 21.7.- Validity data for Follouing Directions, CP402A, for pilots and
xatigators (graduation-tlimination criterion)

Group NI P1,p M. SD, rs

Pilots in primary traininsg 547 0.60 S.88 5.73 1.98 0.05
Do ................ 2.6s .............. 15

Pilots is bask iraining ... 1.942 ... ... ... .... U0
Pilots in primary trainine 2.505 it. ..... .. 1i,.2 .29 3S.9 30.3 . .26

.................. .84 3$.2 27.7 K6.$ .24
D .............. 367 .90 13.6 s5.8 6.9 .43

'Using scaled stores with a mean of 6.00 and a standard deviation of 2OO. Tested at
Psbeholgieal Research Unit No. 3 in April 1942.

Iln class 433. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 2.
SClas$ Nol reported.
Notw aviation cadets in classes 42-10 through 42-17. Southeast Training Center. Tested at

Psychological Research Unit No. I in February. March. and April 1943.
Relassified plot. Classe and testing data as in footnote.

' New aviation cadets and recIbsiled pilots tested at Psychological Rmearct Unit No. 3
from April I to August 14. 1942. Class ae reporte.

(3) Factor;a! rouisposition.-The most significant loadings were found
in the integration 11 (following-directions) (0.54), numerical (025),
verbal (0.26). and visualization (0.17) factors. The communality was
0.54. For a fuller picture of the factorial composiion of this test, see

appendix B.
(4) Test tiidity.--Validation results based on several samples are

given in table 21.7.
Eahwlation.-The Following Directions Test, CP402A, defines a fac-

tor called integration 1I in the analysis of the integration battery (see
ch. 10). The test's small validity for pilots in primary training (mean
of 0.11) is partly unique, since it appears that this factor has a small
loading in the pilot criterion. The test has moderate to high navigator
validity, which cannot be fully accounted for by the factori other than
integration 11. The test is worthy of further devclopment unless a more

- -.- - ---- ~ - - -
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jlronnsing test of the factor cani he fonid. It apljiars to be umIC kind
of a stI or alleiition factor and may h hlios,44y 1Iw idenlified with WVitten-
horn's attention factor.

TESTS OF ATTENTION UNDER DISTRACTION

Attention Test, CP4O8A4

This test is designed to yield scores for a number of traits: Ability
to resist distraction, ability to observe other data while performing a
central task, concrete vs. abstract imagery, air-crew interest, and confi-
dence. It is based on the assuiiptions that the need to perform two tasks
in a time-span too brief for either will produce distraction, and that at-
tention is directed toward certain objects rather than toward others as a
result of interest. It assumes that pilots must be able to divide attention.
be concrete-minded, and interested in airplanes and related objects, and
that navigators must be able to resist distractions, be abstract-minded,
be interested in scientific objects, and he confident in the results of their
own arithmetic when working under pressure.

Description. (1) Internal charactcristics.-The test consists of three
iunits. Each contains a series of arithmetic problems, comparable to
those in the Numerical Operations Test, C1701A, intermingled with dis-
traction words and pictures selected on the basis of job analysis as
typical objects involved in air-crew activities and interests. The answers
given to arithmetic problems are checked as right or wrong by the ex-
aminee. This is followed by a recognition test for the distraction mate-
rial. The examince indicates on the following 5-point scale whether or
not the item mentioned appeared as distraction material in the numerical
operations section of the test:

I f you think the item appeared and you are confident of the fact. mark under A.
If you think the item appeared but you are not confident of the fact. mark

under R.
If you think the item did not apptar and are confident of the fact, mark under C.
If you think the item did not appear and are not confident of the fact, mark

under D.
Use E only in those few cases where you simply cannot mark one of the other

answers.

(2) Figure 21.3 illustrates a section of the test.
(3) -Idmninislration.-The test is given in two sections. Section I con-

sists of numericaul-opcrations problems. with distraction material (pic-
tures and words) spxtced throughout on the same page. Examinees are
informd that their memory for the distracting materials will be tested.
Section II contains a mn'mory test on the distraction material.

(4) Scoring.-Th, following arc the furmulas for the various scores:
for confidence, (R+W)/(R-\V) ; for memory, R-WV; for the inter-
est score for bombardicrs, pilots, and navigators, R-\V; for the numeri-

rvd.lpe at Psychotgcal Rersarch Unit No. I. Cid cootrdbtisu: LA. John K. HeMpblL
Capt. D.oM & Sup,.
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A.14 7 A. 12
1. 64+93a 8.157 2 37 X 33 8.113

C. 159 a gC.111

3. 68-31 B.4 41
C. 39

Jew.- 0o,,'"" a MA.109
di1 so sA --4V ,At ,A , W 1W/ 4. 75 -34 =8.41

C.49

FIGURE 21.3

ITEMS OF ATTENTION TEST. CP 408 A. AND WORK-IN-

FLIGHT, CE415A

cal operations score, R-W/2; for Concrete vs. Abstract Imagery,
(R-W)/(R'-W'), where R and W refer to correct and incorrect re-
sponses for pictures (concrete material), and R' and W' refer to correct
and incorrect responses for letters (abstract material).

Statistical results.-Results are presented for scores on confidence,
memory, pilot interest, navigator interest, numerical operations, abstract
vs. concrete memory. The number of cases in the bombardier sample
was too small to warrant analysis.

(1) Reliability.-Reliabilities of the various scores are shown in
table 21A8.

TAMB 21.,--Estimated reliability coefficients (odd-evm method) for the various
scores of the Atlention Test, CP4OSA, based upon a sample of 465 unclasrsifled

aviation sudeWt.

rdg
Memory for distraction material ..................................... 0.91
Arithmetic under distraction .......................................... .87
Confidence in recall ................................................. 97
Concrete memory .................................................... 89
Abstract memory .................................................... .91
Navigator interest ................................................... .79
Pilot interest ..................................................... . .79

'Tested in June 1942 at Psychological Rescarch Unit No. 1.

(2) Intrcorrelotions of turions scorcs.-Intcrcorrelations of some of
the scores of the Attention Test, CP4O8A, are shown in table 21.9.

TAMU 21.9.- Interrorreatioiss of certain scores of the Antemt Test, CP40C
S3to. c•nL.rr'

Arithmetic vs. memory ............................................... 0 13
Memory vs. confidence ................................................ 34I
Concrete memory vs. abstract memory ................................ 46
Pilot interest vi navigator interest .................................... .48

N not reported. Probably same sample as in tAbLk ZlI
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(3) Validity.-Tablcs 21.10 and 21.11 pres'nt validity data for the
various scores of the Attention To~t, CP40.A. for pilot and navigator
samples.

TAbSL 21.1a-- Validity data lor het various scores of the Attcnltio Test, CP4O*A,
for a sample of 297 Pilots, based upon gradsaation-eliminiation from rl4emexo ry

Scre Us M. SDn t

Conidence ................................. S70 5.33 117.02 0.6
blmory ...................................... 40.08 39.83 16.83 At
Piloe interest ................................. 14.59 I 5.04 7.09 -. 04
Numerical operations ......................... 33.11 34.76 9.75 -. 10
Absttact.concrete mcmory ..................... 2313j 21.18 14.6J .As

I'Tested at Psychologicai Research Unit No. 3. Cls NtrewiiT

TA.xtu 21.11.- Validity data for the variou scores of the Attention Test, CPVSA,
for a sample of 61 avigators, b~wd upon greduation-elimination from wvgatr

. .. SD

Co e ............................. S6.42 47.51 17.35 .21
Memory ...................................... 41.71 A1.67 19.44 .40Navigaor interest ............................. 13.15 14.06 ?.0• --. w

Numerical %erations ......................... 37.18 34.00 &$1 as
Abstract-concrete memory ..................... 23.5 18.67 33.85 .I

$Tested at Psychological Research Umit No. 1. Claass not r
I For these data, the standard error of a ser .•b•teril r is.15.

E /cluation.-The most promnisi•g score is the confidence score, for
navigators. While the group is very small, the biscrial correlation of
0.28 indicates a possibility of a valid measure. In addition, in view of the
unusualness of the confidence score, such validity would probably prove
to be unique. The nature of the underlying variance is still unknown.
The first step would be to verify the navigator validity in a much larger
sample. The unusually low navigator validity for the numerical opera-
tions score indicatis that the sample may not be typical.

Work-In-Flight Test, CE41SA '

The Work-In-Flight Test is a shorter and simpler nmodification of the
Attention Test, CP408A. It was designed as a test of ability to do arith-
nietic problems under conditions of distraction and pressure. This ability
was thought to be important to the navigator, both as a student in test
flights and as an officer in combat and other missions. Additional diffi-
culty and pressure are added to the arithmetic task by (1) scattering
irrelevant distracting drawings around the page. (2) testing the exami-
nee for his recall of the irrelevant material and informing him that he is
to be so tested, and (3) verbal threat in which the examinee is told of
the importance of the test to air-crew work and of the poor performance
of many of those present.

$Developed at Psythological Re"Arch Limit No. 1. Chwet cen"omribi: [A. )eAS K. Keu$.4.I ~~~Cae. DeaId L. S%*pe.51
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It should b' pointed out thOlu the ma,-urtrinnt of in avimit i studehnt's
.ihuilliy to stand up tinder pre',,t"re is r.rltcred di flmiult hby Iii statiti,. c11
very fact that hi. is ltlkili- chlai.fi,'ati, m ,-ni is a c:I .,t f,)r v.,,rrv )i it Ow

part of the aviation s.ludeni , :i• ha. lw,'n 'J' ilnitrait'( lV by t 'ci\ °w The
desire for a particular type of a..,si,-ililt (g.n.rally pilot) and the ft.ar
of elimination are widespread. Contrasting a test given with pi'ssure
and without )Trssur•e iii this situ.;illioii is therefore virtually iniljssi l,.;
te,,ts without pressulre are, at 1k,%t, otuly tests with iprc.ssnre slight,% r.-

duc,.d.
Description.-There are two parts to the test, each consisting of

arithmetic problems with distraction nmat;.rial, foliowt.l by a recognition
test for the distraction material. D)irctions emphasize the need for speed,
accuracy, and nie.nory. A section (of the test is illustrated 'I figure 21.3.

!.ff ect of prcssiure.-The Work-In-Flight Test, CE-1I5.\, was adminius-
terd to three samples of aviation stdcntnls to study the effect of pres-
sure. It was given to 203 aviation studnts in the standard maximum
pressure manner, to 112 studc.nts as an arithimctic test only. with the
same time limits as in the standard manner, and to 114 students as a
nmeory test only, with the standard time limits. This made it possible
to cimpare (1) mean and variability of arithmetic and memory scores
under conditions of minimum and maximurn pressure and (2) correla-
tion of the arithmetic score on this test with scores on the simple Nu-
merical Operations Test. Ci701A, for minimized and maximized pres-
sure. Minimum pressure consists of doing only one of the two tasks of
the test at a time, under the surroundings of aviatioi:-cadlt classification
testing. The pictures on the test blank are, of course, still present and may
serve as a source of distraction. Maximum pressure involves the addi-

tional pressure of two simultaneous tasks and of verbal threats.
R,'sudts.-The effect of added pressure tl)on the means and standard

det-viations is shown in table 21.12.

TAKLE 21.1Z.-The elect of prexsmre on the ,eaons and the standard d,-ziations o)
.scorx of the I"ork-.i,-F1iqAt Test. ( 115S. 1, admiiistcred to 263 nzviation saiudcnls
in the standard mann.r, 112 azation situd,,nts as an arithmetic test, and 114 atiatiox

aniaton sttudexts as a memory itst'

IMlean SD]%tw Minimum Mx'•mum .Minimum Maaimum

A i c.8 I1. .8 $.0
Mrmwy ........ 14.8 2..2 13.4

a Trlcd at P.prhoelivcl RfWarec Unit No. I, about May, 194L

The correlation codficivnts bctwcin .",nwrical Operations. CITOIA,
anl the arithmetic scores of the Work-Tn-Flight Test, CE415A. with
maxiunum prcs!.urr and minimuim prt-.utre, rc'pe-ctivrl,. are 0.73 and
0.70, using the &-tinples (ItCsrilK-d Aluose. The rliability (test-rcecst) of
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tileIU1)ric~ OprdtI~ tet.i 0.8. J~tl(lvr-Richflrdson reliabilities of
0.73 for the arithmetic score witli minimium pressure and 0.66 for the
arithimetic score wvith ma~ximian; pressure were found, again using fihe
simples described above. The correlations between Numerical Operations
and the two arithmetic scorcs of \Vork-in-Flight, corrected for att n~tion
in bo0th vari;kldles-, are 0.95 and 0.97. T'he functions measured by thle three
te;ts, therefore, are almost identical.

Ez'alitation.-It is clear thzat pressure, as hiere defined, results ill .
defnite lowering of scorvs onl both arithmetic and memory sections of
the test and in a lessenin- of the spread of scores. This is especially true
Of the memory section. Th*Ie arithimetic-computation test is, for all prac-
ticail puirposes, a numerical test, with either maximumn or minimium pres-
sure. It appears that the distraction material, while influtencing scores.
docs not introduice new variance into a computation test.

Vocalnidary Pressure Test, CE12Ol A 4

This test :zttninpts to measure dhivision of attention uinder pressure.
The task is that of a conventional vocabulary test. D~istraction is p)rovidled
by havinzg thle Student count the( number of auditory signals transmitted
at irregular intervals throuigh individual head phones.

Descriptioni. ( I) Inte~rnal characIeristicst.-Thie test uses the 7 equated
vocalbulary scales of the A\CE. Cooperative Vocabulary 'rest, form R (4).
of 30 itemis each.

(2) Ai~m.srlo.Tetest was administered in a code-instrucetion
room. While doing the vocabulary test. the students- were required to
cotitit time numbler of signals tranismittedl to themm through individual head
phiones. The se.ven scales were admninistered as follows: (1) unspeeded.
6 minuntes; (2) moderately speeded, 4 mimutes; (3) moderately speeded~.
4 minutes; (41) speeded. 4 minutes, with az distraction task added (3)
irregularly spaced signals were transmitted onl a prearranged time sched-
tile controlled visuially by a stiqp watch) ; (5) thle same as part 4, wvithi
28 irro.gular signals; (6) CeNeessively 51)eeded. 2 nmlinutcs, with instrmic-
tions to hurry faster giveni inl an urgent voice every 15 seconds.; (7)
thie samne as part 6.

(3) Scoringq.- -Secpa rate scores were obtained for the following cnu-
glitiizs: (I) normal rate, (2*) moderately speeded rate, (3) speed mid
(list raction, (41) excessive plecd. and (5) distraction (error .skore).

Slalijsikal4 res~iIts.--Critical ratios were comnputedl for differenices
mngthle mecans of scores;. Not e wvere significant. In addtition, tile fol-

lowing statistics are availablde.

(.I i) istribl'ti'n .Statistics. 1,. piceal examiples of dlist ributio n Statistics
are- give,, iii table 21.13.

I Develnpr.l at I'%yt1Iotngica tte-carch Unit so. 1. 01Clkcontrsibutors. Capt. Fredeticil t.
D)avis and I.t. Coln. ailaranec F. Shaffer.
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TAbLF 21.13.- Disiribution constants for Vocabulary Pressure Test, CE2OIA, based
upon a sample of 353 pilots'

Score M SD

Normal rate .......... 20.6 8.4
Moderately speeded ... 35.S I.1
Speed and distraction ... 32.5 14.8
Excessive speed ....... 24.2 31.8
SDistraction (eiror score) 4.6 4.2

17n class 42E, Southeast Training Center. Test,' at Psychological Research Unit No. 1.

(2) Test validity.-Validation results based on a sample of pilots are
given in table 21.14.

TARULr 21.14.- Validity data for Vocabulary Pressure Test, CE2OZA, based upon
gradua#ion-elimination of 359 pilots in primary training'

(pf=0.63)

Score me A. SD, role

Normal rate ................... 21.08 19.77 8.35 0.10
Speed .......................... 36.08 34.48 15.09 .07
Speed and distraction ............ 32.23 32.01 14.78 .03

.xce.rsive speed ................ 24.82 23.17 11.81 .09
Distraction (error score) ........ 4.66 4.60 4.22 .01

In class 42E, Southeast T.Aining Center. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 1.

Evalualion.-This test was unsuccessful in its attempt to set up a
stress situation. Performance under stress conditions did not differ sig-
nificantly from performance under normal conditions. None of the
scores had a significant pilot validity.

Maze Coordination Test, CMI 1lA :

This test attempts to obtain, with a printed test, results comparable to
those obtained from Psychomotor tests of two-hand coordination.

Descr;ption. (1) Internal charactcristics.-The test ccnsists of three
sheets of 86.,-iuch lby 10 inch paper, on each of which are mimeographed
two simple maze patterns. After a practice period with thc fi'st sheet
using each hand separately, the scored triais are made using both hands
sinlultaneoulsly, tracing one maze with the right hand and the other
with the left hand. Sixty seconds are allowed for each page. Figure 21.4
shows a page of this test.

(2) Scor;ng.-The score is the number of maze openings passed
tbrough, allowing a maximum score of 100 per maze.

Statiutical results. (I) Distribution stalistics.-A sample of 159 pilots
yielded a nmean score of 49.2 an(u a standard deviation of 9.5. These cx-
aininees were testcd at Psychological Research Unit No. I in July 1942.

(2) Reliability cof'icient.--By the alternate-forms method (second
niaze vs. third nmaze), an estimatcd reliability cocfficient of 0.90, cor-
rected for Icngth, was obtained. This figure is based oln a sample of 579
pilots, tested in Flbrtuary 1943 at Psychological Research Unit No. 1.

"Dereloped at Psychologicsl Research sUnit No. I.
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FIGURE 21.4
SAMPLE ITEM OF MAZE COORDINATION,

CM118 A

(3) Test z'alidity.-Val icat ion results based on two samples are given
in table 21.15.

TABLE 21.15.- Validity data for Mace Coordination, CM18A4, based'upon
grad uation-elimina lion from trimary pilot training

I1S6 0.66 50.91 46.41 9.33 0.291666 .71 84.3 80.8 16.2 .3

'leste2d at syhooical Research Unit No. 1. Class not reote.
'In classes 423 n 421. Tested at Psychological Research Unit NO. 1.

E'z'alitiouio.-Iiitercorrclaitionis are tiot available to test the hypothesis
that this te!st is comparab~le to a psychomotor test of two-hand coordlila-,
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tion. It is, nevertheless, a reliable test with moderate validity for pre.
dieting gradluation-elitiination from primary pilot training.

CHANGE OF SET TESTS

A battery of change-of-set tests was constructed by the Medical and
Psychological Examining Unit No. 9, Buckley Fie0d, CoIo. It was hy-
pothesized that a trait of flexibility of attention contributes significantly
to a traince's success or failure in flying training.

Each test consists of three parts: Part I serves to establish a set in the
examince; the problems in part II are solvable either by the method de-
veloped in part I or liy a simpler method; the problems in part III are
solvable either 'y the methods ttsed in parts I and 1I or by a still sim-
pler metl-d.

Internal-consistency statistics are niot presented for these tests, be.-
cause, in general, they would be meaningless, since it is the logical rela
tionship of a given item to it3 adjacent items and io the whole test which
justified its inclusion within the test (no item per we purports to measure
the same thing which the test as a whole mcasures). Test-retest reliabiii-
ties are also suspect. If the test were split into equivalent forms, or an-
other form of the test were administered under similar conditions, the
effect of learning (insight into the test) would bias any estimI.te of
reliability.

Tile quantitative scores derived from these tests arih.e out of the indi-
vih•ual darfierences in the number of problenms necessary to break the
original sot and to approach subsequent items without the predeterm ined
set. Once the examinee has learned to discard his original set, it is ex-
pected that he will solve all subsequent p:oblems in the most efficient
manner.

Arithmetic Problent Solving Test, C1216A i

Pescriplion.-In this test tile examinee is first presented with seven
arithmetic problenms that can be solved only by the use of a comparatively
complicated procedure. These problems are designed to establish a set.
Next he is presented with a series of five similar problems that can be
solved either (1) by the comparatively complicated procedure or (2) by
a comparatively less complicated procedure. Next, a third series of five
similar prohlens. is presented that can be solved either (I) by the comn-
paratively comJilicat-f] procedure. (2) by the comparatively less compli-
cated procedture, our (3) by a very simple procedure. Of the last ten
problenms, five nmay be solved by one of the two more complicated pro-
cedures, and five by all three procedures. Although all the procedures
are correct. nimhlvinatically, the simpler procedures are more economical
and efficient. ritis the pr'inlary purpose is not to test for arithmetical
ability, but to dotermine the p~r cedlures utilized in solving problems fol-

• Develoed at fMedical and 1.'rcholop.cal Examining Unit No. 0. Chief contributor: Staff/Sgt.Milton Rokeach.
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h tug the itlitial st'.abi.ihmcnt of ;I nli'tal Set hy 1'a41.1S Of similar

( 1) .'ldminis.rt, in. le f,,llowitg i• qtit'ted from the direct ions to
the test

This is a test of your ability to work arithmetic problems quickly and accurately.
All of your problems on this test arc ha•ed upon the following situation. You are to
imagine that you are an army doctor in Alaska, You have just received a shipment
of several thousand cubic centimeters (c-.'s) of pneumonia serum in a sealed vessel.
and you do not expect another shipment for some time. This sealed vessel has a
small faucet s'o that the serum may be rclcaedi through the faucet, but no serum can
bt poured back into the vessel. Your problem "F to administer, with the smallest
anitount of waste, various quantities ot :.erum to soldiers stricken with pneu-
monia * * *

Look at problem 2:
Sim of containers Serum Needed

2. 17 cc. 37 cc. 6 cc. 8cc.
A. 31 cc.
B. 29cc.
C. 37cc.

* * * you have three empty containers and the scaled vessel. The capacity of

these three containers is 17, 37, and 6 cc.'s respectively, the problem being to get
exactly 8 cc.'s of serum front the sealed scram vessel * * * with a minimum of
waste * * * The correct solution is to fill the 37 cc. from the !sealed vessel, pour
off 17 cc.'s from the 37 cc. container by filling the empty 17 cc. container, leaving
20 cc.'s in the 37 cc. container. Then pour off 6 cc.'s into the 6 cc. container leaving
14 cc.'s in the 37 cc. container. Again, pour off another 6 cc.'s into the 6 cc. container
from the 37 cc. container leaving 8 cc.'s, which is the desired amount, in the 37 cc.
container. The simplest way to indicate your solution is thus: 37-17-6-6.&
Since you have drawn off 37 cc.'s from the scaled vessel and have used only 8 cc.'s,
29 cc.'s have been wasted * * * Your answer should have been B.

The reader will note that the instructions attempt to create a set to
solve the problems by the formula b- a-2c, where a, b, and c refer to
the first, second, and third containers. The first five test-items can be

solved only in this way. The alternative procedures, which call be used
in later probletms are a-c and c alone.

The time limit for the test is 18 minutes.
(2) Scoring.-Since it would be impossible to nmachine-score this test

if the examinee were simply askecd to indicate his 10eth10d of sluttion, it
was necessary to introduce the idea of wastage into the technique. Since
the amount of serutn wasted delpnds tupon the mtethodI of suti~l, it was
possible to construct a mutil 'e-choice item adaptable to mnachi.w-scor-
ing. The score is the nuttber of right responses, i. .., chlsing the siun-
plest and niost econoomical procedure.

Statistical results. (I) Distribution st~'istlics.-A sample of 561 un-
classified aviation students (tested at Unit No. 9) yielded a mitean score
of 16.2, a standard deviation of 7.8, and a range from 0 to 25. The
(listribution was al)proxiniately U-shap'd. .\lAh t 18 lprcctnt of the exam-
inees obtained scores of five and below, indicating :hat they never
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changrd the;r set. About 26 percent h:id scores of 24 or 25, indicating
that they did shift their set promptly.

There is a marked increase in the incidence of correct answers from
one item to the next, indicating that more examinees shift their set and
solve the problems by the more efficient method as they progress within
part II and part III.

Arithmetic Speed Test I and 11 (no code number)'

Descriptton. -Test I consists of seven parts of simple ar;-.hmetic
problems involving addition, subtraction, and multiplication. Part I con-
sists of practice problems in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division. Part II consists of addition problems; part III, subtraction
problems; part IV, multiplication problems; and parts V, VI, and VII
consist of mixed problems of addition, subtraction, and multiplication.

Test 11 is contained in parts \'III and IX. Part VIII is a series of
simple addition and subtraction problems. Part IX has the same prob-
lems, but the exnamincz's task is to subtract wherever there is a plus sign
and to add wherever there is a minus sign.

(1) rldiiiinislration.-Twcnty-five seconds are allowed for the 45
items in each part of test I. Ninety seconds are allowed for the 90 items
in each part of test II.

(2) Scoring.-The change-of-set score for test I is the algebraic dif-
ference between the nunmber of problems worked correctly in parts II,
II, and IV; and in parts V, VI, and VII. The score for test II is the
a~gebraic difference between the number of problems worked correctly
in part VIII and part IX.

Maze Tracing Speed Test (no code number)"

Description.-This change-of-set test consists of a series of mazes,
the examinee being required to trace the shortest and most direct path
from the starting point to t1e finishing point. In the first series of prob-
lems desigmed to establish a set, the only pathway is a left-going and

devious pathway. In the second series of problems, there are two solu-
tions; the left-goingh, devious solution, and a clearly shorter solution. In
the third series f prchlems, there arc three solutions; the left-going,
dev:ous solution, the clearly shorter solution, and a very short solution.
Figure 21.5 shows a maze of the two-path type with solutions indicated.

(1) Adfiniistrotion.-Twelve minutes are allowed for the 29 items.

Code Deciphering Test (no code number)"

Dtscription.-This change-of-set test consists of three parts. In parts
I and It the examinee is taught two different simple codes. The purpose

D dtIed,, Mecal A PV!5 ,Ika Exasriing Unmit No. 9. Cb;ef co•t.ba.,: Sgt. ,,.
f=ra~r, rVt. ,Garth J. 11homaii

%D l'iroppe, d at Mritcal and Pswckokloical Exalmining Unit No. 9.
U MDttopd t Medical and Pycholskal Examining Usnit No. 9. Chied conlriltitwt: SL:

Clarence S cpberd. LL. Fracis A. Wirna...
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FIGURE 21.5
SAMPLE PROBLEM OF MAZE TRACING SPEED

is to establish sets for two simplel codes, fit part Ill, words of both
codes appear randolrny in the same message.

(1) Internal claractcri s.-The codes in parts I and 11 are ex-
tremely simple. In part I, the last three letters of the coded word miust
be placed in front of the first two bciters. Titus the code~d phrase "'alntay
ftcra lishe orrnaj dsroa' is read -naval craft shell major roads." In
part II, thc last two letters niust beL placed in front of the first three.
Tits, "verco cepst opest mdah" beco°es "cover stevp slope ahead." In
part 111, the wvords in a miessage miust be u~lved by bo~th codes. Thus, in
the code "k-stan inheg ong-al pcrup gerid" the 1st, 2d, and Sth words are
slecodtAd hy the mecthod of part 1, and tlhe 3rd ani 4th words by the
method of part 11.

(2) .- dininislration.--One and one-bl'af muinutrs are allowed for each
part.

(3) Scosing.-Ths chaotge-of-si e core is the difference boween the
nub)er of words correctly solved in part Ill versus parts I and II.

Reversed Clock Test (no code number)" T
DTsc, ipriop.-Thos test consists of 5 pavrts, sach part having 20 items

Is Dloped at Modscal and P. syc.ligica ist•zlsihg Umd No. h. Codef c.Tstibnu
TethoISj Rofprt .11 W.itacb, S61 Gastac Sbpf&
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iln the forln of rerplica.s of cl,,ck fal •c ' u il i filý rellt il Illl.e. inuic rated till

Mu It clck fact.. III pairt!' 1 .1i1l I!. tlh -illj, l I , :iI; tihll I iltie iti ] tilruin:ti

il ii'tr. i ll ifit pit ll tiw li:iuitlu s -f tie lh" l, k arc i' i-ev 'd : i. v.. Ihei longigr

.Land repres•its tlie hou rs, ;ad t-l I !Ai iJrt r li d iini I m t ' tllr t Ih" Illilillls,.1 .

In part IV the •igures on tiic clock ;c., are plc(l i t)it r-cillk'ise

r,,tation, and the hands move ill a cruitcr-clock-wis dir.toiinn, the short
hlal indlicating the hotlr and the linw hand inuhicatihy the tnilihuuuti. hI
1J;.ri V the ilun.ri of the clcd k are in contilt r-c1uckw\i.cv rid€,.r, aul, th.

hLinds movt in a cout•tcr-clockwiM, directiti, . also, Ihc. lon•er hand bc-
cowe:rs thw hour hand, ;ind tie shorter h:1i1)d bhcolnl.s Itle mlint\ute hand. fit
.ach part of the test, the examinec has a specifled Ikngih of tinmie to

fuih. Figure 21.6 illustrates :in itetin of this itst.

t0

41-A 7:00 42-A 12.17 43-A 9 14 44-A 7:03
8 3:35 8 11.34 B 7124 B !2:40
C 7:05 C 12:19 C 4:36 C 9:14
D12:35 D 6:45 D 7:22 D1235
E S:00 E 302 E 10"20 E 6:20

FIGURE 21.6
SA:MPLE iTEMS OF REVERSED CLOCKAND CLOCK

READING, CP527A

(1) ,Aduuinistratjiogs--Onc mnmite wntill 1 -c.. 15 - Ire allowed for each

iart.
(2) Scorinq.-Thc chiange--of set se-ure is tlhe diffTrtice in nuintber of

iprobllenls ainswtred correctil) usinig part I I as a base.

Fligrel Similarity Test (no code number)"'

The r u•liu 's task int this chang'-of-'ct test Is to Mi licate Ihr - txl-
liiil numiller of figures which are a clike ;Icirdling to t4) c.riain pirletil's.

I)cs$cription. -- ach of lite fir.t 10 jurohlclis has 2 figuires alike ill

Aiadii•ig. Thiki is to et•ablish a set for .simllaritv of s.al.ui, 'Ia it the 7 fig-
tires which complllrise each item. E':tch uof the fillowin. 10 iproibletns has

3 ` ;iurcs alike, in that they are -if the .mil s.lt'. anid also 2 fig"ures
alike,. :i that they are of the s•'ue shtailhig. The fli.lo), i 10 proleln•s

*have 4 figure.r alike, in that the-y are of the s:i.•1 shalw and area, 3 fig-
tires alike, ill that they are of the •,lllle smll]ic and art-, 3 figures alike, i

* in that they ire of the same shape, and 2 figur.s alike, in that they irec

0l the sirnw shadling. Filgurc 21.7 illustrates, a pr•rlun of this test. In

'I IeeloprA lit %leicil and PMycholockira ixarinifirig L'nit N.o 9. Chief c9.'zuL.uiir: Silt
Jamc, G. UIaJden .Te(bqiSc. Iltarra W. Robwris, ae'aJ I'm. Dnldi S. Wb1etiu.
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FIGURE 21.7
SAMPLE PROBLEM OF FIGURE SIMILARITY

iiI.I.; ;li.k lle itvili. tw'o tllire.. E atid F;, are' simhilar in shape., and three

tigure..s. A. C. and (6. :are alike hi .Aiadiml Since more figures are alike

with respcct to sbadhng Ifin wlith r'tl .tpvct to shape, the correct answer ii

ih. threv Ii, ur.. •hich are :dike in shadlling.
fI 1) .. IlDliiIsflIUU.--L'tIminuts ar. allowe1I for the 30 itllels.

(2) Scu•ing.---The score is the imumnbr right.

31iut -ne Differ-neL I'iseriliilm l T,'est (m) code numuihber) "'

"The x:!imniesille.' ta•k ill this Cthfiglit'-uf-st'l test is to indicate Which
01n. if of four tigt'res is larger than a key flgure.

Ih''scriplion.--I*li the first s•ries of 10 prohlms designed to estallish

F .' t ,'tf P -1 8
SAMPLE !,.iL.,".;.,- "".0!T:Ol lrFFRLNE DISCRIMINATION
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a set# all of the figures ill a giveni position and with a given shading are
larger thant the key figure. Ili the vext series of eight problems, iloile

of the (our figures is larger thaii the kcy figure. Then follows another
series of four problems in which a set is cstablishicd for another position.
This, also, is followed !)y a series of eight problems in which none of
the figures is larger than the key figure. A series of six items, then~,
cstabjl'shes a set for a third positiozi, followed by a seriesi of eight prob-
etnits ill which noneI1 of tile figures is larger thian the key figure. Figu1re
21.8 shows an item of this test. The score is the number right.

littercorrelaionhs of chuuige-o f-set t.e.ds.-The change-of-set b atte ry
wais administered to 333 mticlamssilied aviation students. (MTe cruicial1 check
upon the hypo~thesis underlying all thtese tests is found iin the ilitcrcorre--
lations amiong them. If there is a common underlyinig trait measured by
scores on these tests, there should becIx cet fsibtita ~ei h

A ~correlation matrix, p~rovidled each score is reasonably reliable. The inter-
U ~correlations are ji-resciled ini tab~le 21.16.

TAns K 21.16.- 1ntercorreda ions of the clian ge-of-set buttery based upon a sample
of 333 unclassifie-d atiation studenits

Test I 2 3 4 s 6 7 8

I Aritbmettc peohlen solving .. 0.18 0.10 0.06 -0.02 0.07 0.14 0.13
2 Fignrt similarity ........... 0.18 .. .07 .06 .08 .t6 .04 .14
3 Mast tracing ................. 10 .07 ... .00 -.01 .17 -. 02 .02
# Arbincteic speed I ............ 06 .06 o00 ... o4 o02 .04 -. o3
S Arithmetic wped 11 ..........-. 01 .08 -. 01 .04 ... .12 .01 -As
4 Reversed clock ................ 07 .16 .17 .02 .32 ... -. 03 .06
7 Co&, deciphering .............. 14 .04 -. 02 .04 .01 -. 03 ... .06
I Mitnute. difference ............. 13 .14 .02 -. 0J -. 05 .06 .06 ..I I I

It may be seen fromn thle tab~le of iintrrcorrelatiolls that there is 1n0

single general change-of-set factor commilon to these tests. The low inter-
correlations may jxossihly lie alttrilititeo to low test reliability, but a miore
plausible hvjwutliesis is that dicy ire dut, iin large part to sixecificitly of
function.

Clock Readhig Test, CP!27A 13

Thlis test %%.is designted for the PiIrlN1s1 of nivaUiii-g tile function or
functions inv-itllvel iin re-qx)iding to a ci )i1taitly~ altered( or rear iigecl,
but esset-t ially fandl iar. visuial Ptiualu~ ttfi ilots~ and boibal ardlivrs
are (fitel con frowtdi im~aexpicetcd cliaiig-Cs in 7-.1 iiillis-pat terias, which.
all-ii-all. are faniiliar to thina. It is anticipates , inlasnuiich as rcady ad-
ju-Itnentl to chanlges ini csciitia~lv familiar sittiations. rc%ul s Ill al n mamc-
(liate and niatural Iecseniimig of ten-ilon, trit owi itlability to mlake Such
aitjtistllinct migh~1t well lie progni st ic of sncqpt iluility tocma ati*u

and. to a Ies.scr extentit of prcelislpo)itioiii lo coililat ticurosis.

Da'crpien. I) Il.'rtnl ha~iri~s--The test has two parts.
P~art I cotiasists of 24 diagratmuis of ai c.uinit mitiotial clock face. Part If coin-
si sts of 96 diaigraiaii of clock- fact-- pre%emitiig 16 dilleremio variation'!.

"lliNveilgsed ad Psychological Research Usit No 1. Chkiet contributor: Ua. V. E Fisher.
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The variations are introduced by counter-clockwise arrangentent )f the
hour-numbers, by rotation of the hour-numbers 900, 1800, or 2700, and
by reversing the meaning of the hands. The examinee's task is to tell
time under these varying conditions. The test, therefore, is very similar
to the reversed clock test, discussed above. Sample items are illustrated
in figure 21.6. 4

(2) Adninistrolion.-The time limits are 2 minutes and 15 seconds
for part I, and 12Y minutes for part II.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula is R-W/2.
Statistical results. (1) Distributio, statistics.-Typical examples of

the distribution statistics obtained on this test are given in table 21.17.

TAILE 21.17.- Distribution constants for the Clock Reading Test, CPS27A, bastd
upon a sample of 784 pilots

see M SD

Part I ......... 15.0 4.1
lPart II ........ 45.6 17.8

I Tested in June 1944 at Psychological Research Unit N.. I.

(2 Inter-part correlation.-The correlation of part I with part II gives
a product-moment correlation coefficient of 0.39. In view of the difference
in content of the two parts, this cannot be considered as an estimate of
its reliability.

(3) Test validity.-Validation results based on a sample of pilots are
given in table 21.1&8

TABLE 21.1&--Validity data for the Clock Reading Test, CP527A, based up"w
graduatiox-dinmination of a sample of 784 pilots'

_________________ (P*o.077) "*4

Score 31 M. SDI rr,

Part I ........... 15.08 14.52 4.07 0.08 0L.5
Part It .......... 46.61 42.03 17.81 .15 .3 7'

"Tested in June 1944 at P~ychologica! Resarch Unit No. 1.
'Assuming an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2L.0.

Evaluation.-Combat criteria arc not available to checL- the hypothesis
upon which this test is based. It does. however, have low to moderate
validity for the pilot-training criteritm. This validity may well bW due in
part to visualization content, but % hether any new valid factor is in-
volved, wc do not know. It is most interesting to note the possibility that
a test of the simple ability to read clcrxk-faces (part I) may be valid for
pilots. This may well be due to perceptual-s1 ccd variance in the test.

EVALUATION OF TESTS OF SET AND ATTErNTION

The area of attention and set \\as explhred by means of printed tests.
The studies, how:vcr, were few in number, and no concentrated effort
was made in this area. Attention tests were found to have low validity
for predicting success in pilot training. On the other hand. they stem to
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involve iiitellcctu;il tltk. a%.e icl:t~l witd w ,h ,icccss iii navi,'ator training.
The }hvipotht.si, that chl;gc of st-t B a fundamental trait that can be

measured by mIeanIs of a !)h:u.ry of tests was not proved to be justified
b" the results achieved.

The Following Direct ionts T'.-t. Cl'402A, the only test in the group to
be subnilcAi t1' factor aialyvsis, ldimhd a factor whose identity is not
ctahlaished. I'resenit olpinion Is inclincd to i(lCenify it as all integration

factor, but this nanic is olfrcrl only as a temporary expedient.
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CiHAPTER i'[INiY-iViO_..........

Introduction to Temperament Tests'

GENERAL CONCEPTIONS

Having accounted for tests in the intelkectual and perceptual areas in
the two preceding sections of this volume, at I having eliminated tests
of motor functions from consideration, we have rcmaining an area of
psychological mncasurement variously known as emotion, temperament, or
personality. It is to a general orientation in this field that the present
chapter is devoted. Owing to the comparative amorphous character of
this field, and to the dangers of confused thinking, a somewhat greater
space is given here to a general rationale. There will also be a discussion
relating temperament to air-crew requirements and of types of tests de-
signed to help mect the denands for measurement.

Definition of Terms

There will be no attempt to develop and to dcfend a complete system
of psychology of personality. In order that the organization and content
of what is to follow may be clearly understood, however, it is necessary
to set forth, within the space of a few pages, the outline of a conception
of personality. This can be accomplished by means of a few definitions
and categorical statemeents which itced not be fully accepted by the reader,
.. :t which should serve as a fraizc of reference for common understand-
ing. The decision to be brief is at ihe risk of sec-ning superficial, but the
choice is forced upon us. It nuist be kept in mind in what follows that
we are mnierly concerned with a rational basis for quantitative descrip-
tions of l)crsotn,. There arc othlr \ a)s of dealing with lprsons, calling
for other typs-_ of rationalc. I'crionaiity is an ambiguous phenomenon.
aplproachable from diffcrcnt points of view.

It should be added that the point of view e\prcssed !-.erc is not by any
nicans one adopted by the AAF Aviation I's)clology Program. It is
bc.lieved to bc ad'quatc as a framewyork for pr',>entatioli of developiicrnts
arising from, diverse th'urt-ical backgro•indl. It can be dcfcl:(led on the
.r4)inds tf convniecnce for thlosc whosc intcrcts are li the devclopenrnt
,it tCinlwranictit tests.

',rix,,:iaity.--i 'colde arc crsons because rach onl is unique. An indi-
vidual is unique b-cau•c his pattern of traits or characteristics is differ-
cit from tlhosc of all other individuals. The term "pattcrn" is used dr-

s Wrinjtr by tw Ci&%.
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lilier:.Ltclv III pm~refecce to tile alterinative of "collection" or any other
tcrm Imply inwg simople aggregation. An indiv'idual's personality, thecn, is
Iris uiiiqic' Pattcrn of traits.

Trawls.-Tli key to p~ersonality, thus conceived, is thle general phe-
tlrUnieihjn Oi individual differences. When we ask hiow one individual is
different from atnolliur, we. mutst gct dowvn to p~articulars. Comparison of
one jlcrson-;is-a-whole with another person-as-a-whole is futile and
mevaninlgless. I I um1an Coll pro.licinsI ion fails to grasp SLICh totalities. ()bsur-
vations and conceptions require abstractions, since hnuman minds are
lwwwitk Lit, th eir span-. of apprehlension. It is ;lot only a convenience but
also( a necessity for uts to compare Individuals in one asp~ect at a time.
TIhe prceý of abstraction, wýhich is required, entails the observation
and conceJptioil of Ind~ividIuals in a manner that admittedly can be cp.!led
piecemeal. Analysis is essential whenever observations are miade. Two
individuaL, A and B , are different with respect to aspects c, d, el ,

.q ; individuals B a nd C dIiffer inl asp~ects e, f, g .. .. .. t ; and so
oni. A\ny (list inguishablo: way, in wh ichi one person dliffers from another
is a trait. The ternm "trait" has thus a very general extension. Trait namies
are legion and they vastly enimch our language (describinig p~eople. Traits
miay Lie inl the nature of common-senlse qualities or they may acquire the
(ligniity of scientific sanction and t~se.

Traits differ in many ways-iwi scalabilily ; in universality; in general-
ity (v. specificity) ; in consistency or reliability; in flexibility (v. fixity)
in ixularity ; and~ in independence (v. dependence).

Some traits arc scalable, i. e., each cap~able of representation by mleans
of a straight line, and some are tiot. Some traits are either present or

absent, e. g., compllexes. Others are p~resent to dlifferent degrees in differ-
ent degrees inl (irrent persons. The latter are scalable. It is in this type

that the psychoinetrist is p~rimlarily) interested.
The uni'.ersality o.1 a trait refers to its extensiveness of nianifesta-

t6owi inl :I po(pulation (A. individuals. Many traits ,~re of such common
occurrence, or are held inl coimmon by so ianay indlividuals, that most
pvoplle can be rinked oil a scale of more or less of those qualities. An
exanicid is Ohw degree of total motor activity habitually shown. By means
of at- approp41riate inst runtein, the total aiounit of muscular energy ex-
pcnIled per~ pound (J body weight during sampled lxriodls of timie might
be the objective and accurate mecans of ph-cing individuals onl this scale.
:\ trait of st nivewhat less ctDilnion extent in! a popuilationi would be that of
umarital adjivtineuwt (to a~ssume a very abstract vari,,ble) which could
aalip!% oull to thosie. who hlad olpportnmi t% to exhibit behavior describable
as goOd or pom Illrmaiital adj ustmnie t. A\ still move highly restricted trait
Would be at hIict it, to tics, si nce only aI siwiall propor1tion of thle popula-
ti in %%£mild pre~imnnal tiy have tics at all.

Thle generality of a trait refers tO its extnIISivenless withinl thle mdli-
vidual. Some traits are so genevral that they p~ervade almost all the actions
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of the lx)'rson and are aplparci.t in almost any kind of action. Such traits

are nc.rvoUsness, meticulousness, and tempo of response. Some examples

of more restricted generality are honesty, punctuality, and endurance.
These are restricted traits because they appear in special kinds of situa-
tions only, and because they represent deviations from special standards
of behavior in limited areas. Even more specific traits are platform shy-
less, liking for beer, and dread of cats or of some particular cat.

By consistency is meant the uniformity with which the same trait (or
trait-scale position) is exhib:ted in repeated (or similar) situations.
When an individual is assigned a particular scale position on any trait
Variable, we can only mean that this is his ch:;racteristic scale location (in
other words, his mode, median, or mean position). His fluctuation about
this point may be great that of another person may be small. The latter
individual is, of course, more predictable on this trait. Some individuals
are perennially cheerful, others are constantly depressed, and others run
the gamut of the cheerfulness-depression scale from time to time. In
some traits the population of individuals can be reliably ranked because
few shifts in rank occur from time to time, and in other trails the
tluidity of rank positioans is such that reliable measurements are almost
hopeless and predictions are practically futile. Distinction must be made
here between actual shifts of position and changes in manifestation of
the trait. Many alterations in an individual's trails are more apparent
than real.

The flexibility of a trait refers to its being subject to modifications by
learving-in other words, its docility or trainability. This might be re-
garded as merely one condition for unreliability, but it is a socially im-
portant one because it is identifiable and because training is largely con-
,rollblec. It has no unusual implications for measurement. Its effect is
sinilar to that of any other constant error.

The polarity of a trait refers to whether it is unipolar or bipolar. Most
ability traits extend logically from a zero point (complete lack ot the
ability) to the inaximunm amount. Most temilprament traits are bipolar,
each extreme of the scale being given a name of some quality and the
two qualities being opposites. A bipolar scale extends through all in-
difference point or zero point near the middle of the scale.

The independence of traits is a quite important matter in the descrip-
tion of individuals. Traits, as commo:nly abstracted and named, exhibit
various degrees of interrelationship, as noted by direct observation and
more clearly by mneans of intercorrelation procedures. In conlection with
the goal of trait measurement, it becomes very desirable, from the stand-

point of .conoimn and rationality, to discover what the independent or
i:car independent variables of personality are and to measure them sep-
a:rately. In dhis mnatnncr, and only so, can mnaximiuni, economiical, and
incafimiigful coverage be assured. 1 laying made piecemeal, but accurate,
evaluations, we find a knowledge of the interrelationships useful in re-
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constructing the totality which is the individual. This brings us to an

examination of the structur, of personality.

The Structure of Personality
In this chapter personality has been defined so broadly as to encomn.

pass all individual differences. Personality would therefore include mor-
plhological and physiological as well as ps.chological traits. The morpho-
logical and physiological traits are of no concern to us here, though they
contribute definitely to making indivilduals unique in appearance and
health.

The psychological tr.,its are of various kinds. One large group--mew-
tal abilities-may be subdivided, as they have been in this volume, into
intellectual and perceptual categories. The division line is admittedly not
C)Inj1letely clear. All other psychological traits may be arbitrarily in-
cluded under the heading of temperament. Tradition would designate
this area alone as personality, using that term in the more restrictedf
:ense. It is believcd that the break with tradition on this point is in the
interests of greater logical clirity. Temperanent represents a soniewhai
anlorphotis group of traits having at least the one element of emotiont
ality in llcOlmlo. It is becoming recognized that a very important aspect
of temlperament is that of motivation. Motivation traits include interests
and attitudes, areas that have gained attention in vocational and social
psychology in recent years, and have vielded to attempts to quantify
thenm. There are probably many who would regard interests and attitudes
as coordinate with tenll)eraneri . The decision on this question is arbi-
tiary and will not be argued here. The desire for a single word other thanl
"personality" to encomlpass the nonability traits was the deciding factor..\ better terin than "temperament" is needed.W\ithin the individual, the struicture of personality deserves mention

from a somlewhat different point of view. namely, the interrelationship of
traits. For one thing, intellectual and temperamental traits do not exist
separatcly in the behavior of the individual. Almost any active behavior
has both its intellectual and temptramental aspects.

For another dhing. some traits seenm to he organized in systems or hier-
archiies. The studies of the areas of reasoning and memory abilities, as
related in previous chapters, seem to show that there are widely general-
ized factors which show themselves in varieties of tests that have funda-
mental operations in coinnion, and there are also factors of less generality
shi-ving thenmslvcs in restricted types of tasks within the same general
area. .\ similar sittiazion p)robably prevails to an even greater extent for
temperanent traits. Individuals mtay differ itl general proneness to fear

g('eneral timidity). Somewhat independently they may differ in general
fear of people (general shyness) but not of other objects; in fear of
:tudiences (platform shyness) ; and in fear of specific persons (for ex-
ample, conditioned .caction to a dentist). The reason for this is that
tctnlpramental traits arise to a large extent through habit formation or
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Col~ditioning, and they persist according to the laws of cowuitioning. The
laws of generalization and of discrimination detrinine the generality or 4.
spucificity of the individual's habits and hencle of the qualities resulting
from them. The implication from this is that any attempt to predict
behavior of a certain quality should take into consideration the generality
of the trait in question. Unless the generality of a trait extends to a test
situation, it goes without saying that the trait is not susceptible of meas-
urcment by tests. Nor are we interested in traits that do not show suffi-
cient universality in the population concerned when selection is to be
made from that population.

TEMPERAMENT AND AIR-CREW REQUIREMENTS

In selecting candidates with suitable temperament for air-crew train-
ing, several considerations were kept in mind. The selectees must be men
who would pass all the hurdles of training, who would successfully carry
the fight to the enemy in combat, and who would not break mentally as
a consequence of combat. They must be highly motivated not only to
become skilled performers in aviation, but also to engage in the duties
of soldiers at the front.

Temperament Traits in Training

Job-analysis findings indicate that the chief aspects of temperament
that might well be measured are tenseness, nervousness, emotional con-
trol, absence of confusion, self-confidence, fear and apprehension, inter-
est or motivation, leadership, and dependability. Some of these are rela-
tively more important in training and others in combat. Without any
doubt, emotional traits in general are much more important in combat
than in training. This is partly due to the fact that combat officers face
more situations that place a premium upon desirable temperament traits.
It is probably due to some extent to the fact that the classification tests
have never adequately screened out men with weak temperament traits
in any way comnparable to its screening on aptitudes. The relative dis-
persions of aptitude and temperament in combat air-crew personnel are
therefore quite different, that for temperament being relatively greater
and therefore more noticeable.

Reference to chapter 1 will show that, in training, tenseness or nerv-
ousness ranked high for bombardiers (sixth place among 16 traits),
but only moderately for the navigator (twelfth place among 29), and for
the pilot (tenth among 20). Motivation ranked somewhat lower for the
bombardier (eleventh among 16) and very low in the list for the navi-
gator (twenty-first among 29), and for pilots in flying training (eight-
eenth in 20). Self-confidence ranked moderately for both bombardiers
and navigators and was not mentioned among the traits for pilots.

Fear of flying seemed to be a very minor cause of elimination from
training. For pilots in primary training the data based upon more than
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I F.IVYO) s.iudents showt,,d that oily 1.5 percent of all those enterin.m fly-
ing training ere. 4'liniiiinahed for thir cause. This rlpr..ct itcd 6 Jx-.rc,,m

of all Iinlit--cs. It iV, Io,-,.il ' Ihat I.far play *d a rol. in manv othr
eliniinations and was %int repried as stich. For the navigator, the trait
of carefulmtss (or what may even be called meticulousness) seemed to
he unique, and it was given very high rank by observers.

Temperament Traits In Combat

In combat, emotional control is rated uniformly high (first place for
lonibardiers and navigators and second place for pilots among the twenty
traits). Motivation is given high rank (third from the top for fighter
pilots and seventh place for bomber pilots) for the pilot, but only mod-
trate rank for the bombardier (twelfth place) and for the navigator
(thirteenth place). It is probable that many a pilot was enthusiastic
about his training dic to its civilian potentialities, but was not properly
motivated to fly ships in combat.

Dependability ranked second for both bombardiers adl navigators,
but is in eighth place for pilots. Leadership is rated uniformly slightly
above the median for all three specialists. This uniformity is a little sur-
prising in view of the fact that the pilot is most ,i-ually placed in posi-
tions of leadership. Perhaps the fact that all three are officers and all
must at times take command, leads to the expectation of that quality in
all alike.

TEST APPROACHES TO TEMPERAMENT

Dificulties in Test Development

In the area of temperament, test development was difficult from sev-
eral points of view. It is one thing to recognize important traits and to
have estimates of their relative importance; it is another thing to devise
tests for traits that are not often sufficiently generalized as to appear in
lest situations. E.ven if they have that much extension, the control of the
test situation is often so difficult that the variable we desire to measure
is overwhelmed by other irrelevant variances. It is still another thing to
find suitable jot) criteria to serve for validation purposes. This is even
more diflicult than in the case of ability tests. As was said before, tem-
pirament traits are imuch more important in combat than in training.

Combat criteria are more difticult to obtain and are unsatisfactory at
bcst. In either training or in combat, the relative variance to be attributed
to tini'kramcnt traits is probably quite small. Emotional failures are
spcctactular when they do occur, but their occurrence in measureable de-
gree is limited (for example, the 1.5 percent of fear eliminations in pri-
mary pilot training). When templ×rament tests themselves have low vari-
ances in particular factors that are valid, extremely low validity coeffi-
cit.ts must be cxiKectcd, and extremely large samples arc needed to
demonstrate genuine validity.
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Another p)ractical difficuity was the v'ry great attriti on rate bwtweent
t.p.rimental testing at the time of clis..iitcatiou: and the Colilldltiof of

a tou o�rf colliflht duly. Of IO.(AM stiudt11,t tete.d, v'rv few w1,uli end up

in honlogencous groups with rcspect to combat criteria. Many would be

lost to air-crew training at the time of clasificatioh. Consider from this
point on only the pilots. Through advanced training many would be
eliminated. Of the graduates, some become combat fliers and some not.
Of the combat pilots, some fly fighter planes and some bomber planes. In
either group somc went to the European theater and some to the Pacific.
Some completed their missions under one set of conditions and some
under another. V~alidation within any homogeneous combat group is
therefore well-nigh impossible if the usual standards are demanded. Add
to thiý the unsatisfactory status of record keeping in combat areas, and
the dark picture for combat validation is complete.

Some Principles of Test Development

The types of tests needed to meet the requirenments briefly envisaged
above had to be selected with several considerations in mind. Because the
tests would be uscd to qualify or disqualify students and to assist in
establishing their classification, all possible criticisms as to their fairness,
safety, and objectivity had to be forestalled. Controls had to be so ade-
quate that the examinees could not change the fundamental character of
the test by failing to undertake the task as the examniner had intended.
The right type of motivation and set had to be aroused in examinees.
To meet these requirements, a number of p~rinciples were generally ob-
served, although explorations over a wide range of possilbilities forced
violations of those principles at times.

Considcratlion for th1 c.ranince.-The question of safety never arose
in connection with printed tests, but was often a factor in performance
tests-such as looping chairs, falling hammers, tests of endurance, depri-
vation of air, etc. It was diflicult to frighten or to tire or to otherwise
subject the examinee to a severe emotion-inducing situation without risk
of injury or of opening the psychologists to the charge of injury even
when none occurred. Even "razzing" or insulting or annoying exami-
nees was rarely attempted because of the risk of destroying rapport in
other tests and because such practices are generally reptugnant in a dent-
ocratic society. These facts arc mentioned merely to show that the pro-
gram was more or less forced back upon printcd tests for its main type
of instrument in temperamlent testing.

In all types of temperament tests, it is usually important to conceal
from the exanlinee the genulnute intentiols of the tests. III attcmlipting to
accomplish this end, great dependence is placed upon the wording of the
instructions and upon the disguised appw-arance of test content. It was
one principle of the program to avoid d(eldhrate fal.,chioxls in giving
instructions to examinees. This naturally had its restricting iihluence.
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1fqji,,ta print-q-ma %%ue lht l be pomue~d nat ill connectionl with

.111 ZI(C( tuit (cif (11, rt . ... of tf developedl or tried nut for air crew~.

I'gr.snalih rc;. I .risi the vaiuv clays of the program, consid-
crah'le di r i -tC~. ... :;tt pcrsýonality inventories or ques-

t otilna -re-, *FI e ~*~ th e g: utid that intelligent examinees crin
make more favoralie Lt. -ss Nit- tieminselvcs than arc justified, by falsify-
Ii hIr re'es .. 'h- extenlt to which this is true has to be

dt-iontracd or:, ch tr i oi each itemi. It is possible that somec tests
(if this Mort have Ltckii si) dtcvi-cd, (?r new ones could be so devised!, that

thle beneits11, front falsificationi could hc reduced to a minimumi. Even if
this were trute, hiwcNver, it 'vas felt to he undesirable for any cxaminee

to leave thle tests v.ih lie tCconviction that lie had beeti able to outwit the

1 )syChologist and to1 ad.! to his- chances of qualification by will fully giving
erroneous answerz.

Trhe fact that the BRcri-eutitr Personality Inventory hdpreviously

failecl to predict tra mriing q!Icess in eithcr CAA studies or in the Army

Shipley Persona! Inventory in the armed services as the wvar pro-

gressed, however, and thec availability of the experimental testing time
wcrefavoable th ie admninistration of a number of commercial per-

sonaityinvntoiesfor validation agalinst pilot training so that extensive

k'lowledge of thle true statits of usefulness of inventories could be ob-
tainedl. The studies of tlhe~e tests were plalnnedl in such a mianner that if
the queistionnaire type of itemi is useful at all1 iii predlictionl, a large pool
of valid itemis could be -dcltced. Other well-known commercial tests that
wtere in~cluded ali ng with the inventories were the Strong Vocational
Interest Bilank and the N~uder ["reference Record.

(Cenera! brformnatin tt-s:s.---Other types of printed temperament tests
dleveloped inl thle Armny ."Or Corps were varied in nature. One type wvhich
wa capitalized upon extenv;ively is the information test. It was seen in
chapter 14 how it is (1)i~et assess pilot interest indii4-ctly through
what the indlividtial k~'s(or does not know). The same device has

been tried iii con c,iet iouwith other qutalities, stich as masculinity and
It'.idersliip. The infornin~ tton tuc'ts have a hona fide appearance to the
examitnce. The usc of information tests for as.sessing temperamental
traits, however, calls for weighting responses empirically, positively or
ine-atively. a.; t hoy Lr<aewith achievement criteria. Occasionally, ex-
am'nines have expressecd woinderenitt at the inclusion of certain items.
(One m:ight well qutery why a good pilot should know the correct answer

to the question, "An arpeggioi is. .. .... ) It is desirable to keep such
itemls to a mlinimumil even1 thotigh they may prove to be predictive. An-
other qualification te, ment~ion regard!ing general-informiation tests is that
thle highly educated iiudv lual's score may be biased. One solution to

this might be to give a gctneral-vocabulary test in conjunction with the
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information test, and to use the score as a reference variable or as a
suppression variable.

Biographical data.-Biographical data tests were at first somewhat
suspect, along with personality inventories. Results which became avail-
able during 1942, however, drastically altered the evaluations of this
form of test. Item validations yielded scoring keys with quite substantial
unique validity, and so a Biographical Data Blank became a permanent
part of the classification battery. Early Biographical Data Blanks cm-
phasized factual information regarding previous environment, education,
and general experience. It was demonstrated empirically that in spite of
the opportunity for a certain amount of falsification under the usual test
conditions, the validity of the scores held up. It is pQssible that with
factual information upon which the examinee knows there can be a
check-up if necessary, a much higher percerttage of truthful responses
can be obtained. More recently developed experimental forms of bio-
graphica! data have resorted to less factual questions, most of which
still lack validation studies.

Projectiz'e methods.-An attempt was made to get at the deeper re-
cesses of tempi-amcnt by means of the projective techniques of which
the Rorschach and the Thematic Apperception tests are familiar exam-
pies. The individual administration of these tests as in clinical practice
was recognized as being out of the question for mass testing (sonic ex-
amining ,inits tested as many as 500 men per day with group tests and
simultaneously 500 others with psychomotor tests). The Rorschach test
was given a thorough and, it is believed, an adequate trial in its approved
clinical form, with an attempt to predict success in pilot training from
any or all of the data yielded by it. Two variations adapted for group.
administration (Il'arrower-Erickson and an improvised form) were also
tried out. The Thematic Apperception test of 'Murray was given in mod-
ified form for validation and a numiber of variations of the thematic ap-
proach were developed in printed form for group administration. From
none of the projective techniques used were any promising results ob-
tained.

Observational tcc/iniql,'s.-Othher approaches, hardly to be classified
as printed tests but fitting no other category in this series of volumes
any better, were observational and interview techniques. Observations
were niade of examinees during the administration of psychomotor tests
and under other situations when they could be observed unobtrusively,
and ratings of various traits were recorded by observers. Personal inter-
views of a substatntial length were also held, after which predictions of
probable success were recorded. These procedures yielded only the mini-
mum acceptable validities, and all of them suffered seriously from the
necessary factors of subjectivity in administration and interpretation.

Motivationa Iests.--.\ final grotup of measuring devices was concerned
with interests and attitult's. There is no dlening the importance of plac-
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ing a man in training which he will accept or even welcome, This state-
ment has two facets. On the one hand, does the job provide satisfaction
of the man's fundamental interests? On the other hand, is it one that
he thinks he prefers? The degree of correlation between genuine inter-
ests and self-appreciated interests is unknown. It probably differs for
various areas of occupations or even for specific occupations. In the
classification of aviation trainees, the approach was from both aspects.
It was believed to he important to obtain from each candidate his own

statement of preference anid to follow it as well as possible in classifica-
tion, even though a man might not know his own interests well. The use
of this datum in classification was weighted far in excess of anything
justified by validity against training criteria. Efforts were also made by
means of various types of printed tests to assess fundamental interests
and morale as factors for success in specialized training. A peculiar in-
stance of the problem (iof interests was intensively investigated in connec-
tion with the assignment of pilots to fighter v. bomber training, for in
this respect the two assignncmts apparently had requirements that were
significantly different.

The Plm1 of Presentation of Tests

The organization of the chapters following is open to question in sev-
eral respects. More than one principle )f grouping exists, ani few could
he followed completely. The result is a compromise of two or more
principles.

Chapter 23 begins with pcr.sonality inventories, most of which are
commicrcial tests. Chapter 24 prescnts clinical techniques-projLctive and
obscrvational mcntthods an(d variations thereof. Chapter 25 embraces a
miscellaneous list of tests each designied for soime particular trait. Chap-
tcr 26 is coherent by rea.,on of its single large area of motivation, in-
chiding interests, moralh, and attitudes. Chapter 27 concerns the bio-
graphical-data approach. O(l the whole, reasonably equitable distribution
of effort and attention is evidetnt as far as one call justifiably proceed at
the prcsczt tinie with printed tests.

The codingj of tntpcrainent tests.-Tlhe grouping of tests in these
chiapters does int fully agree with the code ntlnldering of the tests. Code
nImbeKr, were assiglied accordinlg to the following groups:

IOD-Abtence of tcnsreI¢SS.

21)-Abw•,cc of iii. rvoU'llCS%.

300 .\t,c'nc of fear am! ap'precicnion.

400-Tcnpcr ranriet.
500-Motivation.

W0G-Ptrswtal information.

700--l'rojcctivc th(|niques.

SOG-Fat igue.
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Printed tests are almost entirely confined to the 300 to 700 groups in-
clusive; since tests of tenseness, confusion, and fatigue are not well
adapted to printed form.

Concluding comment.-No strikingly original form of temperament
tests was developed by the Army Air Forces, though a number of inter-
esting innovations were tried. Considerable experience was gained in the
use of traditional forms and of new variations of the same. Perhaps the
most profitable finding was that much can be gained by the adaptation
of general-information tests and of biographical-data information in the
prediction of success. Such internally heterogeneous tests must be con-
structed to fit almost every type of job empirically, validating each item
against a proficiency criterion. They will probably be found ample, thus
developed, in a great many spheres of vocational sehcction and guidance.
They do not satisfy the psyclionictrist who likes to know what traits
he is measuring and who prefers unique tests.
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CIIAPI[SR T11EMIY-ItIR ___"

Personality Inventories'

INTIRODUCTION

Ini this chapter, and the next, the results of the validation of many
commercially provided instruments for the cviluation of personality
will be considered. Inventories and questionnaires are considered in this
chapter; clinical-type instruments are considered in the next. The dis-
tinction between these two types of instruments is thought to be one of
considerable importance. In the clinical-type evaluation, the examinee
responds to a relhtively unstructured situation, in which he is free to
give responses as he sees fit. In the personal inventories, the approach is
deliberately controlled as much as possible, in order to force the examinee
to react in one specific manner or another so as to obtain the best possible
estimate of individual differences on some trait and to minimize differ-
ences due to uncontrolled factors.

The primary responsibility for the development of tests of emotion
and temperament was assigned to Psychological Research Unit No. 1.
In addition to developing many special tests and techniques to assess
personality characteristics which were indicated by job analyses to be
important to air-crew success, it was (dcided to undertake the adminis-
tration and validation of as many commercial tests as time and circum-
stances permitted. This decision was hased primarily UlxOf two consd-
crations: (1) It seemed desirable to estimate the predictive value of
various commercial tests, already constrtucted, both for information as
to the actual worth of the instrument in predicting success in air-crew
positions, and to obviate any possible postwar criticism that use of corn-
paratively well known instruments was not attcmpted; and (2) it was
hoped that by means of item-analysis procedures (see ch. 3) a large pool
of itnms nutht be built tip from various tests which could be combined
into one or more highly predictive tests for use in the selection program.

The criterion utilized almost exclusively for the validation of these
personiality tests was that of graduation-elniniation from primary train-
ing. Thc consensus of flying instructors se med to be that various attn-

butes of personality are of importance in successfully completing the
various stages of flying training. It is obvious, however, that comba.
criteria are at least equally desirable, since many of the tests piiri-•rt to
assess :cnperaiiutal variabl-s which should lb of value in esti-nating

iWl-n b.I StaffSet. Arthur Z. Cod.L
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prld),,ition to con :'it neuroses. Such criteria, however, were impos-

.'.ib( to st.curv for ell(- purpol e.
Several Iat lern' ,f tfvalliatimt h1ive lbCee Vfliplohtwd. "'i comphlto lIrI-

(ei ir•'s liavv" hl'ci to (I) vaildate the scores providl.d by already ex-
istent keys and (2) it-'m-analyze the test and perform a cro•,s-validation,
n.M).lo)'ing ranulom.-halves of an entire sample of papers. For many tests,

abbreviat,'d ttchliques have becu.en iployed. For some, itfm-anl.dyses of
rand(Aoin inalvvs of the entire samole have been made; cross-validation,
were thm.n Ixtrforned only if the analyses indicated a sufficiently large
numbcr of valid( items. This procedure provides an indirect estimate alio
of the validity of the keys provided by the test, for, if the items for a
givw:n score are not valid, then the score cannot be valid. A second ab-
brt.viated procedure has ben to validate tile scores only.

The greater number of the tests discussed in this chapter are available
in commercial form. Three of the tests to be di:cussed here, however,
were develop)cd in the AAF Psychology Program. They are the Re-
stricted Word Association Test CF.702B, the Information Blank (S-C)
CI--10A, and the Teacher Preference Scale CE426A.

vie description of the tests will be in two sections; the first will be
devoted to personal inventories, the second, to preference inventories.

PERSONAL INVENTORIES

In this section will be included tests that sample various personality
areas. Both normal and dev:ate areas are explored and evaluated, such
as intrcversion-extroversion, eco:nonic status, familial reactivity, and
hylý '.driacal tendencies. The order of presentation of the tests is
purely arbitrary.

It general, the tc:i: ,vere administered from commercial booklets, with
responses being recorded on IlNI answer sheets, suitable for machine
scoring. Each test, though it may be commercial, has been assigned a
Code number consistent with the AAF series of tests, for convenience.
All were given with time limits that permitted all examinees, or nearly
all, to respond to all items.

Information Blank S-C, CE410A 2

This test represents one of the earliest studies on the efficacy of tern-
pewrament qluestionnaires as predictive instrumentrs in the AAF Psychol-
ogy P'rogram. An important objective in preparing and administering
this te-,t was to study the feature of falsification by students in response
to qucstionnaire items when the test is taken in a Comlp).,iive situation.
The validation of the scores was a secondary consideration.

Description.-The questionnaire consists of 60 items, of which 25
are presumed measures of the trait of self-sufficiency v. sociability (type,
S), 25 items of t,' trait self-confidence (type C), and 10 items of truth-

I Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. 1. Chief contributor: Lt. Col. Laurance F.
Shaflet.
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fulness (type T). The 50 items othcr than truthfulness were adapted
from the Blrnrettler "crs, ,mality Iovc,,tory (CE.133A) with the aid of
Flanagan's factor analysis (13). T'be 10 truthfulness items were written
for the qucstionnaire and are of a type similar to those used il J. N.
Washburne's 'Social Adjuiitnent Inventory." The truthfu! response con-
sists of admitting that one doesn't always lbehave ini a particular socially
approved fashion.

(1) Internal diaracleristics.-The items are answered either "yes"
or "no." Samples of each type of itenm follow:

Type S: Do you like company wvhen you are feeling sad?
Do you make most of.your decisions alone?

Type C: Do yoil often feel just miserable?
Do You dislike public speaking?

Type T: Did you ever take anything, even a pin, thia belonged to
someone else?

Did you ever tell what was not quite the truth in order to
get yourself out of a difficulty?

(2) Administration.-The time required is approximately 15 inuntites.
Pertinent directions are:

In this blank you are asked sonic gencral questions about the way you think It is
not a test. There are no right ans%%crs except the answers that tell the truth about
yourself.

* * * Work rapidly. Don't think a long time about eaca que.-tion, but record
your first judgment promptly. Answer every question. Omit nene.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring was accomplished on the basis of the
atuthor's a priori key. High numerical scores for the three variables indi-
cate self-sufficiency, self-confidence, and truthfulness, respectively.

Statislical results.-Data are available for a sample tested in March
1942 at Psychological Restarch Unit No. 1.

(1) Distribution statisl;cs.-A sample of 200 unclassired aviation
students yielded the distribution data plcrm-nted in table 23.1.

TAm.E 73.1.- Distribution data for the Information Blank (S-C), CE410A, based
on a sample of 200 unclassified aviation students

Scale M Median SD

S .................................. 10.7 10.2I 2.9
C. ................................. 18.4 18.6 3.4S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 5 .4 $ .$ 1 .8

(2) Test validity.-Two sets of validation data are available. Biscrial
coefficients of correlation betwcen test score and ]graduation-climination
for the three types of trainithg combined (bonibardicr, navigator, and
pilot) are presented in table 23.2. B~ombardiers and navigators were not
considered separately because of the small number of .liminces, 3 and
14 respectively. The data for the validity of this instrument in predicting
success in pilot primary training alone are prcsciltcd in table 23.3.
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TAXLZ 23.2.- Validation data for a group of bombardiers, navigators,' and pilots,'
using a graduation-elinination criterion for the Information Blank S-C, CE410A4

Scale e M. SDI

S .......... 10.83 11.11 2.95 --0.05
18.66 18.21 3.52 .07

T ................ S.s5 5.16 1.90 .05

'Criterion for bombardiers and navigators is raduation-climination from advanced ttraining.
I Criterion for lots is graduation-climination from primary training.
* N,=27S. pl--.86.

TABLE 23.3.- Validation data for a group of pilots in primary training,
using a graduation-elimination criterion for the Inforiation Blank (S-C), CE410A`

Scale is M. SDI

S ................. 10.24 11.29 2.89 -0.21
C ................ 10.03 17.95 3.62 .1I
T ................. .18 4.67 1.93 .16

'N8=13, p8=0.TS.

For the combined group of bombardiers, navigators, and pilots it

would require a biscrial coefficient of 0.18 for significance at the 5 per-
cent level and one of 0.24 for significance at the 1 percent level. None of
the biscrial r's approaches significance at the 5 percent level.

For the group of pilots it would require a biserial coefficient of 0.29

for significance at the 5 percent level and of 0.39 for the 1 percent level.

Only the S scale begins to approach significance at the 5 percent level,
and this is an inverse relationship, which would seem to indicate that a
high degree of self-sufficiency is negatively associated with success in
primary pilot training. There was no significant validity found for the
truthfulness key.

(3) Intcrcorrlatlions.-The intercorrelations are roe=0.10, rj =--0.06 ,
and rt'--0.02, based on 200 unclassified aviation students. On this
basis, it is seen that there is essentially no communality among these
variables.

Evaluation.-Validity data obtained for this test indicate that it does
not predict graduation or elimination from primary training. None of
the correlations differs significantly from zero.

The truthfulness scores of the group were generally low. Of the 10
tnithfulnes., items, the average aviation student made truthful responses
to only 5.4 (see table 23.1). This indication of a substantial amount of

falsification of response leads to the test author's evaluation of this in-
strument. "The most striking conclusion of this study is the undepend-

ability of the truthfulness of simple questionnaire items, administered in

- highly competitive situation of the aviation cadet classification tests.
I'he study throws serious doubt on the possibility of using questionnaires

of any kind for the classification of aviation cadets."' The near-zero

correlations between the truthfulness scores and the other two, however,
would leave some doubt concerning the generalizing of the quotation be-
yond the truthfulness scores themselves.
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Tihe Ilumm-Wadsworth Temperament Scale, CE418A

The llumm-ladsworth Temperament Scale (10) was deve!oped as
a means of evaluating the temperamental qualities of applicants for em-
ployment. Accordingly, experimental administration of this instrument
was undertaken at Psychological Research Unit No. I to evaluate its
usefulness in the aviation-cadet selection program.

Description.-The scale is based upon Rossanoff's original theory of
personality. "It represents a comparison of the incidence of tempera-
mental traits as they occur in combination within seven groupings or
components." (12) The comparison for each component was obtained
by contrasting the responses of two groups of subjects to the same
test questions. One group included individuals whose behavior mani-
fested the presence of stated traits. The other group included indi-
viduals whose behavior was free from manifestations of the compo-
nent. (10)

A brief description of the various components, as given by the au-
thors of the scale (9), follows:

(a) Normal, (N), is primarily a control mechanism, providing ra-
tional balance and temperamental equilibrium. It underlies the conserva-
tism and conformity to socially acceptable behavior observed in the well-
adjusted person.

(b) Hysteroid (H), considered -as ethically inferior motivation;
domination by considerations of selfish personal advantage; irresponsi-
bility toward the social communty.

(c) Cycloid (C), includes emotionality in all dimensions (elevation,
intensity, volume); variations in energy, in attention, and in behavior
reactions.

(1) Manic (M), is manifested by cheerfulness, activity, alertness,
versatility of interest, sometimes irritability,

(2) Depressive (D), components are sadness, inactivity, sluggishness
of thought, hopelessness.

(d) Schizoid (S), includes imagination, and withdrawal from envi-
ronment

(1) Autistic (A), seclusiveness, inward contemplation, narrowed
sphere of interests.

(2) Paranoid (P), self-sufficiency, certainty of position, militant de-
fense of ideas, suspiciousness.

(e) Epileptoid (E), tendencies toward project-making with inspira-
tion towardl achievement. (Sonic epileptoids have lapses of consciousness
or other epileptic symptoms.)

(I) Internal charactcristics.-The scale consists of 318 questions, each
requiring a yes or no answer, of which 159 are scored. Examples of
typical questions for several of the components are as follows:

I Letter by Lt. Col. L F. Shaffer. Subject: Eaploratory Study of the Application of Per-
sonality Questionnaire& to Aviation Cadets., dated 22 July 1942.
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a. Ilfave your activities ever been interrupted by "blank" or unconscious periods?
1P.Arc yui .111t not to gavc your opialitn at a meceting unless you are asked for it,
evii icii you 41( not like the %~ ay things are going ?
c. l)o you often have to 'slcep over" a inattcr before you decide what to do?

Oit.,tonsare scoredl for one or moure of the components, different
weightfs be'ing assiignedl to tile various components for different items.

(2) .diiiain-Jtc 30 to 90 minunttes are required to comn-
jiluic thle items.

rThe dire-ctions iised are those of the auithors:
This set of qjurstions has to do with the way you think. Read cachi question and

an~wer "yes" or "tw." Give the first answer that occurs to you in each case. and let
it stand.

(3) Scoriny.--Rawv scores were obtained for cachi category of teni-
Jperalllent. These were sent to Dr. I lumnm who prepared a profile and a
description of thle temperamental pattern and who provided a short writ-
ten stummary which contained, by implication, a predliction of success.4

ltefinition of sevecral terms seemns to be in order.
The profile score for a category is the raw score corrected for no-

count and scaled[. Tile no-countt is the number of questions answered ý
"49no" by the exaniinee. The difference score is the profile score for a
category subhtractedl tramn the profile score for the normal.

The weightings for thle various raw-score categories are the same as
those uised in thle commnercial form of the test.

Statistical results.-Data are available for approximately 200 pilots in
classes -131, 43j, and 43K.

(1) Reliability coefficicnls.-Rdeiability data are not available for this
simpllle. In the standlardIization of tile scale, the authors determined the
reliabilities of the various categories by the split-half method : Normal
0.82; lw *steroid 0.85; cycloid mnanic 0.73; cycloid depressed 0.88; schi-
zOid autistic 0.88; schizoid paranoidl 0.70; and cpileptoid 0.75.

(2) Test validity.-Validity dlata were computed for raw scores, pro-
file scores, and for profile scores sub~tracted from the normal components I
oin the profile scores. The resuilts are presented in tables 23.4, 23.5, and

TABLE 23.4.- Validation data for a group of pilots its tritnary training,
using t/he graduation-rlitnination criterion, for the, raw scores

on the llumin,,-111dsworth Temperament Scale, CE41SAI

Temnperament categories Nis At SD, rs

Normal................... I.................. 45.1 44.1 8.82 0.07
1t) 3trtoid ................................... 39.1 43.3 12.36 $-.isJutanIc...................................... 25.6 25.8 8.75 -. 01
I)eptelksive..................................... 25.4 2S.0 14.19 .02

............ 25. 1 232.8 12.76 .13Prni....23.8 23. 8.90 -. 01
E41iteptoid...................................... 203 22.u 5.45 1-.211
No-count...................................... ~ 175.6 28.36 .04

a *402020 p,=.63. . - ___

9 Silgnificant beyond 0t c S percent lev*L
4 (hatiiude is hereby exprevaed for the generosuty of Dr. llum, and for his cooperstlon Is

WaLing possible this validation study.
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23.6. For thuse data, a biserial correclati U of 0.18 is required for signifi-

canece at tilt- 5 p~ercent h-vel aIIl (of 0.23 at the I percenit level.

rABiLv 23.5.- 1 'alidat ion daita for a grout~ of pilots in primiary training,
using the graduafion-cliniination criterion, for the profile scores

on the flu,,m- JVadr~cortha Temnperamient Scale, CE418A'

Temperament categories Af 0 bf SI), ol

Normal........................................ 98.3 97.6 8.04 0.05
Ifysteroid..................................... 103.0 105.5 8.35 2-.19
Manic......................................... 95.0 94.9 S.85 .01
Decpressive........... I......................... 93.6 93.1 7.21 - .04
Autistic........................................ 96.8 94.7 8.15S .16
Paranloid...................................... 101.1 101.3 8.93 -. 01
Epileptoid...................................... 1 95.6 98.11 7.05 3.2.*

'NI=200, P,=0.63.
'Significant beyond the S percent Ievet.

TAKEL 23.6.- Validation data for a group of pilots in trinsary training,
using the gradiation-elinmination criterion, for each profile score
subtracted front the normal comnponent on the profile score for the

Ilurnm-TWads-worth Temperament Scale, C/24184'

Temperament categories MO x4, SDI

Ilysteroid...................................... -3.3 -I.8 5.93 0.36
Manic........................................ -. 3. -1.6 S.78 .02
Depress .................................... -6.6 -6.S 6.18 .03
Autistc........................................-7.4 _7.S 5.84 -. 01
Paranoid...................................... -2.7 -2.7 8.41 .00
Epileptoid..................................... -7.7 -6.5 5.31 .14

I'N8=200, P0=0.63.

In treating the profile scores sulbtracted(l rom the norniai compjonen~t onl
the p~rofile score, a positive correlation means that having a profile score
for a tempjerament category tha~t is lower than the normal profile score
is positively related to success.

(3) Palidity of case suin,,uries.-It wvas statedi earlier that Dr. Ilurmn
sup~plied written case summaries of the pilot students examined. H6l
conclusions dlid not inludeili clear-cult predictionis of success or failure in
p~ilot training; in validating the stimmaries, therefore, further iriterlpre.
tation was essential.

Two ind~ependenC~t sets of ratings of Dr. I Itmm's summaries were made.
The summaries were sorted inito five cate-gories by each of two raters. A
rating of five ind~icattes a high probability of success, and a rating of one
mieans a hikhi probability of failure.

The continigency coclTicient between these two sets of ratings is 0.77.
NNhjen conveet-ed to nu ike it equivalint. to a prodluct-moment correlation,
tile value is 0.N6, which indicates a high degree of agreement between
raters.

Thle distributions of ratings for Dr. Ilumni11lS summilaries are presented
in tablel 23.7. The five categories, and the nummer of gradutates andI
clinliinees flling into each, are indicated.
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TAILE 23.7.-Disiributioiu of graduates and eliminees according to ratings made
on the baiis of Dr. Haumm's summaries for CE418A

Rating Rating I Rating II
Graduated Eliminated Graduated tEliminated

S (high) ..................................... 3 1 to ,
4 .......................................... 32 22 35 25
3 ....... ..................................... 3$ 19 13 6
z*.......................................... 26 11 30 13
I (low) ..................................... 24 20 32 21

Total ................................... 120 73 120 73

The extent to which the obtained frequencies deviate from the fre-
quencies expected by chance is expressed in terms of chi square. Chi
square is 1.05 for rathiOg and 0.82 for rating II. More than 90 percent
of chance deviations would have been as great.

(4) Validation of integration ratings.-The cases were also rated ac-
cording to Dr. Ilumm's statement' concerning temperamental integra-
tion. These statements were sorted ,nto three categories, which were de-
scribed as well-integrated, average integration, and poorly integrated.
Two independent ratings were made. The numbers of cases passing and
failing for each of these categories of temperamental integration are
given in table 23.A

T, amz 23.4- Distribution of graduates and eliminees according to ratings made on
the basis of Dr. Humm's statements concerning temperamental integration,

for CEil1A

Category Rating I Rating II

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Graduated Eliminated Graduated Eliminated

WVell-intelated ................................ 21 I s 1t 14
Average integrataon ............ .......... 46 28 37 19Poorly integrated ................. 54 31 6641

Total .................................. 121 74 121 74

For the 195 cases on which data are available, the contingency coeffi-
cient between the two ratings is 0.76. When converted to an equivalent
product-moment correlation, the value is 0.83.

.\gain the extent to which the obtained frequencies deviate from the
frequencies expected by chance is expressed in terms of chi square. Chi
square is 0.11 for rating I and 0.34 for rating I [. More than 60 percent
of chance deviations would have been as great.

Evaluation.-No significant relationships were found between pilot
success in primary flying school and ratings either of Dr. Hunim's anal-
vscs of temperamcnrtal integration or of his case 'unimmaries. Only two
of the category scores yielded biserial coefficients significant at or beyond
tlhe 5 percent level, the hysteroid score yielding a correlation of -0.19.
and the epileptoid score of -0.22. If these validities prove to hold up in
very large samples, the two scores would no doubt add a small amount
to composite prediction, since their contribution would be unique.
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Several objections arise in the use of this test. One specific objection
to this instrument is its length. Another is the fact that of the 318 items
included in the scale, only 159 are scored, which makes it extremely un-
economical. The author's contention, however, is that the unscored items
are necessary to insure the validity' of those that are scored. The multi-
weighted scoring is also contrary to efficient test procedures.

Another limitation is phrased in the words of the authors: "As high
as 25 percent or 30 percent of normal subjects may invalidate their
tests." (10) One important limiting factor in the use of personality
tests is the restriction of responses to two categories. It is the stated
opinion of both examinees and administrators that lack of a third cate-
gory "?"-which provides an acceptable answer-to an otherwise non-
applicable item--tends, to influence adversely the examinee's motivation
toward the remaining items in the test. The examinee may easily feel
restricted and forced, and if inclined at all to be influenced by pride, will
more readily falsify.

The Personal Avidit, CE431A

As a commercial test, this instrument was known as the Adams-
Lepley Personal Audit. Experimental administration to obtain validation
data was undertaken at Psychological Research Unit No. 1.

Description.-This test samples areas of personality that are men-
tioned frequently in connection with the Rorschach, the Thematic Ap-
perception Test, and other projective techniques. It was felt that this
instrument would furnish a more highly structured approach to these
various areas of personality than is afforded by projective techniques,
and thus serve as a control instrument, the validity of which would be
compared with the validities of projective techniques.

(1) Int'rnal choracterisfics.-The test consists of 9 sections of 50
items each. For administrative convenience, the test is divided into three
parts. Each of the sections is designed to sample a specific personality
area, so that nine areas are tapped.

In part I, scores are derived for sociability, suggestibility, and irri-
tability. In the section on sociability (extroversion), the examinee indi-
cates the degree of his liking for each of 50 activities. Responses are
Indicated in four degrees: A-like it a great deal, B-some liking for
it, C-little liking for it, and D-practically no liking for it. Sample
items are: "Raising money for a charity"; and, "Watching a big fire."

In the section on suggestibility (a tendency to agree with authority),
the examinee is told that at least half of a group of experts agreed that
each of the 50 items is true. Three degrees of responses are afforded:
A-complete agreement with decision of experts, B-agree, but with
reservations, and C--disagreenment with experts. Sample items are:
"Majority rule is safest in the long run"; and, "No cultured person
woUld ever use profanity."
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In the~ 5(c( ion oin i rri tabiJlityv ( suscep~tibl~ity to annoyance), a number
of common a11,mwanct-s is li std. The examinee indicates one of four
degrucs of ann11oyaince : i-mitch annoyance, B-somne annoyance, C-
a little annoyance, and 13--never any annoyance. Sample itemis arc: "To
have soinfcot2C read over your shoulder" ; and, "To have to wait in a long
line to seeC a show."

Part 11I conta-inis sectionis on ittiieency to rationalize, anxiety, andl
sexual conflicts.

For cach itemn in the scct ioni Of tendecncy to rationalize (tendency to
ma~ke alibis1 and exCiiscs) the examinee indicates: A -statement is true',
B_- douild the truth of the statement, and C-statement is usually false.

Sapeitoems are: Mn good athletes are poor students'"; and "Still
wafers run deepest."

A list of common fears thouight to be experienced by all persons to
,''uine extent is presented in the section on anxiety. The exantinee indi-
cafes his dlegrce of fevur : A-conisilderable fear, B-Sonie fear, C-a little
IN, ar, andi 1) ---no fear. Sample itemsl1 are : "I Lavin- a physician give you
the wrong nedicine"'; and, ''Losing your mind or becoming insane."

rhe sectimI onI sextial conflicts consis~ts of a type of controlled word-
association test. For each item, the examince has four alternative re-
sponscs from; which to chioose. Sample items followv:

Loxve A. Adore 13. esteemn C. worship D. yearn
Rape A. attack B. as-atilt C. ruin D. temptation

P'art Ill of the tests contains sections on personal intolerance, flexi-
Hi t v of at fituolt's, an(l obsessive thoughts.

fin the scettin on personal intolerance, the examine indicates the ex-
(tent of his dislike for certain activities or things: A-a great deal of

liý-hike, 11--some dlislike, C-little dislike, and D-no dlislike. Sample
ittinq are : "People who are stingy with their money"; andl, "A dirty
h'ti'o who asks y-ou for a (lime."

The section on flexibility of attittdes contains a list of activities and
things for which the CNxa1Mine is to indicate his present feelings corn-
paelrd with~ th~ose of 3 or 4 years ago: A-indicates feeling thc same as 3
or 4 years ago, fl-indicates feeling partly changcd, C-feeling is con-
sider.'06- dlifferent. Simple itemis are: "Socialization of medicine" ; and,

In the suction) on obsessive thoupuits or wvorry about unsolved prob-
l-ills the exainilu1ce indlicates the amoutnt of thinking hie has done about
certaini topics. Sample items arc: "Kissing or petting between young
11)(1 .1n11 women'' ; and, "Being de-moted or discharged from a job."

(2) Atlimnistrali '. A\dministrationi is in three parts, to correspond
to the parts of the test. Five minutes are allowed for each section, and
vciI new section is bt-tni simultaneously by the whole group. Approxi-
mattely .15 m1inutmt.- are required to complllete the test. Specific directions



for answering itemis are given at the beginnling of eachi section. Pcrtillcnt
general directions are:

This is not a test of your intelligence or of your ability; there are no right or
wrong answers. Cadcts who have engaged in different kinds of work have a wide
range of attitudes and interests. For example, one person might be interested in cer-
tain things that may not interest another person at all. In answering the qtiestionit in
this survey, be careful to avoid indlicating one rerponse when you mecan another.
There arc no catch items. Work rapidly. omiit no responwes.

(3) Scoring.-Scoring was accomplished for each of the nine sections
by means of the auithors' a priori keys. In addition, one of the auithors
made predlictions of p~ilot success onl a ninc-point scale-$ Thc predlictionIs
were based on the test scores, expressed ill staniine form. Each stanine
score was given a rating of either I or 0, so that the nine trait scores
couldl be stummnated into a total p~rediction score ranging from zero to
eight. For example, for the tests of sociability and flexibility of atti-
tudes, a stanine of four or above became one, andl other scores becamne
zero. For the other sections of the test, a statidnc of four or below he-
came one inl the aggregate weighting.

Statistical results.-Thc test was validlated on a group of 271 pilots in
class 43C, originally tcstedl at Psychological Research Unit No. I from
May 31 to June 27, 1943.

1 ) Tcst zvalidity.-As explained above, the clinical predictions on a
nine-point scale of success or failuire in primary pilot training were
validated. These dlata, along with validity cocflicients for thle nine section
scores, are presenited in table 23.9.

TABLE~ 23.9.- Validaztioni Lzla for score's upul clitticid tredictianms for the Personlki
Audit, CE43 IA. for a group of pilots' in primary training. "sng thr

'raduat ion -eimista ion criterion

over._I. preiction ............................ 5.29 5.54 3.69 -0ý08
Sociability...................................... 3.91 4.36 1.95 -. 12
5iUggsitibility................................... 4.04 4.07 2.00 - .01
Rationai~r..,ori.................................. 4.12 4.04 1.93 .02
Anxiety........................................ 4.05 3.92 1.95 .06
Intolerance..................................... 4.11 4.14 1.79 -. 01
Atirttide flexibility .............................. 4.11 4.2S 2.AR -. 04
Irritabibly.......................4.09 3.75 1."0 .09

de oficts...................3.94 4.21 1.98 -. 07
Obse~tsive thoughtis................3.92 3.81) 4.88 .03

'N'-271. 00=0.89.

The biserial coefficients range fromi -0.12 to 0.09, which are well
within the range to be expected of a change distribution of hkecrial cor-
relations, Ole trute nitwan of which IS zero. It would require a biscrial
coefficient of 0.20 for -significance at the .5 pcrcent level and a bise-rial
of 0.26 for signific.-ince ait tile I percent level.

(2) I~utcrcorrc~lahiohls.-Svvc-tralI initercorrelaition% were determinled be-
t~vciil the test auithor's over-all p~rcdictionls atnd the clinical predictioiiis-

*Predictions nia.1e by N12i. William Lepley. The nine poi-it rating scale is desrtowib n
chapter 24.
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of success made in several of the cl in ical -procedures techniques (see ch.
24). These it!tercorrelations arc plcsented in table 23.10.

TA"L 23.10.-- Correlotionjs of author's overall ratingi ba..ed on sthi Perronal Audit,
CE4)IA, with clinical predictions from other ftch niout, for a grosip of Ptilaf in.

primsary training_______

Ttchniquo r

Interview (CF.707A) ....................................... 189 0.01
Ror.,cbach (CE701-1) .................. I...................1119 .13
Observational Strets Tres (CF7IOA) ............................ 11 -. 09
Interaction Test (CF.42SA) .................................. $ -. 01
Otiservation during 1',Ychomnotor
Test Rest Petiod (CE7O9A) ................................. 7S, -. 05

These i ntcrcorrela tions indicate practically no communality between
techniques.

Evalisalion.-Becausc of thc low validitics -0.12 to 0.0').0w11ch could
have occurred entirely by chance, for both the over-all ratings and for
the trait scores, it is concluded that this test is of no valuic in predicting
pilot performance in primary training.

It is prob~able that this instrument, along with the majority of person-
ality inventories. does not succeed in predicting air-crew success, be-
cause they were not designed spccifically for that task. Thll-t other verbal
temperament tests, not very different in form, but based upon some defi-
nite hypothesis concerning air-crewv qualities, do succeed, is evidence in
sutpport of this conclusion (e. g., see the discussion of the S.-tisfaction
Test, CE4Y)D, in ch. 25).

The Bernrenter Personality Inaventory, CE-133A

As part of the program of relatively systenmatic experimental usage of
existing commercial personality inventories, this test was also adminis-
tered at Psychiological Research Unit No. 1.

Description.-The standard commercial form of the instrument (2)
Wa used in group-test zlisiiiistratiosii. It consists of 125 items, whic~h
are answered "yes," "no," or " ?." Typical itemsu are:

Do your interests change rapidly?
Do you usually try :o avoid dictatorial or "baossy" people?
Do people ever comec to you for advice?

(1) Adip n 'istralion.--Twent.-frive mintues; were allowed frr coniple-
tion of the litems. The .vlidinistrativc directions consistcd of -,n explana-
lion of -lie nictho~l of en~pinying the answer sheet and the followving
general remarks:

The que'tiocnt on this blank are intended to indicate ,-our interests arid atitiudmi
It is not an antcdligtnce ic~t. nor are there any right or -wrong ansvnes.

(2) Secring.--The keyvs providcd for the test were not employed. In-
Stead, all 11itc-vailidatiol. studyl% was undertaken. It was intended that if
a suflicivrnt numlier oif itenis proved valid, lthe auithor's keys would then
be validated.
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.Stmi.sti(a! r,'si•is.-The data Milch f ,lhw Wv.rc C' imputed for a sanm-
plr. (of :E0 iliots tested in .I nie I lo-1 at P|.s.chi,,hgical Research Unit
N - I.

(I) Item validhation. -- -A dli.t I itibt i,, of phis is prsc:utited. in table
23.11, bascd on data from (CT6G graduates and -00 eliminces from primary
pilot training.6

T,•U-E 23.11- Disotibutlam of phis b.aed on 'validatio. of responset against the,
graddatiun-rliu - inattia ,rij ritnieu n Intrima.ry train;anq for ihi BR'rnreutir

lPcrs,,nay Invzentory, CE433.4'

Phi f

0.08 up' ................................................................. I
0.03- 0.07 .............................................................. 24

- 0.02- 0.02 .............................................................. 63
- 0.07- 0.03 .............................................................. 16

0 .............................................................. 4

T otal .............. ........................................... 106
'The L, ghesI positive phi waS 0.10.
SThz lowest ncaative phi was -0.10.

In interpreting these phi cotflitcients, it can I. said that for an N of
00(), a phi of 0.07 is significant at approximately the 5 percent level, and

a phi of 0.09 is si Inificant at the I perccnt l'evl of confide ICc. Altogether.
six phis, two positive and four n'e-gative, rcach-d or excedcd the 5 per-
c•-t level of significance. "r%%o attainl: thc 1 Ixrcelnt hlvl of significance.

Evaluation.-On the basis of the very small number of phis attaining
statistical significance, it was decided that this instrument contains an
nslflcient number of valid itcnis for the prediction of primary pilot

success to make further scoring niasurcs or statisticai analyses worth
while.

An Inventory of Factors S T D C I, CE.43-IA

"This inventory was dcvcloltvd as a commercial instrument on the basis
of factor-analysis studies of various lit rsonality-itucstiontaire items. Ex-
l'rimcnlti administration %%as tindcrtaken in a.. attempt to ascss the

validity of the inventory for pilot seicction.
Description-.The factors S, T, 1). C. and R taken togcther probably

cover the area of -crsionality gcncr.illy cncomnpassed by the concept of
litruov-|sioil-cxtrov'crsion. :\ccordinti 0 tlhe author (4), each factor ac-
tu:tllv r,'l ts a d(llen,;iot1 of ,cr:,, -,l} with twjvosoite poles. The
factors may 1v describcd as follows

S---Social ,It rovcrtoIon, as exhzihtcd in .hy-n,-ss and tendcncics to with-
draw from social contacts.

T -.'l'hr',iug antrovvrsaon. ain ihclliation to lnestlatlivc thinking, phi-
luos,|-i zh ing, and anal zing one's s'f an,! others.

*Only "yes" responses z-e utitis4 ta lAntl he 4tstrswt•ie
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., ~L ......... _c

! ) .-I'e ,•if-ii,,. inchtiling fe.lings of unworthiness and guilt.
I v~l,,!,l h t 3l'h'd. as1 shown i:l s1ro ,g "motional reanliou.s. flutc-

tuuI ,,tu |.I in II t 'II I md. ;w t!y ifmard flightiness or instalility.
R'--lRh.tlLv|ilia. a happy go-luicky or carefr,.c disposition, liveliness

and impulsiveness.
(1) Intermn charactcristics.-T'lh inventory consists of 175 items,

ea'ch of which is to be answered by as(s " ad," or "no." Some of the
ittcins arc scoredl for only one factor, others are scored for several, as in
thr sammple items which follow:

Sampile I: Do you express yourself more easily in speech than in writing? (If
answcrted "no," this item has an S value of 1.)

Sample 2: Are you inclined to act or. the spur of the moment without thinking
things over? (if answered "yes" this item has an R value of 2.)

Sample 3: Are you inclined to be moody? (If answered "yes," this item has a value
of I for factors T, D, and C.)

(2) Adn in istratlon.-Pertinent directions are:

Read each question in the test booklet in turn, think what your behavior has
u,,uatly been, and mark that answcr space, after the corresponding item number, that
describes your ,chavior best. Mark the "?" only when you are unable to decide be-
tween the "yes" and "no." Be sure to answer every question. There is no implica-
tion of right or wrong in any of these questions * * *

k3) Scoring.-The inventory is scored by means of one key for each
of the five factors. The keys for factors S, D, and C give all significant
responses a weight of one point, and those for factors T and R weight
some responses two points.

Statistical results.-Experimental administ ration of this instrument
was completed at Psychological Research Unit No. 1 in May 1944 with
approximately 1,100 pilots who took primary training.

(I) Test rdlablity.-Reliabilities were not computed for aviation
stidents. The test atuthor cites reliabilities obtained by combining alter-
hate sixths of the items into two pools of approximately equal lists and
the use of the Spearman-Brown formula. This procedure yielded esti-
niatt'd rcliabilitics of 0.92, 0.89, 0.91, 0.91, and 0.89 for factors S, T, D,
C, and R, respectively, in a sample of 200 college undergraduates selected
at random from a criterion group.

(2) l!tercorrelations.-The intercorrelations of the five factor scores
iare presented in table 23.12.

TAtnt. 23.12.-In 'rcorrelations of tihe five factor scores obtained on the Inventory
of factors S T D C R, CE434A'

Factor S T D C R

s................................. 0.24 U.S 0.3 -0.5s
T ................................. 0..2. .51 .48 -. 211) ................................. . s8 "i .. . .91 .11
C ................................ . .3 ._4 .91 .... 16k ................................. -,SI -21 -. 11 .16 ...

N= 1.O6 pilots in primary traintg.
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(3) Test vdadity. -The five faetor keys pultliihed with the test were
ul..cd for scooing. \:aliditv dLta rc ; 'Ic'nt ',l in table 23.13.

TABtLE 23.13.---- 1 Oidation data for j grour of pilots in ptima,y train ingp, u|sing the
9rad(Uathipfn-ifliIhzln critcri,,n. for the Iiventory of Fa,'tors S T 1) C R, CI.434'

Factor 74, SDI ell gross$

S ............................... 12.63 12.97 7.37 -0.03 -0.04
T ............................... 32.54 33.83 8.71 '-.09 -. 04
1) ............................... Z.93 13.93 8.17 #-.07 -. 12
C ........................ 19.28 20.38 9.62 --.07 -. 12
R .............................. 4723, 46.79 10.10 .03 -. 01

I NI=1,106, p,=0.77.
2 Corrected to an unrestricted augmented stanine %tand3rd deviation of 2.10.
* Significant at the I percent level.

Significant at the 5 percent level.

(4) Item validilty.-The distribution of plhis based on item analy.,is
data used in the cross-validation study is presented in table 23.14. These
data are based only on the "yes" responses.

TAnLE 23.14.---Distribution of phis based on samples of pilots in primary training,
using the graduation-dintination criterion, for the Inventory of Factors S T D C R,

CE434A

Phi I (odds)' I (even,)'

0.13 to 0.17 ..................... I I
0.08 to 0.12 ..................... 9 9
0.03 to 0.07 ...................... 27 37
-0.02 to 0.02 .............. so 58
-0.07 to -0.03 ............ 43 34
-0.12 to -0.08 ................. 19 I0
-0.17 to -0.13 ................ 2 2
-0.22 to -0.18 ............. 1 0

Total ..................... I$1 13

I N=526.
'N=S$6.

For an N of 520, a phi of 0.09 is significant at approximately the S
percent level, and a phi of 0.12 is significant at the 1 percent level. Six-
teen phis in the odds sample (7 positive and 9 negative) reached or ex-

ceeded the 5 percent level of significance, with 5 of these (I positive and
4 negative) reaching or exceeding the 1 percent level. For the evens
sample 26 phis (9 positive and 17 negative) reached or exceeded the 5
percent level, and 8 of these (2 positive and 6 negative) reached or ex-

ceeded the 1 percent level.
(5) Cross-validation data.--Cross-validation data were also conmiputed

for this sample, which was split into two groups. odds and evens. Sepa-
rate item analyses were acconi)lisshed for each subs.unple, and two scor-
ing ke)'s devised. The criteria for scoring a response were: (1) a phi
significant at or beyond the 5 percent level (0.09) and (2) a split of
85-15 or better. Tihis is standard procedure for many of the tests to fol-
low in this chapter and in others.

The evens group was wor-ed with the odds key, and the odds group

was scored with the evens key. The validities obtaincd are presented in

table 23.15.
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TAkiLt 23.15.- Cross-validation data bared on two grosps of pilots in primary v, in-
sing using a graduation.elinsination criterion, for the Inventory of Factors

S T D C R, CE434A'

Group Key Score MP M, SD, ros, ,r140

Od 1 ....... Evens ... Rights4 M..29 14.38 2.98 -0.02 0.03
Wrongs ... 14.25 S.20 2.14 .01 -. 06

R- W ... 9.04 9.18 4.60 -. 02 .04
Even. ...... Odds . Rights ... 8.62 8.27 I.99 .10 .10

Wro, S. 6.83 63.5 2.5 .06 .11
1-- 1.79 1.70 3.84 .01 -. 03

0=.79 for both groups.
C (orrected to an unrestricted augmented stanine standard deviation of 2.10.
V N,526; number of scored items-27.

*Rights mean positively keyed responses and wrongs mean negatively keyed responses.
.N =316; number of scored items-=19.

Evaluation.-On the basis of the validity study, it appears that the
inventory of factors S T D C R is not promising for predicting gradua-
tion-elemination from primary pilot training. The validities of factor
scores for D (-0.07) and C (-0.07) are both significant at the 5 per-
cent level and for factor T (-0.09) at the 1 percent level. Thus nega-
tive relationships with thinking introversion, depression, and cycloid
tendencies probably exist but are too low to be useful in selecting pilots.

There would seem to be an excess number of valid responses beyond
the confidence limits, but, in view of the apparent unimodality of the
distribution, with its central tendency at zero, and the failure of the
cross-validation test (see table 23.15), it would appear that there are
very few genuinely valid items for pilot training in the inventory.

The relatively high intercorrelation between several of the factors
s'cems to indicate that there is some overlapping in the items. Thus, for
factors D and C, r=0.91, while for D and S, and D and T, the correla-
tions are 0.58 and 0.51. The latter are tolerable and may represent the
actual degree of correlation between the factors, but the correlation be-
tween C and D is so high as to demand a revision of the keys for these
two factors for an aviation-student population. These intercorrelations
are quite similar to those obtained by the test author on a college under-
graduate sample, with two exceptions: in the college sample rDT=0.15
'1t1d re-r=0.14 , while the corresponding values for the aviation student
pe)l)ulation were 0.51 and 0.48, respectively.

The Guilford-Martin Personnel Inventory, CE436A

This commercially provided instrument was designed for two primary
pirposes. First of all, it was designed to assist supervisors of workers in
business and industry in detecting and diagnosing those individuals who
are personally maladjusted in their jobs, particularly 'those who are dis-
contented and likely to become troublemakers. Secondly, the test was de-
signed to extend the list of traits of temperament already assessed by
the Inventory of Factors S T D C R, CE434A. The area covered by
this inventory may be roughly designated by the term "paranoid," though
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only the extreme symptoms deserve that.appellation borrowed from psy-
chopathology.

Description.-Te authors hypothesize that there are several some-
what related aspect:, of the paranoid disposition. These aspects may be
described as (1) subjectivity (taking things personally; ideas of refer-
ence; touchiness), (2) belligerence (domineering attitude; craving for
superiority), (3) suspiciousness, and (4) faultfinding or hyper-critical-
ness. In setting up the lists of items (liagnostic of these traits, it was
found that the last two could not be scored with sufficient independence
to justify separate keys. The list of traits measured by the inventory,
therefore, reduces to three. Using the names of the more favorable end
cA the scale in each instance, they are:

O-Objectivity (as opposed to personal reference or a tendency to
take things personally).

Ag-Agreeableness (as opposed to belligerence or a dominating dis-
position and an overreadiness to fight over trifles).

Co-Cooperativeness (as opposed to faultfinding or overcriticalness
of people and things).

(1) Intertnal chlracteristics.-The inventory consists of 150 item,.
The questions are to be answered by either "yes," "?," or "no." All but
eight of the questions yield scores for one or more of the._ three factors.
Examples of questions. oie for each of the scoring categories, foliow:

O-Are you inclined to be thinking about yourself much of the time? (Answer of
"No" is significant for 0.)

Ag-Are you annoyed whcn people tell you how you should do a thing? (Answer
of "No" is significant for Ag.)

Co-Does it seem to you that human beings hardly ever learn to avoid making the
samne mistakes twice? (Answer of "'nu" is significant for Co.)

(2) Administration.-Thirty minmtes are sufficient for completion of
the 150 items. Essential commevnts from the directions are:

Read each question in turn, think %%hat )our Ixbhavior has usually been. then
blacken your answer sheet * * * Answer by "?" only when you are unable to
decide betucen the Yes and No. There is no right answer to any of these questions
except the answer that tells how you think or fcel about it * * 0

(3) Scoring.-Ealch item may be scored for one or more of the three
factors. In this case. also, tile samnlple was split into odos and evens, or
groups. Separate item validations were accomplished on these two sub-
S.'mples, and two scoring keys were made. The criteria for scoring a
r(-si)oise were: (I) a phi signiificant at or beyond the 5 percent level

(0.10) ati (2) a split of W)-10 or better. It is interesting to note that
there is pri'tically tio correlation between the odd and even keys and
that owly 13 scor'd r-,'s)oiqes are held in common.

S, a.,tqicail rsidls.--Data are availab!e for approxinmately 950 pilots.
originally tested in 'May 1944 at Psychological Research Unit No. 1,
who took primary trraining.
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Il Tesi reliahilill.--Rvliabilities were not computed for aviation stu-
(kIciib. Rl eiabili ties (comparable hialves) cited by the authors of the test
are: 0, 0.83; Ag, 0.80; and Go, 0.91.

(2) Intercorrclatioiis.-The i tctrcorrelat ions of the thirce scores arc
pre~ente(I ill table 23.16.
TA~nix 23.16.- Intercorrelalionsr of the three scores obtained on thec Gitilford-Alartin

Factor Ie!JWIDel Inventory, C.E436A4'AgC -

0...................................... 0.60 0.62
A.........................60 . .62
Co..........................62 I.62 .

_N -9J5 classified pilots in primary training.

Tlie trait-score intercorrelatioits are high, which is to he expected, as
all three traits are attempts to measure paranoidl temperament. At the
samne time they are sufficiently low to provide for differential measure-
lilt-it. These (1,1t:1 closely app~lroximlate the intercorrelations obtained by
thie test authors onl a civilian sample.

(3) Test validilv.-Validat ion resulti based onl a sample of 945 pilots
iii prim~ary training are p~resentedl ii tablle 23.17. Tile three factor keys
published with this test were used.

TABLE 23.17.- Validation data for a grout of pilots in primary training using the

CE436AI

Factor lt i. SD, Thi bt

0..................................S2.27 50.25 11.78 20.10 016
Ai................................. 30.62 28.70 9.23 4.12 .13
co,................................ 60.38 56.47 16.19 '.14 .19

SI IInifican1 leyomnl the 5pretlevel.
%wsfiKI'ant at or heyoaid the I paercent level.

(4) Ilcuin valitdiit.-After dividing the sample of answer sheets into
ratdito halves, the responses to the items were correlatedl with the grad-
uation-elmitnintion criterion from primary pilot training. The (listrilbu-
lions of tile phi coefficients are shown in table 2-3.18.

TAsi.3 23.18.- Distribu~timn of validity phis based on Witn analvsis of the Guihford-
Mlartin Personinel rInvtntory, CE436A

Phi t(di' I(ae)

0.11 to 0.17........................... ..................... 3 2
0.08 to 0.12...................... ..................... 12 6
0.0i to 0.07....................... ..................... 17 30
--0.0.2 to 0.02......................................... 45 49
--0.07 to -0.03........................................ 3is 36
--. 1 to -0.08................... ..................... 14 16
-0.17 to -0.13.................... ..................... 6

Total............................................ 1t35 140

I N46C
614 =467.
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For anl N of 468, a phi of 0.09 is signifiic;ant at approximately the 5
percent level of confidence, and a phi of 0.12 is significant at tile I per-

cent level. There are 31 phis in the odds samiple (15 positive and 16
negative) that reached or exceeded the 5 pecrent level of significance,
with 14 of these (5 positive and 9 negative) reaching or exceeding tile

I pcrcent level. For the evens sample 19 plis (7 positive and 12 nega-
tive) reached or exceeded tile 5 percent level of significanice; 5 of these
(2 positive and 3 negative) reached or excueded the I percent level.

(5) Gross-validation data.-Cross-validat ion data wecre obtained, as
shown in table 23.19.

TAPLE 23.19.-.- Validity data based ons tto groups of pilots in primtary training,
using the gradiw.zion-clinination criterion, for the Guitford-Mlarlin

Persoiind Iirze'uory, Cr.436A

Groups K ey Score Us SPI) roe,4

Oddsl ... Evens ...... Ri Iht.%S.. 13.45 12.88 3.48 '0.13 0.13
.r... 4.40 4.81 1.76 -. 13 -. 14

R-W+20 .39.04 28.12 3.60 11.14 .14
Evens' . Odds ........ RKightIs 36.3.1 34.70 7.07 4sts .21

Wrong,% 7.01 6.74 4.44 .04 -. 03
R-W+20 49.35 47.88 8.74 .10 .19

'Corrected to an unre~tricted augment ed stanine standard dieviation of 2.10.
3Odds sample N,=46, p,=0.79; number of scored items= 27.
I In this table, rights means positively scored response.ea wrongs means negatively scored

responses.
Sipnificant at the 3 percent level.

~Evens sample N1= 4 67, ##=0.79; numiber of scored items=S9.

Embalution.-On the basis of the validity study. it appears that the
Guil ford- Aartin Personnel Itivenitory has soiuie 1;ois for predicting
gracluation-climination front primary pilot training. Titts, scores fot
factors Ag (rboO=0l 2 ) and Co (r&1 5 O0.14) are significantly related to
the criterion at the I percent level and for factor 0 (rio .=0O1) at the
5 percent level. In view of !he fict that these scores undoubtedly con-
tribute something differeat fronm the classification batitey, they would
mnake somne add~ition to its predictive value for p~ilot selection.

On inspection, it may be seen that each empirical key is valid, yet little

or no correlation wvas showni betwevin keys. This fact may bie due to sam-I
plio'q fluctuation. It is recommendedllr that a combined key be used to score
future papers of this test for p)ilot selection.

Inventory of Factors G A IN I N, CE-135A

Iii the factur-analysis applroach to thie prlileitts oif tenipvrarnlcnt, sev-
eral traits have been idetutified, and a series of iuvventwrici have beeii
constructedl which effectivelY nicastre sonic of these !raits. The inventory
of factors G A .4 1 X (6) a~dds five more tenlperamnltt variables to the
eight already nieasured by thc two other tests iin this serics. naxtdy, th'e
Guil ford-N.1artiti Personnel InIventor-y. C E436.\, mitd the li tveCilttry of
Factors S 'T D. C R. CE'434.X. I lettee exlrittertiuval ndtliniiibtrattion of
this instrumnent, for purposes of determiining validity for lpretlictingr pilot
success, was undertaken ak Psychtological Research U nit No. 1.
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Descritiou.-The definitions of the trait names used in this inven-
tory, as in the preceding two, ,lkrive from factorial studies and of sub-
sequent item analyses. The five traits measured here include:

G -- General pressure for overt activity, or general activity vs. inactiv-
ity.

A -Ascendancy in social situations as opposed to submissiveness;
leadership qualities.

M-Masculiulity of attitudes and interests as opposed to fcmilninity.
I -l1ack of inferiority feelings; self-confidence.
N--Lack of nervous tenseness and irritability, nr psycho somatic sta-

bility v. nervousness and jitteriness.
(I) Internal charactcristlics.-The inventory contains 270 items, each

calling for a response of "yes," "?," or "no." E~xamples of items from
the keys for each trait follow:

For trait G. -"Are you inclined to be quick in your actions
"Can you turn out a large amount of woik in a short

time?"
For trait A. -"M)o you ftinl it difficult to get rid of a salesmnan to

whom you do not care to listen or give your time.?"
"Have you ever, on your own initiative, organized a

club or group of any kind ?"
For trait M.--"Do you like love scenes in a movie or a play ?"

"Do you (or would you) like to go hunting with a
rifle for wild game ?"

For trait I. -- "Do you feel that the average person has made a bet-

ter adjustment to life than you have?"
"lDo you icel confident that you can cope with most

situations that you will mect in the future ?"

For trait N.--y"o uon often become irritated over little annoy-
a ImLs ?"

"Do vou have ncrvous habits such as chewing your
penicil or biting your fingernails?"

(2) ,dt.intistra uion. -AII examinies finish in approximately 43 mmn-
tites. Pertinent directions are:

"Read eaw' quefivil in tul11 think uhat )nuir bdlavior has umualty been.
Tlwn m ytmr anm•er -hcvt blacken the %p:,ce ihat dc•rrlhes your behavior best.
P.e 'ure to answer every quoitum. There 1s no right an-,er to any of thceC qifes-

tiMrs XcccrI thCr an"'er t:at tWlIN how )yiu think or [C.d ;bmlt it •

(3) Scoring -- Tlw authors' publis•hd keys were used. Scoring
weights hal h-t.i found for caIth respons to every iti-t by using Guil-
fonrt's aIhie a11%th1l (5). Thi.i proce',dure yhiehtl final keys consistinig of
41 items for trait G. SO items for trait A, 52 items for trait M. 69
items for trait 1. an 1 69 items for trait N. Only ine items are scored
for m•re than one trait.
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Statistical rcstlds.---I.xlwkriiucnl.iI adiiiiii.lation of this instrument
was comlpleted hil J tmn 19-14 at Ps.ychological Researcl Unit No. I with
approximately 780 pilots who took primary training.

(1) Test rcliability'.-Reli.,bilitics were not colmputed for aviation
students. The authors' estiiuateI rcliabilities secured by correlating corn-
parable halves of the keyed items and correcting fo, length by the Spear-
mnan-Brown formula were: 0.89 for trait G, 0.88 for trait A, 0.85 for
trait M, 0.91 for trait T, :nd 0.89 for trait N, for a sample of college
undergraduates.

(2) hitcrcorrhtithous.---The intecrcorrelationis of the five factors are
presented in table 23.20.

TAUIi" 2 3 ,20.-Int,'rcorrelations of the j•i'e scores obtaie,'d from the Inventory of
factors G .1 .1 1 N, CE43$i1'

Factor G A M I N

0 ........................ 0.50 0.09 0.26 0.10
A ....................... .... .32 .60 .44
m................................... .09 .3 ... SO0 .51

.................................. .26 .60 s0 ... s
X .................................. 10 .44 .51 .7•

'N,= 782 pilots in primary training.

These intercorrelatiotis are quite complarable to those obtained on the
authors' original ci~ilian data. Inspection of table 23.20 shows that factor
G is independent of factors M1 and N. Factors A and I, and I and N
show a fairly high degree of intercorrelation, yet the correlations are still
low enough for each factor score to provide differential measurement. The
remaining initercorrelations are moderatcly low, which is indicative of
Some SUCCeSS ill the lueastrenlcnit of indcllwntlent traits.

(3) Test validity.-Validation data based on a sample of 782 piloit
in primary training are presented in table 23.21.

TABLE 23.21.- Validation data for a grout of pilots in primary training, "triwg the
gradruation-lionination criterion, for the" Invcentory of Factors G A 3 I N, CEIJ4A'

Factor %t Nt S D I.,. 8

G .............................. 3-1Al 37.44 10.M 7 0.04 0.07
A ................................ . 66.07 67.14 14.51 -. 0o -. 01
M ................................ . .5 .76 W A.Y7 9.61 .01 .04
I .................................. .8.3 S9.65 16.78 -. 03 .00

.................... 7.72 -. 03 -.0Ai

lCofrrtcltd to an unrestriv'd sugmnnted %tanin istandard Jwviation of L.10.

.\ l)im-ridl cirrclatilo of 0.10 i'- require-I for siglmie.a1Cc at ite 5 per-

cl-it lv't-I iid o1f (1.13 for sigililicaict, at the I ixwrct't level. Noe (If the

ct'ilrrlaitit.s :ippr-":ig s slm giil'micam" at the 5 pWr•cet level. )
(4) It,-h, ihlitv.- Aft'r dividing the s.imple of answer Sheet5 intO

rumhlnid halves. the rt-smisi.'S it) the itvlis were torrv/attcd with the grad-

iation-l-iminat't ii cnr-:crion from primary pilot trraining. The distribu-
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6611IS Of tephi coefficicnts are prusented in table 23.22. Oni)' "yes" re-
sponses wvere used in tallying these distributions.

TABLz 23.22.- Di: fributio,3 of validity phis based on an item analysix of thSe
In:en tory of Factors G A M I N, CE435A

PhiS f (evens)& I (odds)'

0.18 to 0.22................................................ 0
0.13 to 0.17................................................ 2 6
0.08 to 0.12............................................... 16 20
0.03 to 0.07................................ ............... 61 42
-002 to 0.02............................................. 83 7S
-0.0 to -0.03 ....................... .................... 34 46
-0.12 to -0.04............................................ 11 21
-0.17 to -0.13................. I ............................ 3 3

Total................................................ 210 214

SN=384. 8 N=37S.

In interp~reting these phi coeffcients, it can heC said that for an N of
380, a phi of 0.10 is si,-nificant at approxiimately the 5 percent level aix!
a phi of 0.14 is significant at the 1 percent level of confikntce. In the
odds sample, 30 phis (17 positive and( 13 ne.gative) exceed the 5 percent
levelI of signiificance, anid 6 (if these (3 positive aiyt\ negative) reach or
exceed the I pe-rcent level. For the evens samtple, 15 phis (8 positive and
7 negative) reach or exceed the 5 per-cent level of significance, and 5 of
these (2 positivec and 3 negative) reach or exceed the I percent level.

(5) Cross-validation data.-A cross-validlation study was made, using
two empirical scoring keys. Thc usual criteria of a split better than
85-15 and significance at or beyond the 5 percent level of confidence
were employed in constructing the scoring keys. The resulting data are
preseilttd in table 23.23.

TAKEI 23.23.- Volidity data bayed on htwo groups ;f pilots in primiary training,
issing the graditation -elimlinaion critcriott, fer the In:'esrtory of Factors

_____~ _ _GA Mt I N, CE435A

Gru Ks 1  I Scott me it. Sri r64 *FBI@_-____

(rJdSI ... fVtns .Rihtsl ..... 71 17.00 2.03 -0.10 -0.10
Wrocl ..... .3 7.0 .0 -07 -. 05

*1R -W+ -0 .... 49.43 49.81 4.92 -. 0s -. 01
..... 13.2s 1 12. 3. 16 .06 .03

25,3'.79 j Z.01 5.51 .0-14 .00
R--W+20 ... 14.13 14.34 7.68 -. 0! -. 04

5 Sanittie N~35. o ~ e f scoreti items - 1.
*lo 1114 takdr, t, his, Measc positively scofcd respow-t,. wrongs meant negatively se ired

*Eens1fvJ zsample a.34 4 0S wit scored items66.

For ar-*', of 375 or 3-R4 a corrul;&on of 0. 14 is; requiredl for significance
It thae 5 pe-rcen, Icvvl .inv1 of 0.13 for signiificance at the I [Wr~cent le~vel.

boh-d4atwin.--Onti lic hasis of thev oltained valtidtics it appears that
th-: Invew1ory of Factors GAMNTN h~lds praoi\ýnlly 11o pronlise as ani itt-

'trv.ivirt for prcthii ting gra 115.-itioti- tthinaii~tion fro-i pr~sti ry pilot train-
Ing. None of ltec f . e C3cteorics gives a biseriAl correlati'.n that eve
closely approxitnaltc signlificance at ihe S percent !cvcl. This is intcrest-
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111g9t 1101 Wuke poinit of v-i1c- namcily, the failuire of any sign of validity
for the mti;i'ctilinittV Score. Tlii rvti~lt shouildl be coRIsi'lere1 ill connfection

wfilh the Ity-puti test , regarding tuawculiriit% menttove(! in chapter 25.

No collctlioii of items basced oil item correlation with the criterion

sCeens any) more promlising. There would seem to bc anl excess numbcr of
valid itemls beyondi the confidence limits, but, in vioew of the apparenitly

11Ii Ijinotla 1.1 1i st tI lititioti wi tht its central tvn'knicv at zero andt the failure of
the~ cross-%-aliiladion test ( see table 23.23) to show signif~icanit hiserial

C1J1V1 t()ISit iS. 11-b.blflleL that there are few, if any, genuinely valid

itli it thi collection for the pri.-dictionh of primary pilo t training suec-

ce~s. Probably the item validitit es mierely represent a rand omi sampling

atrounid zero.

Tt might be that this iti." rumlent would lbe of some use if thle scores
o1)taine(l here were combine'! into a compIosite profile. together with the

ses~re.4 obitainied tin the iniventory of factors S T1 1) C FZ and the Guilford-
Martin Personnel Inventory. Theli scores for the 13 factors might be

plotted onI a1 composite graph, by means of which signmificatnt profile con-

figuirations of traits wouild be reVeIled!. Such a study would prove intcr-

esting and p)ossibly fruit ful.

The Minnesota 31tilliphlasic Per-emnatily Invnitaltry, CIE437A

This st'!wa esignled to determine wvhether tile scores which can

Ire derived fromt the group form of the Minnesota Multiphasic Person-

ality rwnettory are related to success in flying training andl to predisposi-

tioni to cominbat fatigue. A\dmiinist ration for validlation purposes was Uin-

dertaken at P sychiological Rew.eemrch Unit No. I in July 1944.

Descriplion.--The M inntesota NItill jirlasic Personality rInvenitory (8)

is alim inst rumlivilt that attcellilts, in ()it wt'. to prvd sco)res onl all of tile

miioiI*C im portant phases Of persotinmhitv. Thme 550 itemls are arbitrarily

clas~nhedl under 26 headings as follows:

1. General health (9 items).
2. Cenleral necurologic (19 items).

3. Cranial nerve, (11 items).
41. N'~litilit% anid coori,,liiatioi (f6 kites).

'.Semmsibihitv (.5 items).

6. Vasonwmtor, trirphic. speech. secro ory (10 items).
7. Car-io* -respiratrory systeam 0 items).
8. (;ýt ro-inte-timmal sys temi (11 itemls).

9. (emnito-tirizmumr) systeml (5 items).

10. Habits (19 items).
11. Famlyli and marital (26 items).

13. Eiluicationial ( 12 items).
1 -. Semial a~ttitudes (16 itemms).
IS. Rteligious attitudes ( 19 itesms)
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16. Ii, it-',,l a:ttitidti'.- -- aw andI ord kr ('46 items).
17. S.cial attituItils (72 items).
I. ..\ Ifvt'. dqkpr(ssive (32 items).
19. Aff'ct, manic (24 items).
20. Obsessive and Compulsive states (15 items).
21. Do-'lu-imns, hallucinations, illusions, ideas of refere'ece (31

iten's).
22. Phl,,bias (29 itemls).
2.1. S adistic, ,Ualochi..tic rtivnds (7 items).

2,1. .Morale (33 items).
25. Itt'is primiarily relate! to., asculinity-fe,,iiziiity (55 items).
26. Items to indicate whether the individual is trying to place him-

self in an improbably atcceptable light (15 items). H
I Internal charaitristics.-This group form of the te:,t Consists

(if the same 550 items that were originally deve,,'l, ed as ant individunally
a, ltini,•t,.-re, catl-sorting form. The response to each itcm is rmcnrded
in one of thrce categories: (a) "true, or mostly true." (b) "not utsually
trie, or entirely untrue," and (c) "'cautot say.' Sample items are:

! like to read neiv•'spaper celitorials.
S, ,mv,ne I,..., it in for me.
I do not like everyone I know.

(2) .. Idinistratio..-Pertineiit directions are:

lit ili-; iiIm-t.ry you are a~ked for information about your feelings, your likes
and di-likc, and a great many oilier things. This is not a test. There are no "right"
aiiwxvcr,; except lhe answers that tell the truth aboumtn yourself. To a large extent,
y-tur ticre,.; iii air-crew training will dehpcnd upon how wxell you are understood by
tm,,-.e it- %'vargt*. It is tlrt-cfure to your own interest to fill out this blank carefully
and cotttpletely.

(3) Searing.- -The authors hlave prepared keys for hypochonldriasis,
htvstcria, t.h-pression, psychasthlinila, psychopathic deviation, masculinity-
f-.miininity, :Ir.lmoia, schizophrenia, and hyponiania. Tt was (d.Cidled to
use tht'.e kt-'s onlv if ati item-validity study l indicated that these keys
had iotc-ntial v.,lidlily for prediction of pilot success ill plrimwary training.

S.%t,1tifcah' resils.---Data are complete for 956 pilots in pr;mary train-
ing.

(I) T.,'s r,'lajbility.- -Reliabilitv data were not comptitted. The au-
thirs h.ave fomund that the test-retest re-liability coefl•icients of their keys
range from 0.71 to 0.83.

-2) Ite'm vade', v. -- sample ,f pilots was split into two groups.,
I4l, .s ;n.1. et\lls. '.-cht havinig all N 'f 1"00, and separate item analyses
we-re. " i .<cIlli.h.e.l fti" the 2 sutbsat:tples. I)istribltitUts of phis for the
,,l,ls ;tmil the vv'-i., grump otn the basis of a split of 90-10 or better is
jprt-s-tL-tei. il tadble 23.2-1. Only positive phis :Ire givent, since the test
prved to bIe esst-ztti.'tll" a set (if two-choice itt-',s for thi.pdp ibi4u.
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TAB,. 23.24.- Distribution of this based on two samples of .100 pilots in tinmry
training, us.ing t16 'PIUati -cliihjoti,,n criterion, for the M.tinn.sota 11146phimaiic

l•°'rs on-et I'ntory. 0-E137A.

Phi - - (odds) I (even')

0.I5 to 0.19 .......................................... 2 60.10 to 0.14 .......................................... 26 35 3
0.05 to 0.09 . ........................................ tIl 122
0.00 to 0.04 . ......................................... 205 182

Total .......................................... 351 348

For an N of 400, a phi of 0.10 is sigiiificant at approximately the 5
percent level of confidence, and a phi of 0.13 is significant at the I per-
cent level. For the evens group, 4-1 phis reached or exceeded the 5 per-
cent level of significance, of which 19 rcached or exceeded the I 1wrcentt
level of significance. For the odds group, 28 phis reached or exceeded
the 5 percent level of significance, of which 5 reached or exceeded the
1 percent level of significance.

Evaluation.-In view of the app:nrently uniniodial (listribution of phis
with a central tendency at zero It )robable that there are few, if any,
genuinely valid items in ibis collection for the prediction of primary
pilot training success. Tlh.se analyses are Liken to indicate that no validity
for the test could restlt f:ont a cross-V;aldatioit study, and, accordingly,
none was attempted.

It is to be reiembered that this ii;strument was developed for use as
a clinical dev•ce in the prediction and confirmation of diagnoses of clin-
ica! entities. It may oe that it wouhl prove valid itn predicting criteria
such as combat fatigue. 1i was not possible to carry out this type of
validation study.

Mhintsota Personality Scale, CE4.38A

The information citf:d here is concerned entirely with the forint for
men of the Minnesota PersotialityrScale (3), which was also adminis-
tered at Psychological Research Unit No. I in January 1944.

Dcscription.-Five aspects of personality are measured: Morale, so-
cial adjustment, family relations, emotionality, and ecolnonmic conserva-
tism. These traits were reported to have resulted from a factor analysis
of several personality tests, and they are defined as follows:

a. High morale scores are indicative of beL.f in the hMstitutions and
future possibilities of society. L.ow scores usuall, indicate cynicism or
lack of hope in the future.

b. IHigh social adjustment scores tcnd to be characteristic of the gre-
garious, socially mature individual in his relations with other people.
L.ow scores are characteristic of the socially inept or under-socialized
individlual.

c. H igh family relations scores tusually signify friendly and healthy
parent-child relations. Low scores suggest conflicts or maladjustments in
lparent-child relations.
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d. Iligh ecintihmality sctres are rejlresetitati'e of emotilonally stable
1nd1.1 self-pos•.ss.•'4 inflividluai,.. ILow worvs m:ayv r,..t ii from -inxiviv
'61alcs or over-ractive toitIllicis.5.

,'. 1ligh c('onomic coiisrvali. ni SC ' s itiolica c (,ns.rv'alI\e CCOW)Mic 1
;attituIes. L.ow scor.s reveal a tCl(I,.nCV tfW~tr(I liberal or radical points

of vie,'w on current CconoZmIic and! indu'ttrial problems.
(1) Intcrnial ch araclernlsics. -The test is divided into 5 sections, and

it consists of 218 questions. Each item has five alternative responses.
Part I consists of questions-i1-40 dealing with morale. Each item is to be
• answered by one of the alternatives: (SA strongly agree; (A) agree;
(U) undecided; (D) disagree; and (SD) strongly disagree. Sample
items are!: (a) "Court decisions are almost always just" andl (b) "There
is really no point in living."

Part I1 comprises items 45-105, and deals witll social adjustment. The
alternatives from which the examinee is to choose are: (AA) almost
always; (F) frequently; (0) occasionally; (R) rarely; and (AN)
almost never. Sample items are (a) "Do you have a fairly good time at
parties?" and (b) "Are you able to recover quickly from social blun-
ders?"

Part III is concerned with family relations, amd Anclut,'s .tems 106-
135. These items are answered witl, one of A've alic.natives of the series
(AA) almost always, through (AN) almost never. Sample items are:
(a) "Do you and your parentu live in different worlds, so far as ideas
are concerned?" and (M) "Have you had to keep quiet or leave the
house to have peace at home'."

Part IV deals with e-ioionia: stabiiity, consisting of items 142-176.
These items are ax)swcrc(! cn .he ..aii. co:itiantimt of responses used in
part Ili. Sample items are: (a) "Are your eyeF very sensitive to light ?"
a11d (b) "I)o ideas ruri thirough your head Fo that vcu cannot sleep?"

Part V consists oi items 186-i218 dcaling with econovmic conservatism,
answere,! with alte,'n.-.iv,'s ranging from (SA) strongly agree, to (SD)
strongly disagree. Sample itemn are: (a' ;'riatc (octors should en-
courage trends towards socialized medicine," and (b) "The government
should take over all large industries."

For purpnse' o( con|\'"ienc, in rtac':ine scori'g, there are gaps in
the numbering of items betweetn parts I and I, 1TI and IV, and IV
and V.

(2) ,Apyti:istratio,a.-Torty-five minutes suflice for almost ail ex'mi-
nees to complete the test. Pertinent dirvctiuas a,'e:

The follo\wing pages contain a ntinibcr cf staenients about which there is no gen-
cral agreenicnt. Pcople differ in the way they fecl about the state'cn:s, and there
are no right or wrong answers. WCe Are trying to siuny certain apects of peronality
that are important in your adjustment to aircrew training. You c:,, he!p dS by
answering cacti question honestly and thmightftlly. hfal,pincss and satisfying
achievement are definitely related to.your personal adjustments, thertLfort any effort
to study this aspect of your life is worth your cooperation.
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mark the one alternatiive %hinch best expresses your feeling about tilt
\\te 'n: henev-er possible let your owni personal experience determine your

answer

One practice problem is given before beginning thle test.
(3) Scoring,.-The inventory is inach ine- scored using the authors'

keys, with each response bteing weighted from one to five.
Statistical rcsults.-Results are available for 338 examninees who took

primary pilot training.

(1) Test ircliability.-Rediabilitics were not computed for this group.
The authors' corrected odd-even reliability coefficients arc as follows:
Part 1, 0.84; part IT, 0.97; part 111, 0.95; part IV, 0.94; and part
V, 0.92.

(2) Jnlcrcorrclations.-Thie intercorrelations of thc part scores are
givcn in table 23.25. In general, the degree of intercorrel'tion is suffi-
ciently lowv to insure some (degree of itidvpendence of the scores.

TADI~g 23.25.- Part score~ '13ercorrelaiions for the Alinunz.sota Personality Scale,
CE-43&.l, based on the scores of a grou~p of 338 pilots in primtary training

1 2 3 4

1. Morale........................... 0.4 0.30 J 0.35 .3
2. Socmaly eadutmont3 ....... .42 So4 .27
3. Scamil readutions........... .. .3.0. .432 .64 .J7
4. Fmotionaliily ...........
5: Economic conservatism ... 2

(3) Test validity. -Val idat ion data, based onl a simple of pilots in
primary training, using the grd~to-lmntincriterion, are given
in table 23.26. For this sample a lbiscrial couflicient of 0.15 is required
for significance at the 5 percent level and a covfficient of 0.20 for signifi-
cance at the 1 percent level.

TADLz 23.26.- Validation data usinig the gro-duaiaon-elimination criterox for thit
five cate gories of the Minnesota Personality Scale, CE438A.4 base-A m- _a manopl

of pilots in j'ri'nary, troaa-ing'

Score M P ** .,s

Morale.............................. 47.91 47.65 9.34 0.02 0.04
Soilh2ustment ..................... 6.1 6&94 M861 -. 09 -. 14

Family rlations ...................... 4S.50 45.23 9.03 .02 .04
Emotionality .......................... 43.16 43.04 22.69 .02 .00
Economic conservatism ................. 5.31 2.01 6.9s .04

IN6 =338. #,=079.
"Corrected to an~ unrestricted stUanie standard deviation of 2.01L

IEvaiuation.-On the basis of the present validation study, it app,!ars
that the Mininesota Personality Scale, CE.43$.\. has no value for pie-
dicting success in primnary pilo. training. Thle highest validity coefficients
obtained were 0.07 fur economic conservatismn anid -0.10 for sociaJ ad-
Justrncni. These coefficrints do not difier significantly from zero.
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Shipley Perponal In%.ientory, Forma l Ki, CE6OIB

h, purpose (if this test is to dh.l(.ct thosl, illi'idulals who exhibit
ipsvychlieituroic itr psychotic s.,ynipt.tims. F'xperinwntal ainimstra, ion of
this instrumte., in the Air Corps was :icconllishcd by Psychological Re.
search Unit No. I anld by headquarters- of the AA\F Training Command.

In this report, the results of three validity studies will bN mentioned.
"The first study was designed for the purpose of vaalidation of this test
against the criterion of success in primnary pilot training. The secondl and
third studies were conducted for the purpose of validating the test
against the criterion of saitis factory,-ui.isatisfactory adaptability ratings
for military aeronautics, for a group of aviat•loin students and for a1
group of WASPs.

Description.--'The scored itemis have beiln dikided ,\ thbO athor lilto'

20 clusters, on a purely a priori basis, and they were d.•ignlcd as con-
venient groupings for the psychiatrist, to help in obtaining a qualitative
picture of the individual. In general use of the test, prhim;ry concern is
with the single quantilativc score, and the clustering feature was de-
signed primarily to appeal to the psychiatrically inclined. Without enter-
ing into a discussion of their natures, the clusters are: Psychopath A
and B, neurotic A and R, irresponsible, inadequate, social poise, sex,
sociability, hypochondriasis, near psychosis, gastro-intestinal, epilepsy-
dizzy, family stability, family not closely knit, mood swing, school suc-
cess, femininity, job-school link, and miscellaneous. These categories
were not considered in the AAF's use of the inventory. They are pre-
sented merely as a means of describing its content.

(I) Internal charactcristics.-The inventory consists of 145 items, 60
of which are scord to yield the total number of undesirable responses.
Each item affords two choices, from which the examinec is to s-cct ihec
one which seems to apply better to him. The choices are printed in two

columns, as in the following sample:

L R
I take life easy ..... I tend to worry.
I like to listen to the radio..... I prefer a bang-up party.
I like to stay put. .... I've gone on the bunt.

(2) Admninistration.-Since testing tine is not splcified in the direc-
tions for the test, the first group of 280 tested was used to standardize
the timie. It was found that approxintatcly 50 pv-rcent of the group comi-
pitted half of the items in 15 minutes. and that 80 percent couiiplctcd the
test in 30 minutes. Accordingly, in latcr administrations, at the end of
15 minutes all exain.a's were admonished to work more rapidly. Thirty
minutes wc-i- allowed for completion of the test.

Pertinent dirkctiuns are:

In this qiustionnaire ,ou are to give information which will help others under-
stand )ou. You a,e 'o indicate certain things about yr)ur j,,b preference., interests.
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In each question you will always have two answers to choose between *
the one on the left side of the page. and the one on the right. Choose the answer
which fits you best. Even if neither fits you very well, you must choose the one that
fits you better than the other

Remember. you must a: .vays choose one answer to each question. Be sure not to
skip any questions. WVork rapidly.

(3) Scoring•-The test was scored by the author's key, consisting of
60 choices which are considejed undesirable. In a preliminary adminis-
tration of the inventory, the author found that an undesirable score of
18 seemed to be significant as a line of demarcation between the abnor-
mral and the normal group.

Statistical results.-The results of three validity studies and other
pertincat statistics, where available, will be presented.

(1) Test reliability.-Test reliabilities were not computed.
(2) Test walidity.-Tn the first study, a sample of 1,419 pilots origi-

nally tested at Psychological Research Unit No. I in October 1943
vielded a biserial correlation of 0.0M, uncorrected f)r restriction of range,
between "undesirable" scores in this inventor. and the graduation-elimi-
natkin criterion in prinwary pilot training. The biscrial coefficent cor-
rected to an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00 is 0.05. The
niean score for graduates is 6.73, for liininees 6.41, arnd the standard
deviation for both combined is 3.34. Of this sample 81 percent were
graduates. The obtained coefficieunt is barely significant at the 5 percent
level, but it is in the unexpected direction.

The second study employed the criterion of satisfactory-unsatisfactory
adaptability ratings for military aeronautics. A sample of 2,107 aviation
students tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 1 yielded a biserial
::orrelatioti of -0.35 between the number of undesirable responses on
the test and the criterion of satisfactory-u'rsatisfactory adaptability rat-
ing for military aeronautics. No distribution data are available for this
sample. For a sample of this magnitude a bisý!rial coefficient of 0.10 is
significant at the 1 percent level (the split was 0.975-0.025).

A comparison was made of the mean scores on the inventory, for 53
aviation students who received unsatisfactory adaptability rating for
m.iitary aeronautics scores and for 510 who received satisfactory scores.
The 510 were members of a random sample obtained from a total group
of 2.054 tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 1. The mean score
for the sample was 6.71, with a standard deviation of 3.49; the mean
for the total group was 6.77, with a standard deviation of 3.49. The
mean score for the group of 53 cases Was 9.49, with a standard deviation
of 4.06. The critical ratio of the differetice between means of the satis-
factory and unsatisfactory scores is 4.80, which indicates a very signifi-
(ant difference.

A third study pertains to scores of 194 WASP's (classes 44-W-6 and
4-1-\V-7) on the adaptability rating for military acronautics, as obtained
by a psychiatrist intirviewer, and score.s on a revised format B. This
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revision Gf the tesi was modified so as to omit items that applied only
to males and to <,i • new items applicable to females. The ratings
were divided into four categories: (a) satisfactory, (b) borde'line sat-
isfactory, (c) borderline unsatisfactory, and (d) unsatisfactory. The
mean undesirable score on the inventory for the entire WASP group
is 8.65.

With the WASP criterion data combined into two categories-two
satisfactory subgroups in one :and two unsatisfactory subgroups in the
other--the biserial coefficient between adaptability rating for military
aeronautics and inventory score is -0.36. This value is close to that ob-
tained for aviation students.

(3) Item s-alidity.-After dividing the aviation student sample of
answer sheets into two random halves, the responses to the items were
correlated with the graduation-elimination criterion from primary pilot
training. Since this test is a two-choice one, only the A responses were
tallied in the phi distributions. The distributions of the phi coefficients
are shown in table 23.27.

TABLE 23.27.-- Distribution of plhs based on item analysis for cross-validation of
9he Shipley Personal Inventory, CE6O1B

Pai I (evens)l f (odds)l

0.1. to 0.19 ........................................... 1 0
0.10 to 0.14 ........................................... 9 4
0.05 to 0.09 ...................................... 28 26
0.0 to 0.04 ........................................... 53 2

Total ........................................... 91 85

'N=63K

In interpreting these phi coefficients, it can be said that for an N of
636, a phi of 0.08 is significant at approximately the 5 percent level of
confidence, a phi of 0.11 is significant at the I percent level. In the odds
sample, I I phis reached or exceeded dhe 5 percent level of significance
with 2 of these ;tv"I'A-ing or exceeding the 1 percent level. For the evens
sample, 15 phis reached or exceeded the 5 percent level; 4 of these
reached or exceeded the 1 percent level. On inspection, it would seem
that the number of phis occurring at significant levels could have been
expected by chance.

Evaluation.-On the basis of these data, the Shipley Personal Inven-
tory, format B, is not useful as an instrument for the prediction of
graduation-climination from primary pilot training. The biserial coeffi-
cient of 0.06 b.twcen the criterion of gradIuation-elintination from pilot
primary training and undesirable responses wo the inventory is barely
significant at the 5 percent lcvel. This coefficient is in the opposite direc-
tion from that expected, however, and could be a chance deviation from
zero.

The critical ratio of the difference between the unsatisfactory group
a31 the satisfactory group on the adlaptability rating for military aero-
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nautics is 4.80, which indicates high significance. The biser w. .,-ent
between urdesirable responses to the inventory and the criterion of un-
satisfactory adaptability rating for military aeronautics is 0.35, which
is far above the level of significance required at the I percent level, but
which is somewhat questionable because of the one-sided split of these
data. A similar correlation was obtained with a small group of WASPs,
in which the split was welt balanced.

Several objections that are of interest arise in the use of this instru-
ment. It is reported that sonic of the items appear unsuitable for use in
the selection program, because they present a choice between an accept-
able and unacceptable response (e. g., "I get embarrassed easily"-"!
seldom get embarrassed"), or because both items are socially unaccept-
able and of the type of "Hlave you stopped beating your wife?" (e. g.,
"Our family scraps often came after someone had been drinking"-
"Drinking never was the cause of our family scraps").

It is reported that during the adminlstration of the test there was con-
siderable laughter and many comments and questions. The comments of
the examinees, in general, centercd about the fact that some items were
silly, that many seemed to be repeated, and that there was difficulty in
choosing between the alternatives, with considerable resentment being
shown in regard to being forced to make a choice in situations in which
the examinees denied having any previous experience.

Restricted Word Association Test, CE702B

I'The purpo.e of this test is to predict emotional stibility during and
after combat service.'

Description.--The idea of this test is based on the assumption that
words, or more specifically the meanings of words, k-come associited in
conformity with the relationships that exist between the individual's

j affective attitudes and tenldencwvs to action and the situations to whiih
such subjective factors relate. If, for instance, a given individual's prin-
cipal tendency to action with respect to Hlitler would be to attack, then
the stimnulus-word "Ilitler" wouhl elicit some such response word as
anger, rage, or hate. If a given individual is excessively self-concerned,
a number of different stimulus-words should elicit responses referring
to himself. If an indiviihlual is generally negativistic, tie might be ex-
pfi'cted to respond frequtently with a word which is the opposite of the
Sstlimulus-word. Finally, if an individual is o'erscnsitized to somne given
fact, stimulus-words &:,oting the fact or connoting characteristics of
the fact should reveal the examinec's sensitivity.

(I) Intcrntal characteristics.---The test consists of 50 items. Each
item coisists of a stinmulus-word followcd by five alternative response-
words. Thirty of the stimulus words were se!ected as related to the work
of air crew. These are mixed with 20 from the Kent-Rosanoff list. The

I DevelopetL at P• cbololtical Research Unit No I. Chief contributors: LA. ViLaa L F-Ier
andI Capt. Donald SupCI.
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examinee is asked to indic;ate the response-word in each case with which
in his thoughts and/or f,.lings the stimults-word is most strongly as-
sciated. A sample item follows:

In my thoughts and/or feelings FAILURE is most strongly associated with:
(a) Success.(b) War.
(c) Mysclf.
(d) Flyng.
(W) Fear.

(2) /ldministratiop..--The test is group-ad'ninistered. There is no
tittl limit, suflici.nt tinmc ..ing allowed for all examin'es to complete
the test. lPertin'nt directions are:

This is an inif,rmation te.; to see how words are a%-zociatcd with other %ords in
cadcts' thoughts anll fcdlings. You %ill be given a key word and below it uil! be
litled five oilier words. You arc to select the one of these rive word., which is most
stroingly connected in your l|igughts and fccli|gs with the key word.

This is not a tc-i (of how well you unilerstam| word-;. There are in) right for wrong
answers. l)ilTerr'i petoplc have diflervni a,;,ociaiion; lbtween words, and thl inten-
tion of this test is to get information about the'.e differences.

The choices for ech(i of the key words on this tcst have been selectcd in such a
way that there is no single hem choice or answcr for any key word. You will do best
if you do not linger over any qut..imon, but ,helect ic word %%hich you feel, at your
first iinpres.iou. scem.. to go most ,trongly wit;h the key word.

(3) Scoring.-Test scoring is accoi•plished by mecans of an a1 priori
key.

I'vaihation.-No slati.tical data arc available to permit an cv.aluation
of this test.

PI REFE:IR ENCE INVENTORIES

In this sectiotn are consflfert-d thos. tests that evaluate interests and
pr.-fv'ecnces. The general line of approach is soicwhi-t akin to the bio-
gr;-phi;.dl-tlita apiproach (see ch. 27), which has proved valuablc in pre-

air-crew success. 1hrce of the four tests are commercially pro-
ui~io n ; ,,! was constructed in the AAF program.

ihe Strong Voartiunal fItere.t Blank for .Men, CE3O3A

'xl'-rintental aolini;stration of this well-known (iutestionnaire was
un, ertakcn in an effort to c'stimatc the validlitv of its large niunili'r of
interest items, in prcilicting pilot success. with the proqlc-,t of ,leselop-
aioct of :a .wcring key for pilots.

I),'srriati,,n.-.-This cnmt-rcially-lirosifcd (15) interest lNuaik nca's-
tircs the kh.grve of similarity N-twi-cn :,it cxprcs.-Ad incrt-sts of the cx-
amhn-e atill the prirfe'%e'd inltrest., of leadlers in sonie 38 professions and

'ktilliations far ilhch thI" t'st is sc'i,real Ratings are ittade for suich
firlds as artist. pisychlologi-t, physician. policCan..I .ial sicince teacher,
varlk-nier, ad,' 11'1 1.m. .Mi for :attlifirs. or journalists. Two non-

-Ck\iUli•IAth .-c 111 n4adc ,,ie fir |a-culinit'-femininity and the

other fc;r mttrs.,:-nataurity.
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(1) Internal characieristics.--The blank consists of 400 items, each
with three alternative responsvs. There are eight s'ct ions, which are
liptcd in order"

P'art 1. Occupati,,ns. In this st'ction thw vxanitiw' indicates wheth r
or not he would like each of some 100 different occupations, respod(ling
with "like," "indifferent," or "dislike." Sample occupations are: astron-
omer, governor of a State, and machinist.

Part 11. School subijcts.-The examinee indicates, by means of the
same ratings used in section 1, his interest in various school subjects.
Sample subjects arc: bmokkecping, military drill, and typewritilg.

Part III. ,lnmusments.-Using the same ratings as in the previous
sections, the exameine records his first impression to various types of
amusements, including sports, reading material, and places to visit. Saml-
pies are: roughhouse initiations, symphony concerts, and Atlantlc
.lfonthly.

Part IV. Alcth'ilis.-Tn this section, the cxamiiwe again employs the
ratings of "like," "indifferent," or "dislike," to indicate his interest in
activities which range from the scdentary to the extremely active. Sam-
ples are: saving money, arguments, and pursuing bandits in sheriff's posse.

Part V. Peculiarities of pople.-[n this section, the examinee :s in-
structed to recor.d his first impression of various types of people, using
the same ratings as in the preceding scctions. Samples are: spinndthrirfs,
people who talk about themselves, and pe'ople who dont believe in evo-
lution.

Part VI. Order of preference of acta'ities.--This section consists of
4 groups of 10 items each. The examinec indicates which 3 of the group
of 10 items he likes most, and which 3 he dislikes most. The remaining
four activities are checked "iniliffcrct." Samples from I group of 10
items are: Operate (manilmlate) the new machine; discover an im-
provt ment in the (i,-sign of the machine; and determine t0c cost of
operation of the machine.

Part VII. Coniparison of interest bectw,'eeD two items.-Pairs of items
are given to whict the examince rcspou ls by checking one or the other
of the pair of items, or if his preferenct: is equal, he may indicate that
choice. Samples are: ChaufTeur or chef; Do a job )yourself or delegate
job to another; aid iPeal with things or deal with people.

Part VIII. Roting of present abilities and characteriasics.-This sec-
tion is (ivipled into two parts. In the first, t',e examince is to indicate
by ".yes, ," or "no" whcthcr or not each of a group of statemcents
spplics to him. Samples are: Tsually gtI other people to do what I want

dlone; Able to meet enmergencies quickly and effectively; and Show firm-
ness without being easy.

In thw u-cutnId part of this suction, the examinee is to indicate which
one of grotips of three statunit-ans applies best to him. Samples are:
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(1) Tell jokes well. (2) Scidoin tell jokc,. (3) Practically never
101 joke%.

(1) Worry considerably (2) Worry very little. (3) Do not worry.
AboutI mistake%.

(2) Administration. - -The test wa-.s admninistered withouttam limit,
hetwecui 45 and 60 minutes being required for all1 examinees to finish.

(3) Scoring.--Trhe auithor's keys were not used. It was planned, in-
%tato develop ant empirical key for pilots. For purposes of cross-

validwaioit, aniswer sheets were split into two groups. Separate item
amialyse.s were accomplished for the two subsamplc-', andl two scoring
keys were devised. The criteria for scoring a respon:;e were (a) a phi
significant at or 6eyoiid the 5 percent level (0.11) and (b) a split of
85-15 or better. The ec(iis group wvas scored with the odds1 key, and the
otlh1s group was scored with the evens key.

Statistical results.--] )ata arc available for a group of approximately
650 pilots who took primlary training, who w~ere originally tcste(1 in June
19414 at IPsychological Research Unit No. 1.

(1) Itemn validlity.-After dlividing the sample of answer sheets into
two randlomn halves, the responses to the items were correlated with the
graduation-elimination criterion front primary pilot training. The dlistri-
butions of the phi coefficients are showvn in table 23.28. The phis are
based on "yes" or "like" responses only.

TA3Lz 2328.- Item validation data for grouts of tilots in trirnary Straining for the
Strong Vocational Imterest Bflank, CE303A

Phi I (oddis), (Cevens)

O.1l to 0.22................................................ I
0.13 to 0,O............................................... 14 4
0.03 to 0.12............................................... S6 31
0.03 to 0.07.......................................................as72
-002 to 0.02............................................. 117 its
-0.07 to -0.03............................................ 67 84
-U.12 to -0.08............................................ S 49
-0.17 to -0.13............................................. Si

Total........................ ....................... 363 366

s'NJ2L *Ni2ZS. -_____- ______

fit imitcrjretiig these phi coefficienits, it can be sa-id that for an N of
322, a phi of 0.11 is significant at approximately the 5 percent level of
Con1fidence, and a phi of 0.15 is signiificant at the I prctitci level of con-
fideneL'e. fit the odlds sample 37 phis (25 positive and 12 negative) reached
or exceeded the .5 perct-nt level of signiificance. amid 9 of these (8 posi-
tive and I tirgative) reachedl or exceeded the I ptircett. level of signifi-
cance. In the evens %ample, 32 phis (10 positive and 22 negative)
reached or execdled the 5 percent level of significance, with 4 of these
(4 negative) reaching or exceedling the I percent level of significance.
Thecre would sieul to be an excess mnumber of phis beyond the confidence
limits, but. in view of the apparently uninimihlal distributi~mi with its cen-
tral tendecncy at zero, it is probable that there are fcw, if any. genuinely
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valid items in this collectioni for tie prediction of primary pilot training
Success.

(2) Cross- z alidat ion dazta-.- -Cross -N ahidation, nieveritheless, %%as IccI
plished. Cross- val idation data are priemnti-d lit table 23.29. Since only
one of the keys shows a validity thait appruximaieS the 5 percent level
of significance (and theni in the reverse direction), it is corcludcd that
the scoring of this test with these empirical keys has no value in predict-
ing pilot success in primary training. With the exception of this one
key, the remaining biserial coetlIicicnts do4 iiot come close :o significance.

TABLE 23-29.- Crosi-validation for a group of pilots in primrnay framinivg, wing a
grad ua tic" dg,,uina lion criterk'on, for the Strongq Vorationoii Interest Blank, CI?503A

Group Key Scott MOP N1. SDO "40 0,40

Odds$......... Evens ........ Rights ......... 2S.21 27.57 6.50 -0.03 -0.01
W`a... 19.69 19.61 4.83 .01 .01

5- ... .52 S.96 10.13 -. 03 -. 01
Evensl ........ Odds ....... RigIhs 1i7,1S 17.40 3.98 .1-0

Wro~ng 12.04 11.21 3.29 4.15 .20
5.31 6.19 5.90 -. 10 -.i3

'Corrected to an unrestricted stanille standafd deviation of 2O.00
'N, 322, p,=0.70. number of scoced iiems~gS.
'N,=32S, p,=0.70, number of scored items=%.
f~ gnificant at the S percent eveL.

Evalitation.-On the basis of the failure of the cross-validation re-
stilts, it is concluded that this test cannot be used to predict success in
primary pilot training.

It shou!d be rcremembred that the attemp1~t to derive an empirical key
for this test wvas not similar to that customiarily followed by Strong. His
procedu're would have compared experiencud pilots' responses with those
of other combincd occupational groups. It would seem, however, that
the procedlure used in this study was more diir 2ct and should have yielded
positive results if time itemis of the Blank arc potentially discriminating
for pilot selection.

Maller-Glascr Inuterest Values Iiven tory, (:ES lA
This inventory was adlministeredl in air,. attemnpt to determine the valid-

ity of personal -valueis scores In predictinig success in flying training.
Dt-scription.-Allport anti Vernon (I ), following Spraimgcr's classi-

fication inI types of ment ( 14), conistructcd a test to 'Ictcrnminc the relative
prominence of six basic mo~tives or evaluative ittittu-les that govern men's
actions. These are: thieoretical, economic, aesthectic, political, social. and
religious. The Maller-Clascr siimplificatiosm of the Allport-Vernion test is
aimedk at ineasuitrig four t\ypes of persoimal values: (a) social. (b) eco-
nomic, (c) aefsthetic, and (d) theoretical.

(1) Internal elzaracteristics.-The in%-cn. .ry consists of 34 items,
each with f-ur alternative responises. It is dividcd into three parts.

Part I consists of itemls I throughm 10. Each item consists of four
words. The examineec's task is to select the one word frotp amiong each
group of four that pleascs hism mlost. A sainiple item is:61



(a) Money.
(b) Research.
(c) Welfare.
(d) Mtosterpiere.

Part I[ includes items 11 through 20 It is concerned with word asso-
ciations, in which the examinee is presented with a key word and four
alternative responses. The task is to select the alternative which seems
most closely associated with the key word. A sample is:

Civilization:
(a) Justice.
(b) Order.
(c) Refinement.
(d) Reason.

Part III includes items 21 through 34. The sectiai is concerned with
interests, in which the examinee indicates which of the four alternatives
has most appeal for him. A sample item is:

If you were employed by a large automobile manufacturing concern and you had
the necessary ability, which of the following positions would you prefer?

(a) Handle the laber rel.-ions work.
(b) Do research work on the development of a better automobile engine.
(c) Direct a new market system for selling the car.
(d) Work at improving the appearance of the automobile.

(2) ,,hhinistratir ..- Sufflcient time was allowed so that all could
complete the test. Ptinent directions are:

This is a test of interests and values. Investigations have shown that men vary in
the choices which they make in this test, and that these differences affect success in
various types of activities. There are no right or wrong answers; simply indicate the
one answer which appeals most to you.

(3) Scoring.-The authors' key was used in scoring. The test is scored
for the four vahies of social (S), economic (E), aesthetic (A), and
theoretical (T). One alternative for each item is scored for each value.
Thus, there is an S, F', A, and T alternative to each item.

Statistical results.-Results are available for 524 pilots in primary
training, originally tested in January 1944 at Psychological Research
Unit No. I.

(1 ) Test rliability.--Reliahilities were not computed.
(2) Test validity.-Validation results are presented in table 23.30.

TAutx 23.30.- 1'alidation data for pilots in primary training using the graduation.
elimination criterion, for the Auller-Glaser Interest Values Inventory, CE514A'

.;Core It@, SD, r,,* r

Social .............................. 6.64 6.80 3.06 -0.03 -0.09
Economic ........................... 13.27 12.11 4.SS 8.15 .02
Aesthetic ........................... 4.39 4.94 3.34 -. 09 -. 06
Theoretical ......................... 1 9.64 10.08 4.1t -. 06 .08

'N1=524. p=0.S0.
J Corjeced to an unrestriited stanine standard deviation of 2.00.

Significant at the S perceult level.
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The rather large difference between the corrected and uncorrected bi-
serial coefficients is due to thc stevere restriction of range in the stanine.
lin this samiple, the staindard deviation of the stanline was only 0.97.

(3) littcrcorrclal ions. ---The inte rcorrelations, among the four cate-
gories are presented in table 23.31. Thc universal negative correlations
arc spurious and are due to the fact that the selection of one alternative
automatically means rejection of others.

TABLE 23.31.- Part-score intercorrelationi for the. Mal~er-Gla~ser Interest P'aluts
Inventory, CESIIA4, based on the scores of 524 filots in trirnwry training

Score s E AT~

S....................... -0.23 -0.27 -0.2S
E ...................-. 2 .i -. 40 -. 61
A ................... 27 -. Is. 1
T.....................-.25-.1-5

Evaluation.-lntspect ion of tile lbiseriai coefficients for the Mailer-
Glaser Inventory reveals that only one category---conomnic-had a sig-
nificant validity coefficient in predicting gradaution-elinlitation from
primary pilot training. The exact nature of this relatonsihip is dIubious
since the corrections reduced this value nearly to zero. Thle three re-
maining coefficients were low.

This inventory does have certain advantages over certain other tests
of its type. It is short, the type of items is dliversifiedl, and it has con-
sidlerable interest for thc examinee. It affords more freedom of choice,
in that it provides four alternatives, thani inventories of the yes-and-no
answer variety.

The structure of the key may he open to qluestion, in that each of the
alternatives is scored for one of thle four categories. Examinees fre-
qjuently have conflicts betweeni two eqjually strong choices. It might bc
well to call for two responses to each item, This would add to the infor-
mation that canl be extracted from the same items as well as minimize
conflicts andl redluce negative iiitercorrelationls of scores.

Kuder Preference Rtecordl, CE5I5A
This preference blank was administered experimentally at Psychologi-

cal Research Unit No. I in May 1944 in anl attempt to validate its nine
interest scores, severail of which aire niot measured in the other personal-
ity inventories.

Di'scripiion.--This test is intende-d for use primarily in) thle vocational
andu edlucational gu~idance of high-school and colluge students anid in ecm-

jployee counselling (11). Measurements arc made in nine general areas,
which -ire listed below, tt'.gcther with some of thle diverse activities which
the author states are included in each area:

1. Mcclianical.-Civil engineer, surgeon, indlustrial (designer. fire-
man, and stonemason.

It. Compuhzl~iionial.-Accoutantzit, credit manager, bond salesman,
purchasing agent, andl traffic clerk.
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I I I. Scicntific.--A rcheologist, oculist, agronomist, weather observer,
radio operator, and science teacher.

IV. Pe'rsuasivc.-Advcrtising manager, clergyman, psychiatrist,
lawyer, receptionist, and retail merchant.

V. Arlistic.-Art critic, furniture designer, illustrator, cabinet-
maker, milliner, and photoengraver.

V1. Literary.-Copywri ter, writer, advertising writer, reporter,
English teacher, press agent.

Vii. M usical, -Composer, accompanist, choir director, music teacher,
singer, and sound engineer.

VIII. Social Service.-Ca nip director, psycholot'r', occupatioi al thera-

pist, sales manager, and policeman.

IX. Cler.cal.-Bookkeeper, billing machite operator, cost ac-
countant,and court reporter.

(1) Internal claracteristics. -This preference record consists of 168
items. Each item comprises a group of three activities, from which the
examinee is to indicate the activity he likes the most, and that which he
likes least, as in each of the following sample items:

Sample I
Visit an art gallery.
Browse in a library.
Visit a museum.

Sample It
Collect autographs.
Collect coins.
Coliect butterflies.

(2) Adyninistra4ion.-The test is administered without time limit. Ap-
proximately 30 minutes are require-d for the majority of examinees to
complete the test. Answers are recorded on the author's specially pre-
pared answer shects, suitable for machine scoring.

The dircctions include specific comment on the manner in which the
answer sheet is to be accomplished and several sample problems. Perti-
nent directions are:

This blank is used for obtaining a systematic record of your preferences so that a
picture can be obtained of how your preferences compare with those of others who
have answered the questions. The blank is not a test of ability. There are no right or
wrong answers. An answer is right only if it is a true expression of your prefer-
ence Some of the activities named in the following pages involve a certain
amount of preparation and training. In such cases, make your choice on the assump-
tion that you could first have the training and experience necessary for all the
activities. Do not choose an activity merely because it is new or unusual. Make your
choices on the basis of what you would like to do as a regular thing if you were
equally familiar with all the activities.

In some cases you may find that you like all three activities in a group; in other
cases you may find all three unpleasant. P)lease make your choices for every group
even though the decisions may be hard to make.
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(3) Scoring.-The scoring of the prefe.'rence record is accomplished
by means of the author's keys.

Statistical resilis. ---Results are amailable for a group of 937 pilots
who took primary training.

(1) Test rclhability.-lelialility dawa are not available for this sam-
pie. The author of tbe record reports test-retest reliabilities, on a group
of 41 graduate students, of 0.97, 0.98, 0.95, 0.96, 0.95, 0.95. 0.93, and
0.98, respectively, for the nine areas in the order given above.

(2) Tea validity.-Validity data are presv'nted in table 23.32 for a
group of pilots in primlary training.
TABLE 23,32.- Validation data for pilols in primnary training, using the gradutsion-

elimination criterion, for tihe Kuder Prefernce Record, CESISA'

Score ISte S. 3DO r,, ,, *S os

AfechAnicat ......................... 8 ..13 85.48 35.57 0.02 0.3
Computamional ...................... 3J.12 33.39 9.35 -. 02 -. •2
Scientific .......................... 67.52 67.88 12.58 -. 01 .0A
Persu;sive ........... .............. 68.33 68.47 16.34 -. 01 -. 08
Artistic ........................... .. 49.71 47.84 13.25 .08 .14
Literar ............................. 46,43 46.30 13.29 .03 -. 01
Mu9ical. 1913 18.40 8.96 .05 As
Social science ..................... 63.15 6S.67 14.27 0-.10 -. 6j
Clerical ............................ 46,48 46,25 12.10 .01 -. 06

IN,=937, *, =0.77.
2 Corrected to an unrestricted stanine standard devmation of 12.00.
I Significant at the S petcent level

It is noteworthy that only one of the biserial coefficients-that for
the social-sc5enc,2 score--is significant at the 5 percent level. The artistic
score, which was expected to be. low and perhaps negative on the bases
of biographical-data and sports-atid-hobbies test results, approached sig-
nificance at the 5 percent lvel. Surprisingly, the mechanical score, which
might be expected to have a high dt'gree of validity for predicting pilot
success, had little validity here.

(3) Intercorrclations. -The inturcorrelations among the various in-
terest scores are p)rescntcd in table 23.33.

TABLE 23.33.- Int -rcorrclalions among part scores for the Kuder Preference
Record, CE511,, for a sainpIe of 937 claiifled pilots

Interest I I 1itI iV V VI VII ViII IX

I. Mechaniat3 ...... 0.01 0.24 -0.27 0.20 -0.38 -0.216 -- OO -0e.0
I1. Computational ... .,14 -. 11 -. 22 -. 06 -,07 -. 14 .$3

Ill. Scientiic ........ "3, ... -. 3 -. •t .17 -. 2 -. 06 -. *$
IV. Persuasive ...... -. 1, -. 31 ... -. 21 .15 .0 1 .3 .11

V. Artistic ........... 20 -. 22 -. 04 -. 21 ... -. I3 -. 04 -. 21 -. 19
VI. ILiter ..........- 3 -. 06 .17 .A5 -. 14 ... .16 -. 21 -. 0

VII. Mukica. --. 07 -. 23 .03 -. 04 .. 6 ... -. 14 1
VIl1. Social s'icrlcc -. 01 -. 14 -. 06 .01 -. ?11 - - ... -.15

IX. Clerical .........-. 01 .31 -. 05 .13 -. 19 -'0$ 1 1 -. 11

Upon inspection it may be sk cn that there is little or no degree of

concomitant variation betwcen the htlfcrf•t inel-suk's, with the exception

of that between clerical andi conipttlaitati l scores. which Setlis to be due

to an ovcrlapping in the type of quesilons int each area. The rviationship
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6etween artistic and mechanical scores is just the reverse of what is ex-
pected ollf ai fbnigraiplical-data reut sec.27). It is po~s-

t S1 ibl thatg tile ilegative eocpehiets are slitrioiisly Ligh, dtie to the natuire (if
flt- pairing of the4 variouis iteiis throughout the test.

1D`ahiaiioti. --Onf the basis of the obtained biserial coeflicients, it is
foundl that the Kuder P'referenice Recordl has no value in predicting sue-
cess in primary pilot training. Three of the nine areas measured by the
:wtlior's keys yield biscrial coefficients (different from those expected on
the basis of other analyses. Thus the artistic and miusical areas, which
in other studies have yielded negative validity coefficients, in this Case
h~ave yielded positive ones. The mechanical area, which almost without
exception has had considerable validity for predicting pilot success, in
this case was of negligible value. The chief explanation of this variation
probably lies in the fact that these questions sample appreciation and
inicterst in an area rather #,ban experienice, which is sampled by valid
mechlanical tests. The commnunality between mechanical interest, as ineas-
uredl by the record, and mechanical experience must, therefore, bý very
low. Thit cvidlencc can be taken to micaii that the ,echbanical -exp!ericncc
factor is properly namie(; at least, that it is not an interest factor.

Teacher Preference Scale, CE426A 1

This test was developed for the purpose of assessing several hypotbe-
sized personality characteristics. It was expected that the examinee
would reveal his personality by indicating the type of teacher he prefers.
In using a teacher-preference pairied-activity scale, it was hoped that the
unlderlying principle of the test would be hiidden sufficienitly so that Stu-
denits would not be able to detect its true purpose.

!)excription.-The hypothesized traits for which thc scale is scored
are:

(a) Excessive demand for definiteness of structure (SD) :Individ-
tials vary in the dcgree to which they require dlefiniteness in the training
siltuation. Sonme miay tolerate more unknown elements than others. The
stuiletit with a lowv tolerance for the uncertain reacts to the training
situaition with hesitancy, has (lifitiicltv in building and maintaining eon-
fillence. and is hypersensitive to chanige. Hlis behavior is character-ized
by confusion, itenseniess, blocking, anld anxieties.

MIi Decision difficulties (DD) : in some cases the failure of a stu-
tlent lies in his rcactions to stitutions thait require himt to arrive at dec-
sioNIN quickly and appropriately. In suich situiations, alter-natives must be
kept in) titind, we-ighted,. integrated, and a practical decision reached. The
iIIthividutal with decis;ion ditliculties may know te Yvarious factor in-
%ohedi, yet nlot arrive at decisions quickly and eftectively. The net result

usully iunerable mechanical flying.
(c) E~go-sensitivity (E.S) : This category refer3 to tive individual who

pnWs~ecs Strong. uinsa 'fied cgo needs that arc sufficiently (lonlinant to

Devyei.od U rerbhOSO&A, Ift-&Ib Usit -No. I. Citi cemirabe.: Ua jam~b S. Kovokie.
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interfere with his progress and performaince. Included herc arc such
L traits as hypersensitivity to criticism, extreme desire for independence,

arid self -consciousness. The attention to self tends to leave less attention
for other things pertaining to flying, makes the person hesitant to secure
information, results in tension, hesitancy, and worry about failure to too
great an extent.

(d) Social-sensitivity (SS) :Somewhat related to ego-sensitivity, this
category of social-sensitivity includes such traits as over-attentiveness
to the instructor as a person and] over -depe ndence upon the instructor.

(e) Normial (N) : A normnal key includes those respemscs not keyed
adversely for any of the other traits.

(1) Internal chearacteristics. -The scale is divided into tw,,o parts. In
part I the examinee indicates the type of fvacher that he would like to
have as an instructor. Pairs of characterit tics of teachers are prceentcd,
and the examinee chooses the preferred characteristic in each item. In
part If the examinee indicates the type of 'teacher that he would not like
to have as an instructor, again by chioosing between pairs of characteris-
tics. Sample itemls follow:

Samptle items, part 1: (Choose type of teacher most preferred)
1. A. Thc teadchr who is a "squarc shootcr" and a "regular fellow."

13. Thre teachcr who is able to gailhcr and judge facts and arrive at clear
conclusions.

2. A. The teachier %Ito 11a3s special attention to the slow or maladjusted pupil.
B. The teacher who makes work interesting by using examples and illustra-

tive material.

Sampl items, tart I1: (Choose type of teacher mnost disliked)
1. A. The teacher who is dishonest.

11. The teacher %%Ito is changeable and inconisistenti.
2. A. The teacher wh-Io alwayýs licsitates arid never seems to make up his mind.

B. The teacher %%Iho standls for a lot of foolishness and waste of time.

(2) Ad~mninstrotiown.-li test is grotip-adininistered, 23 ininutes be-
ing allowedl for each part of the scale. There are SO itemis in each part.
At the end of 10 minutas, the rxaminevs are told that they- shouldi be
half-way through the parc. The time llimit was set so that at least 80

vxrcvmut of the grontp would complete the test.
(3) Scuring~.---.Tlmc two parits are sco-red, sieparately according to the

ti%-L- a prio)ri c:.ttgorvs: Normal, (ego senisitivity, sticial scinsitivity. struc-
1 marc dvIinIanls, and decision difficulty.

Statisticasil resulis.- -Dama oil interivl consisiticly and Wcore intercurre-

latiuuus arc availal-h- for piloits ini primary tramining originally Wteted At
ll~ychologcicl Rescarch Unit No. 3 with validation (lala available for
part I only.I

(1) Test -diei/1i. Validity (1la1a are available for .2 group of piht,4

ii prtir t raining. t~iaung the'gala iocluui rioererion. Thece re-

ul Nar t- p ir:-k-ntitul i t t ablV 23.34. I1
T' __ _



TABU 23.34.- Validation data for a grout of Pilots in primary training, using the
graduation.elimination crit,'riun, for part I of the Teacher Preference Scale, CE426Al

Store me M. SLE. r,,r

N ............... • . 35.61 36.19 4.45 -0.08 -0.12
ES.............. 9.02 8.91 2.04 .03 .04
SS .............. . .1.81 12.35 2.27 '-.14 -. 16
S D ................ 10.74 10.66 2.12 .02 .04
!)1)............... 9.49 9.71 1.87 --.07 -. 03

IVN,=422. p,=0.80.
"Corrected to an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.
#Significant at the 5 percent level.

Only the negative relationshiI) bctwevi. the social seiisitivity score and
success in primary pil,,t training is significant at the 5 percent level.

(2) Intcrcorrelations.--Score intercorrelations were computed for
part I, part I1, and Ixbtween correspondling scores in parts I and II. The
correlations between "normal" scores and others are, of course, spuri-
ous, because of the scoring method. Theise results are presented in
tablCs 23.35, 23.36, anud 23.37. On the basis of the intercorrelathuns be-
twee.n the two parts, a low degree of commniunality is indicated. Thus, it
wpuhl have been advisable to validate each part of the test rather than
to base conxclusionS oil part I as sVmp)tonmatic of both parts.

TAILe 23.35.- Intercorrelations of scores for part I of tire Teacher Preference
Scale, CE4.6A'

Key N ES SS SD DD

14 ............... -0.32 -0.25 -0.32 -0.27
F.S .11 .03 .12
S4 .......... -. A 09 .13

S............ -. 27 .12 .13 .14 ..

' 6 p=4i2 ilots in primary training. originally tested from September 13 to Nov. 21, 1944.

TADLE 23.36.- Inntercorrelations of scores for tart i1 of the Teacher Preference
Scale, CE426A'_

Key 7N ES SS SD DD

S ............ ... O.7S 0.59 -0.63 --. "
F.S .................- 0$ .... 4S .34 .28
sr,. ............... [ --. 9 .A 19 .1s

-6.4 ii ... Jo0
)1) .................-- 64 .28 .IS .Jo

--,, o=27 plots in g•sirnry trarning in dIais 4411. or•iinally teted in Novemer 194r 3.

TAv. 2.3 37.- Intereorrelahtons of scores for fpar I wi'•i those of tart It for
Te.acher Preference Scale, CF4L?6P

Key r__ _ rn

.l .................................. 0.39 ..4...... ............... .31 .47
. ..............I ....... .. .41
.............................. .27 .42

D)D ........... ................. 35 .52

=V idet in l~imnall training i" class 441R.
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Ezvaluation.-Inspection of the data for the Teacher Preference Scale,
part I, indicates that only one category, social sensitivity, has any prom-
ise of validity. The coefficient is negative in sign. indicating that students
with low social sensitivity scores have a slight advantage in graduation
from primary training. The relatively low intercorrelations betwcen the
scores on part I and those on part II indicate unacceptably low reliabili-
ties. They may indicate a functional difference between the two ways of
phrasing the questions.

Two criticisms have been made of 'he rationale of this test. First, it

seems likely that, if this test were administered to examinees in any par-
ticular phase of training, they might have certain instructor or teacher
stereotypes which would interfere with the validities of their answers
for prediction in sonie other stage of training. Secondly, it seems ques-

tionable whether an examinee's "ego needs" can be projected clearly.
simply by stating his preferences for teachers.

Another objection lies in the fact that the examinee is forced to choose
between two alternatives, without any recourse to modified decisions.
Thus, lack of a third alternative, such as "don't know" or "haven't ex-
perienced this," might well lower the discrimination required of the ex-
aminee. Group-test administrators report that, having only two possibili-
ties from which to choose, the examinee tends to adopt a somewhat
superficial attitude toward his choices. Apparently, a few questions which
force the examinee to choose between what, for him, are situations be-
yond the scope of his information or experience, or which do not fit
him, will adversely color the nature of his interest and effort toward
the other items in the test.

This type of scale, if carefully developed, might well serve as a selec-
tive device in indicating the type of instructor (ground school or flying)
nee(ded by each student. Likewise, a complementing selective device ap-
plied to instructors might well .vieW information which could result in a
matching of student and instructor, which would yihld an optimal
teacher-student relationship. The test apparently has little promise as
a pilot-selection instrument.

SU3131ARY AND EVALUATION
This chapter has demonstrated that personal inventories and prefer-

ence inventories gen'rally fail in the two primary objectives that were
set for assessment. First, with two, or possibly three, exceptions, none
wvas able successfully to predict graduation from primary pilot trai1iing at
significant levels of confidence. Second, item-validation studies generally
failed to yield miiany ittmsw -ith statistically significant valilities. It nmy
be that with a higher standard of item sewlction-at the I percent level
of confidlence or at the 5 percent level in both odds and evens samples--
better success would have beten attained. Even with this highly restrict-
ing standard, a sulficiently large number of itemims could be pooled from
se•cral ihvIcwtrmks to make further study with thcnh profital~e.
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A very uheful purpose has been achieved, however, in the general fail-
tire of these tests to pre'dict air-crew training succss. It serves as con-
firmation of the belief that temperament tests must be constructed
specifically for the job intended. It is obvious from the data obtained
that almost all these tests, not constructed for the task at hand, fail to
validate successfully against a training criterion.

Tn the discussion of the failure of this type of test to validate success-
fully against a training criterion, it must be remembered that they may
bx. of value in predicting success or failure in combat in terms of combat
neuroises. The chief diffictilty here is in obtaining actual combat valida-
tion data.

It is possible, also, that even in training, the graduation-elimination
criterion or some other job-proficiency criterion is not a suitable one
for the validation of temperament tests. 'Many a person with poor tem-
l'rainental traits may by extra effort and under external pressure show
satisfactory j0b prriciency. The criterion might better be in the areas
of trainee satisfactions and adjustments and of instructor and supervisor
satisfactions with him as a person with whom they must dmeal. Such cri-
teria might yivld quite different validities than those found for tests
de.scrilbd in this chapter.

Criticisms of the tests have been made both from the standpoint of the
exauinee anid fronm that of the administrator. The length of the majority
of the tests is too great, even if modlerate valbe were received. Exami-
nel's have coll plained of actual boredom by the time they have completed
somie of the longer inventories; some have insisted that there is actual
rtept-tition of items.

The structuring of the items is another source of difficulty. In some
cases fe:ir. pridle. or shame, may cause an examinee to falsify his an-
swers. Knowle'dge- or in some ca:ses assumeld knowledge, which is often
faulty- -a:s to what is desired in the classification schema colors many
responses, at timcs causing the examinees to attempt to outguess or out-
with the purpose of the inventory. '[he use of inventories that provide
onely "yes" and "no" responses, without recourse to a third category of
inileciSibll of "?," has be.e.n stated by examinees to be frustrating and
to alTect their reactions to thie ri'maining items in the inventory.

Two suggestions have been mnade fr further study:
(1) Tests such as the Teacher l'reference Scale, CE.426A, if care-

fully develipel. mightv well serve as a selective device in indicating the
type (if instructor nceded by eah1 student. A complementing technique
applied to instructors iiight yield information which coul result in a

mimatching of studt'it and in'-tructor which would afford an optimal
teacher-stud'uit relationship.

(,2) .\ more c,,mpir-liensmve mneasuring device than that of the indi-
vidual in'iv.liorics v ,,till be alfordt'd by colmllining the scores from sev-
-ral comnplementtary ine-ntories--such as the GiutiforeI-Martin Persomnel
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Invvintiry, the Icn.t'otry oif Facvt,'.s S T I) C R. and .\ .M I N I'n-
vetlttory. In this itstanct, ilh( scMru:, ftr tl,,. 13 f'.wt,,rs might h. ph ,thi'
(it) a *0, i 'ii:i, ilt g raplh. 1 % mi,'i (f w hich ý.ign, llic nt p rof itilel h ' o itillig smirlinit ,

i-f trait. w .tth rId rtc-tah.l. \alidah,ti'iI i•i such con11"igurations. wuhl

prove ant itet'rcstitng and poiss.ily fruitful intI.-ligatio11.
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CIIAPTIR IIYENTY-FOUl_________________

Cililical Type Procedures'

IIwrizUcrION

The introduction of clinical types of p~rocedu~res in the air-crew clas-
silication programl c'instimutes a sharp departure from standard wvritten
tusts bo0th in approach and in teclataiques. For this reason it is appropriate
to, state briefly, by way of preamable to the procedures themselves, tile
gciivral rationale tunderlying this use.

Fairly specific aimis were set forth in the project proposal at Psycho-
logical Research Unit No. I for experimental npIplication of clinical pro-
cedlures to :ur-crew classification: (1) To (leterinine the prognostic effi-
ciency of various clinical p~rocedlures, separately and in combination;
(2) to discover and interpret interrelationships amnong clinical tech-
niques and other measurements ; (3) to p~rovidle leads for tile developmen~ut
(if tests that could fie empirically v-;ili(!ktc(l ; Mnd (4) to provide case
studies of the pe-rsonal characteristics of examuinees fronm which could
be built uip eventually a man11 aiialysis (in termns of personality character-
istics) of performiance inl pilot trainhing -tnd, if possible, in combat.

Thle clinical-type lproccultres ittetuupt to emuphasize the interaction
amllong perIsonality traits within the hidividual. Consideration of the role
of compnilsatinig or b~tl~ulcing faictors is funldamen10tal in these procedlures
in evaluating axiiy single charactcristic of the inidividual. Because a global
;ipproach is basic to these 1(chniiquvs, thecy afford the possibility of in-
vestigathng complex interrelationship!: of personality that are difficult to

,scertain through the use of other miethods.
Mall)' of the tests to be describrcl in this chapter are of the type that

in fn-dlnuvy clnical pra-ctice are individually administered, such as the
R'orschach Psych otfiagnoslik and the Themiatic Apperceptio~a Test. In
an attempt to adIjust. themn to. mieet a large testing load, however, either
the scoring or admninistration, or both, were in sonme trials adaptedl to a
large-scale methiod of handling. Suich (levices-as a special scoring sys-
tetin for the iid ividutally--adiniiiiste redI Rorschach, a group-admini ist ration
inethod for the Rorschaclu and for the Themiatic Apperception test-rep-
resent. attemlpts to stre~amtline individuial clinical-type procedures to fit a
large-scale testing program.

Wr~Yitten by S/Sgt. Arthuar Z. Cert.
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Th l~.(iuical Techaniques Project

A clinlical-p rocedut s group 7thait saught tat v-N alire thyc possi~lilt it's
4 ut wilzing a ho0listic ap~proach to the subject of clas;sification for air-
crtvW p)ositionis xvas established at P sychological Research Unit No. 1.

Atne timec the obicctve of this group was to e-stablish an entirely sepa-
raltc stanine, based on thc results of clinical procedures, which Nv'as to be
validlate-d against the criterion of graduation-elitaination from primlar%-
pilot training. This goal was nevor realized.

Hlie complete batte ry established for thle clinical -techniques project
cm-ý across tile lines of several chapters in this volumle. Thle tests are

(I) Projective techniques:
(a) The Rorschach Test, CE.7O1A.
(b) Thematic Apperccption Test, CE7O6A. *

(2) Observational techniques:
(a) Observational Stress Technique, CE71 OA.
(b) Observation During Psychomiotor Testing Rest Period,

CE7O9A.
(c) The Interaction Test, CE425A.
(c1) Observation of Atypical Behavior During Psychomotor

Testing, CE708A.*
(c) Conference on Occupational Background andl Interpreta-

tion of Test Score, CE7O7A.
(3) Printed tests:

(a) The Behavior Preference Questionnaire, CE432A.
(b) The Personal Audit, CE43IA.
(c) Occupational E~xperience Blank, CE-6O3A.

(4I) Self-rating techniques:
(a) Indices of Self -Confidence, CE427A.

Pl~an of Appr)oach

Th'le content of this chapter is in two sections. The first is concerned
wilth p~rojectiv-e techniques wilhin the accepted dlefinition of thle term, of
which pribabld the best known are thle Rorsch~ach andI thle TlwIvnatic \I)-
pcrciptioni tests. These projective iiistru.incuits range from tests that are
individually administered and scored through others, such as thc Enlipa-
thit ic Re-sponse test, that are group-administered and machine-scored.

III thle second section, observational techniques are p~resen~ted. These
techniqlues involve the observation and rating of the be-havior of exami-
lick's unde(Ir stress situations either in the performance of actual appara-
tIlls ttests, such as the observation of Atypical behavior during usychomnotor
ltests, or ~in tesits specifically (designed for observational IproCelUreS such
:ts the Observational Strcss test.

SMeniters: Lt. Avrum. Mt flenAvi Sgt. Gerald S. fhium, L.t. Mason Haire, 14I. John S.
Ib-i.,d'', l.t. tGeotge S. Klein. IA. John NV Nygiard Sgt. Ilarohlt N. l'roshansky. U4. John W.
Ruiihney, Sgt. Lea Srole. Sgt. Bernard Steinior, eapt. Donald E. S upe r. Sta if/Sct. John L.
Walten.
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Excep~t wh-Iere noted to the coiitrarv, the data that follow are based
uipon unfclass~ified aviationi students tested at Psychological Rest arch
Unit No. 1 during thle period May 27 to June 31, 1943. Those who en-
tered pilot training were in classes 44C, 44D, and 44E.

PRO JEICTIVE METHODS

P'rojective methods are intended principally as probing instruments,
poing beyond the conscious or superficial responses of inidividuals in
dletermining personality content andI structure. Iii this, they promise types
ý)f in formation regardling goals, valuecs, conflicts, anxieties, and emotional
Complexes bey' ond that Obtainable by the usuial inventory procedutres. The
promise, further, of a total-personality picture in which is revealedl not
simp~ly isolated traits and attitudes but their interrelationships iii the
structure of pecrsonality is one not affordled 1by other approaches.

InI methodl and st imunis material, the p~rojective tc~hniiqueis deplart
from the qutestionnzaire type of personality test. The method is founde'l,
essentially, Onl tile assumption that the individual reveals his ways of
Organizing experiences when hie is l~(tim-eted( with stintmili that are rela-
tively poorly structured as to meaning and that hie himself organizes
through the projection of meanings, ideas, and feelings. The projective
mnethods thus allow for greater freedom and spontaneity ill response than
(lo standlardl ratings andl (Itiestionhiaircs ; responses are less biased by pre-
arrangement of test items, as inl psychometric tests, awl (10 not depend
Mn Self (diagnosis or introspective ab~ility.

The Rorschamch Tesit, CE7OIA

It was thought that further informiation onl thle aviation trainee's in-
tOllc~tual, emotional, and~ mnot ivatioiial characteristics, and the patterning
of these traits, beyond that revealed by printed tests, would reveal sig-
iiificant hinformation in the prediction of air-crew sticcess. Accordiiigh',
eXperimientationl with a stanidai-dizcd administration of thle Rorschach
technique (4) wvas undlertaken.

A-scripi ion. -The Rorsciiacli iiethod is essentially a proxCedurC for
revealing the per-isonality of t he i ndlid ual as anl ind iv id ual, as contrasted
with rating or assessinig him in termns of his lit-evess or conformity to
Mocial norms or action andIseeh It is just be-cause a subject is n(A

waeof what hel is telling andI has no cultural norms behiind which to
lidt I hinisel -f that thle Rorschach and other p~rojective methods are so

revealing (1I).
Ill e 'Illtrast to) thliN .ipri atel to [wrSialbilt liagilo sis, personality Ill-

%Vlit ol'W Atid ftiecst lonilai re', attemilpt to estalblish' more rigidlhy cotntrolledl
;Old ..ý,Im lldri/tt ml satmItI'n. Ill tilt qlletlNolillairv meltthod, however, tile
Vxarlnielr I., thtpi:'vil (1L Ow P4,MJ~ of ui14tulr~staidiulig holm and why

%dinm.ur~ tmi t, Iincirr itio u wai excctied thicrit) h the futiuwillg inudividuals. "Boil of
;r:.11 kt mcmrr, of the Rur~khath fn,ltute: C11.'pt e A Chri'teitson. P'vt. Ileryin~m tcei~et

S,ýIf taruili M. 1% u~ti:is~ky. CtIA. W~~&ter J. tRei', S~t. 11crrtard Steatizur. and I.I. iterbtto 3.
Zuck-er.
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the cxamnice arrives at a particular result. There is a second important
disadvantage in the use of questionnaires, in that the examiner must rely
almost entirely on information which the subject is willing and able to
furnish. The Rorschach method seeks to overcome these difficulties.

(1) Internal characteristics. -In the typical application of the task,
the examinee is presented with a standard series of 10 ink-blot pictures,
reprotduced on cards 7 inches by 9Y2 inches (8). In five of the blots,
colored ink is used in addition to black ink. The examinee is asked
miercly to report what he sees :n the blots. The blots themselves, while
s vnmetrical, have little structure. It is assumed that the examinee, by
the very ambiguity of the.blots, must himself organize them in order to
give them some form or meaning. In the main part of the test the ex-
aminee gives his free responses to each blot, the examiner offering no
further encouragement after his initial instructions, merely recording
verbatim the examine's responses.

The inquiry follows the main part of the test. After the examinee has
given his responses to all of the 10 cards, the examiner returns to each
card, reads the responses, and inquires into the way in which the re-
sponses were formed; whether, for example, it was shading or color,
and whether the whole or a part of the blot determined the response.
From an analysis of the frequencies of responses within the various cate-
gories, and through qualitative considerations of the types of responses,
a picture of the personality of an individual is constructed from the pro-
jected material, including both intellectual and nonintellectual aspects.

(2) Administration.-In the large-scale administration of the test, the
gathering of responses to the ink-blot cards, the scoring and the inter-
pretation of the records were, in a sense, independent steps. The same
examiners (lid not, in all cases, participate in all three phases on the
same records. The steps in the processing of a record were:

(a) Recording of responses to the cards. Some preliminary scoring was
done at this time.

(b) The examiner's first clinical impression formed entirely from the
behavior of the examinec in the test situation. Solely on the
basis of this over-all impression, the examiner made a clinical
pr'ediction of success in primary pilot training (CE701A-I).
The prime consideration underlying these predictions was the
examiner's knowledge of the results of job analyses for pilots.

(c) Initial scoring of the record by the examiner.
(d) Checking of the scoring.
(e) Tabulation and •,uinniary of the scores.
(f) Final interpretation of the record.
(9) Clinical prediction of success or failure in primnary pilot school

(CE701A-1I), based on scores and interpretation of the record.
One ex-miner tested one examince at a time. Each examiner tested

approximately four aviation students during each testing day. Most ex-
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aminers were menmbers of the Rorschach Institute. A rigorous course in
interpretation was conducted for all examiners.

A few minutes were spent during the first part of the testing period
in informal conversation with the examinee to put him at ease. Then the
test was begun with these instructions:

This is a test of visualization. It is somewhat different from others you have
taken, and you'll probably find it a more interesting experience. It consists of 10
cards made up out of ink blots. You knrw you can drop ink on a sheet of Paper,
fold it, smear it over, and when you open i,, find a "blotto." Different people see
these cards in different ways. We would like to know what you see in these cards
There are no right or wrong answers. You can sa. as lidle or as much as you want
about each card. Time does not matter in this test. When you've said all you want
about a card, place it face down on the table, and I will give you the next one. Her
is the first card 0 0 * What might this be?

Upon completion of the 10 cards, the examinrer began the inquiry with
these instructions:

That completes the first part of the test. Hlere are the cards. In order to score
your responses adequately, it is important for me to be sure how and why as well as
where you saw the particular things you did, so I can sre thl.m exactly as you did.

There were no time lintits. Average testing titne ranged between 7S
and 120 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-Two general scoring treatments were accorded the
data:

(a) CE701A-I.-Clinical predictions of success in primary pilot train-
ing were based on the over-all clinical impression. This rating was made
in most cases imnmediately after the administration of the test. Ratings of
the examinecs' self-confidence, on a five-point scale, were also made at
this time.

(b) CE701A-l.--Clinicail predicticis of success in primary pilot
training based on interpretations of the Rorschach respotses. These rat-
ings were made after the records had been s~orcd and interpreted.

It is now in order to list the interpretive signtificance of each of the
various scoring categories or signs for air-crew training. This interpreta-
tive schema reflects as nntch as possible the opinions held in common by
the examiners concerning the r'quircmnevits of air-crew duties. If a cer-
tain characteristic of a category score is regardel as a positive or a nega-
tive indicator, it should b. clear that this evaluation is .mide in relation
to the prospect of success in pilot training; it does not represent a value
judgment of an exanminee. It is obvious, also, that these positive and
negative weightings do not follow necessarily from the Rorschach inter-
pretive procedure. A brief intezprotation of the categories as agreed
upon by the clinical procedures group follows:

1. Inner lif.--a. M.-The absence or presence of M (human move-
mcnt) was given no special sigiliticance except in cases where many
M's might compnsate for unfavorable features of the record. The pres-
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ence of some human movement, two or more M's, was of positive in-
terpretivc value as a compensating factor.

b. F.M.-Thc lack of IFM (animal movement) was viewed as a nega-
tive indicator (i. e., associated with failure). A well-developed FM col-
umn, considered in conjunction with the characteristics of the content
of the responses themselves, numerous responses, dfid an adequate num-
ber of whole responses (\V's), indicates in the Rorschach schema an
adequate fund of energy. These characteristics were taken to mean in
the present study that the ierson had generally desirable drive and, spe-
cifically, a real (desire to fly in the air-crew situation.

c. in.-lf the numlner of m (inanimate movement) responses out-
Wteighed lboth M and FM. it was considered a poor sign, since it indi-
cateld intrapersonal cotnlict. A few in's, coupled with the presence of
anxiety and an inability to tIake an adequate adjustment, indicated for
th(. interprreters that the indliviidual was a very ixxhr prospect for pilot
training.

2. Outer lifc.-a. Suni C.-The abiet.ce or marked suppression of sum
C (color) responses was given considerable negative weight. The CF
resp)onse (determined by bx)th color and flonn, but primarily color)
See'm.ed to be more characteristic of the group than IC preponderant,
and this reaction was presui:cd to be a favorable sign, even if it was in
the FC column. If the dominant color responses were explosive, such
as volcano or fire, the examlinee reveahed poor self control and was con-
sidered a poor prospect. The presence of FC responses alone was re-
garded as slightly unfavorable, since it indicated a too careful individual
who was not very spontaneous. Pure C responses, which were very few
in number, had to be- considered in conjuviction with other factors before
any significance could be attached to them. In general, the gross reac-
tivity to color as expressed in suin C was regarded as the more important
factor. If the individual evidenced a basic extroverted pattern (as re-
veal-d by the fact that he offered niaii r'sponses to the cards containing
color) Nit did not utiaize h..e color its-lf in his respoi's.s, the absenceof color rt.spls.s was rt'garde-d as especially serious.

3. ConatroI.--l'oo)r conttrol was assunmied to be a negative elcement in
lIrLlictimi wh.n F pI-rct•it (the piercnt'tage of responses which are dc-
Itrmi•-.l exclusii%-Iv or primarily by form) was bx'olw 20. This could
!e cim.lwt1matlol for by indications of cotrol in other responses, such as
S04MI form iurc-i)ti(Iti iii M. F.M. and color area. If the studen.t had
inure than 00 " lrcent F. lht was cosilered to be constricted. In terms
of llying. this nica'it Iprct.-1iptivcly that lIe was tmiahle to shift his at-
h-liti.m with ii.stig;h rIdithy at.l1 tha:t hti lacke'd ilexibility iii his approach
ito %itsli~-;u. This ci,-triectiisi %:vs regarded as e-,lpcially serious if it
rc'uIdti. in a rv.)rt-.-;oi (if the litner life (in tle case of an individual

-hio wa', clh;ract.rt-ý:icallv an introvert) or iin a rtprn-sihio•f the outer

life (inl the Case (if a , a.;icalh" c.xtruo-rt-d pierson).
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4. Sensit'vity.--Fc, c.--lie use of texture (c) Mi responding was
considered a positive sign. It was takea to indicate a degree of sensitivity
and tact which would stand the student in g:,od stead in his relations
with instructors and his fellows. It also hndic.,,cd a -.ertain plasticity and
an affinity with objects. Thus, an individual possessing these character-
istics might be able to feel his way througl: a maneuvwr and fly by the
seat of his pants. The use of Fc (response concept of definite form and
texture) indicated a more elaborate way of in'icating control. An im-
portant qualification must be stated, however. f Fc plus c outweighed
the F column or surn C in an extroverted personality, this syndrome
was negatively weighted. In general, alia it was felt, as in the case of F.
that too high a frequency was as unfavorable as too low a frequency.

S. C'.-Only a small proportion of cadets utilized black, white, or
grey as surface color. This was, therefore, not regarded as a very im-
portant sign except when the C' responses were more frequent than the
color responses, thereby indicating a tendency to avoid full responsibility
or involvement with social and emotional experiences.

6. Anxiety.-k (toned-do'-rn shading effects), K (use of diffusion),
FK.-These determinints lid not anpear frequently. Usually the ex-
istence of anxiety hkd to be derived from other aspects of the record.
But if there were many k and K rcspmnscs, the diagnosis of anxiety was
more certain. If the ch;" coscuro responses outweighed the development
of the inner Efc, M anti FM, the picture was regarded as unfavorable.
Presence of Fy', indicating an introspectiveness and tendency toward
self-analysis, somewhat diminish.d the seriousness of signs of anxiety.
If FK outwe'ghed F, however, the examinee was regarded as too self-
conscious fo" purposes of successful performance in the training situa-
tion.

7. Afenial approach-IV. D, d. Dd + S.-The normal percentage in the
use of location (as defined by Klopfer and Kelley [41) was taken as an
important sign for success in air-crew training. A well-balanced and
elastic mental approach was believed to be one of the most desirable
assets of the trainee. If the individual had an unusually high W percent
(percettage of whole responses), this indicated too great a preoccupa-
tion with a phantasy life or a consuming intellectual ambition, and these
"were taken as unfavorable signs. Too few W's indicated an inability to
integrate and organize a task or situation. A low W percent usually ir'
plied a high D percent (percentage of responses utilizing large usual de-
tails). This imdicated too great an emphasis cm everyday facts and de-
tails. In gecnral, however, this was not assigiled great importance, and
the ab•'nce of D was consid(ercd significant only when there was no fur-
ther attempt at analysis within the whole response. DW (unusual detail)
+-S (space), and d (small usual detail) were also assigned a negative
weight when they far exceeded the norms defined by Klopfer and Kelley.

8. Ericbmistyp ratios.-(a) M: Sum C; (b) (FM +m) : (Fc+c+-a')
(c) (8+9+10) percent. These three ratios were mainly considered for
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their consistency. It was assumred that an cxtraverte(' individual was more
suited for pilot training than an introvert. Howe er, the introvert-ex-
travert tendency was not regarded as important as ,ihether the individual
was living out his basic tendencies. In other woids, thne question was
whether he was "being himself." Both an introvcr-ivc t-ndency with no
M's or FM's and an extraverted picture with no colo' reactions were
negative indicators. The general assumption, then, was t.-It an individual
will not function at his optimum efficiency if he lives against his basic
tendencies.

9. A ,ercent (perccntage of animal responses). -This was not re-
garded as a very important factor. Only if A per(.nt exceeded 60 per-
cent and was regarded together with other indicatorA of mental stereotypy
(such as a large number of popular responses a id little variety of rc-
sponse) was it allowed some negative significarce.

10. P-0 (popular ,inus original respontes).-This was practically
never used as a datum for a prediction.

11. Frequency of responses and rejction of cards.-The number of
responses never received more weight than the quality of responses. It
was soon observed, however, that numerous examinees gave only 10 re-
sponses. This posed a rather difficult probiem for interpretation. Not
only were the tabulated statistics rendered less reliable, but the quantity
of material in the record was often very meager. Predictions in these
cases were consequently made without much confidence, and the examin-
er's clinical impression was relied upon more heavily than usual. In gen-
eral, it was felt that the more responses a person gave, the better were
his chances of passing training. If the individual gave 20 or more re-
sponses (R's), however, and yet revealed constriction or repression of
his functions to an unusual degree, his chances of tuccess were consid-
ered to be decreased. There were few iwlividuals who rejected cards
(failed to give any response at all). Those who could not find an answer
to one or more cards were considered as poor training prospects.

12. Tine.-The time taken by the examinee to respond to a card was
very limited as a source of interpretation. Only when a student was very
slow in responding, or when his reaction time to any particular card in-
dicated color or shading shock, did the time contribute to the interpteter's
judgment.

Statistical results. (1) Examiner differences.-The influence of the
examiner upon the number of responses was studied. The means and
standard deviations of numbers of responses are presented by examiner
in table 24.1. The critical ratios for differences among examiners are
give in tale 24.2. Twelve differ.nces are significant at the 1 percent
level of confikucx-e anI three more at the 5 percent levcl-a total number
that would appear to ! e well abo'e the expectation on the assumption of
homogeneity of cxaminers.
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TABaL 24.1.- Distribution statistics on number of responses obtained by nine
,xexaPiners on the Rorschach Test. CE70A

Examiner No. N l SD Rank order

I........ 75 23.2 I5.4 2
II........ 49 17.5 9.8 7

I ....... 67 21.5 ILI 4
IV ....... 66 15.1 7.2 8
V ........... 72 19.9 10.4 6

V3 ....... 32 24.3 16.0 1
VII ....... 44 14.6 &1 9

Vill ............. 26 22.7 10.9 3
IX ............ 66 20.5 14.4 5

TAILE 24.2.- Critical ratios between means of responses for nine examiners
on the Rorschach Test, CE7OIA

Examiner No. it III IV V VI Vii VIIi IX

I ........................ '.$4 0.74 24.11 5.57 0.31 4.523 0.21 1 .09
II .............................. ' .98 5.45 1.25 '2.15 1.66 1.33

fi1 .................................... 13.72 .81 .M6 93.8 4  .41 .44
IV ....................................... M3.IS '3.I .34 '3.22 '272
V ........................................... 1.44 13.30 5.12 .30

VI .............................................. ...... '3.22 .45 5.53
VII ........................................... ...... ...... 23.34 I.87Vill ............................... ....... ....... ...... ...... ,...... ...... ia

"Significant at the I Percent level.

(2) Temporal differences.-The influence of tirne of examination
upon numbers of responses was also studied. The results are presented
in table 24.3.

TAs.! 24.3.- Mean numbers of responses obtained at different times of the day
for the Rorschach Test, CE7OIA'

Morning Midday A lterusa

Mean ............... 18.3 19.3 20.5
SD ................. 26 M0.9 1I

'Number of casn=497.

(3) Reliability.-Test reliability was not estimated.
(4) Validity of clinical i,.pressions.-Validity results are available

against the criterion of graduation or elimination from iprimary training.
In table 24.4 are shown the validity data for the over-all clinical irn-

pressions and predictions, made immcdiatcly after the administration of
the test (CE701A-I).

TAIL! 24.4.- Validation data for clinical predictions based ow Over-all Clinicol
oitlresrnion (CUOIA-!), based upon the Rorschach Test, CE7OIA-I, for

9roups uf pituts in trindry training, class 44C, using the graduatioet.
elimination criterion

293 0.39 052
190 .8l .06
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Validation of clinical predictions of success in primary pilot training,
basell upon i1nterpretations of the scored Rorschach records
(C'701A-1I), however, was more promising. For a group of 281 pilots 4
in primary training, 92 percent of whom graduated, the biserial coeffi-
cient of correlation was 0.23, which is significant beyond the 5 percent
level of confidence. The corrected biserial was 0.26. Because of the
marked differences between exatniners, however, it is felt that these re-
stilts are not definitive.

(5) Validity of single categorics.-Iiadividual scoring categories, 25
in number, were validated for two groups of pilots in primary training
in order to evaluate some of the noninterpretive or direct measures
yiclded by the Rorschach lechnique. Each record was scored with respect
to the location, determinant, and content of responses, according to the
system described by Klopfcr and Kelley (4). The data are presented in
table 24.5. For group I, a biscrial correlation of 0.19 is required for sig-
nificance at the 5 percent level and of 0.25 at the 1 percent level. For
group 11, the re:quired coefficients are 0.21 and 0.27. The biserial corre-
lations are seen to b,- generally low, and those that seemed significant in
group I proved to be of doubtful significance in the revalidation of the
categories in group H.

TABLE 24.5.- Validation data for 25 single Rorschach categories for the Rorschach
Test, CE.7OIA, graduation-eliminatiow criterion for two samples of pilots in

_primway oing
m, M. SDI rfo

Caleg~r7

I, 11' I Ii i ! I II

It ..................... 18.49 20.90 15.75 19.15 10.94 12.63 0.14 0.08
T .................. 738.00 75.00 670.00 700.00 45000 448.00 .08 .07
r/R .................. 44.77 430.0 40.31 44.00 22.81 20.26 .10 -. 03
k
.
A ................... 21.12 22.00 20.32 23.00 13.55 17.0 .03 -. 03

T . .................. 27.21 21.00 24.69 24.00 Ml.06 22.0 .08 .14
W ..................... 9.17 8.0 7.31 8.65 4.09 17.35 .24 .02
Spercent ............ 60.16 53.26 $3.75 55.1S , - 27.95 27.94 .08 -. 04
1 .................... 7.06 U.'S 6.72 6.73 6.70 6.9S .03 .13
)d rreent ............. 31.67 34.29 37.61 35.0 20.47 20.06 -. IS -. 03

O - percent ........ 8.0 9.39 6.0 8.89 7.99 10.30 .13 .03
M ..................... 1.43 1.75 .91 1.51 1.78 1.77 .15 .08
FS ................... 3.84 ."9 31.03 4.05 2.72 278 .15 -. 01
F .................... 6.69 7.42 5.81 6`73 5.93 7.16 .08 .06
F prcrnM ............. 3.4.30 31.70 35.95 31.45 17.04 16.65 -. 05 .04
FK÷F+Fe percrnt ... 39.61 41.76 40.31 41.59 17.37 16.20 -. 02 .01
FIe ..................... 1.43 3.65 1.09 1.70 1.71 3.95 .10 -. 01
F3+€ ................. 1.79 2L20 I.30 1.03 1.85 2.35 .08 .04
F K + K f. k ............ I1.0 1.42 1.28 1.16 1.34 L.6" -. 08 .0I
Stm C ............... 2.316 220 2.06 1.84 3.50 1.94 .04 .11
FC ................... 1.40 1.67 .133 1.44 1.35 1.48 .09 .08

S ................... 5. 1.5 I 1.41 1.14 1.46 1.58 .05 .,4
1. 0. 10 pirren. ....... 3.O0 Al.71 37.94 0..97 9.05 .98 --.011 -. 02
A 4'rarhi ............. 49.73 46-63 41.0% 41.68 16.17 35.65 .05 -. 07
Varirty ............... .6.53 6.97 C21 6.31 2.37 2.47 .05 .I1
r .................... 3.74 3.81 3J.7 4.16 1.67 1.65 .00 -. 12

'G1*UP I:'N,'=9 p,-0;85, i lam In '44C

IGroup It: N,-i91; P=0.80. In cias 44C

(6) Validity of ,,'dIuht'd coapos:.I scor,'s.--.\i attemipt was made to
formulate a more- r.a'lily employable procedure of evaluating Rorschach
records. C-rtaiui cat, ;,)ries were combined so that a composite score
cOUld be obtaihwd, Each category was weighted on the basis of whit it
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wOUld contributt, to the classification battery and also on the basis of
its variability. The final formula, exprcs•sed in stan(dard Rorschach
symbols, is:
Composite score =- 2 (11d-1-S percent) + 6 (FM) + 8. (W) - 1.5 (D
percent) + 1 (R) - 1 (8,9, 10percent).

Data for a ne\,v group of pilots in primary training (N'= 156, po-0.79;
in classes 44D and 44E) against a graduation-elimination criterion gave
a biscrial coefficient of 0.04. From this, it is concluded that the Rorschach
scores used in this manner show no promise as a predictive instrument.

Evaluation

Several important qualifications arising from the nature of the ex-
perimental design limit conclusions concerning the validity of the Ror-
schach technique for classification purposes.

It is to be remembered that the present study did not validate directly
the interpretive schema of the Rorschach test. Only clinical predictions,
which were assumed largely to reflect these interpretations, were vali-
dated. In this technique, as in other clinical procedures, the clinical pre-
(fictions were ini part dependent on the pilot stereotypes of the examin-
ers; only those qualitative features of the records which appeared rele-
vant to their assumptions regarding pilot training were considered. In
other words, at least to soni extent, each examiner tended to employ
his subjectively-derived system of weighting significant features of the
records. It is not to be assumed that uniformity existed among the ex-
aminers with respect to their biases and weighting of .,ictors. Differences
between examiners, significant at the I percent level, have been demon-
strated even for such objective data as number of responses obtained
from examinees.

Since the test was originally intended for use with case-history data
and other information, the present study cannot be considered to have
d(fined the effectiveness of the technique when used in connection with
a lengthier clinical procedure. It can be said that the objective category
scores have been validated against the orthodox training criterion for
pilots. It is hard to see how subjective evaluations based upon the same
scores could yield much better results against the same criterion.

It is to be emphasized that the nature of the test itself, in its present
form, precludes any final answers conccrn-ing its validity for predicting
flying pcrform.ince. As long as (1) the most important datum (qualita-
tive interpretation) yielded by this test depends, to a critical degree, on
individual insight, intuition, and skill, (2) the differences among exam-
iners in these respects remain diflfcult to measure and control, and (3)
examincr skill remains difficult to communicate, negative results may al-
wiys be attributed to inadequacies in the examiner personnel. Such be-
ing the case, the test, in its present form, cannot be of practical use to
a large-scale classification program.
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There remains a possibility that the basic quantitative data yielded by
ilhc It'st cain lx" subhjvcted t) amother manner of analysis which would
red luce or climin~ate the infitetice of the examniner-difTerence variable
.Mnd would validate ,.ignificantly. Yet, it has been secen that one such type
of analysis (the validation of single categories or of their composite) did
not yield promising restilts. Some form of pattern analysis, in which
the interaction of the personality variables (as represented by the scor-
ing catcgorics) is recognized and preserved, may very possibly prove to
Iv promising. However, statistical proc*:durcs have thus far failed to
provide a measure which would, in the first place, encompass the most
significant features of the qualitative interpretati,,ns, namely, the inter-
relationship and interaction of personality factors, and in the second
place, be capable of direct validation against a training criterion.

Group Administration of the Rorschach Test, CE701B

In an attempt to overcome the difficulties inherent in the time-consum-
ing practice of individual administration of the Rorschach test, experi-
mentation with forms suitable for group administration was attempted.
Experimentation was undertaken first at Psychological Research Unit
No. 3, and subsequently at Psychological Research Unit No. 1.

Descriplion.--Two forms of the IRorschach test suitable for group
administration were tried. The Picture Exercises test was developed
experimentally at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.4 No code number
was assigned to this form. The Visudlization Multiple Choice test,
CE701B (lHarrower-Erickson) (3), was validated at Psychological Re-
search Unit No. 1.

(1) Internal characterist ir.-The explanation of the two forms will
be developed in parallel fashion. The basic apparatus used in the admin-
istration of the two forms was the same; a projector, a screen, and
lantern-slide representations of the standardized Rorschach blots.

The main differcnce between the two forms was in the nature of the
responses. In the Picture Exercises test c awh examinee recorded his free
responses for each slide. As many responsks as the examinee made were
recorded for each slide. The t,huin reason for this choice of technique was
that the word responses supplied by llarrower-Erickson (2) were not
regardol as necessarily the most applicable to tie special sample of
young Americait males undergoing sdection for air-crew training. By
allowing free responses in the first admini'!tration, too, it was hoped to
develop lists of s, iiablc alternatives cmpirically for use in later nuodi6-
cations of the test.

In the Visualization Multiple Choice test, the examinee's task was to
choose responses froin amnong the 13 standard Harrower-Frickson alter-
natives prrscintcd wit,; each slide. If two of the ,Itcrnates seemed to ap-

4 Qial c~atri4mb : ILL. J. IclHard v4s ad L& Win. Steytg.
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ply, the examlnee was permitted to indicate a second choice. The alterna-
tIVUcs for st,' No. 2 afford ti t'xailc of the type of choicts prt'et~e(I:

I. A bug somebody stcpped on.
2. Nothing at all.
3. Two scottie dogs.
4. Little faces on the sides.
5. A bloody spinal solumn.
6. A white top.
7. A bursting bomb.
8. Two elephants.
9. Two clowns.

10. Black and red.
(2) Addministration.-The Picture Exercises test was administered to

approximately 140 men at a time. lEach examinec was given a prepared
answer sheet on which to record his free responses. After detailed in-

structions, the room was darkened for 30 seconds, and a Rorschach blot
was projected on the screen. Then lights were turned on so that there
was sufficient light by which to record responses, yet leaving the blot
dimly visible on the screen. Total testing time was 30 minutes. In the in-

structions the examinees were told that there were no right or wrong
answers; that they were merely to write down all that they saw in each
slide. The time limits and manner of presentation of the slides (30 sec-
onds for study; 60 seconds for recording responses) were explained.
The responses were written in long hand; accordingly, machine scoring

of this form was not possible.
The Visualization Multiple Choice test (1larrowcr-Erickson) was

administered to approximately 80 aviation students at a time. This form
employed an answer sheet suitable for machine scoring. In the instruc-

tions the exantince was informcd of the general nature of the procedure
to be followed arid was instructed specifically in the use of the answer
sheet.

First, you will take a good look at each picture as it is shown and see whether it.
or any part )f it, reminds you of anything or remenbles something you have seen
Then you will read through a list of stigge.tcd replies to see •hich of these is the
best description oi the blot.

Thirty seconds were allowed for the study of each blot, and then 30

seconds for the recording of responses. During the period when re-
sponses were being recorded, the blot was still d(imly visible on the
screen. Total testing time, including administration, was approximately
15 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-Because the Picture Exercises test is a new technique
for administering the Rorsclach Ink blots, an arbitrary list of categories
was adopted to whici responses were assigned. The ikt follows:

A. Huma.
B. Human anatomy.
C. Man made objects.

1. Food.
2. Animal anatomy and man made objects.
3. Maps.
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D, Animali.
E. Animal anatomy and animal detail.
F. Mythological and cartoon.
G. Marinoe.
H-. Nature.
I. Microscopic.
J. X-ray pictures.
K. In complex sesponses, only the first rncntioncd objects are classified.
L Original. In this classification system, means any unclassified response.

in this for-n all responses were recorded on cards according to cate-,
gory. Statistical treatment was tindcrtaken only with first responses.
Popular responses were determined by frequency counts.

The Visualization Multiple Choice test was scored by six trained Ror-
schach examiners, using the Flarrower- Erickson method of scoring (2).
The number of normal responses to each card, as defirwA by Klopfer
and Kelley (4), is the principal category developed for statistical treat-
ment.

Stat istical rcsults. -Because of the involved nature of the scoring
process, only limited data are available.

(1) Test reliazbility.-No reliability data are available for the Picture
Exercises test. Data are available, howevcr, for the Visualizatio'n Multiple
Choice test. The product-moment correlation of normal responses -between
the five odd-numbered cards and the total 10 was found to be 0.85. Cor-
recting for overlapping," the odd-even reliability was estimated to be
0.42. From~ thcse results it is obvious that the test does not have accept-
able odd-even reliability. This is due to the small number of cards and,
probably, also to the fact that the card1s in the test do riot appear to be
of equal value for eliciting normal v. abnormal responses.

(2) Test validity.--The Picture Exercises test was validated on a
sample of 591 pilots in primary training, in class 44D. The results for
the six most predictive cotegorits, as defined by KMopfer and Kelley (4).
are presented in table 24.6.

The Visualization Multiple Choice test was validated against the cri-
tenion of graduation-e i mina! ion for 811 pilots in primary training.
Validities determined on the basis of first and second choice, normal and
abnoranal responses, and of total number cf second choices made were
uniformly low (-0.14 to 0.06).

Evaluation,----On the basis of the data obtained for group administra-
tion of the Rorschach test, ist is apparent that the multiple.-choice form
(Harrower-Erick~son) would not conti-ibutz significantly to the predic-
tion of graduation or elimination from primary pilot training. In the
free-response form, the popular responses gaive some promise, but this re-
iult needs verification with a larger sample.

* ymcans Of the formula for carrtuliton of a part with that rtwia~uder of a wholu. The
formula employed vi".

to wkich a-odds Kort, *evensl SC~t. A94J Ttotial swte.
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TABLE 24.6.--Validation of the six most predictive categories of the Picture Exer.
cises test, using a graduation-elimittation criterion for a sample of pilots in primary

training,

Category me me SD, rte V *e4*

Popular responses ................. 4.21 3.63 1.37 40.21 0.24
Percent animal responses ........... 45.90 41.60 1S.60 M4 .11
Rejcctio:3 ........................ ..65 .96 1.06 4-.14 -. IS
Total number responses .............. 13.56 13.95 3.13 -. 04 -. 01
* Movement responses .............. 12.25 2.24 1.37 .00 .02
Human responses .................. 1.84 1.96 1.22 -. 05 -. 04

' N5=$9i, p6 =0.92.
'Assuming an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.
. Significant at the I percent leveL
'Significant at the 5 percent level.

It is interesting to note that most of the examinees were not aware of
the purpose of either test. At the conclusion of testing, one group of ex-
aminees was asked to volunteer opinions as to the' purpose of the test.
Some of the responses were: "A test for detecting camouflage; a test
to determine visual acuity; a color-blindness test; a map-reading test;
a test of iimiagination." Discussion among some of the examinees re-
vealed that the majority tended to choose on!y the most acceptable social
respouses, as fear of consequer.ces (elimination from training) in the
Army ;itvation made a compietely free choice almost impossible. Refer-
ence to se organs as one alternative provoked considerable hilarity, but.
even though this alternative might have been readily discerned in the
;nk blot, the majerity of examinees refrained from making such a
choce.

The Th-,nmatic Apperception Test, CE706A

It was hyptthesized that the Themiatic Apperception test promised
types of information regar':i ng the relaitionship of goals, valueA, con-
fAicts and anxieties, and emotional complexes to air-crew success beyond
that obtainable by the inven.oxy proo.ederes. Accordingly, studies were
undertaken with a form cf the test that is suitable for group adminis-
tr'ation."

Description.--The present test is an adaptation of the Thematic Ap-
perception test, developed at the Har,'•ard Psychological Clinic (5). It
is a technique that is purported to reveal to the traincd interpreter indices
of the dominant drives, emotions, attitudes, and behavior patterns of a
personality. In clinical p.-actice it is claimed to have demonstrated par-
ticular value by its power to tuncov-'r underlying tendencies which the
eXaminee is dih.r unwilling io expose or unable to expose because he
is unconicious of themn. The procedure of the test is to present to the
examinec a seri:s ,)f pictures, each portraying one or more human beings
who can be variously intcrpreted as to their characters and situations.

GDeveopiet ;t P~ycholigical lles.arch Unit No 1. Chief contributors to the amended scoring
tcchniquo; LL. John S. Ihrding, Cpl. Charles L. Orbach. and Staff/Sgt. John E Wale..
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The examinee's task is to tell a story about each picture in which he
should answer such general questions as:

What has happened to the individuals in the picture?
What are their present thoughts and feelings?
What will be the outcome of the story?

The second phase of the test consists of an interview in which the
examinee is probed for his associations and memories in connection with
various elements in his stories. Specifically, the test furnishes data con-
cerning (1) the type of individual adjustment to different areas of life
situations (for example, family, heterosexual, and authority relations),
and (2) attitudes, motives, and emotions accompanying these adjust-
ments. Thus, the test samples both covert and overt areas of personality.

(1) Internal characteristics.-For group testing, the pictures were
transferred to slides and projected on a screen. The 12 slides consisted
of the Harvard Psychological Clinic Thematic Apperception test pictures
(5) of which the following examples are typical:

(a) Several male figures in work clothes, reclining on grass, and ap-
parently dozing.

(b) A farm scene, adult male and adult female against background of
tilled fields. A girl with books in her arms in foreground.

(c) An elderly woman with back turned to a young man holding a
hat in his hands.

(2) Administration.-This test was administered to 28 men in a
group, with administration time of approximatcly 75 minutes. The in-
structions read to the group are as follows:

This is a test of creative imagination. You are going to compose stories, but do
not bother about how well your stories are written; you will not be graded on spell-
ing, phrasing, or st3le. Literary ability is unimportant. This.is not an intelligence or
a judgment test. Your stories will not be scored as right or wrong. This test is
merely to find out hoow good your imagination is when you are pressed for time.

I ere is what you arc to do. You will be shown some pictures. You are to inake up
a story to go with each picture, that is, the ideas for your story should come from
the picture. You caa make up anything you please; you are to use your imagination
freely, but you must tell a complete story from beginning to end for each picture.
As you %*:, have only 6 mintites to write each story, be careful that you do not
spend your time merely describing the picture. Be sure to give a complete plot,

Remember that you will have only 6 minutes for writing each story. Plan to use
all your time in order to make your stories sufficiently detailed. To help plan your
time adequately, you will be told when there are 3 minutes left, and again when only
I minute remains.

Under the group administration of the test it was not possible to con-
duct the usual interview to elicit associations and memories in connection
with the stories. Instead, the slides were shown again for 5 seconds each,
and the" examinees were asked to indicate their reaction to each picture
in ternms of a 3-point scale of picasantness. These reactions were recorded

on a standard IBM Lanswer sheet. Column A was marked for a pleasant

reaction, B for indifferent, and C for unpleasant.
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(3) Scoriny.--As planned, the story analysis would involve the fol-
lowing steps:

(a) Scoring each story for each of 38 traits as listed by 'Murray (5).

(b) Making notes on the qualitative elements of each story.

(c) Combining the results of (a) and (b) for the entire series of
pictures in order to define the major tendencies of the examinee's per-
sonality.

(d) Making an estimate, on the basis of these results, of the exami-
nee's chances for success, on the nine-point scale, in elementary pilot
training.

Experience proved that the method of scoring usinr 38 categories was
too expensive and unwieldy. It seemed that the factors were too refined
and subtle to be assessed from only 12 written stories. Accordingly, a
revised scoring system was prepared, using only the 20 traits from
Murray's list that could be isolated more easily in the data.

Six interpreters dealt with the material. The noncommissioned officer
in charge had been trained in this test in the Harvard Psychological
Clinic. An attempt to obtain uniformity of interpretation of the records
was made by having introductory training sessions for the interpreters,
plus supervision of scoring by the noncommissioned officer in charge.

When the scored and qualitative data were completed, the interpreter
wrote a report synthesizing the examinee's personality tendencies. With
these tendencies formulated, the interpreter next considered their prob-
able composite contribution to success or failure in primary training in
ternis of a prediction on a nine-point scale. To facilitate the formation
of such a composite judgment from so many variables, the interpreter,
upon completing the scoring, classified each of the 20 personality traits
of the examinee among four categories (strong, normal, mixed, weak)
on the criterion of the probable contribution of each trait to success or
failure in elementary training.

To the extent that the traits tended to cluster in the normal and strong
categories, a higher prediction of success was given, and to the extent
that the traits tended to cluster in the weak and mixed categories, a lower
prediction was made. It is important to stress that the clinical predic-
tion was not based upon the frequency results alone, but included non-
scorable qualitative aspects of the examinee's stories. Hence, the final
prv'ditive estinmate was in no sense derived from calculations approxi-
inating a crude formula. Rather, the rating was based on a broad clinical-
type judgment in which were synthesized all relevant qualitative aspects,
including those which could be systematically stated in terms of fre-
quencies as well as those which could not.
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The 20 traits employed in the later analyses are:

A. Ego image:
I. Sex identification.
Z Age identification.
3. Action initiative.
4. Adequacy.
S. Endings.
6. Goal orientation.
7. Super ego.

B. Emotional pattern:
1. Emotional strength and control.
2. Frustration tolerance.
3. Aggression.
4. Anxieties.
S. Emotional maturity.
6. Picture tone.
7. Examinee's test orientation.

C. Social adjustmept:
1. Oricntafion type, in terms of autonomy.
Z To father and authority figures.
3. To motlter figures.
4. To yousg adult females.
S. To yousg adult males.
6. To the Army.

Statistical rcsidts.-Data are treated in two groups. The first follows

the system of scoring according to 38 categories, and the second follows
the revised scoring according to 20 categories.

(1) Test reliability.-Reliability data are not available. The method
of obtaining such reliabilities probably should be by means of a test-
retest or alternate-forms procedure.

(2) Test :ilidity.-The validity of the predictions of success (gradu-
ation-dituination) in primary pilot training, based on interpretation of
the data using 38 factors, is indicated by a biserial r of -0.05 for a
group of 293 pilots (p,=0.89). This coefficient is not significantly differ-
ent from zero.'

The correlations between the predictions based on 38 traits and the
predictions for each of three other clinical techniques are given in
table 24.7.

TAsLz 24.7.--Corrlafior of clinical predictions based on three other clinical
techniques uith the predictions for the Thema tic Apperception test based

o" 38 Traits

Technique N

Rotsciach Interprelation (CE70tA) ................ 320 0.0
Interview (CETOA) .. 3............................ 323 .12
Observational Stics Test (CE7IOA) ................ 314 .11

IThe source from which them data werf obta~ned failed It. give information concerning
MhI and Mo-
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Oin the basis of these findings it is concluded that ratings based on
38 traits wcrc untsuccessful in predicting performance of pilots in ele-
inentary training. Also thcse ratings are unrelated to ratings based upon
other clinical techniques.

The validity of the predictions based onl interpretation of the data
using 20 traits was also determined. For a group of 191 pilots in pri-
mary training, using a graduation-el imi nation criterion Q#=0.81). the
biserial r was 0.05, which is not statistically significant.

The correlations between the clinical predictions based on the 20-trait
interpretation of the Thematic Apptxrception w-st and upon other clinical
techniques are presented in table 24.8

TABLz 241&- Correlation: of clinical pvedictiolu tused on several cliniacil
techniques with the predictions for the Them. I Appeveeptiox test

based ons 20 Traits

Technique v

Observation during PIMT Re-it Period. CE709A .... 5U -a."'
Personal Audit, CE431A.............................. 190 -. 02
Interaction Test, CE42SA..........................uIIs A0s
Observational Stress Test. CE7IOA .......... logI

Jnte,ew CE107A................................... 39 I"
Rorschah CE70IA .............. .. "A

Three of the 20 personality traits, deemed to be basic to thc interpre-
tations, were validated separately. First, the total number of favorable
or plus variations in each trait wvas correlated wvith the criterion, then
the number of unfavorable or minus variations in each trait was simi-
larly correlated, and finally the difference between the number of pluses
and minuses in each trait wvas correlaited with the criterion. Thes results
are presented in table 24.9.

TAnZ 24.9.- Validity data for ratings based upon three personality traits of the
Themiatic Apperception Text.' MEOMA

Actiniitati......................................~ -00 -04 -0.02

Adequac niajy.........................0.0 0.04 -0.02

Emotional strength and coto: 03 -. 13

On tebasis of these data it is concluded that ratings based on 20
traits likewise have no valtue in predicting success in primary pilot train-
ing. Neither do they correlate substatitially with 'fther predictions of suc-
cess in pilot training derivtd from other personality evaluations. Three
special indicators of personality likewise failed to show pilot validity.

Evailuation.-From these results it is clear that the group administra-
tion of the Thematic Apperception test as applied cannot be used to

* predict success in primary pilot training. It is possible that the Thenmatic
* Apperception test actually measures personality adequately, but pilot

aptitude may strongly overshadow the importance of personality factors
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in elementary training. In other words, another criterion in which tem-
Iwranmnt plays a larger role, such as combat performance, might yield a
higher validity. If temixrament is a significant aspect of success or fail-
ure in pilot training, however, it would seem that anything as searching
and global as the thematic test should predict the pass-!ail variable.

Conshierable difficulty is encountered in scoring this instrument. Be-
cause of the nature ol the test, it is obvious that each record must be
individually scored and interpreted. This interpretation required as much
as 2 hours' time per case. Thus it is obvious that the test is not economi-
cal in its present form.

Probably one of the most important considerations, however, is the
difficulty of interpretation itself. The bulk of the interpretational diffi-
culties arose from three factors: (1) Examiner inexperience, (2) the
subjective nature of the scoring, and (3) lack of secondary criteria. The
nature of the first two difficulties is rather obvious. The difficulty arising
from the lack of secondary criteria generally centered about the problem
of discriminating as to whether an element was a projective or an intro-
jective manifestation of personality. More specifically, were the stories
the true projections of the examinee's personality, that is, drawn from
his own personality, or no less likely, were the stories the wishful crea-
tions in the examinee's fantasy of what he would like to be and is not?
In other words, the sime type of hero in the stories of two different
examinees admits of two different and opposite interpretations. Clearly,
secondary criteria are needed.

The Rapid Projection Test, CE711C

It is taken as axiomatic that even the most normal person, if subjected
to sufficient stress, will exhibit some personality disturbance. Some, how-
ever, are more susceptible than others to this. The term, combat neurosis,
is generally taken to imply predisposing personality weaknesses, or
proneness to break-down under stress. This.. projection test was con-
structed in an effort to obtain an estimate of susceptibility to combat
neurosis.$

Description.-It wa, considered that some 22 characteristics seemed
basic in forecasting combat neurosis:

1. Poor family adjustment.
2. Dependence.
3. Insecurity (uncontrolled).
4. Overcompensation.
S. Lack of group identification.
6. Inability to externalize hostile reactions.
7. Civilian functional somatic complaints.
& Poor job adjustment
9. Weak ego.

10. Schizoid tendt. "ces (paranoid). i

I Developed at Psycboloaical Research Unit No. I. Chief conti butora: Pvt. Kenneth A.Fisher. Sgt. Harold IU. Probsansky, and Capt. Donald E. Super.
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11. Obsessive-compulsive tendencies.
12. Inability to take-it physically.
13. Lack of belief in democracy.
14. Lack of belief in support on the home front.
15. Lack of belief in worthwhileness of efforts.
16. Lack of belief in leaders.
17. Lack of advance awareness of combat.
18. Lack of interest in flying.
19. Uncontrolled prestige drive.
20. Inability to become absorbed in a technical job.
21. Inability to become detached from a situation.
22. Lack of conviction of personal invulnerability.

It was thought that this instrument might elicit information on some
of these reaction patterns. Of these patterns, it was hoped that some
would be critical indices of personality instability.

Two forms of the test preceded this one, gradually converging from
a general exploratory treatment of the technique to a specific multiple-
choice-type test in CE71IC. In CE711A a relatively large number of
pictures were taken from magazines or were sketched and made into
lantern slides for group administration. The examinees were asked to
write wliat they thought of each picture. This was intended to obtain
protocols for each picture, so as to indicate the best multiple-choice items
for each picture and to eliminate poor pictures. After a short period of
experimentation, this form, having shown no indication of any positive
results, was abandoned.

Form CE711B also served for the collection of preliminary data. It
consists of 43 pictures with 3 questions concerning the content of each
picture. The series of pictures is shown in sequence 3 times, with a
S-seconds exposure of each picture and 1 minute in which to write no
more than a single sentence answer to each question. The series is shown
to permit answering of the first question for each picture, then the series
is repeated to peirmit answering the second question, and again for the
third. For example, one picture shows a soldier lying on a beach alone,
close to the water. The three questions are (a) "What is this soldier's
nationality?"; (b) "Where are this soldier's companions?"; and (c)
"Why is he lying on the ground?" No statistical treatment was 3ccorded
these results.

Form CE711C is derived from a Rapid Projection Test developed at
the Harvard Psychological Clinic as part of an experimnctal battery for
the selection of combat officers (6).

(1) Intcrnal charactcristics.--The material consists of 20 of the
original 24 Murray Rapid Projection Slides. Four pictures were elimi-
nated on an a priori basis, because they were very similar to other pic-
tures. The slides are made from photographs of single male figures or,
in a few cases, of groups of men.

Two series of answers are used for each slide, and answers are re-
corded on the standard A-O (15-choice) type IBM answer sht.,t. The
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first series consists of five possible interpretations of the content of the
slide, any one of which will answer the question "What happcred?"
These are arranged in groups of five for each slide, picture one being
1-5; two, 6-10; and three, 11-15, etc.

The second series consists of 15 names or descriptions of feelings or
emotions, any one of which will be an answer to the question "How is
he feeling?" These are listed with letters from A to 0. The examinee
answers both questions with a single black mark on the answer shcct.

(2) Addministration.-The test is group administered. It is presented
to the examinees as a judgment test. They are told that it measures one's
ability to size up persons at a glance. It is implied that the pictures rep-
resent actual situations and that in each case one of the answers is cor-
rect. Each picture is projected in a darkened room for 6 seconds. Then
1 minute is allowed to record answers with room lights on and the picture
only dimly visible.

The following is the series of questions for a picture showing an
elderly man sitting on a bench which appears to be on a ship. His chin
is resting on his hands.

What has happened?
11. He has lost his job.
I2 His wife has died.
13. His son was lost while on Atlantic convoy duty.
14. A splendid opportunity has just been offered EinL
IS. He has just learned that he has an incurable disease

Feeling cbokes:
A. Darin cocdy.
B. Scornful, contemptuous.
C Depressed, sad.
D. Pleased with himself.
E. Anxious.
F. Terrified.
G. Pained.
H. Angry.
I. Submissive or resigned.
J. Frustrated. or blocked.
K. Confused. hesitant.
L Overjoyed.
M. Tired.
N. Amused.
0. Humiliated.

Statistical results.--Only item-validity data are available for this test.
(1) Item validation.--Cross-validation data were secured for sam-

ple of 360 graduates and 196 elinninees from primary pilot training in
classes 44C, 44D, and 44E. The sample was split into odds and evens
groups. Because 75 response spaces are available for each picture, the
number of individuals selecting any one response is too small to permit
computing a reliable item statistic. Two separate item analyses were
made, therefore, one treating only judgments of factual content, and the
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other, only judgments of emotional content. The data are presented in
tables 24.10 and 24.11.

TA.z 24.10.--Frequency disribution~s of phi coefficihits for the criterion of
graduation-elimination from primary pilot training, for the Rapid Projection

Test, CEMIIA, based uton judgments of emolionol content

0 Odds sampl' Even sampleo 0 Odds sampl•e teweelt

O.n-0.32 0 1 -0.02-0.03 IS II
.23- .27 0 0 -. 07- -. 03 22 4
.11- .23 1 1 -. 12- -. 08 3 4
.31- .17 4 2--.17- -. 13 0 2
.08- .13 4 7 -. 22- -. 16 I 0
.03-- .07 1I 1? -. 37- -. 23 0 I

N 276, #,=0.6S.

TABL! 24.11.- Frequency distributions of phi coeficients for the criterion of
graduation-eimination from primary pilot training, for the Rapid Projection

Test, CETIIA. based atom judgments of emotional content

Odds sample -ven. smp Old, smpe Elstm "mple

0.28 - 0.32 0 I -4.07 --- 4.0i 14 32
.23 - .27 1 1 -. 12 ---. Os I
.31- .22 2 1 -. 17 -- ,- 4 0
.13 - .17 2 3 -. 22 ---. 1 2 2
.0_- .12 5 6 -. 27 --. 2 ) 0
.03•- .07 1t 22 -. 32--,S - 2

-. 02- .02 20 171

In interpreting these data, it should be noted that for an N of 278 a
phi coefficient of 0.12 is significant at the 5 percent level of confidence,
and a phi of 0.16 at the I percent level of confidence. In the item analy-
sis based upon judgments of factual content, for the evens group, only
eight responses we're significant at or beyond the 5 percent level. For
the odds group, there were seven such responses.

For the item analyses based upon judgments of emotional content,
there were 11 a:id 15 ricsponses for the evens and odds groups respec-
tively, that yielded phi cocflicients significant at or beyond the 5 percent
level.

The responses showing significance for one subsample did not show
significance in the other subsample.

Evoluation.-I: must be kept in mind that this instrument was de-
signed to predict combat neurosis, and not merely for air-crew selection
purposes. Whether the predictions were to have stemmed from a total
score or from an over-all imprcssi•o: is not clear.

In either case, it is anticipated that this test would not have a high
validity for predicting combat neurosis. The difficulty with this form of
the test, according to Murray, is that no satisfactory multiple-choice an-
swers have been dveeloped to measure the variables thought to be essen-
tial for predicting combat neurosis.

The item validation results indicate that this test has mo validity for

the primary pilot training criterion.
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Empathetie Response Test, CE715A

1he rationale put forward y))' the constructor of this test is th:1t a sat-
isfactory measure of the examinee's predisposition to combat ni'urosis
may hc obtained from the manner iii which he "empathizes" •t. a fic-
tional character's allcctivc state. The term empathy is used here to niean
the imaiginative projection of one's self into the mental state of another
person.

le'scription.-The xam ince reads a short story, written in ',tch a
way that he must empathize into the affective state of the chief character
in order to supply a conclusiu,, for the story. Each story contains a num-
ber of inconclusive clues or leads indicating a variety of possible .ndings,
but no specific ending is supplied. They are written in a subjective style;
that is, each is written as the conversations, musings, ^- renuiniscctnces
of the chief character in the story. The stories deal with various aspects
of military life which are familiar, interesting, and significant to the typi-
cal soldier, but are combined into novel puzzle situations. It was hoped
that the tendency would be for the examinee to supply a conclusion to
the story compatible with his previously established and predisposing,
affective habit patterns.

After the reading of the stories, two classes of questions are asked:
Class I questions immediately follow each story and concern only that
story. They do not suggest any specific story ending, so as to avoid
prejudicing the examince. Class II questions are all listed at the mnd of
the test booklet, and they inquire as to the specific endings given the
stories by the examinee. An example story follows:

At last, the hospital I They'll do something soea to ease the pain. That morphine
shot Joe gave me didn't last long. My foot * * " leg * 0 0 they hurt like hell, but Do
much damage. My hand. A mess I With a bun -rnd mustard I could have a ham-
burger. Joe shook his head when he looked at it. Does that mean ? * ? God,
%hat would Mary think? Ah, hell! Joe is smart, but he's no doctor. Could he tell?
That doe's coming now what will he think? My foot and leg '

just a glance. Good, I !hought they were O.K. My haudl lie's gentle as a womar
with it. Does that mean it is bad? I hope that he's not the doc they call i .:ks1aw.
lie is calling that other doc over to look. Why? Now they're going away. They
keep looking over here. Why don't they quit mumbling? One keeps shaking his

head. Does that mean he does or doesn't want to? Now they seem to agree.

"Th;, operating table feels swell 0 * * but it must mean an operation il No
u ,c aking the doctor anything because he won't give a straight answer. Probably

ether for me so-n. Yeah, here it conics. Ether I Dicies tlat mean a •crious opcration?

Hlow srious? Why did that thing have to explode and get me in the hand ? This

ether • it stinks.. My cars are buzzing. Head's swelling • throb-

bing * swellin4got * swell * * *

Hlead * foggy. Can't think straight. I'm out cf the operating room. in

a ward. GCeratilw's over? Must be! Operation * * * opecr 0 * hand!

What did they do to it? Can't sce my hand. Must be under the blanket My arm is.

Is * * is iny I *nd? No feeling in it. Should there be? Could there be? 1-i

t-.•Vki0Pd4 at Psyrck.I.al Restrwlb Unit No.. U Cb.( Costtilbut•t: S/fSgt Robeir F. Dk.
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pull it out and look. Ill look •h•,i I get guts enough * if I get guts

enough. Guts eiough ? I'll look now. Right now. Now I
GodI

rwo samtple class I (lUtestio.,s follow
The soldier feels that the operating doctor:

A. Did not listen to the reasonable advice of the second doctor.

B. Felt unable to make a decision alone.

C. Performed tlc type of operation obviously needed under the circum-
StanceC.

D. Was chiefly interested in getting the operation done and over.

E. Was unconcerned about the result of the operation.
Choose the word or phrase uhich. you feel, best describes the general attitude of

the soldier before the operation.
A. Fatal~stic.
B. Frantic with worry.
C. Complctely unconcerned.
D. Deeply concerned.
E. Emotionally detached.

The class 1I question for this story is:
In the story of the soldier wounded in the hand, I feel the operation ended in:

A. Loss of the whole hand.
B. Loss of part of the hand.
C. Restoration of the hand to partial usefulness.
D. Restoration of the hand to full usefulness.
E. A rcsult concerning which I cannot reach a conclusion.

The test consists of seven stories, each followed by five questions of

the class I variety with five alternatives each. The class II questiols.

which were adhiin)stered as a group, consist of one question for each

story. Each question had five alternatives.
(1) Ant inisiration.--Forty minutes were allowed for the test, two

forms of which were validated. Parts I and II are class I and II quel-

tions for the first form, while parts ill and IV are similar sections of a

comparable second form of the tt'st. IPertinent administrative di.-cctions

are:
The purpose of this test is to measure your ability to understand a complete

situation %w:hcn only part of the facts concerning it are known to you. It is not a

test of your .ibility to analyze and to draw scientifically correct deductions. This

test mea.ures your ability to grap quickly a complex situation from a minimum of

given facts. Your knowledge of human niture and your ability to understand how

and why people act as they do in perplexing situations is of great importance in this

test.
• 0 0 you ,ill read a series of short episodes atnl an-Aer que,.tioni concern-

ing the Itc--ple and cvcnts in the cpl,.ode. Read each cpitxde carefully but rapidly.

When you have fini-hied reading the ci',1,de, turn to the folloing page and ans, ecr

the quejj'lcus ctcr1,rning the cpi.-odc. Oncc you have turned to the page of questions

do not turn back to the previous page

(2) Scoriag.-A total of eight soring keys was cotistruct,.d for eight

different categories of responses. Since no suitable external criterion

for tl.e sclcctioll of items was availabl., the itin-s were sel:ctdc- and the
pro~ -n~u key's de-signed >ule-ly on the baris of a p)riocri -,sumptions.

Thc provkional kys, together with the ,ci:ring forniulas used for each,
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are: (1) General anxiety (number of Rights) ;(2) repression (number
of Rights) ; (3) belief in worthwhiklc-ss of effort (R--W± 10) ; (4)
tear of dehath or injury (R-V) ; (5) sex conflict (R-WV+10) ; (6)
social adjustment (R---W+ 10) ; (7) e%,.-Iion-confusion (numl&e. of
Rights) ; and (8) attitude toward authority (R-W±10).

Statistical results.-Data are available for two somewhat ove~rlapping
groups of pilots who took primary train~ng.

(1) Test validity. -Val i (at ion data are available for twvo samples of
pilots, using the graduation-eliminattion criterion from primary traininug.
The results of one group are based on parts I and II of the test, wh-Iile
those of the second group are based o.w the com,~ rabic parts III and IV.
These dlata are presented in table 24.12.

TAmzL 24.12.- Validation data for two samples of pilots who took Printary
training, using the graduation-elimination criterion, for the Emspath:etic

Response Test, CE715A

Parts. Score Nis m. SDI -bi

I and 11'ts . General anxiety .................. 8.13 8.34 2.6S -0.0o OC
epsso......................3.14 3.23 1.92 -. 03 -. 01

WothwhilenC33 of effort .......... 10.95 10.99 1.63 -. 02 -. 04
Fear of death or injury ......... 3.27 3.14 1.23 .07 '07
Sex conflict .................... 12.48 12.77 2.17 1-.08 -. 10
Social adjustment ............... 9.24 9.54 2.05 -. 09 a-.09
"Eyasion-confusion .. ............. S.26 5.19 4.22 .01 I .02
AUitude toward authority ........ 10.85 11.07 2.27 -. 06 -. 07

III and IV .... General. anxiety ......... ...... 10.50 10.71 2.73 -. 05 -. 07
Repression ...................... 6.33 6.18 2.27 .04 .04~WOfthWhilMC$3s Of effort ......... 13.49 13.26 3.03 10S .04

Ea fdahor injury .... ..... 8.03 7.82 3.14 .04 .02
S-x conflict .................... 11.34 11.35 1.06 -. 01 .00
ocial ,adjustment ............... 12.72 12.71 2.54 .00 .02
'Evasion -con fusion"..............2.78 2.69 2.32 .02 .01

lAthitude towai~d -.uthority _ .. ]14.32 14.31 1.90 .00 ,101
a Corrected to &n unrestricted 3tak.i1ne standard deviati, a of 2.00.
a For this sample N,=491, jp,=0.68.
'For this sample N,=S31. P4=0.67.

For parts I and 11 a biserial coefficient of 0.12 is required for signifi-
cance at the 5 percent leve. and of 0.15 for significance at the 1 percent
level. For parts III and IV, coefficients of 0.11 and 0.14 are required
ait the c~orresponding levels. None of the coefficients in table 24.12 ap-
proacliies significance.

(2) Correlation between parts.-The correlations between paired
scores oý parts I and 11, and parts III and IV, for a sample of 443 pilots
in primary training who completed Al four parts of the test, are pre-
sented in table 24.13.
TABLE 24.13.- Correlations between' paired scores of parts I and 1f, and furts III

aid IV, of the Empatheatic R4'spon~st Test, CE7ISA, f'yr 443 pilots who took
_________________primary training

Scar*e ras jscore "a fi

Ceneral anxiety ..... 0.06 0.11 R~ex conflict ............... 0s .10
Repreision ................ 32 .48 Social adjuitment .... .14 .2$
WVorthwttileness of effort .10 .18 Evasion-confusion ..... 0s .67-
Fear of death or injury .08 .15Attitude toward authority .05 .10
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The results obtained are disappointing, as only two of the keys show

a level of reliability at all worthy of consideration. The evasion-confu-

sion key scores only the "cannot decide," the "do not know," "do not

understand," or "something not listed above" type of answer. The sec-
ond key, repression, which seems to have soine reliability, contains many
cf the same types of "cannot decide" responses and probably measures
much the same thing as the evasion-confusion key.

Evaluation.-Upon the basis of the obtain'd validities, neither parts
I and II nor parts III and IV of the Empathetic Response test have any
validity for predicting success in primary pilot training. It "s possible,
however, that this instrument would yield a positive measure of suscepti-
bility to combat neuroses, more readily than the picture-presentation pro-
jective type of test, because the examinee should empathize ii.!o Z. in-
teresting story, written in subjective style, more readily than into a pic-
ture of doubtful meaning and interest.

For purposes of administration, in its present form the test has sev-
eral advantages: it is easy to administer and relatively easy to score; it
has considerable face validity, because the stories and questions deal with
situations involving psychological stress or conflict in a military context.

Additional Use of Projective Techniques

In this section will be described briefly four techniques that have
achieved the status of tests without having been administered. Only a
brief rationale and a description of the items will be presented.

Picture Evaluation Test, CE712A 10

The purpose of this test is to sample certain attitudes that are believed
to be indicative of personality factors predisposing to combat neurosis.

(1) Description.-This test is a modified projective technique attempt-
ing to eliminate individital differences in verbalization. It was constructed
for group admnistration. Each item consists of 5 pictures--a large un-
structured picture, which is presented by means of a lantern slide for 5
seconds, followed by 4 smailer pictures, each structured in ways such as
persons with various personality weaknesses might interpret the large
picture. The examinees are asked:

(1) \Vhich small picture is most like the large picture?
(2) Which small picture tells the same story as the large pict:,re?

The answevis are set up for machine scoring and are recorded on the
standard IBM answer sheet. Both questions are to be scored, but it is
felt that question No. 2 will be the more fruitful.

As an example, one large picture shows an airplane swooping close
over the head of a man in the foreground. The man's mouth is open as
if barking an order, or screaming, etc. The background is indefinite.

"Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. 1. Chief Contributor: Capt. Horae It. Vam
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The small pictures for this large picture are:
(a) Man dressed as flier is approaching a plane (only tail ,,scmbly

is visible) in a normal airport setting. (Normal or escape picture.)
(b) A German plane ground-strafing American troops. (Att.,nipting

to get an undue awareness of the threat of death.)
(c) An obviously civilian plane in a minor landing crack-up. (At-

tempting to tap lack of interest or fear of flying.)
(d) Bugler blowing bugle with a background of graves. (Att,..mpting

to reveail uncontrolled insecurity as expressed in interpreting any inci-
dent as a threat to the self.)

It was planned to construct at least 15 large picturs,, each with 4
alternative small pictures, in the exploratory form of the test.

Picture Sequence Test, CE713A"

It is assumed that two factors ar- crucial in determiniing rd:lative re-
sistance to the stresses of sustained combat exposure: (1) Intensity of
anxiety, generalized avd concerning combat, and (2) c'iu rd of counttr-
acting control over anxieties. This test was designed to measure pre-
disposition to combat fatigue in terms of these two personality variables.

(1) Descriptionp.--This is a nonverbal test combining features of both
the projective techniques and the multiple-choice word-association tests.
E•ach item consists of a stimulus picture, which presents a situation
containing potential elements of stress, followed by two sets of four pic-
tures each. The task is to construct a story by selecting one picture from
the first set and one from the second. The first set presents varying
stress elements in a continuum of increasing severity. The second set
presents different completions of the story which are assumed to un-
cover varying degrees of anxiety control. For example, one stimulus
picture portrays a young mlan sleeping. The first set of pictures portrays:
(1) dreams of being carried off by an eagle; (2) dreams of being
chased by wild animals; (3) dreams of falling from a great height; and
(4) dreams of being tramplc- under a horde of "GI" shoes. The second
set of pictures are: (1) Young man sleeping with smile on face; (2)
young man sleeping with tcrror on face (3) young man sitting tip in
ibd, tensed; and (4) young man sitting on edge of bed, face in hands.

It ws-, planned to construct 40 large pictures, plus 30 diversiona,-y
dumnnies. The test is suitable for machine scoring.

A Structured Answer Projection Test, CE714A 12

This test seeks to nmeasure, by a rapid-projection techniqutIe, those
attitudtis which prtelispose airmen to combat neurosis or which tend to
serve as antidlotes. These include such variables as belief in immediate
superiors, conivictitn of personal invulnerability, belief in worthwhile-
ness of own contltbution to the war effort, and poor social adjustment.

I: Developed at P•ychological Research Unt -No. 1. Chief Cnntributor: Sgt. Leo Srole.
1Develuped at Psychulogical Research Unit 1o. 1. Chief Contributor: Martin Singer.
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Description.-Fifty pictures are prcssented to the "examinees, who are
required to select the best description of a picture from four multiple-
choice responses. The four possible responses are selected to reveal pro-
jections ranging respectively from those most indicative of adjustment
to those most indicative of maladjustment to training and combat situa-
tions. The preface to each picture and the composition of the picture it-
self attempt to make all examinees identify themselv'es with the same
character and from their perspective as aviation students. The pictures
are as follows:

(1) Ten pictures with obvious responses; the first two presented as
samples and the other eight scattered throughout the tests to make the
examinees feel they are taking a test of observational ability. These eight
obvious pictures may also uncover the extreme personality deviates.

(2) Twenty original pictures ambiguous enough so that interpretation
invites projection on the part of the examinees.

(3) Ten pictures, from the Rapid Projection test, CE71113, so that
the results of the present technique may be compared to the results ob-
tained with that instrument. Multiple choices are also used here.

(4) Ten pictures used in the Picture Evaluation Test, CE712A, for
comparison purposes. Multiple-choice questions of the same order as
described above are used.

As an example, the following questions are asked concerning a picture
of an officer who has just pulled the rip cord of his parachute.

From his expression:
a. He is getting set for the shock of the parachute opening.

b. The parachute has opened and he is calmly floating down.
c. He is terrified, because the parachute has failed to open.
d. He is worried whether or not the parachute will open.

3 2 1 0 -I -2 -3

-d "0V0O - .-. IDUV •04 WP•
68454•%VP P4fA.IA44# bB1P D4., •4a4 64tNLLpfa •S4 wL#d PLj Lm,44.J*FM

FIGURE 24.1
SCALE USED IN PICTURE JUDGMENT,

CE7I6A

Picture Judgment Test, CE716A 13

It was hoped that this test would measure degree of fear and sensitivity
to combat situations, and thus mnake a contribution to the prediction of

susceptibility to combat neurosis.
" Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. 1. Chief contributors: St. If &aold U. Pr..

shansky and Cpl. Walter J. Reis.
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Description.-The examinees are asked to rate 150 pictures projected
oIl. a screen.

These pictures will show 24 pleasant nonmilitary situations, 25 netutral
nonmilitary situations, 25 ambiguous nonmilitary situations, 38 un-
pleasant nonmilitary situations, and 38 combat situations.

It will be established statistically that the pictures finally selected have,
for the majority of aviation students, the qualities: Pleasant, neutral,
ambiguous, and unpleasant. It is expected that, canceling out the constant
factor of strong or weak judgments, aviation students who are more
sensitive to combat situations will (1) either mark a greater number of

. combat pictures in the unpleasant categories than their comrades or (2)
avoid the situations by marking combat pictures neutral.

OBSERVATIONAL TECHNIQUES

Observational techniques yield data on the manner in whi-h the exami-
nee performs a task and provide estimates of his attitudes. In gcneral,
the primary function of observational data is to furnish &scriptions of
the examinee's overt behavior and interpretation of that behavior. The
observer is considered tn be a sort of complex measuring instrument
who integrates his interpretations of the various observed reactions of
the examinee into a complex judgment, which is recorded. It was felt
that the observational techniques would yield data regarding personality
traits that would supl)lement similar data obtained by other clinical tech-
niques. Their independent value in prediction of air-crew success was
also to be determined.

Conference for the Interpretation of Test Scores and
Occupational Background, CE707A1

The interview method was considered basic to any project employing
clinical procedures. The purpose of the conference technique was to at-
tempt to obtain and to analyze the candidate's immediate and remote ex-
periences, so that classification-test scores could be interpreted in the
light of his background, as well as to give an estimate of the candidate's
chance of success in air-crew duties. The information to be obtained is
not, as yet, available through any other technique.

Description.-The designation, "Conference for the Interpretation of
Test Scores and Occupational Background," was given to this procedure
in order to avoid the undesirable connotations of the term "interview,"
which might influence rapport with the aviation students. This interview
technique permits the follow-up of leads and the asking of questions that
are difficult to put on paper or, if placed on paper, are easily distorted
by the examinee. The interview situation is made as informal and re-
laxed as poss;ble, so as to elicit a maximum of information concerning
the examinee.

H Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. I. Chief contributors: Clinical Pri edur-,,
Group.
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(I) Internal claracteristics.-The conference was conducted by one
iuterviewver for one candidate at a time. It was guided by a standard set
of (Itiestions and a list of the fields to be covered. During the interview,
however, the manner of putting the questions was left to the discretion
of the interviewer in order to encotirage optimum rapport. Questions,
for the most part, were general and gave the examinec an opportunity
to enlarge upon any point. Few qt:estions were aimed at obtaining purely
factual information, because ni.st of this type of data was obtained pre-
viously on the printed questionnaires (Occupational Classification Ex-
perience Blank, CE603A, and Aviation Experience Blank). Specifically,
the interview was planned to reveal: (1) The relationship of the past
history of the examinee to his present personality; (2) what he has
learned in terms of his opportunity to learn; (3) the developmental
sequences of his life history; (4) his occupational history in relation to
his likelihood for air-crew success; (5) additional material to aid in the
interpretation of scores and measures derived from the Thematic Ap-
perception Test, CE706A, the Rorschach Test, CE701A, and other
printed tests of emotion and temperament; and (6) estimates (on a rat-
ing scale) of the examinee's self confidence, to aid in the interpretation
of scores on the confidence tests.

(2) Administration.-Each conference was of approximately 50 min-
utes' duration. The main emphasis in the content of the interview was in
four areas: (1) Occupation, (2) motivation, (3) stability, and (4)
adaptability. The conference was so administered that adequate infor-
mation would be available for a written report to includ,. information
under the following categories:

(a) Thumbnail sketch.-Included characteristics of motivation, sta-
bility, and adaptability, as well as such factors as physical build, vigor,
dress, coordination, language, response to intcrviewer, and excessive
physical activity.

(b) Occupational history.-This section contained information sup-
plemental to the Occupational Background Blank; job ambitions before
the war; preference for type of job 5 years from now; age at which ex-
aminee first earned money; why a particular job was taken; and special
skill and interests. Discrepancies between level of aspiration and level
of achievement were noted.

(c) Family r4-ationships.-This area contained a brief description of
family composition; indcation of areas in which examinee would prefer
to rear children differently than in the manner in which he was brought
up; type of work which his mother and father would prefer for him;
and their attitude toward combat flying. Importaat in this sectiot, were
critical points in familial adjustment; such as the possibility of destruc-
tive sibling rivalry, the effect of marital discord on the examince's dis-
cipline, goals, and ideals.
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(d) Pevcloptmenhl history.-This area was concerned with an evalu-
ation of si f in v'arlv chihlhooil and in the preschool area; al, qualcy of
".social adj lj•ist metl" :i11(l plhysical a lequacy inl terms of any rencilnlbreed
severe illnesses.

(e) School erperinces.--)escribed the age at which school wais be-
gun and concluded, best and poorest subjects; likes and dislikes in the
school situation; behavior or dlisciplinary problems; extra-c,,rricular
participation; level of aspiration in relation to school and the vtxent to
which this was reached; competition with siblings; reactions to tc;clhcrs;
and anmbitions in relation to further education.

(I) Leisure time interests and hobbies.-This section was a descrip-
tion of the organizations in which the examinee had been a
how leisure time %v,-is spent; what things afforded the most ple,dsure;
what things "got him down?"; participation in athletics and in commu-
nity organizations, and level of participation (member or officer).

(g) Sodatlit.atioi.-A description was given of the moot difficult prob-
lein faced; type of individual most admired; relation with girls; social
skills possessed; role in the family: extent to which independence from
family control has been obtained.

(h) Airmy.-This section described ambitions ir the Air Corps;
evaluation of preparedness for this ambition; estimation of chances of
getting wings; feelings in regard to combat; reasons for applying to
the Air Corps; plans if "washed out" of training; reactions of parents
and friends to his being in the Air Corps.

(3) Scoring.-Three types of treatment were accorded the material
obtainled: (1) An interview report war written, following ihe several
categories just enumerated; (2) predictions for success in air crew in
gvneral, and for the specialties of bombardier, navigator, and pilot were
made, each on a nine-point scale; (3) ratings of confidence were made
on a five-point scale: Complete lack of self confidence; underconfident;
coufident ; overconfident ; and complete overconfidence.

Statistical results.-Owing to the nature of the data, only a restricted
number of statistical procedures were attempted.

(1) Test reliability.-Since any estimation of reliability based on this
inimtruunicit (fue to tht method of administration would involve several
unwarranted assumptions, no reliabilities were computed. It would be
txossiblh to dct.rimine the reliability of ratings, if two or more raters
were to make indcp,.ndent clinical predictions of success based on the
in formation contained in the interview summary.

(2) Test t'alidity.-Clinical predictions on a nine-point scale of suc-
cess or failure in elementary pilot training are available for validation.
These ratings represent an over-all evaluation of the interview material,
miade at the end of the conference and after the interviewer had com-
pleted his interview summary. The ratings of the interviewers were
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converted. foi- purposes of comliparison, into a common scale, with a

1iW3a1 of 4.3 :aid a standard NI isaicii #)f 1.5. V;alidation rresults are given
in table 24.14.
TABLE 24.14.- Validation data for clinical predictions based on Itwo groups of pilots
in primary training using the graduation-elil.aination criterion, for the Conference
for the Intert retation of Test Scores and Occupational Background, CE707A

(an interviewe)

No P9  MN N1. SDI F5 , ^66

293 0.39 ...... 0.06
190 .1 4.73 i.ii3 .ss .I3 0.14

Neither of these validity coefficients is significantly different from
zero. Clinical predictions of air-crew success derived from the interview
do slot significantly differentiate graduates and eliminees from elementary
flying training.

Ratings of self confidence on a five-point scale are also available. These
ratings were an over-all evaluation of the examince's confidence as mani-
fested in his behavior during the interview and in the life-history data.
The ratings were converted to a scale with a mean of 3.00 and a stand-
ard deviation of 0.75. The biserial validity coefficients of the confidence
rating- were determined on a sample of 293 pilots in elementary training,
80 percent of whom graduated. The biserial coefficient, -0.07, was not
significantly different from zero.

The correlations of the clinical predictions based on CE.707A with
those based on other techniques are generally low. These results for sev-
eral samples of pilots in elementary training are presented in table 24.15.

TABLE 24.15.-Correlations of clinical predictions based upon Conference for the
Interpretation of Test Scores and Occupational Background, CE707A, with

predictions based upon other techniques

Technique N r

Intcraction Test, CE42SA ..................... 123 0.04S.. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. 184 - .03

The Personal Audit, CE431A
(A-1thor's Predictions) .......................... 190 .16

Rorschach Test. CE701A-1
(First Prediction) .............................. 189 .23

Rorschac, Test CE7OIA-JI
(Second Prediction) ............................ 320

I 323 .12
Thematic Apperception Test, CE706A .............. 169 .19

Ohervations Dtringn Psychomotor"L'ef ting Rest Period. C ' 709A ................... ( 304 .01174 .13
316 .04

Observational Stress Test, CE710A............. .0

Analysis of the factual material in the interview, or of the-major areas
of motivation, socialization, emotional stability, and occupational back-
ground were not attempted.
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I:.'uhuotilf.-The influence of examiner differences on the interview
procedure and results was not determined in this study. There wcr. sev-
eral phases of the interview procedure in which the factors of skill aud
intelligence of the examiner might become a critical variable: (a) In
writing the interpretive summary and evaluating the factual content of
the interview for areas of personality such as stability, maturity, adapta-
bility, and motivation; (b) in questioning and probing certain responses,
taking up various leads to questions, as from suggestive remarks, and
following them through; (c) in making the clinical predictions; evalu-
ating the relevance and importance of various phases of the life-history
data, relating them with the examiner's conception of the personality fac-
tors required for success in air-crew performane, and making a clinical
rating on this basis.

The clinical predictions depended partly on an examiner's own views
of the requirements of air-crew duties with respect to personality factors,
and partly on his skill as an interpreter of the factual life-history mate-
rial in relation to various areas of personality. In arriving at their pre-
dictions, the interviewers were forced to determine for themselves the
relative weights to be assigned to the various facts In the life history.
Facts of life history that were elicited also differed from one examiner
to another and from one examinee to another. It seems important to note
that the interpretations of the factual materials were in no way deter-
mined by uniform criteria or by a single theory of personality. It seems
legitimate to question whether the validity data pertaining to the ratings
rellect the true validity, either of the factu;d data of the interview alone
or of the interpretive features of the interview relevant to various areas
of personality.

The analysis presented here does not, by -any means, exhaust the pos-
sible analyses or further uses of the data. The data were not used in con-
nection with two of the original aims for which they had been intended, the
final conference and case history.

Observation of Atypical Behavior During Psychomotor
Testing, CE708A is

This technique is based on the assumption that both the psychomotor
tests and the air-crew training situations involve the performance of com-
plex tasks under stress. It is thought that evidence of unsual tension,
confusion, or excessive emotionality observed in the testing situation might
serve as a basis for predicting similar behavior in the air-crew training
situation.

Iescription. (1) Internal characfristicz,.-This is not a test but rather
a descriptive rating procedure utilized when atypical behavior is observed
by the regular psycchomot3r examiner. The procedure requires the exam-
iner to record any behavior that he considers atypical in each group of
four examinees taking the psychomotor test simultaneously.

k idQweoP9d at PL0uc7o1tic" Retarcl Unit No. I. Chid ctmtrsbutor: Mij. Glen L Iluathe.
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It was believed that the experience of the examiner with the psycho-
motor test would provide a sound basis for deciding whether individual
behavior indicated tension, confusion, or any other striking character-
istic. The object of these observations was to isolate the individuals who
were judged to represent the extremes of atypical behavior.

(2) Administration.-When atypical behavior was observed, the ex-
aminer wrote a brief description of it after the four examinees had left
the testing room. The examiner also indicated the adequacy of his oppor-
tunities for observing the examinees.

In the use of this technique, two rules were observed: (1) The exam-
inees were given no reason to believe that their conduct during the psy-
chomotor tests was being observed; for example, the data sheets were
concealed from the examinees, and (2) the observational data obtained
by each examiner were independent from similar data obtained by other
examiners; for example, the examiners (lid not discuss observational
findings on any examinee with each other..

(3) Scoring.-The examiner rated only those men considered atypi-
cal. He checked appropriate categories on the rating sheet and also wrote
a very brief description of the behavior observed after the appropriate
categories provided on the data sheet.

Briefly the categories were: (1) Tension, the examiner indicating and
describing undue neurotic tension; (2) confusion, including poor atten-
tion, misunderstanding of test task, or erratic performance; (3) verbal-
izantions, exclamations, rationalizations, and nervous speech; (4) disobe-
dience, including willful disregard of instructions; and (5) other. In
addition, the examiner checked the adequacy of his observation as eioler
good, fair, or poor.

Statistical rsults.-No statistical data 're available on this procedure.
Reliability coeflicients were not determiinedl. The basis for computation
would be observation of the samc examinee in a given test by two or
more examiners. This was not done. Only occasionally (lid two or more
-Xamiiners report atypical behavior on the same examinee. Validity data

were not obtained. Preliminary analysis of the data indicated that atypi-
cal hchavior was iv.tcd in approximately ,ie out of eight examinees.

Observation During Psychornotor Testing Rest Period, CE7O9A 10

The design of this procedure was based on the theory that a g,,ol
nacasure of individual personality characteristics might be obtained in a
rclativc-ly informal, social situatioi, structured to evoke relatively spon-
tanou s an:d uniiihibitcd coninints, e•prcssions of attitudes, and behavior.
It was h,qt d that the observational material gained in this inauzier would
aid. ccdtualllY,. in giving valuable material for use in case histories and
in making coipt,.-ite predictions for cAch cadet based on all the clinical

procedures.

a D)cveloped at Psycblgicail Research Unit No. I. Chid Conrenbutor: MaJ. Glee L Heathers.
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Description.-CE709A is not a test in the sense of having standard-
iztv, questions to be answcrvd. leather, the men are placed in a situation
that is thought to be sufliciewtly provocative to cause spontaneous reac-
tions to the psychological testing all([ to their fears and hopes in regard
to flving.

(I Internal characteri.sics.-The procedure utilizes a waiting station
ill tile psychelinlotr test sectioi0 for groups of four examinees during the
I 5-mlintte period immediately following the Finger Dexterity test. The
group is obscrved, insofar as possible without their knowledge, by the
vxaminer who participates in the social situation. In order to provoke
conversation and reactions indicating significant motives or attitudles, cer-
tain objects calculated to caus,- comment were placed in the room. On
the wall were a cadet recruiting poster and pictures from Life magazine
re-lresenting the duties of l)ombardier, navigator, and pilot. Il addition,
there were scattered ablout the room a number of parts from wrecked air-
planes-a broken propeller, a burned brake drum, and a nUnLr of broken
and twisted instruments.

(2) Administration.--The examinees were taken to the waiting room
for the 15-minute period following the finger dexterity test. The exam-
incr was there ostensibly to supervise the filling out of ap~pointment slips
for the clinical group tests. In this way the examiner's function was not
open to question. This procedure took no more than 2 minutes, which
allowed time for the examiner to make the necessary observations and
ratings. After the appointment slips were filled out, the examiner in-
formed the imen that they were to remain in the room for the remainder
of tile rest period but were free to sit or move around, to make them-
selves comfortable, and to talk as much as they liked. The examiners
were cautioned (a) not to observe the stwdents too cautiously, (b) to
keep all data sheets out of the room, (c) to act as natural as possible
so as not to arouse suspicion, and (d) to join in the discussions as lunch

as necessary and ask in formal questions such as, "Ifow are the tests
going?" in order to provoke discussion.

:\t the conclusion of tile observation period, the four examinees moved
oil to tile next psyciontotor test. The examiner went to another room
to write ill) his findings, while atn alternate examiner made the observa-
lions on the next group.

(3) Scorin,..--Tn tile separate room the examiner filled out a check
lit of traits and then wrote a thlumbhnail sketch of each mlan. The check

list included 22 traits: Participant. nonparticipant, leader, entertainer,
%%ithdra\vmii tojiid, nervous, clated, delpressed, curious, conhident, profane,

ratiomali ing. seeks group approval. seeks exaliller's approval, worried.
rcil,cd, tct.', picasing .o examiiimier. :annoyillg to examiner, id.:alistic, antd

realistic. l)clinitiois of these catcgories were fturnislied so that ratings
w,,uld be con:;istent. A do(uble check " as ui.,ed to indicate all extreme

degree of the trail.
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The thumbnail sketch was aimwd at defining the individual, and was
intcnmid to lead toward the rating of personality fitness for air crew.
It was not to be a restatemcent of traits that were checked; it was in-
tended to be more general and to be expressed in spontaneous termino|l-
ogy. The findings were to be used to support the rating of personality
fitness for air-crew training which was made on a nine-poitt scale adopted
in the Clinical Techniques Project.

Statistical resudts.-Obscr vations were made on approximately 600
aviation students.

(1) Test validity.-The validation coeflicients obtained for the clinical
predictions are given in table 24.16.

TABL.E 24.16.-Vlida lion dola for clinsical predictions based on Observation dioring
Psychomotor Testing Rest Period, CE709., using the raduatlton-eliontitlion

criterion

No me Nt. SD, r,. Ate

273 0.90 ... ... 0.10 ...
176 .82 4.23 3.66 1.51 .21 .22

Correlations with pre(lictions based on other clinical techniques are
shown in table 24.17.

TABLE 24.17.- Correlations of predictions for samples of pilots in primary training
based on Observations during Psychomnotor Testing Rest Period, tllth predictions

front other clinical techniques

Name of technique N F

Interview (CE707A) ................... 300 0.06
Observational Stresi Test (CE7IOA) 293 .02
Interaction Test (CE42S) ............... . 300 1.16
interview (CE707A) ...................... 174 .13
Rorschach 1st Impres-.on (CFTOIA-1) ... 173 2-.t7
Observational Stress Tent (CE7IOA) 173 .06
Interaction Test (CE42SB) .............. 170 -. 07

Significant at the I percent level.
'Significant at the 5 percent level

Evaluation.--On the basis of present statistical treatment, the results
obtained with this observational technique indicate that it has rather
questionable value for the prediction of air-crew success. Certain features
of the test limited its usefulness: (a) The exanminers making the obser-
vations and predictions had little previous experience or training with
clinical ratings; (b) prc(ictions were colored, in part. by examiner
stereotypes concerning the personality requirtments of air-crew duties;
(c) the attitude of the examninees nIav have been conditioned by tile
litiilnber of 1 )s'choniotor te.its they had taken prior It) the rating perio(d
(d) since i1| ma1y cases the rest period came after til students hail
taken a tnumber of tests, the p)retlictionS ii ani uttlnteriiiinedl nunmber of
cases were possibly basell more oil conillitlts tile stuidents llatle asbout.
how well they had 'lone than was true in other cases. Sonce of these dc-
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flcietci.s could obviously be corrected and others minimized. The clinical
observations from this test were otiginally intended for use in a case-
conference procedure, rather than being used alone, but due to the aban.
donment of that part of the project, no further clinical use of the data
was attempted.

Observational Stress Technique, CE710A IT

The observational Stress Technique was desigued in an attempt to rep-
resent the type of stress the aviation trainee would experience in the
instructor-student relationship during flying training. It was assumed
that his performance under critical observation would be best measured
by tasks requiring divided attention, selective responses, and relatively
fine controlled manipulations. The hypothesis, then, is that the examinee's
poise and self assurance or his tendency to become confused or blocked, -
as measured by this technique, is related to success in air-crew training.

Descr;plion.-Since this is primarily an apparatus test and will be
dt-scrib•d as such in another report of this series, only those aspects
more pertinent to the stress technique as measured by ratings will be men-
tioned here.

(1) Internal ci,.-aacteristics.j-The apparatus consists of seven exami-
nee's controls mounted in a table. The examinec's task is to stop the
hand of a clock by keeping all seven controls set correctly at the same
time. The controls consist of a foot pedal operated by the right foot; a
stick operated by the right hand, and five levers manipulated by the left
hand. These five levers are an assembly of throttle, mixture, and pro-
peller-pitch controls adapted from a light plane and an assembly of two
controls set by a thumb catch. The correct setting of each of six of thecontrols is indicated to the examinee when a corresponding signal light
is illuminatcd and of the seventh control when a corresponding buzzer
shuts off. During the test, the correct setting for each control is changed
frequently by the examiner, according to a standardized schedule.

(2) Adsiinistralion.-One examinee at a time is tested by one exam-
itier and one observer. Trhe directions renuire the examiner to make
standardized criticism of the examinee's performance in an attempt to
increase the stress aspect of the situation.

The examiner and observer are separted from the examinee by a one-
way-vision screen, so that the examinec may be observed without his
being able to note any unstandardized reaction on the part of the examiner
or observer. The examiner administers the directions and the stress part
of the test. The observer records his detailed observations of the exami-
nee's performnance on a preparcd data sheet, and also records 6 clock
scores which give the error times on several of the controls during each
of the three test per'ods. e

0 Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. I. Chief contributors: Tech./$St Jam" C.
Cruasbaugh, Maj. Glen L licathers, and LA. Frederick G. Tice.
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\When the exatmin. enters tile ruom. he is told in a forceful and critical
manner that during the test he will be under constant observation from
behind a screen. Then he is to!d to seat himself so that he can manipulate
the controls easily. The test sequence follows:

(a) Anticipation period (1 minute) : Exatminee sits for I minute
without further instruction. If he touches the controls, speaks, or at-
tempts to rise, he is told to remain seated at case.

(b) Directions period (1 :ninutie) : Full instructions are given orally
concerning manipulation of the controls. Since ihey have little signifi-
cance in conncction with the observational technique described here, the
instructions will not be quoted.

(c) Test period A (3 minutes) : During the first minute of this pe-
riod, the examinee attempts to match only one pattern. During the next
2 minutes of this period, the pattern changes 4 times at standardized in-
tervals of 30 to 45 seconds. At approximately the same time intervals.
the exanminer administers standardized stress directions:

Stop the clock quickly. Always set the R control first. Set the stick and pedal
controls next and keep their lights on while you stt the rest of the controls. Set the
"T" control next after these three * 0 * If your movements are jerky you will
get a very poor observation score. Kccp that stick away from the side of the slotO
• * *Turn the buzzer off * I Jf you make the lights flicker, it shows us
that you are tense * Watch yourself A record is being made of
every false move that you make 0 * 0 Be qutekI

(d) Test period B (3 minutes) : During the first 1 minute and 15 sec-
onds the examinee has only one pattern to match, while during the last
I minute and 45 seconds the patterns change 4 times in a standardized
fashion as in Test Period A. Again the examiner administers standard-
ized stress directions:

Set the controls 1 0 4 * You must work more quickly S 6 6 Your scores
are not nearly good enough yet. Remember we are rating you the same way a
primary instructor would rate you on your flying e You will have to do
things exactly right or you are through 0 0 0 Are you letting a simple test
like this confuse you? 0 " * By now you should be able to get all the lights om
quickly and get a good clock score. But how well are you really doing? Size your-
self up honestly * 0 0 You are still making too many errors.

(c) Rest period (I minute) During this rest period the clock scores
are recorded and observational ratings made. Stress directions continue:

10 0 0 You will wait while we record your observation score • You

are still under critical observation.

(f) Test period C (2 minutes) During this test period the adminis-
trative procedure is directcd toward failure stimulation. The patterns are
changed 6 times after intervals of 15. 20. 15. 15, 10, and 40 seconds, in
order. l)Wcctions are:

Dl.n't make lights Ilicker Lwi a,,l off. ik steady * quit making errors. You

arcn't moving fast enough ' More speed 0 • 0 Hurry and stop the
clock . Last chance l - Set controls quickly 0 * You are

still making errors. 4
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(3) Scoriazg.-In this account, we are interested only in two types of
data: Ratings of observed traits and a general prediction of air-crew
Success.

Ratings of behavior were made by the observer during each of the six
periods of the test. During the test period the examinee was rated on
such characteristics as general manner (poised, ill at ease, relaxed, tense,
confident, confused, or blocked) ; comprehension of task (adequate, un-
certain, or poor); operation of controls (erratic, smooth, hesitant, im-
petuous, cautious, exaggerated) ; reactions to criticism (obedient, ignores
it, confused, annoyed, slow, or prompt) ; incidental behavior (frowning,
absorbed, anxious, grinning). The rating consisted merely in noting
whether or not the examinee exhibited these characteristics. In addition,
whenever possible the observer wrote a thumbnail sketch to supplement
and clarify the ratings.

Predictions of air-crew success were made by th: observer and exam-
iner together on a nine-point scale for probability of success in air
crew, in general, and as a bombardier, navigator, and pilot, specifically'.

Statistical results.-The results are based on a sample of classified
student pilots.

(1) Validation data.-The observer's ratings of the subject's expres-
sive behavior during the test periods were to be used in a final case con-
ference. Since the case conference procedure was abandoned, these ob-
servational data were never utilized in a clinical manner.

The validity of predictions of success was determined only for pilot-
primary training. The data are given in table 24.18.

TADLZ 24.1A- Validation data for clinical predictions based on a group of pilots
in primary training, using graduation-elimination criteria, for the

Observational Stress Test, CE71OA

N, up M. SDI rots

234I ... ..... 0AIS 0.17
1 ..99 3..s 4.43 U.33 .3s

S Significant at the I percent leve.

The marked improvement in validity of the second over the first group
of exanminces is considered to be attributable to the observer becoming
more efficient through practice in the prediction of climinecs. Since the
clinical predictions are strongly related to the clock scores (r=0.61), it
is possible that most of the validity of the ratings is due to the examin-
ers' knowledge of how well the subject was doing rather than to obser-
vations of Ixbhavior apart from this knowledge.

(2) Other data.-TThe intcrcorrclations of clinical predictions based on
this test with other techniques for the same examinees are given in pre-
viously presented tables in this chapter.

Etultation.-From he data prý'scnted, three conclusions may be
reached as to the utility of the Observation Stress Test, CE71OA.
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(a) Subjective predictions of success in elementary pilot train.ng
based on a ciinical evaluation, as well as on other qualitative observa-
tions while the examinee is under critical observation in a stress situa-
tion, seem to possess significant validity; but these data are probably
contaminated by indirect knowledge of test scores.

(b) As iin other clinical procedures, the influence of the examiner-
examinee-observer interaction variables on the validities of the clinical
predictions are undetermined. All ratings were made by one examiner
and one observer.

(c) The possible influence of objective clock scores in determining the
clinical predictions has not been determined. If the strong correlation
between clock scores and ratings represents a personality variable rather
than coordination or skill, then it might be better to use the objective score
(clock) to measure it in place of the ratings.

Control Confusion Test, CE214A'

This test embodies essentially the same characteristics as the Obser-
vational Stress Technique, CE71OA, lacking only the verbal-stress direc-
lions which were administered in that instrument.

De."cription.-The same apparatus is employed in CE214A as in the
Observational Stress Technique. It is administered by one examiner to
one examinee at a time.

(1) Scoring.-In addition to recording the objective clock scores, rat-
ings were made by the examiner. The examinee was rated on a three-
point scale for comprehension of total task, smoothness of operation,
flexibility, and tension. Speed of comprehension was rated on a 10-point
scale. Prediction of pilot success was rated on a nine-point scale with
the points defined as follows:

Points Probobilities Verbal stmtennw

8 Almost 8 chances out of 8 ......................... Success highll probable.
7 Almost 7 chances out of 8 ......................... Success very likely.
6 Almost 6 chances out of 8 ......................... A good bet for success.
S Almost S chances out of & ........................ A ittle better than SO-SO

chance of success.
4 Almost 4 chances out of 8 ........................ A SO-50 chance of success.
3 Almost 3 chances out of 8 ......................... A little less than SO-SO

chance of sue-,w.
2 Almost 2 chanes out of 8 ........................ A poor bet fer success.
I Air, ost I chance out of 8 ........................ Failure very likely.0 Almost 0 chance out of ..................... Failure almost certain.

Statistical rcsults.-Observations were made on about 500 classified
pilots.

(1) Tew reliability.-Since each of the ratings was made only once,
by one examiner, reliabilities could !lot be calculated. The basis for cormn-
putation would be obsei Vation of the examinee in the test situation by

11 Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. I. Chief contributors: U&J. Gles L Heathers
and Tech./Sgt. James C Crbauh.6
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two or more indelx:ndent exaniiners, or by a retest procedure. Owing
to the shortage of personnel, neither procedure was attempted. L

(2) Validity coepicient of ral:ngs.-iwo samples of classified pilots
in primary training were divided for purposes of validation. The divi-
sion was made on the basis of odd and even calendar days of the month
(luring which they had been tested. The results are shown in table 24.19.

"I Ani. 24.19.- Validity coefficients of dinicasl ratin'.s for pilots in primary school
divided on the basis of odd and even calendar days of the month for the Control

Confusion Test, CE214,l, using the graduation-elimination criteria

Rating Day N, 34 0[ M. SDI rble

Odd days ....... 228 0.85 6.5 S.8 2.5 0.15
I. Speed of comprehension Even days ..... 260 .88 6.3 5.0 2.5 .26

All days ........ 488 .86 6.4 5.4 2.5 .20
'Odd days ....... 229 .84 2.9 2.5 1.3 .172. Comprehension of total { Even days ..... 263 .88 2.9 2.1 1.3 .34

task ................. All days ........ 492 .86 2.9 2.3 1.3 .25

(Odd days ....... 229 .84 2.3 2.1 1.2 .083. Smoothness ........... Even days .... 263 .88 2.3 1.6 1.4 .24
I All days ........ 492 .86 2.3 1.9 1.4 .16

Odd days ....... 229 .84 2.5 2.3 1.2 .104. Flexibility ............ Even days ...... 263 .88 2.5 1.6 1.4 .33
All days ........ 492 .86 2.5 1.9 1.3 .23

(Odd days ....... 229 .84 2.4 2.4 1.1 -. 01
S. Tension ........... Even days ...... 263 .88 2.6 2.0 1.2 .27

I All days ........ 492 .86 2.5 2.2 1.1 .13

P Odd days ....... 230 .84 5.6 5.0 2.1 .1S6. Prediction of Pilot Even days ...... 264 .88 S.S 4.2 2.3 .31Success ............. AU days ....... 494 .86 S.6 4.6 2.2 .23

The intercorrelations of the six ratings are presented in table 24.20.

TADME 24.20.- Intcrcorrelatlions of clinical ratings for pilots in primary school
based on the Control Confusion Test, CE214A

Rating I i III IV V VI

I. Speed of €omprehension ..... .... 0.66 0.57 0.56 0.34 0.64
I1. Coomprehenqion of total task 0.66 ... .73 .70 .34 .19

Ill. Smoothness ................ ..57 .73 ... .70 .43 .76
IV. Flexibility ................. .56 .70 .70 ... .37 .76V. Ten,ion ................ .. 34 .34 .43 .37 ... .5,VI. Prediction of pilot s.ccess .. . .19 .76 .76 .S ....

EVhal.uhatiO l.-n a survey of the results obtained with the Control
Confusion Test, CF.214A. two points remain to be made in addition to
the conclusions drawn from the observation-stress technique:

(a) There seemed to be an over-emphais on skill in achieving the
proper setting of delicately-balaneed controls on the basis of visual
stimuli. The relatively fiiue adaptations requircd of #he examinee do not

reveal v.ry full inforinatiu' ulpon) which it) miake clinical ratings.

(b) A pl:tl. %hlt,'cbv more reliable ratigs might be- made throtu~h
hicrvasing the sW0pev of the e.xaniners observations, would be to have a
series of trials increasing in diffictiltv ,util a virtual break-down of per-
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form-ncc is react ed, a (tcr which a recovery trial would be administered.
Clinical ratings based on quch a perforinance might have more prognostic

value.

The Interaction Test, CE425B S,

This test was based on the assumption that semistandardized social

situations are productive of significant behavior that can be rated and

recorded by trained observers. German miiIiary psychology relied heavily

.on behavior in such situations as a source of data on leadership ability

and other traits important in otficers. Traits such as cooperation, re-
sourcefulness, leadership, dominance, social adjustment, and self-confi-
dence are those generally believed to be assessable in such situations. It

was hypothesized, further, that these characteristics are related to suc-
cess in air-crew performance.

Description.-The essentials of the semistandardized. social-situation

test were: (1) A task to be performed; (2) persons with whom it was

to be performed; and (3) an observer to record significant behavior. The

test situation could have presented either a thought (verbal) problem or

a concrete (overt) task. Exploratory work resulted in the conclusion that

concrete tasks produce interactive movements within a group and en-
courage verbalization, while thought problems encourage silent mental

processes with less directly observable behavior. This exploratory work

was done as CE425A, from which the present test form emerged.
(1) Internal cha~acteristics.-The task selected for solution was a

modified Wiggly Blocks (7) problem. Four examinees were placed in

the testing situation in which discussion and cooperation were essential

for a satisfactory problem solution. The examiner recorded a chronologi-

cal description of events and made ratings of the behavior of the ex-

aminees.
(2) Aidministration.-Three sets of noninterchangeable Wiggly

Blocks were placed unassembled in a standardized fashion on a 2 x 3

foot table and covered by a cloth. The blocks were placed on a square

table, shuffled, laid out flat, and parallel, with the ends pointing in their

correct direction. Four examinees were seated, one at each side of the

table. The examiner stood to one side while reading directions and at

his starting signal removed a cloth, disclosing the test materials. The

instructions required that the group plan the solution to the problem. No

method was prescribed for solving it. Part of the instructions follow:

* * *task which you are to perform as a group. This task consists of three

separate puzzles. There are 27 pieces altogether, which you are to put together as

quickly as possible to form three rectangular blocks of nine picces each. You will

have 10 minutes. Each of you will have two separate scores: One based on the time

taken by the group to finish all three puzzles, and the other based on what you your-

self do. You may solve the puzzles in any way you wish. Ynu may talk during this

test.

W Develoated at Psychological Reaearct Unit No. I. Ckki cntiributara: CpI Cart Ghe wA
Capt. Donald L. Super.
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After S minutes elapsed, the examiner informed the group that they
had 5 more minutes. Similar comments were made after 7 minutes ("3
minutes left") and after 9 minutes ("1 minute left").

Upon completion of directions, the examiner wrote a chronological
history of the group performance and noted behavior of members of
the group to be used as a basis for rating them.

(3) Scoring.-As in other clinical techniques, described in this chap-
ter, predictions tor success in air crew in general, and as pilot, bombar-
dier, and navigator were made, each on a ninc-point scale. These judg-
ments were made by the examiner on the basis of (a) a survey of the
check list of traits which was used to rate each subject, and (b) detailed
descriptions of the student's test behavior.

The following traits were included in the check list and judged on a
five-point scale: Cooperation, integration, dominance, aggression, emo-
tional stability, and fertility of ideas. In addition to the ratings, qualita-
tive notes were made in the form of a chronological description of events,
in which was emphasized the role of each individual in his approach to
the task, in its execution, and in his relations within the group.

The examinees seemed to fall into three general categories: (a) A
small number assumed definite leadership, had fertile ideas, and worked
effectively with the group, primarily as an integrating force; (b) a small
number worked alone and were more destructive than helpful; and (c)
the largest number apparently faced the task calmly and intelligently,
were not outstanding influences in the group, but seemed to be helpful
participants and occasionally leaders and integrators.

In the rated predictions for air crew in general, for bombardier, navi-
gator, and pilot success, those of category (a) were given ratings of 6,
7, or 8; those of category (b), 4 or below; and (c), 4, 5, or 6.

Statistical results.-Observatious were made on about 600 classified
pilots.

(1) Test rliability.-lRcliability coefficients were not determined.
(2) Trst validity.-Validation coefficients obtained for the clinical

predictions are given in table 2$.21.

TA=a 2421.- V-Yal•lhe t ata for iall predictions for grouj at pileot i
primay &"Rmg, "log a grmdftti..-eismtliw o, criterion, based an ath

Inactvscion Tst, CE4Z5B

Noe wel~ M. Fog * %*,0 ...

N -. 11

Neither biscrial coefficient is significantly different from a zero corre-
lation.

Validity of the check list of traits, upon which the clinical predictions
were based, was made for about half of the group. These data are given
in table 24.22.
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TABLE 24.22.-- Validation data for check list of traits employed in the Interaction
Test, CE425B, for a group of pilots in primary training, graduation-ilimigntion

criterion
IN,=20_, p,=0.891

Trait rol Trait erI

Cooneration ..................... 0.13 Aggression ...................... -0.09

Jntegration ..................... . .07 Emotional-stability ............ -. 17
Dominance ...................... -. 02 Fertility of ideas ............. . 09

No analysis was made of the qualitative data in the chronological rec-
ord of each group's performance.

Evaluation.-From the data presented, three conclusions may be
reached as to the utility of the Interaction Test, CE425B:

(a) Check-list ratings of personality traits based upon observations
of social behavior in a small group of men engaged in a semistructured
group task are not valid for the prediction of success in elementary pilot
training.

(b) Subjective predictions of success in primary pilot training based
on an over-all clinical evaluation of the personality ratings, as well as
other qualitative observations in a semistructured group task, are not
valid.

(c) As in other clinical procedures, the influence of the examiner
variable on the validities of the check list, as well as on the clinical pre-
dictions, i. undetermined. It will be noted that in this test all ratings
were made by one examiner.
The Relationship of the General Appearance of a Cadet

to Hlis Success in Primary Training

The purpose of this experiment was to validate appearance ratings of
aviation students against success in primary training. The rationle for
this experiment w3s not that physiognomy is directly related to success,
but rather that prejudices might be operative in determining success or
failure in primary training."

It was believed that flying instructors, as well as officers conducting
the adaptability-rating-for-military-aeronautics interview, have certain
prejudices common to our culture. and that because of these prejudices
fine-appearing aviation students might be more likely to graduate from
flying training and to pass the ARMA than other aviation students.

Description.-The ratings in this study were made by the regular group
test proctors during the course of administration of the written c!assifi-
cation battery in thc spring of 1943. Ratings were made only after the
proctors had had several hours in which to observe the men whom they
were to rate.

ssDcr!*ped as an txperimeft at Psyckolovicat Researeh Unit No. 3. Chlef ccntrlbutesrt
Capt. Stsart W. C.o., Capt. Liold G. Humpbr~ea, Capt. Robert l)turpby, and Staf of Gc"i
Teat Secttl.
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(I) .Admin istration.-Rath i ti,, wert made on a three-Ftep scale. Three
indch,-endent ratings were made by three observers, for each examinee.
Each rater hiad 60 ex(aminees to rate during each session.

The proctors were instricted to make their ratings as if they were
selecting new men for a fraterniity. They were told to look at facial fea-
tures, complexion, name, hair, bearing, and clothing, in arriving at
their judgment.

(2) Scoring-•A rating of A was given an aviation student whose
general appearance indicated that he was among the most likely to suc-
ceed as a pilot, a B was given the intermediate group, and a C was given
those thought to be among the least likely to succeed. The letter ratings
were assigned numerical values of 3 for A, 2 for B, and 1 for C, and
then these scores for each student were stimmated to obtain a single
value.

Stasirsfcal results.-Data are available for - sample of pilots who took
primary traiaing, and also for a sample who passed or failed the adapt-
ability rvtng for military aeronautics.

(1) Distribution of ratings.-The observed distribution of ratings is
contained in table 24.23. The expected distribution, assuming lack of
correlation between raters, is also presented in this table.

"TALsz 24.23..-Observed and expected (assuming zero correlations between raters)
frequ•ncy distributions of appearance ratings in the relationship of the generai

appearantce of a eodet to his sccess in primary training

S.... Observed Expected Observed Expectedfreueniesfirqutcie Cobind rt frequencies frequencies

9 .............. 93 32 $ .............. 570 681
............... 315 242 4 .............. 262 221
.............. 709 710 3 ... _. ....... . 115 29

................ 844 "S N to.rs ... 2.98 ,90

Chi-square for the discrepancy between these two distributions is
526.6, indicating a positive correlation betw-'n ,ra;ngs.

(2) Test tfiidity.-An estimate of the predictive value of the appear-
ance ratings was made by validating the ratings against the criterion o(
.xccess or &:ilure in primary pilot training. Employing a sample of 2,228
pilots in• primnry training (p,=0.82, M#=6.15, M,=6.15, and SD,=
1.34). the obt- ined coefficient between the r-,ting:, and the criterion was
zero.

(3) Relatiouship of ratings to AIRMA scores.-It was thought that
appcaraace might be a factor in determining the AR.MA score. The cor-
relation between the two ratings is presented in ta~e 24.24.

.1alauation.--The rclai•on L-ctwecn AR.MA scores and appearance rat-
ings shows that the possible source of bias which is present in any face-
to-face selection technique has been here relatively well--controlled. On
the basis cf this evidence, it is concluded that any validity found for
fare-to-face scL:tion devices, that is, interviews or body-build measure-
ment, may be free of the factor of personal appe~t-ane.
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TAKLE 24.24.- Relofionship of atpparance ratings 1o the ARMA score

ARMA
Appearance ratings Pas-a Totld

9.................................... 89 4 93
8.................................... 308 315
7.................................... 6811 23 709

6..................................... 791 S3 844
S..................................... S42 28 370
4..................................... 238 24 262
3......................0 7 Its
N.................................. ... 2.7S7 I5 3.9082X
M.................................... 6.08 5.71 :
SD............................................... .1.3
'I..................................................................15

It is clear that appearance ratings are unrelated to success in primary
training, though very slightly related to adaptability ratings for military
aeronautics. Though prejudices undoubtedly exist, the elimintaton pro-
cedure apparently minimizes such effects.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The original aims and assumptions underlying the clinical-techniques
project and the clinical-type procedures were more cotiaprehensivc than
the scope of the completed study. For various reasons, several major
aims, fundamental to the thorough appraisal of the clinical approach,
miscarried.

The present study can afford only a negative answer to the question
of whether the clinical type of approach, in g:-neral, can be of value to
the classification program. During the course of the study, emphasis
shifted steadily from the attempts to develop a global type of analysis,
based on a variety of clinical procedures, toward consideratior; of the
specific clinical tests individually as predictive instruments and as means
f or getting leads for more objective tests.

.In the techniques most charact'-ristic of the clinical approach, sum-
marizing predictions, based on a nine-point scale, of success or failure

in primary pilot training, constituted the major datumn for valida!tký-n
The results show that thc clinical ratings are ccmsistently ineffective in
the prediction of success or failure_ in primary fly' ing training. This
much gives us a categorical answer regarding clinical predictions of this

type, based upon data such as were used in this project.
At least three sources of i.-Ahzic-rie bear upon a clinic;J rating in any

single instance: (1) Examirer opinions or stereotypes concerning the
personality factors associated with seccess or failure in primary pi~ot

training; (2) individual i ntepretat ions of the basic data (whethero-
servational or projective in mniture) with regard to various areas of
pcrsonuility; and (3) siabjec~iie (exalnincr) weighing of. the personal-
ity chiracturistics thought rvicvant. in estimating the chiances for success
of an aviation studvn;t. it %hould h~e addc-d that litilc uniformity can be
assunied for the varitnus cxanilners with rvej~-ct to their stereotypes,
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their interpretations, and the subjective weights they assign to person-

ality factors. Large individual differences existed in the background,
training, ability, and temperament of the examiners.

It should be emphasized that the attention given to examiner differ-
ences in this report underlines a basic difficulty in applying clinical pro-
cedures to a large-scale testing program. As long as (1) the most im-
portant datum of clinical procedures depends, to a critical degree, on in-
dividual insight, intuition, and skill, (2) the differences among exami- 4
ners, in these respects, remain difficult to measure and control, and (3)
examiner skill remains difficult to communicate or is "incommunicable,"
it will always be possible to attribute negative results to inadequacies in
the examiners.

Another fundamental difficulty is that of validating directly the quali-
tative clinical interpretations. All attempts to express these interpreta-
tions in quantitative form inevitably exclude all, or certain, critical fea-
tures of the interrelatedness and interaction of personality characteris-
tics. It has been shown that clinical predictions of the type used in this
study are unsatisfactory measures for this purpose in that they introduce
both extraneous assumptions and examiner complications. The validation
of single scoring categories (as in the Rorschach) is, at best, a super-
ficial procedure, since it slights the basic dictum of the clinical approach
which emphasizes global analysis and the interrelationship existing
among the components of personality. It must be concluded that there
has been little success with attempts to derive a measure of the most
significant features of the qualitative interpretations (namely, the inter-
relationship, interaction, and balancing of personality factors) that would
be capable of direct validation against the training criterion.

One of the original aims of the project was to-develop a well-rounded
clinical picture of the individual by means of a case conference in which
a final prediction of success or failure in air-crew training would be
based on #,he results of the entire clinical battery. A committee was to
have made the predictions, using several sources of information all rein-
forcing or qualifying each other, which method possibly would have in-
creased the reliability of the prediction itself as well as of the personality
picture constructed from the clinical materials. The failure to carry
through the case conference necessitated abandonment of another origi-
nal aim, namely, to write case histories from which one could, upon rg!-
ceipt of validation data, build tip a man analysis of pilot training. This
might have afforded a total pattern for a group of scores, which could
have served to negate a favorable individual score, compensate for an
unfavorable score, or, in general, give additional meaning to any indi-
vidual score.

One aim of the project was fulfilled, namely, the development of ob-
jectively-scared, group tests based on the principle of projection. The
following tests relited to this general purpose are: Rapid Projection
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Test, CETIIC; Picture Evaluation Test, CE712A; P;cture Sequence
Test, CETI3A; Picture Judgment Test, CETI6A; Restricted Word As-
sociation Test, CET02A; and the Empathetic Respom• Test, CET15A.
In spite of their relative objectivity, none of these instruments validated
significantly against a graduation-elimination criterior in primary pilot
training.

The final conclusion, then, is that clinical predictions, summarized
subjectively from the. single clinical tests, are of little or no value for
prediction of success in pilot training. A final answer, however, as to
the useability of a thoroughgoing c!inical ai:proach for classification pur-
poses must rest on solutions to the following problems: (1) The use of
clinical proecdurc.• in combination, as in a case-conference technique,
(2) pattern analyses which recognize and preserve tile global approach
and at the same time are capable of direct validation, (3) examiner
variability, and (4) the possible use of other criteria, such as combat
performance, which might disclose some value in the use of clinical
techniques for selection purp-•s when training criteria do not.
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Measures of Specific Traits of
Temperament'

INTRODUCTION

The two preceding chapters dealt with two approaches to measuren•ent
of temperament: personality inventories and dinical-type procedures.
Both of these methods employ instruments designed to reveal informa-
tion about a variety of aspects of human temperament. The primary ob-
jective of each test described in this chapter was to differenti 'e among
individuals and distribute them on a single continuum. The tests dis-
cussed here, then, might be said to explore some of the component parts
of temperament as contrasted with the more general approach of the
preceding chapters.

It will no doubt be obvious to the reader that only a small proportion
of the identifiable traits of temperament were explored. The decision to
explore any given trait was made largely on one important basis. This
was the apparent importance of the trait to air-crew success. Rationales
for these decisions are covered in the distussions of the tests or groups
of tests. In general, however, the prc3umption that a trait is related to
air-crew success resulted from formal or informal job analysis. Job-
analysis findings that suggestted the areas covered by this chapter are
cited in chapter 22.

MEASURES OF MASCULINITY

The tests discussed in this section, in common with certain other in-
formation tests, were designed to reveal some characteristics of temper-
ament rather than characteristics of intellect of the individuals tested.

The Masculinity-Femininity Hypothesis

Studies of biographical-data and sports-and-hobbies items indicated
that students who have acquired extensive knowledge of ;.*rplaqs tend
to be more successful in pilot training. Experience in riding motorcycles
and handling guns a!so proved to be significantly correlated wtn pilot
success. On the other hand, the sainc studies revealed that items con-
cerncd with art, literature, music, and the like, tended to yield negtive
validities for the pilot. Speculation concerning these results suggested the
possiuility that these differences could best be explained by the hypothe-
sis that more masculine men tend to succeed in flying, while those in-
clined to femininity tend to fail. The possibility of determining a man's

,Writen byT /St. Paul C. D*,T6
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experience and interest in these subjects by means of information items
instead of by biographical items, which are susceptible to falsifieation,
was appealing. The success of sports-and-hobbies information items lent
promise to this approach.

Additional evidence in support of the masculinity hypothesis was oh-
tained in observation of the performance of bomber pilots in the Euro-
pean theater, which placed in bold relief the fact that the bomberpilot
needs to be more than a good pilot. Among the characteristics apparently
essential to the pilot's function as chief of the bomber crew are force-
fulness, aggressiveness, and other attributes allegedly associated with
masculinity. It appeared that those pilots producing the best combat re-
suits, those most successfully withstanding combat conditions, and those
most successful in handling crews, all tended to exhibit the traits and
habit patterns commonly attributed to masculinity.

Since insufficient evidence existed to establish masculinity-femininity
positively as the determinant of validity in the studies cited above, it ap-
peared advisable to test the hypothesis by the construction of a test or
tests composed of distinctly masculine and feminine items or responses.
The validity of classification of the items within this dichotomy would
obviously influence the results of such a study. The judgments of psy-
chologically trained personnel were accepted as the most practical, pre-
liminary index to masculinity and femininity of items. Categories of in-
"formation judged to be masculine or feminine by this method were listed
and assigned to the various forms of the test, so that all items in a given
category would appear in only one form. Analysis of results could then
be studied by category if so desired.

The plan of research in the information area included the administra-
tion of the test or testa to senior students in high school for the purpose
of determining the typical responses of the two sexes. In this manner
responses could be designated as masculine or feminine on an empirical
basis. Such an empirical key would make possible the desired validation
of the hypothesis upon which construction of the test was based. Be-
cause of the tendency noted in earlier studies for the differentiation be-
tween masculinity and femininity in terms of information to approach
zero as intelligence increases, it was planned to administer a general
vocabulary test as a suppression instrument to use along with the infor-
mation test. At the time this account was written, this part of the project
had not yet been completed.

General Information (M-F), CE5OSGX42

As previously suggested, this test was designed as an expanded ver-
sion of the valid portions in the biographical-data and the sports-and-
hobbies inventories which appeared to differentiate on the basis of
masculinity.

aThe four fersm. CMSOSGX4. S, and 7U wee develoled at Papwh.1oo~cal at Uerc le
Ne. L itd o.til"M: S vivid B ammA a 6a4 Other mimers of ntgt t •gm=uee 4" '
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Description.-'rhe informiation covered in this test is~ general, in theI sense that it is commuonly available. It is highly selected, however, in the
sense that only infoimiation judged to be either predominantly masculine
or- predominantly feminine was used. Information judged to be equally

cmon to both sexes was not employed.
(1) Internal characteristics.- -Form CE505GX4 contains 100 items,Com50 masculine and 50 feminine, as determirced by subjective evaluation.

Five categories of information judg'.,d to b, nmasculine and four categories
judged to be feminine are included. Table 25.1 lists the c.1tcgories and
numbers of items in each.

TABL 25.1.--Analysis of coniten: of Generat Informnation (Af-F), CEOMMX
Masculine items Feminine Items

Category Number of Items Category Number of lite=@

Comics...................... 11 House and furniture ... 12
Huntig. 9 jDancing ........ 11

Trads....................IS Cooking .......... 1
Card games ........ 9 Technical knowledgee
Track (sport) ....... 6 of music ...............

(2) Adqninistration.--The test ie, largely self-administering in view of
its straight-forward informational character. No special directios Of-
sample problems are employed.

(3) Scoring.-This test was first scored right (correct answers to
masculine items) minus wrong (correct answers to feminine items) with
ali other responses scored zero.e

Variation:r of the test.-Several forms of this test, differing in the
categories used, were constructed.

(1) General information (M-F), CEi5OSGX.-Tablc 25.2 indicates
the categorization of items in this form.

TA=z 25.2- Atalysis of con trn: of General Information, (M-F), CE5OSGX$
Mas.culine Items Fe=lIW Items

Category INumber of items Category Number of Iem

Explorers and Inventors.. 13 Radio ............ 12
Smoking and drinking .. 12 Literature .......
Horsebackt Ming ..... French phrases .......
Animals and snakes .. 13 Cosmetics ..... ..........

(2) General inforination (Al-F), CE505GX6.--Table 25.3 indicates
categorization of items in this form.

TARZu 25.3-Analysis of contents of General Informatiox (At-F), CES05GX
Masculine items Femlol't Items

CAtegory Number of Items Category Number of Itmss

Fishing ....... 4 M~ovies is
Photograph ..... 10 Art apreiio 13

"oxing andl wrestling 3 Care of clothing ......
H11u.e1old mechanics S Utquttte 2........
Football .................
Baseball ..........
Motorcycling 2.............______
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(3) General information (M-F), CE5O5GX7.-Table 25.4 indicates
categorization of *tcns in this form.

TANA AS.4.- Analytis of contensts of General Information (M-F), (,°SOX•.7
Masculine items Feminine Items

Category Number of items Category Number of Itens
General Omhanks . 10 Art appreciation ..........
Horse racing 8 Music composersWater sports ..... 7 and titles .............. isBoats ............... .. 10 Stel.graphy ..............Chess .................... S C.ot.e. ...... ....... 14Farming and gardening 10 V7ocerles ........

Statistical results.-No data are available.
General Information, CE505GX3

This form is composed of items from exercise 3 of forms A and B

of the Terman-Miles Attitude-Interest Analysis Test. Administration of
the test to several thousand subjects of various age levels over a period
of years resulted in the development by the authors of an empirical key
differentiating typically masculine and typically feminine responses.

Dacription.-The information items contained in this test cover
wide range of subjects and'interests, to which some of the responses a
more common to males, some are more common to females, and a smalle
number appear to be approximately equally common to both sexes.
ftw examples, in the form in which they were administered to Air-Fore
personnel, are presented. Weightings of responses are indicated. The
indicates a masculine response, the - a feminine response, and 0l
neutral or ambiguous response. These symbols, of course, did not appea
in the test booklet.

Peat is used for: j
+A. FueL

0 C. Plaster.
OD. Rcad .•alking.
-E. Don't know.

A buffet is used for:
0 A. Books.
+ B. Clothes.

4 D. Food.
+L. Don't know.

'Pi' is equad to:
-A. 0.6666.0OR 0.78,5,.

+C. 1.453
+D. 11416.
-E. Don't Inow.
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(I) Internal characteristics.-In preparing the test for aviati -.

dents, some changes were made. Whereas the original test allou~ed for
omission when the examince believed lie did not know the answer, this
form provides a fi fth, or E' alternative, marked "Don't know." From the
140 items in the two forms of the Ternian-Miles test, 75 items were
selected as being most appropriate for pse with aviation students.

(2) Administration.-The test is largely self-adniin'itering. The time
allowed for answering the 75 items is 15 minutes.

(3) Scoring.--The authors' key for the selected items was adopted.
This key includes a weight of +1 for each masculine response, -1 for
each feminine response, and 0 for a neutral or ambiguous response, all
based upon the empirical findings of the authors. The total score is the
algebraic stun of the item response weights.

Statistical results.-Only item-analysis statistics are available, based
upon unclassified aviation students tested in September 1944 at Psycho-
logical Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Internal consistcncy.-Based upon total score, the highest and
lowest 200 (approximately 27 percent) of 750 papers were removed for
item-analysis purposes. For this sample, 115 responses keyed as mascu-
line yielded a mean internal-consistency phi of +0.11, a standard devi-
ation of 0.09, and a range from -0.14 to +-0.32. Likewise, 110 re-

\, sponscs keyed as feminine yielded a mean internal-consistency phi of
-0.10, a standard deviation of 0.12, and a range from -0.45 to +0.25.

Further light may be cast on the applicability of the key by examin-
ing the overlap of phi values between the positively and negatively scored
responses. Of the 115 positively scored responses for which phi values
were computed, 11 yielded negative phis with total score; and of the
110 negatively scored responses for which phi values were computed.
21 or about one-fifth yielded positive phi values.

Ezuluation.-It is obvious from the data, therefore, that the authors'
empirical keys could not be highly valid for the air-crew candidate popu-
lation, since the internal consistency is relatively low. This is due in
part, no doubt, to the fact that the original key was based on mixed
samples, whereas the air-crew candidates were of one sex and age group
only. A careful statistical study of responses of the air-crew candidates
and those of samples of female population of similar age and background
should make possible the development of, a valid masculine key. Such a
study should be followed by a validation of item responses against train-
ing and combat criteria.

Reaction Speed, CE451AXI

Since much earlier research in masculinity-femininity had been con-
ducted by civilian psychologists, it sec reed advisable to test the hypothe-
sis by means of instruments developed by them. Terrman, Miles, and j
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Goodenough had quite thoroughly explored the word-association area
and had developed tests reported to differentiate on the basis of mas-
culinity-femininity.

The Terman-Miles and GixTdenough word-association tests were ad-
ministered to aviation students fcr validation. Because of the differences
between the mixed civilian populations and the aviation students, it was
obvious that empirical keys should eventually be developed for air crew.
Pending validation of tie items of the test, however, the authors' keys
were employed for item-an.lysis purposes.

Description.-This is Go'xdenough's Speed of Association Test, a
word-association test devised for the specific purpose of differentiating
masculine-like from feminine-like individuals.

(1) IlttrW charactIristics.-This test consists of 238 items of the
Goodenough test plus 12 similar items added to make a total of 250.
Each item consists of a stimulus word followed by a blank space. The
space is provided for the response of the examinee. The stimulus words
are all in commo.; usage. Homographs are employed, since they offer
greater latitude of interpretation for the examinee. Typical samples of
items are given.

S~Fair

castt

(2) At.nuinistration.-Directions for this test are simple but impor-'
lart. Fxar.iinces are instructed to write in the space provided the ftzst
word ,.r Ohrase suggested by a stimulus word, regardless of what it is.
The fct, that no right answers exist is also stressed. Instructions de- i
man.ni that a response be given to every item. The time allowed for the
test is 20 minutes, plus 2 minutes for administration, Examinees are not
allowed to go back over the items, even though they are finished before
time is called. The time limit was so set that practically nobody finished.

(3) Scoring.-In view of the fact that free responses to the stimulus
words are secured in this test, the scoring is difficult and time-consum-
ing. The key covers approximately 150 p4Ces and includes just about
all possible responses to the stimulus words, listed either individually
or by dass.m Each possible response or class of responses is assigned a
weight on an I I-point scale from SF to SM; with the midpoint designated
as A (ambiguouO' 'z and female examinees receive different saores
for the samesrei -- many cases. The following is a portioa of the

&We an isebe is Dr. 11aw Gsevdamsinseb Wef smi n htbs ,uMm .
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key for marking responses to the word STAKE, showing the weights
(1, 2, 3, etc.) for the sexes assigned for each response:

ML F
2M 3M All references to materials as wood, iron, etc., also stick of

wood.
A A Synonyms as stick, post, pole, peg, stick in ground, etc.
SA A All references as meaz, food, or eating (confusion with steak).

2F 2F Ground.
4F 2F All references to games as horseshoes, croquet, play, etc.

Final score on the test is the total masculine less the total feminine
score, making high positive scores masculine.

Statistical results.-No statistical data are available for this test.

Reaction Speed, CE4$1AX2 (Terman-MAies)

Termnan and Miles utilized both freeassociation and multiple-choice
association techniques and reported results of the two methods to be
similar.

Description.-This is the original Tcrman-Miles word-association
test with three stimulus-words deleted, on the ground that they might be
objectionable to the aviation-student population.

(1)' Internal clwracterislics.-The test contains 117 words, each of
which is followed by four other related words, lettered A through D.

(2) Adminisration.--Directions for answering are very simnle. A
sample item is presented, and the examinees are instructed to look at all
the alternative words and then select the one which seems to go most
naturally with the stimulus-word. They are cautioned to answer quickly 4 '
and not think too long about any one word. The samples given are
typical of those appearing in the test.

IL.1K A. blood. R color. C. meat. D. soft.
DErM. A. dare. B. evil. C. helL D. tempt.
MEWt A. compass. B. eye. C, pine. D. sew.
HUNT A. find. B. gun. C. search. D. shop.

(3) Scoring.-The total score on the test is the algebraic sum of the
weights of the marked items. The positively weighted responses (+1)
are masculine; and the negatively weighted ones (-1) are feminine, so
a high positive score is high'y masculine. The key was derived empiri-
cally by the authors as a result of administration of the test to several
thousand male and female subjects.

Statistical redlts.-Data available on this test are confined to item-
analysis results, based upon the responses of unclassified aviation stu-
dents tested in Septemtxr and October 1944 at Psychological Research
Unit No. 3.

(1) Isternal consistency.-On the basis of total masculine score, re-
sponses of the highest and lowest 27 percent of 750 unclassified aviation
students were analyzed. Results of this analysis are given in table 25.5.
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TADLI 2S.S.--Intrnhal consistency data for Reaction Speed, CE451AXZ, based
on responses of 750 unclassified aviation students

Type respons f SORange of
responses Low High

Mttasculine.......................... 88 0.10 0.14 -0.30 54
Feminine .... 195 .05 .14 -. 50 .39
Unscored or ambiguous ............. 5s -. 01 .11 -. 40 .34

It is apparcnt from these data that there is little homcgeneity even
among responses keyed as masculine. It is also interesting to note that
unscored or ambiguous responses yielded a slightly negative mean, while
those scored feminine were correlated only slightly less with masculine

score than were the masculine items. These facts strongly suggest the
need for a new empirically constructed key for the aviation-student pop-
ulation.

Evaluation of Masculinity.Femininity Tests

Lack of validation data for the tests in this section leaves the results
of this research inconclusive insofar as proof or disproof of the hypothi-
esis is concerned.4 The information approach appears to demand and
warrant much more thorough research in order to secure a body of truly
discriminating items. When that is accomplished, the task of proving the
masculinity hypothesis still remains. One important drawback to this ap-
proach is the constant change of facts and significance of facts, which
necessitates frequent revision of information items. The reaction-speed
tests are vulnerable in this respect to a somewhat less degree. The fact
that -the masculine and the feminine items, as dctermined empirically by
the authors, yielded only slightly different correlations with total mas-
culinity score suggests that lack of internal consistency is a major handi-
cap to the use of this method.

MEASURES OF CAREFULNESS

The tests in this area were conceived and designed specifically to assist
in the selection of men likely to be successful in navigation. It was hy-
pothesized that the extreme care and exactness required in navigation ¶
would be displayed in the performance of potentially successful candi-
dates on navigational job-sample tests. The four tests in this area were
constructed for the purpose of determining whether carefulness per se
is related to navigation success and whether a factor of carefulness could
be isolated and identified. They were administered in January 1945 for
purposes of correlational analysis to 354 unclassified aviation students
at Medical and Psychological Examining Unit No. 6. All the data that
follow are based upon this sample.

It is important to note that the instructions to all four tests do not
stress either speed or a,.curacy to the exclusion of the other. The instruc-
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tions state simply, "This is a test of your ability (to plot movements on
a chart; or, to plot a chart; or, to read scales) quickly and accurately."

Directional Plotting, CE455A I

Since the navigator's task includes a great deal of careful measuring
and plotting on maps and charts, it appeared that a test measuring the
speed and accuracy with which an examince can locate points and esti-
mate directions on a chart wvould be in order. The technique employed in
this test differs in some respects from those employed in other plotting
tests described in this section.

*N-M-L-KJ . M-64F-C0C-S1 A OA0'#C

t I

C 
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C 2 .

CHAR USE IN IRECIONA PLOTINA
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Th eaincisgve hecorints ftw ins nth hat sc
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in terms of the points on the marginal d:.grams. In the illustration, posi-
tion -J-H is in direction J from point +J-H. If an asterisk (*) ap-
pears before the coordinates of the first position, the order is reversed, i. e.,
the examinee identifies the direction of the first posiiion from the second.
Thus, if the positions in figure 25.1 were written *+J-H and -J-H,
the correct answer would be D rather thau J.

The test booklet is printed separately and has the problems listed in
ihe following manner:

First Second
point point

4. +1 -1 +D -K
7. *-K +N -N +L

The test contains two parts, part I having 21 problems and part II
having 25 problems.

(1) Adiinistration.-Each examinee is supplied with a test booklet
in which are inserted a chart and a standard 15-place answer sheet. Ap-
proximately 5 minutes are consumed in reading the directions and doing
the sample items. Time for part I is 8 minutes, and for part II, 7 minutes.

(2) Scoring.-Two scores are obtained, one for total number of cor-
rect responses and one for number of errors.

Siat.stical results. (1) Distlbution statistics.-Distribution data were
compute'l for right and wr. ,g scores separately. These data are given
in t'ble 25.6.

TABLE 25.6.- Distribution of scores of 354 unclassified atiation itudents, and
reliability coefficients for Directional Plotting, CE455A

Scotr Ir SD

Right............................. 16.4 6.6 0.'6
Wrong ........................... 9.7 4.2 .56

(2) Riliability coefficients.--Utilizing the raw data from which distri-
bution constants were derived, preliminary estimates of reliability of the
rig!:t and wrong scores were computed by means of Kuder-Richardson
formula No. 21, and are given in table ?5.6.'The samn.e sample yielded a
correlation of -0.48 between right and wrong scores.

(3) Factorial composition.-The most significant loadings for the
right scores are in the visualization (0.45), numerical (0.44), space III
(0.42), spatial-relations (0.30), and psychomotor-precision (0.26) fac-
tors. The loading in the carefulness factor is only -0.03. The commu-
nality was found to be 0.76. Princi.,J loadings for the wrongs scores
(reflected) are in the visi:alization (0.56) and carefulness (0.41) fac-
tors. The communallty was 0.50. For a fuller picture of the factorial
composition of this test, see appendix B.
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Complex Scale Reading, CE454A
Description.-TThis test was designed to measure the ability to read

values from scales with speed and precision.
(1) Intertal characteristics.-The principal instrument in this test is

a chart, a portion of which is shown in figure 25.2. The chart 's printed
on a separate sheet, while the item descriptions are printed in a booklet.
The following are typical items:

A D C E r G
30A 0 0- -A-

B o A - A A -- 0

191- 1 ,- m 5-, 0,-7 , -A =D 5 -B 24- H - o '

, s J - 0 4-1 --, L o :

19- 2 C -L -

FIGiR0 22 M C

20 K * & 046 0 L

A CE WA 6 7

20- K 30 2A 15 0 B
,j o nt

086 L

15-0H B 40 2-

-o A c LF-63 24 - H K
04- 0 It-I A

K0- -X 20603H h K 3A J0
12- .0! 9-1 4 2 6 L6

K .0
K.IK 3- J2 42

C1 L N JO
4 L- 0 H 2 I0- 33

.0 .0

hO -5-B 100 B a
0N E toof

6100A 0 A

0i'l a

FIGURE 25.2
SCALES USED IN COMPLEX SCALE -READING TEST,

CE454A

scaleRead value
Item vables on cak
S. B40,WD2 G
6. AIS, F3Z.S

The examinee's task is to locate on the chart the points listed under
scale values, place a strairht edge across the chart touching the two
points, and read the value on the scale indicated undecr "Read Value on
Scale." The values are read in letters, and these letters are marked on a

;See footnote S.
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15-pace answer sheet. The test is divided into two parts. There are 21
items in part I an~d 25 items in part 1I..f

(2) Administration.-A straight edge, a chart, an answer sheet, and
a booklet arc furnished to each examninee. Test directions and four sam-
ple practice problems appear on the front of the booklet. The directions
require about 5 minutes. Examinces are allotted 7 minutes for working
on part I and 6 minuites for part 11.

(3) Scoring.-Thc two scores are total number right and total num.-
bet wrong.

Statistical results. (1) Distribution statistics.-Distributions of right
and wrong scores are given in table 25.7.

TAR• 2).7.-Distribution of scores of 354 unclassified aviation students and

reliability coefficiens. for Complex Scale Reading, CEsAA

Score M SD r n l

Right .................. .. ......... 15.6 4.8 0.54
ewrong..................4.8 2.8 .46

(2) Reliability coefflcicits.-Preliminary estimates of reliability of
scores were made by the Kuder-Richardson formula No. 21 and are
given in table 25.7. Rights and wrongs correlated -0.43 on the same
sample.

(3) Factorial coins position.-The most significant loadings for the
right scores are in the numerical (0.52), spatial-relations (0.33), and

(space 1 (0.y32) factors. The loading in the carefulness factor is only
0.05. The conibuiality is 0.55. The principal loading for the warong

S igiscores (rnflected) is in the carefulness (0.57) factor. The communality
is 0.37. For a fuller picture of the factorial composition, see appendix B.

Plotting Test, CE452A'
This test and the Plotting Accuracy test, described as a variation, rep- i

resent further attempts to measure functions or abilitiesc important to
the navigator.

Descrit.ion.-The directions d.escribe this test as a measure of the
ability to plot movements on a chart quickly and accurately. The chart,
by means of which the problems are solved, is printed oi A sheet sepa-
rate from the test booklet.

(1) Internal characteristics.-Thc test booklet contains the directions
and a list of problems which are merely descriptions of moves on the
chart. The list is divirc into two parts. Part I contains problems 4
thlirouh 25, anod port 11n, problens 26 through 50. The first three nutn-
bered problems -ire samlles given with the (irections. A reproduction

(if the chart, in radiced stie, is pcresented in fignire 25.3.

'see footnote S.
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(2) Rdiability cocf~iicnts.-Thc same sample yielded the prelimi-
nary reliability estimates seen in table 25,8, as found by the Kuder-
Richardson fornmla No. 21. The rights and wrongs correlated -0.42.

(3) Factorial composition.-The most significant loadings for the
right scores are in the numerical (0.51), space III (0.46), spatial-rela-
lions (0.25), carefulness (0.22), and psychomotor-precision (0.20) fac-
tors. The conmmunality is 0.65. Principal loading for the wrong scores

TAmE 25.8.--Distribution of scores of 354 unclassified aziation .students Mud
reliability coefcicInts for Plotting Test, CE452A

Score K SD 9a

Rigbt .................... 45.8 11.0 0.B.
Wrong .............. '..'....'.' .7.

(reflected) is in the carefulness (0.59) factor. The communality is 0.39.
For a fuller picture of the factorial composition of this test, see ap-
pendix B.

Variation of the test. (1) Plotting Accuracy Test, CE453A.--With
few exceptions, this test is similar to the plotting test just described. The
same kind of chart is employed, but three orientation compasses are
shown as compared with one in the plotting test. The points on these arm
marked by letter rather than directions. (In each item the examinee is
instructed which compass to use.) The task is similar to that in the plot-
ting test. The factorial composition of this test is similar to that of the
plotting test, see appendix B.

Cardulnes Factor Analysis

Administration of the carefulness tests to a sample of 354 aviation
students revealed some interesting results. It was first noted that large
numbers of wrong responses were made, with considerable range and
variability. Although both right and wrong scores had frequently been
obtained on other tests, the r.sults of the carefulness tests first strongly
suggtsted (1) the need for separate statistical treatment of wrong scores,
Mind (2) the distinct possibility that error scores might be very different
functionally from correct-response scores.

In a true power test, right and wrongs scores correlate -1. As the
test bv'ornzs morc and more speeded, the negative correlation decreases,
and it beconies possible for rights and wrongs to differ factorially. Super-
ficial evidence for these four tests indikated that the scores are quite in-
dependent

The dota.-On the basis of the evidence and theoretical concepts al-
ready ouilined, it was determined to score, intercorrelate, and analyze
the right and wrong scores of these tests separately. In addition to these
8 variables, 11 classificztion tests were also included in the matrix. The
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list includes several apparatus classification tests, because they showed
such high correlations with the carefulness tests. Descriptions of the
selected classification tests appear elsewhere in this report. Intercorrela-
tions of the variables appear in table 25.9. Intercorrelations of the care-
fulness tests and correlations of the carefulness tests with classification
tests are based on a sample of 354 unclassified aviation students. Inter-
correlations of the classification tests are based upon other comparable
samples of unclassified aviation students, with a total N of 1,920. Cen-
troid loadings appear in table 25.10 and rotated factor loadings in table
25.11. The axes of wrong scores were reversed in correlating the vari-
ables, so that low error scores, when associated with good performance
in other variables, would produce positive correlations.

The factors.-Thirteen factors in all were extracted, eight of which
are more or less well identifiable as genuine factors. Of the remaining
five, four resulted from the fact that both right and wrong scores for any
given test were derived front the same sample. The effect of this was to
introduce four doublet factors, one for each carefulness test. The fifth
factor is residual. Each common factor will be discussed, along with the
principal tests with projections on the factor. No tests having loadings
below 0.25 will be listed in the following groups.

Rotated factor I is identified by the follow*ing data:

Tom N% T"t ?4aueLed

I# Nnuical Opera (). ............................. O i

7 F19tting Accuracy (K) .................................. A
3 Compiez Scale Readin ()R) ............................ 32
S Phouting (R.) .......................................... S.

it Aritbmh ei Ressee .o ................................... 48
SDirect•ad h ().....................................

This is easily identified as the numerical factor, which has been iso-
lated in other analyses. The weighted averages of the loadings of Numeri-
cal Operations (front) (0.78) and Arithmetic Reasoning (0.48) in sev-
eral analyses make this- identification positive. This is one of the two
factors in which significant loadings appear for right scores of every
one of the carefulness tests. The Plotting Accuracy and Plotting tests
both involve simple counting, in addition to other functions. The Complex
Scale Reading test involves points on numerical scales. This may be ration-
alized as numerical facility in the sense that numbers must be retained
and recognized quickly. The task in the Directional Plotting test is more
difficult to identify as numerical. The best explanation is probably that
a sort of mental cuunting takes place in lhvating the points, even though
no numbers are used in the chart.

Rotated factor It is identified by the following data:
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Test No. Test name Loading

9 Ro r P rsuilt ...................................... 0."412 R er Control . .. ""........46
11 Complex Coordination ..................... 5
to Two-liand Coordinahtion ............................... :. M

14 Finger Dexterity .............................. 26

The tests appearing on this factor clearly identify it as the psycho-
motor-coordination factor previously isolated. Loadings are in general
agreement with those in other analyses.

Rotated factor III is identified by the following data:

Teat No. Teat name [e0a0l4

6 I Plotting Test (IV) .................................... 06"4 |Complex Scale Read'"l MW .......................... it.S

I Plotting Accuracy (%, ............................. i .
2 Directional Plotinsug (W................................. .41

This is an entirely new factor, which appears to be'uniquely charac-
teristic of the wrong scores of the carefulness tests, at least in this
matrix. Right scores of Plotting and Plotting Accuracy show slight, but
probably not significant, loadings (0.22 and 0.19 respectively) with the

factor. In the light of this evidence, the factor was named carefulness.
Had the error scores not been analyzed, the general conclusion would
have been that no new factor resembling carefulness could be found in
carefulness tests. To what extent this factor is common to error scores
in other tests is still to be determined.

Rotated factor IV is identified by the following data:

Test No. Tes name m

19 Arithmetic Resonin... ................................. G.
1i Reading, Comprehenso ............................... AS
17 Mechanical Prtncip's ................................... .4

This variable is difficult to reconcile with findings of other analyses
as a single factor. The loading of Arithmetic Reasoning suggests the gen-

eral-reasoning factor, but the loading for this factor is larger than the

weighted average (0.47) for several other analyses. Reading Compre-
hension has a much smaller average loading on the factor (0.19) than

it has in this analysis, while the weighted average loading for Mechanical

Principles (0.34) is identical with that obtained here. Weighted averages

of loadings in the vcrbal factor for the same three tests are 0.27, 0.60.
and 0.03, respectively. Combining mean weighted-average variances in the

general-reasoning factor with those in the verbal factor gives totals of

0.54. 0.63, and 0.34 respectively for the tests appearing significantly on

this variable in this analysis. The evidence cited setms to indicate that

the factor is a rough combination of the general-reasoning and verbal

factors which are identified separately in other analyses.
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Rotated factor V is identified by the following data:

Test No. Test name Loading

14 Finger Dexterity............. ....... L4
9 Rotary Purtuit .................... J38

13 Discrimination Reaction Time ............. is
11I Complex Coordination ................. .34
I Directional Plotting (R).................................. .26

This is apparently the same factor that was previously identi fied (in
(he analysis of the December 1942 battery; see clh. 28) as the psycho-
rnotorjprecision factor. It is not difficult -to see the conltenlt, as described
by the Zerni psychoinotor precision, in nicr-st of these tests.

Rotated factor VI is identified by thc following data:

Teas ft Teas same Ieao-ng

2Directional Platting %V)............................... 0.54
IMechanical l'rinciple ... .................. I::: .54

D isrectinal neotting (3) ...................... :........4
12 Rudder Control............................. .... X_____

The loading of Mechanical Principles on this factor, together with the
loiadings of other tests, indicates that this is the factor identified in earlier
analyses as visualization. The fact that Directional Plotting, rghts and
wrongs, arc both relatively high in the factor is revealing. The task in
this test involv~es dett-riining direction oni a chart. in ternis of the points
on a conipass r'me that is located on the margin of the paper. The ability
to visiplize the compass rose on the plot itself would obviously assist in
getting a high right score. Achiev-ement of a low negative score is appar-
ently even muore ai function of this ability. A formula score for this test
would yield a miuch highcr loading for this factor thain has been found
in any test yet analyzed.

It is probably significatit that dlw loadIing in the visualization factor
was fouind in previotts atuiah-scs to be inv-cr~ely proportional to the speed
dirmandtid in lthe tas.k. hiterpreting the loading of wrong scores on this
factor in the light of this ev-idence sugge~ts that the low wrongs scores
arc t' f-Or !?y lthe inwre (kliherate b~iit nieticutios individivils who emiploy
a rather exact t%-pc of % iikA.~irition. i

The rtstlc-ratt-ly low loadinig of Rudder Control (0.27) on this factor
may~ lie (lite its the uiesstity of vistialioing thec (lirectioti and arnoutIt1 of
flrn-t-nit nt to~ lwc mat.-e in ordcr to correct the limbalance. The kinev'thctic
sC-n%t is. miiasl'tolly linuisrtant in this test, but it mutst apparenitly he

~upptiimnt by lV V-11u1d inaii.-t-n of thi- rt-laive pso~itiou) of apparatus
Wni targitl. Famlaing the Ibti-r. the vý.,iniltw may be t-imgaging in continual
trial anal eirror.

Rotatedl f.kactsr,. VII. IN. XI. aitl N III %%.ere ;anticip~itetl and rotations
wiere au1adc fir'.t to tho! se o-itioris uJ order to facilitate ohe rotation of
the othser referrence ax~es. It will be noted that cadih of thise is identified



only by the right and wrong scores of owc of tilL carefulness tests. These

factors are best explained as rc.shlting from (1) true noncrror specific
variance and (2) the correlation of errors in right and wrong scores
obtained from the same test and sample.

Rotated factor VIII is identified by the following data:

Test No. Test sawm LOO&

10 Two.Hland Coordination ............................... 0.8
9 Rotary Pursuit .................... I .................. is
$ Plotting (R) ................................. ........ 44
I Directional Plotting JR) ......................... ...... 4,
7 Plotting Accuracy (R) ....... ......................... .
3 Complex Scale Rcading (R)...............

17 Meat nical Principles ...........................

The identity of this factor is difficult to establish, but the combination
of tests appearing with the factor indicates that some sort of spatial
ability is the common element. Because the Two-Hand Coordination test
was highest, the factor was named space III (two-hand coordination)
until a more definite description can be achieved. A characteristic of the
factor may be tentatively hypothesized as "spatial reference." Change in
location and speed are important in Two-hland Coordination; change of

location and possibly distance are factors in Rotary Pursuit; distance and
direction are factors in the Plotting, Directional Plotting, and Plotting Ac-
curacy tests; Complex Scale Reading involves direction and location; and
some problems in the Mechanical Principles test involve direction and
possible change in distance. Although the loading for the latter test may
be due to the absence of the mechanical-experience factor in this analy-
sis, all these tests appear to involve a spatial reference factor. It cannot
at present be identified with space II (hands), in spite of the fact that
the leading test in the list here is Two-Iland Coordination, in which a
right-left space discrimination is very apparent. This test appeared in
the same analysis with the Hands test-the Integration Battery analysis

(see ch. 10)-without showing any space communality over and above

that of space 1. More information shl-uld be sccnrcd before positive

identification of factor space III is made.

Rotatcd factor X is identified by the following data:

Tet No. Teel mina L"4126

10 Twofluand Coerdinaien ............................... . . .. 4
it rompite Coordination .................................. 44
13 N•rnit min on R¢sclhon Time ......................... ..31
3 Com~eg a Sc 3le Read, •q (R) ............................. 3
I pfrrctzional Plotting (R) ................................ ..3

14 Fi ncer i terityl, ............................ .........
S i'- lIk iun (R) .......................................... . .2

The factors bear considerable resemblance to the spatial-reltions or

space I factor identified ir, other analyscs. Wcightcd average loadings
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from several analyses on the spatial-relations factor for the Complex
Coordination, Two-Hand Coordination, Discrimination Reaction Time,
and Fiiwer Dexterity tcsts aic 0.49, 0.41, 0.42, 0.17 respectively. The
much higher loading of Two-Hand Coordination in this analysis is difficult
to rationalize. The loadings of carefulness tests (Plotting Accuracy has a
loading of 0.20) indicate that this factor identifies another characteristic
in which the four tests are similar. In terms of the description of the
factor, the common element appears to be the locating and relating of
fixed and spatially separated points. With the description of this factor
involvement in the carefulness tests (right scores), we have evidence
that all of them resemble the tests of Dial Reading and Table Reading
functionally, with loadings in numerical and space I quite comparable.

Rotated factor XIII appars to be a true residual.

Conclusios.-This analysis produced some new and useful informa-
tion. It is interesting to note that, for the first tixmie, an entire group of
printed tests proved to have more in common with apparatus tests than
with other printed tests. This fact gives considerable encouragement to
proponents of the belief that many factors appearing in apparatus tasks
can be duplicated in printed tests. It is also noteworthy that this analysis
produced more complete identification of the apparatus tests than any
one analysis had previously produced.

Probably the most significant result of this analysis is the discovery
that analysis of wrong scores brought to light an entirely new factor. This
fact may have important implications for future factor analysis and test
construction. It may be assumed safely that, if correlations of right and
wrong scores are not too high, a ful!er picture of the true functions
measured by a test can be obtained by analyzing the scores separately
than by analyzing formula scores. The results also imply that many an
error has possibly been committed by combining right and wrong scores
in the same formula. Unless the two are factorially similar the result
may be very different than had been intended by the test maker. The
finding actually opens up a whole area of research on the use and
weighting of error scores in printed tests. In this connection, it is in
order to suggest that if right and wrong scores from a test are consid-
ered in factor analysis or in composite predictions, they should be de-
rived from separate forms in order to avoid spurious correlations.

Although more investigation should be made to confirm the findings
of this analysis, the discovery of a carefulness factor is certainly signifi-
cant. Nothing is known as yet concerning the validity of the factor for
air-crew selection, but the uniqueness of the wrong scores which identify
the factor suggest that it would add much t!) the classification stanines
even though validity of the factor is not high. The new space factor
(space I11) is also a discovery which e::tends to some degree the knowl-
edge of apparatus tests. If the factor proves valid, it will assist further
in accounting for the total validity of these tests.
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Evaluation of Carefulness Tests

Most of the results of the research in this area are covered in the
concluding statements regarding the factorial study. Nothing is known,
as yet, concerning the validity of these tests for any air-crew positions.
It appears logical to assume, however, that wrong scores, at least, will
prove useful in selection for clerical-type work and possibly for navi-
gation.

As a characteristic of temperament, little more can be said concerning
carefulness than was said in the discussion of the rationale that stimu-
lated preparation of the tests. It may be added, however, that we know
that these tests identify a factor of sonic kind, and that the factor is
presumed to be carefulness which, as presently conceived, is a trait of
temperament. How far the trait is generalized to other test and job
situations is yet to be determined.

MEASURES OF FEAR AND TENSION

The purpose of the tests in this section was to identify those men
who are less likely to succeed in the flying situation by reason of fear
of physical danger. Traits of temperament, such as fearfulness, occur
in varying degrees of intensity and with varying degrees of generality
in different individuals. Such traits manifest themselves in the overt be-
havior, mental attitudes, and other implicit emotional reactions. Many
"expressions of fear are difficult to evaluate objectively. Among those
that may be subject to objective measurement are verbally expressed
opinions.

Survey of Aviator Opinion, CE604B 10

It appeared logical to assume that attitudes of individuals toward
danger would be reflected in their opinion3 regarding aviation practices,
construction of planes, methods of training, and the like. These expres-
sions would be valid indices of attitudes only if no irrelevant motivation
for certain responses exists. This test is an outgrowth of part II of the
original Biographical Data Blank, CE602A (see ch. 27).

One aspect of motivation contributing to invalidity of test responses
is the general social unacceptability of the exhibition of fear. Because of
this, it seemed advisable to present material in this survey in such a way
that the examinee would regard none of the available responses as
meriting social disapproval. Careful analysis of the responses should
make it possible to distribute or rank indlividuals according to the pro-
portion of responses identified as associated with or symptomatic of fear
of physical danger.

In line with these req,'irements, it was determined to construct a sur-
vey which would explore the cadet's opihnons about methods, policies,

ie Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributors: Capt. S. W. Cook. Cot,
3. P. Guilford, Capt. L G. Humphreys, and Li. David 11. Jenkins.
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equipment, and the like, employed in military aviation. An attempt was
made to describe the situations in such a manner that the examinee
would respond in the role of an emotionally uninterested observer. Pre-
sumably this approach would minimize equivocation, since opinions so
expressed should appear to the examince to be devoid of social impli-
cations.

,Description () Intcrial Charactcristics.-This form consists of 52

statements about flying. The student is required to indicate his attitude
toward each statement on the following 5-point scale:

A. Strongly agree.
B. Agree.
C. Undecided or have no opinion.
D. Disagree.
E. Strongly disagree.

lie enters his reaction to each statement opposite the appropriate space
on the separate answer sheet. The fo!lowving statements are typical of
those appearing in the test:

In building military planes it is well to sacrifice speed in order to add more
armor.

A course of parachute jumping should be given every student flyer before he
begins flying training.

Aerobatics should be reduced to a minimum in training.
The quality of the plane is the biggest factor determining a pilot's success,

(2) Administration.-The Survey is practically self-administering..
Brief directions on responding and mharking the answer sheet suffice.
Although it was desired that all examinees respond to every statement,
a time limit of 12y minutes was established. Students are urged to
record their first reactions, rather than those resulting from long and
careful consideration. Most examinees finish in the allotted time.

(3) Scoring.-Owing to the nature of the material involved, responses
(do not fall into right, and wrong categories. Either of two methods of
scoring can be utilized in such a case. Either an a priori key can be
made, or a key developed from validation of the responses to the items.

SThe latter method was employed. A relatively large sample to which the
Survey was administered was divided into two equal parts (odds vs.
•evens). Response validities against the criterion of graduation or elimi-
nation fron primary pilot training for the two groups were calculated
separately. Ot the basis of these validities, keys were constructed. The
key of the odd sample was used in scoring the even sample, and the
even-sample key was used ;i scoring the odd sample. This was done in
order to avoid the "bootstrap" effect of scoring a sample by means of an
empirical key derived fronm the samnc sample. As a result of the ;nforma-
tion obt~aihed froni this response validation, each response was scored
either plus 1, minus 1, or zero. The scoring formula is the algebra~c sum
of the response weights. A constant of 20 was added to all scores in or-
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de r to eliminate negative scores. The key dcrivcd from simple I con-
tains 59 responses scored phis 1 and 52 responses scored minus 1. The
key derived fromi sample 11 onta~ns 52 responses scored plus I and 59
responses scored mintis 1.

Statistical r'di.(1) Distrilmliou,3' jflastics.-The two samples on
which the empirical scoring keys were based yielded 'the distributon
constants given in table 25.12.

TABLE 25.12.- Distribution of scores on Survey of Aviator Opinion, CE-6040,
for samples of Pilot Irainete;`

Sample N SD

'In cas44F. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(2) Test validity.-The twvo samples previously referred to yielded
the data in table 25.13 based on a dichotomy of primary, basic, and ad-
vanced elimin~es plus those rated as "below-avcrage" 1 in primary train-
ing versus all others in the samples who were graduated from advanced.
This criterion was adopted in preference to ihe usual primary pass-fail
criterion because the elimination rate was low at this time and only by
some such device could the lowv group be made sufficiently large to make
validity -results stable.

TrABLE 25.13.- Validity of Survey of Aviator Opinion, CE6OIB, for prediction of
Juccess in Pilot training

No P. if J M SDIbo 0164

$683 0.74 32.46 I 31.82 6.09 0.06 0.0"
'685 .74 25.58 24.84 1 5130 .08 At9

I Assuming an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.,in class 44F. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No,. 3.

(3) Itemt validity.-Val idi ties of all responses wvere computed for the
twvo samples separated according to the dichotomy already described. An-
other sample was validated against the pass-fail criterion in primary
training. Mleans and standard deviations of phi values are given in table
25.14. The most valid response of the five, without regard to sign, is
used in each item as the basis on. which these statistics are given.

Further knowledge concerning the usefulness of this instrument was
sought in a study of pilot trainee performance, Three items of the Rat-
ing Cadet Performance SA-T2"3 scale were used as criteria against
which the items of the Survey of Aviator Opinion were validated. The
three items are: Item No. 5, relaxation in flight: ability to relax during
flight (freedom from tenseness) ; Itemi No. 9, social confidence: east

"3These ratings wereo occured frow pilot pi-oficiency cards.

ISA rating scale used in a landingastudty project. This scals Is not descnbed to reaqn
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with which he approaches you to ask questions and express his opinion;
Item No. 10, potential ability: promise he shows for futurc success as
a pilot.

For purposes of the analyses, the rrsults of wh;i- are given in table.,
25.15, the group of 140 was split into the high'and low 50 percent on
each of the three criterion ratings describe-d. The ratings were made on
an eight-point scale with the extremes described as Least... and Most

S.... and the center as m iddle of the group. Re:sponscs to the item s in
the Survey of Aviator Opinion varied grea~t y in validity against these
criteria, and the relationships between validities for ihe various criteria
were not high. The means and standard deviations of the most valid re-
sponses to items were very similar, howevci-, as indicated by the data in
table 25.15. This similarity is probably due in iarge part to the inter-
correlations among the criteria.

TAIuz 2S.15.-Validity phis based on mnost valid response Io ilems of s$eow *I
Aviator Opinion, CE604B, using ralin!, criteria for pilots in trimary training

____-Rage eI•

C nriterio N1 U "O $g of

Item No. 5 in
Ratino Cadet Performance ........ 0 0.10 GM 0G04 6

Item No. 9 In
Rating Cadet Performance ........ 140 .10 AS .02 .22

Item N.. 10 in
Rating Cadet Performance 4........ 0 .1 .04 .AS .23

The positive phi values obtained indicate correlation of Survey of Avi-
ator Opinion item responses with desirable ratings in the three traits. It
is significant that the ranges of phi values were not great. Owing partly
to this fact, the rank orders of response validities based en the various
criteria did not agree closely.

Evltuhtion.-As an instrument for measuring attitudes of fear and
caution, this survey may be useful. The validities reported do not seri-
ously cast doubt upon the potential usefulness of the instrument, since
the criteria employed were inappropriate. Criteria involving actual man-
ifestations of fear might yield quite different results. It is likely, how-
ever, that reliable diagnosis and prognosis can be made only for those
who vary extremely from the norm of such an instrument. Accurate
prediction, even for these, appears to depend upon the extent to which I
the aspect of the social unacceptability of the fear response can be

masked. To whatever extent it is possible to secure accurate responses
from the chronically fearful and over-cautious, it is probable that the
technique employed in Survey of Aviator Opinion is useful.

Variations of the test
(1) Survey of Aviator Opinion, CE6OLA"l-This is the first form of
the Survey, which contains 45 items similar to those described under

W See fIo.ete I2.
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CE_4B. The original nucleus of 20 items appeared in an early form of
Biographical Data. Form CE604A was administered to 90 superior fighter
pilots and 47 superior heavy-bomelwr pilots in class 44n, and an item
analysis was made. Out of a total of 225 possible responses in the test, 193
were selected by 5 percent or more of the group. Of this number, 38
responses yielded phi values of 0.15 or greater with the fighter-bomber
dichotomy. Of the 45 items, 20 yielded phi values of this magnitude for
one or more responses.

(2) Survey ol Aviator Opinion, CE604C"-On the basis of valida-
tion against the Rating Cadet Preference items, a careful inspection was
made to determine what types of items were most discriminating. Certain
characteristics of opinion were common to those who were rated as lacking

in confidence. This group tended to favor more thorough instruction in
ground school and special phases of flying. They did not favor training
that is dangerous. They favored safety precautions in flying, safer planes,
and protection of cadets from off-duty danger by rules against motor-
cydling and the like. In general this group felt that fear and tenseness are
unimportant and can be overcome. Consistent with this is the belief also
expressed that relaxed pilots are not necessarily good and that slow
karners should be given special help.

In tOne with these findings, a new form of Survey of Aviator Opinion
was constructed, containing 60 items. More items of the type that showed
discrimination in the B form were constructed, and itemns of nondiscrim-
inating character were omitted. This form was administered for vali-
dation but data were not available at the time this was written.

Streo Resolution, (FA 41A

It has been hypothesized that normal individuals succumb to combat
fatigue because of the abnormal stresses imposed upon them by combat
conditions. The use of the term "normal," in this connection, is inexact,
but the fact remains that individuals display a wide range of reactions to
stress situations, and no valid method has been found for predicting these
reactions.

The devisers of this test set forth the hypothesis that individuals may
be placed in three classes according to their reactions to stress situa-
tions. In the first group arc those who luok upon the opportunities that
a stress sit;ation has to offer as being more important than its threat of
failure or loss. This group contains the rough-and-ready individual who
is always willing to take a chance.

In the second group are those individuals who see the threat of loss
or failure as more important than the chance of success. These individ-
uals are conservative and avoid, whenever possible, the necessity of tak-
ing a chance.

0 Domdap. at ?.j'cbotogic Reastarch Unit No. 3. Mhet contributor: CVL Harold H. Kell
at Pwc.IagicA Rn•w~h Umit N. I. Chief contribute: T./Sg. Rat^ M.
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The third group consists of those middle-of-the-road persons who
have no strong predilection to either seek or shun the chance situation.
The direction of their motivation fluctuates about a mean, where pos-
sibie advantage in the chance situa:ion is evenly balanced in their think-
ing against possible disadvantage.

The hypothesis held that the second group should be more susceptible
to combat fatigue by reason of the conflict created by the military situa-
tion. The military mores encourage and laud the taking of dangerous
and often costly risks, while the bent of the individual is toward careful,
conservative conduct. Ambivalence results, since the individual wants to
do what is socially approved but is emotionally unsuited to such action. ¶

Dcscription.-The designers of this test attempted to describe situa-
tions in such a manner that the examinee would have occasion to demon-
strate the extent to which his choices are influenced by considerations of
absolute security in preference to precarious opportunity.

(I) Internal cliractcristics.-Part I of the test consists of five prob-
lems, each of which includes seven items. The following sample illus-
trates the method of presentation and content of this part.

You have just been assigned to a new job as an assistant instructor in assemblin
and disassembling machine guns. You have seen the others work with the guns but
have not had a chance to actually handle this type of gun yourself. You receive a
phone call asking for someone to demonstrate the gun. You do not know when the
regular instructor will return.

In each of the following circumstances if you would go ahead and try to demon-
strate the gun yourself, even though you know you are not prepared, blacken the
space under A. If you are not sure what you would do, blacken B. If you would try
to get out of it by asking them to wait until the regular instructor returned,
blacken C. The demonstration is to be before:

22. A group of buck privates.
23. A group of commissioned officrL..
24. A group of noncommissioned officers.

Part II contains ten statements of opinions or principles regarding
luck and chance. An excerpt from this part, including directions for
answering on a five-point scale, follows:

If you strongly agree with one of the following statements, blacken the space be-
neath A. If you agree. blacken space B. If you aren't sure, blacken C If you dis-
agree, blacken D. If you strongly disagree, blacken E.

In everyday life situations:

36. A person who trusts to luck will be more successful than one who doesn't.
37. Taking a chance is a bad thing.
38. A person should leave well enough alone.
39. If a ,crsor• trusts to luck, he is not using his head,
40. WVhen a person takes a chance, he has everything to lose and nothing to

gain.

Part III consists of 12 information items. Ten of these items con-
t;aiin fictitious names or information, so no right answer is possible. For
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face validity, two are authentic; e. g., item 46 in the following test ex-
cerpt:

In the following examination, if you believe the correct answer is A, blacken the
space under A. If you believe the correct answer is B, blacken the space under B.
If you are not sure of the correct answer, and do not wish to guess, blacken the
space under C

You are given 10 points to start with. For each correct answer you will receive an
additional point. For each incorrect answer you will lose a point. If you are not sure
and do not wish to guess, your score will not be affected because marking space C
does not influence your score.

46. The experiments of Wilbur and Orville Wright were carried out at:
A. Kitty Hawk. B. Pelican Bay. C. Not sure.

47. The terin "dihedral" was first used in a book published by:
A. Captain H. A. Smith. B. Captain W. J. Bowles. C. Not sure.

(2) Admiinistration.-Initial test instructions are simple and short.
As indicated in the sample items given, the method of marking is ex-
plained at the beginning of each problem or section.

(3) Scoriig.--n the absence of an empirical key or weighting sys-
tem, subjectively determined weights were assigned to all responses on
a five-point scale. Responses that indicated greatest desire for security
were given we'ights of 1, while those indicating least consideration for
security were assigned weights of 5. Intermediate responses received
weights of 2, 3, or 4.

Residuh- and evamlation.-This test was administered to a sample of
1,087 unclassified aviation students in July and August 1944 at Psy-
chological Research Unit No. 1. Separate scores for the three parts
were derived and intercorrelated. Part I and part II showed consider-
able correlation, but part I-part III and part 11-part III correlations
were not significantly greater than zero. Unfortunately, data are not
available on the validity of the test for prediction of air-crew success.
An even more interesting study, the validation of prediction of sus-
ceptibility to combat fatigue, should be done. Only if these or some
similar data arc available, can the degree of correctness of the original
hypothesis be determined.

Evaluation of Measures of Fear and Tension

Usefulness of expressions of opinion and attitude, as employed in
these tests, appears to be limited. Results obtained from administration
of the Stress Relutlion test and other similar tests led to an appreciation
of the limitations of subjectively derived scoring keys. Low correlations
with training criteria achieved by the Survey of Aviator Opinion may
indicate that responses do not have the same significance for all exam-
inecs. The validity and reliability of interpretation of these responses by
both examinees and psychologists s-eem, therefore, to be especially sig-
nificant in this type of test.

If valid ititrprctation of responlscs were achieved, however, the
question of the significance of the response for air-crew success still
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remains unanswered. If specific f.ars are predictive of failure in train-
ing, a measure such as St'rvey of Aviator Opinion might be effective in
"identifying those likely to fail. If, on the other hand, the generality only
of the fear response is predictive, more adequate instruments would no
doubt be required. It appears, then, that fear and tension, either general
or specific, may be related to air-crew success, but that analysis of results
obtained from the tests in this area reveals no conclusive evidence.

MEASURES OF CONFIDENCE

Field studies, as well as casual observation by both psychologists and
laymen, indicate that important differences exist in the attitudes of in-
dividuals as they attack new problems or tasks. Certain individuals enter
upon such new experiences with zest and confidence, while others dis-
play considerable trepid-ation. It is assumed that between these extremes
lies the majority of individuals who display less marked reaction to
coping with new situations. Although empirical evidence is not available,
it appears from rbservation that individuals tend to establish a uniform
pattern of reaction toward such new problem situations. These facts
suggest that a measure of the confidence with which individuals ap-
proach tasks might be useful in the sckction of trainees.

Indices of Self Confidence, CE427A1

It was hypothesized that confidence should be measured, not in terms
of the excellence of performance forecast by the examinee, but rather
in terms of the extent to which the forecast differs from actual per-
formance.

It was hypothesized that such a measurement would bear some rela-
tionship to air-crew training. In general, it was supposed that the more
realistic individuals would prove more capable in air-crew positions. It
was felt that those erring greatly in their prediction of performance
would tend to make similar errors of judgment in flying situzations,
which would result, perhaps, in low efficiency, limited success, or even
in extreme instances, death to themselves and others.

It was decided that prediction of psychomotor scores could be used.
Since the candidates generally are unfamiliar with the apparatus, the

factors of experience, learning, etc., would largely be avoided. Of fur-

ther advantage would be the fact that little additional time and no addi-

tional tasks are required in obtaining scores by this .method.

Description.-As suggst'd in the previous paragraphs, this measure
is not a test in the usual sense but is rather an indication of the attitude

toward and evaluation of new ta-ks.

(1) Internal characterisllics. -A 10-point scalc for rating perform-
ance was constructed, ranging from 9-10, very good, to 1-2. very poor.

N Dcvd~p4 at Ptsychegica, peteArtcl Umat Ki. .. ifd citritAW: Ua. G.,rgw 5&. K
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The midpoint is average, point 5 is just below, point 6, just above aver-
age, poor is 3-4, and good is 7-8.

(2) Administration. -Two rating scales of the type described were
provided each student for each of the six psychomotor tests in the classi-
fication battery. Upon entering the testing room, the candidate was re-
quired to indicate on one of the scales the level of expected performance
in the test he was about to take. A fter taking the test and without knowl-
edge of the score obtained, the candidate was required to indicate on-
the second scale what he thought his level of performance had been.
While this second rating was being made, the candidate did not have
opportunity to refer to his first rating for purposes of comparison. He
took the test simultaneously with three other students in the same room
and may have gained some impression of his relative success. His per-
formance and relative status on earlier tests-insofar as he could appre-
date it-also may have had some bearing on his predictions in later tests.

(3) Scoring.-Difference scores were obtained, based upon the abso-
lute magnitude of the discrepancies that existed between each estimate
-- estimate I (pre-test) and 2 (post-test)-and the aciual performance.
In order to make comparisons of ratings and performance possible,
standard-score norms for the points on the rating scale were estab-
lished. Test-performance standard-score norms were also computed.
Difference scores for pre-test estimates and for post-test estimates were
transmuted into a nine-point distribution, a scale value of one indicating
little or no deviation from the estimate and nine indicating extreme de-
viation. These 12 scores (2 for each of 6 psychomotor tests) were used
for validation purposes.

Statistical results.-Statistical results for this test are confined al- i
most entirely to small-sample validation of the difference scores just
described. The samples were tested in February 1944 at Psychological
Research Unit No. 1.

(1) Test validity.-Both pre-test and post-test difference scores were
validated against the pass-fail criterion ;n primary pilot training. Of
interest also are the correlations obtained between the difference scores
and standard scores on the psychomotor tests. These data are given in
table 25.16.

Evaluation.-Svcvral tentative conclusions can be drawn from the
data presented in table 25.16. For this sample, it is apparent that elimi-
nees are on the average less accurate in both predicting and evaluating
their performances in the psychomotor tests used. This fact may suggest
that thosc successful in training are more realistic with respect to their
abilities. With the exception of aiming stress, the partial correlation
(holding test-scure constant) between difference score and criterion was
larger for the post-test than for the prc-test ratings. This fact suggests
that the charactcrY:-;.i of confidence takes on more significance as the
individual becomnes b.tter orieilrd in the field of performance. The
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realistic individual acquires a better basis for his judgment, while the
unrealistic person probably changes little as a result of his added knowl-
cilge. The magnitude of the validity figures with performance scores
partialed out suggest'; that further investigation should be made, al-
though none of the validities are significant at the 1 percent level and
only five are significant at the 5 percent level. On the basis of the pre-
liminary data presented, difference scores obtained in this manner would
have added considerably to the predictive value of the composite pilot-
aptitude score.

Self-Credit;ng Mental Abilities, CE429A 'T

As the title indicates, this test was designed to measure confidence in
mental rather than physical abilities.

Dcscription.-This test consists of five parts, in which various types
of tasks are provided. The content of the items is utilized only as a
means of obtaining confidence scores.

(1) Internal characteristics.-Part I of the test presents 12 informa-
tion items with four alternative answers to each and three alternative
responses to indicate the confidence with which the examinee answers
each question. The following item is typical of those in this part:

A barometer measures:
A. Air pressure.
B. Distance.
C. Electricity.
D. Time.
M. Certainly correct.

N. Probably correct.
0. Doubtful.

Part II contains 12 five-alternative items calling for logical selection.
The following is a sample of items in this part:

An official always has
A. A badge.
B. Duties.
C. Right?.
D. A salary.
F. A uniform.

M. Certainly correct.
N. Probably correct.
0. D'•tt- ful.

In answering the items in part II, the examinee is required to mark
the two correct answers.

Part III contains 12 items in which the examinee must indicate which
one of 5 alternatives does not belong in the list because it is unlike the
others. The foll:)wing sample is typical:

"Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. 1. Chief contributors: Pfc. Vernon W. Grant,
LL ILJewellyn N. Wiley.
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A. Democrat.
B. Methodist.

C. Republican.
D. Tory.
E. Whig.
K. Certainly correct.
YT Probably ccrrect.
0. DoubtMfd.

Part IV contains 12 four-alternative analogy items. The following
item is typical:

Seldom is to never as little is to:

A. Small.
B. None.
C. Large.
D. Often.

M. Certainly correct.
N. Probably correct.
0. DoubtfuL

Part V contains 12 four-alternative number series items similar to
the following:

16 17 15 18 14 19 ........................
A. 1321.
B. 1323.
C. 1320.
D. 1220.

M. Certainly correct.
N. Probably correct.

0. Doubtful

The examinee's task is to select the numbers that will carry on the series
in the sequence established by the numbers listed in the problem.

(2) Administration.-The examinee is instructed to answer an item
and then indicate the strength of his confidence in the correctness of the
answer by filling in space M, N, or 0. Fifteen-place answer sheets are
employed for the test. The examirnee is informed that if he answers
M-Certainly correct, he will receive 3 points credit if the answer is
correct, but will be penalized 3 points if it is wrong. N-Probably cor-
rect is weighted 2, and O-Doubtful, 1.

(3) Scoring.-The scores actually used in evaluating results of the
test were based upon the number of M, N, and 0 ratings. In this way
it was intended that absolute knowledge, ability, and the like would be
eliminated from the score.

Res:ilts and evaluation.-Preliminary analysis of the scores revealed
that approximately 85 percent of the responses were in the M, or most
confident, category. The 0, or doubtful, category was marked in only
approximately 5 percent of the responses. These data were interpreted
as indicating that the material was much too easy. The 15 percent
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selecting less than the most confident rating was obviously too sinall a
proportion, and the effectiv" range of confidence too limited to allow for
reliable validation of the hypothesis. If more work is done or. ihis test,
the categories of assurance should probably be revised, adding a stoll
more positive statement of confidence and rewording other statements.
The list might then read as follows:

L. Unquestionably correct.
M. Almost certainly correct.
N. Probably correct.
0. Possibly correct.
Although the intervals in this scale are not equal, each indicates a

different degree of confidence. It is possible that, by the use of a scale
such as that suggested, a better distribution of expressions of confidence
would be achieved.

Quantitative Estimation, CE44OA ,s

It was reported that failure in flying training is frequently caused ty
anxiety, as expressed in lack of confidence, indecisiveness, and in other
symptoms in this area. The habitual behavior of the individual in mak-
ing decisions should reveal some information about his tendency toward "

anxiety. It was hypothesized that if the individua! were givten some-
simple task, of the five-alternative multiple-choice variety, in which cor-
rect answers could be estimated only, the tendency to anxiety and inse-
curity would manifest itself in indecision and lack of confidence in his
answers. This might be measured by having the examinee rate his con-
fidence in his answers in some way.

Description.-It was decided that the desired measure could best be
obtained by providing for several choices by the examinee. The number
of choices or guesses he took should, therefore, be a measure of his
sureness of the right answer.

(1) Internal charactcristics.-This test consists of three parts. Each
item in the test has three -numbers, so the examinee will have three
spaces on the answer sheet and can make three guesses if he desires.
Part I contains 30 items in which the examinee is required to select the
correct proportions of familiar objects. The samples in figure 25.4 are
typical of the items in part I.

Part II consists of 30 items in which the examinee is required to
select the figure which has the largest or the smallest area from a group
of five figures of various shapes. Figure 25.5 gives items typical of
part 1I.

Part III contains 15 items in which the examinee is required to select
the answer that correctly describes the size, weight, capacity, or the like,
of familiar objects. Following are samples of the items in this part:

190-191-192.-The number of regulation baseballs which would weigh 5 Ibs. is:
(1) 16 (2) 12 (3) 8 (4) 10 (5) 20.

3s Developed at Psychological Research Unit No. 1. Chief contributor: T/Sgt, LOW$ Delman.-
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193-194-195.-The weight of two empty coca-cola bottles is:
(l) 28 oz. (2) 32 oz. (3) 24 oz. (4) 20 oz. (5) 36 oz.

202-203-204.--Thc maximum nmiber of nickels which can be placed flat upon the
surface of a dollar bill is:

(1)21 (2) 32 (3) 28 (4) 18 (5) 24.
184-185-186.-The maximum number of passengers which a standard railroad

coach is built to seat is:
(1) 70 (2)80 (3) 90 (4) 50 (5) 60.

(2) 4dptitiistration.-According to the directions in the booklet,
parts 1, II, and IlI were to be timed separately, and examinees were
instr,tucted not to proceed to another part until the signal was given. In
actual administration, however, these directions were disregarded and
an over-all time limit of 35 minutes imposed.

(3) Scoring.-The examinee was instructed that if he gave one an-
swer only and it was correct, he would receive 6 points; if he gave two
answers and one was correct, he would receive 4 points; and if he gave
three answers and one was correct, .e would receive 2 points. All in-
correct answers were to count zero. For validation, however, the num-
bers of single, double, and triple responses were the only scores used.

Statistical rcsults.-Prcliminary statistics only were obta.,cd con-
cerning proportions making one, two, and three responses and the
interrelationships of thcse data. From the answer sheets of a reportedly
large number of preflight individuals tested at Psychological Research
Unit No. 1 (classification not identified), 200 were selected at random
for analysis. Analysis of these results showed that based on the total
number who tried an item, on the average, 62 percent gave one answer,
33 percent gave two, and 5 percent gave three answers. These percent-
ages were computed from data on the first 50 items of the test. Due to
the shortness of the testing time, the number of individuals answering
items decreased considerably after item 50. For this reason it was de-
termined that the first 50 only should be used in scoring the test for
validation.

(1) Test validity.-Validation results based on one sample are given
in table 25.17.

TALu 25.17.- Validify of Quantitative Estimation, CE44OA, based upon a sample
of pQlots in prinmary training.' with the graduation-elinfintaion criterion

IN,=556, p,=0.691

Score r. SD, rt Te* rof,

Part I-1 aqnwer only ........... 18.81 19.33 7.17 -0.04 -00.01
Part 1-2 answers only 9.13 8.73 5.95 .04 .02
P'art 1-3 answers only .......... 1 .65 1.53 2.23 .03 -. 01
Part 11-1 answer only ........... 12.36 12.72 3.79 -. 04 .00
Part 11-2 answers only ........... &.42 6.11 4.94 .04 .01 4
Part •.1- answers only ........... .82 .83 1.77 .00 -. 03

A Tested in June 1944 at Psychological Research Unit No. '.
I Assuming an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00. 1

Evahtation.-As evidenced by the validities of various scores for
pilot success, this test did not justify the expectations set forth in ;he
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hypothesis. It is possible, however, that an instrument of this type might
predict success in tasks affected more dircctly by confidence. On the
other hand, examination of parts I and 11 strongly suggests that these
parts measure somc perceptual fu|nctioit rather than confidence. Percep-
tion and memory may well be predomninant also in part 111.

Behavior Preference Questionnaire, CE432A '

This questionnaire is an attempt to isolate one aspect of personality,
namely, degree of self-confidence in social situations.

Description.-This test is of the multiple-choice, personal-inventory
type.

(1) Internal characterLstics.-The questionnaire consists of 40 items,
each briefly describing a social-situation problem and presenting four
alternate methods of solution. Different degrees of self-confidence pre-
sumably are indicated by the various choices. For example:

You are up before a military board for an interview, and the head of the board
mispronounces your name. What would you do?

A. Wait until he finishes speaking, then correct him.
B. Correct him at once politely.
C. Say nothing, since it is probably not important
D. Wait until the end of the interview, then tell him.

You are waiting in line to buy a theater ticket and a man pushes his way in just
ahead of you. What would you do?

A. Give him a push out of line.
B, Tell him to go to the end of the line.
C. Comment to those near you in line about the gall of certain people.
D. Do and say nothing.

(2) Administraticn.-The questionnaire is administered as a group
test with a time limit of 15 minutes. The test is paced by the admninistra-
tor by announcement of the time at the conclusion of 5, 10, and 13 min-

utes, in an attempt to assure completion of a maximum number of items

within the time limits of die test.
The directions specify that the examinee indicate how he would actu-

ally handle each of the situations described in the test. lie is told that

there are no right or wrong answer;. If he does not definitely prefer any

of the alternatives given him, he is required to select the one which

comes closest to describing what he would do.
(3) Scoring.---In order to derive an a priori score of self-crnfidence,

the alternatives in each itemn were scaled by several "expert" raters in

terms of the degree of self-confidence revealed. Nearly all of the 40

items have 4 alternatives, which were ranked by raters with a relatively

high degree of consistency. The test is scored for only the first 30 of

the 40 items, since many of the aviation students were unable to com-

plete the test in the time allowed. Th' least confident answer to each

item, as rated by judges, is scored I point, while the most confident an-

swer is scored 4, and an intermediate answer either 2 or 3. Thus the

is Developed at Psychtlogical R•eaich Unit No. I. Chief contributor: Lt. Lkwtllyn N. Wiqe.
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possible range of scores is from a minimum of 30 to a maximum of 120.
Statistical rcsults.-Data are available for approximately 600 avia-

tion students tested at Psychological Research Unit No. I during the
period May 31 to June 25, 1943.

(1) Distribution statis.tics.- -The range of scores is from 40 to 95
with a median of 69.

(2) Reliability coefficient.-The odd-even reliability coefficient ob-
tained with a sample of 205 was 0.22, corrected. Because of the very
low reliability of the test, no further analysis of individual scores was
made; nor were clinical predictions or ratings of confidence made on
the basis of total scores.

(3) Item validity.-An item-validation study was made, based on
pilots in elementary training. Tetrachoric correlations and levels of sig-
nificance were computed. The results showed that even the most dis-
criminating response had a tetrachoric r significant only at the 2 percent
level. In general, the results approximate what might be expected on a
purely chance basis. Inspection of the most discriminating items sug-
gested no adequate rationale for their significance.

Evaluation.-On the basis of a very low reliability (0.22 corrected)
and purely chance item-validity data, it would seem that this behavior or
preference questionnaire is of little promise in predicting air-crew success
or success in any other type of endeavor.

A study of response frequencies reveals that for most of the items a
large percentage of the examinees selected one alternate in preference to
the remaining three, probably because of the strong social approbation
connected with that choice. This failure of the items to yield good dis-
tributions of responses is ascribed to faults in the wording of the alter-
nates, which left too obvious differences in terms of social desirability
or undesirability.

Evaluation of Measures of Confidence
The evidence presented regarding the validity of measures employed

in this area is almost entirely inconclusive. This trait, it it be general
and consistent in individuals, has proved extremely difficult to quantify.
In this respect the trait resembles other traits of temperament, many of
which have thus far evaded measurement.

In the light of the results of these tests, it appears that extensive
exploration should be made in an effort to find some reliable medium
or media for measuring confidence and to determine the amount of com-
munality that exists among tests designed to measure it. The self-ratings
of performance on apparatus tests, which probably yielded the purest
measures of confidence used, exhibited only moderate correlations with
primary pilot graduation-elimination. It may be, of course, that self-
confidence is not significantly correlated with pilot success. It seems
more likely, however, that a reliable measure of coafid"nce has not yet
been discovered.

71i



MEASURES OF SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE AND LEADERSHIP

Analysis of the jobs of fighter and bomber pilots was made to.deter-
mine the basis or bases upon which a more valid method of assignment
could be devised. This analysis indicated that the responsibility of the
bomber pilot for other personnel of the crew and the interaction of per-
sonalities resulting from the closeness of contacts among crew members
demand that the bomber pilot possess high leadership ability. The fighter
pilot, on the other hand, has little contact with others while in action,
during which he experiences his greatest stress. His social reladionships
appear, therefore, to be much less significant to the task titan are those
of the bomber pilot. These findings suggested that smine measure of
social aptness and leadership ability would assist in singling out the
pilots likely to be successful as bomber pilots.

Social Manipulation Inventory, CE443A"

It appeared that most of the requirements for such a measure would
be met by a social-intelligence test in which problem situations are de-
scribed and the examinee is required to indicate the best solution. Solu-
tions of the problem situations should involve some understanding of
human motivation and of individual differences, with emphasis upon such
techniques as the use of praise and blame, delegation of authority, detec-
tion and removal of frictions within groups, and the like. If the alterna-
tive solutions appear equally plausible and socially acceptable, a good in- 4
dication should be obtained of what the examinee would do in similar
real-life situations.

Description.-This is a purely verbal test similar to the usual judg-
ment test. It is not an inventory of the questionnaire type.

(1) Internal characteristics.-The inventory consists of 50 items, each
of which depicts a problem situation which might confront an officer or
other person having authority over others. In each item there are five
alternative courses of action presented. These alternatives were selected
as the most appropriate from a list of responses given by unclassified
aviation students in free-response interviews. Typical items follow. The
responses preceded by an asterisk received a +1 score; all other re-

sponses were scored -I.
You are a supervisor of an office force of 10 people. One member is habitually

late. You would:
A. Make an example of him by discharging himn.

B. Bawl him out in front of the whole group.
*C, Call him in and try to find out the reason for the tardiness.

D. Call a meeting of the office force to explain that everyone owes it to the
company to be on time.

E. Call him in privately for a lecture on the importance of being on time.

l Devcloped at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributors: S/Sgi. Benjamin
Fruchtcr, 1,L Jo,"ph R_ Harsh. Capt. John I. Lacey. Lots G. Wright.
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When minor punishment was necessary for your crew, you would:
*A. Hand out the punishment yourself and bring no public attention to it.

B. Have the crcw decide the punishment for its members.

C. Turn the matter over to Wing Headquarters to handle.
D. Use sarcasm instead of material punishment.
E. Establish fixed punishments for the usual infractions so that punishment

would be automatic.

(2) Adminisiration.-The directions to the test emphasize the fact
that there are no right answers, but that each person is to respond ex-
actly as he thinks he would under the circumstances described. Although
not all possible courses of action are listed, the examinee is required to
respond to every item, even if he finds difficulty in deciding which alter-
native is best.

(3) Scoring.-Owing to the nature of the material covered in this
inventory, the key was of necessity determined subjectively. After prepa-
ration of the form, 12 aviation psychologists and psychological assistants
were asked to indicate their judgment as to which alternatives were ap-
propriate and showed the best type of leadership ability. In key A, 36 of
the 50 questions were scored. In 7 of these, 2 alternatives were scored
as desirable or +1, making a total of 43 desirable responses in the test.
The criterion for scoring a response was that 90 percent or more of the
judges agree independently as to the desirable and undesirable responses.
Almost complete agreement on a large proportion of the items led to the
decision not to score the remaining 14 items, pending item-analysis evi-
dence concerning their correlation wi~h the total score on the 36. The
formula R-WV/4+20 was used in scoring with key A, R indicating the
number of resposes receiving positive weight and W, the number receiv-
ing negative weight.

Analysis of the results of the first administration revealed that 10 of
the original 36 itens had low internal-consistency phi values with total
score. A new key (B) was therefore made, scoring 26 of the 36 items
scored in key A. The original papers were rescored on this key for rights
only.

Item analysis of the original sample scored with key B indicated that
some of the 14 originally unscored items were highly correlated with the
score obtained with key B. Seven of these items were, therefore, added,
and key C was tiade. The formula R-V./4+20 was used with key C.

Stutistical rcsuts.-Data are limited to distribution constants, estimates

of reliability, and a few correlations for samples of pilots in classes 44H

an(d 441. who were tested in basic training by personnel of Psychological

Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Distribution statistics.-Typical examples of distribution statistics

obtained on this test are given in table 25.18. The distribution curves are

approximatcly symmetrical and normal.
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T"sE.z 25.18.- Distribution constants for Social Mani, dation Inventory, CE443A,
based upon two groups of classified pilots

Key N SD Scoring formula

................ 750 10.2 3.2 Rights only
C ................. 750 18.0 4.6 R-%V/4+20

(2) Internal coltsistcicy.-Analysis of responses based on various
keys yielded the internal-consistency data given in table 25.19. The data
were all based on the highest 27 percent and lowest 27 percent of groups
of 750 classified pilots.

TA•.z 2 5 .19 .- Internal-consiutcncy data for Social Manipulatlon Inventory, CE44JA

Number of Range of
Key scored items Sample U)O SDi

LO4W Hi1gh

A so I 0.20 0.09 0.02 0.37
A 36 I .23 .07 .10 .37
B 26 I .31 .05 .14 .41
C 33 1 .28 .06 .12 .39
C 33 I1 .27 .04 .09 .42

(3) Rcliability cocfici,'it.-Two samples yielded the estimates of reli-
ability given in table 25.20.

TA.D.E 25.20.- Eslimalted reliability "coefcfinst (odd-evct) for Social fanipulation
Inventory, CE443.4

Group N Key 1 Fos,

clasfid750 i 0.25 &40
dasifiedpPilots .... 750 C .34 .$1

Ev••uation.-Although this inventory was not validated, certain perti-
nent information was obtained in the form of corrdations with other
measures. The correlation, corrected for attenuation of both variables.
with a measure of Reading Comprehension was 0.32, based on an N of
551. The same sample yielded a correlation of 0.50 (corrected for attenu-
ation) with the compositc navigator aptitude score. A sample of 556
cases yihlcde a corrdation of 0.15 (corrtcted for attenuation) with the
composite pilot aptitude score.

This evidnt-ce seemed to indicate a substartial positivc relationship be-
tween acadcmic intelligence antI the characteristics measured by this in-

ventory. If the hypothesis upon which the measure was based be true.

the evidence might indicate that those pilots who have aptitudes mot like

those of a-avigators make txttcr bomwbcr lpil-ts. It is Ix)-sille, on the

other hand, that the evidence neans that the test niasurcs Y-erbal and

other intellectual abilities, but that it does n,,t necessarily imply corre-

sponding intellectual content in the task of the successful bomber pilot.
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Its reliability is so low that it would probably be useful only in conjunc-
tion with other tests in a battery.

Pilot Behavior Blank, CE444A 1

As a result of the investigation of pilot specialization, referred to in
the report on the Social Manipulation Inventory, it appeared wise to ex-
plore the problem of the character or types of leadership. The Lewinian
division of leadership into three types-laissez-faire, authoritarian, and
democratic-was considered to be a good basis upon which to be~in the
construction of an instrument for determining the presence and quality
of leadership ability. Presumably, s,'rh an instrument should be useful
in assembling crews of similar tastes with respect to social interaction. A
further assumption was that those showing preference for dcmnocratic
rather than laissez-faire or authoritarian types of leadership should be
more successful as bomber pilots where considerable social interaction
take! place. By the same token, the type of social interaction preferred
by the fighter pilot would be rather unimportant, since he has .o crew
o! his own and exerts little authority over others.

In the light of these assumptions, a preference blank was prepared in
which a conscious effort was made to introduce in approximately equal
numbers laissez-faire, authoritarian, and democratic solutions to leader-
ship situations without identifying them for the examinee or prejudic-
ing his choice. After a large number of items had been prepared, 10 avia-
tion psychologists and psychological assistants keyed all the choices,
indicating which of the three types of leadership each _hoice indicated
(L = laissez- faire, A authoritarian, D-democratic).

Drscription.-This blank consists of 90 two-alternative items. The
alternatives describe pilots with characteristically different ways of ban-
dling situations involvi,,g leadership, authority, and the like. The examinee
is required to indicate which pilot he prefers. The following samples are
typical:

19. A. The pilot who lets the crew members make their own arrangements for
quartcrs. mess, and entertainmenLt

B. The pilot who talks about the crew's good points with others.
36L A The pilot Aho gives many in'tructions.

13" The pilot %ho while he works more encrgetically than the rest of the
crcw, doesn't expect them to work as hard as he.

6 A. The pilot %\ho is so rngro!ed in his ow-n duties that he hasn't the time
to try to understand the difficulties of others.

B. The pilot iho gives his crew exact information for doing a job or
carrying out an order.

(!) Aninirstrci.',.--Dircctions on the front page of the blank are
intended primarily to prepare the examinec for the material to follow.

14 r'r-CJf| o• rfl hP -ctoh'l ý-*°f"arcb Un•it i• . 1. ('11,rf (a."r-%u14 :Sir.1. Dknismin
Ftrnpher. qr- J-11 1- t1-1. PIt. Jwepl L Res"wr.
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(;rLCdt strCSS is lI-id uIpon the iwcdC( ft;r koigwhItt Crew nIInbeIIKrs are
hike, :ýo tha~t coiigcni11il individuas Can11 bt- 'ilakvd togethecr. "Clash of lwr-
ý0n1alities- Is cited as a major cause of iiiconipatihility among members of
-I group. E-'amnnces -ire directcd to consider the pilots described as al-
ways equally capable of flying. The examineeII is therefore required to
select one of the two alternatives purely on the basis of his own per-
sonal preference.

(2) Scoring.-The originial plan, to score Items according to the three
Lewinian categories, was discat-(e'l1 in favor of a systvim more in line
with the purpose of the Blank, which was to scltect enii better fitted for
assignment as bomber pilots. Tro accoimiplish this, the aviation psycholo-
gists and psychological assistants examined the alternatives of all items
carefully and indicated independently which alternative for each more
closely described the good crew commiandler. Almost unanimous agree-
ment was reached in many, of these evaluations. As a result of this study.
the choices were keyed for bomber pilot vs. nonboinber pilot, the bomber
choices being keyed plus I and others minus 1, for 410 selectedl items
out of the total of 90. Sufficient agreement could not be achieved on the
remaining 50 items to warrant their being scored. It is interesting to note
that the choices selected as good indicators for bomber pilots were in
almost every case those designated as "democratic" in the first survey.
This fact tends to be justified by the findings of Lewin in regard to the
success of different types of leadership. The score is the algebraic sum
of the weights of the scored responses.

Statistical res:dts.-Statistics on this test are confined to internally de-
rived data, based upon pilots in classes 4411 and 441, tested during
basic training by personnel of Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Distribution stat istics,-A sample of 750 classified pilots yielIded
a mean score of 24.3 and a standaro deviation of 9.7, using key A.

(2) Ititcrnal consishency.-Analysis of responses of several sample
groups yielded the internal -consistenlcy data given in table 25.21.

TABLES2.Itral~ni:~s dj~a: for Itemi of PIllat Phou'.or Blank, CE444L4,
based upon soynpkse of cia s.fied pilot:

Sipit N Ke unbtr of M# sD j Range of

I70 A 31 019 0.11 0.01 0.44
...... ISO a0 . 09 .19.3

..... 750 3D 40 .31 .1 1

Key A %%as the first subiccitivuly-derivcI Key. After analysis of results
of the _11pl-cat-011 of khi's key, it appeared that some choices should be
droppecl 4nd othcrs addcd to sccure the most Internally consistent test.
fRcvisioin of !he key was mid'e in the light of this anahlsis, and the ori-inal
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sample rcscorvdl (key B). A secomd sample scored with key B yielded
,;imila r results.

(3) Rlialilit cRcil'ffci,',t lahilitV of this instrument was esti-
n;ited by' the sdlit-half method. The 40 scoredl items (key 13) were

divided into 2 groups of 20 each. The items in the two groups were
.(lpated for cont(.nt (laissez-faire, autlioritatian, or democratic choices)

and for "difficnltv' " An estimated reliability coefficient of 0.68, corrected
for length, was obtained. This figure is based on a sample of 747 c:lass;-
fied pilots.

(4) Diflczdtv.--.Since there are no right answers to the items in this
blank, a difficulty level, strictly speaking, c,,nnot be obtained. The mean
pro-portion of preferred (bomber pilot or democratic) responses is mean-
ingftl, however. Thlis figure for the 40 items -n key B is -ý.58, the range
b,.xirg fropn 0.23 to 0.87. The mean has not been corrected for chance,
since gues:.ing would not be expected to enter a test of this sort where
no answers are correct.

Evahiation.-Although validation of the appropriateness of specializa-
tion assignment from the standpoint of temperament is very difficult, if
not ::-,nossiL~e, to accomplish, the -sychologieal values involved indicate
that th,s should bc on•e of the most useful instruments for the selection
of persons to exercise authority. It is certain that the underlying demo-
cratic principle which is common to the positively scored choices is
psychologically sound. One possible weakness of this instrument is that
individuals may answer according to known, socially acceptable standards,
rather that- according to their real bent. Attempt was made to eliminate
this type of bias, b,-' it was obviously impossibe to wake all choices
appear equally desi, . The mean proportion of desirable responses
(0.58), however, indicates that this Lias was largely eliminated. Evidence
that the blank (toes not involve verb,. variance lies i., its correlation with
Readling Comprehension. A sample of 535 pilots yielded a correlation of
only 0.10, correctcd for attenuation in both var;ables. It appears, then,
that the blank might well show positive correlation with measures of
leadership whenever satisfactory criteria are found.

Evaluation of Measures of Social Inte'dligeiice in Leadership

A!thotugh statistical proof of the tusefulness of the tests described in
this section is lacking, certain considerations suggest that the approach
employed is one of the most promising in the field of temperament. The
trait described here as social intelligence is probably one of the most
important determinants of success in personal relations. If this trait car
be measured, the results will have far broader significance than for merely
air-crew selection or pilot specializatibn.

Results of investigation in this area revealed or further emphasized
ditliculties that hinder the construction of reliable measures. In common
with many other temperament tests, these instruments are somewhat
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.usc'putibl to lishoiicst manipul.;ti-n. Rapport is therefore extremely
i: lurtant to th :tchiel-tilimctt of va:sdity. Another danger is that ex-
ali'es wlliii .. ,sWr Ic,,bdi, to e,,,.,,hlrevl intellectual judgments rather

than according to emotional rcactiozis such as w"'uhl collie into play in

face-to-face situations.

EVALUATION OF TESTS OF SPECIFIC TRAITS
OF TE.MPE RAMENT

The heterogt'neity of the traits evaluated by the instrumetts described

in this chapter makes it ipo.sibie to apply any one evaluative descrip-

tive statement to them. In general, the degrees of success or failure

achieved have been noted following the various test or area discussions.

Probably the outstanding rcsults reported in this chapter are those ob-

tained in the study of the carefulness tests. The character of the tasks

involved and the identity of most of the factors found seem to indicate

that the tests resemble aptitude tests more than they do temperament tests.

In spite of this fact, however, these findings very strongly suggest that

the factor analysis technique should be applied in the study of tempera-

ment as well as intellectual measurements.

The experience gained through the development, statistical treatment,

and results of tests here reported, has suggested more strongly than ever

the necessity of achieving or adhering to certain additional standards in

the construction of tests in the temperament area. These standards are

notable in this connection, chiefly because they have already become

practically axiomatic in the areas of sensation, perception, and intellect.

Probably many requirements or standards could be listed, but four

;appear to be especially pertinent in this connection. First is the necessity

of maintainiing a high level of objectivity. It may be argued that complete

objectivity cannot be attained in the mn.asurement of traits of tempera-

ment. Although this may be true in part, it mtust certainly be agreed that

the maximum attainable objectivity is desirable.

A second requirement is that of reliability. Under this heading might

be listed the desirability of having relatively honmogeneous material, it

appears that many measures in the area of temperament have covered

such a wide variety of traits or functions that they constitute a reliable

leasure of none.

A third requirement is also associated with reliability. It appears neces-

sary to elininate the element of social acccptability by making alterna-

tives subject to equal or nearly equal social approbation. This goal is obvi-

ously difficult to attain when the characteristics being investigated are fre-

quently associated with antisocial behavior. Valid measurement of traits

of temperament cannot be achieved, however, by means of instruments

that are subject to gross intellectual manipulation.

A fourth requirement has to do with the traits and characteristics

selected for study. There should be a logically sound rationale for both
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th. study of the trait and the method to be used. Faulty premises, lloglcal
methods, and irrelevant evidence do not lead to positive results.

The four suggestions listed obviously do not cover all the necessary
ruilts to be observed in the construction of temperament tests. They do
cov'r weaknesses which have been particularly noticeable in the tests
reported in this chapter. It is felt that as these requirements are met in
test construction, instruments of greater usefulness will result.
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COM M q E Tt IVTY.SIX

Meaures ul Pvivaliun'

INTRODUCTION

Importance of Measures of Motivation

All individuals concerned with classification of aviation students con-
ceded that it is important to place men in the type of training in which
they have the most interest and motivation, or, at least, not to assign
them to training in which they have little or no interest. Evidence is
available that indicates the importance of motivation in both training and
combat. This evidence is given in part in chapter 1 and is reviewed in
chapter 22.

An Over-all View of Motivation Test Development
In developing measures of motivation, two approaches were taken:

(1) a self-assessment by the student through his statement of preferences
and (2) a more objective approach through tests of attitudes and interests.

Preference statcments.-In the light of the evidence concerning the
importance of motivation, arrangements were made to permit students to
express their degrees of interest in and preferences for the different
air-crew positions. Especially in the beginning of the classification pro-
gram, and to some extent as late as May 1945, student preferences were
used as a guide to classification. At times, quotas seriously interfered with
the assignment of imien to the air-crew positions they preferred. Unofficial
letters and field trips to various flying schools confirmed the expectation
that this procedure would cause a considerable lowering of student
morale. When the training program was at its peak, therefore, and many
candidates were admitted to training, expressed preferences were fol-
lowed as much as possible in assignment. Besides the limita:ion of quotas.
air-crew aptitude scores became another factor interfering with this
policy, particularly as qualifying standards in terms of aptitudes rose.
By June 1945 the qualifying scores (stanines) were so high that only a
small proportion of the candidates could be assigned to training, and
preference statements were no longer obtained.

The applropriate instrument for obtaining the student's statement of
preference was not as easy to write as might be sup)posed. The preference
blank, went through se\veral revisions, as will be rclaited in the following
pages.

The first prcference blank, introduced early in 1942, included a list

' Writtcmi by Sgt. D)a itd Grossaman.
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of eleven air and ground duties. The student was required to rank these
in order of his preferences. This form was revise,! very shortly, however,
because of the preponderance of high preferences for air-crew positions.
On the revis,:d blank, the student was asked to rank' only the three air-
crew positions. A blank space provided for his indicating any nonair-
crew preference he might have.

The examince's first prefernce was given considerable weight in
recommendling men for bombardier, navigator, and pilot training, whcn
his aptitude scores were relatively uniform. For example: an aviation
student in1licated his preferences as pilot first, navigator second, and
bombardier third. I us stanines wvere 6 for bombardier, 8 for navigator,
and 7 for pilot, which qualified him for all three air-crew positions. Be-
cause the student's preferences were known, ;t was possible to recom-
nmend him for his first preference; namely, pilot.

The preference waiver.-An additional device known as the preference
waiver was also included in this later form of the preference blank.
Primarily, the preference waiver was introduced because further in-
formation concerning motivation was nceded. Over 85 percent of the ex-
aminees chose pilot training as their first preference. Since such a large
proportion of examinees could not be assigned to pilot training, some
means had to be provided for the student to express his willingness to
be classified according to the test results rather than by his preferences.

The strength-of-interest scale.-The limitations of the ranking of
preferences soon became apparent, and research studies were instituted
to devise a better technique for measuring the student's interest. A differ-
ent type of preference blank, known as the strength-of-interest scale, was
constructed, which allowed the examinee to express his strength of interest
for each category on a graphic rating scale, with descriptive categories
ranging from "little or no interest" to "exceptionally strong interest," as
shown in figure 26.1.

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
I I I I t I I I F

AIFafl tflJ J N~ Ft1 $MVI •LJr *tE~*TADT 'PLN

FIGURE 26.1
SAMPLE STRENGTH-OF-INTEREST SCALE USED IN THE

PREFERENCE BLANK

lBoth the preference waiver and sirength-of-interest scale indicated
which students necded to be interviewed prior to classification for a type
of training other than their first preference. If a student's stanines were
lx)ibardier 6, navigator 8, and pilot 3, his strengths of interest, bombar-
dier 3, navigator 3, and pilot 9, and lie had indicated that he would not
willingly accept assigument !o training other than that of his first
preference, he would be interviewed before he was recommended for

navigator training.
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At the same time that preference blanks were undergoing improvements,
efforts were being made to assess motivation more objectively in terms
which could be included in the composite aptitude scores. It was never
felt that subjective expression of interest was accurate enough, no matter
how well scaled, to be included in the stanines.

Tesis of attitudes and intcrests.-Experience with various types of
attitude and interest tests will be related in this chapter. They include:
Satisfacti'ln, CE409A, B, C, and D; Aviation Preference Check List
(no code) ; Inventory of Experiences, Interests, and Attitudes, CE612-
AX2; Specialization Preference Inventory, CE610A; Specialization In-
terest Inventory, CH. 609A; Social Concepts, CE 512A; Survey of
Personal Attitudes, CE 508A; Inventory of Attitudes, CESI8A ; Conduct
of the War Test, CE520A ; and Home Front Attitude Inventory, CE446A.

PREFERENCE BLANKS

Aviation Cadet Training Preference Blank, CE501E2

The preference blank differs from most classification instruments in
that it is not a test. Form E of the blank will be described in much detail,
since it was used over the longest period of time, and since it is the result
of the accumulated experience gained in using previous forms, CESO0A
and D, and CE 509A.

Description.-In the first part of the blank the examinee is asked
to state his degree of interest in each type of training by encircling the
number which represents that degree of interest. A sample scale is shown
in figure 26.1.

There are three scales, one for each of the three types of air-crew train-
ing. If the examinee has a stronger interest in any other type of training,
he can name it and express this interest on a fourth scale.

There are many reasons for using a graphic rating scale rather than a
ranking of preferences as in the A and D forms of the blank. In the first
place, the linear scale allows for ties. Second, it permits an aviation
student to show unequal differences in interest between his first and
second, and his second and third preferences. Ranking of preferences
implies equal distances. Third, it presents a satisfactory way in which
an examinee can show lack of interest for one or more types of air-crew
training. Fourth, it allows the examinee to consider each air-crew posi-
tion separately, on its own merits, instead of in rmation to the other two
positions. The examinee is forced to think much more carefully, since
he is required to express himself in more specific terms. Finally, this
method enables the examince to cxpi)'ss his first preference as somewhat

below mniximuin strength. A student who gives rankcd preferences of

bombardier 2, navigator 1, and pilot 3, may not have "excvptiontally strong
interest" for navigator, as ranking might imply.

i Developed at Psychological Researck Unit No. I. Chief contributor: Maj. Frederick Wickett.
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On the other hand, graphic rating scales have some disadvantages.
Because the linear scale did allow for ties, interviews were often re-
quired before classification recommendations were made. The most
serious disadvantage is that one may be misled into assuming that the
points on the scale have the same meanings for all examinees.

The second part of the preference blank is called the preference waiver.
The examinee must check one of the following statcments:

1. 1 want to be assigned to the kind of air-crew training for which I show the
greatest ability on the tests.

2. I want to be assigned to the kind of air-crew training for which I show the
greatest ability on the test only if my ability for that kind of training is much
greater than for any other kind.

3. 1 want t9 be assigned to the kind of air-crew training in which I air most
interested unless the tests show that I should probably fail in that kind of training.

4. I want to be assigned to the kind of air-crew training in which I am most
" interested even if the tests show that I should probably fail in that kind of training.

These statements are worded simply and in nontechnical terms. It
was found that many students experenced serious difficulty in com-
preh'-nding the statements in the earlier Form D. The wording was too
academic and was written from the standpoint of a psychologist rather
than from that of an aviation student. During interviews, students ex-
pressed inability to understand such concepts as "distinctly higher,"
"aptitude," or "prediction."

(1) Administration.-The preference blank was administered at the
beginning of the first session of group testing, and it required approxi-
mately 10 minutes. No time limit was set. The following are excerpts
from the d;,ecti,,ns to the preference blank:

It is important that every cadet be assigned to a kind of air-crew training in
which he can succeed. Two factors that determine how well a cadet will succeed
are:

A. His scores on the classification tests, which measure how much ability he
has for bombardier, navigator, and pilot training.

B. How strong an interest he has in each type of training. Evidence shows
that a cadet is more successful in a type of training in which he is
intensely interested.

In stating your interests, you should consider these matters carefully:
A. How much you know about the duties of each member of the air crew.
B. Whether your own ability, education, and training in your own judgment

fit you for one kind ot work rather than another.
C. flow much you desire each type of training, and how tuilling you are to

work hard to succeed in it.

Statistical rsults.c-May research studies were instituted in connec-
ti,,n with the preference blank. As a result, many data exist. A repre-
selitati\'e saimpling is submitted here.-i

(F) Distrib, ution statistics.-l'ypical examples of distribution statistics 1

obtained on this blank are given in table 26.1. Distributions of students

according to prefercnce waiver are shown in table 26.2.
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TABLE 26.1.-Mean~s and starndard de-viations of ratings on the strength-of -interest
scale admninistere*d at the 6ijne of classification testing

Group V if' I .3, 3f, SDO SDr SD,

Pilots in primary training' ... 707 5.6 5.1 8.5 1.9 2.0 1.11
Dos ........................ 11.423 5.5 5.9 8.6 1.9 2.1 .

Navigators in advanced training" 1,953 S.1 7.2 7.9 1.9 1.9 1.6

A Ma stands for mean sire ngth -of-in tercst rating in bombardier training, etc. -

3In class 4413. TestedI at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.
2 In class 44C. Tested at PsychmolgicaI Rese.arch Units Nos. 1 2. and 3.

I1n classecs 43-12 to 43-15 inclusive. Tc,ted at Psychological A'es'earch Units Not. 1. 2, and 3.

TABLE 26.2.- Percentages of aviation students selecting eachi ltye of preference
waiver administered at the ltime of classification testing

Group N Type of waiver$

Pilots in primary training'........701 38.S 12.S r 44.9r 3.6
Do ........... 9.551 29.3 I 10.2 3j51 .48

Navigators in advanced training4 
.... 1.54 34.0 14.4 4 4.41.

I For types see page 000.2In class 4413. Tested at Psycho'.agical Research Unit No. 3.
3 In class 44C. Tested at Psychological Research Units Nos. 1 2, and 3.
41n classes 43-12 to 43-IS inclusive. Tested at Psychological kesearch UnitU Not. 1, 2. and L.

(2) Validity of slrengltz-of-in:tere~st rat~ings.-Ini tables 26.3 to 26.9
-ire presented the results of nunicrous studies of the relation k)tween

graduation-eliminiation fromn various types of air-crew training and the
v'ariables of strength of interest and of first preference (i. e., air-crew

position receivi~ng highest strength-of-interest rating).

TABLE 26.3.- Relation of first preference to graduation -eliminatioun for Sam ples of
bo~nbardiernazigator, and pilot trainees

Values required
Group' I P, Ohtuined djs for uignificance
______________________ - chi-square - s ercent I pefccid-

Ilonsardiers--12.weck coursO 1.706 0.88 5.79 4 9.49 I 13.28
Ilombardiers-18.week course4  455  .84  3 .31  3  7.32 I  11.34

,Navigators in advanced training' 1 9S3 .79 22.80 3 7.82 I 11.34
Pilots in* iaytann .... 111:423 .84 9.5 3 7.82 1 1.34
Pilots in baic training' ....... 6.702 .87 1 1.47 13 1 7.32 1 11.34

' All sa mples consist of examinees from the three psychological researcb units.
:d/ degrees of freedom.

In clas~es 43-1S to 44-1 lnclu!,*ve.
I1n classes 43-14 to 43-IS inclusive. The 18-wcek course, unlike the 12-week course. includes

some tr'sining in navigation.
* In classes 43-12 to 43-IS inclusive.
$In class 44r_
IIn class 441.

TABLE 26.4.- Relation of first preference to gradtatlion -elitninatlion of pilot traihsees
front primary training (N. 11,423,' t,=0.84) _______

Firmt preference Pit poo root

Bombhardier...............................2.91.
Navwi.,or.................................7.6 S9.8
Pilot..................................... 683.2 71.7 .12

I'In class 4C. Testril at I'sychologiczil I.esearch Units Nos, 1. 2. and 3.
I Percentage preferr.ing itype of training.

P lercentage preferring type of training and graduating.
'Split too extreme for cumputation of F'.0.
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TABLtE 26.5.--Percentages eliminated by pilot stanine and first preference, based on
5,501 pilots in primary training'

First preference

Pilot starting Bombardier: Navigator: Pilot.:

N=98 N=254 N=5,149

7-9 ........................................... 28.6 23.9 13.2
4-6 ................................... 43.8 54.0 29.6
I-3 ................................... 70.4 70.8 49.7
Total ........................................ . 50.0 47.6 28.4
Mean pilot stanine ............................. 4.45 5.51 5.34

I In class 43F. Tested at the three Psychological Research Unit..

TABLE 26.6.- Relation of strength-of-interest rating to graduation-elimination of
pilot trainees from primary training (N,=11,423,1 p,=0.84)

Interest category A,1 Hf SD, r.o.

Bombardier .................................. . S.47 S.72 1.93 -0.07
Navigator ............................ ....... . . 5.88 6.13 2.10 -. 07
Pilot ........................................ 8.66 8.50 .91 .10

In class 44C. Teted at the three P'sychological R.esearch Units.
£ A biscriai r of approximately 0.03 is required for significance at the S percent level, and

of 0.04 at the I percent level.

TABLE 26.7.- Relation cf strength-of-interest to gradua ion-elimination of navigator

trainees from advaced training (N,= 1,953,' P=0..79)

Interest category M1  me SDI

Bombardier ..................... 5.13 4.97 1.92 0.05
Navigator ...................... 7.34 6.84 1.94 .15
Pilot ........................... 7.89 7.99 1.61 -. 03

I In claswes 43-12 to 43-15 inclu-;ive. Tested at the three Psychological Research Units.
$A biketial r of approximately 0.06 is required for significance at the 5 percent level and of

0.08 at tie 1 percent level

TABLE 26.8.- Relation of strength-of-initerest to graduation-elimination of 1,706

bombardier trainees from 12-week course (N, 1,706,' P,=0.88)

Interest crtegory 1f M SDI

Bombardier .................... 6.94 6.83 2.03 q.02
Navigator ...................... 5.69 5.49 2.34 .05
pilot ........................... 7.68 7.70 1.81 -. 01

" In clacs 43-IS to 44-1 inclusive. Tested at the three Psychological Research Units.

8 A biserial r of approximately 0.03 is required fot significance at the S percent level and of
approximately 0.10 at the I percent level.

TABLE 26.9.- Relation of strength-of-interest rating to graduation-elimination of
bombardier trainees frons the IS-week course' (N,=513,' P,=0.86)

Interest category UP M. SDI, I ,.

l vombsrdier ..................... 7.00 6.87 204 0.03
Navigator ...................... 5.25 4.96 2.44 .07
Pilot .......................... 7.60 7.115 1.66 - .07

'The IS-week coqjzse inclultht some navigation traIning, P
I In classes 43-14 to 43-18 inliuive. Temte-l at tLe t ree Psychological Research Units.
1A bistrial r Of aProXiunately 0.13 is required for signifk:anca at the S percent level and -

of approximately G.1. at the 1 percent level.
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siTables 26.3 'mrd 26.A show thiat there is ai slight but signtificanit relation-
Ship ) btweenl graduatliton from primary pilot training and fi rst pre ference..lhis relation, hiowýever, does inot hold for basic training (table 26.3).

Sinlaihly, table 26.6 shows a slight but sigtilticant relationship between
primary pilot trainhig and strenigth of interest. Thecse results are con-
firmedlby the dlata. as shown in table 26.5. At each staninie level, those
whose first preferen~ce is for bomibardier or navigator trainling have a
considerably highecr eliminiation rate fromn primary pilot training thani
those whose first preference is for pilot training.

First preference and strentgth of initerest for navigation have significant
correlations with success ini adlvanced navigation training (see tables 26.3
and 26.7).
. Bombardier first preference and strength of interest show no relation
to the criterion (see tables 26.3, 26.8, and 26.9).

(3) Validity of thec preferecua-ca heivr. -- Tables 26.10 to 26.12 give the
results of studies to determine the relation between the preference
waiver and graduationi-eliminiation from various types of air-crew
training.

TABLE 26.10.- Relation of preference wtaiver to .gradut~aion-eli,,iinatioln for sampltes
ofbombardier, viaz~iga for, and pilot firaineess

I Values rtqulced
GrobtainNed for significance

S percent t percent

Barnhard iers-l 2-weelc course' 1.706 0.88 1.65 3 7.112 21.34
Ilornhardiers--18-week course' '45S .84 10.3S 3 7.82 11.34
Navigators in advanced training' 1.953 .79 6.00 3 7.A2 11.34
Pilot: in parimary training'4....... 11 423 1 .84 4.44 3 7.32 11.34
I'dito in baic training1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.702 .8 7 9.49 1 3 1 7.82 11.34

I Alt samples consist of examinecs of the tre Psychological Research Units.
2 Degrees of freedom.
I In ctasses 43-IS to 44-1I nclusive.
.In classes 43-14 to 43-18 inclusive.
6 In classes 43-12 to 43-15 inclusive.
4In class 44C.
IIn class 431.

TABLE 26.11.- Relation of preference waiver to groduafion-elifitinafion of pilot
trainees fronot trimnary froini'"g (N,=11,423,' P,=0.84)

Preference waiver$ PI P,' r1*

.. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .9.3 24.2-0 2................................................ 310.2 8.6 .06
3................................................ 57.1 48.0 -. 01
4................................................ 1 3.4 2.3 8

Tn c~a~s 44C. Tesrted at the three V'~ycholojtical Reseatch Units.
For c Itegorie% 'Ce Paige 724.
Percent age of t otalI group selecting waiver.

4 Plercrntapge of total groujp selectin~g waiver and graduating.
Split too uneven for computation of r,,,,

The preferenice waiver does tict seem to bear much relation to graduat.
tion-eliminiation (see tab~les 26.10 and 26.11 ). Two signiificnan relations
are fouind betweeni thit! 5 percent. and I lpercerit levels ; one in a sample of
pilots ini basic trailiihir and the other in a sample of tIllihardiers taking tihe
iS-week course. Xone of the other grouips shows relatimihllips significantlyj 727



TABLY. 26.12.- Perrenanhyrs elinmiptrud by pilot stanipie and preference waiver based
uni 1,S2?(; ilot r bi pri~nary training'

Preference waivers
I'ldot sta~nine 1- .- ______

7-9............................................ 19.4 15.4 11.1 5.6
4 6............................................ 36.4 30.1 273S 24.9
1-3............................................ 60.2 4110-16 51.3 46.0
Total.......................................... 36.9 -28:6 27.1 23.7

Mean pilot mtariine ......................................... 5.46 S.32 5 .3

in c ai 4F.1 ;1.'etied at hle titrcc 1p.ycluio~.ik. Researcht Units. - ______-

F lor ca1tegorsl -tee pagie

dI fTcrerit from zero. it can be s~cuit readily in. table 26.12, however, that

those sitidetits who check waiver . I (1 want to be assigxned to thle kind of
air-crew training in which) I aill mlost interested E-VE:N 11 the t~ests show that

Islioldtl prubalily fail in that kind of training-) are eslkl ob lri
na~terl at eaich stanine leve'l.

(4) Relalioinslip of slrc'Jgylh of intecrest and first preference to the
sft:nines.--Studies wvere itmide to inivestigate the relation bctwecni the
stanines and preference andl waiv'ers. It also seemedl desirable to compute
thle differences in mean staninie scores for students expressing different
first choices. The dlata are shown in tables 26.13, 26.14, and 26.15.

TAni.? 26.13.-Correlations of strenglth of interest uith stanines of 700 unclassified
aviation stdinidentsa

Interest category
Stanine

Bombardier Navigator Pilot'

Thvnirder.....................0.02 0.19 0.07
Na.vijgator.....................14 .29 .03
1I'ot....................................... -. 12 .09 O05

8ie..trtI at Vs,!ho.1icn~al lte-cvirch Unit No. .1 in IDecember 1942 and Jantiary .1943.
1A Iprod-ninfnlonlet r of al-liri-oiiately 0.07 is required for signifiicance at the S percent

!evel .1114 of 0.10 atthe 1prcent level.
a corrd~iwmn ini ii% coI unin a-e bisc~riali cotitrasling &irength-of-interest rating of 9 wih

all oithers. Ther,~p is unknown.

TAmI.?. 26.14~.--.ikan stuinz~es by first pre'feren~ces of 678 unclassified

'"izviafio". students"
Stanine

fl(.prfeene omardier Navigator Pilot

Tlrnarlir..............................4.81 4.38 55
N. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.49 - S.3l0 S

PI'lot.....................................5.13 4.78 5.31

in~e~eil t Plo.Igicaii lticrardli Unit No. 3 in D~ecembher 1942 and January 1943.

T.%nt.E 26.15.-- Critirail ratios: of diffcrences 'eftreeli Ineil" itanines of stu1dents
prefer14pil one. type of truznut;r,) and mnc~n itat~ziin of students preferring all otlher

types, based upon 673 mianassified aviation students

Stanine

lir0t peferenc Navigator Pilot

1Inari.1................................3.94 -5.50 -2.35
Na iao ...... ....... 3.811 6.S7 1.41

P'ilot.....................................2.77 -2.80 -0.66



fit gtlieral, thereI~ is lint1 si iglit relationri betw-c'n strength of interest and
(11C stanin.c Ttw ,v i se-vri in rt h 26. 13. howtever, that the st rctigth of
initerest for ni ;torarilin. iiiii as %igni fitanit poisitive orcrreltintios Wvilli

all hre st:Iin~~w~ii~. ith the na:vigainr staniine.First prd~erencet

withi navigator andplot stanijues. Tah.lelv 26.14 and 2.5show ta
¶ students whose first preference is for navigator training have higher

av'erage stanines in all three spe.cialties, those for bombardier and navi-
gator aptitude being significantly different from tile general mecans of
all other students. Students whtose first preference is for bombardier
training have significantly lower mean stanines in all three specialties.
(See also table 26.5.)

(5) Relation of slanine vabldity to first trc/'r**nee and preferensce
wvai'cr.--An analysis was madle to test thle hypothesis that tile Pilot
stanine would have higher validity for those whose first preference is
for pilot traininig. The resuilts ire rep~orted in table 26.16. Similar results
were computed for tile preference waiver andI are prcenefted inl table 26.17.

TABLE 26.16.- fliserial correlations of pilot itanine9 u'uul graduaoiont-elninatt'on
fromi prinmaryv training when pilot traittees' are groitped by first treferenct

Fir.st preference N A~n ianity

Ylombardier.............................................. 3283 0.43
Navigator........................................................ 6.49
Pilot............................................. 9,512 .45,Navigator or bombardier ........................... 1,192 .46

'Derived fron tile clas~ification hattery of JDecenr~htr 19-12.
21n class 43F. Tested at psychological Research Unit No. 3.

TABtLE 26.17.- Biserial correlatiions of Mhe pilot stanine' ttit/s graduati'on-d~iti~atio"
front primlary trabin mg ichc,, Pilot traittres are grouted by preference uwaiver

Preference waivers N valt idnity

..................................................... ~ 0.39
.1....................................................~ t.43

I Derivedl frnin thle cliasificatinn battery of lDrce"'ller 1942-
3 Ins class 43F. Te!ýtcda1t 1P.ychological ltescurh Unit No. 3.
1 For cat "trie-. see Page -.
19 Significa.1rIy 41iifcrelit from 0.37, wit!, i Acrincil ratio of 2.6.
a Significantly diflercilt from 0.39 aild 0.37. with critical ratios of 2.2 and 2.6 resp-ctlyely.

it can be seen in table 26.16 that thlt validity nf the pilot stanine is
not higher for those whose first preferenice is pilot training. Oil thle
contrary', the validity of thle Pilot st~kinile is slightly higher for pilots
who~se first preference is for navigator training. '\one of the ditfferences
is statistically significant, the highest critical raitio being 1.2. In table
26.17, it may be seen that the pre-ference waiver has a rather significant

reationlship) to thle of tile pilot stanine. The lPre'lictivc value of
the stalnine is highiest, for the men who chose preference Waiver 4.
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(6) Relationship balwccn sircityttl of inter1st and classification- test

scorcs.-,To ascertain the relation between tests in the August 1942

battery and the intensity of motivation of aviation students, intercorrela-

lions were computed. This study is important, because certain tests may

be regarded on an a priori basis as indirect measures of interest. Some,
indeed, were designed as such (e. g., Techn-eal Vocabulary, CE 505C).
The results are shown in table 26.18.

TABLE 26.18.- Correlations of strength of interest with tests of the August 1942
classification battery, based on 707 pilot trainees4'

Interest category

Test and code number
Pilots Bombardier Navigator

Technical Vocabulary (Pilot), CESOSC .......... 0.02 -0.10 0.04
Technical Vocabulary (Bomb.), CE50SC -. 04 -. 02 .11
Technical Vocabulary MNaY.), CE505C ......... . .07 -. 18 .22

M of Identification, CP6 10A ............... . .02 .00 .07
Mathematics, C1702E .......... ........ .-. 12 -. 20 .34
Numerical Approximations, C1706A ............ .-. 13 -. 01 .21
Reading Comprehension, ACIOD ............... . -. 08 -. 08 .20
Mechanical Comprehension, ACIOD ............ . -. 16 -. is .03
Table Reading, CP621A ...................... .06 .02 .14
Numerical Operations, C1702B ................... --.07 .03 .13
Spatial Orientation I CPSOIB ................. . -. 07 -. 03 .06
Spatial Orientation 1I, CPS03B ................. . -. 03 -. 12 .03
Arithmetic Reasoning, C1206B ...... I..........07 -. 04 .19
Dial Reading, CP622A .......................... .01 -. 10 .13
Complex Coordination, CM701A ................ . -. 02 -. 06 .04
Steadiness, CMI03A .......................... -. 06 -. 02 .00
Finger Dexterity, CMII6A ...................... 04 .04 .06
Discrimination Reaction Time. CP611D ........ . 01 .01 .15

'In class 44B. No previously eliminated students are included. Tested at Psychological Re.
search Unit No. 3.

a A product-moment r of approximately 0.07 is requir-4 for significance at the S percent level
and of approximately 0.10 at the 1 percent level

9 Biserial correlations. A biserial r of approximately 0.10 is required fpr significance at the
S percent level and of approximately 0.13 at the 1 percent level

A few important findings should be noted from table 26.18. Strength

of interest for pilot training shows significantly negative relationships
with three tests. These tests are Mechanical Comprehension (with a cor-
relation of -0.16), Mathematics (-0.12), and Numerical Approxima-
tions (-0.13). Six tests show significantly negative correlations with
bombardier interest. Strength of interest for navigator training has sig-
nificant positive correlations with eleven tests. Of these, Technical Vocab-
ulary (navigator), Mathematics, Numerig! Approximation, Reading
Comprehension, and Arithmetic Reasoning are the tests that have proved
themselves most valid for success in navigation training.

The Technical Vocabulary and Information Test (CE505C) was
(designed as an interest test, with three ihterest scores, each for one of
the air-crew specialties. Correlations of first preference for a specialty
"with the score for that specialty are negative and not significantly dif-
ferent from zero except for navigator preference and navigator score
(see table 26.19).

If the expressed specialized preferences are good criteria of specialized
interest, only one score on this test (navigator) proves to be valid for

the purpose intended. There is other evidence (see p. 817) that the pilot
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TADLE 26.19.--Relation of first prtfrrence to Technical Vocabulary and Information,

CE.0C, for uniclossified aviation students'

Sruio First preferenceSc•ore
Pilot Bombardier N'avigator

Pilot .............. ....... ........ . .9-0.08
Bombardier .................- 0.0....Navigator .......................... .... .... 10.$3

3 a isericr correlations, the- dichotomy being thnse whose first preference is for the indicated8i1-rew -1i. tin v.• those whose .first preference is for all other positiens.
•1NU27, rO=u.t. A bistriat of 0.AS is required for significance at the 5 percent level and

of 0.20 at the I percent level. Group tested in July 1943 at Psychological Research Unit A.. 3.
IN $=S30. P =0.95. A biserial of 0.18 is required for significance at the S percent level and

0.23 at the I percent level. Group tested in July 1943 at Psychological Research Unit No. J.

score does measure pilot interest to some extent, which leads us to suspect
expressed pilot preference as a criterion of pilot interest.

(7) Preferences in relation to pilot spccializalion.-This study was
part of a larger project designed to study the problem of differentiating
among aptitudes for various types of advanced specialized pilot training.
Assignment to specialized training to an appreciable degree was a matter
of preference.

The means and standard deviations for the strengths of preferences
in the three air-crew specialties are given in table 26.20. In table 26.21
critical ratios are presented for the differences between mean strengths
of interest of students in different types of advanced training. Two
critical ratios indicate differences significant at or beyond the S percent
level. These are the critical ratios of the difference (1) in navigator
training interest for those assigned to fighter training and those assigned
to heavy bomber training, and (2) in pilot training interest for those
assigned to fighter or mcdium~bomber training. The first ratio indicates
that pilots who are assigned to training on heavy bombers express more
interest in navigation than those who become fighter pilots. The differ-
ence between medium and heavy bombardment assignees, though not
significant, is in the same direction. Assignees to fighter-pilot training
expressed a more intense desire for pilot training, in general, than those

students given mcdium-bomber training. The same trend is indicated
between fighter and heavy-bcmber training.

"TAmZ 26.2D.- Mean strength of interest for traixeeJ5 in Aghtr, wMdium bombe,
ead heavy bomber planes

Fqiser trahive u mHeavy
I bombe train in bombe titinlaa

Inter" cateory.
X SD M so Ir SD

PO.O...................7 0.7l 8.55 1.07 *63
Bombardier............. .. 4 , .8 49 1. 4 .I3 .9S
Navigator .............. 4.$3 2.00 C.34 L16 41.M M.lS

:In dlasa 431. Tested at FayC11lq4114 111 Mbeac Uitk No- I
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TABLE 26.21.- Critical ratios' of differences between inean ittherest-strength in typej
of advanced pilot training

Fighter v. medlam Fighter v,. heavy Medium v. heavy
4 Category bomber training bomber training bomber training

Bombardier ............... -1.54 -0.17 1.42
Navigator ................. -0.18 -2.36 -1.47
Pilot .................. .... .12 1.82 -0.90

tPoitive critical ratios indicate that those assigned to training in lighter planes express
greater strength of interest in the given interest category.

Variations of Preference Blanks.-There were five other preference
blanks, two of which-Aviation Cadet Training Preference Blanks,
CES01A and D--were utsed in the classification battery before December
1942.
(1) Aviation Cadet Training Preference Blank, CESO1A and D.

-These earlier blanks were developed to allow aviation students to indi-
cate their training interest, as well as to obtain a measure of intensity
of motivation.

In form A, the student is asked to rank his preferences from 1 to 11
for the types of duties listed. This list includes: armament officer,
bombardier, communications officer, engineering officer, gunner, mechanic,
meteorologist, navigator, photographer, pilot, and radio operator.

In form D the three types of air-crew duties are listed, and the students
are instructed to write 1 opposite their first choice, 2 opposite their
second choice, and 3 opposite their third. They are required to mark all
three, and not to give any two the same rank. It was with this form that
the preference-waiver section was introduced. Following are the state-

A ments presented for the student's use:

1. I would prefer to be classified for the type of duty for which I am found to
have most aptitude, even though it is not the same as the first preference given
above.

2. I would prefer to be cLtssificd for the type of duty for which I am found to
have most aptitude, only if my aptitude for this type of duty is at least two points
higher on the 9-point aptitude scale than for the duty for which I expressed first
preference.

3. I would prefer to be classified for the type of duty for which I am found to
have most aptitude, only if my aptitude for my first preference indicates that I am
likely to be eliminated from that type of training. (A score of 3 or below.)

I would prefer to be assigned to the type of training for which I indicated first
preference above without regard to my aptitude scores.

The difficulties and limitations of the ranking-preference technique
and of the wording of the preference-waiver section were discussed on
pages 723f.
(2) Aircrew Preference Rating Scale, CESO3A and .'W-The cir-
cumstance that prompted the development of these scales was the dissatis-

* faction with the ranking method used in Trainin& Preference Blank,
CESO1D.

0Develop at Psychological Re•sech Unit No. I Chief o ntramj.ter: Mal. Freerkk Wieet
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In form A, students are asked to compare their preferences for each
type of air-crew training paired with every other type.

'The items for form B were takci- from items scaled for the Navy. The
examinee's task is to check i:i the column headed "Pilot" those state-
ments that describe his feelings about pilot training. The procedure then
is repeated under the columns for "Navigator" and "Bombardier."

Form A was not given to a sufficiently large sample to make possible
the computation of any stjitistics. This form lacked the advantage of
giving an independent intensity-of-preference score for each of the three
types of air-crew duty. The principal value of this work was its indication
of what not to do in later forms.

Tabulations of the data for form B indicated that practically the same
items were checked for pilot, navigator, and bombardier. Differentiation
of interests for the three types of training, therefore, was not great
enough to be useful. The results did not correspond with informal im-
pressions of the degree to which preferences for the three types of train-
ing were differentiated in the minds of the students. Since the score ob-
tained for each of the three types of training appeared to be so meaning-
less, no validation was attempted.
(3) Aviation Cadet Preference Scale, CE5O9A.-This is a graphic
rating scale, and it is the last variation of the blank designed to secure
preferences for training. It consists of a horizontal line divided into 11
spaces by dots placed at equal intervals along the line. One end of the line
is labeled "Dislike intensely," the center "Indifferent," and the other end
"Like intensely." No other descriptive comments are used. The student is
asked to draw a short vertical line through a dot and write B, N, and P
(for bombardier, navigator, and pilot) on the line that represents how he
feels about each type of training.

This scale, modified in accordance with suggestions from the Office
of the Air Surgeon and from Psychological Research Unit No. 3, re-
stilted in a new form called the Aviation Cadet Training Preference
Blank, CE501E, which was accepted for use in the classification battery
and was described above.

Training Preference Blank, CE513A

This blank was developed in order to measure varying degrees of
interest, not in types of training, but in types of airplanes, combat and
noncombat. It is comparable to the blank filled out in basic training to
aid in the assignment of graduates to various types of advanced training.
The hypothesis was :hat such a blank would be valid for the graduation-
elimination criterion in primary and other phases of training.

Description.-Nine-point scales like those appearing in the Aviation
Cadet Training Preference Blank, CES01, arc utilized in this blank
(see fig. 26.1).
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(1) fntcirnal cIharactcyistics.--Thic first section consists of seven scales,
listing various types of planes: trainers, trz--.ports, fighters (single and
twin-engine), and bombers (both rncdium and heavy). The examinee
is instructed to encircle the niumber which corresponds to his interest,
ranging f~rom I ("little or no interest") to 9 ("exceptionally strong
interest").

Iii section two, the student is pcvsented with a list of the seven Planes,
which he is to rank according to his preferences from I to 7.

In section three, another graphic scale is presented, and the student
is asked to circle the number which represents how disappointed he would
be if he had to learn to fly a type oIf plane not amiong his first three choices.

(2) Admninistration.-Trhc approximate administration time for the
blank is 10 minutes, but no time limnit is set.

Statistical results.-( 1) Distribution statistics. Typical examples of
dlistribution- statistics obtained on this blank are given in table 26.22.

TAmI 26.22.- Distribution constants for Training Preference Blank, CES13A, based
on 1,130 classified pilots entering primiary training, ____

Type of plane ML SD

Trainer ......... :...................... I........................ 4.5 2.22
Transport...................................................... 4.8$S 1.97
Twin-engine fighter.......................................... I.... 6.97 2.01
Medium bomber (B-25).......................................... 6.27 1.74
Medium bomber (B-26)........................................... 5.91 188
Single~ngine fighter ............................................. 7.11 2.11
Four-engine bomber .............................................. 6.27 2.14
Disappointment scale ....................................... I..... 4.38 1.86

'In Clsss 44Fg. Tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(2) Test validity.-This blank was administered for validation to
classified pilots just prior to entrance into primary training. Validation
data for strength of preference (oni the 9-point scale for each of the
various types of planecs) are presenited in table 26.23.

TABLz 26.23.- Relation of strength of preference for different types of planes to

graduation-elimtination of pilo", from primary training' ('N,=1,130,_p1=0.90)J

Type of plane us* IL SDI rb* a A#,~

Trainer............................. 3&SO 3.40 2.14 0.03 0.03
Transport.......... I................ 3.86 3.76 1.97 .02 .02
Twin-engine fighter................... 6.02 5.38 2.01 .1 .17
Medium.bomber 01~-2S) ............. 528 5.07 1.74 .06 .05
Medium bomber (1B-26) ............ 4.93 4.63 1.88 .04 .07
Single-engine 6 gter.................6.1 5.59 2.11 .13 .11
Four-enitrre bomb~er................... 5.28 5.08 2.14 A0S .03
Disappointment scale ................. 3.40 3.05 1.86 1 .09 1 .10

3In class 44IF. Tebted at I'sychelogical Research Unit No. 3.
1A biserial correlation of approximately 0.10 is required for significance at the S percent level

and of approximately 0.13 at the I percent level.
'tAssumarng an unrestricted aianine standard deviation of 2.00.

Evaotuatiops.-Fromn the table of cot-relations, it can be seen that ex-
pressed interest for tily two types of planes, single-engine and twin-
engine fighters, shtows a signific'iot relation to graduation-elimination
front primiary training. All coefficients, however, are positive. As for Al
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interest ratings, these correlations are attenuated by individual constant
errors, but the extent of attenuation is an open question.

Evaluation of Air-Crew Preference Blanks

It was originally hoped that the strength-of-interest scale and the
preference waiv'r would indicate intensity of motivation. Interview
results, however, showed that many ot'ier factors enter into the student's
decision as to which descriptive category to check and which statement
to mark. The following are typical:

(1) Many students seem to distort their ratings of strength of interest
in order to influence the classification board. An example would be a stu-
dent giving a very high preference for one position (such as `9" for
pilot), and placing the other two very low ('"1" for bombardier and "2"
for inavigator) on the scale.

(2) Many students, perhaps in fear of being grounded, signify their
preferences by circling "9" for all categories.

(3) Students tend to circle numbers that have words under them, i. e.,
the odd numbers (see fig. 26.1).

(4) Being unable to understand what the statement means, the student
may mark a statement because he is influenced by irrelevant factors,
such as the feeling-tone imparted by the wording of the statement.

(5) Marking statements in the preference-waiver section often indi-
cates whether the student has faith in the tests or not, thereby measur-
ing his attitude toward psychological tests as well as (or rather than) his
motivation.

(6) Many students seem to mark the waivers "1" or "2" because of a
sense of duty or patriotism in doing what the Army wants them to do.

(7) Many students mark waivers "1" or "2" because of a feeling that
the classifying officer will be prejudiced against them if they mark state-
ments "3" or "4."

(8) Some students seem to feel that the four waiver statements con-
stitt,te a 'disguised personality test of some sort. The students feel that
they will be considered indecisive or lacking in a knowledge of their own
desires if they mark statement "l," and that they may be considered
stubborn if they mark statement "4."

There are some grounds for the belief that the preference waiver
should be given at the end of the testing sessions rather than at the
beginning. Aftcr the students have had some experience with the tests,
they feel better qualified to state whether they desire to be classified
according to the test results.

There are a few general conclusions and group tendencies that can be
noted in an examination of the statistical data. In bief, they are:

(1) Those students who prefer pilot training are most likely to suc-
ceed in graduating from primary training (but th;s does not apply to
basic training).
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(2) Those whose first choice is boniardier have the lowest average
stanines for all three air-crew ),.,itions.

(3) Those whose first choice is itavigtion training have the highest
av'erage stanincs for all thre air-crew assignmcnts. Conversely, those
who put navigator last in their order of preferences have the lowest
average stanines.

(4) The validity of the pihio stanuiie is not higher for those whose first
choice is pilot training.

(5) Strength of interest for navigation training has significant posi-
tive correlations with classification tests that have high validity with the
navigator criterion, while strength of interest for either pilot or bonmbar-
dier training does not correlate well with any tests.

Because navigator interest is significantly .-elatedl to the navigator
stanine, success in navigator training, and the classification tests, there
is reason to believe that students who prefer navigator training have
superior insight into their abilities an'! temperament.

The strong emphasis placed upon the student's preferences in making
recommendations for air-crew training is not warranted by the empirical
cvidence. This is not to say that the information yielded by the preference
blank was not valuable to those recommending air-crew classifications.
The conclusion is undeniable, however, that self-assessed preferences have
very low validity for predicting success in air-crew tiaining.

ATI'TUDE AND INTEREST INVENTORIES

Various types of instruments- personal inventories, situation tests,
check lists, and the like-were used to obtain expressions of specific
likes and aversions. This constitutes an indirect and more objective
mcthod, as contrasted with the direct and less objective method of general
self-assessment. It was assumed that these specific preferences would
form a pattern and serve as a basis of trainee selection.

Satisfaction Test, CE409A 1
This test was developed on the basis of certain hypotheses concerning

interest-trends in the various air-crew specialists. The successful com-
bat pilot wvas assumed to be extroverted; the navigator was assumed to
be characterized by sedentary and scientific interests; and the bombardier
was assumed to be characterized by aggressive-destructive tendencies.

Description-.A purely empirical approach to the measurement of
air-crew personality was adopted in dcvvloping this inventory. A collec-
tion w,'as |nadc oif vcrbally d'scribed personality-revealing situations by
studying "Information Essays" writtcn, by students in connection with
the devclopmtient of Te'chnical Vocabulary and Information Test
(CIOA'505A)$ and by . Id'ing job aimalyses containing personality data.

*iDcvrlopcd at Pychnlnlical Reekrch Unit No. 1. Cief contributors: Tech,./SgL Robert R.
Blake, Capt. Donald F. Suprr. S3L'Si~tt. John I. Wallem.

See chapter 14 for a diicussion of this test.
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Preliminary research on expl-csilons of likes and dislikes of aviation
studclnts involved thiv prcpI.,ration of twvo qtc..tinonl:ires. In Questiounaire
1. Ille (xafninvi.s wcre givcn ,l,.scriOt Ihis of a number of situations in

which soldiers firequl, tly fitid Ohnisdvces. The examiniees were asked
to write brieliy %hat they wouhl d1o in each case. fit Questionnaire It
the examinces were asked to write down those f-atures of military life-
different from civilian life-which they liked and those which they dis-
liked. A statement of the number of in nths the examinee had been in
active service was also obtaimnd. In order to secure compete frankness

on both questionnaires, the examinces were told that this information
would have no bl:aring upon their classification, and they were told not to
sign their names on their papers.

The data obtained from the second questionnaire furnished material
for part I (Aviation Cadet Likes) and part 11 (Aviation Cadet Dislikes)
of the Satisfaction Test, CE409A. It was found that "Likes" result from
personal care and privileges (fomt, rctg!ar s,:hedules, uniforms, equip-
ment, etc.) ; social relations (comradeship, discipline, social uniformity,
etc.) ; and personal values (educational opportunities, chaace for ad-
vancement, freedom from worry about present or future, exactness,
precision, promptness, etc.). "Dislikes" result from physical inconven-
iences (food and method of serving, lack of lights, mud, crowded or
inadequate toilets and washing facilities, etc.) ; duties or lack of privileges
(getting up early, latrine duty, K. P., guard duty, not enough free time,
etc.) ; personal frustrations (loss of individuality, harsh authority, being
away from home and friends, etc.) ; inefficiency (organization waiting in
line, lack of knowledge about the future, slowness to get action on matters
of personal importance, etc.); and social relations (other cadets con-
sidered undesirable, lack of feminine companionship, etc.)."

A few examples of the types of items in part I and II are:

As a cadet, I would g-t more !atisfaction from:
(A) Everybody being on cqual terms, or
(B) Getting regular medical care.
(A) Security and frccdom from worry about the present, or
(B) The chance for a career.
(A) The chance for a career, or
(B) Good pay.

As a cadet. I would be more irritated by:
(A) Unfair or harsh orders, or
(B) flcing away froui home and loved ontes
(A) Too much regimcntatimn, or
(B) Lack of recreation•l facilities.
(A) Lack of personal privacy, or

(B) Latk of feminine comrpnionship.

it , isniteresting to svte the diffra"eces ltewr*n new mwistl and thal onige er t•o• art-
ice." t " p9 ." - {ib-,- t (I ) .in. irdL, i J,- 17 tt, elIts- d.bhits are .1 7i6cly e.l'insitJd ,Wilt i ncressn

mihttsly epriencr s. t•t Itiiji allinfl lien ui7aly cmc to dslik vr iy ib,| ahc thin;, (-)
,ronai frustratio• , Puy a m ,ore ,-, p:- a•,t ;a.,nt, of ,trv'e vi, r s-, ; and (,) the

scrttl at , & ei -Wf itct l ftt |i,@ hi3 pS bips f1¢ecom es of irac stiaI O I I .ttW mO'rImr.it fce Wil li .t i be

sb~ ,e~tc. amu'g a sh mam mcc ethofobstacles and 91 a&d so peemosul ,imiaausmemt la
tiesm ce aevn b 1600aItWhO
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,l.1

l'The data obtatird froiin Questiomnaire I proved vcry useful in coil-
struc'ing items for part Ill, "'',let ,)piiions," of the satisfaction test.
"11his part is comnposed of a numbcr of described situations, each followed
by descriptions of five ýlte;native '.vponses. The five alternatives were
chosen iii accordance with six assumed modes of reacting to a problem
situation rationalization, reaction-formation, compensation, introversion
(submission), extraversion (ascendance), and neuroticism.

It was decided that there would be no alternative rcferring to an inte-
grated manner of behaving, since it seemred probable that it wouhl appear
to the examinees to be the obviously right answer. It was expected that the.
examinee wouid either (1) consistently choose alternatives of a given
kind, revealing behavior which is characteristic of himself, or (2)
choose alternatives revealing various modes of reaction so that his score
for any one mode of reaction would be moderate. The latter result was
thought to identify, the integrated person. A typical part III item is.

If a fellow is not genuinely admired by the men in his squadron, he will most
probably:

A. Feel that !he other men are not the kind that he cares to be admired by
and make no effort to gain their friendship.

B. Try to be the best soldier in the bunch in order to show them up.
C. Say that soneone who is jealous of him is passing rumors about him.
D. Feel glad because he gets more satisfaction from being on his own than

from being one of the gang.
E. Feel hurt by their coolness and try to boss them around.

In the item above, A would be the rationalization response, B the

compensation, C the neurotic, D the submissive-introverted reaction, and
E the ascendant-extroverted reaction.

Part IV, Preferences, contains paired comparisons of civilian activities
(sports and hobbies) and flight assignments assumed to be related to

personality traits. Following are examples of items appearing in Part IV.

If given the choice and having equal opportunity and ability, would you rather:
(A) Go to a caival? or
(B) Cc to an opera?
('A) Play ,-ard3? or
(B3) 04-y ,)ctb.

(A) Be a -rgeant on active flying duty? or
(B) Be a Ieutenant with a desk job?

(I) J,..... hIclearactlristics.-In final form the test consists of 150

itenir divided among the four parts just described. Part I contains 30
items; part Ii, 30; part 1I1, 45; and part IV, 45.

(2) Adminivration.-Be fore each part, a brici introductory state-
ment is made. For parts I, II, and IV the examinee is told to judge
each %-•;, independently of the other pairs, since any alternative may

occur several •, ncs, paired with a different alternative each time. The
examinee is instructed that if little preference is felt for either alternative,
he is to choone the less objectionable activity.
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Foe part Ill, the exai1ij;.c , isist lictCd to ckioose th1 allerinatia'e which
most closely correspor:; t, his own ,,pinion about each particular situ-
ation or activity. If none of the st;Itcments exactly expresses the opinion
of the examiuce. re is ins;tructcd to chuose the one that is the closest to
his opinion. Even if sevp'ra! choices could express ihe opinion of the
examinee, he is instructed to select only the best one.

The total testing time for part I is 10 minutes; for pact IT, 10 minutes;
for part II, 16 minutes; and! for part IV, 10 minutes.

The test is Daced, wvith the administrator interrupting the testing to
ask for a show of hands of those who had finish,.d part I at the end of 7
minutes, part II at the end of 7 minutes, part III at the end of 12 minutes,
and part IV at the end of 7 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-The papers were first scored on two a priori keys pre-
pared by the test constructors, one designed to measure atypicality of
attitude and one designed to measure morale. Since these keys had no
validity, a priori keys were abandoned in favor of empirically derived
keys.

Following two item analyses based on random halves of a total group
of 1,595 cases, using as the criterion graduation-efimination from primary
pilot training, two empirical scoring keys were prepared for cross-
validation. All responses that were made by significantly different per-
centages of graduates and eliminees (significant at the 10 percent level
or better) were examined to discover whether the items could be de-
fended psychologically as well as statistically. On these bases, two scoring
keys were constructed.

The scoring fo-mula is R-W+40, in which R refers to the positively
weighted responses and W "o the negatively weighted.

Statistical rcsults.-The data that follow are for examinees tested in
October 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. 1.

(1) Distribution statisaics.- l'ypical examples of distribution statistics
obtained on this test are given in table 26.24.

TAizz 2t24.-Distribuiion constants for .il.jisfarti,:m T,.fi, CE4C9A. for Niqofs in
m'rjy frauflss

"N U soD

40.0 4.3
7161 46.4 5.7

(2) Test -v.lidizy.-Bat-ad on the two a priori keys, one to measure
atypicality of attitude and one to measure morale, a sample of 787 cass*-
r;ed pilots yielded biscrial correlations with graduation-elimination in
primary pilot training of -- 0.12 and -0.01 respectivcly. Cross-validation
data for the two empiricahy developed keys, however, are much more
satisfactory. The data appear in tab!c 26.25.
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TAniLE 26.25.-. Crs vldto data for %7tisf action Test, CE4O9A, based on pilots
ins frintary tra;)~,in;, using gt'aduation-dinitination as the criterion

Group cI No POP M SDI a#

Evenx .. .... Otdsi .... 797 0.58 40.8 39.01 6.3 0.18
'"'dds ....... Fees.... 798 .58 47.3 45.4j S.7.2

Evaluation.-The a priori keys showed no validity for primary pilot
training. The c-OpiricaI keys, however, developed on the basis of itein-
validity cocffirietits, yielded -valid-ties of approximately 0.2 upon cross-
validation. The vz'idity remained at about 0.2 in subsequent adz-nin~str~--
tions of !wo revisions of the test (see below). This validity and the low;
correlations with the pilot stanine indicate that the test would be cxpectcd
to add nmoderately, to the validity of the classification battery.

Thle icm-anaalysis daut- indicated 'that the rationale back of the con-
strctin o ths est asfarastle pilot is concerned, was promising and

that there was a need for further item revisioni and itema writing. On the
:Arength of zhe results, the test was revised and two new forms prepared.

Satisfaction Tvat, CE409B and C'

These two forms are revisions and extensions of C'E,49A.
Descripeion.-The items ior Forms B and C were selected from parts

III and WV of Form A of the test on the basis of the item validiiies ze-
vealed in the previously discussed. analyses. The criterion for selection
was z tetrachoric correlation of 0.08 or more with success in primary
pilot training, which is at the 10 percent level of significance or better.
In addition to these, new items were constructed according to the
principles which seemied to underly the types of items already demon-
strated to be valid.

(1) Internal cizaracferislics.-Formis B and C consist of 85 paired-
comparison items, 25 in part I and 60 in part ILI In Form B, the examinee
is rtcquiared to make a choice between the two alternatives. Form C, how-
ey-r, which contains the same items as Form B, permits a third respons.--

-"Neither of these." Items in part I are prefixed with different premises,
such as the two items below. Asterisks indicate the alternatives with posi-
tive pilot validity.

Other things being equal, actual par~achiute jumping would be:
*A. A thrilling experience.
B. Good because it is so necessary for fliers.
C. Neither of thmse

As a cadet, I would expect to get more satisfaction because:
*A. I would like to fly.
B. Fliers are badly needed.

C. NeithL.. of these."
I Dcvtlorpd at Psyc ole'~Cal Rresearch Unit No. 1. Chid contributors: Tech.-/Sgt. r.-bert

U..Llk, Capt. Donaldd L'.Super, Staff/Sgt.aohn L. lalicn.
A These alternatives appear only in fow
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All iteis-in part 11 arc prefixed with the r-ame premise, such as:
If given the choiceý and having equal opportinity atid ability, wvould yolu rather:

A. Do high level precision bombing?
*B. Do dive bombing?
C. Neither of these.'
*A. Practice acrobatics?
B. Practice instrument flying?
C. Neither of these.'

(2) Adniinistration.-Thc total testing and administration time for
Form B or C is 24 minutes. Parts I and 11 are not timed separately.

(3) Scoring.-The scoring formula for F. orms B anld C is R-WV+2O,
in which R refers to positively weighted responies and NV to negatively
weighted responses, as determiined b)' itemn analyses. The constant is
added to eliminate negative scores.

Statistical results. (1) Distribution stotistics.-Typicall examples of
distribution statistics obtained for Satisfaction Test, CE409B3 and C,
are given in table 26.26.

TA=L 26.26.- Distribution constants for Satisfac~ion ist, CE-409D and C based
on pilots in prim~riy trainintg'

Form N I SID

B ....... 739 12.01 4.6
B ....... 740 7.21 4.2
C .... 566 6.2. 4.0
C .... 529 1 9.61 6.3

I In classes 44F to 441 inclusive. ";.ested at P'sychological Research-Unit No. I in Auguht
and September 1943.

(2) Reliability coefficient.-'Ihe internal consistency of the test is
indicated by the Kud'cr-Richardson (Formula No. 21) coefficients in
table 26.27.

TABLE 2627.- Estimated reliability coefficients (Kuder-Richardson Formula No. 21)
for Satisfaction Test, CE409B and C, based on pilots in primary fraining)

Form N

B........................... 739 0.71
B.............................. 740 .67
C ............................... 5S66 .82
C.............................. 529 .96

A Same sumples as in table 26.26,

(3) Itemt validity.-After dividing the sample of 1,479 answer sheets

(the first two samples of table 26.26) into two randoin halves, the re-
sponses to the itemis in each sample of Form B were correlated with the
graduation-elirnitiation criterion from primary pilot training in order
to develop an empirical key. The samec procedure was followed with the
1,09' answer sheets (the last two samples of table 26.26) of Form C.
T he distributions of the tetrachoric r's are shown in table 26.28. Items

SThese alternatives app~ear only In form Q.
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are ,not included in this distribution when one response was chosen by
more thian 90 percent or less than 10 percent of the examinees.

TABLE 26.28.--Tetrachoric r distribution for items in satisfaction test, CE409B and
C, based on odds and evens samnples of pilots in primary training, using graduation-

elimination as the criterion
Form Bt Form C

£ f
Tetrachoric r Odds' Evens' Odds' Evens'

0.2"-0.32 1 2

0.23-0.27 1 1
0.18-0.22 2 4 4 6
0.13-0.17 6 7 14 14
0.08-0. i 20 2C 19 17
0.03-0.07 27 23 33 34

-0.02-0.02 17 26 31 46
-0.07 - --0.03) 27 23 37 23
-0.12-( -0.08) 20 20 18 20
-0.17 -(0-.13• 6 7 It It
-0.22 -( -0.18) 0 4
-0.27 -(-0.23 4 6

Total 127 134 lb3 182

"Note that this ir the 2.choice form of the test.
N1=740, P V.0.77.

r N, =-739, P, =0.79.
h 8=529, P,=0.80.

1N,=S66, P ,=0.79.

In interpreting these tetrachoric r's, it can be said that for the N of
approximately 750 an r,, of 0.07 is significart at the 5 percent level, and
an fTg of 0.09 is significant at the 1 percent level of rorfidence. For the
N of approximately 550, an rt, of 0.09 is significant 3,t the 5 .percent
level, and an rtet of 0.11 is significant at the 1 percent level of confidence.
In the odds sample of Form B, 31 questions yield rt.t'., which exceed
the 5 percent levc! of significa.nce and 23 questions which exceed the 1
percent level. In the evers sa.nple )f Fo)rm B, tise corresponding figures
are 33 and 24. In the odds sample of Form C. 67 rt,., exceed the 5 per-
cent level of significance and 53 exceed the 1 perc,'nt levl. In the evens
sample of Form C, tne corresponding figures are 72 and 58.

(4) Cross-validation data.-Cross-validation results using the keys
based on these itsin validations are given in tables 26.29 and 26.30. The
same procedure was followed for F'orm C. The data appear in tables
26.29 and 26.30.

T.ALz 26.29.-- Cross-vziidution data for Satisfaction Test, CE4O9B, for rain '."W of
pilots in primary training, bated on graduation-elimination criltion

SapeKey based an Scoring N I . S)
Sample 3MVIO formula N ~ M S, r, r 3

I (odds) 11I (evens) . R-W`+20 s739 0.79 I12.61 11.37 1 .0I0.8 01
It (eve,-s)[ (oddI ) .... R-W+20 1740 .77 7.8/ 6.42 I 4.24 I .02' .24

1.nd..4. .79 19.01 1 17.48 [ 3.81 i .23 .24
...... I and 11 .... rongs .. 47S 79 8.10 9.4. 3 WS .-. 20 -. 21

"Co,)rre~te to an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.
$Same samples as in table 26.26.
P New sriple tested at Psychological Research Unit No. 1 in August and September 1943.
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TAJLF 26.30.--Cross-validation dc'a for Satisfaction Test, CF409C, for samples
of pilots in primary training, bascd on graduation-elimination cri'errio

sample Key based IScoring N, bt M D rat &Id.
on sample formula N N, ?t SD, r... r

I (odds) .. It (evens) . R-W+20 '566 .79 7.03 5.17 6.03 0.18 0.1,
It (evens) I (odds) ... R--V+20 '529 .80 10.48 8.60 6.32 .17 .12
II ...... I and I I Rights ... | 1.399 .80 18.47 16.72 4.26 .21 .25
"III ...... II and 11 ... ,Vrongs .. .1.399 .o 8.841 10.69 3.98 -. 26 -. 21

'Corrected to an unrestricted stanine standard deviationt of 2.00.
' Same samples as in table 26.26.
O New sample tested at Psychological Research Unit No. I in August and September 1943.

The scoring key used for sample III is the combined key developed
from the item analysis of the odds and evens sample. Because Forms B
and C are for all intents and purposes the same test, it was possible
to utilize the four existing item-validation studies in making a final key.
This key consists of 38 positively weighted alternatives and 36 negatively
weighed alternatives. The scoring formula is R-W+20, in which R
refers to positively weighted responses and W the negatively weibhted
responses.

(5) Use of satisfaction test for pilot spcciali-ation.-An item analysis
was completed for this test, using as the criterion the ratings given to
pilots on general pilot ability.' Forty-two bomber pilots who were above
averag-! in general pilot ability in transition schools and 97 fighter pilots
who were above average in single-engine advanced schools were used.
In interpreting the phi coefficients, it can be said that for an N of 150,
a phi of 0.16 is significant at approximately the 5 percent level, andsa
phi of 0.21 is significant at the 1 percent level of confidence. In this
sample, 11 items exceed the 5 percent level of significance and 7 exceed
the 1 percent level. This tends to show that if items that differentiate
between bomber and fighter pilots were keyed, a prediction could be made
that would help to place pilots properly in their specialties. The dis-
tribution of the phi coefficients is shown in table 26.31.
TABLE 26.31.- Distribution of phi coefficients for" Satisfaction Teas, CE409B, bued

on a sample of 148 pilots in transition awt advanced training'

Phi$ Frequency Phi* Freqaemn

0.30-0.34 ................. 1 0.10-0 ...... 16
02S-0.29 ................. 1 0.0S-4.09 ........ . 7
0.20-04 ................. .0 .04 2
0.15-.19 .Total ...... . 70

3 In claws 44B. Tested while in basic training by personnel ;f Psyjehlogic.al Researek Usi
No. 3.

'Siuce the test is a two-cboice form. only positive phia are tallied.

Tables 26.32 and 26.33 present means, standard deviations, and critical

ratios of the differences in the mean scores on the Satisiaction test for
high and low bomber pilots and high and low fighter pilots. For the

purpose of obtaining the high and low groups, the Pilot Proficiency

lRatin~vs of "above ..eag "avevag%" and "below AVe=ge wve" given to riku by
instsuctors and •mgkt, co,|nandera on the stuwlntes peot probc arnds at tech Phase o

trlining.
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Cards were consulted. The ratings bomber pilots received in general
pilot ability in advanced and transitional training were summed, and
two groups were fornie l- those at or above the mean and those below
the mean. The saime was done for fighter pilot ratings in basic and ad-
vanced training. The four groups then were scored with the final empirical
key discussed on page 26.46.

TAwxz 26.32.- Means and standard deviations of high antd low bomber and fighter
pilots' on Satisfaction Test, CE4O9B

Group Score N M SD

Hi1gh bombers ............... Rights .................... 213 19.9 5.2
ron ................. 213 15.8 4.7

R\+2S 0.......... 213 24.1 8.Y
Low bombers ................ Rights .................... Ito 22.3 5.7

Wrongs...................I80 13.6 4.7
R-h +20 ................... 180 28.7 9.4

High fighters ..................... 144 25.1 5.2
Wn os ..................... 144 10.6 3.5
R-- +20.................144 34.4 7.3

L.w fighters .................. Rights .................... 164 25.2 4.9
Wrongs .................. 164 10.9 3.1
R-W+20 ................ 164 34.3 7.3

'In clasa 44B. Tested in basic training by personnel of PEsychological Research Unit No. 3.

TAMBL 26.33.-Critical ratios of differences of means of "high" and "lowd"

bomber and fighter pilots on Satisfaction Test, CE409B

Group@ score CRt

"High" bomber v. "low" bomber ........... Rights............. 4.4Wrongs ...... 14.7R-W+20 ................... S.O
"High" fighter v. law" fighter ............. Rights ......................... . .0

Wrongs ......................... .7
R-w+20 ...................... . .1

"High" bomber v. "high" flgh~er ............ Rights .......................... 19.3
Wronj, ......................... 12.0
R--+20 ....................... '12.1

"Low" bomber v. "low" fighter ............ Rights ........................... 15.0ron 2.. .. S.9R- +20 ............... '6.

' Significant at the I percent leve.

Evaltalion.-Forms B and C of the Satisfaction test proved to be very
useful testing instruments. Compared with form A, they are shorter
in length, take half the time, and are easier to administer. On three dif-
ferent samples, the test maintained a moderately high validity coefficient
with the pilot criterion. There is also reason to believe that this inventory
measures some factor not adequately measured by the classification bat-
tery. Owing to its low correlation with the stanine and its moderate
validity for pilot criterion, this test would be a valuable addition to the
pilot-selection battery.

It is interesting to note the nature of the items that show consistent
validity for pilot selection. Examination of the keyed items suggests
definite clustering around the picture of the eager fighter pilot, who likes
to fly for the s.!ke of flying, for the excitement, and for personal ad-
venture. This interest and attitude pattern appears to be related tu success
in training, at least at the primary level
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Form B seems promisiog as a vehicle to determine in which specialty
(bomber v. fighter) a pilot should go. As in the aviation preference
check list, the statistical analysis indicates that there are personality

pilits which differentiate successful bomber pilots from successful fighterpilots.

There are 12 responses (one-third of all keyed items) in form 'R that
are weighted positively for the primary pilot-validity key, positively for
the fighter-pilot key, and negatively for the bomber-pilot key. There are
five responses which are positively weighted both for students in primary
pilot training and for bomber pilots in transitional training. The other
19 items weighted ior primary pilot are weighted zero for pilot-speciali-
zation criteria. These data tend to show that primary-training motivation
i. more akin to fighter-pilot motivation than to bomber-pilot motivation,
and this is corroborated by the data in tables 26.32 and 26.33.

As has previously been explained, form C differs from form B only in
that it has a third alternative--'Neither of these." On the basis of the
Kuder-Richardson formula, form C appears to provide a somewhat more
reliable test (0.8 as against 0.7 for form B). Because this slightly higher
reliability is not accompanied by a correspondingly higher validity, it is
felt that the evidence does not wai rant using the third response in con-
structing a new form.
Variation of the test (1) Satisfaction Test, .CE4O9D.'--Form Lu is
the culmination of all the work done on the Satisfaction test and the Avia-
tion Preference Check List. Because the two tests were quite similar, it
was possible to choose the most valid items from a combined total of 235
items. The 60 items of highest validity were selected. The correlation of
these items with the pass-fail criterion in primary pilot training is indi-
cated by an absolute mean phi of 0.11 and a range from 0.07 to 0.19.
Twenty additional items were added to these 60 for padding to confuse
the examinee as to the purpose of the test and so to keep him from ration-
alizing which are the right answers.

Form D is divided into two parts of 40 items each. The items of the
two parts are matched for validity, content, and percentage answering the
item.

The total testing and administration time for form D is 16 minutes,
with parts I and II timed separately.

For the form D key, the 60 alternatives with previous positive validity
were given weights of +1, the 60 alternatives with previous negative
validity were given weights of -1, :.nd 0 weights were given to the 20
padding items. The scoring formula is R--V+20, the constant being
added to eliminate negative scores.

Form D is shorter and takes less r'lministration and testing time than
the previous forms. Because of the i atched parts, it is expected to give
a better estimate of reliability. Cori -spondingly higher validity is also

"Dwievapd at parieuemical Reun Usit N.
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expected because c. rclusion only of items with high validity
coefficients.

No statistical data arc available.

Aviation Preference Check List (no code)
This check list is a revision of the Navy Aviation Preference Check

List. It was hoped that diffcrences would be found in the likes and dis-
likes of successful and unsuccessful pilots. If such an instrument proved
to be successful for selecting pilots, similar instruments might also
assess the motivation for bombardier and navigator training.

Description.-The preference list is composed of descriptions of ac-
tivities in the fields of sports, hobbies, and military flight assignments.
The activities are paired, and the examinee is required to choose the
activity he prefers. The two alternatives represent different types of

- participation in the same field of activity. The alternatives are worded
to eliminate bias as much as possible, since analysis has shown that certain
adjectives or adverbs tend to influence responses to items.

(1) Internal claractcristics.-In the final forni of the test there are
150 items. A typical item is: "(A) Fly with others in the ship, (B) Flysolo." "

(2) /ldminigration.-nTe examinee is instructed to answer items
quickly according to his first impression, avoiding deliberation. He is

required to answer all questions. No time limit is set, but 20 minutes are
sufficient time for almost everyone to finish. The test is paced by the
administrator. After 6 mitutes, the examinees are told that they should
be on item 50. After 12 minutes, they are told that they should be on
item 100.

(3) Scoring.-Thc scoring formula is R-W+40, in which R repre-
sents responses w:1 positive weights and W respcnses with negative
weights.

Statistical rcsults.-(1) Item validity. After dividing a sample of
1,459 answer sheets completed by examinees at Psychological Research
Unit No. 3 in.to two random halves, the responses to the items in the
sample were correlated with a modified graduation-elimination criterion,
with students rated "below average" in any phase of trainingl placed
with the eliminces. Graduates had passed at all levels of training, and
they include both bomber and fighter pilots. The distributions of the phi
coefficients are showr in table 26.34. Items arc not included if one re-
sponse is chosen by nore than 90 percent or less than 10 percent of the
examinees.

In interpreting these phi coefficients, it can be said that for an N of
730, a phi of 0.07 is significant at approximately the 5 percent level,
and a phi of 0.09 is significant at the 1 percent level of confidence. In
the odds sample, 23 items exceed the 5 percent level of significafice, of
which 16 exceed the I percent level. In the evens sample, flte correspond-
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TAsBL 2634.- Distribution of phi oefficients for Aviation Peeerensct Che.b Lsý
based on pilots at all levels of training, using a modified graduation-elimination

criterion*
i Phil

Oddl Evens

0. -0.19 .................. 0
0.10-0.14 ............................... 0 4
0.054-009 ... .......... 46 40.00-0704 .............. 73 79

Total ..................... 121 12S

I Since the test is a two-choice form, on 1 jositive pbi. are tallied.
SN,=729, ps=0.77. In classes 447 and 44
IN =730, ps=0.77. In classes 44F and 44G.

ing figures are 21 and 6. There were 39 items keyed in the odds sample
and 27 items keyed in the evens sample."1 Of these, only eight items
were keyed the same on both samples. Six items were keyed with op-
posite signs, and 45 items were keyed zero on one sample and positive
or negative on the other. The discrepancy in the two keys is probably due
to a preponderance of bomber pilots in the evens sample. That there is
such a preponderance is indicated by the fact that the same items that
proved valid, in the study reported below on pilot specialization, for
discriminating between fighter and bomber pilots, have the most significant
positive phis in the evens sample only.

(2) Use of Aviation Preference Check List for pilot peccialiiation.-,
* \An item analysis was completed for this check list, using as the criterion

General Pilot Ability ' ratings. Fifty-two bomber pilots, who were rated
"nbove average" in general pilot ability in transition schools, and 97
fighter pilots, who were rated "above average" in single-engine advanced
schools, were used. The distributions of the phi coefficients are shown
in table 26.35.
TA= 26.35.- Distribution of phi coeficients for Aviation Preference Check La
based on a sample of 52 bomber pilots in transitiox training and 97 fighter Pilots

in advanced training'

Phis Frequency PbP Frequeae

0.29-0.33 .............. 3 0.09-0.13 . ...... ......... . 40
0.24 .28 ............ 17 0.04-0.08 ............... . 33S
0.19-0.23 ........... 14 0.00-0.03................. 41
0.14-0 ................ 17 Total ............. 1.

A In class 44B. Tested in basic training by personnel af PsycLological Research Unit No. S.
'Since the test is a two-choice form, only positive phi taWied. e U

In interpreting these phi coefficients, it can be said that for an N
of 150, a phi of 0.15 is significant at the 5 percent level, and a phi of

0.21 is significant at the 1 percent level of confidence. In this sample,
44 phis exceed the 5 percent level of significance and 27 exceed the

1 percent level. This would tend to show that if items that differentiate

between bomber and fighter pilots were keyed, a prediction could be

made that would help to place pilots properly in their specialties.

t Some items were keyed that did not quite reach the S percent level Of silni1cane. If 0"m
data showed that the items could reaonably be expected te be validK
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Tables 26.36 and 26.37 present means, standard deviations, and critical
ratios of the differences in mean scores on the Aviation Preference
Check List for "high" and "low" bomber pilots and "high" and "low"
fighter pilots. For the purpose of obtaining the "high" and "low" groups,
the Pilot Proficiency Cards were consulted. The ratings bomber pilots
received in General Pilot Ability in advanced and transitional training
were summed, and two groups were formed-those at or above the mean
and those below the mean. The same was done for fighter-pilot ratings
in basic and advanced training. The four groups then were scored with
the empirical key, valid for the primary graduation-elimination criterion.
TAf.u 26.36.- Means and standard devialions of high and low bomber and f;ghr
_ _ _ pilots on Aviation Preference Check List

Score N U SD

High bombers ........ Rights ................ 213 1M.9 4U

R- 40 ........... 213 21.2 4.RrW*4i:213 38.0 9.A

Low bomber& ......... Rights ............... ISO 22.6
ron....................180 17.9 6.1

R -W+ 40 .............. ISO 45.0 1.9
High fighter ........ Rights ........ N 144 26.4 4.5

Wrongs................ 144 13.6 4.2
R-W+40.................. 144 53.0 8.7

Low fighters ......... Rights ................. 164 26.3 4.4
Wr 7 . 164 14.1 4,

S"In cla" 4413. Tested in basic training by personnel of Psycbokgkdl Research Usk No .

T•ziL 2637.- Critical ratios of diferences of mmans of high nda low bomber "d
fighter pilots on Avia,'on Preference Check Lid

Group. Score CR

Nigh bomber v. low bomber .................. Rights ............. '6.6Wrongs ........................ ".

R -w+40 ...................... :
High Oghhr v, low fighter .................... Rights ................... . . .

R- 140 .9
Hig. boin~' v. high fighter ................ Rights ................... SIiLO:LY
Lc a bomber S. low fighter ................. Rights ................... W..4Wrongs......................'4

R-%W+40 ................... 6

asignificant at or beyond the I percent level

Evaluation.-The Aviation Preference Check List seems promising ;n
connection with pilot specialization. Statistical analysis of the items sug-
gests that there are personality traits which differentiate successful bomber
pilots from successful fighter pilots. A d& inite preference pattern appears.
indicating that the fighter pilot likes to fly for the sake of flying, for the
excitement, fer the personal adventure, and that he has a devil-may-care
attitude. Bomber pilots appear to be more conscientious, methodical.
thorough, and , ring, and must be willing to accept responsibility
for men and e :•-'

Some exampi-: ot iiems that differentiate enough to support these
descriptions of the two types of pilots are given below. Asterisks indicate
responses positively weighted for bomber pilots:
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*A. Fly with others in the ship.
B. Fly solo.
A. Work involving few details.

"B. Work involving many details.
A. Aerobatics.
"B. Instrument flying.

*A. Read a book
B. Read a magazine.
A. Repair a motor.
R*E Tell others how to.
A. Strafe hostile infantry.

OB. Bomb hostile fort.
0A. Fight from formation.

B. Fight individual dogfights.
*A. Ground School Instructor.
R Physical Training Instructor.

Inventory of Experiences, Interests, and Atiltudes, CE612AX2"

This is anothcr inventory designed to assess personal background and
preferences.

Description.-The ,inventory consists of a numbe, of questions cci-
cerning the examinee's past experiences and activities, his interests and
preferences, his feelings and attitudes. The majority of the items are of
the multiple-choice type. Some of the activities, however, are paired,
and the examinee is required to choose one of the two activities of each
pair. These paired items are quite similar to the items in the Aviation
Preference Check Ust. In the third section of the invwuboty different jobs
are described, and the examinee is asked to rate the job on a scale raug-
ing from "very much more attractive" to "very much less attractive." The
last ten questions consist of a list of 10 airplanes. The examinee is asked
to express on a five-point scale how he would feel about being assigned
to training on each of the planes. Some of these last questions were used
as the criterion for the rest of the test.

(1) Internal characteristcs.-There are ISO iens, divided into 4
parts: part I contains 82 items; part II, 40 iktms; part 111. 20 items;
and part IV. 10 items. Typical items of part I are given below. The plus
and minus sign! indicate weights of +1 and -- ! derived from item-
validation procedures to be described below.

How often do you write your parent or parents?
0A- Parents m living
- B Almost every day.
-C About twice a week
+D. About once a week
+E. Lesn frequently than once a week

Do you spend a good deal of time planning what you wish to do after tie w?
+A. Yes.

OI dep ed d.- - - - m A A F .Trsa mw~f Co m w a d nmi P J ;M6*Mw O l etb U W 1 X &
2.C~d U Zeur in 4. L L Tb wb adn M,* 749im S~ U
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Two typical items of part 1I follow. The examinee is required to
choose one of the alternatives.

-A. Do stunt flying.
+13. Do straight flying.

-A. Acrobatics.
+ B. Instrument Right.

In part I11, the examinee rates jobs on a five-point scale: (A) very
much more attractive, (B) more attractive, (C) neithet more nor less
attractive, (LI) less attractive, and (E) very much less attractive.

Two typical job.descriptions in this prt we:

In this job the pay consists mosoy o aamnidsowso sales. (B is keyed minus
anid D pls.)

This job cdb for a high degree of skiM li atdfrkcs. A is keyed mimns and B plus.

In part IV, the examinee indicates his job satisfaction, using a five-
point scale: (A) would be extremely well satisfied with this assignment;
(B) would be well satisfied with this assignment; (C) would be moder-
ately well satisfied with this assignment; (D) would prefer a different
assignment; and (E) would very much prefer a different assignment.

Using this scale, he expresses his satisfaction with an aswignment to
training in the fallowing planes: B-17, B-24, B-29, B-25, B-26, A-20,
P-38, P-49, P-47, and P-51.

(2) Administrakio.-While there are no time limits for this test,
experience has shown that all should be finished at the end of 35 minutes.
It has been found advisable to pace individuals at the end of 15 minutes
by saying, "You should be on item No. 70."

(3) Scoring.-To secure a criterion for the development of an empiri-
cal key, answer sheets of bomber-pilots in transitional training were
scored on the questions concerning the B-17, the B-24, and the B-29.
This provided a possible range of scores from 3 through 15, since an
A response was scored as five points, B as four, C as three, D as two,
and E as one. Answer sheets of fighter-pilots in advanced training were
scored on the questions concerning the P-38, the P-40, the P-47, and
the P-Si, thus providing a possible range of scores from 4 to 20. These
were the criterion scores which were taken to represent degrees of
satisfaction.

Approximately 1,800 bomber-pilots and 1,600 fighter-pilots had taken
the inventory. They were tested in transitional and advanced training,
respectively, in both Western and Central Flying Training Commands,
by personnel of Psychological Research Unit No. 2. Each set of papers
was divided into two' random halves, and item analyses were accom-
plished. On the basis ol these item analyses, two keys were constructed in
a manner described below.

The scoring formula is R-W+20, in whch R represents responses
with positive weights and W responses with negative weights.

7S0 ____ __
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SStatistical results.-As described above, this test was administered
to pilots in advanced and transitional training, after they had had ex-

perience in flying specialized planes. The test scores (criterion scores
described above) for the inventory were reduced to a 9-point scale, with

* an attempt to obtain a mean oi 5 and a standard deviation of 2.

Item analysis.-The papers were split at rardom into four groups:

bomber-pilot odds and evens samples, and fighter-pilot odds and evens

samples. Using the highest and lowest 25 percent of the subsamples, on
the basis of the criterion scores, 6 item analyses were accomplished.
The six item analyses contrasted high v. low fighter-pilot groups, high v.

low bomber-pilot groups, and high bomber v. high fighter-pilot groups,
for the odds and evens samples separately.

Two criteria were used for the inclusion of a response in a key: the
response had to differentiate the high-bomnber-pilot group from the high
fighter-pilot group with a phi of 0.15 or better (beyond the I percent
level of confidence), and it had to differentiate either the high-fighter-
pilot group from the low-fighter-pilot group or the high-bomber-pilot
group from the low-bomber-pilot group with a phi of 0.10 or better (be-
yond the 5 percent level of confidence). All phis were cbmputed from per-

centages based on the total number answering a question, rather than

the total number taking the test.

The test was keyed for bomber-pilot satisfaction. In the final odds

keys, 31 responses were keyed positively, and 32 responses were keyed

negatively. In the final evens key, 41 responses were keyed positively,

and 48 were keyed negatively. No responses were keyed negatively in

one sample that were also keyed positively in the other, or vice versa.

The number of significant responses at the I and 5 percent levels are

presented in table 26.38.

TADLt 26.3&--Number of signif[cant responses for Intintory of Exprriewceo,
Interesits, axd Attitudes, CE6f2AX2, based on pilots tested in adtiuced "sd

traniiIiOM framing

Analysis significant MI'"' OO'"

S pei•c•tat I pelteld

1ixuh boalbef pit. lpo. -be pt pil Odds ........... 450 Is$ 9S
Do.........................................Evens........4SO I"

HDoh ighter pilots . lw gte pilots . ......... 40 1 5
Do .............................. Eve .400 1am I"

pig boathr plots ,. highk 1Sier Pilots . Odds ............ .400 Its

................................... vETd '40O i9t

'A phi of 0.09 is required for sit"uC•,ce at the S percent lel, *n4 Of 6.13 as the 4 1et

(ttlevel.
I'A phi of 0.10 is rquirsd lot siqtukafsde at the S PIrceam it'v". at 0-0.13 at&1 he"M

leveL

(3) Test va, dity..-Cr,'ss-validation results, based on pilots tested

in advanced and transition training with the satisfaction score as the

criterion, are given in table 26.39.
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TAsty 26.39.-- roductnmoment .orrelalions of Inventory of Experiences, Atttudes,
and Intotcsts CE612AX2, with satisfaction scores as the crit:ria, based on pilots

Sested in advanced and Iransition training

Group Sample Key N

Bomber riiot- . Odds ........... Eve-s ............ 901 0.38Do . ....... Evens ............. Odd, .............. 916 .47
F iht, plots . Ods.............. Event ............. ..... 797 ,-.34

Co ........... Evens ............ Odds .............. 843 1-.30

'Since the test was keyed to yield positive coefficients against the critevion of bomber-satis-
(action, these negative correlations a.:e in the expe.ited direction.

lEval:'ation.-This test appears to have a quite satisfactory validity.
The ccoss-validation is more a test of internal consistency, bcwever,
than it is a genuine test of validity. Since the requirements used in mak-
ing u2 the scoring keys were stringent, and singe both keys ,vere valid,
the indications are that the instrument might be of distinct value in
assigning pilots to specialized training. Further evidence supporting this
conclusion is the fact that some of the items in part II that have high
positive phis are items appearing in the Aviation Preference Check List
which significantly discriminate between above-average bomber pilots in
transition and above-average fighter pilots in single-engitie advanced
training.

Tt must be realized that the data obtained for this inventory were based
upon pilots who were in ansition and advanced schools. This is a
highly selected group, in that it does not include those pilots who were
elir.,inated at the primary or basic level. In addition, pilots in transition
and advanced schools, for the most part, have already decided on the
basis of actual experience with one or the other type of training which
type of training they prefer, further biasing the group. It is possible
that similarly good results might not be obtained if the inventory were
administered at a much earlier stage, i. e., during the classification period,
Dr at primary schuol and then validated on a later-obtained criterion.

Specialization Preference Inventory, CE610A'

This inventory was constructed on the assumption'that preferences for
certain activities and Sikes and dislikes would differentiate potentially
ruccessful fighter and bomber pilots.

Dcscription.-An attempt was made in this inventory to pair system-
atically some of the alternatives of every category with an equal number
of alternatives from other categories. These categories are: intellectual V.
nonintellectual, mechanical v. nonmechanical, routine v. nonroutine, social
v. nonsocial, responsibility v. nonresponsibility, social values v. economic
values, etc. This inventory differs from previous ones in that military
activities were matched exte,,sively with civilian activities.

(1) Internal charocterstics.-The inventory contains 122 items. Two
typical items are:

m 752 s Psye-hologicA1 Revarch Unit No. 3. Chief contributors: L. John I, LAj
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A. Read a book on gunnery.
B. Read a book on propaganda methods.

A. Building wooden cabinets.
B. Interview job applicants.

by) (Adninistaio.T xaie is instructed to answer each item

further instructed to answver quickly, according tha his pfcrst Hmpessisn
avoiding deliberation.

The time limits are as follows: administration time, 2 minutes; testing
time, 25 minutes. The test is paced by announcing the number of the
question the examince should have finished at certain times; namnely,
item 30 when a quarter of the time has elapsed; item 60 when onekh-f
of the time has elapsed, and item 90 when three-quarters of the time
have elapsed.

(3) Scoring.-An empirical scoring key based owi the results of an
internal-consistency item nnalysis was constructed. This key has 71
positively (R) and negatively weighted (WV) items. The scoring formula
is R-W+40,.

Statistical results.-The data on this. tc~t are restricted to a sample
of pilots tested in basic flying training, in classes 44H and 441, by person-
nel of Psychological Research Unit No. 3.

(1) Distribution statistics.-B~ased on the final em~pirical :.ey, a sample
* of 724 classified pilots yielded a mean score of 32.7 and a standard

deviation of 16.9.
(2) Internal consistcoicy.-An a priori bomber-pilot key was used to

score the answer sheets of 750 classified pilots (sample 1). Thisi key
* represented the consensus of 12 aviation psychologists. No itemn was

accepted unless at least 10 of the 12 judges agreed. With the total score
as the criterior., an internal-consistency item analysis was completed.

The homogeneity of the items is indicated by a mean pi"1 of 0.27, a
standard deviation of 0.13, and a range of ramues from 0.0 to 0.53.I
These statistics are based upon analysis of the highest 27 percent and
the lowest 27 percent in total score.

* A new kcyr was derived from this analysis. The answer sheets of a
new sample (HI) of 750 cases and of the previous sample (1) were then
scored, using the new key. The data in table 26.40 hre based on analysis
of the responses, of the highest 27 percent and the lowest 27 percent

* in the new total score.

TABLE 26.40.- Internal-cotsistscncy datia fo',' 122 it~ems of Spedaiizalic Ptereftence
Inventlory, CEi6lO.4, using the secopic key, la*sed ors 7.50 pilots is M rmary training

"Ans of
S.ample SD9

f ........ 0.31 0.11 0.07 I0.53
........ .30 .11 .06 .33
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(3) Reliability coeflicienl.-bY t;ee od-vnnehd netmated
reliability coefficient of 0.78, corrected for length, was obtained. This
figure is based on a sample of 724 classified pilots.

(4) Intercorrelations.-Since a tesi of this sort is very lkely to
measure verbal and other inte',lectuaI abilitie's, a correlation between this

tesit and Reading Comprehension, CI614H, was secured. Based ont 507
classified pilots, the correlation is only 0.01, corrected for attenuation
in both variables. The test, therefore, obviously has no verbal variance.

Correlations with navigator and pilot stanines are only 0.05 and
-0.13, based on classified pilots numbering S05 and 634 respectively.

Evaluation.-This inventory has three advantage-s ov ir previous in-
ventories. Tit contains a more systematic pairing and a wider coverage of
activities. The items are so presented that the purpose of the inventory
is less obvious to the examinee.

A review of the itemns that are highly consistent -xith the total score
in both analyses reveals patterns of interest similar to those empirically
evolved from the Aviation Preference Check List and the Satisfaction
Test. In table 26.41, a sample is given of these items, together with anal-
ogous itemis that were valid Z~n the Aviaticn Preference Check List and
Satisfaction Test, CE4O9B. This points strongly to the~ conclusion that
Specialization Preference inventory could serve as a useful instrumecnt in
assorting pilots for specialized mrining.

Its relatively high internal consistency, unusual for a test of this
nature, its low correlations with pilot an-! navigator stanines, and its lack
of corrclation with a reading-t.omprehension test, all indicate the potential
usefulness of the inventory.

TARizz 26.41.- Comparison of some items in Specialixation Preference Inventory,
CE6IOA, Aviation Preference Check List, and Satisfaction Tert, CE3 4090'

Specialization preference Avistlon~spreference check list
Invcwrtory items or satisaton test items

7. A. Pet form some types of technical 53. A. Repair a motor.
work on a construction project. B: Tc others how W6~

OB. Have compIcte administrative re-
sponsibility for a construction

,Job.19. A. Peform acrobatics In a -basic 10. A. Acrobatics.
training plane, *B. Instrument flight.

01. Complete an instrument flight In
an advanced training hoe ..*r.

54. 4A. Direct and supervise ground-school 101. 'A. Ground school Instructor.- curriculum. B. Physical training instructor.
B. Be in charge of cadet athletic ac-

tivities.
70. 0A. Use maps and landmarks to plot Jýs an enlisted member of t, combatcrwI

Position. would get more satisfaction frombena
B. Be the tail gunner on a B-47. 18. :A. Radio operator.

B. Tail gunner.

76. 'A. Be on hones student In a college 30. 9A. Beafmu rit
clasm& B. Be a famous football star?

B. Win a varsity letter.at'A Haecnrloohr o114. *A. Adjust mental diffcultics of people. SI A aecnrl fohrpolt
B. Opesate a steam locomnotive. B. Have control of a Machase (like

a plane).

IAsteriss indicate Items positively weighted for bomber pilots.
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Specialization Interest Inventory, CE609A,

The rationale for this test 6s the same as for Specialization PreferenceI Inventory, CE610A.
Descriptlion.-This inventory is patterned after the Strong Vocational

Interest Blank. As such, it covers an even wider range of interests, both
occupational and scholastiq, than the Specialization Preference inventory,
CE610A.(1) Internal characteristics.--There are 250 itenis divided into three I
parts. Part I contains 183 occupations listed alphabetically, such as audi-

(tor, advertierr, architect, astronomer, etc. The examinee must respond

to each item in one of three ways-like, indifferent, or dislike. Part II
contains 35 items listing school subjects, such as, foreign language, social

science, philosophy, etc. Again the examinee must respond to each with
like, indifferent, or dislike. Part III has 30 items listing sports and posi-

tions on teams (catcher, pitcher, etc.). In each of these items the ex-
aminee selects the one he enjoys, or thinks he would enjoy, most and
the one he enjoys, or thinks he would enjoy, least. An example of this
type of item follows:

Of the following positions in football, which one would you enjoy most?
Of the following positions in football, which one would you enjoy least?

A. End.
B. Guard.C. Center.
D. Quarter or half-back.
E. Fullback

(2) A.tdministration.-aThe following gentences are excerpts from the

directions:

Indicate after each occupation listed below whether you would like that kind of
work. You are riot asked if you would take up the occupation permanently, but
whether you would enjoy the kind of work, regardless of any necessary skills, shi-
ties, or training which you may or may not possess *

Work rapidly. Use only your first impressions in answering. Answer all the items,

The time limits are: testing time, 28 minutes; administration time,

2 minutes. The examinees are paced by announcing the number of the
* question the examinee should have finished, i. e., items 63, 126, and 188

at the end of 7, 14 and 21 minutcs, respectively.
(3) Scoring.-No key is available.
Statistical Results.-No statistical data are available.

Social Concepts, CES12A 's

This test was constructed ior the purpose of determining whether or

not successful and unsuccesiful air-crew trainees differ in their social

beliefs and attitudes.
"14 Developed at Psychological Rsee - .1 Un!: c,". 3. OIet cqitrijgiogs: Capt. Jelin I. Laft

and LU El A. U oaf.
"ADeveloped at rs*hologlcai Reaa. Uoit No. I.
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A number of studies of fear in combat, e.g., that of Dollard, indicates
that proper motivation of the soldier is an important factor in overcom-
"ing fear. Proper motivation also enables the soldier to adjust to new
situations and to cope with the deprivations involved in his experience.
As belief in the cause for which one is fighting was known to be an
important element in military motivation, a test of social concepts and
"of social morale was constructed.

Descrip:ion.-This test may be viewed either as a measure of the
individual's understanding of or his attitudes towards social problems.
Since both views can be assumed to have some bearing on motivation.
it was not considered important to distinguish between measures of
understanding and measures of attitudes. The method of responding to
the statements (true or false, acceptable or unacceptable) does make it

, possible, however, for the examinee to indicate whether he believes he is
dealing with facts or with opinions.

(I) Internal characleristics.-The "Test of Social Understanding"
developed by the Cooperative Study in General Education (2) was cx-
amined and its contents modified in order to make the items suitable for
aviation students. One-hundred forty-six items were constructed. A few
typical items are:

A. Everybody has an equal chance in Amerkca.I U. If we could pass the right laws, we could solve our social problems Om
and for all.

C. The United States has nothing like social classes.
D. The people who complain about an unfair press are free to start a paper

of their own.
FE There never was a modem war that wasn't started by the bankers and

munitions-makeers
F. Discussing social issues does not help to solve them.

(2) Adininistration.-The following are excerpts from the directions
to the Social Concepts Test:

The statemcnts in this test are those which are frequently heard in the everyday
remarks people make 0 0 1

If the statement is true, blacken space A * * *
If the statement is false, blacken the space under the letter B, etc.
If the statement is neither true nor false, but you agree with its point of view,

L e., hve a preference for it, blacken the space under C.
If the statement is neither true nor false, but you disagree with its point of view,

L e.. do not have a preference for it, blacken the space under the letter D.
If none of these ways describes your reaction to the statement, 3ou may blackm

the space under the letter E.

No time limits are set.
(3) Scorihl.!-This scoring fontula is R--W+20, in which R refers

to the positively weighted r'sptonses adl NV r-fers to the negativdy
weighted responses.

Statistical resuts.--(1) Itert vuizdity. After dividing a sample of
1,014 answer sh-eets into two ratdotn halves, the responses to the items

756*
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were correlated with the primary pilot graduation-elimination criterion.
The distributions of the phi coeflicients arc shown in table 26.42. Items
are not included if one response is chosen by more than 90 percent or
less than 10 percent of the examinees.

TAzut 26.42.- Distribution of validity phi coefficimtj for Sociai Concepts Test,
CES12A, based on pilots in primnary Iraining, using graduation-eliMbosio as IA*

Oddst Evea' Odd.'8 ZVO

0.5-0.1? .................. I 1 (-.0 0)-(-0l) .......... .14 95
&1228.14 .................... 7 3-.i -I00~......72 a&09-0.11 ................... 20 16 :--09-i---.01 lO.. 3f
0.06-0.06 ................... 37 40 --0..2---*.to .. . . . . . . . . . . . 9
0.03-0.05 ................... 97 a8 -0.Is --- 3 ........
tOo-0.02- ................... 12 114 T0 ................ 94

Z -i 50S?, #,=0.Ys. In clan. 44K; tested at Psycholoical Researth Unit Me. I Is Doeemh"
19L

In interpreting these phi coefficients, it can be said that for an N
of 507, a phi of 0.09 is significant at approximately the S percent level,
and a phi of 0.11 is significant at the 1 percent level of confidence. In
the odds sample, 32 phis exceed the 5 percent level of confidence and
20 exceed the I percent level. In the evens sample, the corresponding
figures are 39 and It. There was almost no correlation between the two
sets of significant items, with but three keyed responses in common.
For one item a response was keyed positive in one key and negative
in the other.

Evaluation.-Since there are only two keyed responses in common in
the odds and evens samples, a cross-validation of scores using the two
samples probably would show a very low validity for the primary pilot
criterion.

Traits measured by this test arc bKlieved to be more important in coM-
bat than in training. Since combat criteria are difficult to obtain, proper
validation of these tests has not been effected.

Survey of Personal Attitudes, CESO8BB

The purpose of this test is to measure readiness for combat duty in
terms of the soldier's affective organization and orientations.

It is assumed in this test that certain established attitudes or affecth'e
habits arc conducive to efficiency, stability, and endurance in combat
situations, while others are not. It is further assumed that by examining
the student's likes and dislikes for carefully selected 'words with ap-
propriate affective connotations. oin may obtain a partial measure of his
emotional preparedness for combat duty.

D,'scriptiom--In this test tlhe examince is presented with series of
four words each, designed to have affective connotations. The examinee

Puyto ats qikal Re.,rch Uit No. I. Cie cetr4or: LU. Vivia L YIk.Cost. De"U L ,+w
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indicates which word in each series is most pleasant cr most unpleasant.
An attempt was made to collect an adequate number of the following
classes of words:

(1) Those which have had their unpleasant implications enhanced or
colored by the war situation.

(2) Those which have had their pleasant implications enhanced or
colored by the war situation.

(3) Those which have not had their implications affected by the war
situation.

The words are grouped in units of four in such a way that: (1) each
unit contains only words of apparent equal pleasantness or unpleasant-
ness, and (2) each unit contains both words which have had their affec-
tive coloring changed or enhanced by the war situation and words which
have not been affected.

(1) Internal characteristics.-The test has two parts. Part I consists
of 60 groups of words which have unpleasant associations or meanings
for most persons. One such group of words, for example is: "disease.
slink, selfishness, ugly." Another group: "Jerry, German, Hun, Nazi."
Part II of the test consists of 60 groups of words which have pleasant
associations or meanings. Examples of these items are: "freedom, power,
peace, ability;" and "airspeed, velocity, speed, rate."

(2) Administration.-The following are excerpts from the directions
to part I:

The purpose of this test is to learn what words are most unpleasant to yom
and what words are most pleasant. Experience has shown that onie's feelings
toward various aspects of life have a bearing on success in cadet training.
There are no right or wrong answers * * * You are to read the words
carefully and indicate under the appropriate letter on the answer sheet the one
word in each group which you find is most unpleasant. If no word in a group
is unpleasant, then indicate the word which comes nearest to being unpleasant
Be sure to indicate one word and only one in each group of four words.

In part II, the examinee indicates the one word which he finds to be'
most pleasant.

(3) Scoring.-An a priori key was constructed in the following manner.
Positive weights were given to those responses which were thought to
evidence readiness for combat. For example, in part I in the series "to,
injure, to hurt, to wound, and to harm," to wound was weighted posi-,
tively. In part II, in the series "letters, postcards, correspondence, and
communications," letters was weightcd positively. The total score is the:
sum of the positivdy weighted responses.

Statistical residts. (1) Distribution .rtatistics.-Distribution statistics.
are given in table 26.43. i

(2) Rdiability coafficienc.-A-n estimate of reliability estimated by,
correlating part I with part I t is 0.14. This low correlation indicates Cithe
that the two parts do not measure the same thing or that the part sco"
themselves are unreliable.

~rE~ $
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TABLU 26.43.- Distribution constants for Survey of Personal A4titudes, CEOS,
based upon 470 classifted pilot.?

Part M SD

I ..... .4.411119.2 S.9

s Tested in June 1944 at Psychological Remarch Unit No. 1.

(3) Test validity.-V'alidation results for both parts of the test are
givern in table 26.44.
TAIL: 26.44.- Validity data for Surney of Personal A411itudes, CE508B based up1u

pilots in primary training (N =870; p=0.79)'

Pan SD, 0,608

.... .16.0 1.1 4.40 -0.01 -- 4
! ............ 18.97 19.36 S." -. 04 -4

I Tested in June 1944 at Psychological Research Unit No. I.
'Assuming an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of M

Evaluation.-This technique designed for measuring "readiness for
combat" did not discriminate between pilot graduates and eliminees, at
least in primary training. This may be due to a number of reasons. While
good combat pilots are aggressive, self-assertive, and happy-go-lucky,
these traits may not be susceptible to measurement by a comparatively
subtle testing instrument. A second defect might be in using the a priori
method of keying words that have varying connotations. If an empirical
key were established, this test might prove useful in testing the original
hypothesis. Combat criteria, however, are needed for item and score
validation of a test of this typ:

Inventory of Attitudes, CE518A 1

This test is designed to measure certain personality traits that are
believed to be conducive to the development of psychoneuroses, paricu-
larly under near-combat and combat conditions.

Description.-A general orientation to the sclection of items was
effcted by using a digest of personality traits gleaned from "War
Neuroses in North Africa" (3) by Grinker and Spiegel and from other
field studies.

(1) Intcrnal characteristics.-The test is divided into three parts, Part
I contains 91 items requesting the examinee to exprtss his opinions of
the importance or significance of different combat or near-combat duties
and responsibilities. Two examples from part I are:

With repgrd to combat assignments, my concern as to whether I *iH have a* j
petent leadership from superior officers:

A. Is very greaL
B. Is considerable.

"Devt"Ttd se PaychgksZ Research Unit No. t. Gid meees: Lt Viiso. L 11Am.
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'• ~C. Is slight.

D. Is absent.
I believe the war is hardest on:

A. The fighting men.
,,4. B. Parents of fighting men.

C. Children of fighting mn.
D. Wives and sweethearts of fighting men.

Part I1 includes 85 items requesting the examinee to give a direct
evaluation of his personality. Typical items from part II are.

If one of my superiors keeps picking on me, I shall:
A. Tell him exactly what I think
B. Tell my squadron mates what I think of him.

. C. Say nothing, but blow off steam some other way.
D. Try not to be disturbed by the matter.

When I fall in love or make friends, the relationships' can best be described as:
A. Very intense and short lived.

. Ve7 intense and long lived.
C. Casual and short lived.
D. Casual and long lived. ,

The 48 items in'part III require the examinee to give his judgment of
his friends' or family's evaluation of his personality. Typical items ofS~part III are:

* My friends and/or family seem to think I am inclined:
A. Never to give up.
B. To give up only after great effort.
C. To give up easily.
D. To give up very easily.

My instructors usually seem (seemed) to like me:
A. Very wel.
R Fairly well
C. Very little.
D. Not at all.

(2) 4dministration.-The following are excerpts from the directions:

In this booklet you are asked for certain information about some of your attitudes
and opinions. This is not a test in the ordinary sense; there are no right answers
except the ones which most truly reflect your own particular attitudes and opinions.

To a large extent your success in flying depends on how well you are understood
by those in charge. All of the information asked for in this booklet is for the pur-
pose of aiding your superior officers in ui-derstanding you. It is to your own advan.
tuage, therefure, to indicate your answers to the items in this booklet as carefully.
completely, and honestly as you can.

(3) Scoring.-There is no a priori scoring key. An attempt. de-
scribed below, was made to develop an empirical key.

Statistical results.--Only item validity data are available for this test,
based upon pilots origiially tested in May 1944 at Psychological Research
Unit No. 1.

(1) Item tvidity,-Aft.!r dividing a sample of 752 answer sheets into
two randon halves, the responses were correlated with the primary pilot
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graduation-cdimination criterion. Results are shown in table 26.45. Items
are not included if one response is chosen by more than 90 percent orI less than 10 percent of the examinees.

TAmz26.45e- Distribuiion of pwiit hi & otffci exsj for Inventorvy of Attitode,,

0"80' lveso Odds XVees

I I _ _ _ _ I

0-........ 3 6 (- _4.68-(4.S r 33
0.203...............17 13 (-01)(- .... 34 42

00.0".11 ............... 60 47 (-.16 -(-.) is isI
0.04-.07 ............... 93 10I (.20)-(--til7 131
0.0"-.03.........2 in M Toial...........5758

(-004)-(-0.1).... 137 145

M'N=3 6, ##=.M

In interpreting these phi coefficients, it can be said that for an N
of 376, a phi of 0.10 is significant at approximately the 5 percent level,
and a phi of 0.13 is significant at the I percent lc ci of confidence. In

the odds sample, 77 phis exceed the 5 percent level of significance and
23 exceed the 1 percent level. In the evens sample, the corresponding
figures are 83 and 20.

Evaiuation.-An examination of the items that were keyed in the same

direction on both samples does not reveal any pattern of behavior that

would differentiate successful from unsuccesrful pilots at the primary
training level. Further validation is necessary using combat success or

failure as the criterion, since this test was cc'nstructed on that premise.

Conduct of the Wor Tedst CES2OA 1

This test is designed to measure the extent of the examinee's informa-
tion concerning the conduct of the war; that is, military events, methods,

objectives, and principles. This procedure is based on the hypothesis
that men who are motivated by a patriotic interest in the war and by pride

in military achievement will acquire more informiation concerning the

conduct of the war. It is believed important to measure military motiva-

tion, since aviation students go through a long and strenuous training
period, followed by the dangers of combat.

Descriplion.--One hundred twenty-five items were constructed for

this test based on political and military events that took place during
the war period, 1939 through 1944. Some aviation- in formation items are
included also

(1) Inferno charoclcristics.-The test consists of information items

such as the following:

Gerinany invaded Poland im:
&. October, 193L
B. January. 193L.

Dc~$opt rA19 agpjbeaia war~ Uskt M& L Cuid cea~:Sgt. -Ml Mo.

50 M4a-d *amsd Capt. Desai Lf S"per
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C. September. 1939.
D. December. 1939.
E Don't know.

$ceretary of Navy Karv was succeeded by:
A. Patterom.
EL Wdks.
C. ForrestaL
D. W'icmrd.
E Don't know.

(2) Scoring.--The scoring formula for this test is R-W/3. For
validation purposes, rights and wrongs were scored separately.

Statistical results.-The data that follow are for examinees tested at
Psychological Research Unit No. I in the period June to August 1944.

(1) Distribution statistics.-An example of distribution statistics ob-
tained on this test are given in table 26.46.

TAuz 2&46.- Distribution constants for Conduct of the War, CE520A for a sample
of 673 classifitd pilots in primary traiing

Score U SD

41.0 13.0
res......... 7S.4 15.4

(2) Item talidity.-After dividing a sample of 656 answer sheets into
two random halves, the responses to the items were correlated with the
primary pilot graduation-elimination criterion. Results are shown in
Table 26.47. Items are not included if one response is chosen by more
than 90 percent or less than 10 percent of the examinees.

TAa~z 26.47.--Distributio of validity phi cceficuiets'for Conduct of the War Test,
CESZOA, based on pilots in primary traiming, using graduation-elimiation

as the criterion

Odd.' E..' Odd" X"Ewer_ _ --7- [I-7- Phi" -7
Li-t ...... 2J -.-oGo[)-(.-oos) 64 s7

04 ...... -- 0.4 )-(---.09) a 0
-0 ...... 41 34 --. 16 -. .I) 1 10

0.4--407 ...... 01 &20 )-(-0. 1 7) 4 2

IL00-4.03 ....... TeW .... 430 424

In interpreting these phi coefficients, it can be said that for an N of

328 a phi of 0.11 is significant at approximately the 5 percent level, and
a phi of 0.IS is significant at the 1 percent level of confidence. In the odds
sample. 37 phi's exceed the 5 percent level of significance and 10 exceed

the 1 percent level. In the evens sample, tic corresponding figures are

43 and 9.
(3) Test validity.-Validation data were obtained for a sample of

A •673 classified pilots in primary training. The results are shown in table

26.4&
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TA^sL 26.48.- Validity ot Conduct #,I the War, CESZOA, based on gradaationo.
elimination from primary pilot training (N,-"673, p,=O.68)

Score M, SD r ,..

Rights ........... 40.33 41.54 I3.0, -0.06 -0.03
Wfonigs . 74.90 75.83 35.38 -. 04 -. 04

'Assuminl an unrestuiktetd stne sandard deviation of L.

Evalualion,--The hypothesis that men who are motivated by a patriotic
interest and have therefore obtained more knowledge concerning the

conduct of the war will be more successful in air-crew training, is re-
jected. This conclusion is based on the negative correlations between the
scores of 763 pilots in primary training and the graduation-elimination
criterion. This is in line with the validities of two achievement tests:
Geography, AS104 (X2), and History, AS153 (X3), both of which were
slightly negative. Statistical analysis of the questions in the test reveals
that they were too difficult, even for persons familiar with military and
political events.

Home Front Attitude Inventory, CE446A"

The purpose of this test is to measure a certain aspect of predisposition
to combat neurosis. Lack of confidence in the home front, according to
Grinker and Spiegel (3), was frequenfl. j' crved in victims of mental
disorders in the Tunisian campaign. Reports irom combat theaters re-
peatedly cite evidence of the adverse effect on military morale o; incidents
at home that lead soldiers to believe that civilians are not doing their
part in the war. This test is an attempt to explore this emotionally signifi-

cant area which is not adequately covered by any tests in the battery.

Description.-The test consists of 100 items, each of which is a two-
or thrcc-sentence description of the behavior of a fictitious civilian in
a specific situation. The examinee is asked to indicate for each sample of
civilian behavior whether it is "very common," "fairly common," "fairly
uncommon," or "very uncommon." fie is also asked to indicate whether
he believes that the civilian conduct is "very justifiable." "fairly justifi-
able," "fairly unjustifiable," or "very unjustifiable." Respon:ses to the
test it-ms should indicate individual differences regarding (I) what is
felt to be the typical wartime b.-havior of civilians; (2) how various
wartime bLhavior tendencies of civilians are evaluated by aviation stu-
dents; and (3) the degree of confidencc which is lld regarding the
support of the war effort. by civilians.

(1) Iltirnal characacristlics.-Test items cover such areas of activity

as the economic life of the country, individual economic interests, sexual
n--cds and romantic interest, political actions, degree of civilian sacrifices,

a De"10"d Mt psycbesfqica Resek Usit No. L
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etc. There are three parts to t!h test. Part I has 37 ite.ms, part I1, 37 items,
and part 111, 26 items. Three typical items are:

Mr. Z was the leader of a union in which members were receiving more pay than
ever before in their lives. There were some causes for grievance among the workers,
but he smoothed them over so as to avoid interfering with the war effort.

Mrs. B had always been a little afraid of the sight of blood and was somewhat
timid about giving to the Blood Bazik. However, when she was reminded that her
blood might save a soldier's life, she agreed to donate.

G was in love with a beautiful girl when he was drafted. Tht letters which he
received from her continued to be warm and affectionate even though she had
fallen in love with someone else. She felt it would be unpatriotic to 'let him down
while he was out there fighting."'

(2) Administration.-The following are excerpts from the directions:

This is a test of your judgment about events %which arm taking place among
civilians and/or which may take plact in the future.

Each paragraph is assigned four different numbers on your answer sheet. The
corresponding numbers will be in your test booklets to the left of each paragraph.
Which number you use on the answer sheet will depend upon your judgment of
how comnon the described behavior (thinking, feeling, talking, or acting) is. The
first of the numbers will be used if you think it is very commcn; the second number
will be used if you think it is fpirly common; the third numbers will be used if you
think it is fairly uncommon; and the fourth number will be used if you think it is I
very uncommon.

After you have decided which number to use, you will have to decide which letter
to mark after the number you have chosen. The letter you mark will depend on your
judgment of how justifiable such civiliar. behavior is. You will mark the A space
if you think it is very justifiable, the B space if you think it is fairly justifiable, and
the C space if you think it is fairly unjustifiable, and the D space if you think it is
very unjustifiable. The E space will never be marked.

(3) Scoring.-The original system was such that each of the 16 alterna-

tives to an item of the test was given weight in the scoring. It assumcs
that all items are equally discriminating and that a high positive cor-

relation between judgments of frequency of occurrence and judgments of
justifiability is indicative of optimum morale. Weights, as follows, were
assigned to responses to each item.

Item A B C D
1 8 6 4 0 -

2 6 5 3 4
3 4 3 S 6
4 0 4 6 8

Because of the great practical difficulties with this scoring method, it
was dropped.

Statistical results.-The only statistical data reported are item-validity
studies, based upon the responses of exa~minees tested at Psychological
Research Unit No. 1 in August 1944.

(1) Item valid~ty.-After dividing a sample of 740 answer sheets into
two random halves, the responses to the items were correlated with the
primary pilot graduation-elimination criterion. With this size of s.mple,

'V~4
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it is feasible to obtain item validities for judgments of commonness of
behavior only, since only a small proportion of examinees selects any
one of the 16 resoonss concerning justifiability of behavior. The dis-
tributions of the phi coef.cients are shown in table 26.49. Items are not
included if one response is chosen by more than 90 percent or less than
10 percent of the examinees.

TAELE 26.49.-- Distribution of validity phi coefficients for Home Pron Attitud es,
CE446A, based on pilots in primary training, ting graduatlion-eliminalion as the

'criterion
Odds' Evens' OdWs' Zyveo'

1Phi -Phi - -

Phi

0.24-0.27.............. 0 2 1-.0 -- 0.01 .! . 47 ss
0.20-0-13 .............. 0 0 -4.08- 42 32
0.16-0.19 ............. 1 3 -- 0.12- -0.09 11 1
0.12-0.1 ............. . 3 6 ,_--0.13_r.9 3
0.08-O.1I.............. .17 20 -0.20 -- 0 17 01
0.04-0.07 .............. 33 34 -- 0.24 - -0.21" I
0.00-0.03 ............. 57 43 Totsl *......... 213 210

",N,=370, p,=0.72. - -

In interpreting these phi coefficients, it can be said that for an N of
370 a phi of 0.10 is significant at approximately the 5 percent !cvel,
and a phi of 0.13 is significant at the 1 percent level of confidence. In
the odds sample, 16 phis exceed the 5 percent level of confidence ind
4 exceed the 1 percent level. In the evens sample, the corresponding
figures are 30 and 14. For no item did the two keys agree.

Evaluation.-Since little empirical evidence is available, there are few
conclusions that can be stated about this test. What little evidence does
exist, does not support the original hypothesis. The novel feature of
this instrument-the double response and scoring based on agreement
of two responses-could be suggestive of other uses to which these
devices might be adapted. This scoring system, however, is impractical, if
not prohibitive, for use with the machine-scoring of large numbers of
answer sheets.

EVALUATION OF MOTIVATION MEASURES

Research in the field of motivation has verified previous results and
has revealed much that was formerly unknown, The two methods of ap-
proach utilized in air-crew classification, one subjective and the other
objective, provide an interesting contrast, both of techniques and of
results.

Analysis of the voluminous data obtained for the Preference Blank
shows conclusively that expressed preferences and strength of interest
for pilot or bombardier training do not correlate appreciably with either
the pilot or bombardier criteria or with the classification tests that have
high correlations with the criteria. On the other hand, preferences and
strength of interest for navigator training do correlate significantly and
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substantially with the criterion, and, in addition, with the navigator
stanine, and with individual tests that correlate well with the navigator
criterion. This may mean that those interested in navigation also have
insight into their abilities and temperament and appreciate the demands
of the job they desire to perform.

More objective instruments, such as the Satisfaction test and the two
aviation-interest tests that were introduced into the classification battery-
General Information and Biographical Data-have higher correlations
with the pilot criterion. This substantiates the conclusion that objective
techniques are needed for an effective assessment of an examinee's
interests.

While not enough data are available to make a definite generalization
on the point, the available results from the attitude and interests in-
ventories suggest that the factors that primarily account for fighter-pilot
success are also factors that were found to account for success in primary
and basic training. These factors are: experiences in mechanics and
active sports, general tendencies toward recklessness, adventurousness,
extravagance, and a devil-may-care attitude. It is probable that the
bomber pilot requires some of these traits; but that, in addition, he must
possess more special social intelligence (leadership), and be more con-
scientious, methodical, thorough, cautious, and persevering. There are also
data indicating that pilots assigned to heavy-bomber training have more
interest in navigator training than do fighter pilots.

Traits measured by the combat-readiness tests are expected to be more
important in combat than in training. Since combat criteria are difficult
to obtain, proper validation of these tests has not been effected. There-
fore, it has not been possible to ascertain their usefulness.
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CIIAPTIF TIT [uTY-$EVEN,,,

Biographical Data'

INTRODUCTION

Research by Civil Aeronautics Administration
The decision of Army Air Forces psychologists to construct a bio-

graphical information blank for air-crew candidates was influenced by
studies in this area sponsored by the Civil Aeronautics Administration
(2, 3). Prior to Pearl Harbor, research was conducted at Tulane Uni-
versity and the University of North Carolina-with data gathered at the
Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Fla.-under the direction of Dr. H. M.
Johnson (2). Statements of biographical information and of interests
obtained through personal interviews with 480 students at the Naval Air
Station and their responses to the 125 items of the Bernrcuter Personality
test were analyzed. The answers to the Bernreuter questionnaire were
regarded as biographical information in the sense that they purported
to indicate some of the individual's likes and dislikes, habits of social
adjustment,.interests, etc.

An item validation of the Bernreuter questionnaire revealed nine
potentially useful items. When weighted in the best possible manner,
these items yielded a multiple correlation of 0.35 (unshrunken) with the
pass-fail criterion for pilot training. The nine items were combined with
other items of biographical information gathered in the personal inter-
view. The latter were more objective, concerning facts about education,
re.igion, occupations, and athletics. The cocemcient of multiple correla-
tion between the 15 most predictive biograplhical-information items
(including the seven most predictive Bernreuter items), optimally
weighted, and the pass-fail pilot criterion for a sample of approximately
280 pilots was 0.51. In obtaining this figure, shrinkage was estimated,
but the items had not been administered to a new sample. Experience in
the Army Air Forces has shown the utmost importance of the validation
of any weighted composite score on an entirely new sample of adequate
size.

Studies in Industry

In addition to the promising results of these early CAA studies, there
had been experimentation in the industrial field which tended to confirm
belief in the value of biographical information for predicting success in a
particular area of activity. For example, studies involving life-insurance

'Written by Teck.4;t. Sanford J., Stak.IL
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company employees revealed that certain items of information from per-
sonal and occupational histories were predictive of success or failure in
specific life-insurance jobs. This conclusion was reached through an em-
pirical evaluation of application forms and of interview data.

An Extreme View of the Biographical Approach

An extremc point of view expressed by Guthrie (1), can be intro-
duced here to support the biographical-data type of approach, without
necessarily subscribing to his theory of personality or his convictions
concerning the usefulness of specific versus general information as a
basis for prediction. He asserts that,

The useful categories in describing what may be expected of a man include his
skills which can be often readily measured. They include his types of adjustment
described in terms of the situations to which he has been expo-ed. He is a hardened
campaigner, an experienced broker, an experienced carpenter; he has been for 10
years a head waiter. If we know these types of experience, we may safely assume
that he has learned skills that meet the problems of these trades and occupations.

In speaking of application blanks, the same author points out that

S* * we� may require the statements of sponsors as to his (applicqnt's) Intro-
version or extraversion, his general honesty, his loyalty, his industry. But the useful
inf'r-Mation on this blank is more likely to be his past record of occupation, his
specific skills, his financial status, his marital and police record. His past affiliatins,
political and religious, offer better awd more specific predictions of his future than
any of the traits that we usually think of as personality traits (I, p. 66).

Job Analyeb Data

An analysis of the jobs performed by pilot, bombardier and navigator
encourages the hypothesis that persons with certain types and combina-
tions of educational, physical, social, recreational, and occupational his-
tories would be likely or unlikely to possess the necessary characteristics
for air-crew success .

The task of the pllot.-As an example, consider one aspect of the pilot's
job--manipulation of controls. The flight controls include the stick,
rudder control, flap control, throttle, trimming controls, propeller pitch,
and brakes. Operation of these contcols requires coordinated movements
of arms or legs or both. Changing sensory stimuli must be followed by
proper moter responses coordinated with them. We know that although
both large and snuil! muscle groups are used, the large muscle groups
are here most important. We also know that the movements are varied,
dcpcnd-ng on the immned•iate situation; that they may be planned and
deliberate Lut at times must be prompt and automatic.

It is quite rvcasonable to suppose that individuals who have successfully
engaged in activities involving similar motor patterns will have superior
aptitude for piloting. Even with an incomplete analysis of the pilot's
notor functions, we arc given sufficient leads for framing questions,
asking accordingly for Mthictic and occupational experience. For exampep.

I i
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* the man who is proficient in tennis, basketball, motorcycling, or ice

hockey might well be expected to have certain qualities of mctor co-
nrdination and control which may assikt him substantially in learning to
be a pilot. The same can be s'aid about the individual wvho, in civilian
life, was an acrobat or operator of a complex machine. such as a crane.

The tasks of bombardier and navigator.-The bombardier and navi-
gator, in contrast to the pilot, use small-muscle grotvps predominantly.
The bombardier in operating the bombsight and releasing bombs must
make precise movements involving fine adjustments. Precise eye-hand
coordination is required. In using many of the navigationil instruments,
eye-hand or eye-finger coordination is required. For example, in a
cramped position, and holding the sextant with the left hand, the navi-
gator must center a comparatively sensitive butible in its chamber and,
using his right-hand fingers on the adjustment knob bring the star under
observation into the bubble. Furthermore, he must clock his recorder
at the instant the bubble is centered and the star is in the center of the
bubble. This description augurs a history of activities demanding motor
coordination different from that of the potentially successful pilot. Again,
it would seem reasonable that an individual prof-cient in motor patterns
similar to those of navigator and bonbardier would have a superior
aptitude for these positions. ]

General experience and educatioh -NVe can generalize this conception.

Possibly, it would be fruitiul to delve into every phase of a candidate's
biography that seems to have a connection, direct or indirect, with the
characteristic habits required for success in the various air-crew jobs.
On this basis, for example, questions were inserted in the biographical
data blank which sought to reveal the exa-ninee's mehdanical interest and
experience, because it was known that the pilot must have an under-
standing of mechanical principles and must be able to work with mechani-
cal devices. Questions were asked about mathematical knowledge, extent

of education, and reading habits, because it was known that the navigator
had to have a high degree of numerical proficiency; and it was assumed
that he was, on the whole, more intellectually inclined than the pilot.
These examples illustrate the approach that was based on the hypothesis
that specific aptitudes can be inferred from a knowledge of experience
and background.

SumMry

The above discussion implies the premise that the habits, motor or

intellectual, that an individual has learned in the past will, by transfer,
aid him in learning air-crew duties. This is no doubt true. But it does not

piedude another premise, that what he has &r- before successfully
indicates constitution"al aptitudes for learning those habits, and interest
in activities, vocational or avocational, which yielded him satisfactions

because he was ready to do well in them.
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To summarize, it can be said that aviation psychologists began construe-
lion of a biographical information blank because of: (1) Previous studies
in this area sponsored by the Civil Aeronautics Administration, (2) ex-
perience in industry. (3) job analysis, and (4) arnmchair reasoning.

Biographical Data Blank, CE602A

This is the first form of the Biographical Data Blank.
Descriptiox.-The items relate to individual interests, attitudes, and

background. The first group of 20 items asks for information about the
examinee's home and personal history. These questions are designed to
reveal such facts as father's education and occupation, parents' national
stock and marital and financial status, the population size and general
location of the area where the examinee lived, the examinee's religion,
the extent and emphasis of his education. The next 10 questions ask the
examinee to rate, according to a graduated scale, his interest in various
subjects studied in school. Questions 31 to 61 ask him to indicate the
extent of his interest in certain activities such as art, literature, music,
radio, science, mathematics, hiking, smoking, etc. The ne-ct 12 items
ask for the degree of proficiency he possesses in sports. Then nine items
elicit information about his previous employment and occupation and his
occupational preference. Questions 86 to 95 concern his military experi-
ence, including previous Air Corps jobs. Questions 96 to 116 ask for
expressions of preference for military and civilian air-crew jobs. The
last group, 117 to 150, consists of positive statements about controversial
matters. The examinee is asked to indicate his degree of agreement with
the statement. Typical statements are: "Skill is more important than
judgment in flying;" "Discipline should be as strict in the Air Corps
as in other branchcs of the army ;'" "A pilot who has had .7-re than one
drink should not fly a plane."

(1) Internal characteristics.-Biograohical Data, CE602A, contains
150 items divided into the 8 sections described below.

(2) Administration.-All items and directions are included in the test
booklet. The directions attempt at the outset to change the set of the ex-
aminee who is expecting a typical test. An explanation is made of why
information about the student's background is important. It is the func-
tion of the directions to establish rapport so that honest, straightforward,
and cooperative answers will be given. All exanminees are allowed to
finish the blank, which requires approximately 45 minutes.

Following are the pertinent parts of the directions and an illustrative
item from each scct;on:

In this blank you are asked for certain information about your background. yowr
family, your home, your education, your interests, and your attitudes. This is not a
test. There are no ti!ht answers except the answers that tell the truth about
yourlsdL

ODemIepeAd N ychelscAl Rfenaftb Umit Me. I. Clid• tribuemr LU. C*L Lawne .
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To a large extent, your future success as a pilot will depend on how well you are
understood by those in charge of your flight training. All of the information asked
for has been shown to be related to the proper training of pilots. It is therefore to
your own interest to fill out this blank carefully and completely. In no case should
any part be omitted * * * Read each question and the answers that follow it
Among the several suggested answers, select the one that best answers the question
for you Work as rapidly as you can without being careless. Don't think
a long time about questions that ask for your interest and opinions, but record your
first impressions rapidly. Everyone should finish the blank, and answer all of the
questions

SW ox I
Your father and his parents were chiefly of:

A. American stock.
B. Northern European stock. (English, Irish, Scandinavian, German, etc.)
C Southern European stock. (French, Italian, Spanish, etc.)
D. Slavic stock. (Russian, Polish, Greek. etc.)

E. Other.
Sicromx I

Directions: Indicate how well you like each school subject listed below by black.
ening the spaces as follows:

A. Liked the subject exceptionally well.
B. Liked the subject somewhat.
C- Indifferent--did not care.
D. Disliked the subject.
K. Never studied the subject.

21. Mathematics.
22. Sciences.
23. History.
24. English; literature.

SWMo III
Rank the following five frto A (liked best) to E (liked least):

54. Writing a technical report.
55. Riding horseback.
56 Developing a business system.
57. Repairing a radio,
A8 Soliciting contributions for charity. I

ScrMo TV
Directions: For each activity listed 'Lclow, you are to blacken a space to indicate

how well you perform that activity according to the following scale:

A. Exceptionally well.
IL Well.
C. Fairly well.
D. Poorly.
F Dr not engaveinthisactivity.

Thus if ),u play football fairly well, blacken the space under C in Row 62; if
you do not play football at all, blacken under E.

6Z Football, rutby, or socce.
63. Basketball, hockey, or lacrom
64. Baseball or softbal.
6S Boxing. wrutling, or waftr 1ol1.
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SFerlox V
Directions: Mark any of the folklwing types of work which you have done at any

time, and for which you have received remmieration. (More than one may be
marked.)

79-A. Manufacturing industrics (inachine operator, factory hand, textile
worker. etc.).

79-B. Technical trades (baker, elect. ician, radio repairman, etc.).
79-C. Transportation and communication (truck driver, linesman, deckhand,

etc.).
79-D. Business trades (store clerk, salc.man, agent, window dresser, etc.).
79-E. Public service (fireman, policeman, forest ranger, soldier, etc.).

SerMoN VI

Directions: Below are a number of statements about which there are wide dif-
ferences of opinion. Indicate your personal opinions, whether they agree with those
of others or not. Tell how you feel about the statement by blackening one of the
spaces as before, according to this scale.

How much flying experience have you had:
91-A. Never been in the air.
91-B. Have flown some in transport ships.
91-C. Fly with friends occasionally.
91-D. Have had some instruction.
91-F. Have soloed.

Swrow VII
Directions: Below are listed five types of military piloting. Choose the one of the

five types that you would most like to do, and blacken the space under A for its
number. Now decide which you would like next best, and blacken the space under
B at the right of its number. In the same manner, indicate your third, fourth and
last choices by blackening under C. D, and E. Do not give any two of the five the
same rank.

96. Scout observation planes,
97. Light bombers.
9& Pursuit planes.
99. Pilot in command of large bomber.

1O(X Test pilot.

Src'loN VIII

A. Strongly agree.
B. Aree.
C. Undecided.
D. Disagree.
E. Strongly disagree.
117. Almost any normal young man can lear-- to fly.
118. Most airplane accidents could undoubtedly be prevented if certain inher-

ent structural defects of planes were removed.

Staoisticoal results. Validation data are available for cases tested in

January 1942 at Psychological Research Unit No. 1.
(1) Test validity.-The answer sheets of 574 graduates and 304

eliminees from primary pilot training (classes 42H. 421, and 42J) were
divided into two equil groups. A key was prcparcd on the basis of each
group, weighting items that differentiated (simple difference in percent-
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ages) at the 1 percent level of significance. Cases with previous flying
experience were omitted. The key derived from each group was validated
against primary graduation elimination in the other group. "'ne validity
coefficients (hiserials) were 0.43 and 0.36.

(2) Itcm validily.--The validity of responses in this test is indicated
by a range of phis from -0.24 to +0.30, with a standard deviation of
0.06. A significant negative phi, of course, is just as important as a

* positive one of comparable size. The data are based upon the responses
of the above-mentioned sample of 574 graduates and 304 climiices from
primary pilot training.

Evaluation.-Validity statistics computed for Biographical Data,

CE602A, indicated that the hypothesis that aptitude for flying would be
predicted by scoring certain biographical information was justified. The
extent of the validity that could be expected consistently was not yet
definitely ascertained, but the approach was n-.ost promising. The next
step was to revise and to construct new items on the basis of the item
analysis of CE602A.

Biographical Data Blank, CE602B a

This is the second form of the biographical data blank.
Description.-There is a considerable difference in the composition of

forms CE 602B and CE602A. Form A contains a mixture of items, in-
cluding biographical questions of fact, and also questions involving inter-
ests and preferences. Form B contains only biographical questions of fact.
The emphasis is on "What have you done?" rather than, "What do you
like ?" There were misgivings concerning the use of subjective judgments
as in parts of CE602A, in which intentional or unintentional misrepresen-
tation is possible. It was not claimed that the strictly biographical type of
question is completely free from the possibility of falsification, but it was
felt that factual statements are less likely to be falsified than statements
of opinion. They were also believed to be more answerable, in that an
individual knows what events or conditions occurred within his experi-
ence, whereas he has not formed definite opinions and attitudes in all areas

of life or has not verbalized them sufficiently to report them in a precise

nmaer.
(1) Internal characteristics.-This form consists of 125 items. The

categories covered include origin and personal history of parents, early

home environment of examinee, attitude of parents toward examiner's
Air Corps career, subjects studied in school and proficiency attained,

hobbies, proficiency in athletics, participation in mechanical and literal

activities, occupational experience, and military experience.
(2) Administratiion.-This form is administered in the same manner

as CE602A. The total time required is approximately 40 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-Iln April 1942, fonn CE 602B was administered experi-

AIa A e devtWd at PaShYbOIe Itt sr"4 U"it N&- 1. Cbhef esmtribWle: L. CA. Lwawe F.
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mentally to a large numbewr of studen' *loIrg with the classification bat-
tery at Psychological Pve.1:rch I 'nit No. 3, Sauita Ana. Later, 1,882 of

tee xamuinces, gralruatcd finin prim ary pilo(t taniniug, while 735 were
clinunated (classes, 421, 42), -12K, and 43A). A~i itein-validlation study
was made and a pilot key consti ticti.'l on the 'Iasis (f correlations of
responses with the pass-fail criterionI. Thlis key covered 51 responses,
22 of which were %vightcd pluts I and 29 minus, 1, the algebraic sign
Ix.ing consistent with that of the phi correlation.

The samec blank, CE. 602B, was admniuistered with the classification bat-
tvry to 30412 students at P~sychological R~esearch Unit No. 1, Maxwell
Field, during the period Feb. 12 through Apr. 2, 1942. Of these, 598 who
cnterszd pilot training were used in validation studies. The biographical
data blank was not referredI to as an experimental test, nor treated in any
other way that would distinguish it from the classification tests either at
Santa Ana or at Maxwvell Field. The validation of thie blank with these
samples, therefore, represents results that might be expected if the blank
were adlministered subsequently for classification purposes.

The key furnished by ]Psychiological Rescarch Unit No. 3 yielded a
biscrial of 0.34 for the 598 pilot students tested by Psychological Research
Unit No. 1. (See table 27.1.) The Santa Ana key was then augmented
by including all items (except those (leafing directly wvith actual flying
experiences) that showed a difference of 5.6 between the percentage of
responses for the graduates and eliminees based on the Psychological
Research Unit No. 3 tabulations. For N's of the magnitude involved in
this study, a difference of 5.6 was significant at the 1 percent level for a
response chosen by half the group. For items chosen by any other pro-
portion of the group, a difference of 5.6 had a higher level of significance.
On this basis 21 responses wvere added '- the key, and 3 were deleted,
making a total of 69 responses, 37 weighted plus 1 and 32, minus 1.
Thie augmented key yielded a biserial r of 0.42 for the same group of
593 pilot students. (See table 27.1.)

Statistical results. (1) Distribution stati~stics.-The distribution of
scores in this test is indicated by a mean score of -2.0 and a standard
deviation of 5.2. Thle scoring formula is R-W, in which R and W
stand for the positively and negatively weighted responses, respectively.
Thms data are based on ~tic above-mientioned sample of 598 classified
pilots scored with the P~iychological Research Unit No. 3 key, which
contained 22 positive and 29 negative responses. The same 598 classified
p)ilots were scored with the Psychological Reseairch Unit No. I aug-
nieuted key which contained 37 positive and 32 negative responses. T'he
mecan score was 3.7 and the standard deviation 7.0.

(2) Test zatidity.-The validity data are summarized in table 27.1.
These include results fromn twvo other keys developed at Psychological
Research Unit No 1 and at lleadiluarters, Army Air Forces, based on
all a'~ailable data.
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TABL, 27.1.- Validity of Biographical Data, CE602B, for primary pilot training,
graduation-elidpsos tion criterion

K~ey N, me M, SD, role

PRU No. J (51 scored responses) . 593 0.70 -1.03 -3.94 5.23 0.34
PRU No. 3 (69 scored rscionsesi .. '598 .70 5.33 0.46 4.87 .42
FPRU No. 1 (47 scored responses) '900 .63 3.76 2.00 4.7 .23
AFTAS' (102 scored responses) .... m900 .63 7.5I 4.46 4L6 .29

1IThe Air Surgeon's Office. Headquarters, Army Air Forces.
a Same sample. I-leo4d at Psychological Research Unit No. I from Feb. 12 to Apr. 1. 1942.
' Same sample, tc.,ed at Psychological Research Unit No. I in September 1943. In class 4.

(3) Item talidity.-The data are summarized in table 27.2.

TALL 27.2.--Item v•dity data for Biograplhical Data, CE602B. boaed on 1,182
graduates and 735 eliminees from primary plot frainixs

ltaati~ *I #
Group of Items # SDO L

22 responses keyedt .......... 0.09 0.03 0.03 0.17
29 responses keyed-I .......... -. 11 .03 -. 1 .05

I In classes 421. 42J, 42K. and 43A. l•eted at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 In AwI

1942.

Evaluation.-The predictive value of the biographical-information
items was sustained in the second form of the Blank, CE602B. An aug-
mented key based on 69 responses yicldcd a pilot validity of 0.42. In the
preparation of this form, a!l items of opinion were eliminated, leaving
questions of fact only. This apparently did rot alter the test validity
significantly.

Variations of the test.-Two variations of this form are worthy of
mcntion-CE602B-SA and CE602SAB.
(1) Form CE602B.SA.h--This form is a version of CE602B pre-
pared especially for experimental admhnistration in January 1943 to pilots.
It contains 115 items, including 20 questions (part If) asking for personal
opinions, similar to the final section in the first Blank, CE602A. The scor-
ing formula is L-,-W+20. It was administered at Psychological Research
Unit No. 3 in an experimental battery just before the students left pre-
flight school for primary school.

Statistical results. (1) Distribution statistics.-In table 27.3 are pre-

sented distribution constants, using three keys.
TAx.Z 27.3.- Distribution data for Jamples of pilots scored uith diferre; keys on

Biographical Data, CE602B-SA

""e Part N., SD

Origi .a ...... I .............. , 420.3 7.3
Do ................ " :6 20,6 .. 1.

Stanin.e keys Total. ....... ... .'64 19.2 3.2
Validity key' ...... ......... .67 19.6 4.4

SI. the atInc key. itcos wet* w 'irle to msistire correlation with atanine in. to Mini-
mist correlation with the gradu.tionl-tlinlflton criterion. Thb vyaJdlty lhey was Itutr•taIed W
accompis h the reverse function. Set al pp. -

In class 4311.
Sis clasm 43J.

SDevelop•d at psycholo•gaRtecarch Uuniti N.. 3. Chief contrsliao•s: CA. &. W. Cask,
COL j. P. Guiford,. Capt. L G iamprys. and Udsi. Mernil F. I".
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(2) Test validity.--Validation results are sunuuarized in table 27.4.

TAtLF 27.4.- Validity data for Biographical Data B.;.ak, CE602B-SA for pilot
trainifg, 9raduation-.'hninatiots criterion

Group N, PIP M, ?M,. SDI rfog, or&$*

Part or keTr -.

In primary training .... I ........... 856 0.75 21.75 16.20 7.75 0.42 0.45
Do ............... I'.......... . 856 .75 20.92 19.84 5.10 .13 .13

Through basic training I............ .856 .67 22.05 16.9S 7.75 .40 .43
Do ............... II ........... . 856 .67 21.04 19.86 5.10 .14 .1M

In primary training .... Stanine key 81l645 .62 19.31 19.05 3.17 .05
Do .............. V. VadiLy key 01,617 .62 20.62 17.86 4.64 .37 ....

nAssuming an unrestrict stanine standard deviation of 2.00.
,In class 43J.
8 In dans 41k[

(3) Item validity.-Item validity data for 2,500 pilots in primary
training are shown in table 27.5. The proportion of this sample that
graduated is unknown.

TAsLz 27.5.-- Item validity data based on 2,500 pilots in primary training'
j ~Range of I

Group of responses M0 SD R g
Low High

Responses keyed + I ............. 0.04 0.04 -0.06 +0.19
Responses keyed - 1............ 1 --.05 .06 -. 18 +.1M

3 In clasm 4311.

Evaluation.-Form CE602B-SA revealed the relative lack of predic-
tiveness of the opinion items, as indicated hy biserials of 0.13 and 0.15,
as compared with 0.45 and 0.43 for the factual items. Tests with as low
validity as for the opinion items often add something to prediction, how-
ever, particularly if their coiltributions are unique. Since this seemed a
distinct possibility in the case of these items, further attention was given
to them in an enlarged test known as Survey of Aviator Opinion,
CE604A (see ch. 25).
(2) Form CE602SAB.'--This form contains 22 items, divided into two
parts. Part I (Biographical) consists of 12 items, and part II (Opinions
and Interests), )f 10. All examinees were allowed to finish, which re-
qu~rcd approximately 7y minutes. Most of the items were based on ideas
presumed to be valid by nonpsychologica! personnel in the classification
section of the Santa Ana Army Air Base Classification Center. These ob-
servers believed that certain answers to the included questions would
;ndicate a favorable background for flying success. The questions were
concerned primarily with military experience, before and after entering
the Air Forces. Following is a typical question:

How much military experimnce had you had before entering the Air Forces?
A. Member of an organization that has been overseas under fire.
B. Member of a, organization that has been overseas but not under fire.
C. Member of an organization that had been alerted for overseas duty.

*Decelopid at Psychological Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributor: L*. David H. Jeal."
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D. Was in training or on duty in the United States only.
E. Came directly into Air Forces after induction.

Part II asked questions of attitude and interest, but this part differed
from the interest sections in the previous blanks in tlhat it was directed
almost wholly towards aviation and military interesL

To what extent do you like to work with motors and engines?
A. Pr-!fer it to most other things.
B. Likt it as much as most other things.
C. Like it Icss than most other things.
D. Do not like it at AlL

Statistical resunts.-Biographical Data, CE602SAB, was administered
at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in November 1943 to 1,700 pilots,
and the items were validated against graduation-elimination.

(1) Item validity.-MTe distribution of phis is described in table 27.6.

TAznZ 27.6.-Item validity for Biographical Data, CE602SAB, Jor Afs in
piimary training,' graduation-elimination criterion

Group N, to SD# Raume of 0

Pilots in primary training ........ 675 0.89 0C07 -0.13-0.14
Pilotb through advanced' ......... 638 .77 .07 -. 15-A1

I In classe 44F and 44G.
SBelow-average students (who eventually graduated) were counted as etimlose".

Evaluation.-As mentioned previously, the 22 items in Biographical
Data Blank, CE602SAB, were based on opinions of classification-section s
personnel as to what biographical information would be pr'edictive.
Statistics are not complete, but the item-validity data indicate a general
lack of predictive value of the items as compared with previously
validated items.

Biographieal Data Blank, CE602D'

This is the only form of the Biographical Data Blank that has been in
the classification battery, which it entered in July 1943. It is based upon
items tried out experimentally in the previous forms. Sixty-five of the
items from form CE602B that showed empirical validity for pilot or

navigator prediction were incorporated into CE602C. CE602D, the bat-
tery form, contains the same 65 items more conveniently arranged for

administration.
Description. (1) Internal chlracteristics.-The items of form

CE602D are distributed among the following categories: Origin of
parents and early home environment, subjects studied in school and
proficiency attained, pro'iciency in athletics, relative frequency of per-
formance of mechanical and academic activities, hobbies, occupational
experience, and aviation--raining interest.

" A nonpsychological agency whi-h made inal decisions concerning clasification.
I Developed by cooperative effoa'!s of Psychological Research Unit No. I and Psydcologictl

Research Unit No. 3.
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(2) Administration.- 'ince it is desired that all examinees finish, the
time limit is generously . t at 25 minutes.

(3) An experiment i, administration.-To determine the probable de-
gree of falsification an!' its effect upon pilot validity, form CE602D was
administered to equiv. ent groups of students under three sets of in- 4
structions designed to )roduce different degrees of motivation to falsify
or not to falsify. One iet of instructions was framed with an attempt to
minimize the pressur:" against falsification, a second set to maximize
such pressure; and a third set was identical with the standard instruc-
tions for the test.

Following are the salient sentences from the first set of instructions,
in which minimal pressure against falsification is exercised:

Read each question and the answers that follow it. Select the statement that best
answers the question for you. Do not try to see all possible interpretations of a
qurstion or answer; these are meant to be straightforward questions with simple
answers. Use approximate answers when in doubt. Do not quibble over small inac-
curacies. Remember that what counts is the general impression made by your
answers together. No single response can decide your future.

Following are the pertinent portions of the second set of instructions,
in which maximal pressure against falsification is exercised:

As stated in Army Reguiations 380-5, the Army Air *.iorces attaches great signifi-
cance to the response you are about to make. Read each question and the answers
that follow it. You must be certain to select the statement that best answers the
question for you. Do not attempt to answer with the choices which you think will
result in your being given the particular assignment you want.

Your signature attests to the truthfulness of your answers. If upon checking your
references, we find that you have committed perjury, your entire future in the Air
Forces will be endangered. Tests such as this are frequently used to detect per-
jurers, since it is possible to check on the truthfulness of your answers from other
sources. The seriousness of fraud and perjury in the Army is set forth in the
fifty-fourth, ninety-third, and ninety-sixth Articles of War. The fifty-fourth Article
of War states specifically, "Any person who shall procure himself to be enlisted in
the military services of the United States by means of willful misrepresentation or
concealment as to his qualifications of enlistment, and shall receive pay or allow-
ance under such enlistment, shall be punished as a Court Martial may direct * * *"

Work as rapidly as you can without being careless. Do not think a long time
about questions that call for simple facts, but mark quickly what is true in your
case. Everyone should finish the blank and answer all the questions. Omit none.
You have 25 minutes. Remember, you are subject to military law. Answer with
strict honesty.

Following are the sections from the standard instructions that demon-
strate intermediate pressure against falsification:

In this blank you are asked for certain information about your background, your
family, your home, your education, your hobbies, and your civilian employment.
This is not a test. There are no "right" answers except those that tell the truth
about yourself. To a large extent, your success in air-crew training will depend on
how well you are understood by those in charge. All of the information asked for
in this blank has been shown to be related to air-crew training. It is therefore to
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your own interest to fill out this blank carefully and completely. You will record

your answers on the separate answer sheet.
Read each question and the answers that follow it. Select the statement that best

answers the question for you. Sometimes, no one of the answers will fit your cae

exactly. Do not worry about this, but select the answer that most nearly fits.

Approximately 600 to 900 students were tested at Psychological Re-
search Unit No. 1 during May 1943 under each set of instructions with
the results shown in table 27.7. Tables 27.8 and 27.9 show the critical
ratios of the differences in means and in validity cocfficients.

TAizz 27.7.- Validity data for Biographical Data Blank, CE602D, under three

different instructions based upon pilots in primary training and the graduation-
elimination criterion

Condition No, ps Mo ,to, Mo SD, rvg,

Minimum pressure for honesty ...... 914 0.84 27.6 24.3 '7.1 6.67 0.26
Maximum pressure for honesty ...... 912 .80 25.9 2t.2 25.0 6.73 .38
Standard instructions ............... 661 .79 26.9 22.3 26.0 6.89 .40

'M913(ean of total group.

TABs 27.8.--Critical ratios of the differences between meains 0 the total groups for

Biographical Data Blank, CE602D, under three different instruction'

Condition I 2 3

1. Minimum pressure for honesty ..... .. 6.72 3.28
2. Itaximum pressure for honesty 6.72 2.79
3. Standard instruction ............. 3.2 79 .......

TANIz 27.9.--Critical ratios of the dii et eces between validity coefficients for
Biographical Data Blank, CE602D, administered under three diferent instructions

Condition 1 2 3

I Minimum pressure for honesty ..................... 140 2.6
2 Maximum pressure for honesty ......................... 2.40 ........ 46
3 Standard instruction ................................. 2.66 .46 ........

It can be seen that the biserial correlation for the Biographical Data

Blank, CE602D, is highest (0.40) when administered under standard

instructions. It was concluded that, although varied instructions do have

apparent effects upon scores for this test, the differences are not much as

to impair the effectiveness of the blank under standard conditions. Con-

sequently, the standard instructions were retained in the administration of

the test as part of the classification battery. It is most reassuring to note

that the strongest possible pressure for honesty did not improve the

validity ot the te:t. Also noteworthy is the fact that encouragement of

laxitity in responding seemingly lowered the test validity.
(4) Scoring.-Biographical Data Blank, CE602D, is scored in two

ways-with a pilot key and a navigator key. The pilot key is based on

item validities determined in a sample of 1,882 primary pilot graduates
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and 735 eliminces (classes 42., 42J, 42K and 43A) tested by Psychologi-
cal Research Unit No. 3 an! also on 420 graduates and 176 eliminees
tested by Psychological Rest .irch Unit No. 1 during February to April
1942. All cases were obtaine. from administration of Biographical Data
Blank, CE602B. The develo?ment of this key is described in the de-
scription of the CE602B form. The navigator key was also based on this
form, administered in January 1942 by Psychological Research Unit
No. 1 to 312 examinees, including 270 graduates from navigation training
and 42 climinees. Both pilot and navigator keys include positively and
negatively weighted responses. The number of responses receiving
weights (either plus or minus) is 100 for pilot and 40 for navigator.
The scoring formula in each case is R-W+20, where R refers to posi-
tively weighted and W to negatively weighted responses.

A special item-validity study.-A study was initiated at Psychological
Research Unit No. 3 of the items in Biographical Data Blank, CE602B--
SA and CE602D, to determine new weights for the items which might
increase the predictive value of the stanine. Several hypotheses were
guiding principles in this connection:

a. Items that are significantly. related to graduation-elimination but
unrelated to the stanine should make unique contributions to the stanine
and so receive substantial weights.

b. Items that are significantly related to the stanine, but unrelated to
graduation-elimination, should have negatively weights in the stanine,
acting as suppression variables.

6Q

c. Certain items may add most to the stanine if weighted one way for
cadets who have high stanincs and another way for cadets who have low
stanines.

Using answer sheets for Biographical Data Blank, CE602B-SA, com-
pleted by pilot students in class 43-11 (tested at Psychological Research
Unit No. 3), phi coefficients were computed for each alternative response
for the following comparisons: (1) 660 graduates and 120 eliminees
with high (7, 8, and 9) pilot stanines; (2) 148 graduates and 248
eliminecs with low (1, 2, and 3) pilot stanines; (3) high-stanine and low-
stanine graduates; and (4) high-stanine and low-stanine eliminees. Vari-
ous combinations of these groups gave the correlation tables desired. The
Biographical Data Blank was not in the classification battery at the time
the pilots in this study were classified.

Signficant results appear when the items in the blank are considered
in relation to graduation-elimination and to the stanine. The 76 responses
that have significant phis with graduation-elimination, but zero phis
or phis of opposite sign with the stanine, were weighted plus I or
minus I to give the validity key for score A. The 92 responses that have
significant phis with the stanine, bsit zero phis or phis of opposite sign
with graduation-ciiiniution, were weighted plus I or mihus I to give
the stanine key for score B.
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A sample of all papers available was scored on these two keys, exclud-
ing the papers used in the original analysis.$

Table 27.10 shows the correlations with the slanine and with the

graduation-climination criterion of scores A and B.

TAnz 27.10.- Validation data for Biographical Data Blank, CEd602B-SA, for Keys
Which Emphasice Correlation with the Criterion (Key A), and Correlation with

the Stoxixe (Key B), Using Pilots in Primary Training and the Graduation-
Elimination Criterion
[." me mN,=S1,' h.0.6I] j

A 20.76 18L24 4.50 0.315 0.30 -0.01 -COS, 00 S19.06 19.31 3.00 -. 05 .09 _m_ .12 .30 -. 005

-AUsing only thoe with stanines of 4. 5, and 6. L e.. th•u net uted in the item.valiIty study.
AssAuming an unrestricted tanine standard deviation of LOO..
The amount of validity that the wore woud MM to the vaidity of the Pilot Juni It the

test were added to the C ilication Battery of Aupw M&

It can be seen that score A would make a significant addition to the
stanine in use for these students, but score B would not. The failure of
score B to add anything is partly a result, however, of the selection of
items. Items having significant relationships both to the stanine and to
graduation-elimination, but of opposite sign, logically might have been
included in either score. To avoid duplication, these items were weighted
only in score A. If, instead, they had been weighted in score B, this score
would probably have approached a significant addition to the stanine.

Th. correlation between scores A and B is -0.14, both raw and cor-

rected. Thus, though the validity of score B is low, it is measuring some-

thing valid not included in score A. A positive correlation between the

two scores would have been a more favorable condition for the use of

one as a suppression variable.
An examination was made of the responses in CE602B-SA that dis-

criminate significantly in one direction between graduates and eliminees

at one stanine level but fail to discriminate or discriminate in an oppo-

site direction at another stanine level. No consistent trend appeared in

the analysis of the 25 items in this category. The items come from all

sections of the blank. The only general finding in part I of the blank

(factual items) appears to be a slight indication that the low-stanine

graduates are men who have not had experience in certain areas (such

,as mechanical) which are heavily weighted in the stanine, but who

may have been potentially able in those areas. The opinion items that

discriminate differentially also seem to represent no significant pattern.

In either case, the number of items manifesting this type of discrimi-

nation is so small that chance could have produced the relationships in

question.
In conclusion, this study showed that it seems doubtful that biographi-

cal items discriminate differentially between graduates and eliminees at

The only caes nu^ed in IM item analyses were thser hatving V1.t stoalus of 4, S, sad &
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different stanine levels to a significant legrce. Ttt~ms that are related to
gradual ioii -clinuill Iioun, but unrelated or oppositely related to the sta-
lline, add very signifikantly to the predict ive value of the stanine. Items
that are relatel it) [lie stmitine but unirelated to gradua tion-el i in nation
do not add to the stanine prediction.

Since a valld key independenit 2if the stanine had been prepared suc-
cessfully, it was decided to try the same procedure for form CE6O2D.
Utilizing COX. graduates and 600 eliimicecs (classes 44-D through
44-11) from primary training, who had been tested with the July 1943
battery, two keys were again prepared, one to maximnize validity, and
one to maximize correlation wvith stanine. A new sample of 2,000 cases
from classes 44-1 and 44-j (Ju~y and November 1943 battei-ies) was
utilized for validation of these keys. Th.. r-ýsults are shown in table 27.11.

TADLE 27.11.- Validation doru for diograp,)4cal Data Blank, CE6OD, for the
classification battery key and for hays which emphasiz-t correlation with the

criterion (key A) and coyr;elation wuith the stanine (kry B), tising
p~ilots in primtary training and tlhe gradwu tion-elimmnation, critfrion

________ ______(N.--2,OC,_p,=0.861 ___ _____

Key MO U SD, V~de orV~ s' 8 4  '.:P

(iassifialton 30.10 27.28 6.2? 0.24 0.32 0.46 0.551
A ............ 26.14 24.48 4.15 .22 .26 .27 .31 .i
B............24.44 23.32 4S A .12 .18 .34 Ai~ .000

The mout o vaidiy te sorewould add to the validity of the .Aiot stanlne.

It is apparent from these data that the procedure of selecting items to
correlate with the stanine and not with the criterion, or vice versa, was
less successful with form CE 602B and the July and November staflines
than wvith form CE602B-SA and the Auigust starane. This is due in part
to increased correlation with blank and %tanine. It is also due in part to
the fact that the biographical-data score wvas included in the stanine used
ais a criterion for itemi analysis, The more accurate procedizrc of sub-
tracting the biographical-data score from the stanine Tbefore doing the
itemn analyses and correlatibns wvith stanine did not seem worth the Con-
siderable labor entailed at the time the study was undertaken. It was
believed that the unique contribution of Biographical Data to stanmne
validity was larger than is now known to be true.

In summnary statement we may say: (a) The procedure used in these
studies gave promising results with the first blank and stanine, in that
one group of items related to graduation-c-lim~ination but unrelated to
the stanine added a significant amount to :he validity of the stanine;
(b) when this procedure was tested with a later version of the blank,
the amiount of additional validity decreased markedly; and ' c) signifi-
cant negative cont ri but ions to stanine, using keys which maximized
correlation with stanine and minimized correlation with criter ion, were
not found for either blank.
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Stat ist ical results. (I1) Distribution statijst ics.-.S core distributions
for foriti I) are dlescribedI by the data in table 27.12.

TABLY 27.12.- Distributaion stalitie*ic for pilot and nazig.*Ior jere of Diograthial
________Data, CE6O2D)

Score Group N M' SD

Pilot ........ Unclassified Aviation Students' 3.000 27.5 6.9
D* ....... .... do'........................ 1.920 26.86.
Do...................................... 1.500 27.2 6.3
Mo........ Ve~t Point cadets' ....... s 23.7 6.9

Navigator ... jUnclassified Aviation Students' 3.000 22.6 3.2
de ........... 1,920 21.8 3.0

noA ........... .500 22.3 3.0
Do.......iest Point cadets' ........ 24.38.

'Tesed t Pychohogical Research Units Nos.1. 2, and .3 with the July 1941 Cass"Icatlos

ItTested at Medical and Psychological Examining Units No.. 4 to 10 Inclusive with tA*
November 1943 Classification flattef,

&Tested at Psychological Research. Units Nos. 1. 2, and 3 with the November 1943 Gasul.
fication Datteey.

a Cass of 194C

(2) Reliability coe flicients.-A reliability coefficient of 0.62 (cor-
rectcd) was obtained for the pilot score with a sample of 1,000 unclas-
sified students tested at Medical and Psychological Examining Unit
No. 7. For the navigator score on the samne samnple, the coefficient was
0.35 (corrected). These coefficients were obtained by the split-half
method. An attempt was made *to choose itenis for each part that would
make the content of the halves roughly comparable. Thie coefficients ob-
tained are much lower than test-retest coefficients, which arc 0.86 and
0.49 respectively, for a time interval of approximately 28 days (N =

711, on classified aviation students tested at Medical and Psychological *

Examining Unit No. 6, 11 to 19 April 1945).

(3) Factor contposition.-Thc classification form of the Biographical
Data Blank, CE6O2D, was factor analyzed with two baitteries (see ch.
28 for a full discussion), the July 1943 Classification Blattery anti the
?%'ovember 1943 Classification Battery, and for both the navigator and
pilot keys.

The navigator score in both analyses revealed only one significant
loading, which is in the mathemnatics-background factor. The loading in
the July 1943 battery was 0.42, in the November 1943 baittery 0.50,
with a weighted average of 0.45. The commnunality is quite low, as mnight
be expected fromn the dearth of significant loadings in (diverse factors.
In the July battery the commiunality was 0.25, in the November bat-
tery, 0.30, with a weighted average of 0.26.

For the pilot score of the blank the highest loading is in the mechani-
cal-experience factor. This loading was 0.50 in the July-b:tttcry analysis
and 0.53 in the Novemiber-battery analysis, with a weighted average of
0.51. The ncxt highest loading appeared in the mathemnatics-background
factor, which for the July battery was 0.29, and for the Novembexr bat-
tery 0.31, with a weighted average of 0.30. A consistent negative load-
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ing in the numerical factor al:peared: -0.20 for the July battery, -0.26
for the November battery, with a weighted average of -0.22. The com-
mnunality for the pilot score is higher than for the navigator score, being
0.46 for the July battery, 0.55 for the November battery, and 0.48 for
the weighted 'average.

(4) Test validity.-For validity of the pilot score see table 27:13, and
for the navigator score, table 27.14.

Evaluation.-This form of the Biographical Data Blank (CE602D)
was r'fine'd to the point where it was acceptable for the classification
battery. All nonpredictive items had been dropped, leaving only 65. The
data show that this form is a good predictor of both pilot and navigator
aptitud'f, and, as such, is a useful instrument in classification testing.

Both scores are valuable because of their unique elements. Mathe-
matical background makes up about 18 percent of the total variance of
the navigator score--more than the test mathematics A has to offer to-
ward this factor. This score should be made more reliable by increasing
the number of keyed respqnses, at the same time increasing the variance
in mathematics background and perhaps adding other valid variance.

About 26 percent of the variance in the pilot score is in mechanical
experience, which is covered better by mechanical tests. Its unique valid-
ity is due to an unknown factor or factors. This unknown variance
should be identified and enlarged. For the sake of purity the mechanical
variance should be removed. The variance in mathematical background
should also be removed from the pilot score. To it can be attributed the
small validity of the pilot score for navigation training. The purposes of
classification would be better served if this variance were confined to
the navigator score.

Var;ations. (1) Biographical Data Blank, CE602C.-As mentioned
above, this form is nmade up of 65 items which showed empirical valid-
ity for pilot or navigator prediction. Since it is exactly like CE602D
except for order of items, nothing further need be said concerning it.

(2) Form CE6021V.-A special form of the Biographical Data Blank,
CF602W, was constructed at I-Ieadquarters, AAF Training Command,
for administration to WV\\SP (WVomen's Auxiliary Service Pilots) pilot
trainces.' While no statistical data are available at the time of writing,
a brief description of the form may be of interest. This blank contained
61 items, which were slanted for a female population and designed to
dicit general biographical information, expressions of interest, and facts
of experie'tce. The categories covered include age, history of minor ill-
m11•5s ,liing 1xprie, ce, marital and maternal status or plans, social life
in college. marital adjustment of parents, use of cosmetics, tobacco, and
liquor, childhood antd adult activities and interests. Some items were
suggested by the imaipressions gained by a psychiatrist while interview-
iuig a prelitminary groutp. Ile found that a number of health and per-

* Chief contributor: Mlaj. R. L T"hormdike.
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sonal factors, particularly relating to marriage, seemed significant in the
general adjustment of these trainees. Following are several typical items:

Do you have headaches?
A. Practically never have headaches.
B. Have mild headaches occasionally at irregular intervals.
C. Have occasional severe headaches.
D. Have headaches recurring at regular intervals.
E. Have frequently recurring severe headaches.

If you are married or get married, what would you consider the ideal size of
family for you?

A. No children.
B. One child.
C. Two children.
D. Three or four children.
E. Five or more children.

While you were in college (or of college age), how frequently did you have
"dates I"

A. Not at alL
"B. Once or twice a month.
C About once a week
D. Two or three times a week
L. Four times a week or more.

Biographical Data Blank, CE602E 10

In an attempt to increase the validities of. form CE602D and to pro-
vide a more adequate coverage of personality and background factors
related to air-crew training, new items were constructed and incorpo-
rated in CE602E. These new items were suggested by inspection of (I)
valid items in the CE602D version of the blank, (2) job-analysis data,
(3) clinical data, and (4) experimental personality inventories.

Description. -Part I of the blank pertains to social background in
general, and part I pertains to self-evaluations of different personality
aspects. Categories of items in part I include: ea•. ;ioni environment,
hobbies, athletic experience, career and occupational interests, education
of parents, father's occupation and financial condition, intrafamily re-
lationships, extent of parental participation in examince's Ih)me and
school life, marital interests, social habits and types of friends, person-
ality traits considered desirable, sleep habits and dreams, opinions
about Army officers, and flying-duty preferences.

Items in part I1 pertain to the following categories: vacation prefer-
ences; lcisure-timer activities and satisfactions;.int-rcsts in I,),ks, songs,
and comics; opinions abmut typical social-conllict situations; se!f evalua-
tion of personality traits- opinions about b.'havior of oth,-r p'ople;
opinions about the cicnn) and opinions about generally accrpted s(cial
attitudes.

(1) iltrrd charucteril ics..-This form contains 300 items, divided
into 2 parts of 150 each.

D*veyti.d at PaTrolC, ical I t'arcb Ummit Ko. I. Chid teentrbwMot: LL John S. Har 4in&

S;to. HaM. ptolbsjr. Set Srand Capt, DeMW TL Super.
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(2) Aidministrat.,n.--AIi examinces are supposed to finish both parts
of the blank. This "cquircs approximately 60 minutes per part. Exani-
nees are in¢,rnled ih•.hn half the time is up on each blank.

Following are two typical items from each pa-t, respectively:
Which of the following s-.illcd jobs would you rather hold?

A. Draftsman.
B. Carpenter.
C. Watchmaker.
D. Inspector.
E. Tool and die maker.

How often dr, you worry?
A. Vet, frequently.
). Frequently.
C. Occasionally.
D. Very seldom.
E. Never.

The principal satisfaction most people get out of participating in sports is that of:
P Showing their skills.
B. Beiri with friends.
C. Preserving health.
D. Competing with others.

Ordinarily, labor does not get its fair share of what it produces.
A. Yes.
B. No.

(3) Scoring.--It is planned that new valid items from test CE602E
will be inco, ,ted with items in CE602D. The scoring formula will
be R-W+-..

Statistical results. (1) IJ ,, validity (pilot).-Form E was admin-
istered at Psychological Re:l:arch Unit Nk,. 1 in April 1944 to 682
classified pilots in preflight school, and the sample was divided into
odds and cvens groups for item correlaticn with the graduation-elimi-
nation criterion (primnary training) and cross-validation of total scores.
The proportion of graduates was 0.78. Responses with phis of (.i11 or
greater were keyed. The distribution of phis is given in table 27.15.

TAABLE 27.15.-Frequency distribution of item-validity phis of responses in
Biographical Data, CE602E, for pilot stdents

Odds sampIc, Eveijs samplel

Phi range 2-choice Mul'iple-choice 2-choice Multiple-choice

Part I Part II Part I Part II Part I Part II Part I Part It

0.23 to 0.27 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0
.18 to .22 1 0 7 0 0 4 0 0
.13 to .17 .. 3 5 12 S 3 3 is I
.04 to .12 7 is 42 Is 4 27 36 14
.03 to .07 7 54 68 18 17 St 91 2S

-. 0Z.o.02 .. 12 38 109 26 9 28 95 25
-. 07 to -. 03 . ....... ........ 68 26 ...... .... 79 27
-. 12 to -. 08 . ....... ........ . 441 12 ...... .... 32 10
-. 17 to -. 13 . ....... ........ 8 2 ................ 3 2
-. 22 to -. 1S .............. .. 6 0_ .............. .. 2 0

Totals .. 30 114 363 104 33 I11 353 104

IN =340.
A N=342.
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No items with niore extreme division than 85--45 were included. Items

having two alternative responses were segregated from those having
more than two, and only positive phis are given in them.

(2) Test validity (pilot),-Two scoring keys were derived from the

odds and evens, and a cross-validation study was made. The data are

found in table 27.16.

TABLE 27.16.- Vaoidity data for tco empirical ke's for Biographical Data,
CE602F., Pilot score (t,=0.78)

Groups Key Part Formula N, MI M4 SDU r* 1, r

Evens . Odds2 I Rights ... 342 13.75 12,68 3.54 0.18 0.22
Do .... dos I Wrongs . 342 9.18 9.78 2.76 -. 13 -. 13
Do .... dos I R-W . .. 342 4.57 2.90 5.78 .17 .20

Odds .. Evens3 I Rights ... 340 12.03 10.99 2.77 .22 .21
Do .... dos I Wrongs . 340 4.56 5.20 1.69 -. 22 -. 24
Do .... do I R-W ... 340 7.47 5.79 3.86 .25 .26

Evens. Odds' II Rights ... 342 8.27 8.00 2.03 .00 -. 01
Do ... do4  lI WVrong*s . 342 6.20 6.38 1.78 -. 06 -. 04
Do .... do4 11 R-W ... 342 2.07 1.62 3.52 .03 .01

Odds . Evens' II Rights ... 340 9.16 9.04 1.96 .03 .04
Do ... do* 11 Wrongs . 340 7.71 7.76 1.88 -. 02 -. 03
Do .... do' II R--W ... 340 1.45 1.28 3.67 .03 .03

3 Assuming an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.
3 Number of scored items=59.
I Number of scored items=41.
4 Number of scored items=34.
$Number of scored items=36.

(3) Item-validity (navigator).-Form E was administered to 897

(part I) and 888 (part II) classified navigation students. Testing was
accomplished at Ellington Field and Sehnan Field in February 1944 and
at Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in February and March 1944.

Each group of students was subdivided into odds and evens samples,
and item correlations with the graduation-elimination criterion (ad-

vanced training) were computed. The proportion of graduates was 0.89.

Responses with phis of 0.10 or greater were keyed. The distribution of

phis are given in table 27.17.

TABLE 27.17.-Frequency dirtributlions of item-validity Phis of respomes for
Biographicol Data Blank, CE602E, for natigation students

Odds samipe Evens sample

Phi range 2-choice iMultiple.choice 

2-choice muhtlple-ehcice

Part I Ipart if Part Part 11 Part I Part II Part I Part 11

0.23 to 0.27 . 1 0 2 0 1 2 1 0
.18 to .22.. 1 3 S I 1 I 10 2

.13 to.17 .. 2 9 II 6 S 6 21 a
.08 to .12.. 4 26 52 9 4 37 43 20

.03 to .07.. 22 63 82 21 U2 45 90 17
-. 02 to .02 8 22 .101 19 8 21 108 27

".07 to -.03 . .. ..... 89 Is................ 88 20
-. 07to--.0.......... ....... 42 it .............. 37 17-. 1 2 t o - .0 8 . . : . . . . . . .

-.17 to -.13 . . .. ....... 17 5 ....... ...... 23 6
-.22 to- .18 . .............. .......

--.27 to -. 23 ....... 0........ .. 0 0 ... ........ 3 0

Totals ... 38 123 44 93 31 112

(4) Test validity (navigator).-Two scoring keys derived from

odds and evens groups were used in the cross-validation study. The re-

sults are given in table 27.18.
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TABLx 27.18.- Validity data for two empirical keys for Biographical Data, CE6OR,
Ptavigalor score

______ (=o.89l __

Group Key Part Formula N, "M M. SD, rble arlia,

Evens . Odds$ I Rights ... 449 21.41 20.88 1.49 0.19 0.25
Do ... A.dot I W ron 449 13.91 14.57 2.89 -. 12 -. 21
Do . ... do$ I .... 449 7.SO 6.31 4.33 .14 .23Odds .. Evenis I Rights ... 448 22.67 21.98 3.48 .10 .10
Do .... do$ I Wrongs ,. 448 19.18 19.41 3.20 -. 04 -. 10
Do .... do$ I R-W . 448 3.49 2.57 5.80 .08 .11

Evens . Odds' It Rights .,," 442 18.01 18.24 3.18 -. 04 .05
Do ... A.do4  1I wrongs .. 442 15.88 IS.5 2.70 .07 .10
Do .... do4  11 R-W ... 442 2.13 2.73 5.57 -. 06 .02

Odds .. Evens' 1 11 Rights,... 446 28.08 28.21 3.82 -. 02 -. 02
Do ... do II Wrons .. 446 20.03 19.30 3.2n .12 .14
Do .... dol II R-1 ... 446 8.05 8.91 6.35 -. 07 -. 08

'Assuming an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.
t Number of scored items-61.
l Number of scored items-6S.
'Number of scored ltems=41.
$Number of scored items=62.

Evaluation.-Part I of the inventory proved to be moderately valid
for the selection cf pilots. Its correlation with the stanine was so low
(even though the stanine includes as one component the score on Bio-
graphical Data Blank, CE602D) that considerable uniqueness is evident.
The new items in part I will therefore add noticeably to the pilot valid-
ity of the classification form of the Biographical Data Blank. Part I
promises some additional validity as scored for navigator selection.

Part II does not show any promise of validity for either specialty,
even though there appear to be a few valid items. It is worthy of com-
ment that part II is more devoted to questions concerning the exami-
nee's personality traits and less to the factual type of part I.

Biographical Data and Pilot Specialization

Two forms of this type of test were developed especially with the
view of discriminating between promising fighter pilots and bomber
pilots. Neither had been followed through at the time this chapter was
written, but they will be described for the record.

(1) Biographical Data Blank, CE602FW.-This form was constructed
at headquarters, AAF Training Command, Fort Worth." It was admin-
istered to pilots in basic schools during October 1943 along with seven
other experimental tests.

Although this study was concerned primarily with pilots, the possible
prediction of navigator aptitude was considered important. Many in-
struc'trs fe'lt that navigational ability was important to a pilot in flying
a heavy bomber. TI'hus, it was believed, Ithat information which would
predict navigator success could help differentiate the bomber from the
fighter pilot.

Most of the items in the Fort Worth Biographical Data Blank are
identical with or similar to items in the previous forms of the Blank.
This form contains 147 items divided into the usual categories.

u Chief contributor: Capt. LAunor F. Carter.
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(2) Biographical Data Blank, CE602F.n-There were two main
criteria for the selection of items in CE602F. First, no questions were
to be taken from the classification-battery form of the Blank, CE602D.
Second, no questions were to be taken from the Fort Worth form,
which had been administered previously in a pilot specialization project.
Consequently, items that were deemed likely to discriminate between
fighter and bomber pilots either were selected from other forms of the
Biographical Data Blank or were written originally for CE602F. The
categories include marital and parental status, experience in saving
money, entertainment preferences, study habits, summer-camp experi-
ence, relationships to parents, and home environment.

Test CE602F contains 61 items divided into the categories described
above, and require.; approximately 20 minutes for administration.

Following are two typical items:

To how many social clubs or organizations have you belonged?
A. None.
B. L

D. 3.
E. 4 or more.

When you have a little extra money, you usually:
A. Buy some luxury you have wanted for a long time.
B. Get a good meal in town.
C Go on a date.
D. Go out with the "boys."
E. Save it.

Occupational Experience Blank, CE603As

This blank was designed to reveal information from which examinees
could be classified occupationally according to training, interest, and ex-
perience. It was based on the hypothesis that different occupational
groups possess different average air-crew aptitudes, and that prediction
of success or failure in air crew can be improved by knowledge of the
examinee's previous work experience.

Description.-This test asks for specific information concerning oc-
cupations and training of students before and during their Army careers.

(1) Internal characteristics.-The blank is divided into five parts.
Part I asks for information as to the subjects studied in high school,
college, and vocational school, and the number of semesters they were
studied. Part II asks for informnation concerning special skills or abili-
ties acquired outside the work experience. Part Ill provides for a de-
tailed description of full-time civilian jobs and a briefer description of
part-time and temporary jobs. Part IV provided for a description of
training and duty assignments in the Army. Part V provided for all ex-

U Developed At Psycho'ogical Research Unit No. 3. Chief contributor,: CAI. Stantey BWht.
Lerg, Lt. John 1. Lacey and Lt. Eli A. Lipman.

Ufleveloped at Psyciological Research Unit No. I. Chief contributor' Capt. Symouf IP
Stein.
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pression by the student of nis ocupational interests. There :s a ove-
page suppleneent to the blank which asks cight questions of biographical
information.

(2) eldministration.-AII examinees are supposcd to finish the blank.
The administrator takes up one item at a time, explaining it thoroughly
before the examinees answer the item. The time required is 45 minutes.

(3) Scoring.-Scoring consists of classifying the blanks according to
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles of the United States Employment
Service. The intention was to obtain quite specific classifications and
not to lump various occupations into broad categories. After the exami-
nees were classified, they were divided into occupationally homogeneous
groups. After primary training, each occupational group was to be com-
pared to the whole group to see whether there is a significant difference
in the graduation rate.

Statistical results.-No data arc available.

Personal Data form, CE605A

The purpose of this inventory 14 is to measure sus .'.ptibility to com-
bat and near-combat neuroses by nea,is of carefully selected biographi-
cal items.

Description.-The problem of predicting combat neurosis, or su<,-
ceptibility to neurosis, is one which was bypassed during the early days
of the AAF Psychology Program due to the emphasis on rapid devel-
opment of selective instruments that validated against the criterv. a of
successful completion of sonv1. type of air-crew training. As selective
techniques becamne more refined, and the war progressed to the extent
that combat criteria were becoming available, sone attention swung to
the problem of development of instruments that might predict successful
combat performance and susceptibility to combat fatigue or combat
neurosis. Several projective procedures were developed with this in
mind (see ch. 24). This instrument, however, represents the first bio-
graphical-data approach to the problem. The rationale ,nderlying the
test rests on the assumption that an individual's history, to lhe ex'tent
that it can be obtained and correctly" evaluated, is the best single index
of his future performance.

(I) Intrnal charactcristics.-This instrument consists of 139 items,
each with front 2 to 5 alternative responses. Th,.sc items deal primarily
with aspcts of famnilial status and personality devclopment. Some of ti'e
Items wvere takten fromn e.isting biographical inventories, and others were
Written esptecially for this test. Sample items are:

A%\ a child tile teachers I liked best were:
A. Middle aged women.
B. Young women.

61 Developed ..t Psycholovical RekArch Uniit No. 1. Chief contributors: SgL Gerald S. Blum.
LE. Vivian Fi•her, anti Capt. Dot'a•I L. Super.
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C. Middle aged men.
D. Young nen.

My parents alway. considered mly bchavior:
A. Much better than that of other children.
B. Slightly better than that of other children.
C. Slightly worse than that of other children.
D. Much worse than that of other children.

(2) Administration.-Pertinent directions are:

In this booklet you are asked for certain information about your personal history.
This is not a test in the ordinary sense; there are no "right" answers except the
ones which reflect your own particular past experiences and situations.

To a large extent your success in flying depends on how well you are understood
by those in charge. Al; of the information asked for in this booklet is for the pur-
pose of aiding your superior officers in understanding you. It is to your own advan-
tage, therefore, to indicate your answers to the items in this booklet as carefully.
completely and honestly as you can.

WNhcnever the word "parents" or "father" or "mother" is used in the following
questions and statements, it will be understood to include, when appropriate or fit-
ting in your case, any such words as "foster parents," "adopted parents," "step
parents," "legal guardians" or "foster father" * * *

(3) Scoring.-A priori keys were not used. Scoring was accom-
plished and validities were obtained by means of cross-validation data
using a training criterion. Two scores were obtained; one based on pos-
itively weighted responses and one on negatively weighted responses.

Statistical results.--The data that follow were computed for a sample
of 738 pilots in primary training, originally tested in May 1944 at Psy-
chological Research Unit No. 1.

(1) Item validity.--The distribution of phis based on item analysis
used in the cross-validation study is presented in table 27.19.

TABLE 27.19.-Dis(ribution of lhis based on a sample of 738 pilots in primary
training, using a graduation-elimii'taion criterion, for the Personal Data

Form, CE605A

Phi I (odds) £ (evens) Phi £ (odds) I (evtns)

0.18 to 0.21. . 2 2 -. 01 to -. 03 I. 85 14
.13 to .17... 13 a -. 12 to -. 09 49 37
.08 to .!2... 35 44 -. 17 to -. 13 10 14
.03 to .07... 85 88 -. 22 to -. 18 . I

-. 02 to .02... 106 n11

In order not to confuse the form of the phi distribution, the three

qttestions of a two-choice form which are contained in the test were

dropped from this listing. None of th,.se reached or exceeded the 5 per-

cert ievel of significance.
(2) Test validity.--Validation data were computed for a sample of

738 pilots, which was sr!it into two equal groups, odds and evens. Sepa-

rate itcra analyses were accomplished for each subsample, and two scor-

ing keys devised. The criteria for scoring a response were: (a) a phi
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sigrnificant at or beyond the 5 percent level _(0.10) ; (b) a split of 18-15
or better.

The evens group was scored with the odds key, and tie odds group
was scored with the evens key. The validities obtaiped are presented in
table 27.20,

TAJLZ 27.20.-- Validity data based on two groups of pilots in primary training, using
a graduation-efimination criterion, for the Personal Data F2rm, CE6OSA'

Group Score Me I:# SDI rate

Odds scored with evens key.$ ..... Rights ... 1&.21 10.78 2.78 0,09 0. V;
Wrongs . 8.91 9.29 2.38 -. 09 -. 08

Evens scored with odds key& ..... Rights ... 12.26 11.33 2.74 .09 .10
Wrongs 13.23 13.17 2.93 .01 -. 05

'For both groups N,=369, f =0.81.
*Corrected to an unrestricted stanine standard deviation of 2.00.
$Number of scored items-38.
SNumber of scored items=46.

For an N of 369, an rbi. of 0.10 is significant at the 5 percent level
of confidence, and an rb~, of 0.13 is significant at the 1 percent level. It
can be seen that none of the uncorrected correlations were significant at
either of these levels.

Ealuation.--There would seem to be an excessive number of phis
beyond the confidence limits, but, in view of the apparent unimodality
of the distribution with its central tendency at zero, and the failure of
the cross validation test to show significant biserial correlations, it is
probable that there are few, if any, genuinely valid items in this collec-
tion for the prediction of primary pilot training success.

While a relatively large number of individual items appeared to be
valid for me prediction of success in primary pilot training, the biserial
correlations for total scores did not support that promise of validity. It
is to be remembered that this instrument was designed to predict sus-
ceptibility to combat neurosis and that combat criteria were not em-
ployed in obtaining test validity. A validation study that will test the
original hypothesis concerning the value of this test is still to be made.

EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS

Statistical results for some of the tests reviewed in this chapter reveal
the empirical truth of the hypothesis that aptitude for air-crew training
can be predicted from certain biographical information. The classifica-
tion-battery form of the Biographical Data Blank (CE602D) was shown
to be a satisfactory measure predictive of pilot and navigator success.

No attempt was t.iade to develop a scoring key for the bombardier.
The reasons were i-veral. The task of the bombardier, unlike those of
pilot and navigato, was without precedent either in military or civilian
life, and is, thereit re, somewhat characterless. Its resemblances to voca-
tions or avocatiol' are limited, and so hypotheses regarding items are
difficult to invent. Another reason was the lack of a training criterion
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in which reasonable confidence could 'be placed. Circular error was
highly unreliable as a measure of bombing accuracy; and graduation,
which dependcd heavily upon it. was hard to predict by the best of
tests. Coupled with this was the fact that numbers of trainees in the
early days were small, and validation data in sufftcient quantities were
slow in accumulating. Failure to develop a valid key for the bombardiers
in the General Information test was also discouraging of success with
the Biographical Data Blank. For completeness in a research program,
however, the validation of items for bombardier would have been de-
sirable.

Factor analyses did not reveal all the reasons why the Biographical
Data Blank is valid for pilots. The test has considerable unknown valid
variance. It is toward the understanding of this unique variance and its
fuether exploitation that nrvw work should be directed in order to im-
prove the pilo. score. While the valid variance of the navigator score
is probably fully accounted for, this score could be considerably im-
proved in reliability and therefore in validity. This would mean the
search for a large number of new items emphasizing the mathematical-
background factor, in order to maximize the usefulness for the predic-
tion of navigation success. When a satisfactory criterion is found for
the bombardier, attciUtion should be given to thz writing and validation
of itens for that specialty.
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CHAPTER Tt'MEfT [-_IGHT

Factorial Picture of Tests
and Criteria'

INTRODUCTION

Reasons for a Factorial Picture

It is the purpose of this chapter to summarize and to evaluate what

is known concerning the factorial composition of the tests described in

this volume, and of the criteria that they were designed to predict This
is done with the conviction that the most significant information one can
have concerning either tests or criteria is in the form of factorial de-

scription. The common factors serve as joint reference categories for
both alike.

Factorial knowledge of tests enables us to predict validities in advance

if we also know the relative weights of the factors in the criteria. Gen-
eralizations can be made, therefore, beyond the usual facts regarding
validities of specific tests for specific criteria. Having a large battery

of tests covering most of the human traits, each test described in terms

of factors and their loadings, one could then readily fit tests to new

selective uses merely by analyzing the new criteria. Having the specifi-

cations for a job reduced to terms of factor loadings, one would then be

ready to select a battery of tests which would yield near maximum

validity. If ure' tests of factors have been constructed, an economical

battery is assured. Pure tests can be arrived at by factorial procedures.

P'an of the Chapter

Several factorial studies have been reported in preceding chapters,
each where it most appropriately applied to a group of tests. Before pre-

senting an over-all summary, it will be necessary to give an account of

four general analyses whose results enter prominently into considera-

tiom. These analyses were based upon four of the classification batteries

-those of December 1942, July 1943, Nov embcr 1943, and September

1944. These analyses will be presented and then a list of the common

factors with the best available definitions. Tests will then be grouped

according to their leading factors and tabulated with weighted-average

factor loadings. with communalitics based upon these averages, with

estimates of rcliability, and wit'h weighted-av'rage validiti-s for pilot,
bonbardier, and navigator trait ng where those data arc available. A

'Wfittes by tie Editor.
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list of tests in alphabetical order with the same kind of data will be given
in Appendix B.

One feature of the chapter is almost unique in vocational psychology.
There are presented estimated factor loadings for the three training
criteria, as was forecast at the end of chapter 1. From the estimates of
loadlings of factors not now represented in the classification battery, we
can see just what types of tests might well be added to the battery in
order to increase the coverage of the criteria and so improve predictions
of success.

ANALYSIS OF CLASSIFICATION BATTERIES

The Data

It was a general policy to obtain intercorrelations of tests in all clas-
sification batteries very early after they went into effect, based on very
large samples of unclassified aviation students from different examining
units. These intercorrelations were not only used later as a basis for
revising regression weig1'ts, but were also good material for factorial
studies. The analyses have been based upon unusually large samples,
consequently, the results should be quite stable.

The December 1942 Battcry.--For the December 1942 battery, the
numbers of cases were 3,254 and 4,774, the smaller number applying to
the new revised forms of tests going into the battery for the first time.
To the matrix were added validity coefficients for the criteria for bom-
bardier, navigator, and pilot training. Those for the bombardier were
based upon 1,829 students (1,453 graduates and 376 eliminees). Those
for the navigator were based upon z-averages of two samples, 1,970
(1,554 graduates and 416 eliminces) in one, and 731 (633 graduates and
98 clinlinecs) in the other. Those for the pilot were based mostly on
--averages from a total of IC.925 stidcnts. The intercorrelations of the
criteria were guessed from previous estimates (see table 28.14) of their
common-factor loadings. The correlation marix for this battery is pre-
sented in table 28.1.

The JuIy 19-13 Patt'ry.'-The mntercorrclations for this battery are
presenttd in table 282. They were based upon 3,000 unclassified stu-
dents. 1,000 from each of the three original examining units. Along with
this baltcry were included in the analysis four composite scores-a
weighted aggrgate for "ach air-crcw specialty and the officer-quality
comnposite score. The purpose of these inclusions was to determine how
these c•,,nposites were Weight,, facioiially. (A more satisfactory method
of estimating factor loadings in the stanint.s would have been by the
correlati,, of wv.ightcd sums will, each factor.) Being very complex,
anti haxhimi very high commumtlitics, they nrade a factor;al solution
more dlli,utlt. No corrections were made for the spuriousness of the

9 Tbh Gftauy~ * was v rcCuted by Capt. l-oyd G. llumt~rcys a*nd Capt. jobs I. Lef.
"* The vuIlItjs was itcuted by S/St. J. Gairdon Elkin and CaPLt Uoyd Q HutuprM
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part-whole correlations so that the communalities of these variables
slightly exceeded 1.00 as should have been expected. From the cohiosi-
ison of loadings from this analysis with those from other analysesg,'ft Is
apparent that no other serious distorting effcts occurred.

The November 1943 Bflattery. 4-The intercorrelations of this bite
were based upon 1,900 unclassified aviation students sampled from 10
examining units. Added to the list of variables, are achievement tests in
the subjects of history, geography, and physics; also two experimental
tests-Decoding, C1214AX2, and Vocabulary (AAF), C1604B. The in-
tercorrelations of these with the battery tests and with each other were
based upon 543 unclassified students tested at Psychological Research Unit.
No. 3.

The achievement examinations had been designed to evaluate students
who had completed 5 months of college training provided by the AAF,
which included the three subjects mentioned a!ong with English and
mathematics. The last two subjects were covered in this battery by Read-
ing C.~mprehension and Mathematics A. The objectives of the AAF Eng-
lish course stressed reading. Here was an opportunity to bring academic I
achievement into the factorial picture. This was regarded to be perti-
nent because of the previous discovery of the mechanical-experience
factor and what seemed to be either a science-education factor or a
mathematics-background factor. The latter area needed some darifica-
tion, which it was hoped would be provided by the inclusion of both
physics and mathematics examinations in the matrix. It was also desired
to know how much kinship existed between a physics-examination score
and the mechanical factor.

This particular analysis presented one or two technical difficulties.
The absence of Numerical Operations, Mechanical Information, and
Speed of Identification from the battery meant the lack of three excel-
lent reference tests. The perceptual-speed factor did emerge, but it wus
impossible to separate the numerical factor from general reasoning in
spite of considerable effort to do so.

* The presence of the vocabulary test was favorable for the appearance
of the verbal factor, which rarely fails to emerge. In view of the heavy
verbal loading previously found in the Technical Vocabulary and General
Information tests, it was desired to know just how large the verbal fac-
tor loading would be in a nontechnical vocabulary test.

The Scptember 1914 Battery.5-The intercorrelations for this battery
were based upon testing of 8,158 unclassified aviation students at Med-
ical and l'sychological Examining Unit No. 8. They are presented in
talle 28.4. One correction was made in the coefficient of correlation be-
tween General Information, CESMOF, and Mechanical Information,
('1905B, in view of the fact that they had six items in common. The re-

6The v ialysii was executed by Capt. Ujoid G. Humplaress an H.S
* This analysis was executed by Capt. Jo n I. Lacey an Sgt.
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su'ting correlation I etween these. two vai iables may be regarded as hav-
ing that much speci ic overlap ,:xpungcd but with other common variance
unchanged.

There are two aipccts of this analysis that are unsatisfactory. One
is the impossibility of separating the pilot-interest and mathematical-
background factors. rhe two Biographical Data scores come out together
on the same axis, %%hich otherwise appears to be the pilot-interest vector.
I lad Mathematics A been in this battery, we could have confidently ex-
pectcd 'he separation. The other discrepancy is that the Rudder Control
test comes out on t&e psychomotor-coordination factor, which was not
true in the analysis of the November 1943 battery. Although this also
happened in the analysis of the carefulness battery (see ch. 25), it is
believed that this test actually has a unique factor, in common with only
the Rotary Pursuit test in the classification battery. What third type of
test would be needed in order to effect the expected separation is not
known.

The centioid factor loadings and communalities for the four analyses
are given in tables 28.5, 28.6, 28.7, and 28.8. The rotated factor loadings
are given in tables 28.9, 28.10, 28.11, and 28.12.

The Apparatus Tests.- -In these batteries appear several apparatus
terts not described previously in this volume. They are described very
fully in report No. 4, so a minimum of description will be given here.

Discrimination Reaction Time, CP61 ID, was designed as a test of
sl'ccd of decision and reaction. There are four stimulus patterns, each
consisting of a pair of lights, on, red and one green. Corresponding to
each stimulus pattern is a micro-switch, the four switches being arranged
in a diamond-shaped pattern. The position of each switch-upper, lower,
right, and left-is associated with a corresponding direction of the red
light with respect to the green light (see fig. 5.2 for a schematic dia-
gram of the apparatus). The test requires 80 reactions with stimuli given
in random sequence. The score is the total accumulated time between
stimulus and correct response. A white signal light informs the exami-
nee of the correctness of each response he niakes.

The Finger Dexterity Test, ChiI 16A, consists of a pegboard having
48 square pegs in square hkIes. Each peg can be grasped by means of a
thick circular button at its top. The examince lifts each peg from its
hole, turns it 180I clockwise, and resets it in its hole. The score is the
t.Val number of pegs turned i:a the time allowed.

The Aiming Stress Test, CE21IA, is a type of steadiness test in which
the :xaminec tries to keep a rod delicately balanced on a fulcrum so as
to avoid contact of the end of the rod with the si•s nf the hole into
which it is inserted. During this activity, he is distracied by a "patter"
which is intended to be disturbing to him, and by secondary mental task.,
such as counting flashes of light. The score is the total time of contact
dur:ng a given interval.
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The Rotary Pursuit Test, C0.803A, is a modified Koerth pursuit test
in which the examinee tries to keep a prod in contact with a metallic
spot on a phonograph-type disk which is rotating at the rate of one revo-
lution per second. In the same test with divided attention. .'P401B,
there is a second simultaneous task for the left hand which requires the
examinee to keep one of two keys closed in correspondence with one of
two lights.

In the Rudder Control Test, CMI20B, the examinee sits in a mock
cockpit of an airplane. His own weight throws the seat off balance un-
less he applies correction by means of a rudder-control mechanism. The
score is the, total time he keeps the cockpit pointed directly at a target
light straight ahead. The task requires a k'een appreciation of loss of
balance and a quick but not over-controlled correction made by leg
action.

The Factors

The statistical results from these analyses are summarized factor by
factor in the following paragraphs. The tests as well as the factors are
very much in common to all four analyses. It should be noted, however,
that several tests changed form with change of battery. In December
1942, the General Information Test was the Technical Vocabulary and
Information Test, CE505C; in July 1943, it was General Information,
CE5OSD; in November 1943, it was General Information, CESOSE;
and in September 1944, it was CESOSF. Reading Comprehension was
form C1614G in the first two batteries and C161411 in the last two.
Mathematics A was C1702E in the first battery and C1702F in the see-
ond and third. Mathematics D provided an unweighted combination of
two scores, one from C1206B (Arithmetic Reasoning) and one from
C1706A (Numerical Approximation), in the first battery. The score in
the last three batteries was derived fromn a single test, C1206C (Arith- •
metic Reasoning). It was Mechanical Principles, C1903A, in the first
two batteries, and C1903B in the last two. It was Rotary Pursuit.
CM803A (without the divided attention feature) in the first battery
and CP410B (with divided atfcntion) in the last three batteries.

In the tabulations below, no test is listed in any group unless its load-
ing for the factor exceeds 0.20 in all batteries in which it haIl a loading

* at all. A blank means that a test or a score was absent from a particular
analysis. For the November 1943 analysis, no data are given for the
numerical or general-reasoning factors because of the failure .o sepa-
rate the two.

factor I is the common verbal factor. All repeated estimates for any

test are rather consistent with one or two exceptions. The drop from

a loading of 0.53 in Mathematics A to 0.37 and 0.29 coincides with a
change of form, which might indicate that the new torm lost much of
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Rotated factor I is des:ribed by the following data:

Factor loadings

Tom name December 1942 July 1943 November 1943 September 1944battery httery battery battery

General Information (navigator :, ore) 0.77 0.63
Reading Comprehensiom ......... 54 .0. 0.52
Mathematics A ................ 33 .37 .29 ....
Technical Vocabulary and

Information (bombardier "ore) ".. .44 ........
General Information (pilot sore) .41 .40 .43 .37
Mathematics 3 ....................... 2 n27 .35 .24
Instrument Comrnebenlo ........ .... ......
Vocabulary, AAF.................. .. ....... .1.....

Practical Jud4ment.................. .... . ....... . 46

its verbal variance. It should also be noted, however, that another factor
-mathematical background-did not emerge in the December 1942
analysis. It is possible that its variance became embroiled with the ver-
bal variance in that analysis. The drop from 0.77 to 0.63 in going from
Technical Vocabulary and Information, CE505C, to General Informa-
tion, CE5O5D, navigator score, is difficult to explain, since the change
was in name of the test only, so far as the navigator score was con-
cered.

It is interesting to note that a technical vocabulary test can have as
high a verbal loading as a nontechnical vocabulary test, The selection
of items valid for the navigator, however, probably accounts for this
fact. since the verbal loading for the pilot score is only approximately
0.40. The navigator criterion has a positive verbal loading, whereas the
pilot criterion has not (see table 28.14). The selection of items correlated
with the two criteria would therefore yield different results with respe.a
to total-score verbal variance.

Rotated factor I1 is described by the following data:

Factor loadim
Tedt same December 1942 July 1943 November 1943 September 1944

battery Lbattery battery batterY

Spatial Orientation I ........... .I "0.49 4.6z &61Spie4 of Idratlicat ... .63 . .... .58
s~patiaJ Orientation It 3 4 3 4
Dial and Table Readia .3 .211 i.36
Iarwen, umpete sie•m It ... .... .2 .7

This is the familiar perceptual-speed factor with the usual loadings in
the same tests.

Rotated factor I I I is described by the following data:

dreg December INS3 J* S 193 SWptbah 1944
___________ _).....battery batt....ry

M•iol ?A • ............... .4 .0 1

ad b t . ......... 4
S... .......... :' .,:1

* VVI hI I • " . ". .



This is the common numerical factor with its usual very consistent

loadings. Two important results should IK, pointed out hvre. One is ihat
the back of the Numu.,ical Operations test sheet has con.iitently higher

loadings than the front in ail analyvws. The back of the shMtt is com-
posed of problems in subtraction and division, whereas the front is
composed of problems in at'dition and multiplication. The back also
provides five alternative responses, whereas the front provides only two
alternatives. Which of th-se distinctions is responsible for the finding is
not clear. 'The other notable feature is the drop in loading for Mathe-
matics B coincident with the dropping of Numerical Approximations
from that test. Numerical Approximations is much more of a computa-
tions task than is Arithmetic Reajoning.

it should also be remarked that when front and back scores are corn-

bined and analyzed as a single test variable, the numerical loading drops
to the region of 0.65 to 0.70. This must mean. that there is a specific
variance common to the two parts of the Numerical Operations test in *

i addiiion to their common variance in the numerical factor. In the an-
alyses reported here the two variances have probably combined.

Rotated factor IV is described by the iollowing data:

Facto Sasiag __ _ _ _

Teat now Dweember 1942 Jdvi 1943 .veumbe 1943 Spibr1944
battery bautury bhtery bt

Complex Cerdlat. ........... t.o U? L4e L.
Dial and Table R .adlag .4. .43 .. 6 24
Two-Hand ........ i.3 .4S .44
Diacrimination Mactle ..ue .36 .A8 s9 .47
SInstrument u II A.. .... ....Instrument Cesupeb hm I ..... ...... .4q..

t Rudder Cntrol ................. ........ .n .3

This is the spatial-relations (space I) factor of wbich the Complex

Coordination test has usually been a leading measure. There is sorne in-

dication that printed tests, such as Instrument Comprehension II. will

t provide an equally good measure of the factor. The surprising strength

of correlations between the psychomotor tests in this group with certain

printed tests is mainly accounted for by this common factor.

Rotated factor V is described by the following data:

Tea Decmber 11063 SeptMber 1944

I .mauca A .................................. 03

Spatial Orkitali U .......................... "_

This is the visualization factor usually prominent in tasks in which

some pictorial content must be mentally manipulated or transformed.

Since its only strong loading in these batteries is in Mechanical Prin-

ciples, it does not appear in all four analyses. It has appeared in a
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number of experin .ntal battery analyses, however, wheýe other strong
1ests in it have beet .resent.

Rotated factor A I i.t described by the following data:

Factor leadings

Tao amae December 1942 July 194) November 1943 September 1944
battery battery battery battery

Merhankal Information 0........ .74 ........ 0.64
Xlechanical ?rinciple ......... 6 .64 0.58 .37
Readinf Compreemon ...... .40 .34 .33 .00
(;eneraI Information (pile score). .39 .30 .S3 .34
Two.lhiai Coordination ......... i.3 .4. .30 .36
Diocrapblcal Dau (pilot score) ... .O 30 .113 .33

This is the mechanical-experience factor which is exceptionally strong
in the Mechanical Information test. Estimates of its loading in this test
are even higher in other analyses. The Mechanical Principles test out-
strips it in validity for pilot training, because it includes other valid
factors also, such as visualization and spatial relations. One noteworthy
fact is that four tests that were not designed as mechanical tests turn
out to have substanial loadings in this factor. One reason that probably
applies to two of these tests is that these tests were developed by selec-
tion of items that correlate with the pilot criterion. Item validation thus
tends to work toward complicating a test factorially rather than purify-
ing it unless one also selects or rejects items that have been validated
against pure factor criteria. Thus, in selecting new items for Biographi-
cal Data, one might make sure that their correlation with the score on
Mechanical Information is very low.

Rotated factor VII is described by the following data:

Factor leadisn
Teo saw December 1942 July 1943 INovember 1943 September 1944

battery battery battery battery

Roary Pwst. . 0.3 0.43 0.53Tw@.-iand Cooedimatlo ....... . 40 7 .34 .41
Aiming Stren ................... 34 .39  

.....3..

Coplx .34 .43 .54 .41

This is a factor confined to psychonntor tests and so its interpreta-
tion must be given accordingly. The b,'st name at present seems to be
that of ps":homotor coordwxation. It is stronge~st in the Rotary Pirsuit
test, but -lso substantial in Complex Coordination and others. It is absent
from the Rudder Control test, which requircs coordination of leg-muscle
action, in the November 1943 analysis but not In the September 1944
analysis (see table 29.12)." If the former result is confirmed, the indi-
cation is that this factor is characteristic of arm-muscle activity but not
of leg-muscle activity. If the latter result is confirmed, it is a more

*1.o the oftalysis of Ike Calvfislaes Uahserr (sen CL. 2s) the Rudder can"Maedk also bad a
Mbsabo~ -G0 V" thits aier.
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general motor factor. Since it is substantial in one-armed activity, as in
Finger Dexterity, Rotary Pursuit, and Aiming Stress, it is not a natter
of coordinating the two arms. General muscular agility see nis to be the
best characterization, of it.

Rotated factor VIII is described by data from two analys.es:
I Factor loe~lzige

Test Oime December 1942 September 1944
battery battery

Discriminatlon Reaction Time .......... .. 0.35 9.31
Finger Dexterity ............. ......... : '1 .. 2 .34

This factor would probably have failed to emerge in the December
1942 analysis had not the bombardier criterion been included in the
matrix. The bombardier criterion has a loading of 0.43 in the factor. It
had been found in previous estimations that a number of tests, includ-
ing the two listed above, and Rotary Pursuit, had bombardier validities

in excess of the amount that could be attributed t6 other known fac-
tors. This factor sufficiently accounts for the remaining validities of these

tests. It has been called the bombardier factor, but to define it psycholog-
ically, it seems to i>e a psychomotor-precision ability of some kind. Fur-

ther work toward the improvement of selection of bombardiers should

stress this factor very heavily.
Rotated factor IX is described by the following data from two tests:

I ~Factor hadiump

Test name December 1942 July 1943 September 2944

£ batery battery battery

General Infermation (tilot $core) ... 0.34 0.32
General Information (bombardaer scr .33 .... .*..

There is a very slender basis for the interpretation of this factor, but

since the General Information tests (pilot score) were designed particu-

larly to measure pilot interest and since the pilot criterion has a load-

ing in the factor, some credence may well be given to the hypothesis

that this is a pilot-interest factor. The fact that this factor has small

loadings for Complex Coordination, and in one analysis for Spatial Orien-

tation I and II, three tests which have considerable face validity !or pilot,

lends support to this hypothesis. If the hypothesis is correct, it would

seem that the bombardier score of Technical Vocabulary and Information

f missed its aim. Pilot interest and bombardier interest may be closely

akin, or there may be no well formed entity that can be called bombardier

interrst. There were suggestions that this factor ie called aviation inter-

cst, but the navigator criterion seems to have little or no communality

with it (see table 28.14).
Rotated factor X is described by the following dat.A involving two

tests only:
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Factor loadings

Tes nme')ccember 1942 I July 1943 Septbember 1944
battery 4 battery battery

M.4athematics BD ........... 0.36 I0.48 0.47
Reading Comprehension ........ 27 .26 .28

This combination of tests ard these loadings coupled with other ex-[
perience force us to accept it is the general-reasoning factor (RI). It
comeCs out repeatedly in a number of experimental tests not represented
in these analyses. The lower loading of R, for 'Mathematics B in the
December 1942 analysis is probably due to the presence of the Numerical
Approximation test, which seems much more numerical and less of a I
reasoning test, at lcast by inspection.

Rotated factor XI is described by the following data:
Factor loadings

Tesl name July 1943 November 1943
battery battery

flioi~apblcal Data (navigator scare) .......................... 0.42 0.50
M.at ematics A............................................ .37 .36
Biographical Data (pilot scare) .............................. 39 .31
General Information (navigator score) ............................ 2

This factor might be- called a llaiigatioil-intcrest factor, but it is
doubtful whether stich interest has sufficiently crystallized in the young
men who took the examinations as to represent an entity. In view of
the loading in Mathematics A, it is more likely to represent a niathe-
niatical-background factor. One hypothesis considered was thit it repre.
se~nts a natural-science education factor, but the absence of the physics
test in this list fairly wvell disproves that hypothesis. The factor will[
therefore be called tnatheanaticnl background.

Rotated factor X II is described by two tests in only one analysis:
Factor bo.45Mgs

Taes same Now. J94J
battitry

Rudder Control ...................................... 0.51
Rotary Pursuit....................................... 0.27

'T'his factor is almost entirely confined to the Rudder Control test
which is relatively p~ure with resp~ect to it. By 'inspection, the Rudder
Control test seems to involve motor coordlination controlled mostly by
the kinesthttic sense. Th'le best hypothesis, thecrefore, seems to lbe that it
is a kinesthetic-motor factor. There is no doubt of the unique contribu-

- tion of this factor to pilot validity.
It should be. added that this factor did not come out in other analyses

(September 1944 battery and Carefulness battery). Instead, the Rudder
Control tes! then acq uired stubitalt ial loading ill the psychoinotor-coor-
dinatiun factor. [in still -mother attempllt at anialysis of the November
1943 battery combined with additionial tests, the kinesthetic factor again
appeared, and the test had a zero loading for the coordination factor.
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The existence of the kinesthetic factor, therefore, rests upon an insecure

basis as yet. That the test in question contains much valid variance not

accounted for by its correlations with other tests cannot be questioned.
That some or all of this is a kinesthetic factor still needs confirmation.

Rotated factor XIII is described by two tests in one analysis:

Gtography . .....................
History .................................................. 52

For all that we know from these results, this could be a doublet con-
fined to these two tests. It is probably safe to assume that it is a more
general factor, however, and the hypothesis is offered that it is a social-
science background factor. This places it in a class with the mathematical-
background factor and the mechanical-experience factor, which seem to
represent variables in individual differences produced by leamrng. This

I would not preclude, however, the operation in each of them of inborn
& inclinations.

Factor Loadings of Composites

Of special interest in the July 1943 battery are the factor loadings in
the composite scores or stanines. These could be estimated from the,
loadings of factors in the tests that enter into them and the wi`ghts as-
signed to the tests. The loadings, presented separately in table 28.13, are
undoubtedly inflated, as was said before, due to the correlation of error
variances, but their relative positions are probably correct. From table
28.13 it will be seen that the leading factor in the bombardier composite
is spatial relations, other relatively strong ones being perceptual speed,
numerical, and mechanical experience. The leading factor in the naviga-
tor composite is numerical, with substantial loadings in verbal, perceptual
speed, general reasoniug, and mathematical background. For the pilot
composite, psychomotor coordination leads by a substantial margin; but
the composite also has strong loadings in pilot interest, mechanical ex-

perience, and preceptual speed. The officer-quality composite is predom-
;nantly verbal, with nixlcrate loadings in general reasoning and mechan-
ical experience, as had been intended.

TAms 213.-- Fatoer l.osdigs of few comeife oeetes, diwd freom W Jly
1913 biflery eamy_ _

Ne•ar4e, Navieter• Pm O0KW

vw nI.......................... .... .1 .M J
Pm..7e'e .31 .39

I .......... .4- .7 -

P'ytbnee .ai ... ... .s. .3j
1'd~tna........................ .. hi J.W

enemtal reAft .............. .. .i M .4,
M~bueka bMV. A .35 .23 .13
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Valilities of the Factors

The validities of the f:,turs for bombardier, nav'ator, and pilot
training arc the factor loa & ngs in the three training criteria. The load-
ings for the most commo.-ly recurring factors have been estimated in
three ways, one of which :.epended upon a least-square type of solution,
ore upon an iterative n:wthod, and one upon a direct analysis of the
D)ecembcr 1942 battery.! The first two proc'dures employed data based
primarily upon the July 1943 battery. All three arrived at very similar
validiti•s. In the iteratmn procedure, no factor loadings were permitted
to be so large that test validities were significantly overestimated. Validi-
tits were permitted to be fully estimated for tests in which the factors
considered also practically account for the nonchance variance of the
test. For other tests the validity was permitted to be grossly underesti-
mat.d, if neccssary. This was to allow for the existence of unknown
valid factors. In the least-square solution, as much overprediction was
permitted as underprvdiction. The results of the three estimation rrth-
(As are given in table 28.14.

TABUE 28.14.--Estinated factor validities for bombardier, navigator, and pilot
_______________training cvlena

-- Least-square solution Iterative solution Factor-analysis solution

B N IP 3 N Is 3 N P~

S. .l ............... 0.09 0.1 | 0.04 0.09 0.1i 0.03 0.00 0.21 -0.02ce al seed ....... ."1 .27 .14 .11 .22 .15 .03 .21 .15
Numericl. ............. ... 5 .42 .00 .13 .44 .00 .08 .39 .01
Spatial relations ........ .23 .33 .26 .25 .33 .21 .14 .34 .34

suauitaie,........ ........... ..... .. .......... .00 .06 .12 .20 .06 .25Mechanical esplrience . .01 .16 .32 .0 .08 .32 -. 01 .09 .24
P,ychbse~ e coordinazto .10 -. 04 .19 .01 -. OS .12 .02 -. O .22

Somr precu .......i......... ........... ....... ...... .43 .17 -. 03
R i eres .......... .2 00 .20 -. 03 .03 .

Generaj reatening . 02 .23 -. 01 .02 As -. 01 .03 .38 -0O
iatbematical backgr-4ý€ -. 02 .*26 -I . .6 .o ............

The agreements aniong the estinates in table 28.14 are generally good,
considering the facts that three factors were not in common throughout
al' solhtiohns, that somewhat different principles and procedures underlie
the estimiates. and that somcwhat differeuit data were used as bases. The
miajor dliscrepancies are worthy of comment. The small verbal and per-
ceptual loadlings for bombardier found by the first two methods virtu-
ally droppwd out in the third, and those for numerical and spatial rcla-
tions Ibtcanv gremt'ly redluced. The introluction of the psychomotor pre-
ci,,iM factsr it, thie D)eceimber 1942 analysis seems to have been at the
rxjwnse 4.f sp.malt rclatimis loatlings in somc tests as well as in the bom-
bardier criterin,, but did not lower variances s.ptcmatically for naviga-
tr or 6omibardi-cr in the verhl.. !iwee-ptual, numerical, and spatial rela-
tions factors. V\istma1i/atioin1 ,'-n;s to Eave Ix•en groszl, underestimated

" POe a diaesvio of thdir procedures in ptiriciple see rert N.i. 3 of this srrie. The validity"ItV# se d U" ai s three pbocedures were the &uMe 8 th]6 ~ described in connectiosa with the
aalpvro 1 At DlArcruuer 1943 batterl (oe r ,qe
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for the bombardier, psychomotor coordination for the pilot, and general
reasoning for the navigator, in the iterative method in particular. Further
space will be given to the factor composition of the pilot criterion later
in this chapter.

A comparison of tables 28.13 and 28.14 is of some interest. The
weightings of tests in the composites had been derived -.mpirically.

closely in accordance with the principles of the multiple-regression
equation. It might be expected, therefore, that the relative weights ef-
fective for the factors would correspond roughly with the factor load-
ings in the criteria. This proves to be true, with one or two notable ex-
ceptions for the pilot. Psychomotor coordination holds fourth rank for
factor loading in the pilot criterion, but is given highest weight in the
pilot composite. This would indicate an overweighting of psychomnotor
tests for the pilot in the July 1943 stanine. The spatial-relations factor
has either first or second rank for weight in the pilot criterion, ztIhhods
only fifth place in the composite. Better estimates of the factor loadilt•
of the pilot criterion (see table 28.17) do not alter the situation just de-
scribed. These discrepancies could be corrected by giving psychomotor
ter s, such as Rotaty Pursuit, less weight, and giving Dial and Table Read-
ing more weight. An even better solution would be to purify the tests.
Too many tests like Complex Coordination, Discrimination Reaction
Time, and Two-Hand Coordination have substantial loidings in both the
psychomotor-coordination and spatial-relations factors so that to increase
the weight of one is to increase the weight of the other. In a battery of
pure tests, there is much more freedom of action in arriving at optimal
weights.

A SUMMARY OF FACTORIAL RESULTS

Two Master Tables

For the convenience of the reader, factorial results have been sum-
marized so as to present the picture of tests in clearest form.

One summary is a reference ',*t, with tests given in alphabetical order

(see appendix B) and the other presents tests grouped by factors (ta-
ble 2815). The latter includes all tests analyzed as reported in earlier

chapters. The former includes only the printed tests that are the primary
subject matter of this volume. Wherever any test has been analyzed

more than once, a weighted mean of its loalings in each factor has been

determined. Three analyses have been oni 'cd from consideration in

this, the November 1943 mnd September 1944 battery analyses, and the

carcfulness )attery analysis. In two instances the failure to separate

factor R, from other factors kft some uncertainty as to other aspects
of those analyses. The Septcnitx'r !914 analysis was c.,nplcted too late to
bc included. E.ach.ohstrved loading was weighted by the number of cases

in the sample analyzed. It ii. reognized both that there is no precedent
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for tL, procedure, and iat inaccuracies in rotations may far outweigh
sampling errors in sor. instances. On the other hand, repeated estimates
of the same factor loi.'ing in the same test appear to behave like sam-
pling statistics, ;,nd to his extent the procedure seems justified. Wher-
ever vacancies would :.herwise have occurred in either summary table,
single estimates of fac.or loadings from the November 1943 and :are-
fulness analyses were tsed if they did not come from the doubtful col-
unrns of loadings.

In both summary ';tbles, one set of loadings, one communality, one
estimate of reliability, and one of validity for each ,criterion have been
listed. The commntmality is the sum of the squares of loadings as-listed.
This value may be higher than that found in any single analysis because
all factors in the test did not necessarily appear in all analyses. There
is also the possibility that factor loadings from different analyses are
not properly identified as pertaining to one and the same factor, though
it is believed that this possibility is rather remote. The reliabilities have
been determir.ed by various procedures: Kuder-Richardson, equivalent
halves, odd-even, or part I-part II intercorrelations without intervening
time intervals. It is believed that the best type to compare with com-
munalities is t0- fourth, which is essentially an alternate-forms proce-
dure without rntervening time interval. This method was most com-
monly employed in the program.

If for any test hM is equal to r,1, it means that the entire nonerror
'Variance is accounted for by known common factors. If there is a sub-
stantial positive discrepancy (r,1•- 2 > 0.00), it means that some common
factors have not yet been brought to light in the test. A substantial nega-
tive discrepancy (r1 :-h 2 < 0.00), would mean that there is an error of
estimation, but whether in the derivation of r,1 or of h0 is unknown. In
both summaries the sizes of samples, upon which factorial results on
the one hand and validity coefficients on the other are based, are given
in two separate columns under the symbols N, and N., respectively.
Validities for pilot (P), bombardier (B), and navigator (N) only are
given.

The more meaningful summary (table 28.15) ;s arranged by factors.
Each test is placed in a list according to the factor in which it has its
highest loading. In each list, the tests are arranged in descending order
of loading in the factor. In this manner one can decide at a glance
which tests are purest and strongest in each factor and which ones have
similar secondary loadings. In a few instances, tests have been placed
in more thait one list because they have similar high loadings in two
factors. The list int appendix B 'ias a distinct advantage for, those who
wish to look up a specific test by name. The list in this chapter is func-
tionally superior for those who wish to select batteries for different
purposes or who wish to select alttrnative tests ky equivalent factorial
confiiuration.
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Key to the Factors

As a supplement to these two master lists, it is desirable to present

here, together in one place, definitions of factors and the symbols that
are used to designate them. This list is alphabetical for the sake of
easy reference.

Ca-The carefulness factor occurred in tests designed as carefulness
tests, but curiously enough, and after all reasonably enough, it was
strong in the error scores rather than in the righits scores.

1,-The first integration factor is common to tests that require the
effective memory of a number of rules in the carrying out of simple
tasks on paper.

1-This is the second integration factor which is common to Fol-
lowing Directions tests and others in which mental sets change frequently.

1,-The third integration factor seems to be common to tests in which
the grasp of a wide variety of details is important.

J-The judgment factor is found in tests of practical judgment and
practical estimations. The ability probably involves making wise choices
from a number of alternative solutions to a practical problem. It seems
to be a judicial or criticizing function.

K-A kinesthetic factor of some kind, as yet it is fairly specific to
the rudder control test. It is not listed in table 28.15.

T E-This is a length-estimation factor involving the comparison of
lines or simple distances between points. It may involve more complex
estimates than those of linear dimensions.

M• (PM)-This memory factor has been identified as paired-asso-

ciates memory. It is involved in tasks requiring the memorization ofSd
items in pairs and' is evaluated by an immediate test of retention and
recognition.

M2 (VM)-The second memnory factor ;s identified as a visual-mem-

ory ability. It is prominent in tests requiring the retention and recall of

a pictorial stimulus after very short time intervals. The length of time

interval may be an irrelevant condition in this as in facor Ma.

MN--This memory factor seems to be restricted to memorizing paired-

associates material in which one item is a pictorial symbol and the other

is z verbal symbol.

MIB-Mathematical background, which may include mathematical in-

terest as well as matheniztical training.

ME-The mechanical-experience factor is most heavily and purely

weighted in the Mechanical Information Test, and tests of Driving Skill

and of Tool Function.
11-The perceptual-speed factor involves the rapid comparison of

visual forms, and the notation of similarities and differences in form

and detail.
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UadLr 28.1 b-Facgor loadings, cornmunalifies, reliabiliti.., and
CAREFULNESS

Test and Code %o. Ns Co It Is Is J LE MIB ME pMV Ma 4 N P PI

Plotting Test. CE432A. 3S& 591 ..... .... *.... .... .... 00.....
(Total Wrozgs)

Comple' 8cale Read-
inx. CE454A ..... 54 87 .... .... .... .... .... .... ........ ........ 09 .... ....
(Total Wrong&)

Plotting Accuracy.
C F4,10A ...... 34i4 31.. .... .......I.... .... 22 .....

Directional Plotting.
(Total Wronis)

IIINTEGRATIONI
Combat Places.II_ _~ _

C1GISAX& ......... 266 .... 57 12128 .... 10O....j-03..... .... 22 02
&654AX3 ......... 206 .... 46 14 21 .... 13 .... -02..... .... 09111...

INTEOPATION UI

Following Directions, 1 1 1 I
CP402A ........... 208 ... It54 10 ... 05 ..- 03 ..... 25 09

"CIGSAXZ .. 0 4 4*29
Cod. X ....y.... _0 11. 034118 0 1 ....-0 ....... 90

___________INTEGRATION III

Pla *i Air M- -- -- -- -- --

Ien= ?0JAM3.... 638 ... ' 01 08 43 -11 -1 ... 0.. .. .... 08 06
Cod's Anal*

CI6,53AR .... 2600.... 03 414 2 .... 0.... -07 .... .... .... 29 06..
Planning a Course.

C140oAX2 ......... 436 .... 06 17 41 10 10..00 .... .... .... 30 05..
vitLsre Clamuifleatlon. I

spatial Rmiaaonlng.
C 2118XXZ......... 401 ..........38 14 ...... 02.... .... .... 1 6....]i

JUDGMENT

Practical Judgment 11,
C13011SX3 ......... 170 .... .... .... 01 45 .... ..... 32 .... .... ..... 15 -05 ....

S(Work Plan)
Patical Judgment.
C1301IIXI ......... 202 .... .... .... .... 39.... ...... 13 .... .... ..... 13 16 .
(Nosa.Mechanical)

Sew ~eeof Maneuver..
(Ml4l0A ............ 202 .... .... .... .... 38 .... .... 0. .... . ..... 30 00..

Judgment (Pure) Comn-
ntonucnse. AAFQE
Jit P-3 ........... 1713 .... .... .... .... 37.......... 14 ....... .... .... .... ....

Practiral Estimations
1, Cl3014AX I....... 170 .... .... ...... 01 36 .... ...... 33 .... .... ..... 13 -05..

Competitive P'lanning 0.......5 0..

LENGTH ESTIMATION

Pattern Assembly.
C?4........... 202 .... .... .... ... ... 2... 02 .... .... .... .... 31 ..

lAsurter Path-Path ~II .. 1 72
Dutnc. C60H .. 43 .... .... .... .......... ... -01...-1..172

Shorter flne-Line
Longilts.C MIMIll... U45.... .... .... .... 1......44 .. 04 .... It1.... 09 10 ..

Mrilrest P'wnt-l'uant
Lhstance. Clt07 It... 445 .... .... .... .... .... 43 .... It .... 23 .... -04 09

Map Listanw.C116261% ft5I .. 01 ..- 0.... 30 .... 17.. 04.. 09 01..



ralidities for tIe grouped according to hightut factor loodings'
FACTOR (Ca)

P 1 P 1 P 8 G R lit RI OR S o Pt PP V Vs A s no 1. . N.. Mov.

"01 ... 1 .... .... 3 .... 937 .......... 0. 3 ............ .. ...

S ....-• -07 ... 03 ........ 13 .... 03 ........ 09 37 4 ..................

0.o .... 07 ......... 0 .... 01 ........ .0 3 ........ .... .......

-O1 -03 .... 02 ...... 09 -04 . .. I 0 N ..... .... ..........

FACTOR (d)

It 1 .... 15 41 0. .... ... .... 1 .... 2172 021 ..... .....

S.... 06o .... 20 33= ....I .... 17" ....I ....! .... 31 -I0 11 74 I ....... ! ....i ..... .....
01 .. 0222... ..122 ......... 19 04 4j 4~ U I2 ,... ..

FACTOR (1)

, 0 is ...... 02 16 66 11
11101 _117 201 161 .... 1 23j06J 0 0.... ......

FACTOR (10s)

246 13 ...- O 18 Ol -01 32............ 17 116 7 73 M 16 ..........

.... ,10 17 20 ........ 16 ........... 23. 2 8 50 IO .....................

-06 00.... 11 24 ........ '40 ............ 16 10 361 M ?a'al ..........

......................... 03 16 32 06 ............ 15 04 30 7 r 00.......

1 121 ........... , 4 O5 05 1 26 ............ 20 1617255 rl91.........

FACTOR (M) -

08 ............ 40 .... .... I ........ .... 03 0l 61 41 ....... .............

Li ............ 13.........01............ 17 30 43 43 4'0 S" i ..........

3 ..... .......... 21......... 19 .... .......... S 00 668 247 00 ..... .....

.... .... ... ......................... 27 08 25 23 746 17 ..........

" N.... ........- 0i....................01 07 39 42 1293 81l ..........

"17 ......... .'3•1i 01 -01 .... .... .... !° 9 "o 61 o1 9 ..........

FACTOR (LE)-

.... .... 14 ......... 01 ........ ... 07 2 4,! '4..........

. . ............. .... . 13 ... . .... . .... .... U1 3....

... .................. ........ 06 . 1 17 .....-46..

.... .... ......... 21......... 04 .... 0.... 13 1 I It

14 .... ..-06.06 44 173 .... a ..... a
oil ........
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TABL, 28.15
MIATHEMATICAL BACK

Bio?" D.. .. . . . .. 3. 1

Diopraphical Data. ] •

t b2D...... ... 0.........................42 -04.............19 10
(Nsvigsw)

Mathemsatic A.
CIT0F ............ 3000 07 ..... 1 06

MECIIANICAL EXPERI

Tool Funeeftio
CIaISA ............ 33 ........ ............ 11 .... 77 ................ 3 ....

Mrchaniea Ifoem,'- *12•
tion. CIOOA ....... 37•1 . .. I 0 9 - -0 0 0 .... 74 ............ -0b 00 00

Methanticl Pdaciplko.
CIM3A ........... 7386 .... 13 -03 14 03 -04 04 00 .... 02 ....- 07 08 -02

Slechaatca NAsbephs
C1903 ............ a4 17 ..................... -12 68 .... 02 -13 01 ....
CIS IRXI ........ . 202 ................ 3 ........ 64 ............ 07 30 ....
0 raftical l Item4s)
(M3.eckuuel Prnltm.3

I•OlBse ......... 1 O . . . . . . . .... .... ..... - I 1 .... .... .... .... -03 ....hoaca3 .......... 1900 .... .... ............ 3I
BoirraphicI D&ta.

CEtuD (moo).... 3000 ......... ...... .. 29 60 ....... ... -2 14 00

Duiving P3sU.
C107AXI ......... .02 ......... ......... . . .. .... 3 ....... 7 ....

JudMument (Medlai
AA 9E.JR P . 3713 .... .... ........ 400 ........ " ....4....6................Mechaim~ac CJomm.-
hen ACIO .... I 163 ................ ....... .. 43 ......... ... 06 ....

XMebanical Cam~.
a.siouo ACI01r... 870 ........ ............. -01 .... 42 01 04 13 .... 13....

echanical Fudtom.
( 907A ........... . 153 .......... .05 ..0. 42 ................ S ....

Jwgut I1a..
ACIOA. AAJQE JRF-2 ............... 1713 .. . .... .... .. . 17 . ..... 41 .... . . . . . . . .. .. 37 3............ .... .... ...... ....4.... .........TechnticalVaabqahq.

iE.l0C(Pio).h00 J . -- 7 '

tafoeusatio. I* ud
iuti. AAP•E&J
P-8 .......... 1733................. 13 3. .........

PAIRED ASSOCIATES

Memboly for lAnd.
mk,. CI13OAXI... 41 .... ........... ... .... .... .... .61 20 844 .... 16 ....

PUNWIamu.ne lbeamuy.
•UzAX, ......... 233 .... .... ................ ..... . 02 .. .... 9 ....

Memoewy If Paew l
kitts.CIl,,AX,.I 417 ....... .. ..... .... 5. 0. -0 .... 34 ....

Nttm..ry fue iQsiim
&I.,,•Io h•,I .........I.....jI ]CI.,M4AX3 .................... .. . ................... 1 01 ... 1.2 1 ....

VISUAL MEMORY

AV ......... no .... .... .................... ...... 3 I s .Map .Memory.
SosAX3 ......... I . ........ ................ ..... 06 44 Of

MpU 4h..mmoy.

U* fl i X1 ......... . 3 .................................. 432 ..03 2
'hk, Fms•Ua.CIP'•SB ........... Ml .... .... .... .... .... 00l . .. I .... .... 40 .... I S 22 .... ,

ties.CI'3,• ....... M .... . ...... . 0 - ........ .... 3 ... 22 07

"CPS12A ........... I ....... 1'04. .... I.... 3 _1.3 1 261.

I
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(C'.ninud)

GROUND FACTOR (MB)

PC PP RS G R IsIsg 81 8,8,8 V 'V8 A'PSR X'v Pit. B.. Nay.

... 0 .... 00... 00 .... ....-..... 05 03 .25 40 O . .....1....
S . 24... ........ .. os w.,..... 64.... 1 ,4 1.

ENCE FACTOR (ME)

........ .... , .... 0 .... .... is . ... .... .... 23I2 74 ... 3 17 ..........

20 03-01 -11 04 ........ 04 ....... .... ..1 1••4 3131 2 .....7.....I ' ItINS .... 0o1 ...

13 09 -02 -10 30 01 00 22 041 .... .... 30 ISI 84 76 ION'S V1 ..... .....

270 .... ..... .. 2
1 -02 .... 34 ....... 12 2.... 1 0,1 03 S4 93 .... S1W0 3 .....0.....

00 ............. 15 .... ............ ... . . 5029 0 24W $IS ..........

........ ..................... 17 .... . n i .... . .... do to ..... ......

.... 22 .... .... -07 ....... -03 .... .... -13,-07 .... 46 86 M 24 30 ..........

11.... ......... 1 .. ..... .....4s8 .. 27...... 74,,24........
S.... 3..... . ....... 7... 2 2 3 4 2 46 7 0 .........

.... ............. 32 .... .... ......... ..... 24 04 313 0 4 46 28 .........

.... ........ 0.... 17 ........ . .... ......... 33 34 .... 746 2 .........

..... .... .... .... 212 .... 2:4 -03 .... .... .... 24 Of 41 60 9312 SO ..... .....

..... .... .... .... 07 .... .... .... .... .... .... 20 13 28 4 746 Is ..... .....

-01 05. .... .... . .... 41 1 0347 31351 21 ........
in"... 00.
270 .... ..... ..

11 1 41 23 136 074 WL.
MEMIORY FACTOR (Ma)

... .. ...... 0.... ..... 06 .... ... ...13 .. .. 71 32 1771 221..... .. .

1633~o .... ..... $IS
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PERCEPTUAL SPEED
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VISUALIZATION
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jDrretionsl Plottjnx.
CE465A .......... 314 41 .... ................................ . 08 ......
(Total Wrongs)

Spatial Vi'sualization 1.
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Meebhnical Principles.
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IlDecmal points ornItted.
sLoadincs in ItaLica Intficata theat a tast Is also lisetd ainde another factoq in wide!, this loadin~g lehigh.
'Derived from conibinAtions of data onk similae forme.
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P11--The pilot-i:.crcst factor is common to the pilot criterion and
to tests delsigned to .icasure pilot interest.

I'I -This is a ph ining factor of some type, so called because it is in
common to certain Ilanning tests. It may involve visualization of a cre-
ative type.

I'M, (PC)-Isythomotor co.rdination. This factor is substantial in
nil psychomnotor tests analyzed, with the possible exception of Rudder
Control. Whether it represents eye-hand coordination or integration of

muscular movemcents, or both, is not known. It seems best described as

general muscular agil;ty.

P.Mis (PP)-This is the psychomotor-precision factor, heavily weighted
in the bombardier criterion and in psychomotor tests that require precise
manipulations under speed requirements.

P.Ms (PS)-This is the psychomotor-speed factor restricted to two

highly similar tests that require simple, rapid movements (marking an
answer sheet).

R, (GR)-This is the general-reasoning factor found extensively in

most reasoning tests and strongly in Arithmetic Reasoning.

R.-The second reasoning factor is hard to define. It is quite strong
in the figure analogies test and other tests that are factorially so com-
plex that the clues to its identity are difficult to isolate.

R,--The third reasoning factor is strongest in tests that seem to re-
quire sequential reasoning and in which frequently one can arrive at the
corret answer by elimination of wrong answers.

S, (SR)-This is the spatial-relations factor which seems to iravolve
relating different stimuli to different responses, either stimuli or re-
sponses being ý-ran-cd in spatial order. It is not clear whether the ap-
preciation of spatial arrangement of stimuli or of responses separately
is the key to the factor.

S,-This is a spatial factor restricted to a few tests such as Thur-

stone's'hands and flags tests. An appreciation of right-hand-left-hand
discrimination may be an important aspect of the factor.

S3-The third space factor was found in only one analysis-that of
the carefulness battery. The nature of S, is still unknown.

SS-The social-science background factor has been boldly general-
izrd from its strong comnirunality in History and Geography examina-
tions.

V-The verbal factor is best epitomized by vocabulary tests or simple

verbal-comprehension tests.
Vz-This visualization factor is strongest in tests that present a stim-

ulus either pictorially or verbally, and in which some manipulation or
transformation to another visual arrangement is involved.
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FACTOR COMPOSITION OF THlE PIT OTF Cil'ITERION

Validities of the Factors

Reference was made earlier to estimiates c4f validities of factors that
emerged ip analyses of the classification Latteries. Those estimates per-
tained to less than half the entire list that was just given. It is of ut-
most importance that we examine the additional factors not already
represented in the classification battery, for in themi lie clues to unique
variances not yet covered. If any of them arc also components of job
criteria and can be shown to be wcignted to any significant degree :n
those criteria, they may be the basis L-r increasing the validities of com-
posite aptitude scores to a practical degree. It is therefore desirable to
extract from the assembled evid~znce as much indication as we can. in-
accurate though it may be, of the loadings for pilot, bombardier, and
navigator criteria in the various nrw factors. Owing to the lack of vali-
dlation data for tests for bombardier and navigator training, we shall be
restrictedI to the pilot ci iterioam in this study. The least that this account
dloes is to demonstrate the usefulne.5s of a limited list of common refer-
ence factors in describing ý.riteria and in predicting validities for tests
that have never been validated directly.

A basic equation.-In estimating the loadings for the pilot criterion,
three successive steps or procedures were used. Etch battery of tests
analyzed (excluding the classification batteries) served as a basis for
the first two steps. The basic eqtuation that gives the correlation between
two variables as a function of their common-factor loadings, when ap-
plied to the special case of pilot validity, rerads:

7, ,+02PS+43Pa+.... + .HP4
in which

r.,=the validity of test A for pilot training,

and as, 0a 02, . a,=loadings of factors 1, 2, 3,...ux in test A,

P1, ps, p.,. .. p,:loadings of factors 1, 2, 3,.. .x in the pilot
criterion.

For each test whose factor loadings and pilot validity are known, there
is one such equation, in which plpp, etc.. are unknown. There are
as many equations as there are tests and as many unknowns as there
are factors. The solution of these simultaneous equaitions yields esti-
mates of pa, Pit, P3 ... tn

Solution of the cutimctes.-The first step was to estimate the loadings

pop h.P P2. etc., by a least-stquare solutina' *flhc number of unknowns in
some sets of equations was reduced by .urniing that the loadings for
the verbal. numrawrcal, and general-reasomaitig factors were zero. In still
other instances, all of which will be noted in table 28.16, other loadings,
principally for factors ME and NIIM were assumed and corresponding
allowances made for them in the equations. These assumed loadings
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were taken from the Dec.- nber 1942 battery analysis (see table 28.14).
After having thus rediuc 1 the number of unknowns, the number of
equations was then rCt(Iu(dd to the number of unknowns by computing
sums of squares of the d:viatio•is of loadings in each column from the
uean of the column, and the sums of cross products between all pos-
sible pairs of columns.' These equations were then solved simultane-
ously by a modified Doolittle method,

The second step consisted in minor adjustments in the solutions just
described. It was recognized that not all valid factors were represented
in each set of equations. Accordingly, one might expect that the basic
equation when applied to incomplete data should frequently yield under-
estimations of validities, but should rarely give overpredictions. In this
step, by trial and error, adjustments, usually downward, were made in
the estimated values for P,, p,, ,,, etc., until a more reasonable fit, in
accordance with the principles just stated, was accomplished.

The results from steps one and two are given in table 28.16. A blank
in the table indicates that a factor did not appear in an analysis. As-
sumed loadings are indicated by a superscript "1." For some factors,
only one estimate is available, and for others a number of estimates.
The stability of any loading, or lack of it, can be seen in the rows of the
table. The concordance of many estimates with previous estimates may
also be noted. The agreement is generally reassuring, though consider-
able variation from sample to sample is obvious. Of the seven factors
whose loadings had been previously estimated (see table 28.14), judging
from the mean loadings given in the next to the last column, the validities
of the niechanical-experience and psychomotor-coordination factors had
been somewhat underestimated in the December !04? analysis, and those
for perceptual speed, spaiial relations, and visualization, had been some-
what overestimated. In the last column are given estimates rounded to the
nearest 0.0%, which is taken to be the limit of accuracy probably justified
here for most factors.

The third step was a checking method which cut across factor batteries.
Assuming the loadings in the last column of table 28.16 to be correct,
each factor was taken in turn as the "unknown" or X factor whose
validity was to be determined. All tests in table 28.15 in which factor X
had a substantial loading were examined in the following manner. No test
was included unless its loading in X was equal to or grea!er than 0.30.
Us;ag the fundamental equation as the basis, the part validity of each
test (omitting factor X) was estimated and a residual validity which
could probably be attributed to factor X was computed. The division of
the residual by the loading of factor X in the test gAve one estimate of
the validity of factor X. There were as many estimates of this validity
as there were tests involved. A mean of these estimates was taken to be
the best value. In some instances, as with the three integration factors

OTba eemhn rt lerv to e heare than of t%4 rotated fact, riz tx a. that Q0 table
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which occurred combined so frequently in the same tests, more than one
unknown was assumed. In these instances, simultaneous equations with
two or three unknowns were solved, using the residual validities as before.

The factor loadings in the pilot criterion.-This procedure (step 3)
led to verification of most of the previous estimates given in the last
column of table 28.16. The revised estimates are presented in table 28.17.

with all factors except K (kinesthetic) accounted for. Also presented
are the numbers of batteries (n) in which estimates had been made, in-
eluding the two classification batteries-July 1943 and DL.,.ember 1942-
as well as the batteries listed in table 28.16. The checking procedure of
step 3 is not counted as one of the observations in deriving x.

Comparison of the two tables will show a number of changes- brought
about by step 3. The most drastic ones are for Reasoning II and
Reasoning III whose loadings were reduced from 0.15 and -0.20 to
0.05 and -0.05 respectively. The loading of 0.22 for R, found in the
judgment-and-reasoning battery is suspect, because it was not clear that
the R, in that battery was one factor or a combination of two factors.
The loading of -0.21 for Rs is unlikely. One would not expect a negative
loading of any substantial size in any factor, though loadings of --0.OS
and -0.10 have been accepted in other factors than RV. In checking
(step 3), the loadings were estimated for R2 and R, simultaneously. The
least-square solution (in connection with step 3) gave loadings of 0.15
for R2 and -0.05 for RI. Certain residuals indicated the reduction to

0.05 for R2, however, and verified the loading of -0.05 for R,.

The validity of 0.00 previously estimated for Integration IT, becomes
0.10 in table 25.17. PM, loses weight from its unparalleled 0.30 in table
28.16 to a value of 0.20. Length estimation has a loss from 0.20 to a

more conservative 0.15. M, insists upon having a validity of 0.05 in the
final checking and M3 gains from 0.10 to 0.15. Pl, which had two esti-
mates of 0.03 and 0.04 but a third of 0.00, gains a place in the nonzero
class with a validity of 0.05. So curiously enough shifts from +0.05 to

-0.05. With so few tests as we have to represent it, we can only be
puzzled by this result and wait for further confirmation one way or the
other. Loadings that remain the same through the checking procedure of
step 3 were factors 11, Is, J, ME, M3, N, P, PM., R 1, So, S,, V. and VL

Most loadings are left in the rougher values to the nearest five hundredth.
Two of the stronger and better established loadings, however, are given

to the nearest one hundredth, namely, for factors ME and So.

Negative factor validities.-Negative loadings present something of a

question. A negative validity would mean that individuals having a high

degree of a factor do less well on the average than individuals who have

average or low degrees of it. The ability may actually be regarded as a

handicap. On this basis, most of the negative validities in table 28.17

can be successfully ration.lized. The factors in which the negative load-

ings occur for the pilot tund to be abilities involving either tedious, re-
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TAILZ 28.17.- Final estimates of factor validities /nor the pilot criterion

Factor as Loading Factor so Loading

It .................... 1 0.25 P$ .. 1 0.05
Is . o P1 (PC) . .... 4

S.................... I -:I P IS (PP) .......... 3 .00
I. to P2, ( S) ........... 0 ('If..•.' . .. . . . ' .is R & ItX , ........... 4 .00

MB ................ .. 0 R1 . 2 .05UZg ................. 7 27 . ! ......... -. 05

Jut (Pld ............ I .0s So (SR) . .. 12 .33Xis: (VU) ............ 4 .o5 S, .......... 1 .O5
U~~I s ................... 1,1 o ..... -. 01l

Np ........................ ..... , .0o SS .................. 0 .-. ,0I ....................: It .,, ................... A s
P ..... I .... 2 .2S vt ......... 12 .

is is the number of batteries in wbich estimates of th. factr vaildity were 418de.
Me' estimate made for tack of validity data.

stricting, or symbolic activity, or combinations thereof. The verbal factor

is highly symbolic. Is involves attention to many details. R, seems to be

reasoning where fine distinctions are important. The nature of S3 is not

sufficiently known to justify any opinion, nor is its negative loading to be

fully accepted. The social-science factor pruhably represents z negative

interest in symbolic, indoor activities, for pilots have a positive interest

in overt, outdoor activities.

Validity of Factor Composites

From the data in table 28.17 we can derive an estimate of the maximum

validity to be expected for pilot selection on the basis of factor validities,

when factors are optimally weighted in a composite score in proportion

to those validities. In this discussion, orthogonality of factors is assunk-.

In the last classification battery in use in the Air Corps during the year

1945, of the factors listed in table 28.17, only J. MB, NME. P. P1, PMi,

So, and V,- have positive loadings. A sum of the squares of their validities

yields an estimate of the mnaximumn possible multiple correlation squared

(R1). Considering these factors only, the sum of squares is 0.3603. andu

from this R is 0.60. This probably coincides fairly well with empirical

resufts, except *that there is probably some reduction in the obtained

multiple R due to the weighting of irfclev ant factors like N and R,. and

the positive weighting of V when it should have a negative weight. These

irrelevant variances are introduced by the use of impure tests like Arith-

metic Reasoning, Reading Comprenension, and Dial and Table Reading.

Othet discrepancies would be due to the fact that the NIB factor is not

weighted in the composite and that the K factor is weighteol but "As

represented in the list considcrCd above. The unique contribution of the

Rudder Control test is accordingly missing from all the c-sin'tcs of

the multiple R made here.
It is of interest next to see what pilot validitils could be obtained if

all valid factors were included in the composite and optifiwlly weightelL

Consider first only the factors ivith positive weights. The csiiwrate of R'

is then 0.4903, and R is 0.70. which represents a gain of 0.10 in nuximurn

validity. This could be accomplished at the cost of adding a niaximum of
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nine tests to the battery, one for each additional factor. If impure tests
were used for this purpose, properly combining these factors, less than
nine tests would be needed. If negatively weighted factors were also
included, R' would become 0.5178 and R would be 0.72. This gain of
0.02 would be at the cost of adding four tests (the verbal factor being
already covered). The cost in this case might be too great for the gain
obtained. There is also the general question of the policy of weighting any
ability negatively for fear it might mean adverse selection for some
other criterion in the job. Selection of tests that are to contribute negative
weights should alvays be made with care.

What has just been done for pilot tests and factors could also be done
for navigator and bomLardier. Owing to the lack of data, it has been
impossible to make satisfying estimates for navigator and bombardier
cr:teria except for factors in the classification battery (see table 28.14).
Referring to the data of that table, particularly data for the factor-
analysis solution, we can see what the December 1942 battery validities
could have been. Summing and squaring the columns and extracting
the square roots yield estimates of maximum validities of 0.50, 0.74 and
0.63 foz bomb.ardier. navigator, and pilot composites respectively. The
empirical validities fell somewhat short of these values; in fact, they
were in the neighborhood of 0.30, 0.65, and 0.53 respectively. The dis-
crepancies can be attribited to improper weighting and possibly to over-
estimates of factor validities in sonie instances.

Job Analysis by Factor Anslyals
In chapter 1 it was intimated that jobýanalysis information would be

forthcoming in later chapters based upon factor-analysis results. It is
time now to make good zhat promrisie and to see how the empirically
determined factors aree with the traits derived from direct inspection
of air-crew jobs.

Jnspcdion caorgories versus factor categories.- -Of the list of 20 traits
used in describing the job of the pilot in table 1.5, very few concepts
hale their counterparts i. the factor list in this chapter, and none of
these has identical meaning. Judgment in table 1.5 has quite a different
connotation than the J factor in table 28.17. Foresight and planning of
table 1.5 has only one factor rescmbliag it-tht factor doubtfuily called
Planning (PM). Mewory breaiks down into at least three separate abilities.
Cca,,prvhnsion is replaced by the verbal factor which is restricted to
word material.

Visualization of flight ccurse may mean nothing more than the visuali-
zation factor whcri that term i! applied sp:-cifically to aviation by aviation
obscrvcrs. but this is. very doubtful. Estimation of speed and distance
must indeed be separated, for distance-judgrment tests correlate very
low with speed-judgmint tests. A leIgth-cstimation factor was found,
and it is [xissible thc're is also a spm.1-esti:'iation factor, but none was
uncovered by currelatioi, analy-es. Sense of sitstentation may be akin to
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the kinesthetic factor found in the Rudder Control test, but no evidence
is available reg..rding this possible connection. "Division of Attention"
did not appear as a distinct factor, but one or more of the integration
factors may be identified with it. Orientation almost surely breaks (town,

but its components are not clear. It is dioubtful that what avialion ob-
servers call orieatation depends to any great extent on the S, factor. It
may depend to some extent on S,. A factor concerning compass direc-
tions might have been expected, but none has as yet made its appearance.
Speed of decision and reaction is a superficial concupt. The test designed
to measure it-Discrimination Reaction Time-proved to break (town
into S,, PM2 and P factors. Factor PM3 is one type of speed of reactikna,
but its loading in the Discrimination Reaction Time test is as yet
problematical.

Coordination is an ambiguous term, but in table 1.5 it probably refers
to purely motor coordination or psychomotor coordination. If so, the
PMI factor is very close to it but there is evidence, not given in this
volume, that there is also a motor coordination factor at the finger-
dexterity level.

From this point on in table 1.5, the traits show less and less corre-
spondence with the empirical factors. One reason is the lack of factor-
analysis data in the area of temperament. The only temperament factor
to be found listed in table 28.17 is that of pilot interest; all others are
apparently abilities with the exceptions of mathematical barkground,
mechanical experience, and the social-science factor, which are app,,ently
experience variables.

Factors in table 28.i7 "ot mentioned in table 1.5 are the integration
factors, mathematical background, kinechanical experience, numerical, the
three reasoning factors, and the sccial-scence factor. Of these only
mechanic-' !xperience and possibly integration i 'ave substantial validity
for the pilot. Even so, these two were missed in the list of table I.S.
Two others had been anticipated in connection with navigaikan, namely,
mathematical background and the numerical factor.

Factor categories as an aid to inspec!ion. -Very few factors, as was
said before, were exactly what had been expected. Having brought
them to light, however, we can now ask whether future observations of
jobs would be facilitated by their use as compared with the trait cate-
gories originally employed. It is quite possible that this is so. As psychol-
ogists who worked with these factors became more and more familiar
with them, it became natural and apparently easy to examine a new test or

a new task and to predict with some conifidencc the factors probably
present and their relative importance. It is believed that with increased

definition of vari.ibles, this type of analysis by inspection will take on

greater utility than has herttofore been possible with the use of old
concepts. The stability (reproducibility) of the same variables and their

communicability lend great assurance that this is true.
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THE PREDICTION OF TEST VALIDITIES

One virtue of factor theory which has as yet been mentioned only
incidentally is its utility in the prediction of validities of tests. This is
possible by means of the basic equation given on page 839, if enough
of the factor loadings are known. Assumiig that both n~ew test and
criterion have been full), accounted for in terms of known factors, tU.e
prediction of validity of the test scores can be made. If one or morePC
factors are un.tccounted for, the prediction will fall shc-z of ihe v lidity
to be obtained, but it will at least give a notion of the minimum validity
to be expected if all known loadings are positive.

In table 23.18 are given the predicted and obtained pilot validities of
all tests that have been analyzed and for the description of which this
volume is primarily responsible. Since the factor loadings used for the
predictions were derived from most of the same tests, the results are
in a large sense merely a verification of the fit of the factor loadings
estimated. The discrepancies between predicted and obtained validities
indicate the degree of divergence between assumption and fact.'

There should be little concern regarding positive discrepancies, par-
ticularly in the case of tests whose communulities fall short of their
respective reliabilities. The differences are probably due to unknown
common factors. If a discrepancy of this kind is fairly large, the test
deserves thorough scrutiny for hypotheses as to the unknown factor or
factors and a research project to define better the factor and to maximize
its variance in new tests. Tests in this category are Competitive Planning
(deficit validity of 0.14), Mechanical Functions (deficit of 0.14), Memory
for Tactical Plans (dcficit of 0.13), Number Series Completion (deficit ot
0.09), and Pursuit (defici. of 0.12). In all of these tests there is plenty
of room for c'mmnion-factor variance not now accounted for. Granted
that these- deficits are not due to sampliag errors, these tests deserve
future intensive study.

Large negative discrepancies are disturbing for they show that the
obtained validity is more than accounted for by known factors. In one
or two instances such discrepancies led to a reexamination of the ob-
tained validities and as a result gross errors were found and corrected.
In other instances we may attribute the discrepancies to sampling errors,
if N is relatively small. E;xperience has shown that with samples of 200
pilots, validities Iluctuate all the way from 0.20 to 0.75 (when the mean
is about 0.50). \Vith large samples, one mighi well suspect errors in the
e.tiiiation of f.,ctor loadings in the test or in the criterion.

Within the group of tests having serious over-predictions of validity
are the following: Judgment of Proportions (excess validity of 0.10),
Mechanical Mlovements (excess of 0.11), Practical Judgmerlt (mechani-
cal) (excess of 0.10), Sequence of Maneuvers (excess of 0.10), and Tool

s A rea'�' crucial test, of course, would be to predict validities in advance and compare pre.
dictions with validities obtained in new samples. The obtained validities in table 28.18 are the
same as those given in table 28.15.
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II
TAsuZ 28.18.---Estimated and obtained pilot validities of analy:ed tests described

in tlis volume

T-est bEstimted Obtained Disctrpancy bTest ,, rti, role- r

Biographical Data, CE602D (N) ............... -0.02 0.02 0.04 9.600
Biugraphic-al DUaa, CE6021) (P) ............... . 21 .09 7.924
block Counting, 6'S12A ...................... ..21 .17 -. 04 329
Code Analysis, C1653AX2 ..................... ..07 ....
Combat Planes CI6SSAXS ..................... ..19
Comintitive !'lannmng. C1409AX2 ............... ..05 .19 .14 682
Comlplex Scale Reading, CE454A (Total R) .08 ..
Complex Scale Reading, CM.454A (Total %') .... -. 04
C-ibes. CI IZA .............................. ..21 .2 0 2.155
L-.coding, CIZ14AXI ......................... . .. 11 .13 .0 1,529
")ecoding, C1214AX2 ......................... .08 .13 '0a 13,29
Dial Reading, CP622A ........................ A.IS .16 .01 3.630
Table Reading, Ci1621A ........................ .14 .18 .04 9,602
D)ial and Tab'e Rcatd~ng. CP621A, CP622A .... .23 .22 -. 01 10,92S
Directional Orientation. CPSI'B ............... . 2 .26 .04 931
Directional Plotting, CL455A (Total R) ......... . S ....
)irectioiial Plotting. CE455A (Totaz W) -. 14 ....

Driving !kill. CI307AXI ....................... 3.30 .32 .02 520
Figure Analoioics. C1212AXI .................. .15 .19 .04 1,008
Figture Ziassihcation. CI213AXI ................ .. --.02 .00 .02 2,797
Fligs. Figures, Cards, CPSI2A .................... 25 .24 -. 01
Flight Fo~ma~ions, C1654AXS ................. ..21 .23 .02 1.302
Following Directions, CP402A .................. .13 .11 '-.02 5.163
Following Gral Directions CI6SIAX3 .......... .20 .24 .04 4,797
Forced Landings, C1652AX4 ... ............... .12 .08 -. 04 1.310
(eneral Information. CESOSD (Navigator) .0s .09 .04 12.043
General lrformation, CESOSD (Pilot) ......... .20 .24 .04 12.043
General Information, CESOSC (Tecknical

Vocabulary-)rombardier) .................. .1 .12 -. 01 3,151
General Information, CESOSC (Technical

V xcabulary-Navigator) ............ ......... 11 .09 -. 02 3.151
General Information, CESOSC (Technie1al

Vocabulary-Pilot) ......................... .19. .2! .02 3.151
Geography ................................... .-. 0l .05 .04 4.988
Hlands, CPSI2A............................... .16 .20 .34 L967

History, ASIS3 ......................... 09 -. 09 .00 !.014
Instrument Comprehension I C161SA .......... .19 .20 .01 9.284
Instrument Comprehension If, C1616B .......... .30 .32 .02 8.889
)udg,,ent of Proportions, CP206B ............. .18 .08 --. 10 765
Log Book Accuracy .......................... ... 06 .....
Map Distance. CP62611 ....................... ... 22 .20 -. 02 2.7S2
Map Memory, CISOSAXI ..................... .17 . .16 -. 01 212
'Map Memory. CISOSBXI ..................... .11 .19 .08 1,083
Map Memory. CISOSAX2 ..................... i. .14 .17 .03 I.J12
Map Memory, CIS05AX3 .................... .18 .16 -. 02 176
Map Planning. CI412AXI ..................... ..22 .21 -. 01 1.530
Marking Accuracy ............................ .-. 02 ....
Mathematics A, C[T02E....................... .07 .1' "A05 '.15
Mathematics A, C1702F ....................... .04 .13 .09 8.840
Mathematics 11, CI206B ...................... ..09 .09 .00 12.051
Mathematics B, C1206C .......................... 07 .10 .03 18.657
Mathematics B, C1206B. C1706A ............... .09 .10 .01 3.151
Mechanical Functions, C1907A ................ .15 .29 .14 932
'Mechanical Information, C1905A ............... .28 .28 .00 " 3.151
Mechaniral Movements, C1904A ................ .34 .23 -. 11 2.172
Mechanical Principles, C103A ................. .37 .37 .00 10.92s
Mechanical Principle% C1903D ................ .31 .33 .02 9.930
Memory for l.andmarks. CISIOAXI ............ 12 .10 -- 02 1,421
Memory for I'lane-Names. CI506AXI ......... . 16 .22 .06 1.771
Memory for Plane Silhouettes. CI503AXI ...... . 19 .21 .02 673
Memory for Ships, CIS04AXI ................. .20 .17 -. 03 1.694
Memory for Tactical Plans, CIS09AX .......... .06 .19 .13 1.564
Nearest Point-Point Distance CP607B ......... .22 .19 --. 03 4,045
Number Series Completion. CI2ISAXI .......... .04 .13 .09 2.309
Numerical Operations, CI701T (Back) .......... .06 .03 -. 03 3.151
Numerical Operations, C1701f (Front) .......... .01 -. 01 -. 02 3.151
Numerical Operations. C1701B (Total) ............ 01Organizational i'lanning, CI4O7AXI................ .1 .S"25 .07 102

Organizational Planning, C1407BXI ............. .12
Pakh Lenth, CI'6281" ........................ ... 1 .23 .06 2,491
Pattern Analysi% CPSi12A .................... . .1$ .16 .01 640
Pattern A"emhly, CP804A ................... ..16 .18 .02 839
Pattern Comprehension. CPS03A .......... .... .. 14 .16 .02 1.160
Pattern Comprehension, CP803AXI ........... .10 .09 -. 01 163
I'hysics CIOIA .............................. .11 .10 -. 01 6.079
Physical Principles, C801IBX ................. . .15 .10 -. 05 6.079
Picture Integration, CI'104A .................. ..22 .28 .06 740
Planning a Circuit, CI401A .................... ..26' .26 .00 3.576
Planning a Course, C1406AX2 ................. ..19 .17 -. 02 877
Planning Air Maneuvers, CI40PAXI ............ .16 .27 .11 374
Planning Air Mjancuvcrs, CI40SAX3 ........... 15 .1S .03 2.279
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Table 28 3.- (Cont'd)
Estimated Obtained Discrepancy

Test r" rs,* rb,.- N

Ilotu1.,g Test, CE4S2A (Total R) ............. .10 ....
Plotting Tcet. CE4S2A (TotalW) ............ ..01 ....
Plotting Accuracy. CE4S3A (Total R) ......... 08 ....
Plotting Accuracy. CE4S3A (Total W) ........ .00.... ....
Practical Estimations I CI308AXI ............ ..15 .14 --. 01 1.283
Practical Estimations I1, C1308AXI ........... ..14 .13 -. 01 1,I83
"Practical 4 udgment (Meclianical Items)CI 301 .iIl ............ •................. I... . .28 .18 --.10 2,487

Practical Judgment (Non.Mechanical) CI301BXI .17 .13 -. 04 4.760
Practical Judgment I (Non-Mechanical)

CI 01 BXu ..................................... 1 ....
ractical Jdgment 11 (Work Planning),C1301BXU3 ................................. .17

"Pursvitl'ath Tracing, CPSI2A ................ .13 .25 .12 1.238
Re"ding Comprehension, C1614G .............. ..20 .20 .00 10,921
Re-uling Comprehension, C1614H ............... ..06 .17 .11 4,821

Rioutc Planning* C!411AXI ................... .!19 .16 -. 03 1,983
e. juence of aneuvers, CI410A .............. . .10 .00 -. 10 247

Shorter Line-Line Length, CP6068 ........... ..11 .17 .06 3.616
Shorter Path-Path Distance CP608B ........ .24 -. 01 504
Signal Interpretation. Ci656A2 ............... . 18 .21 .03 2,112
S;atial Orientation I CPS01A ................. ..18 .17 -. 01 3,965
Sigatial Orientation , CP501B ................ ..23 .20 -. 03 10,92S
Spatial Orientation If. CPS033 ................ ..24 .26 .02 10,92S
illI-ial Reasoning, CI211BXI .................. ..10 .11 .01 999Sp"tial Visualization I, CI204AXI ............. ..19 .1 -. 04 1,44S
Splatial Visualization I CI204AX2 ............. . 15 .12 -. 03 1.683
Spatial Visualization It, C1203AXI ............ ..12 .17 .0 3.088
Speed of Identification (Non.Rotated),

CP610A ..................................... .14
Speed of Identifcation (Rotated), CP610A ..... .23 1ii -. '60 10,92S
Tool Function C1906A ........................ . X .17 -. 14 78Vocabulary, e1604B ......................... -. 03 -. 08 -. 05 1,2

Function (excess of 0.14). Two tests in this group have validities based
on relatively small samples-Sequence of Maneuvers (N = 247) and
Tool Function (N = 78). Other validities are based on large samples. It
is notable that with one or two exceptions, the tests in this group have
communalitics which approach the reliabilitics fairly closely, in contrast
to tests in the group mentioned in the last paragraph.

The general picture of the goodness of fit of predicted validities is
given in table 28.19. Nearly half of the discrepancies are within a range
of .0.02 ol zero and about two-thirds are zero or above. The mean
discrepancy is only 0.01, which is lower than would have been expected.
This fact may indicate that there has been some tendency to over-
estimate the factor loadings of the pilot criterion. It might also mean that
the list of factors mentioned in this chapter goes much further toward
covering the pilot criterion than might be supposed. The coefficient of
correlation between predicted and obtained validities is 0.81, which in di-
cates considerable agreement.,

TAzI. 28.19.- Distribution of discrepancies between predicted and obtained pilot
validities in 90 Test.

Discrepancy Frequency Discrepancy Frequency

+0.13 to +0.17 .......... 3 -0.12 to -0.08 4
+.08 to +.12 7 . .-. 17 to -. 13 ..... I 3 1 r

+.03 to +.07 ...... 21 .......... .. ..................... 90
-. 02 to +.02 41.......•..,.41 K ................. 011
-. 07 to -. 03 13 .......... .. ......
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Validities of Non-Validated Tests

The predicted validities of the smnal! number of tests in table 28.18

that have not been validated do not reveal any spectacular results, but

they do provide some guesses as to the probable usefulness of certain

tests.10 In general, the carefulness tests do not promise any added validity

for the pilot unless the carefulness factor itself proves to be valid. This is

regarded as highly unlikely. If anything, one might predict a negative

validity of the carefulness factor for pilots, in using the graduation-
elimination criterion. Against an accident criterion, the result to be ex-
pected is merely an interesting open question. If, as indicated, the care-

fulness scores are not valid for the pilot, but are valid for the navigator,
as predicted by the carefulness hypothesis, a good classification instru-
ment would be available.

The test Combat Planes offers substantial added validity, because of

its unique variance in Integration I. The predicted validity of 0.18 de-
pends largely upon the estimated validity of 0.25 for the I1 factor which
in turn is based upon slender evidence.

Another test of special interest in the nonrotated form of Speed of

Identification, which has an expected validity of 0.13. This is much
lower than that predicted or obtained for the rotated form, but the non-
rotated form is purer-its unique contribution to the pilot stanine would

be presumably just as large and its irrelevant variance would be prac-

tically nil.

CONCLUDING STATEMENT

Advantages of the Factorial Approach

The discussions in this chapter have shown several advantages of the

factor-analysis approach in a test-development program. Its favorable

features as they appear to the writer may be summarized as follows:

(1) It provides an exact, quantitative picture of tests and criteria in

terms of a limited number of stable, meaningful categories.
(2) It enables us to understand why some tests are valid and why

others are not.
(3) It makes possible the substitution of one test for another in terms

of equivalent factor patterns."
(4) It leads to the discovery and development of pure tests whose

contributions are unique. Such tests are denimnded for preci'c classifica-

tion.
(5) It leads to the discovery of valid factors not known or even sus-

pected before.

3' It should be remc,"bered that these are miuiliutiI predictiums of validity, since Itot all

valid factors may be Accounted for.
Just before the end of war I1 large-scale stu-lies were begun at Keesler Field &nm at

Sheppard Field, under the direction of Psychological Re'earch Unit No. 2. Large numberi of

tests were assembled into balf.day batteries and adminiitert-I in such nrder that correlations of

each test with all other tests could he obtaincl on rclatively aiage * UIPls. It was Planned to

factor analyze thebc large matrics. (See aopendix C.)
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(6) It ma•kes possible the prediction of validities of tests and of com-
posites before the event ' validation by ordinary methods.

(7) It should in tim,. make possible a much more enlightened and
direct job analysis by ; ispcction of jobs, and job description in factor-
category terms.

(8) It serves as a gu de in new test development, making possible the
avoidance of irrelevant variances such as numerical, verbal, or reason-
ing when not wanted.

(9) It makes possible the compilation of new test batteries to meet
new selection needs when new criteria are described in factorial terms.

Most of these features have been brought out and their applications
have been illustrated in this and in preceding chapters. Other features
will receive further mention and use in the concluding chapter which
immediately follows.

4 1
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CHAPTIR TI'INY.-HINE,

General Conclusions'

The preceding chapter brought together many of the threads of dis-
course concerning test development which were followed in somewhat
isolated but systematic fnshion in earlier chapters, and in it an attempt
was made to obtain a unified picture. The centralizing principle was that
of factorial structure by which a large number of the pritaed tests de-
veloped in the Army Air Forces could be aligned in families and related
to validity for the selection of pilot, navigator, and bombardier.

Unfortunately, many intellectual and perceptual tests, more recently
developed and never analyzed, and almost all of the temperament tests
had to be omitted from that significant type of picture. There remains,
therefore, the need for a final glance over the contents of earlier chapters
in order to see what the positive gains have been; to evaluate what was
done; and to note what was left undone. From such a review, investi-
gators either in the Air Forces or elsewhere may be more profitably guided
in the next steps.

This chapter will accordingly present first a summarizing paragraph or
two concerning each area of test development. Each area will correspond
usually with that of an entire chapter on tests. Reference will also be
made to the job-analysis concepts that are most closely related to the
test area under discussion. Some of the general lessons learned in the
development of printed tests will be briefly mentioned, with implications
for future research and future application of tests in classification bat-
teries. Other suggestions which more naturally grow out of development
of apparatus tests and motion-picture tests, and out of the experiences
of classification testing, will be found in other reports.

It might be in order to devote sonic space to the implications of what
has been learned in this program for general industrial and vocational
testing. It is believed, however, that this volume should be confinted to a
descriptive account of a certain segment of experiences gained by aviation
psychologists in a particular program. It is also believed that one who
reads liberal portions of the volume will not fail to find implications
for more general testing programs if he reads with that intention. Some
of the general comments made in the later part of this chapter may serve
to direct the attention of suc•i a reader.

A REVIEW OF TIHE TEST AREAS

As each area of tests is mnic.tioncd, scveral considerations will be given
attention. The most closely related job-analysis categorics %%ill be men-

SWritten by the 4liwr.
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tiozied and the bearing that pr, ited-test development and research have
had upon those categories wil. be pointed out. On the other hand, the
fundamental traits or factors if at characterize the area will be mentioned,
with emphasis upon whateve unique factors the area has to offer. The
validity of each area or sub trea for success in each type of training
will be given a summary st:.:ement in nonnumerical terms, where the
facts are known, and explanations of validity in terms of known factorial
composition will be cited. The needs for further test development and
research will be pointed out and the kind of research indicated.

Verbal Ability Tests
The list of 20 job-analysis traits for the pilot, which was given most

attention in the program, included among the four intellectual traits the
category of comprehension. Two types of comprehension tests were de-
veloped: verbal and mechanical. The latter were found later to justify
a new category of their own, namely, the mechanical group. This left the
verbal-comprehension tests as the only candidates for the comprehension
category.

The verbal tests fall into two groups: general vocabulary and reading
comprehension (see ch. 5). The vocabulary tests proved to be the purest
and strongest as measures of the verbal factor. This factor secms to be
represented in the navigator criterion only; vocabulary tests have no
validity for either bombardier or pilot. In fact, they have a slight negative
validity for the pilot, which, taken with other facts, indicates that the
verbal factor is correlated slightly negatively with the pilot criterion.
This kind of relationship would surely not hold for the lower levels of
verbal ability in which one would expect a positive correlation. This
reasoning leads to the inference that over the entire IQ range (for most
IQ's are 'predominantly indices of verbal comprehension) the regression
of pilot-training success o'n the verbal factor is curvilinear.

The reading-comprehension tests used in the Air Forces were of com-
plex factorial composition, and as a result, they were valid to some
extent for all three --ir-crew positions. They were valid for the navigator
because of their verbal variance (their strongest factor), the general
reasoning factor (next strongest), to a smaller extent because of visuali-
,ation, and even to some extent because of a slight numerical variance.
"T'lhey were valid for the pilot primarily because of a substantial loading
in the aizechanical-experience factor and to a less extent by reason of
some visualization variance. The smallest validity was for the bombardier,
but what there was could be accounted for by the visualization and
numerical com|ponents.

Sihce all the factorial cotmI)ometmts of the reading-coniprehension tests
are Letter iica.uretd by purer and stronger tests for thenm, it is strongly
urged that a gcen'ral vocabulary test be utilized to carry the burden of
measuring the verbal faotor when that is wanted.
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Mathematical Tests
Mathematical and arithmetical computation are rarely mentioned amung

job-analysis traits in connecCLion with training, but as will be seen in
chapter 1, they a:e given place in the combat studies. Both mathematical
and numerical-computation tests were found to be highly valid for the
navigator, slightly for the bombardier, and slightly or not at all for the
pilot. In this connection it should be said that the Arithmetic Reasonhig
test is not treated here ior in chapter 6 as a mathematical test, but rather
as a reasoning test.

The only really unique feature of mathematical and numerical tests
is their variance in the numerical factor. Although this factor :s sub-
stantially weighted in all the mathematical tests, it is most unambiguously
and satisfactorily measured by the Numerical Operations test, which also
takes much less time. A factor identified as mathematical background is
a substantial component of the Mathematics A (general mathematics) test,
but it is slightly more efficiently measured by the Biographical Data Blank
(navigator score). The conclusion is, that of all the mathematical tests
tried, Numerical Operations has earned a permanent place wherever a
measure of sheer numerical facility is wanted. No other mathematical
tests, as such, seem to be fruitful in the selection and classification of
air crew.

Reasoning Tests

Reasoning, as such, was never mentioned among the job-analysis cate-
gories. The concept of judgment was given considerable prominence,
especially in connection with the pilot, however, and early attempts to
analyze judgment from the psychologist's armchair led inevitably to an
examination of reasoning tests of various types. While the Arithmetic
Reasoning test was first developed to meet some of the needs of mathe-
matical tests, it was shown later to be more of a reasoning test and so
is treated in this group. It was realized early, however, that verbal and
numerical tests were not valid for the pilot, and so nonverbal and non-
numerical reasoning tests were vigorously sought that might be valid
and might to some extent take care of the judgment category (see ch. 7).

Most reason;ng tests, but not all, prove to have variance in a factor
identified only as general reasoning, which is best measured by the Aridll-
metic Reasoning, Forced Landings, Pattern Comprehension, and Spatial
Reasoning tests. It is almost as highly involved in the navigator criterion
as the numerical factor, but apparently not at all in either the pilot or
bombardier criteria. Thus, so far as this type of reasconing test is con-
cerned, no progress has been made toward covering the important problem
of judgment for the pilot.

A second reasoning factor, perhap; identifiable as the ability to reason
by analogy, is strongest in the Figure Analogies, Pattern Reasoning, and
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the Gottschaldt Figures tc::s. It may have some small validity for the pilot,
but its validities for bomb. 'dier and navigator arc itnknown.

A third reasoning fact( r, strongest in the Spatial Reasoning and De-
coding tests, seeins to hav( a negative validity for pilots. Nothing can be
said concerning its validity for other specialties.

In ge:neral, all reasoning tests are difficult to purify. The type of
material in which thej are given-words, numbers, figures in spatial
arrangentin-teinds in itself to introduce an unwanted variance. Two
or more reasoning factors are also likely to go together in tests. For-
tunately, for navigator selection, both numerical and general-reasoning
factors are highly valid. Fortunately, also, both are invalid for the pilot,
so that a discriminating test is possible. For the bombardier, however,
one factor is probably valid and one is not. The fact that we can sup-
plement the Arithmetic Reasoning test by a pure numerical test, however,
probably takes care of the bombardier and vocations similar in this
rcspe•A.

Judgment Tests

The category of practical judgment, which was so highly regarded by
instructors, received considerabie attention (see ch. 8). It was demon-
stratcd that verbally presented prectical problems of the predicament
type were factorially quite complex, including variances in verbal, gen-
cral-reasoxing, and mcchanicl-experience factors, as had been antici-
pated. But they also have variances in a new factor tentatively called
planning and in a critical or judicial trait which may be called judgment.
Early judgment tests owed much of their pilot validity to the mechanical
component. This was natural in that the person with a good background
of mechanical knowledge had an advantage both in solving the verbal-
predicament problems as well as in pilot training. But subsequent find-
ings have shown that the judgment factor, as such, has a positive contri-
bution to make to prediction oi the pilot criterion. One type of item that
best measures this factor is of a common-sense-decision variety. Another
is of the work-planning type. Tests of practical estimations of sizes,
times, and distances are also related to this factor.

Near the end of the war, the hypothesis was being investigated that
another component that might be called thought fluency is an indepen-
dent contributor to practical judnment. The facile recall of pertinent ex-
periences for possible use in everyday predicaments would give an indi-
vidual more potential solutions from which to choose in a given unit of
time. This hypothesis should be ýollowed up ii possible. The construction
of tests of fluency using answcr sheets presented new practical problems,
but they did not np•pcar to be insurmountable.

A j;Udgment test of the verbal-problem type was in the classification
battery during the last year of the war. Though the early tests of this
kind were factorially complex, experience showed tLat they could be
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sunmewhat p~urified. The test is tiin- JnbUumitu (rcquiring an average of
at least 1 mintite peF item ) and( rdliabilit) is typically low. There scems
little likelihood that reliability canl be substantially imjpruved withimn prac-
tical time limits, but the contrilbutiont to the validity of thle pilot stanine
is probably undeniable, in spite oi low reliability. The test should remain
in the battery until something be-tter covering thle judgment factor is
demonstrated.

It seems probable that other experiential background than the mechan-
ical is important in connection with what the instructors call practical
judgment. The general-inform:Irioti tests may owe a part of their pilot
validity to this source, though analyses have shown no components in
these tests except the mechanical experience and another factor identi-
fied as pilot interest. lit this connection. as w0ll as for other rcasons in
the studly of practical judgment, it might pay to collect front the training
fields instances of good and poor judgment with a view to seeing what
kinds of information would have been pertinent to a successful solution
to the practical problem. This woult) be another source of items for in-
formation tests.

Foresight and Planning Tests

This category, which was given pirominilent place in analyses of the
pilot's job, seenms to need drastic revision as a concept. The several tests
that were developed to measure the hypothetical trait failed to show any
single element that was common to thent all, when they were statistically
analyzed (see clh. 9). The a priori grouping of tests in this area under
the categories of pathway planning, economical procedures, and planning
by deduction also failed to find sup~port in subsequent analyses. Tests in

this area are generally complex factorially, with perhaps strongest affilia-
tions wvithn the genteral-reasoning and[ perceptual -speed factors, but some
of them did, in fact, have in conution a new factor wlhicti was called
planning. It is not unique to planning tests, howecver, having bc-cn found
in some judgment tests. The slightly promising validity of the planning

factor for p~ilot trzning justifies further work toward beticr identifica-

tion of it and improvement of tests for it. Its validities for bombardier

or navigator are territories yet to be explored.

Integration Tests

Integration tests were dlevcl'ped wvit, 11he intention of measuring by
mleans of p~rintedl WtvIs the m~ost valid aspeccts of tile very. successfull Com-
ple~x Coordination test (St-c Ch. 10). Ability to integrate activities in r e-
sl)ot15 it) perceptually comnj licatetl .itua tim is was tile working hlypothesis.

\\hie te ke tothe ali itllctw l cniipoflelt of tile Conmplex Coordi-

nation test provedl to Ilie ciscw~lcre. ititegrat ion tcmts \%ire founud to con-

tribute three new factors alpparilil)- havinig Ito do0 withi diillernt aspects

of menital sets--persistence. adaptaild.ity. and spn ihe first two promi-ýe

somec pilot Validity, while thle thirdl stems it) have a negitive validity.
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Their validitie: for navigator and bombardier are unknown. From the
superficial aspc-,s of the tests one might expect some navigator validity.

Integration tv..,ts are relatively free from factors already well known,
except for general reasoning in one or two, but some exhibit more than
one of the integration factors. The relative uniqueness of these tests
should appeal to those who are looking for selective tests %here variances
in mental-set abilities seem important. For the sake of determining fac-
tor validities alone, the tests best representing those factors should be
validated for bombardier and navigator, and confirming studies of pilot
validity are needed.

Memory Tests

A systematic exploration of the area of memory tests that superficially
resembled memory tasks in aviation revealed three separate memory fac-
tors, all probably valid to a small degree for the pilot (see ch. 11). The
first factor was called paired-associates memory, since it is characteristic
of paired-associates memory tests. It is probably identifiable with Thur-
stone's rote-memory factor. The second is a visual-memory factor, which
Carlson had previously discovered. It is characteristic of tests in which
both learning and recognition tests are pictorial and identical. 'h! third
fact&r was confined to two tests in which object and name are pair-.
There is some indication of navigator validity for some of the tests in
this group, but further study of this is needed.

One test, ,Memory for Tactical Phns, showed pilot validity strikingly
beyond that attributable to any known factors, including the three men-
ory factors mentioned above. Whether the valid component is a memory
or a nonimcni)ry factor is not known. If a memory factor, whether it is
associated with the 2-hour delay betwe.n learning and recall quiz or to
the type of material (verb-A instructions) is unknown. It can possibly
be identified with the integration I factor (persistence of mental set), or
integration I may I c a memory factor--memory for instructions. Such
useful unknown variance is a challenge to discover its nature and to
capitalize upon it to a greater extent. This test could be improved for
the pilot by reduction of its verbal variaace. Its variance in visualization
is dispensable, also, since it is covered better in other tests.

Visuauzation Tests

"Visualization of flight course" is one of the 20 p)rciminent job-analysis
traits in the pilot list. The concept inspired very few test ideas, but re-
suilts of resc-arch have shoun abundantly that a factor of visualization
does indeed cxist, and that it is a significant component not only of the
pilot criterion but al-o of the navigator and bombardier criteria as well
(see ch. I). \hlictl-cr or not the concept of "visualization of flight
coursce is cloA. to the in-aning of the visualization factor is an unan-
swered quc-tion. but onte that Xxocs not particularly nmatter unless it con-
tains important asp-cts that the factor i''es.



A variety of tests measures it, soine of which, Mechanical Principles,
.for example, were unsuspectingly developed for quite different purposes.
The ability seems to involve visual-thinking activity in which objects
must be moved or transformed in order to solve a problem. It is distinct
from visual memory on the one hand, and from spatial relations on the

other. Its separation from visual ncimorv and the space factor, which
has traditionally been described as spatit-1 visualization, is one of the im-
portant psychological findings of the program. It is not a feature of
planning tests, as had been expected.

No visualization test yet developed is pure for the factor. General rea-

sonuing is the most commoni secondary factor, and soine mechanical tests
have visualization as their secondary factor. The geteral-reasoning vari-
ance might be eliminated by ridding the test of the muore complicated
and difficult items. It is believed that oral, verbal presentation of the
items is probably best, with some control of the time factor for each

item. Some of the later developed tests made use of these suggstions.
It is important that they be analyzed to test the implied hypotheses.

Mechanical Tests

Many varieties of nmechanical tests were tried out in the program-
Mechanical Information, Mechanical Principles, Mechanical Movements,

Mechanical Comprehension, Mcchanical Functions, Tool Function, and
Physical Principles, not to mention Pattern Assembly and Pattern Com-
prehension (see ch. 13). Both mechanical insight and mechanical experi-
ence were thus surveyed from many directions. Familiarity with machin-

cry, a natural "knack" for understanding new mechanisms, or an inborn

aptitude for success in mechanical tasks, if such there be, were all thought

to be covered by the range of tests included.
Experience bore out the expectation that mechanical tests would be

valid for air-crew selection. They were highly valid for the pilot and to

a small but useful degree for the navigator. It was surprising to find

them not valid for the bombardier, in view of his dependence upon un-

derstanding of the bomb sight and the autopilot in his training.
The secret of the validity that can be called unique to mechanical tests

lies in the nicchanical-experience factor. It would appear that any purely

mechanical aptitude is largely an acquired trait, btcaust the factor .s by

far the strongest in the Mfechanical Information test. This fact does not

dnv that mn-chanical Celxprience is gained sonmewhat in proportinn to the

power to gain it when equal opIx)rttnity is avaihlable. (O)pportunities for

mechanical exl'ricnce are not cqual, however. and hence it would have

bLcu rcasonable to expect two factors, one attributaile t0 t he power to
Irarn and the other to opportunity. It may he. inl Spite of iroequ:dities of

Opportunity, that two such factors are inlextrical4y mingled in the anly-

si..\t any" rate. there is no commio variance in ine01ha1licAd ticts to be

accoulllted for, other than ivell-idcAtificd n,,,,echiuic;d fai :tors and the

factor so characteristic of mechanticil-inforunatiLin te:ts. tIpporti g the
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expeiene I~ ptheis in naming thle factor are tile very Substantial load-
ings for it in the likographical Data Blank (pilot score) and in the Gen-
eral Iniformat~i-n test.

The development of mechanical test,; for air--crew selection and classi-
fication may be regarded as having reached a satisfactory status. A me-
chanical-inforniation test, which may also well include items on auto
driving, tool function, and motor malfunctions, best represents this area.
Not incituded in the survey of this area were 'ýsts of manipulations of
tools and machines. These abilities call for psychomotor tests. It is be-
l ieved, froin the limi tcd factor-analysis experiences with psychomotor
tests wvhich have been iventioned in this volume, that no manipulative
abilities ,xculiar to tool handling or machine operating will be found that
.--c unique. More general psychomotor abilities will p~robably take care of
this aspe-ct of mechanical endeavors.

General Informnation Tests

General-infortnation tests were found to be valid to a practical degree
for both pilot and navigator, but only for the pilot did they make a
unique contribution (see clh. 14'ý. Their most valid types of item for
pilots were on aviation information, flying information, mechanical in-
format~t 1-tive-sports-anld-hobbies in formation, and automobile-driv-
ing info~riation. The unique contribution was in a factor called pilot
interest. Twvo suhstantita ilcondary variances were in the verbal and
mechanical-experience [actors which are .overed by other tests.

In addition to tile coverage of pilot ;,ilterest, general-information tests
were developed in connection with other hypotheses, e. g., masculinity-
femininity (discrimlination, anid leadership qualities. With what effective-
ness they %%ill discriminate mien on these variablzs is still to be deter-
mined. Thiese aspects of information tests should be explored further.

Perceptual Speed Tests

The concelpt of perceptual speed, introdlucedl by Thiurstone, seemns likely
to endlure, judging lby thle ease and thle frequency with which the factor
by that name is verified, and the case of constructing pure t.'sts for it. It
appears to 'be a significant variable inl all of the air-crew positions and itF
is well mieasurid by three tests inl the classification battery (see clh. 16).

Tests of a clerical t) pc-such as Graph Reading, Table Reading, and
Number Feading-were treated in this area because they probably have
a substantial variance in the pe rcept i ml- speed factor and because they

ar hglyseeedt~t.Judgitig by their face appearance and their very
high mziivigator validities, thle% probably hiave even greater loadings in the
numerical anzd pemliaps spaitial-rclations factors. In pite of their short-
ness, and consequenit limited reliability, because of their high navigator
V:I(lities and their siniplicity of administration and scoring, they de-
serv, serious attention whenever r~avigators must be selected in limited



time. They are prolablly more complex than is desirable for general clas-
sification testing.

Form Perception Tests

Tests in this area were developed to help to round out an exploratien
of the general field of plerceptual tests rather than to mect any recog-
nized job-analysis requirement. Two pattern- format ion tests had small
to moderate validities for pilot selection, but this could be accounted for
in terms of already known factors adequately covered by better tests
(see ch. 17). Two completion tests had almost no pilot validity but prob-
ably contain new factors not already listed in this program. Pattern-
analysis tests promise low to moderate pilot validity, the Gottschaldt test
in particular. The latter is factorially complex and might be cultivated
for its possible variance in the second reasoning factor. There is evi-

dence, from outside the program, that geometric-illusions tests contribute
a new factor. Neither factorial nor validity information is available con-
cerning them from within the program. Should their unique contribution
be found fairly strong and univocal, they should be validated against
training criteria iti several specialties.

Size and Distance Estimation Tests

In connection with these tests the most significant finding is the dis-

covery of a length-estimation factor which is undoubtedly valid for the
pilot and perhaps for other air crew (see ch. 18). After considerable

effort to make size-estimate items realistic and to obtain judgments in

aviation-mnaterial settings, it was found after all that the simplest form

of item-namely, single straight lines-seems best. The factor was also

found in other perceptual tests not designed as space-estimati'm tests,

for example, the Pattern Assembly test, a modified Minnesota Form

Board test.

Angular-judgiuent tests may be found to measure another space-judg-

ment factor that is valid for selection. Tests of this type were developed

late in the program and have not been analyzed or fully validated.

Problems of the generality of the ability to judge extents in one di-

mension with distance judgments in three dimensions, or of judgments

of short lines seen close by with judgments of line-, at great distances,

have not as yet been solved. Discussions of theoretical considerations of

these problems will be found in report No. 7 on motion-picture tests.

Spatial Tests

These tests (see ch. 19) proved to be very highly valid for the pilot.

moderately so for the navigator, and significantly so for the bombardier.

The discovery that a large part of the validity of psychomotor tests can

be attributed to the spatial-relations factor and that this factor can be

measured as -well, and perhaps even better, by means of printed tests,
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such as Instrument Comprehensio:n II and possibly Planning a Course, is
of considerable practical importance.

The separation of space appreciation, as such, from visualization may
be regarded as a distinct ste.p forward in me.ntal measurement. The find-
ing of a second space factor which is slightly valid for pilots and not
measured by any classification-battery test is also a positive gain. The
presence and nature of a third possible space factor necds considerably
more investigation before the factor can be accepted as real or its char-
acteristics defined. At present, it seems to be strongest in two psychomotor
tests, Two-Hand Coordination and Rotary Pursuit, but its substantial
presence in two printed tests (plotting tests-rights score) suggests that
like the first space factor, if it is genuine, it also is amenable to measure-
ment by printed tests.

Orientation Tests

Job analysis for the pilot stresses ability to maintain orientation in
space as an important perceptual trait. This inspired a large number of
test ideas, and a great many kinds of orientation tests were developed
(see ch. 20). Insufficient work has been done with them to determine
whether or not they have any unique valid variance to offer. Analyses
thus far have revealed the already well recognized factors of perceptual
speed, spatial relations, and visualization in them. They deserve further
study if only to identify their unknown nonchance variance and to deter-
mine its validity. Orientation tests have shown considerable pilot and
navigator validity, but it is possible that the factors just mentioned and
others that are known will account for most of that validity. There is
still the possibility that a compass-orientation factor can be brought out,
but its bearing upon air-crew selection is problematical. Many of the
later developed tests were not yet analyzed or validated. This should be
done.

Tests of Set and Attention

Tests of attention had quite low pilot validity but seem to have more
promise for navigator validity (see ch. 21). Whether the ltter can be

, to an attention factor or factors is unknown. An attention
factor in such tests as were used had been reported by earlier investi-
gators.

The hypothesis of a change-of-set trait was found to be without sup-
port. Tests developed to measure it were almost entirely lac:king in com-
munality. This finding is in harmony with prewar results on persevera-
tion tests, if we may regard change of set as the opposite of persevera-
tion.

The integration tests, since they appar-:ntly turned out to be meas-
ures of various aspects of mental set, belong in the present category. At
first thought, there is an apparent discrepancy between the finding of the
factor integration II (adaptability of set) and the failure to find a ,
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change-of-set factor. Integration II was found strongest in the following

Directions test. The difference in the two kinds of test must be that in

the latter the examinee is led to expect "lhanges in set, and he can or
cannot adjust himself to them. In the change-of-set tests, every condi-
tion leads him not to expect a change of set. Changes that do occur are

probably more or less fortuitous. Although the reliabilities of change-

of-set tests could not well be determined, one might expect them to be
rather low, except as they depend upon other factors. Because of the
disparateness of the kinds of material and tasks in different change-of-
set tests, other factors likewise failed to appear. It was to avoid the
appearance of inconsistency that integration II was defined provisionally
as a matter of adaptability of set rather than flexibility of set.

The job-analysis category of attention is called divis*on of attention.
No test was designed specifically for that aspect of attention, but it is
possible that one or more of the integration factors come close to the

concept of division of attention; but which ones they may be cannot be
decided offhand. By definition, as at present envisaged, integration III
would seem logically closest, but that is the one that appears to have
some negative validity for the pilot, and this does not agree with the
job-analysis idea. Further study of what is actually meant by division

of attention of the pilot in action is needed. It may well be that apparatus
tests are demanded for it.

Personality Inventories

A number of commercial personality inventories of the questionna;re

type were tried in order to assess the general promise of this kind of ap-

proach to suitable temperament qualities in flying trainees and combat

aviators (see ch. 23). These tests generally failed tv exhibit pilot validity

for the training criterion when scored with the already established keys.

There were exceptions for three inventories, in which keys gave significant

validities between 0.10 and 0.20.
The number of valid items yielded by these inventories was generally

small, and sets of apparently valid items based on two independent sam-

ples did not contain many items in common. Cross-validation of empiri-

cal keys derived from sets of valid items generally showed failure of the

validity of the items to hold up, with one or two exceptions. It is urged,

however, in view of the paucity of valid, printed, temlperament tests,

that the most valid items (preferably :h,,se with correlation coefficients

with the criterion that are signiicant at the 1 percent level) be selected

from all inventories and assembled for future validation as -% single test,

against al4 training criteria. Validation against combat criteria, which

%,ou'd have been most desirable for all temlx:rament tests, was not prac-

ticable. and since the close of the war is, of course, impossible.

Other experiences with tests, as wvell as these with inventories, lead

to the conclusion that one stands the chance of must positive gains by
designing tests and items for specific purposes. An exception to this
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generalization is that tests known to measure wdll-recognized factors are
adaptable wherever those factors are significant components of the cri-
teria one dtsires to predict. One might, therefore, be able to construct
many new questions more .tiitable for air-crew selection, if the ques-
tionnaire type of item is what oie watrts. It is possible that better types
of items would serve the same purlpse; types that (to not have some of
the same objectionable features. Under the present circumstances, how-
ever, it seems desirable to follow out the suggestion of the preceding
paragraph, to have the sats3faction of knowing whether questionnaires
do or do noý have anything unique to offer; and, if they have anything
to offer at all, whether other types of items can serve the same purpose.

Preference Inventories

Vocational interest and other preference inventories were studied in
the same manner as personality questionnaires with quite similar, though
less promising, results (see ch. 23). It is probable that further work on
this type of instrument would be unfruitful as compared with other
types of interest tests developed specifically for the AAF with rather
gratifying results.

Projective Tests

Neither of the best known projective tests-Rorschach and Thematic
Apperception-showed promise of a practical degree of validity for
selection to meet a pilot-training criterion (see ch. 24). Adaptation of
the Rorschach to group testing yielded results that seem to be worth
following up. It is believed, however, that new ink blots developed for
the purpose would be desirable. Adaptations of the thematic principle
to printed group tests were tried in a number of ways. None that was
validated against the pilot-training criterion was promising. Validation
against a more pertinent criterion in which psychoneurosis plays a more
common role would be most desirable, for these and other temperament
tests.

Observational Methods

Tlhese constitute a hct'rogcneous list of procedures in which the evalu-
ations are in the form of ratings by observers. Observations of students
were made under various kinds of situations; during the taking of psy-
chomotor tests, during rest periods between psychomotor tests, And dur-
ing interaction-tcst situations. lypically, a number of traits were looked
for and rated (see ch. 24).

Like all personal ratings of traits, these evaluations suffer from the
subjectivity factor of the human obscrver. Individual differences among
raters both as to numerical values and as to qualities emphasi,:ed are
bound to occur even under the best indoctriiation. Wherever significant
validities for such ratings may be found, it is desirable to set up hypoth-
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eses as to the significant traits involved and then to seek objective, quan-
titative indicators of the same traits.

An incidental finding that is of interest in connection with observa-
tions was that ratings of goodness of physical appearance of students as
they took their group tests had zero validity (0.03) against the pilot-
training criterion. The correlation of these ratings with evaluations based
upon personal, quasi-psychiatric interviews was so low (0.13) as to indi-
cate that physical appearance as such has a minimal bearing upon the
interview result. The reliability of the interview rating is unknown.

Clinical Type Procedures

Recognized as being impractical in a mass-testing program, clinical-
type procedures which emphasize a global approach to personality were
nevertheless given an experimental trial (see ch. 24). Ratings of prob-
able success in training were made, taking into account a large mass of
data concerning each student. The sources of information were an hour
interview, scores from Rorschach and Thematic Apperception, and sini-
lar tests, and observational data. The over-all ratings showed practically
no validity for predicting the training criterion. This was true in spite
of the fact that intimate observations of men in pilot training had led to
the belief that personality traits were of considerable moment in students'
adjustments to training, and probably to success in training.

While this finding does not also answer the question whether the
psychoneurotic-prone individual can be detected by similar methods, the
costliness of the procedures in personnel time and the subjectivity of the
evaluations are good reasons for hesitation to pursue the matter further
in a program in which an important goal is objectivity. Proponents of
the global approach and the clinical-type procedures that go with them
may be able to say that the approach was not given a complete trial, and
members of the program will be ready to admit that this is so. When-
ever any such project fails it can always be said that the optimal pro-
cedures were not employed. The reply to such an assertion is that rela-
tively minor shortcomings should not be responsible for complete fail-
ure. There may be room for debate, of course, as to whether a short-

coming is minor or is a keystone.

Masculinity-Femininity Tests

E-xplorations were started with masculinity-femininity tests of the

traditional type (Terman-Miles and Goodenough) and of information

tests presumed to be discrimniatory of masculine versus feminine char-

acteristics (see ch. 25). The stimulus for this was the hypothesL, derived

from observations in comlbat zones, that the masculine-type man is on

the whole a better leader and also probably less psychoncurotic-prone. It

wits also bulie'ed that the trait would sh1ow up, th0ugh to a less degree.

as betweci graduates and climincs in training.
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The traditional tests, when applied to aviation students, have shown
very low internal consistencies. A single sex would naturally be ex-
pected to show less internal consistency than a mixed group, but there
should still be significant differences within each sex. Several informa-
tion tests were developed but none was validated against the training
criteria. They should also be item-validated by carefully sampling large
groups of males and females in representative populations in the age
range of aviation students, in order to test the hypothesis more fully.
The failure of the masculinity score of the Guilford-Martin Inventory
of Factors GAMIN to correlate with the pilot-training criterion (see
ch. 23) is one indication of the probable result with other masculinity-
femininity tests.

Carefulness Tests
These tetts were developeJ on !he basis of a hypothesis arrived at

after months of study of navigation training by the psychological re-
search project (navigation) ; the hypothesis was that critical errors are
made because the navigator is careless in minor details. Four tests of a
complex clerical type, with sonic face validity for navigation, were de-
veloped and analyzed (see ch. 25). It was a striking finding that their
error scores yielded a new common factor practically independent of the
rights scores for the same tests. This seemed to be a carefulness factor,
such as the hypothesis had called for. Its validity for the navigator has
not yet been determined and is one of the urgent postwar navigator-
selection problems. Incidentally, the finding of such divergent commu-
nalities between rights and wrongs scores for the same tests led to re-
newed scrutiny of similar phenomena in other tests and a reexamination
of the general utility of formula scores.

Fear and Tension Tests
Tenseness and fear and apprehension are given as two separate cate-

gories in the julr-analysis list of pilot traits. The theory behind test con-
struction implicitly treats them as one, though tenseness as a symptom
is measurable better by apparatus tests, while tendencies to fear are
amenable also to testing with printed instruments.

Tests based upon expressions of opinions and attitudes, aimed at
assessing generalized fear and nervousness, were only minimally satis-
factory when validated against the pilot criterion (see ch. 25). The vari-
ance was probably unique, but the correlation with the pilot criterion so
low that the contribution to the composite score was insufficient for
practical gain. The exact source of even this low validity is yet to be
detwrmnined. Judging from analogous results, we might find it not to be
fear or nvrvousness at all. But whatevcr it is, the effort to define it
might be worth while.

Confidence Tests
Lack of confididence Is nictitiontid in the list of traits significant in navi-
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gator and bombardier training, but not among those for the pilot. Clini-
cal observations by members of the program, however, tend to relate the
trait also to pilot-training success.

Of several methods tried, only one, which was based upon self-ratings
of performance on psychomotor tests, was valid for pilot training, and
this to a practical degree (see ch. 25). The score was the divergence
between the student's rating and the actual level of performance. The
more realistic the judgment, the greater the student's chances of gradua-
tion. It is not known whether this validity should be attributed to self-
confidence or to some other aspect of the rating. The subjective element
in ratings is again a cause for restraint aga-ist using the device for selec-
tion and classification.

Social Intelligence and Leadership Tests

The need of measures to show how adept and how well adjusted an
individual is in social relationships is urgent as one aspect of the problem
o3f the selection of leaders. Internally consistent sets of items were de-
veloped for tests in thi. area, but the nature of the communal;ty was not
established, and no validation data are available (see ch. 25). Although
the prograir, was called upon to supply a "mental-alertness" score and a
flight officer examination to be used toward the discrimination of officer
material, not a -reat deal of research was directed toward the specific
officer pro olem. In view of the general importance of the problem to
the Air Corps, it would seem that much more attention should be given
to it.

Motivation Measures

Motivation, including interests and attitudes, was mentioned as a sig-
nificant trait in connection with all three assignments in training and
in :ombat. The subject has .everal aspects which were treated in chapter
26, and several types of instruments were tried out to meet the apparent
needs.

The student's own exprssion of his preferences for training and of
his strength of interest in the types of training given him were used
along with aptitude scores to determine classification, until the last year
of the war. These expressions of interest failed to correlate with gradua-
tion-elimination to a practical degree except for the navigator. For the
navigator, also, expressions of interest correlated substantially with
valid navigator tests and with the n.avigator stanine. It is believed that
the navigator's ratings of intert'st were, therefore, made in a more en-
lightened manner, with greater xlf-knowledge of potentialities. That
this made the ratings themselves more valid is an interesting hypothesis,

'rests that relatively objectively assess a factor of pilot intercst-the
General Information (llot score) and possibly the Biographical Data
Blank (pilot score)-were valid to a practical degree. No factor of navi-
gationi interest, as such, emerged. Interests in academlic work, more par-
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ticularly in mathematics and numerical work, probably served a function

in the selection of navigator! comparable with -'"t of pilot interest for
the pilots. These interests may have been sunh,,arized, or incorporated
in the mathematical background factor found in the Biographical Data
Blank (navigator score) and in tile Mathemnatics A iest.

Interests and attitudes of fighter and bomber pilots proved to be suf-

ficiently divergent and stable that it was pos!;;ble to assess them by means
of satisfaction tests.

Tests designed to assess combat read.1iness did not show significant
val'dation against the training criterion. The internal consistency was
generally low. If this supposed trait is to be measured, it is recommended
that a new start be made.

Biographical Data Blanks

The outstanding success in deriving valid scoring keys for this type
of information is proof enough of the utility of this kind of test (see
ch. 27). Furthermore, it has unique contributions to make. The pilot
validity for the pilot score is due in large part to the variance in me-
chanical experience, a component that could well be dispensed with in
the blank. There is much in the pilot validity that is yet to be accounted
for, and no hypothesis for it has as yet been accepted.

The question of how much, if any, validity of the scores is affected
by guileful falsification has apparently been answered satisfactorily by
means of an experimental study reported in chapter 27.

There is now little doubt of the need for this type of instrument in
the classification battery. Scoring keys were in the proc,"ss of con-
struction for flight engineer, and it is likely that they could also be prof-
itably constructed for radar observer and other specialists, includ*ng the
bombardier. Possibilities of new items for pilot and navigator are real,
as late item validations have shown. It is probably desirable to keep any
such instrument up to date by periodic revalidation of items. Once the
secrets of validity are unfolded, as in the finding that the pilot score
depended much upon the mechanical factor for its validity, tests may be
constructed to cover the same trait more objectively.

Other Job-Analysls Categories

Tht listing of tests above does not exhaust the job-analysis categories.
The reasons will be clear as they are mentioned. Estimation of speed is
not a trait amenable to printed testing; it requires apparatus presentation
and control, and is bcet adapted to the motion-picture medium. The
sense of sustentation obviou-ly requires apparatus. Speed of decision and
reaction was subjected to testing first by means of the Discrimination Re-
action Time test. '"he anualysis of that test shows that its validities for all
three air-cr-w lx..iti,,n•, can 1w almot fully accounted for by known fac-
tors without rc.ort to a dcis.ion factor or a speed factor. There is much
noclhance variance in the test still unaccosutcd for, however, and a
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small part of its pilot validity. Thurstonc's finding of a speed-of-decision
factor (1) calls for further exploration of this area. The types of tests
in which he found it, howe,'er, were very different front the Discrimina-
tion Reackion Time test. An effort was made to duplicate this test in
printed form (see ch. 19), but whether it will carry all the factors pres-
ent in the apparatus test remains to be seen.

The job-analysis traits mentioned under the heading of coordination
and technique are suggestive of apparatus tests. No printed tests were
even suggested to measure them: coordination, appropriateness-of con-
trols used, feel of controls, smoothness of control movement, and prog-
ress in developing technique.

Among the tenpcrainict categories, absence of tenseness has gener-
ally been regarded as an apparatus-test subject. By tie direct observa-
tional methods involving ratings of tenseness during performance on
psychomotor tests, little success was achieved. Ratings varied so much
from observer to observer and from task to task as to justify little
confidence in the validity of the. ratings. Absence of confusion and nerv-
ousness has also been regarded as subject matter for apparatus tests.
Direct observations seemed to give promise of validity in pilot selection,
but objective scores on the task were even more promising and it is un-
known whether the ratings added anything new. The two were highly
correlated. The validity of both might represent variance in coordination
or skill rather than in a temperament variable. The category of suitable
temperament is indeed ambiguous. It can be interpreted broadly enough
to encompass all other temperament categories. Until better defined, it
is of no use as a guide to test ideas.

THE SELECTION OF BATTERY TESTS

It may be of value to record here some recommendations as to the
compý'Ztion of future test batteries for whatever purpose they may be
needed but more particularly for air-crew classification. There may well
be differences of opinion on theory and procedure as well as upon specific
recommendations. The ones made here are not by any means the only
ones that could be made. They represent the result of the experiences of
many investigators but the biases of a single interpreter.

Much discussion was held in the latnr months of the program concern-
ing alternative batteries. Alternative batteries, or at least replaceable tests,
are most desirable when retesting is called for. During the early months

of the program, adherence to the rule of no retesting was strict. After

excombat returnees began coming in large numbers and applying for

air-crew training, retesting of them was made an important exception

to the general policy. Another reason for alternative instruments is the

matter of possible ccaching, either by those who had been through the

tests or by an outside agent who has somehow discovcred the n.1ture of

the tests. Experience did not lead to great concern on this point. The
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battery was very long and quite varied in content. Many tests were not
very adaptable to coaching and others went through revision of content
from time to time. At any rate, the question of what tests are inter-
changeable, and the existence of a large number of experimental tests
that have necvcr been used In the classification battery both call attention
to the need for decisions as to alternate tests and possibly as to alternate4 batteries. Having made these decisions in advance, a new battery could

•~ be put into use on shorter notice.
The recommendations to follow will not go beyond tests that have

been factor analyzed. Again, the knowledge of factorial content and of
validities of factors will be an important source of guidance. It seems

, obvious to the writer that the central principle to be followed in setting
up any battery would be to note first the factors that have variance in

S.the criteria to be predicted and their relative amounts, then to select the

- best tests, in terms of strength and purity in those factors. Noting the
factors with positive validity for the pilot, in table 28.17 for example,
"one might then go to table 28.15 and under each factor find the best test

.4 of it for pilots, taking into consideration its othr substantial loadings,

it no pure test is available. Especially to be avoided, if possible, would
be the inclusion of a test with a secondary or tertiary loading in a factor
that has negative validity for the criterion in question.

In what follows, no attempt will be made to propose complete bat-
teries. Instead, each factor will be considered ini turn, and the applicability
of the best tests of the factor to the selection of air crew will be men-
tioned. Lack of information concerning validities of many of the factors
for bombardier and navigator will prevent a completely satisfactory coy-
erage. In some instances tests will be recoimmended for navigator sclec-
tion contingent upon the later finding that the factor is a component of
"the navigator criterion. Very few references will he made to the
bombardier, since very little is known factorially regarding the bombar-
dier criterion, nor is there much prospect that much will be known.
Listed under each factor category will be the recommended tests and
following them the speccialties for which recommcndcd, if the factor is
"valid. Followirg the list some qualifications may be given. Code numbe-rs
do not specify the exact form of the test, since different forms are usu-
ally factorially alike, and it is also presumed that new forms will be de-
veloped, with improvcnients where called for. The tests are mentioned
in approximately the order of choice, though in many instances they are
indistinguishable as to probable value.

CARE.u Ess Tam
Plotting Test, CE452 (wrongs score), for navigator.
Complex Scale Rcaidingo CE454 (wrongs score), for navigator.
Plotting Accur..:y, CE453 (wrongs score), for navigator.
No'rt.-The third in tht list is not quite as pure as the others. Its sew-

ondary numerical -ariance should make it more valid for the nasigator.
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INTEGRATION I TE-STS

Signal Interpretation, C1656, for navigator.
Combat Planes, C1655, for navigator.
Fligl._ Formations, C1654, for pilot or navigator.
Noam.-Signal interprctation colt-,ins too much gencral-rcasoning and

integration III variances to be a good test for pilots. Combat plancs con-
tains too much of the same two factors, plus some untwanted verbal
variance.

INTECRATION 11 TESTS

Following Directions, CP402, for pilot or navigator.
Code Analysis, C1653, for navigator.
NorrL-The choice for pilots is the lesser of two evils. Both tests

contain some verbal variance, but Code Analysis also has numerical and
general-reasoning components, and what is probably worse, a substantial
amount of variance in integration I1I.

INTEGRATION III TESTS

No0rE.-No test in this group is called for in pilot selection, owing to

the possible negative pilot validity of this factor. Code Analysis, C1653,
is probably best for navigator, if the factor has navigator validity. Plan-
ning a Course, C1406, would be a suitable second choice, since its other
substantial loading is in spatial relations, which is known to be valid for
the navigator. If the planning factor is found to have navigator validity,
then Planning Air Maneuvers, C1408, would be desirable. If Reasoning
III has navigator validity, then Figure Classification, C1213, would be
suitable. One defect of integration tests is that all are complex. A good
hypothesis is needed regarding the nature of integration Ill and new
tests to maximize that type of variance.

JUDGMENT TESTS

Practical Judgment (nonuechanical), C1301, for pilot.
Ccmmonsense Judgment," AAI'QE JR Fart 3, for pilot or navigator.
Practical Estimations I, CI308, for pilot.
NOE..-The first of the three, Form CI301IIXI, had low verbal vari-

ance but substantial general-reasoning variance. The second has probably

more veibal variance than is good for a pilot tct. The third (A form)

had zero verbal variance, and its mechanical-cxpxriencc and planning

components are valid for the pilot.

LENGTH ESTIMATION TESTS

Shorter Line, CP606, for pilot or navigatr:
Nearest Point, CP607, for pilot.
Norz.-The first is practca!ly pure, and is recommcntdcd :ven though

other tests have a greater loading in the factor. The scond has smUll

amounts of visual-mcmory, spatial-relations, vi•ualiz:,tion, and verbal

T"iJ Its, wva duauibr4 c€.o~tuctic wirt th. factor anailta, and j 4tam# tett& in thlalmr L
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(negative loading) compo:ints, all of which'would add to the pilot
validity of the test. Probab / better t an either will be the Estimation of
Length test, CP531, but its compositi/on is as yet unknown.

MA'riiEMATIC.'Ai. BACKGROITiI, TESTS

Biographical Data Blank (Navigator score), CE602, for pilot and
navigator,

NovrE.-lMathematics A is not recommended because of its length and
its strong numerical variance. It is significant that mathematical back-
ground apparently has validity for the pilot, whereas the numerical fac-
tor has not. Such a distinction could not have been forecast from job-
analysis information, or from test results, probably, without a factorial
analysis. The oniy disadvantage of the recommended test lies in its
slight negative loading with pilot interest.

MECHIANICAL EXPERIENCE TESTS

Mechanical Information, C1905, for pilot and navigator.
Tool Function, C1906, for pilot and navigator.
NoTr.-Too: Function had a slightly higher loading in this factor in

one analysis than Mechanical Information had in an average of several
analyses. This finding needs verification before much attention is paid to
it. Mechanical Information is apparently more pure, though the second-
ary loading of perceptual speed in Tool Function, if real, would not de-
tract from either pilot or navigator selection, and could probably be re-
moved in later forms.

PAIRED AssociATEs MEMORY

Memory for Plane Silhouettes, C1503, for pilot or navigator.
Memory for Ships, C1504, for pilot or navigator.
NOTE.-Both tests have secondary loadings in perceptual speed and

spatial relations, both of which are valid for pilot and navigator. The
second has less verbal variance and might, therefore, be better for pilots.

VISUAL MEMORY
Plane Formation, CP805, for pilot or navigator.
NoTE.-New forms of this test would undoubtedly be better. Map-

memory tests are not recommended, because there is probably too much
verbal component for the pilot, and more paired-associates memory and
perceptual speed than should be tolerated.

MEMORY III
Plane Name Memory, C1506, for pilot or navigator.
Memory for Landmarks, CISI0, for pilot or navigator.
NoTE.-lBoth tests would cover both memory I and memory III quite

well. They are otherwise pure except for a small amount of perceptual
speed. They should be rid of memory I if possible. This seems unlikely,
unless a better hypothesis of the nature of memory III appears.
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Null Eft RIC., TFSTS

Numerical Operations, C1701, for bombardier and navigator.
Norz.--Tlhre is no close competitor cither in terms of strength or of

purity. It is easy to find nutmerical variance combined with either gen-
eral reasoning or with spiatial rclations in other tests. The combination
with reasoning would be satisfactory for the navigator but superfluous
for the bombardier.

PERCEPTUAL SPEED TESTS

Speed of Identification, CP610, for pilot, navigator, or bombardier.
Spatial Orientation I, CP501, for pilot, navigator, or bombardier.

PILOT INTEPEST TESTS

General In formation (Pilot score), CE505, for pilot.

PLANNING T.smrs

Planning Air Maneuvers, C1408, for navigator.
Practical Estimations I, C1308, for pilot.
NorE.-The first test would be very valid for the navigator if both

the planning and integration III factors arc valid. There is too much of
both verbal and integration III in it for a good pilot test. The second
test combines planning with judgment and mechanical experience, both
components of the pilot criterion.

PsvcHioMOTORa COORDINATION

Rotary Pursuit, CM803, for pilot.
Complex Coordination, CM701, for pilot.
NarL-A better test of the psychomotor I factor could be produced.

PSYCIIOrOTOR PREcIsION Ts-rs

Discrimination Reaction Time, CP61 1, for bombardier or navigator.

NOT.L.No really good test of this apparently is available. Fortu-

nately, this test's stronger loading in spatial relations contributes to valid-
ity for both assignments.

PSYCiHOMOTOR SPzw TzsTs
Log Book Accuracy (no code), for navigator.
Marking Accuracy (no code), for navigator or pilot.
No'r.-Thc first test has a strong secondary loading in the numerical

factor and so is not recomincuded fo7 the pilot. Tile scconld has a second-
ary loading in perceptual speed and so would do for either assignment.

GENERAL REASONING

Mathematics B, C1206, for navigator.

Foiced Landing, C1652, for navigator.
Pattern Compreheion. CP8O3, for navigator.
NoT.--The first tt ;t combines about cqual loadings in reasoning and

numerical factors, bu. the factor: are about equally strong in the crite-
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rion. The second test h, a substantial secondary variance in integration
II. If that factor shoul. be found correlated zero or negative with1 navi-
gation, the second test :, out of the running. The third test carries small

v" loadings in percepual-E: ced, verbal, and visualization factors, all of which
do no particular harm )r the navigator.

REASONING 11
Gottschaldt Figures, QP9OIA, might be recommended for pilot or

navigator, but not enough is known regarding other iiconchance variance.
It is probably a very complex test.

NoTE.-There is no good recommendation here. Figure analogies is
equally strong for the factor, but is exceedingly complex, having factors
with zero or negative relation to the pilot criterion and factors with un-
known relation with the navigator criterion. A much better test could
be developed. Something along the line of Pattern Reasoning of the judg-
ment-and-reasoning batter) is recommended as a starting point.

REASONING III
NoTL--Only two tests compete for this list, and both are too com-

plex, with secondary loadings whose validities are either zero or negative
for the pilot, and are largely unknown for the navigator.

SPACE I, SPATIAL RELATIONS TEsTs "
Instrument Comprehension II, C1616, for pilot.
Complex Coot dination, CM701, for pilot.
Dial and Table Reading, CP621, 622, for navigator and bombardier.
Discrimination Reaction Time, CP61I, for bombardier and navigator.
NoTEL-An abundance of good tests here makes it possible to dis-

criminate among the specialties to which the test is best suited, since the
factor is a component of all three criteria. Secondary variances in the
first test are reasoning 11, visualization, with a small verbal admixture.
For the second test the chie secondary component is psychomotor co-
ordination, which is of no use apparently for either bombardier or navi-

; gator. The third test presents a strong numerical component and some
. perceptual speed, both of which are not amiss for bombardier as well as

navigator. The last test has the strongest secondary variance in psycho.
motor precision, for which the pilot has no apparent use.

SPACE II Tzsrs.
Hands, CPS 12, for pilot or navigator.
NorrZ.-A rather pure test for the factor. It is believed that the new

test developed in tilc program will be even better, that is, Position Orien-
"tation, CPS26.

SPACE III TzESS
Plotting Test, CE455 (Rights score), possibly for navigator.
NoTrL-This factor is of such uncertain status that it is peobably

prmuature to reconmmend any test for it. The factor's pilot validity as



indicated by limited early results calls for nQtest of this factor for pilots.
SOCIAL SCIENCE BACKGROUND

NorrE.-No test will be recommended, owing to the uncertain defini-
tion of this factor. Certainly, the two tests with communality in it, Geog-
raphy and History, have stronger verbal variance than they have in this
factor. The negative Vilot validity estimated for the factor is of interest,

* but hardly calls for attempts to measure it with negative weights in the
composite. On general principles, the negative weighting of any trait
score means adverse selection for that component; although that com-
ponent may be negatively related to piloting a plane, it might be positively
related to success as a plane commander.

VER•AL TESTS
Vocabulary, C1604, for navigator and perhaps for bombardier.
Technical Vocabulary and Information (navigator score), CES0SC0

for navigator.
NoTrE.-Both tests are practically pure for the factor. For face validity

it might be better to use the second test in preference to the first. Read-
ing Comprehension is much too complex to be recommended.

VISUALIZATION TESTS

Mechanical Principles, CI903, for pilot or bombardier.
Spatial Visualization I, C1204, for navigator or bombardier.
Pattern Comprehension, CP803, for pilot and bombardier.
Mechanical Movements, C1904, for pilot.
Directional Plotting, CE455, for navigator.
NOTE.-A wealth of strong visualization tests exists--none, however,

pure. The mechanical tests mentioned in this list give large portions of
remaining nonchance variance to the mechanical factor which can do the
tests no harm for pilot selection. The Spatial Visualization I test is recom-
mended for navigator in spite of its complexity in factors whose validity
for navipitor are unknown. The test's validity for navigator is'so high
that not much risk seeins to be taken. The Directional Plotting test is one
to watch in connection with visualization, since both rights and wrongs
scores are loaded witl it. The rights score also carries some numerical
and space III varianc(, the latter being still a question mark; the wrongs
score carries some ca 'fulness variance, which is presumed to be related
to the navigator crite':on, but that fact must still be established. These
qualifications would p'obably justify the striking of this test from the
list pending further iata. It is believed that tests developed very late in
the war will prove .. be much purer for the visualization factor. Their
analysis is an impc" ant step remaining to be done.

SOME GENEl.,, EXPERIENCES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It would be %.i.I ut a sense of completeness to bring to a close this
volume, leaving u. nentioned some of the more general lessons learned
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and the implications wh;:.i came from the rich experiences involved in
the printed-test prograir, Many of the fruis of these experiences have
been presented in chaptt is 2 and 3, in connection with the brief account

of rescarch plans and p >c'durcs. Others have been pointed out or im-
plied in chapters on test: as the opportunity arose. In the paragraphs to
follow, sonic of these p:ints will be repeated for emphasis and by way
of summary. Some new points will be brought out because they arise
from viewing the rcsults in perspective and in retrospect. Many of them
are not new ideas; they have simply been emphasized by the pressure of
repeated and massive experience. Others emerge from the systematic
approach through factor theory and factorial results. It is believc d that
those who shared in the experiences all recognize the problems entailed
in the points to be mentioned. In places there may be some divergencies
of interpretation and recommendation. It must be remembered that the
following account is mediated primarily through one observer.

Factorial Batteries
Experiences, as recorded in the preceding chapter, in particular, tend

to strengthen the conviction that there are a limited number of stable
reference variables in both tests and criteria in terms of which test bat-
teries can best be adapted to vocational predictions. The ideal test bat-
tery, then, should provide variances in all the factors that are iignificantly
weighted in pertinent job criteria.

The traditional method of extracting a single predictive score from

a composite of several tests has been based upon the multiple-regression-
equation principle, each part of the composite being optimally weighted
by least-square fit in order to maximize the multiple correlation be- i
tween composite and criterion. It is common knowledge that the lower
the intercorrelation of parts, the greater the multiple correlation. Factors
have been found to be either independent, i e., uncorrelated, or to have
small positive intercorrelations. Pure tests of factors would accordingly I
yield maximum independence among parts of a composite. There are
other ways of arriving at tests with unique contributions; any iwo tests
with zero intercorrelation coupled with validity of both for a criterion
will satisfy this demand statistically. The fact that two tests correlate
zero with one another, however, does not assure that they are unique
with respect to a third test, nor even that they are factorially pure. Even
a complete battery of nonoverlapping tests might be arrived at by trial
and error. It is believed that the shortest route to this goal is through
factor analysis and factor hypotheses. It is also maintained that the ap-
proach is decidedly more meaningful and that this reduces the amount
of trial and error to a minimum.

The classification battery in use at the close of the war included 19
different tests which yielded 21 different scores. The best evidence avail-
able indicates that this battery covers 12 known factors, plus two addi-
tional ones not identified (the hypothesized kinesthetic-motor factor in
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the rudder control test and a completely unidentified factor in the Bio-

graphical Data Blank). The number of factors that have positive loadings
in the pilot criterion appears to be about 20; 17 that appear in table

28.17 plus the 2 mentioned above and 1 unidentified in the experimental
test Memory for Tactical Plans. The navigator and bombardier criteria

are very incompletely known, but the present knowledge, as represented
in table 28.14, would indicalle that a classification battery for the three
assignments, requires at l-ast four additional factors. The battery just
referred to (probably accounts for but 14 of the sonic 25 factors that

should be covered, not to mention a number of temperament factors
that have not even been brought to light.

The coverage of 25 distinct factors would require at least 25 tests or

scores, even with pure tests. The reason why 21 scores account for only
14 factors is the great amount of replication of coverage of the same
factors, in some instances, by as many as 4 or 5 different tests. It is true
that some factors arc paired in tests in a way that meets the specifica-
tions required by similar combinations in criteria. An example of this
is the combination of numerical and general-reasoning factors in the
Arithmetic Reasoning test, and another is the spatial-relations and psyclM-
motor-coordination factors in Complex Coordination. The difficulty is

that the relative weightings may not be optimal and that in some other
criterion the two factors may not be similarly paired. For a general-
purpose battery that goes beyond three assignments, the needs for test
purity are even more apparent. There seems no escaping the fact that

My vocational battery requires a large number of tests for complete cov-
erage, even at a minimal practical level of prediction. There are other

reasons for large numbers of tests in batteries as the following discus.

sion will also show.

Maximizing Discriminations in Classficatlo4

Implied in the previous discussion is not only the goal of achieving

maximal selection for each assignment but also that of making the max-

"imal differential selection, that is, optimal classification. This problem

has not received the analytical (in the mathematical-deductive sense)

treatment that it deserves. It is probably true that when the first of these

two goals is approached the second is also nearer fulfillment, particularly

for those individuals who are qualified for one assignment and disquali-

fied for others. Of thoie who are qualified for more than one assign-

ment, however, there still remains the problem as to which of two as-
signments is the better. The lower the disqualification rate, the more

serious this becomes.

Criteria of job success are, of course, not mutually independent. Tley

possess factors in comn',-1 also. Beiig thi.nselves much more complex

thaid most tests, their de 'ree of indepenidence might be expected to range

somewhat lower than tl at for tests, even relatively complex tests. We
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have no direct evidence as to jys' ,ow independent the criteria for bom-
bardier, navigator, and pilot tr, lIing are. There were insufficient num-
bers of individuals who attempt !, more than one of these types of train-
ing. Even if there had been lar • numbers, the conditions for estimating
the correlation among criteria -ould have been rather short of satisfac-
tory. Very rough estimates of these intercorrelations have been made
from the known factor compoi :nts given in table 28.14. The correlation
between any pair of criteria ,;ould be given by the sum of the cross
proqucts of pairs of factor loadings. With this method as the ba is,
using the incomplete information in table 28.14, we find that no intr-
correlation exceeds 0.20. The intercorrelations between composite apti-
tude scores for the various classification batteries were typically above
0.50. In only one instance was any one as low as the region of 0.25, and
that was between the navigator and pilot stanines. One reason for the
failure to achieve the proper degree of independence was the fact of im-
pure tests. Another was that each composite was set up independently of
the others. An analytical solution to the problem would have made pos-
sible the derivation of weights for any one composite taking into account
the goal of maximal discrimination in prediction.

Even if pure tests had been utilized, however, thc intercorrelations of
the stanines would not have been a minimum, owing to the intercorrela-
tion of error variances in tests. A test score cannot, unfortunately, be
weighted in a composite without also weighting its error variance. Devi-
ations due to this source are in the same direction in all composites in
which the score is a part. The best solution seems to be to use indepen-
dently derived measures of each factor in different composites. This may
call for more extra work than is justifiable; the cost in extra testing
time and material may be too great. It would call for two or more dif-
ferent tests or scores for each factor that is weighted in more than one
composite. There was enough of such duplication in recent classification
batteries to permit this procedure, and in one or two instances this type
of discrimination was utilized. In a battery of relatively pure tests, how-
ever, either two or more tests of each factor would be called for in some
instances, or the same test could be given in separately timed parts, each
score being used independently. The Numerical Operations test is already
scored twice (front and back of an answer sheet). The parts would yield
scores of lower reliability than would the two combined, but it is be-
licved that the goal of reliability is of less importance than that of factor
coverage, a point that will be( discussed in the paragraphs following. The
writer is definitely inclined to a large and varied battery of short, even
though less reliable, tests in preference to a restricted battery of longer
and more reliable tests. In the same time interval allowed for testing,
there is probably much more to be gained by the use of a more compre-
hetsive battery, even if something must be sacrificed in terms of reliabil-
ity of single tests.
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Reliability and Factor Variance

So much importance has been given traditionally to the matter of test
reliability that some comments are needed here in defense of the state-
ments just made. Arguments of a nonanalytical sort will be offered to

support those statements. A little common-sense reasoning, based upon

some fundamental theory about the factorial composition of tests, should
suffice for this purpose.

In factor theory, the total variance of a test score is conceived as be-

ing composed of a number of independent component variances, addi-

tively combined. In terms of an equation,

v '=ali'+a 2 d'+a0i'+ ..... +a,,l2+i2+e,' (29.1)

in which vi' is the total variance of of test I, aj, a2i . etc., are variances

of factors 1, 2, etc., in test I, uis = any unique variance there may be in
the test, and ei' = the error variance in the test. The reliability of the

test, rie, is the sum of all the nonchance variances, inl other words, the

sum of all terms in the right-hand side of the equation except the last.
The other side of the picture is the contribution of each factor to the

validity of a test. The fundamental equation for the validity of i test in

terms of its common-factor loadings is stated on page 839, but is repeated
here in modified form to apply to test I:

rip,=aaiPl+auiP2+auP3 +..... +alp, (29.2)

in which rip is the validity of test I for pilot training, al, as., etc. are load-

ings of factors 1, 2, etc., in test I, and Pl, Ps, etc., are loadings of factors

1, 2, etc., in the pilot criterion.
It is fairly obvious from equation (29.2) that of the values in

equation (29.1) only the nonzero loadings a,, a2l, etc., have any bearing

upon the size of the validity coefficient. They do also contribute to the

reliability of the test, as can be seen from equation (29.1). But there

is considerable freedom for r, to vary independently of them.
Let us assume that in test I only loadings all, al, aci, and a1i, are posi-

tive and that of these, only a.4 and ar are positive in the pilot critetion.

The validity of test I depends therefore upon these two factors and their

loadings in test and criterion. From the first equation, it can be seen

that rl, could change, either increasing or decreasing, without affecting

the validity of the test, if that change is brought about by changes of

variances cot, asi, or it is'. The rciability could even shrink to the suti
of a,1+a~&' without a i'ecting the validity of test I. Even relatively pure

tests, if the single facti" -,,adings squarcd, ajl does not equal r1., there is

room for loss of reliabi ty without Io!,s of vailidity, It is not known what

the typical change in t itor variances is "when thcrc is a change in ril.

It may usually mean a troportional chatige all along the line. But it is

deemed possible by prol.r control to devise irvw forms of tests in whkh

variances of common-fac.'or components can he increased or tk'crcased
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independently and i viii. Expericnc:s in the program lead to the belief
that we -,re enterin a stage -in test construction where that refinement
will not be uncomn, .i.

In this connecti, i it is pertinent to cite one or two dramatic instances
in which unusuall, low reliability has been accompanied by substantial
validity. One is tl. Path Length test, CP628B, whose reliability was esti-
mated as 0.25 (a'.•rnate-forms) and whose pilot validity was 0.23. An-
other is the Bio '.phical Data Biank, CE602D, navigator score whose
reliability was es irnated as 0.35 (split-half) and 0.49 (test retest) and
whose navigator Lvalidity was 0.23. A IS-item judgment test (part III
of the Air Corps Qualifying Examination, AC10A) had a reliability of
0.36 (odd-even) .nd a pilot validity of 0.36.

From thcse cit,.,l results it looks as though the common advice that if
a test shows validi.y one can forget about its reliability might be sound;
at least in some tests. To see whether this type of case might b.- more
general, a correlation was computed between the best estimatez of reli-
ability and of pilot validity for 74 tests. No test was included unless an
alternate-form type of reliability was available or an odd-even type in a
clearly power test. The coefficient was almost exactly zero. There may
be constant errors, such as certain types of test, like vocabulary and
mathematics tests, which have low validity but high reliability, that load
the situation. A better controlled test of the matter could be made, but
the fact is cited for what it is worth. Examination of lists of reiiabii*ties
of intellectual and perceptual tests described in this volume will show
that they range from about zero to 0.97, with a median of about 0.80,
the distribution being markedly skewed. Were we to hold out for a high
minimum reliability level, many a useful test would not be utilized.

The question as to whether the variance components of a test that are
not valid for a criterion should be in the nature of error variance or of
variance in other, but nonvalid, factors, is an open on,_. We may assume
for the sake of argument here that there is a real choice in the matter;
that with tht valid factor variance held constant, the reliability may equal
that variance or it mnay be substantially greater by the addition of other
cotmon-factor ;-,;riance none of which contributes to validity. In the first
alternative, all nw ivalid variance of a test is given over to error variance;
and in the SCco,.,, the nonvalid variance is divided between irrelevant but
nonerror ,::,.iance and error variance. What will be the different effects
upon t1,e contribution of this test to a composite under these two con-
ditions? There are probably several effects, but one of them is that the
test with sccotulary and perhaps tertiary factor variances will to that
extev:t be sclective in the directions of those additional factors whether
we wani i..t kind of sel-ction injectcd into the composite or not. If all
the nonvalid variance were error variance, no change of direction of
selection would be entailed. From this line of thinking, therefore, it would
seem preferable to use a less reliable, pure test to using a more reliable,
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more complex test, when both have ,1.l1 preij.ctions oni the valid factor
that we wish to measure.

Validilier, of Pure Teatm

In' the search for valld pure tests, one finding is disturbing to the

investigator who, following the traditional teachings on irst construction,
works toward maximizing the validity of each test. If the latter is the
sole objective,.we almost always end up with complex tests. An exception
to this is when a criterion has a high saturation in some factor or factors,
as the navigator criterion has in the numerical and gcneral-reasoning
factors. It turns out, as it did in the present program, that the most vali'I

tests are complex; Reading Comprehension, Arithmetic Reasoning, Me-
chanical Principles, Biographical Data Blank (pilkt score), Dial and Table
Reading, and the Complex Coordinator tes:. By comparison, pure tests
like Vocabulary, Speed of Identification, Numerical Operations, and NC.e-
chanical Information have saIffercd. All have been taken out of the classifi.
cation batiery giving way to other tests at one time or anoh.r because of
lower validity coefficients. In the absence of thorough knowledge of inter-
correlations or of factor loadings and their validities, the tkmptation is
strong to do that very thing. In the light of such knowledge, all of these
four, except the vocabulary test, were returned to the battery.

As another aspect to this matter, the attempt to improve a test by
making item-validity studies also works toward complex tests. Any item
may correlate with the criterion for as many reasons as there are iactors
in common between them. One item is valid because of factor A, another
because of factor B, and sti!l a third because of factor C. Or, as with
total test scores, an item that is itself factorially complex has a greater

likelihood of exhibiting significant validity and so of bIiniw retained.

While the validity of the total score is thus r-aised, the uniqueness of

the test is not thereby promoted.

A Technique for Test Purification

Tests have been improved with respect to validity by the procedier of

item validation just mentioned. The. have 1een improved with resp,-

to internal covsistency and henc, reiiability by item correlation against

total scores. They should also be bubject to purification by a similar

process of item selection based upon item correlation with criteria of

known factors. The selection can he both positive and negative; that is,

acceptance of items that correlate. acceptably with the factor to be

maximized in the tcs*, and the rci•:ction of items that correlate to an

unacceptably high degree with othler factors. An arithmcic-reasoning

test might be made more of ,, reJsorling test and less of a numerical test

by rejecting items that corr, tae too strongly with a Numerical Operations

score. Other tests may o- reduced in verbal variance by correlating

items with a vocabulary -core. Reading Comprehension might be rid of
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mechanical-cxperien,;voriance by correlating items with a .Mechanical
Informsatioin score.

This tichlique w. s given a trial in connection with the test Mechanical
Principles. iii an ef, I to segregate the mechanical and visualization items,
with no great suc (-s. The difficulty probably lay in the fact that the
items had already '- en put through tests of internal consistency and some
of them through .a item validation, which as was said before works
toward compklxity To be most effective, the purification by item correla-
tion must begin v -ly. It would be wise, in constructing the items ori-
ginally, to have 'i, potheses about what introduces variance of one kind
or another into at item and to strive for the kind of purity one wants.
Awareness of wht t the factors are and in what kind of items they are
likely to appear is % great help in this. The success that was achieved in
keeping verbal var' rice out of a number of tests where it might well
have crept in, e. g., Mechanical Information, some of the integration tests,
etc., is an indication of what can be done.

Homogeneous Versus Heterogeneous Tests

During the course of test dcvelopment in the program, it became ap-
parent to many of the personnel, as it had been known from the begin-
ning by others, that tests fall into two categories as determined by the
homogeneity of their content. Homogeneity may be of different kinds.
* Homogeneity of form and content can be noted by superficial examina-
tion. Homogeneous items from this point of view will look alike in
certain respects. Homogeneity of function is detected by means of item
intercorrelation or of item correlation with some common criterion, such
as total score in the test of which they are a part.

The similarity of form refers to the technical nature of the item,
whether it is a multiple-choice, matching, or true-false, etc., type. Con-
tent similarity, by superficial inspection, refers to the material used-
words, diagrams, forms, machi nes, colors, and the like. Each test is
usually consistent in form and in content throughout, and the choice of
either is determiined by such considerations as conveniences of group
administration, use of answer sheet, machine scoring, etc., and also by
the nature of the task which it is believed will best bring out individual
differences in the trait being measured. While these technical uniformities
of items have some bearing upon the factorial composition of item vari-
ances and, thlerefore, upon the functional homogeneity of a test, there is
much latitude for diverse functional nature within the same set of similar
items. It is the functional homogeneity of items in which we are most
interested here. The degree of functional homogeneity is indicated by
item intercorrelations, but not as simply as one might think, as will be
shown.

Item analysis in which the criterion of homogeneity of an item with
other items in the test is the correlation of items with total provisional
score on the test, tends undoubtedly toward increased homogeneity when
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the provisional score is itself rvlativ'ely unaib*guous, that is, factorially
pure. When the provisional total score is itself factorially complex, it

can be seen that the selection of items having greatest item-total cor-
relations will not necessarily increa•se homogeneity in the factorial sense.

Item validation, in which the b.isis of item selection is correlation of

item with an outside practical criterion, is also likely to lead toward

greater factorial heterogeneity, as waj pointed out before. L

The moral of this discussion is that if one desires valid, unique tests,

one should proceed slowly in the use of the item-total correlation until

one has a fairly unambiguous total score. The correlation of items with

a job criterion may be used very well as an exploratory, preliminary
step. The valid items should be scrutinized in order to derive a hypothesis

as to their validity. Items that seem to fit the hypothesis in common may
then be used as a cluster for deriving a provisional total score to be used
as a new criterion for new item correlations, of items within the cldu.,er
as well as of newly constructed items which also appear to fit the
hypothesis. In developing the General Information test, pilot score, for
example, having found that the factor of pilot interest is the unique
variance that the test has tn , and that mechanical experience is

another strong variance but well covered by another test, one should,
according to this line cf reasoning, reject items that correlate highly with
the Mechanical Informnutioii total scot.ý (better yet, transfer those items
to that test), then make an intern il-consistency analysis of remaining
items with a total score based upon remaining items as the criterion.
I i thee.: art; then some items with low consistency but still with significant
pilot validity, effort should be made to understand the nature of any
other valid factor tha# may be represented.

Apart from the goal of highly homogeneous, unique tests, if one has

a test that is obviously heterogeneous and merely desires to maximize
its validity, the route would not be through increasing internal con,

sistency, but (trite the opposite. Applying the common multiple-regres-
sion principles, one would strive to maximize the correlation of each
item with the job criterion and to minimizj the inter•correiations of the

items. The selection should favor items of the type that will bring that

about. This procedure, however, would seem merely to result in an ex-

tension of our ignorance to new valid territory, rather than to increase

our knowledge of why tests are valid and therefore to improve our con-

trol over validity alreadj achieved.

Power Tests Versus Speed Tests

Not a great deal was learned concerning the relative merits of power

tests and speed tests, nor what effect working time as a determining

factor has upon test results. The probiem arose many times, but each

particular instance of it was met as it occurred, without the benefit of
any new general principles having been discovered or any general

studies being made upo:1 themn. Some tests were adlministered with dif-
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f.rent time limits for the F., me material, and routine reliability and
validity studies were carried through, but without results justifying any
slatement of generalizations. 0 i0y one or two rather disjointed comments,
therefore, can be offered on this question.

lfi tests in which it was desired that all examinees attempt or respond
to every item, the device of "pacing" the group was found useful.
Reference to some test descriptions in earlier chapters will show that one
or- more times during the work on a test the administrator would break
in with a statement to the effect that "at this time you should be working
on item number X." In spite of this, there would still be a limited number
who might not complete a test in the allotted time, liberal though it was.
There is the other problem of the many who complete a test much earlier
than the given limit and who have nothing to occupy them until the next
test is called for. To meet this situation, it is recommended that many
power tests include more items than are scored. The items at the end,
beyond the last one scored, merely provitie busy work for the rip'd
worker. The terminal, busy-work items may be those of low internal
consistency and of high level of difficulty. This procedure would probably
be most applicable to vocabulary and information tests, thot.gh it would
work with others. One could then score on!y items that have b' 'n at-
tempted by everybody, or down the list to a point where any desired
percentage has attempted the last item.

If it is not known beforehand on the hasiq of soundest theory or
empirical evidence whether a test is better as a speed test or as a power
test, the recommended procedure wouldienable us to settle the point. If
all individuals attempt items through the Pith one, it would be desirable
to determine the validity of scores derived from n items, n + 5 items, j
iý + 10, n + 15, and so on as far as one desires to carry the study.
Allowances for relation of qaliuity to test iength would need to be made. 4

The time prcblern deserve! study from another r.specf. It may well be
that the validity of many aýtest is below its maximum because examinees
are themselves too much in control of their working time. Pacing of the

type mentioned may help to overcome this to some extent. Printing short
sections of tests on earh rage ad timig the test by pages is even better.
Even more precise control of working time per item may be desirable
in some tests. This suggests either tachistoscopic or motion-picture presen-
tatiun of ijteis in which the -no.t t.tirgent control can be attained.
Empiirical studies of this problem are needed,

Right6, Versus Wrongs Scores
"The rcader who has followed the discussion of even a small number f j

the tests in this volume will almost certainly have n-ted the attention
that has been given to rights and wrongs scores, apart from their men-
tion in scoring formulas. Experience has repeatedly called attention to
the importance of this. In a surprisingly large number of tests the dis-
persion of wrongs scores is relatively large, offering a bas:s for measurc-
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tment of individual differences. There is also sufficient freedom in many
tests for correlations between rights and wrongs scores to depart radically
fromn rF 1.00. There is also the striking discovery that rights and wrongs
scores may be functionally very different, giving indications of individual
differences on quite different continua of human personality.f The implication of this is that in the development of any new test,
consideration should first be given to the amount of correlation btsween
rights and wrongs scores. If this is suffliciently different from -1.00,
let us say -0.80 or higher on the scale (when corrected for attenuation),
from then on they should be investigated as two test variables. They
should be validated separately, have separate determinations of relia-
bifities, and each should be treated in factorial studies. In factor analysis.
it would be best not to include both in the same matrix, if both are derived
from the same set of items. A rights score from one half the test or one
form and wrongs from the other half or form would be suitable, avoid.
ing the emergence of a doublet factor unique to the two,. When these
procedures are carried out, it may be found that both scores are called
for in using a battery, and that either or both should be weighted in one
or more composite scores. If both should be called for in the same corn-
posite, it is recommended, again, that they be derived from independent
sets of items.

Scoring Formulas
Closely related to the problem of rights and wrongs scores is that of

scoring formulas. Experience shows that the automatic and indiscriminate
use of correction-for-guessing formulas is to be severely condemned.
While this procedure may satisfy the logic about probabilities of chance
success with an item by guessing (and it is often doubtful whether this
logic really applies to the case for which it was intended, as was pointed
out in ch. 3), it may at the samne time have quite serious effects that were
not suspected and which, if known, would not be desired.

It might seem that the solution lies il deriving optinal scoring formulas,
giving the rights unitary weight and the wrongs a weight a, which will
maximize the multiple correlation between rights and wrongs, additively

combined, and the job criterion. N\`hen this has been done, the a priori
formula is verified less often than it is not, but validities of tests are

_-Yaised very little by change in weight a. For 10 differcrht tests in 1 study,

the highest gain in validity for optimal weights was 0.04, and in most of
them the gains were too low to be of practical value. As compared with

validities for rights only, however, the optimnal wei-hts provided increases

from 0.03 to 0.06. In two tests, pu.iitive weights, one as high as +0.479,
were apparently best for the wroigs. with increased validities ot 0.02

and 0.03 over those derived with nmegative. a priori, weights fcr the

wrongs.
The use of the optinial-weight scoring formula leads to the conclusiom

that v -y large samples are required fur the estimation of stable weights,
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and that the formula is ,:xtremely sensitive in some instances, giving
very large changes in a for small changes in correlation coefficients. The
wary investigator will be on the lookout for absurd results with the
formula at times.

Cross Validations of Composites

Another, more general, caution in connection with multiple-regression
weights is well worth mentioning. It has been recognized that a coefficient
of multiple correlation as ordinarily computed represents the maximum
amount of association between a pool of variables optimally weighted
and a single criterion, and that this correlation is subject to some shrink-
age when the weights are applied to predicting the criterion in a new
sample from which the weights were not derived. The extent of this
shrinkage is sometimes estimated by means of shrinkage formulas. These
formulae are expected to indicate the amount of regression effect to be

expected. Shrinkage formulas were rarely employed in the program,
owing to lack of full confidence in them. Instead, as will be noted inI
chapter 24 and following, a cross-validation procedure was invoked to
determine empirically whether a scoring key would maintain its validity

when applied to a new sample. The results obtained by this procedure well
justified the decision to expend the necessary effort. The amount of
shrinkage is often surprising, but such a finding leaves one with the
satisfaction of assurance that he knows the worst. The experience also
leads to the suspicion that many a prediction composite may unwittingly
rest on a shaky foundation. Aside from cross validation, another pro-
cedure that can be used is tc test regression weights for statistical signifi-
cance or to compare weights derived in two halves of a sample. Having ,
gone this far, however, the cross validation entails little extra effort.

SOME GENERAL IMPLICATIONS

The prece'ing pages have presented a few of the many suggestions
that emerge from experiences encountered in developing tests. They
tend toward- the more technical and statistical t)pe of problem of limited
scope. What can be said concerning the larger vistas of human mental
measurement that surely must have been glimpsed from time to time?
There have been moments when the vision has been less myopic than the
drtailed accounts of this volume suggest. It is hoped that the mnere recital
of facts alxsut test after test, area after area, has also provided the reader
with opportunities to share in the outlook that first-hand experiences
have offered.

Those who have b'en close to practical prublems of vocational selection
or vocational guidance. well know tha-St the developtnemet of useful tech-
niquvs has been paiiifully slow and disheartcning, andi that the final
limiti-tiunis of effective prediction may have seemed to be very great.
The ceiling of maxinmal accuracy of prediction may have seemed to be

____
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quitv low. If this is so, it is believed that the measure of success achieved

by the program which this and similar volumes represent, should ma-
terially alter the outlook for vocational-adjustment service for the better.
There were probably very few at the beginning of the program who
woyld have placed much hope in the prospect of selecting pilot trainees by
means of printed tests alonr, with a degree of accuracy represented by a
correlation as high as 0.50. That inuch accuracy has actually been accom-

plished by means of a battery including a total of only )30 items, as
J will be told in more detail in anot'er Report. Nor would one have ex-

pected that by means of a longer battery which includes apparatus tests

a validity between 0.60 and 070 could be attained for pilot selection,
and an even higher validity for navigater selection. What has been done
for these two occupations can be done for othiers, and, as may be seen
in the latter part of chapter 28, the ceilings for pilot and navigator have

not by any means been reached. The whole area of temperament is very
much still open territory in this connection.

This degree o( success has not been accomplished in four ordinary

years, or with ordinary allotments of personnel, or with crdinary facilities
arid sub,;ects. Only the crisis of a world war, unfortunately, could permit
it to come to pass. Advances in other vocationa! areas will need some-
what similar concentration of efforts. Fortunately, much that has been
"learned in the Army Air Forces will readily apply elsewhere. Much el
it, to be sure, will not apply without further research; but the groundwork
has been laid. Much more needs to be (lone in fundamental, not immedi-
ately practical, research. The great richness of human talent and tem-
perament has been emphasized as never before. The limitations of the IQ
and the PQ have been thrown into bold relief. A society that wants a

useful and dependable vocational assignment of its personnel must be
ready to support the research that is required to satisfy that desire.

The vojume should not be closed without pointing out the fact that

the program was a highly cooperative affair. It may be regarded as an

example of cooperative research and of what can be accomplished when

trained individuals with common purposes and efforts tackle technical

problems in the democratic way. There is probably no single contribution

of which it strictly can be said that it is exclusively the brainchild of

Captain X or it is the test constructed by Sergeant Q. Ideas were sub-

mitted to group discussion; test itemns to critics; plans were laid in

conference decisions .vere reached by agreement ; specialized technicians

each had a hand in the finished product. Things did not always progress

as smoothly as this account may imply, but the essential idea was develop-

ment of tests and projects as socialized ventures and the constant inter-
play of criticism and rebuttal. In this mamner miany a potential mistake
was undoubtedJly caught early, and the phai was the richer bkcause of
the multiple contribution. Because of the high propinlion of creative

work in research as such, and because psychological research, in particu-
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tar, profits %tlatively more by a poolli, u.f individual impressions, the
cooperative approach hns much to offer.

Having made these remarks about ..ooperation in general, it should i
also be said that all credit and the gratitude of those who have benefited
or will benefit by the results of their efforts. are due to the many indi-
viduals who loyally and unsparingly devoted themselves to one of theI
greatest adventures in human engineering.
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In the derivations to follow, a number of simplifying a:ssumnptions are
made which the reader iuay consider inappropriate. It is true that a con-
dition such as equal item variances will never be met in practice. The

chief usefulness of these formulas, however, is to give the test con-
structor a rapid way to predict statistics on some level other than the one
on which he is working. The error intro~lucvd is smiall compared with
the computational convenience of the simplified formulas. Comipare, in
this respect, the Kuder-Richardson formulae 20 and 21.

DEFINITION OF SY3MBOLS

x = a deviation score in item i. It may take on various meanings:
X1, X8, x0 * * * x., respectively.

n = the number of items in the test.
at = the standard deviation for item i. at = pqj
pi = the proportion of the individuals who answer item i correctly.

Correct answers are given a score of +1 and wrong answers or
omissions a score of zero.

q•= 1 -- p..

at = the standard deviation of the total test score.
r75 = a product-moment correlation (phi coefficient) between any two

items, i and j.
ri = a product-moment correlation (point biserial) between item i and

the total test score.
r,1 = a reliability (internal-consistency) coefficient for the total test

score.
rig = the correlation between the total test score and an outside criterion.

ri, = a point-biserial correlation between item i and an outside criterion.

"= an average (mean) of a number of coefficicnts of correlation.

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS

Part I.-Item Intercorrelatlonls

The correlation between an item and the total score, including the item,

is given by the equation r r, Cr,+.re ....... +xi . ....... -
(1) Y.xs' + , + ..i. .+ .
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Dividing thr( 'gh by Nei,
(2) _ t + ril, + r1V2 .+ ...... + r.a,

rigI -
at

Assuming equ'. variances, i.e., constant difficulty for all items,
(3) it + X rij VPi, + Vplql rUl

ri t oat

Rearranging td dividing through by (n -i) we have the mean cor-
relation betweet item i and all the remaining items in terms of the cor-
relation between item i and the total, the standard deviation of the sum,
and the mean stardard deviation of the items:
(4) U-1

"1ital _ pq - j

- (n (n- 1)Vp-,q
Summating for all items and dividing by the number of items,
(5) n n--!X Iri j t, rig -nVp-i-i=, -J=t J= ati _ ; -Vp-qj

n(n -1) n(n - 1) Vpiq, (n- 1) Vp-'W
Formula (5) gives us the relationship between the mean product-

moment correlation between items (phi coefficient) and the mean product-
moment correlation between item and total tcore including the item (point
biserial), the standard deviation of the total score, and the mean item
standard deviation.

The variance of a sum is given by the equation:
(6)

01.2 = ass + . .. . ...... + as" + 2rT,1,r, .+ ......
Assumit.. equal item variances, or constant item difficulty,

a 0-1 n U-I
(7) . j= ,,i., + ÷., I I ri, = ,.p,q, + piq, , ,

=1 = -- 1

Substituting an expression for I Z ri, derived from (5), we have
i=1 |j=1

(8) al =jpjj+ i i ar - 'V'P'i.

,= ne, + p.(( ) 1)
Canceling and assembling terms,

(9) all= iuV/p-q, ,7,,
Dividing both sides by as,

(10) at
Substituting the eyoression in (10) for as in equation (5) and simplify-

ing, we obtain 0 A relationship between the mean interitem cor-
relation (phi co,' ; and the mean correlation between items and
total score (point biserial):

""=VPi~i P11 -VPq, _ir'., - 1

(1). (n_)Vp-T - -1

ii..';~ ~1*~*~ ,



Part 1L-Internal Consistency of Total Scores

Substituting the expression in (10) for at in the Kuder-Richardson
formula number 21,
(12) rot = ---. p

n- I i'll
Canceling and multiplying,

hita-1 - I(13) ri -
, -- -- r'ias s- 1)

The internal-consistency coefficient of the test as a whole is thus 3tated
in terms of the mean product-moment correlation between items and
total score (point biserial).

Part Ill.--Spurloua Item.Test Correlation
If rot equals zero, then

( 1 4 ) -- -Xný - 1 it (n-1)

Rearranging, and canceling,

(13) 1
X

Taking the square root,

(16) Vol
In other words, the mean product-moment corre!ation between item

and total score including the item (point biserial) when inter-item cor-
relations are zero is inversely proportional to the square root of the
number of items in the test.

Part IV.-Validity of Items and of Total Score
The correlation between an outside criterion and the total ten? score

given in terms of item scores, reads: r,. = r (xr,+as+ .. +.)c =
(17) Zz€ + Ux€ + ...... +•xrc . ...... + lX.C

Note,
Dividing the last term through by Nor,

(18) ,+ r,, . ...... + r, . ...... +,.
rg* -"

Assuming equal variamces, or equal item difficulties,

(19) roc = fiq, 1 re,

Substituting for ua the -"xpression in (10),
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The validity of the total test score is thus stated in terms of the indi-
vidual item validitics an,' the-itcm point biserials with total score.

Canceling terms,

(21) roe

In other words, when itcms are of the same level of difficulty, or nearly
so, the validity of the total score is the ratio of the average (mean) item
validity to the avcragc (mean) correlation be weer item and total score.'

S thi. appendix wis written by Cape. Lloyd G. Hump•reM
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Arpv. ,Ax B-Fador loading8, communalities, reliabitilies,

•t -ind Cole No. Nt Ca Ii It la J LE MB ME PM, M P I P

Aerial Photographs.
Q Pg0A-IV ........ 392 .... ........ ........ 06 ........... . 15 .... 27 39....

Iliovniphical Data.
2 1 ........... 3000 .... .... .... .... . .. .. 42 .... .... ... 19 10 -14

(Navigtator)
Iliorraphical Daft.

CkM,0+D (Pilot) ..... 3000 . 29 50 . -20 14 -09

Vock Counting.
C 'A ........... 392 .... ............ .... .04 .... . .... 36 .... -13 43 ....

Code An&li.,
C153AX2. ......... 200 .... 03 40 42 .... 00... -07 ............. 29 06....

Combat Planes.
C SAX .......... 26 .. 57 12 28..... 10... -03 ............. 22 02....

Comnpetitive Planning.
"C140AX2 ......... 372 ............... ..33 3.... .... -02 ............ .1 0...,

Complew Scale Read-
ing, CE454A ....... 354 05 .... .................................... 52.......
(Total Rights)

Complex Scale Read.
inx. CFA54A ........ 354 67 .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... 09 .... ....g otal Wrongs)

Cubes. CP512A ........ 658 00 00 03....-13....-10....-03 18 31
D)ocoding. CI214AXI.. 202.............00.............................12 36
Decoding. C1214AX2.. 1900 ........................ -06 -17 .... ............. 31

Dial I~adlng. CPG22A. 392 .... .... o..... ... ................ ..... 08 ... 50 27 ...

Dial & Table Reading.
CP621A. C13622A... 6000. ......................... 1- .............. 3 31 11

Directional Orient.-
tio,. CPI15B ....... 392 ........ ........ .... 0. ............ 38 .... 22 07

Directionul Plotting.
Ck.45•%A ........... 354 -03 ............ ............................ 44
(Total flights)

Directional Plotting.
Cl4 oSA ........... 354 41 ............ ........ .................... 08 ....
(Total Wrongs)

Dnvinit Skill.
CI3T7AXI ......... 202 ................. 21 . .. 46..............17 08

frieurv Analogies.
C1212AXI ......... 468 .... 04 34 .... 11 .... -0 ................. 17

Frigue Clar'.ification.
Ci2I3AXI ......... 202 ............ 38 ................ ............. 05 01

Fi1-,. Figure.. Card".
CASI2A ........... 392.....................06.............15.... -05 31

1i~h: Formations.
Cl654AXS .......... 2 .. 46 14 21 .... 13 ....- .... . .... 0) 11

Follou ing Directions.
CI'402A ............ 206 It 54 10 0....0 -03.............25 09.

Followitn; Oral Dire.
tioas. C10S IAX3 ... 266 .... 18 25 1 8 .... 09 .... 07 .... .... .... 21 08

FOate~l IAnwlisgs.
CI4.2AX4 ........ .26 .... to 38 it .... -0.... 03 .............. -02 7 ...

Ge n, r.| I nformaition.

(;:L•4I ) ........... 31)00 ........................ 27 0 ............ 20 10 20
(Na*viratwo)

Getirral i r.,rrntton,
C1,"d W,) lilm't) .... 3)00 ........................ 00 30 ............ -10 23 38

GCe, rat liturniation1 'e'ch.-Vcx abý-

Ilotb.). Ci': 5C .... ..... ...... .... 1 ............ 04 33

Oerieral Intrornmation.
(tre, h.-Vo4ab.-Nav.).

C-5C .......... 4 0 01 14............ 141 00

Uenera| lo'rut on

.L.o ...... ,....IL....f 3

"" " ..... .... 3C0017 3



and viditim, for printed leas groespad anphabe*icaUle

1.l PMt PMl Its RuR 8 a J5aIdi 
__

C PP P O 
Nv Pil. Bornm Nay.

S............ 0 ........ 0 .... 1 ..• 40 0 218 ..........
... 04 .... .... OW .... .... -09 .... ... 0. • Os 0 .... 2a 49 0600 02 ..... ..... ,2247 .........

S22........ - 07 . -0 ........ -15 -07 .... 46 88 7924 30 .........
1~47 ... .... t

S.... .... 20........ 28 21 ............ 1, .... 640 17..........

10... 1720 ...... S16 ............ 230 859 So .................
06... 20 33 ........ 17 ............ 31-01 78 87 .................

17 ............ 36 01 -01 ............. 0. 19 48 68 6 19 ..... .....
•-02 17.... 19 .... ..... 83 .... 32 .......- 0255 ......... ... .....

"-03-07.... 03........ 13 .... 03.........09 37 44 ...................

10.... -06 26........ 41 25 .... .... 14 20 53 6 21535 . . .
..... .. ... 36 80 37 19 .... .... ...... 01 01 54 72 1429 13 ..... ...... .... . ... ...... .. . . 32 ........ 10 14 .... 26 .... 15 9 13 ..........

200 .......... 24. .. . 24.........41.... .. ..........- 13 59 76 8630 16..........
1048 ... .21

S0214 .... 10 ........ 42 ........ -02 10 07 65 87 10925 2 ..........
18n .... is ....
2701 ......... ..

. - ........ 31 ........ 41 08 ........ .... 26 66 74 031 26.........
o71 .... ....... 3

-0 26 .... 17 ......... 3 .... 42 ......... 4a 7 7M ....................

-01 -03 .... 02 ........ 09.. -04 ........ ad 60 5 .................

15 ....... ..... 11 ........ 15 ............ -05 42 a3 &a a2 *'3 .............
17 .... 07 34 40 31 14 ............ 23 2h 76 1008 10 .........

1675 ........ 6i
S........... 03 1 32 06 ............ 15 04 30 78 2797 00 ..........

S....... .... 16 .... .... 43 42 .... ........ 14 64 6 1950 24 .........

1O .... 02 2 ........ 22 ............ 1 04 4a 84 1302 " .......
1. .... 07 1s ........ 02 ............ 26 17 54 7 5103 16 .........

_06 ... -07 27 ........ 28 ............ 1S 20 42 7T 4797 '24 ..........
183 ......... U.

07 .... 02 53 ........ 14 ............ Is -0a 63 .... 1310 so .........

-07 ....... 13 ... -02 ................... .... 12043 M

08 ....... -0,5 ........ -04 ........... 35 .... 43 87 12043 24 ..........

20 12 .... 01 ....... -0 ........... 4 15 37 7 3151 13........
28" ..9 04.
2701 ......... 1.

- 0,0 l 03 07 1g 6s 07 ............ 7 14 72 77 3151 o ..........It129 .. Ob .....
2701 .......... 3,

. -01.............41 47 1 3151 .211 ........-01~~30 ..... ..... 10141OlM
--.- 2701
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APPENDIX B

Test and Code-e. Nt Ca 1. Is Is Mt Ma

(rgtraphy ........... 19 0 . . .. . . .. . .. .. . 01 1 ... .. .. . . 13 . .

Gottehaldt Figuree, -. 
21 It ....

Q11PIA-11l ........ 04 O... 02............
l ndo. CPb12A .......

: 0 ... 1 l ..

Handa.CPSI2A~....... 058 . - 06.. 01 .... 1..-5.. 1

History. A8153 ....... 1900................08-08...............08 
...

Inntrument Compre.
hension 1. 13615A.. 468 .... -07 21 08.... 02.... 07.............10 18

S* Instrument Compre.
hension II. C1616B.. 468...... I1 -02 .... 13 03 03............09 17

Judgment of Propor-
tions.,CI'2O0B.......0......-90 5.. 0 1 22..

Log Hook Accutacy.. -J36 .... Of 09.... 02 -06............32 13....
Ma Di~tanee.M ,i2on. C e... M2. .... . ... 3.. 6

OAXI ......... 175...............................09 ....... 1....SMapf Memory,
AOI ........ 278.............................

1 0 . ...........

ZF1%0AX7 ...... 238 .... .... .... .... .... .... ....... 14 88 07 .... 3

Memo7.3 176 .... ... ........ ................ ........ ..... 1..

Mgp Plannin,I412AXaIs ........ 170.01 16........ -08......

Marking Accuracy .... 200 07 01-07.... -',0.... -04............02 35....

Mathematics A.
C1702 ........... 300.... . .... ........ 04.............4 07-12

Mathematics .

70

C17021 .........................
Mathenmatc 0,

01206 ............ 570....................1 .... -04 16 14.... ....

Msthematics B.
C120 C........... 328613 040016 -01121 ............. Q8-0107

Mathematics 
B.

C206B, C1700A.... 3966............ 04 .... 08.... 1 .... 5?-01 -02

Mtechanical Functions,
CI ............ ................ .... 4...............

Mechanical Informs-
tion. C!905A ....... 3791 01-00 00 07.... 74.............-08 00 09

Mechanical Move. .nts. C . 1 .... .... .... ..... .... .8 ............. 37
Mechanical Pti nciples.

Ci903A.......... 738 .... 13- 14 03-04 04 60 .... 02....-07 08-02

Mechanical Principles.
Ci903B ........... 354 17..................-1 M8.... 02.... -13 01....

Memory for Land-
marks. Ci510AXI... 417............................... 61 20 44 16

Memory for Plane-
Names, CIS0OAXI.. 233................................ 8 02 M1.... 29*...

Memory for Plane Sil-
houettes. Ci103AXI. 417................................ 5 06 - .... 34

Miemory for Ships,
Ci,61AXI ......... 238............................... 50 06 .... 29

Memory for Tactical
Pln, W3OJA.. 179 .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 10 -12 .... .... -02 ....

Piano. CI •AX .. ..

Nearet l'omt-Point
Distance.C MOM_ 545.................... 43.... I .... 23....-04 09 ....

Number Series Com-
pletion. CI215AXI.. 202.............20...........................47

Numerical Operation.
C1701 Mllack) 628 07 08 04... -03-05-0.............81 04 08

Numerical Operations, 0C7011) r rontO ..... 006 04 01 02-09.... 11-06-09............ 7 10 02

Numirical Oerations.
C1T01B (Total) 2 ..... 02 14 O0....
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(Continued)

p P R VIIlityCPP M R It RR 8, go Nv Ml Vv4n N7r 7

.... .... 06.. ... ... ..a 1 7 . 4 0M.. ... ......
16 39 120 04.... ..... . ... - s 36 43..... 792 24 .........

. .... 0 0 ..... . .10 4 .... . 0 7 1V.8 1 3 ..... ....o...... . ... ..... 2 63 .... Go . 01 0 .....6.
-..06 .... 242134 44.........220767 92.........

... 07 .... 14 09 30463 .... ..... 02 24 263848NO9532......

0 .,.. 03 ........ .1 9 ........ 22 29 6 7 46.3. 8 . ............ 03 0803.... ..... 110.... I... ....2 9 00-16 765... .. .. ..
.... 14 -06 06 .... ..... 06 08 .... ..... 19 33572 2782 V ....oi ......... 34

S.. .... 0 ...... 16.... .... ... 42 26784793 7 ........
... ...... ... 23... .. 08... .. ... 03 .... 86 66 1063 19is . .

... 7 .... . 1 ...... 16 ............ 23 .... 1312 t ,........
1577 ......... 34

S.... . 14 ...... 21. ........ 31 31 61 67 176 1........

24 ... .... ..... 31 .... ..... 27.... .... ....- M8 289 78 7 !5W 21 ..... ....
.... .... a 0 06... .... -04 .... .... .... 06-03 4 as6............... .....

0 .. U ....0... 16 ............ 53 33 63 311 1 1 ..... ....
182I ... .....
2701 ......... 42

07 .... . .... .. 07 .... 1• 6 37 .... 64 .... 8840 U ..........
S... ... 67 .. . 13 ....1 .... . 29 10 i. .... 1205 .... ......

13758 I
-03 -03 04 47 .. 18 14 27 197 1 6657 1 .........

1-03 ... 40 -04 00 -04 ........ 2 22 80 3131 10 .......
/1829 I....
2701. ......... 0

22.... 24-03............240441 .......
03-01-11 04.... .... 04 ...... I t .. 5 ...13 ..... ....6

"I"/ 29 .... i0.....2701......

... ...... ... 25.. ... 2 ... ..... 0 51 60 7025 72 82 ......
13 00 -02- 102 01 0022 04 ...... 251 8A TO 10025 31 ..... ....

2I7 ......... .2
18-0 .... ... ... 12 .. 03 0354 V ..99W 30 ......

. .... ... ... .. 07............ 07 -1 8 1421 1•........

.... .. 10 ... ... 06 13 .... 71 892 1771 . ....
1/ / ........... "1

S...... " ... .... .... .... 0261 82 873 21 ........

0 ...... 1 ... . 31 -08.... St1 Go 16 04 17 ..... ....
S. ....... . O0 . 573247 154 '10 ........

.. 21 ... . 18 05 . ... -12 1 62 4045 ..........
608 ....
600. ........ Is

... ...... ... 36 19 0o 4.... .... ..... 10 to 47 76 2.309 813 ..... ....

... 03 14 10 11.... ...0 ...... 76 0 73 3131 0 .. ..

I2701.... ....... 41 T
08 2 2302.... ....-01 ... -06. 03 -10 TO 64 3131 -01 ..... ....I )F29 .... I ..

/ 2701 .... ...... .

0- .. ..... 1 1 il01.... . -1 &. I....... .... ..... ...
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AIpz.N4Dx B

TestandCod*No. O., t It to J L.E ],IR M. Pil N i

Ovtsmi g tinal Pla.- IaAni- 4 M 4 7AXI .. * 2 .. ..... ... 1 ... .. 202 ... ..... 41 1S..
Organusativmall Plan-

tintg.Ci4•C71Xl... 26 .... 02 38
PatioLanxC162S11./ O392. ....... .... ............•........ .- 11 .... 1 10..
Paittrn Amaail,.I

CP612A .......... 0 .... ........ .... .... 04 ............ ... 2 ....
Pattern AssemIbly.

CPO4A ........... n202 .... .. . ... .... .. . 62 ..... ........ 31 ....Pa ttern Comp•Dods-I I II
ition. CPJA ....... 202. ... .... .13 . ... .... .................... -04 24 ....

Pattern Co•),ebes-...................

iOlCPA X I..........3 1 ... .... .... ........ .... 6 . ........... ... ,- ....

Phya Cih0iA .. . ................... 21.... ........... 17 ....'16"Nr Intpalx...... 1ow0.... .... .... .... .... ....- 11 51 .... .... .... ....- 0..

PMOM.... Air, 202.... .... .... .... .... ..... .. ............ 2 ....

wmn.(4084AX3.... 63N .... 01 06 43 -11 - ....
Plionalns A Crirut,

CI4I0A ... ....... 202 ................ 1. .... .... 24 ............ 02 41....
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Intercurrelations, Means, and
Standard IDaviations of 65

Selected Tests in Samples of
Unclassified Aviation Students

at Sheppard Field, Texas'
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APPENDIX I

Intercorrelations, Means, and

Standard ]oeviatiuns of Tests in

the Air-Crew Classification

zila~try of Septneher, 19441

S__ ____III_,_

IThe c:yaminees on which thefse data are based consisted of $.15# unclasifited Aviation iu4ets

tested at Sbe'pird Field. Tex. The scoring lormuLas used are presnICd mi. report no.. 2 to the
series of A " avition Psycbolo•r tI erch reA port , V•d. Du ,leis op. (#. aM, 315.

Decimal points thbt properli, precede entries in the. matria bave beta omittedL
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"evaluation, 695, 7%9, 864 Conduct of the War Test, C..2DA, 761-
recommended, 868 763

Can summaries, validity, 584 Conference for Interpretation, CE707A,
Change-of-set tests, 556-563 652-656

evaluation, 564, 860 Confidence:
validity, S63 measures, 703-713

Check List, CESQX, 346 ff. cvaluation, 704 f.. 707 f., 710 L,
Circular error, 17, 76 712

Civil Aeronautics Administration, 767 validity. 704 f., 710, 711
Classification: score, 551

battery, 867 f E tests, evaluation, 864 f.
optimal, 875 f. Constancy, size, 466
problems, 875 f. Control Confusion Test, CE214A, 663-

Clerical-speed tests, 3&4-407 665
evaluation, 386, 388, 392, 3.3. 394, Cooperation, ratings, 666 f.

399. 403, 404, 405. 406 fE Coordination, psychomotor, (Ste Factor)
validity, 386 f., 388 f., 390 f., 394. Currection:

399..4M for guessing. 20A 33 f.
Clinical: for restriction of range, 36 E

impressions, validty, 631 f. Correlation:
predictions, intercorrelations, 588, analysis, 18--20, 2 L

641, o55 659, 664 matrix
pr...edures, 623-671 carefulness battery, 687

evaluation, 669-"1, 863 December 1942 battery, 799
i-oject, 623 L. foresight and planning I, 181

..-udies, 3 foresight and planning II, 183
r,,-ic Reading Test, CPSZ7A, 562 f. integration battery, 216 f.
S.ode Analysis, C[653AX3, 212-215 judgment and reasoning, 148
Cede Deciphering Test, 558 if. July 1943 battery. 801
College requirement, A. A. F.. 46 mechanical battery, 334

SCombat Planes, C1655AX5, 206-210 memory batrcry 1, 262
Combat readiness, 757-759 memory battery II, 262
Cona.iunality, factorial, 822 Novcmber 1943 battery. 802
Cr'mpass Dir,-ctions, CPS24A, $25 f. perceptual battery, L 409
Compass Orientation. C1660A, 523 f. pcrccptual battery It, 410
Compass-4,rientation tests, 512-527 reasoning. 114

evahlation, 514, 516, 517, 520. 523. September 1944 battery, 803. 904
524, 52, 539 Slheard FicW battery, 901 If.

I validity. 514. 515, 533. 52Z 524, 52s Cravwfrd-.Kcnnett Point Motion Tets
Compe.itive Planning, C14Y).XZ 177- 28.5-7

180 Criteria:
Complex Concentration, CI6SSAXI. 210•- b'mbardier, 17212 

navigator. 16 f.
Complex Coordination Tc?. CM.0tA, pilot. 16

122. 1 cZ7 215. V25. 477 f. for ticrncra-mn et tests. 6M
Compke. Scale Reading. CE4SIA, &43 11 Cr.is %alidation, 38 f.. 8



D F

Decision difficulty, 616 ff. Face validity, 230 f.

Decoding: -defined, 21
C[214AXI, 103 f. Factor:

analysis, 18-20, 22 C., 39-4Z,
, 2in the AAF., 477 f.

Decodir.C tests: assumptions, 39
cvaluatyon, 103, 1 advantages, 797, 489 f.
validity, 102- basic equations, 839. 877

D)eduction, (See Reasoning) carefulness tests, 686-695
D)ial Reading, CP622A, 395 ff. centroid extractions, 41
Dial and Table Reading, CP622A, December 1942 battery, 79S-•"

' CP621A, 395-403 diagonal entries, 40
SDiUculty, and factor composition, 510 integration tests, 215--225and job analysis, 844 f1
Directional-discrimination test. 47°--A98 j bdgment tests, 142-154

* evaluation, 483, 486, 488, July 194 battery, 794-819
!validity, 483.-485, 488 f. mechanical tests, 321, 3.33-33t)

Directional Marking, CP533A, 407 f. memory tests., 261-268
SDirectional Orientation: November 1943 battery. 800O8k'

CPS1SA, 515 f. perceptual tests, 408-418

CPSiSi, C, 512-514 of pilot criterion, 839-845
CPSI5D, . P. 516 f. planning tests, 180-190

i SI~rcetioWl Plottinv4 CE-455A. 6R1 i. procedures, 39 f.

Discrimniutkon Radctio Time: reasoning tests, 113-122
CP61ID, &escmVbed 804 rotation of axes, 41

diagrawý. 69 September 1944 battery, 80W>
CP34"A, (Paper), 493-496 of stanines, 819 f.

Distance Estimatimo, CP?12A, 466-468 of training criteria, 8V.# i.
iDistaiuc-judgwrnt tests, 447-4•4 carefulness, 691,

cvaluxtici, 449, 451, 4S?, 454, 4-% defined, 823
461, 463, 465 f., 468, ,475, 859 composites, validity, 843

validity, 449 f., 452 f, 154 f., .1A composition, and speed,, ,0 f.
464 46. general reasoning (r..-oning t ).

Ditraction tests, 549-556 119, 147, 151, 187, 223, /6, 3.Y
eu.tion, 551, 553, 55-', %•3 f, 91 416, 691, 818
alid,.ity. ss, 554 555 defined, 838

Dominance, ratings, 66 f. integratio !, 222,
Drivirtz S-ill, CI307AXI, 32i-3i1) defined, 823

integration 11, 222,
E defined, 823

integration 111, 189, 224,
Fx,,zvriirl-proedmi ej tc..t. 1(,4 defined, 823
Evo sensitivity. 616 f. judgnicnt, 152 U., 189,
Flimninee,: defined, 823in'se\ ,v;,h, 9 f. kinesthet;c-ntotor. 818

kinds of. 36 lngth es!mation, 337 f., 418,
EiAio-ul-'.llhility rafin.- . W f defined, 823
it:mpa oirtlc 1i( p'- on -,c rc t, ( '.'1'•7: , 5 It\ - nwailhcn alical background, 818.

619 dcnned, 823
,:pi-.pthy, dfived, 616 mechanical experience, 151, 1S. 221,

F-.1imat1o1 n of 1.. "1gfl: 31%, 61,, 316, defined. 823
(T'63.1.. 26., 4V"-4 , Mcmnory 1. (rer pre4-as.,ta~c•
dhi..;,s ' n, 438 memory)
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Memory II, (See visual memory) Fi;kfitatiun in invcrtories, 778 f.
SMemory ITI, 267 l:v•r Icsts, 695-703,

defined, 823 c ,-luat lon, 699, 702 f., 864
* numerical, I2, 186, 221, 416, 690, 815 %.i1ity, 697

paired-associates memory. (Memory I:-tirc Anlogics, CI212AXi, 104-106
1 1). 265, Figurc jna' ,;;iCs tests, 104-106, 146,
defined. 823 evaluation. 106

pilot interest. 817, validity, 106
defined, 838 Figtire ClasIifit-ation. CI21JAXI, 106-

* planning, 189, 109
* defined, 83810defned 8MFigure ChA3 fieation tests:

perceptual speed, 118, 186, 220, 264, eval.ation, 109
336 L, 415, 814, validity. 108Sdefined, g2id5. 0
deied 2 Figure Sim~ilarity Test, 560 f.

psychomotor coordination, (psycho-
motor I), 222, 691, 816 f, Frngr P,:xterity Test, CM016A, 804

defined, 38 Flanagan r, 30 f.
psychomotor precision, (psychomo- lFlcUbilily of attention, hypothesis, 556

tor I1), 692, 817, Right For.nations, C165-1 NX5, 196-199
defincd, 838 Flight Orictltation, CP528A, 488-491

psychomotor speed, (psychomotor Fiight Pali, CPIOSA, 292-294
111), 223, Fluva, y tests, 1435-i47.

defined, 838 cvd01I1iton. 142

reasoning 1, (Set general reasoning) F1),illg L'-. 1!iition board, defined, 1
reasoning 1I, 120, 151 Foll-,V,i',g Dircctions. CP-I02A. A47-5.49

defined, 838 Fo:l3,,ihg Oral Dir.ctions:

reasoning Ill, 120 f., (I AX, 517-520

defined. 838 CI'651BX, 521-523

as reference category, M97 CIoSiCX, 523

social-science background, 819. ForccJ I auding,, C1652A. 2-2-0
defined, 838 FV, c,,•hr, defined, 47

space I, (S'ee spatial rdiations) I'urcsight and planning:

space I!, 417, in 1kALtt training, 157 1.

defined, 838 teL- 137-180
scs.duaton, 855spacefine, 6938 Fc,!5igh*t and Planning Maze Test.

defined, 838-15, 6
"spatial, 478 1., :09 f. CI-14A, 165
spatial relat;ons, (space I), 119, 187, Form tr,.cptin teis, 419-444,

"224, 266, 338, 417, 693 f.. 815, Cv,).%tiof, 839
,�~efln& $3 itk•n Visualization, CPS14A, 2E$ L.i A•efined, WS8

speed and strength of closure, 445 Fiu~t:'ti., rilitaiy srvice and, 737
summary of loadings, 821-&81 8' 2-1

899
test batteries, 874 f. !4,'.v !:f~rna.ion:

validities, 820 U., I,. 350
negative, 81 f. (;), 359-361

verbal, 120, 152. 18, 221, 265. 337, (HS1- , 361-366
813 f., I:-SF. 366 f.
defined, 838 t+:, •-FX2, 3o7 f.

vis11,l memory, 266, 416 ( F:•)3|X3, 368v i . u a l z a t j i, 1 g9 1 5 2 , M %8 2 2 , -7 ., ('3• X 4, 3 6 7 f
33A, 415. 6W92, 81S, (1- n:-;x2, 367 f.
d-fined, 838 . I.I~w•x3, 676 1.

F.Culhy board, defined, I - |, (>7i V.
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CES05GXS, 6, 675 Identification of Velccities II, CP205B,
CES05GX7, 676 408 f.
CES05GX8, 368 , Indices of Self Confidence, CE427A, 703-

General-information tests, 350-368, 572 f., 706
674-677 Induction, (See Reasoning)

evaluation, 358 f., 360 f., 366, 369, Information:
858 in judgment, 143

validity, 352, 354 f., 357 f., 360, 364 f., tests, 48 f., (See General-informa-
366, 367, 368 tiorn tests)

General reasoning: Information Blank S-C, CE410A, 578-
factor, (St, Factor) 580
theory, 339 Instructions, experiment on, 778 f.

Gcnotypic descriptions, 14 Instructor-student, matching, 619Instrument Comprehension:
Geographical Memory, CI508AX, 257-- 1, C1615B, 479-486

259 II, C1616B, 479-486
Geography, ASI04, , 763ntegration:
Geometric illusions, 439 ff. ability, in pilot, 191 i.
German military psychology, 665 1, 11, or III, (See Factor)
Gestalt, illusions, 443 ff, ratings, 666 f.
Goodenough Speed of Association Test, validity of, 58

678 tests, 49, 091-215
evaluation, 195, 199, 202, 206, 209 f.,

Gottschaldt Figures, QP9O1A-III, 411, 212, 215, 225, 855 f., 860 f.
430 recommended, 869

Grade-slip entries, 3 requirements, 192
Graph Reading, CP601B, 384-386 validity, 195, 198, 201, 205, 212
Graphic rating scale, evaluation, 723 f. Intellect, aircrew requirements, 46
Guilford-Martin Personnel Inventory, Intellectual tests, 45-49CE436A, 592-595 defined, 45

score intercorrelations, 5 Intelligence quotient, 852, 885scor i t eco relt ins,594Interaction Test, CFA25B, 665--667
Gunner, flexible, 60, 78, 83, 96, 308, 326, Interest:381, 402. 515Inest

G3n y, fd, 715 and aptitude, 728 f., 730 f
fighter ws bomber pilot, 731 f.

H ratings, 722 ff.
evaluation, 734-736

iiarrcwer-Erickson Rorschach, 634--637 %alidity, 725 t., 734
licterogeneous tests, 880 f. scores, 550 f.
ftidd,vn Figuvres, CP802A, 430 and stanine validity, 729
History, ASIS3, 763 tests, 608-616, 736-765,
l Iomog;encous tests, 880 f. evaluation, 740, 744, 748, 752, 754,

H[on'e Frort A t t it u d e Inventory, 766, 862, 865 f.

CFA-46A, 763-76I, validity, 739 f., 742 f., 747 f., 751 f.
Internal consistency, 28-34,

Ilummn-Wadsworth Temperament Scale, equations for, 8
CE418A, 581-585 Interview:

method, 652-656
psychiatric, 605 f.

Illusions: validity, 655
geometric, 439 Introversion-extroversion, 589 ff., 738
Gestalt, 443 Inventory of Attitudes, CE518A, 759-761
tests, 438-444 Inventory of Experiences, Interests, and

evaluation, 441, 442 f. Attitudes, CE612AX2, 740-752
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Inventory of Factors GAMIN, CE435A, L595--599
score intercorrelations, 597 I anding .udgrnent, CP5S05B. 471 L.I Itvenory of Factors STDCR, CE443-A, f -IL)•Cigs psychological feature.. 158, 19)

58c-592 1 '.dhership tests, 665 f., 713-719
score incrcorrelations, 590 ciliattihi, 715 f., 718 U., 865

Item : I iegth estimation:
analysis, 22, factor, (See Factor)

against factors, 879 f. tests, recommended, 869
difliculty, 33 f. 1,1t:1 of Flight Test, CPI02A, 292
intercorrelations, equations for, 887 . I.o.; IoKk Accuracy, 406 f.
selection, principles, 361' l oical Sequence, C1217A, 98 f.
validity, 37 Lf

and aptitude, 780 f. M
equations, 889 Maller-Glaser Interest Values Inventory,writing, 21 f. CES14A, 611-613

htem-test correlations: score intercorreations, 613comparison, 30 f. Map Distance, CP626B, 456-461
equations, 889 Map Memory:

CI50.AXI, 233 f.
C1505AX24 238 f.

Job analysis: CISOSAX3, 236-238
by factor analysis, 844 L. CIS105BXI, 235 f.
oombardier, 3-5 \Np Planning, CI412AX, 164-161formal, 2 Marking accuracy, 404 f.

navigator, 5-7 Masculinity:
pi)o, 7-11 in air crew, 673 f.
and test construction, 13 f. pilot validity, 599

judgment:tests, 673-680
in aviation, 123 f. evaluation, 677, 680, 863 L.commonsense, 143 Mathematical:
de tined , 14 3 background, factor, (See Factor)
factor, (See Factor) tests, re1ommedd

log~cal-reasoning, 144 tests, 7 8--88Mechanical, 144 evalidityo, 758,8f. .tests, 123-154

evaluation, 127, 123, 130, 154 f., CM 702C, 79

854 .
recommended, 86 C702E, 73--7
validity, 127, 128, 153 C!702F, 79

CI702GXI, 79 C.Judgment of Proportions, CP206B, 472- \atliematics A, (See Mathematics!i474 C1702C-.G)
Judgment-of-proportions tests, 472-474 , Maze Coordination Test, CMUISA, 554-

evaluation, 474, 475 556
validity, 474 Maze Tracing Speed Test, 558

K McQuarrie test, 382
Mechanic, air, 60, 65, 78, 83, 308, 31*,

Kinesthetic-motor, factor, 818 326, 352, 355, 357, 365, 381, 402, 464,
Koerth pursuit test, 813 528, 529 f., 531, 534, 784 f.
Kuder-Richardson formulas, 28 Meclanical:
Kuder Preference Record, CE515A, 613- ability

616 in aircrew, 2.3-300
score intercorrelations, 615 couses, 300 f.
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mcasurement, 300 Memory 1, II, or 111, (See Factor)
comprehension tests, 145, 301-322 Memory f o r P Ia n e Designations,

evalu:tion, .109 f., 313, 315 f.. 319, C!.,7AX, 260 f.
322, 3.19 .Memory f o r Plane Silhouettes,

I: validity, JO)-30^, 312, 315, 319 CIS03AXI, 244-248
experience: Memory for Ships, CISO4AX, 253 f.

factor, (See Factor) Memory for Tactical Plans:

tcsti, rec,,mmended, 870 C[o09AXi, 267

inf,,,smaiion tct.% 322-333 CI509BX, 255-257

evaluation, 324-327, 330, 332, enta set, factors, 225

339
Meter Reading, CP602B, 386-388S, validity, 324-326, 33a, 332

mevements test:, 146 Minnesota Multiphasic Peisonality In-

tests, 301-333 vcntory, CE437A, 599-601

evaluation, 857 f Minnesota Personality Scale, CE438A:

validity, 153 601-603
SMechanical Functions: score intercorrelations, 603

ScI9O7AX, 313-319 Minute Difference Discrimination Test,C1907B, 317 561 f.

Mechanical Information: Morale, tests, 755-765C1905A. 34, 323-327 Motivation:

C1905AX, 32 f knowledge and, 341
CD905AX1, 326 ~ measures, 723-765

C190SAX2, 327 evaluation, 861
C1905B. 327 evaluation, 865 f.
! CI9SBX, w tests, 573 f.
SCI90SBXI, 34 Mutilated Words, CPSI2A, 424 E.

Mechanical Knowledge, 326 N
Mechanical Movements:

C1904A, 32D Navigator:
CI904AX, 319 f. biographical background, 769
C1904AX1, 319 criterion, 16 f.
C1904AX2, 317-322 grades, correlations, 60, 77, 83, 94,

Mechanical Operations, 316 96, 102, 106, 108, 112, 276, 282, 306,
Mechanical Principles: 326, 358, 380, 401, 484, 485, 530,

C1903A, 302-310 534
C1903B, 310-313 intelligence and, 47

Memory: job requirements, 5-7, 72
abilities, hierarchy, 267 Navy, U. S., 342, 733, 746, 767
in aviation, 227-229 Nearest Point, CP607, 4S1 f.
deficiencies, 228 Neuroticism, 738
defined, 47 Normality of Perception:
research plan, 229 f. CP806BX3, 443 f.
score, 551 CP806CX3, 442-443
tests, 227-261, 550 CP806CX4, 442-443

evaluation, 23-1, 236, 237, 2?0, 241, Number-series tests, 95-100
243, 244, 246 f., 2.19 f., 252 f., evaluation, 97, 99 f.
254, 257, 259, 261, 856 validity, 96, 98

pictorial, 231-254 Number Filing, CP604B, 392 L
recommcn(led, 870 Number Reading, CP604%, 392 f.
symbolic, 254-261 Number Series, CI215AXI, 95-97
validity, 23-1, 235, 237, 240, 2,6, Number Size, CP605B, 393 f.

249, 252, 25-1, 257, 259, 261 Numcrdcal:
Memory for Landmarks, C1501,\XI, 248- factor, (See Factor)

251 tests, recommended, 871
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Numerical Approximation, C1706A, 84- completlon tests, 424-428
$6, 94 cv'aluat, in, 425, 428. 444 f.

\umerical approximation tIcqs, (vcc validity, 425, 429
Computation tests) forina,'tii, t4sts, .191 424

Numerical Operations: valt.iation. -120 f., 123, .124, 445
C17I01A, 552 %alidity, 420, 422
CI701B, 80-84 orientation tests, 527-539Numerical operations tests, (See Com- ev;duation, 528, 531, 532, 536, SSR,

putation tests) 539
Numerical Sequence, C1217A, 98 f. validity, 529 f., 533 f., 538

0 reasoning test, 146
Pattern Analysis, CPSI2A, 428 f.

Object Completion, CP8IIA, 425-428 Ptet scnlC84,36 2-2} ~Pattern Assembly, CP&04A, 1., 421-423
Object Identification, CP521A, 26, 499- Iattern Comprehension:

501 CP'S03A, 271-274, 336
Object Recognition, CP523A, 501-505 CI'803AXI, B, 273

d Objectivity of Perception:
CP806BXI, 443 f. Pattern Sequence, C!217B, 109 f
CP'806CXI, ., 439443 Penetration of Camouflage, CP8I2A, 431-

Observation during Rest, CE709A, 657- 434
S660 Perception:

Observational Stress Technique, CE710A, aircrew requirements, 371
660-63 factors, 375 f.

Observational techniques, 573, 652-669 tests, code-number system, 371 C.
evaluation, 656, 659 f., 662 f., 664 f., Perceptual speed:

* 667, 668, 862 f. in aviation, 376
* validity, 65.1 f., 659, 662, 664, 666 f., factor, (See Factor)

668 tests, 375-408
Occupational Experience Blank, CE603A, evaluation, 380, 384, 407 f., 858 L.

' 791 f. recommended, 871
*• Officer candidate, 92, 402, 484, 485 validity, 379.381, 383

Organizational Planning: Personal Audit, CE4I3A, 585-588
CI407AX, 169 f. Personal Data Form, CE605A, 792-m94
CI407BX, 167-170 Personal inventories, 578-60%

Orientation: evaluation, 580, 584 f., 5, $589, 592,in air crew, 511 f. 595, 598 f., 601, 603, 606 f., 861 1.
tests. 512-539 validity, 579 f., 582-584, 587, 59, $91,

evaluation, 860 594, 597 f., 600 f., 603, 605
types, 512 Personality:

defined, 565 f.inventories, 577-621
Pai'ed-associates memory factor, (See quotient, 885

Factor) structure, 568 f.
Paper: Phenotypic descriptions, 13 1.

folding test, 277-279 Phi coefficient, 29 ff., 38
form-board test, 336, 421 Physical Principles:

Paranoid traits, 592 C1801AX, 332 U.
Paratroop Dropping, C1209A, 403 f. CISOI BX, 330-333
Path Length, CP628, 461-463 Physics, Ci801A, 332
Path Tracing, CPSi2A, 382-384 Picture Integration, CPIO4A, 419"421
Pattern: Picture Evaluation Test, CE7I2A, 649 fU

analysis tests, 428-438 l'icture Exercises Test, 6U-637
evaluation, 430, 434, 436, 438, 445 Picture Judgment Test, CE6.1 f.
validity, 429, 434, 435, 437 Picture Sequence Test, CE7I3A, 650 f.
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Pilot: Planning a Circuit, CI401A, 162-164
'B-17, 60, 75. 306, 325, 357, 379. 400, Planning a Course, C1406AX3, 192-196

533 Planning by Deduction, C1409AXI, 180
R-24, 60. 75, 82. 306. 325. 352, 355, l'lanning Maze Test. C1405A, 159, 165

:357. 379. .100, 533 Plotting Accnracy Test, CE453A, 6F6
11-25, 60, 75, 306, 325, 352, 355, 357, Plotting Tet. CE452A, 684-686

379. 400, 533 Point biscrial r. 30 f., 35
3-26, 60, 75. 82, 306, 325, 352, 355, Position Orientation, CPS26A, 505-509
357, 379, 400, 533 Position Visualization, CPS34A, 288-290

biographical background, 768 f. Position Visualization II, CPIIIA, 290-
homber vs fighter, 10, 60. 75, 82, 306, 291

325, 379, 381, 400, 402. 529 f., 533 f., Positional-discrimination tests, 49,-509
731 f, 743-745. 750 f., 752 ft., 766, .evaluation, 501, 505, 50 f.

validity, 501 S., 504, SMS
criterio, 16 Power tests, 881 f.

factor composition, 839-845 Practical-estimations tests, 131-135
intelligence and, 56 f. evaluation, 133, 135, 154
interest factor, (See Factor) validity, 133, 134 L
job requirements, 7-11, 73, 99 Practical Estimations:
judgment, 123 f. CI3OAXI. 132 f.
landing study, 447 f. CI308BXI, 133-135

* •--40A 75, 82Z 306, 325, 379, 4K0, 533 Practical-judgment tests, (See Judgment
' single-engine, 60, 75, 381, 402, 530, tests)
S534. (Sr• also Pilot: bomber vs Practical Judgment:

"igha) C13OIBX,. 125-127
-specializaaim 743-74S. 7D f., 7S2 ., CI301BX2, 129-131

790, (Ser also Pilot: bomber vs CI30IC, 131
fighter) CI381DXI, 131

twin-engine, (See Pilot, single-en- Precision, psychomotor, factor, (See
i). Factor)

vaiidity, prediction of, 846-849 Preference:
Pilot Behavior Blank CE444A, 716-718 blanks, 723-736
Pilot-interest tests, recommended, 871 and graduation rate, 726
Plane Formation. CPSOSB, 411 inventories, 60&-619
Plane Formnwtion Memory, C1513A, 266 evaluation, 611, 613, 616, 619,
Plane Nam%; Memory, CI506AX2, 250- 62D f.

2S3 validity, 610 f., 612, 615, 617 f. I
Plane Position Memory, C1512A, 241- ratings f7

243, 266 evaluation, 86S
, Planning: validity, 72S f., 734

defined. 47 statement, 721 f.1 factor, (See Factor) %aiver. 72Z 724. 72S, 732 J
pathway. IS9 validity, 727 f.
tcsts, 159--1). (See also Foresight) Pressure, work under. 552 f., 554

evaluation, 162. 164, 167, 169, 173 L., Primary school, defined, 2
177, 180, I 19 Projective:

recommended, 871 methods. 62S-5
validity, 161 U, 164. 166, 169. 173, evaluation, 633 f, 637, 642, 645 f.,

177, 190 649. 862
I'lanning-by-deduction tests. 177-180 validity. 631-633, 636 f., 640 f.,
Mlanning Air Maneuvers: 644. 648

CI408AXI, 172-074 tests. 573, (See also Rorschach, and
CI408AXZ 172-174 Thematic Apperception)
C1408AX3, 170-174 Psychomotor:
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coordination, factor, (See F.ctor) ill judgment items, 129
factor 1, 11, or I11, (See factor) 1 If, or Ill, (See Factor)

Sprecision. factor, (See Factor) in reading, 14S

speed, factor, (See Factor) syllogisms, 146
tests, recommended, 871 tests, 89A22

Psychomotor Instruction Comprefichnsion evaluation, 122, 853 f.I ~testk C1626B, 6. recommended, 871 f.

Pursuit Test, CP414A, 382-384 validity, 153Q Reasoning Test. CI21SA, 97 1.

Reliability, 25-28
Qualifying Examination: alternate forms, 25 f.

AAF, 51, 71, 124, 143, 164, 2M4, 3s0, equation for, 8.77
430 and factor variance, 822, 877-879

Aviation Cadet, 46 maximum, 20
Quantitative Estimation, CE410A 408-. odd-even, 27

711 time interval and, 26 f.
Quantitative perception tests, 384 ff., uses, 27 f.

448 ff. and validity, 878
Restricted Word Association Test,

R CE7021B, 607 f.
Radio operator, 60, 78, 83. 308 326, 35Z, Reversed Clock Test, 559 E.

355, 357, 378, 381, 402, 529 f., S3M f. Ror.cliach Test. CE701A, 625-634
Rapid Projection Test: evaluation, 862

CE71IA, 643 examiner differences, 630 f.
CE7IIB, 643 group administration, 634-637
CE.711C, 642-646 time of day and, 631

Ratings: Rotary Pursuit, CM803A. 813
of appearance, 667 f. diagram, 67
of behavior. 662, 666 Route Planning, CI41IAX, 159-162
evaluation, 862 f. Rudder Control Test, CM1208, 813
intercorrelations, 588, 641, `6, 659, 3

664
interests, 722 ff. Satisfaction Test:
preference, 865 CE409A. 736-740

validity. 725 f., 734 CE409B, C, 740-74S
self, of performance. 703 1 CE409D, 745 f.
validity, 584, 641 Scores, rights and wrongs, 20, 135, 212,

Rationalization, 738 275, 279, 281, 293, 427 f.. 433, 435, 437.
Reaction-formation, 738 442. 438, 464 f., 470. 488, 500 f., 502,
Reaction Speed: 501, 508. 513 f., 521, 694, 882 f.

CE4S1AXI, 677 f. Scoring:
CE4SIAX2, 679 f. formulas, 458-460 *

Reading-con'iprehension tests, 56-69 factors and, 19 f., 460 L.
evaluation, 58, 61, 65, 69. 8;2 oi.Iimal, S9, 81, 304 f., 8&U f..
validity, 52. 58, 60, 61. 65 and rcliability. 470

Reading Comprchen-ion: ':udy. 459-461
C06'A (Training aril D)uties), •&-. Sc.ating. cff,'ts on scores, 438 f.

58 Self-confidcnce, 578 ft.
C1614G, S ,•clf-CrtJditiig Mrnt;d Abilities. CE412A.

C16141i. 6Z--4t6 706-708
Reali-m, iph'pothc.si, 703 S.lf-,ufli.'ic'y. 578 If.
Rcasoning: Scqucsicc of Maneuvers, CI410A. 174-

deductive, 122,. 144 177

inductive, 12M Sct, claait of, 5%6 ff.
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Shbiple l'.r,•onal Inventory, CEO01B, 572, psycchumotor, (See Factor)
601-6W tests, 460 f., 881 f.

Shorter Line, CP606, 448-451 Speed of Identification, CP610A, 376-
Shortest Path, CP608, 452-456 38
Shrinkage, in multiple correlation, 767 Speed Estimation 11, CP205B, 408 f.
Signal Interpretation, C1656A, 199-202 Sports, and pilot selection, 349 f.
Similarities Test, CI31iA, 137 f. Sports and Hobbies Check List,
Sizc-estihmation tests, 447-474 CE506X, 346-348

evaluation, 474 f., 859 Sports and Hobbies Participation:
Sioll, knowledge and, 341 f. CE506D, 343-350
Sociahility, 578 ff. CES06E, 343-350
Social: Sports-and-hobbies tests, 342-350

inttclligence test-, 713-719 evaluation, 348 f.
cvahiltion, 715 f., 718 f., 865 validity, 345

science background factor, (See Stanine:
Factor) augmented, 37

sensitivity, 617 defined, 35
Social Concept-, CESI2A, 755-757 factor analysis of, 819
Social Ntanipilation lnventpry, CE43A, intercorrelations, 876

713-716 validity, and interest, 729
Social Undcrstanding, test, 756 Star Identification, CPS19B, 536-539
Space factor: Statistical:

I, IT, or III, (See Facfor) procedures, 25-42
theory, 479, 499 rationale, 887 ff.

Spatial: symbols, 42 f., 887
ability, concept, 477 Stick and Rudder Orientation, CPS31A,
reasoning tests 492 f.

evahlation, 112, 113 Street Gestalt Completion test, 426
validity, 112, 113 Strength-of-interest scale, 722

relations Stress Resolution, CE441A, 700-702
factor, (See Factor) Strong Vocational Interest Blank for
theory, 283 Men, CE503A, 608-611

tests, 479-509 Structural Answer Projection Test, CE
evaluation, 859 f. 714A, 651
recommended, 872 Student-instructor matching, 619

Spatial Orientation: Surface-development test, 271
CPS01A, 2A, 3A, 532 Survey of Aviator Opinion:
CP5011, 31, 527-533 CE604A, 699 f., 776

Spatial Reasoning: CE604B, 695-699
CI2MIIXl, 110-113 CE604C, 700
C021 UIN2, 112 f. Survey of Personial Attitudes, CE508B,

Spatial Visualiyation 1, CI2O4AXI, 277- 757-759
279 Sustained-attention tests, 542-563

Spatial Viiial;zation iT, C1203A, 274- evaluation, 547, 548 f., 563 f.
277 validity, 546, 548

Si'ali~d Vkis|liration If[, CI1535, 287 f. Syllogism, (Set Reasoning)
. , •arman- Bro %%n formwila, 7T
Spccili,'atiot| In t e r es t Inventory, I

(CI'609.\. 755 Table Reading:
Sp~cciiiiztioii lPrcfcroice l,,etitory, CP621A, 396 f.

C.:blO.\, 752-755 C1'603 B, 3J8-3921
Specd: Teacher Prefe:cnce Scale, CE426A, 616-

of decki-n, 866 619 j
f:.ctor cL !ipositiot and, !60 f. score intercorrelation, 618
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! •~~'P(-'-'i:c',. Vol)111 I .. A" ! 1formation ver"l:

.d '.-(i,'.,. ,• .ability, ai4crew requirements. 52 1.
I "r .*.'itfi factor. (See Factor)

Sa in ;.5rc',, ':' t tests, 51-70, (See also, Reading Cow.
carba ~.prchension, and Vocabulary)

S. n'.tg, atioe ;•' - €, •4" evaluation, 852
" 0'sp,: . ,, :, ',-719 recommended, 873

Verbal Recognition, Cl3220, 1V
ode-nm~, (l~r 'y,•,,&, :•| 1. Vlsua:

p Aremns, 57 V1 t completion tests, 292-295
r,. lu~rnirenI,~ 71# i. evaluation, 294 L
t> ies, 92 1. vali'iity, 294

fc:nsion testi, 60S-7';, manipulation tests, F7!-2M
SevaluficgXI, e•lfuaton, 274, M 27,;9 1., 2- 3 f.

,r"A.n-•fiki ,.-,,... Ttst, 676 285, 287, 291 U, 2" .
validity, 273, 276, 2. 28W

dfiristia.i:,, .ing.. 882 memory factor, (See Factor)
= •te•e,,.,Visual Memory, Ci514A 2140 f.

!. :,! - wa-n t .'. ,. V isualization :
:' n ;,:;4 ... •>L.",??.;in aviation. 270 f

•e ....... faclor, (Ste Factor)
history, 269 L

.3 f. tests, 48, 217)-2M
evaluation 856 f.

.. ,42.-•7 recommended, 873S. .. ;. ..-. ":'<, ,' <.-•' : ,:":theory, 283. 295 f.
p' ;,.t• *e, 'ý i:cst. ClE76A, Visualization of Maneuvers:
H ~C1657AXI. 280i-M8

. C'I( C1657L, 30.. ,. .... • _i

Vi.. alizadio •!Olfipfe Choice, CE•701J,
634-637

a', z- tion .'- ~Vocabulary Pressure Test, CE.DRA,

4*... ,"h .Ic' . . ". OIE, 341 Vocabulary Test:
1 "4raininp t saik, "FSI3A, AAF, CI604B, SS-56

CIW0A, 53-55-* ", : : .: i. , .. -. C t00$a , 53-SS i
Cooperative Form'R, •34-5

Vocabulary test%, S3-56
S" evaluation, 54, 56, 69. 852

validity, 52 54, $6 153
S..... Vocational:

, -, Ruidance, problems. A4 I.
Irntcrest telst. 608-616
sdIeton, problems. 884 1.

.NVe, Point Cadets, 64. Al, 91, 37M
olj. *i'l : ? . .'Wigply Blocks test. M66

*a...,d f, ,a .•irAgs, 843 f. Wom~en' Army Service Pilots (WASP).
;,-+'.' •" 92. 31, 364 ., , 4 484 f. S2, S

a a,. t ,'it ; q" 604-607, 784-787
.,d, -. , Word Association Test. CI318A. 138 f.

".',' . ' Work-in-Flight Test. CE41SA, SSI-$lS
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